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Researched and written by

Geoffrey H. Manning
The natives wisely named their lands
The meanings now I write to save
Them from entire oblivion,
And honour those not great, yet brave.
(Register, 11 October 1893)

The German [place] names which we have so indiscriminately destroyed were, as Pastor
Brauer has said, ‘statues of liberty proclaiming and perpetuating the glory of Britain, because
they proclaimed to future generations and ages that these pioneers had been accorded in a
British province the liberty denied them in the country of their birth.’ We made a mistake
when we decreed the ruthless destruction of such memorials…
(Advertiser, 10 February 1928,

page 12)
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Foreword
My father, born in 1926, created a successful career in banking, but it was an interest, pursued from the late
1970s, that moulded him into a most satisfied octogenarian. The content of his website (see below) is
testimony to his perseverance, over five decades, into research into the origin of place names germane to
South Australia, together with other aspects of our local history, culminating in an autobiography.
He had little formal education yet, today, his many and varied historical studies are, in my view, worthy of
a doctorate, the highest qualification bestowed by our universities.
His father, an itinerant carpenter, and survivor of World War I, died in 1936, aged 40, and consequential
hardship followed for the family and I recall my father’s frequent lament emanating from the school yard,
during his three years of secondary education at Mount Gambier High School in the late 1930s, where taunts
from more affluent students alluded to the fact that he was “On the Free List” – by way of explanation - his
Mother had to resort to support from the Government for the provision of necessary text books to enhance
his education further.
I believe that this experience forged a sense of social justice compelling him to engage, for more than a
quarter of a century, as an honorary official within the Australian Bank Officials’ Association where, for his
services, he was, in the 1960s, accorded a ‘Life Membership’ which, today, with pride, is held aloft, alongside
his extensive work on South Australian history.
He enlisted in the Royal Australian Navy, aged 17 years, served in the Pacific region on the corvette HMAS
Pirie as a Visual Signalman, engaged in the assault upon Okinawa, and was present at the surrender ceremony
in Tokyo Bay in September 1945: later, he returned to his employer, The Savings Bank of South Australia,
where, given his acumen, he rose steadily through the ranks.
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In the late 1970s, having served as a Branch Manager across suburban Adelaide, he found himself amidst
‘senior management’, with an expectation of retiring at the then prescribed age of 65 years. However, on an
autumn afternoon, the arrival of two long-lost cousins into his domain in King William Street changed his
life. They plied him with information about the Manning clan of McLaren Vale; a topic never pondered by
my father.
At this time, banking was being transformed by the promise of financial deregulation and rapid technological
innovation, little of which appealed to bankers of his generation. Thus, beginning to dabble in his family and
local history, the lure of devoting full attention to research was strong and, in September 1982, he chose to
retire.
My father’s journey into historical research was motivated by the discovery that his great-great-grandfather,
George Pitches Manning, was among the first to plant grape vines in McLaren Vale and the efforts of his
ancestor in digging the first cellar in the district are honoured today by a display at Seaview Winery.
This pioneering story sparked an interest into other aspects of our State’s early history when he found himself
engaged with a small community of scholars of a similar mind and, notably, in his case, the trials and
tribulations of our indigenous people, that are traversed at length in Appendix 46 of this publication and
elsewhere.
Soon, retirement from the paid workforce was a boon to my father as he found a new and most enjoyable
vocation as an historian. - chasing facts became his passion! This evolution began, as related above, with the
story surrounding the Manning family’s pioneering spirit, but it soon evolved into the realm of toponomy,
that is, a resolve to solve many puzzles associated with the history of place names. This work represents the
joy, the intelligence and obsession of a man anxious to get to the truth of matters surrounding our
nomenclature.
Stewart Cockburn, in the preface to his father’s pioneering contribution to the study of South Australian
place names, What’s in a Name’, recited that: ‘It is a tribute to the quality of the author’s research that so few
mistakes have been discovered in it.’
During the throes of research into Hope Farm Chronicle: Pioneering Tales of South Australia, my father
began to find errors in that work and this inspired a certain curiosity to correct the record and, as
overwhelmingly evident here, add to it substantially. The corrections made by my father to this historical
record were not always an easy matter for Stewart Cockburn to digest and certain difficulties are discussed,
at length, in my father’s autobiography, A Depression Kid’s Story. (See www.geoffmanning.net.au.)
This work represents, only, a modest proportion of my father’s contribution to South Australian history, for
he has researched and written many local histories ranging from a Choral Society to a Golf Club while, in
2004, the State Library purchased his meticulous cataloging of 100 years of South Australian newspapers –
available on-line on its Website.
Whatever pleasure readers derive from these pages, and I am sure there will be plenty, I hope this work
inspires them to ponder their local history and engage in researching our past.
My father’s latest contribution to the nomenclature of South Australia is not one that he claims to be flawless;
indeed, his work is ongoing because many people contact him frequently – It is apparent that the puzzle of
place names, alongside a keen interest in national and American politics, keeps him well and truly alive.
His many essays on local history, together with references to his books and samples of his analysis of place
names, are presented within his website www.geoffmanning.net.au.
Haydon R. Manning
Flinders University

Preface

I think it may be fairly said that the community in general has a very real desire to see Aboriginal
names preserved for all time. Scarcely a week has gone by in the past twenty years but that I have
been asked by the newspapers, or by individuals, to supply Aboriginal words suitable for the
naming of houses, streets, subdivisions, racehorses, greyhounds, ships, yachts, row boats, nursing
homes and other subjects, including a new brand of pickles, a girl’s social club and a new Church
of England diocese.
One of my delights on a Sunday afternoon is to paddle slowly around the suburbs in a motor car
noting the display of hundreds of house names for the adoption of which I have been responsible.
The only trouble is to avoid duplication, the desire for exclusive house tags being almost as keen
as a woman’s anxiety to be seen in a distinctive frock.
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(Rodney Cockburn –
1930)
In the 1970s, having been separated from paternal family links for all but 40 years, I was enticed into writing
a family history of my immediate ‘Manning’ ancestors and, following research within and without the State
Library, I was finally rewarded with what I believe is the authentic nomenclature of McLaren Vale where
my great-great-grandfather, George Pitches Manning, was the pioneer vigneron - this fact is supported by
substantive evidence that, today, is on public view at Seaview Winery on Chaffey Road but, unfortunately,
not identified within the town’s environs where Thomas Hardy is regaled as the pre-eminent pioneer of this
viticultural district that is recognised throughout the world.
I repeat a word or two made in an address given to the Port Elliot Branch of the National Trust on 14
September 2006:
At that time, recorded nomenclature by both H.C. Talbot and Rodney Cockburn said that is was
named by David McLaren when on a trip to Happy Valley and Hurtle Vale in 1837, but no source
for the opinion was given by either gentlemen. This was disputed by Mr J.D. Somerville, who quoted
from J.C. Hawker’s Reminiscences: ‘… The Valley of McLaren, named from Mr [John] McLaren,
Land Office, who surveyed it.’
In support of this statement the South Australian of 7 October 1845 said: ‘… named from Mr
McLaren, of the Survey Office, who surveyed it’. Indeed, it is most unlikely that the party travelling
to Hurtle Vale in 1837 would have been far enough south to traverse the McLaren Vale.
In an effort to resolve the matter I corresponded with Mr David Elder, the author of William Light’s
Brief Journal and Australian Diaries, and he said:
As I understand it McLaren arrived at Kangaroo Island on 21 April 1837… and the SA
Gazette & Colonial Register for 8 July 1837 included a paragraph or two welcoming
McLaren to Adelaide… This makes me wonder if Talbot was right in thinking that
McLaren led an expedition to this area so soon after his arrival in Adelaide…
Thus, the weight of the evidence suggests that it was named after the surveyor, John McLaren.
From this excursion into family affairs evolved an innate desire to delve into the broad spectrum of what I
was to describe in my first venture into the subject as the Romance of the Place Names of South Australia
and, over the past quarter of a century, two further volumes have flowed from ongoing research and, at the
risk of being adjudged pedantic, I rescind my statement in my last edition when I declared that ‘unlike Nellie
Melba, with her interminable “last appearances”, this is my final epistle on nomenclature’!
This change of heart followed a plea from my son, Haydon, to write an autobiography of my life that
commenced on 25 June 1926 at Waikerie where my father was employed as an itinerant carpenter on the
construction of Lock 2 on the River Murray – I have been informed that this ‘epic’, together with other idle
ramblings on various facets of South Australian history, now appear on the World Wide Web.
For those who share with me an appreciation of Aboriginal names, I suggest they turn to this site, and within
this work, where they will find correspondence emanating from me to local councils where I pleaded for the
use of mellifluous native names in lieu of importunate European appendages – for example ‘The City of
Wongayerio’ appeals much more to my ear than the ‘City of Charles Sturt’! Wongayerio is the Aboriginal
name for Saint Vincent Gulf and means – ‘overwhelming water where the sun sinks’.
I thank many people who have contributed to my published findings on the place names of South Australia
many of whom are mentioned in the text – in particular, Max Medwell, Mick Sincock, William Watt, Peter
Whitington, Wayne Slape and Neil Cocking of the Department of Lands; historians Rob Linn, Hans
Mincham, Reg Butler, Neville Collins and Peter Rymill, with whom I spent many worthwhile hours in
exchanging thoughts on the history of the Lower South-East.
In conclusion, I applaud past and present staff of the State Library, including Barbara Mayfield, Marie
Maddocks, Ann Burrows, Roger Andre and Anthony Laube and, of course, must not forget my dear friend,
George Daws, who spent countless hours researching the idiosyncrasies of Governor William Fox
Drummond Jervois in respect of the plethora of ignominious nomenclature that gentleman inflicted upon
‘The Place Names of Our Land’.
Geoffrey H. Manning
Norwood – March 2012
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Aaron Creek - It runs through section 34, Hundred of Waitpinga, and recalls Aaron Bennett, who arrived in
the Indian in 1849, aged forty, owned section 111 in the same Hundred which he sold to James Collins for
£28/10/0 in January 1857.
In December 1920, Mr W. Bennett of Delamere, the second son of Aaron Bennett, celebrated his
diamond wedding. He came to South Australia with his parents… following which his father was
employed as a wheelwright by Mr J.G. Coulls in Blyth Street. Within a few years he had
accumulated sufficient funds to purchase land in southern Fleurieu Peninsula and it was there he
engaged in mixed farming. The family travelled from Adelaide in a bullock dray over rough tracks
and the journey occupied a fortnight.
There were no improvements on the place of any kind - neither house, fencing nor cleared land.
The first work was to build a house, of slabs, with thatch roof and earth floor, calico windows and
containing three rooms in which the family lived for a number of years. The next job confronting
them was to clear the land that was thickly timbered. It was long and expensive work and to
clear 20 acres a year was considered to be an achievement. However, they had their reward
when the land produced heavy crops that were hand-reaped.
The wheat was threshed out by bullock power and cleansed by the wind, as there were no
winnowers or threshers in those far off days, while the nearest post office and store was at
Yankalilla, 15 miles away. As the population increased at Delamere the settlers clubbed together
and built a Methodist Church; a Sunday school opened and Mr Bennett became one of the first
scholars. Later, the day school was built.
Abattoirs - A French word for ‘slaughter house’ applied to a railway station and changed to ‘Pooraka’ in
December 1940. (See Dry Creek & Paraville) When the metropolitan abattoir was established in the second
decade of the 20th century it was considered that it would be ‘the making of Gepps Cross’ - ‘already the
transformation of this comparatively insignificant township is becoming apparent.’ The contract for the
building was let to Messrs Wadey & Co. of Melbourne and amounted to £106,000 and spoil from the
excavations was used to fill up low lying land in the direction of the Cavan Arms Hotel.
The initial work consisted of surveying 486 acres and taking levels for water, drainage, building and railway
purposes and the Gepps Cross railway station was built adjacent to the slaughter house.
The problem of water supply was solved effectively by the sinking of three bores that yielded
upwards of 7,000 gallons per hour. The water was excellent for stock, irrigation and washingdown purposes, but unsuitable for boilers or domestic purposes. To meet this need a new steel
main was laid down from the Barossa. The land not required for the buildings was farmed and
thatched stacks of hay testified to the success of those operations. When completed the cattle
yards were capable of holding 2,000 head of cattle and 50,000 sheep which was nearly double
existing facilities in Adelaide. Sixteen working men’s cottages were constructed on the Gawler
road north of the abattoirs and there were three villas and a manager’s residence on the
southern side.
The first Arbor Day at the school was reported in the Chronicle, 3 June 1916, page 30 and the opening of a
public school in the Register on 18 October 1924, page 10e.
Abbeville - A railway station 8 km south of Georgetown, the name being adopted on 15 May 1922 from a
town in France at the suggestion of a local resident, J.A. Lyons, who was hospitalised there during World
War I. Until then its post office had been called ‘Broadview’; it closed on 1 February 1948. The school
opened in 1920 as ‘Myrtle Bank’ on section 125, became ‘Killarney’ in 1921 and closed as ‘Abbeville’ in
1937. Biographical details of J.A. Lyons, MP, are in the Register, 17 March 1926, page 9e.
Abbotsford - In 1878, this subdivision of 30 acres in sections 407-8 ‘north of the railway line’ at Jamestown
was advertised. It was the name of Sir Walter Scott’s home on the River Tweed in Scotland and still in
possession of his descendants.
Abbotshall - The name was taken from a house built by the SA Company in the early days of the colony and
called, at first, ‘Shingle Hall’. It was demolished in 1966 and, today, the name is perpetuated in Abbotshall
Road, Hawthorn. In 1913, Abbotshall was described as a subdivision of part section 234, Hundred of
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Adelaide, ‘laid out as Lower Mitcham’ bounded by Bernard Street and Main, Grange and Angas Roads; it
was not recognised, officially, in the Lands Titles Office. Rodney Cockburn says it was disposed of in 36 sites
to the order of Robert Wemyss, an ex-chief of the Caledonian Society, in 1917.
Abbots (sic) Track - On section 149, Hundred of Goolwa, recalls Giles Abbott, who held land at Freeman’s
Nob. He arrived in the Buffalo, aged thirty.
Abbot(t) Flat - Mr Geoffrey Chard of Cannonsvale, Queensland, advised that Geoffrey Bishop, in Stringybark
to Orchards, mentions the name. Further, records show that members of his ancestral family were born at
‘Abbott’s Flat, nr. Lobethal and Tiers nr. Lobethal’ over the period 1869-1873. Their residence was located
on section 5144, about midway between Forest Range and Lobethal. He concluded with the suggestion that
‘Abbott’ may have been a shepherd who worked for an early landholder.
A.B.C. Range - In the Flinders Ranges and looking southwards from Wilpena Pound there is a fine view of a
succession of curious hills, the most northern side of each being steep and generally capped with rocks,
while the south side is gently sloping.
This is called the ABC Range from an idea that the number of the separate hills is the same as the
letters of the alphabet. There is a beautiful valley, well grassed, and containing some good timber
on either side of the range. St Mary’s Peak, one of the highest points of the Wilpena Pound
range, towers away in the distance. I think the 20 miles of country, including Aroona and
Wilpena, contain more subjects for the artist’s pencil than any other part in the north. Although
dwarfed by the wall of Wilpena Pound, it has many beautifully regular hills, with a singular
charm.
Abercwn - A school opened at a mine, circa 1860. Its precise location is unknown.
Aberdeen - This subdivision, on the west bank of the Burra Creek, opposite Redruth adjacent to the Bon
Accord mine, was laid out on section 4, Hundred of Kooringa, by Robert A.A. Morehead and Matthew Young
in 1849, when they advertised ‘lots in this rising township to be let on lease…’ and to take place on Saturday,
September 15:
The minerals being reserved, prevented the Burra company from attempting to monopolise the
place, as they pretty well did the township of Redruth, sold on the 29th August. The number of
lots offered for sale was 144, but the eloquence of the auctioneer could not dispose of more
than about 20. The impression among intending purchasers was that the prices required were
much too high.
The proprietors, doubtless, had in their minds the high prices that the Redruth allotments were
sold for, but in that township no reservation of minerals existed, consequently the Burra
proprietors bid against all those who were likely to purchase for building purposes. There is no
doubt that had the prices been moderate the entire of the township would readily have found
purchasers and have been speedily covered with buildings.
Included in Burra since September 1940, it has a namesake in Scotland derived from its situation near the
mouth (aber) of the River Dee.
A graphic description of a mail coach trip from Pekina to Aberdeen is in the Register, 18 October 1870:
We left Pekina at 3.45 p.m. on Tuesday, September 6 by McDonald & Hoskin’s coach, carrying,
besides Her Majesty’s mails, nine passengers, exclusive of the driver and guard. The first stage
was accomplished without anything to mar the enjoyment of a drive of some 18 miles over what
is known as the Pekina Plains; but as evening set in the sky appeared overcast, heavy clouds hung
about the ranges of hills on either side, the lightning became more vivid, and the peals of
thunder, which were at first scarcely perceptible, increased with such vehemence that we no
longer entertained any doubt of an approaching storm. Looking southward the ‘windows of
heaven’ had already opened, and at a considerable distance ahead the rain appeared to be
falling in dense masses.
At 6.16 p.m. we changed horses, and had not proceeded more than two or three miles when our
predictions were verified. The ground on either side of the track was covered with water to the
depth of from 6 to 30 inches, and varying in width from 1 to 800 yards… The ground was
saturated to such a depth as to make it terrible work for the horses, whose steaming sides and
panting breath told too plainly the severe work they had to do. On, however, they went, the
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driver keeping them as near the track as possible. The rain fell faster and faster, the coach rolled,
the passengers held on…
Six or seven miles of such travelling, with occasional plunges through a creek or watercourse,
when the horses got their backs washed, and we are on comparatively dry land. The rain has now
ceased, the clouds are dispersing, another fresh team, and at 9.30 p.m. we reach Canowie. A
cheerful fire, a supper… and we again proceed - this time on foot, for the road has been partially
fenced just after leaving Canowie, and is so contrived that a heavily-laden coach is more likely to
come to grief than not. However, the skilful driver manages to turn a sharp angle on a sideling,
and, sliding down a steep hill without any accident, picks up his passengers, who have been
trying the depth of mud and water.
The weather is again changing, the clouds blacker and heavier than ever, the rain drops full,
thick, and fast, and the moon struggles in vain to show us our way… Another half-hour and we
come to a standstill. ‘Gentlemen, it’s no use’, says the driver, ‘we shall knock up the horses. I’ll
carry you on my back to that fence, and you must try and get on the high ground.’ Some of us
submit ourselves to the sturdy back of the coachman, while others wade through the water, and
pick out the hardest of the mud to walk on…
We are on what is known as the Booborowie Flat, and the flood is perceptible some miles ahead,
and where we are standing, a mile in width. The horses, now relieved of part of their load, are
again moving… Presently we hear a plunge, and turning to look, we see the horses struggling to
get the coach out of a hole. They succeed, but not till the water has found its way over the
footboard… A little further, and the light of Booborowie Dining-hall is seen at a distance of some
three miles. The guard blows his horn, the horses plunge forward, apparently conscious that they
are approaching the end of their stage, when the driver again stops them to ‘wind’ and we all
listen to the strange noise some 50 yards on our right.
‘Do you hear that?’, exclaimed guard and driver in one breath; and we do hear it, and are
informed there is the head of the Broughton, and within a short distance of us 15 feet of water;
the depth where we are is some four feet, and the flood is rushing through the wheels like a
sluice…the lighthouse at Booborowie becomes visible and we step out into a foot of water, and
thus ends another stage at 2 a.m. Some coffee and a change of horses, and we make a fresh start
now in total darkness… on we go through holes and creeks, across swamps and morasses, now
uphill and again down an incline. The night, or morning, is as black as the grave… The guard
alights and is instantly lost in the fog. Some minutes of suspense, and then a loud ‘cooey’… More
dashing and rolling [and] we reach Copperhouse - for the last two hours and a half rain, merciless
and pitiless, blackness and darkness.
We have still two miles or more, and it must be done. Again we push on, and in ten minutes
have turned the corner of a fence. Once more we hear the sound of many waters, broken only by
the sharp crack of the driver's whip. We sit with bated breath, waiting for the finale. The water
deepens, now it is up to the horses’ backs; a telegraph post within a foot of the wheels tells us
we are near the road, and also near a smash. A few more plunges and a dim light in the distance.
We breathe again more freely, and by the time we feel secure and are rousing the landlord of the
Aberdeen Hotel - at 5 a.m.
And so it came to pass we reached our destination. No bones were broke, nor was anyone
drowned, although if either of these contingencies had happened none need have felt surprised.
The wonder is why it was not so.
Aberfoyle Park - In the 1850s, the majority of the land, included now in this Adelaide suburb, the boundary
of which was proclaimed on 10 July 1980, was owned by Christian Sauerbier. Born in Germany in 1814, he
settled in Scotland, immigrated to New South Wales and arrived in South Australia in the Dorset, in 1845.
He died on 21 October 1893 and devised the majority of his property to his son, John Christian Sauerbier
who, on 1 September 1917, changed his name to John Chris Aberfoyle; he died in 1923, aged 67 and an
obituary is in the Register, 23 March 1923, page 8h,
The suburb of Aberfoyle Park was laid out in 1924 by James Henry Browne; it is a locality name in the
County of Perth, Scotland and, possibly, was the former domicile of Christian Sauerbier. The sale of
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‘Aberfoyle Estate’, the assigned estate of J.H. Browne, comprising 994 acres, was advertised for sale in July
1926:
For many years occupied by the late Mr Chris Aberfoyle… The residence is of massive
construction, encircled by wide verandahs and occupying an elevated site…
In 1481, the name ‘Aberfoyle’ was rendered abirfull - ‘influence of the streams’.’
Abminga Creek - In the Far North, about 180 km north of Oodnadatta, means, ‘snake track’, according to
H.M. Cooper. In 1861, the ‘Abminga Run’ was established by G. Hiles (1817-1902), SW of Bickmore Hill. (See
Petherton)
Acacia Creek - (See Murphys Wash)
Acacias, The - In 1878, the name was given to a mansion at Marryatville purchased from Dr J.M. Gunson
(1825-1884) by Sir Edwin Smith. He died in 1914 and, in 1920, his executors subdivided the land comprising
section 290, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Heathpool. (See Smith, Hundred of)
Accommodation Hill - It lies about 15 km east of Truro; no record can be found, indicating with any
certainty, when the name was applied, but it appears that, by 1851, the word ‘accommodation’ was used
in connection with this area, as a letter from Corporal Crocker, Royal Sappers and Miners, a surveyor to the
Surveyor-General, Captain Freeling, on 3 February 1851 says, ‘… about two miles north of the
accommodation yard on the Moorundie road.’
A Lands Department plan of 1851 shows Accommodation Yard marked on a water reserve on a creek about
half a mile south of the main Truro-Blanchetown road at the foot of the hill and being used as a resting
place for teams making the journey from Blanchetown to Truro, ‘a distance of thirty-two miles;’
Parliamentary Paper 88/1862 has a map showing its precise location.
The adjoining area was known as the ‘Dustholes’ for, in October 1855, a survey of section 5 has the note
‘known as Dustholes’; land grants in this locality were issued in 1855 to ‘Lachlan McBean of Dustholes’ who
had held adjacent land under occupation licence from 6 March 1845, ‘Between Hills and Scrub.’ (See Baldon,
Dust Holes, Hay & Old Stockyard Waterhole)
Acher Valley - (See Nantawarra)
Ackland - William Ackland died at Yalpara in February 1884 and, probably, is remembered by Ackland Dam,
on section 56, Hundred of Yalpara.
Ackland Gardens took its name from William Dinwoodie Ackland-Horman and Elizabeth Mina AcklandHorman, the owners of the land when it was subdivided in 1927 (part sections 57 and 58, Hundred of
Adelaide); now included in Edwardstown. (See Clarence Park) Of interest is a 1919 report of an unnamed
subdivision of ‘61 building sites at Edwardstown, held under instructions from Mr T.H. Ackland…’
Ackland Hill, South-East of Coromandel Valley, remembers James Ackland, who came to South Australia in
1838 in the Surrey; by 1844 he was described as a dairyman, occupying section 865, Hundred of Noarlunga.
Acklin Corner - A school opened in 1886 with Mary E. Annear in charge. Changed to ‘Hacklin Corner’ in 1887
and closed in 1941. (See Boree & Spalding)
Acraman - Acraman Creek flows into the Great Australian Bight north of Point Lindsay. (See Gibson
Peninsula)
Lake Acraman, a salt water lake, partly dry in summer, was discovered by Stephen Hack in August 1857.
John Acraman (1829-1907) took up pastoral lease no. 1208, circa 1867, ‘West of Lake Gairdner’. He arrived
in 1848 from Bristol, England, in the Appleton and entered into partnership with Messrs George Main and
John Lindsay. His obituary is in the Register, 24 June 1907, page 5a. (See Thurlga)
Adams - Thomas Adams, lived at Gawler in 1841 and, later, took up land in the Hundred of Munno Para. He
died at ‘Wattle Farm, near Smithfield’ on 21 January 1890, aged 84 and Adams Creek, was named after him
on 13 November 1986; a local road honours him, also. (See Hillbank)
Hundred of Adams, County of Hanson, proclaimed on 12 December 1895 was named after Henry Adams,
MLC (1894-1902); born at Tungkillo, in 1851, he worked as a pattern maker at the Moonta Mines, became
president of the Trades and Labour Council and honorary secretary of the Australian Labor Party and died
in June 1926.
Adare - Part sections 20-21, Hundred of Goolwa, were subdivided in 1925 by Martha Earle Cudmore (18551938) and given the name Adare Heights; now included in Victor Harbor - her address was ‘Adare’, Victor
Harbor, a mansion built in 1893 by she and her husband, Daniel H.C. Cashmore (1844-1913). The site
belonged, originally, to Governor Hindmarsh and the first building thereon was erected in the 1860s by his
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son, John who, at the time, was living at Port Elliot, when he was described as ‘barrister-at-law’. It was
purchased in 1889 by D.H.C. Cudmore who made large extensions to the house; the entrance gate once
bore the inscription ‘Mootaparinga’.
In 1924, it was reported that ‘the gates of Adare were entered. Oh! What a change! The sheltered influence
and sweet scent of the forest trees were at once [sic], and the many voices of our glorious Australian birds
came from every side’:
Down at the end of the garden near the river bank a great babble of birds came from the bright
flowering Western Australian gum trees of several varieties which were in full bloom…
One could easily see that this charming spot was part of a sanctuary for birds, not only by the
drinking vessels placed in suitable places about in the garden, but by the great and confiding
numbers of our most beautiful avifauna…That night retiring to bed, I threw up the window and
looked out upon the moonlit scene. The heavy artillery of the heavens was in action over the
land, lightning flashed, followed by the deep reports that rolled seaward.
A glimmer of light marked where the restless old ocean flung itself against the granite bound
coast, just as it did when the Lindsay’s and other colonists came first to that locality. Above all
then came a clear call ‘more nork’ every 30 seconds, for a boobook owl was over on Mount
Breckan hillside among the peppermint gums… I did not hear a mate reply, but no doubt it was
not far off…
Making my way up a hill at the back of the house, I was delighted to see the splendid
regeneration of sheaoaks and many native shrubs. It is wonderful how quickly in many localities
our indigenous flora makes its appearance if stock be fenced off… My heartfelt thanks go out to
the bird friends at Adare…
Mrs Cudmore lived there until her death in 1938.
Adare Park was a subdivision of part section 19, Hundred of Goolwa, by Bruce Barker in 1942. He took
the name from the adjoining ‘Adare Heights’; now included in Victor Harbor.
Adata Valley - East of Beltana near Nepabunna; derived from the Aboriginal adata madapa - ‘frost valley’,
not because there is frost there in winter but because of the white colour of the ground.
Addison, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 27 January 1910. As a young man, Arthur
R. Addison, MLC (1888-1915), was employed by the River Murray Navigation Company, National Bank and
Bank of South Australia and, for a time, the Port Elliot manager of the latter. Later, he engaged in milling at
Middleton and Orroroo.
His constituents showed their appreciation of his ability as a parliamentarian by renewing their
confidence in him upon each occasion he asked for their votes. As a politician he was an
unassuming gentleman. He sought not the limelight of office, but carefully watched the interests
of his district and the State.
Adelaide - The name Adelaide was assigned to the chief town before its site was fixed. Governor Hindmarsh
had given publicity to this fact long prior to the adjustment of the unfortunate dispute with Colonel Light,
first Surveyor-General, and Sir John Jeffcott, first Judge, as to the relative merits of the plains adjoining the
River Torrens (not then named) and the slopes fronting upon Encounter Bay. Accordingly, it would be remiss
if no mention was made of the woman after whom the city was named. ‘She was to become Queen Adelaide
and came to England as a young princess from a happy court of a small German state, where her father
ruled very much like a good king in a fairy tale.
‘She came to marry the elderly Duke of Clarence, who sent one of his illegitimate sons to meet her and
introduced her, himself, to the nine other children of his irregular union, all of whom lived under his roof.
Adelaide was young and serious minded and she could hardly have been happy at his opening of her new
life, but behaved with the noblest kindness to the FitzClarences, as the future King’s children were called.
She treated them as a gentle stepmother, furthered the careers of the eldest sons and, herself,
superintended the education of those who were still children.
‘Her portraits show her as a charming looking woman, delicate and a little sad. The death of her only child,
Princess Charlotte, was a life long grief to one who was a great lover of children. She and her husband,
William IV, celebrated the accession to the throne with a modest and economical coronation and Adelaide
had her crown made at her own expense. Storms were soon to break over her. England was full of distress
and all liberal hopes were set on the Reform Bill that would give the poor man the vote and thus, it was
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thought, lessen economic misery. Queen Adelaide, who never understood English ways fully, had no faith
in democratic reform which she associated with revolution.
‘She believed, honestly, that if the Whigs triumphed she would be beheaded like Marie Antoinette. There
is, nevertheless, every evidence from those who knew her that she did not talk politics to the King, but
endeavoured to divert his mind from them and save them from worry. Her views became known and then
began Queen Adelaide’s real martyrdom. The leading newspapers, The Times among them, attacked,
openly or subtly, the “foreign woman” and accused her of influencing the King against reform and were
blamed for his reluctance to create enough new peers to swamp the resistance of the House of Lords.
‘At the time of the founding of South Australia the Queen had almost lived down the bitter hatred of the
country and the passing of the Reform Bill had disposed of some of the more violent objections. There were
even many happy days. The King, whom she had loved, so loyally, and who had loved and leaned on her in
return, died a year after the naming of Adelaide. The rest of her story is of ill health and suffering, brightened
only by the knowledge that she had, at least, lived down calumny and false reports.’
When she died she left a sum of money and certain memorabilia to the public authorities of South Australia
and the latter comprised:
1. Autographs of Her Majesty, a facsimile of her own directions for her funeral; and a personal pocket
handkerchief.
2. Envelopes of autographs of the late members of the Royal family; letters of George IV; autographs
of
various crowned heads of Europe; letters of the Duke of Wellington; a letter of Lord Nelson’s to the
Duke of Clarence; and autographs of King William IV.
3. Letters from sovereigns of Europe to Queen Adelaide; two cameos of King William IV and Queen
Adelaide framed and glazed; several volumes of books with Queen Adelaide’s autograph or the
Royal Arms which belonged to Her Majesty; a glass goblet presented to her on the occasion of her
visiting a German spa; an iron bracelet worn by patriotic German ladies who had given their jewels
and golden ornaments to maintain the war with the French in the times of Napoleon.
Today, her funeral directions are housed in the State Library - A touching document in which, ‘knowing that
we are all alike before the throne of God’, she asked to be borne to her grave by sailors ‘in peace and free
from pomp and vanity.’
The magnificent situation of the city is due to Colonel William Light, who selected and supervised the survey
of it, the first sale of town acres taking place on 27 March 1837. On 24 December 1836 he walked over the
plain to that part of the River Torrens when he realised that it was an ideal site for a city. He was immediately
subjected to criticism so severe as to affect his too sensitive nature. The Governor, as was perhaps only
natural in a naval man, had preference for a coastal site, but Light found no grounds to shake his own wellconsidered reasons. Later, when employed in a closer examination of the site, a query was made as to why
he chose that exact spot. His reply was that:
The reasons that led me to fix Adelaide where it is I do not expect to be generally understood or
calmly judged at present. My enemies, however, by disputing their validity in every particular,
have done me the good service of fixing the whole of the responsibility upon me. I am perfectly
willing to bear it; and I leave to posterity, and not to them, to decide whether I am entitled to
praise or blame … further, the site is central to good land throughout this vicinity and at no
inconvenient distance from the port.
Governor Hindmarsh, in a dispatch to the Colonial Office on 21 June 1838, was more than pessimistic in
respect of its site: ‘It can never be a permanent Capital by whatever means it may for a while be propped
up. It can at the best be nothing more than the inland market town of a fertile but very limited district.’
Reverend John Blacket in his History of South Australia says:
It was under great difficulties that Colonel Light carried out his work. The means of transit were
very defective. Horses were not procurable, The Surveyor-General and staff had to travel on foot.
The men were poorly paid; ‘two-shillings a day slaves’ was the taunt thrown at them… Not only
were Colonel Light’s men badly paid, but sometimes poorly fed. It cannot be a matter of surprise,
then, that great dissatisfaction existed.
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Strikes were frequent and the work of survey retarded. Such was the demand for food in the
nascent settlement that provisions intended for the survey party were dealt out to the
immigrants as well. The consequence was that the men ceased to work… Well might Colonel
Light say; ‘I began to feel a very evident change in my health, which, with anxiety of mind, wore
me down much. I was obliged to neglect many days’ working in consequence.’ His life in the
colony soon came to a close.
On 5 October 1837, Colonel Light informed William Jacob, one of his survey staff that he ‘was never
sanguine on any point but one and that was the eligibility of the site for Adelaide; in that I was always
confident.’ Earlier, Mr Jacob recorded that Colonel Light said to him that; ‘I never expect the present
generation to approve of it; but posterity will do me justice.’
Of some interest is a comment by Dr John Woodforde who arrived with Col. Light in the Rapid:
In the selection of the site for the town Captain (sic) Light has shown, in my opinion, great
judgement and firmness. There are many discontented who are impelled by envy to find fault
with the choice. It appears to me that there is nothing to wish for in the selection, as the soil is
excellent, the pasture fine, abundance of fine water from the lagoons and river and which we
find may be obtained anywhere by digging six or eight feet. Our prospects are very cheering and I
am very confident that they will continue under the able guidance of Captain Light.
The sentiments expressed above in respect of Colonel Light have been subjected to close scrutiny over
recent decades by scholars and, as recently as July 2004, ‘The Light Myth’ was examined and the conclusion
reached that ‘the importance of Colonel William Light in the history of Adelaide is largely a myth that has
been perpetuated for 170 years. The true story was disclosed in academic research 20 years ago. It has
never been refuted, just ignored. The act of denial is a brick in the wall between Adelaide and the future.’
According to their research, primary source evidence attributes the honour of planning the city to George
Strickland Kingston and, further, that the plan was ‘originally designed in England.’ Finally, this conclusion
was drawn:
William Light was a soldier with no education, and a painter and draftsman of moderate ability…
As Light himself reported to the resident Commissioner James Fisher on April 15 [1837], the
survey of Adelaide was carried out by qualified civil engineer, Kingston and his assistants,
including military engineer, Finniss. Light’s major contribution to the founding of Adelaide was to
rubber-stamp Kingston’s choice of site - after twice changing his mind and initially yielding to the
domineering Hindmarsh. The true founder was the versatile George Kingston…
However, the sentiments expressed in the last sentence are at variance with Kingston’s recall of events, for
he said that, on 31 December 1836, Colonel Light spent some time with him in thoroughly examining the
banks of the river:
And the plain near our camp, the new site for the city as recommended by the Governor, when
Colonel Light felt convinced that not only the situation in question was liable to be flooded but
that in every other respect the natural features there did not afford the same advantages for the
site of the capital as the more elevated position pointed out by me and which he had determined
on the Thursday before, and much to my satisfaction decided finally to fix the site as first
determined on by him…
In respect of Kingston’s surveying abilities, Douglas Pike proffered the following opinion:
Contemptuous to his superiors, obnoxious to his equals and a petty tyrant to all below him. He
was an indifferent surveyor of land and the land he selected for Rowland and Matthew Hill
showed that he was a poor judge of value.
Obviously, one of his underlings, the surveyor R.G. Symonds, supported these sentiments:
In your last week’s paper you make public Mr Kingston’s ‘Undeniable talents as a Civil Engineer’.
As you make no allusion to the great abilities displayed by this illustrious personage while in the
public service, you will perhaps in your next give one of the many instances of his surveying
talents. During the survey of the proposed town of Adelaide, at the commencement of last year,
this talented individual undertook the subdivision of the town into square sections of one acre
each, and actually discovered a new method of extracting the square root, giving 333½ links for
the side of a section.
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After working for ten days one of his assistants hinted his mistake, when of course your ‘paragon
of surveyors’ had to begin over again. As this happened at a time when certain parties were most
clamorous about the slow progress of the survey, it is just they should know to whom they are so
greatly indebted. P. S. - Might not Mr Kingston’s ‘undeniable talents’ be of immediate service to
the public in throwing another bridge across the Torrens? (See Newhaven)
On Reading the Mystified Square Controversy in the S A Register
The difference between one mile square and square mile one
Oh! Why should it puzzle me?
The last refers to area alone,
The first to boundary.
In laying out our Adelaide City
Square acres were the go,
And puzzled many - more’s the pity!
Even the D.S.GL* was so.
For our new Northern Capital,
Half-acres are the rule,
If square, to find root principle
Need we all go back to school? 9
* Vide South Australian Gazette, November, 1838
Colonel Light was of a similar persuasion for, in May 1837, he informed William G. Wakefield, the ‘father’
of the South Australian colonisation system that his deputy ‘[was] totally incapable of surveying - of
triangulating a country he knows nothing. He is much worse than any of the junior assistants and whom he
used to abuse so much to me…’, and in another letter to George Palmer in London in 1838 he said:
It has been hinted to me that Mr Kingston took to himself the credits of the site and plan of this
town - if he did it is false, he had nothing to do with it but marking off his own town acres and in
doing this he blundered - when I had constructed the plan and surveys performed by myself, Mr
Kingston asked me to allow him to make one copy (of my own drawing). I gave him leave - he set
his apprentice to work to copy several which he sold at 12 guineas each as his own surveying and
drawing - I could say much more of this man but he is too contemptible…
An 1839 impression of Adelaide comes from G.H. Manning’s, A Colonial Experience:
Such was the avidity for carrying on trade that the merchants did not wait the ordinary course of
events, and go to the trouble of erecting dwelling houses, warehouses, shops, etc., as in other
places of less refinement and taste. Their houses and stores were something like those described
by a poet as consisting of ‘walls of wind and roof of sky’. In winter considerable navigation was
required to get from East Terrace, then in the wilderness, to the inhabited parts of the city after
dusk.
Often after turning in various directions to avoid the holes of mud and water pedestrians,
attracted perhaps by a light, would find themselves about where they had started from or on the
Park Lands, then a forest of dead trees. Victoria Square was a specially dangerous locality, there
being but two or three narrow tracks across it, to diverge from which was almost a certainty to
get bogged. The public buildings were few and simple in their construction, as was to be
expected in a colony so recently formed. The Government House, or rather cottage, had three
small windows in front and was thatched with reeds. It was distinguished from other cottages by
having the royal colours flying near it.
In a poem titled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature by a Native’ that appeared in the Register on 11 October 1893,
one verse reads:
Tan-dan-yer (This is Adelaide,
or was its older name).
The name it bore among the tribes
Before the white man came.
The following is a legend of the Aboriginal people who inhabited the district around Adelaide:
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In the land of Tandarnya [sic] lived Nanto Boorkoo,
A red-haired, white-headed ‘old man’ kangaroo,
As an infant, named Tarnda, from cloudland he came,
In a fur-lined skin bag of traditional fame.
With his home ties all sundered, still human right through,
The longer he wandered the wilder he grew,
’Till for wronging a totem in tribal dispute,
His manhood forsook him, and left him a brute.
Oppengarrie, his comrade, saw Pindi-mew land;
So, thinking at once there was danger at hand,
Called Kar-rie and Dlarbie to drive them away,
Or poison the waters to shorten their stay.
Still they came to Tandarnya, where ready to fight,
Stood many Tra-binna, but Tarnda took fright,
He crossed Karra-weera, with moon-catching strides,
And reached Penna-Yoona, where Pongkie resides.
Then, transformed to Monana, he taught far and near,
The arts of tattooing and throwing the spear;
Sent carved message sticks among tribes near the sea,
To hold at Tandarnya a boora-kooree.
Now Monana took counsel, and rose to proclaim
That Tarnda and Nanto and he were the same;
Yet the future, he said, held a further surprise,
For a white kangaroo would appear in the skies.
Looking upward a long spear he suddenly threw,
Which flashed like the lightning, and stuck in the blue;
Another, another, another was spun,
And each spear held fast in the preceding one.
Thus the distance was bridged from the sky to the ground,
And the last to a wadna with sinew was bound,
Up by this slender column the warrior sped,
And happy Monana thus climbed overhead.
Kirkoata laughed feebly, Cooracka sung low;
Ungkarie, disconsolate, hopped to and fro;
While Cadna and Wonggo hid sadly away,
For the ‘joy of Tandarnya’ departed that day.
An explanation of the Aboriginal terms is as follows: Tandarnyungga (sic) was the name of the tribal district
east of Cowandilla and south of the River Torrens; nanto means ‘big kangaroo’; boorko, ‘old man’; tanto,
‘a bag’; totem, some living creature held sacred as a symbol of a tribe; oppengarrie, ‘an emu’; pindi-mew, a
reference to ancestors; kar-rie (or wirrarie), ‘sorcerers’; dlarbie, ‘evil spirits’; tra-binna, ‘men arrayed for
war’; korra-weera, ‘one name for the River Torrens’; penna-yoona, ‘tall grass trees’; pongkie, ‘a reflection
of one’s self in water’; Monana, an alternative name for the spiritual being, Wano (See Nuriootpa); boorakooree, ‘a corroboree’; wadna, ‘a climbing stick’; kirkoata, ‘a laughing jackass’; cooracka, ‘a magpie’;
ungkarie, ‘a female kangaroo’; cadna, ‘a lizard’; wonggo, ‘an opossum’.
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The ‘post contact’ name given to Adelaide by the Kaurna people was kulkamaiwar - kulkun - ‘burning’,
maije - ‘wind’ and war ‘at’.
The Kaurna people believed they were the children of Monana who, long ago in the Alcheringa (‘the Dream
Time’), had climbed up into the sky from his home in Pindinga (‘Kangaroo Island’). Here by the river was
one of their favourite camping places, Tambawodli (‘the camp on the plain’). To the west, Wongayerlo (‘the
water where the sun sinks’ - Saint Vincent Gulf), flowed past Mudlungga which was separated by a sea
creek from Yertabulta (‘place of slumber’ - now the Port Adelaide district), believed to be where the birds
flew each night to sleep.
Mudlungga (‘the place of the nose’) is now known as ‘Lefevre Peninsula’ although the Kaurna name is still
the more appropriate. The first people, being true antipodeans, navigated by the Southern Cross.
Consequently, unlike the newcomers who navigated by the Pole Star, they were in the habit of viewing their
country from the north to the south. When thus viewed on a map, the striking likeness of the peninsula to
a hooked and flattened nose is at once the vindication of the name and a tribute to the powers of
observation of the Kaurna.
Wongayerlo yielded an endless supply of shellfish, and during many a long summer evening the Kaurna
camped on Mudlungga to cook the day’s catch in their camp fires. Wongayerlo had many fish, too,
especially in the sea creek and south of Witungga (The Reedbeds) near Patawilya (Glenelg - ‘swampy green
place’), where there were plenty of takaringa (‘mullet’) and yerdli (‘spotted whiting’).
There were many richly beautiful places in Tandanya (‘red kangaroo place’) - Mikawomma (‘the plain’),
where Kilkenny now stands, was the home of the emu and the wild turkey, and in umbrageous gum trees
the kookaburras laughed as the parrots annoyed the magpies with incessant chattering.
Everywhere were the Wapara and other types of native pigeon. In Witungga, at the head of the sea creek
where the river of Tandanya lost itself in the reeds and the lagoons, and in Kertaweeta (‘black forest’), lived
the swamp parrot whose eggs were so good to eat.
Over countless aeons the Kaurna people roamed this rich unchanging land. Every year the dikeri (‘grass’)
grew green and fresh to feed the kangaroo, and every year at Tinnakgialpa (‘the time when the ground
burns the feet’), the grasses grew yellow. This was the time when fire came to eat the grass and make room
for erlipinna (‘the grass seeds’) to grow again.
Every night, Goondooloo (‘the emu of the Southern Cross’), lit a camp fire in the sky beside Wadliparri (‘the
river in the sky with reeds and waterholes in which lived water monsters - the ‘Milky Way’), to enable the
Kaurna to find their way to the home of their spirit ancestors. The Orion belt was Tinninyarra, a place where
youthful hunters stalked kangaroo and emus across the vast celestial plain known as Womma, while the
Magellanic clouds were Ngakallomurro, representing the ashes of rainbow lorikeets that were trapped and
put to death.
But the land was to be changed beyond recognition following the arrival of a second nation of people - the
white Europeans. Since their coming, scarcely more in time than a twinkle of an eye of Goondooloo, all
Tandanya changed. All the Kaurna, all their kangaroos, all the trees and birds, most of the fish and the
Aboriginal meeting places disappeared under the European onslaught. No more was the water fresh and
clear in the drinking places and even Wongayerlo grew so hungry that he ate the sands of the beaches.
The Register of 12 December 1860 at page 3a has an article entitled ‘Adelaide and Port Adelaide in 1859’
which includes a poem:
Such my friends is Adelaide,
A child in its career;
But time, no doubt, will paddle it
Into manhood, year by year
And kindly governor’s swaddle it
Till that manhood doth appear;
May never a mortal saddle it
With taxes on its beer,
and, in 1902, an essay titled Fair Adelaide by a schoolboy was published in the morning press; an extract
reads as follows:
The river is emptied at stated periods to allow people to search for their missing friends or
relatives… There are no cable cars, because under the present system tram horses can be used to
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feed the animals at the Zoo. Members of Parliament… sit for six months, cackle a good deal but
(unlike other fowls) do not hatch much… I like the people… they are so intellectual and took such
a deep interest in the leading national events such as the Transvaal crisis, the Fashoda trouble
and test matches… [I] will close by quoting the words of Tennyson:
There is a land where summer flies
Come buzzing in your nose and eyes
Blended in witching harmonies
Australia! Australia!
The County of Adelaide was proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and the Hundred of Adelaide on 29 October 1846.
(See South Australia)
Adelaide Airport - The airport, transformed from sand hills and swampy land on which were small farms
and dairies, commenced operations on 16 February 1955. Today, it is officially designated as a suburb with
the Post Code 5950 - formerly allocated Post Code 5000 (as for the City of Adelaide).
Adelaide, Port - The Aboriginal name for the area was jertabuldingga - ‘place of dead earth’- jerta - ‘earth’
and buldi - ‘dead’ or, as suggested elsewhere, yertabulti - ‘salt swamp that grows nothing’. Another version
suggests that it means ‘place of slumber’ - that is ‘where the birds fly each night to sleep.’
In 1831, from the summit of Mount Lofty, Captain Collet Barker sighted an inlet of the sea and, a few days
later, turned his ship northwards from the mouth of the River Onkaparinga and entered the inlet that was
to become Port Adelaide. In 1833, John Jones, a whaler, set out from Launceston and sailed into St Vincent
Gulf and claimed to have discovered a fine harbour, sheltered by an island, on the eastern shore of the gulf.
‘Barker Inlet’, or ‘Jones Harbor’, was rediscovered by Lieut W.G. Field of the vessel Rapid on 25 September
1836.
The road from Adelaide to the Port was surveyed by Colonel Light about 1837 when he reported that it
traversed one of the most level plains he ever saw and that a canal might be cut, easily, to connect the
harbor with the River Torrens. The transport of goods from the harbor to Adelaide was carried out with
difficulty over the swampy areas existing along the route. Government officials made no attempt to help
the settlers by providing improved roads from either Glenelg or Port Adelaide so, without waiting for action
by the tardy factotums, David McLaren, the manager of the SA Company, made the road from the harbor
to Albert Town.
The work cost £400 and it was a gala day on 14 October 1840 when the wharf at the Port and the road
were declared open by the Governor in the presence of about 5,000 people. A toll gate was erected on the
road and the SA Company, whose influences on the settlement of the State cannot be overestimated, was
empowered to levy tolls of up to 25% in a year on the outlay. ‘Keeping a pike’ did not appeal to it so, in
1840, arrangements were made by which the ‘Company’s Road’ was made over to the government in
exchange for 12,000 acres of land. Douglas Pike ventures the opinion that ‘it was a hard deal, but [Governor]
Gawler was forced to agree.’
In 1854, Captain John Finlay Duff was to say that, ‘in 1837, when I commanded the Africaine, drawing nearly
15 feet of water, Colonel Light requested me to bring the ship into the present harbour (then called The
Creek)’:
With the assistance of Captain Lipson, whose local experience was at that time not great, and
without the help of buoys and beacons, I got safely in. This is nearly as much as can be done now,
after all the money and time that has been expended…
In 1846, the infant village was described as a place that was a ‘straggling inferno… without the innocence
of the infant. It consisted of a Custom House and a grog shanty, 17 bullock drivers and a few other
vagabonds…’
Ten years later it is evident that the situation had not improved to any great extent:
There is hardly a single street of the Port in which there is not a pool of water of small or large
extent and there is not one street which is not entirely unmade, muddy and dirty… It is only by
taking zigzag and circuitous ways a foot-passenger can, without getting ankle-deep into the mud,
get from Calton’s Hotel to the Custom House.
For pedestrians to attempt to pick their way through the Port in cleanliness would be an act of
futility.
The condition of the streets is execrable. From one end they are covered with mud almost ankle
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deep… Horses flounder through [it] up to their bellies in mire, their drivers bespattered from
head to foot, uttering unrepeatable adjurations,
while in 1880 a disgruntled resident opined that ‘I hope the Port of bygone days smelt a little sweeter
than the Port of today does’:
There are gutters full of unmentionable filth which lies sweltering in the sun… There are
miserable hovels that are a disgrace to South Australia; and there are dirty, bare-footed children
running about here and there who appear neither to regard God nor fear man… If ever any place
invited fever and cholera and made their work easy for them, that place is Port Adelaide.
Modern-day citizens of the district may, no doubt, be surprised with the following description of the
flooding of Port-side suburbs in the mid-nineteenth century:
On Sunday, 15 May 1859 from the balcony of my grandfather’s house, Queenstown, I saw the
embankment of the Portland Estate break, and the sea cover the whole area to the Port Road.
Present-day Portonians have no idea of how low-lying Port Adelaide is. The sea water on this
occasion flowed up Queenstown, past the present State school, and to the west and south of it. I
can recollect on the Sunday evening hearing the water running into the Queenstown swamps,
from the Portland Estate.
Six years after this, on 12 May 1865, the Minories, or western embankment of Port Adelaide
proper, was overflowed by an extraordinarily high tide and broke, flooding Port Adelaide and
filling the foundations of the Port Adelaide Town Hall. This was the last time Port Adelaide was
inundated, but prior to 1859 it had been several times flooded. The Portland Estate embankment
was made by Messrs Levi and Watts who owned the section, and sold the Portland Estate in
allotments. It was known as ‘Simpson’s Swamp’ in the early days. The Minories embankment in
Port Adelaide was made by the Port Land Company that owned and sold in allotments the
section south of St Vincent Street in 1850. Oh dear! What a mudhole Port Adelaide was 55 years
ago, and what a contrast to the Port Adelaide of today.
In 1863, a petition from residents was forwarded to the government complaining about the condition of
the ‘centre-strip’ of the Port Road:
When [it] was formed a strip of waste land was left unsold… extending from Thebarton Bridge to
Alberton [and] for several years [it] has become a public nuisance... In summer, with only
moderate winds… residents in and about this property, are annoyed and injured by columns of
dust… In winter [it] is frequently converted into a dangerous bog,
and, by 1870, this matter was still unresolved and the following suggestion made in respect of the road
itself:
In winter-time, when the now dust-filled holes … are brimming with water, a chart of the line
showing shoals and mudbanks be furnished to every driver, who should also be provided with
lifebelts and a lead line for taking soundings. No driver should be permitted to cruise… unless he
can exhibit a swimming certificate… [and in 1875]
This beautiful sheet of water (with fowl on its surface) existing between Hindmarsh and Bowden
is now at its annual overflow, and may be viewed in all its grandeur and magnificence. The late
rainy profusion has so forced a chasm on its north-eastern boundary that the rapids are gliding
nimbly o’er.
By Forest Board Act (no. 8 of 1875) the ‘centre strip’ was declared and defined as Forest Reserve no. 12 and
‘from the Park Lands at Hindmarsh to Alberton, all the lands alongside the Port Road.’ In 1923, the Reserve
was resumed from the operations of the Forest Board Act and, by proclamation in 1926, the whole area
dedicated a ‘Temporary Place for Recreation and Amusement’ and placed under the control of the local
government bodies concerned, the Corporation of Hindmarsh having approximately 13 acres and the
Corporation of Woodville about 31 acres.
The Hundred of Port Adelaide was proclaimed on 29 October 1846.
Aden, Point - (See Uden Point)
Adieu, Cape - In his log Baudin named this cape, about 130km west of Ceduna, Pointe du Depart (Departure
Point). A subsequent publication of journals and charts by Freycinet and Peron refers to it as Cape des
Adieux. Lieut Freycinet was commander of Naturaliste and Casuarina, while Peron was the expedition’s
naturalist.
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Adlyuvundhu Spring - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘full of myrtle waterhole’; known, also, as
‘Mainwater Spring’.
Admella Dunes & Admella Flats - The dunes comprise sections 411-412, Hundred of Kongorong, while the
flats are on section 386, Hundred of Benara. The steamer Admella was wrecked on the South-East coast on
6 August 1859 and the name is a combination of ‘Adelaide’, ‘Melbourne’ and ‘Launceston’. A collection of
manuscripts relative to the wreck was presented to the Public Library Board by Mr R.T. Silvester, of Portland,
for preservation purposes. The wreck forms one of the most sensational episodes in South Australian
history and the story of the heroic rescue of the survivors, after a week of terrible suffering, will never lose
its interest.
The Admella, a small steamer of 360 tons, plied regularly between Port Adelaide and Melbourne for about
a year when, on 5 August 1859, she left Port Adelaide for what was to be her last trip with 113 souls on
board. At four o’clock next morning, as she approached Cape Northumberland, the captain believed himself
to be about thirteen miles from land. In reality, however, the ship was close to a dangerous reef, an error
of reckoning having risen either from a derangement of the compass or, more probably, from a current that
carried the vessel shorewards.
Suddenly she grated on a reef and, heeling over, lay broadside on to the heavy seas. An effort
was made to lower the boats, but two of them were smashed and the third broke adrift. In less
than fifteen minutes the Admella broke into three parts and several passengers were washed
overboard. At dawn the mainland could be seen about a mile and a half away, but no habitations
of any kind were visible and those on the wreck turned their eyes to seawards for assistance. At 8
a.m. the Havilah, a sister ship, steamed by but her passengers, though visible from the Admella,
failed to observe the signals of distress improvised by those on the wreck.
Two men attempted to gain the shore on pieces of timber, but they were carried out to sea by a
current. On the second day the sea was calmer and two seamen, John Leach and Robert
Knapman, succeeded in reaching the shore with the assistance of a raft. For a time they lay
exhausted on the beach and, after quenching their thirst at a marsh, they hurried to Cape
Northumberland.
The lighthouse keeper rode to Mount Gambier and a telegraph message was sent to Adelaide,
following which a rescue party was dispatched in the Corio from Port Adelaide; she arrived at the
scene of the tragedy on Thursday. By that time the poor creatures, who had clung to the wreck
for five days and nights, were in a pitiable plight. They were tormented by hunger and thirst and
suffered terribly from the cold, for their spray-drenched limbs grew numb under a biting wind.
One by one those on the forecastle, chiefly women and children, had been swept off by the
boisterous waves.
A boat’s crew dispatched from the Corio found it impossible to approach the wreck owing to
heavy seas but, on Friday morning, the Lady Bird arrived on the scene bringing the Portland
lifeboat and a whaleboat belonging to the Portland Whaling Company following which a rescue
attempt proved unsuccessful. Next morning the sea was calmer and an effort was made to effect
a rescue in the Admella’s lifeboat which had been cast ashore a few days before. Twenty four
passengers were saved.
Admiral Arch - On Kangaroo Island at Cape du Couedic. In 1989, it was accepted as a place name by the
Department of Lands, whose early maps, and other sources, do not reveal any evidence of it being named
‘officially’. Therefore, it can be assumed, reasonably, that it was applied by local citizens and adopted
through common usage. It bears a resemblance to Admiralty Arch in London.
Adnu Vatha Waterhole - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘empty bearded dragon lizard waterhole’.
Adnya Maru Rock - Near Italowie Gorge, in the North Flinders Ranges; Aboriginal for ‘black rock’; known
also as ‘Maru Rock’.
Adnya Udna Mukurti - South of Mount Serle, Aboriginal for ‘hard dung rock’; known also as ‘Udna Mukurti
Rock’.
Aerodrome, The - A former telegraph office at the Aerodrome, Albert Park, opened on 25 June 1925 at 22
Botting Street. When the aerodrome shifted to Parafield, on 1 September 1930 it was renamed ‘Aero Park’,
becoming ‘Albert Park’ on 1 February 1964.
Aero Park - A name for section 425, Hundred of Yatala. (See Aerodrome, The & Hendon)
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Aftonville - In 1918, sections 114-15, Hundred of Pirie, were subdivided by Peter J. Walsh; now included in
Port Pirie South where it is recalled by Afton Street. Probably, the name was imported from Ayrshire,
Scotland; it occurs, also, in Devonshire and on the Isle of Wight.
Agars, Lake - On section 26, Hundred of Pinbong, recalls George Agars (ca.1839-ca.1903), who held three
pastoral leases in the area from circa 1865 (nos. 2017, 2018, 2019 - ‘Cheriroo’, later renamed ‘Courtabie’.
He came to South Australia, circa 1851, and became a farmer and harbourmaster.
Agery - The name, taken from the local Agery Swamp, is a corruption of the Aboriginal word ngadjali
meaning ‘pipe clay’. The Agery Post Office, on section 19, Hundred of Tiparra, 16 km South-East of Moonta
was opened in December 1890, and its school in 1880 with Elisha Williams as teacher; it closed in 1982. A
photograph of a football team is in the Observer, 22 October 1910, page 30.
Agincourt Bore - On section 62, Hundred of Chesson, and named after a battle in France fought by the army
of King Henry V of England. In 1912, it was sunk by the E&WS Department to a depth of 223 feet when a
good supply of water was found; the cost of drilling being £2,566-11-8.
Agincourt Bore is eight miles west of Mindarie on the Loxton-Murray Bridge-Adelaide main road.
They have built a school there - not just a bush school. It is the East Murray Area School eight
miles off the bitumen from Mindarie, in a place where you think you need a black tracker to find
the place. Why build a school at Agincourt Bore? Look at a map and talk to the surrounding
townspeople and you will know.
The school will unite the seven towns. A school built at one of the townships along the bitumen
might have caused parochial jealousy. At Agincourt Bore the only sign of habitation is a windmill
which emerges from a patch of mallee about three-quarters of a mile from the school. The
windmill draws the water from the bore which gives the district its name. The school is a triumph
for the Education Department and for the surrounding townspeople.
Agnes Creek - A branch of the River Alberga discovered by W.C. Gosse (1842-1881) on 12 November 1873
and named by him after his second wife, the former Agnes Hay (1854-1933).
Agnes Reef - (See Cape Banks)
Airedale - In 1918, sections 385-86 and part sections 384-87, Hundred of Pirie, were subdivided by Henry
Atkinson Chester (1867-1936), bank manager; now included in Risdon Park, but the name is retained in the
‘Airedale Primary School’. The subdivider’s father, Henry Chester, (1831-1908) was born in Skipton,
Yorkshire, and there is a River Aire in that County, the name deriving from either the Old Norman eyri ‘tongue of land, gravelly bank’ or the Œ aire - ‘the watch hill’; it occurs, also, in Scotland and said to derived
from the Gaelic jaird-dhail - ‘height, cape of the meadow’.
Airlie Park - A 1912 subdivision of part sections 352-53, Hundred of Adelaide, by George Gibbes Mayo
(1845-1921) and Kate Paterson (1843-1934), now included in Prospect (Airlie Avenue bisects the
subdivision). The name was, no doubt, taken from ‘Airlie House’ in Carrington Street, the home of Kate
Paterson. The name ‘Airlie’ occurs in female descendants of Mrs Paterson as a Christian name and George
Mayo’s wife was born in Scotland, where ‘Airlie Castle’ stands at the confluence of the Isla and Melgum
Rivers in Forfarshire. (See Airedale)
Aitken Dam - North East of Burra near Koomooloo homestead. Luke Aitken, dam-sinker of Burra.
Ajax Creek - Near Beltana. The Ajax copper mine was worked in the area in the 1890s - known also as ‘Emu
Creek’ and ‘Elvena’.
Akurra Avianggu Bank - South-East of Italowie Gorge in the North Flinders Ranges; Aboriginal for ‘Akurra
vomited’. (See Arkaroola for the associated legend of Akurra.)
Alawoona - A corruption of the Aboriginal ngalawuna - ‘place of hot winds’. The town, 35 km south of
Loxton, was proclaimed on 9 July 1914. Its school operated from 1 January 1915 until 1967 when it was
consolidated with the Browns Well Area School.
In 1914, a traveller heaped scorn upon railway amenities:
Refreshments are provided at the railway station, but apart from this fact and that it is the
junction of the Paringa and Loxton lines, there is nothing much to mark the difference between it
and any other station on the line. There is the same little shelter shed with its few feet of
platform and the same old jump from the footboard to the ground, a hazardous task for anyone
carrying overweight, particularly when a shower has fallen.
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But the refreshment room is worthy of notice for it is many times larger than the most
commodious structure supplied by the department on any of its old-established lines. The walls
are too far apart to be within vision and the leaden clouds above formed the roof. The counter
consists of a packing case (for galvanised iron) with four deal legs tacked on, but as the
passengers devoured the home made scones and pies… they agreed there was nothing wanting.
Two years later, the Murray Pioneer sang the praises of the infant town and district:
About 150 miles east of Adelaide, and situated on the Paringa line, there has recently arisen,
amid the mallee, the foundations of a new and important town, destined within a few years, to
become well-known as one of the chief inland railway centres of the State. Here are awaiting
golden opportunities for those who desire to obtain much wealth from the kindly soil and for
those who prefer a business life; here lies the future trading centre of a very large district.
Even today there exists that throbbing pulse of life that our fathers felt in the days when such
cities as Ballarat and Broken Hill were in their infancy, and fortunes were made and spent with a
total disregard for the future. Around Alawoona, and as far as the eye can see, still stands the
mallee only awaiting the stroke of an axe to convert the district into fields of corn and pastures
green for countless stock.
Here, young men of the city, country, or returned from the war, await a future home, land plenty of it too - cheap now in price, lightly timbered, with abundance of water to be obtained
everywhere by boring, a first class railway service, and only your Australian pluck and energy
needed to make you master of a payable proposition and your own farm. Bring your health and
strength to Alawoona, together with a little capital. The climate will help you retain your health,
and your capital will have every chance to grow into that nice little bank balance one and all
desire so quickly to obtain.
Albala-karoo Wells - East of Eucla; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘descending place for ants’.
Alberga, River - About 40 km north of Oodnadatta, discovered by John McD. Stuart on 23 March 1860 when
he thought it was a branch of the Neales River. It was named by W.C. Gosse on 18 November 1873; an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘gone back’.
Alberrie Creek - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, about 50 km west of Marree, is
the Aboriginal name of ‘Poole Creek’ recorded by G.W. Goyder in 1860. Its meaning is unknown.
Albert - Situated on section 122, Hundred of Malcolm, 13 km north of Meningie, the Albert Hill Post Office
opened on 30 April 1919, taking its name from ‘Lake Albert’. The school opened in 1895 and had its name
changed to ‘Ashville’ in 1905. (See Ashville)
Lake Albert, the narrow arm connecting Lake Alexandrina and Lake Albert escaped the notice of Captain
Charles Sturt, in 1830, and was discovered by Charles Bonney in 1839. He left Henty’s station on the Glenelg
River on 18 March 1839 with ten drovers and 300 head of cattle overlanding to South Australia and the
party experienced some privations from heat and lack of water but, after nineteen days, reached Lake
Albert. Subsequently, the cattle were driven on to pasturage near Gumeracha. Writing of the discovery,
Bonney stated, circa 1890:
The water we had come upon proved to be an extensive lake connected with the main body of
Lake Alexandrina by a narrow channel and was afterwards named Lake Albert by Colonel Gawler,
and in a despatch of 5 September 1840, written from the ‘sea mouth of the Murray’, Governor Gawler
refers to ‘fine sheet of water to the southward of Lake Alexandrina, which I have named Lake Albert.’
The discovery of the lake was claimed by Lieutenant (later Vice-Admiral) W.J.S. Pullen, but, apparently,
Bonney’s visit to the lake was earlier. In 1841, it was claimed it was discovered ‘by his Excellency [Gov.
Gawler].’
The Commissioner of Police, Major T. O’Halloran, visited it while investigating the murder by Aborigines
of passengers and crew of the Maria, wrecked on the Coorong Beach in 1840 and, in a report to Governor
Gawler, said that, on 2 September 1840, he had relieved Inspector Tolmer’s party and ‘swept the shore of
Lake Albert (so named by Your Excellency after Her Majesty’s royal consort)’:
It is a fine body of water, to the south of Lake Alexandrina, and united to it by a narrow channel.
An active search till evening along the Lake (Albert) and the inland country; I returned to it
unsuccessful, having seen only a few natives at a great distance from us, and who, long before
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we could hear them, hid themselves in the high and thick reeds that encircle Lake Albert in one
continued belt the whole of its shores as far as seen by us.
It was late in 1866 when the notion was broached publicly of taking advantage of the lakes as a highway for
the conveyance of Her Majesty’s mail to the South-East. A few persons in Strathalbyn and Milang and the
vicinity, animated by the most patriotic desire to serve the interests of the colony, formed a company to
build a boat for the navigation of the lakes. When built, she was 90 feet long with a draught, when laden,
of 2 feet 5 inches. On 1 January 1868 she commenced her mail duties and the average number of passengers
per trip was four. The Register said that ‘the Lake Alexandrina Steam Navigation Company was formed in
August 1866, the… directors being Messrs W. Colman, A.H. Landseer, W. Gosling, Dr Herbert J. Close and P.
Pavy.’
On Christmas Day, 1866, a party went across Lake Alexandrina into Lake Albert on a pleasure excursion:
It was intended, also, to be a trial trip of a new steamboat, launched by the Lake Alexandrina
Navigation Company, and arrangements were made with Messrs Cobb and Co. to start a coach
on Monday, the 24th, to take such excursionists as might wish to avail themselves of a short
holiday.
A number of persons left Adelaide accordingly, although not so many as anticipated. On
Christmas morning a coach and six left Strathalbyn and arrived at Milang after a pleasant ride
shortly before 8 o’clock and, in about an hour, the steamer Telegraph left the jetty for her trip
across the lake.
The engines, of 30 horsepower, were made by Messrs Horwood & Ellis, Hindley Street. The
splendid scenery of the lake was greatly enjoyed and the steamer was within two or three miles
of Meningie, when a man named Joseph Turvey, who was seated upon the lower of the guard
ropes engaged in a conversation with a Mr Hamlin, suddenly fell outwards into the lake the rope
having slipped from under him.
Two boats were put off, in one of which was Mr Hutton of Aldinga. Turvey was not seen again
and it was supposed that he had been struck by the paddle and rendered insensible at once…
This melancholy event saddened every heart and, accordingly, the steamer did not go on to
Meningie but returned to Milang. On the way back the rudder broke and, for a time, the vessel
became unmanageable owing to the roughness of the lake. This caused considerable alarm, also,
but in a short time another rudder was improvised. Later it was learned that Mr Turvey had left a
wife and six children and that Mrs Turvey was expecting confinement with a seventh child.
A few words in respect of the history of the Telegraph will not be out of place. It was late in 1866
when the notion was broached publicly of taking advantage of the lakes as a highway for the
conveyance of Her Majesty’s mail to the South-East. A few persons in Strathalbyn and Milang and
the vicinity, animated by the most patriotic desire to serve the interests of the colony, formed a
company to build a boat for the navigation of the lakes. When built she was 90 feet long with a
draught, when laden, of 2 feet 5 inches. On 1 January 1868 she commenced her mail duties and
the average number of passengers per trip was four.
The entrance to the lake was called ngoingho by the Aborigines - ‘the going place’.
The County of Albert was proclaimed on 19 April 1860.
The Adelaide suburb of Albert Park honours Queen Victoria’s consort and was laid out by W.R. Cave in
1877 on part sections 418 and 424, Hundred of Yatala; his obituary is in the Register, 7 July 1916, page 6c.
It was advertised as ‘where the soil is suitable for flower and market gardens’:
Being rich alluvial soil and lucerne now growing there most luxuriantly and water can be
obtained at six feet… Carters… will find it excellently situated as a stopping place for their teams
and also for loading at night, being favourably placed in respect both to Adelaide and Port
Adelaide.
For many years modern-day Royal Park, together with a contiguous part of Albert Park, rejoiced in the name
of ‘Piggery Park’:
In July 1903, the members of the Woodville Council received an eye-opener with regard to the
rearing of pigs for market during their inspection of the piggeries at Albert Park. Later, several
councillors proclaimed that they would never eat pork again. Several sties were comparatively
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clean, but the majority were in a disgraceful state while the abodes of the owners of the animals
were, in one or two instances, as bad as - if not worse than - the sties themselves.
Two of the piggeries inspected were the cause of many wry faces and the scent that assailed the
nostrils of the diligent inspectors was in marked contrast to eau de cologne - a drop of which one
councillor earnestly requested, but did not receive. Happily for the pride of the British race the
owners of these piggeries were not descendants of John Bull, both being of foreign extraction.
In a small two-roomed house, with scarcely room to turn around, lived a man, his wife and seven
children. The floor of the apartment in which the children slept had unmistakable evidence of the
recent presence of poultry and pigs. The state of the house was a fair indication of the condition
of the sties. The other habitation was also a two-roomed house. The man and his wife occupied
one of the rooms, while five children slept in the other. The owners of these properties were
served with notices to abate the unsanitary conditions, while it was noted that most of the
piggeries in the district were as clean as man could keep them and earned for their owners the
commendation of the councillors. (See Royal Park)
Alberton - Today’s suburb was a private subdivision of preliminary section 423, Hundred of Yatala, known,
originally, as Albert Town, and named after Prince Albert, Queen Victoria’s consort. The land was granted
to the South Australian Company on 7 March 1839 and a description of the village, shortly after its
foundation, is to be found in G.H. Manning’s, A Colonial Experience:
We continued for a mile or so along the desolate track which led to the scattered village of Albert
Town which comprised small cottages built upon a plain of sand. The most conspicuous object
was a gallows for hanging up bullocks’ carcases. Upon the butcher’s gallows several crows were
perched, cawing mournfully; everything looked parched and dried and the very shingles on the
roofs were curling up and splitting under the sun’s relentless rays.
A scrawny horse wandered through a few reeds growing on the sand and apparently deluded
itself into the belief that it was feeding on a rich pasture. A flock of goats was within view, also,
the presence of which could be detected, not only by sense of sight, but also by that of smell.
After leaving Albert Town the land began to improve and signs of cultivation were evident.
The first record of the name in official documents appeared in June 1841 when allotment 54 was sold to
Aaron Brain. However, in 1840, it was advertised as: ‘The Town of Albert - Near the New Port - early
application is necessary as one half of the township has already been sold, chiefly in consequence of private
application.’ Many street names were taken from names of original purchasers and their English heritage.
On 17 November 1847, four acres of section 2300, Hundred of Yatala, were granted to Dean
Farrell, R.R. Torrens, Mr Woodcock, Captain Lipson and John Newman, for use as a cemetery. By
some means this land became the property of the Anglican Church of St Paul the Apostle at Port
Adelaide and, for about 30 years, the church had a decent income from it for burials therein. By
1926 it was in a shocking state. The parsonage, adjoining it, had been sold and the land was
overrun with prickly pears, with stems up to six inches in diameter. The cemetery was utterly
uncared for and it was evident that grave railings had been broken for mere mischief.
On two sides of the cemetery was salt swamp, as was the land to the north as far as the wharfs,
but it had filled up and, for years, the salt water had been dammed back and, in 1926, only
cottages with trees and flowers surrounded the cemetery. The first burial was on 23 October
1846 when Thomas Cleveland, aged 40, bosun of the Canton was interred - cause of death
‘drowned while drunk.’ In 1867, a bundle of bank notes was found hidden in a grave by a
granddaughter of Mr Rose, the cemetery sexton. This was a curious affair - the notes were part
of the proceeds from a robbery at the National Bank, Port Adelaide.
In 1866, the lack of sanitation was discussed: ‘We can challenge any part of the colony for filth, stench and
corruption in the shape of piggeries and butchers’ yards, strewed with bones and offal…’ while, in March
1884, the local boiling down works were the cause for complaint because ‘strong men are made to vomit
and women and children prostrated by volumes of disgustingly poisonous gases…rolling forth from this
place…’
Later, early in 1908, some of the perils of education in the district were aired:
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The proximity of the Seaton golf links to the Alberton School is a bane to the mind of the head
master (Mr A. Hardy) who informed parents… that caddying had become an epidemic and
threatened to seriously retard educational progress… [The boys] learn to smoke cigarettes and
learn to swear. Such may be inseparable from golf… No man has the right to imperil the soul of a
child. Let him play if he likes, but do not let him imperil the souls of these children.
Albro - A 1923 subdivision of section 307, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company and
comprised of 40 allotments along either side of Ashley Avenue; now included in Felixstow. After exhaustive
research it was impossible to arrive precisely at a definitive nomenclature of this subdivision. However, the
following facts appear to be a clue to solving the puzzle. John Adam Muller (1819-1909) was born in
Wurtemberg, Germany, and arrived in South Australia in the Ascendant in 1849. His son, A.L.A. Muller
(1872-1936) was appointed secretary of the South Australian Company on 7 March 1923, i.e., about seven
months before formal approval was given to the plan for ‘Albro’. In Wurtemberg, Germany, there is a range
of hills called ‘Rauhe Alb’, the literal translation being ‘rough alpine’.
Alcaroona - An Aboriginal name given to a mountain in the Copley Spur by the waters of Scott Creek.
Mapped by the surveyor Samuel Parry in 1858, he dropped off the first syllable and made it ‘Aroona’. Today
the creek is dammed and the ‘Aroona Dam’ supplies water to Leigh Creek.
Alconie Hill - North of Manna Hill; it may derive from the Aboriginal algona - ‘mountain’.
Aldaardupanha Hills - Near Mount McKinlay Creek in the North Flinders Ranges; Aboriginal for ‘sleepy
lizards’.
Alderley - An 1875 subdivision of sections 885 and 894, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George Gibbes Mayo
(1845-1921), bounded by Pelican Terrace (now Military Road), Swan Terrace, Company and Hart Streets;
now included in Semaphore. George Mayo’s grandfather was Rector of Ozleworth, about 4 km North-East
of Alderley, Gloucestershire. The name is derived from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘Aldred’s lea or
meadow’
Alderman Dam - The name recalls Samuel Alderman (ca.1843-1920), who leased what are now sections
124-27, Hundred of Coglin, in the 1880s. Another dam of the same name stands on section 219, Hundred
of Nackara, and was named after James Alderman, brother of Samuel; born at Gawler River, in 1848, he
died at Nackara on 16 August 1916. In 1883, ‘the dam was the only supply of water in the Hundred of
Nackara that selectors could depend upon’ and, in September 1883, a petition was forwarded to the
authorities in Adelaide ‘praying that steps be take to clean out Alderman’s dam on the northeast travelling
stock track.’ In addition, it was stated that, since 1 June 1883, ‘3,000 cattle and 60,000 sheep had been
watered there.’ An Alderman Dam School was situated about 12 km South-West of Nackara, its first teacher
being Catherine A. McDonald in 1898; it closed in 1911.
Alderson - In 1925, the Public Trustee, as executor of Ellen Francis Fitzgerald, applied this name to a
subdivision of part section 132 and section 133, Hundred of Pirie and bisected by Dunkley Street; now
included in Port Pirie South Rodney Cockburn says it was named in ‘memory of a fallen soldier’ and as Miss
Fitzgerald was born circa 1890 it is probable that it was named after her fiancé.
Aldgate - The word is an Old English form of ‘old gate’ and, in the days of King Edgar (958-975), spelt
‘ealdgate’. An early gazetteer of South Australia shows the local name as ‘Aldgate Pump’. Coincidentally,
there is a pump at Aldgate in London near the corner of Leadenhall and Fenchurch Streets. The town was
laid out by Hills Land and Investment Company on part section 92, Hundred of Noarlunga, in 1882, taking
the name, no doubt, from the local hotel, the ‘Aldgate Pump’, whose first licensee was Richard Dixon
Hawkins on 23 July 1864; he was born in London on 26 April 1819 and arrived in the Lady Fitzherbert in
1842. The following year the infant village’s railway station was to become the terminus for the Hills railway
from 14 April 1883 until 27 November 1883 when the line was extended to Nairne.
With the opening of the Wesleyan Church in February 1884 Aldgate could, to the orthodox term, be styled
a township, possessing as it did an hotel, store and post office, and blacksmith’s shop, together with two
handsome residences in the most conspicuous part of the township. The church was designed by Daniel
Garlick and constructed of local freestone by Messrs Pullen & Torode.
The village was advertised as ‘a retreat from the heat and dust of the city. Every soul who can afford it will
have a habitation in the hills… The rich people will have a chateaux… There are shaggy slopes that reach up
to the summit… and murmur of clear mountain brooks.’
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For those interested in the science of toponymy an opinion of its efficacy, or otherwise, was expressed by
a censorious citizen:
The name of Aldgate must be ranked amongst the worst examples of imported nomenclature.
From the point of euphony there can be no objection to the name for it is musical, but from the
aspect of meaning it as senseless as the word ‘Surplus’ in a national budget. But Aldgate is not
the only piece of London nomenclature, for street names such as Fenchurch, Euston and Kent
Roads carry the London motif to its logical conclusion, while the little rise above the hotel on the
Mount Barker Road was called ‘Holborn Hill’ - another most inappropriate name for those
familiar with that crowded place of inhabitation in London.
The Aldgate Valley School opened in 1889 and became ‘Aldgate’ in 1898; it was changed to ‘Heathfield’ in
1914.
In 1884, the Hon. George W. Cotton introduced a Bill into the Legislative Council to provide for the survey
and leasing to working men of small blocks of land not to exceed 20 acres. It was thrown out on the ruling
of the president that it should have been introduced in the House of Assembly; in 1885, blocks’ clauses
were inserted in the Lands Act and passed.
There was a branch of the Homestead League at Aldgate and one of the local churches was used as a
meeting place for ‘blockers’. However, the means of access and the size of the building rendered it
unsuitable for the purpose and, accordingly, a decision was taken to build a place of their own at Mylor,
where they purchased a town allotment upon which a blockers’ institute was erected. (See Mylor)
By 1893, the Aldgate Valley accommodated about 300 ‘blockers’; some had occupied their holdings for five
or six years, but many only had sufficient money to put up a slab hut, while others indulged in the luxury of
a stone cottage. The majority of them went to and from their place of employment in the train, putting
their leisure time at improving their small holdings. In the majority of cases fruit and other trees were
planted, while nearly all of them grew vegetables.
In November 1886 a disgruntled resident proclaimed that ‘this locality sadly disappoints in point of
significance all who have heard of the metropolis of the Hills Railway’:
The finest thing connected with Aldgate is the highway leading to Adelaide. Starting on foot from
the station ‘when the evening sun is low’, the pedestrian will find, as open to his view, the hills
undulating to the plains and the expanding prospect beyond, that he is placed ‘where scenes are
grand’.
Aldgate is composed of a store to let and two or three businesses gasping for life. The
surrounding country is highly capable of sustaining population, but the lands in the immediate
vicinity of the station and the frontages along the main roads have fallen into the hands of Land
Companies. Hence the price of land effectually debars from settlement the rude democracy, an
element necessary to the formation of the community.
A correspondent to the weekly press voiced his opinion of the system in 1893 and in closing took a parting
shot at local school facilities that catered for the districts of Aldgate and Mylor:
I have had occasion to visit any number of these small holdings and I find that if it had not been
for the people having their small piece of land they would have to go to the government for
some assistance…There are at present time over 8,000 blockers in the colony. All I can say that it
is impossible to estimate the amount of good that is being done. The late Hon. G.W. Cotton
should have a monument placed over his grave.
It is a shame proper accommodation is not given to the children, for their parents are deserving
toilers in the hills… I see that a deputation waited upon the Minister of Education and he has
promised to do all in his power so that the good folk of Aldgate Valley may look for a better
building shortly.
At the same time another citizen expressed concern at the facilities provided at the school:
Crossing a small footbridge over the Aldgate Valley Creek I came upon a small chapel now used
as a State school. Here I made a halt. The teacher, a wise looking gentleman, answered my call
and before me appeared a sea of faces; and then I could hear the dear children with smiling faces
say - ‘Oh, now we will get a new school with playgrounds and shelter too.’ They evidently
thought I was the superintendent of government buildings.
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Who is to blame I do not know… I found that the room is only 18 x 30 and inconveniently
crowded, there being over 70 children present and hardly elbow room; no closet, no shed, and
the rainfall in May was over 10 inches and the teacher had to walk over three miles to his
residence. The bridge across the creek is dangerous without a doubt and in floodtime the
approach is altogether too dangerous for children…
Saturday, 16 October 1916, was a day of considerable importance at Aldgate when a reserve and an
obelisk, erected in the memory of the men, who had volunteered for active service from within a radius of
four miles of the hills’ town, were opened and unveiled. Mr R. Hancock, the local station master, was the
originator of the movement and, with a strong committee, had solicited funds for the purpose and
received a gratifying response:
The monument that stands on the railway recreation reserve on the northern side of the Aldgate
railway is of reinforced concrete and is 16 feet in height. The reserve was allocated by the Stirling
West District Council to the Railways Commissioner who, in turn, dedicated it to the local public
for recreation purposes. At the time it was expected that the obelisk would bear the names of
250 soldiers - It was hoped that the name plates would be available for the unveiling but,
unfortunately, they were not.
The day was gloriously fine and the local citizens turned out en masse. The railway station was
bedecked liberally with allied flags, as also was the reserve. Refreshment stalls were placed in the
shade of tall gum trees, while bands of ladies worked assiduously and reaped a splendid harvest
of coins. The proceeds were devoted to the obelisk fund, the approximate cost of the memorial
being £70.
On the arrival of the Adelaide train at 3.30 p.m., school children from Aldgate, Stirling West and
Heathfield schools were drawn up as a guard of honour to the visitors. Mr J. McGuire, Chief
Mechanical Engineer of the Railways, declared the reserve open and in the course of his speech
mentioned that, with a view to encouraging settlement, his department had offered to provide
free railway passes to settlers - ‘the custom had been continued and to date 130 passes had been
accepted.’ Subsequently, the Railways Commissioner and other visitors were entertained at a
banquet by the committee in the railway goods sheds; Mr W. Osborne presided.
In 1922, two or three letters appeared in the Advertiser asking why the memorial had not been finished:
But no one knew why it had never been finished, as the money had been collected some time
before, or why it was placed in the railway reserve. Surely the committee with the large sum at
its disposal could have chosen something more artistic as a fitting memorial to our brave men. I
think it is a disgrace to every member of the committee that it has been left unfinished. Rouse
yourselves people of Aldgate and demand that your money be used for the purpose you gave it
for.
A photograph of a vigilance committee is in the Observer, 20 December 1913, page 32, of a football team
in the Chronicle, 18 October 1934, page 39, 1 August 1935, page 38.
To conclude this brief insight into various aspects of the history of Aldgate the following description of the
town in 1925 by a roving reporter under the pseudonym of ‘B.L.P.’ may be a fitting close:
Given such possibilities for the picturesque as cross roads and wooded hill slopes, tumbling creek
and a pump for a central effect, one feels that something better might have resulted from the
early efforts to establish Aldgate township. Whatever its charms may have been in the past, the
little hamlet itself presents a particularly unattractive and uncared for appearance at the present
day.
The business portion of the district, comprising the blacksmith’s forge, the tinsmith’s the post
office and handful of small shops straggles disconsolately along a stretch of the main road, while
on the opposite side a row of dilapidated hoardings disfigure the embankment that slopes
upwards to the railway line. The ubiquitous motor has replaced the slow bullock wagon, and no
store is complete now without its petrol sign; but teamsters still water their thirsty horses at the
old Aldgate pump.
One realises that difficulty in sprucing up Aldgate township, situated as it is along one of the
busiest highways of the hills, and so fated to dwell beneath a haze of white powdery dust from
the almost continuous traffic and - a still more destructive agency - the fine, free-handed ‘let
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some one else clean it up’ attitude of summer picnickers. One would like to see an improvement
committee appointed at Aldgate to institute receptacles for holiday refuse and to insist upon
their use; to tear down unsightly signboards and to keep in sweeter remembrance the forlorn
little enclosure that guards the Soldiers’ Memorial, where the blackberry brambles sprawl over
the neglected beds and the winds sigh a requiem for the silent brave.
Aldgate is worthy of better local conditions, for the hills that rise above the township are among
the most beautiful in all the glorious sweep of our ranges, where every hollow is a cup of beauty
and every height steeps mind and eye in the glory of the universe.
It was the terminus for the Hills railway from 14 April 1883 until 27 November 1883 when the
line was extended to Nairne. On the opening day to Aldgate the locomotive stalled in the
Blackwood tunnel (since replaced by a bridge) when the firebars collapsed and the Vice-regal
party was showered with soot and cinders.
Aldinga - W. Quicke was the licensed teacher at the Aldinga School when it opened in 1852 and the village
of Aldinga was laid out by Lewis Fidge (1827-1895), farmer of Aldinga, circa 1857; he arrived in the Duchess
of Northumberland in 1839. Mr Felix de Caux (1822-1877), an early settler in the district (see Dingabledinga)
said that ‘Aldinga’ was a corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘much water’, while other sources
suggest it means ‘good place for meat’, ‘open, wide plain’ or ‘tree district’. A lengthy poem entitled
‘Aboriginal Nomenclature by a Native’ written by an early resident of McLaren Vale contains a line saying:
‘Nal-dinga (open, wide)’. Aldinga Plain was called ngalti-ngga by the Aborigines and, accordingly, ‘open,
wide’ appears to be its meaning. (See Whites Valley)
An informative article in 1844 titled ‘Descriptive Tour Through Part of District C’ said:
We have now arrived at Aldinga Bay, or Deception Bay [see Coobowie] as it was called by Colonel
Light, but the deception vanishes when on the beach. It was in this bay that the John Pirie lay to
take in slate in 1841 and, a strong South-Westerly gale coming on rather suddenly, she went
ashore, but was got off again without material damage. Pelicans are pretty numerous here and I
picked up some skins on the beach… Surface water [is] scarce on the Aldinga plains and, indeed,
this is a great drawback, which is now before the traveller. Keeping along the foot of the range
from Mr Colville’s the following are the most important: The glens, Perremtekamin-kungga,
Wilyahow-kinga, Mulawe-rungga, Kurtan-ddla and Mount Terrible Gully.
Returning and keeping more to the coast we cross the plain called Aldinga (properly Ngaltingga).
Close by is the lagoon which dries up in summer and the water of which is salt in the summer.
The plain is bounded by small but dense forests on either side - that to the West is called the
southwest corner (from its position from Willunga) and is well-known to the kangaroo hunters;
that to the East is the Mullawirra (‘dry forest’ - an appropriate name, as indeed, the native names
are generally found to be when we get them correctly interpreted), from which the native
generally known as King John takes his name Mullawirra-burka.
Baudin called Aldinga Bay Ance des Curieux - ‘Cove of the Curious Ones’, while on Freycinet’s charts it is
Baie Vendonne.
Aleck, Mount - In the Elder Range near Wilpena and named by Frederick Sinnett after Alexander Elder. His
1851 map shows it ‘Allic’s Mount’. (See Elder Range)
Alecs Lookout - Near Penneshaw and named after a whaler who sat there to spot whales coming up
Backstairs Passage.
Alexander, Mount - North-East of Oodnadatta, discovered and named by John Ross (1817-1903) after his
son Alexander Ross (1858-1959); however, it should be noted that his father also had the same Christian
name.
Alexandra - An 1865 subdivision of section 15, Hundred of Encounter Bay, by Arthur F. Lindsay; now
included in Victor Harbor. Mr Lindsay (1817-1895) built one of the first stone buildings in Victor Harbor,
naming it ‘Alexandra’; in 1868, it became his family’s summer house. As Princess Alexandra of Denmark
married Edward, Prince of Wales in 1863, there appears to be no doubt that he had the Princess in mind
when christening his home and subdivision. In August 1863, the Alexandra Bridge was opened and a
newspaper report said:
Until recently the rivers Inman and Hindmarsh had to be forded from Yankalilla and Encounter
Bay to Port Elliot. At times, however, the passage was very dangerous and contracts for two
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bridges were called for upwards of twelve months ago… The Alexandra Bridge [over the
Hindmarsh] is made of timber and is built on piles with five bays and two half-bays… [It] is 31 feet
wide and accommodates a single line of the tramway on the south side… It is about 20 feet
above the bed of the river and 12 feet above the ordinary water level. The total length is 125
feet…
Mr A. Gouge is the contractor which has been carried out under the supervision of Mr Rogers,
the Resident Engineer. It has occupied about 12 months in its construction… The cavalcade
having passed over the Mrs R.W. Newland advanced to the centre of the bridge and after
pronouncing the words ‘In the name of the Central Road Board I name this the Alexandra Bridge
and declare it open for public traffic’ she performed the christening.
Alexandra Park was laid out in 1882 on section 55, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry Daw, Arthur Bean and
William H. Bean; now included in Edwardstown. Probably, the name honours the consort of the then Prince
of Wales (later King Edward VII). It was advertised as being situated on the main South Road:
[This] is admitted to be one of our prettiest thoroughfares, resembling as it does, that of an
English highway being planted on either side with beautiful trees, which are now in all the glory
of their great wealth of foliage forming a magnificent avenue for miles.
Alexandria - An 1882 resubdivision of part of ‘Bessington’ by Thomas Bailey and William J.H. Farrant; now
included in Ascot Park and South Plympton. Probably, the name comes from Dunbartonshire, Scotland. In
his Place Names of Scotland Rev Johnston says, ‘it took [me] over fifteen years to trace the exact origin of
Alexandria in the Vale of Leven, named circa 1760 after Alexander Smollett, MP’; the name was given, also,
to at least twelve cities founded by Alexander the Great.
Alexandrina - In 1828, Lake Alexandrina was discovered by sealers and named by Captain Charles Sturt on
9 February 1830; later, he said:
Considering this lake to be of sufficient importance and in anticipation that its shores will, during
her reign, if not at an earlier period, be peopled by some portion of her subjects, I have called it,
in well meant loyalty, ‘The Lake Alexandrina’.
At the time of its discovery Princess Alexandrina was heiress to the British throne; she became Queen
Victoria. It was proposed to change the name to ‘Victoria’ and, as late as 1853, used in official government
records. (See McFarlane Hill & Narrung)
The general Aboriginal name for the lake was parnka, so named by the ancestral being Ngurenderi, when
he came down the Murray River and entered the lake in his canoe or raft. The mouth of the River Murray,
where it enters the lake, was called jeratang by the Aborigines, based on jera - ‘leaf’ and tanga - ‘man’,
referring to men hiding behind hand-shields of leafy branches when stalking game; this is the place from
which Ponde escaped into Lake Alexandrina. (See Mason & Tailem Bend for the legend surrounding ‘Ponde’)
(See Albert, Lake & Mungkuli)
In 1903, Mr A. Molineux camped for a fortnight on the north shore of the west end of the lake,
opposite Ram Island, and the stench from the dead fish lying on the shore was so strong that he
essayed with a pole to shift the mass into the water. From the space of about fifty yards long he
cleared off about 200 mulloway. In various other directions he noticed similar quantities of dead
fish. In every case the dead creatures were apparently covered with a growth of vegetable
matter, similar to that which is common to goldfish when kept in confinement. It was evidently a
water weed that ate the scale and skin and formed a sore on the fish.
Information on a steamship company is to be found under ‘Albert, Lake’.
On 24 September 1839 Captain John Hindmarsh received the grant of section 17, Hundred of Encounter
Bay, and some time prior to 1855 it was laid out as Alexandrina; now included in Victor Harbor.
The Hundred of Alexandrina, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851.
The name ‘Alexandrina Run’ was given to pastoral lease no. 1922 ‘On the Eastern Plains’ on 30 September
1874.
Alford - In the Hundred of Tickera, 16 km WNW of Bute. The Aborigines knew the district as peelaweela ‘eagle eyrie’. The town was proclaimed on 24 August 1882, while its school opened as ‘Peela Weela’ in 1883.
A photograph of students and teachers is in the Chronicle, 19 June 1909, page 32.
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Henry Alford, born in Acton, Middlesex, on 12 February 1816, came to South Australia in 1836 in the John
Pirie. He joined the police force in about 1839 resigning, in 1853, with the rank of Inspector, to become a
successful businessman; he died in 1892 when an obituary appeared in the Register, on 22 and 24 February.
A disgruntled farmer had this to say in 1882:
You gentlemen of Adelaide can have no idea of the suffering for want of water endured by us
living in the scrub, without any water nearer than Wallaroo or Kadina. The poor cattle are put on
allowance like a wrecked boat’s crew… We have not even roads. You would hardly believe the
state of the new town of Alford. A fine city laid out in the heart of a dense scrub.
On the map various streets are shown and a three chain road running through it. This is a ‘main
road’. It actually is not grubbed; there is not even a cart track cleared to the thousands of acres
beyond, for which the government is extracting a high rent… A still should be erected at Peela
Weela and water brought across from Crystal Brook, or elsewhere, as soon as possible. The end
of winter, and no water in the tanks for miles around, even in those of very old settlers. It will be
far worse than last year, and that ruined several.
There is a Mount Alford South-East of Lake Eyre South.
Alfred - The County of Alfred, proclaimed on 18 February 1869, commemorates the visit to South Australia
of Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh, in 1867, when he laid the foundation stones of both Prince Alfred
College and the General Post Office.
Alfred Flat, on section 9, Hundred of Messent, between Tintinara and Salt Creek, was named after Alfred
Hack, the third son of John Barton Hack, who held a pastoral lease no. 663 in the area from 28 January 1858;
he died in June 1908, aged 74 years.
The leader of the eighth [gold escort] Inspector C.W. Stuart (ca.1811-1891) in December 1852
made an interesting discovery some 10 km east of Salt Creek which drained, originally, SouthEastern floodwater into the Coorong. Apparently, the route was varied somewhat at times
according to weather and at least one or two return trips were made along a stretch of the
Coorong. Around the edges of an area, later named Alfred’s Flat, Stuart picked up pieces of a
strange, dark, rubbery substance deposited in extensive sheets on the ground as floodwaters
subsided. This material, eventually named coorongite was, as early as 1866, believed by many to
indicate the occurrence of petroleum in the area and led to the earliest attempts to drill for oil in
Australia. (See Coorong)
Algebuckina - A railway station, 48 km south of Oodnadatta, on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, is an
Aboriginal name of a nearby waterhole recorded by A.T. Woods, in 1872. The town of Algebuckina was laid
out in 1890 but its proclamation was deferred until 21 July 1898. Its survey was, no doubt, prompted by the
gold find in the area: ‘As far as can be ascertained about 60 ozs. of gold were got up to March 1887 … [at]
a waterhole called Algebuckina.’
Mr. R.H. Biddle discovered gold there in about 1870 and worked the locality again in 1889 and
1902. During six weeks of the year the river near the Algebuckina bridge was about a mile wide
when in flood and all the year round brackish water could be obtained at six feet for prospecting
‘in quantities sufficient to supply Adelaide’ at Cadnowie Springs (within six miles) and at
Hogden’s Springs (two miles distant). There was an abundance of rough wood for fuel in the
neighbourhood and good gums for timbering 18 or 20 miles along the creek to the north. There
must be a reef somewhere, but I was unable during the time I stayed to discover it… The country
is essentially mineralferous…
Aliceburgh - A town in the Hundred of Grace, proclaimed on 10 July 1879, ceased to exist on 1 July 1897.
Governor Jervois named it after his daughter Alice K. Jervois. (See Barabba)
Alinga Bore - North of Oodnadatta, previously spelt ‘Elinga’, derives its name from Alinga Plain in the
vicinity.
Allandale - A Far North pastoral station about 30 km South-East of Oodnadatta taken up first in 1874 by J.
and C.M. Bagot (lease no. 2422). James Allan held this land under pastoral lease no. 461 in 1896. Rodney
Cockburn records that its former name was ‘Cecelia Creek’. (See Allan Park)
Allan Park - It was known previously as ‘Jordan Park’ and ‘Sydney Park’, being renamed later by its owner,
Mr George Bennet, ‘after his Allandale Station, near Oodnadatta.’ Rodney Cockburn says Mr Bennet named
both the pastoral station and ‘Allan Park’ after ‘his friend and benefactor, James Allan,’ but it would appear
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that this statement cannot be fully sustained in view of Mr Allan’s occupation of the northern station.
However, it is possible that the pastoral run was named by Mr Bennet prior to its occupation by Mr Allan.
(See Allandale & Cudmore Park)
Allanson Dam - Near Mingary. Probably named after Thomas Allanson who died on 4 January 1906 and is
buried at Cockburn.
Allanville - A private town laid out on sections 584, 585 and 587 by Allan Sinclair, farmer of Crystal Brook,
in 1910; now included in Crystal Brook.
Allarinna Waterhole - Near Marla in the Far North; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘daylight’.
Allen - The village of Allen Creek, 5 km North-West of Kapunda, was created by Benjamin White, circa 1849,
on section 1561, Hundred of Kapunda, and named after William Allen (1788-1856), who took up land in the
area in 1842. He was described as one of the smartest commanders in the merchant service and, upon
arrival in South Australia, in partnership with John Ellis, purchased 4,000 acres of land at Port Gawler
forming part of the Milner Estate. (See Allendale North)
It was this transaction that led to criminal proceedings against G.M. Stephen, a son-in-law of the former
Governor Hindmarsh. He died in October 1856 bequeathing £5,000 to the Bishop of Adelaide in trust for
pastoral aid purposes, thereby continuing his private charity work which he exercised, extensively, in his
lifetime.
In 1848, a local mine employed 20 men ‘under the superintendence of Mr Hack’ when the workings
consisted of one main shaft and several levels:
In the eastern bank of Allen’s Creek is land which was purchased by Mr Edward Stephens; very
favourable indications are visible, but no works have been commenced.
By 1851, it boasted of fifty houses, an inn and a flour mill. The Allen Creek School was conducted in a chapel
from 1856; it closed in 1923.
In 1868, a brewery was carried on there by Fotheringham brothers for about ten years:
When the partnership was dissolved, the business being continued by Robert Fotheringham. It
was situated on a hill on the east side of the creek about two and a half miles from Kapunda. The
quantity of beer sent out in 1868 was from 15 to 20 hogsheads, but during the summer months it
reached 50. The brewery stood on 10 acres of land. (See Buckland Park)
Photographs of flood damage are in the Observer, 10 July 1915, page 28.
The Hundred of Allen, County of Alfred, proclaimed on 26 September 1912 was named after Peter Allen
(1855-1925), MP (1902-1925).
Mr Peter Allen was first elected to the House of Assembly on 3 May 1902 for the electorate of
Wallaroo. This was the 17th parliament when the Assembly had 42 members, compared with 54
previously. He possessed a rare gift of humour - the humour that bubbles, sparkling up as a
spring in the mountains. I cannot remember when I first read the articles of the Greens Plains
correspondent. In my boyhood we often had them with breakfast, dinner and tea.
Amidst these peaceful scenes Peter Allen caused cows to frisk until they jumped over trees and
invaded bedrooms, horses to turn insides out, snakes to swallow themselves and go out of sight,
men to get themselves hitched to trees by their whiskers, being bucked there by refractory colts,
dogs to cover distances with expedition in their endeavour to escape from tins annexed to caudal
appendages, the weather to behave itself in the most extraordinary manner and motor cars to
perform evolutions, the like unto which no other motor cars ever performed elsewhere…
Come to think of it was rather a feat to grind out such readable humour for over 20 years from a
little place like Green’s Plains, where the chief daily incidents were, perhaps, the rising and
setting of the sun and moon. He radiated happiness - he added materially to the sum of human
joy. He was the friend of all who knew him - the really true, sincere friend who knew no guile and
in whose heart was rooted every tender and sympathetic virtue. His kindly nature, his simple
goodness, opposing parties in the House acknowledged while he lived, and when he died all
united with equal sympathy and grief to pay their last sad tribute of regret.
A sample of Mr Allen’s wit is to be found in this piece on a mouse plague:
Traps, snares and poison are being freely used. Cats are taxed to their fullest holding capacity
which is, however, not nearly equal to the occasion, and there is a brisk demand for good
mousers, which are now worth from anything up to thirty shillings a dozen. Small pigs have been
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chewed up in their sleep. Dogs have lost most of their bark, and roosters are afraid to crow lest
they should attract attention and worse things come upon them… The old order of things has
been reversed… the mice not only play when the cats are away, but actually play with the cats…
The unfortunate cats have become so scared they now, whenever possible, roost in trees, and
have taken to eating grass and noxious weeds…
Following his death it was said that it was ‘hard to realise that his voice will not be heard again’:
It can be truly said that all members were his friends; his humour enlivened many an otherwise
dull debate. For a long time he was the Greens Plains correspondent for the Advertiser and, in
that capacity, by his humorous description of life in the country, he made his home town known
all over Australia and in other parts of the world.
Allen Well, in the Hundred of Glyde; was named after J. Allen who, in 1853, held pastoral lease no. 310
‘near Tatiara’ in partnership with Bryan Cussen.
Allenby - The ‘Hundred of Von Doussa’, surveyed by R.B. Poyntz and proclaimed on 5 September 1907, was
renamed Hundred of Allenby and proclaimed on 10 January 1918. Early settlers in the Hundred included S.
Cooney, N.C. and T.N.M. Morrison, D. Halls, A.G. Neindorf, F. Bull. The school opened as ‘Von Doussa’ in
1910 the change of name being effected in 1918; it closed in 1935.
In respect of a name for a garden suburb to be established at Mitcham on the site of the old military camp
in 1919, it was said that ‘it was designated the Mitcham Garden suburb, but the title was only one of
convenience’:
The Attorney-General said two had been made, either Gallipoli or Allenby. Mr Denny, MC, rose
at once and said he hoped that it would not be adopted. The name of Allenby would not be at all
attractive to a returned soldier… General Allenby was no doubt a brilliant cavalry officer, but he
had used derogatory and insulting words about the Australian light horsemen.
On 22 November 1919, the sentiments expressed by Mr Denny were rebutted by a returned soldier who
said that ‘the General addressed only the 1st and 2nd Light Horse Brigades (we had five on the front) when
he quietly rebuked them for the unfortunate Surafend affair.’
Field Marshal Lord Allenby, who led an army in Palestine during World War I, is honoured by the suburb of
Allenby Gardens which was laid out in 1922 on part section 389, Hundred of Yatala, by the Public Trustee
on behalf of the estate of the late Samuel Coombe; its school opened in 1926. In 1922, it was advertised as
‘Gallipoli Gardens’ but, one month later, the current name was adopted. As to modern-day Allenby
Gardens, Mr A.T. Saunders recalled in 1922:
I observe that the Public Trustee has had section 389 cut up into building lots. This is the last
uncut up section in the vicinity and virtually extends house settlement from Adelaide to Port
Adelaide… I can remember the Port road of 55 years ago when hay and wheat were grown on
both sides of it. Its frontage to the Port road is diagonal and on its west and longest side is the
only original government road to the Kirkcaldy road between Woodville and Adelaide…
The old township of York stood here and is connected in my mind with brick making and a
worthy brick maker there named J.T. Headdy, who was an enthusiastic teetotaller and believed
in water as a beverage, but not for excessive ablutions. He had a good magic lantern and spent a
lot of time and money giving us youngsters pleasure and instilling the virtues of water taken
inwardly. There was an old closed public house about York - the Coach and Horses - once kept by
W. Byford and, evidently, ruined by the railway in 1856.
Allendale - On 6 August 1861, Peter Dowding Prankerd (1819-1902), land agent of Adelaide, obtained the
land grant of sections 372, 373 and 374 Hundred of MacDonnell, and during 1862 laid it out as Allendale, 8
km north of Port MacDonnell. He may have named it after William Allen Crouch (1821-1899), one of the
earliest landholders in the district, who purchased section 12, Hundred of Grey, on 21 February 1854. The
Allandale (sic) East Post Office opened in 1862.
Of some interest is the fact that over the years 1855-1859, W.A. Crouch cut up section 365 into six
allotments ranging from five to twenty acres - was this an earlier day Allendale? The reason for the addition
‘East’ is not known but it may have been adopted because of a town called Allendale (later to be known as
‘Allendale North’) in the Hundred of Kapunda.
On 6 February 1940, the District Council of Port MacDonnell wrote to the Lands Department:
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I am to point out that it is only a short time ago that my Council, acting on representations made
by descendants of the late Mr Allen Crouch, had the name of the township changed from
Allandale East to Allendale East so as to in some measure perpetuate the memory of the late Mr
Crouch. Mr Crouch was one of the very earliest settlers in this district and at one time owned
most of the area now known as Allendale East, he was responsible for the subdivision of sections
372, 373 and 374 into township allotments, and gave to the people free of all charge the area on
which the Catholic Church now stands.
The statements in the previous paragraph appear to be incorrect; firstly, Mr Crouch was not the subdivider.
On 25 September 1862 he purchased lots 3, 4, 29 and 30, selling them to Robert Kerr, storekeeper of
Allandale (sic) on 23 October 1869 - this land is still held by the Kerr family. Secondly, the Catholic Church
purchased lots 35 and 36 from P.D. Prankerd on 6 January 1863 and disposed of the property in 1981. Of
further interest is the fact that the four streets on Prankerd’s plan, namely, William, Geraldine, Edmund
and Bryan were named after Mr Crouch and three of his children.
The local school was opened as ‘Kingsley’ in 1864, changed to Allandale East in 1924 and ‘Allendale East’
in April 1937. In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee suggested the name be changed to ‘Kandelka’,
Aboriginal for ‘good soil’. According to Professor Tindale the district was known as lai - a word associated
with the turkey bustard. (See Kingsley & Shankton)
The Allendale Post Office, near Kapunda, opened in 1851 and ‘North’ was added to it, circa 1865, to
distinguish it from its South-East counterpart; it was destroyed by fire on 27 January 1887. Allendale was
laid out on section 1563, Hundred of Kapunda, by William Oldham (1811-1885) circa 1859; he arrived in the
Lord Goderich in 1838. (See Allen Creek) Its school was opened as Allendale in 1861, the ‘North’ being added
in 1865; it closed on 26 June 1943.
The annual examination of Allandale [sic] School took place on 23 December 1867 in the
presence of most of the parents of the children and of a number of residents of the district. The
children were thoroughly examined in all the rudiments of a sound English education in which
they acquitted themselves in a manner highly creditable to their instructor, Mr Styles. A number
of first-class prizes were awarded to various pupils as follows: First prize, general class - Eliza
Kelly for rapid progress made in reading, writing, grammar and geography. Boys - First prize
writing, Alfred Peterson; girls, first prize writing, Fanny Kelley; first prize arithmetic, John Besly;
first prize, geography, Emily Sampson; first prize grammar, Louisa Kelley; second prize, writing,
Maria Cole.
Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to Captain William Allen who was associated with the Burra
copper mine, a partner with Captain J. Ellis in the ownership of Buckland Park and a benefactor of Saint
Peter’s College.
A photograph of water-pipe laying is in the Chronicle, 17 March 1917, page 24.
Allens Garden - (See Bailey Gardens)
Allergina - A pastoral property near Streaky Bay; see pastoral lease no. 947.
Alligator Gorge - Near Wilmington. In 1975, Mr W.H. Slee, an old resident of the district said, ‘there was an
Aboriginal shepherd named Alli who camped at the top of the range.’
Allison Estate - Laid out on part section 2605, Hundred of Strathalbyn, by Elizabeth and Frederick William
Allison in 1912; now included in Strathalbyn.
Alluring Hill - In the Far North, named by Samuel Parry in August 1858 possibly because of its proximity to
Mount Attraction.
Allwah - In 1922, the name was suggested for a ‘firewood’ railway siding between Maggea and Mantung
but ‘Hillmanville’ prevailed.
Alma - The first surveys of the Hundred of Alma were made by James Elder in 1855 and it was proclaimed
on 22 May 1856 during the vice-regal term of Sir Richard MacDonnell who, no doubt, dubbed it so because,
on the banks of the River Alma in the Crimea, the allies gained their first victory in 1854; the name comes
from a Tartar word meaning ‘apple tree’. It has been suggested that Governor Fergusson named it because
he fought in the Crimean War (see Inkerman) but this suggestion must be discounted because he did not
assume office until 1869. Rodney Cockburn says that: ‘John Alexander Dowie, “Elijah, the Restorer”, who
established Zion City near Chicago, had his first church at Alma Plains, South Australia, and named his only
daughter, Esther Alma…’
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In 1865, the Alma settlement evolved on section 106, Hundred of Alma, 8 km east of Owen, when E.W.
and A.J. Wright sold one acre to Henry Smith. By 1875, the township consisted of about a half a dozen
houses and, by 1903, it was said that ‘travellers are probably not very frequent here, for no provision
whatever is made for their accommodation. There were evident tokens of a press of business at the
machinist’s and the only store in the place, and the country round about indicated long settlement and
permanent prosperity.’ At this time, Mr. A. Jones officiated as postmaster and Messrs. J. Pearce and P.
Smith were blacksmiths.
Examinations at the Alma Plains School were reported in 1870 while, in 1875, the Alma School was
conducted in a chapel by Richard Woolcock and Alma Plains School by Sarah H. Birt; the latter, apparently,
had its name changed to Alma South in 1864. Alma Lower School opened in 1880 and closed in 1920. The
following comments were made in respect of the Alma South School and district:
A few members of the New Mills Church of Christ, Ayrshire, Scotland, emigrated to South
Australia and settled about McLaren Vale in 1853. Among the new settlers were R. Laurie, A.
Greenshields, J. Watson, J. Aird and Craig. In 1858, John, Robert and Alexander Laurie moved
north to Alma Plains. Among other new settlers to the district were Jane Laurie (who married
Robert Harkness) and George Hammond. Church services were held in John Laurie’s house. (The
old house about 10 chains east of this school.) The barn near that house was then used as a
meeting place for a couple of years.
Population then increased and in 1862 the first chapel (this school) was built. Other names
associated with Alma at the time were - Greenshields, Watson, Hammond, McGregor,
McLachlan, Finlayson and Howard. The first chapel proved too small for the increasing number of
worshippers and, in 1872, a larger church was built alongside the first one. When the new
building was completed only £50 debt remained on it, and this was wiped off in the next year. As
many as 140 members worshipped in the new church which stood until 1941 when it was
demolished. About 1863 a school master’s residence was built by the church on the opposite side
of the road.
The State School at Alma North was in charge of Miss Venning and Miss Tamblyn occupied a similar position
at Alma South. There were two places of worship, Mr. R. Gow officiating at the Church of Christ, while a
minister from Kapunda conducted services at the Congregational Church. (See under ‘Waukaringa’ for a
reference to the Alma Mine.)
Almanda - In 1866, the ‘Wheal Maria’ mine at Scott Creek was found to be rich in silver and, two years later,
it was renamed ‘Almanda’ and applied to a subdivision of part section 285, Hundred of Noarlunga, when
Sara Ann Mackereth (1820-1882) cut it up in 1868 as allotments for miners. Ruins of the mine remain on
section 232 and ‘Mackereth Cottage’ still stands on the site of ‘Almanda Village’, 29 km South-East of
Adelaide. She was the wife of George Mackereth (ca. 1810-1864), a farmer at Cherry Gardens (See Scott
Creek)
In 1868, the old Wheal Maria mine was ‘transformed into the Almanda Silver Mine’ and a company was
projected, while the proprietors were ‘very sanguine of success by reason of the encouraging result of the
experiments’, while on 17 August 1868 it was said that:
For ten days we have had a mining mania in its most aggravated forms. All the mineralogists have
been fossicking in the Coromandel Valley… All the chemists have been busy making and reporting
the most hopeful assays… The lucky promoters of Almandas and Potosis are haunted by friends
beseeching a share of their luck at any price. The Clarendon road resounds from morning till
night with the noise of exploring buggies… The words ‘silver ore’ are in every mouth…
Alta Mira - The name was applied to a subdivision of part section 1072, Hundred of Adelaide, by Harry O.
Hannaford (1884-1977); now included in Belair.
On 27 October 1923, it was reported that under instructions from Messrs Fisher, Ward, Power & Jeffries:
15 superb sites facing the main road, Alta Mira Road Crescent and Shirley Street, situated right at
the front door of Belair, will be offered at auction with ‘bedrock’ prices and on liberal terms. At
the same time, that magnificent residence, ‘Monalta’, formerly the home of the late Mr George
Downer containing fifteen rooms, with four or five acres of fine old world garden and the
freestone residence Alta Mira, … containing eight rooms and all conveniences, including
bathroom, electric light, etc., will be offered.
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A descendant of Mr Hannaford says that, about 1882, a home named ‘Alta Mira’ was built on section 1072
by Alexander George Downer and occupied by Mr Downer’s coachman. At that time it was possible, with
the aid of binoculars, to have an uninterrupted view of the city and it was said that Mr Downer was able to
signal his coachman when ready to be transported to his residence ‘Monalta’. The name is seen to be
appropriate when it is explained that the Spanish alta mira means ‘high watch-tower’, while, today, it is
retained in ‘Alta Mira Crescent’. (See Monalta Park)
Althorpe Isles - Named by Captain Matthew Flinders on 20 March 1802, supposedly after Lord Spencer’s
eldest son and heir. Lord Spencer presided at the Board of Admiralty when Flinders’ voyage was planned;
also, it was the name of the Spencer estate in Northamptonshire.
In 1950, the SA Archivist observed that ‘Althorp, which should be spelt without the final “e”, is in
Northamptonshire’:
There is an Althorpe on the River Trent in Lincolnshire. It seems more likely that Flinders desired
to commemorate Lord Spencer himself rather than Lord Spencer’s son John Charles Spencer,
whose title, Viscount Althorp was, during his father’s lifetime, a courtesy title only.
The Althorpes Post Office closed on 1 June 1920.
Built on the summit of a massive rock, the Althorpe lighthouse, one of the loneliest outposts of
the Commonwealth lighthouse service, is the sentinel that guides shipping bound inward and
outwards from Port Adelaide through the treacherous, reef-bound, Althorpe Passage. Three
islands, known as the Althorpe group, bound the passage and the lighthouse is on the
southernmost and largest. This island is 350 feet high, irregular in shape with steep sides and is
nearly flat-topped. Clustered around the light are the cottages, water tanks and outhouses of the
head keeper and his assistants.
The cottages are strongly built and they need to be for, on this exposed height, they catch the
full force of the heavy gales that sweep these southern waters in winter. Wallabies and goats are
the only animals on the island; the former were brought by a keeper who bred them for the table
but when he was transferred the animals were allowed to run wild. The island has only one
landing place - sharply sloping … Clinging to the side of a towering cliff and facing the landing
place, a tortuous pathway, the only means of scaling the height, leads to the top. The cliff is 300
feet high and the climb up the pathway takes 10 to 15 minutes.
A jetty was erected there in 1878 and extended, circa 1894, following which a flying fox was utilised to lift
stores up the steep cliffs. Following the introduction of a helicopter service, in the latter half of the 20th
century, in 2005 it represented:
The dependence of maritime transport as the only means of servicing the state’s island bases
lighthouses in the 1800s and is therefore included on the State Heritage Register. Lying forlornly
on a slight rise near the jetty is a grave containing the remains of three men who were washed
ashore from the ill-fated Pareora. The grave is surrounded by a white-painted fence and set in
the middle is a cross bearing an inscription - In memory of J.C. Braithwaite, J.F. Booth, R. Deerly,
SS Pareora, 18/9/19.
A few yards away and almost hidden behind a clump of salt bush is another cross that marks the
grave of a Norwegian whaler named Peterson who was consigned to this lonely resting place in
1838. A remarkable structure, known as ‘Webling’s Folly’, is erected on the North-Western slope
of the island.
Consisting of hundreds of large stones jammed closely together the rectangular structure is 45
yards long and 15 yards wide. Mr Webling, a former keeper, intended to use it as a place for
yarding goats and, although he and his assistants spent many days in constructing it, it was only
used for a short time and the goats were then allowed to wander free. The fact that there is not
a stone disturbed in the structure, although it is exposed to the dreadful force of the winter
gales, bears testimony to its strength and to the painstaking care that was exercised in building it.
(See Webling, Point)
Baudin called them Archip de L’est (Eastern Archipelago), while Freycinet’s charts show Is. Vauban The
name is of Danish origin alethorpe - ‘village of the man Alea’.
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in June 1886, page 86.
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Altona - Two subdivisions bear this name; in 1866 section 581, Hundred of Barossa, about 2 km east of
Lyndoch, was cut up by Johann F.W. Mattner (1826-1876); he arrived in South Australia in the Skjold on 27
October 1841 from the port of Altona, Germany. In 1911, Samuel Bowering Marchant (1870-1950),
contractor of Balaklava, applied Altona to part section 2093, a Hundred of Dalkey.
His second wife was of German descent and this fact may have some bearing on its nomenclature because
the name has its origin in Germany where the town stands on the ‘Altenau’, a small stream dividing it from
Hamburg and named, probably, from the au or meadow through which it flows; the first part of the name
is presumed to be a personal name or it may mean ‘old’. Of interest is the fact that the vessel Zebra that
brought Captain Hahn and German emigrants to South Australia in 1838 departed from Altona which is
contiguous to the port of Hamburg. Both places escaped the notice of the committee appointed during
World War I to erase German names from the map of South Australia.
Alton Downs - A pastoral property in the Far North-East; see pastoral lease no. 2876.
Alum Creek - In the Belvidere Range south of Kapunda where alum was discovered in 1848.
Alverstoke - Situated on part section 893, Hundred of Adelaide, it was named by Duncan McFarlane (17931856), who built on the section, having leased the land from Arthur Hardy for 21 years from 1 January 1856;
it is now occupied by the CSIRO. There is an Alverstoke in Hampshire, England, derived from an Anglo-Saxon
word meaning ‘Alward’s place’.
Amata - (See Gun Barrel Highway)
Ambleside - This name from England is corrupted from a-mel-saetr, recorded as amelsat in the 13th century
- ‘shielling (fisherman’s hut) by the river sandbank’; another source says it derives from hamelside ‘sheltered inhabitation’. It was given first to a railway station in the Mount Lofty Ranges, circa 1882, and
Rodney Cockburn said that:
During a land boom in the early eighties, James Johnston, of Oakbank, waited on the firm of
Messrs Henning, Bruce & Aldridge with a proposition to buy two sections of land opposite to the
site of the railway station now known as Ambleside before the line was opened. A syndicate was
formed… [and] subsequently a meeting was held in Mr Bruce’s office to decide what name
should be bestowed on the proposed new township. Mrs Bruce happened to be in England at the
time and, while the meeting was discussing the question, the postman arrived with a letter from
her dated from Ambleside in Westmoreland. Mr Bruce suggested that it was a pretty name for
the new township and the meeting agreed to the proposal.
The Commissioner of Public Works was then contacted and he agreed to give the same name to the railway
station. Cockburn’s reported subdivision near the railway station is not to be found in official records and
it may be that he confused it with another advertised subdivision in 1882 contiguous to the Balhannah
railway station - see Register, 21 November 1882 and under ‘Onkaparinga, River’. (See Hahndorf)
In 1923, it was reported that ‘one walks out of the Ambleside railway station to a hard white quartz road
winding through what is practically virgin forest’:
There are only one or two houses at the station and the township (Hahndorf in prewar days) is
nearly two miles away over the hills. However, the townspeople cling to the old title from long
habit. The settlers are still 90% German in origin and, in customs and appearance, retain many of
their original characteristics, though their sentiments are over 90% Australian.
This is proved by the experience in World War I when the fear of trouble from the German
settlers proved utterly groundless. Wild tales due to the war fever - how wild we were we are
just beginning to realise - brought some curious and almost laughable results. It was whispered in
Adelaide that a wireless set was installed in the roof of the Hahndorf Hotel capable of sending
messages to Hamburg and Berlin. The government sent up a party of soldiers and placed the
town under martial law for some days. The story proved utterly unfounded.
The rumour also went around that at Hahndorf enough arms and ammunition were concealed to
blow up the whole of Adelaide. The foundation of this story was that one inhabitant had been for
years importing the best rifles from the continent for the Hahndorf Kingship, rifle shooting being
Hahndorf’s main sport. The son of the man whose loyalty was thus questioned soon afterwards
went to the war to fight for the Empire.
A photograph of a Church Lads’ Brigade camp is in the Chronicle, 24 January 1903, page 44, of a football
team in the Observer, 16 October 1930, page 32, Chronicle, 25 July 1935, page 36.
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Amen Corner - Located on section 164, Hundred of Cassini, 6 km south of Stokes Bay. Two landowners in
the district, Messrs H.B. McLauchlin and G. Bell, met there to pick up mail and to pass away the time Mr
Bell would give a religious talk to his lone and captive audience. Its christening may have been prompted
by a namesake in Nottinghamshire, England, located on a parish boundary.
American - In 1966, a subdivision of part section 50, Hundred of Dudley, by Clement J. Bessell was named
American Beach; a school of this name opened in 1895 and closed in 1937. The section fronts the American
River, named by the first settlers on Kangaroo Island from the fact that an American whaler was wrecked
there, circa 1816. The marooned crew built a boat from pine trees, etc., and the structure on which the
boat was launched was, according to Mr W.L. Beare who arrived in the Duke of York in 1836, still visible at
that time (this report all but mirrors that recorded by Rodney Cockburn and attributed to Captain George
Sutherland of the Governor Macquarie. (See Sutherland Shoal)
Probably, this information recorded by H.C. Talbot relates to Captain Pendleton of the Union and is, in
some respects, in contradiction to what is believed to be the facts. (See Coal Mine Creek) On Flinders’ charts
it is shown as Pelican Lagoon while Baudin called it Port Dache. The school opened in 1873 and closed in
1951. The town was laid out by Ludmilla Hughes in 1927.
A 1904 report reads as follows:
I will not discourage possible visitors to this end of Kangaroo Island by making reference to the
shortcomings of the steamer service and to the high tariff - £1 return and 6 shillings extra for
meals. It is only the urbanity of the officers on board which makes that part of the trip sufferable.
However, the troubles in this respect are all over as soon as Rysberg’s sailing boat comes
alongside to take off the occasional passenger to American River… There are no hotels for miles
around and the virgin dark-green scrub has only been disturbed by orchardists and barley
growers…
John Buick and his wife settled there, circa 1854, and he erected a jetty - a flimsy construction of logs laid
side by side. In 1908, George Hart, assisted by local volunteers, built another on a small promontory near
the modern-day township and, in 1918, the government did likewise with a structure 46 metres long; in
1929, it was widened to give increased trucking facilities. (See Ballast Head)
A photograph of the shipping of firewood is in the Observer, 17 December 1904, page 28, of barley on
27 April 1912, page 32, of fishing on 26 February 1916, page 26, of a regatta on 15 January 1927, page 32,
of the laying of the foundation stone of a hall in the Chronicle, 28 July 1928, page 41.
American Gap is near Arkaroola in the North Flinders Ranges. In 1945, a group of United States generals
arrived as a road was being constructed to the wartime uranium project. Its former name was ‘Red Gap’.
Amphitheatre, The - A formation of great geological significance located on section 1550, Hundred of
Noarlunga, adjacent to Hallett Cove. The evidence of glacial action dates back for millions of years. (See
Hallett Cove)
Amy - Lake Amy is on section 410, Hundred of Waterhouse and named after Amy Mary Lea (1869-1922),
whose father, Dr Edward Lea (1820-1869), owned the surrounding land known as ‘The Hermitage’. His son,
John Whelley Lea (1867-1947), held pastoral lease no. 982 ‘East of Lacepede Bay’.
Amy Giles Rocks - (See Malukapi)
Amyton - In the Hundred of Pinda, was named by Governor Jervois after his eldest daughter, Amy. The
town, surveyed in 1879 into 204 house allotments and 180 larger blocks and parklands, was proclaimed on
10 April 1879 and at one time had four buildings and many temporary constructions. The school opened in
1881 and closed in 1930. The town was declared to cease to exist on 13 June 1957 and today, except for a
few rubble heaps, nothing remains but a small pioneer cemetery.
Most of the farmers of the Amyton district [came] to the conclusion that, on account of the
uncertainty of the rainfall, wheat growing only [was] out of the question; therefore they have
combined wheat growing and dairying with the result that, financially, they are in much better
circumstances than when they depended on wheat alone. In fact, many find that on account of
the good variety of summer fodders, such as saltbush and blue bush, their returns from dairying
surpass that from wheat growing. (See Pinda)
For information on the introduction of the telephone see under ‘Melrose’. A photograph of the town’s
main street is in the Observer of 22 January 1910, page 30.
Anabama Dam - North of Olary. The ‘Anabama Run’ was established by Thomas Elder in 1866.
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Anama - A town in the Hundred of Hart, 14 km North-West of Clare, was offered for sale first on 10
November 1865; it ceased to exist in 1924. The name was taken from a local property owned by G.C.
Hawker. The Anama Bush School opened in 1865; closed in 1872. An Arbor Day was held at the Hart Hall
School in August 1904 when ‘parents and friends assembled at two o’clock when Mr A.L. McEwin addressed
the scholars and those assembled, after which each child planted either a pepper or gum tree under the
supervision of the committee’:
Later, the children, who had been trained by Miss Pratt, the teacher, gave a cantata entitled ‘The
White Garland’. There were songs and recitations in which the following took part: Mrs Smeaton,
Misses Sampson, Pratt and Mugg and Messrs Dewhirst, W. Eime, J. Pratt. O. Eime and Sharnberg.
Messrs D. Crawford, J.J. Malone and J. Cross carried out the duties connected with the sports.
Anchorage Cove - A name given by local fishermen in 1969 to a safe anchorage at Pearson Isles.
Andamooka - Known originally as ‘Andamoka’, it was the Aboriginal name for a large waterhole discovered
by John McD. Stuart on 21 June 1858. At the inaugural meeting of the Royal Geographical Society (SA
Branch) on 22 October 1887 Sir Samuel Davenport, in his address, said in contradiction that ‘[it] was found
by Messrs Swinden and others in 1857.’ SA Museum records say the name derives either from the Aboriginal
jantamoka - ‘wide’ or jandarimoka - ‘hard round object’, i.e., comet or meteorite.
The ‘Andamooka Run’ (lease no. 2481) was held by E. and C.W. Bowman from 1875. The Andamoka (sic)
Run and others were described in 1877. Opal was discovered first in the area in 1926 by two dam sinkers,
Messrs Shepherd and Brooks, and the town, 101 km NNE of Pimba, was gazetted on 16 December 1976.
Andamooka Ranges, adjacent to the western shore of Lake Torrens, were named in August 1939 after the
local station and island. (See Roxby Downs)
Anderson - John McD. Stuart discovered Anderson Creek, in the Far North, and named it after ‘James
Anderson of Port Lincoln.’ (See Cummins) It is obviously a different Anderson Creek from that referred to in
1861. (See Christie Creek)
Mount Anderson, on section 373, Hundred of Bonney, marked the northern boundary of the Kanmere clan
and was used by the Aborigines as a lookout they called kurijanda, derived from kuri, ‘a circular, flat place
used for dancing’ and janda, ‘wide, large or broad’. (See Kooringa)
Another Mount Anderson in the Far North was named by John McDouall Stuart on 9 February 1861 ‘after
A. Anderson, MP.’
Andree - Lake Andree is west of Innamincka and Mount Andree, near Mount Hack, was named by Samuel
Parry in 1858 after Major Andree, a member of a survey party. (Sometimes, his name is shown as ‘Andre’.)
Andrews - Justice Richard B. Andrews is remembered by the Hundred of Andrews, proclaimed on 24
November 1864 and 18 February 1869; its school opened in 1873 and closed in 1875, while the Andrews
railway station was about 12 km south of Spalding. In 1919, local citizens petitioned for the establishment
of a post office at the railway station and it was established, eventually, in September 1921; it closed on 31
December 1978. In 1924, an attempt was made to encourage the growth of a town when John Davies
offered twelve allotments for sale on the eastern side of the station. The sale was not successful. (See
Andrewville)
Andrews Farm was a 1991 subdivision in the Munno Para Council area bounded by Stebonheath Road
(named after the ship that brought the Andrews family to SA in 1849) and Andrews Road (named after Mr
Gordon Andrews, a former councillor).
In 1991, the developer, Mr A. Hickinbotham, said that his company expected to build 1,300 houses:
At a slowly accelerating rate we have sold 250 blocks approximately, over three years, and have
completed or are building over 200 houses. On an unusually large 26 acre site we will build and
promote the development of a shopping centre, pre-school, Catholic and State Primary Schools,
Community Centre, Sales Centre, Oval and reserves. The site is unusually large.
A successfully executed development will draw people from adjoining areas. The greatly
respected South Australian invention, the horse-pushed Ridley Stripper, was associated with the
area and has been adapted as our logo. The Andrews family still live in the area, and have
donated a plough which was used by the early settlers and which is featured as part of the
entrance. In conjunction with Peter Cahalan of the History Trust, we expect to establish a
museum of early machinery at Andrews Farm.
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Mr W. Andrews died at his residence at Smithfield in May 1928. He had lived in the district for 70 years and
was one of its most respected residents. In 1849, aged five, he arrived in South Australia with his parents
who travelled by bullock dray to Burra where the family lived in a dugout on the side of a creek. Later, he
went to Smithfield which in those days was covered with dense scrub; there were no houses and instead of
fences the boundaries were marked with a few pegs.
He attended a little Bible Christian Church on the Gawler Blocks called Salem and, later, took up church
work at Smithfield, where he was superintendent of the Sunday school for 44 years. On 24 November 1875
he was married to Miss Hillier and, at the time of his death, nine children of the marriage survived.
Andrewville - A town laid out on sections 5000 and 5001, Hundred of Macclesfield, in 1882, once the
property of Mr Justice Andrews. The subdividers were James Anderson, Richmond Baker, W. Adams, John
Bennetts and Joseph Ind who said ‘here are to be found the best macadamised roads in the colony, the
mildest of climates, a most bracing atmosphere, abundance of water, magnificent gum trees and a most
productive soil.’
Richard Bullock Andrews, born in Essex, England, in 1823, arrived in South Australia in 1852 from New
South Wales. Entering Parliament in 1857, he was Attorney-General from 1865 to 1868 and, in 1881,
appointed a Judge of the Supreme Court. He died in Hobart, Tasmania, in June 1884. (See Andrews)
Andu Spring - Near Italowie Gorge in the North Flinders Ranges; derived from the Aboriginal anduawi ‘wallaby water’. It is known as a place where rock wallabies (but no other animals) come to drink.
Angas - The town of Angaston is within the boundaries of the seven special surveys claimed by Charles
Flaxman in 1839 in this locality, each of which entitled him to ask for an area of 15,000 acres to be surveyed,
thus there was a total of 105,000 acres from which, on 14 May 1842, he made the final selection of 28,000
acres for which he paid £28, 000 in cash or land orders:
The most northern point of the special surveys, which were in a compact block, was Hawker Hill
and the most southern point was situated about two miles south of Springton. The surveys
extended easterly from a point about one mile South-East of Daveyston to about one mile east of
Keyneton. A Land Grant of the sections claimed was issued to Charles Flaxman on 31 May 1842
and, on 8 July 1842, he executed a conveyance to George Fife Angas of the sections due to him
‘as three fourths of the seven special surveys were obtained with money provided by the said
G.F. Angas.’ The extent of the special survey is realised when it is noted that ‘Tanunda,
Nuriootpa, Stockwell, Truro, Keyneton and Springton are within the bounds of the special survey.
G.F. Angas lodged a plan of Angaston at the General Registry Office in 1857 but earlier, in 1842, had
conveyed some allotments after its survey had been completed by James Smith and Anthony Forster. Prior
to this the locality was known as ‘German Pass’. (See Flaxman Valley) Mr Angas came to South Australia in
1851 and died at Lindsay Park on 15 May 1879 in his 90th year.
One aspect of his life, which has received scant treatment, is in respect of his divergent views on Aboriginal
lands; for instance, on appearing before a Select Committee in London, he agreed that the indigenous
people had been dispossessed of their land which they formerly occupied and ‘where the whites have
settled down’.
Further, in a speech given by in London on the occasion of the appointment of Captain John Hindmarsh as
governor, he said that the colonists would treat with the Aborigines ‘for the purchase of those lands which
they claim as belonging to them’; at this time Angas was an active member of the Aborigines Protection
Society and, as discussed later, his rhetoric was not matched by implementation of his avowed ‘Christian’
stance relative to Aboriginal affairs!
He also advocated ‘for the purchase of those lands which [the Aborigines claim as belonging to them’ and,
in 1835, in a manoeuvre that reeks of ‘self-interest’, persuaded the Land Commissioners to introduce the
iniquitous system of special surveys that became a launching pad from which he and his South Australian
Company reaped infinitesimal rewards.
There is no extant record as to whether Mr Angas considered making any monetary payment to the
indigenous people who had been in ‘occupation’ of the land that he and the South Australian Company had
‘acquired’, without due notice and recompense; indeed, the latter factor was, if his previous undertakings
were to be believed, obviously dear to his Christian heart during the formative years of South Australia!
As for special surveys, they were of immense benefit to early landholders and those persons with money
but, in some quarters, away from the niggardly capitalists who were preying upon the Aborigines and
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usurping their land, concern was expressed about the inherent injustice of the relevant Act, so warmly
supported by Angas and his cohorts in London.
A further great evil arose - the commencement of land speculation by applications for special
surveys of 15,000 acres, out of each of which after survey 4,000 acres could be selected and
obtained at £1 an acre - thus, the number of absentee proprietors was further increased and the
surveying and opening free districts for selection to bona fide applicants, for land for immediate
agricultural operations, was hindered further.
In consequence, the inhabitants were, for the first three years, wholly dependent on
importations of flour and grain from Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania), at one time at the cost from
£80 to £100 a ton. The parliament and government of the Mother Country must be justly blamed
for the short-sighted and parsimonious policy they adopted in launching the colony, thereby
leading to the most serious of the colony’s first troubles.
Offshoots of Kavel’s and Fritschke’s flocks migrated to the rich Barossa country when Flaxman made his
‘unauthorised purchase of seven special surveys, which plunged his employer into grievous
embarrassment.’ There they were induced to pay, on terms, ten pounds an acre which had been taken up
at one pound per acre. Despite this handicap, they prospered and the rich vineyards at Nuriootpa, Angaston
and Tanunda came into being. (See Klemzig)
An early resident recalled her pioneering days near Angaston: ‘I was well inured to hard work, so that it
was no hardship when I got married to help my husband with his team of four bullocks.’ After marriage
came the task of furnishing the home. Money was scarce but the young couple were equal to the occasion.
She said that all the furniture was home-made out of native wood; rough, but strong and durable. Some of
it could not be worn out:
The camp oven was a special friend, while the fires and fireplaces were things to be
remembered. A fireplace 12 feet wide, in which a bullock could be roasted, with plenty of wood
close at hand, made winter nights cosy.
‘My husband loved good fires’, she said. ‘He would bring in huge logs, as much as he could lift, and they
burned gloriously.’
Through hard times and bitter drought and sickness, when poverty knocked at the door with
relentless knuckles, two things we never lacked - wood to warm us and bread, however little, to
eat. Black coffee and dry bread we had sometimes for months, but still we had enough - if only
enough. There was no problem how to appear other than we were. In simple friendliness we
dwelt among our neighbours. The helping hand was shown on all sides, as we were all poor
together.
In 1856, Angaston was dotted with magnificent gum trees, between which the various houses and stores,
some of them very good, appear to great advantage:
[We] commend the admirable cuisine of host Windscheld and [recall] the furious height of the
patriotism of the German settlers who awoke the echoes of the walls with their ceaseless
repetitions [of old-world songs]. Next morning we made an excellent breakfast from a cold
collation furnished from the debris of the preceding evening’s dinner…
In the same year, a large meeting was held in the schoolroom:
For the purpose of inaugurating the establishment of a public library, which numbered 300
volumes of well-selected works. The subscription was set at £1 per annum and arrangements
were made to secure the increase in the library from London direct. A reading room was planned
and other advantages will soon be added.
Angaston was the locale for a disgraceful display of villainy in 1858 when, according to the most barbarous
custom, a number of boys congregated outside the house of a couple who had been married that day.
Armed with old kettles, saucepans, frying pans and other discordant implements, for seven hours they kept
up the disturbance to the chagrin of all the village and to the especial annoyance of the newly-weds.
Finally, towards midnight they separated and all might have been quiet, had not a number of beings, calling
themselves men, but who behaved like brutes, commenced an attack upon the house. They shouted, used
obscene language, rang bells and conducted themselves in a way that is difficult to describe.
Twenty-five panes of glass were broken, the back door of the house was pushed in and the
panels of the front door smashed. The poor unfortunate woman thus welcomed to her new
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home by a set of dastardly fellows was alone part of the time - the husband having managed to
slip out to go to the police who, strange to say, although in the village, had to be fetched - and
whilst lying down on a table to avoid the stones, mud, etc., thrown into the house, was struck on
the head with a piece of thick glass. The names of some of the offending parties were known and
‘they soon met with their desserts.’
For many years it was thought that ‘good gold was to be had within a short distance of Angaston’ and, at
the close of the 19th century, an alluvial find was made on Mr Johnston’s property, but it soon ran out.
However, a report travelled to Victoria that a rich patch had been found four feet from the surface and a
Victorian prospector, Mr B. Butler, visited South Australia to see if he could find the reef which was duly
found and named the ‘Golden Gate’, with Mr Walter Smith of Yalumba as one of the directors.
The Hundred of Angas was proclaimed 19 April and 18 October 1860 and its school, opened in 1889, closed
in 1921.
Angas Inlet, at the southern end of Torrens Island, was named by Governor Hindmarsh on 3 June 1837.
River Angas was discovered by R. Cock, W.M. Finlayson, A. Wyatt and D.G. Barton on 31 December 1837.
Angas Valley, a school South-East of Cambrai; opened in 1891 it closed in 1928.
The village of Angas Park was described in 1884:
[It] contains about 70 dwellings (some of them unoccupied) and has a population of about 250.
The drainage is somewhat defective, as the site of the township is flat. The water supply is
obtained from tanks and wells. Each occupier keeps one or two pigs on his premises in sties
which, in the majority of cases, are paved with hardwood planks raised a few inches above the
surface of the ground; the drainage is led into and absorbed in the garden for manure. The
residents of the village have in use a system of disposing of night soil peculiar to German villages
- that is, in the majority of cases, no cesspools are used, the night soils being deposited on the
surface covered with dry earth and… the accumulation is used on gardens as manure.
In 1925, another Angas Park was advertised as a subdivision comprising ‘26 bungalow sites’ adjacent to the
Mitcham railway station.
In 1853, Roderick McKenzie (ca.1812-1898) obtained the land grant of section 2771, Hundred of Bremer,
14 km South-East of Strathalbyn, and the following year subdivided it into smaller rural allotments as Angas
Plains, taking its name from the nearby River Angas. The school was opened in 1862 and closed in 1947.
Photographs of the running of the Waterloo Cup are in the Observer, 21 July 1923, page 29.
Angas Vale was laid out in 1912 by Allen Robert Ramsey on part sections 164 and 166 and sections 18081, Hundred of Playford, suburban to Cowell.
Angelgrove - ‘Three miles from Rochester’; it was the former name for ‘Magpie Creek’ (See under ‘Hart’
where there is mention of the Angle (sic) Grove Hotel.) The Register of 30 October 1875 talks of ‘Anglegrove’
where ‘there are angles enough about to account for the first part of the name, for six roads branch off in
various directions…’ Information on the Angle Grove School appeared in 1871.
Angel Gully - Approximately 2 km South-East of Clarendon, recalls Joseph Angel, who settled there in 1849
following his arrival in the David Malcolm in 1847. A small group of farms and holdings in the gully are
associated with the Spencer family, the first of whom was John Spencer (1817-1894), who purchased part
section 706 from George Morphett on 29 April 1851, following his arrival in the Fairlie in 1840.
Angepena - The ‘Angepena Run’ in the North Flinders Ranges was established by John Baker on 28 March
1856 (lease no. 475). A photograph of the homestead is in the Chronicle, 30 July 1927, page 39.
Late in 1892, a report of an alluvial golf find was reported about nine kilometres east of the Angepena
homestead. ‘Mining - Ways That Are Dark’ and ‘Salting a Mine’ were headlines of the Advertiser in respect
of the Golden Treasure mine at Angepena in which several prominent members of parliament were
interested but, in the fullness of time, they realised they had been swindled. The embryo town emerged in
1893 when 50 men were living there in tents and crude huts; two stores were open for business and two
butchers plied their trade.
By August of 1893, there were over 300 men on the field when a police constable took up residence; a post
office opened in the same year. A month later it was reported that Mr McPherson had made a ‘splendid
find’ which assayed about 6-8 ounces to the ton, while Mr Mailey, a local storekeeper, had been shown a
nugget estimated to weigh ‘fully 50 ounces’ - to this 30 diggers responded by telegraphing the
Commissioner of Crown Lands and expressing their disbelief. However, it would appear that these reports,
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which time proved to be false, set the minds of two prospectors working on a scheme that would lead one
of them to gaol with a sentence of eighteen months hard labour.
In September 1894, a company, the Angipena (sic) Treasure Mining Company issued a prospectus for
40,000 one pound shares - 20,000 fully paid-up to be paid to the vendors in part payment for the mine
(together with a cash payment of £700) and the balance to be offered for public subscription - the directors’
names read like a ‘Who’s Who’ of the local parliament - namely, Messrs G. Riddoch, A.R. Addison, J.H. Howe
and A. Poynton. Their expectations were based on what they had every reason to believe was most reliable
and authoritative evidence of the presence of an ‘unusually rich lode.’
Further, they were only too proud to state that their speculation had a patriotic element in that they were
promoting a genuine and promising gold mine in South Australia! Both Mr White and Mr Poynton had
visited the property in August 1894 and, from samples taken personally from the shafts by Messrs Howe
and Addison, they concluded that the reef closely resembled the Great Boulder Mine at Kalgoorlie which
was making a fortune for its proprietors. Then, to seal the matter, the ‘late Inspector of Mines’ concluded
that it was ‘one of the best surface shows I have met with in South Australia.’ A parcel of ore taken from
the main shaft gave an average return of over four ounces to the ton.
The matter duly came to trial early in 1896 when, in sentencing the ‘salter’, the Chief Justice said that if a
guilty verdict had not been forthcoming it was possible that nothing would have been heard of ‘matters in
connection with the floating of the company.’ His Honour ‘felt constrained to speak strongly in reference
to the omission from the prospectus of certain facts which might have considerably influenced the shareinvesting public had they been made known’ and he commented adversely on the ‘liberal provisions made
by the promoters’ which, if realised, would have benefited them to the detriment of shareholders. In a final
tilt the Judge referred, ‘not unfairly’, to the candid dealing which the public naturally expects from
gentlemen holding high public positions that was not apparent in the case before him - but as a politician
would say - ‘Regrettable facts remained’ - to this indictment the humbled, and temporarily impecunious,
politicians declined to respond!
Angle - In 1957, the suburb of Angle Park was laid out on part sections 401-2, Hundred of Yatala, by the
South Australian Housing Trust. Previously, in 1920, portion of this land had been subdivided into 16 lots of
four acres each by H. Cowan, while, in 1839, land in the area was used for residential purposes when
‘Mechanics Town’ was created. In the original survey of the district, sections 403-4 were divided diagonally
by a government road most of which is now closed; a small portion of it is retained in Angle Road.
Angle Pole Waterhole near Oodnadatta is where the overland telegraph line took a sharp turn. Lord Forrest
camped there on 28 September 1874 after his exploration from Geraldton, WA. Its Aboriginal name was
carulinia. Another version of its nomenclature and a description of the waterhole reads:
It gained its name from a simple origin - after a storm one of the telegraph poles was bent out of
line and so the title stuck. At the water hole the water comes to the surface in a heated state,
showing the rapidity of its passage. It is brackish and unfit for human consumption in its native
state, but stock drink it readily. When boiled, it makes delicious tea, the brackishness imparting a
delightful flavour. The dam at the site is a vast pool of water and makes a welcome halting place.
It provided water for camels, the bathing ground for the Afghans and a lake for panting residents
to row upon on midsummer nights. Reeds and rushes grow in a charming green fringe athwart
the rippling water.
A sketch of pastoral lease no. 2923 is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
In 1868, the town of Angle Vale, 8 km ENE of Virginia, was laid out on part section 4140, Hundred of Munno
Para, by George Crisp (ca.1827-?) and gazetted as an Adelaide suburb on 14 April 1983 - the ‘angle’ is formed
by the junction of Heaslip, Fradd and Angle Vale roads. In support of this nomenclature, Rodney Cockburn
records that Mrs Ashton, the widow of Rev James Ashton, the esteemed Bible Christian preacher, said that
it was so called because of the angular road which cuts the locality.
About five miles from Smithfield and half a mile from the Gawler River there is a small, but
growing, township which has been known for a little more than 12 months by the name of Angle
Vale, and for 10 months of that time we have had a post office opened, at which we receive and
send twice a week, though this does not meet our necessities as fully as we would wish.
We have not yet got the principal establishment that constitutes a colonial township - a public
house - but we have the second, a blacksmith’s shop, which we consider an institution of more
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importance to our prosperity than the former, and this may account to some extent for the
absence among our labouring class of that poverty which appears to be so widely spread an evil
at the present time.
Its school opened in 1868. Mr R.G. Symonds, a former assistant-surveyor to Colonel Light, taught there and
an attendance journal for the period July 1870 to March 1872 is in the Mortlock Library.
Anglegrove - (See Angelgrove)
Angleton - In 1890, this subdivision, comprising 24 allotments on section 250, Hundred of Pirie, was created
by George Main Wright and James Dougal Wright, farmers of Port Pirie; now included in Port Pirie and
probably named because an old fence once ran at an angle on the section’s boundary. Wright and Angle
Streets are shown on the original plan.
Angorichina - Sixteen kilometres east of Parachilna; derived from the Aboriginal janaritjina - ‘open place’
or ‘wide valley’. The ‘Angorigina (sic) Run’ was named by H.C. Swann in 1867 on country held, originally, by
Septimus Boord from October 1853 (lease no. 1591). Mr Swann was born in Northumberland, England, in
1834, and came to South Australia in the Norna in 1854 and died in 1908. In 1868, a report said that ‘a
shepherd in the employ of Mr Swan [sic], Angorichina, passed through Kadina this week on his way to the
station of Mr Fowler on the Peninsula to fetch from thence a flock of Angora goats which Mr Swan has
purchased’:
There are about 200 of them and the shepherd expects to start with them in about a fortnight as
he thinks the kids will then be old enough to travel. Mr Swan thinks they will be more profitable
in the north than sheep as they live by nibbling at the bushes in a very dry time and they can also
do with less water than sheep. Mr Fowler has not found them to do very well on the Peninsula…
the country is too hilly for them.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 25 June 1927, page 44, 2 July 1927, page 39, 9 May 1929, page 52, 17 July
1930, page 35, 20 August 1931, page 32, Observer, 11 June 1927, page 34, 2 and 16 July 1927, pages 34 and
32.
Anlaby - Section 1275 (120 acres), Hundred of Waterloo, 16 km NNE of Kapunda, was surveyed at the
request of F.H. Dutton in 1843 (a notation to this effect is shown on the River Light Special Survey plan).
Originally, the section was granted to G.F. Angas and others, (i.e., The South Australian Company), on 17
June 1844 and, on 23 September 1850, Frederick Hansborough Dutton (1812-1890) obtained it for the sum
of £2,120 - portion of it was purchased by the government in 1905 for closer settlement. Later, he purchased
nine adjoining sections and named the property after a village near Hull, Yorkshire, England, meaning
‘dwelling of Anlaf’- one Anlaf was king of Northumbria, 941-952. In 1234 it was written as anlaweby, where
by is Old Saxon for ‘a village’. The school opened in 1908 and closed as ‘Ngalpa’ in 1938. Its Aboriginal name
was pudna.
On Sunday 28 October 1866 a number of natives arrived about to inter a female, whom they
brought with them, wrapped up and covered with green boughs. The manager of the estate, who
was present, had ordered that the funeral should be no longer delayed, the corpse having been
kept some eight or nine days to please ‘Old Maria’, the aunt of the deceased - they were very
much attached to one another. The burial place was prettily situated in a wood, and had been
used previously for the like purpose, several places covered with bark denoting that they were
graves of the tribe, and the whole was surrounded by a circle, within a portion of which the body
was to be interred.
The deceased was about 20 years of age and her husband was present collecting, from time to
time, green boughs. The first thing they did was to walk to and fro between two trees making
great lamentations, the aunt, Maria, being very conspicuous in her grief, the men at the same
time sitting down and several of them crying bitterly. After a time the spot for the grave was
selected, being carefully measured with their feet; the size was very small, fit only, according to
our ideas, for a child.
The digging of the grave took a long time and the women left off crying and moved about
laughing and smoking at times, but Maria would, every now and then, recollect herself and begin
the wail. One little black child seemed a favourite and was allowed to sit on the corpse, the
people wailing all the time. On the grave being finished the uncle of the deceased approached
the corpse and whispered something to it - another man did the like. The body was moved
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gradually on to the grave and, during this operation, the women sat down, each apart, and made
still greater lamentations, waving green boughs as if to keep off all evil spirits from the deceased.
The way the body was interred was singular. The bottom of the grave was carefully covered with
bark and then with reeds, the corpse being laid on the latter, sewn up and covered over with an
opossum rug. It was then, alternately, covered with bark and reed, the women doing this
operation, having their heads covered with handkerchiefs, and the men with hats on. Eight or ten
inches of earth were then put on to make it even with the ground and a mound was raised about
15 inches higher.
Anna - In 1888, it was said that ‘the timber between Anna Creek and the Peake is better and more plentiful
on the watercourses and the saltbush gives way to other growth’:
Camels were seen in plenty and it was a singular sight for our unaccustomed eyes to see long
strings of camels pass at a leisurely pace, usually led by a fine athletic Afghan in his picturesque
costume who responded with a courteous ‘salaam aliekoum’ to our cheery greeting, showing a
magnificent set of teeth and flashing his keen, wild, black eyes as he strode past.
Anna Creek School opened in 1888 and closed in 1981.
Hundred of Anna, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, was named after a daughter of James Chambers, a patron
of John McD. Stuart.
Mount Anna is supposed to have the same derivation. (See ‘Kalachalpa’ where this is disputed.)
Annabel Island - Lies within the Goyder Channel of Lake Eyre. It was approved in 1975 and named after
Annabel Douglas-Hill who camped there on 22 June 1974 during an expedition up Cooper Creek with Mr R.
Mossel.
Annadale - An 1881 subdivision of part section 141, Hundred of Anna, by Joseph W. Vigar (1836-1916),
farmer of Blanchetown. The name was adopted from Annadale Well appearing on maps before the
Hundred was proclaimed. Rodney Cockburn says that the contiguous land was held, originally, by Joseph
Keynes who came to South Australia in the Anna Robertson.
Annan, Mount - Near Balhannah. Robert Cock held adjacent land and named it after his wife’s birthplace in
Scotland. (See Cox Creek)
Anne, Hundred of - In the County of Victoria, proclaimed on 17 December 1863 and named after Sir Henry
Ayers’ wife, the former Anne Potts (ca.1813-1881).
Annie, Point - On Yorke Peninsula, recalls Ann Rogers, the daughter of Thomas William and Mary Jane
Rogers, who died in 1873, aged 5. (See Deberg, Point)
Anstey - George Alexander Anstey, who resided at ‘Highercombe’ in the 1840s, is remembered by Anstey
Hill on the lower North-East road. On 12 November 1986 the Anstey Hill Recreation Park was proclaimed.
‘Fourth Creek’ was known, formerly, as Anstey Rivulet.
In 1851, a newspaper correspondent proffered the following opinion of Mr Anstey:
Clever, sarcastic, versatile and well-informed, but without either judgement or self-control. He is
just the man to be put forward by others who laugh at his absurdities and disavow his violence,
while availing themselves of his smartness and recklessness. He can beard Governors and abuse
Advocate Generals, but no man of less than five hundred a year must presume to have an
opinion of his political acts, or utter a word out of place in his presence…
If he could only be chiselled a little, and be brought into something like shape, he might perhaps
pass muster as a suckling legislator in the new representative Council, but if he abandons himself
to vagaries of this kind, he will be as great a political butt in South Australia as another of the
same name is at this moment in England.
Born in 1814, he came to South Australia from Tasmania in 1838 where his father was a member of the
Legislative Council. He accepted a nominee seat in the South Australian legislature but resigned within three
days apparently in a fit of pique when he failed to get leave to introduce a Bill to amend a road ordinance;
he died in London in 1895. (See Highercombe Estate)
Rodney Cockburn recorded that his son, Edgar O. Anstey, was the first South Australian to be killed on
active service for, as a lieutenant in the 24th Regiment, he was fatally wounded in Zululand on 22 January
1879. (See Ulundi) However, earlier, in 1863 at Nelson, New Zealand, Major W.V. Herford, an Adelaide
lawyer, aged 36, lost his life as a member of the Waikato Rifles. The New Zealand papers had many eulogistic
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references to him and an amount in excess of £300, of which Sir George Grey gave £50, was raised for his
widow.
Ansteys Bald Hill, is on Yorke Peninsula and a sketch of it appears on page 143 of The Life and Adventures
of Edward Snell (Angus & Robertson, 1988) - A map on page 150 shows that ‘Anstey’s Head Station’ was
close by where he ‘had a very extensive view from the top of [it] extending from Mount Rat to Corney [sic]
Point and embracing the whole of Hardwick [sic] Bay - the country eastward was a complete sea of scrub…’
Antechamber Bay - On the eastern coast of Kangaroo Island, 14 km South-East of Penneshsaw, was
discovered by Matthew Flinders on 6 April 1802. In his journal he said:
Our soundings were irregular, and some rocky islets being seen without sight of the opening, I
stood in at nine o’clock to look for anchorage at the east end of Kanguroo [sic] Island. Finding no
shelter there we ran a little to leeward into a small bay which I had observed before dark. It is
called the Antechamber.’
Its school opened in 1893 and closed in 1914. A jetty, about 113 metres long, was constructed there and
opened in 1923; demolished in September 1966, its timber was sold locally and, from it, a cray fishing boat
was built.
Anthony - Anthony Hill honours John Anthony, who took up sections 3440-41 and 3444-45 in the Meadows
Special Survey.
Lake Anthony, north of Tarcoola; was named after a jackeroo who was lost in the area for five days after
chasing a dingo through the dog fence.
Mount Anthony & Anthony Range, north of the River Alberga in the Far North, were discovered on 16
August 1873 by Ernest Giles and named after Sir Anthony Musgrave, KCMG, Governor of South Australia
from 1873 to 1877.
Anxious Bay - It lies 8 km North-West of Elliston and was named by Matthew Flinders on 11 February 1802
because of the ‘anxious night we passed in it’, but next morning a change of wind enabled them to reach
an anchorage behind Waldegrave Island.
Anzac Highway - In October 1866 a trotting match was held on the Bay Road and the ground selected was
from the windmill on West Terrace to the Halfway House:
The competitors were Mr. A. Ferguson’s chestnut Polly and a bay mare, the property of a gentleman
from Strathalbyn. For the first mile the pace was very fast but the owner of the bay mare, finding he
had the race all in his hands, took it easy. The spectators - some of whom were seated behind cattle
of no mean pedigree expressed their annoyance at almost losing sight of the winner long before the
half the distance was traversed.
Another race took place in June 1869 between two brother magnates of the moneyed world
resident at Glenelg. The starting place was the Diagonal Road, the course being direct to the willow
by the water trough at the corner of South and West Terraces, and back again - in all about ten miles.
As they approached the winning post - 41 minutes after starting - the assembled company, consisting
of one gentleman with an umbrella, cried out enthusiastically, ‘Adelaide wins, but the bay is saving
his distance.’ It was heard that the winner was challenged by another bank manager and that a
second trotting match was to be expected under the name of ‘Adelaide against all Australasia’.
At this time, the coach service to and from Adelaide was in a parlous state and a citizen raised the matter
of insurance policies for aggrieved passengers, while another reported upon the alleged drunkenness of
coach drivers:
If Cobb and Co can run a coach
For ninepence to the Bay,
Why should Port railway passengers
Have twice as much to pay.
The only mode of transit for the general public at present is by omnibuses and these are anything
but comfortable. We are constantly hearing complaints of the coaching service as it is at present
conducted and there can be no doubt that there are many persons prevented settling at the Bay
from the inconvenience of transit.
A useful institution exists in England which ensures railway passengers against injuries by
travelling. If the assured is killed his legal representatives receive a sum of money in a certain
ratio to the money he has paid… Might not a similar association be established here…? If
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established it should commence its operations on the Bay Road where just now a general sense
of insecurity prevails. The upsetting of Bay coaches has lately got to be so frequent that a
successful journey along the line is looked upon pretty much as a prosperous trip from Edinburgh
to London used to be some hundred years ago…
If established the company should have its stations along the road where air cushions and
feather beds should at all times be ready to ease the fall of the unfortunates in their descent to
terra firma. Other appliances might be at hand for the security of life and limb. Ladders, for
instance, constructed for fire escapes should be prepared for the desperadoes who cling to the
roof after the first crash…
I am afraid that the eminent firm of conveyancers who monopolise the passenger traffic along
the Bay road will object that my scheme militates against their interests, inasmuch as they have a
vested right in the flotsam and jetsam along the line… [I] suggest that in order that they maintain
their former prestige and secure patronage, they must take greater care of their axles and in
other respects improve their arrangements. As regards passengers they must:
Handle them tenderly,
Take them with care,
Providing, not slenderly,
Space for each fare.
Shortly after leaving the Bay the driver who was under the influence of drink pushed his horses
along at a reckless speed sometimes on one side of the road and then crossing to the other.
There were three outside passengers in addition to six or seven inside, several of the latter being
ladies who… frightened by the singular conduct of the driver… galloped the horses at top speed
or pulled them up suddenly… The vehicle was run against Dr Everard’s house where the
passengers got out and walked to town…
By 1872, it was a notorious fact that, following a reduction in fares, a large number of coaches were
overloaded. Evening after evening Adelaide sent out its oppressive heat, while dust soiled citizens by
thousands thereby enticing them to enjoy a plunge in the sea or the milder luxuries of a stroll along the
beach in company with a moderate sea breeze. To meet the extraordinary demands upon them coach
proprietors were put to astonishing shifts.
Vehicles that had been pensioned off were refurbished and put back into service. Horses which had long
since seen their best days were pressed once more into service and to crown all, every vehicle, old or new,
plying for hire, was packed regularly with passengers far beyond its reputed capacity. Coaches licensed to
carry 20, through some mysterious process of human compression, were made to carry 30 and so on in like
proportion from the smallest wagonette to the heaviest leviathan of all.
Accordingly, it was all but impossible that this reckless system could continue without resulting in some
serious casualty, for horses dropped down constantly or refused to proceed through sheer exhaustion.
There were collisions and capsizes due partly to the incompetence of drivers, partly the sharpness of
competition on the road; of wheels detached; of belts sprung; and of seats dislocated.
On being approached, the Mayor of Adelaide, replied that there was only one inspector and ‘perhaps it
had slipped his mind’ which, to those concerned, was a most unsatisfactory reply; indeed:
If a poor fellow drives his dray into town without having his name painted on to it, in accordance
with the Act, he is very soon brought before Mr Beddome and fined. But here are men who are
day after day wearing out the strength and life of dumb animals for mere gain, and the officer
whose duty is to put a stop to it lets the matter ‘slip his notice.’… If the officer does not do his
duty it would seem to be the time to look out for his successor.
Galvanised into action the authorities arranged for corporation officers to undertake surveillance of the
Bay road and ‘on Sunday last several cases of overloading were detected and information laid against the
offenders.’
Anzac Highway was gazetted on 6 November 1924 in honour of the Australia and New Zealand Army Corps
of World War I - portion of it was known once as ‘Bay Road’.
In 1917, the President of the Anzac Memorial Highway League approached the then Premier, Mr
Crawford Vaughan, suggesting that the Bay Road should be renamed the Anzac Highway; that
granite obelisks should be placed at intervals with the names of the battalions sent from South
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Australia with the battles in which they took part and the names of those who fell be inscribed
upon them, and that the government should purchase the land on either side of the road for
resale after it had been constructed.
Following this suggestion the Anzac Memorial Highway League was formed and the services of
the Town Planner placed at its disposal, while at the same time attention was drawn to the bad
state of the road, following which it was put into good order. Then a proposal was made to make
the road a national highway and a plan was prepared by the Town Planner. The government was
subsequently asked to put a proportion of the proposal into operation and the committee
planted the outer tree planting scheme.
By October 1928, many of the trees had succumbed to the elements and a concerned citizen remonstrated
with the league:
Already scores of these trees are dead and some of the others are making a sickly struggle for
existence. They never will thrive in the claypan between Plympton and Morphettville. I feel
certain that those people who were primarily responsible for the choice of these pines, will
provide a scene as unbeautiful as the remnants of the Port Road plantation. Nobody, surely, can
claim that the existing highway - bordered as it is by quagmires or dust holes - is a testimony to
civic culture; it is emblematic of a narrow outlook. In fact, it is untidy. Now is the time to take
action and lay down a two-way track with, say, a belt of suitable deciduous trees in the centre…
At present, even if it resembles Anzac country, it does not conform to Anzac ideals.
Years of indecision and procrastination followed until 1935 when, heeding a hint from the Minister of
Employment, Mr Shirley Jeffries, the committee, urging a reconstruction of the highway, prepared a
modified plan and, during discussions, it was pointed out that, for the year ended 30 June 1934, there had
been 140 accidents on the highway in which three people were killed and 91 injured. Finally, in 1937 the
project came towards fruition when, in April, it was announced that ‘work was going to begin soon’ and a
suggestion was made that the beauty of the highway would be enhanced if something were done to do
away with loud, unsightly hoardings that marred the road.
Plans were ratified in August 1937 and, with 22 per cent of the cost being borne by the various councils; it
was completed in 1939, when ‘the Anzac Highway brought a new status symbol to South Australia and
today it is a visually exciting highway, contributing greatly to Adelaide’s impression of space and grace.’
Apamurra - A railway station on the former Monarto-Sedan railway, 13 km North-West of Mannum is an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘fresh water’. The town of Apamurra was laid out in 1921 on part sections 30-31,
Hundred of Finniss, by Johann Gottfried Hartmann, comprising 19 allotments contiguous to the railway
station. Its post office opened on 17 February 1922 and closed on 31 July 1971.
Apatoonganie Hill - Near Lake Gregory where the ‘Apatoonganie Run’ was established by T. Neaylon in
1877 (lease no. 2789). Aboriginal for ‘stinking water’. A sketch of the property is in the Pictorial Australian
in August 1884, page 124. (See Mulka Hill & Neaylon Hill)
Aphenation Paddock - On Commonwealth Hill Station, north of Tarcoola was named after a racehorse.
Apiyakunha Spring - East of Lyndhurst and south of Yadnina Spring; Aboriginal for ‘half-cooked juice’.
Apoinga - It lies about 25 km south of Burra and derives its name from either the Aboriginal word meaning
‘place where there is water’ or a corruption of ‘Appinga’, the name of the Aboriginal people once inhabiting
the locality. It was the site of the first smelter in the north, as Burra ore was processed there from January
1849 and, by 1851, with four furnaces in constant use, the works supported a population of about 100.
The smelter, village and hotel stood on section 1594 and were created by Charles Mounsey Penny, who
registered the land grant of the section in January 1849. Other historians have credited C. Septimus Penney
(sic) as erecting the smelter, but findings in the General Registry Office do not support this contention.
In 1851, a roving reporter said:
Apoinga is a village in a dense forest of peppermint gums (Eucalyptus peperita) and scrub, like an
American clearing in its general effect. The spot is also called Tothill’s Gap; more properly and
better known as Tothill’s Scrub. The Smelting Works are the property of Messrs Owen and
Penny. There are three smelting furnaces, one refining furnace for smelting and refining the
copper ores from the Burra; the copper is tapped every eight hours; three loads of wood are
consumed by each furnace in twenty-four hours, and the works seemed surrounded by wood
enough to supply fuel for an age.
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The smelting furnaces were under a shingle roof; that for refining was contained in a building of
fine freestone. The chimney was upon the long-draft principle. A Post Office is close by [Charles
Mounsey Penny was the first postmaster at Apoinga in the early 1850s when he was described as
the manager of the local smelting works] and the village already contains about thirty houses,
and a population of more than one hundred persons, all we suppose, dependent on the works.
There is one public house (a stone building, but unfinished), a shoemaker, a blacksmith, and a
good store.
Its school opened in 1864 and closed in 1937. (See Tothill Creek)
In September 1850 a police station was established when Mr Penney [sic] provided a house for
accommodation until a proper station-house was established. On 28 September, Corporal
Battams, with two police constables, left Adelaide to take charge. A party of police had long been
wanted in that neighbourhood which has now become thickly populated and where every
description of assaults, robberies, and petty thefts have been carried out with impunity,
while in 1873 it was said:
The only evidence of a township is a deserted public house where, in the palmy days of the Burra
mine, a brisk trade was carried out, but at present it looks anything but refreshing to the weary
traveller. (See Brady Creek)
The Hundred of Apoinga, County of Burra, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851. (See Bay of Biscay)
Appealinna - The ‘Appealinna Run’ (lease no. 1784) was established by J.W. Gleeson, W.L. Beare and A. King
in 1868; formerly, it was lease no. 466 taken up by J. Wills in 1856 ‘at Pasmore’. Appealinna Hill is near
Wilpena. The name Appealinna was adopted for a copper mine about 65 km NNE of Hawker; abandoned
in 1860-61, it reopened in 1896.
The old Appealinna mine has a strange, in fact unique, history. During all of the mining booms of
the past 35 years it has remained in silence and mostly solitude, being full of water and
consequently unexplorable; but, nevertheless, watched by many a covetous eye by reason of
campfire stories of its wealth. Governor MacDonnell visited the place about 1858 when old Tom
Coffin remarked to His Excellency that he had a ‘dashed fine billet’.
The property was, at that time, held by a syndicate of six persons and about 1860, it was
abandoned in consequence of litigation with the then pastoral lessee of the run, and the great
drought of 1863-66 prevented reoccupation. It was repegged and, in 1887, Mr Pyman of Hawker
offered to work it on tribute, but could not come to terms with the lessee of the mine. About this
time some of the old employees confirmed the wonderful stories told of pockets of native
copper taken out of a footwall as hard as brass and smooth as a house; of the fairy like beauty of
the mine when in full work and how ‘she sparkled like a jeweller’s shop in the candle light
whenever the pick struck.’
Appila - This Aboriginal word meaning ‘hunting ground’ was applied to the Hundred of Appila, proclaimed
on 20 July 1871 and 4 December 1873. (A few sections were surveyed as early as 1855 by Thomas Evans.)
The town of Appila, 24 km North-East of Laura, was laid out as ‘Yarrowie’ in 1872 and offered for sale on 4
June 1874, the present name being adopted and proclaimed on 20 February 1941. During the 19th century:
The proceedings in this township at all hours of the night [were] something alarming. The owner
of the wine shop seems particularly to suffer. The larrikins amuse themselves by hurling large
stones or anything else movable on the iron roof and sides of the house, with an accompaniment
of hooting and yelling which puts a stop to anything in the shape of sleep in the vicinity. Sundays
are no exception to the rule and we sometimes wonder why Nock’s Act was ever passed without
being enforced.
By 1904, the town was in a sorry plight: ‘The hotel and one store still battle out an existence, but the rest
of the township is fast passing into decay. Houses are empty and falling to pieces. Of course, the drought is
mainly responsible…’
Information on and photographs of the opening of the Lutheran parsonage at Pine Creek are in the
Chronicle, 20 July 1907, page 30, 5 October 1907, page 30, of dam cleaning on 12 April 1934, page 36, of a
football team on 17 October 1935, page 36.
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Its school, opened in 1876 as ‘Yarrowie’, became ‘Appila-Yarrowie’ about 1881 and ‘Appila’ in 1919. Appila
North School opened in 1924 and became ‘Yandiah’ in 1924; it closed in 1968. Appila West School opened
in 1879 and closed in 1893.
Appleton - Appears several times on the map of South Australia. Edwin Johns, of Tungkillo Mine, Reedy
Creek, applied it to a subdivision of section 1567, Hundred of Kapunda, adjacent to Allen Creek, circa 1851,
while in 1860 Charles Swinden followed with a subdivision of section 567, Hundred of Alma, contiguous to
Rhynie when ‘the ceremony of christening the township came off on 8 June’:
This beautiful little spot is about 3½ miles west of Riverton… The township is surrounded by
some of the finest agricultural land in the colony. A store and post office are much required as
the surrounding inhabitants feel the inconvenience of having to go to Riverton for everything
they want. A blacksmith could find full employment there.
There is an ‘Appleton’ in Yorkshire, Lancashire and Norfolk, England.
Appleton Bend, on the River Murray between Cobdogla and the Kingston Bridge, was named on 6 June
1956 after Lestor Robert Appleton, fisherman and game warden of Barmera.
Approdinna Attora Hill - North-East of Lake Griselda in the Far North and named by its discoverer, E.A.
Colson; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘two hills’.
Ararabana Lagoon - Near the overland telegraph line in the Far North, was a name given by Christopher
Giles in 1870. Born in England in 1840, he came to South Australia with his parents, in 1849, died in 1917
and is buried at Aldinga. There is an Aboriginal word ararama - ‘to choose’. (See Dalhousie Springs)
Archibald - William Archibald, MP, (1893-1910) was born in London in June 1850, came to South Australia
from Victoria in 1882 and worked as a wharf labourer before going to the Islington railway works. A
foundation member of the United Labor Party, in Parliament he was instrumental in piloting through a Bill
for free libraries in corporate towns in 1898. Entering Federal Parliament in 1910, he was Minister for Home
Affairs in Andrew Fisher’s government and died in June 1926 leaving assets valued at £2,399 and was buried
at West Terrace Cemetery.
His aspirates were ‘always a confusion’ and one observer remarked that ‘he slaughters the English language
with pitiless ferocity every time he talks. By faithful support of Labor principles his speeches were based
upon sound judgement and exemplified by fairness to political opponents.’
The Hundred of Archibald, County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 22 March 1906 and Point Archibald,
on Saint Peter’s Island, was named in 1910.
Arckaringa Creek - (See Henrietta Creek)
Arcoodaby - A pastoral property South-West of Lake Everard; see pastoral lease no. 2943.
Arcoona Bluff - About 60 km NE of Copley; derived from the Aboriginal adkunha vambata - ‘underground
water’. The ‘Arcoona Run’ (lease no. 2139) was held by W. Fowler from 1871. In 1886, there was a suspicious
death on the Arcoona run ‘when a Mrs Anderson was found lying fully dressed on a made bed, with slippers
on the feet and the face covered. When this was removed it was found that her nose had been smashed.’
Arcoota Creek - The Aboriginal name for the Siccus River, a tributary of Wilpena Creek (Pas(s)more River)
flowing into Lake Frome. Photographs and other information are in the Chronicle, 25 March 1922, page 43.
Arden - On 9 March 1802 Matthew Flinders named Mount Arden, about 22 km north of Quorn, after his
great-grandmother. One of the earliest parties to traverse the Mount Arden and Kanyaka area was that of
Dr Bruhn who, in the winter of 1848, made a proposition to a number of gentlemen that he would search
for coal in several parts of the colony. The ‘Mount Arden Run’ was established by Messrs E. White and
Polhill in 1851 (lease no. 50).
The name Arden Vale was applied to a post office on section 104, Hundred of Yarrah, 14 km north of Quorn.
Its school was opened in 1882 and closed in 1959.
In October 1894 the Arden Vale Agricultural Bureau conducted a competition for the best farm,
the best garden and the best cultivated and cleanest farm. The judges were Messrs Henry Kelly,
John McColl and A.F. Noll, who reported that, ‘we have much pleasure in awarding the first prize
for the best farm to Mr C.F. Pearce; for the best garden to Mr M. Searle and the best cultivated
and cleanest farm to Mr M. Eckert…’
Ardno - In 1887, it was said to be ‘16 miles from [Mount Gambier], on the mail route to Casterton. There
are a good number of selectors there.’ (See Corratum)
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Ardrossan - The town, proclaimed on 13 November 1873, was named by Governor Fergusson after a
seaport in Ayrshire, Scotland, derived from the Celtic words ardross - ‘high’ and rosan - ‘cape’. Prior to closer
settlement it was known as ‘Clay Gully’ or ‘Parara’, the latter being the name of a property held by the
Bowman brothers under pastoral lease; the Parara homestead lay about 3 km south of Ardrossan.
It was here, in 1880, that Richard Bowyer Smith invented the stump jump plough and, for a time,
manufactured fourteen ploughs a week. A counterclaim from Messrs Stott and Branson as being inventors
of the stump-jump plough was reported in 1882. Mr Richard B. Smith dismissed this suggestion in 1901. ‘If
C.H. Smith had not been my apprentice he would not have made it at all.’
In 1934, it was asserted that ‘Mr J.W. Stott of Alma made the first [stump jump plough] that was put to
practical use about 1878 or 1879 and registered it for two years… He was the first to introduce the plough
into Victoria where he and Mellor Bros patented it.’
Its school opened in 1878.
Ardtornish - It is a hybrid name derived from the Gaelic aird - ‘cape’ and the Norse Thorsnes - ‘Thor’s Ness’
and, from former Scottish associations, was given to a property in the Modbury district purchased by Angus
and Gillian McLaine. They were the benefactors of the Ardtornish School when, on 30 November 1846,
Angus McLaine applied for a share of a government grant to build a school there and, in March 1847, £20
was allotted by the Kirk session of St. Andrew’s Church.
Rodney Cockburn says that a Miss Gregerson and her two nephews, the McLaine’s, managed the property
and that her father was a friend of Sir Walter Scott. Both the McLaine’s left South Australia and one was
drowned in a cyclone; the other came back and sold the estate on 7 November 1878. (See Beefacres)
In 1848, it was said that ‘we are glad to find that this school, which lately was all but extinct, has been
resuscitated by the diligent and praiseworthy efforts of Mr. Tallack, the recently appointed teacher… Thus
the seed so generously and liberally sown by Mr. McLaine has at last been blessed with an abundant
increase [of pupils].’
An examination took place in April 1854 when 20 awards were presented to the following successful
candidates:
Boys - Thomas Kemp, Robert Halden, James Halden, Henry Kemp, Charles Emery, George Emery,
William Montgomery, Joseph Morris, Edward Bagot, and William Mortimer. Girls - Gesiene Koch,
Jane Cronk, Sarah Morris, Mary Montgomery, Geseine Wohler, Jeanette Halden, Ann McPherson,
Charlotte Mortimer, Mary Ann Kemp and Ann Cronk.
The examination concluded by the children singing a new version of the Evening Hymn to the
tune ‘New York’ - and prayer. The children sat down to a repast of plum and seed cake, bread
and butter, tea and coffee, etc. and regaled themselves to the full and perfect content.
Official returns of 1858-1862 supply statistics relating to the school conducted by Charles Kerr when it was
described as ‘a very useful school conducted by an energetic master in a good and well-furnished building.’
The name of the school was changed to ‘Hope Valley’ in 1915; it closed in 1980, being replaced by the
Ardtornish Primary School in the Saint Agnes area.
Rodney Cockburn records that contiguous land was absorbed into ‘Beefacres’, sometime after 1878.
Ardune - A proposed survey of land at this place near Lucindale was mentioned in 1878.
Areli Bore - A school south of Wanbi; opened in 1930 it closed in 1934.
Ariel Lookout - The highest point on Thistle Island used to look for the ketch Ariel when it was wrecked en
route to Thistle Island in 1928:
The missing ketch is of about 40 tons register and her owner and captain is William T.H. Tapley.
She left Port Adelaide on 23 March for North Shields with 900 bags of coke, about 10 tons of
superphosphate and sundries. He had, also on his ship, a cultivator for Thistle Island of which he
and his brother had a lease for farming purposes. With him on board were Mr D. MacPherson, a
seaman of Port Adelaide and John Maloney, a boy of Woodville.
Arkaba - SA Museum records state it is a corruption of the Aboriginal akapa - ‘underground (or hidden)
water’ while Rodney Cockburn says it recalls the Arkabatura people whose ‘country was about 70 miles
north of Port Augusta.’ Arkaba Creek is in the North Flinders Ranges about 20 km north of Hawker. The
‘Arkaba Run’ was established by W.J. and J.H. Browne in 1851 (lease no. 76) and, following its resumption
by the Crown, the latter said, in 1896:
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I have a record of the rainfall for 26 years which showed that 19 of them were too small to make
it possible for a drop of wheat or hay to be grown there… My [previous] warnings have been
disregarded. The run was cut up into blocks and men, having little or no knowledge of the
climate, took up some of them. The last two years prove how woefully the poor fellows have
been disappointed. How much longer will it take our legislators to learn that all the country north
of ‘Goyder’s Line’ is only fit for pastoral purposes… Arkaba and Warcowie are striking object
lessons and it is to be hoped that no more money will be wasted in buying out lessees in a district
where the climate has rendered it unfit for close settlement…,
while Hans Mincham, in The Story of the Flinders Ranges, says:
There was an embryonic township in the Hundred of Arkaba that preceded the survey. This, on
the Wonoka Creek where it was crossed by the Wilpena-Blinman route, was called the Wonoka
Creek Mail Station or simply Wonoka Creek. The weekly coach from Burra to Blinman changed
horses there and a fortnightly mail left there to travel through Hookina Creek Gorge and on via
Mern Merna and Edeowie to Beltana and Sliding Rock.
When the Hundred of Arkaba was surveyed the mail station was included within a stock route a
quarter of a mile wide which had been continued north through the advancing Hundreds to
facilitate the movement of stock to stations beyond, or to southern markets and properties.
The mail station consisted of a four-roomed house, a couple of huts and a weatherboard store, a
stockyard, fenced enclosure, and a well, tank and trough. For a time the settlement promised to
grow considerably until killed by the rise of Hawker in 1880.
The Hundred of Arkaba, County of Hanson, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877. Education Department
records say that the Arkaba School opened in 1888 and closed in 1941. However, in 1879 it was reported
that ‘the opening services of a temporary pine building for school and religious purposes in connection with
the Primitive Methodists were commenced on Sunday, 7 September 1879’:
Two sermons were preached by Rev T. Jarrett of Laura [and] rain fell in torrents the whole of the
day, thereby preventing many from attending. On the following Wednesday ‘the first tea
meeting in these parts took place’ and, later, a public meeting was held, under the presidency of
Mr. W.J. McLeod.
Arkaroola - About 100 km east of Lyndhurst. Probably derived from the Aboriginal legend of the giant snake
Akurra that, after slithering down from the Gammon Ranges to slake its thirst, emptied Lakes Frome and
Callabonna before it was satisfied; it then retreated to the mountains, its giant body carving out enormous
geographical features such as Arkaroola Gorge. The ‘Arkaroola Tourist Resort’, established by Mr Reg Sprigg
and family in 1968, was, originally, within several pastoral leases taken up by William and John Jacob
between 1857 and 1860. The name was applied first to a pastoral lease by Bentley Greenwood in 1937. (See
Paralana Creek)
Arltunga - Aboriginal for ‘place of claypans’. (See Oodnadatta)
Armagh - In the General Registry Office are two plans lodged in June and July 1859 in relation to the villages
of Armagh South and Armagh North, 3 km west of Clare, laid out by William Henry Clark, brewer, of
Adelaide on sections 131 and 393, Hundred of Clare. He was born at Newry, County Armagh, and arrived in
the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839. In May 1850 Armagh (South) was described as ‘one mile from those splendid
mineral sections, the Emu Flats, and two miles from the prosperous village of Clare. A creek flows through
the township and furnishes to the metallic district the nearest permanent water…’
Later that year it was said that ‘Armagh North [is] situated in the midst of inexhaustible mineral wealth
midway between the Burra Mine and Port Henry. [It] is evidently destined to become a populous and
thriving city…’
The Armagh School opened in 1860 and closed in 1942.
An annual examination was held at Mr Walter Crosby’s school in December 1864 in the presence
of Messrs E.B.Gleeson, E. Davies, J.P. Lennon, March, Eiffe, Ashby, Butler and parents of children.
The name derives from ard-magh - ‘the high place or field’; other sources opt for ard-macha - ‘Macha’s
height’ the name being explained by the legend that Armagh was the burial place of ‘Macha of the Golden
Hair’. The Irish town ‘suffered severely and repeatedly from the Danes, a band of whom, having landed at
Newry in 830 AD, penetrated into the interior and having stormed Armagh… established their headquarters
in it for one month and on being driven out plundered and reduced it to ashes.’
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A photograph of a Queen competition is in the Chronicle, 13 February 1936.
Armchair, The - Near Copley and named in 1913 by W.B. Greenwood because of its shape.
Armstrong Ridge - South of Poeppel Corner and possibly named after H.C. Armstrong who, on 1 July 1882,
took out pastoral lease no. 3020 of 400 square miles on adjacent country.
Arnella - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows ‘Gavin Arnell, Gentleman’, and others,
residing at this place and enrolled to ‘vote at Smith’s Creek’.
Arno - The town of Arno Bay, 122 km North-East of Port Lincoln, surveyed, originally, in 1882 by G.H. Ayliffe
as ‘Bligh’ and containing 184 allotments, was renamed Arno Bay on 19 September 1940. In 1889, Mr J.A.
Foulds said, ‘Arno’ was the native name for a ‘sand hill well and not from any Italian association as some
have supposed.’ (In Italy, there is a River Arno that rises on Mount Falterona.)
On early plans Arno Bay is described as ‘Salt Creek Cove’. The first pastoral lease (no. 1740) of fifteen square
miles over adjoining land was issued to Peter McKechnie following application no. 201 of 1863. This
included the site of the present-day town and the plan of the above lease shows ‘Ano’ (sic), while a land
tenure plan of that era shows ‘Arno’ near a landing place on the coastal frontage to the lease, thus tending
to confirm Mr Fould’s nomenclature.
‘Ano (sic) Bay’ was recorded in 1869, while the ‘Arno Bay Mine’ (or ‘Windittie Mine’) was sunk in
the early 1870s, but after a strong influx of water operations were discontinued; in 1903 it
appeared to warrant further expenditure ‘to ascertain its true value below water level…’
A post office (receiving only) was opened there on 1 January 1908 and the mail came once a week from
Wallaroo, Tumby Bay and Port Lincoln and thrice weekly from Cowell. Its school opened in 1911 and closed
in 1948.
The history of this part of the West Coast is interesting. In 1882, ‘three little steamers, the Lubra, Royal
Shepherd and Jessie Darling, brought cargoes and mails’:
They had to lie outside the entrance to Franklin Harbour and passengers were taken to and from
the township in a dinghy belonging to a Dutchman, Mace Anderson. Arno Bay is considered
accessible at high tide and the Rupara ties up at the jetty which is 180 feet long. The town is half
a mile from the jetty and between them is a swamp crossed by an embanked road 16 feet wide.
Two loaded teams cannot pass one another and it frequently happens that a team gets into the
swamp and has to be unloaded and extricated. Horses have disappeared there when the crust of
3 or 4 inches is broken.
Later, in 1911, it was reported that ‘the primitive method adopted for taking passengers from the Rupara
need remedying’:
The boat always arrives between 10 and 12 p.m. and lays out about half a mile from the jetty and
the passengers come ashore in an open boat in all weathers. There is not even a lamp at the
landing to show the steps. As for school facilities - There are 32 children of school going age here
and although forms and desks have been on the spot for some time and a teacher is promised,
none have come…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 14 January 1932, page 32, 3 March 1932, page 34, 29 September 1932,
page 32, of a motor car bogged on the Cowell road on 2 February 1933, page 38.
A 19th century comment said, ‘Cockatoo Valley… in possession of John Hallett, has received the name of
Arno Vale, and is reported to have produced the best cheese in the colony.’ It lies a few kilometres from
Gawler and one of the founders of that town, John Reid, came from Arno Vale in Ireland. A brass plaque in
St George’s Church, Gawler, bears testimony to John Reid, his wife and children. The name occurs, also, in
Nottinghamshire, England. (See Cockatoo Valley)
Aroona - Professor Tindale says it derives from the Aboriginal aruna - ‘running water’ while, according to
Robert Bruce (1835-1908), overseer of the Arkaba run in 1858-59, it means ‘place of frogs’. Aroona Creek
is north of Wilpena in the Aroona Valley; the ‘Aroona Run’ was established by J.F. Hayward (1822-1912) in
1851 (lease no. 83). (See Chace Range & Hayward) Mr J.R. Phillips reminisced upon Mr Hayward in 1913:
My first meeting with him was at Pekina in 1850 or 1851. He had then nearly cut his big toe off
while using an axe. The next meeting was at Kanyaka in 1853. He came down from Aroona to see
about a dray road from Kanyaka to Port Augusta and to take some bales of wool that had been
left at Kanyaka some months before to Port Augusta through Pichi Richi Pass. So he, with Mr
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Craig of Warcowie (the then owner [sic]) and drivers, Captain Chase [sic], James Quick and a
black boy started and succeeded after days of hard work in getting through the pass to the port.
A photograph of members of a ‘local tribe’ of Aborigines is in the Chronicle, 7 November 1903, page 42.
The name Aroona was given, also, to a dam near Copley and other features in the Flinders Ranges. (See
Alcaroona)
Arrowie Gorge - West of Lake Frome and corrupted from the Aboriginal arru-awi, awi having a reference
to water. The ‘Arrowie Run’ (lease no. 1519), conducted and named by J.H. Angas, circa 1867, was
established, originally, as ‘Outalowie’ by John Chambers in 1856.
Artawarlpanha Hill - In the Campbell Bald Hill Range; Aboriginal for ‘dry sticks of yacca tree’.
Artemia, Point - On Lake Eyre North, named by Mr C.W. Bonython, who collected tiny brine shrimp (generic
name artemia or parartemia) near the point in 1953.
Arthur - There are two features named Arthur Hill in South Australia; the first, situated on section 151,
Hundred of Waitpinga, was named after Arthur Wise, the son of an early settler, and born at Mount Barker
in 1853. The second (origin unknown) is at the northern tip of Lake Torrens.
Mount Arthur, in the Far North, was discovered by John McD. Stuart on 30 December 1859 and named
after his brother-in-law, John Arthur of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Port Arthur, at the head of St Vincent Gulf was, in the early 1860s, the port for vessels from Port Adelaide
and a coaching station for overland transport to the copper fields of upper Yorke Peninsula. Its importance
diminished when these operations shifted to Port Clinton later in that decade. In its heyday, it boasted of a
hotel conducted by a Mr Browne and this building is, today, a ruin complemented by a stand of gum and
olive trees. Rodney Cockburn suggests it got its name because it was the port of Arthurton but the date of
the port’s supposed foundation in the 1860s is difficult to reconcile with that town’s proclamation in 1877.
Arthurton - The town, 35 km south of Kadina, proclaimed on 25 January 1877, was named by Governor
Musgrave after his son Arthur D. Musgrave who was born in Adelaide. He became a General in the Royal
Field Artillery and died following a shooting accident in Scotland in 1931. His second wife was a granddaughter of Sir William F.D. Jervois, a former Governor of South Australia.
Its school opened in 1879 and closed in 1988.
By 1904, the past few years had ‘witnessed a great improvement in the form of scrub clearing around
Arthurton’:
Every year enhances the value of land and adds to the commercial prosperity of the town…
which has a limited population efficiently catered for by Mr L. Crosbie, storekeeper and
postmaster, and Mr Robinson. The local smithy is a branch of C.H. Smith’s establishment at
Ardrossan and Mr D.J. Hanrahan combines hotel keeping with agricultural pursuits. Mr S.A. Keen
is the State school teacher. (See Kalkabury)
Photographs of a football team and tennis team are in the Chronicle, 1 November 1934, page 33, 6 June
1935, page 34.
Arundel Plains - South of Oodnadatta, discovered by John McD. Stuart in 1858. The name comes from
Sussex, England, where the town stands on the River Arun. Arundel is derived, probably, from the Œ
hirondelle - ‘a swallow’.
Arwakurra - An Aboriginal word relating to the physical feature of the locality, i.e., white cliffs. (See White
Cliffs) The Arwakurra Post Office on section 64, Hundred of Booleroo, 5 km east of Booleroo Centre, opened
as ‘White Cliffs’ in October 1876; the change was effected in November 1906 because it was often confused
with ‘White Cliffs’ in New South Wales. The first holders of land recorded in the district were George Elder
and William Spence Peter in 1853 when they took up lease no. 263 ‘East of Mount Remarkable.’ When the
Hundred of Booleroo was proclaimed in 1875 the land around Arwakurra was taken up under credit
agreement leases and, in 1879, section 65C (2 acres) was subdivided out of section 65 for school purposes;
it opened as ‘White Cliffs’ in 1880 and became Arwakurra in 1907; it closed in 1951.
Ascot - In 1881, Ascot Vale was laid out on section 263, Hundred of Adelaide, when it was said that, ‘[it]
should uphold the worthy name of the English centre of population which it is named after.’ Derived from
the Œ escot - ‘cottage made of ash wood’ or escota - ‘east cottage’; today, it is included in Dulwich.
In 1913, the name of an English racecourse was applied to Ascot Park on sections 86-87, Hundred of
Adelaide, by Reginald Victor Wilson. Its school opened in 1926.
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The largest subdivision of any city land has eventuated. 160 acres were cut up into 479
allotments each with a frontage of 60 feet and a depth of 181 feet. Ascot Park is the name fixed
for the new suburb which, when built, should uphold the worthy name of the English centre of
population, which it is named after.
The dense body of rich pasture it is carrying indicates that the soil will be excellent for gardening
purposes. Water is laid on to the property and, as the township is situated within the artesian
belt, it should be converted into a flourishing settlement.
Ashbourne - The ‘Green Hills Special Survey’, claimed by John Morphett on 8 July 1839 - 4,000 acres for
£4,000 - was selected from 15,000 acres in that district of country extending, generally, to the South-East
of the survey called ‘The Three Brothers’ taken by J.B. Hack, and to the eastward of the eastern boundary
of ‘The Meadows Survey’. Eventually, the ‘Green Hills Special Survey’ developed into a river type of survey
12 by 2½ miles extending from the latitude of Mount Magnificent in the south to one mile north of
Macclesfield. It included the site of Ashbourne (13 km south of Strathalbyn), laid out in 1865 on part sections
2337-39 by the owner, C.S. Keeling (1817-1875). Forty-two allotments were surveyed, including a site for a
school (Lot 40). The Green Man Hotel was licensed in 1866 and ceased trading three years later and from
that time it has had a life as a post office and private house.
Charles Staley Keeling hailed from Ashbourne in Derbyshire; it derives from the Anglo-Saxon esseburne ‘ash tree stream’; it was there in 1644 a battle was fought between the royalists and parliamentarians in
which the former were defeated with considerable loss.
The bridge at Finniss Flat over Balderstone Creek was opened on 22 January 1867 by Miss Catherine
Kirkham and the event was celebrated at the ‘new township of Ashbourne’:
The bridge is in the Italian rural style of architecture, has a stone arch parapet and wing walls and
is built of the flat sandstone of the neighbourhood and has freestone dressings. The dinner was
laid out in a stone building on the premises of the new public house, the Green Man, Host
Gosling being the caterer.
The name was not recognised, officially, for postal purposes until 1 May 1869 when its postal address was
changed from ‘Finniss Flat’.
A photograph of a decorated motor car at a school gala day is in the Chronicle, 3 April 1930, page 35.
Ashby - An 1857 subdivision of sections 977-78, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Edward MacCabe; now
included in Dry Creek and Wingfield. Its South-Eastern boundary was the present-day Churchill Road, shown
on the original plan as ‘To Cross Keys and Gawler Town.’ It was advertised as, ‘Investment for capital! A
home for the working man… on the Gawler Town railway at the Grand Junction, Dry Creek Station and
North Arm loop lines.’ It is a common place name in England and means ‘dwelling of Aesc’ and the name is
immortalised in Sir Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe.
Ashford - Laid out on sections 44-45, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles J. Everard in 1909. Further
subdivisions occurred until, eventually, the suburb encompassed Everard Ave, Day Ave (now closed), Anzac
Highway and South Road. Dr Charles G. Everard arrived in South Australia in the Africaine in November 1836
and, by the end of 1838, had settled on his ‘Ashford’ property where, by 1840, he boasted of the best
orchard in the colony. He was elected to the Legislative Council in 1857 and served for a further twelve
years. He died on 30 March 1876, aged 81. The Everard homestead is now part of the Ashford House School
complex.
The following is an extract from a letter written in May 1837 by Mr C.G. Everard:
After pitching our tents, at Glenelg, and landing our goods, myself, William and our man
proceeded to build a cottage, the one in which we now live, and a very comfortable one it is. The
framework is of small trees, the walls of flags cut from the lagoon, the roof of reeds; the interior
fittings are of deal, which on board were our bed places; the floor of clay rammed hard to make
firm and covered partly with India matting, partly of oilcloths. We then dug up a bit of ground for
a garden in which vegetables grew well. I had some delicious water melons from the seed of
which I procured at the Cape… I have ten acres in the town, five of which were mine by priority
of choice, the remainder I bought at a public sale and the average price was £5 - I would not sell
one of my first five for less than £200.
The name occurs in Derbyshire, Devonshire, Kent and Middlesex, England and means ‘ford on a river’.
Possibly, its precise nomenclature is explained in Royal Geographical Society Proceedings where reference
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is made to the connection between the Fiveash family and the Everard’s, the former’s name being derived
from ‘some five ash trees near Ashford, Kent.’ Ashford South is a small part of Ashford on part section 45,
bounded by Anzac Highway, South Rd, Charles St (now Herbert St), Farnham Rd, and including Tyson St and
Waltham St. Until 6 November 1924 Anzac Highway was known as Bay Road. (See Anzac Highway)
In 1865, the name Ashford was given, also, to a subdivision of sections 175 and 182, Hundred of Blyth, by
George C. Hawker (1818-1895); it lies South-East of Blyth and ‘possesses every requisite advantage to
ensure success, namely good soil, good water (being situated on Carter’s and Acuthe’s Creeks)… The
proposed tramway from Clare to Wallaroo must pass through this township…’
The name, no doubt, was taken from ‘Ashford Lodge’ in Petersfield, County Southampton, England, where
his father, Edward Hawker (1782-1860), an Admiral of the Blue, resided.
Ash, Hundred of - In the County of York, proclaimed on 25 April 1895. Its school opened in 1927 and closed
in 1942. George Ash, MP (1890-1897), born in London, in 1859, ran away to sea in his ’teens and was
brought back and put to work in a warehouse. In 1877, he went to South Africa, emigrated to South Australia
in 1879, and worked for the Border Watch and Naracoorte Herald, buying the latter in 1880 in partnership
with J.B. Mather. He ‘looked upon himself as a heaven-born reformer…’
Following a libel case he was forced to sell the newspaper. As a parliamentarian he was described as ‘full
of brain, backbone and tongue, eccentric, a smart man but not a discreet one.’ The editor of the Register
ventured the following opinion of Mr Ash on 28 July 1896:
Mr George Ash, MP, is an individualist, but not in the conventional sense… As a rhetorical
declaimer the member for Albert would probably be characterised by a sportsman as one who
scatters too much to kill, but as a critical analyst he is almost incomparable… As a prophet he
may be considered too Cassandra-like to be a perfectly faithful focusser of future probabilities. In
our judgement, however, he does not overcolour his views of realisable possibilities; and just
such popular deliverances as his are needed to keep alive the people’s sense of their
responsibilities and their duties…
He died in February 1897 from typhoid fever. (See Ashville)
Ashleigh - This subdivision of 27 allotments was advertised in 1925 as being ‘opposite Torrens Park’ and
near the railway station comprising part of the Ashleigh Estate ‘the old home of the Laffer family.’ The name
occurs in England and means ‘ash wood’.
Ashmore - Lands Department records show it as a subdivision in the Hundred of Kooringa, but no other
information is available.
Ashton - George Hunt who came from Ashton, Northamptonshire, gave the name to a subdivision of section
1197, Hundred of Onkaparinga, in 1858, three km South-East of Norton Summit. The name comes from the
Œ aesctun - ‘the town where ash trees grow’.
In 1868, it was said that it was ‘situated about five or six miles from the township of Magill’:
Although it cannot boast of a large population, yet, within a radius of a mile or so may be seen
many a ‘humble cot’ and curling wreaths of smoke issuing from the tops of ‘bush’ chimneys…
Some of the inhabitants of this sequestered locality have been solicitous that a Wesleyan
Methodist place of worship should be erected, but ‘the powers that be’ considered the idea
impracticable.
Information on the school is in the Express, 21 September 1882, page 2d.
Ashville - A post office on section 9, Hundred of Malcolm, 32 km south of Tailem Bend, was named after
George Ash, MP, and a partner of C.C. Kingston. Its school opened in 1895 when ‘a substantial, well
ventilated stone building was erected by Mr T. Joy on his own property and is rented to the Education
Department, which provided a provisional teacher. After the opening the children had a picnic and tea;
Mesdames Jury, Tiller and Joy presiding.’ It closed in 1959. (See Albert Hill & Ash, Hundred of)
Ashwell - The name was applied to a subdivision of section 2000, Hundred of Mudla Wirra, by John Barrow,
circa 1848, and when extended into section 2003 it became known as ‘Templers’. It is apparent that
‘Ashwell’ was the name applied by John Barrow to his farm; he came to South Australia in the Isabella
Watson in 1845 and died on 12 April 1903, aged 89 years. The Ashwell School opened in 1859; changed to
‘Templers’ in 1878 and closed in 1951.
On 1 July 1856 Edward Moore (the mortgagee of section 2000, County Gawler - now Hundred of Mudla
Wirra), with the consent and direction of John Barrow of ‘Ashwell’ (the grantee of the section), conveyed
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portion of the land (250 feet by 40 feet) for education purposes to the District Council of Mudla Wirra; a
report on the school appears in 1859. On 27 December 1862, John Barrow conveyed a piece of land
contiguous to the school to the Trustees of the Wesleyan Methodist Connexion for church and cemetery
purposes. The conveyancing document held in Application no. 16004 in the General Registry Office shows
the site of the school. Until 1872, the cemetery had not been used. (See Templers)
Christmas of 1864 was greeted with the usual round of old English sports, foot races, jumping in
sacks, climbing the greasy pole and chasing the greasy-tailed pig. The little township displayed
quite a busy and pleasant scene, being visited by young people from the surrounding districts
and ‘all went merry as a marriage bell’, concluding with a ball held in the evening at the North
Star Inn, by the liberal hostess of which a bountiful supply of refreshments had been provided
throughout the day for all those who chose to partake…
Astoria - A 1918 subdivision of sections 406-7 and part sections 403-5 and 408, Hundred of Pirie, by Henry
Atkinson Chester (1867-1936); now included in Risdon Park. It comprised 68 allotments bounded by
Esmond Terrace, Anzac Road, Fisher Street and Lorna Avenue. As a toponymical guess, the name may have
come from the USA where John Jacob Astor (1763-1848) made a fortune from the fur trade; he founded
the town of Astoria in Oregon which, today, is a fishing port.
Athelney - In 1858, Peter Dowding Prankerd built a home in the Hackney district, naming it ‘Athelney’,
derived from the Anglo-Saxon aethel-inga-ig - ‘the isle of nobles’. He was born at Langport, Somerset, and
some five miles from that town lies the Isle of Athelney that has historical associations with King Alfred the
Great. Herbert Bristow Hughes purchased the property in 1872 when Mr Prankerd returned to England and,
in 1917, Arthur Nicholas Hughes, Harold White Hughes and Howard Watson Lloyd applied Athelney to a
subdivision of part section 256, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Hackney. Mr Prankerd’s former home
‘Athelney’ is owned now by St Peter’s College to which he was a generous benefactor and his name is
commemorated there by the ‘Prankerd Scholarship’. A photograph of ‘Athelney House’ is in The Mail, 6
October 1917, page 8.
Athelstone - This name is one of the great puzzles of South Australian nomenclature and the following facts
are presented and no final conclusion is drawn. On 16 January 1839, the Orleana arrived in South Australia
and, among its passengers, were Andrew John Murray and Henry Dundas Murray; their relationship is
unknown but the latter, the son of Sir Patrick Murray, was born at Ochtertyre, Perthshire, Scotland.
Going back in history Sir William Murray of Tullibardine (one of Henry Dundas Murray’s children had this
as a second Christian name - its literal translation is ‘hill of warning’) had 17 sons, many of whom founded
prominent families of ‘Murray’. William, second Earl of Tullibardine, claimed the Earldom of Athol by right
of his wife but died before the patent was granted. His son John, however, obtained the title in 1629 and
became the first Earl of the Murray branch. Today, the village of ‘Blair Athol’ is in close proximity to ‘Blair
Castle’ the seat of the Duke of Athol.
On 27 June 1840, A.J. Murray purchased section 811 of Survey B (now the Hundred of Yatala) north of the
River Torrens and within a few months ‘had enclosed 15 acres with post and rails and built a very good
dwelling house.’ In official records, and an Almanac published at the time, he is described as of both
‘Atholstane’ and ‘Athelstone’. On 19 May 1841, A.J. Murray entered into an agreement with Charles Dinham
and, on that gentleman paying the sum of £2,550, Murray undertook ‘to execute a title to the said property
in Mr C. Dinham’s favour on him demanding same.’
Undeterred by his lack of legal title to the land Dinham proceeded to erect the ‘Athelstone Flour Mill’,
completed in 1845, together with a dwelling he called ‘Athelstone House’. (Probably, this was an extension
to A.J. Murray’s ‘very good dwelling house’ of 1840.) The venture was not successful for he was insolvent
by October 1851 and, having gained the legal title to the section on 7 December 1849, sold out in 1855 to
John Green Coulls, blacksmith and coachbuilder. The plot thickens now for, on 12 August 1848, Thomas
Shepherd registered the purchase of sections 803 to 808 inclusive, Hundred of Adelaide, south of the River
Torrens and called the property ‘Athelstone Estate’.
Prior to returning to his native Scotland in 1852 he laid out the village of Athelstone and, in the following
year, his attorneys, William Bartley and William Bakewell, solicitors, sold allotments on behalf of their
principal and said, ‘it offers very admirable sites and will be sold in lots from half an acre upwards… as a
place of residence its beautiful scenery and healthy situation will at once recommend it.’ He died at 12
Minto Street, Edinburgh in 1858 and, coincidentally or otherwise, the village of ‘Athelstaneford’ lies about
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twenty miles east of that city. ‘Athelstane’ was a General of Eadbert of Northumberland who was defeated
by the Picts, circa 750 AD.
To confuse, further, this puzzle of the suburb’s nomenclature it must be recorded that Thomas Shepherd,
who was born in Fifeshire, Scotland, arrived in South Australia in the Abeona on 1 September 1838 from
Tasmania and, on 6 August 1839, married Mary Murray. In 1845 their child, Emily Dundas Murray, was born
and logic demands that Mrs Shepherd must have had some family affiliation with Henry Dundas Murray.
(Conversely, a daughter was born to the wife of Henry Dundas Murray in 1859 and christened ‘Mary Isabella
Murray’!)
There is no doubt that Thomas Shepherd created and named the village of Athelstone. However, the
question remains as to its nomenclature - did he adopt the name of a house and mill north of his ‘Athelstone
Estate’ because of his wife’s affiliation with the Murray clan or, as an expatriate Scotsman, did he anglicise
‘Athelstaneford’, a village near Edinburgh with which he may have had some earlier association? Finally, in
1931, an article titled ‘Early Days at Athelstone’ includes a comment on its nomenclature - ‘The village was
named after Athelstan [sic] Estate.’
Of interest is the fact that in England place names ending in ‘stone’ ‘steane’ or ‘staine’ derive from the Œ
stan that refers to place where a Roman milestone, or some prominent stone of another kind, is referred
to. (See Studley) Its school opened in 1861. Information on it and the post office appeared in 1872.
In 1885, the neighbourhood of Darley and Athelstone was ‘thrown into some alarm… by the boldness of a
footpad, named Richard Graves’:
Some days ago he stopped an elderly female named Hursey and robbed her of 12 shillings. She
returned home and, giving the alarm, her son started in pursuit. On coming up with the scamp
Hursey foolishly satisfied himself with taking the stolen money from him and administering a
sound drubbing. This, it seems, had no admonitory effect for, on Friday last and at broad day, he
stopped two young females, one of them the daughter of Mr Trevanon, butcher, Payneham;
after rudely searching their pockets, without success, he decamped… Such daring villainy can
scarcely fail to draw the attention of the council to the urgent necessity of at once appointing a
special constable…
A photograph of the opening of a new rifle range is in the Chronicle, 26 May 1917, page 23.
Athenna - There is an Aboriginal word athanie meaning ‘son or daughter’ (so called by a mother). The
‘Athenna Run’ was established by R.B. Smith and W.R. Swan in 1864 (lease no. 1704). (See Ceduna) The
Athenna Post Office was on Block 6, Hundred of Bartlett, 32km WNW of Ceduna while the school was
opened in 1905 after Messrs Burgoyne and Inkster, M.Ps, had waited on the Minister of Education with a
request that the Education Department ‘should assist the settlers of Athenna by paying the fees for
obtaining the grant for land in connection with the Athenna School. It was pointed out that Mr Gale was
giving the land free of charge and the settlers were willing to provide all the labour necessary for the
building of the new school.’ It closed in 1943.
A photograph of the post office is in the Chronicle, 11 July 1929, page 36, of a 1908 sports committee on
17 August 1933, page 38.
Atherley - In 1864, Frederick Hannaford (1829-1898), miller of Clare, applied this name to a subdivision of
section 123, (16 allotments), Hundred of Clare; origin unknown.
Athol - The modern-day suburb of Athol Park was laid out in 1913 as Athol Farm Estate by William Henry
Thompson, agent of St Peters, on section 416, a Hundred of Yatala. A property known as ‘Athol Farm’ once
occupied the area, while a district of Perth, Scotland, is called Athol. (See Athelstone & Blair Athol)
Athuurapanha - The Aboriginal name for Mount Serle - ‘I am searching.’
Atora - A school south east of Kimba, opened in 1940 and closed in 1946, took its name from ‘Atora Tank’
in the immediate vicinity.
Attamurra - Murra is Aboriginal for ‘stone’. (See Messemurray) The school, 5 km North-East of Mount
Gambier, opened in 1865 and closed in 1893. Its post office opened on 17 October 1867 with Mr Bennett,
the pound keeper, as postmaster. The pioneer settler in the district after closer settlement was Robert
Thomson in 1860; he came to South Australia in the Fairlie in 1840.
Attunga Bluff - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘high place’. It lies in the Wilpena Pound and was christened
by the ‘Adelaide Bushwalkers’ in 1959.
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Auburn - It has been recorded that, prior to closer settlement, it was known as ‘Tateham’s Waterhole’ and
named after William Tateham who had a hut on the bank of the river from which he ‘watched and pastured
sheep and cattle and, no doubt, acting as a shepherd for Morphett or other early landholders.’
Later, in 1904, it was said that:
Exact people called it ‘Auburn Village’, but it was generally known as ‘Tateham’s Waterhole’, not
Bleechmore’s, though the family of that name lived there then - after Billy Tateham who had
dropped out of the running before my time... [The name was recorded, also, as ‘Tatum’ - see
under Mintaro.]. There was a great race meeting and all the north was present. The course was
somewhere to the east of the town… On the course I saw a lot of men standing in a ring and
found that two of them were fighting. One was fairly well known and at this time was a publican,
though not at Auburn.
They beat one another dreadfully and were bleeding all over their faces. As all the countryside
were there, all the justices from Kapunda to Clare must have been on the ground, but not a word
was said about the Queen’s peace and the only man who tried to act was ‘Joe’ Bleechmore; he
stopped the fight, but there were three more rings further on with men naked to the waist
hammering one another - in fact, there was much more fighting than racing. I saw one man strip
off, but the first round so sickened him that he ran away and jumped into a spring cart among
some other people, and from this citadel he warded off the blows of his antagonist…
On 29 October 1849, sections 261 and 262, Hundred of Upper Wakefield, 11 km North-West of
Saddleworth, were purchased by Thomas H. Williams, General Manager of the Kooringa Smelting Works.
Soon thereafter he subdivided the land and, in 1850, four allotments were sold to Messrs J.H. Bleechmore,
J. Dickerson, James Pollitt and Edward Woodforde. Mr C.B. Powell says in his reminiscences that ‘[it] was
jocularly called Bleechmoretown as Bleechmore owned the public house, the butcher’s shop and general
store.’
A roving reporter said of the village in 1851 that ‘Auburn is upon a plain there can be no manner of doubt;
and though not at present very lovely, that is as yet ‘the loveliest village on the plain’ is also certain, because
there is no other village on the plain or within many miles of it’:
It is situated in the Hundred of Upper Wakefield, and consists of four houses and a half, one of
the tenements just being built. ‘Put up a public-house and a blacksmith’s shop, and a village will
soon follow.’ There are uglier places than Auburn, though not much (the Black Springs, by the
way, are decidedly uglier) and Auburn may yet become ‘Sweet Auburn’, provided we are not too
hard in assessing the requisites for ‘sweetness’.
Nevertheless, the sun is rising at the ‘Rising Sun’, which is kept by a very civil young man of good
manners. He certainly tried hard to please, for learning our penchant for milk he sent three miles
for it without success. The village itself is on land which Mr Williams of Kooringa has laid out in
forty half-acre blocks, seven of which have been recently taken for building. This place will
certainly form a convenient stage on the Clare and Burra road, and so will rise into notice, though
it will have little to recommend it as constituting the ‘Auburn’ of the bard.
Section 63 was purchased by C.A. Bleechmore (ca.1827-1904), a storekeeper in Auburn, on 7 December
1855 and, in 1857, he subdivided the property calling it New East Auburn. Auburn, as a District Council
area, is one of the oldest in the State and dates from 1854 when a proclamation was issued separating it
from Clare. It was given the name of the District Council of Upper Wakefield and its first clerk was Joseph
Stear Cole, who, later, became a schoolmaster at Watervale.
In 1936, in respect of its nomenclature, a correspondent said, ‘I have always understood that E.B. Gleeson
named Auburn… after [a place] in Ireland when he passed through here in the earliest days of the State.’
There is an ‘Auburn’ in Westmeath, Ireland, which ‘is a very small place, but is celebrated as being the spot
from which from real life Oliver Goldsmith drew his enchanting description of rural scenery in The Deserted
Village; the house in which the poet resided is now in ruins…’ Isaac Taylor says:
The name of a deserted village in the poem may have been selected by the deserted village of
Auburn near Bridlington on the Yorkshire coast, whose desertion was caused not by the
encroachments of a grasping landlord but by the sea.
In the Domesday Book the Yorkshire ‘Auburn’ is called eleburn - ‘the eel burn’.
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Information on and photographs of a ‘Back to Auburn’ celebration are in the Chronicle, 19 and 26 March
1936, pages 33 and 36, of a tennis team on 23 April 1936, page 38.
Audley Estate - Comprises part of section 373, Hundred of Yatala, cut up in 1917 by Sydney E. Beach (18601934), soldier and sharebroker; now included in Welland. His parents lived, in their latter years, at ‘Audley
House’, Prospect, and Audley Avenue in that suburb is consistent with its location in 1891; his father,
Frederick Dewe Beach (ca.1829-1895), baker and confectioner, was the son of Charles Beach of ‘Audley
House’, North Audley Street, London. A photograph of ‘Audley House’ is in The Mail, 6 October 1917, page
8.
Audrey Park - A 1910 subdivision of part section 234, Hundred of Adelaide, by P. W. Culley and E.J. Hosking;
now included in Hawthorn and named after Lady Audrey Tennyson, wife of the Governor of South Australia
from 1899 to 1902, the Right Honourable Hallam, Baron Tennyson, who became the second GovernorGeneral of Australia. (See Tennyson)
Augusta, Port - ‘The government schooner Yatala (Captain Edward Dowsett - ca.1817-1857 ) sailed from
Port Adelaide on 6 May 1852 with A.L. Elder, MLC, John Grainger, MLC, one sapper and one assistant as
passengers. On Friday, 21 May, Messrs Elder, Grainger, Peters, Henderson and Harris went ashore to form
a township and find a place to build a wool store but, apparently, without success, as they sailed farther up
the gulf.’
The log for Sunday, 23 May, says they went ‘on shore to first high land through a dense mangrove swamp’:
Messrs Elder, Harris and Stuckey found a beach and deep water, hard ground appearing from the
range to form a road down to the beach. Monday, 24 May - At 7.30 a.m. manned the whaleboat;
myself (Captain Dowsett), Messrs Elder, Grainger, Harris and Peters sailed up to Port Augusta and
sounded the channel right to the landing place. Went on shore to look at a salt lake. Erected on
the beacon a flagstaff. Gave cheers, three times and three, and named it Port Augusta. Came on
board, made sail, and beat down the gulf…
In a letter to the Colonial Secretary in June 1852 they informed the government that ‘three miles above
Curlew Point we were fortunate to fall in with a very superior landing place… Mr Harris, the sapper, who
accompanied the party, having prepared a chart of the new port (which we have taken the liberty of calling
Port Augusta), we have the honour to forward herewith.’
Elder, a canny Scottish businessman, in naming the port after Lady Augusta Young, the Governor’s wife,
probably hoped that it would persuade the authorities to expedite an early survey of a township, thus
materially assisting his company, Elder and Company, in the export of wool from the north. However, it was
not until June 1854 that the surveyor James Elder (no relation to A.L. Elder) laid out the town and the lots
were offered for sale first on 20 July 1856. The Aborigines called the locality kurdnatta - ‘a place of drifting
sand’.
Shortly after the sale the schooner Bandicoot (Captain J. Hay) arrived with stores for Mr Minchin,
Protector of Aborigines, and anchored abreast of the present wharf. The captain had been
instructed to find the site of the town and thereupon land his cargo. The Union Jack, attached to
a stick, had been fastened to a large mangrove by the surveyors to indicate the spot. The flag had
disappeared. The entire ship’s company joined hand in hand and, in this manner, tramped along
the beach and made incursions inland, searching for pegs.
For three days they followed this course but found nothing. Captain Hay then landed and
stacked the stores above high-water mark, securing them by a tarpaulin firmly weighted and
pegged down. Two or three of the crew walked a distance of five miles to the wells, just before
completed by Mr Minchin, but found the place deserted…
A photograph of a swimming club’s clubhouse is in the Chronicle, 15 March 1934, page 38.
Auldana - An Adelaide suburb laid out on section 1059, Hundred of Adelaide, and proclaimed on 17 January
1980. William Patrick Auld (1811-1886), vigneron, who purchased land in the area in 1845 and planted the
‘Auldana Vineyards’. He was the father of William Patrick Auld, junior. (See below)
It was through Mr Auld that South Australian vignerons sent samples of wine to the London
Exhibition in 1883. He afterwards went to England, opened his business in London, shipping from
Adelaide 150,000 gallons of Auldana wine. He thus earned the distinction of the pioneer
distributor of Australian wines in England.
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Auld, Hundred of - In the County of Chandos, proclaimed on 26 September and 3 October 1912 in honour
of William P. Auld (1840-1912), a member of John McD. Stuart’s exploration party of 1860-62. A photograph
of a Mr Auld meeting his sons returning from the war is in the Observer, 2 August 1919, page 27.
Austral Brindisi - An 1881 subdivision of sections 737, 738, 739, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Robert
Stuckey (1812-1897) who arrived in the Moffatt in 1839; now included in Osborne and Taperoo. The English
town of ‘Brindisi’ is derived from brention - ‘stag’s head’; the configuration of the harbour with its branching
gulfs resembles stag antlers. While no direct evidence is available it is probable that Mr Stuckey had some
affiliation with the English town and prefixed ‘Austral’ in recognition of his adopted country.
Australia Plains - A post office on section 310, Hundred of English, 12 km North-East of Eudunda. Opened
on 1 April 1882, it took its name from ‘Australia Hut’ that appears on old pastoral lease plans of the area; it
closed on 31 May 1971. The compulsory closure of the ‘German’ school was one of many during World War
I:
Notice was served on the headmaster… that, as from 1 July 1917, the school would be taken over
by the Minister of Education. At the time there were 49 such schools in the State and more than
1,600 scholars attended them. Only one teacher of a Lutheran school was engaged by the
Education Department and he was sent to a district where there was previously no German
scholastic institution.
Its government school opened in 1918 and closed in 1956.
Avenel Gardens - In 1900, when William A. Horn and William and Thomas Pope subdivided part section
460, Hundred of Yatala, they took the name from the nearby ‘Avenel House’, the home of Mr W.R. Mortlock
which was erected by Mr H. Kent Hughes; now included in Medindie. The ‘House of Avenel’ is referred to
in Sir Walter Scott’s poems - Songs of the White Lady of Avenel. Rodney Cockburn says:
The government in the early eighties offered £25,000 for the property with a view to its use as
Government House. Twenty-one acres of ground were attached to the mansion in those days
and the Mortlocks grew hay for their horses on the site of the ornate dwellings which now grace
the locality.
Avenue - A town in the South-East, 13 km west of Lucindale, proclaimed on 9 December 1886, is a
descriptive name because the area is a parallel arrangement of features, such as swamps, flats and
stringybark ridges known as Avenue Range; prior to 1940 it was known as ‘Downer’. The ‘Avenue Range
Run’ (lease no. 200) was held by James Brown (1818-1890) from July 1851 - prior to that time he held the
land under occupation licence from 19 February 1846; he arrived in the Fairfield in 1839. (See Grange &
Kalyra)
In 1849, he was charged with shooting dead nine Aboriginal people; an old man, five women and three
children. In the book Fatal Collisions the authors say that ‘unable to find witnesses, the crown dropped the
case and Brown was released without trial, but few doubted his guilt’:
According to a local district magistrate, there was ‘little question of the butchery or of the
butcher.’ A biography of Brown written in the mid-1920s made a brief reference to the events of
1849, noting that he was ‘involved in a charge of poisoning [sic] a blackfellow, but emerged from
the trial with a clean escutcheon…’
It is difficult to make a hero out of someone who shoots defenceless men, women and children.
Poisoning, on the other hand, is a more passive ‘see and forget’ type of crime, one in which the
victims are complicit in their own demise through the act of stealing of flour… Accounts of
Brown’s involvement in the shooting murders … circulated until about the turn of the [20th]
century but were eventually erased from the social memory of both black and white
communities. The mechanism of erasure was the filter of the pioneer legend. That stories like the
one of James Brown evolved as they did, and circulated virtually uncontested, is testament of the
influence of the ‘pioneer legend’ in shaping White Australia’s view of the past.
In 1920, Avenue Park was applied to a subdivision of part section 2, Hundred of Adelaide, by John James H.
Browne, ‘just beyond the terminus of the Goodwood and Clarence Park tramway… with frontages to the
picturesque Avenue Road…’ Now included in Cumberland Park
Avis Park - When William Bell McDonald (1851-1917) cut up part section 140, Hundred of Pirie, in 1905, he
honoured his daughter, Avis; now included in Port Pirie and bisected by Ronald Street which was, no doubt,
named after his son Ronald Bell McDonald (1897-1938).
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Avoca Dell Picnic Ground - North-East of Murray Bridge, was named after a paddle-steamer.
Avoid Bay - It is situated WNW of the present-day town of Coffin Bay and named by Matthew Flinders in
February 1802, ‘… there are rocks and breakers on each side of the entrance; on which account, and from
its being exposed to the dangerous southern winds, I named it “Avoid Bay”.’ Baudin called it Ance des
Granits (Granite Cove), while on Freycinet’s charts it is Baie Rochon.
Avon - In the Hundred of Balaklava on the Long Plains-Redhill railway line, 24 km South-East of Port
Wakefield, takes its name from the ‘Avon Farm and Homestead’ settled by the Wood Family in 1889 and
derives from the Gaelic abhuinn - ‘river’. (See Woods)
Arbor Day was observed at the Avon School in August 1914 and the first of 20 trees was planted
by Mr A. Wood and another by Mr McArdle. The school has made great progress. It was opened
in July 1913 with an attendance of 18 and the ground was given by Mr Wood.
Avon Downs School was near Balaklava and information on it was reported in 1927 when ‘a deputation
from the school committee requested that the government provide a new up-to-date school for the district
because the existing weatherboard structure was unsuitable; the lighting was bad and the ventilation
insufficient.’[
In 1925, the subdivision of Avon Park was advertised as comprising 70 allotments ‘near the beautiful
foothills, an ideal spot for discriminating home-builders within 320 yards of the Magill tramway’. The name
occurs in Ireland.
Avondale - Is a property east of Farina; see pastoral lease no. 2467B. The subdivision of Avondale Estate
was advertised in 1920 as comprising 24 allotments at Clarence Park ‘with frontages to Francis, Dixon and
Avondale Streets…’
Awiyandunha Spring - Near Arcoona Creek, North Flinders Ranges and the Aboriginal name for ‘Owienda
Bore’- ‘full of water’.
Awi Yukurla Spring - On Mount McKinlay Creek in the North Flinders Ranges and the Aboriginal name for
‘Yukurli Spring’ - ‘rockhole water’.
Ayers - Sir Henry Ayers, MLC (1857-1893), has his name remembered by the Hundred of Ayers, County of
Stanley, proclaimed on 17 December 1863. Born in Hampshire, England, in 1821, he arrived in the Fairfield
in 1840 and, in 1845, became manager of the Burra mine. Historians and biographers have all but extolled,
universally, the public service by Sir Henry Ayers to South Australia and presented him as a statesman and
munificent benefactor, but many newspaper comments, from both the public and newspaper editors
during his lifetime, suggest a different story may be waiting to be told. The following are presented as a
random and unbiased selection and it will be noted that none are appreciative of either his alleged
perspicacity or pretensions to bonhomie.
In September 1848, there was a strike at Burra, the ringleaders were dismissed and their names blacklisted
with other mining companies. The mine labourers’ wages were reduced and, from Adelaide, Henry Ayers
addressed the Burra managers, ‘what fools you must be to pay ore dressers 30 shillings a week; if you
cannot procure men at 21 shillings I will send you as many as you require, for there are hundreds of men
starving in Adelaide.’ Wryly, the editor of the Register remarked that ‘there is a disposition to grind the
faces of the poor.’ (See Burra)
George F. Loyau, in his two works that tend to glorify his subjects, said of Ayers that ‘throughout his career
[he] endeavoured to do much for the public good’, but mentions no specific instance of his benevolence.
He was five times Premier of South Australia from 1863 to 1873, later moving to the Upper House.
In an address to the ‘Old Colonists Association’ he spoke of South Australia as a country ‘flowing of [sic]
milk and honey’, to which the Labor movement responded that ‘all the milk and honey is flowing into the
pockets of a few’:
Sir Henry alone gets £49,000 worth of cream a year, which means for doing nothing at all he
draws the wages of 471 men at £2 per week. Is it any wonder that 471 families, representing
about 2,500 people, have to starve for each Sir Henry in a country that is flowing with milk and
honey?
An 1875 correspondent opined:
After watching [his] career for many years I have come to the conclusion that as he has always
been a waiter upon other people’s enterprises, having as far as is publicly known never done
anything to assist in developing the resources of SA. So also in politics, he is a waiter upon other
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people’s ideas… like most men of detail, he is deficient in any work requiring originality of
thought or boldness of conception… As to land reform; anyone who has studied our
Parliamentary proceedings must know that Sir Henry Ayers held out against liberalising our
system until resistance was no longer possible if he would win or retain office, and then lifelong
convictions gave way to love of power…’
This expressed opinion was given further credence, for on 14 June 1876 another correspondent under the
heading ‘Hansard - A Cure for Sciatica’ said:
I laid my hand on Hansard and began to read the speeches of Sir Henry Ayers to satisfy myself of
his consistency and in less than 20 minutes was comfortably asleep. I slept fully six hours, so
powerful had been the dose; result - sciatica all but gone and I am now quite free from the
plague. It has been spitefully said that Sir Henry Ayers is not a consistent man, but this is a libel.
Hansard proves the very reverse of this. It is therein shown that during the whole of his career he
has ably and consistently opposed every move forward, every progressive tendency, until the
exigencies of office have compelled him to respect public opinion… He has told us that public
opinion must be totally disregarded when the question affects the propertied class…
In 1877, the Editor of the Register proffered the opinion that:
Unless different tactics are speedily adapted he will find his co-members in such open revolt that
he will be utterly unable to carry on the business of government… and will be forced into an
ignominious retirement from the leadership of the Council - a position for which he has of late
shown so little aptitude.
In the same year a concerned voter said that, in his opinion, Sir Henry Ayers had ‘not been true to any
principle he started with, except that the labouring classes shall pay the taxes and property go free.’ Again,
in 1877, the Editor of the Register expressed concern at Sir Henry’s apparent self-interest and lack of
political aptitude:
We are constrained to come to the conclusion that he is only glorying in his shame when he, in
effect, boasts that he has been for the last twenty-one years what he is today… We are afraid Sir
Henry Ayers will require only a very small piece of paper upon which to inscribe all the work
originated and carried out by himself for the good of the country.
In 1851, Ayers Flat was said to be ‘about seven miles from Clarendon’ and is, probably, a misspelling of
‘Eyre’s Flat’.
Ayliffe - South of Adelaide, near Flagstaff Hill, is Ayliffe Hill, named after three brothers, George (18101844), Henry (1819-1890) and Thomas Ayliffe (1814-1895), who settled there in 1839 following their arrival
in the Pestonjee Bomanjee in 1838.
Mr. Thomas Hamilton Ayliffe died at Hamley Bridge on 28 July 1895 at the residence of his sonin-law, Mr J. Quinn, at the age of 81. He was one of three brothers who arrived in the colony in
1838 bringing with them a secretary and some livestock, including an entire horse. They settled
near Flagstaff Hill on or near the hill that bears their name. All three brothers had passed through
some study for the medical profession, but only one of them followed that calling and he was a
well-known and respected member of it, practising at Angaston.
Of the three, George ‘died many years ago’ and Henry died at Angaston. Thomas left the land
and, for a time, followed the sea as a ship’s carpenter in a vessel trading between Tasmania and
New Zealand. Subsequently, he settled at the Sturt where he farmed for some years. He then
went to Stockport and was the first to start fruit culture on the River Light. He left a widow, six
sons, four daughters and 33 grandchildren.
In 1883, Ayliffe Crossing was said to be near section 422, Hundred of Light. Photographs are in the Observer,
9 September 1911, page 30, 18 November 1911, page 32.

B
Baan Hill - On section 50, Hundred of Allenby; an adjacent spring gives a good supply of water all year
round; derived from the Aboriginal panau - ‘ochre’. The name was given to a pastoral run by H.S. Williams
and J.T. Bagot and, on 24 June 1976, proclaimed as a recreation reserve.
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Babbage, Mount & Babbage Peninsula - B.H. Babbage discovered the mountain in 1856 and named it
‘Mount Hopeful’; in the following year it was renamed by G.W. Goyder. The peninsula, situated on Lake
Eyre North and, virtually, discovered by Babbage, as opposed to Lake Eyre South discovered by E.J. Eyre,
was not named until 1963. Born in London, circa 1814, he came to South Australia in the Hydaspes in 1851.
A qualified engineer he was involved in the construction of the Port Adelaide railway, entered Parliament
in 1857 and resigned nine months later to command a northern exploration party.
By the end of six months his explorations had scarcely penetrated beyond the limits of pastoral settlement
and, consequently, both the public and the government, increasingly, became impatient at his slow rate of
progress. Eventually, Major P. E. Warburton was dispatched to take over the leadership and, later, it was
said that, ‘Babbage’s expedition of 1858-59 was one of the most fruitful in its detailed collection of
geographical information and the minuteness of its survey work.’
The Advertiser of 24 December 1858 has a satirical poem - one verse reads:
Each caviller at Babbage then
We’d northward send exploring
To find new land, or water when
He chose artesian boring!
A fairy land, no doubt, he’d see,
Where others saw but gravel,
And geographic problems he
Most surely would unravel.
Prior to 1923, the only records available, hitherto, were the formal records held by the government.
However, in April of that year, fifty-six ink and pen sketches by Babbage were presented to the State Archive
by Mrs W.D. Carr of Stirling. They were executed with much care and attention to detail and cover the
whole course of the expedition from Port Augusta to Stuart’s Creek, Lake Eyre, and represent every type of
landscape and a variety of natural features in that portion of Central Australia, from clay pan and salt lake
to scrub, mound spring and native well.
Every sketch has an appropriate description and the camps of the expedition appear replete with
blankets, spades, and billy cans and suitably attended by the expedition’s dog. The views of Port
Augusta, executed at so early a date, are of considerable historical value. A similar series in pencil
was made during the progress of the construction of the overland telegraph line in 1870-71. In
addition, the collection includes several sketches of Port Lincoln in the 1860s and one panoramic
view of the foreshore, harbour and Boston Island.
He died in October 1878 at Saint Marys where ‘he had an excellent vineyard and devoted a great deal of
attention to winemaking.’ (See Saint Marys Pool)
Backstairs Passage - It separates Fleurieu Peninsula from Kangaroo Island and was named by Matthew
Flinders in 1802 because it formed a private entrance to both Spencer and St Vincent Gulfs; Baudin called
it Detroit de Colbert. In 1871, it was said that ‘at this season of the year it frequently happens that vessels
from the neighbouring colonies fall in with the shoals of barracouta and when a fair wind ensures a rapid
run up from Backstairs Passage, an opportunity of procuring samples of this really excellent fish’:
Some few years back they were caught in great numbers and it was not uncommon for a vessel
to arrive having from 10 to 12 dozen on board. Some mariners are of the opinion the Cape snook
and barracouta are the same, but this is not so, for on this coast the snook is found during
November, December and January to find its way throughout the… gulf and even to penetrate
the river as far as the North Arm. (See Jervis, Cape)
Back Creek Gorge - In the Hundred of Telowie, near Port Germein; ‘it is one of the sights of the North and
until recent construction work [in 1936] changed the creek bed the road certainly [crossed] the creek over
thirty times.’
Back Valley - The Aborigines called the district pondyong - ‘plenty’, i.e., of water and kangaroos. The wheat
farmers in the Bald Hill area, 11 km ENE of Victor Harbor, travelled frequently to the flour mills at Encounter
Bay by diverse routes, referred to as ‘The Back Way’. The name is found in official records as early as 1857.
In November 1892, the Government Geologist, Mr H.Y.L. Brown and a party of politicians, visited
a site where a diamond drill was at work on the Port Victor Coal Proprietary Co’s ground in Back
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Valley. A portion of the core from the drilling was put on display at the office of the Company,
Royal Exchange.
Its school opened in 1935 and closed in 1957.
Backy Bay - In the Hundred of Cultana had its name changed to Fitzgerald Bay in December 1937. ‘The
private Hummock Hill to Iron Knob Act of 1900 defined the route of the tramway to the coast and gave
power to construct jetties and wharfs.’ In March 1913, a protest was entered by the citizens of Port Augusta
against a proposal to survey a deviation of the line to a point near Point Lowly or Backy Bay and demanded
that Port Augusta should be the terminus, it being only eight miles farther from Iron Knob than Backy Bay.
Point Backy is the northern point of Fitzgerald Bay, North-East of Whyalla; a corruption of ‘Becky’ and,
originally, named ‘Becky Point’ after Rebecca McCarthy, the wife of W. McCarthy, whose father, Alfred, was
the first pilot and harbourmaster at Port Augusta.
Bagdad Station - A name, derived from The Tales of the Arabian Nights, given to a South-East property by
George W. Hayes who arrived in South Australia in 1839 and took up pastoral lease no. 346 ‘East of Mount
Benson’ from 27 April 1854.
Bagley Bridge - Spans a creek running into Lake Alexandrina North-East of Milang and recalls Charles Bagley
(1834-1917), who leased sections 2836 and 2838, Hundred of Bremer, from 20 December 1859, following
his arrival in the Shackmaxon in 1853. The immediate vicinity was known as ngalitjoar by the Aborigines ‘grass tree place’.
Bagnall Well - On section 305, Hundred of Dalrymple, remembers W. Bagnall, a shepherd employed by Mr
Rogers of Ynoo Station who was killed by Aborigines in May 1851. He had a very savage dog that attacked
the Aborigines, who remonstrated with Bagnall without avail. As he would not kill the dog, they killed him.
There is a Bagnall Hill on section 35, Hundred of Kilkerran. A photograph of members of a tennis club is in
the Chronicle, 28 May 1936, page 35.
Bagot - Captain C.H. Bagot, MLC (1844-1869) is remembered by the Hundred of Bagot, County of Eyre,
proclaimed on 19 April 1860. Born in Ireland in 1788, he arrived in the Birman in 1840, became an appointed
member of the Nominee Legislative Council in 1842 and, from 1851, representative for the Light District
where he farmed near Shea-oak Log.
He was an agent for Sir Montague Chapman of Killen Castle who sent out 213 of his tenants, rendered
homeless by enclosures in Ireland, to be under the direction of Captain Bagot. (See Kapunda & Koonunga).
According to Douglas Pike he was the only friend of civil liberty in the Legislative Council but ‘he was far
from being a radical, but his sympathy with the Dissenters kept him in touch with the opposition out of
doors.’ A great temperance advocate he died in 1880, aged 92 years.
Bagot Well is 8 km north of Kapunda and Captain Bagot sank it in 1855 after which it was reserved for
public use. Its post office opened on 1 September 1860 on sections 260-61 and mails left there at 10 a.m.,
Wednesday and Saturday, arriving in Adelaide at 2.50 p.m. The Bagot Well School opened in 1863 and
closed in 1954. The first evidence of closer settlement was in 1872, when Samuel Davenport cut up one
acre out of section 258, ‘on the railway line’ which he sold to Alexander Lister, a ‘blacksmith of Bagot’s
Well’. About this time the name was applied to the railway station. The area was known, originally, as ‘Sour
Flats’. (See Government Well)
On 14 April 1865 a meeting was held on the occasion of the laying of the foundation stone of a
new Congregational Church. The site of the building about to be erected was an acre of land the
gift of the Hon. Thomas Magarey, MLC. Interesting and impressive addresses were given by
Reverends M. Williams and W. Oldham and Messrs W. Lewis, Cameron, Kelly, Stobie, J. Adamson,
Will Davies and Pinch. Divine services were conducted previously in a building lent for the
purpose by Mr Henry Kelly.
In 1866, there is a report on the proposed erection of a new school at Bagot Gap, while a local history says
it opened in 1870; its name was changed to ‘Fords’ in 1912 and it closed in 1944. The name, Bagot Flagstaff,
was applied in the 1870s to a high peak on sections 101, 105, 242 and 243, Hundred of Belvidere, between
Bagot Well and St Kitts.
Bagot Range, in the Far North 135 km NW of Oodnadatta, named by John McD. Stuart on 14 August 1860
remembers John T. Bagot (1819-1870), Commissioner of Crown Lands. (See Smith Range)
Bagster - Josiah H. Bagster, MP (1881-1890), was twice Mayor of Unley, the chairman of several public
companies and prominently connected with the Zoological Society; ‘his services on the Adelaide Licensing
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Bench and for upwards of nine years as a member of the Central Roads Board also must not be forgotten.’
He died in 1893, aged 46, and is remembered by the Hundred of Bagster, County of Kintore, proclaimed on
23 October 1890 and the Bagster Post Office, 51 km North-West of Ceduna, opened in 1909.
Bailey Gardens - It has been recorded that ‘in late 1839 John Bailey (1800-1864), having been trained at
Messrs Conrad Loddiges and Sons nursery in England, was appointed to run a Botanic Garden on behalf of
an Adelaide Citizens Committee’:
At the same time, by arrangement, he was able to sell seed, produce, and other items. On 14
February 1840, he advertised in the Register as having available fresh seed of onion, leek, celery,
melon (water and sweet), cabbages, brocoli (sic), and cauliflower. He sold, also, fresh vegetables.
The Botanic Garden project had to be abandoned after a year or two of operation, because of
the financial position of the government of the day. Bailey, in 1841, then commenced operating a
nursery known as ‘Bailey’s Garden’ and ‘Hackney Nursery’ and was situated near the junction of
Hackney Road and the road to Magill’ (currently shown on road maps as North Terrace) at Kent
Town.
When describing Kent Town in an official published history, it was said, ‘bounded on the north by the once
celebrated Bailey’s Gardens.’ In the early days it was looked upon as a beauty spot of the infant settlement.
When Bailey arrived in the colony in 1839, he is said to have brought with him a number of cases of plants,
including date-palms, vines, damson, olive, fig, and other trees, many of which were planted, eventually, at
this nursery.
Established in 1839, Bailey’s Gardens at Hackney were for many years recognised as being the
principal nursery in Adelaide. Seven acres of land running from Hackney Road along the
Payneham Road were utilised for the purpose of the propagation of seedlings of all kinds and a
big Australia-wide reputation was established by the firm of John Bailey and Sons. Work
continued there for about 20 years and terminated in 1858 when a series of seven auction sales
were conducted when the whole of the stock was sold.
Early in 1859 a mention in The Farm and Garden monthly was made of a specimen of Buginvillaea (sic)
spectabilis. It states, ‘a specimen of this beautiful plant may now be seen in flower at Mr Wigzell’s (Bailey’s)
Garden, Hackney.’ George Church (ca.1839-1885) honoured John Bailey when he subdivided part section
256, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1876; now included in Hackney and bounded by Westbury Street, North
Terrace and Company’s Bridge Road (now Park Terrace).
The first garden of any note was west of King William Road in the Domain, sometimes called the ‘Governor’s
Garden’, and the cost of fencing it was included in the works proposal in 1837 when 4,000 palings and 400
post and rails from the hills were used for that purpose. It was known also as ‘Allen’s Garden’ because it
was planted by the father of Mr F. Allen who built the Southern Cross Hotel in Currie Street - later, he
removed the business to King William Street.
An advertisement in the Register of 18 June 1836 (published in London) makes for interesting reading:
Allen, botanist, fruit and kitchen gardener, Fellow of the Horticultural Society of London, late
chief gardener to His Majesty, King William IV… is laying out and planting St James’s and Regent
Park; botanist to the Australasian Agricultural Company, New South Wales; appointed gardener
and ground workman to His Excellency the Governor (Captain Hindmarsh). NB. T. Allen & Sons
respectfully beg leave to offer their services to the gentlemen capitalists to select, lay out and
plant gardens in the best manner, both for utility and ornament on the most reasonable terms
and with the utmost dispatch.
Baird Bay (Formerly Beard Bay) - James Baird settled on the shore of Anxious Bay in 1850 and was murdered
by Aborigines on 2 November 1850 and an 1851 document includes a report by P. E. Warburton: ‘[I] bring
under His Excellency’s notice the untiring zeal, activity and perseverance of Corporal Geharty, who appears
to have left no stone unturned to discover the murderers of the late Mr Baird.’ In The Streaky Bay, the
compilers, quoting from Port Lincoln Police Journals of 1848, said, he ‘followed Eyre’s track through the
Gawler Ranges to come out in the Cape Radstock area. Here Baird settled to become a squatter - [he] was
speared to death in 1849 [sic].’ James Baird’s station was called ‘Kolka’, rendered today as ‘Calca’. (See
Sinclair Gap)
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Bakara - The name was applied by the Aborigines to a native camp on a track from Swan Reach to the
Loxton district (See Mantung). It derives from either bakarra, a word relating to a hot North-West wind, or
balkara - ‘native dove’. (See Bokarra)
The ‘Bakara Run’ was established by W.P. Barker (1845-1914) and D. McLean in 1864 (lease no. 1555).
Originally, the land was held by Messrs Lucas and Reid from February 1860 (lease no. 834). The Bakara Post
Office, 19 km South-East of Swan Reach, was on section 10; it closed on 30 June 1979. For information on
the school see under ‘Netherleigh’. The Hundred of Bakara, County of Albert, was proclaimed on 15 June
1893. The Bakara Conservation Park was proclaimed in 1984.
Baker - John Baker took up pastoral lease no. 622, naming it ‘Blanchewater’ on 28 February 1858 and Baker
Bore is west of Lake Frome. Following his death in 1872 it was said of him that he had held an eminent
position amongst the squatters of Australia; he was elected to the Legislative Council in 1851 where ‘he was
always careful when on the unpalatable side to let his opinions be known.’ He fought fiercely to carry a
clause in the new Constitution Act to provide for terms for life of members of that chamber. An obituary
concluded by stating that ‘it may appear strange that one who has taken so important a part in the politics
of the country should only have held office for eleven days, but Mr Baker was not of that stuff of which
Ministers are too often made...’ (See under Hundred of Baker)
George F. Loyau, in his works, which tend to glorify the men under scrutiny, opined that he possessed great
ability and, accordingly, the reason(s) for his conspicuous absence from the government benches may be
found in the newspaper columns of his lifetime. For example, in June of 1861 the Editor of the Chronicle
said, inter alia:
We really fear that ‘The King of Morialta’ must have suffered in health since he reached the
latitude of London… He is most decidedly suffering from the ‘blues’. This is the mildest
construction we can put upon that gentleman's extraordinary efforts to run down the colony in
which he has feathered his nest - pretty considerably. (See Hundred of Baker)
Baker Flat was a ‘suburb’ of Kapunda situated approximately south of the mine. In 1854, ‘a significant
number of Irish emigrants arrived and started to work at the mine… they put up huts and cottages on the
first place that appealed to them… the land was owned by four people, including John and Mary Baker.’
In 1850, ‘Baker’s 500 Acre Blocks’ were advertised as being laid out in 69 allotments from one to
seven-and-a-half acres and, in 1855, there is mention of ‘part of the celebrated 500 acre block
known as Baker’s or South Kapunda’ and, on 2 June 1860, ‘the hundred hovels on Baker’s Flat.’
Baker Gully, on section 813, Hundred of Kuitpo, 3 km south of Clarendon, was named after either George
A. Baker, an early settler on section 812 in 1844, or John Baker who purchased section 854 in 1851. Its post
office was opened in August 1857 by W. Stillman and closed circa May 1908. Its school opened in 1868 and
closed in 1872.
The Hundred of Baker, County of Russell, was proclaimed on 19 April 1860 and 11 May 1893 and named
after. John Baker, MLC, (1851-1872). Born in Somersetshire in 1813, he arrived in the Elizabeth in 1838 from
Tasmania, being more attracted to the new colony by its economic advantages rather than its social ideals.
An importation of 10,000 sheep from Tasmania culminated in him being a leading pastoralist in Australia.
In 1846, he protested against the imposition of a royalty on minerals and took an active role in the formation
of the Chamber of Commerce in 1850. In 1865, he opposed Goyder’s pastoral lease valuations and, later,
was conspicuous by protesting against the removal of Justice Boothby from office. He died at Morialta in
May 1872. An 1863 correspondent said of him that ‘power is the commodity Mr John Baker wants most’:
He feels in the high road to it now. Happily for the country he is too impatient to conceal his
designs… In truth, Mr Baker is never happy in his attempts at the sensational. Whenever he goes
out of his way to perpetuate his name by some brilliant achievement, he is sure to lead his
followers into the mire and leave them there. Anything he attempts is pretty sure to exhibit in its
details a singular combination of adroitness without judgement and ingenuity… We can call to
mind no instance in which he has, even by accident, deviated into success.
His son, Richard Chaffey Baker (1841-1911), also entered politics and if newspaper reports are to be
believed he was cast in a similar mould to that of his father:
[His] real complaint against the newspapers, we suspect, is that they do not see their way to
recognise his talents or to feed his vanity by indiscriminate adulation. [He] is always to the front
when a snubbing of the Assembly is on the board. By previous training and hereditary prejudices
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he is well qualified for this sort of thing. He has always been a minority man. He has never sought
to represent the majority of the people, because he believes minorities should always rule… If
blame there be, it rests with ourselves for selecting him to represent us. (See Montacute)
Baker Range is in the South-East, south of Lucindale and an 1851 pastoral lease map shows a Mr ‘Baker’
being in occupation of adjacent country - Probably James Baker who took out an occupation licence on 22
April 1847 in County Grey. Pastoral lease no. 223 of 1851 shows Messrs Norman and McKinnon being in
occupation of the ‘Baker Range Run’. Rodney Cockburn suggests it may have been named by Governor Grey
after Private Baker of the Royal Sappers and Miners, who accompanied him in the South-East in 1844, but
there appears to be no primary source evidence to support his conclusion. (See Lucindale)
In 1922, Baker Sandhill was said to be the site of Lock 3 ‘below Kingston.’
Baker Springs, on section 550, Hundred of Gilbert, were named after William Baker, who introduced the
first sheep to the district. Born in 1810, he arrived in the Emerald Isle in 1838. A 1904 report says they were
named after Mr John Baker on whose property existed a ‘natural flow of water’, while a 1907 obituary of
Mrs William Baker says the springs were named after she and her husband. Until recent times the Rhynie
Hotel was known as ‘Baker Springs Hotel’. (See Rhynie)
Rodney Cockburn records Baker Springs ‘in the far interior’ and attributes its nomenclature to ‘the
Honourable John Baker, legislator…’
Bakewell Town - A town in England of the same name derives from the Œ badecan-wylle - ‘The well of
Badeca’. (See Evandale for information on the ‘local’ Bakewell Town.)
Balaklava - The Hundred of Balaklava, County of Gawler, was proclaimed on 22 May 1856 and named after
a Crimean War battle, derived from the Turkish words balik - ‘fish’ and yuva - ‘net’; the Bay of Balaklava is
one of the richest fishing areas in the Black Sea. . The name occurs, also, in Scotland where a village was
christened ‘Balaclava’ (sic) two years after the famous charge of the Crimean War; its former name was
Balnuig - ‘village on the bay’. The Aboriginal name for the district was wirukutj - ‘the place of cuckoos’ and,
according to T.R. Bowman who wrote the name as ‘weerockety’, the cuckoo place was two fine waterholes
in the River Wakefield near Balaklava. (See Werocata)
‘The first settlers in the Balaklava district were James and Mary Dunn, who came from Burra in 1847 and
built Dunn’s Hotel on the Balaklava-Hoyleton Road.’ (See Dunn Bridge) Charles Fisher and others laid out
the town of Balaklava, in 1869, on section 1 when it was reported that ‘Charles Fisher is building a large
store and sinking for water at his new township near Dunn’s Bridge… A very large amount of wheat is grown
in the neighbourhood and several roads converge at the White Gate.’
The township is built on the bank of the River Wakefield and near the spot long known as Dunn’s
Crossing. [It] is scarcely three years old, as the most important buildings - Messrs Verco Brothers
Mill and Brebner’s Hotel - were erected in 1875. The total number of inhabitants is nearly 200.
The only place of worship is a Bible Christian Chapel, which has a manse connected to it. The
Wesleyans hold services in a private building and the Roman Catholics have purchased a site for
the erection of a chapel.
There are three respectable stores with a large assortment of goods. Two machinists have large
establishments and appear to be doing a good trade; the same may be said of three local
builders and carpenters. There is one boarding house and many boarded houses, besides several
stone residences amongst which are the school house and teacher’s dwelling. The temporal
wants are provided for by two butchers, a baker, a greengrocer, a fruiterer, a tinsmith, a
bootmaker, a saddler and harness maker, a brickmaker and a lime burner.
The school opened in 1872. Photographs of a horse race day are in the Chronicle, 24 March 1906, page 30,
of a Boy Scout patrol on 23 July 1910, page 32, of a football team on 18 July 1935, page 33.
Balan - A school near Spalding conducted in a building erected by residents and partly paid for by the
government; opened in 1921 it closed in 1925.
Balcanoona Creek & Balcanoona Range - Twenty-eight kilometres south of Arkaroola. An Aboriginal word
meaning ‘old woman’; this refers to the profile of a woman, to be seen in the high cliffs of the creek. The
‘Balcanoona Run’ was taken up by F. Hamp in the 1870s (lease no. 1378). A photograph of the homestead
is in the Chronicle, 8 September 1928, page 40.
A post office was opened at the station in 1899 and, in the same year, a visitor said:
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We stayed at Balcanoona station for the night and were most hospitably treated by Mrs George
Noble. The drought has by no means broken up here and the portion of the run we passed over
is in a woeful condition as not a bit of any kind of feed is to be seen for miles. There are about
2,500 sheep on the run and Mr Noble, when we were there, had them on a back part of the run
where there is a little bush, thus trying to save the remnants of his flock. For nine months last
year he travelled his sheep in various parts of the north to get feed for them. Wild dogs and eagle
hawks are very troublesome, the latter having killed about 800 lambs last year.
Balcombie Estate - This 1926 subdivision was advertised as 92 allotments on Findon Road ‘just north of its
intersection with the diagonal Crittenden Road.’ The name occurs in Scotland and translates as ‘village of
St Colman’.
Balcoorie - A property near Mount Arden; see pastoral lease no. 69.
Balderstone Creek - (See Ashbourne)
Baldoora - A property east of Wilpena Pound; see pastoral lease no. 932.
Bald Hill - In 1866, it was described as a pastoral village ‘situated on the Yankalilla River’, and Bald Hill itself
as ‘a remarkable elevation which is a landmark for the surrounding country.’ Its post office, 8 km SouthEast of Yankalilla, opened circa 1856 by Caleb Fidler, stood on section 343, Hundred of Encounter Bay, while
its school opened in 1860 and closed in 1863.
On 28 September 1858 the foundation stone of a Bible Christian Chapel was laid at Bald Hills
[sic], Yankalilla, by Mr James Ashton, the senior minister of the circuit. Immediately after the
whole company repaired to a tent that had been erected for the occasion which was tastefully
decorated with garlands and tables plentifully supplied with rich varieties of tea. A paper
containing the names of the trustees, etc., was deposited in the foundation. (See Back Valley)
There is a Bald Hill in the Hundred of Landseer; the ‘Bald Hill Run’ (lease no. 2112) was established by W.L.
Harding circa 1873, ‘Near Tilleys, SE district.’ Another Bald Hill, south of Naracoorte, was known as moiwal
by the Aborigines - ‘ant heap’. (See Moy Hall)
Other features with this name are south of Sanderston and on sections 250-252, Hundred of Belvidere.
Bald Hill Range forms a natural barrier between the Counties of Burra, Stanley and Victoria and its main
peaks are Mt Cone (2601 feet), Razorback (2834 feet) and Mt Bryan (3065 feet). Bald Hill Beach - (See
Malakhoff)
Baldina - Rodney Cockburn says it embraces an Aboriginal word referring to the springs feeding Baldina
Creek on section 150, Hundred of Kooringa, and east of Burra. The utilisation of the creek as a water
resource was commented upon in the 1860s:
Messrs Cowper of Baldina near the Burra have erected, in a simple and yet serviceable manner
under the superintendence of Mr B. Dowling, suitable apparatus [for wool washing] and, when
the largely increased value of the wool is taken into account, the cost is trifling. The washing
place is situated on the Baldina Creek in which a stream of water runs constantly. Advantage is
taken of a natural descent and the water is conducted along a race over sloping ground until it
attains a height of six feet from the surface. The race is about 110 feet long and near the end are
two spouts, a few feet from each other, so that two sheep can be washed at the same time. The
quantity of dirt washed out of the sheep on the run is from 50 to 60 per cent, the bales of
cleansed wool averaging about 200 lb., net, while a bale of unwashed wool weighed four
hundredweight.
The ‘Baldina Run’ was established by Henry Ayers in 1851 (lease no. 22), while the ‘Baldina Creek Run’ (lease
no. 33) was described by its lessee, Alfred Barker, in 1865/66. Baldina Post Office stood on section 42W.
Hundred of Baldina, County of Burra, was proclaimed on 30 December 1875. The Baldina School opened
in 1885 and closed in 1930.
Baldon - East of Truro, settled by Lachlan McBean (1810-1894) from 6 March 1845 under occupation licence
when his holding was described as ‘between hills and scrub.’ According to Rodney Cockburn it is a
corruption of a Scottish place name. ‘Baldoon Castle’ is in Wigtown, Scotland; it means ‘Bealda’s home’.
(See Accommodation Hill & Hay)
In 1839, he was generally known as ‘Lockey’ McBean and when he arrived:
He had only a few shillings in his pocket; but he very soon got a job. He held it for some time, but
he could see he was not going to get very far, so he gave up the job and went droving. It was not
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long before he commenced dealing, bringing cattle from Queensland and New South Wales. On
one occasion he brought a mob of cattle to Adelaide. For some reason the butchers would not
buy them so he at once rented a shop, put a butcher in, slaughtered them and did well.
As time went by he made a lot of money and bought the Baldon Estate, near Truro, which he
made a freehold of 24,000 acres. A brother arrived from Scotland and he managed this estate.
Lachlan then trekked into NSW and Queensland and bought a station some distance from
Denliquin for £12,000. This money, mostly gold, he carried on his back to save exchange. As time
went on he acquired a good many stations in the two colonies and considerable property in
Melbourne.
On one occasion a property in Queensland was offered for sale in Melbourne, but on the day of
the sale it was announced that it had been postponed for a month. He did not relish the idea of
going home and then making another trip, so he got an Argus and looked up the ‘Persons
Wanted’ column. A gentleman in one of the suburbs wanted a gardener and Lockey applied and
got the job. At the end of three weeks he gave the usual week’s notice and at the sale the only
opponent bidder was Lockey’s late employer! He got the station and went home jubilant.
Baldoura Creek - East of Wilpena Pound. ‘Baldoura Run’ was a name given to pastoral lease no. 932 of 1888.
Baldry - A subdivision of section 454, Hundred of Ayers, 19 km west of Burra, by Dr William J. Browne in
1875, when he advertised that, ‘it is intended to supply a largely increasing want for accommodation for
travellers, teamsters and persons in charge of stock…’ The town never developed and its nomenclature is
unknown. However, it may have been adapted from Baldry Hut shown on maps of the Booborowie run. Dr
Browne returned to England, in 1878, and died at Eastbourne in 1894, aged 79. The Baldry Post Office was
opened in 1877 by J. Burden and became ‘Leighton’ in 1888. In 1877 the Baldry School was conducted by
Mary J. Rankine with 26 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1876 and became ‘Leighton’ in 1880. (See Leighton)
Bales Bay - On Kangaroo Island, recalls William Bales, an old time ruffian and whaler and member of a
sealing party stationed, for a time, at the bay.
Balgowan - The town, 19 km WNW of Maitland, proclaimed on 6 February 1879, was recorded by Rodney
Cockburn as being named by Governor Fergusson after a village near Inverness, Scotland. This is most
improbable because the vice-regal term of office for the said gentleman terminated in 1873. Of interest is
the fact that a surveyor’s field book in the Lands Department shows that local surveys were not undertaken
until 1878.
Of further interest are the words of Sir James Fergusson of Kilkerran, Scotland, in 1964, when writing of his
family background, (see Cunningham, Hundred of) he said: ‘[Balgowan] has a Scottish sound to it but means
nothing to me.’ However, the name appears four times on the map of Scotland; in 1487 one of them, a
town near Aberdeen, was written as ‘Balgonie’. It derives from the Celtic baile-a’ghobhainn - ‘village of the
smiths’. In Governor Fergusson’s Legacy at page 225 the author says:
In keeping with the trend to applying Scottish names to a number of localities, the town and port
allocated to the Hundred of Kilkerran was duly named Balgowan after a town in Perthshire in the
first survey of 1872.
An undisputed fact is that the town was named by Governor Jervois on 23 November 1878 and the following
are presented in favour of Lord Lynedoch, formerly of Balgowan, Perthshire, Scotland, and the son of the
Laird of Balgowan, as being in the nomenclator’s mind at the time of its christening. Thomas Graham, Lord
Lynedoch (1748-1843), was a famous soldier of the British Army and for two years from 1798 laid siege to
a French garrison at Valetta, Malta. Further, Governor Jervois was an expert in fortifications and visited
Malta in 1869 to inspect works in progress. Thus, it is suggested that he decided to link existing Scottish
nomenclature of the region with that of a fellow soldier who, coincidentally or otherwise, was an associate
of Colonel Light. (See Lyndoch)
To moderate this assertion, it must be said that Professor N.B. Tindale recorded that the Aborigines knew
the district as palkowan - ‘potato place’ - palko - ‘native potato’ and wan - ‘place’ (of existence) but, because
of the governor’s known proclivities in respect of nomenclature, it is unlikely that it is the source. (See under
Pondalowie Bay for reference to a ‘wicked old woman’ called ‘Bulgawan’.)
In August 1879, a public meeting was held at the residence of Mrs Clift:
To consider what steps should be taken to get a jetty and tank erected at Balgowan. Mr. Moody
told the meeting that he roughly estimated the land under cultivation in the northern part of
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Kilkerran to be about 20,000 acres while. Jones opined that the future sale of town allotments
and other lands would be benefited by a jetty and Mr. Tilly said it would be a great hardship if
they had to travel 17 or 18 miles to market.
A jetty was erected there in 1881, but was virtually useless because of its proximity to a reef and, decades
later, the first pile for a new structure was driven on 18 January 1907. It was used for commercial purposes
until being severely damaged in a storm on 18 May 1953; reduced in length in 1967, it was destroyed by
another storm on 1 June 1981. A photograph of the town is in the Observer, 19 August 1905, page 29.
Balhannah - An 1839 advertisement was headed ‘New Township Near Mount Barker’ and called the
attention of newly arrived emigrants and the general public to ‘the excellence of section 4208, on which it
is intended to establish the new town’. Later, it was described as being ‘watered abundantly by a creek
running through [it] and is close to the never-failing supply of the Onkaparinga. Abundance of wood, etc.,
for building and fencing is on the spot, rendering all erections the mere expense of labour… a comfortable
Inn is in progress and a regular carriage to Adelaide established… the pure air and excellent water would
revive an invalid…’
The owner of the section was James Turnbull Thomson, whose journal is held by the Mortlock Library; at
page 246 this document reads:
I resolved to lay out half my cash in building, reserving the other for carrying on my section, upon
which I entered in December, and immediately advertised a part of it for a village calling it after
my mother and sister, Hannah.
If the evidence of tombstones in the local cemetery is to be believed the village was called, originally,
Belhannah. Mr A. Monk writing to the Register from Goolwa, in 1909, said, ‘he prefixed “Belle” (corrupted
into bel), for beautiful’, while Henry Liston of Morphett Vale said ‘I always understood from him that he
named it from his mother’s name, Hannah, with the Celtic prefix “bal”, signifying a town or village.’ Thus
we are left with alternative meanings - ‘beautiful Hannah’ or ‘Hannah’s village’. Let us leave the last words
on the subject to Mr C.H. Kruse, of Milang, who said, in 1909: ‘I was well acquainted with James Thomson,
who explained… that bal was a Gaelic word for ‘town’, and Hannah his mother’s name.’ Of interest is the
fact that the first survey maps of the Hundred of Onkaparinga in 1844 show the ‘Township of Balhannah’.
He left Adelaide for Sydney in 1845 from which he went to London in 1848. On August 15, 1850, he returned
to Adelaide.
In 1852, he applied for a licence for his old hotel - and got it. He expressed surprise at this - and so did many
others after reading his various tirades against the authorities. His bete noire was Francis Davison, the
special magistrate at Mount Barker, and founder of Blakiston, ‘who for about 11 years has annoyed me
because I exposed him.’ It transpired that Mr James Thomson engaged in ‘free for all’ with the magistrates
of Mount Barker in respect of their conduct in certain cases, including some in which he was personally
involved. On 15 April his rejoinder was published:
It surely ill becomes a Judgement-seat to resort to anonymous libel in defence of its character;
and the very circumstances of much of the matters suppressed as too unmannerly and
scandalous for a newspaper, does not exhibit an increase in wisdom… The reports I gave are
incapable of disproof and I think the reduction of police work as may possibly be found from the
officers’ diaries, is enough proof, and is enough to prove the necessity for the remarks… I have
advised with a Magistrate under certain circumstances and refrained proceedings, but I have
never refused a summons. I have delayed in prosecuting a robber, but never compounded a
felony…
The Editor saw fit to append the following note in the Register, 15 April 1843:
We have struck out one sentence… Quite as offensive as any in his opponents; and there is
another which we cannot suffer to pass without a word of comment, lest it should appear that
there was any collusion betwixt us and the antagonistic parties… Without affirming or denying
the truth… we have no hesitation in stating that Mr Thomson must have come at his information
surreptitiously. The writers’ private authentication of their letter has never been out of our
possession and although applied by Mr Thomson we refused to satisfy his curiosity respecting
the contents of the suppressed passages.
At this stage one was ‘struck by the growing moroseness of James Turnbull Thomson’:
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He is at war with the world - particularly the little world around Balhannah. Especially he had an
enmity with a family named Morris, who had had the audacity to establish a rival pub - the
Golden Cross. He accuses them of smashing 54 panes of glass in his windows. This trouble, which
like many similar things grew with the years, started in 1855. Thomson had applied to the
licensing authorities for a general and storekeeper’s licence. It was refused. At the same time an
application by E. Morris for a licence for the Golden Cross was granted.
There you have the genesis of the bad feeling between the parties. It was at this stage that
Thomson again started brewing. He declared that his profit on each hogshead of beer was £5. I
told you he hated women. His journal states: ‘I have never sought women in my youth, nor now
at 38.’ On one occasion he encountered one of the Morris girls, and raved at her to such a degree
that he was fined £1 for abusive language, and bound over to keep the peace. But the
culminating point of all his misery came in 1857, when, having overstepped the bounds in his war
with Morris, he was sent to gaol. Morris had applied for a renewal of his licence. Thomson
opposed it with all the bitterness of his constantly increasing misanthropy. He declared that
Morris kept a disorderly house. Morris sued him for slander, and got a verdict for £150.
Thomson was granted a new trial, but ordered to pay the costs. He couldn’t pay them. His
money was done. So he was sent to gaol for a year. The war between Thomson and Morris was
the more bitter because the hotels were practically side by side. Thomson’s hotel was a twostorey brick building with a gable roof. It was a place of eight or nine rooms, of which three were
upstairs. Such is the irony of Fate that Thomson’s has since been pulled down to make room for
additions to the Golden Cross, and the residential portion of that house now covers the site.
Indicating the warped point of view which became habitual with Thomson in middle life is this
pathetic entry, made in July, 1856: ‘I am 46 years old. My hair is scanty, and grows very slow. My
beard has snowy hairs, mixed with red, which the comb draws out. Once it was over my breast;
now it barely covers the collarbone.’ The founder of Balhannah was a broken man when he came
out of prison. Though he still had 19 years of life left to him they were full of misery and gloom.
He had no heart to continue the journal, and there is no further entry until 1863, when he opens
it to record that he is going blind. Then one day, August 26, 1876, some men exploring the thick
scrub which grew in the vicinity of the North Arm in Port Adelaide, came across a body. It was
that of James Turnbull Thomson.
He had died of exhaustion and exposure. In his pocket was cash to the value of £39 and a
cheque for £5. You would have thought the authorities would have used this money to bury him
decently. But not a bit of it. He lies in a pauper’s grave in the Woodville Cemetery. There is no
headstone or any other emblem to mark his resting place. He is just forgotten dust. Such is the
history of the founder of Balhannah.
Its school opened in 1858. Photographs are in the Chronicle, 28 September 1933, page 35.
Of the localities where gold occurs with copper, the best known west of the River Onkaparinga was the
Balhannah mine and opened at a time when copper mining attracted capital readily. The run of ore was not
a long one and the original venturers abandoned the mine because it was evident that future ore supplies
would have to be sought at greater depths which was a costly undertaking and one they preferred not to
attempt.
It was in March 1866 that Mr Edward Morris declared that he had obtained fine gold from a shaft about six
feet deep on the banks of the Onkaparinga opposite his residence and the mine was worked from 1867 to
1876 when operations were discontinued. An Adelaide company reopened the mine at the end of 1881
and it took them eight months to dewater the workings and this all but absorbed the available capital.
Machinery was purchased by way of bank overdraft, a metallurgist engaged, and as soon as he was able to
get below he scrambled among the old workings and took samples.
The results were not satisfactory to one of the shareholders who was also the financial backbone of the
company. When he withdrew his support it was found that he had neglected to pay appropriate ‘calls’ and
after an inglorious career that company went into liquidation without breaking a stone of ore. In 1883 it
was ‘forked’ with a view to a restart, but nothing was done and the property was sold and machinery
removed. Spasmodic attempts were made to reopen the mine, but all proved abortive but, in 1904, some
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American investors secured an option over it. Another find was reported in the Balhannah district in January
1887 when section 4107 owned by Mr Mount ‘gave up some rich specimens.’
Ballara Park - A suburb laid out by Arthur Laughton Black in 1913 on part section 180, Hundred of
Noarlunga; now included in Warradale and Hove. Rodney Cockburn says the name is simply ‘Ballarat’
without the final letter and that it was bestowed by Mr Bosley Jenkins who came to Adelaide from Ballarat,
in Victoria, which is Aboriginal for ‘camping place’.
Ballast Head - Five kilometres north of American River on Kangaroo Island, so named because ballast was
readily available there for sailing ships. Arrowsmith’s map of 1841 shows ‘stone good for ballast here’ – In
1838, a correspondent to the Register, drew attention to ‘the very fine opportunities for ballasting in
Nepean Bay near Ballast Head.’ In 1927, a request for a jetty was made by a deputation representing the
residents of Kangaroo Island, the Coast Steamship Company and people who visited the locality frequently.
A spokesman said that ‘more than 500 visitors stayed at American River and adjoining places each year and
that the existing jetty at American River was useless for shipping’:
The practice at that time was for visitors to be landed at Penneshaw and be motored to
American River, but frequently it was too rough for steamers to put in at that port. Further, local
fishermen, in not being able to get their fish away from Penneshaw, suffered loss also.
Salt mining was carried out in the immediate district at Salt Lake and, when this operation ceased, gypsum
was taken from it and agitation commenced for the formation of a port. In 1959, trial piles were driven and,
in 1960, the Colonial Sugar Refineries Ltd decided to proceed with the project and, upon completion, the
gantry was 136 metres long. Mining continued until 1986 and the final shipment occurred on 12 July 1992.
Ballville - The ‘Village of Ballville’ was advertised in 1850 as comprising ‘40 half-acre allotments … The site
of this village is preferable to any situation in North Adelaide but a short distance removed therefrom.’
Balmoral - Laid out on part section 510, Hundred of Yatala, by Alexander MacDonald in 1850 when it was
announced that ‘Nathaniel Hailes will sell… that most picturesque of townships, one worthy to become a
Royal residence…’ It is now included in Dernancourt and remembered by Balmoral Road. ‘Balmoral’, on the
River Dee in Scotland, is a royal residence of the English monarchy; the name translates as ‘village in a big
clearing’; Gaelic baile - ‘village’. Joseph Ind, the founder of Paradise, purchased several lots in the
subdivision and built ‘Balmoral House’ on lot 19, where his wife died in 1856.
Balmoral East was a 1922 subdivision comprising ‘110 building blocks situated between Grange and
Semaphore.’
Balumbah - A railway station on the Cummins-Buckleboo line 13 km South-West of Kimba. A post office of
the same name stood on section 27, Hundred of Solomon. Its school opened in 1931 and closed in 1944.
Aboriginal for ‘rain’.
Balyarta - A railway station in the Hundred of Kanmantoo, 13 km east of Mount Barker. Aboriginal for ‘a
stopping place’.
Bamboo, Lake - Situated 150 km North-West of Woomera and named by B.H. Babbage on 20 May 1858
because it was filled with bamboo reed.
Banbury - A school near Hallett opened in 1913 and closed, circa 1925, took its name from the adjacent
Banbury Creek. Of interest is an extract from Views from the Hills by Tom Dyster:
[David] Murray, a successful businessman, had purchased his property from a man named
Banbury. Sections 3324, 3325, 3328 and 3329 [in the vicinity of Biggs Flat] had been originally
granted to the Hallett brothers, Alfred and John… In 1876 they sold to Banbury (Land Title CT
98/212) …
With his brother, William, he migrated from Scotland in 1853 [and] from a humble drapery store
in the east end of Rundle Street, the brothers built up the business that was to become D & W
Murray (or David Murray’s). It was to thrive on that Rundle Street site for more than 100 years…
The name occurs in Oxfordshire, England, and probably means ‘Bana’s burg (fort)’; it is a town of great
antiquity called banesbyrig by the Saxons; Roman relics have been found there. (See Rockford)
Bandon, Hundred of - In the County of Albert, proclaimed on 21 July 1898 and named in honour of Sir
George S. Kingston who was born at Bandon, County Cork, Ireland. The name was noticed first in 1609
when, ‘James I granted to Henry Becher the privilege of a Saturday’s market and two fairs at the town lately
built on the south side of the River Bandon.’ It derives from the Gaelic bean-dun - ‘bean hill’. (See Marino)
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Bangham - A railway station on the Wolseley-Mount Gambier line, 27 km South-West of Wolseley. Edward
Bangham held adjacent land under occupation licence in the 1840s and sold out to a Mr McLean in 1846.
Bryan Cussen held it under pastoral lease no. 154 from 1851.
The ride through Bangham has no charm except the charm of solitude, or such mild diversions as
can be found from watching the kangaroo hop, the emu stalk hurriedly away among the trees, or
the big stork-like native companions glide as quietly from view as if he knew the onlooker were
admiring his slate-coloured plumage and his thin long legs. The country passed through is a
monotonous one - all scrub and little swampy flats - till the Nalang Run and the Tatiara country
are entered…
Bangor - A town laid out by the Mount Remarkable Mining Company in 1853 on section 100, Hundred of
Wongyarra. Formerly, its site was called ‘Glenorchy’, the home of the pioneer Campbell family, the head of
which was Colin Campbell who was born at Glenorchy, Scotland, circa 1770 and died in 1856; his wife, Jane,
was buried in the local cemetery in 1860. The name was imported from the United Kingdom, where it occurs
four times and derives from either beanchoir - ‘the white church’ or ‘fair choir’, benn-chor - ‘a row of points
or peaks’ or beinn-gobhar - ‘hill of goats’. In the beginning of the ninth century the Irish town ‘suffered
severely from the predatory incursions of the Danes and about 818 AD these merciless marauders
massacred the abbot and about 900 monks.’ (See Glenorchy & Melrose)
In 1853, mention was made of ‘the romantic township of Melrose, the business sites of Bangor Township
and the water side privileges of Port Flinders.’
Bangor has a kind of wild Highland glen look about it, befitting its name, and there appears no valid
excuse for its existence at all, unless the presence of the indispensable hotel be considered one.
Its post office was opened by Walter Purchase in 1887, its school in 1877 which, in 1904, was conducted in
‘a room attached to the hotel stables and for a playground the children use the cattle yards only a step from
the door.’ It closed in 1964.
Banks - On 3 December 1800 Lieutenant James Grant named Cape Banks, while Baudin named it Cap Bourru
(Gloomy Cape) and Freycinet’s maps show it as C. Buffon. In his journal of 17 April 1802, Flinders records
the name as Cape Banks West:
The addition of West is made… to distinguish it from Cape Banks on the east coast, named by
Captain Cook. It is to be regretted that navigators often apply names in so careless a manner as
to introduce confusion into geography.
In 1886, a weary traveller said ‘we had to travel four miles to the lighthouse over an abominable road,
portion of the way composed of huge boulders of rocks; how the axles stood it was surprising’:
We reached the cape without accident and were received kindly by the good people living there.
There are two families - a head and second keeper - and they have indeed a lonely time of it in a
spot so remote from others. An occasional visit from a boundary rider is about the only relief to
their monotony. The lighthouse is kept beautifully and the two comfortable cottages are patterns
of cleanliness and neatness.
Fortunately, there are young people and children in each to lighten their parent’s solitude… Our
host bought the wreck of the Admella for a modest sum, but he has not been able to do anything
with it owing to the never-ceasing swell and surf. On one occasion when he was out
endeavouring to secure it he rested his hand on part of the ship’s machinery which on
exceptionally fine days, he said, may still be seen at low tide.
The Aelous, bound from Cape Town for Sydney, went ashore on the Agnes Reef off Cape Banks
on the morning of 2 September 1894. The crew were ordered to take to boats and succeeded in
landing near Mr Carrison’s camp - Mr W. Carrison had guided the party by signals to a safe
landing place. The site of the wreck was close to where the Admella was wrecked and where
many vessels had come to grief, the last being the Glen Rosa.
Captain Matthew Flinders discovered a group of islands in Spencer Gulf and named them Sir Joseph Banks
Group. Sir Joseph Banks was in company with Captain Cook when the eastern coast of Australia was
discovered in 1770; later, he was President of the Royal Society. (See Buffon, Cape)
Banksia Park - Laid out by Fairview Park Shopping Centre Pty Ltd in 1967 on part section 51, Hundred of
Yatala, and named after the genus banksia of Australian native plants. It comprised 12 allotments bounded
by Elizabeth and Linton Streets, Cottenham Road and Belmont Place.
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Bankside - Thomas Hardy’s property ‘situated upon the margin of the Torrens, slightly west of north of the
Thebarton Racecourse’ was described in 1866:
For many years one of the show places of Thebarton was Bankside, owned and occupied by
Thomas Hardy, an ambitious and hardworking immigrant who arrived in the colony in the British
Empire in 1850. For a time he worked for John Reynell at his property south of Adelaide near
modern-day Reynella, but like the majority of the male population joined the gold rush to
Victoria in late 1851.
The rewards were meagre and, showing enterprise, which was to be with him for the rest of his
days, he and a few friends drove bullocks overland from Normanville for butchering and sale to
the miners. This venture was profitable and, on 20 May 1852, he married his cousin, Joanna
Hardy, and purchased land ‘slightly west of north of the Thebarton Racecourse’ which, by 1866,
contained fifty acres of vines and fruit trees.
At this time an itinerant reporter told of the difficulty in finding the place:
Learning indefinitely that it was a little below Thebarton, we shaped our course to the township
bearing that name, but on reaching it found that a devious maze of roads, calculated to bewilder
even a bushman on horseback, had to be threaded in order to complete the journey. Completed
it was at length and the toil was compensated for by the inspection which followed.
This same reporter left an interesting report on Aboriginal burial rites:
Not much more than a dozen years ago the land there bore the aspect of a primeval wildness. A
thick grove of gum trees stood where now nothing of the kind is to be seen. A sacred grove it
appeared to be, for there the ashes of the defunct native population reposed. Literally it was
their ashes, for their bodies were burned at death and the remains deposited in mounds, of
which the sites of no less than four were pointed out to us by Mr Hardy.
It appears that the ceremony of cremation is not always perfected, for six skeletons were found
in one place of sepulture adjoining the residence, and some in each of the others. The effect of
the burning upon the ground has been almost to reduce it to sterility, for owing to it being so
loose and unsubstantial nothing will thrive upon it. (See Anlaby)
Bankside first commenced in 1854 ‘when about an acre of section 96 was planted with a mixed variety of
vines together with two acres of fruit trees and, between 1856 and 1861, a further fourteen acres were set
with vines and fruit and orange trees.’
In 1863, a portion of section 97, divided from section 96 by a roadway, was brought into
cultivation, the area of the vineyard being extended by 35 acres. Leading up to the house was an
avenue of olive trees which were planted in 1858 and in later years the fruit was crushed at the
Adelaide Gaol. Its oil was mixed with hot water and proved to be an excellent remedy against the
American blight in apple trees.
Mr Hardy’s main product was from the grape and, by 1871, producing 27,000 gallons of wine
and drying five tons of raisins; additionally, he purchased about 10,000 gallons from producers in
the southern districts, including George Pitches Manning of ‘Hope Farm’, McLaren Vale, for
blending purposes. The property was under irrigation the water being raised by steam power
from a well, communicating by means of a duct with the river, and about 18 feet in depth. It was
then conveyed into an elevated concrete trench skirting the banks, where the land was the
highest, and was let into several rows by means of breaks which could be opened and closed at
will.
The reporter concluded his remarks with the thought that ‘Nature had been so aided in rendering the
immediate banks of the river a picture of luxuriant vegetation by the planting of willows and reeds that a
perpetual relief to the eye from the aspect of desolation promoted by the scorching heat of the summer is
provided.’
In October 1905, many of his outbuildings were destroyed by fire and the lack of adequate fire-fighting
equipment and water prompted Mr Hardy to utilise red wine which promptly ignited and added to the
devastation; some reconstruction was done but the cellars were not rebuilt. However, laboratories,
blending tanks and extensive wine cellars were added to Tintara House in Mile End while Bankside was sold
in 1924 and, eventually, demolished. Photographs are in the Observer, 22 July 1911, page 29. (See
Underdale)
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Bannon Gap - In 1959, Nicholas Bannon, aged 10, (a brother of a Premier of South Australia) was lost in
Wilpena Pound. Although a search was made by hundreds of people on foot, by horseback and aeroplane,
no trace was found. In September 1961 his remains were found by a group of tourists while descending St
Marys Peak.
Bannya - A railway station between Millicent and Rendelsham. Aboriginal for ‘a camp’.
Barabba - Fourteen kilometres North-East of Mallala. Land in the vicinity was held first under occupation
licence by John Ellis from 15 August 1844 and a town of ‘Aliceburgh’ was laid out on section 204, Hundred
of Grace, into one-acre blocks and proclaimed in 1879. It ceased to exist on 1 July 1897 and was resurveyed
into working men’s blocks of four to five acres - this was the genesis of today’s settlement of Barabba, an
unofficial name and an Aboriginal word for the indigenous bulrush plant. During 1868 it was reported that
the Barabra (sic) Scrub had been burning ‘for a fortnight, and no doubt many hundreds of tons of firewood
and timber for fencing have been destroyed. A fire yesterday got up the shelf of a haystack belonging to
Mrs Murphy, of Humphrey Springs…’
The Barabba Scrub was mentioned in 1875 when ‘some portions [were] cleared and cultivated, apparently
with encouraging success.’
The Barabba Post Office opened in 1877 and, in November 1971, when consideration was being given to
its closure, the postal authorities said, ‘[the] non-official office serves a farming community of 12
households (including the postmaster). Mails are exchanged six times a week with Adelaide (inward mail is
resorted at Balaklava) …’ The office was erected by residents in 1926; prior to this it was conducted in a
room in the school that opened in 1877.
Baratta - A corruption of an Aboriginal word bararra - ‘sliding rock’. Andrew Tennant held the ‘Baratta Run’
from 1863 and the name was applied, also, to several features of the Flinders Ranges, near Parachilna.
Originally, the land was taken up by W.R. Swan in January 1854 at ‘Siccus River’. A photograph of the
station’s homestead is in the Chronicle, 24 March 1932, page 31.
The Baratta copper mine was ‘situated 70 miles NE of Carrieton and 15 miles from Baratta Station.’
Barcoorah - In the Renmark district; derived from the Aboriginal burkurangko - ‘full of old people’, that is,
a reference to a burial place.
Bardini - A subdivision of part section 475, Hundred of Yatala, laid out in 1879 by Kate M. Barnard (18441931) and George L. Barnard (1852-1935) and bounded by Walkerville and Stephen Terraces and Tyne
Street; now included in Gilberton where, today, the name is recalled by Bardini Street. Mr Barnard was ‘a
man of culture who brought with him a large collection of books… and a wide range of French, Spanish and
Italian literature.’ Its origin is unknown.
Barinia - A railway station 6 km north of Clare in the Hundred of Milne. Aboriginal for ‘a star’. Its former
name was ‘Calcannia’ which, in 1921, was changed by the Nomenclature Committee at the request of Mr
E.W. Hawker. (See Appendix 15 under the heading ‘Country Participation in South Australia’.)
Barker - On 13 April 1831 Captain Collet Barker arrived in South Australian waters where he was directed
to ascertain whether navigable communication could be made between the sea and the River Murray and
it was there, on 30 April, that he disappeared and supposed to have been speared by an Aborigine at a place
known now as Barker Knoll, near the mouth of the river - the name was adopted in December 1863. The
prominence has since disappeared by erosion. Its Aboriginal name was tapawar - ‘the opening’, that is of
the Murray mouth - and was a favoured camp and watering place.
In 1883, George Bates, a settler on Kangaroo Island before European settlement, alluded to Barker’s
murder as told to him by Aborigines:
George Bates states that he showed Sir John Morphett the country around Yankalilla and that he
helped in the search for Captain Barker who was killed by the natives on the Murray Beach. The
captain had walked from Yankalilla to the Murray mouth to correct or verify some observations.
He swam across the Murray with his instrument on his head and disappeared over the sand hills
on the other side and was never seen alive again. The natives’ account to Bates was that he was
coming along the beach where he was attacked. He took to the surf but had to come back and
was killed as he landed. Bates and his mate, Nat Thomas, were sent out as special constables
with a warrant to arrest the murderers, but were unsuccessful…
In 1860, it was said, ‘… it will be seen that Barker’s Knoll has lost [since April 1859] 130 yards; that the spit
of Port Pullen has advanced to the same extent as the knoll has receded…’
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Barker Inlet is east of Torrens Island.
The Aborigines called Mount Barker womma-mukurta - ‘hill on a plain’ - womma - ‘plain’ and mukurta ‘mountain’; the name is linked to a story about two children and stringybark trees. The first European to
sight it was Captain Collet Barker on 19 April 1831 from the summit of Mount Lofty. (See Lofty, Mount)
During his 1830 expedition Sturt saw it but thought it was Mount Lofty; on hearing of Barker’s discovery he
named it in his honour. It was ascended first by John Morphett and party in late November 1837.
On 28 December 1837 four pioneers, Robert Cock, W. Finlayson, A. Wyatt and G. Barton set out to explore
the country from Adelaide to the Murray and then to Lake Alexandrina. On the third day they reached the
foot of Mount Barker and reported that ‘the kangaroo grass grew almost to the summit, and in many places
it was breast high.’ In 1838, two parties almost, simultaneously, cast their eyes on land surrounding the
mount, John Barton Hack, William Hampden Dutton and his partners (Captain John Finnis and Duncan
McFarlane).
Dutton beat Hack by about two hours for a special survey; Hack accused Osmond Gilles, the Colonial
Treasurer, of maladministration for giving a receipt for the property before the total purchase money was
paid, and of himself being interested in the venture - later, Gilles received three sections from the successful
applicants! Hack appealed to Governor Gawler, to no avail, and W.H. Dutton got his station and he and
associates laid out the town in 1840.
A scrap of information about the founding of Mount Barker, which is not known widely, is that an
attempt was made to found a town to be called Mount Barker a few months before McFarlane
and his partners announced their project. Late in 1839, and for several weeks afterwards, an
advertisement appeared referring to a projected ‘new township and inn near Mount Barker’
which was to be located ‘at the well-known station first selected in the Mount Barker district by
Mr Coghill from New South Wales.’ There is a description of the site, which is described as
central, within two miles of the mount, and ‘early the last well-watered spot on the road
between Adelaide and the Murray.’
Then, towards the end, the inducement is held out that ‘this would be a good opening for a
storekeeper, carrier, blacksmith and joiner, to whom particular encouragement would be given.’
I have not traced the fate of this proposition. But four months later, on 7 March 1840, McFarlane
and his partners announced in the same paper that they were throwing open portion of their
station as a site for a town, and it is on this site that Mount Barker… stands today.
The infant village was described in 1843 and 1847 when ‘pine walls and mud huts [were] giving place to
more substantive buildings’:
There is a conspicuous stone built tavern rapidly progressing, a grocer’s and a draper’s shop
nearly finished, which somewhat correspond with the castle-like appearance of the flour mill…
The roads are few, and of those some, being over precipices and water-holes, are often hardly
passable.
Its first hotel, the Scotch Thistle Inn, now known as the Hotel Barker, was opened in 1846 and, before 1861,
four more were licensed. Today, two only continue to trade:
One of the former hotels has become the RSL clubrooms in Hutchinson Street while another in
Pridmore Street has become a private dwelling. The third, the former Oakfield Hotel, was
subsumed into the Barr Smith residence, ‘Auchendarroch’, which is now part of a successful
cinema and entertainment complex.
Sketches of the town and district are in the Pictorial Australian, December 1883, pages 180-181 and a
supplement and of the town’s ‘welcome to the soldiers’ in the Chronicle, 16 June 1917, page 23.
In 1908, it was said that ‘the cheese and butter factory is well represented. In six months of last year 32,250
gallons of milk were received at the factory’:
The wattlebark industry is very thriving, one large tree alone on being stripped giving nearly £5
worth of the valuable bark. The township has a nice museum to which frequent gifts are made by
the patriotic townsfolk. Poultry breeding is gone in for extensively and many prizes have been
gained by the owners of poultry farms in the neighbourhood. Mount Barker is famed for its
longevity of its folks and can number nearly forty residents who came out in 1837.
Bee-keeping is an important industry in the Mount Barker district and there are some fine
apiaries. Even the children are enthusiastic bee-keepers and in some instances form juvenile
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companies. The shares are usually sixpence each and a year’s dividend sometimes works out at
over 150 per cent. When selling their shareholdings, the youthful shareholders are keen enough
to secure a good premium. Dividends are either paid in cash or in honey.
The Mount Barker Springs School opened in 1854 and closed in 1909; the Mount Barker School opened in
1859 and the Burnbank School in 1861. (See Burnbank)
A hilarious account of ‘An Attempted Concert at Mount Barker’ appeared in 1877 when ‘one performer
was struck in the head by a carrot of immense growth… The missile evidently disorganised the would-be
performer who retreated amid a shower of well-directed vegetables, eggs, etc.’ (See Hay Range)
In 1863, the Government entered the field of gold exploration when an organised prospecting party
under the leadership of Mr E.H. Hargraves, the well-known discoverer of the first payable gold in New
South Wales, obtained some specimens near Mount Barker showing ‘ten or twenty grains of gold
clustered round a piece of ferruginous quartz’; he concluded that it was ‘a very rare specimen; the first I
have ever seen or heard of.’
Under the pen name of ‘Mountaineer’, an interesting insight into the activity on the Mount Barker road
was given in December 1874:
It is somewhat surprising at first that notwithstanding the large numbers of farmers who have
left the hills district for the northern farming areas during the past two or three years the
passenger traffic should within that time have nearly doubled. There are now five or six coaches
running each way daily and they are generally fairly filled. During the past week they have been
crammed and covered on top with heaps of portmanteaus, bandboxes, shoe trunks and other
holiday paraphernalia, while additional conveyances have been laid on...
When they are lightly loaded some of the coaches, at times, come down by the old route which,
though a venturesome proceeding, saves a good part of a mile and those on the top seat of the
big buses have to take very good care of their heads as they pass under the bridge where the
new road crosses the old. A good view is obtained of both Stephenson’s [sic] garden and higher
up of the late Mr Homersham’s which, with its young orange groves growing up in the well-tilled
soil, with the dark heath-covered mountain which forms its background, looks exceedingly
picturesque... (See Eagle-on-the-Hill)
Barker Dam is east of Burra and probably named after Alfred Barker (1812-1880), who held pastoral lease
no. 1547 (‘Baldina Run’) from 1876.
Barlas, Mount - Near Magrath Flat; probably recalls Daniel Barlas (1826-1866) who, in later life, lived at
‘Cawden’ near Middleton.
Barmera - Professor Tindale suggests that pamai, Aboriginal for ‘country of sisters’, may be the source of
its nomenclature, while SA Museum records say it is derived from the Aboriginal pamuri - ‘place of king
spears’, a heavy type of javelin made from Callistris pine trees and thrown without the aid of spear throwers.
Other sources suggest it was one of the Aboriginal names for Lake Bonney and/or Barmeedjie, the people
inhabiting the northern bank of the River Murray in this region.
In 1888, a private company put forward a plan for an irrigation project in the vicinity of Lake Bonney but
nothing came of the venture. A soldier settlement scheme was instituted at the close of World War I and
land clearing began in 1919, a survey of the town made in 1920 and gazetted on 1 September 1921. At first
it had the appearance of a frontier town; a small creek ran down the main street, complete with rabbit
warrens. Its school opened in 1921.
A devastating storm struck Barmera during the evening of 15 October 1924 when ‘great trees which had
been familiar landmarks were snapped off or uprooted’:
The Church of Christ, which prior to the construction of the picture theatre, also served as a local
hall was razed to the ground. The louvered roof of the pumping plant was blown away and the
roof and timber structures of two of the irrigation commissioner’s houses were also missing. Dr
Baker’s residence was almost battered to pieces as the walls collapsed. The picture theatre and
pharmacy will require a fair amount of work and expenditure. The disturbance which approached
from the north west was mostly local and the only damage reported outside of the town was on
Mr Lister’s block. The velocity of the gale was estimated to be in excess of 90 miles per hour.
Eight or nine people were treated at the hospital…
Photographs of tobacco growing on Mr J.T. Elliot’s property are in the Chronicle, 21 January 1932, page 31.
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Barna, Hundred of - In the County of Buxton, proclaimed on 26 July 1917, is believed to be the Aboriginal
name of a nearby hill. However, Gerald Kenny, formerly of the Lands Department, claimed that the name
was meant to be ‘Barns’, after an early surveyor and interpretation of poor handwriting led to the claimed
mistake.
Barndioota - An Aboriginal word corrupted from the ‘Barndeootoo (sic) Run’ taken up by Hugh Proby in
1851 (lease no. 117). The Hundred of Barndioota, County of Blachford, was proclaimed on 3 March 1881
and the town of Barndioota, 24 km South-West of Hookina:
Laid out within a travelling stock route just east of the southern end of the big whale-back, Mt
Orkola. Situated near the southern end of the Hundred of Barndioota, the ‘township’ was remote
from the railway and marginal rather than central to most of the agricultural settlement within
the Hundred.
Proclaimed on 22 November 1883 it ceased to exist on 16 May 1929.
A photograph of a dingo-hunting party is in the Observer, 29 July 1911, page 30.
Barn Hill - In the Redhill district, named by Matthew Flinders, on 8 March 1802, because ‘of the form of its
top.’
Barnoolut Estate - Laid out by Thomas Lansdowne Browne, pastoralist of Dashwood Gully, in 1919, on
section 100 and others, Hundred of Blanche. Formerly part of ‘Benara Station’, it was suggested by Rodney
Cockburn to be named after a place near Casterton, Victoria, but it does not appear in modern-day
gazetteers.
Baroota - In July 1851, the name was applied to pastoral lease no. 15 taken up by George B. Yeates (18241902) and derives from either the name of the local Aboriginal people, baruta - a name linked to freshwater
springs near the town, or paruta, ‘animal feeding place’ - Lady Gosse mentioned this when launching the
ship Baroota on 16 May 1951. Official records have a diagram of Mr Haimes’ ‘Sheep Run at Baroota’ in 1859;
it shows, also, the man-made and physical features of Baroota Reserve and Baroota Creek, respectively.
The Baroota Post Office, 16 km north of Port Germein, stood on section 42. The Hundred of Baroota,
County of Frome, was surveyed by A. King, W.W. Wills and A. Poeppel and proclaimed on 24 January 1878.
The Baroota School opened in 1881 and closed in 1942; The Hundred of Baroota School opened in 1881
and became ‘Mambray’ in 1891 - it closed in 1909; the Baroota Whim School opened in 1883 and closed in
1939.
An 1898 letter from Mrs Caroline Mackintosh of Oodla Wirra reveals something of the ups and downs of
pioneer life in South Australia. Referring to her husband, Alexander, ‘a colonist of 52 years, who is 76 years
of age and bedridden’ and whom she had ‘to keep with the aid of cows until they all died from the drought’,
she said that he was the first settler at Baroota, where he went through many hardships with the
Aboriginals.
He carries a scar on his left shoulder now from a black fellow’s spear. From there he went to the
Forest Creek diggings and was there twelve months and ill all the time. Then he came back to
Crystal Brook and Booyoolee and acted as overseer for several years. Then he went to Erudina the Far North then. We went up in a bullock dray from Mount Remarkable and were a fortnight
on the road, camping out every night under the dray pole with two babies, the dingoes following
us night and day.
When I arrived at my destination the only place I had to go into was a tent with about a foot of
dust on the floor. We were ruined there through drought, lost 10,000 sheep and 30 head of good
working bullocks worth £12 each at that time; also as many horses. There my husband got a very
severe sunstroke and was ill for many months. We moved to Port Augusta West and he opened
up that country - he was the first man to find water there. It was a very lonely place - I never saw
a white woman for twelve months.
The blacks were a bit of trouble to us; they were perfectly savage and we had to sit up many a
night to watch them. My poor husband has suffered many hardships from heat, thirst and
exposure opening up new sheep runs in the north. He was once well acquainted with all the
leading gentlemen in Adelaide, including the late Sir Henry Ayers, Sir Thomas Elder, Sir W.W.
Hughes and the Younghusband’s.
A photograph of the Baroota Reserve Methodist Church, which was erected by Aborigines, is in the
Chronicle, 10 September 1927, page 27.
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Barossa - In 1837, Colonel William Light named Barossa Range after a battle fought near Barrosa, Cadiz,
Spain, in 1811 on account of the fact that a friend, Lord Lynedoch, (see Balgowan & Lyndoch) took part in
the battle. In 1838, there was a notice in respect of Charles Flaxman referring to the ‘Barossa Range’ - this
is the earliest known mention of it with the incorrect spelling, while in 1848 it was said that ‘a very strange
mistake has crept into the geography of the province which we fear is now irretrievable’:
Colonel Light named a range to the north Barrosa (the hill of roses)… this name, however, is
spelled Barossa in the maps and is so pronounced by our colonists.
The spelling of the name was discussed, and editorial comment made, in 1870 and, in a response a
correspondent referred interested parties to the Encyclopaedia Britannica and Maunder’s Biographical
Treasury both of which render the foreign name as ‘Barossa’ - Frederick Barbarossa was a Holy Roman
Emperor, engaged in the third Crusade and drowned while en route to the Middle East. On 31 January 1870
another person said that he was, ‘inclined to search for the etymology in the name of Barbarossa (the terror
of the Mediterranean in his day)…’ Another letter on the same day lists other authorities showing ‘Barossa’:
With reference to ‘Barossa’ instead of ‘Barrosa’ I believe Light only followed the military rule - for
in all military annals the battle is spoken of as that of the ‘Heights of Barossa’. Barrosa itself was
the name given to a signal station or town…
In the National Library’s Magazine of August 2007, William A. Richardson, an Associate Professor at Flinders
University said, inter alia, that the translation of ‘Barrosa’ as ‘hill of roses’ is wrong because ‘there is no
Spanish word bar meaning “hill” and if the remainder of the word barrosa meant “roses” it should obviously
have been rosas, not rosa… Barossa is the feminine form of the Spanish adjective barroso derived from
barro “mud”; thus it means “muddy”, “mud-coloured” or “reddish”.’
He then reflected upon coastal features contiguous to the battle scene of March 1811 among which was
‘Tore Barrosa’, a coastguard tower. ‘The “reddish” vigia (watch tower) or torre (tower) was evidently so
described, either because of its colour, or that of the local reddish cliffs, or from the hill on which the
engagement took place, then known by the British as Barrosa Hill… There is another tower, the Torre
Bermeja (Reddish Tower - bermeja also means “red”) … Napier and Graham both refer to another ridge [of
the same name] west of the Barrosa Ridge and presumably named after the Torres Bermeja shown on the
relevant Spanish and British Admiralty charts…’ Latter-day comment is to be found in Cockburn’s What’s in
a Name.
An amusing letter about the condition of roads in the area appears in 1870 and includes a poem; the first
and last verses read:
Tell me not, ye Angastonians, that your roads are in repair,
For I judge by sad experience, having once, alas, been there;
From Kapunda down to Greenock mud still meets the traveller’s eye,
And fissures deep, and dark, and yawning make the startled horses shy.
For 16 knots of voyage lasted o’er that tideless sea of slush,
And all that time we victims fasted or else we’d not have cared a rush,
Oh! ye men that tend the main roads, would that ye had travelled oft
Not the highways from the city, but the country tracks so soft.
A hill in the range called Barossa Peak was titled yampoori by the Aborigines, meaning ‘little grass hill’, on
account of the diminutive yacca bushes growing thereon. The Hundred of Barossa, County of Adelaide, was
proclaimed on 29 October 1846 and the town of Barossa, laid out in 1867 on section 19 by Charles Burney
Young (1825-1904) ‘was the main mine township in Spike Gully while the town of Victoria was located at
the head of the same gully on Victoria Hill… [it] contained, in December 1868, 7 general stores, 7 hotels, 2
bakeries, 3 butcher shops, 3 blacksmith shops, 2 shoemakers, several wine shops, a church, a school, a post
office and an institute… it was not until the 1900s that the township ceased to exist.’
Prior to this, in 1861 J.L. Grocke cut up section 3123 into eleven working men’s blocks from 10 to 25 acres
along Steingarten Road.
Gold mining in the Barossa started in 1868 at Spike Gully, Yatta Hill, and some of the gullies were very rich
and it was estimated that the first three year’s work produced £95,000 worth of gold. At the outset 4,000
persons were drawn to that field and, after exhausting the initial surface workings, they branched out into
surrounding country, making fresh finds in all directions, particularly amongst the ‘cement hills’. A
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photograph of the Menzies Barossa Gold Mine is in the Chronicle, 2 September 1899, page 25 (supp).. (See
Lyndoch & Victoria Creek)
Barregowa Creek - In the Blinman district. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘middle of a hill’.
Barrindickie - A school near Quorn opened in 1884 by Rosa A. Middleton on a property of the same name
held by the Twopenny family. It closed in 1892.
Barry, Mount - West of Lake Eyre North may recall Charles Barry (1851-1880) who was a construction
worker employed on the overland telegraph line.
Bartagunyah - About 1870, Dr Matthew Moorhouse (1813-1876) took up a property of this name, about 5
km South-West of Melrose, from H.L. L’Estrange. In 1865, it was ‘one of the prettiest little stations, but it is
now a fearful scene of desolation’:
From 15 to 20 square miles were destroyed, including the whole of Bartagunyah Run (lessee, Mr
H.L. L’Strange [sic]), the property of Mr T.W. Moran. The flames spread through the garden and
almost touched the pine walls of the wool shed, but through the exertions of Mr L’Strange and
others this and all other buildings were saved.
The name arose because there were numerous wattle trees in the vicinity from which Aborigines extracted
grubs called barties; gunyah means ‘camp’ - The Aborigines displayed sagacity in discovering the grubs and
took great pains in procuring them; sometimes, they were eaten raw, sometimes roasted, and were very
rich and of a delicious taste. Moorhouse, who was Protector of Aborigines from 20 June 1839, was said to
have been a man of kind disposition; his headstone in the Melrose cemetery reads:
He hated falsehood’s mean disguise,
And loved the things that’s just,
His honour in his action lies,
And here remains his dust.
Bartlett, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 17 January 1889. The Lantern took umbrage at
the name and said:
What sin has that area along the West Coast committed that it should be entitled Bartlett? Is not
a deficient rainfall handicap enough for it without loading it with such a back-breaking load as
the name Bartlett? How can this newly opened territory be expected to prosper under such
disheartening conditions?
Harry Bartlett (1834-1915), MP (1887-1896), came to South Australia, circa 1854, entered into pastoral
pursuits near Lake Gairdner and, later, farmed in the Hundred of North Rhine (now Jellicoe). He took an
interest in mining and devoted considerable time in prospecting on Kangaroo Island and strongly favoured
the legislation designed for the encouragement of agricultural settlement on lands suitable for cultivation.
Mr. Bartlett’s general condemnation of the system of granting large holdings in various parts of
the state was so persistent that members were rather inclined to regard him as a bore. That his
predictions were correct has been proved by the closer settlement of the West Coast and the
River Murray lands.
Bartleville - Thomas Bartlett (ca.1840-1915) laid out this village in 1881 on part sections 92 and 219,
Hundred of Dalkey. It was not a success and, at the height of its development, comprised of a railway station
and adjoining house, a store and three railway cottages. Its alternative name was ‘Stockyard Creek’.
Barton - A subdivision of sections 401-3, Hundred of Jellicoe, by Charles Barton (1819-1900), circa 1850, at
the Wheal Barton mine. The opening of its school was reported in 1850:
It is with pleasure I have to inform you that a building has been erected in this township for the
purposes of a day-school and a Sunday-school, and also for Divine service on the Lord’s Day. The
erection of the building is mainly owing to the munificence of one of the proprietors of the
Wheal Barton mine. It is believed the founder has not had his own comfort in view, but was
chiefly actuated by a sincere desire to promote the moral welfare, comfort and convenience of
those who are settled around, and those who may in future come to reside in the township of
Barton.
In 1851, a roving reporter said that it was ‘so-named from the proprietor of the land on which it is laid out,
and who, with Mr Angas and others, is a large shareholder in the mine of ’Wheal Barton’ situated on a broad
plain, backed towards the west by a wooded tract, near the edge of which Mr Barton has built himself a
residence’:
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The township contains at present about thirty-five dwellings, chiefly occupied by the parties
connected with the mine. There is a small chapel of the Independents, which may hold about
eighty persons or perhaps more. On the east side of the road is the inn (the Cumberland Arms)
where good accommodation may be had, and where Mrs Hall, the landlady, is actively attentive
to her guests, as we experienced.
The Barton railway siding on the Trans-Australia line, 160 km west of Tarcoola, remembers Sir Edwin Barton,
first Prime Minister of Australia. Rodney Cockburn said that:
A similar compliment was paid to every occupier of the Prime Minister’s Office, soon after the
railway was opened and six [sic] of the names found places inside the South Australian border. It
added considerably to the confusion of the State’s nomenclature, but a protest on this account
by the Nomenclature Committee went unheeded. (See Cook, Fisher, Hughes, Lyons, Reid &
Watson)
In 1923, when Clearview Ltd created the suburb Barton Vale on part sections 340-41, Hundred of Yatala, it
adopted the name of a home built in the district by Edmund Bowman in 1850; now included in Enfield. The
Salvation Army purchased it in 1922 and sold it in 1947 to the Children’s Welfare and Public Relief
Department when it became known as ‘Vaughan House’. In 1925, it was said that ‘more of the home
element and less of the prison is what the Salvation Army strives to attain at Barton Vale. The visitor catches
a glimpse of the tall Norman tower, standing clear among a forest of trees, from the long white drive.’
A former inmate said:
Oh! Matron, tell the girls to appreciate dear old Barton Vale, while they are there. Tell them not
to fret about getting into the world again. I often long for my soft white bed. I did love the
spotless dormitory, too. I remember all that you and the officers told me, and I am going to run
straight. It does pay in the long run. If all homes were like Barton Vale I do not think that girls
would do wrong things. I feel I cannot now and I shall always try to be a credit to you.
The Bowman family seat was in Barton Vale, Westmoreland, England; ‘barton’ translates as ‘barley yard’.
Bartsch Creek - South of Lake Eyre; named after a member of Goyder’s 1860 survey party, altered to
‘Yedlakoo Creek’ in 1918 and restored on 13 November 1986.
Barunga - Derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘a place for meat’. Hundred of Barunga, County of
Daly, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869 and the town of Barunga Gap, in the Hundred of Cameron, 9 km
South-West of Snowtown, proclaimed, originally, as ‘Percyton’ on 15 January 1880, received its present
designation on 25 June 1942. Its school opened in 1878 and closed in 1945 (another source says 1947); the
Barunga North School, known formerly as ‘Wokurna’, closed in 1944; a photograph of a ‘Back to School’
celebration is in the Chronicle, 8 October 1936, page 32; The Barunga East School operated from 1900 until
1942. The Barunga North Post Office had its name changed to ‘Nurrondi’ in 1940. (See Nurrondi)
In 1876, the track from Kadina was unmetalled and in some places ‘a little heavy on account of the sand,
the first 16 miles were got over in one hour and a half’:
A slight halt was then called to give the horses the opportunity of catching their wind, and the
remainder of the journey was got over at a more reasonable pace. The track which has been
recently cleared - and very well cleared too - by Mr Ridgway can be seen for 10 to 15 miles
ahead, so level is the country, and the land on either side is undoubtedly well adapted for
cultivation… The gentlemen present, who had not been on the track before, were very much
struck with the absurdities talked in Parliament about the proposed railway which, it was urged,
would, if made direct to Kadina, be parallel with the Port Wakefield line.
Barwell, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave proclaimed on 4 December 1919 and named in honour of
Sir Henry N. Barwell, MP (1915-1925). Born in Adelaide in 1877 and admitted to the bar in 1899, he entered
the House of Assembly in 1915. A clear and logical debater was evident in the confident, arrogant tone of
his maiden speech, when he declared, ‘I am here and I have come to stay.’ He became Premier, in 1920,
and tackled the rehabilitation of the State’s railways, when new passenger cars became known as ‘Barwell
Bulls’.
In 1922, he launched a short-lived ‘Barwell Boys’ immigration scheme, through which youths were brought
to South Australia and indentured as farmers:
His career has gone along with a swift and merry advance. Such advance is rare in Australia and it
is a fine proof of the intellectual and party calibre that Mr Barwell has been able to keep at the
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top. His fault in leadership, perhaps, is that he is too candid, too direct and outspoken; but that is
a compliment to the sincerity of his convictions. He has an engaging personality, with good
humour and the quality that makes friends easily.
In 1928, he resigned from the Commonwealth Senate to become the State’s Agent-General in London and
died in September 1959 at Unley Park.
Bascombe Rocks - In the Hundred of Cortlinye recall John Bascombe who held the area under pastoral lease
no. 1853 in 1874. He arrived in the Blundell in 1856 and died at Mount Wedge in 1875.
Mr. John Bascomb [sic] was born at Mount Wedge in 1863 and is the oldest resident in the
Elliston district. In that year his father was shepherding on that run for Messrs Andrew Tennant
and John Love… Mr Bascomb, senior, took up Terre station and held it until he was killed in a
horse accident in 1878 [sic]… (See Terre)
Baseby Irrigation Area - Two kilometres South-West of Mannum, named after the family who held the land
for many years. Shacks have been erected on sections 717 and 772 and the name Baseby given to the
settlement. Benjamin Baseby arrived from Scotland in the Somersetshire in 1839.
In 1853, at the age of 14 years, Benjamin Baseby left Adelaide by the Mount Barker mail
conveyance and, after three weeks at Mount Torrens, he went on to Mannum then, as he
described it, ‘a wild, desolate-looking country, with a cattle station here and there, few and far
between; Caurnomont [sic] Station belonged at that time to John Chambers.’ He married in 1863
and, in 1867, established a butchering business at Mannum; in 1914 it was being conducted by
two of his sons. He had a successful career and played an important part in… the welfare of the
district.
He died in 1913, aged 74, and is buried at Mannum.
Basedow, Hundred of - In the County of Hanson, proclaimed on 12 December 1895 had its name changed
to ‘French’ in 1918 after the Nomenclature Committee had suggested ‘Perawillia’, the Aboriginal name of
a local spring. M.P.F. Basedow, born in 1829 and educated in Hanover, Germany, came to South Australia
in the Pauline in 1848. He was Minister of Education in the Morgan Ministry of 1881 and George F. Loyau
records that he was extremely popular with all classes in the colony for his urbanity and affable manners.
He died in 1902 and was buried at the North Road Cemetery and, during his lifetime, was identified with
Zeitung, a German language newspaper.
We fully believe in the sincerity of Mr Basedow’s desire to forward the cause of education. His
work as a trained and experienced teacher have not only weight with us, but for the same reason
demand more minute investigation than the hurry of an Assembly debate will probably bestow
upon them.
Basham - Charles A. Basham has his name remembered by Basham Beach, near Port Elliot. Born in Tasmania
in 1826, he arrived in the Asia in 1839 and, in December 1856, took out a thirty-year lease of sections 2303
and 2317, Hundred of Goolwa. He died in July 1907 at the age of 82 and was ‘a well-known resident of the
Port Elliot district where he owned considerable property’:
He was a cabinet maker in Adelaide in the early days before removing to Middleton where he
carried on agricultural operations until the early 1900s when his wife died. The property was
then worked by a son, Charles Basham. His brothers William and Jonathan, who lived at
Hindmarsh Valley, predeceased him. An iron ‘blow’ outcropping through the alluvial on Basham’s
property… formerly quarried for road metal, contained traces of silver and copper… [in] 1889.
Basham Village was situated ‘near Port Adelaide’ and is mentioned in the General Registry Office.
Basket Range - In 1908, A.H. Beyer, of Glenelg, said that ‘about 60 years ago people came here from the
Hartz Mountains, Germany’:
Most of them went to the Burra, copper mining. About a dozen with their wives squatted in the
hills east of Adelaide and began making charcoal, keeping poultry and growing vegetables. The
females had very large baskets which they filled with their produce and carried on their heads to
market…
At the same time, W, Rowland, of Basket Range said that, in the early days, the ‘splitters in the Tiers, as the
hills were called then, had to pay a licence’:
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Mr Basket had the control of that department and collected Government fees. Mr Basket’s hut
stood at the foot of the hill just below Ashton Post Office and was called Basket Bottom. The old
hut has been down about 20 or 25 years.
An interesting observation was made by William Cobbledick who was born at O’Halloran Hill in 1841. As a
young boy, he hawked potatoes about Adelaide and Norwood and recalled the times when men and women
could be seen carrying baskets of produce on their backs to the Adelaide market. (See Cobbledick Swamp,
Crafers & Forest Range)
The carrying of vegetables and dairy produce to Adelaide in those days, across the hills along a hard and
rugged track, was not only a test of strength and endurance, but also of courage and bravery, as bush
rangers in the hills occasionally attacked and robbed travellers. But these matrons and maidens seemed to
know no fear and were often complimented by the people of Adelaide.
A German woman who was a resident of Hahndorf recalled that, ‘in the winter, I walked in one day and out
the next; but in the summertime we would start at midnight and get home next evening’:
Winter nights in the city were spent with kindly folks. A couple of rugs on the shavings under a
bench made a fine bed. At break of day up with my basket again, with tea, sugar, soap and
candles. I stepped out blithely and thought nothing of it at 15 years of age.
She said, also, that when the German women left Hahndorf for Adelaide at midnight they would be near
the city in the early morning. Beside a running stream they were accustomed to eat their breakfast, wash
their faces and hands in the stream, comb their hair and prepare for their entry into Adelaide using a pool
of water as a mirror.
The modern-day historian, Geoffrey Bishop, says that ‘carrying of produce to market [in baskets] from
Lobethal certainly occurred, probably using the bullock track that followed the ridges and pre-dated the
Lobethal Road’:
Some years ago Alison Dolling gave me a wood-block print of women from the Hartz Mts carrying
produce in large (deep) baskets carried on each side of a yoke. [Further], Basket Range is the
ridge that runs from Forest Road (Greenhill Road) to Basket Range township.
In the last 5 years, Andrew Burdett has removed the pine plantation on his property (Section
124) which is on the top of that ridge. So, for the first time in my memory, one can now see
virtually 360 degrees from the top. The physical impression is of standing on the handle of a
basket and the sweep of hills that surround the series of gullies form the rim of a basket.
Incidentally, there were basket-makers at Lobethal and basket willows were grown on virtually
every decent sized watercourse.
The school opened in 1885 followed, in 1892, by a post office, 5 km North-East of Uraidla, by E. Cranwell.
Bassett - A town, now included in Gawler, laid out on part sections 8 and 3246, Hundreds of Mudla Wirra
and Munno Para in 1857 by William Bassett, licensed victualler, who proclaimed that ‘the terminus of the
Gawler railway is built on this [land]…’ Born, circa 1799, in Cornwall, England, he died at Gawler on 8 January
1859. The Bassett Town School opened in 1866 and closed in 1877; in 1875 it was conducted in a chapel by
Sarah P. Giles.
William Bassett [junior], the oldest resident of Gawler, and a colonist of 69 years, died at his
residence, Bassett Town, on 12 April 1909. Accompanied by his parents he arrived in South
Australia in 1840 in the Java. He was of retiring disposition and a great reader. What he read was
always the best and his memory was so retentive that he could, at will, recite long passages from
Dickens and the works of Shakespeare. A widow and four sons survived.
Bassington - Laid out in 1879 on section 379, Hundred of Willochra, by Thomas Marshall (1824-1905) who
arrived in the Santipore in 1850; now included in Wilmington. The name occurs in Northumberland,
England, and means ‘the town of Bass’ descendants’.
Bastion Hill - On section 253, Hundred of Moorooroo, about 5 km east of Stockwell, so named because of
its fortress-like appearance.
Batchelor, Hundred of - In the County of York, proclaimed on 25 April 1895 and named after Egerton L.
Batchelor, MP (1893-1901). Born in Adelaide in 1865, he was a central figure in the SA Labor movement
and, in 1891, a driving force behind the formation of the United Labor Party. He left the SA Parliament in
1901 to enter federal politics and was the only SA Labor member in the House of Representatives. He died
from a heart attack when climbing Mount Donna Buang in Victoria.
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For right or wrong he was no trimmer; nor had he held aloof from the [Labor] Party, and joined it
only when it became successful. From that starting point his career proceeded from advance to
advance. He was always a moderate man and avoided extremes; he was always amenable to
reason; and he always paid his opponents the compliment of believing they might differ from
him and yet conceivably be as honest as he was himself. He was strong in controversy upon
occasion, but never bitter. He exemplified, in a quiet unusual degree, that most useful quality,
the power of self-control; and thus he inspired confidence and trust among those with whom he
came in contact.
Bates - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line named after Mrs Daisy Bates, who devoted much of her
life to the care and advancement of Aborigines in the vicinity of the railway.
Bath - An 1851 subdivision of section 1105, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Exeter and named
after the English Spa in Somerset by William James Turner, chemist of Port Adelaide. The name derives from
the Roman bathum - ‘hot bath’.
Batt Bridge - The name recalls Mr A.J. Batt, Clerk of the Mitcham District Council.
For over thirty years a pile structure served the purpose of bridging the River Sturt about half a
mile from the post office at Upper Sturt but, owing to the woodwork having decayed, the bridge
was condemned early in 1890 and replaced by a new structure opened by the Commissioner of
Crown Lands, Hon. J.H. Howe, on 14 June 1890. (See River Finniss)
Battersea Park - In 1910, this place was said to be ‘lying on section 7, adjacent to Mitcham Park’ and, on 20
November 1925, the name was approved for a subdivision of part section 7, Hundred of Adelaide; now
included in Goodwood. However, it appears that this subdivision never eventuated as no plan is held by the
Department of Lands. The name is believed to have been introduced by George Ragless; born at Battersea,
London he arrived in the barque Eden in 1838. He and his brothers, Benjamin and Joseph, were prominent
pastoralists in South Australia. It derives from the Anglo-Saxon patricesy - ‘Patrick’s Isle’. (See Braeburn &
Tonsley)
Battery, The - On the western side of Lake Harris where a gold crushing battery once operated.
Batton Accommodation House - On section 44, Hundred of Neville, about 5 km south of Tilley Swamp
station. The name probably recalls William Batton (1815-1871) who arrived in the Royal Admiral in 1838
and, for a time, resided at Tilley Swamp. Genealogical records show Anna Maria Batton being born at Tilley
Swamp to William and Charlotte Batton on 26 May 1844; she married John Gall there on 12 January 1863.
(See Gall Park)
Mr Batton called his inn the ‘Black Swan’ and most of the limestone walls were pulled down to make the
present house at Tilley Swamp station. It was a welcome watering place for travellers to the South-East and
the Victorian goldfields.
Battunga - Robert Davenport (1816-1896) came to South Australia in 1843 with his brother Samuel, took
up land at Macclesfield and, later, purchased a nearby property and house naming it ‘Battunga’ - corrupted
from patannga which referred to a tall species of eucalyptus tree, nga being the suffix for ‘place’. He lived
there quietly for nearly all his days as he did not care for public life:
This is the seat of Robert Davenport and is a beautiful spot about three miles from Macclesfield.
The residence is built of substantial stone with a slate roof and contains 20 rooms. The buildings
stand in the middle of a park comprising about 800 acres and which much resembles one of
those delightful spots in the old country. Two acres comprise a pleasure ground and an orchard
extends over ten acres.
His only entry into local politics was in 1851 when he was elected to represent Hindmarsh in the Legislative
Council, being one of 16 elected members. During his term he submitted a motion against State aid for
religion; he resigned in 1854. The son of George Davenport, banker of Oxford, England, he was for many
years a Justice of the Peace sitting in courts in the Mount Barker district. (See Beaumont & Meadows)
Battye, Lake - On section 394, Hundred of Waterhouse, recalls Ezra Battye (ca.1833-1906), brother-in-law
of Robert Stockdale, a notable South-East pastoralist, established a fellmongery business on the southern
shore of the lake. (See Karatta)
Baudin - Nic(h)olas Baudin, the French navigator and explorer is remembered by Baudin Rocks named by
Matthew Flinders, on 13 April 1802, after ‘a cluster of low rocks… of which captain Baudin had given me
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information.’ (See Godfrey Islands) The government town of Baudin, laid out on section 101, Hundred of
Bonython, in 1915, ceased to exist on 28 April 1927.
Bauer, Cape - Near Streaky Bay, named on 2 May 1802 by Matthew Flinders after Ferdinand Bauer, an
Austrian painter, who was on the Investigator. The name was changed to ‘Cape Wondoma’ in 1918 but
reverted to its original name in 1948. Baudin called it Pointe du Serpent (Serpent Point), while on Freycinet’s
charts it is C. Ambroise-Pare
Bawden Beach - On Yorke Peninsula, recalls Lambert Bawden and his wife, who made their home on section
1, Hundred of Para Wurlie. Born in Devon, England, in 1824, he arrived in the Duchess of Northumberland
in 1847, marrying Philadelphia Smyth on 23 November 1847.
Bawley Plains - Near Strzelecki Creek. Charles Sturt, on his exploration of 1840, had a horse named ‘Bawley’
which, because of its poor condition, was turned loose on the plains. Some years later it was found grazing
near Lake Torrens.
Baxter Range - North of Iron Knob. J.W. Bull said the name honours John Baxter, E.J. Eyre’s companion on
his overland trek to Western Australia; he came from New South Wales in 1839. In February 1882, a Mr W.
Graham who was telegraph station master at Eyre’s Sand Patch, about 45 miles east of the murder site
reported that natives had brought in parts of Baxter’s body together with some iron work, a saddle and
horse shoe nails that had been abandoned by Eyre.
In a letter of 1883, Edward J. Eyre said that ‘there can be little doubt that the remains found are those of
poor Baxter’:
You can inform [interested parties] that no grave [will] be found as none was made; the
circumstances of the moment and rocky nature of the ground precluded that. I could only leave
my ill-fated companion covered over with a blanket when he fell, shot dead by one of the natives
who accompanied me…
Bayah - A town in the Hundred of Mantung, 32 km south of Loxton, named after a variety of wheat grown
in the district. Proclaimed on 24 March 1927, it ceased to exist on 4 October 1984.
Bayne Gully - Near Gawler. Probably David Bayne, an early landholder in the district.
Baynton Bluff - On section 52, Hundred of Santo, recalls George Baynton who, in 1866, took over a pastoral
lease north of Tilley Swamp from Joseph Darwent. Its Aboriginal name was witjurung and, in mythology, it
was here that the crow man, Marangali, crossed the Coorong.
Bay of Biscay - The name given to a pastoral flat south of Burra upon which stood the town of Apoinga.
Bayswater - Laid out on section 1190, Hundred of Port Adelaide, bounded by Gray and McNicol Terraces
and Grand Junction Road; now included in Rosewater. It was created by William Frederick Marjoram, a
carpenter and builder, in 1876. Born in Middlesex, England, circa 1847, he arrived in the Art Union in 1864.
The London ‘Bayswater’ was described as ‘at Paddington, near to a place called “Baynard’s Watering” in
1653, but in 1720 clipped down to “Bear’s Watering”;’ derived from bayard - ‘bay horse’, hence ‘watering
place for horses’.
Bayville - In 1849, it was advertised as being ‘on the Bay Road, nearly opposite Dr Everard’s. Bayville
possesses an advantage over many suburban villages, from its contiguity to Adelaide, its distance being only
one mile and a quarter from the Parklands.’
Beachport - The Tindale papers at the SA Museum say the Aboriginal name for the district was
wirmalngrang and provides two possible explanations as to its meaning, firstly, the home of a Booandik
man named Wirmal who helped kill an evil being named Tentateona and, secondly, ‘owl cave’ - wirmal ‘owl’ and ngarang - ‘cave’. (See Rivoli Bay)
The town was named by the Acting Governor, Sir Samuel Way, on 23 May 1878 after Sir M.E. Hicks-Beach,
Secretary of State for the Colonies who took the title of Earl of St Aldwyn when elevated to the peerage; he
died in 1916. A chain of sandhills extended along the coast, with only one break between Port MacDonnell
and Robe and that was at Rivoli Bay. The land was higher and bolder to the north, than on the south and,
from the existence of Penguin Island and reefs, was considered to be a more likely place to afford shelter
to vessels.
By 1875, no vessel had gone aground there and, generally, it was sought as a harbour of refuge by craft
trading to MacDonnell Bay. All masters, who visited there, spoke of its security in the highest terms. Indeed,
Captain Bloomfield Douglas reported that the outlying reefs and shoal gave perfect shelter, while, in 1876,
it was said:
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[Penguin Island] is a bold, rocky bluff which forms the northern head of the bay and is separated
by a very narrow channel from the mainland which is comparatively high and precipitous… It has
been proposed to fix a light on Penguin Island and proclaim a township on the northern shore of
the bay.
Accordingly, parliament fixed it as a site for a port and it was proclaimed as such on 21 November 1878, but
not before Fergus Mason, master of the barque Estrella, said in February 1878 that his ship was ‘the first
vessel direct from England to Rivoli Bay’:
Nearly the whole time I was discharging my cargo there, from the heavy sea and pitching and
rolling of the ship, I had much difficulty in getting it - iron piles and railway iron - into the
lighters… I could not get my vessel out to sea from among the rocks, reefs and breakers for
thirteen days (the water sometimes breaking heavily alongside the vessel). I was thirty days
altogether inside and thus one half of my time shut in at a loss to the ship of about £16s. 10s.
being the amount of demurrage as charter… In my opinion the north end can be safe only for a
small number of vessels drawing not more than twelve feet, anchored where there is a patch of
good holding ground…
By April 1878, the nucleus of the future important township had a very primitive and temporary aspect:
But nothing else could be expected considering that not a foot of ground in it has yet been sold.
Most of the people who are there are 40 or 50 and live in small temporary wooden huts and the
remainder in tents. There are three accommodation house keepers, but their premises are
generally fully occupied by the workmen and others residing there and the casual visitor has to
content himself with a shakedown where he can get it.
Mr A. Lane of Rivoli Bay has come to the rescue and is now erecting, under a permit granted to
him by the Commissioner of Crown Lands, close to the beach, a neat, though necessarily
temporary public house, of iron and wood. The house will contain nine rooms and will be floored
with deal… The other business places in Rivoli Bay North are three retail shops and two
butchers… The bay is reputed to be an excellent fishing place and Lake George with its
superabundance of wild fowl will afford ample employment to sportsmen…
Situated right in the elbow of the bay, it was suggested that when all of the town was occupied it would
‘stand on more hills than the hillocks of Rome.’ The ground consisted of dirty sand mixed with shells and
was undulating and bumpy. In the centre of the town there was a salt lake with a pretty fringe of teatree
around the edge. It occupied 18 acres in extent and, as summer advanced, the water in it became low and
a continual sickening effluvium was given off. On the westward it was sheltered by a wall of tall sand
hummocks which rose to about 200 feet above the sea level. Many years later an effort was made:
To persuade the council to afford facilities for mixed bathing. The Salt Lake there is reserved for
male bathers during certain hours and for females at other times. Several heads of families are
endeavouring to have a couple of hours reserved each day for mixed bathing, in order they may
teach their wives and children to swim. (See Pool of Siloam)
The school opened in 1879 and, as for the town:
By 1880 [it] was progressing steadily but under a cloud due to the ‘evanishment of the halo of
coming greatness’ which was cast about the place in the days of its establishment. Over £500 per
acre, or £300 each for one or two quarter-acre blocks of land on Railway Terrace was paid and
this gave a fictitious prosperity to the place for a time and among some citizens there were grave
doubts about the place unless the Penola railway was constructed and that unless the
government were induced lower the tariff on the railway and thus draw some of the traffic off
the MacDonnell Bay road. Indeed, the harbour was undoubtedly safer than MacDonnell Bay and
for speedy and certain transhipment of goods it ‘will not be surpassed when the jetty is
completed.’
However, with the advent of motor transport and an improvement in roads early in the 20th
century ‘the warehouses and offices were shut up, the rails rusting and unused in the sand, the
long costly jetties visited only by an occasional coaster and served as roosts for seabirds.’
[By 1925] gnawed at by an encroaching sea on one side, smothered by advancing sandhills on the
other… Beachport [was] threatened with obliteration. Defences might be established against the
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sea and the sandhills may be fastened down with marram grass, but Beachport has been
impoverished by the loss of trade through railway competition and cannot pay the cost.
A photograph of a shark catch is in the Chronicle, 10 July 1926, page 40.
The Beachport to Mount Gambier Railway
The great want of the Mount Gambier district was a railway to the ‘splendid harbour at
Rivoli Bay.’ ‘We would soon get this railway’, said the inhabitants, ‘if we belonged to
Victoria.’
(Border Watch, 23 January 1875)
The causes which led to the movement in favour of a railway line from Mount Gambier to Rivoli Bay were
twofold - the necessity for providing the means for the transit of produce from the drained land to the port
and the delay and frequent loss to the people of Mount Gambier arising from frequent shipping drawbacks
at Port MacDonnell:
Unfortunately, the shipping facilities at Port MacDonnell were not equal to the requirements at
certain times of the year. This, combined with the open nature of the port and the many storms
that swept over it, rendered the sending of produce a very precarious matter and, for this
reason, many tons of potatoes had to be destroyed. From the same cause many tons lay in the
ground undug and it was hoped that that ‘one of the first lines pushed forward by the
government will be the Rivoli Bay railway.’
The first settlement on the Mount Muirhead Flats took place in 1871 when a road or railway became a
necessity. Early in 1873 the want not only proved to be a serious hindrance to the progress of settlement
on the reclaimed land, but threatened it with total extinction. An application had been made for a road to
Rivoli Bay South (Grey Town), but a marine survey proved that the north end was the better harbour.
Accordingly, the government held that any expenditure in the way of making a road to, or laying moorings
in the south end, would be a waste of public monies.
The first suggestion for a railway from Millicent to the north of Rivoli Bay was made in the Border Watch
on 27 September 1873, together with an extension to Mount Gambier when settlement warranted. On 28
September 1875, Mr J.P. Boucaut introduced a Bill for his railway and public works scheme which included
one from Mount Gambier to Rivoli Bay. The second reading was moved on 11 July by the then Minister of
Education, the Hon. Ebenezer Ward in a speech ‘so exceptionally clear that it is still quoted as one of ablest
ever made by him.’; it passed through the House of Assembly on July 18 and the Legislative Council on 27
July.
The contractors were two young Victorians, the Millar brothers, and it was constructed on time and below
the estimated cost of £221,965. The sleepers were of redgum and obtained in the district, for the
contractors had gone to some expense in establishing steam sawmills and four locomotives constructed by
Messrs Beyer, Peacock & Co of Manchester were provided together with 60 wagons and carriage
accommodation.
The immense extent of the drainage works carried out in the Hundreds near Millicent may be gathered
from the fact that 60,000 acres of drained land had been sold to the south of the line between Mount
Muirhead and Millicent - these were drained into Lake Bonney - and about 60,000 acres of the Mount
Muirhead Flats were being prepared for sale, their surface waters being drained into Lake Frome.
The Governor Musgrave, with Governor Jervois and party on board, left Robe on 19 May 1879 and
anchored in Rivoli Bay North soon after daylight the next morning. The vice-regal party landed at Stewart’s
jetty where there was a profusion of bunting and the ceremony of presenting the address by Mr George
Glen took place under a triumphal arch of banners following which the line was opened by the governor.
By 1880 there was only one train running each day this being utilised by passengers and goods.
Lake Beachport - (See Pool of Siloam)
Beaconsfield - In 1917, Charles Howard Angas and Keith Dudley Bowman gave this name to a subdivision
of section 327, Hundred of Yatala, and, probably, adopted it from either its namesake in Buckinghamshire,
England, or the famous statesman, Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield. The English town was recorded
as bekensfeld in 1185 where feld meant ‘open country’; thus, ‘field by the beacon’.
In view of the great interest which has been aroused lately in the important problem of efficient
town planning, it is encouraging to find private individuals taking steps to give effect to the
lessons which have been taught. On the estate served by the Nailsworth and Enfield electric
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trams which they own at Prospect, Messrs C.H. Angas and Keith D. Bowman have determined to
establish a model garden suburb on the most modern lines…
Apparently, it was an alternative name for ‘Broadview’.
Beard Bay - The Beard’s Bay Post Office was opened in 1907 and closed in 1911. (See ‘Baird Bay’, the name
substituted for Beard Bay on 5 December 1940.)
Beare - On 24 October 1873, W.C. Gosse discovered Beare Creek, in the Far North-West, possibly naming
it after William L. Beare (ca.1825-1910), the lessee of the Mount Serle and Oraparinna runs in the 1870s
who arrived with his parents in the Duke of York in 1836. Beare Hill, South-West of Lake Torrens, honours
the same gentleman.
Point Beare, in the Hundred of Menzies, on Kangaroo Island remembers Thomas H. Beare (1792-1861),
who arrived in South Australia in the Duke of York in July 1836 as second officer in the South Australian
Company when ‘Captain Morgan was besought by his people to allow some one to have the credit of being
the first immigrant to set foot on the virgin soil, but with the characteristic romance of a sailor he decided
that the infant girl of Mrs Beare should be the favoured individual, and a boat’s crew was sent ashore with
the child in the strong arms of a stalwart sailor, who waded through the shallow water and put the little
one’s tiny feet upon the sand amidst three hearty British cheers from the boat’s crew and a responsive
volley of hurrahs from the distant vessel.’ The child was burnt to death accidentally in 1842.
Beatrice - Near Nepean Bay, off Kangaroo Island, are Beatrice Islets, a bird sanctuary of approximately 25
acres named after HMS Beatrice, a survey ship of the 1870s that was ‘employed constantly for 11 years in
the careful inspection, sounding and surveying along more than 1,800 miles of sea frontage… There are
three imperial officers on the staff - Captain Howard and Lieutenants Goalen and Roxby. The crew were
engaged here and when the schooner is in commission she carries a few extra hands so as to work two
boats…’
There is a Point Beatrice, known, also, as ‘Reeves Point’. (See Reeves, Point) In 1874, the Beatrice was
placed at Glenelg as a receiving vessel for cargo, etc., ‘for which purpose it was seldom used and had never,
in the usual acceptance of the term, been a lightship.’ A decade later, the residents of Glenelg were much
troubled with two threatened misfortunes when it was proposed to remove her from Glenelg in February
1886, and ‘it appeared possible that a contract, about to be entered into for the conveyance of mails from
Europe to Australia, could alter the port of arrival and departure from Glenelg to the Semaphore…’
Beatrice Hill, on section 15, Hundred of Moralana, was named by the surveyor, William Greig Evans, after
his daughter. (See Evans Caves)
Beatty - Known as ‘Krichauff’ until 1918 and ‘Mount Mary’ since 1940, the town of Beatty, was named after
a World War I Admiral who commanded the first battle cruiser squadron and took a prominent part in the
battle of Jutland. The Hundred of Beatty (formerly Krichauff), County of Eyre, was proclaimed on 15
February 1883.
Beaufort - The town, in the Hundred of Goyder, 10 km north of Port Wakefield, named by Governor Jervois,
was proclaimed on 4 September 1879; its school opened in 1890 and closed in 1967. When the local salt
industry wound down it was reduced, gradually, to empty houses and, later, to ruins. It was revived in 1976
when many city dwellers became interested in ‘hobby farms’.
Its nomenclature is, no doubt, explained by the following facts: Charles Henry Somerset was GovernorGeneral of South Africa from 1814-ca.1827 and his father was the Duke of Beaufort. During his term of
office ‘Fort Beaufort’ was built as a blockhouse and, circa 1842, Governor Jervois ‘spent two years building
a bridge across the Fish River at Fort Brown and making a road to Fort Beaufort.’ The name is French for
‘fine fortress’.
Cape Beaufort is shown on Baudin’s charts and honours Admiral duc de Beaufort (1616-1669).
Beaumaris - A 1922 subdivision of part section 202, Hundred of Noarlunga, by the executors of William
Lewis; now included in South Brighton. The name occurs as a seaport in Anglesey, Wales, where, in 1293,
Edward I built a castle on low lying land by the shore, so that the castle ditch might communicate with the
sea; it is French for ‘fine marsh’ or ‘low lying swampy ground’.
Beaumont - The area of land where ‘Beaumont’ is situated today (part of preliminary section 296) was
granted to George Fife Angas, Henry Kingscote and Thomas Smith, (i.e., the South Australian Company) on
7 March 1839. It changed hands almost immediately and the new owner, E.B. Gleeson, called the property
‘Gleeville’. Later, Gleeson brought a wooden gabled house from India and erected it in the South-West
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corner of the property and this was dismantled, rebuilt in timber and, later again, stone additions were
made.
Due to financial difficulty Gleeson sold the property in 1842 and removed north to the Clare district where
he prospered. On 13 August 1846, Samuel Davenport, later to become Sir Samuel, purchased the said
section for £700 from the SA Company and, in 1848, laid out the village of Beaumont. The only house in the
area at that time was ‘Gleeville’, in which Samuel Davenport took up residence.
The Rt. Rev. Dr Augustus Short, Bishop of Adelaide from June 1847 to November 1881, arrived in Adelaide
on 21 December 1847 and, until 1851, rented a house at Kensington, but his family suffered greatly from
the heat of the Adelaide Plains. He then leased allotments 8 and 9 in the South-East corner of the village at
an annual rental of £9, with a right to purchase at £90. On his site he built a substantial one-storey house,
in a Romanesque-Classical style, calling it ‘Claremont’. This is the house that became known as Beaumont
House.
Bishop Short and his family lived there until Bishop’s Court, North Adelaide, was ready for occupation in
1856. In the same year, Sir Samuel Davenport purchased the house and land from Bishop Short and lived in
‘The Lodge’, a small cottage facing the Common at the entrance to what became the drive to ‘Beaumont
House’. Apparently, this was occupied temporarily by John Fullerton Cleland’s family about 1853, and then
by the Davenports until Bishop Short vacated ‘Claremont’ (Beaumont House).
Sir Samuel Davenport was a pioneer of the olive growing industry in South Australia and, on his property
at Beaumont, planted many olive trees of various varieties, imported from Italy, Spain, France, Turkey and
other sources; the first oil was produced there in 1864 and some of the original trees survive in the grounds
of ‘Beaumont House’. In the cellars below the main building, constructed about 1868, grapes were pressed
and olives crushed by George Fullerton Cleland and Tom Glen for Samuel Davenport and one of its features
was the lever press which has survived. The levers were red gum and iron-bark trunks. Originally, the actual
mill was designed for gold crushing.
The basin was cut from old Scotch granite and weighed four tons, two huge wheels one ton each and, in
1907, it was said that ‘there is an old Spanish proverb to the effect that the man who plants olive trees
founds a fortune for his grandson’:
Beaumont has some advantages over Stonyfell in the power of its hydraulic presses… Having
been instrumental in placing the industry upon a profitable basis in past years, ranging from the
time of the first crushing of a few pounds of berries in Lady Davenport’s sausage machine down
to the present day, Mr G.F.Cleland has… risen to the demands of the situation.
Sir Samuel Davenport owned and lived in ‘Beaumont House’ until his death on 3 September 1906, when
the property passed to his nephew, Howard Davenport. In 1907, it was sold to Major Vincent who made
extensive alterations. Purchased by R.T. Bennet in 1911, upon his death it passed to his widow who, later,
became Mrs K.A. Brock. It was transferred to the National Trust of South Australia by Mr and Mrs Brock on
24 August 1968.
The present day suburb is laid out on section 266, Hundred of Adelaide and, at one time, was surrounded
by vineyards, including the Linden, the Sunnyside (owned by the Hon W. Milne), Stonyfell, Hazelwood and
Auldana. Excepting for Sunnyside, all the names referred to were adopted as suburb names for areas in the
general vicinity of Beaumont. Sunnyside Road, forming part of the suburb’s western boundary, takes its
name from the Milne property.
Its nomenclature is, no doubt, explained by the fact that the Davenport family removed to a residence in
St Giles Street, Oxford, where George Davenport, senior, (ca.1781-1846), conducted a banking business;
later, he became a director of the South Australian Banking Company. The house they occupied was on the
western side of the street and north of Beaumont Street - on contemporary maps ‘Beaumont’ and
‘Beaumont Fields’ are shown in the near vicinity. This fact, no doubt, influenced Samuel Davenport when
he named his Adelaide subdivision. Indeed, a memorial in the General Registry Office referring to the
subdivision shows a 10 acre oval reserve titled ‘Beaumont Pleasure Grounds’; later to become known as
‘Beaumont Common’.
The following extract is taken from Wood’s City of Oxford:
Beaumont Palace - Herein it was that King Henry I … built a palace … for him and his retinue.
Opposite to it, and between this street and the west side of Magdalene Parish, is a piece of…
ground … called ‘The Beaumonts’.
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Further, from his extensive travelling through Southern Europe prior to coming to South Australia he would
have known the French language and recognised the aptness of the French word beaumont (fair hill) to
describe section 296, overlooking Adelaide.
A photograph of the Aged Men’s Retreat is in the Observer, 6 November 1920, page 26.
The name Beaumont was given, also, to a subdivision of section 82, Hundred of Yatala; now included in
Semaphore Park. Samuel Tomkinson laid it out, in 1872, into 21 allotments. The name occurs, also, in
Cumberland, Essex and Hertfordshire, England, where in 1230 it was written as bello-monte, in 1292
beaumund and, in 1494, mention is made of the ‘Castell of Beawmont’ (sic). The ‘Beaumont’ in Essex was
known once as Fulepet - ‘foul pit’.
Beautiful Valley - A railway station on Eyre Peninsula. This descriptive name was changed to ‘Maltee’ on 4
May 1916. A school of the same name, near Wilmington, was opened in 1903 and closed in 1923. The post
office opened in 1865 and was removed to ‘Wilmington’ on 18 October 1878. (See Wilmington)
Beau Vale - A school in the Murray Mallee; opened in 1922, it closed in 1941.
Beckwith Swamp - Named after a local identity who worked at Cordillo Downs for fifty years.
Beda Creek - West of Lake Torrens and discovered by Messrs John and Murdoch Campbell in 1857; origin
unknown. (See Glenorchy) A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in September 1889, page 153.
In March 1890, a deputation of citizens of Port Augusta waited on the Commissioner of Public Works:
To protest the action of the government in discontinuing boring operations at Beda and the
removal of the plant to Finger Post… It was arranged that the deputation should meet the
Government Geologist and inspect the district.
During his exploration Charles Swinden said ‘we found plenty of water [in the creek], but so salt that the
horses would not drink it.’
Beddome Hill - West of Roxby Downs was probably named after Samuel Beddome (1817-1898), SM, who
arrived in the Madras in 1843. Mount Beddome, in the Northern Territory, was named by John McD. Stuart
in 1861.
Bedford - A town in the Hundred of Coolinong, named by Governor Fergusson in 1871, was offered for sale
on 28 March 1872; it ceased to exist on 28 April 1960. There is a town of Bedford on the River Ouse, England.
In 1917, when the South Australian Government established a Tuberculosis Sanatorium it was named
Bedford Park, retaining ‘Bedford’, the name given to the property by the former owner, Edwin Joseph
Hancock (1877-1934), who purchased the home that had been built on it, circa 1892. Mr Hancock was born
at Cliff House, Port Moonta, the third son of Captain H.R. Hancock, and chose the name because of family
connections in earlier generations with the Bedford family in England. In 1916, it was said that ‘the land
was purchased by the last government on the advice of the Hon. G. Bice’:
He had in mind the consummation of a valuable scheme to replace the present Boy’s
Reformatory at Magill… Lack of money prevented the government from inaugurating the
scheme. Whatever is to become of it eventually, a use has been found for it pro tem - part
sections 63 and 65 were leased for grazing purposes… So for a time at least, the idea of a better
system of training of wayward boys must stand to one side while horses graze.
The name derives from the Anglo-Saxon bedican - ‘the fortress of the ford’ or ‘protected ford’. In 1968, the
suburb of Bedford Park was laid out on part section 624, Hundred of Adelaide, by Barill Nominees Pty Ltd
and Sleeps Hill Estates Pty Ltd.
Bedout, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, discovered and named by Nicolas Baudin on 3 January 1803 after Rear
Admiral Jacques Bedout (1751-1818) of the French Navy who commanded the ship Tigre in the battle of
Groays where he was wounded and taken prisoner after covering himself with distinction. He deserved to
be included, it was said, among the heroes of ancient Greece and Rome. The battle was described as ‘one
of the most glorious fights which honour the French Navy.’
Beeamma, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 3 March 1921 and taking its name
from an Aboriginal waterhole in the vicinity.
Beefacres - Edward Mead Bagot bestowed the name Beefacres Estate when he registered the purchase of
section 504 from John Hector and E.C. Gwynne in April 1854. He brought down cattle from Ned’s Corner
Station and one mob realised sufficient money to purchase the land. (See Neds Corner) The name Beefacres
was approved by the Nomenclature Committee on 22 January 1926 for a private subdivision of this section;
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now included in Holden Hill. Beefacres Park is a reserve under the control of the Enfield City Council on the
River Torrens adjacent to Darley Ford at Windsor Gardens.
Beelemah - A large swamp, with a spring, north of Fowlers Bay, discovered by E.J. Eyre in 1840.
Bee Springs - In the Far North, named by Christopher Giles of the Telegraph Department in 1870 after
Thomas Bee, ‘one of my party;’ born circa 1850, he died at Millicent on 19 November 1919.
Beer Town - A name given to section 120, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Benjamin Pitman, circa 1847; now
included in Brighton.
Beetaloo - In the Hundred of Howe; an Aboriginal name for a nearby creek and springs. The Beetaloo Run
was established by W. & J. Jacob on 15 August 1844 under occupation licence. By 1851, it was held by J.
Logan when it was recorded as ‘Butuloo’ and, in 1875, John and Richard J.B. Reid, who came to South
Australia in the Orleana in 1839, were listed as holders of pastoral lease no. 37 at ‘Butuloo, Crystal Brook.’
The Beetaloo School opened in 1886 and closed in 1955.
In November 1907, agricultural prospects were stated to be as follows:
With anything like proper working 20 bushels to the acre at least can be produced on the wheat
lands of the Beetaloo Valley where, last year, the rainfall totalled 22¾ inches, while as much as
40 bushels to the acre of ‘Federation’ were reaped last year on one farm. Here failure is unknown
and usually the best returns are realised when lean years are being experienced by other
districts. It is for fruit-growing capabilities, however, that the valley is best known…
The name Beetaloo Reservoir was approved on 23 November 1973. Sketches and photographs of the
waterworks are in the Pictorial Australian in October 1886, page 148.
Beevor, Mount - On section 313, Hundred of Tungkillo, commemorates Captain James B. Beevor, who
occupied land in the district during the early 1840s. On 30 September 1847 he took up land in the Port
Lincoln district, five miles north of Lake Greenly, calling it ‘Taunto’. On 3 May 1849 he was murdered by
three Aborigines, who were captured and tried in Adelaide. Two of the assailants, Pulturunga and
Keelgoulla, were found guilty of murder and taken back to ‘Taunto’ and, in November 1849, hanged ‘within
a few yards of the scene of their treachery.’
In 1906, it was claimed to be one of the best wool producing properties in the State and had ‘never been
overstocked and for the last 25 years was noted as a breeding establishment. The dwelling house had 13
rooms and the improvements were numerous and up-to-date.’
Belah Hill - South-West of Yudnapinna homestead, known formerly as ‘Black Oak Hill’. Belah is thought to
be the Aboriginal name for ‘black oak’.
Belair - Mr G.A. Ludewigs subdivided the place, giving it an appropriate name meaning ‘beautiful air’:
[He] conducted the first store and post office in the district and General Registry Office records
show him selling lots 3 and 4 of section 1144 in 1861. Earlier, the ‘Township of Belair’ was
advertised in 1858 as being situated ‘at the junction of the roads to Government Park, Cherry
Gardens, Clarendon and Brighton.’
Rodney Cockburn records that: ‘The disturbing note is [the] discovery that Eugene Bellairs, a government
surveyor, lived at what is known now as Belair in 1849…’ The Aborigines knew the area as piraldi - pira,
‘moon’, also ‘shaven’ and ‘bald’; ldi, ‘beyond’ - a name suggestive of the former appearance of the hills from
the Adelaide plains, with bald or grassy foothills and wooded heights beyond.
A ‘Free School at Belair’ was reported in 1859 and the opening of a school in 1860; it had had 16 students
and, at the end of 1861, an inspector reported upon it as ‘a moderately attended school where an
elementary education is carefully imparted. Its mistress deceased before the close of the year.’ It reopened
in 1871. Maria Helena Ludewigs, the wife of G.A. Ludewigs, born in Belair, Martinique, West Indies, was a
teacher there in 1861.
The picturesque highland recess of Belair, owing hitherto its charms to nature alone, will
henceforth be indebted to civilisation and charity for adding those of a higher order - as among
the various erections on the extensive plateau of the township will, at no distant time, be
numbered a school and teacher’s residence…
In 1881, when the government proposed to subdivide the area known now as Belair National Park into
small allotments there was a strong public protest. The first man to occupy the land was a Nicholas Foott
who, although paying no rent to the government, was permitted to ‘squat’ on the property on the
understanding that if it was sold he would have to move at once. In spite of the insecurity of his tenure
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Foott put up a small wooden house, imported in parts from England, added three or four stone rooms to it,
and built stockyards, spending in all about £600 on these improvements.
In 1840, Governor Gawler decided to establish a farm in the valley of the Upper Sturt where the horses and
bullocks of the police, survey and other departments could be put out to graze and where hay could be
grown for the public service. He had in mind, also, the establishment of a ‘place of retirement within a short
distance from the capital.’
In July 1840, Foott received notice to quit, but was allowed £300 for his improvements. Upon the
dispossession, the government appointed John McLaren superintendent of the farm and spent £577 on
fencing and, according to an official description of the place in December 1840, about a thousand acres
had, by that time, been enclosed with a post rail fence, while other improvements consisted of Foott’s
wooden house with its stone additions, some outhouses and a stockyard.
In 1858, it was decided to build a ‘cottage residence for the Governor’ on the farm and, at the end of the
year, a contract was let to C. Farr. This building, completed before July 1860, cost about £600 and was
provided with a swimming pool, fed by two springs which, though close together, were of very different
natures, one being heavily impregnated with salts, while the other yielded pure clear water. Thereafter, it
was used as a summer resort by Sir Richard MacDonnell, Sir Dominick Daly and Sir William Jervois. On 5
August 1890, the Premier stated that his government approved of the reservation of the farm as a National
Park, but a change of ministry occurred a few days later.
In order to accelerate matters a Bill for constituting the farm as a national park was prepared by the Town
Clerk of Adelaide under instructions from the City Corporation, acting in concert with the Native Fauna and
Flora Protection Committee but, on 5 November 1890, the President of the Legislative Council ruled the Bill
out of order. The efforts of all who had worked for the conversion of the farm into a public recreation
reserve were crowned with success on 19 December 1891, when the National Park Act received the
Governor’s assent.
A photograph of the Angas Consumptive Home, formerly ‘Hope Lodge’, is in the Chronicle, 7 May 1904,
page 41, of picnics in the Observer, 21 December 1912, page 32, 11 January 1913, page 32.
In 1935, it was expected that ‘the nine-hole golf course laid down at the National Park will be open to the
public about the middle of the month’:
Forty acres of land has been cleared and the course is 2,640 yards long. The longest hole is 464
yards and there are two one-shotters. Slag scrapes have been put down, but the tees are grass.
Belalie - Professor N.B. Tindale said that the original Aboriginal name was pilali or piladli, based, probably,
on two words: pila - ‘eagle’ and ngadli - the nominated dual - ‘we two’ and referring to the legend of two
men who were turned into eagles. The Hundred of Belalie, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 10
February 1870 but a considerable area was surveyed in 1868.
The private town of Belalie, laid out by Charles Burney Young in 1874 on sections 447-449, for which he
obtained the land grant on 15 September 1873, is now included in Jamestown. The first post office was
opened as Belalie East between May and August 1873; changed to ‘Belalie’ in January 1903 (see Ettrick)
while the Belalie North School, 14 km North-East of Jamestown, was conducted first in a stone building
built in 1873 on land given by John Coles (1839-1924) and used also for a church and Sunday school
purposes. Another Belalie North School opened in 1881 and closed in 1968; the Belalie East School opened
in 1878 and closed in 1959. Photographs of the students of both schools are in the Chronicle, 11 May 1933,
page 36.
In 1923, there was a report of an unusual animal stalking the neighbourhood:
Although the spotted beast roaming the Belalie-Mannanarie hills has been assiduously stalked,
and incidentally so magnified that some search parties are uncertain whether it is a tiger or a
giraffe they are hunting, the animal has so far eluded capture. The district is not alarmed over
the failure… A party went out from Jamestown on Sunday bent on the ‘tiger’s’ destruction and
returned ‘tigerless’ and with only one casualty - a thorn in a dog’s foot…
Bell - Charles Bell is remembered by Bell Flat on section 323, Hundred of Tungkillo, of which he was a former
owner.
Bell Gully Track, in the Hundred of Kuitpo, was named by the Woods and Forests Department in 1984 after
the original owner of the land.
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Bell Hill, north of Mount Gambier, remembers Richardson Bell, holder of pastoral lease no. 185 of 1851,
calling it ‘Lalee’.
Bell Landing, in the Hundred of Burdett near Monteith, was named after Allan Bell (1817-1894), who
arrived in the Lady Bute, in 1839. On 3 May 1856, with Robert Lawson, he purchased sections 125 and 130
in the Hundred of Murray, from John Dean ‘of the River Murray.’
Point Bell, near Fowlers Bay, was discovered by Matthew Flinders on 31 January 1802 and named after
Hugh Bell, the ship’s surgeon. E.J. Eyre refers to it in a report of his expedition. Baudin called it Pointe de la
Navette (Little Ship Point), while Freycinet’s charts show C. Malouet.
Bella Vista - The name of this subdivision, fronting Mitchell and Regent Streets, was taken from the old
home of the Wooldridge family, once standing there: ‘For many years this beautiful property… has been
the object of the longing glances of many would be home builders. [It is] within 270 yards of the Hyde Park
tramway.’
Mr Alexander Lorimer arrived with Mr Murdoch… in the Indus in 1839 and at the death of that
gentleman a few years later he managed the estate. Afterwards he purchased a choice property
between Hay Valley and Woodside, naming it ‘Ellerslie’, and, having planted a large vineyard he,
in course of time, began winemaking. Later, he resided at Bella Vista vineyard, Goodwood, where
he carried on his vintage operations in conjunction with his other property.
Bellevue - An 1854 subdivision of section 135, Hundred of Willunga, by Richard Bell; now included in
McLaren Vale. He was a publican at McLaren Vale and died there on 10 July 1855. In 1877, the president of
the council said the school had been closed because ‘there was another school at McLaren Vale, which was
only a half a mile distant.’
Bellevue School, in the Hammond district, was opened in 1876 and closed in 1955.
Bellevue Estate was a 1909 subdivision of part section 238, Hundred of Noarlunga, by E.C. Saunders and E.
Ashby; now included in Hove, where the name is retained in Bellevue Terrace. In 1924, ‘eight magnificent
marine sites facing the Esplanade and Bellevue Terrace’ were offered for sale.
Bellevue Heights was laid out on sections 34-35, Hundred of Adelaide, by May and Margaret Mills in 1965.
At first the name was refused approval because of ‘Bellevue’ at McLaren Vale.
Bellum Bellum - A small settlement, with a hotel of that name, on the main road from Mount Gambier to
Port MacDonnell. In 1862, the town of Bellum, a subdivision of sections in the Hundred of MacDonnell was
advertised as ‘… good land, good water, timber and a climate the healthy and invigorating nature of which
has become a proverb…’
However, reference to relevant certificates of title shows that the township did not proceed beyond the
‘advertising’ stage at that time. The hotel was licensed in 1869 by T. Wyatt. The Bellum Bellum Homestead
of the Arthur brothers’ ‘Mount Schank Station’ was opposite the site of the hotel on section 31, Hundred
of MacDonnell, and they were the nephews of Governor Arthur of Tasmania who held that office from 1824
to 1836.
Bellwood - Laid out on section 1A and part section 1, Hundred of Shannon, in 1911 by Charles Edgar
Cranston, and named in honour of Isabella Smith; now included in Yeelanna. She was ‘a grand lady who
became a friend to all who knew her, giving people a helping hand in times of trouble and despair, becoming
a midwife and nurse when needed.’
Mrs Isabella Milne Smith died at Port Lincoln in 1927, aged 67. In 1891, she married William
Morris Smith and, in 1906, they went to reside in the Hundred of Shannon. She was the first
white woman to live in the district and was widely known for her hospitality. Their home
‘Bellwood’ was 52 miles from Tumby Bay…
Beltana - 128 km north of Hawker. Over the years several explanations have been given as to its meaning.
In 1854, John Haimes applied the name to his pastoral property (lease no. 379) and said it meant ‘running
water’. H.C. Talbot concurred when he said belt meant ‘running’ and ana ‘water’, while another source
contends that belta meant ‘crossing’ and ana - ‘water’. In the 1920s, an old Aborigine informed W.C. Reid,
then general manager of the Beltana Pastoral Company, it meant ‘crossing of the waters’. Another version
of its origin was aired in 1928: ‘It is derived from two Irish root words, beall, meaning “good” and teine “fire” - The goodly fires, which were lighted on the first day of summer. The first of May, to the present
time, is called “Bealtaine”.’
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Ernest Giles, who led Sir Thomas Elder’s expedition to Western Australia, leaving on 6 May 1875,
mentioned in his account of the trip that Sir Thomas, who at the time held Beltana Station, wished them to
leave on the first of May (Bealtaine Day). Had Sir Thomas the historical day in mind? Whether he did or not
appears to have no bearing on its nomenclature and, further, it is most unlikely that Mr Haimes had
‘Bealtaine Day’ in mind when he applied the name ‘Beltana’ to his pastoral run.
The Beltana Post Office opened in June 1866 when it took about four days for mail to reach there from
Adelaide. The town was proclaimed on 2 October 1873; it has unique examples of historical European
culture, including the site of the first Inland Mission hospital and Australia’s first camel breeding station.
Industrial structures, associated with the late 19th century railroads, copper mines and a number of
domestic dumps are present. Its school opened in 1877.
The State school was closed in May 1899 because the teacher had a bad attack of ophthalmia.
Her illness was aggravated, if not brought on, by the wretched wooden building, supposing to do
duty as a residence. The wooden floor and walls were rotten and full of holes, admitting the cold
wind in winter and heat in summer. The teacher, her two children and a maid have all to eat, live
and sleep in this dilapidated one-room structure…
The school residence is being partly renovated by a new floor, a partition and having the cracks
in the walls puttied and plastered. Of course this is better than nothing… The schoolroom and
residence might at least be enclosed so that goats, which now make a camping ground at night of
the porch and verandah, could be kept out…
A few months later it was reported that the school residence was being renovated partly:
By a new floor, a partition and having the cracks in the walls puttied and plastered. Of course this
is better than nothing… The schoolroom and residence might at least be enclosed so that goats,
which now make a camping ground at night of the porch and verandah, could be kept out…
A photograph of ‘outback transport’ is in the Chronicle, 21 June 1934, page 38.
Belt Bay - In Lake Eyre North and named after Edward. F. Belt (1854-1914), the manager of ‘Macumba
Station’ and the first man to traverse its shore. There is a Belt Hill, north of Lake Acraman.
Belton - A town in the Hundred of Eurilpa, 48 km South-East of Hawker, named by Governor Jervois, was
proclaimed on 30 March 1882. His daughter, Lucy Caroline, married Rev. W.A. Purey-Cust at St Peter’s
Cathedral, Adelaide, on 14 February 1882, while, circa 1881, he had been appointed to the parish of Belton,
Lincolnshire, which, in the 19th century, was recorded as being ‘in the patronage of Earl Brownlow.’ Its post
office, opened in March 1883 by Richard Wallace, closed on 31 March 1969. (See Brownlow & Custon)
The school opened in 1886 and closed in 1941 while the town was ‘placed within a stone’s throw of a
thickly timbered creek thus offering a break to the hot winds and supplying a want which I know is severely
felt in many localities in the north, viz., some place out of doors where rest and recreation are possible’:
In this creek in future days the poet, the sketcher and the solitary lover of nature will find a thing
of beauty and a joy for ever. The kangaroo still fattens on the streets and terraces of Belton; the
eagle hawk and wallaby still haunt the hills; but there is little doubt that, with a favourable turn
in the seasons, these present occupiers will have very brief and unceremonious notice to quit…
Beltunga - A tiny hamlet about 2 km from McLaren Vale, whose houses were mostly built at the instigation
of Richard Bell, the founder of ‘Bellevue’. Apparently, it was corrupted from the Aboriginal pell-tonga - ‘the
opossum trees’; more specifically, it refers to the mother clinging to its young.
Belvidere - John Cheriton (ca.1829-1917), who arrived in the Spartan in 1849, gave this name in 1866 when
he subdivided section 2760, Hundred of Bremer, 6 km South-East of Strathalbyn into various sized
allotments. Most traces of the settlement have long disappeared, although the St Philip’s Church of
England, consecrated in 1861, still stands. The school opened in 1859 and closed in 1942. School
examinations were held on 14 November 1867 when prizes were distributed as follows: First Class, W.
Thomas, John Gordon, Scott Gandy, John Paterson and Alexander Gordon for general excellence. Second
Class, Charles Dart, Mary Paterson and Grace Kitto. Third Class, John Jarvis, W. Paterson and Hugh Gordon.
(See Releigh)
A photograph of the unveiling of a war memorial is in the Observer, 21 May 1921, page 25.
The Hundred of Belvidere, County of Light, proclaimed on 7 August 1851, was named after the nearby
Belvidere Range, 10 km south of Kapunda, which Johannes Menge christened ‘because of the beautiful
prospect.’ The English Belvedere (sic) means ‘fine to see’ or ‘fine view’.
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In 1876, the name Belvidere was given, also, to a subdivision of section 204, Hundred of Noarlunga, by
Joshua P. B. Westhead; now included in Brighton.
Ben, Mount - In the vicinity of the River Alberga in the Far North discovered by John McD. Stuart on 24
March 1860 and named after Benjamin Head, a surveyor with his party, who died at Peterborough in March
1897, aged 60. He was described as ‘a slight spare man now, whatever he may have been in his days of
muscle and brawn’:
He has clear cut features and must have had a share of good looks in his youth. His eyes are
keen, even now, and he gives one the impression of a man who was wiry and enduring in his
prime… he could not throw much vim into his account of his experiences with Stuart, at first, but
warmed up to it as he went on to answer questions… ‘Oh! As for me, on coming back from
Stuart’s trip I went into the government service and served 26 years as guard and porter down
south on the Kingston to Naracoorte line…’
Benacre - In 1844, a single-storeyed house was built in the Glen Osmond district by G.F. Shipster and, after
the subdivision of section 270 by the main road, it passed to Robert Cock. It was then purchased by William
Bickford who planted the first garden and built a portion of the residence. A later owner, Thomas Graves,
had the grounds replanted as a shrubbery and built ‘the present two-storey house.’ It was claimed that the
garden contained an assortment of trees and shrubs second only to the Botanic Gardens.
In 1914, it was purchased by the Honourable John Lewis and, following his death in 1923, his executors
subdivided portion of the property (part sections 270 and 271, Hundred of Adelaide), as Benacre, in 1924.
As an inducement to prospective purchasers the selling agents advised that ‘the Glen Osmond road which
passes the estate is to be reconstructed in bituminous concrete…’ Today, it is included in Glen Osmond.
There is a ‘Benacre Hall’ in Suffolk, England and, in 1095, it was written as beanacer - ‘bean field’. (See
Richmond)
Benalick Hill - East of Copley. Probably corrupted from ‘Benalack’, the name of a mine worked in the vicinity,
about one mile east of Nicols Nob. In 1899, ‘the only claim being worked [was] one owned by Mr Benalack
[sic].’
Mr E. Benalack [sic] pegged out the mine and held it until recently when he sold to an Adelaide
company. An evening passed under his hospitable roof in the agreeable company of his wife,
sons and daughters, went by all too soon. The family possesses a white cockatoo that journeyed
with them from Broken Hill and its equal would be difficult to find. It will waltz as gracefully and
accurately as any lady; it has been taught to be as hospitable as its owners and immediately on
your arrival will ask you to ‘have a drink’ or ‘a smoke.’ It appears to understand anything said to it
and will correctly answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to questions. It will distinctly kiss and imitate a person
lighting a pipe.
Benara - A corruption of the Aboriginal pinajera - ‘tree leaf’. The Hundred of Benara, County of Grey, was
proclaimed on 12 June 1862; land in the district was taken up first by the South Australian Company and, in
1851, it sold the lease to John Ellis of Buckland Park and The Hummocks. A son, the late Thomas C. Ellis,
gave the tower and clock of the Mount Gambier Town Hall at a cost of £1,000. He died at Benara on 21
December 1920.
Benara Creek is 8 km South-West of Mount Gambier; prior to 1918 it was known as ‘German Creek’ taken
from either John Ellis’s ‘German Flat Run’ (lease no. 186 of 1851), or Walter Mitchell’s ‘German Creek Run’
(lease no. 189 of 1851); the name ‘German Creek’ was restored to the map on 13 November 1986. (See
German Creek & German Flat)
A ‘well-known blackfellow’, Bobby, died at Benaira [sic] station in May 1864 where he had been suffering
from a lingering disease for several months:
He was one of the most intelligent of the blacks and had considerable knowledge of the
Scriptures and of a future state. Before dying a considerable number of the blacks gathered
around him and he warned them very earnestly of the evil of their ways and advised them to give
up swearing and drinking. He expressed a firm hope of going to heaven himself and wished them
all to be good and get there too.
In 1899, the estate was described as consisting of ‘36,000 acres in addition to some leased land and is more
noted for its fine cattle than its sheep. The sheep number about 40,000 and the cattle form a magnificent
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herd of 1,500 head.’ The Benara School, opened in 1894, had its name changed to ‘Burrungule’ in 1896; the
Benara Flat School, known as ‘German Flat’ until 1918, closed in 1959. (See Buckland Park)
Benbonyathe Hill - In the Gammon Ranges (North Flinders), derived from the Aboriginal words pimbanyerta
and abna - ‘native pine high ground’.
Benbourni - Is the name of a ‘lost’ town in the Hundred of Blyth; surveyed by Private Holledge of the Royal
Sappers and Miners, and described as ‘situated near to and North-West of Emu Flats in section 2083.’ No
record of any subdivision can be found but Benbourni Creek is located within that section. However, a
document in the State Library says the name Benbourni was applied to sections 2082-84 and 1991-94 while
the Bumburnie Pound stood on section 260, Hundred of Clare and Bumburnie Ranges was mentioned in
1904.
There is a town of Benbaun in Galway, Ireland and, coincidentally, land on the western side of the hills
separating Stanley Flat from Blyth Plains was taken up by Irish immigrants and called Bamburnie; other
records show Bumburnie. The Middle English word bourn means ‘a small stream’.
Bendleby - The ‘Bendleby Run’, held by A.W.T. and F.A. Grant and F.W. Stokes from 1868, east of Port
Augusta, was on land held, originally, by Hugh Proby (lease no. 74). Governor Musgrave named the Hundred
of Bendleby, County of Granville, which was proclaimed on 18 January 1877. The Bendleby Post Office, 19
km ENE of Carrieton, opened in March 1891 by S.H. Dunn, closed on 2 February 1920. Opened in 1886 the
school closed in 1944. (See Victor, Mount)
Following closer settlement, rabbits were a pest in the area and a settler, Mr G.H. Dunn, said that ‘many
people have gone to great expense in erecting netting fences and have thereby placed a charge upon the
land which in many cases is more than the land can fairly carry’:
The rabbits are worse than ever; in fact, many of the enclosed properties are more infested than
the unnetted land… Parliament seems to be unable to enact a measure for the compulsory
destruction of rabbits that cannot be driven through with the proverbial coach and four…
Beniah Creek - South of Black Rock, probably derived from ‘Benaiah’, a name found in the Bible. (See
Yongala)
Benjamin Hill - Near Port Germein, named by John Germein (1812-1879) after his brother who was born in
Plymouth, England, in 1824 and died at Cheltenham, Adelaide in 1893. (See Ferguson) Mount Benjamin (See Ragless Range)
Bennett Springs - Near the River Finke in the Far North, named by John McD. Stuart on 28 February 1861
after one of his horses lost in the area. On an earlier expedition Stuart said of the horse, ‘I could depend on
him for a hard punch.’
Benson - In 1839, a party of ten men and two Aborigines, in command of Charles Bonney, journeyed from
Hughes Creek, near the River Goulburn, Victoria, to the Grampians and thence to the River Glenelg, where
they halted at Henty’s station. En route to Lake Alexandrina, Bonney named Mount Benson, 10 km NNE of
Robe, after one of his companions; its Aboriginal name was karipangula - ‘kite hawk hill’ (See Muirhead,
Mount) The school opened in 1877 and closed in 1970.
A photograph of ‘a relic of old times’ is in the Chronicle, 18 May 1907, page 27.
The Hundred of Mount Benson, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871.
Upon the death of Henry Seymour on 12 December 1869, Thomas D. Seymour (1822-1897) took charge of
the Mount Benson run. Rev F. Slaney Poole recalled that he sometimes held services there:
I was told by one who was competent that Tom Seymour was one of the best bushmen in
Australia. He had a cousin, also named Tom, who resided just over the border in Victoria. The
two [of them] were often confounded with each other. The Thomas Seymour of Mount Benson
retained the name unaltered; the other was known by the extraordinary appellation of ‘Tom
Pop’. This distinction he gained by being the owner of a race horse named ‘Pop Goes the
Weasel’.
Bentley - This school, near Gawler, was conducted by the Rev James Leonard in the 1860s and took its name
from a house of the same name built by James Kilsby (1830-1909). (See Bentley Ville) Examinations were
held there in December 1862. Prize winners are given to the order of merit:
Holy Scripture, J. Davis, J. Dunstan, D. Duffield; Latin, upper section, J. Duncan. W. Richman;
lower section, D. Duffield and F. Popham (equal), J. Davis; Astronomy and Natural Philosophy, J.
Davis and J. Duncan (equal), D. Duffield. Arithmetic, R. Palmer, J. Davis and Duffield (equal);
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English History, J. Duncan, J. Davis, Duffield and Palmer (equal); Geography, Duncan, Palmer,
Richman; Grammar, Palmer and Dawkins (equal), Duncan, and Davis and Duffield (equal).
Davis and Palmer were also examined in German, translation German into English and vice versa,
with considerable readiness and accuracy.
Bentley Hill is near Wirrabara where a farmer named Bentley and his wife had a property in the vicinity:
Mrs Bentley died suddenly and was buried. After a while, rumours began circulating, and the
police made enquiries. The body of the woman was exhumed and the medical evidence was that
Mrs Bentley had been murdered by smothering. Her husband was arrested, charged with the
offence, and released on bail. Finally, he absconded and was never seen again. The legend
persisted for years that the ‘ghost’ of Mrs Bentley haunted the creek about the anniversary of
the murder, and that while it was there the water refused to flow. The body of this unfortunate
woman rests in Mount Remarkable cemetery.
Bentley Ville was a 1919 subdivision of part section 366, Hundred of Blanche, by Emma Kilsby; now included
in Mount Gambier, along Vansittart Road and bisected by Banksia and Acacia Streets. The English town of
‘Bentley’ derives from an Old English word meaning ‘meadow of the bent grass’. James Kilsby (1830-1908)
arrived in South Australia in the Sea Queen, in 1850, built a house in Gawler called ‘Bentley’ and, later, his
son George Kilsby (1856-1940) applied the name ‘Bentley House’ to a home in Frewville, Mount Gambier.
His second wife was the former Eleanor Emma Norman (1873-1956). ‘There are also other hop gardens,
notably a large plantation of Mr J. Kilsby called Bentley Gardens, out past Glenburnie.’
Benton Square - Laid out on sections 532, 537 and part sections 530, 531 and 536, Hundred of Mount
Muirhead, comprising 24 allotments along Stuckey and Benton Streets; now included in Millicent. John
Benton (ca, 1837-1914) took up land in the district in 1873 when he was described as a ‘stockman of Robe.’
He subdivided the sections in 1907 and died at Millicent on 14 July 1914.
Beresford - A subdivision of part section 371, Hundred of Yatala, by John Ellis, circa 1858; now included in
Prospect. Beresford Hills, North-West of Coward Springs, were named by P. E. Warburton on 26 October
1858 after ‘G.W. Beresford of Adelaide’, secretary to Governor MacDonnell. The Beresford railway station,
on the Marree-Alice Springs line, was named in 1893.
Bergen Gully - On section 264, Hundred of Barossa, is probably associated with the Bergen family
(sometimes shown as ‘Von Bergen’), members of which were trustees of Saint Martin’s Church, Rosenthal,
built circa 1858.
Berkeley - A 1923 subdivision of part section 209, Hundred of Noarlunga, by James E.H. McLean; now
included in North Brighton and bisected by Balmoral Avenue ‘on the Brighton Road [and] within easy
walking distance of Hove Station.’ The name occurs in Kent and Gloucestershire, England, and derives from
the Anglo-Saxon beorce-leag - ‘a beech tree field’.
Berlino - A property near Lake Howitt; see pastoral lease no. 2908.
Berlin Rock - Off Louth Bay, Eyre Peninsula, 5 km SSW of Point Bolingbroke and named after the steamer
Berlin that touched this previously uncharted rock. The name was changed to ‘Panpandie Rock’ in 1918,
reverting to its original name on 13 November 1986.
Bernouilli, Cape - Named Cap Barre (Obstructed Cape) by Baudin, while on Freycinet’s published charts it
is shown as ‘Bernouilli’. On modern charts it is ‘Cape Jaffa’. Probably named after an illustrious family in the
annals of science who came, originally, from Antwerp.
Berrett Estate - Thomas Berrett, who cut up part section 3076, Hundred of Barossa, in 1910. He arrived in
the Ocean Chief, in 1864, and died at Gawler on 3 December 1931, aged eighty-four.
Berri - In 1910, the site of the proposed town of Berri was on an undeveloped portion of the Cobdogla
station, of which the first recorded occupier was John Chambers. The town, proclaimed on 9 February 1911,
owes its beginnings to Samuel McIntosh, ‘the father of irrigation in South Australia.’ Surveys of the area
were made in 1909 by a party led by E.A. Loveday. W.H. Wade, who held former section 1, County of
Hamley, surrendered his lease in 1910 on payment of £450 when the town was surveyed by A.D. Smith,
who, later, became Surveyor-General. (See Moorook)
In addition to the cash payment Mr Wade was allowed to select a town allotment, when surveyed, and be
allotted a block of irrigable land of fifty acres next to the pipe track together with 150 acres of other land
at prices to be fixed by the Land Board. Its school opened as Berri Berri in 1910.
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The town was called beri-beri by the Aborigines, and thought to mean ‘wide bend in the river’, but this
suggestion is unconvincing because there is no significant ‘bend’ in the river at this place. On early maps
the name ‘Beri Beri Hut’ was shown and the ‘Beri Beri Tribe’ mentioned in 1906: ‘The river tribes accused
the Murray god of treachery - Is this the return for the devotion of the children of our ancestors, angrily
demanded one of the Beri Beri tribe…’ ‘Bery Bery Bend’ was mentioned in the 1880s as a place from whence
wood was supplied to river boats, while the ‘Beri Beri Settlement’ was described in 1909. Rodney Cockburn
attributes its nomenclature to an Aboriginal word applied to a bush.
The following anecdote appeared in the Advertiser ‘Vox’ column in 1940 where an amusing story was
rercounted by Mr Antuar, who arrived here in 1881, on how he christened Berri irrigation settlement on
the River Murray:
I was the first engineer there, and was putting in the foundations for the pumping plant. Mr
Loveday was in charge of the only survey camp there. Born and bred in a wine growing country, I
was fond of a drop of wine, and for a camp mate had a young Adelaide fellow Bob Eberle.
We bought from a river boat a five gallon keg, which we decanted into bottles, and hid the wine
in our camp. Mr Loveday heard about this, and gave me the option of either cooking for myself
or surrendering the wine, because he would not have anybody in his camp who did that. We
consented, and … baptised Berri with five gallons of wine on the present site of the hotel. No
wonder Berri has gone ahead in the wine industry.
In 1915, ‘Mr. L. Peacock of Berri sent to Adelaide an excellent sample of peanuts grown on his block at the
River Murray settlement.’
A photograph of an aeroplane crash is in the Chronicle, 28 August 1920, page 24, of a swimming club in the
Observer, 7 March 1925, page 33, of a football team in the Chronicle, 13 June 1935, page 36.
Berry Bay - South of Corny Point, recalls William Berry (1857-1928), a senior warden of the Marine Board,
who came to South Australia in 1880 in the Aconagua.
Bertha - The town, now included in Gawler, was laid out on section 9, Hundred of Mudla Wirra, by James
Fotheringham, circa 1854, was described as being ‘adjacent to Wollaston [sic] on rising ground commanding
a fine view of Gawler Town… Being on the line of the northern railway its advantages are greater than any
lands that can be brought to sale in that neighbourhood.’
Rodney Cockburn suggests the nomenclature lies with either Mrs Bertha Henwood, daughter of James
Davies, a lime burner, or Bertha Mitford who became Mrs John Reid.
Berwick - In 1839, this subdivision was advertised:
To be sold in half-acre blocks. The vicinity of this eligible site to the Park Lands, Hindmarsh and
Islington, with the advantage of the New Port Road running through it, renders this beautiful
village a most desirable investment for artisans and others.
Beryl - In 1880, the sale of 17 allotments was advertised in the ‘Township of Beryl’ situated on part section
104, Hundred of Adelaide, at Plympton, and adjoining ‘the well-known Half-Way House on the Bay Road’;
the subdivider was John James N. Blyth.
Bessington - An 1880 subdivision of section 88, Hundred of Adelaide, by John James N. Blyth; now included
in Ascot Park. Origin unknown.
Bethany - In 1842, twenty-eight German Lutheran families, including thirty-four children, settled in the
district South-East of modern-day Tanunda, naming it Neuschlesien (New Silesia), adopted from their
homeland. The village of Bethanien was created by Frederick G. Hamdorf and Carl H. Thiele, circa 1847, on
section 2, Hundred of Moorooroo, and is the German spelling of ‘Bethany’ in the Holy Land. The name was
changed to Bethany in 1918.
In 1848, several houses in the German Village of Bethany, Angas Park, ‘were burnt to the ground, through
incautiously kindling a fire in the open air too near the stubble and other combustible substances’:
The whole village had a very narrow escape. All the benevolent persons in the neighbourhood
propose subscribing for the sufferers… Should the kindly disposition manifested by the good
people of Angaston be felt by other colonists, subscriptions may be left at the office of this
paper, or forwarded to G.H. Angas, Esq., at Tarrawatta, Flaxman’s Valley; or to Mr James Smith,
Angaston.
The name Bethany was applied, also, to a railway siding on the Angaston line on 5 March 1925.
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A small hamlet on part section 457, Hundred of Willunga, was named Bethany ‘because it was the same
distance from the local post office as was the Palestinian town of Bethany from Jerusalem.’ A church was
built there, in 1852, on one-half of an acre of section 457 sold for £2 by Sampson Tall (ca. 1788-1875) to the
church’s trustees.
Bethel - When German migrants settled in the Kapunda district, the first village established by Pastor C.S.D.
Schondorf, 8 km west of Kapunda, was named Bethel, a German word meaning ‘place of God’. The post
office, opened in 1896 by Rev. Paul G. Buck, stood on section 260, Hundred of Light, while the school was
opened in 1870 with Annie Roe in charge; it closed circa 1959. The remnant settlement consists of the
Lutheran Church, a 1908 house built for the incumbent pastor and a few farm houses.
In 1849, it was reported that ‘to answer the purpose of a school room and place of worship, a foundation
stone was laid on Tuesday the 11th instant at Bethel on the Western Sources of the Torrens, by the
Reverend W.R. Squibb. The ground chosen for the site is an acre of land given by Mr A. Hoad, of the Prairie…’
This report may refer to the ‘Bethel Chapel’ at Lin(d)field.
Bethel Range, in the vicinity of the boundary between the Hundreds of Light and Kapunda, is an alternative
name for ‘Light Range’.
In respect of Mount Bethel, the laying of the foundation stone of the Mount Bethel Wesleyan Jubilee
Chapel, near Templers, took place on 6 October 1864 when ‘the chapel grounds were decorated with
evergreens and large flags, kindly lent by Mr Percival of Gawler Railway Station…’
Betley - Suburban to Bordertown and described, in 1882, as ‘62 lots… immediately opposite Rouse Town
on the main road from Naracoorte. It is only about three minutes walk from the telegraph office and five
minutes from the proposed railway station and about half a mile from the Tatiara Coal Company’s property.’
(See Rouse)
Beulah - Laid out in 1849 by Emanuel Solomon (1800-1873), on sections 304, 309 and 2057-8, Hundred of
Yatala, portion of which, today, is at the bottom of the Hope Valley reservoir, while the remainder is
included in Holden Hill and Hope Valley. The name occurs in Wales. Beulah Glen School, near Carrieton,
was opened in 1900 by Helena A. Austin. The name was changed to ‘Glenroy Estate’ in 1910 and closed in
1930.
‘Rosaville’ was the name given to the first subdivision made on section 288, circa 1851 and, in December
1911, Beulah Park Ltd. purchased part section 288 subdividing it as Beulah Park in August 1912. At about
the same time Joshua Gurr purchased Lots 1, 3, 5 and 7 of GRO plan 410/1855 (unnamed) and, in December
1912, sold part-lot 5 and lot 7 to the Minister Controlling Education, laying the remainder out as Beulah
Estate. Beulah Road bisects the suburb and appears as such on early survey maps of Norwood; of interest
is the fact that the name appears, also, in London in its suburb of Norwood.
A large crowd assembled at Beulah Park on Saturday afternoon on the occasion of the
subdivision sale of building sites. The estate, comprising about 33 acres, was acquired some
months ago by a company registered under the name Beulah Park Limited, of which Mr A.
Melrose is chairman and Mr J.G. Partridge the secretary. The property is situated at the junction
of Magill and Gurr’s Roads, while Beulah Road, prior to the purchase of the land, came to a
sudden termination at the South-West corner of the estate…
The name ‘Beulah’ occurs in the Bible at Isaiah 62:4: ‘Thou shalt no more be termed forsaken; neither shall
thy land any more be termed desolate: but thou shalt be called Hephziban at the land Beulah…’
Beverage Hill - East of Orroroo, known locally as ‘Three Sisters Hill’. A request to recognise, officially, the
local name was refused in 1982.
Beverley - The township, now a suburb of Adelaide, was laid out for Edward Stephens by his attorney, John
Morphett, in 1849, on section 395, Hundred of Yatala, when he advertised it as being ‘adjacent to Mr Gray’s
Half-Way house between the Port and Adelaide… good water at moderate depths, incomparable brick clay,
an agreeable aspect and the reserves for places of public worship, schools and public squares, as also the
extreme liberality of terms…’
Beverley is, also, a town in Yorkshire, England, derived from the Anglo-Saxon beverloga ‘lake of beavers’,
and where he was employed by the Hull Banking Company prior to coming to South Australia in the
Coromandel in 1837, when he became manager of the SA Banking Company.
The English town, in ancient times written as beverlega, was noted for its ‘Wednesday Market’ granted by
Charter of Queen Elizabeth I ‘for all manner of cattle and chattels there to be bought and sold.’ (See
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Seacombe) Its school opened in 1861 and closed in 1879. An examination of the Beverley Commercial
School was held on 26 January 1874 in the York Rechabite Hall:
Being more commodious than the school room for such an occasion… There were present 38
boys and 33 girls… William Poore, a little boy, gave a Christmas anthem on the clarionet [sic].
Recitations and songs from the young people followed and were greatly applauded… (See York)
The name Beverley Mine was approved in 1982 for a telephone and telex exchange established to service
the mine complex with possible extensions to the adjacent region.
Bevilaqua Ford - Three kilometres south of Rendelsham and known by the Aborigines as karowaratpare ‘a permanent spring where emus drink’ - karowar - ‘emu’ and pare - ‘spring’. Franz Bevilaqua took up section
4001 ‘on the sea coast of Rivoli Bay’ in the 1870s and ‘he may fairly claim the honour of making Rivoli Bay
accessible to the drained land. It was he, at his own cost, who made the first crossing over the swamp - a
work which the government should have recognised when they adopted it and improved it for the use of
the public…’
The ford was in the vicinity of Grey Town (modern day ‘South End’) as evidenced in newspaper reports of
the day. During 1872, the schooners Resolute, Kangaroo, William and Freebridge traded regularly between
Rivoli Bay and Port Adelaide and, in six months in that year, 700 tons of wattle bark were exported from
that port on behalf of Mr F. Bevilaqua who had a crushing plant at Grey Town ‘then comprising a bark mill,
the superintendent’s residence and workmen’s houses’:
For two years Mr Bevilaqua had… bark waiting for shipment but could not obtain a vessel to take
it direct to Britain, every insurance office refusing a policy to a large craft to load at the south end.
Eventually he [sent] it away in… the ‘mosquito fleet’. (See Grey Town)
Beviss - The name of John Beviss is recalled by Lake Beviss, west of the southern extremity of Lake Torrens
where he was a one-time manager of Oakden Hills station. Beviss Wells are located west of the southern
part of Lake Gairdner.
Bewley Hill - Near Waukaringa, where the Bewley Mine operated and which, in turn, may relate to Thomas
Bewley (ca.1849-1918), who is recorded, in 1863, as ‘of Hampton’, where he was a miner. The name occurs
in Leicestershire, England, and in early times was recorded as beaulieu - ‘beautiful place’.
Bews - David Bews, MP (1885-1891), one time Commissioner of Public Works, born in Orkney, Scotland, in
1850, came to South Australia with his parents, who took up farming at Port Elliot in 1854. As a young man
he worked as a clerk for the Kadina-Wallaroo Railway and was goods manager when it was taken over by
the government. He served several terms as Mayor of Wallaroo and died in Melbourne in 1891, while
representing South Australia at a postal convention. A monument was erected in his memory in Kadina in
1892.
The Hundred of Bews, County of Chandos, was proclaimed on 4 January 1894. The first recorded pastoral
lease in the area was taken up by F.J. West in 1869, while the first lands in the Hundred, comprising sixty
sections, were opened for application up to 28 May 1897 under right of purchase or perpetual lease
conditions; a number were allotted but, as the railway did not materialise, most of the leases were forfeited
but, when the Pinnaroo Railway Act was passed, land sales were made in 1897. Bews Post Office stood on
section 2, Hundred of Wokurna.
Point Bews was on Kangaroo Island; its modern-day name is ‘Rolls Point’.
Bexley - Laid out in 1923 on part section 189, Hundred of Pinnaroo, by Ian McNeil, between McKenzie and
German Charley Roads; now included in Pinnaroo. The name occurs in Kent, England, and derives from
bexelei - ‘box wood’ and, in the Domesday Book, the village was described as having a church and three
mills.
Beyeria Conservation Park - In the Hundred of Haines. Beyeria subtecta is an endangered plant species
within the park that was gazetted on 24 February 1987.
Bial Bial Rock - (See Godfrey Islands).
Bibaringa - An Aboriginal word for ‘hilltop’ or ‘mountain’ given to a subdivision of sections 3330, and 331415, Hundred of Munno Para, by Monarch Constructions Pty Ltd in 1966. The name was suggested by A.J.V.
Riggs, of Gawler, the owner of ‘Bibaringa Homestead’.
Bibliando - A property near Streaky Bay; see pastoral lease no. 1111.
Bice - John G. Bice, MLC (1894-1923), born in Cornwall in 1853, came to South Australia in 1864 in the
Eastern Empire, following which he worked in the Moonta copper mine before moving to Port Augusta in
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1877. He was four times Chief Secretary, died in office in June 1923 and given a State funeral. The Hundred
of Bice, County of Hopetoun, was proclaimed on 7 November 1895. Bice Bay, south of Point Drummond,
was named in 1910.
Bicker Isles - On 25 February 1802, Matthew Flinders named Bicker Isles after a town in Lincolnshire,
derived, probably, from the Old Scandinavian by-kiarr - ‘the village marsh’. Apparently, it was corrupted to
Bickers Islands on 7 September 1942 when the Nomenclature Committee had under consideration
appropriate names for strategical mapping purposes. A Notice of Intent was published on 16 August 1990
and, subject to no objections being received in the statutory period, the Board resolved:
That as the initial advertisement of this proposal had not resulted in any objections being
received, formal recommendation to the Minister that the alteration, of the name Bickers Islands
to Bicker Isles be assigned, be now made.
Bickmore Hill - (See Abminga Creek)
Biddicott Park - In the Hundred of Davenport, created by Samuel and Mary Elizabeth Wills in 1915 on part
sections 87 and 99 and sections 86 and 100; now included in Port Augusta and bounded by Paringa and
Hospital Roads, Margaret Street and Eliza Terrace. There is a ‘Bidacott’ (sic) in Devon, England, from whence
his maternal grandparents emigrated.
Bideville - In 1912, Torrington C. Barnes created this subdivision on section 88, Hundred of Adelaide, naming
it after a long time lessee of the land, James Henry Bide; now included in Plympton. It had a frontage to the
north side of Bay Road (Anzac Highway) from today’s Gray St to James St, to Henry St then to Long St. It
extended north for about five building blocks.
Biggs - Following the discovery of gold at Echunga in 1852, diggings spread along the river valley and, in
1870, a rush to Section 386 at Biggs Flat commenced; in 1877 a new ‘rush’ was described as ‘lying on the
western side of the Onkaparinga River between the Wheatsheaf Inn (see Warrakilla) and the old Stirling
reef workings which has been named Biggs’s Flat… The present rush is at the southern end of the flat… The
field is yet too young and operations too limited to judge with any degree of certainty,’ while another report
said it was ‘adjacent to the middle reaches of the Onkaparinga River, alluvial gold was discovered in 1877
when a government prospecting party obtained it at depths varying from seven to 36 feet’:
Following this find there was a mild rush to the field and for some years prospectors obtained
satisfactory returns. A superabundance of water, and the friable nature of the subsoil that caved
in upon them and filled the shafts they had sunk, proved eventually to be an insuperable
obstacle to progress and, as capital was not available for carrying on the work on a more
extensive scale, the miners drifted away gradually. In 1909, the Onkaparinga Dredging and
Mining Company commenced operations on this field.
In Views from the Hills, Tom Dyster says:
Between 1906 and 1908 a lease was held by the Biggs Flat Gold Dredging and Sluicing Co. A new
plant was erected at the site of the water-filled excavation of 1906. Ironically this considerable
stretch of water, as it had now become, was nicknamed the Silver Lake.
The Biggs Flat Post Office opened in June 1877 on section 442, Hundred of Kuitpo. Mr J.H. Biggs was a
warden at the Echunga goldfield in the early 1850s; for information on a school see under ‘Gum Flat’.
Photographs are in the Observer, 10 February 1912, page 30. Biggs Gully is in the Hundred of Kuitpo, 5 km
north of Echunga.
Big - Today, sections 17-20 and 169, Hundred of Spence, comprise Big Heath Conservation Park; contiguous
land was taken up first by Henry Seymour under pastoral lease no. 171 of 1851. (See Seymour, Lake)
Big John Creek, in the North Flinders Ranges, recalls John McKinlay, who explored the Gammon Ranges in
the early 1850s for pastoral country with permanent water.
Big Paddock School, in the Tatiara District, opened in 1882 by Daniel H. Hogan, was closed in 1889 due to
an unusual amount of rain flooding the country, thereby preventing children from attending. The school
building was removed to a new site on section 320 and renamed ‘Pine Hill’.
Big Swamp was known formerly as ‘Coontapoo’; the name is descriptive.
Big Water Hole Creek, runs through section 1860, Hundred of Kanmantoo.
Bildabi - Rodney Cockburn describes it as a waterhole in the Wookata district, County of Hopetoun, and
being Aboriginal for ‘opossum water’.
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Billdoolja Cave - Between the head of the Bight and Eucla; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘place of sparks’flintstones occur there. (See Eucla)
Billeroo Creek -. It empties via two lakes into Lake Frome. The name was applied, also, to a mine located
about 32 km North-West from Bimbowrie head station. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘running creek’.
Billiatt - J.W. Billiatt was a member of John McD. Stuart’s expedition in 1861-62 and Billiatt Springs were
named after the same gentleman on 15 July 1862: ‘I have named it in token of my appreciation of his
thoughtful, generous and unselfish conduct.’
In 1913, a public dinner was given in Mr Billiatt’s honour when it was said that he possessed a piece of the
pole on the northern coast upon which the explorers fixed the flag on 25 July 1862:
That flag was not hoisted without considerable privations and hardships. They were as many as
three days without water and had to cross the plains against dense dust blowing in their faces
caused by what were known as hot winds, driving with hurricane force at times. Water was not
their only need for on one occasion he went for five days on only 4 lb. of flour, 5 lb. of jerked
horse and with a little tea and sugar. As they were returning from the expedition they left Stuart
in the scrub, for he could no longer sit on horseback. Having found water they fetched him and
brought him into the settled districts, a distance of some 600 miles…
For notice of his death and an obituary see Register, 11 and 12 April 1919, pages 7b and 9d.
The Hundred of Billiatt, County of Chandos, was proclaimed on 26 September and 3 October 1912. (See
Appendix 13 & 14 for his comments on the Old Gum Tree at Glenelg.)
Billakalina - A pastoral property North-West of Lake Torrens.
Billy Goat Flat - Near the town of Pine Point, got its name in the late 19th Century, when Cornish miners
took up residence there and kept goats as a milk supply.
Bilyara - Aboriginal for ‘eagle-hawk’. It lies on section 37, Hundred of Moorooroo, suburban to Tanunda
and, until 1918, was known as ‘Langmeil’ which name was restored in 1975.
Bimbornina Hill - Aboriginal for ‘pine tree hill’. (See Dicks Nob)
Bimbowrie - Derived from an Aboriginal word pimbawi meaning ‘pine tree water’ and applied to Bimbowrie
Hill, north of Olary. The Bimbowrie Post Office opened in 1885 ‘near Outalpa’.
The Hon John Crozier bought Bimbowrie… for his sons Walter, Edwin and Elliot while his eldest
son John remained at Kulnine [in Victoria] and William at Moorna [in Victoria]. Elliot Crozier said
years after: ‘My brother Walter drove from the Burra, the rail terminus, behind a pair of horses,
camped out at night, and landed at Bimbowrie on 17 December 1872… [He once said] there were
only six horses and a team of six bullocks on the 600 square mile run. We eventually increased
the area to 1,800 miles and when we left in 1898 there were 175 paddocks inside the dog-proof
fence. You can imagine how much wire we used… The most sheep we ever shore were 75,000.’
As a consequence of many mines being started in the neighbourhood:
‘Cousin Jack’ must have a race meeting and one was held at the picturesque spot 10 miles from
the head station on 7 July 1873. About 100 people were present including a few of the fair sex
who graced the scene…
In 1910, Elliot Crozier and his son-in-law, Yorke Langdon, bought ‘Brimbago’ near Bordertown. (See
Brimbago)
Bindana Park - In the Hundred of Solomon; derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘thunder’.
Binnie Lookout - On the former gold escort route, South-East of Wellington, recalls John Binnie who took
out an occupation licence of the country as from 26 February 1846 at ‘Tatiara’. He died in January 1870
when a bale of wool fell upon him; two years later his former run was incorporated with ‘Nalang’. (See
Wirrega)
Binnum - Derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘plenty of sheaoaks’. The ‘Binnum Run’, lease no. 162
of 1851, was held by Henry and Derwas O. Jones who took up the land in the mid-1840s under occupation
licence. (See Conkar & Hynam)
The Hundred of Binnum, County of MacDonnell, was proclaimed on 28 October 1869 and the land
comprising it was surveyed by W.C. Gosse out of the old Kybybolite station which, at that time, was leased
to James Affleck (no. 163 of July 1851) who, following its proclamation, purchased section 57, containing
the head station, for £2,280.
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The Binnum School, opened by Thomas W. Tunstill, in 1879, closed in 1912, while its railway station lies 30
km North-East of Naracoorte. The Binnum Estate was bought by the government for closer settlement in
1907:
It was one of the old sheep runs and was selected, originally, by Messrs H. & D. Jones… In order
to bring about permanent and successful settlement on that class of land it will be necessary… to
allot it in large areas.
Binya Peak - On section 106, Hundred of Parachilna; Aboriginal for ‘big hill’.
Bird Rock Island - In Denial Bay, named by W.A. Winton, a surveyor, in 1937, because of the bird life
thereon.
Birdwood - The town was known as ‘Blumberg’ until 1918 when the Nomenclature Committee
recommended it be rechristened ‘Perroomba’, the name given to wattle blossom by the Kaurna people.
The government, however, decided on Birdwood in honour of Sir William R. Birdwood, an English General
of World War I, who commanded the Australian troops. (See Blumberg)
At one time it was claimed by a prospector with extensive experience that, near Birdwood, there were
large quantities of ore that would yield gold in payable quantities.
In 1931, it was claimed by a prospector with extensive experience, that ‘near Birdwood there are large
quantities of ore which will yield gold in payable quantities’:
After an inspection of the field which is 32 miles from Adelaide, Mr. Percy Russell stated that the
ore values were promising and steps should be taken immediately to work the deposits… A few
men were on the field working with picks and shovels… On the subject of the Black Snake Mine
records state that it was worked in 1887. Ten years later an English company resumed
operations…
Birkalla - Rodney Cockburn records it as the headquarters of polo and coursing enthusiasts and being
Aboriginal for ‘a plain’.
Birkenhead - An Adelaide suburb laid out in 1861 on section 700, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Thomas
Elder and John Hart because ‘the difficulty of obtaining suitable and healthy sites for houses in the
immediate vicinity of Port Adelaide has long been felt; but this desiratum will be supplied by the eligible
situation and numerous conveniences of the land now to be offered…’
Its incorporation into Port Adelaide was undertaken in 1886.
This district comprises a portion of Lefevre Peninsula and includes the townships of Bridgewater,
Swansea, Newport, Bridgetown and Birkenhead West. There are about 100 houses and an
estimated population of about 800. The drainage is generally defective… Water is obtained
anywhere in the sand a few feet below the surface but the residents hope in a short time to have
service pipes extended to all parts of the district,
while in 1915:
The embankment at Birkenhead North from the British Imperial Company works along Elder
Road was broken through in two places… The tidal water rushed round the cement company’s
premises and flooded the whole of the district known as Shoreham… The swamping of the
southern part of Birkenhead was caused by the tide flowing over Jenkins Street and carrying the
water back into Walker and Martin Streets…
There is a ‘Birkenhead’ in Cheshire, England, derived from the Œ bircen - ‘birch’, thus, ‘headland overgrown
with birch’. A priory for Benedictine monks was founded there in 1150 and today its ruins stand on a
peninsula rock formed by the estuary of the Mersey.
Photographs of a children’s playground are in the Chronicle, 5 December 1929, page 7, of members of a
physical culture club on 31 December 1936, page 30.
Birksgate - Arthur Hardy (1817-1909), a lawyer in Yorkshire, England, arrived in South Australia, in 1839, in
the Platina. Returning to England in 1848 he brought his bride back to the colony in 1850 and, the following
year, built Birksgate naming it after his father’s home in England. In recent times the grand old home was
demolished and the land subdivided into building allotments. Photographs of a garden party are in the
Observer, 17 September 1927, page 37. (See Goodwood & Hardy, Cape)
A hoax of a rather serious nature was perpetrated on the inhabitants of Glen Osmond on 12 April
1869. It would appear that for several days previously it had been rumoured that Mr R. BarrSmith of Birksgate had given permission to make known to the people of the village that it was
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his intention to give them free gratis the grapes of one of his vineyards. The consequence was
that the inhabitants - both young and old - betook themselves to the vineyard. There were no
less than 49 of them provided with vessels of every description to convey the grapes to their
respective homes.
It continued until 5 o’clock in the afternoon when a gardener, who had been in another part of
the grounds, made all haste to hurry them off… The affair took a very sorry outlook, for several
who took part were summoned to appear before Mr Beddome. It is to be hoped that the persons
or persons who have so wickedly disposed as to spread the rumour may be brought to light and
get his or their desserts…
Birthday - A gold discovery on the Oulnina Run was reported, in 1885, and the ‘Birthday Line’ was described
in Record of the Mines of South Australia, while the Birthday Reef Post Office, near Manna Hill, opened in
1886 and closed in 1887:
The site was five miles North-West of the Manna Hill Hotel and in addition to the first claim taken
out, 25 others have been pegged… The stone was decidedly rich… There is no water within four
miles of the place even that which is required for domestic purposes having to be brought that
distance…
Birthday Creek - (See Tietkins, Mount)
Birthday Well - When John Beviss was manager for W.B. Sells on the Oakden Hills run he struck water in a
well on his birth anniversary and the well was immortalised by Mr Noel Webb in a ‘racy and historical poem
of merit and one that has been recited on many platforms:
Now just as the grumbling was at its worst
Jack came to his men in these regions curst,
When he tells the story it runs this way,
Well, yes, old man ‘twas my birthday.
I came to the well for you see I knew
They were just at the point where the stream came through,
I took a pick that lay on the crown,
I ordered the men to lower me down.
I found the spot where the waters flow
And I broke the rock with a mighty blow.
The water burst out with a rush and roar,
And carried me up from the granite floor.
It squirted me out twenty feet in the air
And the force of the water held me there!
There’s a mulga scrub just near at hand
Or my bones would be white in the thirsty land.
They cut a pole from a mulga tree,
’Twas all they could do to reach it to me,
They pushed me off the top of the stream
And I slid down the slide like the man in a dream.
Biscuit Flat - It extends northward from the Hundred of Rivoli Bay to the town of Kingston SE. The Rev J.E.T.
Woods described it as where ‘the ground is generally putted over with little depressions in which the
remaining water collects as soon as the dry weather sets in’:
These are the last to dry up. In doing so, a small quantity of lime and pipe clay (in which soil they
only occur) gets hardened into a cake at the bottom. When the summer goes on, and before they
are quite dry, they curl up to some extent, becoming detached from the ground, and, when quite
hardened, the atmosphere and rain during the ensuing winter give them their rounded form.
That it is the whole process may be easily perceived by anyone who examines a few of the
‘biscuits’ where they are thickly strewn, and then every stage of the process can be seen.
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The ‘Biscuit Flat Run’ (lease no. 219 of 1851) was held by E.J. Frederick and S.M. Crawford as executors of
J. Pow. (See Sanders Creek)
In 1925, the Reverend Slaney Pool recalled that ‘to me it seemed a place of ill-omen for it lay before me,
for some 5 or 6 miles, a sheet of water’:
My horse plugged along in his patient, unwearied way, and splashed the water well about him,
so that my lower extremities were decidedly damp… Lest no one should in these later days be
disposed to think all this is a traveller’s yarn, I would remind him that I am speaking of the times
before the drainage of the south-east was in operation, that the soil was unbroken by tillage and
that it is possible that my introduction to Biscuit Flat occurred in a year of heavy rainfall…
Conditions being the same today I wouldn’t cross the flat now for a ten pound note… I crossed it
several times later on but I was careful to select a dry season of a late summer…
Bishop Springs - (See Golden Grove)
Bismarck - A subdivision of sections 99, 160 and others, Hundred of Adelaide, by the Melbourne and
Adelaide Land Company in 1903. No deposited plan exists, but it was situated between modern-day Marion
Rd, and Morphett Rd, Burbridge Rd (now Sir Donald Bradman Drive), and Lyons Rd; it became ‘Weeroopa’,
meaning ‘crested parakeet’ in 1918 and ‘Brooklyn Park’ on 23 July 1942. The name comes from a town in
Prussia, Germany, called biscopesmark in 1209 - ‘bishop’s marsh’; it claims the honour of giving the
patronymic to the great German Chancellor.
The Bismark (sic) School in the Hundred of Goyder was opened by Augusta Crossland in 1873 and closed
in 1880. It took its name from the local ‘Bismark Valley Homestead’ - Rodney Cockburn mentions a Bismarck
Gully between Pine Hut and Balaklava.
Bitmead Waterhole - North of Lake Gregory, possibly recalls James Bitmead (1864-1904), who died at
Broken Hill.
Blachford, County of - Proclaimed on 18 January 1877 in honour of Lord Blachford, Under Secretary of State
for the Colonies (1860-1871). At Oxford University he was a contemporary of W.E. Gladstone, for two or
three years wrote for The Times and, in 1846, helped found The Guardian. Between 1847 and 1859 he was
engaged in government missions abroad connected with colonial questions and, in 1860, appointed
permanent Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies. He died in 1889, aged 78.
Black - The ‘Village of Black Forest’ was created by William Peacock, in 1850, when he cut up section 87
into allotments of up to two acres; this subdivision, from Wheaton Rd to the tramline, is now part of
Plympton, while the present-day suburb of Black Forest is in the Unley Council area. The ‘Township of Black
Forest’ was a further subdivision of this section by W.M. Hardy, C. Winnecke, H.T. Melville and F.E.H.W.
Krichauff in 1882. In the days of early settlement the area was thickly wooded and a favourite resort of
cattle thieves.
In 1954, a correspondent suggested that it was named so because of the peppermint gum trees, that once
covered the area - the split bark on the trunk was a combination of brown and black. A fine remnant gum
is preserved in Farnham Rd, Ashford.
Its school opened in 1919. Photographs are in the Chronicle, 1 March 1919, page 24, of an Arbor Day on
18 June 1936, page 32.
In 1909, it was reported that the records of the Unley Corporation:
Reveal one or two resultless efforts to secure additional recreation grounds for the citizens and
for some time lately it has been desirous of securing that part of the Black Forest named the
Gum Paddock - about 18 acres - for a recreation and picnic ground and has been in
correspondence with the Executor and Trustee Agency Company in reference to the terms upon
which it could be obtained. The block forms part of the Everard Estate… (See Kertaweeta)
In 1863, W. Jenkinson wrote that ‘Mr Smith, a settler at Meaford, had given a room for a school, 26 feet
long, 11 broad and 13 high and the writer had made arrangements for furnishing’ the Black Hill School that
closed circa 1870. Its post office, near Nairne, opened in 1891. A photograph of the opening of the Institute
is in the Chronicle, 13 July 1912, page 30, of school students on 24 August 1933, page 31.
Another school of the same name was situated South-East of Cambrai and opened by Johann F. Schulz in
1894; it closed in 1945. (See Cambrai)
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Records of the Primitive Methodist Church show Black Hills as a chapel in the Mount Barker circuit. It no
doubt relates to ‘Black Hill’ (see above). The Register of 30 January 1886 at page 6e has a report of silver
ore claims at Black Hills ‘16 miles south-east of Burra.’
Black Point was a descriptive name applied to a physical feature in the Hundred of Muloowurtie, 37 km
South-East of Maitland. The Aborigines knew it as kudlaworti - ‘lonely man’, and this name was adopted by
Stephen Goldsworthy (ca.1826-1897) on 10 October 1854 ‘at Black Point’ (lease no. 384), because of his
isolation from fellow white men. (See Koolywurtie & Kudla)
In 1877, the government was indecisive as to ‘adopting Black Point as a quarantine station. They have,
however, taken the precaution of reserving a sufficient area of land in the neighbourhood for the
purpose…’, while in June of that year, ‘a public meeting was held at Stansbury on 9 June 1877 to consider
what action to be taken in reference to the proposal for making Black Point a quarantine station…’ and ‘on
25 September 1877 a deputation waited on the Commissioner of Crown Lands and asked that a township
might be surveyed and laid out at Black Point, Hundred of Barunga [sic]…’
The town of Black Rock, 19 km South-East of Orroroo, laid out as ‘Dalton’, was proclaimed on 15 December
1881; the present name was adopted in 1940 and applied, originally, to a hill in the area by Captain E.C.
Frome in 1842.
The Hundred of Black Rock Plain, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 (its boundaries
were altered in 1873). Prior to its survey the Hundred was dominated by pastoral lease no. 80, Pekina, to
Price Maurice, as well as the ‘Mitchelili’ (a corruption of the Aboriginal mitchylie, a description of their
country) lease no. 113 of John Williams (ca. 1824-1890) who arrived in the Platina in 1839 and established
the ‘Black Rock Run’ in 1851 (lease no. 112). (See Yatina)
The children attending the Black Rock Public School celebrated Arbor Day in 1890 and, previously, a portion
of the school ground, had been prepared by the order of the Board of Advice, and trees, consisting of
peppermint and sugar gum varieties, purchased:
To encourage the children to take some care of the trees during the coming year Mr W. Edson
and the Hon. W. Copley offered some small prizes to be given to the children whose trees were
the best grown on next Arbor Day. Oranges and other refreshments were provided for all
present…
Black Rocks - (See Pondalowie Bay)
The name Black Springs appears five times on the map of South Australia, one being near Copley and
named by William and John Jacob, who held the Paralana run from 1859. (See Paralana Creek)
Black Springs, in the Hundred of Stanley, was a subdivision of section 3200, about 27 km south of Burra.
(See Emu Flats & Emuville) Across the creek from the springs can be seen traces of the Emu Hotel built, in
1846, by Daniel Cudmore (1811-1891) where a newspaper reporter on a mission to Burra reported that ‘Mr
Cudmore the well-known brewer and maltster is busily employed in the erection of a tavern and brewery.
The beer was new and the fare homely…’
The school, opened in 1861, was conducted by Edward Newlyn when it was ‘making provision for children
from Karkulto mine… [and] is much needed’; it closed in 1970. Rodney Cockburn says that this place owes
its nomenclature to James Lewis, a member of Sturt’s 1844 exploration party, who ‘got water at these
springs when the surrounding country was black from a bushfire.’
In 1887, Black Swamp was said to commence at Mount Compass and run into ‘the Finniss which discharges
into Lake Alexandrina.’
Black Diamond Corner - At Port Adelaide, named after the ‘Black Diamond Shipping Line’ that shipped coal
from New South Wales and had its office at the corner. The line was owned by Captain Henry Simpson
(1815-1884) who arrived in South Australia as second officer of the John Pirie in August 1836. (See Simpson
Creek & Tenterdon)
Blacker, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 18 May 1893, in honour of W.J. Blacker, MP
(1892-1913). He died in 1913, aged 70, and was ‘a rugged speaker and made no attempt at rhetoric, but he
had a spontaneous eloquence which was always ensured a hearing and his utterances in the House were
greatly enjoyed.’ His obituary is in the Register, 24 November 1913, page 6h.
Blackfellows Creek - The location of a goldfield discovered in February 1887 ‘a few miles from Prospect Hill
in the Hundred of Kuitpo on section 292, about 14 miles from the Blackwood Gully diggings.’ Between 50
and 60 men were prospecting there, in 1887, and earning about 10 to 15 shillings each per week and, by
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1894, operations on a large scale were under way by an English company that erected elaborate works with
a view to damming back sufficient water to enable sluicing the ore for gold. Houses and buildings were
erected from material cut and sawn on the property and it made three miles of road and culverts. ‘That the
country is gold bearing is beyond dispute. Not a dish of stuff from near the creek has been washed without
showing colours…’
By 1897, and after spending several thousands of pounds, the supply of money from England ceased and,
accordingly, work stopped, but ‘it was pleasing to know that another English company has been formed to
carry on the enterprise.’ A school was opened there in 1894 by Linda M.J. Vickery; it closed in 1924. Its post
office opened for one year from 1894.
Local historian, Reg Butler, says:
The Josiah Oakley family, who emigrated from Kettering, Northants, aboard the Buffalo [had], by
the 1850s, moved to Eyre’s Flat and then fanned out to neighbouring areas, including Blackfellow
Creek in the Meadows Special Survey… I expect that we can deduce that the creek flowed
somewhere between Meadows and Prospect Hill… The [descriptions] used in land dealings refer
usually to Blackfellow Creek, either ‘near Meadows’ or ‘near Prospect Hill’.
Blackford - Eighteen kilometres North-East of Kingston SE is the Blackford Drain, taken from the ‘Blackford
Run’ established by J. Baker and J. Hagen in 1851 and, later, taken over by John Gifford. The Blackford
School, opened by Florence M. Samwell, in 1907, closed in 1945. The name occurs in Somerset and
Shropshire, England; Baker and Gifford both hailed from that place, while the latter died there. (See
Caurnamont, Gifford Hill & Montacute)
Blackpool - A subdivision of sections 765-66, Hundred of Port Adelaide, named after the English seaside
resort in Lancashire, by Joseph Mellor, circa 1855; now included in Osborne. The name comes from an
Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘Blacca’s pool’.
Blackwood - Prior to 1880, the village of Blackwood consisted of a few huts and a small wooden shanty
hotel owned by Robert Burford (ca. 1822-1878) (or Burfield - various records spell his name both ways).
Later, he built stone additions to his premises named the ‘Blackwood Inn’ - the small stone portions of a
few rooms and the cellar are now part of the Belair Hotel. The name was adopted from either the Blackwood
(Acacia melanoxylon), that grows in small clumps in the Mount Lofty Ranges or the Peppermint Box
(Eucalyptus odorata), that occurs locally and has a dark bark.
‘An inquest was held at the Blackwood Inn, Belair, in October 1878 on the body of Robert Burfield, an old
settler in the neighbourhood, … found dead under his cart in a creek…’ The sale of ‘the well-known
Blackwood Farm’, section 875, Hundred of Adelaide, was reported in 1884 and the first subdivision to bear
the name was laid out in 1882 by Harvey Eustace Astles, doctor, of Adelaide, on part sections 936 and 938,
Hundred of Adelaide, when he created Blackwood Park Estate.
A photograph of the unveiling of a War Memorial is in the Observer, 18 June 1921, page 25, of a
Memorial Reserve on 27 December 1924, page 34.
The Blackwood School, near Macclesfield, opened by Matilda Fahey in 1862, closed in 1867. It took its
name from the local Blackwood Gully. (See Knott Hill)
In 1874, a government prospecting party commanded by Mr J.H. Biggs, the Goldfields Warden, sunk a
number of holes at Blackwood Gully, about five miles south west of Meadows, and found gold in almost
every one. Later the area was taken out as a claim and arrangements were made to work it on a large
scale with a puddler or sluice. By 1886, twenty-five men were on this field and ore was being crushed at
the New Era Mine at Woodside where ‘consideration was being given to an erection of a battery at the
gully.’
In 1888, a few small companies were operating, while in 1889:
The newly formed South Australian Colour and Silicate Paint Company Limited made an official
start with their works at Blackwood Gully (near Meadows) … The paints which are being removed
are of twelve different colours and shades…
A variety of causes contributed to the fate attending the lives of most colonial mines. Want of water, or too
much water, was a common cause of failure, but more often it was the paucity of proper development by
experienced men and/or lack of perseverance by the owners. Until the mid-1890s there were over 100
mining tenements in the hills surrounding Adelaide and extending to the Barossa, but ‘it was safe to say
that few of them [had] a man on them.’
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Blackwood Flat School in the Hundred of Caroline opened in 1869 and closed in 1875.
Blair Athol - Mary Ann Cameron was born in 1864 in Perth, Scotland, about 50 km from the village of Blair
Athol which, in ancient times, was recorded as ‘Blair-Athole’, a reference to the prehistoric Earldom of
Athole; the Gaelic blar means a ‘plain’, ‘field’ or ‘battlefield’; thus, ‘the field of Athol’. (See Athelstone) She
came to South Australia in the City of Adelaide in 1867 with her aunt and uncle, John and Ann Brewster,
and took up residence at Kapunda.
On 10 March 1886, she married William Walter Warren ‘at the house of R. Brewster, Kapunda’ and, in
October of the same year, purchased a house situated at what is now 11 Hewitt Avenue, Rose Park, calling
it ‘Blair Athol’. In January 1905, she purchased part of section 355, Hundred of Yatala, from the executors
of the late Thomas Magarey and changed the name of the family home on that property to ‘Blair Athol
House’. A photograph of Mr W.W. Warren’s ‘mansion’, ‘Blair Athol House’, is in The Critic, 27 March 1912.
Her husband was associated, closely, with the horse racing industry and ‘Aurifer’, ‘the winner of the 1913
Caulfield Cup, came from the stud of W.W. Warren, Blair Athol, Enfield.’ The Adelaide suburb, now carrying
the name, was created by Alwyn G. Warren, stud manager and Cedric B. Warren, clerk, in 1915 on sections
354-55, Hundred of Yatala. In 1934, an ‘eight-roomed school, built to accommodate 450 children’s opened.
Mr. A.C. Cattle, formerly head teacher of the Kadina School’, was in charge.
Blair Place - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows Thomas Hogarth, yeoman,, residing at this
place and enrolled to ‘vote at Smith’s Creek’.
Blakeney - An 1879 subdivision of section 1173, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Ottoway and
laid out by William Wadham, auctioneer, bisected by Ford and Beatrice Streets. The name occurs in Norfolk
and Gloucester, England where, in 1196, it was written as blakeneia, derived from the Œ blac - ‘black, dark
man’. In Norfolk, anciently called smitterley, it was the site of a Carmelite monastery founded at the close
of the 13th century.
Blakeview - A Notice of Intent for the creation of this suburb was published on 18 August 1990 when it was
stated that ‘the Secretary advised that a telephone call had been received from an elderly lady who stated
that the “Smith’s” and “Blake’s” had intermarried on both the male and female sides and it was therefore
a good choice of suburb name because it was adjacent to “Smithfield”.’
Blakiston - In the 11th century a manor house in County Durham was named Blaichestun, (tun being Old
English for ‘farm’). In 1615, Blakiston Hall, as it was then called, and surrounding land, was purchased by
Alexander Davison, a Newcastle merchant who was killed at the siege of Newcastle, aged 80 years, when
fighting against Oliver Cromwell.
A descendant, Francis Davison, emigrated to South Australia in the Cleveland in 1839. Using land orders
obtained in England he purchased two eighty-acre sections in the Mount Barker district he named Blakiston
which, in 1862, was applied to a subdivision of part section 4424, Hundred of Macclesfield, by Thomas
O’Donoghue, who, in 1852, had leased the Blakiston Arms Hotel (opened in 1847) from James Shakes, of
Nairne. In 1852, its name was changed to ‘Dublin Castle’ that traded until 1870 when it became a private
residence - all that remains today is a ‘scattered heap of rubble’.
A race meeting took place there on 26 December 1850 and the first race was for ‘a very elegant saddle, the
manufacture of Mr Hooper of Mount Barker’:
The day’s sports being finished a portion of the company adjourned to the Blakiston Arms to
dinner. Mr Shakes took the chair which he shortly vacated in favour of Mr O’Donoghue, who did
the honours with great spirit. We believe Mr Kingston, the publican, intends to get up another
day’s racing…
Blanche - This name, with various prefixes and suffixes, appears sixteen times on the map of South Australia,
and all of them relate to the Christian name of Governor MacDonnell’s wife. Blanche Bay lies in the County
of Grey; Cape Blanche, Hundred of Wrenfordsley; Blanche Caves, Hundred of Joanna were named by
Governor Richard MacDonnell after his wife, Lady Blanche MacDonnell, during their visit of 11 February
1856. Point Blanche, Hundred of Willunga; the Aborigines called it turtotjalangga - turto, ‘red earth’, tjala,
‘end’ and ngga, ‘at’. Lake Blanche is near Lake Callabonna and was discovered by B.H. Babbage in 1856.
(There is another Lake Blanche about 38 km west of the Andamooka opal fields.) The Hundred of Blanche,
County of Grey, was proclaimed on 1 April 1858. Blanche Cup, a mound spring near Lake Eyre South ‘is one
of the wonders of the North-West and is approached across a plain and a casual observer would, at first
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sight, not suppose that water would be forced to such a height at the top of a hill which contains the
reservoir’:
Climbing to a height of nearly 150 feet up the side of the mount, a circular sheet of water 60 feet
in diameter is seen which bubbles and froths at the centre of the spring as if some internal
commotion was going on, while from the edge a little stream ripples and gurgles pleasantly as it
wends its way to the plain below…
Lake Lady Blanche, in the Far North-East, was named by John McKinlay on 3 December 1861 (it was named
Lake Lipson by Capt Charles Sturt in 1845 - see Sir Richard, Lake). Blancheport, in Streaky Bay, was named
by Governor MacDonnell in May 1858 and Blanche Tower by W.C. Gosse, Deputy Surveyor-General, on 22
June 1873 - this feature lies in the Northern Territory.
Blanchetown was surveyed in 1855 and offered for sale first on 27 August 1857. In 1855 Governor
MacDonnell was in the area and ‘directed a convenient and beautifully situated rising ground about 5 miles
north of Moorundie to be laid out as a township. It is his Excellency’s intention to remove there the quarters
of the Native Police and of the Protector of Aborigines, as the houses now inhabited by them are annually
subject to inundations.’
Because of ready access to the river from the high cliffs above, and as proposals were being considered for
a rail connection between Gawler and the River Murray, Blanchetown was selected as a river port in 1856.
Although the rail connection did not eventuate, a road was built from Blanchetown through
Truro and Freeling to connect with an existing road at Gawler. This route was used by the mail
coach service running between Adelaide and Sydney via Wentworth and, in 1869, a private punt
crossing was provided at Blanchetown. A government ferry service came into operation in 1879.
The school opened in 1868 and in the same year:
I don’t know what the ideas are with our mail contractors of passengers’ comforts, but if they
blend with the state of the coaches running here they are a disgrace to a civil community. In
inclement weather passengers are subject to wet and mud without intermission for 32 miles…
The vehicles are well horsed and run in admirable time… they are everything for a passenger to
dread…
In 1910, the SA Government authorised construction of a lock and weir across the river at Blanchetown and
work commenced in 1913. In order to rationalise the use of waters of the river, the ‘River Murray
Agreement, 1914’, was signed by the States of South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales and the
Commonwealth Government. The agreement was ratified by the River Murray Waters Act, 1915, under
which construction of Lock 1 at Blanchetown proceeded. The foundation stone was laid on 5 June 1915 and
completed and opened on 5 April 1922. It was reported that an enterprising publican secured the hotel
prior to the commencement of the Lock and, within a few years, retired with a fortune of £10,000. (See
Lock 2)
A photograph of the unveiling of a memorial stone is in the Chronicle, 25 April 1925, page 35.
The name Blanchetown was given, also, to a subdivision of section 887, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by
William Falla Clarke in 1856 and extended by A. Le Messurier, T.J. Walter, M. Wald, A.W. Brown and S. Malin
in 1913; now included in Semaphore South.
Blanchewater, a canal-like waterhole in the bed of the MacDonnell Creek, was discovered by B.H. Babbage
in 1856. The ‘Blanchewater Run’ was held by John Baker under pastoral lease no. 622 from 28 February
1858; its post office existed from circa 1865 to 1898. A photograph of the station is in the Chronicle, 29
March 1934, page 7.
In 1865, it was reported that the Aborigines were ‘getting very troublesome’:
They have killed one of Mr Jacob’s shepherds, a young man named Walter Gerald… The wild dogs
have eaten the poor fellow’s feet off. The only thing the natives left with him were his boots, and
they were by his side… If the police don’t come up here and stop their goings on there will be
more mischief done by them…
Blanket Town - (See Napper Bridge)
Blenkinsop, Point - On section 471, Hundred of Nangkita. To be historically correct the name should be
‘Blenkinsopp’ - John William Dundas Blenkinsopp, whaler of Encounter Bay, provided a whaleboat and six
men to Messrs Hutchinson and Strangways, in their official survey of the lakes and channels in the Murray
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Mouth. He was drowned while attempting to cross the mouth in December 1837 in company with Sir John
Jeffcott and others. (See Mundoo Island)
Blesing, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 30 January 1936 in honour of A.P.
Blesing, MLC. Born at Hamilton, South Australia, in 1879, he was a foundation member of the Liberal and
Country League, gaining ministerial rank, in 1933, as Minister of Agriculture in Sir Richard Butler’s Ministry,
a position he held until 1944.
Bletchley - Eight kilometres east of Strathalbyn. There is a town and parish of Bletchley in Buckinghamshire,
England, which, in 1222, was written as blecheslee - ‘Blecca’s leah (meadow)’. David Jones (1825-1915),
emigrated from that county in the Caucasian in 1852 and gave the name to a property, obtained by a land
grant on 1 November 1853, namely, section 2655, Hundred of Strathalbyn. On 13 August 1856, upon receipt
of ten shillings, he sold one acre on the northern side to the ‘Trustees of the Methodist Connexion’ (sic).
The corner stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel was laid on 1 September 1856 by the wives of the trustees and
‘after prayer, a document was read on which were the names of the Wesleyan ministers of the colony,
Trustees of the chapel, etc. The said paper and a copy of the Mount Barker circuit plan for the present
quarter were sealed in a bottle and placed with the Observer newspaper under the stone…’
Its post office was opened by Thomas Tapson in October 1868.
Blewitt Springs - About 13 km North-East of Willunga and named after Mary Evans (nee Blewitt, nee
Orchard), who married the surveyor, William Greig Evans, on 26 March 1878.
Mr. DuBois took up a scrub block 15 years ago… Some idea of the size of the timber, he said,
could be gained from the fact that one tree cut 420 vine trellis posts and provided enough
material to timber a 20 feet well… Mr Dowdell is one of the original settlers and his tobacco was
equal to any seen in South Australia… The curing barn that he has erected was full of leaf… (See
Evans Caves)
Bligh - The town, proclaimed on 18 January 1883, was renamed ‘Arno Bay’ on 19 September 1940. Its
nomenclature has an interesting association with the origin of ‘The Ashes’ as competed for between
Australian and English cricket teams. A 1924 report says the town was named in ‘honour of the Hon. Ivo
Bligh who came to Australia with a team of English cricketers a good many years ago’. Sir Pelham Warner
said that after the conclusion of Murdoch’s tour of England in 1882:
The Hon. Ivo Bligh - ‘St. Ivo’ as he was called in Australia - set forth to recover the Ashes, and
winning two out of three matches was presented with an urn containing some ashes, which
stands in the pavilion at Lord’s today… Unfortunately, in a sense, ‘St. Ivo’ was persuaded to play a
fourth match… which he lost, and the historians still argue as to whether he did in point of fact
regain the Ashes.
The English team arrived at Glenelg on Friday, 10 November 1882, in the Peshawar and, that evening,
Governor Jervois, patron of the South Australian Cricket Association, entertained them at a vice-regal
dinner. On 17 November 1882, in respect of a recently surveyed town to be named in the Hundred of
Boothby, Governor Jervois appears to have written the word ‘Darnley’ first on the government docket,
struck that out and substituted ‘Bligh’. The Hon. Ivo Francis W. Bligh was the second son of the 6th Earl of
Darnley and in 1900 he, himself, became the 8th Earl. (See Cobham)
Blighton - A 1914 subdivision by William Leonard Blight, agent of Port Pirie, on section 534, Hundred of
Pirie; now included in Port Pirie.
Blind Creek - On sections 380-385, Hundred of Malcolm where there is a sandy beach on the eastern shore
of Lake Alexandrina; the Aborigines called it treiwuray and it was there that they made nets from reeds
(jalkeri) growing along the shore.
Blinman - In 1859, Robert Blinman (ca.1802-1880), a shepherd on the ‘Angorichina Run’, while sitting on a
hilltop tending his sheep, noticed signs of copper in an outcrop of rock. He interested a number of Adelaide
businessmen, including Henry Martin, and the upshot was the formation of a syndicate, that, in 1862, sold
the lease for £70,000 to the Yudnamutana Copper Company. The township of Blinman was surveyed in
1864 on land south of the mine (changed to Blinman South on 20 March 1986) and three years later
Blinman North was laid out nearer the mine; changed to Blinman on 20 March 1986.
The Blinman Mine School opened in 1864, while the Blinman School opened in 1868 and closed in 1980.
In 1863, the Queen’s birthday was duly recognised as a general holiday when ‘the men employed there
amused themselves with a cricket match’:
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After the game was over the men were provided by the kindness of Captain Anthony with a
substantial dinner and spent a very pleasant evening together, enlivening their meeting with
glees, songs, dancing, etc.,
In 1870, the residents provided a ‘feast’ for the Aborigines at which they ‘were regaled with bread, mutton
and plum pudding… 70 Aborigines put in an appearance and speedily disposed of 16 quarters of mutton
and 70-80 loaves of bread and 12 large plum puddings, the last affording about half a pound each… Mr
Blood of Kapunda was on the ground with a photographic apparatus…’
The Aborigines knew it as karuna; the name belonged, specifically, to a camping place near the town.
Photographs of the town are in the Chronicle, 24 November 1906, page 41, of a donkey team on its way
to Blinman on 20 April 1907, page 28
Block East - A school opened in 1924 was renamed ‘Renmark North’ in 1928.
Block Seven Creek - Taken from its location on Grazing and Cultivation Block 7, County of Kimberley, near
‘Ironbank Hills’.
Blood Creek - In the Far North. Mr J.D. Somerville, formerly of the SA Museum, said: ‘Ernest Giles refers to
a Mr Blood at Peake Station on his first journey into the interior’ while H.C. Talbot records that Mr J.H.S.
Blood was stationmaster of the Peake telegraph office in 1872. A Lands Department source says it was
named by Christopher Giles of the Telegraph Department after a member of his party, John H.S. Blood (the
son of Dr Matthew H.S. Blood (ca. 1808-1883), of Kapunda). Biographical records record the surname as
‘Smyth-Blood’.
Mr. John Bailes of Blood Creek was a strong believer in the future of the Angora goat industry and after he
went there, by 1905, ‘he had 140 common goats and 240 merino sheep’:
In 2½ years he increased the goats to nearly 700 and they were improved from the common goat
to the third cross Angora, the bucks having been purchased from Mr. E.C. Kempe of Peake
station…
Research has revealed a Blood Range in the Northern Territory and it may be assumed, either rightly or
wrongly, that Christopher Giles named Blood Creek and Ernest Giles, Blood Range, both gentlemen having
in mind Mr J.H.S. Blood. Matthew Henry Smythe Blood was a one time mayor of Kapunda and his son, John
Henry S. Blood, was born there, circa 1840. ‘He died at Brighton at the age of 49 years in 1890 and was
buried in the Clare cemetery. He had been telegraph master at Auburn for some years and was clerk of the
local court.’
A photograph of cyclists at Blood Creek is in the Chronicle, 25 July 1908, page 30.
Bloomfield, Mount - Is 272 feet above sea level on the Hundred of Seddon on Kangaroo Island; named in
1857 by Captain Bloomfield Douglas, Collector of Customs from 1858 until 1870.
Blowhole Creek - Flows into Backstairs Passage south of Cape Jervis. Probably, the name was applied by
whalers who frequented the area prior to 1836. The Aborigines called it rarkang. (See Cobbler Hill)
Blue - Dr Margaret Brock named Blue Green Algal Pool, near Tilley Swamp, because of the blue-green algae
that covers it.
The Blue Lake is at Mount Gambier and was sighted first, in 1839, by the Portland pioneer, Stephen G.
Henty. It is 266 feet deep and so named because of its deep blue colour at certain times of the year. Visited
by Governor Grey in 1844, sounded by Mr Blandowski in 1851, it was known once as ‘Lake Power’, after
David Power (ca.1815-1884), a local pastoralist on the ‘Mount Muirhead Run’ taken up under an occupation
licence on 16 April 1846.
Following a visit to the district Governor MacDonnell suggested it should be so named as there was no
name marked on charts in the survey office. The Aborigines called it waworong - ‘the great crow’, for in
Buandik mythology an ancestral being journeyed down the River Darling and River Murray, along the
Coorong and down to Mount Gambier. The Blue Lake was his nest, while the peak was the home of his arch
enemy, the eagle.
The Blue Mine Creek, near Copley, dates back to the early 20th century, when corundum was discovered
there.
Bluebird Island - In Lake Eyre North named in 1954 after the car used by Sir Donald Campbell in his world
speed record attempt. (See Eyre, Lake)
Bluff, The - An unofficial name for ‘Rosetta Head’, near Victor Harbor which was used as a lookout point for
whales in the early days. (See Rosetta Head)
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Blumberg - The following text is taken from the Torrens Valley Historical Journal No. 46 edited by B. Arnold:
It is not recorded why the name was chosen by its pioneers. Its literal meaning is ‘flower mount’.
From the Oster diary we know that Blumberg was a named locality early in 1848. The area was
probably investigated for its suitability in September or October 1847 at a time when there
would have been a profusion of wild flowers in bloom on the slopes above the intended site.
Perhaps it was then referred to as flower hill. Blumenberg, or mount of flowers, was actually a
common misspelling of the name in the early years.
In April 1851, Johann Gottlob Blumel purchased section 6595, Hundred of Talunga, and, in 1854, acquired
section 6587 from George Fife Angas and two years later sold portion of it to J.C. Handell, blacksmith, and
J.G. Cloke, wheelwright. Blumel’s mill stood on this land and the adjacent wheelwright and blacksmith shops
were the nucleus of the town he named Blumberg and it should be noted that there is a town of Blumberg
in the province of Brandenburg, Germany, from whence he emigrated. In 1860, he subdivided a further
portion of this section comprised of nine allotments of which he retained lots 1, 4 and 5. (See Pflaum,
Hundred of)
Extracts from letters to the Advertiser on 27 and 29 November 1929 and 6 February 1929 make for
interesting reading:
My grandfather [J.G. Blumel] was one of the first (if not the first) settlers there and the place was
called after him - Blumberg; in English, Bloomhill.
The second correspondent disagreed with this comment, while the third said that he was in error and if he
would ‘institute a search at the Land Titles Office he will find that Bluemel [sic] was an earlier settler than
the four persons he mentions. My grandfather told me repeatedly that Bluemel had named the settlement
Blumberg, or, originally, Blumenberg.’
The first Blumberg gold reef was discovered directly opposite the commencement of the Mount Pleasant
branch of the North-Eastern Road, some four miles beyond Blumberg, and, by July 1870, Mr Randell’s
crushing battery was at work:
Two discoveries of wonderful richness were found here last week. The first was discovered by Mr
Nation on Crown land .It is the most compact gold I have seen in Australia being found through
the stone in large solid lumps and seams. Many of the stones are half their weight in gold. Great
excitement prevails and the ground has been taken up right through the line of the supposed
reef. The second discovery was made on a section belonging to Mr Wilhelm who made
arrangements with two local capitalists; men were employed and a systematic search made…
Ploughmen turn up specked stones in their furrows and, when the share goes an inch or two
deeper than usual, the chances are it will come against the crest of a hitherto unsuspected reef.
Both hotels in the township have become regular receiving houses for specimens... Quiet
plodding people who have lived here unmoved by the discoveries of the past few months now
share in the excitement consequent on these last two remarkable finds.
To show the value set on them, men are employed day and night to prevent the removal of any
stones from the ground. It is not widely known that in the adjacent hills there is a vast quantity of
low grade phosphate rock… Thousands of tons of the material have been carted to Adelaide, but
the killing cost of transport has made it unpayable… The foundation stone of the flour mill was
laid in 1887 and the structure was raised on plans designed by Messrs Pflaum…
The name was changed to ‘Birdwood’ in 1918 (Sir William R. Birdwood, an English General of World War I
who commanded the Australian troops) after the Nomenclature Committee had suggested ‘Peroomba’
meaning ‘wattle blossom’. The Blumberg School opened in 1859 and became ‘Birdwood’ in 1918. (See
Birdwood)
Photographs of an Arbor Day at the school are in the Chronicle, 8 August 1908, page 30, of the opening of
the High School in the Observer, 22 July 1916, page 26, of the town on 20 August 1910, page 30, of the
Sienna mine in The Critic, 20 June 1906, page 25, of a carnival in the Chronicle, 6 January 1906, page 27, of
a football team on 3 September 1910, page 32.
Blumenthal - A German word meaning ‘valley of flowers’; it has been ‘Lakkari’ since 1918. No location of
this place is to be found in the Department of Lands or the Mortlock Library.
Blyth - In 1839, Arthur and Neville Blyth, aged sixteen and eleven years, respectively, arrived with their
parents in South Australia where they became successful businessmen and members of Parliament, the
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former being knighted in 1878. The Hundred of Blyth, County of Stanley, proclaimed on 23 February 1860
specifically honours Arthur Blyth who died in London in 1891 while serving as the colony’s Agent-General.
In 1872, it was reported that ploughing has commenced on the Blyth Plains which, according to Rodney
Cockburn, were discovered by David Hughes, an employee of John Jacob, who occupied the land:
It is wonderful what energy the poor farmers set to work to till the land under, in most cases,
very poor and precarious circumstance. Poor because of the last miserable crop and precarious
because they may be sold out by a landlord or somebody else before they reap another crop. But
the landlord is the most dreaded, because it is the policy of those grasping tyrants to let a poor
man go on for two years and then, if there is not a good prospect for the coming harvest, he
pounces hawk-like on the unfortunate tenant and shells him out, and drives, perhaps, a helpless
family to ruin…
There is really a serious question for those avaricious men who seek to gain emolument and
riches by crushing, scraping and scrambling to see which shall gain the topmost steps of the
political ladder instead of doing their duty to their constituents and their adopted country, by
looking at the requirements of the colony and try to save a rising generation from the dire
necessity of seeking their fortunes in some other land… Myriads of grasshoppers can be seen
busily engaged depositing their spawn all over the plain and whatever vegetation sprung up has
quickly disappeared beneath their voracious appetite. Countless numbers of flies abound here
too, which are a great torment to man and beast…
Blyth Plains was laid out by H.M. Addison (1847-1941) on section 165, Hundred of Blyth, in 1875, while
Blyth was created out of section 198 in the same year by Charles Burney Young and ‘situated at the terminus
of the Port Wakefield Extension Railway… The government having intimated their intention of constructing
a loop line between Hamley Bridge and Hoyleton, Blyth will be the terminus of a through line to Adelaide.
Further comment is unnecessary.’
The Blyth Plains Post Office existed from January 1867 until July 1881.
A photograph of the coffee palace is in the Observer, 27 June 1908, page 30, of the laying of the foundation
stone of the Lutheran Church in the Chronicle, 15 May 1909, page 29, of the opening of the Catholic Church
in the Observer, 10 June 1911, page 31, of a ladies’ hockey team on 15 November 1913, page 30, of the
Blyth-Clare mail coach on 9 February 1924, page 34, of the hospital on 5 March 1927, page 32, of bowlers
on 15 October 1927, page 36.
The town of Balhannah now incorporates Blyth Town laid out on part section 4013, Hundred of
Onkaparinga, by James Blyth in 1857.
Blythville was an 1880 subdivision of section 60, Hundred of Adelaide, by John R.A. Oliver and probably
named after a previous land owner, John James N. Blyth; now included in Clovelly Park.
Blythe Woodville - In 1862, this subdivision was laid was laid out on part section 247, Hundred of Adelaide,
by John Simmons (ca.1817-1894), licensed victualler of Mitcham; resubdivided in 1917 it was renamed
‘Torrens Park’. Young’s Almanac of 1856 mentions the Blythwood (sic) Hotel in the vicinity. The Blythwood
[sic] railway station in this subdivision became ‘Torrens Park’ in 1920. The names were, no doubt, taken
from the Blythewood Hotel at Mitcham which was completely destroyed by fire in 1889 when it was the
property of the SA Brewing Company and the lessee, Mr W. Pollitt.
Blythewood Estate - In 1920, this subdivision of was announced as comprising 19 allotments ‘adjoining
Glenburnie.’ There is a ‘Blythwood’ (sic) in Scotland, recorded as Blythiswod in 1299 - possibly meaning ‘a
man named Blythe.’
Boatswain, Point - The name recalls ‘Robe’s famous Tom the Bosun who made a good amount of gold
from the lucrative activity of ferrying Chinese ashore from the Tall Ships and then guiding them to the
goldfields.’ In 1977, the name was given to a subdivision of part section 477, Hundred of Waterhouse, 14
km north of Robe, by Kenneth M. Milsteed and Paul D. Frampton.
Bob Nob Hill - Near Arkaroola, named by W.B. Greenwood after an Aboriginal named ‘Bob’.
Bobs Nose - Is on Flinders Island and was so named because Anton Schlink’s horse ‘Bob’ stood, habitually,
on the headland. (See Flinders Island) Bobs Well, on Yorke Peninsula, recalls Robert Rogers, the son of
William and Ann Rogers who were pastoralists.
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Boggy Flat - The ‘Boggy Flat Run’, East of Cadell, was established by James White in 1871. (See Taylorville)
In 1908, Mr. Newland moved that an address be presented to the governor ‘praying His Excellency to issue
a proclamation declaring Boggy Flat a polling place in the electoral district of Burra Burra’:
He recognised that Boggy Flat was a rather out-of-the-way place and that it was not very wellknown… Right along the River Murray from Morgan to Renmark there were only two polling
places - one at Overland Corner and the other at Renmark… At present no post office or other
convenience existed there… It was centrally situated place for a polling place for the… district…
Bokarra - A suggested name resulting from changes to boundaries south of Noarlunga. It means ‘northerly
wind which indicates a storm’. (See Bakara)
Bold, Mount - In 1893, it was reported that ‘from Kangarilla to Mount Bold the road lies over high and steep
hills and travelling is interminably slow’:
The Onkaparinga, foaming and rushing along, had to be crossed on a sapling about 18 feet in
length and about 8 inches in diameter. The bark being peeled off it was rather slippery and a
rough handrail swung loosely about 2 feet above the ‘bridge’ at one end and 2 inches at the
other… Mount Bold is a steep hill, rising to a height of about 400 feet on the northern bank of
the river. About 40 feet above the level of the stream a small plateau, a few acres in extent, is
the site of the shaft and ore floors of the mine…
The Mount Bold Reservoir Act was assented to on 9 December 1931 and the structure was opened by the
Governor, Sir Winston Dugan, in November 1938 and named, officially, on 23 November 1973.
The story told in the report on the Mount Bold Reservoir is the same old story that has to be
repeated about nearly every job that is undertaken by a government - a story of long delays and
of estimates greatly exceeded… Instead of costing £407,290, the reservoir will actually cost
£552,660. Instead of being ready in March 1935 it will not be completed until August 1936 at the
very earliest. Official explanations are given, of course. They spring very readily to official lips. But
even a tolerant taxpayer is apt to grow weary of explanations while his nose is kept to the
grindstone as it is in this State…
The Mount Bold School opened in 1918 and closed in 1923, while its post office opened on 30 November
1933.
Boldittie - On Eyre Peninsula. Aboriginal for ‘no water’.
Bolingbroke, Point - South of Tumby Bay and named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a
village in Lincolnshire, England, derived from the Œ bulingabroc - ‘the brook of the people Bula’. A castle
there was the birthplace of ‘proud Bolingbroke’, afterwards King Henry IV.
Bolivar - The name was taken from the ‘General Bolivar Hotel’, built by Walter Walpole (ca.1839-1886),
who arrived in South Australia with his parents in the sailing ship Bolivar in 1850. A 1904 report says that
‘Bolivar’ was ‘really known to officialdom as Burton…’
In 1910, it was reported that the ‘quiet and little known Bolivar - 10 miles north of Adelaide - does not
appear to have been born to greatness, but there is some likelihood that greatness will be thrust upon it’:
This in connection with the conquest of the air. Mr F.H. Jones has selected it as the place for
trying his Bleriot monoplane and since none of the other states has recorded anything in aviation
worthy of note, insignificant Bolivar may yet claim the honour of being the scene of the first
aerial flight in the Commonwealth…
The housing of the machine on the ground presented the greatest difficulty. The aeroplane,
having been on view at the Magic Cave, and spending last week in Messrs Eyle & Crowle’s garage,
was transported thither on Saturday in the huge case in which it was brought from Europe…
Sabbatarians whispered it! The machine was taken for its maiden run under Australian skies on
Sunday… (See Hansborough)
The subdivision of Bolivar was laid out in 1956 by Para Vales Estates Ltd on part sections 2276-77, Hundred
of Yatala.
Bolla Bollana Spring - Near Arkaroola. The name is associated with the legend of Arkurra and means ‘where
the Dreamtime culprits got up and ran’ before Arkurra’s fury. (See Arkaroola & Palipalinha Spring for the
associated myth.)
Bollard Lagoon - North-East of Lake Blanche, recalls Thomas Hyland Bollard, of Tinga, who applied for a
pastoral lease in 1877 over 147 square miles ‘N by E of Mullegin’ (sic). (See Callabonna, Lake & Mulligan
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Springs) In a report on ‘The Murder at Strezlecki Creek’ it was said, inter alia, by Mr N.E. Phillipson, ‘Bollard
and Edward Long [were] the two men who found the body. The former is Mr Burkett’s manager and the
latter… is overseer at Mulligan…’
Bolt Landing - Rodney Cockburn places it on the River Murray and says it was named after Christopher Bolt,
Chairman of the Caurnamont District Council who died in December 1928, aged 92 years; he arrived with
his mother and father, Christopher Bolt , snr., (ca.1791-1877) in the Theresa in 1847.
Bonaparte Gulf - Is the name appearing on Freycinet’s charts for the gulf, named Golfe de la Melomanie
(Music Mania Gulf) by Baudin. Today’s designation is ‘Spencer Gulf’.
Bon Bon - A pastoral run near Kingoonya is a corruption of the Aboriginal bonbonilla - ‘bell bird’. A post
office opened there in 1909.
Bon Boona - (See Boon Boona Beach & Moana)
Bondleigh - A post office opened by H.S. Dunn in 1886 on section 2001, lot 16, Hundred of Monarto, 5 km
NNE of Kanmantoo; it closed in May 1900. According to Rodney Cockburn, the name was implanted by John
Dunn (1802-1894), an early settler, who came from Bondleigh, Devon, England. In 1846, William Giles
subdivided section 2001 into 20 blocks of 1,000 acres; the General Registry Office has no record of John
Dunn purchasing any of them. However, Charles Dunn (1786-1881), the founder of nearby ‘Charleston’ and
a prominent landholder in the district, was also born in Bondleigh, Devon The name derives from bolan-ieg
- Bola’s island’. (See Millbrae)
Bonealla - A railway siding between Keith and Coombe was, in 1913, ‘put in at the 151 mile post on the
Adelaide-Melbourne line [and] opened for passenger, parcel and limited goods traffic…’
Bonneia - Governor Gawler, on 31 October 1839, applied the name to that territory between the southern
part of the eastern boundary of the colony, the River Murray, Lake Alexandrina and the sea. It was named
after Charles Bonney. (See Bonney, Hundred of)
Bonney - Charles Bonney, MP (1857-1858) and MLC (1865-1866) is remembered by the Hundred of Bonney,
County of Russell, proclaimed on 19 April and 18 October 1860 - it was part of the former Hundred of
Murray. A school of this name opened in 1902 becoming ‘Coorong’ in 1904.
Bonney Bluff, in the Far North, was named by Murdoch Campbell in 1857; Point Bonney, on the eastern
side of Wilpena Pound, was named in 1851 by F. Sinnett. At that time Charles Bonney was Commissioner
of Crown Lands. In 1856, the government voted the sum of £1,000 to promote the search for gold and, for
a time, he accompanied B.H. Babbage on such explorations in the Flinders Ranges.
During the 1840s an area known as Bonney Flat was settled on the western side of Balhannah and a
Methodist Church was built there on land donated by John Camac, snr, (1799-1863) who came out on the
Planter in 1839 and was buried in the churchyard along with other members of his family:
[He] settled on the north side of the river at what became known as Bonney’s Flat where by 1844
he had under cultivation nine acres of barley and an acre of garden and owned 30 head of cattle,
a horse and five pigs.
The church opened on 18 December 1859 when ‘a public tea was held and addresses given by Messrs
Botham, Lindo, Theobald, Attemborough, Brown and the Reverends J.H. Browne and J. Standrin’:
Votes of thanks were moved to J. Camac for his liberal donation and valuable services in
overseeing the erection of the building; to the ladies for the supply of trays; the Nairne choir,
assisted by a few friends from Woodside choir, for their efficient performance; to the public, who
had… assisted…
The little church was destroyed by a bushfire in 1956 and not replaced, ‘local residents electing to worship
at nearby Balhannah [and] erecting an attractive stone shelter as a memorial on the site of the old
church.’
There is a Bonney Creek in the Northern Territory, discovered and named by John McD. Stuart on 1 June
1860. Bonney Post Office in the Cobdogla Irrigation Area was adopted on 1 September 1922.
Bonney Wells, 10 km north of Meningie and close to the shore of Lake Albert, were instrumental in saving
Charles Bonney, his party and accompanying cattle, from imminent disaster through lack of water:
I mounted the strongest horse we had got and rode off towards the natives’ smoke hoping to
find water there. I had to cross an extensively reedy flat, and coming to a slight hollow, saw
water glistening among the reeds. I quickly got off my horse to taste the water which I found, to
my great delight, was drinkable, though a little brackish. Filling an India-rubber bag I had with me
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I rode to the men and rode to the men as soon as I could. Whilst I was away they had discovered
a native well, and were engaged in making damper with some flour we had with us. Our troubles
were thus ended.
Lake Bonney, near Barmera, was discovered by Joseph Hawdon on 12 March 1838. ‘He set out with Charles
Bonney and brought the first cattle from New South Wales. The lake was discovered by the party, when it
had followed a native track, bearing north of west at a point where the Murray swept away to the south.’
The lake is connected by Chambers Creek to the Murray and the first occupation licence in the area was
granted to C.L. Trovey on 22 January 1846. The ‘Lake Bonney Run’ was established by John Chambers out
of his ‘Cobdogla Run’ in 1866 (lease no. 1655). He had held the country under occupation licence from 23
April 1846 which was converted to pastoral lease no. 86 in July 1851.
In 1908, it became ‘Lake Barmera’ to avoid confusion with the lake in the South-East; the name was
restored in 1913. To the Aborigines it was known as nukojampko - ‘no water’; another source says it means
‘lake of shining water’. (See Nookamka) Today, its name is Lake Bonney, Riverland.
The theory of the death of fish on Lake Bonney being caused by pelicans pecking out their eyes
[was] brought under the notice of Mr J.W. Mellor (President of the SA Ornithological
Association), who pointed out that anyone knowing anything of these river birds would smile at
such ridiculous statements… He could give no information respecting the untimely end of such
large numbers, but he had seen many fresh water fish dead on the shores of Lakes Alexandrina
and Albert, caused probably by the inroad of salt water in the dry season… The idea of a pelican
taking the eyes out of a perch is really too ridiculous to require further comment… I am satisfied
that the destruction of the fish is due to the temperature, the water rising when it has been
forced by wind onto the shallow flats. In addition to this, the decaying vegetation causes the
water to become impure and discoloured…
A photograph of men fishing in the lake is in the Observer, 21 August 1915, page 28.
Lake Bonney in the South-East, was named by Governor Grey. (See Benson, Mount for details of Bonney’s
expedition.) In 1839, Bonney and Edward J. Eyre formed a partnership and engaged in squatting and stock
dealing until dissolved in 1840 when Eyre commenced his overland journey to Western Australia. In 1916,
the Nomenclature Committee recommended that the lake be renamed ‘Coonunda’, the Aboriginal name
of Mr T. Pether’s pastoral run, but nothing eventuated. (See Coonunda, Lake) From 1 July 1982 its name has
been Lake Bonney SE.
Bonnie View - The name applied to a 1922 subdivision of part section 290, Hundred of Adelaide, by Jesse
Pallant, agent and, as the name indicates, it ‘commands a wonderful panorama out across the Torrens
Valley and the intervening suburbs to the hills’; now included in Stonyfell.
Bonython - C.W. Bonython, who took a leading part in the scientific investigation of the lake during 19501963, is remembered by Bonython Headland, on Lake Eyre North.
The Hundred of Bonython, County of Way, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893 in honour of Sir John L.
Bonython, MLC, who was born in London in 1848, came to Adelaide with his parents in 1854, employed by
the Advertiser and, by 1879, a proprietor; he was a member of the first Commonwealth parliament and ‘his
munificence has left many lasting memories… outside the geographical nomenclature of his State;’ he died
in 1939. The Hundred of Bonython School opened in 1926 and closed in 1937.
The town of Bonython, in the Hundred of Finniss, was proclaimed on 17 April 1890.
Mount Bonython is near Mount Lofty.
Port Bonython is in the Hundred of Cultana, east of Whyalla, and named after John Bonython, founding
chairman of ‘Santos’. It has the longest jetty in South Australia which was opened by the Premier, Hon. John
Bannon, on 5 September 1984. In 1982, the Geographical Names Board advised the Department of Lands
that it was proposed to advertise a Notice of Intent to name the facilities at Stony Point as ‘Port Weeroona’.
Later, the Board ‘considered the objections and was of the opinion that because of the large public interest,
as evidenced by the number of objections received, to the naming of a Port which will have not only statewide, but international significance, thus transcending local status, therefore resolved that the notice of
intent to name the Port as Port Weeroona should lapse and then necessary action be taken to name the
Port as Port Bonython.’ (See Weeroona Bay)
Booborowie - Derived from an Aboriginal word pupurawi; pupur, ‘springing up’ and awi, ‘water’; other
sources opt for ‘round waterhole’. The town, proclaimed on 29 March 1877, took its name from the
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‘Booborowie Run’ established by W.J. and J.H. Browne in 1843 under occupation licence. In 1911, Mr W.R.
Birks was placed in charge of the government farm consisting of ‘one of the largest blocks surrounding the
homestead and a 300 acre block, all of first class ploughable land…’
The government farm at North Booborowie for the training of boys for farm work was opened on 21 March
1912 when there ‘will be room to begin with for 20 boys… A certain sum, namely, £2.10s. will be paid each
half year into a Savings Bank account to the credit of the respective boys…’
A photograph of a wheat crop is in the Observer, 20 November 1923, page 27, of shearers and shedhands
in 1895 in the Chronicle, 29 June 1933, page 34, of a football team on 12 September 1935, page 37.
Bookabie - An Aboriginal word for a nearby waterhole - boogabi or bogabi - ‘bad water’. The town in the
Hundred of Magarey, 105 km North-West of Ceduna, was surveyed by N. McIntosh in July 1890 and
proclaimed on 27 August 1891 when the first sales realised £2.15s. per allotment. The first school was
established in 1892 in a stone building on lot 21. In 1951, a request was made to the Director of Education
in Adelaide, on behalf of the parents of the children attending the Bookabie School, for a new school to be
erected on another site.
The parents stated that ‘the present school is rather poorly lit, ancient stone building, which is situated on
an extremely stony and treeless hill. The chief reason for discontent is the latter’:
The location besides being dangerously stony and rough, affords no shelter from the heat and
dust in summer or the cold winds in winter. It is impossible to grow trees for shade and the
nearest tree of any kind is at least one quarter of a mile from the school. The property is
unfenced and the children have to walk about 300 yards from the building to play with any
degree of safety.
The parents advised, also, that the Bookabie Hall Committee had indicated that it was prepared
to transfer land to the Education Department free of charge. The Department was quite
sympathetic to the request and advised the parents that a new portable classroom would be
provided when the land was made available. However, the matter lapsed and it was not until
1956 that the question was raised again. This time written approval was obtained from the
Bookabie Hall Committee and the memorandum of transfer was effected.
The transfer of the land (allotments 42 and town of Bookabie, contained in Certificate of Title
Volume 976 Folio 4) to the Education Department reached finality in 1957 and a portable school
building was transferred from White River by the Architect in Chief’s Department. As allotments
42-43 contained only two roods, and did not provide sufficient playground space for the children,
action was taken to transfer this land to Her Majesty, and together with allotments 27, 28, 37,
38, 39, 40 and 41, dedicated the whole area as a school reserve.
The dedication of these eight allotments did not eventuate when it was discovered that the
school had been erected on portion of the parklands south of the town. The District Inspector, in
his report of 15 August 1958 stated, ‘I would not be unduly disturbed as the school is the only
building in the whole area, and no doubt we will sort it out. In the meantime the school is
situated in the best location, in fact… the only suitable site owing to the stony nature of the
area.’
Bookaloo - An Aboriginal word referring to food and given to a railway station on the Trans-Australia line.
Rodney Cockburn records Archibald Beviss as declaring it meant ‘smell of the kangaroo’ while railway
nomenclature says the name was applied to a swamp nearby.
Bookmark - In January 1858 and July 1859, William Finke took over pastoral leases from John Chambers
and A.B. Cator (ca.1826-1864), one of which he named ‘Bookmark’, a corruption of the Aboriginal
pukumako - ‘flintstone axe’ or ‘sandstone grit hole’ and this is explained by the fact that near the Bookmark
country there are bands of red flintstone in the cliffs. (See Renmark & Markaranka, Hundred of)
Bookpurnong - The name is derived from the Aboriginal words - bookani - ‘to swim’ and purnong - ‘the wide
place’. The ‘Bookpurnong Run’ was established by Richard Holland in 1868, (lease no. 1658) on country
held, originally, by John Chambers. The Hundred of Bookpurnong, County of Alfred, was proclaimed on 15
June 1893 (See Bonney, Lake) The Bookpurnong Dam School opened in 1914:
A school should be opened at Bookpurnong. A room was available for the school but the
department had objected to it. There were 12 children in the district. Mr C.G. Nitschke offered a
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room and after harvest the residents would erect a new room. The Premier said the difficulty in
the department was the shortage of teachers…
It closed, circa 1943.
In 1874, Michael Blood, aged about 14 years, was hopelessly lost from the Hon. A.B. Murray’s Bookpurnong
station:
Black trackers helped and traced for a while the weary wanderer’s movements for several days
while other men scoured 40 miles of country without success. He reached a spot 80 miles from
Kulkyne, known formerly as Gayfield Station, near Swan Hill, and was taken into the station. His
mother’s name is Mrs C. Blood of South Petherton. We don’t know whether to believe him or
not. No white man ever crossed the country he must have crossed. He had unposted letters in his
possession…
A photograph of a German Church is in the Observer, 10 May 1913, page 31, of the old and new church in
the Chronicle, 11 October 1924, page 39.
Boolcoomatta Creek & Boolcoomatta Hill - North-East of Olary and derived from the Aboriginal bulka ‘kangaroo’ and nata - ‘people’. The ‘Boolcoomatta Run’ was established by T. and J.E. Tapley in 1857 (lease
no. 572). In August 1870, Mr Lillywhite left the station with his wife and children bound for Burra:
On the second day out five girl members of the family left the camp to gather native peaches
and, after walking some distance, the youngest, Katie, was left by the other four, who told her to
take charge of the peaches they had gathered whilst they proceeded into the scrub to gather
some more. On their return they found Katie gone… Bushes were beaten, country examined and
two black trackers did all they could towards recovering the lost one. For 13 days the search
went on but the poor little innocent remained missing…
Boolcunda - The name is derived from the Aboriginal pulkunda - ‘mouse place’. The Hundred of Boolcunda,
County of Newcastle, was proclaimed on 6 July 1876 The Boolcunda Post Office stood on section 73, while
its school opened in 1883 and closed in 1885; the Boolcunda East School opened in 1885 and closed in
1940, while Boolcunda West School existed from 1892 until circa 1938, being renamed ‘Castle Springs’ in
1894. (See Moockra)
Crossing Boolcunda Creek was a hazardous business at times because in places it was ‘almost choked with
sand, blown off the surrounding paddocks, [and] reaching nearly up to the buggy axles’ while the plight of
farmers was commented on by a traveller who ‘saw a few trees once more, whose grown foliage was quite
a relief to the eye’:
At Mr Finch’s farm stock had been lost, including five or six milking cows, and the four that were
being milked gave about half a dipper of milk per day. His sheep were in the hills at Moochra [sic]
and dying every day. Later in the day, I saw heaps of them lying dead near the creek where, after
a big drink, they had lain down and, being too weak to get up again, had perished…
Booleroo - An Aboriginal word applied to a camping place. Anthropologists differ as to its derivation; one
source says it is a corruption of bulyeroo or bulyaroo, meaning ‘plenty’; another says it means ‘soft mud
and clay’. The ‘Booleroo North Run’ was established by J.H. Angas, circa 1877, out of leases held, originally,
by Messrs. Tinline and Murray in 1853. Mr Geoffrey Chard of Cannonvale, Queensland, advises that his
grandmother’s birth was registered at ‘Booleroo’ in October 1863 and concludes that ‘possibly, the place
name was applied earlier to the leases held by Messrs Tinline and Murray.’
The Hundred of Booleroo, County of Frome, was proclaimed on 17 June 1875 and the government town
of Booleroo, surveyed by E.F. Belt (1854-1914), on 25 July 1878. In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee
suggested that it be renamed ‘Noocoona’, the name of the local Aboriginal people, to avoid confusion with
the town of Booleroo Centre that had its genesis when T.E. Rowett obtained the land grant of section 70S,
Hundred of Booleroo, in July 1881 and sold portion of it to William Rowett, miller of Kapunda, in 1882, who
subdivided it into 29 allotments in October 1882, the first sale being registered on 4 December 1882. It was
extended by a subdivision of section 69S, purchased by John Sanders in April 1882, the first sales of his
allotments being registered in June 1885.
The Booleroo School opened in 1879; Booleroo Township School opened in 1893 having its name changed
to ‘Mount View’ in 1894. The opening of a new school was reported in 1928. The Booleroo Whim School
operated from 1880 until 1941. A photograph of children going to Booleroo West School on horseback is
in the Observer, 13 May 1905, page 25.
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Mr & Mrs Staude went to Booleroo Whim in 1876 - The holding taken up was covered with scrub.
Scrub rolling had not yet come into operation and the work was indeed laborious, only a few
acres being cleared the first year. Having no fencing wire, stray cattle and kangaroos devoured
the crop, which was little enough as it was a dry season. A neighbour, who only had a small
section of land, had sown several acres saved his crop by walking round it half the night and his
wife took the other watch…
A post office was opened in 1881 at Booleroo Central [sic] ‘on the mail line from Melrose to Old Booleroo
Station.’ (See Mount View & White Cliffs))
Photographs of the hospital and its staff are in the Chronicle, 26 April 1913, page 31, of a football team in
the Observer, 5 October 1912, page 32,
Boolgun - An Aboriginal word for ‘plenty’ applied to a town in the Hundred of Holder, 26 km south of
Waikerie. Proclaimed on 10 February 1916, its school opened in 1929 and closed in 1938.
Boolka, Lake - North-East of Lake Frome. The ‘Lake Boolka Run’ was established by S.S. Brown in 1872.
Bool Lagoon - In the South-East, 24 km south of Naracoorte. Bool is Aboriginal for ‘sweet drink’. The Bool
Lagoon Post Office stood on section 89, Hundred of Robertson, and opened in 1896. Its school closed in
1965 - prior to 1925 it was named ‘Hundred of Robertson’.
In the 1860s Bool Lagoon was without doubt Australia’s greatest water fowl home. The Coorong
at that time was not comparable to it. It comprised an area of many thousands of acres and
round its margin was the home of the jack snipe, flocks of Cape Barren geese and magpie geese
in the thousands. Early morning and late afternoon for miles the ground was blue with bald coot.
I have seen millions of duck rise until coming between me and the sun, they darkened the day…
Had the government of the day only proclaimed and protected Bool Lagoon as a bird sanctuary it
would have contained the greatest variety of water fowl in the world.
Alas, all this wonderland is practically a thing of the past now. The government has partly
drained the lagoon; settlers on the surrounding plains have got at the teatree and carted large
quantities of it away for fencing, building and firewood. Great parties of shooters have ruthlessly
destroyed the duck and other wild fowl. In that weird, wild place my eyes have seen what few
men have ever observed, and what my eyes will never see again.
In 1879, an attempt was made to reclaim thousands of acres of swampy land lying useless in the Hundreds
of Robertson and Naracoorte but, owing to local opposition, and some misunderstanding, the Bill was
shelved. The proposal was to drain Bool Lagoon, Garrie Swamp and other land and make them fit for
agriculture and pastoral purposes. About 18,000 acres would have been reclaimed and surplus water taken
off an area five times greater in size.
The plans were drawn up by Mr T. Hinckley, and the proposal to form a company favourably received,
about half the required capital of £50,000 being subscribed readily. The government gave its sanction to
the scheme and all went merrily for a time until opposition came from farmers around Lake Ormerod, for
they had commonage rights and objected to being disturbed by the drainage company, or anybody else.
They petitioned Parliament and, with support forthcoming from the squatters, the Bill was shelved, but
revived in the 20th century.
Booloo Hill - In the Far North-East. Aboriginal for ‘white’.
Boomerang - A subdivision of part section 114, Hundred of Finniss, named after the Aboriginal weapon and
laid out by David Shearer (1850-1936) in 1911; now included in Mannum.
Boon Boona Beach - A beach near Noarlunga named in 1926 and changed to ‘Moana’ in 1928. A slight
variation of the Aboriginal bon boona - ‘the sea beach’. (See Moana)
Boonerdo, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 28 June 1928. The Boonerdo Telephone
Office 16 km east of Lock stood on section 7. An Aboriginal word for ‘mallee scrub’.
Boongala - In the Hundred of Onkaparinga. Aboriginal for ‘shade’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Schoenthal’.
Boord - In 1886, Boord Flat was said to be ‘some four miles from Yankalilla.’
Mount Boord was named by F. Sinnett in 1851 after Septimus Boord (1819-1905), who arrived in the
Enterprise in 1840 and pioneered the Oraparinna run (lease no. 231) in the Flinders Ranges but, during a
survey in 1895, W.G. Evans renamed it ‘Dorothy Peak’, apparently being unaware of Sinnett’s prior
nomenclature.
Boorkooyanna - A school on Yorke Peninsula; opened in 1868 it closed in 1870. (See Pearce, Point)
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Boornee - A property west of Port Augusta; see pastoral lease no. 1664.
Boorong, Mount - On section 106, Hundred of Parachilna. Aboriginal for ‘big rock’.
Boor Plains - Eight kilometres South-East of Kadina and named after James Boor, a shepherd employed by
Sir Walter Hughes. Its post office opened in July 1882 and closed in 1899, while its school operated from
1879 until 1941.
Boorthanna - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line 64 km North-West of William Creek.
Aboriginal for ‘a bushy plain’.
Boothby - According to Lands Department records the Hundred of Boothby, County of Jervois, proclaimed
on 24 January 1878, was named after Thomas W. Boothby, MP (1873-75), the son of Benjamin Boothby
(1803-1868), who arrived in 1853 in the Indemnity after which he took up a position as a judge in the
Supreme Court. He opposed, bitterly, the land reform measures of the Torrens Act and because of his
continuing and persistent opposition to the laws of the colony was removed from office in July 1867. Rodney
Cockburn opts for Josiah Boothby (1837-1916), a former Under-Secretary and Government Statist and
another son of the aforementioned judge.
Sections in the Hundred were offered for sale on 21 March 1882 and John W. Cosh was recorded as the
first to purchase land on 3 December 1883 (sections 133-34 for £947). In 1880 it was said that whoever
possessed land there ‘were not very go-ahead to judge by the way in which it has been neglected. I never
saw a place in such a state of non-development. The fine river bed grows timber mostly of a perishable
nature; that is, such as die absolutely when burned or chopped down, yet a fire stick has never been used
to clear off the maze of low, bushy acacias that cover the ground densely in places…’
Its school opened in 1897 and closed in 1946 (from 1913 it was called ‘Twelve Mile’).
Mount Boothby is east of Magrath Flat and was named after Messrs T.W. and J.H. Boothby, who held a
nearby pastoral lease no. 993 from 2 July 1860. (See Tintinara)
Boorthelboorthanna Well - In the Far North near Boorthanna. Aboriginal for ‘black sand and ironstone’.
Booyoolie - H.B. Hughes took up land in the area under an occupation licence from 12 June 1845 and called
it ‘Booyoolee’ (sic); according to some historians it means ‘boiling up the smoke cloud’. However, SA
Museum records say it is Aboriginal for ‘foggy place’; the respective explanations appear to be synonymous,
while the Aboriginal name for the original homestead site at Booyoolie Station was pjurli - ‘fog’.
The Hundred of Booyoolie, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 6 July 1871 and the town of Booyoolie
on 4 March 1875, the name being changed to ‘Gladstone’ on 19 September 1940. The school operated for
a short time in 1873-1874 when it was conducted by Sarah Brinkworth with 23 enrolled pupils. On 8 October
1870 a day’s sport was undertaken ‘to try the mettle of a few horses belonging to the shearers, men at the
meat-preserving works and the Washpool’:
The weather was favourable till the finish of the last race, the Hurry-scurry, when a heavy
thunderstorm stopped sport and dispersed the crowd in all directions and athletics intended to
wind up were postponed. Mr Hughes who kindly acted as judge was, on his arrival, greeted with
hearty cheers by about 150 men and youths in his employ and a few farmers who have lately
settled in the neighbourhood…
Bopeechee - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 72 km west of Marree, named after
a group of springs south of Lake Eyre. Aboriginal for ‘springs’.
Bo-Peep - A school opened in 1919 by Mary A. Snelling and closed in 1928. Its exact location is unknown
but Education Department records describe it as being in the ‘Yorke Peninsula - Lower North District.’
Borda - In 1802, Nicolas Baudin named Cape Borda, on Kangaroo Island, in honour of Jean-Charles de Borda
(1733-1799), a celebrated French mathematician and astronomer and a founder of schools of naval
architecture where simplified a method of finding a ship’s position at sea and worked with Delambre on
the reflecting circle that brought him fame. Situated at the North-West extremity of Kangaroo Island, it was
the first land within the limits of the colony of South Australia generally made by ships arriving from the
westward.
A vote of Council [was] taken for the erection of a lighthouse at this point, the cliff on the summit
of which the light will be placed being about 250 feet above the sea, the light will be visible about
25 miles…
A lighthouse was erected there in 1858; on contemporary charts it is shown as ‘Flinders Light’.
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Cape Borda, situated at the North-West extremity of Kangaroo Island, is the first land within the
limits of the colony of South Australia that is generally made by ships arriving from the westward.
A vote of Council [in 1855]has been taken for the erection of a lighthouse at this point, the cliff
on the summit of which the light will be placed being about 250 feet above the sea, the light will
be visible about 25 miles…
The Hundred of Borda, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 4 February 1960. The Cape Borda School
opened in 1887 and closed in 1891.
Bordertown - With the opening of the gold route from the Victorian diggings to Adelaide in 1852, and the
establishment of a police camp at Scott’s woolshed, with a permanent officer in charge, at a resting place
on the banks of Tatiara Creek, the time was ripe for a settlement and, accordingly, Border Town was
surveyed in July 1852, the present-day format of Bordertown being adopted in 1979.
Like numerous other townships, Border Town is said to have been retarded in its progress by rich
men holding the land. To obviate this difficulty two suburban townships have been laid out [see
Betley and Rouse]… We arrived here about dusk, not one of the passengers at all sorry to have
gone over the rough road in such a rough vehicle, drawn by such rough horses, driven by such a
rough driver; but with all the roughness the last act was the roughest when each person was
asked for 7s. 6d. for his ride with all the disagreeables and dangers thrown in…
The very old inn, called the Woolshed Inn, which used to be a grand hotel in the digging days,
has at last fallen into desuetude, having earned a well-deserved rest, and has given place to a
new and commodious stone hotel kept by Mr J. Moon, who rises every morning sometime after
the sun is up. His hotel is threatened with an eclipse by the owner of another close by, who
intends to enlarge his borders considerably…
In 1865, a disgruntled citizen of the town wrote on the subject of the tax imposed on shepherds’ dogs:
A shepherd [had] to walk to Narracoorte [sic], a distance of 70 miles to register his dog, wait
there five days until the return of the mail, to get his ticket from the Registrar, then walk home
again and pay a man to look after his sheep during his absence. He offered the fee to the trooper
of the district, but that officer refused to take it…
On 27 January 1882 it was reported that, ‘a large portion of the government township is in the hands of
foreign capitalists who will not sell save at an exorbitant price.’ (See Betley & Rouse)
A year later a reporter was appalled at the sanitary condition of the town:
Through the township there is a kind of watercourse, with here and there a hole. Into [it] all the
garbage of the place finds its way, either by natural gravitation or by cartage. At the back of the
Institute… is a deep hole containing sewage… A week or two before my visit a man - fond of ale was missed, but was found, fully ripe, in this filthy pool…
Rodney Cockburn records the sale of Bordertown Park on 3 May 1882 and Bordertown Grange on 16
November 1882 when 120 allotments were sold accompanied by an assertion that ‘the Bordertown of the
future must be a large and flourishing centre of commerce…’
In the Border Town Public School on 22 August 1900 the ceremony known as the unfurling of the flag was
introduced into this colony:
Two hundred residents of the district attended and appropriate speeches were delivered. The
donor of the flag-stand, Dr E.G. Leger Erson, formerly Chairman of the Melbourne School Board…
gave and address on flags, their significance and the import of the incident which had brought
them together…
However, it would appear that the flag, itself, did not meet with general approval:
The heraldic badge of South Australia is, as every school-child knows, a yellow disc, containing
the unhappy-looking misrepresentation of a piping shrike, alias native (Murray) magpie, standing
with outstretched legs on a red and green perch. The whole seems to be a mimicry of that
scraggy fowl, the German eagle. It may be conveniently and appropriately designated ‘the
magpie and stump’, a name which is also attractive from its association with Pickwick. It has
many faults, but few admirers.
The present emblem replaced, a few years ago, the old one wherein Britannia advanced in a
dignified way towards a bronze-coloured Aborigine, who was sitting down disrespectfully and
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holding an un-Australian spear in his hand, while a kangaroo in the distance seemed doubtful
whether it was more prudent to stay or jump away.
Boree - A school opened in 1877, ‘three miles from Spalding’, and closed in 1879 (See Spalding)
Borgas Bore - In the Hundred of Wonoka was named after either William Borgas, who held sections 20 and
415 under credit agreement in the 1890s, or Heinrich Borgas who settled in the Hundred in 1880.
Borrika - A town, 16 km North-East of Karoonda, proclaimed on 2 April 1914. Its school opened in 1915 and
closed in 1941; Aboriginal for ‘a stranger’s hut’.
Photographs of a settler’s home and the children of V.V. Brown are in the Chronicle, 7 May 1931, page 36,
of the Institute on 28 April 1932, page 33, of scrub rolling by Mr H.T. Green on 28 April 1932, page 33, of a
cricket team on 31 May 1934, page 34.
Borthwick Range - On Eyre Peninsula, North-East of Baird Bay, recalls Adam Borthwick, who held pastoral
lease no. 554, ‘Cape Radstock, Streaky Bay’ from December 1857. He arrived in the Duchess of
Northumberland in 1839 and died in New Zealand in 1868, aged 72.
Bosanquet - Sir D.H. Bosanquet was Governor of South Australia from 1909 to 1914 and his name is
remembered by: Mount Bosanquet on section 16, Hundred of Jamieson; Bosanquet Bay on the far west
coast and County of Bosanquet, proclaimed on 23 October 1913.
Boskenna - An 1876 subdivision of part section 300, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Dean (1830-1896);
now included in Kensington Park; it comprised 20 allotments bisected by Alpha Street. It is almost certainly
of Celtic origin; bos means ‘house’ and kenna is adjectival of ken, meaning ‘chief’. ‘Boskenna’ appears
several times in Cornwall. The name occurs in Scotland and derives from bothkennarw - ‘house of the
ploughman’.
Rodney Cockburn attributes the nomenclature to the name of an estate of G.W. Hawkes, SM, and says that
Ferry, Moore and Wilkinson, in 1881, submitted a large portion of it to auction, the best price being
obtained for an allotment at the junction of The Parade and Kent Terrace, Norwood. The locations of the
respective subdivisions are, apparently, unable to be reconciled on modern-day street guide maps.
Boston - The name appears ten times on the map of South Australia. Boston Island was discovered and
named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802. The island was part of the ‘Port Lincoln Special Survey’
of 1841. In 1843, section 70 was subdivided into allotments and the deposited plan refers only to ‘Boston
Island’. Later dealings in the land refer to a town laid out as ‘Kerrillyilly’ (or ‘Currallilla’). Baudin named it
Bruin, while Freycinet’s published charts show I. Lagrange.
There is a town of Boston in Lincolnshire, possibly taking its name from a stone or cross at which Saint
Botulf, the patron of sailors, preached Christianity to the Middle Anglicans; in 1130 it was recorded as
botuluestan. George Bass, a compatriot of Flinders, was born at Boston, Lincolnshire.
The first ‘public holiday’ recorded in South Australia was on Christmas Day 1827 and was
celebrated by Captain Gould of the Dryad at Boston Bay, Port Lincoln. As kangaroos and fish were
plentiful, he and the ship’s crew doubtless enjoyed the occasion.
Bosworth - John Bosworth, born in London, in 1836, arrived with his parents in the Hooghly in 1848,
received his education at St Peter’s College, entered parliament in 1875 as a member for ‘Wooroora’ in the
House of Assembly and died in 1917. At one time he held pastoral lease no. 612 and others called ‘Willippa’
near Lake Torrens for ‘he left his comfortable establishment to cope personally with new difficulties and
hardships in subduing a then waterless wilderness’:
Failing in all trials by sinking for water he crossed Lake Torrens eastwards on foot to prove the
practicability of this only means of rescuing his sheep, which he afterwards conducted over safely
to a well, where a brother’s life succumbed to the bad water. Three years of hardship were
endured before the first well of wholesome water was obtained on the Weritabatinyana run…
The names Bosworth Creek and Bosworth Well appear on his former leases.
Bosworth Park was laid out in 1925 by William Norman on section 359, Hundred of Yatala; now included
in Blair Athol. The name occurs in England and derives from the Œ bar - ‘boar’ and worp - ‘enclosure’.
Bottle Hill - North West of Port Augusta. According to Rodney Cockburn it was a descriptive name applied
by J.F. Hayward in 1855.
Bottroff Hill - In the Hundred of Tungkillo, recalls Wilhelm Bottroff, a district pioneer.
Botts Swamp - In the Hundred of Grey, near Kalangadoo and named after Thomas Bott (ca.1857-1937),
grazier, who obtained the land grant of section 96, Hundred of Short, on 20 October 1910.
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Boucaut - A railway station 6 km north of Brinkworth, known formerly as ‘Koolunga’. The Hundred of
Boucaut, County of Stanley, was proclaimed on 25 July 1867. Its school opened in 1881 and closed in 1931
(it was Boucaut from 1925). Sir James P. Boucaut, MP, and three times Premier of South Australia and ‘he
has always been, and still is, to the front in all measures calculated to benefit the land of his adoption, and
few men have done more to advance its interests. [To him] we owe the great strides the colony has made
since 1874 in wealth and prosperity.’
Born in Cornwall, England, in October 1831 he arrived with his parents in 1846 in the Duke of Richmond
upon which he was sent to Mr. Stephen King’s sheep farm near Gawler to learn sheep farming, but, after
a few month’s there, he persuaded his father to article him to Messrs Fenn & Wearing, a firm of solicitors
in Adelaide. Later, he became famous as a lawyer, statesman, Attorney-General, Premier and a Judge of
the Supreme Court; he died on 1 February 1916.
His papers are held in the Mortlock Library and the following letter written by him to the Secretary of the
Miners’ Union in Moonta in 1875 is of historical interest:
The whole State is controlled by a coterie of half a dozen men in Adelaide [who] has no love for
any man who strives for fair play in the working classes. Our legislation and system of
government studies entirely too much the interests of capital… It is not fair to expect the press to
help you until you help yourselves. Recollect that the press, like other mercantile institutions,
must consider those who principally support it…
I have felt the truth of the sneer - ‘the working man cares nothing of politics when his belly is
full’, consequently he is habitually deceived. I was two years a working man at weekly wages and
the iron entered too deeply into my soul to be forgotten. I have never been unjust to capital, but
I hate its assumption that capital is Lord over all. Few men have felt so much, as I, the opposition
and vile slander of a clique of monopolists, who really govern South Australia and would, if they
could, ruin all who stand in their way.
On his retirement from the bench he was reported as saying:
I would rather earn my living at breaking stones on the road and live upon bread and water than
dwell in the palace of the King and feast like Belshazzar, to have it said of me that on the seat of
justice I was the ‘sure minion of government’.
The opening of a Bible Christian Chapel at Boucaut Plains was reported in 1875
Boucauts Folly - Hilary Boucaut (1840-1927), in partnership with Christopher Giles, held pastoral lease no.
306, ‘N-E of Mount Bryan’, from circa 1864. It was he who excavated a dam and had to wait two to three
years before it contained any water:
[It] was claimed to be the first to be sunk with the plough and scoop. During construction, eight
bullocks continuously carted water ten miles to the men and four bullocks working on the job. A
government party, boring for water on the pegged line route from Burra to the Barrier, marked it
on the official [as] ‘Boucaut’s Folly’. After years of steady perseverance and great expense in
procuring water, he succeeded in establishing his welfare with 10,000 sheep - a dangerous
number for that country - but he had means of moving half if necessary, and the run would not
pay with less.
Then came the valuator, and charged the run as capable of carrying nearly double. After him, as
Mr Boucaut no doubt expected, came the drought, and his flocks, the labour of years, dwindled
away to a few hundred sheep. Nothing daunted, Mr Boucaut prepared himself for another seven
years’ struggle against fate and climate.
These he could face with fortitude, and hope for the future; but there was a worse enemy lying
in wait, whose deadly hostility he had left out of his calculation. The South Australian
Government - the bitterest curse that ever afflicted humanity, or destroyed the energy and
enterprise of a people - sent in their demand to the prostrate lessee of £600 (the new
valuations), and required instant payment of one to whom 600 shillings would have been a
Godsend. Poor Boucaut looked around the bones of his sheep, bade adieu to his once
comfortable homestead, shouldered his swag, and left his run and its ruin to record the
beneficial exploits of government.
Bouguer, Cape - On the south coast of Kangaroo Island, named by Baudin in 1802. Pierre Bouguer, (16981758), a French mathematician and hydrographer, won awards from the French Academy of Science for
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brilliant papers on observing the variation of the compass at sea and the altitude of the stars and was a
member of the Royal Society in England.
Boundary Creek - Flows through the Coorong Channel to the Murray Mouth, east of Mundoo Island, so
named because it separates portion of the Counties of Hindmarsh and Russell.
Boundary Creek Post Office opened on section 251, Hundred of Barunga, in July 1940, while Boundary
Creek School, near Snowtown, opened in 1938 and closed in 1954.
Boundy, River - Near Callington, recalls John Boundy (ca.1793-1865) who came to South Australia from
Cornwall, in 1848, in the Constance and was employed by the Worthing Mining Company at the Bremer
Copper Mine, where one of its lodes bore his name.
Bourne, Mount - North-East of Leigh Creek, named by Samuel Parry in 1858 after Thomas Bourne, engineer
and mathematician.
Bovagh Estate - A subdivision of part section 502, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Windsor Gardens.
There is a town of Boveagh (sic) in Londonderry, Ireland, having family associations for John R.C. Knox, who
laid it out in 1904. His father, Nathaniel A. Knox, born in County Antrim, Ireland, circa 1797, obtained the
land grant of the section on 7 March 1839. It derives from Boithmedhbha, the name of a monastery founded
in 557; the name occurs, also, in Cornwall where it is said to mean ‘park of the ox’. (See Knoxville)
Bovda Hut - A school near Booleroo Centre; opened in 1907 it closed in 1920.
Bowaka, Hundred of - In the County of Robe, proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and named by Governor Fergusson
after the ‘Bowaka Run’ held by T. Morris from 1851 (lease no. 221). Originally, the land was held under
occupation licence from 1847 by John Hind and H. Morris. Probably derived from the Aboriginal baukara,
the name of a fighting field for the Potaruwutj people near where the main road crosses Reedy Creek ‘Songs tell of the victory of a man named Wati, of Parmpari on the creek, over Kangarbalak men from
Naracoorte.’ The name was applied, also, to Reedy Creek.
Bowden - The village was created in 1839 out of section 354, Hundred of Yatala, by James Hurtle Fisher
(1790-1875), who named it after his native village in Northamptonshire. (See Hillside) The Cornish word
bawden (sic) means ‘a nasty place’ while the Œ bufan-dune translates as ‘the place of the dun (hill)
belonging to Buga’. The name occurs, also, in Scotland where it is said to derive from the Gaelic both-anduin - ‘house on the hill’.
Its history commenced on 9 June 1836 when John Wright, a Colonisation Commissioner, (hence Wright St.,
Adelaide) and James Hurtle Fisher entered into a contract, whereby John Wright would purchase two
sections of land in the colony upon which Fisher could take up residence and rent it with a right of purchase.
On 7 March 1839, John Wright got the land grant of section 354 (now Hundred of Yatala).
Later, Fisher subdivided the land into blocks about 105 feet deep with narrow streets and the Register of
6 July 1839 carries an advertisement of the ‘Village of Bowden’ ‘on which James Hurtle Fisher [is] about to
sink four public wells’, situated on lot 189 in Gibson Street, lot 256 in Second Street, at the intersection of
Trembath Street and Park Terrace, and off Third Street (either lot 272, 273, 274, 275).
In 1848, George Ottaway of the Norfolk Arms Hotel was ‘accidentally shot while quail shooting on the
plains, a little beyond Bowden… medical attendance was promptly afforded and subsequently he was
removed to town where the exertions of Messrs Bayer, Knott, Kent and Davies were unremitting…’
In 1905, there was ‘considerable rivalry between Bowden and Thebarton “pushes” of youths and at times
it has culminated in a feudal war of some magnitude’:
One of the chief causes of the animosity appears to concern a bathing hole in the Torrens near
the slaughter yards. If the Bowden youths are in possession and the Thebarton lads arrive in
sufficient numbers to expel the bathers, a hurried exit has to be made from the water on the
penalty of a shower of stones from the neighbouring banks. Often those participating in a wash
have been compelled to flee, arrayed in only Nature’s garb, leaving their clothes behind them
until peace has been declared. Several times during past weeks pitched battles have been fought
between the rival gangs with shanghais and stones as the weapons…
Bower - David Bower, MP (1865-1887), born in Yorkshire, England, in April 1819, arrived in South Australia
in 1846, set himself up in business as a timber merchant, entered parliament in 1865 and was elected Mayor
of Port Adelaide in 1877. He was a man with a charitable disposition and, while residing at Wallaroo,
donated blocks of land to the community for institute building purposes and £500 for a similar venture at
Port Adelaide, of which he laid the foundation stone. He died in July 1898 at Woodville.
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The Hundred of Bower, County of Eyre, was proclaimed on 3 August 1882. The Bower railway station was
25 km east of Eudunda and a post office was established on section 13, in 1899; the township grew around
the station the first subdivision being made in that year by Charles Winnecke on the southern side of the
line. Its school opened in 1917 and closed in 1961.
Mr Sutherland who is a substantial landholder in the district and has a siding about eight miles
from Eudunda has been the purveyor of water for the settlers… He tried the experiment of
procuring water by rail from Eudunda, thinking he might be able to get it cheaper than from
Morgan… The settlers have only used the water carted by Mr Sutherland for household
purposes, having to go some eight miles to the foot of the hills to water their stock… (See
Sutherlands)
Bowhill - Governor Kintore named the Hundred of Bowhill, County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 4 May 1893
after a town in Selkirkshire, Scotland, with which he, no doubt, had some affiliation; it derives from the
Celtic buachaill - ‘cow-herd’. The Bowhill East School opened in 1939 and closed in 1948; the Hundred of
Bowhill School existed from 1895 until 1940.
The first combined show was held on 29 September 1898 when the steamer Tyro from Mannum had a
large number of people on board, while the Saddler brought a company from Murray Bridge:
Notwithstanding that money prizes were not offered the exhibits were fairly numerous and in
some cases were of excellent quality… The Mannum Band, which has lately been formed,
enlivened the proceedings with selections throughout the day…
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 31 October 1935, page 30.
Bowillia - A post office on section 357, Hundred of Blyth, 24 km South-West of Blyth and a school opened
in 1888 by Annie M. Pratt; it closed in 1951.
Bowman - North-East of Black Rock is Bowman Dam, named after the Bowman brothers who held the
‘Minburra Run’ in 1876 (lease no. 1528). The four brothers came to the colony from Tasmania whence their
father has migrated in 1829.
Lake Bowman, is south of Lake Eyre North and, in 1858, when C.F. Gregory temporarily took command of
Babbage’s expedition he named it after R. Bowman, ‘his best stockman.’
Crystal Brook East was known locally as Bowman Town. (See Crystal Brook)
The Bowmans School opened in 1885, while the town was laid out by William Board in 1922 on part section
764, Hundred of Inkerman, 13 km east of Port Wakefield, when it was said that ‘a flourishing little township
is in the making and the new railway cottages are nearing completion’:
A large number of college boys were returning after the holidays and the first ride on the new
railway proved novel and interesting to them… Guard Crighton, well-known on the system, was
in charge… As the train steamed out, the school mistress and scholars gave three hearty cheers
and residents and railway officials, who had assembled on the platform, joined in…
The name commemorates Edmund, John, Thomas and William Bowman, who held adjacent land under
occupation licence from 30 January 1845. In August 1866, Edmund Bowman was drowned while crossing
the River Wakefield, having slipped on tree trunks spanning it. (See Raglan)
A photograph of the school’s band is in the Chronicle, 10 April 1930, page 36, of firefighters in Mr Manley’s
burning hayfield in the Observer, 8 December 1923, page 31.
Bowyer Bridge - In 1984, the name was given to the structure crossing the Carrickalinga Creek on the main
Noarlunga - Cape Jervis road. It may relate to Thomas Henry Bowyer (1810-1879), an early settler in the
district, or his son George Bowyer (1850-1913); they arrived in the Norman in 1855.
Bowyer Corner - Near Owen; it recalls Henry Bowyer who bought the ‘Dalkeith’ property, circa 1915.
Box Flat - In the Peake District. Official plans show the route of a journey by surveyors Cannan and Winter
into the Upper South-East in 1841 and beyond the end of this route at about Mount Monster the description
of the country reads ‘open low sandy peaked hills’ and farther north ‘sandy, undulating covered by low
shrubs and prickly grass at the extent of vision.’
Pastoral occupation commenced in the late 1850s and plan DR 24-11 shows numerous pastoral claims in
this area dated 1859-1861 located about several wells, viz, Perra Peritch, Winike Berick, Pinery, Brill, etc.,
by H. Rundle, D. Gollan, R.B. Andrews, W. & J. Masson, etc. Apparently, this occupation was not sustained
because, in the years 1870-75, the whole of this district was applied for under pastoral lease and leases for
twenty-one years were granted to William Butcher, George Bunn, Isabella Baker, A.S.B. Baker, Henry Scott,
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C.S. Harding, Joseph Crompton, etc., and after several years the various leases were held mainly by A.S.B.
Baker, John Hensley and J.C. Gall, with the former holding the ‘Box Flat’ leases. (See Parilla & Peebinga)
Box Hill – It is on section 384, Hundred of Wongyarra, and has a large stand of box trees growing thereon.
Boxing Bay - In the Hundred of Menzies. It was here that two sailors settled their differences.
Brachina - Professor Tindale contends it derives from paratjina meaning ‘place without trees’, while
another source says that it comes from varatyinha, referring to ‘the place where the emu got forked feet’.
This explanation is linked with an Aboriginal legend where the emu was an important food for the
Aborigines and was either caught in a net, or killed with a throwing stick aimed at its neck, and the kill was
always shared with everyone in the camp. Brachina railway station is west of Brachina Gorge in the Flinders
Ranges, 64 km north of Hawker.
Bradbury - A post office on section 328, Hundred of Noarlunga, 8 km south of Stirling, opened on 13 April
1920. The name occurs in Durham, England; it is possibly a corruption of brimesbury ‘where King Athelstane
encamped in 937 AD when he gained a decisive victory over the Danes: but it is more probable that the
battle was fought at Bramby in Lincolnshire.’
Brady - Prior to 1923, the Brady Creek School was called ‘Apoinga’; it closed in 1941.
Brady Hill, 25 km east of Waukaringa, was named after Thomas Brady of Lancelot who, with Thomas Smith
of Broughton, discovered the ‘Teetulpa Goldfield’ on 6 October 1886.
Braeburn - A subdivision of part section 2098, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Clovelly Park. Probably,
a Scottish name given by John Ragless, a previous owner. (See Tonsley)
Braemar - The ‘Braemar Run’, 64 km east of Terowie, was taken up by Thomas Elder in 1865 and a post
office opened there in April 1895 when it was described as ‘via Pandappa Dam.’
On that lease (no. 1892) there is a good dam, known as Hammitt’s, 110 yards by 90 yards and 12
feet deep… The sub-lessee has enclosed a horse paddock with a substantial wire fence and put
up yards and a moveable galvanized iron hut. The sheep are shepherded although within sheepproof fences. There is good grass, besides salt bush on some portions of the lease, owing to the
floods coming down from the ranges… Faraway Hill, the easternmost rise on this country, is quite
a landmark…
The subdivision of Braemar on part sections 51 and 2797, Hundred of Noarlunga, was made by James Smith,
merchant and Thomas Giles, sheep farmer, whose son married Jean B. St. Clare Barr-Smith; now included
in Stirling and Crafers. (See under Stirling for the relationship between Messrs Elder, Robert Barr-Smith &
Edward Stirling.)
‘Braemar’, in Aberdeenshire, no doubt, had some affiliation with Thomas Elder; it belonged to the
prehistorical Earldom of Marre; hence the ‘Bray of Marre’, where bray derives from the Celtic braigh ‘upper part’. The ‘Castle of Mar’ near Balmoral, Scotland in the Dee Valley is called ‘Braemar’.
Braendler Scrub - Near the Monarto Conservation Park and named after either Paul Braendler or his father,
J.F. Braendler, who leased section 259, Hundred of Monarto, comprising 315 acres of scrub land from March
1877. This land was retained by the Braendler family until acquired by the Monarto Development
Commission in 1974.
Mr Johann F. Braendler of Monarto died in his 95th year in 1907. Although a brewer and distiller
by trade, on arrival he started farming and stuck to it through the remainder of his life. After
residing at Balhannah for 10 years he took up a couple of sections at Monarto, where friends
advised him against what they considered a rash and disastrous experiment, the mallee lands at
that time being regarded as unfit for successful cultivation… By dint of hard work and thoughtful
cultivation he was successful; particularly so, following the introduction of fertilisers.
Brahma Lodge - The name was taken from the trotting horse stud conducted by Frank Reiss, who sold his
land for subdivision in 1960. The estate was developed by K.J. Powell and Company on section 2209,
Hundred of Yatala. The school opened in 1964.
Bramfield - A town, 10 km east of Elliston, proclaimed on 25 January 1877 and named after the run (lease
no. 662 of 1858) taken up by Thomas Cooper Horn who was born at Bramfield, Hertfordshire, circa 1807.
Its school opened in 1881 and closed in 1951. In 1166 the name was written as bramfeld - ‘broom field’. In
1879, it was said that ‘Bramfield is on the old mail track from Port Lincoln to Streaky Bay’:
Consequently there was a post office at the Bramfield station some time before the district was
resumed for agricultural purposes; the surrounding land is covered with limestone and never will
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be selected… Bramfield was out of the way of the trade and population of the district, there
being only three blocks of land selected there, while there was about 20,000 acres selected
within… five miles of Waterloo Bay… (See Horn, Lake)
Brandonville - In 1904, it was said to be a ‘new settlement about a mile and a half north of Swan Reach.’
Brandon Well - East of Lake Torrens, probably recalls Thomas Brandon (1816-1901), who arrived in the Lady
Lilford, in 1839, following which he was described as a shepherd.
Brankup - On the Mosquito Plains near Naracoorte where ‘James Norris, a splitter employed by Mr Adam
Smith at an out-station called Brankup, lost four children within three days from eating a species of fungus…’
Brassey - A town in the Hundred of Yalpara, 40 km North-East of Orroroo; proclaimed on 2 October 1879,
ceased to exist on 24 February 1927. Origin uncertain, but, no doubt, it was the name of an associate of
Governor Jervois, the most likely candidate being Thomas Brassey (1805-1870), a railway contractor and an
associate of Robert Stephenson. (See Stephenston)
The rapid development of railways caused an opening of which Brassey’s extraordinary business
faculties enabled him to take full advantage. He extended his operations until he was interested
in every quarter of the globe, including the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada (1852-1859) and
Australian railways (1859-1863).
A Lord Brassey attended a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society (SA Branch) on 27 May 1887.
Bray - Sir John C. Bray, MP (1871-1892) was born in Adelaide in May 1842, educated at St Peter’s College
and ‘whilst as Chief Secretary and leader of the ministry, he has secured the confidence of the existing
House and the country.’ The Hundred of Bray, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 14 June 1877 and its
school opened in 1893 and closed in 1902.
In 1884, it was reported that before the ‘People’s Court - Before His Honour, Public Opinion and Juries
Consisting of the Electors of East Adelaide and Victoria’:
J.C. Bray was now charged with having ingeniously, craftily and by clever devices deluded the
people into believing that he possessed qualities of statesmanship, whereas in truth, and in fact,
he was destitute of any, save and except (1) The quality of discerning the weak points in his fellows and adroitly turning them to his own
advantage.
(2) A quick perception of the excellencies of his opponents’ policy and a magnanimous readiness
to adopt it as his own.
(3) A close attention to his formal duties, a stoical indifference to chastisement and an
irrepressible
desire to live at peace with all men.
There were further counts on the indictment, setting forth that the defendant had, by divers
wiles, impressed his colleagues with an overweening belief in his capacity, that had wrought a
distressing change in the character of the defendant.
Brayville - This subdivision of part section 112 and section 2083, Hundred of Adelaide, was made by Harry
Midwinter Bray in 1914, who named it after his father Sir John C. Bray, Premier and an Agent-General in
London; now part of Plympton Park.
Braybourne - The sale of allotments in ‘The Township of Braybourne’ in the Inman Valley was advertised in
1858.
Brayfield - A school, south of Port Neill, opened in 1919 by Dorothy A. Ashton; it closed in 1941. The name
was taken from a local homestead;.
Breakneck Hill - Between Inglewood and Gumeracha. In 1908, a correspondent to the Register said that
‘John Parham (ca.1821-1897), of Gawler, was driving a team of bullocks through the hills, with Mr Giles (I
think of Anstey and Giles). They had got to the top of the hill all right when Mr Giles said, ‘Oh, look John
what a magnificent view’. Both were admiring the view, and did not notice that the bullocks had moved on
down the hill. One of the polers fell and broke his neck. Hence the name…’ (See Snappers Point)
A sketch and other information is in the Farmers Weekly Messenger, 25 February 1876.
Breakpole Marsh - ‘Located in South Australia, just across the border from Lindsay, later to become the SA
“Kaladbro” - see Wade’s 1848 border survey map.’ The first occupants of contiguous land were Lachlan and
Charles Mackinnon. On 8 April 1846 A.H. & J.E. Bates obtained an occupation licence to the area and split
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Mackinnon’s holding following which Charles, with Andrew Watson, moved north to establish Kilbride,
while Lachlan journeyed south to create Mingbool that was subsequently acquired by John Meredith.
Breckan, Mount - Alexander Hay, born at Dunfermline, Scotland, on 12 January 1820, emigrated to South
Australia on the barque Planter, leaving the United Kingdom on 25 November 1838. In 1845, he married
Miss Agnes Kelly, who died in 1870. By that time, following astute land dealings in the early 1850s and
investment in pastoral pursuits, he had accumulated a fortune. On 13 March 1872, aged fifty-two, he
married Agnes Grant Gosse, aged thirty-four. The bride’s brothers, renowned pranksters, put up a sign in
front of the Christ Church, North Adelaide, on the wedding day - ‘Old Hay Sold Here.’
In 1876, he bought land in Encounter Bay, on which he built a palatial home calling it Mount Breckan. The
word ‘breckan’ is derived from the Gaelic form of bracken; the fern of this name covered the site before
building operations commenced. A subdivision of the same name (the plan shows Brecken) was laid out on
part section 17 by William F. Connell, in 1912; now included in Victor Harbor. In 1919, it was said that, ‘every
allotment commands an uninterrupted view of the Southern Ocean, Granite Island, The Bluff and
surrounding country… there is no more beautiful spot on the sea coast in South Australia.’
In 1914, the proprietors of Mount Breckan House were ‘about to have a nine-hole course laid on the estate
and for that purpose is engaging the services of Rufus Stewart. Rushes, bracken and trees will provide
suitable hazards… The present course of the Victor Harbour Golf Club is situated a little too far away from
the township to be used constantly by residents and visitors…’
Brecon - The school, 32 km south of Keith, opened in 1940, took its name from a local homestead and was
adopted for one of the AMP Society’s development schemes. (See Sherwood)
Brecon Park was an 1881 subdivision of part sections 345 and 346, Hundred of Yatala, by David Davies,
lime merchant of Prospect; now included in Nailsworth and bounded by Davies Terrace, Thomas Street and
Main North Road. .He named it after ‘Brecon’, in his native country of Wales, derived from Brychan - ‘Son
of Anlac’ - which, in turn, means ‘tartan clad’ or ‘a Welsh Prince’.
Bremer - In December 1837, Messrs R. Cock, W. Finlayson, A. Wyatt and G. Barton, discovered and named
the modern-day River Bremer the ‘Hindmarsh’ (see Barker, Mount), not knowing that Messrs T.B.
Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson had named a river almost simultaneously by that name. In 1839, it was
proclaimed that the one that flowed into Lake Alexandrina was to be called the Bremer after Sir Gordon
Bremer, who founded the settlement of Port Essington in the Northern Territory in 1837. The Aborigines
called the river meechi. (See Nixon, The)
By 1874, a longing felt by the inhabitants of Callington was a bridge over the River Bremer near its junction
with the Mount Barker Creek:
There is a ford at that point which in summer answers all practical purposes, but when the
Bremer is flooded the river is almost impossible to cross and it has been no infrequent
occurrence for drays and teams to be swept away… The erection of a bridge at this place will give
much greater facilities for the conveyance of wheat and other produce to market…
The Hundred of Bremer, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851.
The Bremer Copper Mine was established at Callington following the discovery of ore in 1850; originally, it
was the property of the Worthing Mining Co.
The Bremer Plains were described in 1862 when ‘the tract of country presents the finest field I know of in
the province in which the benefits to be derived from a systematic plan of irrigation might be tested’:
Imagine 25,000 acres of land of first rate quality on a dead level, or with fall just sufficient to
carry off surface water - the Angas on one side and the Bremer on the other - either of which,
when a heavy fall of rain occurs in the adjacent hills, carries off - wastes, in fact - much more
water than would be sufficient to saturate the whole surface…
A gold find in the Bremer Ranges, Hundred of Tungkillo, was reported on 13 January 1866, when ‘the
original discovery of quartz… was made by Alfred Jones, but he was not aware of its value. He, however,
obtained specimens, seen by Mr T.A. Woods, who was, at once, struck with their similarity to some
specimens in his possession obtained from Clunes reef in Victoria…’
Bremerton - This subdivision of section 3556, Hundred of Freeling, by Thomas Harper Ward in 1853, took
its name from the River Bremer, the western boundary of the section. It was advertised as possessing a
‘singular eligible situation as an intermediate township between Adelaide and Melbourne.’
Concerned at lawlessness in the district in 1855 Mr Ward addressed the Colonial Secretary:
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The turbulent portion of our community, and I regret to say we have our share including several
Van Diemen’s Land expirees [sic]… trouble [is] incurred by [having] to seek redress at Mount
Barker. [They] too often escape a merited punishment… I should have started this day for
Victoria… but being desirous of affording protection to Mrs Ward and the rest of my family I beg
to offer… one or two allotments in this township whereon to erect a police station.
His offer was refused.
Brenchley Estate - A 1922 subdivision of part section 245, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of Alfred
Wilkinson; now included in Kingswood. The name was taken from the name of the late Mr Wilkinson’s
property; there is a ‘Brenchley’ in Kent, England, recorded as brancheslegh in 1230 - ‘Braenci’s leah
(meadow)’.
Brenda Park - About seven km south of Morgan. The first white man known to have lived there was Mr
Hermann von Rieben who came to South Australia in the Princess Louise in 1849; in 1854, he built a hotel
of logs and earth and called it the North-West Bend Hotel:
[It was] on the stock route from the Darling via Wentworth and Truro, en route to Adelaide…
[He] died at the age of seventy and is buried in a tiny cemetery under the great gums a little
north of the house. Von Rieben’s Hotel is a point of essential importance to the tourist in this
district. After leaving it no human habitation appears until within a few miles of the Burra Burra
and that is only a shepherd’s hut. At von Rieben’s the traveller will meet with every
accommodation and every comfort… The hostess is most attentive and obliging and the charges
moderate…
Brennan - A railway station, a few kilometres north of Saddleworth, was opened about 1911 and the last
consignment of wheat left there on 20 January 1960. Named after a railway employee; probably Joseph
Brennan, who born in 1865, resided at Fords and Kapunda, died in 1935 and was buried at Navan.
Previously, it was known as Brennan Crossing.
Brentwood - A post office opened in December 1878 on section 10, Hundred of Minlacowie, 11 km SSW of
Minlaton, and a school opened in 1879 by Daniel Aitken. An Arbor Day was celebrated on 6 August 1897
but, ‘as no trees could be obtained from the board of advice, Mr Twartz kindly supplied some pepper and
almond trees which were planted in the school ground by the children…’
According to Mr R.C. Sprigg, of Arkaroola, the name was bestowed by the Sprigg family who, having been
forced off their pastoral lease at Oulnina because of drought, settled on Yorke Peninsula:
Just why our people seem to have set up or been associated with the setting up of ‘Brentwood
Villages’ in Australia since about 1870 respectively [in] South Australia, Wimmera, Victoria
(ca.1870) and near Wagin (ca.1890) and perhaps in Queensland is a puzzle to us.
Another fact that may have a bearing on its nomenclature is that, in 1910, it was reported that Mrs Julia
Wurm, born at Mountmeeting Hall near Brentwood, Essex, England, was, apparently, settled at Port Julia,
with her husband, prior to the establishment of the Brentwood Post Office.
In Essex, the town was referred to first in 1176 and related to an outlaw, one ‘Reginald of the Burntwood’.
The sheriff of Essex reported to the Exchequer the profits of the sale of the possessions of outlaws - those
of Reginald being valued at eight shillings. In 1200 the district was described as the ‘Forest of Brentwood’.
Rodney Cockburn says that it was named by a pioneer who came from a market so called in the Chelmsford
division of Essex and concluded: ‘the Parkside Mental Hospital was modelled on the exact plans of the
Brentwood Asylum in Essex. During the war the English town was bombed by Zeppelins.’
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle on 10 October 1903, page 44, of members of a RAOB
Lodge on 3 November 1923, page 38, of a tennis team on 22 July 1931, page 31; also see Observer, 6 October
1906, page 30, 1 October 1927, page 38 (football teams), of a women’s football team in the Register, 4
September 1928, page 10.
Briars, The - A 1913 subdivision of part section 460, Hundred of Yatala, by the executors of James W. Cowell;
now included in Medindie. The land was purchased in 1839 by Samuel Stephens who died, aged thirty-one,
in January 1840, when his horse fell and crushed him during the return trip of an exploration to the River
Murray with John Morphett. In 1856, George C. Hawker bought the property and, at a cost of £33,000,
extended an existing one-storey house into a two-storey mansion, naming it ‘The Briars’. The old home
became the property of the Salvation Army and named ‘The McBride Maternity Hospital’, after Robert
McBride, who made the purchase possible:
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For many years the Salvation Army Maternity Home had been established in Carrington Street,
but the work has now outgrown the accommodation… Through the generosity of Mr J.M.
McBride of Kooringa the cash problem was settled as that gentleman on the representation of
Commissioner Hay was convinced of the necessity of such an institution. It will be known as the
Salvation Army McBride Maternity Hospital.
Bridgeport - An 1883 subdivision of part section 72, Hundred of Mobilong, near the newly-erected bridge
at Edwards Crossing (Mobilong), by James McH. Clark and Charles T. Cowle; now included in Murray Bridge.
They advertised it as ‘the most important town on the Murray… for the most part is a tableland overlooking
the whole neighbourhood and that prince of rivers… from which at a trifling cost the whole of the
inhabitants of Bridgeport could be supplied with water.’
It was the first subdivision in the present-day town comprising Murray Bridge, the sale of the first allotment
being registered on 10 August 1883. The government town of Mobilong, surveyed in November 1883, was
offered for sale first on 20 March 1884, while in respect of the private subdivision of Mobilong, the sale of
its first allotment was registered on 16 April 1884. (See Murray Bridge)
Bridgetown - An 1854 subdivision of section 702, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Henry Gilbert, now included
in Birkenhead, and ‘admirably situated alongside the [SA] Company’s Fresh Water section and adjacent to
the Old Powder Magazine… [it] is also near the River and within gun shot of the shipping… having the ships
full in view. It is also close to the contemplated New Bridge…’
Bridge View Estate - Laid out in 1925 by Berthold Hugo Ruge on section 12, Hundred of Burdett; now
included in Murray Bridge. It is a descriptive name as it overlooks a bridge spanning the River Murray.
Bridgewater - In Port Adelaide, it was an 1855 subdivision of sections 700, 701 and 703, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, laid out by Alfred Watts (1814-ca.1885); now included in Birkenhead. (See Bridgetown for its
derivation). It was claimed to be ‘the nearest high ground to the Port, [it] possesses an unlimited supply of
fresh water [and is] in close proximity to the railway station.’ (See Freshwater)
He came to South Australia in 1838 and was employed by Philip Levi in his company, entered parliament
in 1855 as the representative for Flinders in the Legislative Council and assisted in framing the colony’s
constitution prior to 1857. He was a local director of the Bank of Australasia.
Bridgewater, in the Mount Lofty Ranges, comprising 32 allotments, was laid out in 1859 on part section
89, by John Dunn, senior and junior.
Both the Radford and Dunn families have claimed the honour of naming the town. It is true, also,
that Mr Radford was primarily responsible for changing the name of the post office (apparently
for sentimental reasons, because he came from Bridgewater, in England). (See Cox Creek)
Another interesting fact is that James Addison called the local hotel ‘Bridgewater’, four years
before the town was laid out. James Addison (ca.1819-1870), subdivided section 1141, and one
allotment was conveyed to J. and J. Dunn of Mount Barker in 1855 with a right to erect a flour
mill.
The school opened in 1882. A photograph of students who were the recipients of service medals is in the
Observer, 5 January 1918, page 22.
The name occurs in Somerset, England, and derives from burgh-walter, i.e., a castle of Walter of Dovay,
who obtained the manor from William the Conqueror. (See Mount Stanley & Yosemite Park)
The following was taken from a pamphlet circulated in California, USA:
South Australia offers many attractions. As a health spot Adelaide hills, with wild floral fragrance,
pure air, water, and eucalyptus are unrivalled. People eat, sleep and enjoy life better, live longer
there than in many parts of California. Nature seems to have made it a disease-resisting land… no
rank vegetation, no malaria, no alkali, no poison oak, no catarrh, no rattlesnakes to disturb the
day’s outing…
In 1927, the postmaster at Bridgewater received the following letter signed by the Mayor of Bridgewater,
England:
A pageant of nine episodes setting forth various scenes in the history of the ancient town is to be
held here this year. The council, feeling that the love of their old home town which urged the
pioneer founders of the newer Bridgewaters to perpetuate the honored old name should be
made manifest on the occasion of this pageant, and therefore invite you to give your sympathy
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and help to further the idea. We are addressing a copy of this invitation to the fourteen
Bridgewaters overseas, situated in the United States of America, Canada and Australia.
And we would be glad to receive from such a letter giving, if possible, the following information:
The name of the founder of your town and its past and present industries.
Present population and rateable value.
The name of the river, hill, or mountain on which it stands.
Name of the present mayor.
This letter would be carefully filed in our town library or the Admiral Binke Museum.
Further, for the purposes of our pageant, perhaps the ladies of your town would make a
banner which will be carried during the pageant and afterwards be presented to our
town… If by fortunate chance any of your townsmen should be in England at the time,
the Mayor would be delighted to give them welcome and invite them to enjoy the
spectacle with him…
This letter was delivered to the local progress Association and the following reply sent:
On the upper tributaries of Cox’s Creek, amidst stalwart gums and weeping willows, is the fine
old residence of Sir R.D. Hanson, a former Chief Justice of South Australia. This property known
as Nord House Estate, with an area of one square mile, has long since been cut up into smaller
productive holdings having an ingress and egress with Mount Barker and Greenhill Roads.
Immediately adjoining this homestead downstream was erected the Tiers sawmills for the
purpose of cutting the local timber into suitable material for buildings in the city of Adelaide and
elsewhere. Later, this property was utilised as one of the largest market gardening properties in
the district. Then it was converted into a scent farm with a factory to treat its own product and
now it is the site of up-to-date golf links.
Next to this property comes a section owned and occupied by a pioneering family, with the
residence at the foot of a rugged elevation, rising some hundreds of feet above the creek, known
as Mount George. Next comes another beauty spot, with stately gums and weeping willows on
either side of the creek. On this property a pioneer home, with a bakehouse, was built, and at
this time the price of flour ranged from £4 to £5 per 200 lb. bag.
Later, just below, a large dam was built across the creek for water conservation, covering some
10 to 12 acres, which at that time was considered a large sheet of water. This dam, however, was
not of long duration, having met with its fate when the creek was in flood, the sluice pipes being
altogether inadequate to cope with the inrush of water in flood time. The whole structure
collapsed, carrying everything before it. So great was the volume of water it flooded the Mount
Barker road which goes through the Bridgewater township.
Immediately below this dam some more settlers’ homes were built on a tributary running
through one of the most picturesque valleys. The narrow roads and woodbine hedges, it is said
by some, have a striking resemblance to old English scenery. In this valley one of the first pioneer
holdings has been converted into the well-known ‘Karkoo’ sweet pea garden.
Farther up stream can be seen the old wine cellars and relics of the first vineyards in South
Australia. Owing to the climatic conditions, the fruit was prevented from maturing properly and
this venture was not a lucrative one. This tributary, then on a government reserve, received its
name from Mr Robert Cock who, with a party of five others, was endeavouring to find a suitable
track from Adelaide to Mount Barker in 1838.
On this reserve was built a public house called ‘The Deanery’. Opposite this hotel, on the other
side of the creek, another pioneer’s cottage was erected and which afterwards became the
Bridgewater Institute. Still further down another dam was built to force water round the side of
the hill on to a large wheel imported and assembled there in the early sixties to drive one of two
mills which worked day and night to grind the corn grown in Mount Barker, Strathalbyn and
surrounding districts. Next to this dam, another tributary is met with on which is still standing
one of the two flour mills, and is known as the Old Lion Mill. Farther down the creek another
residence and butcher’s shop combined and a miller’s residence was erected. Then came the
Bridgewater Hotel.
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Perhaps one of the most noted events in the history of this hotel was when, owing to some
dispute with the men engaged in constructing the interstate railway, a total number of 700 met
there to air their grievances. On the left, next to the hotel, the large wheel may be seen. Then
there came the government water reserve and at the eastern side of it was another pioneer’s
residence, boot factory and Cock’s Creek Post Office, owned and carried on by the late Mr
William Radford, were erected.
Some years after, Mr Radford being desirous of altering the postal address from Cock’s Creek to
Bridgewater, in order to perpetuate the name of his birthplace in Somerset, England, got up a
petition which was signed by a majority of residents. This was presented to the authorities, with
the desired result... In the sixties the land on either side of the creek could have been purchased
for £1 per acre, but is now commanding a much greater price.
Some of the resident pioneers were Messrs. Morley, Scott, Ashurst, Russell, Bunce, Batt,
Thurston, Woods, Johns, Ellis, Young, J.J. Rudd, Easter, Barton. Welfare, Ware, Curnow, Sisson,
Humby, John, Clark, Fife, Wills and Collins.
The following year a history of the town appeared in the Adelaide press:
It might well be called the ‘golden valley’ with its gullies in the springtime a golden bowers of our
national flower - the wattle… Having a delightful climate, coupled with a heavy rainfall during
most of the year, excellent fruit and vegetable crops are the rule, Blackberries, which grow
luxuriantly in the valleys, are at this time of the year in great demand, people from the city
visiting the place every weekend to gather them. Bridgewater possesses one hotel conducted by
Mr. M.C. Crane, an excellent guest house, Rosa, one of the finest institutes in the hills districts
and a number of progressive business establishments.
The environs of Bridgewater are full of interest to the visitor. The natural flora, varied bird life
and mountain scenery are features as attractive as those of any district in the State. Its
importance from a suburban residential point of viewpoint has been greatly enhanced by the
recent provision of electric lighting and power services, an improved railway service and a ‘better
road’ programme…
Finally, during 1937 the Head Teacher of the State School, Mr C.A. Walters, undertook some research on
the history of the town and the following appeared in the Advertiser:
One rather interesting fact is that the licence of the Bridgewater Hotel goes back to 1841. The
first licence was issued to Benjamin Dean for ‘the Rural Deanery’ at Cox’s Creek. The licence was
transferred later to James Addison and he changed the name to ‘The Bridgewater Hotel’ in 1855.
Rather curious don’t you think that three towns so close together - Crafers, Aldgate and
Bridgewater - all should take their names from hotels? The inscription on a tablet to be unveiled
at Bridgewater on January 1 reads as follows:
Cox’s Creek, originally Cock’s Creek, was named after Robert Cock who led the first party
from Adelaide to reach Lake Alexandrina. They camped hereabouts on Christmas Day,
1837. The old village at Cox’s Creek was half a mile upstream where the bullock tracks
crossed. The township of Bridgewater was laid out by John Dunn on the new carriage
road in 1859.
Bright, Hundred of - In the County of Burra, proclaimed on 17 June 1875, recalls H.E. Bright, MP (18651884). The name was given, also, to a post office on section 28 in 1891 and a school opened in 1898 and
closed in 1955. Born in London, in 1819, he came to South Australia in 1850 and turned his attention to
farming, but soon abandoned it in favour of stock-dealing and butchering at Gawler. From 1873, he was
Commissioner of Public Works in Sir Arthur Blyth’s ministry and his administration was notable for a large
number of Railway Bills introduced and he turned the first sod of the Port Pirie line. He died at Willaston in
February 1904.
In 1868, the proprietor of the Gawler Bunyip, William Barnet, was charged that he unlawfully,
wickedly and maliciously wrote and published a false, malicious and defamatory libel of and
concerning Henry Edward Bright. The editor was subsequently found ‘not guilty’.
Brighton - In 1839, sections 237-39 of ‘District B’ (Hundred of Noarlunga) were subdivided into twenty 12acre blocks on behalf of the registered proprietors, including Matthew Smith (ca.1793-1858) a solicitor who
handled all the necessary conveyancing in respect of what was described in 1839 as the village of Brighton.
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In 1843, it was reported that ‘if the township has not has not yet substantiated its claim to be a considered
and fashionable watering place by providing its quota of bathing machines and other useful appendages, it
challenges consideration by number and respectability of its actual and intended resident proprietary’:
The present residences are within the seaward ridge which seems destined to be its future
esplanade; they are surrounded by well-stocked gardens and verdant crops… Water is found at
such moderate depth that the simplest mechanical contrivances may suffice to supply the wants
of the largest households… The balmy air and cooling sea breezes give promise of health and
longevity…
The foundation stone of the Union Chapel was laid by Reverend T.Q. Stow in October 1843 and ‘the
solemnities of the day were commenced by Mr. Jacob Abbott with singing and prayer’:
Messrs Calton and Featherstone, both of which gentlemen have taken a great interest in this
new erection, hospitably entertained all parties from a distance and not one was found
regretting the journey from town…
The earliest recorded plan of subdivided land referring to Brighton is dated 23 June 1848, the surveyor
being R. Loveday. In the 1840s, two of Brighton’s main ‘industries’ were whaling and smuggling, comprising
tobacco and spirits landed by American whaling ships at Kangaroo Island and, when a suitable opportunity
offered, transferred to bays along the coast from Glenelg to the mouth of the Onkaparinga River. North
Brighton was a subdivision of section 208, Hundred of Noarlunga, in 1848. At sections 239 and 240 a swamp
and Aboriginal camp was situated a little inland from the shore and called wituwatangk - witu, ‘reeds’; wate,
‘midst’ and the place name suffix angk.
A roving reporter described the village in 1851:
Brighton, sometimes distinguished as Old and New, in the Hundred of Adelaide, contains 160
houses of various materials, some of bricks, more of brick and stone and a few of pise, exclusive
of some erections in embryo, and more than 600 inhabitants, as well as we could calculate. Its
situation, near the sea, commands increasing attention and the attractions which its air, bathing
and exercise, will further ensure its success. There are three inns - one at each end of the village
on the high road; the third and principal is Calton’s Hotel, or, as it is now called, the Grace
Darling, whose adventure is represented on a window-blind in the inn.
This hotel is at some distance from the road and near the beach, to which a way has been made
through the sandhills. The drag is heavy, though quite practicable for man, beast and vehicle. The
inn itself may be termed comfortable, having every convenience which might be expected in a
watering-place, with civility and moderate charges; these two last items, however desirable, but
not always found, having added… to our estimate of its merits. There is a handsome bathing
machine on the beach belonging to the hotel.
Brighton School opened in 1859.
Approval was given for the erection of a jetty in February 1885 and work commenced in October of that
year; the last pile was driven by the contractor, Richard Honey, on 24 February 1886 and it was opened by
the Mayor of Brighton on 30 April 1886.
The name comes from either the seaside resort in Sussex or New Brighton in Liverpool. The Sussex name
is derived, probably, from either ‘Brightelm’, a Saxon bishop who lived there or beorhthelm-ton - ‘the town
of Beorhthelm’. It was anciently a fortified town and is supposed to have been the place where Julius Caesar
landed on his invasion of Britain; a quantity of Roman coins found in the town and traces of lines and
entrenchments in the immediate vicinity bear strong marks of Roman construction.
The name Brighton was given, also, to an 1875 subdivision of section 233, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Francis
Mitchell; it is suburban to Port Moonta.
Bright Outlook - In the Balaklava district. It was said that as bullock drivers reached the top of the sandhill,
marking the end of the Devil’s Garden, the most treacherous part of their journey to Port Wakefield was
over and the outlook from thereon was bright. A school in the district was called Brightwood; opened in
1882, ‘it was isolated in a lake of water in 1889 and was closed for nearly a year.’ It closed in 1943. (See
Devils Garden)
Brimbago - A railway station in the Hundred of Wirrega, 13 km South-East of Keith, derived from the
Aboriginal parimpako - ‘big swamp’. The ‘Brimbago Run’ (lease no. 2189) was established by C. Chambers
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in 1872 on country held, originally, by James Foot from 22 June 1860 in the ‘Tatiara District’ (lease no. 797).
Rodney Cockburn says that Theodore Hull applied the name to his run in 1860. (See Tatiara)
Brimpton, Lake - In the Hundred of Mitchell, 10 km north of Kapinnie; its post office opened in 1911 on
section 19, while its school opened in 1916 in the home of Mr and Mrs Bishop on section 25, the teacher
being Edith Hepenstall; it closed in 1975. There is a ‘Brimpton’ in Berkshire, England, which, in 1240, was
written as bryning-tune, referring to an estate associated with a person named ‘Bryni’, while in Somerset
‘Brimpton House’ is a seat of the Earl of Westmoreland.
Brine Shrimp, Lake - Near Tilley Swamp. Dr Margaret Brock suggested the name in 1981 because a new
species of brine shrimp was found there.
Brinkley - John McD. Stuart named Brinkley Bluff, in the MacDonnell Ranges, on 12 April 1860 ‘after Captain
Brinkley of Adelaide.’ Hundred of Brinkley, County of Sturt, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, was named after
the same gentleman who was clerk of the Executive Council and private secretary to Governor MacDonnell;
he departed for England in 1863. The Hundred of Brinkley School opened in 1911 and closed in 1947.
Brinkley Landing, on section 711, Hundred of Younghusband, North-West of Bruillon was owned by William
H. and Alfred E. Brinkley. In the early days produce was carted to the landing from the surrounding district
for onward transportation by river boats to Milang. The Aborigines knew it as wilawar - said to mean
‘persisting’ because fishing nets set at the place were invariably found broken and the damage was ascribed
to a mythical creature that hunted platypus.
Brinkworth - Section 392, on which the town stands in the Hundred of Hart, was granted to James White
in 1866. By 1892, part of it was owned by Frederick Belling and Peter Brinkworth (1842-1907), as executors
of Thomas Brinkworth, who died at Gulnare in 1892, aged 81; he ‘settled first at Nailsworth and was lucky
at the Victorian gold diggings in the 1850s.’
In 1855, he made application to the Lands Office for a survey of land on the Lower Light. Later, he sold out
and removed to Chinkford…’ His family consisted of seven sons and two daughters. The town was extended
by a subdivision of section 219, Hundred of Boucaut, by William Verran (ca.1851-1936) in 1894.
The school opened in 1895; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 28 March 1914, page 31.
In 1910, it was said that ‘the only drawback [it] possesses is its muddy roads’:
The place has the reputation of being the boggiest town in the world. The mud is deep, rich and
adhesive… For a considerable distance the street is innocent of the slightest vestige of a
footpath,
and in 1932, it consisted of ‘one main street about half a mile long, set in the centre of a vast wheat plain.
I am certain it will be a big place one day.’
A photograph of residents of the town is in the Observer, 24 August 1907, page 32, of wheat stacks in the
Chronicle, 21 January 1905, page 28, of bringing in the hay on 29 December 1923, page 23, of a football
team on 12 September 1935, page 37, 21 November 1935, page 32, of a tennis team on 16 April 1936, page
33, of a new post office on 14 August 1909, page 29, of the Catholic Church in the Observer, 6 August 1910,
page 29, of entraining wheat on 25 January 1913, page 32.
Brinkworth Range, in the Hundred of Tungkillo, was named after Colin Brinkworth, an early settler.
Bristol - An 1877 subdivision of part sections 89 and 951, Hundred of Yatala, laid out by Arthur Hardy
bisected by Dunstone Road and Fifth Avenue; now included in Semaphore Park. Corrupted from the Œ
bricgstow, ‘the meeting place at the bridge’ on the River Avon.
Britten-Jones Creek - Enters South Australia from the Northern Territory, near Cave Hill. Edward BrittenJones, who carried out triangulation surveys in the area about 1888. Born at Glenelg in 1858 he died in
1933.
For 41 years he has stepped upwards through the grades of the State land and survey service
and, today, when almost the highest honours await him, he holds that unique record set forth in
my opening line - This is a tale of the one man who knows South Australia better than any other
in the world; the tale of one who has been in every town and hamlet from the Territory border to
our southernmost corners, east and west…
Broad Creek - North-East of Burra, recalls Thomas Henry Broad (ca.1826-1904) who arrived in the Lysander,
in 1851, and took up pastoral lease no. 591 on 14 October 1857 ‘North of Burra Creek’ comprising twenty
square miles. The Telowie Post Office was renamed ‘Broad Creek’ in November 1878, while a school of the
same name, near Port Germein, was opened by Sarah Pascoe in 1895; it closed in 1961.
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Another Broad Creek is near the North Arm at Port Adelaide where a small wharf was built in 1906 to
service a 2 km narrow gauge railway used to transport explosives from the Dry Creek Magazine.
Broadbent Gully - Luke Broadbent (1791-1856), who settled at Upper Sturt, in 1846, when he obtained the
land grant of section 786. He arrived in the Buffalo in 1836 and died at Cherry Gardens.
Broadmeadows - A railway station in the Elizabeth District. Prior to 1960 it was ‘Elizabeth North’. The school
opened in 1960.
Broadview - This Adelaide suburb was laid out by C.H. Angas and K.D. Bowman in 1915 on six sections in
the Hundred of Yatala. Later housing development has all but obliterated the once panoramic views - the
name may have been prompted by Broadview Estate in the Hundred of Bundaleer which was surveyed in
1911 on land held by the estate of the late J.H. Angas. (See Abbeville & Beaconsfield)
A photograph of the Adelaide suburb’s basketball team is in the Chronicle, 19 September 1935, page 40.
The Broadview School on Eyre Peninsula opened in 1928 and closed in 1941.
Broadway Estate - In 1922, Edith Mabel R. Coppin gave this name to a subdivision of sections 212-13,
Hundred of Noarlunga, ‘situated on the Brighton Road opposite The Broadway… There have been numerous
houses built on this estate, costing up to £400 to build…’; now included in Glenelg South. ‘The Broadway’
(a street), still exists in the area. ‘Broadway’ occurs as towns in England and Ireland.
Brockley - In 1840, this subdivision, near Payneham, was advertised as ‘section 275 to be sold… some
desirable acre allotments beautifully situated on the Third Creek. This is one of the most improved and
populated neighbourhoods in the vicinity of Adelaide…’ The name occurs in Kent, England, and in the
Domesday Book it was written as brochelee - ‘leah (wood) on the brook’.
Brockman Reef - In Kangaroo Island waters and discovered by Captain John Brockman in 1831 while sailing
from Van Diemen’s Land to Swan River.
Brodrick - This town (now ‘Newland’), named by Governor Jervois and proclaimed on 11 December 1879,
probably recalls John Brodrick (1765-1842), an army general and governor of the island of Martinique from
10 June 1809. Coincidentally, or otherwise, the town was proclaimed one week before that of
‘Chapmanton’; Sir Stephen Remnant Chapman was governor of Bermuda from 23 April 1831.
Bromley Estate - This subdivision of nine allotments in Maturin Street, Glenelg, was created in 1918, the
name being taken from Mr E.B. Hughes’ home, once standing on the land.
Brompton - This suburb was created by William Sanders and William Paxton in June 1849 when they
subdivided section 355, Hundred of Yatala:
This singularly valuable property [has been subdivided] in consequence of numerous applications
by parties anxious for frontages to the most busy roads of the province or desirous of obtaining
access to the inexhaustible stores of incomparable brick-clay with which the more remote acres
abound…
In October 1849 they were to proclaim that ‘two thirds of this singularly valuable township which three
months since was a bare common ground’:
Are now covered with substantial and genteel cottages, thriving shops and wells of excellent
water. NB. As old colonists and new are alike expected to throng this really unreserved sale,
lunch will be provided as adequate to the gastronomic capacities of the whole community…
The school opened in 1863 and an examination was ‘conducted by Mrs and Miss Aston in December 1865
and was presided over by the Rev S.L. Harris. Prizes were awarded to Misses Burnell, Wyatt, Enoch. H.
Poore, E. Smith, Sarah Smith, Leaney, Denney, Cubley, Wood, Green and Vawser. ‘
A photograph of the unveiling of an Honour Roll at the State School is in the Observer, 26 November 1927,
page 35.
The name comes from Yorkshire, England, where William Paxton was born and derives from the Œ bromtun
- ‘a village where broom grew’.
The Saxon Kings of Northumberland had a residence there and on an eminence called ‘Castle Hill’
are the foundations of an ancient castle, about half a mile from which is ‘Gallows Hill’, being the
place of execution for criminals within the Barony.
Brompton Park was created by Patrick Boyce Coglin (1815-1892), a Mayor of Hindmarsh, who subdivided
the area in January 1875; now included in Brompton: ‘Late arrivals from England in connection with the
newly-established manufactories will find these allotments specially adapted to their requirements.’ His
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name is perpetuated by a street in that suburb, the Hundred of Coglin and several streets in the
metropolitan area.
In 1877, Brompton Park’s water supply was a matter of concern because the inhabitants had to ‘trudge the
distance of the Bowden railway station and there have to wait to have the water supplied to them by the
turncock… They have to be there between the hours of 8 to 9 a.m. and 4 to 5 p.m. at which no working man
can be in attendance…’ (See Coglin, Whitby & Willaston)
Brook Dam - North of Renmark, recalls Henry Brook (1836-1895) who arrived with his parents in the
Stebonheath in 1849 and took up the ‘Postmark Run’ of fifty square miles in 1875 (lease no. 2462) (See
Postmark)
Brooker - T.H. Brooker, MP (1890-1905), born in London in 1850, came to Adelaide with his parents in the
Caroline in 1855 and spent the greater part of his life in the West Torrens District; for fifteen years he
worked for Thomas Hardy, vigneron, at Bankside, subsequently conducting his own wood merchant
business at Ridleyton, Mayor of Hindmarsh in 1891 and, in parliament, was Liberal Government Whip and
Minister of Education and Industry. He died in July 1927 and is buried at Hindmarsh.
Elected to the House of Assembly on 9 April 1890 as a member for West Torrens, he was a warm
supporter of what were then regarded as radical reforms and until his retirement from the House
in 1895 [sic], he was a consistent and earnest advocate of the wage earners’ and small producers’
interests. There was no more ardent champion of the scheme for settling working men on small
blocks, which was fathered in a session in the Legislative Council by the Hon. George W. Cotton.
His concern for the welfare of the State school system was rewarded by his appointment to the
portfolio of Education. He could probably have remained in parliament… if he had been willing to
subscribe to the Caucus platform, but he relinquished active politics rather than sacrifice his
independence of mind and action.
The Hundred of Brooker, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 26 November 1903 while its school opened
in 1912 and closed in 1947; the Brooker School existed from 1958 until 1966.
Brookesville - The City of Port Adelaide’s Mayor’s Report of 1944/45 shows it as a subdivision of sections
1157 and 1158, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Ottoway. Records in the Department of Lands
show it being laid out by George Howell, Robert Sellar and Henry Peel, in 1910.
Brooklyn - Alfred Jones, a hay and corn merchant of Port Adelaide, applied this name to a subdivision of
section 207, Hundred of Port Adelaide, in 1878, while, in 1881, James Gartrell (1846-1925) and William
Osborne created Brooklyn out of sections 751 and 754, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in
Wingfield and Osborne respectively.
The first subdivision to bear the name Brooklyn Park was created in 1881 by Oscar Gorger and Edward
Lipsett on part sections 99, 161-2 and 2062. Today, it is bordered by Henley Beach Road, May Tce, Sir Donald
Bradman Drive, Clifford St, Keswick Creek Drain (Lyons St) and Marion Rd. Incorporated within this area
were several former suburbs. (See Meldreth Park, Bismarck, Bullington, Welwyn, Weeroopa & Garfield)
It has been suggested that the name may have related to Brooklyn in USA., where it is the English form of
the Dutch word breukelyn meaning ‘broken ground’ or ‘a marsh’ and, coincidentally or otherwise, the
‘Adelaide’ Brooklyn Park at the time of its subdivision would have aptly fitted this description. However,
recent research by Mr John Andrewartha revealed that one of Lipsett’s sons had the Christian names of
‘Beecher Brooklyn’, while Lipsett used other family names (Clifford, Gertrude and Lipsett) as street names
in the subdivision. ‘Oscar’ and ‘Gorger’ were street names, also; later, ‘Gorger’ was renamed ‘Lewis’.
In 1898, the operations of the Home for Catholic Boys ‘was extended through the transference there of
boys from the Magill reformatory, towards the maintenance of whom the government pays a subsidy.
Father Healy was in charge of the home and he said the boys had no chance on the streets and in vicious
homes, and the institution endeavoured to teach them how to earn honest livelihoods and how to behave
like honourable men…’
A photograph of the erection of a broadcasting tower is in the Chronicle, 15 August 1925, page 40.
Brooklyn Park Extension, a later subdivision, extended the subdivision to the west. It encompassed Henley
Beach Road, Gertrude and Elston Streets, Morphett Road (May Tce) and Lipsett Tce; now included in
Brooklyn Park. Lockleys Primary School was situated in Brooklyn Park Extension, but was always known as
Lockleys School.
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Brooks - William Brooks took up land ‘in the stringy bark forest’ near Mount Lofty in the 1850s and Brooks
Gully, on section 947, Hundred of Adelaide, recalls his name.
Brooks Island, the largest island in Lake Eyre North, was visited by a party comprised of E.A. and M.E.
Brooks and E. Price at the height of the 1950 flood.
Mount Brooks is west of Lake Callabonna and remembers James Brooks, a member of a survey party.
Brothers Islands - In Coffin Bay, ‘about half a mile from Horse Peninsula’ have ‘every appearance of having
been at one time a cave… fossil bones are in a good state of preservation… bones of the giant kangaroo
have been obtained’:
They consist of two small islands. The lowest visible rock is a yellow coloured granular limestone
and the surface rock consists of marine limestone in which numerous holes, cavities and crevices
occur. On the western end of the larger island a small deposit of fossil bones is showing…
Brougham Gate - A border gate, 130 km north of Cockburn, recalls J.W. Brougham, the holder of pastoral
lease no. 638, circa 1900.
Broughton - In 1839, the River Broughton was named after Rev. William Grant Broughton by Edward J. Eyre
who spent some time in New South Wales in the 1830s and was associated with Broughton who, from 1836
to 1847, was Bishop of Australia from 1836, and the only man to hold that office and title; he died in 1853
and was buried in Canterbury Cathedral. It does not enter the sea at any point of the coast line, as it loses
its identity in the vicinity of sections 846-7, Hundred of Pirie. The water, for the remainder of its journey of
about six miles to the sea, flows from Deep Creek and Port Davis Creek to enter Spencer Gulf. Land in the
vicinity was all leased by 1851 and the names Ellis, Browne, Bowman, Younghusband and Hope appear
among early pastoralists.
Port Broughton, itself, opened as a result of a petition to parliament from local settlers. when the matter
was debated in the House of Assembly on 30 August 1871 and the decision taken to beacon the Mundoora
Channel, erect a jetty, lay out a town and to sink wells. A tramway was opened from the port to Mundoora
on 11 March 1876 and the tram car was known locally as ‘The Piecart’; it had been used, originally, on the
Goolwa to Port Elliot line.
The port was named by Captain Henry D. Dale, in 1871, and ‘the first large wheat cargo laden there was
that of the iron ship John Rennie, in 1873’:
Captain Dale sent his oldest son, James D. Dale, to open and manage a business there while, at
Port Adelaide, the captain built a wooden steamer for the Broughton trade. Her engines were a
failure and she was put up at auction…
A jetty was erected there in 1873. The town of Port Broughton, surveyed in November 1871, was offered
for sale on 14 March 1872, while its school opened in 1879. The town of Broughton, surveyed in August
1869, was offered for sale by public auction. (See North Broughton & Redhill)
A photograph of a football carnival is in the Chronicle, 23 July 1910, page 29, of a stranded whale in the
Observer, 8 February 1913, page 30, of the marine fibre industry in the Chronicle, 23 August 1913, page 31,
of Whittaker brothers’ farm in the Observer, 23 January 1926, page 31, of district pioneers on 9 February
1929, page 38.
Brown - The Aborigines called Mount Brown wetiarto. In the Hundred of Woolundunga, it was named by
Matthew Flinders on 9 March 1802 after the Investigator’s botanist, Robert Brown. Hans Mincham in The
Story of the Flinders Ranges says:
Brown lived to be eighty-five, devoting his long life to botany. Acknowledged as one of the
greatest botanists of the nineteenth century he was first to observe the nucleus of the plant cell,
and first to note the ceaseless movement of fine particles suspended in liquid, known to
scientists as Brownian movement. His comprehensive surveys of plant species (discovered,
named and described) wherever he set foot in Australia has won the admiration of all students of
the flora of this continent. A glance through Black’s Flora of South Australia reveals a surprising
number of species marked by the abbreviation R.Br. indicating… they were named and described
by him.
The ‘Mount Brown Run’ was established by A. Scott in 1864 (lease no. 1665). An instance of how misleading
hearsay can be is exemplified when J.W. Bull said it was named after three brothers called Brown, one of
whom was killed at a hut on a station near the mount (page 98). (See Quorn for the fatality to which Mr Bull
alludes.) The Mount Brown School opened in 1903 and closed in 1954.
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In 1931, it was recalled that ‘in respect of the cairn on the summit, we do not get any light on our problem
from Flinders. Some local people say that shepherds may have built it’:
They cannot tell us, however, exactly who did the building, nor even when it was done. Even if
they were shepherds one can hardly imagine them as holding some sort of corroboree on the
topmost height of the landscape and observing the very strange ritual of hurling 20 pound stones
about until by some strange miracle they formed a cairn. Through the courtesy of Dr Fenner, of
the Department of Lands, we gained the information that the cairn was not erected by Robert
Brown, but by a man equally famous in South Australian history, namely, G.W. Goyder. The cairn
was erected in December 1859.
Point Brown was a subdivision of part section 185, Hundred of Koolywurtie, by Frank H. Swincer in 1958.
There is a Brown Point opposite Port Augusta and a Point Brown on the western most edge of Streaky Bay,
the latter probably named by Matthew Flinders in 1802. The ‘Point Brown Run’ was established by T. Elder
and R.B. Smith in 1867; lease no. 1702 ‘near Streaky Bay.’ A sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names
of South Australia.
Browns Beach is a shack site of this designation occupies part section 89, Hundred of Warrenben. The
beach is thought to have been named from Jim Brown Well, near Royston Head; the former’s Aboriginal
name was wilibadla meaning ‘pelican beach’ - wili - ‘pelican’ and badla - ‘creek’, while the latter was
wananawi derived from wana - ‘boomerang’ and awi - ‘water’; another source suggests it means ‘shrub
water’.
Browne Creek - Runs into Lake Coongie in the Far North; named by John McKinlay, after Dr W.J. Browne, a
pioneer pastoralist. (See Arkaba)
Brownes Flat - A school near Mount Jagged opened in 1883 and closed in 1892 and named after John Brown
(sic) who owned ‘Exmouth Farm’ on section 3603, Hundred of Kuitpo.
Brown Hill - Near Kaiserstuhl in the Barossa Range is referred to in reports of Johann Menge and is probably
a descriptive name as was Brown Hill Creek, near Mitcham, applied by Colonel William Light as Brown Hill
Rivulet. The Aborigines knew it as wirraparinga - ‘scrubby place by the river’ or willawilla - ‘meandering or
turning around:
The latter name was applied, more specifically, to the vicinity of the Torrens Arms Hotel and was,
probably, the name of a specific place rather than the creek itself. The immediate area was used
as a sheep run by the South Australian Company in the early days of settlement. A proposal to
form a company to supply Adelaide with water from the creek was reported in 1847. … the land
in question, it appears, was reserved by Colonel Gawler some years ago when it was thought
Adelaide might be supplied with water from the Brownhill Creek…
and, in 1875:
Although the water mains connected with the existing water works extended to Glen Osmond
Road, supplying Parkside, Fullarton, Unley and Goodwood, the pressure to these places was
feeble and it would be totally insufficient in connection with an extension of mains to Mitcham. A
provision should be made for constructing a dam on the creek capable of storing 25 to 30 million
gallons of water from which Mitcham, Springbank, Edwardstown, St Mary’s, Brighton and
intermediate townships might be supplied with water…
The deputation referred to the report of Colonel Freeling, G.E. Hamilton and W. Hanson who, in 1856, made
an examination of the creek and stated that ‘very minute surveys and sections were made to ascertain the
means of storage in the Brownhill Creek, but after the most careful investigation it was found that at the
best point which could be selected for a damhead 64 feet high would only form a reservoir capable of
containing about 49 million gallons…’
At the same time a religious ceremony of baptism by immersion was performed in the presence of more
than 250 persons. Mr. Prince and Mr. Kither assisted in the baptismal rites and Mr. Playford subsequently
addressed the assembly on the origin, design and Divine sanction of baptism.
The suburb of Brown Hill Creek was named on 14 March 1991.
Brownlow - Governor Jervois, whose daughter married Rev. W.A. Purey-Cust, a cousin of Earl Brownlow,
named the Hundred of Brownlow, County of Eyre, proclaimed on 15 February 1883, after Field Marshal Sir
Charles Henry Brownlow (See Belton & Custon)
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Brownlow, a town on Kangaroo Island, in the Hundred of Menzies, 3 km South-West of Kingscote, was
named by Governor Jervois and proclaimed on 1 June 1882; the school opened in 1910 and closed in 1946.
By 1884, it had ‘only one plucky tradesman to boast of’:
The streets are full of thick, low scrub, principally prickly bush, and persons going to reside in it
had better provide themselves with bearskin coverings from head to foot or in crossing the street
they will lose flesh, besides coming out tattered and torn. One redeeming quality is that splendid
water can be obtained by sinking about ten feet. A hotel is to go up shortly. What is wanted by
the settlers is a blacksmith, carpenter, saddler, mason and butcher. Teams are badly wanted for
carting, but feed is scarce… There is a private township being surveyed called Queenscliff [sic]. It
can boast of stone in abundance, but no good water…
Brownlow Centre School operated from 1923 until 1935. (See Queenscliffe)
The Brownlow Post Office ‘at the end of the Eudunda-Brownlow mail route’, 14 km North-West of Eudunda,
opened in 1894 in the home of Friedrich Schmidt; it closed in December 1966. Its first school was opened
by the Lutheran Church in 1895 and conducted in the church vestry.
Browns (Brownes) Lake - At Mount Gambier. The Aborigines called it karowaratware - ‘emu track’, while it
and the Valley Lake were, collectively, katalemelba, referring to an ‘old man interpreting the sound made
by trees in the wind as messages from afar.’ Some reports link the name with Dr W.J. Browne of Moorak
and the Border Watch of 26 February 1879 reported that ‘the first settlers made their camp at the Valley
Lake which was then of smaller dimensions than it is now’:
At that time there was no lake to the west of it and their first stockyard was made in what has
since become Dr Browne’s Lake and the remains of it may still be seen, for aught we know, many
feet under water. It will take several dry years to dry up this lake.
In 1873, it was said that ‘the crater on the South-East side of the Mount is the only one dry and is known as
the Devil’s Punchbowl’:
Separated from it by a saddle is a second crater in whose bosom - or rather I should say bottom the Valley Lake smiles upon you from a depth of two or three hundred feet. Properly speaking
there are two lakes in this crater, a narrow strip of land dividing from the main lake a sheet of
water about half a mile in circumference, now known as Mrs McDonald’s Lake, from the
circumstance of a lady of that name having committed the ‘happy dispatch’ therein. (See
Katalemelba)
Browns Well, is south of Meribah in the Hundred of McGorrery. In January 1876 a pastoral lease was issued
to James Angus Johnson, John O. Carlisle and John Whyte, a part of a bigger property called ‘Thurk’. The
well was sunk in 1882 under the supervision of Mr J. Brown, an employee of Bookpurnong Station. The fifth
annual show of the Brown’s Well A.H. and F. Society was held on the Paruna showgrounds on 13 October
1928 when ‘a new set of fowl coops had been erected and the sheep pens considerably enlarged. Ideal
weather prevailed and a record show was the result. The Loxton Brass Band played selections…’ The area
school opened in 1966.
Photographs of railway survey camps are in the Chronicle, 19 February 1910, page 32; also see 2 March
1912, page 29.
Bruce - A town, 23 km South-East of Quorn, in the Hundred of Willochra, proclaimed on 19 May 1881, was
named by Governor Jervois who, almost without exception, chose the names of family and friends when
exercising his nomenclatorial authority. In this instance, he may have had in mind the Hon. Robert Bruce
who, at one time, was a colonel in the Grenadier Guards and served as military secretary to the GovernorGeneral of Canada. His sister, Lady Augusta Stanley, was an intimate friend of Queen Victoria. Its post office
opened in August 1882 and closed on 30 September 1976; its school existed from 1882 until 1962.
A photograph of an artesian bore on Mr Ratke’s property is in the Chronicle, 10 May 1913, page 31.
In 1926, there was ‘no doubt that dairying has received a severe blow. In the neighbourhood several
farmers gave up wheat growing and went in for dairying and were fairly started. They were making as much
as £5 and £6 per week, but the drought has killed all their cattle.’
Mount Bruce School in the South-East opened in 1954 and closed in 1962.
Bruce Well, near Lake Torrens, remembers Robert Bruce, who took up the ‘Wallerberdina Run’ in May 1860.
Born in 1835, he arrived in the Gypsy, in 1853, and died at North Adelaide on 4 November 1908. Another
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well of the same name lies North-West of Port Augusta; Robert Bruce and partners took up the ‘Coondambo
Run’, north of Lake Gairdner, in 1876 (lease no. 2613). (See Condambo & Wallerberdina)
A poem by Robert Bruce commemorating John McD. Stuart was published in 1897; the first stanza reads:
O! careless dwellers in the southern clime,
Come! Answer me! Shall heroes’ hard earned fame
Soon pass away upon the wings of time?
And ‘Stuart’, sound an all no meaning name!
Say! shall the man who, in a desert land,
Vast trackless wilds, through weary lengths explored;
Then safe brought back his brave devoted band,
Now find his claim to gratitude ignored?
Brucefield - Its Post Office stood on section 58, Hundred of Tickera, 5 km west of Alford, and was named
after Henry Bruce, an early settler, who arrived in the Lord Raglan in 1854. His wife, Letitia C. Bruce, was
local postmistress from 1884 until 1919. Its school opened as ‘Tickera West’ in 1883 by K.D. Starr; changed
to ‘Brucefield’ in 1885; closed in 1886.
Mr. Henry Bruce died at Wallaroo in 1895. Arriving in the colony as a boy he was educated at the
Norwood Collegiate Schools and, at age 32 years, went farming in the Hundred of Tickera and
was an authority on the subject… His wife, Letitia Carol Bruce, died in 1924. She was born at
Redruth in Cornwall in 1842, arrived in the colony in 1859 when she became a governess at
Woodside and, in the 1860s, went to Wallaroo where she met and married Henry Bruce in 1869.
Nine years later he took up land between Alford and Tickera at what subsequently became
known as Brucefield, Mr Bruce being the first settler. Upon her husband’s death she carried on
the farm with the help of her sons. With the advent of superphosphate an era of prosperity came
along and the settlers were rewarded for their tenacity and courage in sticking to the land. Mrs
Bruce, in earlier times, became the postmistress… and held that position for 34 years…
Bruillon - Lies about 4 km west of Bowhill on the River Murray and was known as ‘Piggy Flat’ until 1920
when a petition by local residents persuaded the authorities to remove it from the map; of Irish origin it
means ‘the house on the bank’.
Brukunga - The name, adopted in 1953 for a settlement at the Nairne pyrites mine on section 5279,
Hundred of Kanmantoo, 5 km north of Nairne, was laid out by the SA Housing Trust. An Aboriginal word
barukungga means - ‘place of firestone’. It was a source of ironstone ‘used by many tribes in making fires
with flints and the home of the ancestral being Baruki who, under the guidance of Ngurrenderi, created the
homelands of the lower River Murray people.’
Brunskill-Town - A village laid out in 1857 by George Brunskill (ca.1799-1866) on section 1672, Hundred of
Nuriootpa; now included in Greenock. In 1860 and 1861, Isabella and Catherine Brunskill were teachers at
Greenock School. (See Marryatville)
Brutus - The name Brutus Castle Well appears on early pastoral lease maps and, today, it lies on sections
272 and 274, Hundred of Para Wurlie. The Brutus School, opened in 1892 by John Hastwell, closed in 1960.
Rodney Cockburn attributes the placement of the name to ‘shepherds and boundary riders [who] often
gave high-sounding names of the kind to their primitive habitations.’
Bryan - An official plan predating 1860, shows Mount Bryant Creek rising near Mt Bryant (sic) but this
feature does not appear on modern-day maps, while in 1978 the Department of Lands renamed Bryant
Creek, near Morgan, flowing on section 427, Hundred of Stuart, as Bryan Creek. (See under Mount Bryan)
We are indebted to Mr K.J. Mack, of Loxton, for raising this issue and informing us of Mr August Fettke’s
book titled My Life, My Home, My Story, where he says:
Bryant Creek (near Morgan) was named after a horse-tailer who hanged himself from a box tree
before the land was cut up for closer settlement. The tree in question stood to the west of the
old golf clubhouse, where the little creek crosses under the north road some distance toward
Morgan from the Burra Creek bridge.
The name predates 1880 for, in 1879, ‘during a squall on Monday a very serious accident took place on the
sheet of water known as Bryant’s Creek Lagoon near the North-West Bend Station…’ A map, reproduced
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in 1916, shows ‘Bryan’s Creek’. Information from the Geographical Names Board in 1991 indicated that the
name of Bryant Creek, near Morgan, had been restored to the map.
Governor Gawler bestowed the name Mount Bryan on 12 December 1839 after a member of his
exploration party who was lost. A letter from Gov. Gawler to Henry Cox headed ‘Great South-West Bend of
the Murray, December 20, 1839’ was reproduced in 1902; it was completed in Adelaide on 5 January 1840
and says, inter alia:
Henry Bryan begged earnestly to be allowed to lead one of the packhorses… The next morning,
on coming in sight of a very high mountain, before unknown to Europeans, I called it after him…
The private town of Mount Bryan was laid out on part section 75, a Hundred of Kingston, 16 km north of
Burra, by Alfred France in May 1878, having purchased the land from William Ullmann in March 1878;
previously the Mount Bryan School had opened in 1873; the government town was proclaimed as Mount
Bryan East on 30 May 1907 and became Mount Bryan on 20 February 1941; Mount Bryan East School
opened in 1882 and closed in 1947; Mount Bryan Flat School existed from 1872 until 1873.
A meeting was held in 1878 with a view to forming a company for the preserving of rabbits:
The committee comprised Messrs W. Gilbert, J. Warwick, G. Harry, W. Watts, W. Cockrum, J.
Craig, W.R. Ridgway, W. Tralaggan, James Thomas and James Waters…
A photograph of Miss Alice Collins, a prize winner at a rifle shooting contest, is in the Chronicle,
31 August 1907, page 27, of the Mount Bryan East cricket team on 18 June 1936, page 32.
Bryant Plain - In the Hundred of Pygery on Eyre Peninsula was named after James Bryant, who held pastoral
leases in the area from July 1856 following his arrival from Victoria in the Bandicoot in 1853.
Brynn Estate - A 1923 subdivision of part section 312, Hundred of Adelaide, by Albert Oswald Pike, fruit
grower of Hectorville; now included in Campbelltown. The name ‘Brynn’ occurs in Wales - bryn - ‘hill,
mound’.
Bubbracowie (or Bublacowie) - Aboriginal for ‘brackish water’. The Bubbracowie Well is on section 433,
Hundred of Dalrymple, on Yorke Peninsula. The Bublacowie (sic) School was opened in 1912 and closed in
1948, while the Bubracowie (sic) Post Office opened in April 1883.
Buccleuch - The railway station on the Tailem Bend-Pinnaroo line 8 km west of Peake, and the County of
Buccleuch proclaimed on 4 May 1893, were named after the Duke of Buccleuch who, it was claimed, rose
‘superior to the claims of party in serving his country’; he died in 1884, aged 78 years.
The name Buccleuh was given, also, to a subdivision of part section 17, Hundred of Sherlock, by Ernest
Reynolds, farmer at Peake, in 1911.
A photograph of boring for water on Mr A. Mathinson's property is in the Chronicle, 16 April 1927, page
39.
The school was opened in 1912 by Miss Mary Kennedy in a wooden-framed building attached to stables; it
closed in 1942. The name comes from the Œ buc - ‘fallow deer’ and the Celtic cleugh - ‘cliff’ or ‘ravine’.
Buchanan - On 18 October 1861, John McKinlay named Lake Buchanan, near Lake Perrigundi, in the Far
North-East, after Alexander Buchanan (1810-1865), manager of Anlaby Station, near Kapunda. He
overlanded sheep from Sydney for Mr F.H. Dutton of Anlaby.
In early life Alexander Buchanan entered a merchant’s office and lived for several years in the
West Indies. Later, he emigrated to New South Wales and made the acquaintance of Mr F.H.
Dutton whom he accompanied overland with stock in the 1840s and until his death in 1865
remained in Mr Dutton’s service. He had the rare art of attaching to himself faithful servants by
his kindly disposition and liberal character, for few of them ever quitted his employment…
Buchanan School, 14 km NW of Eudunda, was opened in 1926 by Mary Kennedy; it closed in 1946.
Buchan Creek - Runs through section 249, Hundred of Hindmarsh, near Tantanoola, and probably honours
the Buchan family, early settlers in the district. On 12 April 1872, William Haigh Buchan and others obtained
the land grant for part section 181 for school purposes; it was opened, eventually, by Rhoda A. Wright in
1915; it closed in 1943.
Buchfelde - In 1850, a German company purchased a section ‘about four miles from Gawler Town on the
Gawler River, which it is proposed to lay out as a township to be called Buchfelde, after a celebrated
professor of that name. A subscription has been raised among several German families in the
neighbourhood for the erection of a church and school and application has been made to the government
for a grant in aid.’
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During the European revolution of 1848 the brothers Richard and Otto von Schomburgk took part in
projects of the Liberals and, when the reactionary waves swept over Germany, they were on the black list.
Through the intervention of their exalted friend, Baron von Humboldt, they escaped from the resentment
of the King and his reactionary advisers. The two brothers received generous aid, in money, from the
German geologist, Leopold von Buch, and they fled from their native land and embarked for Australia.
They landed at Adelaide and purchased land at Gawler River and made a farm and a large vineyard they
called Buchfelde in honour of their generous friend and benefactor. The vineyard, of five acres on a bank
of the Gawler River, produced red wine from the mataro and white wine from Madeira and verdelho, both
of which were considered excellent for they continued to enjoy a splendid reputation but, after ten years
in the colony, Otto died. Richard then managed the vineyard alone and, later, became curator of the Gawler
Museum. In 1865, he was appointed to the directorship of the Botanic Garden. Dr von Schomburgk
introduced the sultana grape to South Australia.
The Buchfelde School, west of Nuriootpa, opened in 1852 and closed in 1967. Pursuant to Section 2 of the
Nomenclature Act, 1917, the name of Buchfelde, located on section 44 in the Hundred of Mudla Wirra, was
altered to ‘Loos’. Initially, the name ‘Matturi’ (Aboriginal for ‘liberality’) was intended, but this was altered
to ‘Loos’, a locality in France, and the scene of battles in World War I.
Buck - In 1947, John James Plate, carpenter of Mount Gambier, gave the name Buck Bay to a subdivision of
part section 408, fronting Lake Bonney in the Hundred of Kongorong.
Buck Flat was an unofficial name given to the property upon which the Port Adelaide Football Club played
its first match in 1870. Mr Robert Buck and his father, the late Captain Buck of Port Adelaide, came out with
Colonel Light in the Rapid and, in December 1839, Robert Buck’s mother arrived bringing with her the
remainder of the family - two sons and two daughters. ‘Buck’s Flat, where the races used to be held, [was]
approached by a well-made embankment, forming a thoroughfare for [the villagers].’ However, northwards
and opposite North Parade the area ‘appears literally cursed by sand’:
At one time the thick scrub to a great extent prevented the drift but of late years the timber has
been cut down and scrub destroyed to such an extent that the whole place resembles a sandy
desert… (See Glanville)
Buckingham - A post office was opened in April 1882 by David Jones, the selector of sections 260 and 279,
Hundred of Wirrega, following the resumption of Wirrega Station. He and his wife, Mary, arrived in South
Australia from Buckinghamshire, England, in 1852 in the Caucasian, and named the new farm ‘Buckingham’,
taken from his home county. The post office closed on 28 February 1906.
Across the road from his home, on the southern side of section 260, he gave one acre of land for a church
in which the Buckingham School opened on 16 February 1885; it closed on 27 July 1928. They were pioneers
in the ‘early settlement of farmers, first at Mount Barker, afterwards on the River Bremer and then in 1872
when they removed to Buckingham and succeeded in getting a new hundred [sic] named after the old shire
in England, whence they came.’
The County of Buckingham, proclaimed on 18 February 1869, was named after the Duke of Buckingham
and Chandos (1823-1889), Secretary of State for the Colonies who, after succeeding to the dukedom in
1861, became Lord President of the Council and, subsequently, Secretary of State for the Colonies from
1866-68. From 1875-1880 he was Governor of Madras and, in 1886, Chairman of Committees in the House
of Lords.
Buckinna Hill - North-East of Lake Eyre North. A corruption of the Aboriginal bukkianna - ‘ancient, old’.
Buckland Park - A subdivision of section 49 and others, Hundreds of Port Gawler and Port Adelaide and
taken from a property in the area established by Messrs William Allen and John Ellis (1803-1873) and named
by subsequent owners, J.H. and W.J. Browne, after some previous English associations in Devon. Dr W.J.
Browne’s obituary in 1894 says his Devonshire property was known as ‘Buckland Filleigh’; derived from the
Œ bocland - ‘land held by charter’. The school closed in 1944; until 1925 it was known as ‘Port Gawler’. (See
Allendale North)
A little relaxation was offered to the Royal visitors on Friday in the shape of a shooting excursion
to Buckland Park. At Salisbury the Duke stepped from the train in shooting costume, consisting of
a rough grey knickerbocker suit, with light gaiters, stout boots and a grey pine hat, with dark
band… He drove off amid the cheers of several hundreds who lined the road and the waving of
Union Jacks by the school children. A guard of honour consisting of 12 men of the Mounted Rifles
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under Lieutenant Connor accompanied him and four troopers under Sergeant Kelly cleared the
way…
Photographs of field shooters are in the Observer, 28 November 1925, page 33, of a fox hunt in the
Chronicle, 12 June 1930, page 38, of shearing in the Observer, 9 October 1930, page 31.
Buckleboo - A town at the end of the Port Lincoln-Buckleboo railway line, 35 km North-West of Kimba,
proclaimed on 17 December 1925. The school opened in 1929 and closed in 1949. The Hundred of
Buckleboo, County of Buxton, proclaimed on 1 June 1922, was adopted from an adjacent pastoral run held
by John Love (1827-1905) and R. Love from 1864 (lease no. 1722 at ‘Peterlumbo, Gawler Ranges’).
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 14 November 1935, page 35.
Bucks Camp Well - North of Keith. ‘Bucks Camp Run’ was established by J. Suding in 1872.
Buddville - A 1910 subdivision of part section 579, Hundred of Crystal Brook, by William Alfred Budd,
farmer; now included in Crystal Brook.
Budla (or Budlu) - An alternative name of Lipson Cove.
Buffalo Row - Following settlement in 1837 a row of shanties and tents continued on from the end of
Hindley Street into the Parklands; known also as ‘Emigration Square’ or ‘The Location’; the Aborigines called
it tambawodli - ‘plain wurley’, thus, ‘a house on the plain’. The following is taken from G.H. Manning, A
Colonial Experience:
Brought from the discomforts of shipboard, we were lodged in a square of not exceeding ten
feet, exposed to wind, water, heat and cold. During our sojourn in these quarters it often
occurred that in the same small square were crammed two families, evincing the great regard
paid by the authorities to decency and general comfort, ‘sadly destroying morality and
engendering in the habitus from many steaming carcasses, diseases, miseries and death.’
The square, situated in the Park Lands in the vicinity of the modern-day railway yards and north
of the Newmarket Hotel, consisted of a good number of weatherboard houses which had been
brought from England in framework. They were fixed on brick, about a foot from the ground, and
had strong board floors and gabled ends, with the door and window facing west and east.
Interspersed with these structures were ramshackle huts each comprised of two rooms, each
compartment being 16 feet square, with sapling sides, the roofs being thatched and filled with
reeds gathered from the banks of the River Torrens.
The hospital, the dispensary and the resident doctor’s quarters were in the centre of the square.
There were twenty or more of these houses forming the square, but only one or two had a
fireplace, the fuel consisting of green bushes brought by the Aborigines. To kindle a fire required
a certain expertise because safety and/or lucifer matches were not in common use. Accordingly,
the following method was utilised - In one hand a piece of flint was held, and in the other a piece
of steel and these had to be struck against each other until the sparks went down on to the
tinder.
Shortly after our arrival the miserable sheds forming the Emigration Depot were declared to be
incapable of affording that comfortable and healthy shelter that persons coming off so long a
voyage require. I recall, vividly, a mother lying on a bed and groaning with dysentery, while in the
same room two hulking fellows narrated past adventures with flippant indecency of tongue.
Diseases gained strength in the foul air and the great number of beings congregated in such
confined spaces should have called for remedial action by the authorities.
But, alas, during our period of occupation, no positive action was undertaken. Further, the
medical attention supplied to the emigrants was exceedingly defective and it was believed,
generally, by the inmates that the necessity for cool, pure water could have been alleviated at a
moderate cost by sinking wells.
I might add that the first general store in South Australia was established here in 1837 when
John B. Hack and his brother, Stephen, brought to the colony a quantity of groceries and drapery.
A Mrs Chittleborough purchased some of the stock and opened a shop in ‘Buffalo Row’ but,
unfortunately, the family’s reed hut and store caught fire in the middle of the night and was
razed to the ground.
One event I recall was a banquet prepared by John Adams for about a dozen colonists at a cost
of a half-a-crown per head. A special fire was made in the open air as there were no fireplaces.
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Two forked sticks were put in the ground on each side of the fire and a cross piece on the top. A
bullock’s heart was suspended before the fire and kept revolving, a dish underneath being
utilised to catch every drop which, I assumed, was to be combined with some flour to make a
‘piquant’ gravy.
It was no sooner pronounced as being ready for the table when it was attacked with gusto and
‘there was none wasted’ From these surroundings my father ventured forth each day in search of
work and, as soon as our finances permitted, newspapers were scanned, land agents consulted
and the task of providing some form of permanent shelter for the family proceeded.
Buffon, Cape - Named Cap Bourro (Gloomy Cape) by Baudin in 1802; Freycinet’s published charts show it
as C. Buffon. George Louis LeClerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), a French naturalist and a Fellow of the
Royal Society of London. Its name on modern charts is ‘Cape Banks’.
Bugle - In 1918, Elsa B. Gibson opened Bugle Hut School, east of Loxton in the Hundred of Gordon, in a
privately owned hall for which the Education Department paid an annual rental; it closed in 1957. The name
Bugle Paddock appears on early pastoral maps of the area, while modern day maps show Bugle as a small
settlement due west of the Ingalta railway siding and Bugle Hut Ruin about 500 metres from Bugle. The
name occurs in Cornwall, England, where it derives from the Cornish bugel - ‘shepherd’.
Charles Newman (1821-1900), whose reminiscences are held in the Mortlock Library, knew the Bugle
Ranges area from the time of first settlement and said it was named after a bullock called ‘Bugle’ that
wandered often into the ranges. In 1849, this was confirmed in the Adelaide Times that said:
It is rather a singular name, and is said to have originated in the fact of a bullock named ‘Bugle’
having many years ago taken possession as his own special ‘run’ or feeding ground, long before
there was any dread of his being driven to Mount Barker pound or molested by the now numerous
inhabitants of that beautiful part of the country.
Rodney Cockburn supports this nomenclature and adds that ‘a bullock belonging to the Mount Barker
Company’s Station strayed from captivity and was captured in that part of the country.’
In 1908, S.H. Treloar, of Redhill, said that ‘the name was given because a very early settler, a German, used
to make the gullies ring during the summer evenings with the notes of his bugle. I never heard any other
explanation although living in the district more than 50 years ago. My father once showed me an old ruin,
said to be the German’s residence.’
Its post office opened in 1851 and school in 1856; closed in 1910.
In August 1855, a public meeting was held at the Bugle Inn to take into ‘consideration the propriety of
erecting a school. The committee formed comprised of Messrs H. Saltmarsh, F. Krichauff, T. Hall, H. Cuming,
T. Callaby and J. Brady,’ while in 1862:
A public tea meeting was held in August 1862 to raise funds for erecting a school house. The
meeting was held in Mr R. Shipp’s large room where upwards of 120 sat down to tea which was
followed by a concert. The entertainment was arranged by the teacher, Mr Hutto[n]…
In 1883, the town of Bugle Ranges was laid out by Beaumont A. Moulden (1849-1926), solicitor of Adelaide,
on part section 2857 when he informed prospective buyers that they could ‘secure a site for summer
residences at a tenth of the cost of a block at Mount Barker.’
Buicks - In the Hundred of Haines on Kangaroo Island, recalls John Buick, who held pastoral lease no. 959
from 1871; he arrived in the Malcolm in 1846 and died on Kangaroo Island in March 1914, aged 93. Point
Buick, on section 271, Hundred of Haines, was named in his honour on 9 April 1987. (See Pennington Bay)
Mr Buick went to Kangaroo Island in 1854 following his arrival in 1844 [sic]. He was accompanied
by his wife and, after landing, they built a brush house which, with a tent, formed their abode in
the first instance. Then a wooden dwelling was built and, finding his wife… in delicate health, was
so much benefited by the climate, he decided upon making the island his home.
Life on the island in the early days was exceedingly rough and the mails contained in mailbags,
and consisting mainly of newspapers, were delivered only once in six months. Being a shipwright
by trade he was, two years after arrival, commissioned to build a cutter which was named the
Kangaroo, of 36 tons. The timber used for the frame of the craft was cut by him from the shores
of the river… the cutter may well be remembered by old Portonians as a regular trader to
Yankalilla and Second Valley.
Bulgara - A trig point north of Lake Cadibarrawirracanna. Aboriginal for ‘sandalwood tree’.
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Bull - John W. Bull (1804-1886), author and early colonist, is remembered by Bull Creek, 8 km south of
Meadows. He farmed at Macclesfield, Cheshire, came to South Australia in the Canton in 1838, when he
set up business as a land agent and cattle and sheep dealer. Later, he farmed in the Bull Creek district but
was all but ruined in the economic crisis of 1841-45. Following successful gold digging in Victoria, he
returned and established a vineyard on the property of Osmond Gilles. In some quarters he was credited
as the inventor of the revolutionary thrashing machine and, in 1882, Parliament voted him £250. (See
Ridleyton)
In the early 1840s, land in the area was held by W.G. Field (1807-1850) and Alfred Barker (1812-1880)
under occupation licence. Its post office opened circa 1863 and closed on 30 November 1973, while the
school opened in 1866 and closed in 1922. On 23 May 1872 examinations were held there when ‘the chair
was aptly filled by Mr J. Wills who, with Messrs J. Clatworthy, J.P. Ashton and the teacher, Mr Gold,
conducted a most rigorous examination’:
Prizes were awarded to J. Gold, M.J. Gold, D. Shaughnessy, C. Malone, W. Condon, E. Phillips,
C.H. Dunn, D. Malone, M. O’Loughlin, E. Condon and E. Fitzgerald. In the evening a variety of
amusements were provided…
Bull Island railway station is on section 71, Hundred of Townsend, 18 km west of Lucindale. A bull, owned
by John Hensley of Cairnbank station, was once stranded on the highest part of the island during a flood.
(See Hensley Flat)
Bullaparinga - An elevation in the hills 5 km SSW of Second Valley is a corruption of an Aboriginal word
meaning ‘near the dark river’. ‘… Two roads branch off from this township to the Talisker mines… the road
from the Wheal Coglin mine joins the main South Road close to the said township…’
A meeting was held in the Bullaparinga Council room in October 1867 to ‘discuss the advisability of striking
out or suspending the item for a police station until the best situation be more positively decided upon…’
Bullington - A 1911 subdivision of part section 99, Hundred of Adelaide, by Herbert Bulling; now included
in Brooklyn Park; it comprised 24 allotments bisected by Lysle Street.
Bulloo Creek - North-West of Olary. The ‘Bulloo Creek Run’ was established by George Hiles in 1863 (lease
no. 1170A).
Bully Acre - A school near Orroroo, known as ‘Hundred of Pekina’ until 1932; it closed in 1955. It took its
name from a local homestead.
Bulpanie, Lake - Discovered by John McKinlay on 15 October 1861. An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Bultawilta - In the County of Light. In 1918 the name was changed from ‘Siegersdorf’ and restored in 1975.
Aboriginal for ‘fearless, bold or brave’.
Bumbunga - A railway station on the line to Long Plains, 16 km south of Snowtown. H.C. Talbot records that
it was an Aboriginal name of a salt lake in the vicinity. In 1967, H.M. Cooper of the SA Museum said it meant
‘by, near or at the lake’, while N.B. Tindale, anthropologist, said the name was derived from parnpangka ‘rain water lake’.
The salt works at Bumbunga Lake, or more commonly known as Salt Lake, Lochiel, are now
suffering from the effects of blundering… The eastern end of the lake is either rising or silting up
and, consequently, is almost always dry. The company, finding they could not get a sufficient
quantity of the liquid had a large dam excavated; but it is not the success anticipated the great
deposit of salt being at the Lochiel end. The result is that men are now engaged collecting the
salt and conveying it six miles to the works…
Bunawunda - A subdivision of part sections 1673 and 1676, Hundred of Nuriootpa, surveyed by George
Sheppard in 1858 for Johann D. Koncke; now included in Greenock. He lauded it as ‘the shortest and
principal road from Angaston, Angas Park, Tanunda, etc, to Nain and to the station of the Gawler and
Kapunda Railroad passes through the 100 acres now advanced for sale’:
The soil [is] particularly adapted for superior vineyards. Both German and English residents have
applied for choice undulations with which the sections abound for wine growing purposes, but
Mr Koncke prefers to offer the whole subdivision by public auction to prevent jealousies among
those who for a long time have coveted certain portions of this favoured spot…
Mr Koncke… anxious to encourage the making of good wines, has prevailed upon Messrs
Lehmann and Schomburgk, before they retire from business, to make a splendid medal without
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regard to cost… This medal, with ten guineas added, to be presented to the first exhibitor of
Bunawunda wine who gets the first premium at any yearly show in Adelaide…
The Aboriginal word wunda refers to a ‘white person’; H.M. Cooper records it as meaning ‘shield’.
Bunbury - A property once held by James W.D. Dening (1842-1930) west of Keith; see pastoral lease no.
2267. He came out with his parents in the Louisa Baillie in 1849.
Bunda Cliffs & Bunda Plateau - The plateau on the Nullarbor Plain was named in 1879 by Prof Ralph Tate, a
geologist, who chose the name in keeping with the Aboriginal name for the cliffs. The cliffs extend from the
Head of the Bight to Wilson Bluff and range from 50 to 80 metres in height. Where the Nullarbor Plain
meets the Southern Ocean at Bunda Cliffs, the scenery is spectacular and whales may be seen during the
winter months.
Bundaleer - It has been said that it is an Aboriginal word for ‘among the hills’ but Professor Tindale contends
it derives from pandali - ‘stony place’. The ‘Bundaleer Run’ was established by John Bristow Hughes from
29 August 1844 when he took out an occupation licence ‘on the Gulnare Plains’. The Hundred of Bundaleer,
County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869.
A comment on working conditions at the Bundaleer works was made by the resident engineer, C.S. Mann
in 1903:
I insist on every man receiving fair play and in return insist that every man should do a fair day’s
work. I would not keep a ganger who was unduly harsh to his men, and if those who have a
grievance do not refer to me for redress it is entirely their own fault. I am quite aware that
Bundaleer is not a popular locality to work in, being isolated from the many comforts which apply
to other works; still, I maintain that I never have any trouble with good workers. It is principally
the duffers and agitators who cause discontent…
The Bundaleer Springs School opened in 1895 and closed in 1946; Bundaleer Waterworks School operated
from 1899 until 1902 and Bundaleer North School from 1913 until 1968.
Bundera Dam - West of Cockburn. The ‘Bundera Run’ was established in the area in 1888; see pastoral lease
no. 1107.
Bundey, Hundred of - In the County of Burra, proclaimed on 21 November 1878. Alleged cases of
dummyism and fraud by land selectors were reported in 1885, when ‘the officials in the Lands Department…
had occasion to suspect that Robert James Martin McBride, senior, former owner of the Gums station,
situated 30 miles east of Burra, and his family had committed a breach of the Act under which they had
selected sections of land in the Hundred:’
The government, from enquiries made, doubted whether the sons and daughters were bona fide
selectors, or whether the land was taken up in the interests of the father and not in their own;
the second charge being that McBride, senior, sold all the selections with the station to his oldest
son, who subsequently sold them to Messrs Cockrum & Pearse, the present proprietors of the
station…
W.H. Bundey, MP (1871-1888); born in Hampshire in 1838, arrived in South Australia in 1849 and, in due
Course, became a lawyer, politician and Judge of the Supreme Court. A keen yachtsman he was, for a time,
Commodore of the SA Yacht Club.
Bungala, River - In the Hundred of Yankalilla, derived from the Aboriginal bungalaparingga - bungala ‘kangaroo’ and pari - ‘river’, and adopted for ‘Bungala House’ built in the 1860s on section 1171 by Eli
Butterworth (1828-1886) who came out in the Baboo in 1840 with his parents. The house has been restored
and, today, is a gracious home of 16 rooms. Upon his death the mill passed to John Butterworth ‘who jogged
up and down every day to Yankalilla to confer with his faithful clerk, J. Woodcock, who had the oversight of
the mill.’ Later, the house was owned by E.M. Graham, the son of John Benjamin Graham, one of the first
directors of the Burra mine.
When the first settlers arrived in the district in 1838 the river was nothing but a chain of surface
water holes which could be easily stepped across. The furrow of a plough is accountable in the
first place for the tremendous chasm that now exists. Beneath the banks and imbedded therein
are half-washed away gum trees which hang over the river more and more as the earth is
removed from their roots at every successive winter flood. The banks of the river were favourite
burial places for the natives who were able to turn over the soft earth with sharp sticks.
In 1866, there occurred ‘the severest flood ever remembered in this part of the colony’:
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At the mouth of the Bungala the stream runs parallel to the jetty, sweeping away thousands of
tons of sand and washing the piles of the jetty down to a depth of eight feet, thus exposing the
whole of the hull work, rendering this great accommodation useless.
Bungama - A railway station 7 km ESE of Pirie. Aboriginal for ‘good’.
Bungaree - In 1893, H.C. Talbot was informed by an old colonist, Mr Beare that, ‘in 1841 James Hawker
camped with sheep at a waterhole in their country, which they called “Bungaree”.’ The Aborigines knew
the district as watchenappee. In an unsubstantiated anecdote the author says:
On Christmas Day 1841 they [the Hawker brothers] sank a hole which yielded plenty of good
water. They decided this was the place to squat. ‘What you callum this place’, asked James
Hawker of an Aboriginal. ‘Him Bungaree’ (my country), was the reply. ‘Well him mine now’,
replied James.
Another source says it means ‘hut’ or ‘tent’. In 1925, section 276 and others in the Hundred of Hart were
subdivided into six blocks by the executors of Henry C. Hawker and named Bungaree. Its school opened in
1868 and closed in 1931.
Bungawarrina - In the Far North. Aboriginal for ‘white ribs’ - the adjacent hills resemble in one aspect the
ribs of a camel.
Bungung - It has been recorded that it was the Aboriginal name for ‘Currency Creek’. Professor Tindale says
its name was panggangk meaning ‘the false river’. (See Currency Creek)
Bunn Springs - North-East of Keith, recalls George Bunn who, with William Harding, held a pastoral lease
north of Mount Monster from 31 May 1860 (lease no. 782). (See Harding Springs)
Bunora - Aboriginal for ‘long distance’ or ‘far away’ and applied to a railway station on the CumminsBuckleboo line, in the Hundred of Solomon, South-West of Kimba. A photograph of water tanks at the
railway siding is in the Chronicle, 5 May 1923, page 31.
The Bunora School was opened in 1925 and closed in 1931.
Bunyaroo Hill - East of Lake Torrens. Probably derived from the Aboriginal bunyarra - ‘good’.
Bunyeroo - The name was probably taken from the Aboriginal panjoru meaning ‘salt bush’ and applied to
pastoral lease no. 392 established by Messrs Burnett and Fotheringham in 1855. The Hundred of Bunyeroo,
County of Taunton, was proclaimed on 1 December 1881.
Bunyip Reach - On the River Murray, Hundred of Murtho, about 46 km above the present-day site of
Renmark. The paddle-steamer Bunyip was burnt there on 9 December 1863; Edward Bate Scott was in
partnership with William Randell in the vessel and was on it when it caught fire:
He saved three of the women passengers but could not reach another woman and her child who
perished in the flames. Two of the crew died… others on board were injured, and the steamer
and two barges loaded with 500 bales of wool were destroyed.
It was William Randell’s third steamer, launched at Mannum, in 1857, and, in 1864, he recorded stopping
to work on the wreck every time he came to it.
In later years Mr Scott recalled that ‘ten miles above the Chowilla Station the alarm of fire was given’:
The captain and crew were cut off from the stern of the ship, the man at the wheel bolted, and
the ship was left without guidance… As I ran through the saloon the fire was following me closely
and as I passed the engine room the engineer asked me for God’s sake to save him. I told him to
seize a plank and jump overboard. I attempted so save several women and placed a burned one
in a boat and went back for the fourth female, but she and a little one were burnt to death and I
had to make a lightning retreat, for the flames were all around me.
I jumped into the boat and picked up two of the crew and rowed to the left bank of the river
where I met Captain Randell and some of the crew and after a short consultation I went down in
the boat to Chowilla Station with the women. It was a pitiable sight as we floated downstream to
witness the sufferings of the poor burnt women, whose sores I was not able to cover for want of
clothing, for our usual garments were burnt… After a short stay a mail cart came along and I took
a seat on it and thus reached Adelaide, bootless, and with scanty garments.
On 14 March 1864 he reported: ‘Succeeding in recovering engines. Boat very much burned.’ He took the
remains of the vessel down to Mannum and, in July 1864, the hull broke away from its moorings and floated
downstream for more than 65 km, grounding on reefs above Wellington, where it lay for three years before
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being bought by Captain ‘Ned’ Creamer, who built the remains up into a schooner, the Water Lily, in which
he traded on the lakes until 1903, when it sank off Point Malcolm in Lake Alexandrina.
Burakruwa - On, or adjacent to, section 289, Hundred of Comaum, in the South-East. Aboriginal for ‘burak
grass country’. The grass was used for mat making.
Burando - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line. Aboriginal for ‘windy’.
Burdett, Hundred of - In the County of Russell, was proclaimed on 19 April and 18 October 1860 and named
after Baroness Burdett-Coutts. When aged 23, she inherited immense wealth (almost £2m) from the estate
of her grandfather, Thomas Coutts, a prominent banker. The Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII)
described her as ‘after my mother, the most remarkable woman in the kingdom.’ ‘Though she made no
special distinction of creed in her charities, she was a notable benefactor of the Church of England, among
which she endowed the Bishopric of Adelaide in 1847.’
In 1901, the difficulty of obtaining building stone of a superior class was a problem facing the building trade
in Adelaide, when any large contracts had to be fulfilled and, accordingly, Mr Walter C. Torode endeavoured
to overcome the difficulty:
I accompanied him to the Burdett Quarry about 11 miles from Murray Bridge… The Tyro was
easily swung alongside the massive and well-built stone jetty at Burdett Quarry… There are 25
men engaged there and the white tents in which they live have the appearance of a military
encampment. Mr Torode has removed thither his entire quarrying plant from Stirling West and is
preparing actively to get out the stone required for the spires of St Peter’s Cathedral and also the
supply for the Woodville Post Office which will be the first Federal post office to be erected in
this state…
Its school opened in 1902 and closed in 1935.
Burford Gardens - A 1922 subdivision of part section 1001, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by W.H. Burford &
Sons Ltd, ‘for the benefit of employees and others who desire to reside close to their work in a great
industrial centre…’ Now included in Dry Creek.
Among our South Australian industries few take higher rank than which the late William H.
Burford established in Adelaide some 56 years ago for the purpose of local candle making and
which now embraces the production of tallow, soaps, candles, oils, glycerine, starch, blue,
blacking and black lead…
William Burford (1807-1895), the founder of the Company, arrived in 1838 in the Pestonjee Bomanjee after
which he started soap-making, but he overreached himself and became bankrupt in 1841.
His second start was less spectacular. Competition was fierce and his business was not safe until
he landed the contract for supplying candles to the Burra copper mine. After that he never
looked back. Prosperity smiled on all his enterprises. Yet Burford was no money grubber. A
friendly Cockney, he loved good company and hated loneliness. He had a passion for singing and
his quartet was always in popular demand. Wealth brought him no snobbish conceits though it
left him socially stranded… Radical in politics and religion, he became a leader in unpopular
minority groups.
Photographs of the company’s exhibits at a Chamber of Manufactures Exhibition are in the Chronicle,
15 April 1905, page 28, of the Dry Creek factory on 25 November 1922, page 32, of the Burford brothers in
the Observer, 1 September 1917, pages 25-28b.
Burgess Corner - (See Menzies, Hundred of) Burgess Lagoon, on Kangaroo Island was named after Alfred
Charles Burgess who obtained the transfer of pastoral lease no. 1296 from William Baker on 14 March 1876.
Burgoyne - Thomas Burgoyne, born in June 1827 in Wales, came to South Australia in 1849 in the Royal
Sovereign and, after an unsuccessful jaunt to the Victorian goldfields, went to Port Augusta in 1856 where
he erected its first permanent building. The drought years of the 1860s left him with uncollected debts of
£10,000, so he sold his building business and worked as an auctioneer and correspondent for the Register.
In 1877, he founded the Port Augusta Dispatch and edited it for three years. ‘Dignified and respected’, he
was a founder and first President of the SA Institutes’ Association, sat in the House of Assembly from 1884
until 1915, died on 23 March 1920 and is buried at the Magill Cemetery.
His name is remembered by Burgoyne Ridge west of Lake Torrens where he held ‘Whittata’ pastoral lease
no. 2185 from 1876. In his reminiscences he said that when he entered Parliament agricultural lands were
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sold by auction. ‘Men without capital had no chance of success. The land agents dominated the situation
and those who wanted land had to purchase it second-hand. There was a ‘ring’ and I set out to destroy it.’
The Hundred of Burgoyne, County of Kintore, was proclaimed on 23 October 1890. The school of this name
opened in 1926 and was changed to ‘Kowulka’ in 1928; it closed in 1940.
Burgoyne was a 1915 subdivision of sections 82 and 85 and part section 102, Hundred of Davenport, by
A.W. Burgoyne and S.A. Wills; now included in Port Augusta and bounded by Moyle Street, Paringa Road
and Railway Terrace.
Burke Creek & Burke Hill - Near Eden Valley were probably named after Michael Burke, an early settler.
Burkitt Hill - Near Lake Gilles on Eyre Peninsula was named after William Christopher Burkitt, who took up
two pastoral leases from circa 1874. A hill of the same name lies near Lake Torrens and, probably, was
named after the same gentleman, who held pastoral lease no. 2146 ‘East of Lake Torrens’, known as
‘Ediacara’ from 1871.
Burleeyung Cave - In January 1861, it was reported that it was to be found ‘about 16 miles south of Burra
between Mr McDonald’s station and the Adelaide Road’:
The mouth of the cave is a hole, oval in shape, about five feet long, 2½ feet wide and twenty feet
deep. Descending this shaft we found ourselves in a tolerably wide chamber… Having rested
ourselves, and procured some of the most beautiful specimens of stalactite, we proceeded
through small apertures into other chambers… the further we penetrated the more beautiful did
they appear…
Burleigh Estate - In 1920, it was advertised as comprising 78 allotments ‘opposite Cheltenham Racecourse.’
The name occurs in England and in the Domesday Book it was written as burglea - ‘wood belonging to the
burg (fort)’.
Burnalta - A 1921 subdivision of part sections 903 and 904, Hundred of Adelaide; by William Norman,
merchant of Adelaide; now included in Burnside: it was ‘picturesquely located on the green-clad slopes of
the Burnside foothills and set amidst glorious woodland scenery…’ The name is derived from ‘Burnside’ and
the Italian alta - ‘high point’. (See Alta Mira)
Burnbank - In 1861, ‘a public meeting was held in the school room at Burnbank [near Mt Barker Springs] to
consider what steps should be taken towards the erection of a school room and teacher’s residence.’
Burnbrae - A school known formerly as ‘Hynam South’; closed in 1938.
Burnda - A railway station 8 km west of Mount Gambier. Aboriginal for ‘stony place’; freestone for building
purposes is found in the area. Its former name was ‘Coralite’.
Burners Beach - On section 258, Hundred of Para Wurlie, on Yorke Peninsula and named after the Burner
family who settled in the area in 1915.
Burnett - Charles Burnett, with A. Fotheringham, held pastoral lease no. 508 from 25 October 1856 and
Burnett Hill, North-East of Port Augusta, remembers the former’s name. Mount Burnett, on section 4,
Hundred of Cotabena, was named after Mr Burnett who, with Messrs Trebilcock and Deeble, took out
pastoral lease no. 634 on 31 March 1872.
Burnsfield - A railway station 10 km north of Snowtown named after Mrs Margaret Burns, a widow who,
on 20 July 1875, selected section 287, Hundred of Barunga.
Burnside - The area was known as karrayerta by the Aborigines - ‘gum trees on margin of a stream’. It has
been recorded that Peter Anderson (1808-1880) arrived in South Australia in 1839 ‘with a letter of
introduction from Sir James Fergusson of Archerfield, Scotland. He had a land grant and selected a block
with the Second Creek running through it and built a house - this he called Burnside.’
A search at the General Registry Office revealed that he leased section 320, Hundred of Adelaide, from the
SA Company and, on 27 January 1848, assigned his lease in respect of sixty-seven acres to William Randall
(1820-1898) who, on 27 October 1850, registered the purchase of the freehold of section 320 from the SA
Company and, on the same day, sold Lot 25 to F.A. McPherson for £56. This memorial recites ‘which section
has been subdivided by William Randall and laid out as the village of Burnside.’
On 25 August 1849, Nathaniel Hailes, land agent, advertised it as ‘Burnside the Beautiful’:
[I] feel real pleasure in introducing to the notice of all who value health, fertility and beauty
preliminary section 320 situated one mile above Kensington at the foot of the most picturesque
mountain of the whole magnificent range nearest Adelaide. A limpid and everflowing stream
meanders through it producing luxuriant, diversified and perennial verdure… the sea views are
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only bounded by the shores of the gulf or the horizon and the neighbouring walks are romantic in
the extreme.
A few days later he, again, went into raptures over the village:
Amid the wattle and other native flowering shrubs appear the gorgeous rose, the clinging
honeysuckle, the flowering currant, the fragrant brier, geraniums in profusion, nasturtions [sic],
sweet peas, garden herbs of every species, a forest of Cape gooseberries, the wayward
strawberry, figs, peaches, nectarines, vines of choicest varieties, apples, oranges, plums,
almonds, pomegranates and even the weeping willow inclines its graceful form and extends its
valedictory arms over the stream which has nurtured it since the foundation of the colony.
Finally, on 12 October 1850 he advertised ‘Burnside the Beautiful for the Last Time’: ‘Citizens! for one day
exchange noise, dust and heat for fresh air, shady groves and rippling streams…’
About 30 years later, William Wadham, in announcing the sale into small allotments of a portion of the
land, republished Haile’s advertisement and a friend recalled hearing Mr Hailes deliver a lecture on Hood
in a building in Chapel Street, Norwood. He read with intense appreciation ‘The Ballad of Sally Brown’ and
‘Ben the Carpenter’ and in the last line of the verse:
His death, which happened in his berth,
At forty odd befell;
They went and told the sexton, and
The Sexton tolled the bell,
he irresistibly broke into laughter. He said that it was a strange thing that, in two different selections from
Hood’s poems he had seen the first line printed, ‘His death, which happened in his birth’, thus destroying
both the sense and the humour. I am reminded of a riddle which was asked me by an auctioneer who is still
in business – ‘Which is the most docile, the church bell or the organ?’ Answer - ‘The bell, because it will
sound when it is tolled; the organ will be blowed first.’
On 28 November 1850, W. Randall disposed of the remaining unsold allotments in the village to Robert
MacGeorge for £420. From documents held in the General Registry Office it is indisputable that William
Randall laid out and named Burnside and this primary source evidence is supported by a letter to the
Register in 1908 when W.G. Randall (W. Randall’s son) said, ‘my father purchased a property at the foot of
the hills and called it Burnside after my grandfather’s estates in Northamptonshire.’ As for its nomenclature:
Mr William Randall was the first to occupy land now known as Burnside which he purchased as
an 80-acre section and gave it its present name. He took up several other properties among
which was the beautiful estate of Randalsea at Second Valley. Later, he was appointed clerk of
the local courts at Port Pirie and Redhill…
The above exposition is not intended to dispute the fact that Mr Peter Anderson named his property
‘Burnside’. The Burnside School opened in 1869. (See Randalsea)
In his earlier work on nomenclature in 1908, Rodney Cockburn suggested that Colonel Light, through
Colonel Finniss, suggested the name because the former’s sister lived in Burnside, Surrey.
Photographs of the unveiling of a roll of honour are in the Observer, 22 March 1919, page 28, of a memorial
on 23 April 1921, page 24, of dog catchers in the Chronicle, 2 April 1936, page 37.
Burr - This name appears six times on the map of South Australia. Cape Burr near Port Neill and Burr Creek
in the North Flinders Ranges were named by E.J. Eyre, the latter being discovered on 25 August 1840;
Thomas Burr was the Deputy Surveyor-General from 26 June 1839. He resigned from government service
on 12 October 1847 to accept a position of General Superintendent of the Burra Mines. His services were
terminated in September 1848 because of ‘negligence and inattention’ to general superintendence, the
‘unsatisfactory manner’ in which assays had been conducted and ‘inattention’ shown to the dressing and
cleaning of ore.
Mount Burr, with an altitude of 789 feet, is the highest point on the Limestone Coast – Mount Gambier is
621 feet, was named by Governor Grey in 1844 on a trip to Rivoli Bay. He was accompanied by Thomas
Burr, who gave an account of the expedition: ‘… we made the summit of the range, the principal summit of
which His Excellency has done me the honour to call after my father.’ It is apparent that there could have
been a close connection between Governor Grey’s and Thomas Burr’s fathers. George Grey was born at
Lisbon on 14 April 1812, a week after his father, Lieut-Colonel George Grey, was killed at Badajoz and, as
George Dominicus Burr prepared a plan of Salamanca, it is possible that he knew Colonel Grey.
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In 1826, aged 14, George Grey entered Sandhurst where G.D. Burr was one of his professors. The following
obituary appeared in The Times on 2 April 1855:
On the 23rd ult., at Wokingham, Berks, aged 69, George Dominicus Burr, Esq., late Professor of
Military Surveying at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, where for 40 years he zealously
performed his arduous duties.
Thomas Burr was baptized at Sandhurst, Berkshire, on 26 March 1814 and, later, was employed by the Tithe
Commission in England – a tithe, literally, ‘one-tenth’ – relates to payments made in kind to the church. In
1836, the Tithe Commission was established to create a new system of rent charges and, between 1835
and 1852, it appointed surveyors to make large-scale maps and schedules listing all landowners/ tenants
and field names in a parish.
He arrived with his wife on the Cleveland in December 1839 and, apart from his exploits mentioned
elsewhere in this book, he was at the Eureka Stockade in 1854 when he provided a witness statement and,
later, was unsuccessful in obtaining a position with the Burke and Wills expedition.
The town of Mount Burr, 13 km NE of Millicent, was proclaimed on 27 May 1976; its school opened in
1934.
In 1868, an itinerant worker complained that when he arrived at the drainage works:
We had to join in gangs, some six men and some three. Then we got our work, when we had to
make wurleys to sleep in, until we got tents. So many men coming up, there were no tents nor
tools for the men. Barrows and planks were also short. We were working for two weeks, and I
saw that I could make fair wages; but the rain coming on flooded us all out and we had to wait
for a few days till we got shifted… The water is running like the River Torrens. All the men are
idle…
Burra - The story of Burra began in 1845 when section 1 of the Burra survey was granted to William Allen
and Samuel Stocks. At that time a shepherd named Pickett found copper ore on the banks of the Burra
Creek and the comedy of the struggle between two rival groups, the ‘Nobs’ and ‘Snobs’, to get possession
of the ore-bearing country is to be found in history books. In respect of the demise of Thomas Pickett:
He was last seen alive on Tuesday the 18th. inst. about 2 o’clock… he was then standing at the
door of an old vacant hut in the creek at Hallett’s Spring, about 3 miles from Kooringa… he was
drunk. Nothing further was heard or known of poor Pickett until about 3 o’clock p.m. on
Thursday, 20th. inst., when a little boy… casually entered the hut to seek a piece of twine for
some childish purpose and saw the deceased lying dead on the floor…, nearly naked and severely
burnt…
It was clear that the deceased had met his death by falling into the fire while in a state of
intoxication and the jury returned a verdict to that effect… It was left to a private individual to
make an appeal to the mine directors. Mr C.J. Ware, licensee of the ‘Miners’ Arms Hotel’… wrote
to them [and its secretary Henry Ayers replied] ‘… I have to inform you that the directors have
authorised the payment of funeral expenses… for the amount of £5-5-0.’
Pickett was buried in the local cemetery in the old section on the western bank of the Burra Creek and has
a memorial erected in his memory close to the site of the old shepherd’s hut. In 1846, Thomas Burr surveyed
the town of Kooringa, followed by Redruth and Aberdeen. These three villages, together with Graham,
Llwchwr and other smaller subdivisions (See, e.g, Millerton), now comprise the town of Burra, proclaimed
on 19 September 1940. A proposal by James Chambers to run a weekly conveyance to and from the Burra
Burra mines was reported in 1846 when ‘the return journey will commence on Friday morning at 10 a.m.
and will be completed by an early arrival in Adelaide on Saturday night.’
On 24 June 1849 a convivial party, consisting of some 30 or 40 carpenters employed at the
‘Monster Mine’ met at the Burra Burra Hotel to partake of a sumptuous entertainment provided
through the liberality of their employer. Suitable toasts and hilarious songs contributed to
enliven the recreative scene in the spacious hall, followed by like convivialists, agreeably
enchanted the captain’s and officials of the Association’s establishment, for whom the best
parlour was set apart. At that late hour, when the pot-valiant are wont to ‘call spirits from the
vasty deep’, the ‘Demon Alcohol’ appeared to have been invoked; for:
Utensils then lay strewn about,
And all was racket, noise and rout,
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And swaggering to and fro
The Worthy Host, who’d done his best
To give the gen’rous treats a seat,
Was curs’d like the bitter foe.
The editor commented further that ‘in the issue some leading men ceased to be exemplary’:
Although (to our knowledge) there was no Cock-Robin funeral enacted for living men, we are
credibly informed that a sympathising Wren dropped the curtain upon more than one bacchanal
and many an outré scene. On 25 June 1849 the friends of the total abstinence in Kooringa held a
public tea meeting in the Wesleyan Sunday and day school room. The Reverend William Lowe in
a short address mentioned among the evils incurred by drunkenness, no fewer than 42 diseases
of the body…
Mr. Osborne from his heart thanked God that he was a teetotaler. True were the principles of
teetotalism and they must prevail… He had been robbed of an education through the drinking
habits of his father, but he rejoiced that teetotalism had reclaimed his parent, who subsequently
became a humble Christian and who was now, he trusted, in Heaven. Mr Jeffery upbraided those
of the Cornish at the Burra Burra who hesitated to become teetotalers, and could not those of
his countrymen, who were now in the land of ‘milk and honey’ [see Ayers, Hundred of] who had
plenty of meat, abstain - This last speaker was loudly cheered…
An informative article headed ‘A Trip to Kooringa’ was reported in 1850; it includes a description of miners’
huts in the banks of a creek:
For a distance of more than two miles the banks of a ravine are perforated with vaulted
chambers, in which a populous community is living in apparent health and comfort. From above
these dwellings, to which some future etymologist… will trace the name of Burra (Burrow),
present a squalid but exceedingly diversified and picturesque appearance. Some are quite
cottage-like in their exterior, having stone fronts, well-proportioned doors, and fences guarding
the approach. Accidents… happen to night-walkers, who fall down the chimneys…
H.C. Talbot said that the name was of Indian origin:
As far back as 1839 James Stein held pastoral country there under occupation licence. He had a
number of coolies in his employ as shepherds and hut keepers, who called the creek, which ran
through the run, ‘Burra Burra’, Hindoostanee for ‘great-great’.
However, the following facts cast some doubts on this nomenclature. Stein was born in Scotland and his
father was a member of the House of Commons and his sister Ann, the Countess of Fife. This Scottish
affiliation creates an interesting situation because the name ‘Burra’ occurs in the Shetland Islands, off
Scotland, and in 1299 it was written as borgarfiord - Old Norman for ‘a fort, stronghold, a fortified hill’,
where borg means ‘a fort’. In the early days of his pastoral pursuits in South Australia his log hut would, no
doubt, have been built with loopholes to protect himself against attacks from Aborigines and, as an
educated man, it is not beyond comprehension that he was aware of the origin of the Scottish ‘Burra’ and,
because of his ‘fortifications’, named the place accordingly.
For a time Stein (ca.1804-1877) was in partnership with E.P.S. Sturt (see Kadlunga). The first school in the
town was under the control of Mr and Mrs Francis Jolly in 1847; the government public school was opened
in 1878.
The County of Burra was proclaimed on 7 August 1851. (See Stein Hill) Burra Hill was a property South-East
of Eudunda. (See Neale Flat)
Burrawing Creek - In 1868, William Lakin discovered copper on what is now section 403, Hundred of
Yaranyacka, near Tumby Bay and, in 1871, sold his mineral lease to the Burrawing Copper Mining Company
which, eventually, was liquidated in 1875. A settlement grew adjacent to the mine and a licence to conduct
a school was granted to Thomas Sweetman in 1873; it closed in 1878. The former Burrawing Hotel was once
the head station of War(r)atta Vale.
The Burrawing Mine was ‘about seven miles by road from Tumby Bay and was opened several years ago.
Till recently it was worked by Mr Carlin and the ore raised is sent to… Port Adelaide, the stuff averaging
over 30% of pure copper. Later, a company was formed and the engine and plant of the Kanappa mine were
purchased and fixed at Burrawing…’ (See Kanappa)
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Burridge Well - On section 33, Hundred of Warrenben, on Yorke Peninsula; probably corrupted from
William Burrage, who took up pastoral lease no. 314 at Cape Spencer on 3 October 1853.
Burruna, Lake - Near Lake Callabonna; derived from the Aboriginal burrana - ‘to fly’ (as a bird).
Burrundi – Rodney Cockburn places it on the East-West railway and says it is an Aboriginal word meaning
‘kangaroo’.
Burrungule - West of Mount Gambier. Its post office opened in January 1893 and closed on 26 January
1927. The school opened as ‘Benara’ in 1894; name changed in 1896; closed in 1970. (See Benara). The
Tindale papers at the SA Museum records the name of baringial in the vicinity of section 369, Hundred of
Benara, as being ‘a memorial to an ancestral being of the same name who killed an evil being Tenateona
and applied as Burrungule to the railway station.’
Burslem Hill - On section 1800, Hundred of Kondoparinga, recalls Francis Henry Burslem, a surveyor, who
was responsible for the ‘Green-Hills Special Survey’ in the Macclesfield district in 1841:
F.H. Burslem, formerly of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, and late an officer in the 9th
and 40th regiments of foot, begs to announce that in a consequence of a reduction in the Survey
Department [in 1841], in which he was engaged, he has accepted the management of the Royal
Hotel and Bush Club House, Franklin Street… Mr F.G. Andrews store on the acre will afford
country settlers a great facility for obtaining provisions and every requisite for the supply of their
stations…
and later:
Mr. Burslem begs to announce that he has purchased the property lately occupied by Mr
Bristow, on the beach, three miles below Glenelg, consisting of a hotel and boarding house
known by the name of Marino… He has a cart which will be in Adelaide every day for fresh meat,
etc., Milk will be supplied from his own cows and the garden is well stocked with vegetables and
fruit. Excellent fish are constantly obtained and game of most kinds is abundant in the
neighbourhood… A laundress who resides within a short distance will call for linen twice a week.
(See Marino).
Burt Hill - North-East of Beltana, recalls J. Burt(t) who held mineral claim 1681 near Mount Fitton.
Burton - An 1870 subdivision of part section 261, Hundred of Saddleworth, by John Charles, farmer of
Saddleworth; now included in Manoora.
It seems strange that the railway station should retain the name of Manoora when it is patent to
all observers that the leading and most thriving township is Burton, which is only separated from
the station by the length of a chain…
To this dicta the Editor offered a few sage words of advice: ‘… Chinkford, Manoora and Burton will do well
to stop their sparring and adopt one name… they are sufficiently near to be considered by outsiders as one
township.’
The name Burton was given, also, to a subdivision of part sections 4243 and 4236, Hundred of Munno Para,
by Reid Murray Developments (SA) Ltd in 1960 and, in earlier days, ‘there [was] a little Methodist Church
and cemetery known as Burton… halfway down the eastern side of section 3229.’ The Burton School was
opened in 1860 and closed in 1950.
The annual public examination of the school, near Salisbury, conducted by Mr and Mrs Tupper came off in
1862. The following was the prize list: ‘Edward Carslake, W. Short, Martha Barton, Albert Short, Alfred Short,
Anne Harper, Georgina White and George Laming.’ Its origin is uncertain; however, the first licensee of the
nearby ‘Bolivar Hotel’ came from ‘Burton Latimer’ in Northamptonshire, England, while its second licensee
was H.W. Burton. (See Bolivar)
The name derives from the Anglo-Saxon bureton or buryton - words used to denote places of Roman origin.
Burtt Crossing - Near Lake Torrens, named by B.H. Babbage in 1858 ‘from the name of the person who
pointed it out to me’ - probably William Burtt of Mt Arden station, to the south of Lake Torrens, adjacent
to the crossing.
The stages immediately before him [B.H. Babbage] are easy and the advance of his camp will be
unattended with risk of difficulty - namely from the Elizabeth to the new station forming by Mr
Smith, where there is plenty of water… thence to a water hole lying northward… That is the most
distant point which Mr Burtt has visited, but the blacks have assured him of water at similar
stages for 200 miles further.
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William Burtt married the daughter of Malcolm Gillies, a prominent pastoralist, who, from 1851, held many
leases in northern areas.
Burwood - A 1908 subdivision of part section 347, Hundred of Yatala, by David William Freestun; now
included in Nailsworth. The name is retained in ‘Burwood Street’, Nailsworth bisecting the 47 allotments of
the subdivision and comes from Surrey, England, and translates as ‘a wood near a fort (burgh)’. (See Burra)
Bushy Island - A descriptive name for an island off Kangaroo Island given by Matthew Flinders, in 1802;
known, also, as Busby Islet.
Butcher - The Saddleworth to Marrabel Road passes through Butcher Gap in the Belvidere Range; its origin
is unknown but it dates back to 1855 and probably honours Thomas Butcher (1813-1888), who settled in
the area circa 1846. (See Coghill Creek)
Butcher Soak was named after William Butcher, pastoralist. Its Aboriginal name was pichinga. The school
opened in 1922 and changed its name to ‘Peebinga’ in 1927. (See Peebinga)
In 1912, to determine the supply of water in the rockhole, Mr Redman of the Engineer-in-Chief’s
Department, made an inspection of the locality when ‘he found the water in the rockhole to be a soakage
and not connected with underground streams’:
Mr Redman, who is an authority on Aboriginal nomenclature, took the liberty of altering the
name Butcher’s Soak to Pichinga, the native name for the place of pines. The new title was
written on a board and nailed to a tree close by. He was struck with the numbers and the
remarkable variety of parrots, as well as the extreme tameness of the birds…
Bute - The town, surveyed by H. Jacob in September 1883, was proclaimed on 13 March 1884, deriving its
name from ‘Bute Island’ in the Firth of Clyde, Scotland, and probably coming from either an Old Irish word
bot - ‘beacon fire’ or the Swedish bod - ‘hut’; there is a ‘Buteland’ in Northumberland, England. The school
opened in 1886 and, in 1927, ‘a crowd assembled at the power house of the Border Electric Company, Bute,
to take part in the opening ceremony of electric light for the town. Just after eight o’clock the light was
switched on by the Chairman of the Ninnes District Council, W.H. Sharman…’
Buthera Rock - On the beach at Point Pearce was said to be a memorial of an ancestral being who threw it
to its position as a club, the handle of which was supposed to be under the ground.
Butler - Sir Richard Butler, MP (1890-1924) was born in Oxfordshire, in 1850, and came to South Australia
with his parents in 1854. In Parliament, he received the nickname of ‘Dismal Dick’ but earned a high
reputation for financial ability. Becoming Premier in March 1905, he was defeated when Parliament met on
20 July while, in May 1919, his political career suffered a severe reversal when, as Minister of Agriculture,
irregularities were found in the bulk wheat handling scheme. Later, a Royal Commission found he had used
his position to gain minor electoral advantages but, in 1920, another enquiry, apparently, vindicated him
for he was elected speaker in 1921. He died at Croydon on 28 April 1925.
Butler Bridge School was opened as ‘Pirie South’ in 1906 by Clara B. McIntyre. It changed its name in 1916
and closed in 1948 The Hundred of Butler, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 25 April 1895.
Butler Bay, ‘westward of Scott’s Bay’, was named in 1910. The Butler School opened in 1905 and closed in
1968. Butler Tanks, in the Hundred of Butler, 32 km north of Tumby Bay. Prior to 1920 it was known as
‘Wilbertam’.
At the terminus of the Port Lincoln railway - that first stage of forty miles - the government has
put down a tank of no mean proportions. This is the largest artificial reservoir on the whole of
the West Coast… Sunk to a depth of 20 feet in the solid clay, the reservoir, with its surrounding
heaped-up embankments, concrete water chute and extensive and elaborate system of drains,
was [soon] filled to the brim…
Butler Lagoon recalls Mr J. Butler, a boundary rider on Koonoona station. Lake Butler, in the Hundred of
Waterhouse, near Robe, was named after Captain Gerald V. Butler, commander of a company of the 96th
regiment; in 1846 he was appointed as Government Resident at Robe. The Aborigines knew it as
moorakyne.
Buttamuck Hill - North-West of Peterborough. The ‘Buttamuck Run’ was established by M.A. Short in 1868.
It comprised pastoral leases nod. 1580 and 1581, the former being a consolidation of leases 305, 373 and
602, taken up, originally, by P. Levi and J. Williams from 1853. Pastoral records state that lease 305 was
known as Buttermuke, while The Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition) has a description
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of the Buttamuk silver-lead lode in the Hundred of Coglin and, in 1891, the Inspector of Mines reported
that ‘prospects were not encouraging.’ A more optimistic report on the ‘mine’ was made later that year.
Buxton, County of - Proclaimed on 13 August 1896 in honour of Sir Thomas F. Buxton, Governor of South
Australia from 29 October 1895 to 29 March 1899. He was a descendant of Thomas Fowell Buxton, GCMG,
an activist against the slave trade. (See Buxton Street)
Byass Hill - On section 58, Hundred of Blanche, recalls George A. Byass who obtained the land grant of the
adjoining section 55 on 19 November 1919.
Byethorne - John Clezy (1790-1864) laid out the village, circa 1851, on section 5293, Hundred of Kanmantoo,
taking the name of the local residence of William Milne, who was born in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1822. (See
Milne) John Clezy emigrated with his wife and children from Selkirkshire, Scotland, and died at Byethorne.
Speculation was rife when the Hills railway opened and one venturer, Thomas Magarey, purchased land
in 1879 in the Hundred of Noarlunga adjacent to the Mount Lofty Railway Station and created the
subdivision of ‘Montrose’ out of which William Milne, junior, purchased an allotment that comprised in
excess of four acres; on it, he built a house naming it ‘Byethorne’.
According to Mr Barry Finn the stone for the arches was cut in Scotland and came out on the
same ship to Australia as did the commissioned stone mason. There is also an unsubstantiated
story that the name ‘Byethorne’ came from the family home in Glasgow and that William Milne
jnr had the architect design the house from an etching of the old home. Sisters from the
Dominicans who purchased the property say that the original etching was hanging on the wall
when they took it over and the etching was presented to the State Art Gallery. The Art Gallery
has no record of the acquisition.
In an auction notice in 1946, the Milne residence, with grounds of over 5¾ acres [sic], was described as
follows:
This fine old house, of mellowed stone and dignified character, contains, on two floors, drawing,
dining and smoking rooms, 4 principal bedrooms, and self-contained domestic offices and
quarters comprising kitchen, scullery, large pantry-servery, cellar, 3 staff bed rooms, sitting room
and bathroom… Out offices include entrance lodge (a nice little cottage of 5 rooms), excellent
stabling garage for several cars, man’s room, workshops, tool and engine sheds, storage space,
etc, large stone ironing room and laundry with separate storage …
The property was auctioned in six lots and the ‘main house’ was purchased by the Dominican Sisters and
renamed ‘Mount St Catherine’ in ‘honour of Mother Mary Kavanagh who came from Ireland in 1875 to help
establish the Dominican Order in Adelaide.’ A school was conducted there until 1981 when ‘the main house
and surrounding gardens were divided into four strata title units’ while ‘the lodge at the gate was given its
own title and the former orchard near Laurel Road divided into three separate house blocks.’
Byngville - In 1882, it was described as adjoining Hayhurst. No further information has come to light but,
because the suburb of Bideville adjoined Hayhurst, it is probably a corruption of the suburb’s name.
Byre Homestead Blocks - Laid out on part sections 177, 178, 209 and 210, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Ellis
and Downer Dairies Ltd in 1914; byre is a Scottish word meaning ‘barn’.
Byrne Bay - Near Port Neill, recalls Mr E. Byrne who took up section 15, Hundred of Dixson, in 1907.
Bywaters, Lake - Near Walker Flat, named in 1965 after G.A. Bywaters MP, Minister of Lands.
Bywell - Created by William Whinham (1842-1925) in 1898 out of part sections 374-75, Hundred of Yatala;
now included in Prospect. The town in Northumberland, England, derives from the Œ byge-wella ‘spring in
the bend’ of the River Tyne. (See Ovingham)

C
Cable Bay - On Yorke Peninsula from whence a submarine cable extended to Althorpe Islands.
Cabra Estate - On 24 January 1886 the Cabra Convent was opened by Dr Reynolds, the Roman Catholic
Bishop and, in 1909, a subdivision was made of part section 1, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in
Cumberland Park and named after Cabra, in Ireland, from which sisters of the Dominican Order came to
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establish the South Australian Branch. Alfred Le Messurier laid it out in 1909; it is bisected by Mathias and
Hill Avenues.
Cacuppa - A property South-West of Lake Gairdner; see pastoral lease no. 2125.
Cadamby Well - In the Hundred of Lucy. Corrupted from the Aboriginal kardiamba; meaning unknown.
Cadara Hill & Cadara Swamp - North of Cape Thomas on section 22, Hundred of Mount Benson, in the
South-East. Aboriginal for ‘willy wagtail lookout’. In Aboriginal mythology the willy-wagtail, by its chattering,
warned the Emu people when they were about to be cut off by the rising tide during a visit to Baudin Island.
Cadbury Spring - Near the Bunyeroo Valley, east of Heysen Range in the North Flinders Ranges. In 1912, an
obituary of a William Abbott mentioned ‘Cadbury brothers, Wilpena station’ in the 1850s, while John and
Philip Cadby (sic) took up pastoral lease no. 620 ‘East of Wilpena’ on 8 April 1858. The name ‘Cadbury’
occurs, also, in Devon and Somerset, England.
Cadelga Well - In the Far North-East. The ‘Cadelga Run’ was established by the Bank of NSW in 1877; see
pastoral lease no. 2737A.
Cadell - Captain Francis Cadell (1822-1879), a pioneer of navigation along the River Murray, spent many
years in the Merchant Navy, took part in the China War and was present at the siege of Canton and, aged
22, was a Commander. He came to South Australia in 1849 and, in later years, various honours were
bestowed upon him for his feats in steam navigation. He was murdered by one of his crew when on a voyage
from Ambon.
In 1884, the fruits of his labour were exemplified in a monetary grant to his sisters:
We are informed that the Chief Secretary has received the proportion promised by the
Government of Victoria of the sum of £1,000 which is intended to be given to the sisters of the
late Captain Cadell by the colonies of Victoria, NSW and South Australia, in recognition of his
efforts in proving the navigability of the Murray…
A.T. Saunders said of him: ‘[He] was a red-headed, red-moustached, pompous and bombastic man who
knew how to keep himself in the limelight and to reap what others had sown.’
The Hundred of Cadell (part of the former Hundred of Murray), County of Albert, was proclaimed on 19
April and 18 October 1860 and, later, several blocks were surveyed in 1878, the remainder being subdivided
about 1892.
The town of Cadell was proclaimed on 29 July 1920. (See New Era) Its school opened in 1922 and, in July of
that year, the local hall was crowded with soldier settlers intent on discussing their liabilities:
Mr. Frankel said they were grossly overcharged for channelling and many were constructed too
low in the ground, and they had to be retopped… An instance was given where 500 trees were
planted on a block against the wish of the settler, as he considered it too late to plant in October.
Three trees out of 500 survived. The two nurseries established by the Irrigation Department were
referred to as cemeteries because of the mortality of the trees raised there…
Rodney Cockburn says, without giving a location, that Cadell Creek was named by John McKinlay in 1862.
Photographs of the proposed irrigation area are in the Observer, 6 July 1918.
Cadibarrawirracanna, Lake - The name, recorded by E.H. Lees, in 1882, is shown in SA Museum records as
Aboriginal for ‘place for gum tree wooden scoops’.
Cadina - A property South-West of Lake Eyre; see pastoral lease no. 1840.
Cadney Park - A railway station on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line. Cadney is an Aboriginal word relating to
‘dragon lizards’.
Cadnia - An Aboriginal word for ‘rock’. In 1872, 180 acres of land were resumed from pastoral lease no.
1565, (‘Moolooloo’ held at the time by Andrew Tennant) and, within it, the township of Cadnia was
surveyed and proclaimed on 2 October 1873. The official name was rarely used because the name ‘Sliding
Rock’ had been given to the locality in the 1850s. (See Sliding Rock)
In 1870, copper ore was discovered there by John Holding and Joseph Hele and, at the height of production,
the town had a population of 400. In 1875, a deputation of residents called for an extension of ‘Cadnia or
Sliding Rock Mine’ and it was suggested that the ‘allotments should contain one acre each in order to
promote gardening operations and secure healthiness and comfort among the residents. It was likewise
asked that park lands might be reserved for purposes of recreation…’
Accordingly, Cadnia East was proclaimed on 27 July 1876.
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Rodney Cockburn records a Lake Cadnia in County MacDonnell and says it means ‘spring water’. (See
Cadnite, Lake)
Cadnite, Lake - On section 549, Hundred of Binnum, in the South-East. Henry and Derwas Owen Jones gave
the name ‘Cadnite’ to a pastoral run they took up on 1 July 1851 (lease no. 161). Probably an Aboriginal
word referring to ‘water’.
Cadnowie Springs - (See Algebuckina)
Cairnbank - John Hensley’s pastoral station near Lacepede Bay; he arrived in the Pestonjee Bomanjee in
1838. (See Bull Island, Hensley Flat & Minecrow)
Cairn Hill - The school, opened in 1881 by Annie Cowan, was altered to ‘Hundred of Tickera’ in 1901,
reverting to ‘Cairn Hill’ in 1909; it closed circa 1920.
Calalie - Rodney Cockburn records it as ‘a station property in the North East and being a word coined from
the better known place names of Caltowie and Belalie, whither came two former owners of the station.’
Calca - Aboriginal for ‘stars’. The name was taken from pastoral lease no. 554 held by Adam Borthwick from
10 February 1856. Originally, James Baird held the land, calling it ‘Kolka’. (See Baird Bay & Freeman
Peninsula)
Calca Peninsula is on Baird Bay and Calca School was opened in 1892 and closed in 1939.
In 1883, the Calca station was held by a ‘gentleman who had bought it some months ago, after the
government had several times refused to resume land upon it because of it being considered unfit for
agriculture’:
A mailman and storekeeper in the district was allowed to graze his horses upon the run, but it
having been shown to the owner, by whom he was partly employed, that he was anxious to have
the land resumed, he was no longer permitted to enjoy this privilege. Annoyed, he got up a
‘conspiracy’ to have the land surveyed and thrown open to selection.
A photograph of a cricket team is in the Chronicle, 30 June 1906, page 30, of Calca Bluff and a tank made
from its granite in the Observer, 16 August 1924, page 35.
Calcannia - (See Barinia)
Caldwell, Hundred of - In the County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 21 January 1892. Robert Caldwell, MP
(1884-1902), born in Ayrshire, Scotland, in 1842, came to South Australia with his parents in the Florentia
in 1849, when they settled at Mount Templeton. Leaving school at thirteen he worked in farming, later
residing at Woodside. He died in November 1909 and is buried at Inverbrackie:
He was the author of some highly meritorious verses and published several volumes … He
contributed verses on topical themes to the Register and was a prolific writer on subjects of
public concern. Among the earlier settlers in the Troubridge area on southern Yorke Peninsula
were the Caldwell family. James Caldwell, senior, hailed from Ardrossan on the west coast of
Scotland. He established himself in a substantial residence at Wattle Point and some of his family
are still in the district. One son, Robert, had distinct literary gifts. He lived near the chief
homestead and had a family of eight boys.
He became well-known as a good adviser and a man of parts and it was no surprise to his friends
that he should be nominated for a seat in parliament. No one made more discreet use of the
parliamentary library. He wrote much, not only to the daily press, but for publication in book
form, while poetry was the chief place of his output and over the period 1874-1903 he published
nine volumes. As a man of literary instincts, he is held in kindly and affectionate remembrance by
many who appreciated his gifts and shared his friendship.
Calgara - A property ‘North-West of Hundred of Stirling’; see pastoral lease no. 1851.
Caliph - A town, in the Hundred of Mantung, 48 km South-West of Loxton, proclaimed on 12 August 1926,
was named after a variety of wheat grown in the district. Its post office opened as ‘Hampton Well’ in 1924;
it closed on 13 May 1971. The school opened in 1925; closed in 1942. A photograph of the school and
students is in the Chronicle, 6 April 1933, page 34.
Callabonna, Lake - Originally thought to be part of the ‘horseshoe’ configuration of Lake Torrens, but
disproved by A.C. Gregory in June 1858, it was known first as ‘Mulligan’, a corruption of the Aboriginal
mullachan - ‘springs of water running’. The name ‘Callabonna’ was suggested in 1894 by Dr Stirling who
failed to record its meaning, but a pastoral station on the eastern shore carried the name and was
established by J. Ragless in 1876 (lease no. 2656).
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Mr. John Meldrum who arrived in Adelaide in November 1892 from Ragless’s Calaburna [sic]
station has brought with him some interesting fossiliferous specimens of the gigantic mammal,
Diprotodon Australis… The bones of three carcasses are exposed and lying on the surface… (See
Mulligan Springs)
Callanna - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 14 km west of Marree, refers to an
Aboriginal legend surrounding a kangaroo slaking its thirst at the springs. The ‘Callanna Run’ was held by
F.A. Dutton from 1864 and small quantities of copper ore were mined there but, by 1898, no worthwhile
lode had been found. A sketch of the station homestead is in the Pictorial Australian, February 1884, (See
Welcome Springs)
Callawonga Creek - In the Hundred of Waitpinga, near Victor Harbor. Aboriginal for ‘burial place’.
Excitement in connection with the discovery of wolfram deposits in large deposits at Callawonga
continues intense. Claims are being pegged out rapidly and much of the neighbouring country is
being carefully inspected… The locality of the finds is… about 18 miles from Yankalilla… Mr
Munro, in the course of a few hours, gathered about three-parts of a sugar bagful of the mineral
for which he received the handsome return of £5/10/ from Messrs Mead & Co…
Callendale - A property in the South-East; see pastoral lease no. 201.
Callington - A subdivision of section 2001, Hundreds of Kanmantoo and Monarto, 24 km west of Murray
Bridge. The Callington and Bremer mines were opened in 1850 following the discovery of the Bremer Lode
by John Kiernan when driving a dray, the wheels of which broke a surface rock and revealed copper ore.
The township, laid out by the Britannia Mining Company, circa 1856, took its name from a town in Cornwall,
England, derived from killiton - ‘village by the grove’.
The ruins of the town’s first school stand at the back of the Uniting Church while the present site was
occupied in 1887. (See Bremer, River)
On 19 October 1868, a German rifle club festival was celebrated when the kingship and nine other prizes
were fired for:
The Adelaide members of the club were present on the ground and amongst them the King of
last year, H.W. Ehmcke… About 30 of the Callington members on horseback, in their club
costume, each with a green and white banner in his right hand, rode in front of a carriage which
was destined for the conveyance of the King, who was to be Mr H. Linde…
Photographs of a military camp are in the Chronicle, 16 May 1914, page 32, of school children in fancy dress
on 3 January 1935, page 31.
Calnan Well - On section 169, Hundred of Menzies and named after Michael Calnan, who held five pastoral
leases on Kangaroo Island from 1851. He arrived in the Africaine in 1836 and died at Edithburgh in June
1910, aged 83. A visit to Mr Calnan’s property by Dr Lewis of Gawler was recorded in 1870:
I spent over three weeks at Kingscote with Mr Michael Calnan, by whom I was received and
treated with true hospitality and attention which could not have been surpassed if I had been a
relative. The little community I found anything but wretched, the young people enjoying
themselves in the afternoon most rationally and happily in walking, music, singing, dancing,
crochet and several other kinds of needlework. Yet there is a want even there - a good school
and a place for public worship…
Calomba - A railway station, 10 km North-West of Mallala, is said to be an Aboriginal name for the Australian
shamrock. Its post office opened in April 1920 and closed on 19 January 1975.
Caloote - Derived from the Aboriginal kaalut - ‘the bend’. It was the northern most camping place of the
Ngaralta people. The Caloote Post Office opened in April 1882 and, in 1885, the town was laid out on part
section 322, Hundred of Finniss, by Carl C. Rathmann of Mannum, 6 km South-West of Mannum. Its school
opened in 1882 as ‘Summerfeldt’; name changed in 1885 and closed in 1965. A photograph is in the
Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
Calpatanna - A post office on section 96, Hundred of Wrenfordsley. An Aboriginal word; meaning unknown.
Calperum - A railway station 6 km west of Renmark, named after the nearby pastoral head station. The
name was applied, also, to a division of the Chaffey Irrigation Area on 5 June 1925; altered to ‘Cooltong’ on
26 June 1925. Aboriginal for ‘short cut’. (See Cooltong & Karlowan)
Calton Hill - Between Angas Park and German (Tappa) Pass and named by Johannes Menge in 1840 when
he recorded that a Mr Calton was in company with him - probably Henry Calton who kept the ‘Old Spot
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Hotel’ at Gawler in the early 1840s following his arrival in the Pestonjee Bomanjee in 1838; he died at
Bendigo, Victoria, in 1852.
Caltowie - Derived from the Aboriginal naltjawi - ‘fresh water’; another source opts for ‘lizard waterhole’.
The principal outstation of a local pastoral property was known as ‘Redbanks’, sometimes called ‘Carcowie’;
subsequently corrupted to ‘Caltowie’.
The Hundred of Caltowie, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871. The town, surveyed in 1871,
13 km west of Jamestown, was offered for sale on 15 August 1872 and extended by private subdivisions in
1877 and 1878 by William Broadbent.
In 1876, it was reported that there were ‘sundry evils of a very gross nature existing at present in this
township’:
The place of late has been, and is now, infested with a disorderly riotous lot of men, many of
whom came to this town without a shilling and stay for weeks at a time without doing a stroke of
work, and generally intoxicated. The scenes here, and more especially on Sundays, are most
disgusting…
A sketch of wheat stacks is in Frearson’s Weekly, 23 November 1878, page 308.
In the late 1920s a local farmer, Gustav F. Petatz, bred a new type of wheat ‘Petatz Surprise’ that won the
‘champion prize’ at the Melbourne Royal Show, turning the bushel scale at sixty-nine pounds - a Show
record. An 1878 letter re a local school, opened in 1876, says that ‘the principal part of us, although
Protestant, have to send our children to the “Sisters” if we want them to learn anything besides marbleplaying, etc…’
The Hundred of Caltowie School opened in 1892 and closed in 1900; Caltowie Extension School (18931944) and Caltowie North School (1877-1943); photographs of a picnic are in the Chronicle, 23 March 1933,
page 34, of students on 29 June 1933, page 32.
A photograph of wool carting from Mr. Seaman’s station is in the Observer, 3 November 1923, page 30,
of the bowling green on 26 November 1927, page 37, a croquet match in the Chronicle, 5 April 1934, page
34.
Cambalapien Well - Near Tintinara, derived from the Aboriginal cambalup-in - ‘at the swampy place’. A map
of 1939 shows it as Cambalipin. W.G. Harding applied the name to pastoral lease no. 2095 in 1870 (2365 in
1895) and a sketch of it is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
Cambrai - A subdivision of section 181, Hundred of Angas, 10 km south of Sedan, laid out as ‘Rhine Villa’ by
Abel Pollard Skinner, in 1882. During 1916 the Nomenclature Committee suggested the replacement name
of ‘Pongaree Villa’, but the government of the day opted for ‘Cambrai’, a World War I battleground.
Pongaree is Aboriginal for ‘shade reflection in water’. Its school opened as ‘Rhine Villa’ in 1888; name
changed in 1918.
In 1926, the new Congregational Church ‘was opened by Mr G. Arthur Payne who is in his 86th year and is
the oldest resident of the district… A church for the district was established first at Black Hill in 1890 and a
few years later arrangements were made for the use of the institute for church purposes…’ (See Black Hill)
A photograph of the church is in the Chronicle, 8 May 1926, page 40.
Camden - According to Lands Department records, this name was never applied in its single form to a
subdivision for residential purposes, although the railway station on the North Terrace to Glenelg railway
(now the route of the West Side Bikeway) was, until 1916, known by the single name of Campden; in the
ensuing year the spelling Camden was used.
In 1879, it was reported that ‘Sir Thomas Elder has made arrangements for the erection of a town at
Morphettville’:
The houses and a church, also, which are to be of wood, will be made in Canada… This township
which is to be known as Campden will extend along the Bay Road between the Morphettville
station of the Holdfast Bay line of railway and the racecourse.
Further, in 1880 the townships of Camden and Campden were advertised, the latter being a subdivision of
part sections 109 and 136, Hundred of Adelaide, adjoining Morphettville Racecourse. At this time neither
name was recognised by the Department of Lands. Camden School opened in 1919 and, in 1920:
The second annual carnival organised by the Camden Progress Association with the object of
raising funds to build an institute was conducted on 10 January 1920 in Morphett’s Paddock,
Morphettville, and proved a great success…
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Camden Park was laid out by Fannie E. Aitchison on sections 109 and 136, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1911,
and bounded by Morphett Road, Stonehouse Avenue and the former railway line (Creslin Terrace). Today,
it extends through the former Campden Park Estate. The current, rather complicated, boundaries are
Morphett Road, Mooringe Avenue, Streeters Road, Whelan Avenue, Stonehouse Avenue and Paget Street
to the Adelaide/Glenelg tramline.
Campden Estate was created in 1914 on section 2037 by Florence M. Mackenzie of Campden, as an
extension of the Camden Park subdivision, to include Morphett Road, Albert Avenue, William Street (now
Capper Street) and Stonehouse Avenue; now included in Camden Park; earlier the land was in possession
of Reverend George Stonehouse (1808-1871).
‘Camden’ is a London suburb derived from the Celtic camdin - ‘crooked hill’, while campden means ‘wooded
vale with a battle site’ (from the French campus - ‘a plain’). (See Campden) According to Rodney Cockburn
the old-world place was begun in 1791 on land let by Earl Camden in 1791 for the building of 1,400 houses.
Camel Hump - A descriptive name given to a lofty peak about 23 km west of Burra.
Cameron - A post office ‘near Percyton’ opened in September 1882 and closed in October 1894. Data in the
State Library says the Hundred of Cameron, County of Daly, proclaimed on 18 February 1869, was named
after Hugh Cameron, who was born in 1796 at Braes of Rannoch, Scotland, and came to South Australia, in
1838, and managed the Hummocks Run for John Ellis, taken up under occupation licence in 1842. A hut, a
few miles north of Lake Bumbunga, is marked Cameron’s Hut on an 1866 map of pastoral leases. He died
in 1884 and is buried at Mitcham. The Hundred of Cameron School opened in 1877 and became ‘Salt Lake’
in 1914.
Camilla Bay - Captain Bickers sailed the brigantine Camilla from England and, in 1849, took her to Anxious
Bay in which he named Port Camilla. Another source within the former Department of Lands says that a
ship Camilla was wrecked there in 1844.
Campana Creek - (See Marrano Creek)
Campbell - John M. Campbell, who took up pastoral lease no. 326 South-West of Mount Eyre on 21
November 1853, arrived with his parents in the Superb in 1839 and died at Kent Town in 1907, aged 81. The
Campbell Bald Hill Range, in the North Flinders Ranges, may have been named after him.
Campbell Creek is in the Hundred of Waitpinga and the Aborigines knew it as kowulanga - ‘he is calling’,
so named because the voice of the ancestral being Ngurunderi is believed to have been heard at the mouth
of the creek ordering his fleeing wives to return from the Pages Islands. (See Pages, The)
Campbell Park School, 14 km WNW of Meningie, near Loveday Bay, was opened in 1940, taking its name
from a local homestead; it closed in 1945 - Rodney Cockburn suggests that it was named after a former
manager of a local pastoral run.
The Hundred of Campbell, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 6 December 1888. Allan Campbell, MLC
(1878-1898), born in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1836, came to Adelaide in January 1867 when he entered a
medical practice. In 1876, due to his report on sanitation, he was appointed as a district health officer and,
shortly thereafter, Adelaide became the first Australian capital to undertake a deep-drainage sewer system.
Primarily, he was responsible for the creation of the Adelaide Children’s Hospital and a training school for
nurses.
A humane man, he was outspoken against the sweated labour conditions among female shirt-makers in
1889, and instrumental in founding a home nursing scheme in Bowden, one of Adelaide’s poorest suburbs.
He died in October 1898 and was buried in North Road Cemetery:
The people of South Australia will be painfully startled today by the tidings of the sudden death
of one of their most prominent and respected colonists… Anything like a full and worthy record
of the life of Dr Allan Campbell would fill many columns… His name is unalienably associated in
the Children’s Hospital of which he was the founder…
Lake Campbell, north of Andamooka, was discovered and named by John and Murdoch Campbell in 1857
while exploring for new pastoral country; B.H. Babbage mentioned it in 1858. Rodney Cockburn records
that a party of three men, who followed Mr Campbell to his station, had to kill their horses and drink their
blood in the waterless scrub; two returned much exhausted, but Mr Coulthard, of Nuriootpa, was lost. (See
Glenorchy & Nuriootpa)
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Point Campbell, on Lake Eyre, was named after Sir Donald Campbell, whose attempts to break the world
land speed record on the salt crust of Madigan Gulf during 1963-64 were crowned with success. (See Eyre,
Lake)
Point Campbell, at the northern end of Sceale Bay, was named after the ‘late warden Campbell’ of the
Marine Board.
There is a Point Campbell in the Hundred of Baker once holding an Aboriginal reserve. Its Aboriginal name
was munumandang, recorded first by the surveyor, Stephen King, in 1902. Derived from munu ‘mosquitoes’ and mandang - ‘home’.
Campbell Range, north of Bundaleer, was discovered and named by E.J. Eyre in 1839 after ‘R. Campbell
Esq. of Sydney.’
Campbelltown - Sections 309 and 310, Hundred of Adelaide, purchased in 1839 by S.G. Smith, were sold to
Charles James Fox Campbell (1811-1859) who subdivided section 310 in 1851 naming the village Campbell
Town after himself. Proudly, he proclaimed ‘to all parties who have knowledge of this particular locality
eulogy is superfluous’:
Were some of the advantages not enumerated and made generally known an injustice would be
committed in respect of the proprietor and the public… Purchasers… will avail themselves of
park-like scenery, a beautiful view of the hills and an abundant supply of pure water… The soil is
of the richest quality - one of the finest gardens in the colony being already situated on the
sections…
He was a pastoralist and, with his brother-in-law, Philip Levi, the lessee of North-West Bend station. His
death came following blood poisoning occasioned by the bursting of a cork when drawn from a bottle.
A building intended to be used as a temporary place of worship in connection with the St
Martin’s Church was opened for Divine service in September 1857 by the Lord Bishop of
Adelaide… The want of a church has long been felt in this thriving and populous district,
while, in 1861 it was said that ‘the church has recently been fitted up as a public school at a cost of about
£25, the whole amount of which was collected by the teacher, Mr. Duke…’
Campden - In 1879, it was reported that ‘Sir Thomas Elder has made arrangements for the erection of a
town at Morphettville’:
The houses and also a church, which are to be of wood, will be made in Canada… This township
which is to be known as Campden will extend along the Bay Road between the Morphettville
station of the Holdfast Bay line of railway and the racecourse.
The total destruction by fire of an old two-storeyed house will recall memories of the time when
it, and two others similar to it, were erected at Camden, or ‘Campden’ as it was then called.
An American, named Stimson, owned a barque, Clifton, which arrived here on 11 June 1879
laden with American and Canadian goods, including three wooden, or frame houses, of Canadian
manufacture.
These were sold to Sir Thomas Elder who erected them at Camden… with the idea of their being
the nucleus of a wooden township or village, offering economical living quarters for settlers…
(See Camden)
Camp Hill - Named by G.W. Goyder, in May 1857, because it was near his camp on MacDonnell Creek.
Campoona, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 25 April 1895. An Aboriginal name, the
meaning of which has not been recorded.
Canegrass - (See Dlorah Downs)
Canham Reserve - A water reserve contiguous to section 24, Hundred of Tungkillo; Joseph Canham, an early
settler.
Cannan Reef - South-West of Denial Bay named by Captain B. Douglas in 1858, probably after an assistant
government surveyor, who surveyed the harbour of Streaky Bay. Captain Douglas opined that it was ‘placed
on the chart by that surveyor, though far from correctly in position.’ Cannan was an assistant-surveyor to
Colonel Light. Baudin named it L’Etoile, ‘The Star’.
Cannatalkaninna Waterhole - East of Lake Eyre North where the ‘Cannatalkaninna Run’ was established by
H. and E. Gartrell in 1874.
Cannawaukaninna Bore - (See Kopperamanna)
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Cannawigara - Professor N.B. Tindale says it could be a corruption of camiaguigara (or kanawiakara), a
place 12 km north west of Bordertown, occupied by the northern most clan of the Potaruwutj people - kana
- ‘woman’s yamstick’, wia - ‘begs’ and kara - ‘a man’s sharp edged club’. There is a Water Reserve (no. 24)
beside section 228, Hundred of Wirrega, known today as ‘Cannawigara’ and of interest is that it was
formerly kanaweia - (weia - ‘young woman’) - and this could have been corrupted to ‘Cannawigara’ by early
settlers. An alternative explanation from Tindale says it may derive from kaniwirika - kani, ‘front part of the
head’ and wirika - ‘tea-tree’; literally, ‘tea-tree head’ or a ‘clump of tea trees on a creek’. To add to the
confusion, Cockburn opts for ‘a line of gum trees’ or ‘a little pathway of sticks over soft ground’.
The Cannawigara railway station, 11 km North-West of Bordertown, had its name taken from J. and C.
Scott’s station established in 1851 (lease no. 149). The school opened in 1901 and closed in 1957. The
Hundred of Cannawigara, County of Buckingham, was proclaimed, originally, as the ‘Hundred of Paech’ on
21 January 1909.
Canoola - A station near Port Lincoln; derived from the Aboriginal kanula, ‘sheltered or warm place’.
Canopus - (See Danggali Conservation Park)
Canowie - Derived from the Aboriginal kanya-owie - ‘rock waterhole’ and applied to a station taken up by
W.J. and J.H. Browne from 12 February 1846 ‘West of Mount Bryan’. William Warwick, later to take up
Holowilena station 40 km east of Hawker, was the station manager in 1850-52. The land was resumed for
closer settlement in 1870.
Mr Thomas Goode, who celebrated the 90th anniversary of his birth on 15 April 1925, gave an interview
concerning activities on Canowie Station of which he was manager for 35 years:
I entertain some pleasant memories of the Canowie paddocks that ran up to and adjoined the
Tongara run. Here grand hare shooting was obtainable… Foxes were unknown and coursing clubs
not so numerous and one could make absolutely certain of a good shot at any time. In summer
turkeys were plentiful but perhaps the well-watered Booborowie run was the better place than
Canowie to go stalking the wily beauties.
We would leave the farm at about 2 a.m. arriving at our destination at about an hour before
daybreak. At the creek we would feed the horses and give them a short rest while we boiled the
billy and munched a couple of home made cakes. At dawn the turkeys would fly in from their
camping grounds for a drink and then begin foraging for grasshoppers among the tussocks. It was
then all hands aboard the buggy, with the two shooters seated upon a bag of chaff roped on to
the tailboard. Away we went over stones, dry water courses, stumps and anything that came in
the way. When a bird was sighted we circled around it and at 80 to 90 yards the driver sent the
nags in at top speed and we would, perhaps, get to within 40 or 50 yards before it took wing…
The township of Canowie, in the Hundred of Anne, surveyed in July 1865 by James Elder, was offered for
sale on 21 September 1865 and extended in 1925. The Canowie Belt Post Office stood on section 474,
Hundred of Whyte, 24 km west of Hallett. In 1867, two proposed schools in the Hundred of Whyte (18701902) and Hundred of Anne (1895-circa 1898) were discussed. In 1871, Canowie School was conducted by
James Boddiner with 29 enrolled pupils. Canowie Belt School opened as ‘Yongala Blocks’ in 1901; it closed
in 1914.
By 1894 the Canowie Pastoral Company, with Frank and Henry Rymill as principals, owned the property
and, in 1910, 17,000 acres were sold at £6 per acre while, in 1912, 13,000 acres brought £8 per acre; in
1925 4,000 acres averaged £15; originally the land had been acquired for about £1 an acre.
A photograph of the flooding of the road to Gladstone is in the Chronicle, 14 December 1933, page 34, of
tennis teams on 9 May 1935, page 34.
Cantara, Lake North & South - On sections 58 and 59, Hundred of Neville, 56 km NNW of Kingston, SE,
named by Professor W.D. Williams of the University of Adelaide in 1983, after the adjoining property. The
‘Cantara Run’ (lease no. 822A) was held by George Bunn from May 1856 while the Cantara Post Office
opened in October 1889. (See Gall Park)
Capel Sound - In Encounter Bay, named in April 1837 by Captain Francis Richard M. Crozier of HMS Victor
after his commander-in-chief, Sir Thomas B. Capel (1776-1853), who fought in the battles of the Nile and
Trafalgar. (See Crozier Hill & Victor Harbor)
Capietha - A town on Eyre Peninsula, 10 km NW of Poochera, surveyed in January 1928 by C.P. Melville,
was proclaimed on 23 February 1928. Aboriginal for ‘rabbit’. (See Chandada)
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Cappeedee – In February 1901 it was said that ‘a visit to Capeedee [sic] is always interesting’:
One sees a fine a robust type of the merino and the master of Capeedee is always making
improvements to the estate… It will be noted that the stud was laid by the late John Murray of
Mount Crawford… (See McVittie Flat)
Captains Head - The northern extremity of the Chace Range is shown on Sinnett’s 1851 private survey map.
Caralue - Taken from an Aboriginal name given to a hill in the vicinity and bestowed by Thomas Evans, a
surveyor, in 1864; it has been claimed that it refers to ‘curlews’, but SA Museum records prefer ‘long way’
or ‘far off’. The ‘Caralue Bluff Run’ (lease no. 2588) was held by G. Standley from 1875. The Hundred of
Caralue, County of Buxton, was proclaimed on 26 July 1917 and the town of Caralue, Hundred of Pascoe,
40 km north of Rudall, on 16 December 1926. The school opened in 1929 and closed in 1942.
A photograph of wheat stacks at the railway station is in the Chronicle, 22 January 1931, page 35, of a
ladies’ cricket team on 21 December 1933, page 38.
Carappee - The town, proclaimed on 4 June 1914, was changed to ‘Darke Peak’ on 19 September 1940.
Carappee Hill is on section 33, Hundred of Pascoe.
Carawa - Taken from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘creek’ and adopted for pastoral lease no. 2250 by W.A.
Horn, in 1872. The Hundred of Carawa, County of Dufferin, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893.
Driving along the mail track from Merghiny Well to Carawa three government tanks are passed,
Waranda Tank being about 19 miles and Chimbigna about 29 miles from Merghiny… Carawa
which has only been resumed for closer settlement during the past 8 or 9 years was formerly a
sheep run and the old ‘government house’ wool sheds still remaining are occupied by
agriculturists. At the homestead of the Potter Brothers there is a post office supplied by a
fortnightly mail from Adelaide… (See Waranda Well)
The Hundred of Carawa School opened in 1928 and, in the same year, had its name changed to Carawa
East; it closed in 1937 and, in 1939, its portable classroom was transferred to Mount Cooper. The Carawa
Post Office, opened in 1895, stood on section 23, Hundred of Haslam, 56 km South-East of Ceduna. Its
school operated from 1924 until 1940.
A photograph of loading wheat is in the Chronicle, 30 June 1906, page 27.
Carclew - On 21 October 1850, Jonathan Roberts (1812-1872), who arrived in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839,
sold one acre out of section 7559, Hundred of Munno Para and, in 1855, a Primitive Methodist Chapel was
erected thereon, becoming known as Carclew. Its fourth anniversary was held on 13 March 1859 and, on
the following day, there was a ‘public tea provided, gratuitously, by the ladies of the congregation following
which was a public meeting in respect of the finances of the chapel…’ A further chapel was erected on the
site and opened in 1870.
Mr Roberts was born in Cornwall at Perranarworthal, near Penryn, and about three miles north of that
town was the ‘seat’ of Carclew. Of interest is the fact that the Bonython family held the Cornish property
from 1420 until 1749. An Education Board report shows the Carclew School opening in 1856; in 1860 the
Gawler River School was conducted in the Carclew Chapel.
Carcuma - Taken from the Aboriginal name for a well on the former Coonalpyn run. The ‘Carcuma Run’ was
established by H.L. Williams and J.T. Bagot, in 1860 and the Hundred of Carcuma, County of Buccleuch,
proclaimed on 17 October 1929. Carcuma Water lies on section 56, Hundred of Livingstone.
Cardwell, County of - Proclaimed on 3 November 1864 in honour of Viscount Cardwell, Secretary of State
for the Colonies. Born in 1813, the son of a Liverpool merchant, after a brilliant career at Oxford he entered
parliament in 1842 and, in 1864, as Secretary for the Colonies, reformed the system of colonial defence,
refusing to keep troops in a colony during peacetime unless their expense was defrayed by the colonies.
Raised to the peerage in 1874, he took no further part in politics and died in 1886.
Carew - A school near Mundulla, opened in 1890 and closed in 1962, took its name from the adjacent Carew
Well; John Reynell held three pastoral leases (nos. 2253, 2359 and 2623) ‘north of Tatiara’ and he may have
named it because the Christian name ‘Carew’ appears in that family - Carew Reynell (1883-1915), the son
of Walter Reynell, was killed in World War I.
In 1908, it was said that ‘Mr Carew Reynell, of Reynella, has just been elected Master of the Hounds. This
gentleman has always been a splendid hunting man, is an enthusiastic polo player and owns several wellknown polo ponies.’
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Carey Gully - Two kilometres ESE of Uraidla. The earliest reference to the name is to be found in the
survey book of Corporal Young, Royal Sappers and Miners when, in 1851, he refers to the ‘survey of the
road between sections 30 and 31, Paddy Carey’s Gully’. Patrick ‘Paddy’ Carey never owned any land in the
gully; the grantees of sections 30 and 31, after survey, being John and Richard Cook, respectively.
In 1893, it was said that ‘it is named after a man called ‘Paddy’ Carey, a splitter of 40 years ago. He was the
first to settle here. His hut was constructed of sheets of bark propped in tent-shaped fashion against the
bending stem of a sapling. His saw-pit near the hut was for many years afterwards a landmark…’
The cornerstone of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel was laid by Mr Renfrey of Mount Charles on 4
November 1864, when a ‘very appropriate address was delivered by Rev J. Read of Woodside’ and, in 1866,
the settlement was described as having ‘a post office (opened 1865), three chapels, two stores and a
population of about sixty persons.’
Careyville - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows John P. Buttfield, clergyman, and others,
residing at this place and enrolled to ‘vote at Smith’s Creek’.
Carina, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson and proclaimed on 9 September 1915. Aboriginal for ‘happy,
peaceful place’.
Carlet - (See Murray Hill)
Carlsruhe (or Karlsruhe) - Near Waterloo, took its name from the capital of the Grand Duchy of Baden and
means ‘Charles’ Rest’. In Germany it was, originally, a hunting seat built, in 1715, by Karl Willhelm, Margrave
of Baden, on a spot where he had rested in the shade. The local name was changed to ‘Kunden’ in 1918.
Carlton - An 1881 subdivision of part section 388, Hundred of Yatala, by William J. Magarey (ca.1840ca.1881), William R. Cave and Alfred Jones; now included in Kilkenny. At a sale in 1883 it was said that, ‘[it]
promises to become a great manufacturing centre and is sure to have an important time table on
completion of the new station at Port Adelaide.’
In 1921, Raymond M. McDougall gave the name Carlton to a subdivision of part section 853, Hundred of
Davenport; now included in Port Augusta. ‘Carlton’ is a common place name in England and means ‘serf’s
village’.
Carnarvon - A 1922 subdivision of section 376, Hundred of Yatala, by the State Bank of SA; now included in
West Croydon. It is of Welsh origin and means the ‘City of Arfon’, ‘Arfon’ being the ‘land over against the
Isle of Mona’. Other sources say it derives from caer-yu-ar-fon - ‘the fortress on the water’.
The County of Carnarvon comprises the whole of Kangaroo Island and was proclaimed on 13 August 1874
in honour of the Earl of Carnarvon (1831-1890), twice Secretary of State for the Colonies whose ‘short
period of office was memorable for a conflict on the question of personal veracity between himself and Mr
Parnell as to his negotiations with the latter in respect of home rule… his career was marred by extreme
sensitiveness, but he was beloved as a man of worth…’
Mount Carnarvon - (See Sentinel Hill)
Carnegie Park - A 1924 subdivision of part section 442, Hundred of Yatala, by the Victor Harbour
Development Company Ltd; now included in Royal Park. .
Carnes - A railway station on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line, named after the adjoining ‘Carnes’ outstation.
Carnot, Cape - Near Port Lincoln. It is not shown in Baudin’s log or journal but appears first on Freycinet’s
charts. Lazare N.M. Carnot (1753-1823), a French revolutionist, known as the ‘organiser of victory’ and the
military genius of the French Revolution. He was Napoleon’s Minister of War and, after Waterloo, exiled in
Germany. (See Fleurieu Peninsula)
Caroline - Governor Daly is believed to have named the Hundred of Caroline, County of Grey, proclaimed
on 12 June 1862, after his daughter who married H. H. Turton, Accountant of the Savings Bank of SA;
however, of interest is the fact that his wife was formerly Caroline Maria Gore. The district, South-East of
Mount Gambier, was the subject of a letter from a local farmer in respect of ‘troubles’ on the farm and
damage done by kangaroos:
The new settlers, having laboured night and day to secure their wheat from the kangaroos, have
met with the misfortune of having it all swept away by fire… These farmers have nothing to live
on now, to say nothing of paying rent, buying flour and seed wheat and living for the next 12
months…
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However, the influx continued and, on 10 April 1868, the inhabitants of Mount Gambier were somewhat
astonished at the unexpected arrival of eight German waggons, filled with men, women and children, filing
through the town, the rear being brought up by a herd of cattle.
They had trekked from German Town (Hahndorf) but, in consequence of their land becoming exhausted,
were seeking greener fields on land in the Hundred of Caroline, while in 1880 it was said that ‘it is the most
South-Easterly hundred in the colony and, formerly, there was a good deal of farming tried there’:
But the farms did not pay and the agriculturist has now given way to the sheep, the farms having
been sold and formed into small runs, varying in size from 500 to 3,000 acres. There are,
however, some Education lands for which about one shilling an acre rental per annum is being
paid. Somebody, no doubt, reaps the benefit of this; but, judging by the quality of the land we
passed through, I should not think it is the lessee… (See University Blocks)
The Caroline East School was opened in 1913 and, in the same year, had its name changed to ‘Summer Hill’;
it closed in 1917. (See Summer Hill) The Hundred of Caroline School operated from 1893 until 1944. The
name of Caroline Forest, 22 km SE of Mount Gambier; was, no doubt, adopted from the Hundred.
A photograph of a forest watch tower is in the Observer, 23 March 1918, page 26.
Port Caroline, in the Hundred of Mount Benson within Lacepede Bay, was probably named after the ship
Caroline that sheltered at this port in Lacepede Bay; it was proclaimed as such on 26 January 1865, while in
1866:
The schooner Gem, Captain Lindsay, rode here in perfect security on the day the Adelaide was
lost in MacDonnell Bay. The steamer Ant, when unable to reach the shelter of the southern end
of Kangaroo Island, after two day’s hard endeavour, during one of our most fearful gales, ran at
its height into Lacepede Bay and was there preserved at the time the Livingstone was wrecked in
Guichen Bay, where the Alma went to pieces a day or two before.
A passenger on the Ant, Robert Davenport of Battunga, said: ‘I was astonished at the height of
the gale at our passing into smooth water and anchoring about two miles from the shore in the
open bay. It appeared that the formation of the bottom broke the force of the ocean waves and
protected from a ground swell…’ (See Kingston, SE)
Caroona - It was the name of a pastoral property, ‘30 miles North-East of Burra’, while the ‘Caroona Run’,
was established by John Hallett in 1851 (lease no. 109). Caroona Creek is north of Burra.
In 1904, it was reported that ‘the station [was] the property of Bertram W. Pearce’:
At every turn there is plainly stamped energy and progressiveness, backed up by heaps of
enthusiasm… Around the homestead are all kind of fruit trees and vines; water is laid on
throughout and is drawn by a windmill from a huge dam put down close by; all kinds of
vegetables are grown… The rabbits are little troublesome now and a gang of men are digging out,
trapping and dogging. For the past month they accounted for 6,000 of the pest. Mr Pearce
believes in a little recreation and has a bicycle track, a splendid cricket pitch and a nice little
tennis court… The run is watered by the old Caroona and Witto Creeks and numerous large
dams… (See Dawson)
Caroona Hill - (See Corunna North & Iron Knob)
Carpa - Aboriginal for ‘fighting place’ The Carpa Post Office was opened in April 1898 by D. Beinke on section
75, Hundred of Hawker, 24 km South-West of Cowell, and the school, opened by Delia McEwen in 1892,
closed in 1948.
A photograph of the football team is in the Chronicle, 4 December 1909, page 32.
Carpenter - John Carpenter (ca.1836-1908), a teamster of Booleroo, is probably remembered by Carpenter
Dam, on section 46, Hundred of Willowie.
Carpenter Rocks, in the South-East, 16 km west of Kongorong, were named Les Charpentiers by Baudin
and, in Peron’s book of the voyage, he says that the words meant ‘The Carpenters’, in allusion to the fact
that the rocks were ‘indented like the teeth of a saw.’ Rodney Cockburn suggests the name honours ‘Captain
Pieter Carpentier, a Dutch navigator whose memory is associated with the Gulf of Carpentaria.’
On 11 April 1870, it was reported that a settler named Varcoe, living near Carpenter Rocks:
Came into Port MacDonnell and reported that a brig [Flying Cloud] had been wrecked about 2½
miles east from the place where the Admella was wrecked… The captain, his wife and child, the
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mate and the crew of six blacks (fine fellows) all got safely to land in the boats, three of which
were saved…
Carr, Hundred of - In the County of Taunton, proclaimed on 3 May 1877.
The Commissioner of Crown Lands was asked by a number of gentlemen ‘who are interested in
that part of the country’ to resume a strip of country from Arkaba to Blinman for selection so
that feed might be provided for the horse and cattle of teamsters and travellers…
In The Story of the Flinders Ranges, Hans Mincham says:
This [Hundred], contrary to a commonly held view, was not really the outcome of the great
wheat drive although it permitted a little wheat to be grown in that locality. For years previously
the numerous teamsters in the town, surrounded by the pastoral leases of Angorichina,
Oraparinna, and Moolooloo Stations, had complained that they were trespassers as soon as they
unyoked their bullocks.
They wished to buy blocks in the locality on which to grow hay in particular - the ‘petrol’ of that
age. There was in fact an ‘energy crisis’ and this was finally met by the survey of the Hundred and
the sale of sections of land. The Hundred, eighty-five square miles, was one of the smallest laid
out in the North, due regard being paid to allowing the pastoralists to retain as much as possible
of their leases.
John Carr, MP (1865-1884), born in Yorkshire, England, in September 1819, arrived in the colony in 1849
and took up land in Dashwood Gully, subsequently leasing 1,600 square miles of country on the Nullarbor
Plain, before engaging in a mercantile business at Port Adelaide.
Mr Carr followed his leader and if he fell short of his pattern of verbosity, he outdid him in
virulence… The most charitable view to take of Mr Carr is that when on his legs he is not
responsible for his utterances. In the House he was never a brilliant speaker, but he had sound
common sense and a wide knowledge of the requirements of the State which served him in good
stead when he attained ministerial rank.
He died in February 1913.
Carramar - A former railway station near Belair. Aboriginal for ‘shade of trees’.
Carrara Hill - Near Stockwell; marble and crystalline limestone were mined in the area and, accordingly, it
may have been named after its namesake in Italy, famous for its marble mines. It derives from the Latin
quadraria - ‘quarry’. (See New Carrara)
Carrawilla - A property west of Port Augusta; see pastoral lease no. 1735.
Carribie, Hundred of - In the County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 24 January 1878 and derived from the
Aboriginal karibi - ‘where emus drink’. Its school opened in 1930 and closed in 1935.
Carrickalinga - A 1958 subdivision of part sections 1024-25, Hundred of Myponga, by George Lewis of
Waterloo Corner, is a corruption of karikalingga, a former Aboriginal camp on section 1018, meaning ‘place
for redgum firewood’.
In 1843, a traveller said that he ‘met the Southern, late Onkaparinga hounds, hunted by Mr James’:
A kangaroo was soon found in the neighbourhood of Mr Boord’s station at Curry-kalinga which
was killed after several runs of 20 minutes among the adjoining stony ranges…
Photographs of harvest time on James Matthews’ farm are in the Observer, 28 December 1907, page 30.
Carrieton - The town, about 40 km north of Orroroo, proclaimed on 10 April 1879, was named by Governor
Jervois after his daughter, Lucy Caroline; its school opened in 1882, the year in which Miss Jervois married
the Rev. Purey-Cust. (See Custon)
There [was] scarcely a township in the northern areas that has been more shamefully treated by
the government than Carrieton… To their utter dismay the railway was taken about two miles to
the west of the township… Still the residents did not grumble much; they asked for a tramway to
the township and the Commissioner of Public Works promised that when the traffic of Carrieton
warranted the outlay he would have a report on the matter. Now the traffic has warranted the
outlay and we are anxiously awaiting the report…
When the Vermin Boards were forming we did not clamour for a Board but quite expected the
appointment of an officer to destroy scalps and issue certificates, but this has not been done.
Neither did we ask for a Registrar of Dogs to be appointed, but, after having that privilege for a
number of years, really thought we would not now be deprived of it…,
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while it was reported that a public meeting was held in February 1881:
To discuss the need for a better supply of water, erection of a school and teacher’s residence, the
holding of a Local Court at Carrieton, etc. As for water, it was decided to petition for the
provision of a better supply from the Yanyarrie Whim Well, either by deepening the well or
lengthening the drive…
Reports on a typhoid epidemic in the town were reported in 1885 when, ‘at the government school no
child, except the master’s family, has answered to his name…’
The following description of the industry of the town gives some idea of its supposed importance:
Mr D. Davies, one of Carrieton’s old identities, who has aided materially to build up the township
during a term of sixteen years, has now launched out in one of the largest undertakings of the
north. Carrieton is the largest agriculture centre in Australia, commanding as it does nine
Hundreds, principally devoted to wheat-growing. Here there are located a prosperous yeomanry
in a substantial producing centre. With such a population a factory like the one under notice is as
essential to the place as is the ordinary reaper.
For years past Mr Davies’ business was conducted in premises near the Eureka hotel, but finding
the room quite inadequate for his daily increasing business, he has completed one of the finest,
imposing and in every respect well-equipped buildings of its sort to be found in the North. Its
situation is in the Main and Second streets, occupying one-and-a-half acres, the front portion
being two-storey, of stone and brick, and the large workshops… are built of wood and iron… (See
Yanyarrie Whim)
A photograph of Mr Davis’s [sic] implement works is in the Pictorial Australian in March 1895, page 45, of
members of the district council in the Chronicle, 30 January 1909, page 30.
Carriewerloo - Rodney Cockburn says it was a name given to a pastoral station by James Loudon. (See
Loudon Hill) The school opened and closed in 1917. In 1911, with the object of tapping water, Mr R.M.
Hawker arranged with Mr Porter of Maitland to try what could be done with the aid of the divining rod:
He marked out a number of likely sites… When the bore was started sand and boulders gave the
contractors some little trouble… At 30 feet a small supply of water was struck. Then better
sinking ground was gone through… The flow has not been properly ascertained, but up to 10,000
gallons per 24 hours is a certainty…
Carrington - An 1840 list of farms in District B shows Carrington as the name of a property owned by
Jeremiah Morphett on sections 484/485.
The teetotallers had a grand field day at Happy Valley near the village of Carrington on 15 August
1843. Several warm friends of the cold water system left the town at an early hour, forming a
sort of a picnic party… It appears that through the whole valley, not one habitual drunkard was to
be found prior to the meeting… Mr Cole said he was a trophy of teetotalism and therefore was
warm in its cause. Moderate drinking had made him a drunkard and total abstinence had made
him a sober man…
Of interest is the fact that Robert Smith (1752-1838), came from a famous banking family and, as a member
of parliament, represented Nottingham in five successive parliaments and was elevated to the peerage in
1797 as ‘Lord Carrington’; he was a parliamentary associate of the Duke of Wellington.
Point Carrington, North-West of Thistle Island, was named after Captain F. Carrington, a former Master of
SS Governor Musgrave.
Carripook - A railway station 2 km west of Bridgewater. Aboriginal for ‘a hill’.
Carriwillia - (See Tent Hill)
Carrondown - This subdivision in the Hundred of Yatala was laid it out in 1864 between Maria Terrace and
the Port Road; now included in Brompton:
A new township to be called Carron Down after the celebrated iron works in Scotland… it is on
preliminary section (no. 370) recently purchased by Mr Patrick McCarron. The blocks are of a size
most suitable for building purposes and, from the high price now put upon the land at the
opposite side of the [Port] road, they present an excellent opportunity to the small capitalist or
working-man. The Hindmarsh District Council Office, the Institute and the principal stores, etc,
being built in this neighbourhood, prove that it must be the centre of the large population
resident in the adjacent townships and districts.
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Rodney Cockburn records that, in April 1872, Mr McCarron ‘of Devenish Hall, Carrondown, near Bowden’
‘would sell draught stock and farm implements and the Carrondown Estate of 118 acres. The property was
passed in at £2,200.’
In 1856, Thomas McCarron, aged ten years, the youngest son of Mr. P. McCarron (ca. 1814-1878) of the
Railway Hotel, Bowden, was drowned in the River Torrens:
Accompanied by two playmates he was attracted to the side of the river by the rapid torrent of
water bearing on its surface branches of trees. On trying to reach one he fell head foremost into
the stream which was going at about the rate of seven miles an hour. An alarm was given and the
men employed at the tannery of Mr. Thomas McKay followed the course of the river for a
considerable distance, but did not see anything of the body…
Carrow - The name was applied, first, to a pastoral lease by Edmund Gillett Oswald in 1867, held previously
by John Tennant and Andrew Tennant (lease no. 1941 from circa 1865). Of interest is the fact that, on John
McDouall Stuart’s survey of the country held by John Tennant under occupation licence from 10 February
1848, ‘Tarrou Station’ is shown on the northern section of the run and, no doubt, this is the origin of
‘Carrow’. (See Tallala)
In 1851, John Shepherd was charged with being an accessory to the murder of a hut keeper, Charles
Crocker, on one of Mr Tennant’s stations:
The prisoner is a young man about 21 years of age, of rather prepossessing exterior and appears
to have belonged to a better sphere of life. He is quiet and unassuming and bears a good
character. The deceased, on the contrary, seems to have been noted for violence of temper and
a tendency to aggravate and annoy… The accused was committed for trial and sent to Adelaide in
the Emu.
The town of Carrow, north of Tumby Bay, laid out at ‘Mottled Cove’ by the surveyor W.G. Evans, was
proclaimed on 13 May 1909; an Aboriginal word relating to a soakage rock hole. In England, the name occurs
in the City of Norwich and means ‘a quarter’ - old town lands were frequently divided into quarters,
distinguished by their shape or position. The town’s name was changed to ‘Port Neill’ on 19 September
1940. The Carrow Post Office was opened in December 1911 and changed to ‘Port Neill’ on 1 December
1933. Its school opened in 1911 and became ‘Port Neill’ in 1941. (See Mottled Cove)
A photograph of the school is in the Chronicle, 12 January 1933, page 34, of the shipment of charcoal on
14 December 1918, page 26, of water carting on 1 February 1919, page 23.
Carruthers Hill - A trig station south of Lake Poeppel in the Far North, recalls Jonathon Carruthers, a
surveyor who, in 1885, completed the survey of the boundary line between the Northern Territory and
Queensland to the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Carswell - In 1899, Frederick Leverington (1856-1926), labourer of Port Pirie, subdivided section 47,
Hundred of Pirie, and, according to Rodney Cockburn, named it after a friend, Captain George Carswell;
now included in Port Pirie. The English town of ‘Carswell’ derives from an Old English word meaning ‘water
cress well’.
Cash Hill - East of Baird Bay on Eyre Peninsula was reported to have been named after Thomas Patrick Cash
(1861-1939) who had farming and pastoral interests in the district. However, it is apparent that his mother
might be accorded the honour, also:
Mrs Mary Cash, a native of County Kerry, Ireland, died at her son’s residence, Calca Station, on 9
February 1909, aged 76 years. She arrived with her parents, Mr & Mrs Ignatius O’Sullivan in the
Mary Dugdale in 1840. In 1852 she married Patrick Cash, who had purchased land at St John’s,
near Kapunda. Her husband died in 1867, but she continued to carry on the farm and remained
until 1878 when, with her son in law, Mr D.T. Kenny, she selected land in the Hundred of Colton
and with her sons commenced farming there. She remained there until 1886 when she removed
to Calca… (See Colton)
Casoars, Ravine Des - On Kangaroo Island, named by Baudin in 1802, is French for ‘ravine of cassowaries’.
Cassini - Nicolas Baudin named Cape Cassini, on the northern coast of Kangaroo Island, 26 km west of Emu
Bay, on 4 January 1802 after Caesar F. Cassini de Thury, a French astronomer. He made a trigonometrical
survey of France and compiled an elaborate map which was completed by his son and successor in office.
The Hundred of Cassini, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 8 May 1884.
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Although many years have passed since Cassini was settled and opened for settlement only lately
has there been any noticeable influx of settlers. A rougher or more inaccessible district can
scarcely be imagined. Of course, parts of the track are beyond cavil and present opportunities for
exhilarating drives, but the balance made up principally of ruts, roots, sand and treacherous
rocks, render speedy travel utterly impossible and the seat of a four-wheeled trap like the
reverse of a bed of roses…
Castambul - The name given to a telephone office near Athelstone, 14 km ENE of Adelaide, on 23 March
1926. Prior to this the district carried the name because a flock of goats was imported into the district from
Turkey in the 1870s; probably corrupted from ‘Castabolum’, a town in that country.
So many questions have been asked about the Angora goats belonging to Mr Price Maurice that I
am induced to publish some information - The location where they are depastured is Oladdie - a
hilly country abounding in shrubs… The original stock was procured from the progeny of the
celebrated flock consigned by Mr Titus Salt to the late Mr J.F. Haigh of Tiatucka… The ten goats
are from Castambul [sic] which is the most northern district in Asia Minor, situated about 80
miles from the south coast of the Black Sea…
In 1898, it was reported that ‘it was Mr Haigh’s father who introduced Angora goats to the colony but owing
to the south-west winds [at Port Lincoln] they didn’t thrive and were sold to Mr Price Maurice, who took
them to Castamboul [sic].’
The Castambool (sic) Mine stood on section 330, Hundred of Onkaparinga. The Castambul School opened
in 1902 and closed in 1909.
A photograph of a bullock team is in the Observer, 13 July 1929, page 47.
Castine, Hundred of - In the County of Manchester, proclaimed on 21 May 1891. J.W. Castine, MP (18841902), born in Plymouth, Devon, in May 1846, he came to South Australia in 1862. Possessing a fine military
record, he rose to the rank of colonel over forty years of voluntary service and, for a time, was a member
of the boards of the Botanic Garden and The Savings Bank of SA.
In respect of the proposed fort at Glenelg, in 1892, the House of Assembly decided, ‘at the instance of
Major Castine, to sell the two breech-loading guns that had lain in the sand at Glenelg since 1888’:
During the discussions the opinion was expressed by the Major that the guns would fetch from
£15,000 to £20,000 but all the government was able to obtain was an offer of £11,500 from the
English firm headed by Sir William Armstrong. This was accepted and ‘as soon as possible [the
guns will] be placed f.o.b. at Port Adelaide.’ They had cost over £20,000, while interest and the
cost of removal from Glenelg made the charge to the colony in excess of £25,000.
The guns in question were brought out by the ill-fated Star of Greece which, on a return voyage, was
wrecked at Port Willunga on Friday, 13 July 1888:
For we are the guns that were sent out here
I left those guns in their rusting place,
To guard Australia’s shore,
And I thought as I homeward went,
And they leave us to spoil in the slimy soil,
With a cynical smile, ’tis exactly the style
We shall never be mounted more.
Of our sapient government.
Castle - The foundation stone of a new Bible Christian chapel at Castle Range, near Port Elliot, was laid on
3 October 1859 by Mrs Baldock and Miss Harriet Yelland; in the following year a school was opened therein
by Charles Smith; it closed in 1863.
Castle Rock is a peak, in the Yourambulla Range south of Hawker, resembling an old fortification. Several
other features bear the same name in the Flinders Ranges.
Castle Springs School was known once as ‘Boolcunda West’; opened in 1894 it closed in 1938.
Castleton - It was a subdivision of part section 315, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Frederick Castle (1819-1854)
in 1853; now included in Port Noarlunga. He advertised it as the ‘mercantile southern township consisting
of 136 allotments at the mouth of the Onkaparinga.’
Casuarina Island - Known also as ‘The Brothers’, it lies off Kangaroo Island and is a declared a bird sanctuary.
Le Casuarina was a schooner in company with Baudin’s Le Geographe. Rodney Cockburn says that ‘Governor
King permitted Baudin to purchase a small, locally built vessel of light draught, called the Casuarina because
she was built of sheaoak…’
In 1885, ‘the steamer Governor Musgrave returned to Port Adelaide after having rescued the two men, W.
and A. Neilson, from the Casuarina Rocks and landed them at Kingscote.’
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Catastrophe, Cape - Near Port Lincoln. On 21 February 1802 eight crew members of the Investigator, under
the command of Matthew Flinders, were lost when their boat was overturned by a rip-tide. Baudin called
it Pointe du Mondrain (Hillock Point); on Freycinet’s charts it is C.Grecourt.
Catawarick - On section 397, Hundred of Tatiara. Derived from the Aboriginal katawawik - ‘scorpion place’.
Cathedral Rock - On section 489, Hundred of Wongyarra, so named because of its church-like spire
formation.
Catherine - A subdivision of section 640, Hundred of Noarlunga, into 27 allotments, including the Emu Hotel,
by Alexander Anderson, circa 1855, who named it after his wife, the former Catherine Crighton; now
included in Morphett Vale. As early as 1840 he was the post master at Morphett Vale.
Catt, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 17 January 1889. Alfred Catt, MP (1881-1902), born
in Kent, England, in 1833, he came to South Australia in the Posthumous in 1849, when his family settled at
Balhannah. He married Mary Martin in 1856 and, in 1876, shifted to Gladstone, where he conducted a
grocery business. As a parliamentarian he took an active part in the passing of the Beetaloo Water Scheme
and was Commissioner of Public Works. He died at Saint Peters in October 1919.
A photograph of a mission station in the Hundred is in the Observer, 16 September 1911, page 30.
Cauldron, The - A cave on Thistle Island is described in the book Janie McLachlan by H.A. Lindsay.
Caurnamont - This Aboriginal word meaning ‘high cliffs’ was applied to a pastoral run leased by Robert
Thomson (1827-1912) in the 1860s. The Caurnamont Post Office, on section 38, Hundred of Ridley, opened
in 1888 while, later, the name was given to a shack location adjacent to section 309, about 33 km north of
Mannum.
At Caurnamont, the pretty homestead of Messrs Day and others show results of prosperity with
care for surroundings. Faulding’s eucalyptus factory still supplies a quantity of oil and here and
there signs of life are encouraging, but poor and unprofitable must be the description of the efforts
to make a living on the river as far as Morgan… (See Baseby)
A photograph of a motor vessel built by Mr Wache is in the Observer, 17 March 1923, page 30.
Cavan - Lies on section 2244, Hundred of Yatala and derives its name from the ‘The Cavan Arms’ whose first
licensee was B. Gillick in 1855. He was born, circa 1826, in County Cavan, Ireland, derived from the Gaelic
cabhan - ‘a cavity’.
The Cavan Arms race meeting was held in January 1856 upon a section of land belonging to Mr James ‘the
landlord of that famous hostelry’:
The day was beautifully fine, with the exception of a few dust storms towards the close, and the
course was well attended, several hundred equestrians and pedestrians being present, including
many ladies.
Cavandale - (See Farrell Flat)
Cavenagh - Wentworth Cavenagh, MP (1862-1873), born in Kent, England, in 1822, came to South Australia
from Victoria, in 1854, and was one time Commissioner of Crown Lands and Public Works. On 31 October
1878, the Hundred of Cavenagh, County of Herbert, was proclaimed and on New Year’s Day, 1889,
extraordinary floods visited the district:
The rain which fell in the Hundreds of Coglin and Morgan caused the storm waters to come down
with great force and when it is known that the flat here is from a mile to a mile and a half long, it
will be guessed what a body of water rushed by, carrying away fences and anything movable.
Happily no lives were lost, although I have heard of several narrow escapes.
The flood entered a house occupied by a woman and her children and at once the furniture
began to float about, leaving her no time to effect an escape. The water rushed through the
house, rising higher and higher every moment, till she had to pile things on the bed, and there
she stationed herself with her four children. At length the bed began to float. A neighbour
started to her assistance, but was forced to turn back as the rushing water almost took him off
his legs.
The Cavenagh Post Office, opened in October 1881, stood on section 69, 32 km NNW of Peterborough. The
Hundred of Cavenagh School opened in 1886 and closed in 1939; Cavenagh West School operated from
1890 until 1928 and Cavenagh East School from 1894 until 1908. Cavenaghville, a school near Balaklava;
opened in 1885, it closed in 1958. It may have been named after the same gentleman who assumed the
name of ‘Cavenagh-Mainwaring’ in 1892.
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Cavern, Mount - In 1977, this name was given to a prominent peak known as ‘Black Hill’ in Mambray Creek
National Park. Local people referred to the peak by this name, also, and it was shown on British Admiralty
charts dating back to 1855.
Caversham - An 1860 subdivision of section 396, Hundred of Yatala, by R.B. Colley (1819-1875); now
included in Beverley. The name, imported from Oxfordshire, England, derives from the Œ cafer-tun - ‘hall,
court or mansion’.
Caveton - A town in the Hundred of Caroline, on the Mount Gambier to Nelson (Victoria) Road, 18 km
South-East of Mount Gambier, offered for sale first on 12 July 1866, was diminished on 28 January 1960
and, probably, got its name from subterranean caves prevalent in the district.
There is one ‘township’ on the road to the Punt and it has the name of ‘Caveton’. The name,
however, and one house is all it has and the Arcadian simplicity of the old couple who live there
may be inferred from the fact that when we burst upon their solitude they came out of the
house to ask us what day of the week it was! We informed them; they closed the gate behind us
(on the high road) and we drove on into the stony and comparatively useless Hundred of
Caroline…,
while in 1894, there was ‘one house, although there are tens of thousands of inhabitants in the vicinity;
but then they are rodents and are eating out of house and home the poor squatter…’
Cayley Well - Near Tooligie, was named after a shepherd (probably William Cayley) who resided in the
district following his arrival overland from Victoria, in 1846, when he became a station hand and drover.
Until 1936 it was shown on maps as ‘Kalee Well’.
Ceduna - ‘Ceduna Plain’ and ‘Ceduna Hut and Well’ on Athenna Station are shown on Lands Department
maps since May 1867, so there does not appear to be any doubt that this was its source. There is an
Aboriginal word chedoona meaning ‘resting place’ while Rodney Cockburn says it was the ‘name of a rock
water hole twenty miles from the location of the station.’
In 1958, the oldest inhabitant, Mr Troubridge, told Inspector Hansberry of the SA Police that the town was
named after Trooper P. L. Hansberry’s horse ‘Ceduna’. Trooper Hansberry was stationed there in the 1890s,
at which time local residents presented several petitions asking for a town to be surveyed at Murat Bay and
this was undertaken by W.G. Evans and proclaimed as Ceduna on 20 June 1901; the school opened in 1914.
(See Murat Bay & Athenna)
By 1908, the country surrounding Murat Bay was not much more than a dense scrub composed of mallee
and tea tree:
But since settlement the country is becoming highly suitable for agricultural and pastoral
purposes. It used to be about as waterless strip of land as you could find in South Australia. Now
the settlers conserve water in cemented or other tanks some of which, when full, contain
130,000 gallons and more. The blacks in the dry weather lived on mallee root water… plentiful a
few miles inland…
Ceduna South was proclaimed on 23 September 1915.
Photographs of the Methodist and Anglican Churches and the Bank of Adelaide are in the Observer, 26
August 1911, page 31, of a football team on 23 August 1913, page 32, of the opening of a Memorial Hall in
the Chronicle, 27 December 1924, page 32.
Centenary Estate - A subdivision of town acres 821-22 and 831-32 by John Bentham Neales (1806-1873),
circa 1842 in the provisional survey of the Hundred of Yatala; now included in North Adelaide. The name
may derive from the fact that the 24th of May 1838 was the ‘centenary’ of the conversion of John Wesley.
In Adelaide, one year after this ‘centenary’, Rev Longbottom headed his people through the tangle of scrub
separating them from North Adelaide and laid the foundation stone of a new chapel in Archer Street.
Centennial Park – This former suburb was so named, because the adjacent Centennial Park Cemetery was
established in the State’s centenary year of 1936; created by the SA Housing Trust in 1964 on part section
8, Hundred of Adelaide it is now included in Pasadena.
Central Mount Hawker - Rodney Cockburn locates it in the Jervois Range and says it was discovered by
C.G.A. Winnecke and named in honour of G.C. Hawker, MP.
Central Mount Sturt (Stuart) - In the Northern Territory. (See Sturt)
Centre, Mount - A trig point south of Lake Acraman named by Stephen Hack in 1857 because it lay in the
middle of hills of lesser elevation.
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Chace Range - South of Wilpena. The first report of William Chace, the leader of Burra teamsters, is to be
found in 1848 when a strike threatened unless the directors of the Burra Burra mine increased cartage
prices:
Advertisement
Gentlemen - I request you will advertise the following determination as to the rates of cartage of
copper ore from the Burra Burra Mine, and which experience shows to be absolutely necessary, for
general information, and I will hold myself responsible for the payment.
TO THE GENTLEMEN DIRECTORS OF THE BURRA BURRA MINE.
Gentlemen - We feel dissatisfied with the present prices of cartage down at two pounds fifteen
shillings per ton of 21 cwt to the ton. We beg leave to state that this price is not sufficient to
meet our expenses. In the first place, the Para Plain is now nearly all private property, and we
cannot expect to run our bullocks upon it. We have already been told by several parties that we
should not run them on their land, so that we must purchase hay for our teams. Eight bullocks
will consume one truss of hay each, at two shillings per truss, say sixteen shillings for each trip, at
an average of three weeks to the trip. Then there are our own rations, which, at eight shillings
per week, will come to one pound four shillings per trip, if we meet with no delay.
For wear and tear per trip, we cannot reckon less than, say, eighteen shillings; our wages per trip
of three weeks, at fifteen shillings per week (the same as we pay if we hire), amounts to two
pounds five shillings; total expenses, five pounds three shillings, for three tons of copper ore
delivered at the Port, for which the present payment is eight pounds five shillings; leaving a
balance in our favour of only three pounds two shillings, if we kill no bullocks.
Last summer we lost from two to three hundred bullocks, and we may fully expect to lose more
this season if we go; as the feed that is still unenclosed is much worse than it was, and the cattle
more apt to stray. We wish the price to be raised to three pounds five shillings per ton down
from the Mine between the 1st of October and the 1st of April; and to three pounds fifteen per
ton from the 1st of April to the 1st of October; return loads to the Mines from the Port to be
three pounds, winter and summer. We likewise decline to stow any more copper ore in the sheds
at the Port; we mean to stick out against this as an infringement upon our rights.
We wish to obtain those prices, Gentlemen, because nothing less will fairly pay us, and we
earnestly wish you to take this into consideration and grant our requests; if not, we see but one
alternative, that is, to lay our whips aside until our lawful object is obtained. In the meantime I
publish this earnest application for general information, and with the advice and consent of some
five hundred men. (signed) William Chace - Little Para, 13th October, 1848.
Nine days later the Adelaide Times described him as ‘a dray lawyer’ and because of these activities,
anathema to the Mine’s management and capitalists generally, he was referred to as ‘Captain’ Chace. (See
Captains Head) In reminiscences of his life on the Aroona Run in the North Flinders Ranges Frederick
Hayward says that Chace, in 1850, ‘piloted by natives pursued the course we had to abandon… and within
fifteen miles of our camp found the Wilpena and Arkaba Creek… also the Aroona run 22 miles north of
Wilpena.’ Therefore, Hayward was most unkind when he referred to Chace as ‘the notorious bullock
puncher from Burra’, because Chace’s discoveries enabled him to retire as a wealthy man. (See Aroona,
Ayers, Hundred of, Hayward, Saint Marys Peak & Wilpena)
Rodney Cockburn says that Chase (sic) Range honours ‘Captain Chase who walked about that part of the
country living with the blacks. Upon his representation Messrs Brown, Chambers and others took up runs
in the neighbourhood.’
The Register of 1 December 1875 has a letter from a William Chase (sic) making an enquiry about
Chauncey‘s Line and an Editor‘s footnote says ‘I have a note of Wilpena Pound being called Chase‘s or
Chace‘s Pound (Observer, 15 July 1854).’
Chaffey - Comment on its development after World War I was made in 1927:
The numerous bachelor cubicles or married men’s three-in-one cubicles - not conspicuously
ornamental - have almost disappeared. What few are left serve as landmarks which mark the
transition from ‘batching’ to ‘marriage’ and, incidentally, suggests that means to marry were
forthcoming. By now home making has so far progressed that sand drifts and barren spaces…
have been transformed into neat flower gardens…
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The Chaffey School opened in 1927 and closed in 1943. (See Nanyah Dam & Renmark)
Chain of Ponds - This descriptive name was applied to a subdivision of part section 6121, Hundred of Para
Wirra, by the South Australian Company in 1854. Its alternative name would appear to have been ‘Philp
Town’, the Philp family having held the licence of the Morning Star Inn for many years. (See Millbrook) The
town no longer exists because it was purchased by the government to prevent pollution of the Millbrook
reservoir. In 1842, there was a reference to a ‘chain of ponds’, while, in 1856, ‘for some miles the country
[was] dotted at irregular intervals with small ponds, or lakes of water, having no visible connection above
ground, but never dry up, even in the hottest summer.’ (See Philptown)
A report on a proposed school appeared in 1853; it opened in 1854 and closed in 1868.
In April 1856 settlers, accompanied in many instances by their wives and daughters, assembled on the
invitation of the proprietors of the new steam mill to witness the ceremony of laying the foundation stone:
This was done in due course by Mr Francis Symonds… The mill will be situated between
Houghton and the Morning Star Inn, five miles from the former and one mile from the latter. It is
to be four storeys high and the engine will be larger than any attached to a similar establishment
in SA…
A photograph of a bridge is in the Observer, 5 March 1921, page 25, of the opening of a recreation ground
on 15 January 1927, page 34.
Challa Gardens - A 1950 subdivision of part section 411E, Hundred of Yatala, by J.J. Roche; now included in
Kilkenny. Prior to July 1927 the district was known as ‘Yatala Blocks’, while its first school was opened as
‘Gelland’ in 1927. Records in the Department of Education show its school opening as Woodville North in
1927 and, in the same year, adopting the names of ‘Woodville East’ and ‘Kilkenny North’, finally settling for
‘Challa Gardens’ in 1928. Challa is Aboriginal for ‘good soil’.
A photograph of a pet show is in the Observer, 23 October 1930, page 34, of children playing cricket in the
Chronicle, 10 September 1931, page 61.
Chambers Creek - On section 789, Hundred of Noarlunga; Mount Chambers, Chambers Gorge and
Chambers Creek, near Lake Frome, were named after James and John Chambers. (See Eagle Nest Hills)
James Chambers was a livery-stable keeper in early colonial days while his brother was a dairy farmer at
Cherry Gardens, Later, they held many pastoral leases and, as early as 1846, John Chambers ventured into
the wilderness surrounding Lake Bonney (Riverland).
They befriended John McD. Stuart, but James Chambers did not live to celebrate the explorer’s greatest
triumph (the south to north crossing of the continent), because he died on 7 August 1862, just a few months
before the expedition’s triumphant parade down King William Street.
In July 1853 the mail and coach establishment of Mr Chambers was purchased by Messrs Simms
& Hayter for £14,000. They intend giving up their brewery and devoting their entire attention to
this important undertaking. They have all the horses hitherto used on the various roads,
numbering 348…
A sketch of Chambers Pillar is in the Illustrated Adelaide Post, 6 September 1871, page 8.
Mrs John Chambers recalled that they did not waste much time when they landed:
[We] pitched our camp somewhere near the Patawalonga and built a rush hut - that kind of
architecture was simple and not luxurious. Most of our household duties had to be performed in
the open air…Oh, yes, we were happy and contented enough mixed together and did not make
silly society distinctions… The country was dry when we arrived in December, but the wild
flowers and green trees gave the country a park like aspect. The evenings were very pleasant.
We used to knit and chat and sing. I remember Mary Hindmarsh had a beautiful voice and she
and Mr. Stephens would sing during the evenings on the bank of the river, and I would sit
listening with delight… Most of the settlers had vague ideas of Australia and thought as like as
not the hills and forests were full of lions and tigers, but our menfolk were real pioneers and we
were not very much afraid…
Champion Hill - A school, near Booleroo Centre, opened in 1920 and closed, circa 1923.
Chances Garden Corner - In 1881, it was described as ‘27 allotments on land owned by William Alfred
Chance on the corner immediately fronting the Parklands and Unley Road’. ‘Mr Chance… grew the first
tomato in the colony [in Halifax Street]. Their son, William [Alfred] (1840-1925), afterwards carried on jam
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and tomato sauce making at Parkside.’ The family came to South Australia in the Katherine Stewart Forbes
in 1839.
Louisa Ann Chance died in June 1896 in her 80th year. She came to the colony in 1839 and was
one of the few remaining early settlers in Unley, having gone there in 1844… It was in the early
part of 1863 that she made her first tomato sauce in a factory at Chance’s Corner. The first make
was distributed among her friends, but she soon found buyers for the excellent produce. By
degrees the business grew, pickles and jams, in due course, being added to the output of the
factory. When the business became extensive she sold out to her son and he, in turn, disposed of
the name and trade receipts to Mr Ben Brookman and the establishment was then carried on…
under the style of Chance & Co… Messrs D & W Murray’s boot manufactory has since replaced
the old establishment.
A photograph of the ‘corner’ is in The Critic, 17 February 1909, page 12.
Chance Swamp - (See Roxby Downs)
Chandada - Is derived from the Aboriginal tarndada - ‘red kangaroo place’. The first official record of the
name is to be found in 1868 when J.G. Coulls and S. Mills took up pastoral lease no. 1719, but the land was
held, originally, by James Thompson in 1860 ‘near Venus Bay’ (lease no. 799). The Hundred of Chandada,
County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913, while the Chandada Post Office was conducted
at the site of the head station, 16 km west of Poochera. In March 1925 it was suggested that the name of
the Chandada railway station be altered to either ‘Eulabie’ or ‘Mount Jane’ but, on 4 July 1925, the name
of ‘Capietha’ was approved.
The first Chandada School was conducted in the shearing quarters on the ‘Chandada Run’ in 1919, the
teacher being Laura A. Gunn. The school room comprised of a building ten feet by twenty made of wood
and iron; it closed in 1963. In 1934, during a visit to the district ‘the Minister of Agriculture, Mr Blesing, was
awaited upon on the roadside by settlers’ wives when they expressed their opinions on the administration
of the bounty paid under the Farmers Relief Act’:
They complained that part of the bounty set aside to provide them and their families with
clothes, blankets and other necessaries were being withheld. On what they were allowed it was
impossible for them to retain their self-respect or provide their children with warm blankets and
clothes. They were all dependent on the generosity of friends and relatives for what they wore
and their pride was hurt… Mr Blesing said he would enquire into both matters immediately on
his return to Adelaide…
Chandler - A railway station on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line whose name was adopted from nearby
Mount Chandler.
J.W. Lewis named Chandler Waterhole, near Coward Springs, on 26 January 1875 after Mr J.W.C. Chandler,
stationmaster at Beltana.
Chandler Hill is on section 678, Hundred of Noarlunga, 3 km NNW of Clarendon. In 1894, Mr W.L. Beare
informed Mr H.C. Talbot that ‘it was named after a man of that name, who came to South Australia in the
John Pirie in 1836 and employed as a shepherd by the South Australian Company.’ He was, no doubt, Charles
Chandler (1804-1878), listed in an 1844 Almanac as ‘residing at Unbunga.’ He was a member of the
Clarendon District Council in 1854 and died at Happy Valley on 24 August 1878, aged seventy-four.
He was the son of one of the very oldest colonists, his father having arrived here with Mr John
deHorne in 1836 and they were the first occupiers of the allotment in King William Street on
which now stands the pile of buildings extending from the Imperial Hotel to the Southern Cross…
A subdivision of sections 269-270 was given the name Chandler Hill in 1964 by Eric Clyde Potter and Rex
Gerald Potter.
Chandos - Governor Kintore named the County of Chandos, proclaimed on 4 May 1893, after the Duke of
Buckingham and Chandos. (See Buckingham, County of) The town of Chandos was laid out on part section
49, Hundred of Parilla, by Alfred Roberts in 1911; its school opened in 1920 and closed in 1941.
A photograph of winners of crop competitions is in the Chronicle, 2 October 1930, page 36.
Chantana - Rodney Cockburn says it was a railway station perpetuating ‘the designation of an old outstation which existed in the locality in early pastoral days.’ Its location was not recorded. (See Chatana)
Chapel Valley - Near Summertown, got its name from the Bible Christian Chapel built on the eastern slope
containing the largest area of cleared land anywhere near Mount Lofty. Originally, it was a swamp covered
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with teatree and at one time known as ‘Cobbledick Swamp’, while the ‘land, and its surrounding cemetery,
was presented by Mr James Brooks who is buried there…’ (See Cobbledick Swamp)
Chapman - The Chapman Bore School, between Murray Bridge and Wynarka, opened in 1923, and closed
in 1946.
Chapman Hill and Chapman Gully, near Echunga, were named after William Chapman, who discovered the
first goldfield in South Australia. A claim that Henry Hampton was the co-discoverer was made in 1896:
Messrs Chapman, snr, and Hampton presented seven ounces of gold at the Treasury on 23
August 1852 and the next day they escorted approximately sixty-five horse riders, led by the
Colonial Secretary, B.T. Finniss… to Chapman Gully… Finniss observed the younger Chapman
who, despite a few anxious moments, managed to pan a small amount of alluvial gold … the
proclamation of the Echunga goldfield temporarily halted the exodus of colonists to the Victorian
goldfields.
In 1885, William Chapman, junior, claimed that he alone discovered the first gold in the area in Donkey
Gully, while on 23 November 1895 it was said:
William Chapman arrived in the colony in 1849, aged eighteen. Soon after his arrival he went to
Echunga and assisted his father in farming pursuits, but after a time he joined in the gold rush to
Victoria, gaining experience at Forest Creek and Bendigo. Upon his return he was fortunate
enough to make a gold discovery with which his name has ever since been associated, and his
account is in the Adelaide press of 23 November 1895. Later, he made a trip to the New Zealand
fields and, in 1865, settled at Mount Barker and established a grain and seed store. He was one
of the founders of the Mount Barker Institute, of which he was the librarian in its early days. He
died in 1895.
Of interest is the fact that, by the close of 1871, £500,000 worth of gold had been raised in the colony since
the first rush in 1852 to Chapman Gully and this place, alone, yielded about half that total and, although
embracing only an area of 40 to 50 acres, it gave permanent employment for many years to 30 or 40 diggers.
Chapman Plains, near Kapunda, remember Sir Montague Lowther Chapman who once owned the land.
Chapman River, on Kangaroo Island, was named after Samuel Chapman, a member of the Finniss survey
party. He arrived in South Australia in the Cygnet in 1836 and died on 13 April 1882.
Chapman Well, in the Hundred of Uley on Eyre Peninsula, was probably named after Ernest E.E. and
Randolph H. Chapman, who took up section 2M and Block A in the 1920s.
Chapmanton - The town, 11 km SSE of Hawker, proclaimed on 18 December 1879, never developed beyond
having a couple of houses, a blacksmith shop and store. The name was thought to have been adopted from
the nearby Chapman Creek, adjoining the Wonoka Creek at the site of the original settlement but, as it was
named by Governor Jervois, he may have had in mind a fellow General in the Royal Engineers, Sir Stephen
Remnant Chapman (1776-1851). (See Brodrick)
Its school opened in 1880 and closed in 1906. Mrs J.A. Lush (nee Harry) recalled that she taught at
Chapmanton School in the 1880s:
At that time Hawker and its school were in the making. I went up to reside on a block of land
allotted to me by the government. The parents and residents got busy, built a schoolhouse and
wrote to the Education Department and secured a grant for me. I had previously been a pupil
teacher at Saddleworth, so really I was one of the pioneer teachers of the Far North… In spite of
many drawbacks, including flies and bad water, we were happy in those days; mainly young
people making enjoyment when they could, and no cliques!
Charcutt - In 1851, James Grant took up Pastoral Lease 175 which he named ‘Morningside Station’ in the
area known now as Killanoola. When the Hundred was proclaimed in 1861, Alexander McLachlan acquired
it and adjoining property. In due course he became known as ‘Sandy’ or ‘Charkutt’, the ‘name of his holding
that he had taken or had been given.’ The origin of the name is unknown but there is a ‘Charcutt’ in
Wiltshire, England and a ‘Charkutt’ in India.
Charlcome - The town, in the Hundred of Uroonda, south of Cradock, was named by Governor Jervois;
proclaimed on 31 March 1881 it was resumed in 1943. Hans Mincham says in The Story of the Flinders
Ranges:
The town never developed and so the settlers in that Hundred turned to Cradock, the nearest
town for basic services while other church services were conducted by the Methodist Ministers
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of the Hawker Circuit and by local preachers. But for several decades the little stone building was
an important local community centre serving not only as church, school and Sunday school but as
the meeting place for a very active Band of Hope and for socials and concerts. In 1927 the local
Methodists amalgamated with the Cradock Church but the building was still used as a school up
to the end of March 1947. Today it is a roofless ruin.
There is a ‘Chalcombe’ (or Chacombe) in Northamptonshire and a ‘Charlcombe’ in Somerset. The latter is
more likely the root of South Australian nomenclature because Governor Jervois had family connections in
the adjoining County of Devonshire. It means ‘valley of bondsmen’. (See Cleve, Franklyn, Hatherleigh &
Snowtown for other evidence of the Devonshire ‘connection’.)
Charles, Mount - On section 165, Hundred of Onkaparinga, recalls Charles Newman (1821-1900) who
arrived in the Katherine Stewart Forbes in 1837. His reminiscences are held in the Mortlock Library and they
say ‘it was named after me as I was the first white man to tend sheep there.’ He always manifested a desire
to be of service to the district of his choice and, therefore ‘offered his services and was elected a member
of the Onkaparinga District Council for Charleston Ward in 1866 and continued almost without intermission
until 1888’:
His word was his bond on all occasions and when he formed a friendship it was of that genuine
nature that caused it to be a great source of pleasure to his… acquaintances who were privileged
to enjoy his genial society…
Charleston - A subdivision of section 5197, Hundred of Onkaparinga, by Charles Dunn (1796-1881), circa
1854, three km South-East of Lobethal, and laid out as Charlestown; he arrived in the D’Auvergne in 1839.
This newly-established but thriving township was all alive on 24 April 1856, the occasion being a
tea meeting kindly furnished by Mrs W. Dunn, Mrs J. Hector and Mrs C. Newman to the children
and their friends to inaugurate the new schoolhouse, a neat and commodious brick structure…
The children, to the number of 50, began to assemble after three o’clock…
Charleston Creek, a tributary of the River Onkaparinga, is north of the town and was named in 2004.
Johann C.C. Meyer gave the name Charleston when he cut up section 2070, Hundred of Kooringa, circa
1859; now included in Burra.
The Hundred of Charleston, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 12 December 1895 in honour of D.M.
Charleston, MP, MLC (1891-1901). Born in Cornwall in 1848, he came to Adelaide in 1884, worked for his
brother, a lime merchant, and for the government as a supervising engineer on the Hackney Bridge. One of
the first members of the United Trades and Labor Council, he was elected to Parliament as a United Labor
Party member. In 1897, he was branded as a ‘traitor’ by his leader Tom Price and resigned from the party.
In the ensuing by-election he defeated the Labor candidate and returned to Parliament as an independent
Liberal. His victory was described by the conservative Observer as ‘a triumph for political honour and
personal reputation.’
A largely self-educated man, he was praised for the ‘clearness, earnestness and comprehension’ shown in
his speeches. In 1914, it was said that ‘over Mr Charleston the United Labour Party has lost its head and its
unity’:
It looks as if the so called Conservative Party were about to do the ditto. Mr Charleston is a most
estimable man, but the National Defence League was formed to keep men of Mr Charleston’s
views out of parliament… Sympathy with an ill-used politician is one thing, wholesale sacrifice of
consistency and political principles is another…
He died at Mile End in June 1934.
Charlesworth Park - A subdivision of part section 278, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Campbelltown.
Charles C.M. Cresdee laid it out in 1926.
The above property has been in the hands of one family for 87 years and the Adelaide
Development Company has secured it. The subdivision is not in the wilds of Adelaide where most
of the so-called home sites sold by mushroom land companies are situated. It is right on a tram
line (not a proposed one, as you usually find). To emphasise the value, another company is selling
land … two miles from this same tram line, for the same price at which our property is being
sold…
Charleys Swamp - In 1904, the government geologist ‘received from Mr Oliffe, the discoverer, specimens
taken from the opal locality at Charley’s Swamp, Stuart’s Creek…The opal shows a certain amount of ‘fire’
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although not sufficient to allow it to be classed as precious opal, but it approximates the real thing…’ (See
Coober Pedy)
Charlotte, Mount - Records of the Primitive Methodist Church show it as a chapel in the Mintaro district,
while Rodney Cockburn says there was a Mount Charlotte on the Bungaree run and named after Miss
Charlotte Owen Bagot, who married William Henry Maturin.
Charlton - In 1844, Samuel, Frederick and Edwin White took out an occupation licence in the Wirrabara
district, naming it ‘Charlton Run’ after their home town of Charlton Marshall, Dorset, England, which
translates as ‘village of the churls’. (See Wirrabara)
Previously, the brothers had abandoned a run near Port Lincoln because of hostile Aborigines. North of
Wirrabara can be seen the chimney of the Charlton Mine and, in 1854. Messrs Matthew Forster and Samuel
Davenport obtained a mineral lease and floated a company to work it but, in 1858, an influx of water put a
halt to mining and the Company was wound up with losses of £20,000.
In 1858, at Charlton Mine a chapel was erected by the Primitive Methodists and a Sabbath school formed
‘which is in a very prosperous state’:
Charlton township might have been a thriving township as any north of Clare, but with the land
dummied on both sides of the mail road, and all round, what use can it be… (Editor’s note Dummyism is rampant at Wirrabara and the government has no excuse for inaction in the
matter.) (See Murray-Town)
There is a Charlton Gully on section 348, Hundred of Louth, and section 40, Hundred of Wanilla; probably,
it honours the White brothers but a Cuthbert Charlton (ca.1819-1901) was described as ‘of Port Lincoln’.
The school in the Port Lincoln district opened in 1907 and closed in 1943. (See Strawberry Hill)
Charra - The ‘Charra Run’ was established by R.B. Smith and W.R. Swan in 1864 (lease no. 1744) and
corrupted from tjara, the name of an Aboriginal rockhole in the vicinity meaning ‘dung’, and referring to
the droppings of emus that frequented the place during the hot weather.
The town of Charra, near Penong, proclaimed on 19 September 1889, was resumed on 16 May 1929, but
the name still applies to a railway siding, about 22 km from Kevin. Its school opened in 1897 and closed in
1902:
About 16 miles from the Bagster Hall on the property of Mr James Dunnett is the Charra Hall,
erected by the residents in the first place for a school… The Methodists hold a service there
about once a month and the building is at the disposal, rent free, of clergymen of all
denominations for the holding of services…
The Charra Plains School operated from 1933 until 1940, while the Charra Woolshed School opened in
1904; changed to ‘Uworra’, in 1931 it closed in 1944.
A photograph of the school is in the Chronicle, 15 December 1932, page 32, of the post office on 11 July
1929, page 36, of a football team on 17 August 1933, page 38.
Chase Range - (See Chace Range)
Chatana - The name proposed for a railway station in the Hundred of Catt, but ‘Uworra’ prevailed. It was
the Aboriginal name of an outstation in the early pastoral days. (See Chantana)
Chaunceys Line - The road, as surveyed for the government by William Snell Chauncey, a civil engineer, is
defined in a Central Board of Main Roads plan of 1854. Commencing at Hahndorf it proceeded, in a more
or less direct route, to Wellington and was planned for anticipated trade between the River Murray and
Adelaide. The official designation of the proposed road was ‘The South Eastern Road, Hahndorf to the
Wellington Ferry’ but, frequently, referred to in records as ‘Chauncey’s Line’. He came to South Australia in
1840 in the Appoline and surveyed the Adelaide-Port Adelaide railway in 1848. (See Chepstow &
Woodchester)
A public meeting was held in the Bugle Inn, Bugle Ranges, in July 1856 for the purpose of
adopting a memorial to the Central Road Board requesting the opening and clearing of
Chauncey’s main line of road between the Morning Star and Mount Barker…
Chauncyville - In 1840, there was a sale of ‘Chauncyville allotments - Morphett Vale… desirably situated by
the high road to Encounter Bay and halfway between Adelaide and Willunga… excellent locality for
tradesmen… and command a back run, two miles wide, down to the sea.’
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Chellaston - A subdivision of section 43, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Edwardstown and derived
from an Old English word meaning ‘town of Ceolla’. Hiram Manfull, who arrived in the Anna Robertson in
1839, created it in 1849 when ‘the prospects of both sea and mountains are extensive and romantic’:
The soil is excellent for bush gardens and for agricultural purposes and a steam mill is at work
within a convenient distance. Delicious water is obtained at a very short depth…
The Register of 25 May 1844 has the following obituary: ‘Sarah Manfull died on 14 September 1843 at
Chellaston Hill, Derbyshire… mother of Hiram Manfull of Adelaide.’ During 1845, he wrote a letter to the
Nottingham Review, when he gave his address as Chellaston Grove Farm, Adelaide. It reads:
You would learn from my former letters that I have now taken up residence entirely in the ‘bush’.
As harvest approached, I was much exercised in what way to get in my corn, the produce being
so very low in price and wages disproportionately high, being very short of labour. I started one
of Ridley’s reaping machines, with which I commenced my harvest. You must understand this
machine reaps and thrashes at the same time. I have got with it one hundred acres, and average
six acres per day.
It requires two men to work and guide the machine, two also to winnow the corn when reaped
and another to cart the wheat bagged to the barn; so that independently of myself, horses and
machine, the cost per day is 13 shillings, but bear in mind for six acres. The outlay for reaping and
thrashing in the old way would have been 10 shillings per acre, and 7 pence per bushel thrashing,
so that the saving is immense. Besides getting in my own, my machine, men and horses got 75
acres of wheat belonging to a gentleman located seven miles from my farm. You would be
amused to see some of our roads, sometimes cutting down good oak to make a drag, and fasten
it to our vehicles and machines to enable us to get down the hills steadily.
You have no idea of the schemes we have to use to overcome almost insurmountable
difficulties. The far south is the place to learn [sic] an Englishman what it is to live comfortably
and independently. I also have a good portable thrashing machine of four horse power, and I can
assure you it does a vast amount of work, not for myself but for others. I and my men thrash with
it about two hundred bushels per day; it requires about eight men to work it effectively. I am
about shipping off a large quantity of wheat. The model of my machine is now in London taken
by a gentleman, a colonist of South Australia who has gone to England, but returns in the
autumn.
As a colony we are progressing very favourably, a little assistance from the colonial office would
have put us on our legs long since, but we think we must work our own cure. We are thankful for
our own internal resources are such that they develop themselves daily; our minerals have
already begun to make a stir. I can assure you that they are not overrated; and our wool, oil,
meat, bark, gum, etc., astonish the most sceptical.
All we want - yes, I say, all we want is a tide of emigration to flow to our shores, so that we may
get cheap labour. Good farm labourers, miners, etc., would find constant and immediate
employment; but it is useless for any to come if they do not thoroughly understand their
business, remembering also every trade and calling should bring a good supply of tools.
We are obliged to Lord Stanley for the offer to supply our colony with youthful convicts from
Parkhurst prison. Here they are not wanted, and here they must not come. It is contrary to the
Act upon which the colony was founded. We have had public meetings against this, and Her
Majesty has been petitioned, so I think it will not be carried; it will injure us much, and we are
already quite near enough [to] the penal settlements. You often ask when I shall return. When, I
cannot say. I enjoy here the best of health, which I did not in England; besides, our political
atmosphere is different to yours. Here we have no want, poverty, or distress. I find one thing
wanting, and that is our friends to participate in our enjoyments; then gladly would we leave
England with all her cares. I am fully persuaded every industrious man will meet his reward and
have every encouragement given to him in this our infant state.
Cheltenham - The modern-day Adelaide suburb of Cheltenham takes its name from a town in
Gloucestershire and derives from the Anglo-Saxon celtanhom - ‘an enclosure on a brook called the Chelt’.
The village was offered for sale on 12 November 1849 and, for many years, it remained very small, with
only twenty wood or pise houses. Richard Day (1818-1900), who was born in that County and married there
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on 11 September 1837, laid it out on section 419 and extolled it as having ‘an extensive frontage to the
second Port Road opposite the Yatala Smelting Works, while a third government road connects the two and
terminates exactly opposite a public thoroughfare leading to the North Arm. This property is unrivalled in
its commercial position and is also distinguished for good land and water. Lunch at twelve precisely.’
In his reminiscences of life in South Australia John Halliday (1827-1919) who arrived in the Duke of
Wellington in 1849, said that, following his marriage to Martha Williams on 28 October 1850:
We rented a house for one week… I then negotiated with Mr Richard Day, of Tam O’Shanter Belt,
for a piece of land in Cheltenham, fenced it off and put up two rooms, which we immediately
occupied before the roof was completed nor doors or windows in. I was then working for the
South Australian Company, widening and deepening the Port River and clearing the land at
Portland, standing up to my knees in water, for five shillings a day, and I just did think myself in
clover with that wage…
It has been said by Rodney Cockburn that John Denman owned the section and named it, but no record to
substantiate the statement can be found in the General Registry Office. (Genealogical records show a John
Denman living in Cheltenham, Adelaide, and having been born in Somerset.) The grant of the section to
Charles William Stuart was made on 8 August 1838. The school opened in 1866.
The present day Cheltenham Cemetery is comprised of 30 allotments of Richard Day’s village, the transfers
to the town of Port Adelaide being effected from February 1876 to September 1921. The Japanese have a
profound respect for their dead and an instance of this reverence was given in a letter received from
Admiral S. Tochinai, who was a lieutenant on a Japanese man-o’-war when it visited the colony in 1887:
I venture to approach you to ask your kindness and sympathy in taking the trouble to place a
wreath before the grave of Cadet Y. Kawakami who lies in the cemetery at Port Adelaide. He was
my class and ship mate in HMJMS Rinjo which called at Adelaide in May 1887. He died in the
Indian Ocean and his body was taken to Port Adelaide and there buried. Subsequently his grave
was visited by a number of our squadron in 1903 and since I suppose there have been no
Japanese visitors…
The Admiral’s request was complied with by Mr Searcy who, in the days when the admiral was a lieutenant,
first became acquainted with him.
Photographs of a race meeting are in the Chronicle, 21 June 1902, page 41, of a soccer team in the Express,
5 July 1923, page 8, of a football team in the Observer, 31 May 1913, page 32, of a horse race meeting on
27 December 1913, page 29, of motor cycle races on 3 May 1924, page 33.
Chepstow - In 1850, there was a sale of the town of Chepstow ‘on the Onkaparinga near the sea and situated
on the Great South Road’:
This property has been laid out in lots of one-and-a-half to six acres by Mr H.S. Chauncey,
surveyor… A splendid quarry of stone has been found on the spot… water and wood in
abundance.
The name occurs in England and derives from the Œ ceap-stow - ‘market place’.
Cherirroo - The ‘Cherirroo Run’ was reported as being established by R. Love in 1871 (lease no. 728).
However, the ‘R’ is probably a misprint in official documents and there is no doubt that it refers to John
Love (1827-1905) who married Jessie A. Tennant in 1863. The name was given, also, to a police station near
Venus Bay and the site of an Aboriginal ration station in the 1850s.
A letter re the distribution of blankets to Aborigines in 1862 says that there was ‘not a single article of
winter clothing nor any blankets for distribution to the natives at the Police Station, Cheriroo’:
The sick, the aged and the helpless are in a deplorable state… During the past week I have seen
blacks in the last stage of disease, groaning in agony, crouching under a few boughs round the
ashes of a half-extinguished fire, with not a rag of covering save and except a worn out flour bag
and part of an old sheep skin. It is a shame and an eternal disgrace to the rulers of a Christian
land and that such things should be… (See Hayward)
Cherry Gardens - The district, 10 km South-West of Stirling, was known by the Aborigines as pinjatjawinga
- ‘sweet water place’. The Adelaide (Kaurna) people made excursions into the hills to gather wattle gum
and soak the flowers of grass trees and honeysuckle for their sugar content. The English name was given by
Isaac Jacobs, Henry Field and Edward Burgess, circa 1839, when they went into the hills to cut kangaroo
grass for stock fodder and came across an abundance of native trees, with small cherry-like fruit. The first
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subdivision to take the name was created on part section 1505, Hundred of Noarlunga, by E.F. and I.R.
Leedham in 1963.
The village, however, grew up around the Wesleyan Church, erected in March 1849, when the congregation
‘assembled in public worship’:
About 120 sat down to tea in celebration… The chapel which is a perfect model of neatness is
capable of accommodating about 150 persons and the worthy and indefatigable superintendent
has the satisfaction of knowing that not one penny of debt encumbers the building.
Its school opened in 1859 and closed in 1970. Records in 1844 show the name Cherry Vale being applied to
section 783, portion being leased by W. Hooker and J. Middleton; the Wesleyan Chapel stood on this land.
A photograph of the unveiling of a memorial cross is in the Chronicle, 16 May 1935, page 32.
Cherryville - The district, about 33 km east of Cherry Gardens between Montacute and Basket Range, is
renowned as the best cherry growing area in South Australia. The first settlers there would appear to have
been William Merchant (1829-1910) and Samuel Bungey (1829-1914) who traversed the area in 1849;
respectively, they arrived in the Sibella in 1848 and the Emily in 1849; subsequently, they settled there and
planted extensive orchards. Mr Merchant was credited with overcoming many difficulties encountered with
insect pests and diseases and proved that arsenic could control codlin moth.
In 1898, it was said that ‘it is over 45 years since two young men, Samuel Bungey and William Merchant
took up leases in order to commence operations as wood sawyers’:
For years they worked, cutting down the huge trees and sawing them into planks from which
most of the early houses in Adelaide were built and roofed… Roads were a luxury undreamed of
and many of the hills were so steep as to be almost perpendicular. Up these hills teams of
bullocks were led drawing the sledges laden with the huge planks…
This, at last, led to their buying a great section of land and building substantial wooden houses.
They married and came to live in what was at that time a huge forest of trees, but what has since
been transferred into one of the most important centres of fruit in the colony… After a long,
successful partnership they divided their land, each making a garden for himself, and near to
these two splendid horticulturists other settlers have pitched their camps, so that now the hills
traversed so often by their weary feet are clothed in all directions with smiling orchards, the
homes of happy and industrious farmers…
The name Cherryville was given to a post office on section 1195, Hundred of Onkaparinga. Its school opened
as ‘Marble Hill’ in 1895; name changed in 1921 and closed in 1971. (See Marble Hill)
Chesson, Hundred of - In the County of Albert, was proclaimed on 26 September 1912 in honour of Henry
Chesson, MP (1905-1918). Born in Adelaide in 1862, at age 12 he worked in a boot factory turning, later, to
masonry and bricklaying. From the mid-1880s he was an active trade unionist and a keen student of Labor
questions of the day. He died in 1948.
Chesterfield - The name given by James Frew to part lot of the ‘Fullarton Estate’, created out of sections
265-66, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1875. There is a town of the same name in Derbyshire, England, recorded
as cestrefeld - ‘field by a Roman station’.
Chewings Nob - West of Yunta, recalls John Chewings, who held pastoral leases on the ‘Eastern Plains’ from
1858, including lease no. 581 named ‘Pettawuppa’, having previously occupied land in the Mount Bryan
district from 7 January 1847; he named it ‘Woorkoongoree’. He arrived in the John in 1840 and died at
Mintaro in 1879, aged 63, while his wife, Sarah, died in 1892, aged 71 years. She arrived in the colony in the
1840s and, soon after, married John Chewings, who was ‘well-known as the owner for years of the Mintaro
Estate which he took over from the copper company and improved considerably…’
Chicago - In 1893, this name, imported from the United States of America, was applied to a suburb when
William Shierlaw (ca.1839-1920), draper of Adelaide, subdivided part section 364 and section 365, Hundred
of Yatala. In 1911, an extension was made on sections 364-65 by Jane B. Matters, Charles H. Matters, Joseph
L. Shierlaw and Samuel B. Shierlaw. Its school opened in 1914 and became ‘Kilburn’ in 1931. The USA city
got its name either because it was frequented by skunks (cikak, pl. cikakong) or overgrown with garlic or
‘skunk cabbage’ (shikagou - ‘a leek’.)
The Chicago Post Office opened on 1 August 1911 and five days later the Deputy Postmaster-General said
that there was ‘no likelihood of it causing confusion with respect to correspondence intended for Chicago,
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USA.’ Alas, time was to prove him wrong for on 1 September 1930 it ceased to exist following complaints
about mail going astray, while at the same time the suburb became ‘Kilburn’.
In 1915, information on the Chicago Mission said that ‘all its homes and its people could almost be packed
into the corner of a Chicago, USA, warehouse’:
At any rate that would be the standard of comparison in which an indignant Yankee would place
the handful of acres in the region of the Islington workshops. It was here that I met the modern
Paul, a humble follower of the Apostle… This was Mr G.H. Piening and he is the founder of the
Chicago Mission. A few years ago this man was a bag merchant at Brompton and, assured of only
a modest income, he has given himself, body and soul, in what he feels is God’s business…
Photographs of a Progress Association Carnival are in the Chronicle, 10 April 1930, page 38.
Chicanabie - A school on Eyre Peninsula; opened in 1914 it became ‘Piednippie’ in 1922; closed in 1945.
Chichester Gardens - A subdivision of town acres 1003-9 and 1012-18, Hundred of Adelaide; by John B.
Hack, bounded by Stanley, Jerningham, Melbourne and West Pallant Streets; now included in North
Adelaide. He and his brother, Stephen, formed a company in 1838, imported fruit trees and established a
dairy and market garden calling it ‘Chichester Gardens’ after Chichester, their birthplace in England,
meaning ‘the fortress of Cissa’, a Governor of south Saxon territory.
Chickerloo - A property ‘east of Hundred of Ward’; see pastoral lease no. 1915a.
Chidda - A railway station on section 752, Hundred of Adelaide. Aboriginal for ‘little bird’.
Chiddeda Hill - Adjacent to section 77, Hundred of Ripon. Aboriginal for ‘sand’.
Chiddedly (or Chidedly) - The Aboriginal name for Gibson Peninsula.
Chieftown - In the 1870s it was described as a thriving town, population 642, near Port Lincoln.
Chillamurra - Near Port Lincoln and probably derived from the Aboriginal tjeilamara - ‘good spring’.
Chillundie, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 18 May 1893. The ‘Chillundie Run’ was held
first by W. Hosken and J. and E. Broadbent in 1864. A sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names of
South Australia. An Aboriginal word referring to water.
Chilpenunda - Near Streaky Bay. The ‘Chilpenunda Run’ was established by Messrs Coulls and Mills (lease
no. 1543), circa 1864, the name being adopted for a school; opened in 1934 and closed on 30 June 1951; it
stood on section 4, Hundred of Tarlton, and ‘consisted of one main room 20 feet by 20 feet, a porch, shelter
shed…’ (See Chilpuddie)
Chilpuddie - On 17 June 1929 this name was approved for a telephone office in the Hundred of Pildappa,
16 km north of Minnipa, while, in 1931, it was given to a school that closed in 1942. An Aboriginal word;
meaning unknown but it probably has a reference to ‘water’. (See Chillundie, Hundred of & Chinta)
Chimney Creek - In the Hundred of Baroota, so named because of its steep descent.
Chimpering - South-East of Ooldea is corrupted from the Aboriginal jimberaing, a name applied to a
rockhole.
Chinaman - Rodney Cockburn records Chinaman Dam as being ‘six miles from Port Augusta West on the
Tarcoola Road’ and so named because a Chinaman was shepherding a flock of sheep on H.J. Richman’s run
close to the dam. Chinaman Creek Conservation Park - (See Winninowie, Hundred of) Chinaman Well - (See
Nunan, Lake)
Chinbingina - A railway station on Eyre Peninsula. An Aboriginal name applied to the local water supply and
given, also, to a school that opened in 1928 and closed in 1946.
Chinedower - In 1853, it was advertised as being a subdivision of section 422 near the Yatala Smelting Works
where ‘the proposed railway passes within 100 yards of the boundary.’
Chinkford - In 1866, it was listed as a postal town ‘on the right bank of the Gilbert River.’ Lands Department
records show that G.W. Byerlee (ca.1822-1910), the owner of section 267, in addition to providing land for
a school, sold another piece of the same section to the Church of England on 22 October 1868.
The name comes from Essex, England and in ancient times it was written as caegingaford - ‘the ford of the
dweller by the stumps’; excavations were made near the mouth of the River Ching in the latter 19th century
which revealed the remains of stump-dwellings. Other sources say it derives from cingeford - ‘shingle ford’,
a ford across the River Lea where the soil is gravelly.
The Chinkford School was opened by Jessie Dutton in 1867 and, after circa 1879, it was listed as ‘Manoora’,
while the Chinkford Post Office opened on 1 October 1864 and renamed ‘Manoora’ in April 1873.
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The Burton correspondent said in 1871 that ‘it seems strange that the railway station should retain the
name of Manoora when it is patent to all observers that the leading and most thriving township is Burton,
which is only separated from the station by the length of a chain…’
To this dictum the Editor offered a few sage words of advice: ‘Chinkford, Manoora and Burton will do well
to stop their sparring and adopt one name… they are sufficiently near to be considered by outsiders as one
township.’
Chinmina - The name was taken from a local creek and given to a school, near Cummins, opened on part
section 12, Hundred of Moody, by Margaret Wheaton in 1912; it closed in 1928.
Chinta - A railway station 24 km North-East of Ceduna. The Chinta School opened as ‘Maltee’ in 1917 its
name being changed in 1918; it closed in 1937. James Hiern (1839-1920), the pastoralist, endeavoured in
vain to obtain water by sinking a well nearby.
Chintawanta Well - Is on section 21, Hundred of Bice. Aboriginal for ‘mallee root water’.
Chintumba Well - Is North-West of Fowler Bay and corrupted from the Aboriginal jindaldha - ‘tall mallee’.
Chiselhurst - This subdivision was advertised in 1880 as ‘five-acre blocks close to the Plympton Station on
section 89 [at Chiselhurst].’ The name occurs in Kent, England and means ‘gravel hill’. The present-day
suburb of ‘Harcourt Gardens’ stands on this land.
Chiton Rocks - Three kilometres west of Port Elliot takes its name from a shellfish found in waters near
Granite Island and the Bluff. Its Aboriginal name was jingeinju - ‘pubic hair’. In Ramindjeri legend, the two
wives of the ancestral being Ngurunderi, when fleeing from the River Murray to the Pages Islands, sat there
and plucked out their hair; hence the rich growth of seaweeds now found there. (See Mason & Tailem Bend)
Chiton Rocks is perfectly safe - if you stay within the dotted line. Helter-skelter, in come the
waves, each with a freight of little brown men and scarlet-clad shouting girls. The brief bit of
beach facing the safety zone is covered, not to say smothered, with bathers, beach hats, beach
pyjamas, sunbathers and bottles of ‘sunburn cure’. Half society seems to be anointing the other
half with noisome oil that sends the surfers into the sea glistening like seals… Viceroyalty may be
discerned sitting in the shade of an overhanging sand hill, and all around are dotted most of the
younger set, smart young matrons and their husbands…
Photographs, etc., are in the Advertiser, 1 January 1937, pages 13 and 16.
Chowilla - The town was laid out by Charles A. Reinecke, land agent, in 1882, on part sections 78, 88-9 and
121. Mr N.B. Tindale, anthropologist, was quoted in 1965 as saying ‘the word tjowila was the manner in
which an early explorer described the spot near the present Chowilla homestead.’ The Aboriginal word
meant a ‘place of spirits or ghosts’ and inferred that the spot was a burial place. Other sources say it is
derived from tuawila (or tjauwili) - ‘place of the spiny lizard’.
It has been suggested, also, that as the Chaffey brothers came from California the name may be derived
from Chowchilla, a town in that state but this can be discounted because the ‘Chowilla Run’ was established
by William Finke in 1859 on land held, originally, by A.B. Cator from July 1851.
The rabbit menace was confronted when a short advertisement appeared in the daily press signed by
Messrs Robertson Brothers offering the sum of nine pence each for 1,000 cats:
The animals will be safely cooped up and sent to the Chowilla Run for the purposes of rabbit
destruction. A special word of warning is due to those who have rare tortoise-shells or pet cats
that they should not let their favourites stray in the highways or byways for fear of the farreaching arm of some energetic lad who is anxious to realise a little pocket money. (See Cooltong
& Renmark)
Christie - Christie Creek, north of Christies Beach, is known, also, as ‘Tornanga Creek’ and ‘Anderson Creek’.
An 1866 Gazetteer refers to ‘Anderson Creek’ flowing through Morphett Vale on property belonging to a
Mr Anderson. (See Catherine)
Mount Christie, North-West of Tarcoola reminds us of William Christie Gosse, explorer and Deputy
Surveyor-General (1875-1881).
Lambert F.B. Christie, born at Cape Jervis on 12 May 1858, purchased 600 acres of land in the beach area
in the 1890s and, in 1923, his wife, Rosa Christie, the owner of part section 658, Hundred of Noarlunga, laid
out the first subdivision to be known as Christies Beach. Its school opened in 1961.
In his youth Lambert Christie took mail across from Cape Jervis to Kangaroo Island, and that is how the
islanders obtained their letters:
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It was also the way Archdeacon Morse got across to the island on his first missionary journeys. In
1869, he notes that it was so rough that Christie and his father refused to negotiate the passage.
Those were the days when the archdeacon, having gone across to the island, was carried ashore,
there being no jetty or landing facilities. Bishop Kennion always rewarded the stalwart islanders
who carried him ashore with half a sovereign, so needless to say he was a most popular
passenger.
In 1927, on the holiday, motor cars and charabancs conveyed a number of pleasure seekers to that part of
the coast known as Christies Beach North:
The smooth running of the billiard-like surface of the bituminous South Road is the perfection of
easy and agreeable locomotion. An interval of old macadam succeeds, followed by another
stretch of bitumen. It is proposed to extend this surface to Port Victor… The beach is rather
rocky, somewhat like Marino and this is not without compensating advantages. Many little pools
of deep, cool, limpid water sheltered by overhanging rock, temptingly invite to a swim in the
depths… These pools, too, are the haunts of the crab; line fishing also meets with… reward…
A photograph of gathering shellfish and crayfish is in the Observer, 24 December 1927, page 38.
Christmas Cove - On section 103, Hundred of Dudley, may have been named after an early settler,
rumoured to have lived on Kangaroo Island and near Yankalilla prior to the arrival of the Buffalo in 1836.
Chucka Bend - Near Bowhill. Legend has it that Walter Craven, who leased the ‘Chucka Bend’ run in the
1880s, had a horse prone to ‘chuck’ him into the river. However, this explanation must be classified as
hearsay because the name predates Craven’s occupation. Earlier, in 1851, S.G. Finn held pastoral lease no.
89 and a survey map of this run shows ‘Chucka Bend’ on the river itself while, in 1874, T.W. and H. Scott
were in possession of ‘Chucka Bend, River Murray’ under pastoral lease no. 2037 which included the site of
the present-day town of Bowhill.
Clairville - A subdivision of section 1056, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Semaphore. It was laid
out in 1854 by John Lomax who advised that ‘the sea breezes will attract a large portion of the city of
Adelaide to Clairville as one of the summer watering places of the Province.’
The name Clairville was given, also, to a subdivision of section 1102, Hundred of Port Adelaide, when R.B.
Colley and G.S. Kingston extended ‘Farnham’ in 1873.
Clanfield - The name may have come from either Hampshire or Oxfordshire, England, deriving from
clanefeld - ‘clean field’ and given to Clanfield Hill on section 99, Hundred of Bews, 16 km north of Lameroo,
The Clanfield School opened in 1912 and closed in 1923 no doubt taking its name from the hill. Rodney
Cockburn attributes the nomenclature to Mr N.G. Franklin ‘who bought a piece of Cameron Bros Clan Farm,
put up a store and school, and christened the centre Clanfield.’
Clapham - A subdivision of section 232, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles Cleeve Collison in 1856; its school
opened in 1961. The name probably comes from London where it derived from Osgod Clappa, a Danish
lord. The Domesday Book calls it clopeham; the name occurs, also, in Bedfordshire, Surrey, Sussex and
Yorkshire, England.
When the suburban rail service was introduced in 1898 the terminus was at Mitcham, being extended in
1908 to Clapham. A branch line was built from Mitcham parallel to the South line to a point just north of
the present Clapham station, then swinging west to follow the line of the present Price Avenue, terminating
at Springbank Road. The suburban trains were nicknamed ‘Clapham Dodgers’ or ‘Dodgers’ because they
dodged in between the longer distance trains on the South line.
After the suburban service was extended to Sleeps Hill the branch line was abandoned although the tracks
remained in situ to just north of Torrens Park station and the concrete face of the platform remained in
Price Avenue for many years. A railway ‘bolt’ and a collision with a ‘Clapham Dodger’ were recounted in
1911 when ‘driver Carter saved our lives and his thoughtfulness in backing our train had minimised the
force of the impact…’
Claraville - An 1879 subdivision of part section 352, Hundred of Yatala, by George Bailey, agent of Saint
Johns Wood; now included in Prospect bisected by Percy Street. The Claraville School in the Mount Gambier
subdivision of Clareville (sic) was shown in 1875 as being conducted by William N. Ingham; it opened circa
1864 and closed in 1878. (See Clareville)
Clare - On 2 December 1839, John Morphett, Peter Horrocks and others applied for a special survey of
15,000 acres on the Hutt River and, in 1841, sections 40, 42 and others were selected by Edward Burton
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Gleeson, who is reputed to have laid out the town in 1842, naming it after either County Clare or his home
town of Clare in Armagh, Ireland. (Historical records are at variance; another source says that he was born
at Inchiquin (County Clare) which was, also, the name of a noted Irish family.) The name derives from the
Irish clar - ‘a board’, i.e., a plank bridge that crossed a stream. The name occurs, also, as a town in Suffolk,
England, that arose around the vast castle of Gilbert de Clare, the last Earl of Gloucester and Hereford who
died in 1313. In 1282 the name was written as cleyore - ‘clayey slope’.
The grants of the two sections were made out in the name of John Morphett to secure monies owing by
Gleeson to Morphett. Gleeson became insolvent in 1842, but at later dates much of this land was
reconveyed to him. Dennis Kenny, storekeeper, had a lease of twelve acres of section 40 in 1848 and his
store became the first hotel in Clare. An advertisement for his Clare Inn appeared in 1849; it includes a
poem and one verse reads:
So, lovers affianced your election make soon,
And spend with friend Kenny your sweet honeymoon,
With good cheer to enliven, good wines to regale,
And a clear, purling stream in a green grassy vale.
No definite evidence can be found to substantiate the establishment of the village in 1842 because the
earliest instrument to be found is a lease from Gleeson of twelve one-acre allotments in 1848. Gleeson was
the first chairman of the District Council and became the town’s first Mayor when it was raised to a
municipality in 1868. A preliminary meeting of the inhabitants was held at the Clare Inn on 13 January 1849
to take into consideration the practicability of establishing a school in or near the village and ‘Dr Charles
Webb was requested to take the chair… A committee was formed comprising Dr Webb, Patrick Butler, John
Ryan, Joseph Dodson, Gordon McKay, John Maynard and James Wright’, while the Register, 14 January
1854 says:
An examination was held at the school… when the following children gained prizes - Misses
Perkins, M. Maynard, Mary Bray, L. Owen, E. Jamblyn, M. Bowley, L. Webb, E. Bray; John
Macnamara, John Nolan, Louis Victorsen, William Kelton, James Maynard and Cecil Webb. The
teacher was Mrs Davies…
The largest political meeting ever held in Clare took place on 28 August 1866, there being visitors from
Upper and Lower Wakefield, Undalya, Rhynie, Mintaro and Jacob’s and Blyth’s Plains:
Mr. Gleeson took the chair and alluded to the importance of the question whether or not there
should be a tramway to the western plains…Dr Webb said of Port Wakefield that it was a
mudhole, a sandhill and no port and that it was on so low ground that when the spring tides
came they swept all away… He concluded that the first care should be to get a good
macadamised road to Adelaide…
Sketches of the town and information on its foundation, etc, are in Frearson’s Weekly, 28 February 1880,
pages 27 and 30, 17 April 1880, page 75 and Pictorial Australian in September 1879, March 1880. A history
of the town and photographs are in the Observer, 27 November 1903, pages 25-26, a photograph of haymaking is in the Observer, 9 January 1915, page 28, of the electric light supply on 25 July 1925, page 31.
The Hundred of Clare was proclaimed on 14 November 1850.
Clare Bay, near Fowlers Bay, was an outlet for farm produce from the Bookabie area and where a chute
was erected from the top of the cliffs along which bags of wheat were transported to awaiting lighters
which, in turn, put the grain on to larger ships in the bay.
Port Clare, on Eyre Peninsula remembers Captain Frederick Clare of SS Musgrave and, one time, HMCS
Protector. Point Clare is ‘the point inside Liguanea Island’ and was named after a member of the Marine
Board clerical staff.
Claremont - As a place name it has never been given official sanction in South Australia. In 1842, Alfred
Hardy (ca.1814-1870) built a home at Glen Osmond, calling it ‘Hartley Bank’. In 1862, Daniel Cudmore
bought the property and renamed it ‘Claremont’, possibly after an Irish association, for he was born at Tory
Hall, County Limerick, in 1811. (See Cudmore Park & Paringa)
Daniel Cudmore died there in 1891, aged 80 years. Possessed of indomitable energy and pluck
and gifted with a physical strength above the average he was enabled to endure the many rough
experiences which were the lot of early settlers… In 1864 he went to live at Claremont…
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In October 1915, a representative of the daily press visited the camp of artillery at Mr Peter Waite’s fine
Claremont Estate, Glen Osmond:
There were under canvas 100 men under Captain C.T. Dean… The camp is an ideal situation for
the training of field artillery and the gunners are very grateful for the kindness and hospitality
shown by Mr Waite. (See Urrbrae & Beaumont for a reference to a ‘Claremont House’.)
Clarence - On 22 January 1892, there was a report of a meeting of citizens of Goodwood South when it was
decided to seek official adoption of the name Clarence Park in lieu of ‘Goodwood South’ which, being
separate from Goodwood, possessed its own post office and because it had ‘one or two streets called by
similar names to those in Goodwood Park the residents were constantly put to inconvenience… It was
decided by a large majority to call the place Clarence Park…’ The source of the suggested name was not
mentioned but, at the time, Clarence Gardens was described as the ‘fine property at the junction of the
Cross Road and Forest Avenue and formerly in the estate of the late Mr William Ackland.’
The suburb of Clarence Park was laid out on section 9, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1920, by Caleb Macklin, the
executor of the estate of Elizabeth D. Macklin. In the same year Clarence Gardens was created out of section
48 by William D. and Elizabeth M. Ackland-Horman. Thus, its nomenclature appears to be allied to the
property once owned by William Ackland. Rodney Cockburn attributes the name as being a ‘reminder of
the Duke of Clarence.’
Clarendon - The Aborigines knew the district as toondilla and the history of the town commenced on 21
October 1840 when section 801, Hundred of Noarlunga, was granted to Richard Blundell of Hooton,
Chester, England. This land was conveyed to James Philcox in 1846, and a memorial in the General Registry
Office recites the sale of several allotments in ‘the township of Clarendon… laid out by the said James
Philcox.’
The balance of section 801 was conveyed to George Morphett in March 1848 who, at a later date,
subdivided it and a letter from S.H. Curnow in 1908 persuaded Rodney Cockburn that the said gentleman
was the creator of the village. The town was extended, in 1855, when Joseph Hardy cut up portion of section
800; in 1857, Richard Morphett created allotments on portion of the same section. James Philcox left no
record as to why he christened the town ‘Clarendon’.
The name occurs in Canada, Jamaica and the United States of America and were, no doubt, named after
the aristocratic family of England one of whom was Edward Hyde, a member of the famous Long Parliament
in which he, at first, supported the popular cause but, apparently, becoming afraid of anarchy or of the ruin
of the church, became the leader of the royalists. On the outbreak of hostilities he took the field for the
Stuarts. When Cromwell’s dragoons proved too much for the Cavaliers, Clarendon fled to the Isle of Jersey
and, after Cromwell’s death, arranged with General Monk for the return of Charles II to the throne; he,
subsequently, became Prime Minister and was made Earl of Clarendon. Following the death of a member
of the Clarendon hierarchy the following anonymous poem was circulated:
Here lies Tom Hyde.
It’s a pity that he died,
We had rather
It had been his father.
If it had been his sister,
We had not missed her.
If the whole generation,
It had been better for the nation.
A 1929 article by Rev John Blacket headed, ‘In the Heart of the Hills’, speaks of the Hyde family in England
and says, ‘George William F. Clarendon, an eminent statesman, born in 1800 and, probably, after whom the
town… is named.’
There is a ‘Clarendon Park’ in Wiltshire, England where in 1164 it appeared as clarendonum, corrupted
later to claefren-dun - ‘clover covered hill’ - Henry II frequently kept his Court there and, in 1164, held the
council that enacted ‘The Constitution of Clarendon’ defining the limits of ecclesiastical authority in
England. The park was enclosed by an act of parliament in the 16th year of Charles II’s reign.
Of further interest is the fact that the ‘Clarendon Press’ was the printing office of Oxford University and, as
early as 1586, was authorised to publish, a privilege not lightly bestowed when authorities were afraid of
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the printing press; the Earl of Clarendon gave the University the manuscript of his History of the Rebellion
the sales of which were sufficient to defray in part the cost of a new office building, called the ‘Clarendon’
in deference to him.
The Adelaide Hounds had a run at Clarendon on 13 July 1849 when those present were J. Philcox, S. Penny,
Power, Cook, Spriggs, Lloyd and Vansittart’:
Having settled well to the kangaroo the work now began in serious earnest; the hounds were
running well together and for 45 minutes heads up and stern down was the order of the
day…Perhaps the last quarter of an hour was the prettiest seen for some time in that district; the
kangaroo being about 60 yards ahead of the leading hounds, each trying to go their very hardest,
the one to catch, the other to be up at the death of as game a kangaroo as ever crossed a
creek…We hear that the tail of the kangaroo is to be presented for his Excellency’s acceptation,
as it has been one of the very best runs that ever a person need ride to, both as regards hounds
doing their work and the horses keeping their places…
Its school was opened in 1852 by James Cowell and ‘on 25 September 1859 nine persons were baptised in
the River Onkaparinga by Mr Mason’:
It had been arranged that a sermon should be preached at the river side by Mr Daniel and there
were present on the occasion several hundreds of persons. But on account of a heavy fall of rain
the sermon was postponed till the evening when a large congregation met together in the
chapel. The conduct of the vast multitude assembled on the river banks to witness the ordinance
of baptism was most exemplary and the entire services of the day were both solemn and
interesting.
Photographs of poultry farms are in the Observer, 20 April 1907, page 30.h of the Mount Malvern Mine in
the Chronicle, 22 June 1918, page 25, of a Legacy Club camp on 31 January 1935, page 31, of the opening
of the hospital and its committee in the Observer, 3 October 1925, page 32.
Clareville - An 1861 subdivision of part section 10, Hundred of Blanche, by Dr Johann D.E. Wehl (ca.18231876); now included in Mount Gambier. It is thought he wished to honour his wife Clara Christina M. Wehl
and, if this is so, the surveyor erred, because deposited plan no. 66 clearly shows the name ‘Clareville’. The
Claraville School in the Mount Gambier subdivision of Clareville (sic) is shown in 1875 as being conducted
by William N. Ingham; it opened, circa 1864, and closed in 1878. (See Claraville)
Clark - T.J. Clarke (sic), of Stephen Hack’s 1857 party is probably remembered by Clark Creek, near Lake
Eyre.
Clark Hill, on section 92, Hundred of Encounter Bay, remembers John Clark (ca.1811-1853), who settled in
the district and purchased section 59, ‘Survey E’ on 24 February 1842; he married Isabella Hockey (ca.18191890).
Claude Pass - East of Lyndhurst and named after the late Claude A. Sprigg, who financed the construction
of a new road in the Copley area. He died at Arkaroola Village, aged eighty-five, on 12 May 1974 ‘after a
vigorous day of trapping wild cats, foxes and rabbits.’
Clay Gully - (See Ardrossan)
Claypans - A descriptive name applied to land near section 44, Hundred of Forster, and a school 8 km NorthEast of Purnong Landing opened in 1907; it closed in 1947.
The veteran pioneer of Claypans, William Towill, attained his 81st birthday on 9 June 1928… The
place was named after a claypan at which the settlers drew water and camped their first night,
five dingoes running away from the claypan at their approach. The first season Mr Towill
chopped down mallee scrub to the extent of 100 acres… He frequently conveys the Claypans mail
twice weekly on horseback to Purnong Landing and return - a distance of over 12 miles - on
behalf of his son, W.E. Towill, who is the Claypan’s postmaster…
He arrived in the Trevelyan in 1866.
Claypans Bore School, North-West of Pinnaroo, opened in 1920 and closed in 1941.
Clayton - The town, 10 km SSW of Milang, named by Governor MacDonnell in 1858, was offered for sale on
3 October 1859 and, probably, honours John Clayton Freeling, father of the Surveyor-General (1849-1861),
Arthur H. Freeling. Some sources claim it was named after a man who travelled as a carpenter, with Captain
Sturt in 1830 - ‘He was a convict who developed into a very estimable man.’ The town was diminished in
1958. Its Aboriginal name was kandolangal.
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Clear Hills - (See Glen View)
Clearview - The subdivision was laid out by Clearview Ltd in 1922 on part sections 334, 338 and sections
335-36, Hundred of Yatala, and so named because, originally, it commanded a fine view of the Adelaide
plains and the River Torrens.
Cleland Hills - North of Lake Amadeus, named by W.H. Tietkins (1844-1933) on 14 May 1889 after Dr William
Lennox Cleland (1847-1918), Colonial Surgeon of South Australia who arrived in the Waterlily in 1852. In
1969, prehistoric rock carvings unlike any other Aboriginal art form were found there.
Clement Gap - Adjacent to section 616, Hundred of Redhill, 16 km North-West of Redhill and, according to
Rodney Cockburn, named after a shepherd. Its school, opened by John Wauchope in 1880, closed in 1942.
In 1890, a deputation waited on the Minister of Education and submitted to him a resolution
requesting that the government build a school house on the three-chain road opposite the
South-West corner of section 638, Hundred of Redhill. It was mentioned that if working men’s
blocks in the neighbourhood were settled upon a large building might be required…
The post office, opened in 1895 by Catherine H.M. Noyce, stood on section 643.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 21 October 1922, page 29, of a church in the Observer,
10 April 1926, page 32.
Cleve - The surrounding country was held, first, by Dr James McKechnie (1810-1869) and his two brothers
in 1855 under pastoral lease no. 401 and, in 1877, much of it was resumed by the government. The town
was proclaimed on 6 March 1879 and named by Governor Jervois after a property in Devonshire, England,
held by the Snow family who were related to the Governor: ‘Thomas Snow, born 1791, married Charlotte
Maitland, eldest daughter of William Maitland’, while ‘Cleve House’, near Exeter in Devonshire, was
described as ‘commanding a fine view over Exeter’ - it was still standing in 1983. (See ‘Snowtown’ for further
information on the two family’s association, under ‘Franklyn’ for further information on the ‘Snow’ family
and ‘Arno Bay’ for details of Peter McKechnie’s pastoral lease.)
The Cleve School opened in 1886.
Photographs of the town are in the Observer, 8 December 1906, page 29, 5 June 1926, page 34, of the Bank
of Adelaide on 26 August 1911, page 31, of the opening of the Lutheran Church on 17 December 1927, page
38, of a rifle club in the Chronicle, 11 November 1916, page 29, of a war memorial on 22 April 1922, page
30, of harvest time on 21 January 1928, page 42, 18 December 1930, page 36, of kangaroo hunting on 14
June 1934, page 37, of a football team on 16 July 1936, page 38.
Clevedon - A subdivision of part section 90, Hundred of Yatala, into 28 allotments bisected by Flinders
Street; now included in Semaphore Park. The land was subdivided into five, eight-acre blocks by Philip Levi
(1822-1899) and Alfred Watts (1814-1886?) circa 1855 and, in 1874, one block was subdivided as Clevedon
which name comes from Somerset and means ‘brae-like hill’.
Clifton - The name was given to two subdivisions; in 1839 John Thomas Young cut up section 290, Hundred
of Adelaide, into 253 allotments but the venture was a financial disaster as only a few lots were sold. (See
Second Creek & Slape Gully)
In 1872, Mary Penny subdivided section 1111, Hundred of Port Adelaide, and her village of Clifton is now
included in Exeter. The name, taken from a fashionable watering place on the heights above the River Avon
at Bristol, England, was celebrated for its beneficial influence on consumptives; it translates, simply, as ‘cliff
town’ for it is situated on the cliffs overhanging the river.
Clifton Hills is a property in the Far North-East; see pastoral lease no. 2946; a sketch is in Romance of Place
Names of South Australia.
Clinton - Governor Daly, no doubt, named the Hundred of Clinton, County of Daly, proclaimed on 12 June
1862, after the Duke of Newcastle, (Henry Pelham F.P. Clinton), who was Secretary of State for the Colonies
from 1859 until his death in October 1864. Rodney Cockburn suggests its nomenclature lies in a Canadian
town of that name for Sir Dominick Daly was the Chief Secretary of Canada from 1825 to 1845. The first
pastoralist in the area was John Bowman who, in May 1853, took up lease no. 270 which he held until it
was resumed for closer settlement.
The town of Clinton, 16 km NNE of Arthurton, surveyed in 1862 by A. Cooper, was offered for auction on
14 August 1862.
In reply to a motion carried by a public meeting at Clinton [in 1884], asking the Marine Board to
state whether the lessee of the local jetty was authorised to collect tolls on goods placed on the
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beach, the Board replied in the negative. Such action was not in their power, but rested with the
Collector of Customs… The structure had been out of repair for years past and farmers and
others had always shipped off the beach, finding it more convenient…
At the public meeting it was found that that rust had almost entirely destroyed many of the iron
rails on which the truck used to run. All that remained in a half-sound state were the piles, a few
of the rails and the wheels and axles of the truck. The rest was in an advanced state of decay…
A photograph of boring for water is in the Observer, 15 February 1908, page 32.
The Clinton School opened in 1881 and closed in 1889; the Clinton Centre School operated from 1886 until
1950; the Clinton North School opened in 1886 and had its name changed to ‘Kainton’ in 1915; the Port
Clinton School opened in 1892 and closed in 1947. The Hundred of Clinton School opened in 1928 and, in
the same year, had its name changed to ‘Yararoo’. (See Ardrossan, Arthur, Port & Newcastle, County of)
Clive, Mount - In the Copley District named after Lord Clive by Samuel Parry, in 1858.
Clonlea - Near Gawler and named by John Reid (1795-1874), who, with his family, came from County Newry,
Ireland, in the Orleana in 1839 and established a homestead there. There is a ‘Clonlea’ in County Clare,
Ireland. (See Arno Vale)
Clough Lookout - Near sections 1285-87, Hundred of Noarlunga; probably recalls Bartholomew Clough
(1841-1865) who lived at Eyre Flat and Clarendon.
Clovelly Park - The Adelaide suburb, laid out on section 59, Hundred of Adelaide, by R., D.M. and P. Mitchell,
in 1928, as executors of Richard Mitchell, took its name from the town of ‘Clovelly’ in Devon, England, built
on the side of a steep rock. There was an ancient encampment situated above its All Saints Church on a
lofty height called ‘Clovelly Dyke’ and, in the vicinity, is a mansion called ‘Clovelly Court’; it derives from
either the Cornish clog - ‘a steep rock’ and velen - ‘yellow’ or the Œ words cloh and feleye - ‘ravine’ and
‘semi-circular ridge’.
Clover Hill - A school, near Georgetown, opened in 1881 by J. Miller:
This was a solid stone house of three rooms attached to the school and shed. The walls were 18
inches thick. There was no verandah, bathroom, laundry or toilet. The teacher and family used
the school buildings, which were ricketty and unlined. There was no lighting in any of these
residences. No mail was delivered and the nearest post office was Georgetown which was four
miles away. In winter the roads were so muddy that children rode ponies to school, one or two
to each horse. I had 16 ponies tied up around the school fence. The feeding and watering was
arranged by the parents. The school roll was 30-35 pupils.
It closed in 1914.
A picnic was held at Clover Hill on 26 December 1881 in connection with the local church when about 400
people were on the ground:
During the day a cricket match was played between members of the Georgetown Cricket Club and
the Rifle Volunteer Company… At about 6.30 pm the affair broke up when all expressed themselves
much pleased with the day’s proceedings. The Georgetown Brass band was in attendance.
There are numerous farms and small places of this name in all parts of Ireland.
Coal Mine Creek - During 1803-4, the American brig Union sailed into Pelican Lagoon (now American River),
where the crew built a 30 ton ship Independence. Many years later coal from their forge was found in the
bed of the creek. The Union, 120 tons, was lost on a voyage to Fiji in 1804, while the Independence, suffered
a similar fate in 1806.
Coalshed Creek - In 1891, it was reported that ‘it will be remembered that some time ago the government
was asked to construct a footbridge at Coalshed Creek [at Port Adelaide] for the greater convenience of the
men who have to cross from No. 1 Quay on their way to work at some of the steamers…’
Coates Hill - North-West of Tarcoola and, possibly, named after Edward (1846-1901) and Charles James
[Elwood?] Coates (1843-1884?), who took up three pastoral leases comprising 292 square miles ‘North of
Lake Gairdner’ and ‘East of Coober Pedy’ in 1880. Alternatively, a Mr Coates was reported to have explored
country North-West of Lake Harris in 1878.
Cobbledick Swamp - Near Summertown, recalls James Cobbledick, an early settler. (See Chapel Valley &
Uraidla)
Cobbler - William Pedler, who became a cobbler, was born on 6 June 1804 at Carrmarrack, Cornwall, and
arrived on 20 January 1838 in the Royal Admiral with his wife and children, after which he made boots and
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shoes at Leigh Street, Adelaide. On 6 July 1850 he bought part section 8, Hundred of Yatala, through which
ran a creek, known later as Cobbler Creek, and it was there that he made and sold boots to bullock
teamsters who carted copper ore from Burra to Port Adelaide.
[His son] William Pedler died at Salisbury in 1909 after 60 [sic] years residence in the state. He
was born on 12 May 1829… Mr Pedler, senior, took up the calling of shoemaking with the son,
who followed it for several years. Owing to Pedler, junior, contracting a severe illness at the age
of 19, his father decided to remove to another place, for it was predicted by the doctor that the
lad would not live to see 30 years of age.
So, when he was 21 years old, 279 acres of land situated at the foot of the hill overlooking
Salisbury was taken up. In 1850, with five others, he went to the Victorian diggings and was fairly
successful. Upon his return he decided to farm land and was married to Martha Day in
September 1857 and for over half a century they occupied Trevalsa Farm… (See Trevalsa)
Cobbler Hill is near Port Lincoln. The Aboriginal name is kuli-purre; (purre - ‘hill’). Another Cobbler Hill is
situated ‘On the Blowhole Creek’ contiguous to sections 105, 119, 120 and 121, Hundred of Waitpinga.
Cobbler Sandhills, near Lake Callabonna, were named by shearers. ‘Cobbler’ is a name applied to the last
of a difficult flock of sheep to be shorn - it has been claimed that it refers to the slowest shearer in the shed.
However, the consensus of opinion insists it refers to the last sheep to be shorn because, like a cobbler, it
sticks to the last. Sheep were prone to losing themselves in such hills and when found with several years
growth of wool, they were obviously not popular with shearers and therefore were last to be shorn.
Cobdogla - In 1846, John Chambers took up grazing land in the vicinity of Lake Bonney and, in 1867, acquired
pastoral leases over 225 square miles of country, portion of which was known as the ‘Cobdogla Run’, some
of which was resumed in 1910. Surveys for irrigation purposes commenced in July 1911, the first group of
blocks being allotted in September 1918. The town, 6 km west of Barmera, was proclaimed on 1 May 1919.
(See Lone Gum)
Edith and Elizabeth Napper, daughters of William Napper, commented on the name in 1929. (See Napper
Bridge) Speaking of Aborigines in the area about 1870 they said:
One day ‘Scrubber’, ‘Fisherman Jimmy’ and others came up to the [Lake Bonney] hotel leading a
very old black who was quite blind. The young fellows all wanted to go hunting and asked father
to take care of the old black for the day. Father told the old fellow, who had white hair, to sit
down in the sun. He fed him, and the black dozed most of the day. At night the hunters returned,
and as they walked past the hotel one behind the other, a voice called ‘Cobdogla’, ‘Cobdogla’.
The old black got up and joined his tribe.
In 1952, Cockburn’s version was cited, and another from the Hombsch family that was favoured:
The local, and more probable version, is that when the station was being fenced, a group of
blacks came down the river, which was in flood, with fish and wild fowl in abundance, and to
illustrate the good living, exclaimed repeatedly to the white men, ‘Copdogla’, meaning ‘land of
plenty’. The whites, according to the story, painted or chalked the name on the back of their cart,
and it was soon transferred to the designation of the station, the ‘p’ being perverted to ‘b’.
This story parallels Ernestine Hill’s in Water Into Gold. Another explanation is that it was named after
Cobdoglo Rampko, the King of the Overland Corner people ‘whom I knew. The native name for that part
was Bogorampko. There is a native legend attached to it.’ (See Ramco)
The work of transferring the ‘Deglet Nour’ date palms from Lake Harry to a more congenial
locality was completed during July 1915 when 26 more of them were trucked from Hergott to
Morgan and thence shipped per steamer to Cobdogla… They were eventually planted in the
water channels there, and the bulk of them already give promise of succeeding well… Four of
them were left at the lake as they were so large that the cost of the removal would have been
excessive…
Photographs of cotton growing are in the Observer, 22 April 1922, page 24.
Cobera - An Aborigine named ‘Pilchera’ applied this name to his waddy with which he used to beat a fellow
Aborigine, ‘Lotnumpie’. The Cobera railway station, 10 km west of Alawoona, and a post office on section
134, Hundred of Allen; opened on 1 April 1936 to serve 13 households (38 adults); it closed on 31 July 1971.
Its school opened as ‘Minyara’ and had its name changed in 1928; closed in 1941.
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Cobham - The town, in the Hundred of Bendleby, proclaimed on 9 November 1882, ceased to exist in July
1915. There are towns of the same name in Surrey and Kent, England, meaning ‘home of Ceabba’, but as it
was named by Governor Jervois it, probably, honours a friend or acquaintance.
In 1882, there was a report of the departure of a team of cricketers from England ‘under the captaincy of
the Hon. Ivo Blyth’. Subsequent references to the captain indicate his name to be ‘Bligh’. The Hon. Ivo Bligh
(1859-1927) was a grandson of the 5th Earl of Darnley and son of the 6th Earl, from Cobham in Kent, where
the family had lived for generations. Cobham is about 5 km south of the River Thames, about 24 km east of
Woolwich and about 9 km west of Chatham.
Governor Jervois (1821-1897) entered the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich in 1837, obtained a
commission in 1839 and continued his training for nearly two years at Chatham and, after service in South
Africa, returned to England and commanded a company of royal sappers and miners at Woolwich and
Chatham from 1849 to 1852. Therefore, Governor Jervois may have known the Bligh family at Cobham
during his service there. In addition, one of his daughters had married a cousin of Hon. Ivo Bligh, namely
Reverend William Purey-Cust, a grandson of the 5th Earl of Darnley, on 14 February 1882 at St Peters
Cathedral, Adelaide. (See Bligh & Custon)
Cobham Gardens was a 1926 subdivision of part sections 33-34, Hundred of Adelaide, by William George
J. Mills; now included in Bellevue Heights. It was named in honour of Alan Cobham, a pioneer navigator of
the England-Australia route, who completed the first solo flight from England to Australia when he landed
at Darwin on 5 August 1926:
The feature of Mr Cobham’s contemplated trip is that he intends to undertake the return journey
as well. The necessities of Australia compel the development of air transport and we shall soon
have a complete transcontinental air chain…
Cocata - The Aboriginal name for a hill in the vicinity and probably corrupted from ‘Cokata’, the name of
the Aboriginal people who occupied the land ‘between Mount Wedge and the Gawler Ranges.’ The name
was applied to pastoral lease no. 1608 by W. Morgan, M. Kingsborough and G. Agars at ‘Mount Southam,
East of Venus Bay’, circa 1867. The land was held, originally, by J. Kelsh at ‘Mount Southam’ from July 1860
(leases nod. 838-839). The Hundred of Cocata, County of LeHunte, was proclaimed on 9 August 1928,
Cocata School opened in 1921; changed to ‘Mount Damper’ in 1944.
Cochrane Well - In the Hundred of Petherick, recalls William Cochrane, who took up pastoral lease no. 376,
South-West of Mount Monster in 1854.
Cockabidnie - The name was taken from the local reservoir and given to a school near Darke Peak; opened
in 1926, it closed in 1949. A photograph of the school and students is in the Chronicle, 22 December 1932,
page 32.
Cockaleechie - In 1915, it was suggested that a person in authority within the SA Railways was partial to a
soup bearing this name and so passed it on to this railway station near Cummins. It is more probable,
however, that it came from the ‘Cockaleechie Run’ (lease no. 1951) named by James Anderson - he had
held this land from 2 July 1860 (lease no. 837). (See Cummins & Wattle View)
The Oxford dictionary defines ‘cockaleekie’ (sic) as ‘a Scottish soup of cock boiled with leeks.’ Thus, with
the nomenclator, James Anderson, being born in Scotland the name applied to his sheep run may be a
corruption of the soup’s name. Mr Anderson was one of the oldest settlers in the district, having ‘in
conjunction with Mr Tennant arrived with the first sheep overland in 1846’:
Before that time all stock was brought in vessels, oftentimes with great loss when the weather
was unfavourable. Although they were the first to arrive overland from Adelaide an attempt had
been made some four years previously to leave Port Lincoln by that route by Mr C.C. Dutton…
(See Duttonton)
Cockatoo - Cockatoo Springs, County of Bosanquet, were named by Stephen Hack in August 1857 because
of the presence of red breasted cockatoos.
Cockatoo Valley is located on section 572, Hundred of Barossa, 3 km south of Sandy Creek and named by
Messrs Hill, Wood and John Oakden on 2 March 1838 because it was swarming with cockatoos. (See Arno
Vale)
Cockatoo, Lake - (See Keppoch)
Cockburn - The name honours Sir John Cockburn (1850-1929), who came to South Australia in 1875, settled
at Jamestown, becoming Premier of South Australia in 1889-1890 when his principal achievement was the
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promotion of a Bill for payment of members which was passed through the agency of his strenuous,
persistent and eloquent advocacy.
The town of Cockburn, 49 km west of Broken Hill, proclaimed on 29 April 1886, was surveyed by E.W.
Krichauff on land held as a pastoral lease by William Henry Witting, adjacent to the site of a dam known as
‘Halliday Dam’. Its school opened in 1889.
In 1888, the mining interest in the neighbourhood was ‘seriously imperilled by the probability of the water
supply on which they depended failing in the government tank. They had hitherto paid cheerfully for this
water but now the tank was only two feet deep and unfit for human consumption…’, while, in 1893:
Much dissatisfaction [was] expressed at a report regarding the drainage of waste water, etc.,
from locomotive sheds into a public road… There is another matter which needs to be remedied.
The night soil is not taken out of the railway yard, but is simply thrown into a hole provided for
that purpose in the heart of the town and under the very nose of the people… The pit provided
for the railway station is barely a stone’s throw from the public school and children are
frequently playing within a few feet of it and it is significant that the inmates of the house
nearest to this place have suffered most from fevers and illnesses both last year and this…
In 1890, a union official described railway employees’ accommodation as ‘a dirty, old, abandoned thirdclass railway carriage, no wheels, lying on the ground in an exposed position… [its] furniture consisted of
four wooden bunks… the place was not weather-proof… [The charge is] sixpence per night for these
undesirable lodgings… [The cooking facility] is an old nail-drum in the open air… and with no appliance… I
do not know how they get water.’
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in January 1888, pages 8, 9 and 12.
Cock Creek - (See Cox Creek)
Cockeys Crossing - A school near Crystal Brook that opened in 1907 and closed in 1911.
Cocoanut - A school opened in 1897 on section 104, Hundred of Clinton, by Mary J. O’Grady; it became
‘Melton’ in 1915 and closed in 1942. Earlier, a school of the same name opened, circa 1881, and stood on
the North-East corner of section 339, Hundred of Kulpara. Probably, the name was taken from ‘Coconut
(sic) Station’ held by Philip Levi in the mid-1860s.
On a Friday in August 1875 a son of Mr Kain was lost in the scrub… In the following afternoon
one of the child’s boots was found near Penang and several footprints of the little fellow were
discovered. On the following Monday morning the hopes of the rescuers were raised for a dog
belonging to the boy was also missing and it was premised that the animal had followed him.
Guided by the barking of a dog the men hastened onward; a cry from the boy greeted their ears
and to their intense gratification the men found the boy, apparently a little worse for his
prolonged wanderings and exposure.
He was very cold and the first thing he asked for was for some matches to light a fire. The place
where he was found was near the old Condamine mine, three miles from Penang and seven or
eight miles from Coconut… The dog, which had faithfully remained with its master…, scampered
off to Coconut where it arrived in a ravenously hungry condition… (See Kainton)
Point Cocoanut, on Yorke Peninsula, was mentioned in 1864. It was, no doubt, adjacent to the ‘Cocoanut’
copper discovery made ‘at a small [pastoral] station near Clinton’ in 1865, when ore was found upon the
surface.
Coconut Well is 30 km South-East of Meningie and so named because of its shape.
Coffin - On 16 February 1802, Matthew Flinders named Coffin Bay, 40 km west of Port Lincoln, after Sir
Isaac Coffin, Resident Naval Commissioner at Sheerness, where the Investigator was fitted out. On
Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Delambre.
In 1849, attention was called to this inlet by the quantities of oysters that were ‘brought to Port Lincoln in
drays, deposited among the rocks in beds and, as opportunity offered, shipped to Adelaide in small crafts
to supply the market and there retailed at one shilling and sixpence a dozen’:
Since this discovery no less than 100,000 oysters have been brought to Adelaide… I beg further
to report the existence of large quantities of guano on one of the islands… It appears to be about
three or four feet in depth and so far as I can judge, equal in quality to that procured from Peru…
(See Uley, Hundred of)
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The private town of Coffin Bay was laid out on section 132, Hundred of Lake Wangary, by Stanley Germain
Morgan in 1957. Prior to this, in November 1952 and October 1955 government surveyors, G.M. Hughes
and K.S. Green, surveyed a ‘Shack Area’ on Crown land after which allotments were put up for leasing. A
small wharf/jetty was erected in the late 1950s by Maurice Hurrell and his two sons and known locally as
‘Hurrell’s Slip’; its school opened in 1960 and closed in 1963.
Photographs are in the Observer, 18 January 1919, page 26.
Mount Coffin is in the Flinders Ranges north of Moolooloo. In 1893, H.C. Talbot said, ‘in 1858, John McD.
Stuart named it after a bullock driver who was with him’, namely, Thomas Coffin, who was employed by
Stuart’s mentors, James and John Chambers. In 1852, he was employed by Hugh Proby (see Kanyaka) and
described as ‘a Yankee, sharp nose, red hair (straight), ugly featured and brown limbs, a good workman.’
Charles Hope Harris contends it was named by Samuel Parry, in 1858, after one of his party. Messrs G. Bunn
and J. Weatherstone held pastoral lease no. 575 ‘at Mount Coffin’ from May 1857.
Coffin Springs and Coffin Well are near Parachilna and teeth and tusks from a Diprotodon australis were
found there in December 1864.
The springs, so called after the finder’s name, Tom Coffin, are about 40 miles east of Wilpena
Station and Pound. The spring consists of a hole in a limestone crust, now about 12 feet in
circumference. About eight years back the holes in the limestone were only two or three feet
across, but the cattle, etc., have broken it in. This limestone crust covers about two acres…
Coghill - Mr Coghill, who owned a sheep run in Victoria, is remembered by Coghill Bend, on the River
Murray, about 50 km above the junction of the Wakool.
The cornerstone of a Primitive Methodist Chapel was laid at Coghill Creek, near Saddleworth, on 2 October
1861 by Mrs E. Rees of Butcher Gap and opened on 10 November 1861 ‘when the minister for the circuit,
Rev T. Braithwaite, preached three times’:
The chapel is 25 feet by 18 feet inside and is amply furnished with seats and neatly plastered and
ceiled. It is expected that after the harvest the erection will be quite free from debt.
William Coghill was the licensee of the first hotel in the Saddleworth district standing on section 2083
comprising of fourteen rooms. Appointed postmaster at ‘Gilbert River’ in 1847, he resigned in 1848 and, in
1850, accepted a similar position at Saddleworth. The Coghill Creek School opened in 1865 and closed in
1873; in 1871, it was conducted by Christina Smith with 41 pupils. (See Saddleworth)
Coglin - P. B. Coglin, MP (1860-1887) has his name commemorated by Hundred of Coglin, County of
Herbert, proclaimed on 31 October 1878 and Coglin Creek, in the Far North, named by John McD. Stuart on
9 February 1861.
Comment on a parliamentary speech by Mr Coglin was given in 1862:
Mr. Coglin was in his element… His eloquence may be properly described as ‘the oratory of the
stable’. It belongs to a new school, of which he himself is the founder. His speech on Wednesday
was, therefore, racy in the extreme. But this great master of language labours under a
disadvantage. He complained that the press did not do justice to his words. But whose fault is
this? Reporters cannot be expected to achieve impossibilities. There are flights to which none but
great geniuses are equal:
What daring limner e’er would choose
To paint the rainbow’s varying hues,
or what shorthand writer would hope to do justice to Mr. Coglin?
But with all the eloquence the preliminary motion for £100 to encouraging racing was lost and
the honourable member, who certainly took the field in brilliant style, and put his hobby through
its most magnificent paces, was ‘Nowhere’ at the end of the race…
A personal friend recalled that ‘the name “Coglin” carries my memory back to a warm evening spent in a
theatre’:
The most striking item that night was Shute’s topical song ‘The Political Alphabet’. It was, no
doubt sad doggerel, but it took, and some of the jingling lines stuck to me:
C stands for Coglin, who deals in heavy wet,
D stands for Dutton, who’s called a ladies’ pet,
I stands for Ingleby, a lawyer shrewd and merry,
J stands for Jickling, loves Mrs Jones and sherry.
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Paddy Coglin was an early arrival. He had when I knew him the Napoleon Buonoparte Hotel and a
timber yard adjoining where the Royal Exchange is now. He entered parliament and sat for some
years, being noted chiefly for his love of long words. He would never use one if two or three
syllables, if he could find another eight or nine which came within coo-ee of his meaning.
He also attracted attention by his persistency in moving every session for a grant for the Queen’s
Cup - I have forgotten whether he ever succeeded in getting it.
Later, in an unusual obituary it was said:
Quaint ’Old Paddy Coglin’. I do not make any apology for using that term, because Mr Coglin was
known as ‘Paddy Coglin’ throughout the colony, and as Paddy Coglin he was recognised as a
sturdy, straight-going man, who had all the Hibernian characteristics of wit, bluntness, and direct
speaking on the spur of the moment. I knew him well as a man who knew a good man and a
good horse at sight.
If you want to - well, I must call him ‘Paddy Coglin’, meaning not the slightest disrespect, but the
contrary (I cannot help it, because in my estimation it sounds better in the ears of those who
knew him than if he were styled Sir Patrick Boyce Coglin) - and if you had a trouble he was always
ready to help you with advice or more practical assistance, but he wanted to know first whether
you were a speculator or a loafer. If the applicant were a loafer he had no chance with such a
man as P. B. Coglin, but if he were a genuine man, he might get substantial help.
P.B. Coglin was always known as a man who had a command of six-syllable words and rode a
good horse. If he had not belonged to the Roman Catholic persuasion and had heard of the
Comanches he would have looked forward to riding a tireless mustang over the plains of
Paradise, but Coglin was a staunch adherent of the Church. As a man of many syllables he was a
terror to phonographers, for when loaded with words he proved a perfect verbal mitralleuse
[sic], and fired off his multiplied charges so rapidly that no man living could follow him except by
electricity.
For instance, on one occasion I heard him say, ‘the sesquipedalian adjective promiscuously
promulgated by the indescribable intellectual advocates of an incomprehensible conglomeration
of impracticable ideas are enough to create a volcanic disturbance in the cerebral region.’ I left
then. However, taking him for all in all, Mr Coglin - I can hardly bring myself to speak of him as
‘the late Mr Coglin’ - was a genuine whole-souled man, who thought no ill of his fellow-man, and
did no ill to him if he knew it. Mr Coglin was in his element… (See Brompton & Dawson)
Cohen, Hundred of - In the County of Kintore, proclaimed on 23 October 1890; its school opened in 1933
and closed in 1940. Lewis Cohen, MP (1887-1906), born in 1849, came to Adelaide from Sydney, in 1876,
when he opened a branch of the Melbourne-based London Loan and Discount Bank. He became Mayor of
Adelaide in 1889 and, by 1911, had occupied that position six more times. ‘He feared that federation would
threaten local industry, thought that government expenditure for work should be placed with private firms
and opposed coloured immigration.’ He died in 1933.
Colbert, Cape - Named in 1913 following a visit to South Australia by Count de Fleurieu. (See Fleurieu
Peninsula) A Mortlock Library note says ‘Mr Cockburn traces it to Comte de Colbert, a rather obscure French
admiral, but the name may have been given in honour of any one of several famous Frenchmen, the most
distinguished of whom was, probably, the 17th century statesman, Jean Baptiste Colbert.’
Colcallat Creek - (See Poolna)
Cold and Wet - This descriptive name was given to a pastoral station near Coonalpyn; a manganese deposit
was reported to have been found there. Its aboriginal name was purarrung, meaning ‘salt water’.
In March 1876 it was said to be between Murray Bridge and Tailem Bend:
Thousands of pines, which a few years ago were not observable from the train, now raise their
crests above the tops of the low-lying mallee and… diversify the landscape. We ran into rain as
we approached the station once known as Cold and Wet, but now rejoicing in the more
euphonious cognomen, ‘Coonalpyn’.
The name was applied to a school in 1940.
Colebatch, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938 in honour of Walter
John Colebatch, BSc, MRCVS, Assistant Director of Lands and Chairman of the Land Board.
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Colemanton - George Coleman of Port Pirie perpetuated his name in 1891 when he subdivided section 238,
Hundred of Pirie; now included in Port Pirie.
Coles - Sir Jenkin Coles, MP (1875-1911), born in New South Wales in 1843, came to South Australia in 1854,
entered the police force in 1861 when he was stationed at Overland Corner and three years later was
established at Kapunda as an auctioneer and stock agent with a popular ‘trick of repartee.’ He was elected
Speaker in 1889 when the Register proclaimed ‘the best prize fighter makes the fairest referee.’
In 1876, it was said that ‘for some time past vague rumours affecting the character of three members of
the Legislature in connection with a certain government land sale have been whispered about in such a way
as to lead to the impression that they had a distinct foundation in fact’:
So far as Mr Coles in concerned we are authorised by him to give the story an absolute and
complete denial… So far as we are concerned we do not believe that he ever tried to extort
money from Mr Hay by threatening to oppose him in the auction room…
Knighted in 1894, by 1910 he had achieved a record term in that position. He died at Glenelg in December
1911. The Hundred of Coles, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 12 March 1885.
Photographs of his Adelaide residence and of both himself and Lady Coles are in the Chronicle, 24 January
1903, page 41.
Point Coles, South-West of Mount Greenly on Eyre Peninsula, was probably named after Corporal Coles, a
member of E.J. Eyre’s expedition of July to December 1840 and, previously, of Captain George Grey’s NorthWest Australia expedition.
College Town - An 1849 subdivision of section 256, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Randall, at which time
construction of Saint Peter’s College had commenced. It comprised twenty-four Villa allotments ‘nearly
adjoining the Company’s Mill, commanding an extensive view of the Park Land and North Adelaide and
being closely adjacent to the college’:
In the same soil Mr Bailey has naturalised the productions of Pomona and Flora from all quarters
of the globe. There was not a hovel in College Town, the cottages being large, handsome and
new. (See Bailey Gardens)
Every house was built back on its allotment and nearly every one had a garden. Here and there
Buffalo grass had been planted and, when mowed regularly, a neat clean space was to be had at
the front door. Among the prettiest gardens was that of Mr & Mrs A.W. Dobbie - it was laid out
with a central circular bed, with circular paths and geometric beds around it, whilst at each side
there was a straight path, bounded by a long, straight bed adjoining the fence. On the north side
was a carriage drive leading to the back of the house.
The memorial stone of a new Congregational Church was laid on 17 November 1879 when ‘Mr. John Wark,
of Eastwood, has the contract for the first portion of the building... Messrs James Cumming and E. Davies
[were] the architects…’
College Park was an 1874 subdivision of section 257, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry S. Anthony (18501907) and William Dixon (ca.1837-1893).
In December 1913, the neighbourhood of Baliol Street was disturbed ‘by the occurrence of sensational
episodes embracing the exchange of revolver shots between a police constable and two suspected
criminals’:
With bandaged forehead - an eloquent testimony to the severity of his struggle with Constable
Rowney - George Palmer, a young man, appeared at the Adelaide court and charged as having
been in the unlawful possession of certain instruments for housebreaking.
Colley - R.B. Colley, who held an adjacent pastoral lease, is remembered by Colley Hill standing on section
19, Hundred of Witera, on Eyre Peninsula. Inexplicably, the Colley School was opened as Collie by John J.
Naughton in 1912; it closed in 1939.
The two recently established half-time schools, Conglima and Collie [sic], are in the midst of a
dense scrub where the settler has much to do in the way of clearing… At Collie the school had
only been opened five days and the children, not having attended school before, had all been
placed in the junior class. A bright girl of 17 years and 10 months, who was picked out as the
best, attempted to read, but failed to do so.
The school was held in a hall, a galvanized iron building lined with matchboard, jarrah floor, but
there again the jarrah has shrunk and as this was a particularly hot and windy day with a
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temperature of 102 and with the wind blowing over sandy country blew dust up from under the
floor we swept up 26 shovelsful of dust at the end of the day, but worse still was the day when a
party of parliamentarians on an election tour called at ten o’clock to tell us that they were having
a meeting in the hall. School children in those days were not allowed to hear public speeches so
that the teacher and the children had to leave the hall while the farmers and others with their
politicians went into the hall and spent two hours speaking and then left without even saying
thank you, even for the dust that was there, and left us to go back and do the work for the rest of
the day.
In 1876, the sea frontage at Glenelg extending northward from the jetty was named Colley Reserve in
honour of R.B. Colley, the town’s first Mayor, and at that time it was levelled and planted with couch grass,
the expense being borne mainly by the owners of land in Victoria and Althorpe Places. In this regard the
Hon. Thomas Elder contributed £50.
In September 1879, a newly-arrived migrant from the United Kingdom fell foul of the corporation’s
officialdom and was so incensed he wrote to the Editor of the Register. In his preamble he pointed out that
he had been fined £1 for riding upon the footpath of Colley Reserve, while on the same day an habitually
drunken woman was fined to the extent of 10 shillings in the Port Adelaide Court. He continued:
Deeply penitent and certainly determined that, though I might commit great matricide, I will never
again ride across Colley Reserve, let me confess freely that on Monday morning, having been to the
baths, and having found it uncomfortable riding on the beach owing to the high tide, I determined to
go home by the road, the direct and, as I thought, usual approach to which seemed to be across
Colley Reserve. May I not say the melan-choly reserve? There are no flower beds there; not even a
colley-flower grows on it. I did no harm, and I did not know I infringed any law in going that way. Not
being able to get through the turnstiles, I went round by the road at the back of the Post Office and
thence home. It was 7 o’clock a.m. and at that time I felt no sense of guilt, but one Mr Overseer Kerr
saw me… I will not lose the opportunity of thanking Mr Kerr for the welcome to hospitable, free
Australia which he gave to me, a newcomer from England, the land of game laws, and where every
inch of the country is owned by a haughty aristocracy, and there is liberty to roam about at will.
By 1911, this fine recreation reserve ground was useless, owing to some absurd by-law formulated by a
previous council, while the object for which it was devoted was defeated. The local football team had to
play at Plympton and the lacrosse club played two teams upon the one area - the Glenelg Oval - each
Saturday. To the council of the day thanks were due for attempting to put Wigley Reserve in a fit playing
condition, but it was suggested that it ‘[would] be many years before that [was] a success.’
The Glenelg gymnasium adjoined the reserve and the paucity of support obtained by this excellent
institution was owing, mainly, to the suppression of all manly games on Colley Reserve. Senior cricket was
the only sport that could have involved the slightest danger to passers-by.
In January 1936, on its green turf, old-time runners gathered to watch modern athletes dash over the
sprint distance that would have been considered phenomenal in their day. In the 1880s, several of them
were competitors in the Bay Sheffield, run on the same spot, but under different conditions, for the track
was pegged out on sandhill country and Aborigines were among the competitors.
One of the veterans who saw this race was Mr A. (‘Andy’) Wight. He was ‘run out’ in his first Sheffield
and, two years later, made another attempt when the race was won by George Webb who, in 1936, was a
trainer with the Norwood Football Club. Among his contemporaries was S. Allister who trained for long
distance events by running alongside the Hill & Company’s mail coach from Two Wells to Adelaide.
A new theatre in Althorpe Place and fronting Colley Reserve was opened on 23 August 1917 when a first
class programme of pictures was screened on 3 September, the principal film being a 5,000 feet production
featuring Ethel Clayton and entitled ‘Man’s Woman’. The matter of providing suitable music caused the
management much concern and, after exhaustive enquiries, they decided to install an American
‘fotoplayer’ specially imported by the Pianola Company. It had a combination of instruments equal to a full
orchestra and no fewer than 30 stops to control the various combinations, which were all worked
electrically.
The name Colleys was applied to two subdivisions by Richard B. Colley (1819-1875), viz., section 377,
Hundred of Blanche, which he cut up into 24 allotments in 1854 and section 2402, Hundred of Goolwa,
subdivided into 21 allotments in 1854. (See Corio)
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On 25 April 1868, Colleytown was mentioned in the Border Watch in respect of incendiarism at Thomas
Burgess’s farm and being located at Mount Gambier.
Collingrove - John Howard Angas arrived in South Australia in 1843 and returned to England in 1854 when
he married Suzanne Collins, the only daughter of a mill owner of Bowden, Cheshire. His father, George Fife
Angas, advanced him the sum of £500 and, about 1856, he built a home on his father’s land, 6 km SouthEast of Angaston, naming it ‘Collingrove’ as a tribute to his wife. A little distance away on the AngastonEden Valley Road is the Collingrove Chapel built in 1874; today it is known as St Faith’s. (See Tarrawatta)
A photograph of the house is in The Critic, 11 August 1900, page 25.
Collins Cave - On section 255, Hundred of Blanche, recalls George Gillet Collins (ca.1830-1901), who
purchased sections 213 and 256 from George Randell on 20 December 1861; he died on 21 October 1901
and is buried at Mount Gambier.
Collinsfield - A subdivision of section 63, Hundred of Redhill, 8 km south of Redhill, laid out by Joseph Collins
in 1875.
The storekeeper there has been forced into affording accommodation for travellers and the
demand is so great as to exhaust all his rude appliances to meet the requirements of the road…
Fancy a little pine hut divided into kitchen and three bedrooms, the cob a great deal broken away
from between the slabs and the chimney so persistently smoky as to decline to draw at all unless
all the doors are open. No woman’s face brightens the scene - no woman’s hands do battle with
the dirt… Those who are the most impudent get the beds; those who are modest get the floor. A
large hotel is in the course of erection…
The name Collinsfield was applied, also, to a post office on section 691, Hundred of Barunga; opened in
1873 it closed in May 1906. An alternative name of ‘Inchiquin’ was suggested and vetoed by the
Nomenclature Committee in 1923; altered to ‘Lake View’ in 1928. The school opened in 1879 and closed in
1910.
A photograph of wheat stacks at the railway station is in the Chronicle, 31 January 1925, page 36.
Collinson, Point - A headland of Streaky Bay named after Edward Gascoigne Collinson, MP (1858-1860).
Collinsville - A post office opened, circa 1895, on section 278, Hundred of Tomkinson, 26 km ENE of Hallett,
recalls Henry Collins (1833-1929), an early settler who arrived from Cornwall, England in the Isabella
Watson in 1846. In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee recommended it be changed to ‘Metiappa’, an
abridgement of ‘Piltimetiappa’, the Aboriginal name for a local creek.
Mr John Collins’ residence is a veritable oasis, with its acres of lucerne looking brilliantly green
and cool… Like his brother, Mr H.A.W. Collins, at Mallett, 3 miles north, the owner of Collinsville
chose for his station the country over which flow the flood waters from Ulooloo Creek…
A photograph of the homestead is in The Critic, 13 December 1911.
Collinswood - An 1880 subdivision of part section 474, Hundred of Yatala, by the executors of the estate of
George F. Angas and ‘divided into large-sized blocks eminently adapted for gentlemen’s residences, etc’:
To make this sale’s success the subdividers have fixed the reserve as low as possible. The
allotments are large and so arranged that the blocks can be secured of any frontage, with a
depth of up to 400 feet, with 60 feet roads. This beautiful property overlooks Adelaide,
Kensington and Norwood and commands most extensive views of the Torrens Valley and the
hills. Easy access to the city by means of the Walkerville tramway on one side and the Enfield
tramway on the other. Water is laid on… and it is so highly elevated that there is always a current
of air and the leading doctors are recommending the neighbourhood as the healthiest near
Adelaide… (See Collingrove for a possible source of its nomenclature.)
Colona Hill - Near Fowlers Bay where the ‘Colona Run’ was established by R.B. Smith in 1865. A photograph
of the station is in the Observer, 24 June 1911, page 32.
Colonel - At the beginning of 1931, workers in Port Adelaide were in a desperate position and, to some of
these men, the farming life appeared to offer a brighter future than the dole. Fifteen men approached the
government and were offered 1,200 acres of forestry land near Willunga. The settlement, thus created, was
named ‘Hope Forest’ and, within two years, the Colonel Light Colony at Echunga and the Church of Christ’s
‘Enterprise Colony’ at Mount Compass were established by groups of unemployed men.
In 1915, Charles C. Reade was appointed by the SA Government to advise on town planning and,
unimpressed with the haphazard development of Adelaide’s suburbs, he decided to win support by
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planning a model suburb, known later as Colonel Light Gardens, with proper provision for schools,
recreation areas, public buildings, etc. Impressed by his ideas, in June 1915 the Vaughan Labor Government
bought the Mortlock Park Estate of nearly 300 acres but, because of the war and lack of finance, the plans
were shelved for some time.
Later, in 1920, it was said that ‘what shall be the name of the garden suburb to be established at Mitcham
on the site of the old military camp?’:
It was designated the Mitcham Garden suburb, but the title was only one of convenience. The
Attorney-General said two had been made, either Gallipoli or Allenby. Mr. Denny, MC, rose at
once and said he hoped that it would not be adopted. The name of Allenby would not be at all
attractive to a returned soldier… General Allenby was no doubt a brilliant cavalry officer, but he
had used derogatory and insulting words about the Australian light horsemen.
It has been practically decided to apply the name of Cavell to the proposed garden suburb near
Mitcham in honour of Miss Edith Cavell, the British war heroine… There is a suggestion to name
the streets after battlefields where the Australian troops distinguished themselves.
Further complications were encountered in 1924, when the whole course of development was altered by
the sale to the State Bank of all the southern part of the suburb. The primary school opened in 1927. (See
Allenby)
A photograph of the opening of a schoolroom at St Teresa’s Church is in the Observer, 22 May 1926, page
34, of a brass band on 14 August 1926, page 34, of the Institute committee on 25 June 1927, page 31, of
tree planting on the site of the former military camp in the Chronicle, 4 September 1930, page 34.
Colonel Range, in the Far North, was named by Ernest Giles in November 1873 after Colonel P. E.
Warburton; it is known, also, as ‘Warburton Range’.
Colpa - A property near Streaky Bay; see pastoral lease no. 1998.
Colton - The name given to a post office, 19 km north of Elliston, on section 59 of the Hundred of Colton,
County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 22 June 1876. The name honours Sir John Colton, MP (1862-1887) who
was born in Devonshire in 1828 and came to South Australia in the Duchess of Northumberland, in 1839,
when his parents settled at McLaren Vale on a property they called ‘Daringa’. Upon arrival it was found that
John Colton, the eldest of four sons, had pleurisy and, upon return to health, he remained in the city and,
later, founded a business in Hindley Street that became Harrold, Colton and Co. Eventually, he was knighted
for his services to the State.
In 1876, the Editor of the Register castigated Mr Colton:
To say that he spoke with a consciousness of his sayings of last session is to charge him not only
with inconsistency but with a grave dereliction of principle. It is charitable to believe that… when
he soared into the butterfly life of the Premiership, and was free to flit here and there sipping the
intoxicating sweets of power, he lost all knowledge of what belonged to that lower and grublike
state of existence when he was simply Treasurer… What a fortuitous thing it is for SA that at this
momentous crisis her fortunes are guided by him of such accurate information, sound judgement
and comprehensive views!
Continuing his attack on 17 March 1877 the lamenting editor delivered another broadside:
The Premier has now grown so accustomed to the habit of political inconsistency that it has long
ceased to be matter of surprise to us that he should unsay at one time what he has most
emphatically asserted on a previous occasion.
Further, it was said he had ‘suddenly discovered a new mission for himself - the censorship of the Press…
colonial editors… should pass through a course of moral lectures under Mr John Colton…’ However, upon
his retirement from politics an editor printed the following eulogy on 27 January 1887:
In spite of stubbornness and that absence of conciliatory spirit which has alienated support, he
has never ceased to command respect in parliament… We have never ceased to recognise the
fact that he has in him stuff of which statesmen are made [and] that his influence upon
legislation has been for good and not evil…
In respect of the settlement of Colton, on Eyre Peninsula, the following is a brief history of the Kenny family
who, primarily, were responsible for its foundation. Michael Kenny, born in County Clare, Ireland, on 24
December 1809, sailed in the Brakenmoor for Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) where he arrived on 6 April
1842. After many adventures on the island, and in the Gippsland district on the mainland, he was enticed
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to South Australia by his brother who was farming at Morphett Vale. In the years that followed he ‘brought
all [his] relations from unfortunate, famine stricken Ireland and assisted to build… the first Catholic Church
that was built with stone and mortar in the colony.’
By 1855, he had purchased 500 acres of land near Shea-oak Log where he remained for twenty years and,
during that period, he and John Barrow of Ashwell started the Light Farmers’ Club which played an
important part in bringing a reform Land Bill into public notice. (See Ashwell) In 1871 he went to Yorke
Peninsula where he ‘secured’ farms for several of his sons; late in 1876 he sailed from Oyster Bay
(Stansbury) in the Selector for Port Lincoln whence he trekked overland to the Hundred of Colton, where
he established ‘Balla McKenny’, a property of some 9,000 acres.
Other land in the Hundred was taken up eagerly by selectors and numbers of ‘cockies’ made their homes
and ‘flourished within its limits.’
In 1879, a local correspondent reported that ‘our wheat has to be taken in small boats to vessels in
Waterloo Bay and they moor nearly a mile from the landing places which is not only a loss and
inconvenience to the farmers by the grain getting wet, but also to the masters of such vessels’, while in
1881:
We farmers of Colton must have grievously sinned, or we must have come to this western coast
under an unfavourable planet, for it seems the fates are against us. I was at Waterloo Bay a few
days ago and any man looking at what is made of the jetty would say it is going towards the land
in place of facing deep water… Our good government is liberal. But not always where the shoe
most pinches, for we of Colton have been looking for a jetty this past four years… Squatters do
not want jetties; they can roll a bag of wool down any cliff, when we farmers must carry our bags
of wheat on our backs…
We were promised a weekly mail when this mail contract was gone into two years ago, and we
only got the smallest half of it, for the mail from Streaky Bay passes through Colton every
Thursday morning for Port Lincoln and the mail from Adelaide passes the same evening, bringing
newspapers and letters. No matter what importance the letters are they must remain
unanswered until the Streaky Bay mail calls the following Thursday.
Indeed, by 1906 it was a district of large families, totals of ‘19, 16, 15 and 12 giving point to the local saying
that no family [was] worthy of the name until it had obtained double figures.’ In this respect Michael
Kenny’s son, Michael Stephen White Kenny (1852-1934), fathered in excess of 15 children from 1877 to
1908! Bad times came to the farmers in the 1880s when rabbits and kangaroos became plentiful;
consequently, many of the settlers lacked the labour and capital to ‘fence out the pests.’ However, one
ingenious selector ‘captured a big old man kangaroo, strapped a cattle bell around its neck, dressed him up
in a red shirt and let him go’:
The old man in endeavouring to come up to his mates, gave them such a scare that for days he
was seen and heard chasing in the rear. For months the locality was entirely free from kangaroos,
and the old man was found dead on the cliffs with his funeral bell and red shroud around him.
At this time the government bonus for rabbit scalps, coupled with the high price for kangaroo skins, brought
many hunters to the district; many of them made up to twenty pounds a week but, in time, the scalp money
was discontinued, hides fell in value and a closed season was proclaimed for marsupials.
In 1879 it was said that, ‘our wheat has to be taken in small boats to vessels in Waterloo Bay and they moor
nearly a mile from the landing places which is not only a loss and inconvenience to the farmers by the grain
getting wet, but also to the masters of such vessels’:
Two years later, local farmers suggested that they ‘must have grievously sinned, or we must have come to
this western coast under an unfavourable planet, for it seems the fates are against us’:
I was at Waterloo Bay a few days ago and any man looking at what is made of the jetty would say
it is going towards the land in place of facing deep water… Our good government is liberal. But
not always where the shoe most pinches, for we of Colton have been looking for a jetty this past
four years… Squatters do not want jetties; they can roll a bag of wool down any cliff, when we
farmers must carry our bags of wheat on our backs…
We were promised a weekly mail when this mail contract was gone into two years ago, and we
only got the smallest half of it, for the mail from Streaky Bay passes through Colton every
Thursday morning for Port Lincoln and the mail from Adelaide passes the same evening, bringing
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newspapers and letters. No matter what importance the letters are they must remain
unanswered until the Streaky Bay mail calls the following Thursday…
On 21 December 1880, Daniel Thomas Kenny (1849-1934), Michael Kelly’s eldest son, entered into an
agreement with the Department of Lands to purchase sections 43W and 59, Hundred of Colton, comprising
97 and 274 acres respectively - this land adjoined the junction of five roads and, as such, was a prime sight
for a hotel to cater for travellers in an area being opened up, gradually, for closer settlement. His brother,
Michael S.W. Kenny, took over the land on 12 April 1887 and completed the purchase of same in 1902.
During this period he was active in alienating portion of it, which, in 1901, was described as a ‘private
township’- his contribution was providing land for a showground in 1894, a hall in 1903 and, with the
cooperation of his brother, the erection of a hotel that opened for business in 1884; at other times he was
described as a ‘banker’, postmaster and poundkeeper.
Adjacent to the Kenny land, the government reserved for a school a small portion of section 57 - it opened
in 1885 and closed in 1956, while in 1886 the Catholic Church purchased section 76c (two acres) followed
by the purchase of section 57c (two acres) by the Church of England in 1904. The nucleus of the settlement
was all but completed with the opening of a general store together with a blacksmith’s shop on section 60b
(later renumbered 192). (See Cash Hill)
A photograph of ‘pioneer selectors’ is in the Chronicle, 4 August 1906, page 29, of pioneers on 12 February
1910, page 29, of a Show committee in the Observer, 27 October 1906, page 29, of Mr M.S.W. Kenny driving
a horse and buggy on 22 August 1908, page 31, of the town on 11 November 1911, page 32, of Michael
Kenny, junior, on 14 July 1928, page 22a.
Comaum - A corruption of the Aboriginal kuman - ‘sheep washing place’. The Penola historian, Peter Rymill
says that ‘Comaum can claim to be amongst the earliest stations settled in the Penola district’:
Pioneered in July 1843 and originally known as Barongarong, it was initially thought to be located
within New South Wales. However, when the run was bisected by the border survey of 1847 the
South Australian portion became known as Comaum. Its founders, the Highland cousins John
Smith and John Macnicol, were closely associated with the former’s brother-in-law William
Wallace, who had recently established two similar stations immediately to the north: Elderslie
(NSW) and Wrattonbullie [sic] (SA).
Records within the South Australian Lands Department show John MacNicol and John Smith (1827-1861)
being granted an occupation licence from 4 February 1845. Mr Rymill commented on the life and times of
John MacNicol, who died on 2 February 1903, aged 84, at Minden, Albany Road, Toorak, Victoria as an
‘indomitable young Highlander from Glen Nevis who survived the ravages of a plague ship and then
courageously set about pioneering three nascent Australian colonies would be hard to match in the annals
of any new country.’
The Hundred of Comaum, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 29 August 1861; its school opened in 1888
and changed its name to Comaum in 1955. The Comaum School had its name changed to ‘Durr’ in 1941; it
closed in 1955.
Commodore - A railway siding 80 km north of Hawker, named after a private land holding served by the
siding. Until 6 May 1937 it was known as ‘Meadows’.
Point Commodore is at the eastern end of Horseshoe Bay at Port Elliot where, in 1856, the schooner
Commodore, 60 tons, Smith, master, became ‘a total wreck, having parted her cable and struck against a
reef of rocks outside the entrance of the harbour known as “Rocky Point”…’
Commonwealth Hill - The name was applied to a rural school in 1975; it closed in 1978.
Company - A subdivision of section 282, Hundred of Adelaide, was given the name Company Section by
Henry Woodcock (1851-1924) in 1894; now included in Magill. The section was granted to the South
Australian Company on 12 February 1839 and, in the late 1870s, owned by the Paradise and Payneham
Tramway Co.
Company Square is situated on section 423, Hundred of Adelaide, in the suburb of Alberton, and named
by Messrs Angas, Kingscote and Todd, officers of the S. A. Company, circa 1847.
The Company Tiers School, in the Mount Lofty Ranges near Adelaide, was conducted in the 1860s by
William Smith; at one time it had 30 scholars on the roll; it closed circa 1877.
Compass, Mount - On a journey to Encounter Bay in 1840 Governor Gawler lost his compass in the vicinity.
The district’s name was ‘Square Waterhole’ while the waterhole, itself, was placed under the control and
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management of the District Council of Goolwa and Port Elliot in 1867. The land where the town is situated
now was surveyed in October 1880 and, in March 1893, the area was resurveyed into Workmen’s Blocks;
its post office was opened in November 1897 by William Wright and the school in 1899.
Up to about nine years ago, with one slight exception, the land has remained in its wild and
primitive condition - a quaking, spongy, sour swamp, overgrown with reeds, wire grass, swamp
willow, silver wattle and other useless vegetation. It was then considered by most people who
had seen it to be utterly useless… About 30 years ago Thomas Callaghan, the road station man,
cleared a few rods on the edge of the swamp on slightly rising ground… Here he grew splendid
potatoes and other vegetables… His successor, George Waye, increased the plot…
Photographs of the district are in the Chronicle, 2 September 1911, page 31, of polling day in the Observer,
2 August 1911, page 31.
The first recorded subdivision named Mount Compass for residential purposes was in 1948, when the S.A.
Housing Trust subdivided part section 318, Hundred of Nangkita.
Compton - A railway siding, 13 km NW of Mount Gambier, received its name from Evelyn P. S. Sturt’s station
taken up under occupation licence on 6 March 1844. H.C. Talbot said, ‘Sturt came from Dorsetshire and
Hampshire; there is a Compton in both these counties and Evelyn Sturt, in naming his homestead, doubtless
had in his mind the home of his youth - or perhaps his birthplace.’ (He was born at Blackheath, Dorset, circa
1815 and the places mentioned are derived from the Œ cumb-tun - ‘valley village’.)
Another clue, and one favoured as being closer to the truth of its nomenclature, was given in 1925: ‘One
of Stuart’s best friends was Compton S. Ferrers who was a steward of what is now called the Victorian
Racing Club away back in the 1850s.’ Sturt held the property for eight years before taking up an
appointment as Chief Inspector of Police in Melbourne. Three streets in Mount Gambier, laid out in 1849,
commemorate his associations with the district - ‘Evelyn’, ‘Sturt’ and ‘Compton’ (today, there is a ‘Ferrers
Street’, also). (See Gambier, Mount).
In 1862, a new school room was commenced at Compton Downs where ‘Mr. Straube is carrying on his
scholastic duties, lately occupied by Mr Cooper,’ while, in 1887, it was conducted by Alexander McDougall
with 71 enrolled pupils; it had its name changed to ‘Compton’ in 1947. (See Moorak)
Concord - A school near Loxton; opened in 1929 it closed in 1953.
Concordia - A subdivision of section 465, Hundred of Barossa, 5 km ENE of Gawler; was undertaken by L.
Simon, F.A. Oehm and L. Belling in 1877, when part of it was sold to the government for education purposes.
Earlier, in 1861, Frederick Sickovich had opened ‘Concordia School’ where ‘his pupils, mainly Germans, are
making fair progress in English language…’ On 10 April 1863 an examination took place at a school kept by
Mr Sikovich at Concordia, Barossa West, where ‘70 visitors were present who appeared to take great
interest in the progress of the scholars.’ The government school closed in 1886. ‘Concordia’ is the Roman
Goddess of Peace and Harmony.
In March 1898, a tennis match against Hamley Bridge was held there when ‘afternoon tea was provided by
the ladies and partaken of in Mr Bakerfield’s garden… Members of the… team were Messrs J. and E. Doyle,
R. Hoepner, Mrs Hoepner, Miss Doyle…’ Since 1982 the Concordia Pioneer Cemetery Trust has installed a
number of informative bronze plaques.
Condada - The name was taken from the Aboriginal name for a hill in the area and given to the Hundred of
Condada, County of Robinson, proclaimed on 23 October 1913. The Condada railway siding is North-West
of Minnipa.
Condooringie Well - Aboriginal for ‘place of swollen or choked water’ and given to a school on Eyre
Peninsula adjacent to the well in 1919 by Elizabeth Noble; it closed at the end of that year. (See Inkster)
Condowie - Aboriginal for ‘good water’ and applied to the Condowie Plains whose Post Office stood on
section 148, Hundred of Boucaut, 10 km east of Snowtown, while its school existed from 1885 until 1895.
The Condowie South School opened in 1877 and closed in 1940; Condowie North School operated from
1877 until 1884.
The annual festival of the Condowie Band of Hope was held on 22 October 1879 in a paddock ‘kindly lent
for the occasion by Mr W. Freebairn’:
The children met at the store and at 10 o’clock a start was made for the scene of the day’s sports
in a pretty part of the scrub about two miles away… Games of all kinds were engaged in by the
ladies such as croquet, drop-the-handkerchief and various other games. The athletic sports were
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under the supervision of Messrs W.H. Johns, J. Oats and T. Morton. At the conclusion of the
sports a start was made for the chapel where a meeting was held.
A photograph of the Wesleyan Church is in the Chronicle, 29 July 1911, page 31.
Cone Estate, Mount - Laid out on sections 13-15, 18-23 and 37-51, Hundred of Kingston, in 1920 by Robert
Oliver Robinson. Mount Cone, near Mount Bryan, rises 790 metres above sea level. (See Pewsey Vale Peak)
Coneybeer, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 12 December 1895. Its school opened
in 1933 and closed in 1942. F.W. Coneybeer, MP (1893-1930), born near Bristol, England, in 1859, came to
New South Wales in 1865 where, following his school days, he learned horse collar making in his father’s
shop at Orange. Coming to Adelaide, in 1881, he became Speaker of the House of Assembly in 1915, a
position he held until 1921. In 1917, he was expelled from the Labor Party for supporting conscription and
transferred his allegiance to the National Labor Party. He was noted for his presence as a master of
ceremonies and humorous singer at countless smoke socials and concerts. His copious diaries from 1881
are held in the Mortlock Library. He died in 1950 and was buried at Mitcham.
Conglima - A school near Elliston opened by Edna B. Brown in 1912; it closed in 1925. It took its name from
a local homestead.
Conkar - Near Binnum in the South-East is a corruption of the Aboriginal konogor - ‘swan lake’ and given to
pastoral lease no. 160 of 1851 by H. and D.O. Jones. It has been suggested that it derives from konkoro ‘crayfish lagoon’ while Rodney Cockburn opts for ‘the croak of a frog’. (See Kongorong)
Conmurra - An Aboriginal word for ‘stony hill’ and applied to pastoral lease no. 219A of 1851 founded by
Andrew Dunn (1819-1901), who held it until 1880 when it was resumed for agricultural purposes. Rodney
Cockburn says that it was held first by Frederick Vaughan who became a police magistrate in Queensland.
The Hundred of Conmurra, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 11 April 1878. Later, the name Conmurra
was given to telephone exchanges South-West of Lucindale on sections 5 and 41N and a post office on
section 23, opened in July 1887; the Conmurra School opened in 1888 and closed in 1946. (See Dunn, Lake
& Woolmit)
Connieton - In 1906, William Henry Cottle gave this name in honour of his daughter Constance (Connie)
Mary to a subdivision of section 74, Hundred of Pirie; now included in Port Pirie.
Constance - Bailliere’s 1866 Gazetteer shows it as a small settlement near Mount Barker. Constance Bay is
north of Cape Spencer on Yorke Peninsula. Advice received by the Department of Lands from a grandson of
the surveyor, William Greig Evans, says it was named after Mr Evans’ daughter, Ella Constance Margaret
Evans. (See Margaret, Point) The Aborigines called it kundawari - ‘bad water’. Rodney Cockburn attributes
its nomenclature to the Rogers’ family, pioneer pastoralists on Yorke Peninsula. (See Deberg, Point)
Conway Town - An 1881 subdivision of sections 22 and 24, Hundred of Davenport, by John Nixon Conway,
mail contractor of Port Augusta; it comprised 15 allotments bisected by Dunn Street and is now included in
Port Augusta. (See Davenport)
In 1883, there was ‘a horrible stretch of black mud near Conway Town which is uncovered at low tide every
day and which gives off an abominable stench right into the town, the wind nearly always setting that way
every afternoon and evening…’
Cooalinga Creek - Runs through section 131, Hundred of Waitpinga. Aboriginal for ‘crow place’.
Coober Pedy - A corruption of the Aboriginal kupa-piti - ‘boys’ waterhole’ - Rodney Cockburn opts for ‘hole
in the ground’. In 1915, James Hutchinson, his son William and Messrs Winch and McKenzie, while on a
gold search, discovered opal here and the first claim was pegged on 9 February.
In 1919, it was reported that ‘many men [were] preparing to go to the Stuart Range opal field, 150 miles
north of Tarcoola and 90 miles west of William Creek. Such glowing reports have been given of the opal,
“sticking out of the ground” and “being dug out with knives” that the man in the street thinks he has only
to go there and make his fortune…’
Its post office was opened on 18 August 1920 as ‘Stuart’s Range Opal Fields’ and, in 1927, ‘we first noticed
the striking sign, “The Commonwealth Bank”, and found it just a small hole burrowed in the hill, a real
strongroom on three sides and requiring only a front door to make it burglar proof.’ The town of Coober
Pedy, 288 km north of Kingoonya, was proclaimed on 27 March 1969; prior to this the land was occupied
under licence. The school opened in 1960. (See Charleys Swamp)
Photographs are in the Observer, 10 December 1921, page 23, 11 July 1925, page 34, Chronicle, 25 July
1935, page 33.
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Coobowie - Aboriginal for ‘wild fowl water’. It has been suggested it derives from ku-bawi - ‘ghost water’.
The town of Coobowie, 11 km east of Yorketown, was proclaimed on 7 January 1875.
At this port, Coobowie, better known as Salt Creek, Coobowie township was laid out by the
government and nothing has been done here by the government for us in the matter of jetties or
anything else…Vested interests in other places unite to snuff us out of existence if possible; and
as that cannot be done then to get us taxed for what we have not got… I may say that I have sent
some thousands of pounds worth of salt to the other colonies and the colony has benefited by
the cash coming back and being spent here; and also that 40 or 50 men are engaged in the work
and we want to increase the number and not seeing them leave the colony while we are
interviewing our members of parliament and asking for grants-in-aid.
In his notes held in the Lands Department, H.C. Talbot says, ‘the Surveyor-General (Mr Strawbridge) and
myself own an allotment there - we both wish we didn’t!’ (See Salt Creek)
The Coobowie School opened in 1878 and closed in 1971. The bay on which the town stands was known
once as ‘Deception Bay’ for, in 1838, Messrs Robert Cock and R.G. Jamison explored the area they described
as ‘surrounding a beautiful bay’, but after penetrating forty kilometres inland without finding fresh water
they felt they had been deceived by the beautiful country - hence the name, ‘Deception Bay’. (See Aldinga
& Victoria, Port) A causeway and jetty were completed and opened on 14 August 1925 and demolished in
1953.
A photograph of a ‘big load’ of wheat is in the Chronicle, 4 February 1922, page 30, of the Coobowie
causeway on 12 February 1931, page 36.
Coodlie - A school opened in 1901 in the Hundred of Wright.
Cooey Swamp - On section 526, Hundred of Binnum; the name was taken from the Aboriginal cooeemoolta
- ‘fishing place’.
Cooeyana Well - Reminiscences by Samuel Dixon of life on Cooeyana Station are in the Register, 19, 20, 23
and 27 July 1912, 3 August 1912. (See Gibson Peninsula & Streaky Bay)
Cook - A railway station 403 km west of Tarcoola, named after Sir Joseph Cook, a former Prime Minister
and High Commissioner for the Commonwealth in London. Established in 1917, it became known,
facetiously, as ‘the Queen City of the Nullarbor’. To supply the steam engines with water, a large woodfired condenser was built to reduce the salt content of water taken from artesian bores. Its school opened
in 1919; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 29 August 1935, page 34. (See Barton)
Cooke - In the Hundred of Jutland, Eden Valley district, are Cooke Creek and Cooke Hill, probably named
after James and Archibald Cooke who held section 2682 of the Angas Special Survey.
Cooke Plains was a subdivision of section 262, Hundred of Seymour and named after Archibald Cooke, an
early pastoralist, who arrived in the Navarino in 1837 and died at Strathalbyn in 1883, aged 76; ‘he was the
discoverer of water on the plains at East Wellington which bear his name…’ (See Kingston, SE).
The opening of a Bible Christian Chapel was reported in October 1869 and, in 1874, the school was
conducted therein by Anna M. Chapman with 29 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1873 and closed in 1960.
This district has been, for a lengthened period, without any facilities for educating a rapidly
increasing youthful population. Some months ago this deficiency was remedied and the service
of an efficient teacher was procured, who has been maintained without any State aid… Saturday
sports were a genuine success…
Besides the Misses Anderson and Hender, whose aid was indispensable in looking after the
comfort of visitors from Murray Bridge, Ashville, Meningie and elsewhere, the following
gentlemen were engaged in superintending the sports - James Hender, Archibald Anderson,
Thomas Anderson, H.G. Allengame, Patrick O’Leary, James Clancy, W. Bray and others. Mr John
McFarlane of Wellington Lodge, accompanied by several friends, visited the grounds during the
afternoon…
In the evening an entertainment was held in Mr Anderson’s Assembly Rooms which was well
patronised… Miss Emily Tauber presided at the pianoforte; a duet by Katie and Bessie Thomas
evoked considerable applause and Miss Clara Tauber sang ‘The Sailor’s Farewell’ and was heartily
encored. A song, the composition of John McMahon, containing… local allusions, was immensely
appreciated…
A photograph of a stump-jump plough in action is in the Observer, 2 March 1907, page 31.
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Coolanie - The name was taken from a local homestead and given to a school, 15 km North-West of Cowell,
opened in 1922 by William H.H. Connor; it closed in 1942; a photograph of the school and students is in the
Chronicle, 28 July 1932, page 32.
Coolatoo - The ‘Coolatoo Run’ was established by J. Rankine and J. Walker in 1851 (lease no. 226C), while
Professor Tindale says that ‘Coolatoo’ was an early attempt by Europeans to write the place name that was
nguluthung, while other clans of Aborigines knew it as kulatum - ‘native cat place’. The Coolatoo Post Office,
in the Hundred of Neville, opened in 1863 and closed in May 1880.
A coach traveller reported that ‘the rate of travelling this day was often 11 miles an hour and throughout
the whole journey a speed of between 7 and 8 miles an hour, including stoppages, is maintained’:
Tea is provided at Coolatoo and the traveller certainly need not complain of deficient provision.
The place is left behind a little before nightfall and at 11 o’clock the mail arrives at Lacepede
Bay… Just as day was breaking we left Kingston which, in that foggy air, and at that time in the
morning, looked a very squalid tumble-down place, hardly justifying the boastfullness of the
inhabitants…
Coolcha - A post office on section 59, Hundred of Younghusband, 3 km South-West of Bowhill.
Coolindawera Lagoon - The site of an Aboriginal camp in the Hundred of Baker derived from kulindawar,
meaning ‘bursting baskets’. Baskets were used as fish traps and the creek from Loveday Bay was a favourite
fishing place.
Coolinga - In 1846, the directors of the SA Mining Association, who had determined on giving the name
‘Truro’ to a township at the Burra Burra mine ‘have since resolved to adopt the very euphonious name of a
locality and the town of ‘Coolinga’ is now duly laid out. Mr Crawford of the Hindmarsh Brewery has
contracted to erect an inn there on a scale of magnitude not yet attempted in the colony… he will attach a
brewery to the new establishment.’
Coolinong, Hundred of - In the County of Russell, proclaimed on 20 June 1872 and taken from the Aboriginal
kulinong, the name of a place in the vicinity of section 44.
Cooltong - Aboriginal for ‘lizard place’ and applied to a division of the Chaffey Irrigation Area on 5 June
1925, 13 km NNW of Renmark and altered to ‘Karlowan’ on 26 June 1925, while the town of Cooltong was
proclaimed on 1 March 1951. (See Calperum & Karlowan)
Coomaba - The name of an Aboriginal waterhole given to a railway siding, 32 km north of Cummins.
Coomandook - The ‘Coomandook Run’ (lease no. 1869) was held by John Whyte from 1869 and is an
Aboriginal word that H.M. Cooper said means ‘place of different speech’, i.e., a name applied by the natives
of one area to an adjoining tribal area, where a different language was spoken. Rodney Cockburn records
its meaning as ‘place of strife’, ‘enemies’ country’.
A disastrous bushfire took place in March 1899, destroying about a third of the property of the government
survey party and was ‘alleged to have been started by a boy for the purpose of burning scrub. Mr Krichauff,
who is in charge of the party, was luckily at home at the time and he saw that nothing but prompt measures
could save anything of the camp’:
Accordingly, with the assistance of the cook, he set to work to pull the tents down and convey
them with all dispatch to a place of safety… When the remainder of the party returned that
evening a scene of desolation met their eyes. Some of them had lost their clothes, some their
beds, and all had suffered some loss. Some sheep that had been grazing in the open were
roasted and a heap of pumpkins close by was similarly treated, so that there was no difficulty in
preparing a meal that night…
The town of Coomandook, 32 km South-East of Tailem Bend, was laid out in 1912 into 19 allotments by
Thomas Dart on part block X6, Hundred of Roby. The Coomandook School opened in 1911, while the
Coomandook Siding School, opened in 1913, had its name changed to ‘Coomandook’ in 1945.
A photograph of Parkin Hall is in the Observer on 11 March 1911, page 30b, of the Congregational manse
on 19 February 1927, page 32. (See Parkin Hall)
Coombe - E.H. Coombe, MP (1901-1917), born at Gawler in 1858, became a Hansard reporter for the
Register in 1888 and, two years later, Editor of the Gawler Bunyip; he left in 1914 to edit the Labor Party’s
Daily Herald, where he was seen as being ‘rigidly truthful, singularly just and transparently honest.’ He
spoke out strongly against the closure of German schools in 1916 and led public campaigns against
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conscription. He died at Semaphore, in April 1917, while addressing a United Labor Party meeting. In 1930,
a commemorative marble monument was erected in his honour at Tanunda.
The Coombe railway station is 72 km South-East of Tailem Bend and the Hundred of Coombe, County of
Cardwell, was proclaimed on 22 March 1906.
Coomooroo - Aboriginal for ‘small food seeds’. The Hundred of Coomooroo, County of Dalhousie, was
proclaimed on 8 July 1875 while the Coomooroo School opened in 1881 and closed in 1917. On the whole,
this hundred was ‘regarded as but thinly timbered’:
The pine, and in some parts wattle, may be found growing in clumps. I noticed that a very large
number of fencing posts were composed of native pine… The soil is well adapted for wheat
growing purposes and is composed of both light and dark loam… The most formidable evil is the
scarcity of water. Of course, every farmer has made one or more dams to conserve water and
many selectors have gone to the heavy expense of sinking wells… At present water carting is a
daily occurrence carried on at a frightful sacrifice of precious time… It can only boast of one small
township, which is Morchard situated near the St Peter’s boiling down works and about 8 miles
west of Orroroo…
Coomunga - The Aboriginal name of a swamp given to a railway station, 16 km west of Port Lincoln.
Coonalpyn - The ‘Coonalpyn Run’ was established by M. Ormerod in 1876 (lease no. 1879). SA Museum
records say it is derived from the Aboriginal konangalpun (or kunalpin) - ‘place of mice excreta’ - kuna,
‘dung’, recalling that this area has always been subject to periodical mice plagues. Another explanation says
it derives from kunangalpe meaning ‘crow track, line of travel’ while Rodney Cockburn opts for ‘barren
woman’.
An early pastoralist in the Coonalpyn district was John Barton Hack who arrived in South Australia in 1837
and Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to him but, strangely, Hack makes no mention of the
name in his reminiscences that were published in the Observer in 1884, when he said that he continued as
an accountant until December 1858 when his eyesight became impaired:
I was obliged to give up office-work. I had now the offer of a run on the Coorong opposite
McGrath’s Flat [sic] which I purchased for £200, and leaving North Adelaide we removed there
and commenced dairy operations. There was no sort of improvements on the run; everything
had to be done. I took with me doors and windows for a house and managed by degrees to make
a home.
A part of the deck of a vessel was washed ashore near our camp and we broke it up and found
deal battens enough for the framework of a house of five or six rooms, filled in with bush
materials, and thatched with bog grass. We were successful in making excellent cheese, but
found it very difficult to get it to market, our route being via Goolwa. The great trouble was that
the run was unsuitable for a dairy, and after some years trial it appeared that the balance of
expenditure over receipts was too great to be overcome.
We took up scrub country about forty miles inward from the Coorong, and sank several wells,
finding good water 60 to 100 feet deep. I purchased, in partnership with Mr G.M. Smith, 3,000
ewes at Mount Gambier from Dr Browne. These were aged and troubled with footrot, and did
not turn out well. As more recent experience has proved, it is necessary to fence-in lands in the
scrub.
The travelling of the sheep to and from the water is too harassing for them, especially in our
case as respects the Mount Gambier sheep. The sheep speculation was discouraging and the
dairy business altogether unsuccessful, so the end came; and at the close of 1862 we determined
to return to Adelaide, which I reached with my family in July 1863. (See Alfred Flat & Tintinara)
The town of Coonalpyn, 60 km South-East of Tailem Bend, was proclaimed on 25 November 1909 and its
school opened in 1889 and closed in 1927 following a diphtheria epidemic. Coonalpyn Downs was known,
formerly, as the ‘Ninety Mile Desert’. In 1949, after considering objections to this name by several branches
of the agricultural bureau, Cabinet decided that the name was to stand. The objectors desired the name to
be ‘90 Miles Downs’.
By 1913, it was noted that ‘one of the great obstacles in the way of development in this country has been
the want of sufficient capital on the part of those who settled here’:
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It is necessary under Coonalpyn conditions for a settler to have more capital to start with than is
required in both the Pinnaroo and Loxton districts. The Coonalpyn rainfall is greater, the climate
is colder, the land is sour and covered with a deal of surface growth not found in the mallee
country further north and east…
Coonamia - Professor Tindale suggests that this name was brought forward ‘as a low joke’ and applied to a
railway station, 3 km south of Port Pirie for it is derived from the Aboriginal kunameia - ‘to wipe dung or
faeces’ - kuna - ‘dung’. Rodney Cockburn said it meant ‘cold’. (See Coonatto)
Coonarie, Hundred of - In the County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 24 January 1878. Aboriginal for ‘hollow
tree’.
Coonatto - It is derived from kunatu the Aboriginal name for false sandalwood (Myoporum platycarpum)
and so named from its yellow wood resembling kuna (dung). The ‘Coonatto Run’ (lease no. 74), formerly
‘Mookra (sic) Range Run’, was held by Hugh Proby from July 1851. Later, a traveller ‘called upon the
manager of Coonatto, Mr Stokes and… upon Mr Grant at the home. It is a very orderly station, everything
connected with it bears the token of cleanliness and care…’ (See Helen, Mount & Kanyaka) A school was
conducted on the Coonatto run by Andrew Heron with 24 enrolled pupils in 1873; it closed in 1877.
The Hundred of Coonatto, County of Frome, was proclaimed on 23 March 1876 when land was cut up into
holdings of between 100-300 acres and as the years progressed it was cultivated far too heavily and
fallowing was practised rarely. Thus, excessive ploughing caused the land to drift, fences were covered and
dams silted up. Dust storms were prevalent and, on occasions, it was necessary to light house lanterns
during the day. There were good seasons but many of them were offset by four or five unproductive ones.
A good season enticed the discouraged toiler in whose breast ‘hope sprang eternal’ to take the course of
a gambler in an attempt to alleviate his plight. While government gave tangible sympathy to the farmers’
struggles in the form of rent relief and seed wheat supplies, in a good year they did not participate in the
general bounty because their monetary returns were offset by the repayment of past concessions.
The town of Coonatto, proclaimed on 7 February 1884, was altered to ‘Moockra’ on 20 February 1941. (See
Hammond & Moockra)
Coonawarra - SA Museum records say it is derived from the Aboriginal kuneia-warama - ‘to light a fire’;
other sources opt for ‘honeysuckle rise’. (See’Krongart’ & under ‘Waramawanap’ where the former
nomenclature is supported.) Its school was opened as ‘Penola Fruit Colony’ by Estelle M.C. Senior in 1895
and closed in 1945.
The Penola Fruit Colony was established in the late 1880s on the Yallum Estate by Mr John
Riddoch, the well known proprietor of Katanook [sic] and Yallum estates when 12,000 acres were
surveyed into 10 blocks and 600 acres sold to the public at £10 per acre and, in 1892, 300 acres
of trees and vines were added to 11,000 fruit trees and 48,000 rooted vines, already existing. By
the close of that year 56 blocks had been selected by 29 persons who took up areas up to 40
acres - the maximum allowed to any one settler - and among the holders were people of various
nationalities, including an Anglo-Indian and a Chinaman.
The genesis of the colony lies with a Scotsman, William Wilson, who, after being moderately
successful at the Victorian goldfields came to Penola in the 1870s and purchased two acres of
land upon which he planted and nurtured fruit trees and vines. With its underlying terra rosa soil,
the progress of the plantings was astonishing to both himself and John Riddoch, the ‘feudal lord’
of the district. An all but impossible partnership between these two men was the forerunner of
the Coonawarra district we know today and it has been recorded that it was Wilson who
prompted Riddoch to establish the Penola Fruit Colony which came to pass in June 1890.
Some of the settlers went into the enterprise with insufficient capital and the period of waiting
for fruit trees to bear proved too much for them and the inevitable happened. By the close of the
century there were 18 families settled there. Wine cellars were an adjunct to the colony and
managed by Mr McBain, a former assistant viticulturist ay Roseworthy College and, in 1901, 53,000
gallons of wine, practically all claret, was made, thus doubling the vintage of the previous season.
The wine secured a good reputation and a consignment sent to London realised a price of 3s. 9d.
per gallon. It was at this time that Thomas Hardy and J.H. Foureur, a native of Epernay, paid a visit
to the colony and said that the nature of the soil, subsoil and climate were all in favour of the
production of champagne and recommended that Mr Riddoch plant Pinot Noir grapes. This advice
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was followed by the planting of 30 acres but the growth was most disappointing and they were
nearly uprooted.
In 1931, and ‘indicating the increased interest being taken in tobacco culture, 150 people seeking
information [had] either interviewed or written the Department of Agriculture officials during the last few
weeks…’ ‘A very satisfactory leaf was being grown here and it would be in keen demand for many years…’
This report includes a photograph of an experimental plot on Redman Brothers property - ‘They have filled
their curing barn with leaf and intend to extend the area next year.’ Several sections in the Hundred of
Comaum, 10 km north of Penola, were subdivided about 1890 and designated as the ‘Coonawarra Fruit
Colony’ in the survey of Yallum Estate in 1906. (See Yallum)
Information on and a photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist Church is in the
Observer, 27 August 1910, page 15a, 3 September 1910, page 31, of a Queen competition in the Chronicle,
9 August 1934, page 36.
Coondambo – The lessee of Condambo Station, Robert Bruce, wrote the following poem titled ‘To a
Duststorm’ (See Bruce Well):
Outrageous thing, detestable and vast A very thing, that fain would choke us all On rushing wings of burning northern blast
Your victim hunts, and on them fiercely fall.
Where shall we crouch? O! Where securely hide?
Where? Where indeed! With you upon our tracks;
For though usurping all the countryside,
You deftly swarm through mouse-defying cracks.
When first the surface of the earth you raise,
And hurl it high, then whirl it round in glee,
We waste few moments in a mute amaze,
But breathe a prayer, and from your onslaught flee.
And if a hut should happily be nigh
We to it bolt and promptly bang the door,
While through the roof vindictively you fly,
And shake the building with resounding roar!
Why hurry so? You’ve little more to do,
The hut is full, and so am I about.
Thus spite the efforts of your gusty crew,
Like surplus freight, and will soon be crowded out.
Don’t lift the roof! You enter fast enough;
And have missiles far too great a store
A flying rafter might come rather rough,
Though not as sand so liable to score.
You’ll spare the roof because you’ve come to stay
And make things lively till the sun goes down.
At mud pie mixing you will, childlike, play
With sweat and grime upon my visage brown;
Would you were mortal and were forced to eat
Those dust pies vile and all your filthy store;
For then hence forward I might, clean and neat,
Sincerely dwell, pursued by you no more.
It is an Aboriginal word having reference to kangaroo rats applied to a railway siding on the Trans-Australia
line, 54 km east of Kingyoona, and a post office opened in November 1882 and closed in October 1884. A
photograph of the first consignment of wool on the railway is in the Chronicle, 25 December 1915, page 28.
Coondappie - A property South-East of Lake Frome; see pastoral lease no. 1824.
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Coongie - The ‘Coongie Run’ was established by H. and N. Wilson in 1875 (lease no. 2529). Lake Coongie is
in the Far North-East and the Coongie Post Office opened in November 1882 and closed in October 1884.
A photograph of an Aborigines’ camp is in the Chronicle, 3 July 1926, page 40.
Coontapoo - A post office about 10 km from Little Swamp opened on 18 October 1922 and changed to ‘Big
Swamp’ on 1 January 1943. Meaning unknown
Coonunda, Lake - In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee suggested this name, derived from the Aboriginal
kanunda, relating to a rare species of butterfly frequenting the lake, as a replacement for Lake Bonney, SE.
The name was given, also, to a sheep run founded by T. Pether (lease no. 195A) - some records ascribe its
foundation to Peter Begg in 1851. (See Geltwood Beach & Pether Rock)
Coo-owie Springs - On section 119, Hundred of Mannanarie. Rodney Cockburn says it is an Aboriginal word
meaning ‘crow’s waterhole’.
Cooper - Justice Sir Charles Cooper has his name commemorated by Mount Cooper, north of Venus Bay,
named by E.J. Eyre on 18 September 1839; its school opened in 1939 and closed in 1965.
In respect of Cooper Creek, its naming has long been a matter of controversy:
It was discovered by Charles Sturt. He found that the Strzelecki Creek flowed from another river
and, in the course of his return from his second expedition from Fort Grey towards the northern
regions in October and November 1845, he followed the stream until he came to a point where it
diverged into many channels, and was forced back.
On 9 November 1845 he wrote, ‘I gave the name Cooper’s Creek to the water-course we had so anxiously
traced, as a proof of my respect for Mr Cooper.’ By 1878, the settlers in the outside districts of the colony
had, hitherto, had little to thank the government for ‘in this part of the Far North something like 50,000
square miles of new country have been taken up under lease during the past three years’:
With regard to postal communication it was shown in a petition by the inhabitants to the
Postmaster General that a fortnightly mail could be provided at a small cost from the nearest
point of the mail route between Blanchetown (sic) and Kopperamanna to Innamincka (Burke’s
grave), the terminus of the Queensland mail service… Perhaps it may not be treasonable to hint
that the fact of one station on Salt Creek being the property of a member of parliament had
some little influence with authorities in favouring it more than others…
Mr Cooper, later Sir Charles Cooper, the first Chief Justice of South Australia, retired from office in 1862,
returned to England and died at Bath, Somerset, on 24 May 1887. Sturt encountered incredible hardships
in his struggle to reach the central regions of the continent and those farther north. Shortly afterwards, T.L.
Mitchell, accompanied by E.B. Kennedy, made a further attempt to reach Sturt’s goal but, on reaching
Queensland, he turned back and to his delight discovered the Barcoo River, seemingly flowing northwards.
Later, Kennedy found that it turned southwards gradually and that, in fact, it was the upper reaches of the
Cooper.
In 1848, A.C. Gregory proved that the Barcoo, the stream named the Victoria by Mitchell, and the Cooper
were one river, and that, as Sturt’s discovery preceded that of Mitchell, the Victoria was again named the
Cooper. By 1860, the Secretary of State for the Colonies ruled that the whole length of the river should be
known as the Barcoo, and this name, together with that of the Cooper as an alternative, was recorded on
the map. After many years it was agreed that the name ‘Barcoo’ should be confined to that part of the river
above its injunction with the ‘Thompson’.
The Hundred of Cooper, County Albert, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, was deleted from the map on 30 June
1870.
Coorabie - Aboriginal for ‘magpie water’. The Coorabie School opened in 1897, while the town, in the
Hundred of Sturdee, 18 km North-West of Fowlers Bay, came into existence as the result of a petition by
the local branch of the Agricultural Bureau of SA. Surveyed by A.D. Smith, in December 1914, it was
proclaimed on 25 February 1915. A photograph of the post office is in the Chronicle, 11 July 1929, page 36.
Coorara - A railway siding on the former Willunga line; today, it is the name of a primary school in the
district, that opened as ‘Yetto East’ in 1980. Aboriginal for ‘cloud’. (See Yetto)
Coorong, The - In 1851, James and Thomas Dodd named their pastoral lease ‘Coorong’, said to be a
corruption of the Aboriginal name kurangk given to a channel south east of the mouth of the River Murray
to the sea. Its literal meaning is ‘neck of winding river’, but see under ‘Goolwa’ where the Tindale papers at
the SA Museum assert that an Aboriginal word kurank, meaning ‘salt water’, is the source of the name.
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Another regional name for the Coorong was tenggi, an estuarine stretch from the Murray mouth to near
Kingston, SE.
In Aboriginal legend the Coorong and its lagoons were formed by an ancestral being Taldamatarang and it
was he who replaced the spearing of ducks by developing nets. His camp was at sections 26 and 28, Hundred
of Smith. (See Dodd Peninsula, Taldamatarang & Tintinara)
The Coorong, extending South-Easterly from the River Murray mouth for almost 100 km, is a
long, narrow lake that peters out in a string of clay pans. The name, however, is often used
regionally to include the marginal stretch of sandhills on the seaward side, known as
Younghusband Peninsula, and the eastern, marginal mainland strip traversed by Princes
Highway.
The hazards of swamp lands encountered in the district on the overland route to the Victorian goldfields in
the 1850s were recounted by Richard Clode:
On 20 October 1851 I left Adelaide on foot with a blanket on my back and my faithful dog Tiger
by my side. We were heading for the diggings. As you know we had just had the wettest winter
since the foundation of the Colony and, consequently, I was prepared to encounter many
difficulties with swamps. These were known to exist on the road - a term not really applicable for
there was, in fact, no road after crossing the River Murray. After 100 miles [sic] I came to the first
swamp which I forded in about two hours. Knee deep in mud and slime I then crawled out onto
the bank to find not a track in sight. It appeared that the heavy growth after the winter rain had
obliterated them.
Fortunately, I fell in with a few friendly natives who put me on the right scent. When the sun had
set I lit a fire and, having cooked and consumed my damper, I wrapped myself up in my blanket
and was soon asleep. Next morning I trudged on, admiring the luxuriant shrubs which grew in
profusion around many salt water lakes. They were covered with black swans, geese and ducks. I
finally came to a most formidable swamp about four miles across and in places chin deep. The
name of the place is Tilley’s Flat and it was here that I had the misfortune to lose my dog.
Tiger could have swum the distance but would not go ahead and kept swimming back to me, for
I could not keep up with him. It took me six hours to get out of that infernal swamp but, alas, I
found myself quite alone. My poor dog had drowned. On and on I went, swamp after swamp. I
waded for ten miles meeting occasionally a shepherd or stockman. The natives I encountered
were very civil and of great assistance, supplying me with fish they caught in the Coorong. Our
conversation was on a limited scale. On the whole I do not think I could have done without them
and, with one solitary exception, I was glad to meet them. One tribe I feel in was very warlike.
They understood no English and I did not comprehend their dialect.
From what I could gather they were on a war expedition against another tribe. They were
painted in red, white, blue and yellow, each male with about four spears, war clubs and
boomerangs. I felt much more at ease when I was out of their reach… I was quite worn out as I
had travelled the last 100 miles barefooted. My boots were hard as iron after continual wetting
and drying in the sun. I availed myself of a rest at a shepherd’s hut and within a few days my raw
feet were recovered. I then found it necessary to replenish my pockets to complete my journey
and have the means of procuring a licence, tools, etc., at the diggings, so I started for the head
station where I engaged to work during the shearing season for thirty shillings a week, plus keep.
In 1883, a traveller said that he discovered that ‘the road along the Coorong was frightfully rough going
over boulders for miles, the stone being up to nearly two feet in height’:
I occasionally got a nasty bump on the back of my head through the top rail of the coach coming
violently forward whenever we went into a rut across the track. The most disagreeable thing on
the whole journey was the flights of ‘midges’, as the driver called them, which every now and
then assailed us in myriads. These did not sting, though they made a noise like the singing of
mosquitoes, but they were so thick I could catch a dozen by simply making a grasp through the
air, and they settled in hundreds on my hair, got into my eyes, nose and ears and made me
generally miserable.
I tried to wrap my head in a pocket handkerchief, but was very glad to get it untied again, for
they began to crowd in thicker than before. The other nuisance proceeded from the carcasses of
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3,000 sheep scattered along the road, portion of a huge flock of 10,000 which was being most
indiscreetly travelled in one mob. There was scarcely any feed for the poor animals and water
was even more scarce and the driver… unacquainted with the locality… drove the famished
animals past the wells.
A find of ‘petroleum’ was reported in 1886 and it was said to burn ‘with great readiness and considerable
brilliancy and emit comparatively little smoke.’ The discovery was in fact ‘coorongite’; for an interesting
history of this substance see Tom McCourt and Hans Mincham, The Coorong and Lakes of the River Murray.
Coorongite inspired the first oil drilling in Australia; inspired, too, much learned discourse, much
avaricious dreaming, much shrewd beguiling - and much plain nonsense about petroleum
geology… the outbreak lasted for forty or fifty years, finally subsiding with the onset of the
depression in the early 1930s without producing a barrel of oil.
For information on the Coorong School see note under ‘Bonney, Hundred of’; it closed in 1925. (See Alfred
Flat)
Photographs of hauling Mr Bowman’s vessel Dora Bassett from the beach are in the Observer, 9 April 1927,
page 32.
Cooryanna Creek - Near Lake Gregory where, in 1875, the ‘Cooryanna Run’ was held by J. Crozier.
Cootenoorina - A property west of Lake Eyre North; see pastoral lease no. 2909.
Cootes, Mount - A hill on Yorke Peninsula, 91 feet above sea level. Probably corrupted from James Coutts,
who came in the Oriana in 1837 and held the Tucock Cowie, Port Davenport and Oyster Bay runs in the
1850s. (See Coutts Lagoon)
Cootra - An Aboriginal name for a rockhole in the district applied to a telegraph office, 16 km east of
Warramboo, on section 31, Hundred of Cootra, County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 4 November 1926. The
Cootra East School opened in 1929 and closed in 1946; Cootra Centre in 1930 - closed in 1941; Cootra West
in 1930 - closed in 1942. A photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 19 March 1936, page 32.
Copeville - The town in the Hundred of Bandon, 37 km north of Karoonda, was proclaimed on 1 May 1919
and named after Henry Spencer Cope, an early settler in the district. He came from Victoria and, according
to Rodney Cockburn, ‘made valuable research into the subject of Australian eucalypts and their worth.’
Prior to its proclamation the settlement was known as ‘Glencope’ and that name was given to a school that
opened in 1914 (changed in 1919) and closed in 1966. Its post office opened as ‘Glencope Siding’ on 29
September 1915 and was, at first, conducted on the property of a Mr Evans, section 16, Hundred of Bandon.
(See Walsh Bore)
Copley - The Hundred of Copley, County of Manchester, was proclaimed on 21 May 1891 and the town of
Copley, 37 km north of Beltana, on 27 August 1891. The latter was surveyed by Edward Copley Playford (an
uncle to Sir Thomas Playford), and both were named after William Copley (1845-1925), Commissioner of
Crown Lands. The Copley School opened in 1945 and closed in 1961. The Leigh Creek railway station was in
the middle of the town and its hotel known as the ‘Leigh Creek Hotel’.
In 1916, Lachlan McTaggart was successful in having the railway station renamed Copley. He is reported to
have said, ‘in telegraphing I have to use the name Leigh Creek and it costs 2d, whereas it should be 1d.’
In 1928, Mr E. (Ted) Temple, contractor and mail carrier, was well-known and ‘his two ton truck was
brought into commission before Easter of this year and by August it had recorded more than 13,000 miles
without stop or repairs’:
Not only does he manage two mail contracts, one to Mooloowurtana and the adjoining sand
dune country of Yandana, but between the weekly mail service he spends his days and portion of
his nights in freighting the horse feed and wool bales to and from the pastoral stations within a
100 miles of Copley…
A photograph of an Aboriginal camp is in the Observer, 23 November 1929, page 33, of a prospector’s hut
in the Chronicle, 28 June 1934, page 33.
Copper - A company to work the Copper Hill Mine ‘situated about nine miles east of Kadina and two miles
from Green’s Plains was floated in September 1872… There are only about 18 proprietors and the shares
allotted are already at a premium.’ (See Kulpara) The Copper Hill School, near Moonta, opened in 1885
and closed in 1946.
Copperhouse was a village contiguous to Lostwithiel, 3 km west of Burra, laid out on section 52, Hundred
of Kooringa, by William Oliver, licensed victualler of Redruth, in 1858. In 1873, the school was conducted in
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a chapel by Robert Z. Jones with 22 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1865 and closed in 1949. (See Westbury)
At this place, in 1861, ‘a few friends of temperance [were] actively at work… and their labours have been
greatly blessed; drunkards have been reclaimed, moderate drinkers arrested and the sober preserved’,
while in 1892:
Starting from the Burra, in the distance was Copperhouse, formerly the first halting stage of the
mule caravans which carried the copper ore of the Burra to Port Wakefield before the iron horse
appeared on the scene and took the wind out of them. These mules were imported from South
America and fulfilled their purpose for a time, but as they do not procreate amongst themselves
they have, I presume, by this time nearly all died out…
Copper Mine Creek runs through section 53, Hundred of Cassini, on Kangaroo Island and was, no doubt,
named after the Bonaventura copper mine, once worked there. Another creek of the same name is about
‘20 miles from Renmark’ and it was ‘not so named because there is any copper near, but owing to the fact
that it is the nearest approach the pioneer whites could make to the native name.’ (See Advertiser, 13
August 1921 where a variation to this proposition is to be found.)
Coppitalta - A property south of Wudinna; see pastoral lease no. 1673.
Coralbignie Hut - South of Lake Gairdner where the ‘Coralbignie Run’ was established by C.H. Leycester in
1865 (lease no. 1637). In 1872, a man was lost in the Gawler Ranges and ‘Mr Stokes, the overseer of the
station, dispatched one of his men, accompanied by an Aboriginal, in a buggy to bring the wanderer back’:
They followed a track for 40 miles from the station but had to turn back because the buggy could
not cope with the dense scrub. The next day Mr Lyons, the owner of the station, and two others,
made a search on horseback but nothing was seen of the missing man who was described as a
traveller, known as ‘Jack’ and ‘not quite right in the mind’.
Coralite - (See Burnda)
Corcondo - An 1875 subdivision of section 248, Hundred of Alma, by Joachim Heinrich Hoepner (18161882), five km north of Hamley Bridge; he arrived in the George Washington in 1846. The land, now reverted
to broad acres, was, in 1986, part of a property called ‘Corcondo’ by the owner, H.G.R. Branson. Its post
office was opened by F. Bohnsack in 1901; it closed in July 1939.
Cordillo Downs - A photograph of a camel mail coach is in the Observer, 23 June 1928, page 36, of dogs
being destroyed in an Aboriginal camp on 21 July 1928, page 36, of Aborigines on 30 March 1929, page 35.
Corio - An 1857 resubdivision of section 2402, Hundred of Goolwa, by R.B. Colley, an Adelaide land agent
who advertised it as:
Adjacent to the town of Goolwa… portions of this section has been sold at different times… the
proprietors have determined to lay it entirely out… the land they can offer to the public consists
of good soil and water [and] proximity to shipping and tramway terminus… [Block 12 of this
subdivision was cut up into 14 allotments in 1872].
The steamer Corio ran aground at the mouth of the River Murray on 16 October 1857. It was purchased by
the Murray Navigation Company who attempted to refloat the vessel but was unsuccessful. In January 1858
it was purchased by two men from Port Adelaide who sent a number of sailors in the paddle tug Young
Australian through the mouth of the Murray. They refloated it, towed it to Port Adelaide where it was sold
to an interested party from New South Wales. (See Colley)
Cornflower Hill - Is referred to in Johann Menge’s reports of 1837-1851 and assumed to be near section
950, Hundred of Barossa. Menge reported an outcrop of the mineral kyanite in the vicinity. Rodney
Cockburn said that ‘the cornflower is the German national bloom.’
Corn Hill - Near Normanville. ‘This newly-erected and elegant place of worship was rededicated to its sacred
and appropriate use in February 1862… The chapel is finished after the Gothic order the front gable being
surmounted with a corresponding cupola and flanked by ornamental buttresses. It occupies a conspicuous
position and forms a great convenience to the settlers…’
Cornish - Rodney Cockburn places Mount Cornish near Jervois Range and says it was named after W.H.
Cornish, a government surveyor, and described by C.G.A. Winnecke as ‘a magnificent sight, reaching
apparently to the clouds.’
Cornish Well is near Lake Acraman and probably honours W.D. Cornish, explorer, who traversed the
country from Fowlers Bay to Ooldea in 1876.
Corny, Point - The physical feature was named by Matthew Flinders on 18 March 1802:
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The howling of the dogs was heard during the night and at daylight the shore was found to be
distant two or three miles and was woody, rising land but not of much elevation. A remarkable
point, which I named Corny Point was the furthest land to westward.
Baudin called it Pointe des Soupirs (Point of Sighs). The ‘Corney (sic) Point Run’ was established by Ann
Rogers in 1855 (lease no. 423).The Corny Point School opened in 1888.
The new school building is nearly completed… A night school has been started for two evenings a
week with an attendance of nine, and promises of five more after seeding. This is a boon to the
older members of the community and is greatly appreciated. Altogether the advent of the new
teacher, Mr Bradley, has caused the social status of Corny Point to look much brighter [in 1911].
Photographs are in the Observer, 17 March 1928, page 36, of the lighthouse in The Critic, 25 April 1903,
page 6.
The name was given to a subdivision of block A, Hundred of Carribie, by Gladys B. Sterling, in 1950.
Coromandel Valley - ‘Coromandel’ is a name given to part of the Indian coast and is a corruption of the
Portuguese chora-mandala - ‘the realm of Chora’, the Tamil title of a dynasty reigning in Tanjore. The town
of Coromandel, from which the name of the Coromandel coast was formerly derived, is a corruption of
kareimanal - ‘the sandy coast’. The ship Coromandel arrived at Port Adelaide on 12 January 1837, when ten
of the crew deserted and found refuge in a valley in the Mount Lofty Range.
The following are extracts from a letter dated ‘Coromandel, Holdfast Bay, 14 February 1837’, and addressed
by Captain Chesser to Robert Gouger:
I beg to report to you that in consequence of the desertion and illness of my crew, the ship under
my control is unmanageable. On arriving at Holdfast Bay on 17 January last, I submit that I had
the option of protesting against the anchorage of the Bay and the delivery of the cargo of the
ship there, and that I should have been justified in putting back to Nepean Bay and there
discharging it. Anxious however to prevent the loss which must thus have been sustained… I
determined to use my best endeavours to discharge my cargo on the beach at Holdfast Bay.
The difficulty and delay incident to the discharge of a cargo so large as that of the Coromandel
would alone have occasioned considerable loss to the owners of the ship but independent of this
I have to acquaint you that ten of my men have deserted at this place. I have to add that two
men left the ship at Kangaroo Island and five others are now sick in consequence of the
additional labour which the desertion… imposed upon those who have adhered to their duty.
I am thus left with only 15 men to work a ship which requires at least 30 men to ensure her
safety. I have therefore to request that five marines and a corporal be put at the disposal of the
Chief Constable for the purpose of capturing the deserters… There is the more reason for this as I
have reason to believe that the deserters are armed and have committed depredations which
will make their existence in the colony as dangerous as their absence from the ship is of serious
import to me.
The above letter was endorsed by the Governor: ‘Captain Chesser deserves well to have his case attended
to. As to his deserters he suspected that they were employed at Port Adelaide, but if they are in the bush
they must be taken…’ Four days after Captain Chesser had written to the Colonial Secretary, Mr Williams,
the constable stationed at Glenelg, asked for 10 men, as he had private information as to where he was
likely to find the deserters and ‘to take the parties into custody immediately’.
On 31 January 1837, Captain Chesser was granted warrants to apprehend the following for
having absconded from the Coromandel without his leave or consent: James Barrett, Edward
Read, John Conend, James Marshall, John Parsons, John Williams, Richard Jones, James Powell,
Robert Cranson, Cameron. On 13 March 1837 the above men, with the exception of Cranson,
having surrendered themselves, were remanded until Thursday 16 March and when they
appeared and in consequence of there being no prosecutor, were all discharged.
The following are extracts from an article by Charles Hope Harris published in the Blackwood Magazine in
1914 - in some respects his account of events is in contradiction to known facts:
The crew of the Coromandel were so attracted by the accounts they heard of this new Land of
Promise that when the time was approaching for the departure of the vessel, some of them
resolved to abscond and hide in the bush until after it had sailed … they proceeded in a body to
the hills above Brownhill Creek where they formed a camp… just west of National Park.
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Probably they moved camp after a while to Chambers Creek, on the south side of the River Sturt
and near the place since called Cherry Gardens, for the description given by one of them states
that their camp was at the foot of a high hill, the summit of which commanded a fine view of the
gulf and from which a few weeks later they had the satisfaction of witnessing the Coromandel
pass out on her return voyage.
Search had been made for the missing men but the only trace found was some flour which had
been spilt before they reached Brownhill Creek. How many of these sailors ultimately settled in
the beautiful valley which they had romantically named after the ship they had deserted is not
known to the writer.
The village of Coromandel Valley emerged in 1851 when section 860 was cut up by Thomas Matthews.
On 18 December 1850 a new place of worship was opened in the Coromandel Valley, Sturt Vale,
about 10 miles from Adelaide, in connection with a church under the pastoral care of Mr Samuel
Gill, composed principally of persons holding the doctrine of Believers Baptism… The services
were opened by Mr Playford and were continued in the afternoon by Mr James Allen…
It is delightfully situated in a romantic valley and in the midst of a thriving and daily increasing
population. The church has only been formed about twelve months and it now numbers about
40 members, but the accommodation provided is for double that number… A Sunday school
already exists in connection with the branch church at Clarendon and one is to be established
forthwith at Sturt Vale…,
while in 1914:
The Coromandel Valley of today is a small, scattered settlement situated on the River Sturt about
12 miles from Adelaide… The principal buildings are a public school, an institute hall, three places
of worship, a post office and store, butcher’s and baker’s premises and a disused jam and biscuit
factory. Besides, there are two gardens and orchards sustaining… 272 persons… (See Craiglee)
A photograph of the school band is in the Observer, 4 June 1921, page 26, of the unveiling a war memorial
in the Observer, 4 June 1921, page 26.
Corraberra - A property near Port Augusta; see pastoral lease no. 1204.
Corratum - The ‘Corratum Run’ was taken up by Archibald Johnson (1808-1881) of Mount Muirhead under
occupation licence from 7 January 1847, 20 km North-West of Mount Schank while, today, the name
Corratum is applied, particularly, to section 559, Hundred of Kongorong, and said to derive from an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘crooked tree’.
John Livingston and Duncan McCallum held Curratum [sic], consisting of 40 square miles… Mr
Livingston sold it to J.T. Clarke and bought Ardno on the Victorian border. They started the
station with 500 cows, 20 mares and a stallion which they brought from what is now known as
Canberra, the journey occupying several months. This was about 1850.
Corrobinnie Hill Conservation Park - The name approved in January 1980 for section 23, Hundred of Hill.
Corryton - An 1877 subdivision of part section 272, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Dean and George A.
Farr; now included in Kensington Gardens. Possibly, the name was taken from ‘Corryton Park’, a property
owned by the Rounsevell family at Mount Crawford; (See Randell)
Several children of John Rounsevell’s (jnr) fourth marriage to Sarah Coombs were given ‘Corryton’ as a
second Christian name while other sources suggest that ‘Corryton’ was the name of a Cornish family having
some affiliation with the Rounsevell’s. The Rounsevell family hailed from Cornwall, England and in the
adjoining County of Devon is a town of ‘Coryton’ (sic).
Cortlinye - Aboriginal for ‘black oak’ and given to the ‘Cortlinye Run’ held by John Bascombe in the 1870s
(lease no. 1853). The Hundred of Cortlinye, County of Buxton, was proclaimed on 1 October 1914. The
Cortlinye School opened in 1922 and closed in 1946; Cortlinye East School existed from 1929 until 1942,
while Cortlinye South School opened in 1926 and closed in 1941.
Corunna North - A mountain North-West of Iron Knob where the ‘Coroona (sic) Run’ (lease no. 369) was
established by James Paterson in 1854.
The battle of Corunna was fought in 1808 and as Baxter, Eyre’s companion, after whom the
adjacent hills were named, seems unlikely to have had an association with the Peninsular War,
there can be little doubt that Corunna was the spelling used by Eyre for the native name of the
place, which to other ears sounded more like Coroona.
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Caroona [sic] Hill is about 45 miles west of Port Augusta and about 12 miles from Lake Gillies. It has
always been an important point to explorers as being the only surface water between Port Augusta and
Uno. It is an Aboriginal name for a crane or heron… (See Caroona Creek & Iron Knob)
A photograph of shearers is in the Chronicle, 5 October 1933, page 38.
Corvisart Bay - East of Streaky Bay township. In 1802, Baudin named it Ance aux Lezards (Lizards’ Cove) and
on Freycinet’s charts it appears as Baie Corvisart. Jean Nicolas, Baron de Corvisart-Desmarets (1755-1821),
a French medical writer and doctor of medicine; he attended Josephine, Napoleon’s Empress.
Cotabena, Hundred of - In the County of Blachford, proclaimed on 6 December 1888. An Aboriginal name
taken from the sheep run held by R.B. Smith in the 1860s (lease no. 1659) at ‘Warrakimbo, Mount Eyre’.
Originally, the land was held by Samuel Sleep from July 1851.
Cottar Swamp - A water reserve on section 90, Hundred of Carribie and known to the Aborigines as wintanja
- winta is the name of an owl that flies only at night and also that of a type of javelin or spear, used only in
the hand and most useful for killing a sleeping enemy in the dark.
Cotton - George W. Cotton, MLC (1882-1892) was ‘a great friend to the men who advocated the
establishment of working-men’s blocks in our midst’:
He was secretary of the Homestead League, which had for its object the placing of the working
man on blocks which they could eventually call their own. In his place in the Legislative Council
Chamber he never let an opportunity pass, but persistently kept before the minds of the
legislators that question which with him was most important.
To that persistency may be given a deal of the credit for the great consideration which workingmen’s blocks have received at the hands of the law-makers of this colony. Anything which tended
to benefit the working classes received most serious attention from the deceased gentleman,
and while all classes will regret his sudden death the ‘blockers’ especially will mourn over the loss
of one who was at once their friend and protector…
His motto ‘was to legislate so that the welfare of all parties might be equally promoted and even those
who differed in opinion from him will cheerfully admit that he was most earnest in his advocacy of any
cause which he took up.’
He was born in Kent, England, in 1821, ‘in which country his maternal ancestry had ranked among the
sturdy yeomanry since time immemorial’:
His father (early in life left as an orphan of both parents) belonged to a west of England family of
distinction… Anything which tended to benefit the working classes received [his] most serious
attention… There has been no man who has been more straight forward and endeavoured to do
good in the community… The good acts of some men are far above their failings and [his] little
faults could well be overlooked… The working men’s block system [has] been a moral lesson to
all the world… The tide of wealth had been heaped against him, but he had never shrunk from
his duties.
At his funeral, reported in 1892, a wreath from ‘blockers’ bearing the inscription: ‘In loving gratitude to
[our] father, friend and champion’ was laid upon the grave.
The Hundred of Cotton, County of Chandos, was proclaimed on 4 January 1894 and its school opened in
1914 and closed in 1945. The name Cotton was applied, also, to a town south of Aldgate on 4 May 1893; it
had a very short life as it ceased to exist on 19 April 1894. In 1909, the name was applied to a post office in
‘the township of Cotton’ (sometimes recorded as Cotton Bore - now Wilkawatt). Data in the Department
of Lands shows Cottonville being laid out, first, as ‘homestead blocks’ but not gazetted. The suburb of
Cottonville, now included in Westbourne Park, was laid out on section 255, Hundred of Adelaide, by William
Hamilton Sampson and Jessie Sanders in 1921. Glen Cotton - (See Mylor)
Coubert Creek - Application No. 2106 in the General Registry Office shows this watercourse running through
a property at West Nairne owned by James Nicholls (1821-1881) in the 1860s. In 1865, it was recorded as
‘Cobourg’.
Couedic, Cape du - On the South-West coast of Kangaroo Island and named by Baudin in 1803 after Le
Chevalier du Couëdic (1739-1780), a French Navy Captain who went to sea, aged 16. His first command was
the frigate La Surveillante and in her he captured an English privateersman after a vigorous engagement,
but it was his battle against the frigate Quebec which brought him immortal fame as one of France’s
foremost naval heroes.
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Du Couedic is struck twice in the head and once in the body. He does not leave his post. Suddenly
all three masts of La Surveillante, cut to pieces by cannonballs, fell with an awful noise; at the
same time all the masts and spars of the Englishman crashed down… The Quebec blew up,
hurling debris far and wide which the sea engulfed… Her brave captain perished gloriously; he
did not desert his post… Help arrived from Brest; the survivors, maimed, disfigured and
blackened by powder and fire were towed there amid pomp and cheering. Of her complement of
270 men the French ship lost 150 in killed and wounded. Du Couedic died of his wounds and
Louis XVI erected a monument to his memory in the Church of St Louis.
At a meeting of the Marine Board in December 1905 it was decided to erect a new lighthouse at the cape
and it was envisaged to be a ‘first order light’, and visible for 21 miles. Construction commenced in 1907
and it was lit, officially, on 27 June 1909; it became automatic in 1957. At the same time a jetty was
constructed to the south of the lighthouse in Weir Cove.
A photograph of a shed erected for ‘shipwrecked sailors’ is in the Chronicle, 27 August 1936, page 34.
Coulta - A corruption of the Aboriginal koolto, applied to a spring near the town of Coulta in the Hundred
of Warrow, 32 km South-West of Cummins, surveyed by Thomas Evans and proclaimed on 18 October 1877.
In 1908, C. Burton Evan advised that he could testify to the fact that:
The name is derived from ‘Koolto’, a spring and shepherd’s hut close to where the township now
is. The blacks called it ‘Koolto’ as did all connected with the station, and it was so written in the
station books, but the government surveyor converted it to ‘Coulta’.
Its school opened as ‘Warrow’ in 1880; name changed in 1906 and closed in 1966.
In 1887, Coulta was ‘a central position and is a government township, whereas Wangary is but a wayside
public house. How then does the Returning Officer report unfavourably. Coulta would have something like
30 names on the roll and, if it were a declared polling place… [many] in the adjoining hundreds would
register there…’
Coulthard Lookout - In the Copley District, named in honour of a Adnyamathanha tribal chief, Andy
Coulthard, when he last visited it before his death. A cairn and plaque are on the site.
Courela - Twenty-four kilometres east of Haslam; its school opened in 1920 and closed in 1943. An
Aboriginal name for a well in the vicinity.
Courtabie Well - South-West of Warramboo where the ‘Courtabie Run’ was established by W. Morgan, G.
Agars and M. Kingsborough in 1869 (lease no. 1609). A sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names of
South Australia. (See Hetherington Well)
Coutts Lagoon - On section 207, Hundred of Para Wurlie, on Yorke Peninsula., recalls James Coutts, who
held pastoral lease no. 261 and others from 1853; he arrived in the Oriana in 1837. (See Cootes, Mount)
A fatal collision between some shepherds and the natives occurred in 1852. It appears the latter
had seized a flock of sheep and, when attempting repossession, a determined resistance was
made. The natives had already destroyed many of the sheep and had divided the remainder into
two flocks… The natives attacked the white men in the first instance by throwing their spears and
these having been broken by the overseer, they attempted to overpower them by closing on
them and pelting them with stones. The Europeans fired in self-defence and several of the
natives were killed…
Cowan - John Cowan, MLC (1910-1944), born at Gawler, in 1866, took an early interest in irrigation and
‘urged the construction of locks and weirs on the River Murray.’ His main contribution in parliament was
related to the drainage of the South-East and afforestation. He died at Murray Bridge in 1953 and buried in
the local cemetery. The Hundred of Cowan, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 4 July 1929 in his
honour.
Cowan Vale, near Port Lincoln, was named by Robert Tod in March 1839. The Tod River rises there. (See
Tod River)
An 1866 Gazetteer describes Cowandale as a small settlement near Mount Barker.
Cowandilla - Edwin C. Gwynne (1811-1888), who arrived in the Lord Goderich in 1838, gave this name to a
subdivision of section 92, Hundred of Adelaide. An 1840 advertisement suggested that it was a ‘privilege to
buy into this new development’ claimed to be ‘the cheapest in… Adelaide.’
The proprietors of this beautiful section, and in accordance with the wishes of the applicants,
and in order to encourage the location of industrious and deserving persons, such as market
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gardeners, small farmers, and other productive classes, have determined upon laying it out in
112 one-acre allotments, for sale or to be let, on moderate terms, the residue of the section to
be reserved for terraces, streets, places of worship, etc.
For this purpose the land is admirably adapted, as well from its cheapness, as from the richness
of its soil, as also from the facility of obtaining water- its proximity of the town - the
circumstances of the road from Adelaide to Glenelg passing through the village, and other
advantages too numerous to mention in an advertisement… A few acres on the lagoon are still
unappropriated. NB. All persons found cutting down trees and shrubs in this village will be
prosecuted with the utmost rigour.
This notice is headed: ‘Cowandillah [sic] - so called on account of the great facilities of obtaining water’,
while a State Library reference says it is derived from the Aboriginal kaunenna-dlla - ‘the locality of the
waters’, which name related, specifically, to the Glenelg district.
The lagoons, as they are called, were then full [November 1836] and in some places several feet
deep, though all derived the water from the last winter’s rains. As the summer advanced they
dried up and we could scarcely obtain sufficient water sometimes even for drinking.
The suburb boundaries are Marion Rd, Hounslow Ave, Brooker Tce and the Keswick Creek drain. A small
detached area off Marion Rd, and including Ross St and Keith St, was known as Cowandillah and is now part
of Torrensville. The spelling ‘Cowandillah’ was used in the late 1800s and then again in street directories in
the mid-1950s. However, the official spelling has always been ‘Cowandilla’.
A photograph of a working-bee is in the Observer, 29 July 1916, page 23, of school teachers taking lessons
in woodwork at a local school in the Chronicle, 27 January 1917, page 30, of a school bank day on 8
November 1934, page 38, of an Arbor Day on 18 July 1935, page 32, 15 July 1937, page 32.
Coward - A school near Oodnadatta that existed from 1894 to 1895.
The government bore at Coward Springs was 400 feet deep and ‘the rush of water is so strong it shoots
nearly 15 feet into the air, falling in a shower of spray and forming a most exquisite fountain’:
The supply is unending and never varies… A large pool of water, quite 40 feet long, lies at the
foot of the fountain and the overflow fills a drain about six feet wide with a depth ranging from
six inches to one foot. The inhabitants of Coward are justly proud of their beautiful fountain and
talk enthusiastically of the delights of bathing under it in the summer…
The name commemorates Corporal Thomas Coward (1834-1905) who arrived in the Fairlie in 1840 and was
a member of P. E. Warburton’s exploration party in 1858. Previously, he was engaged in Tolmer’s gold
escort from the Victorian diggings.
In 1905, it was said that when Inspector Tolmer organised the gold escort:
Young Coward joined it and rode to and from in four successive escorts under the commands of
Inspectors Tolmer, Alford, Rose and Stuart. He was subsequently ordered to Port Augusta to
‘civilise the blacks’…
A police officer of this name was dismissed from the service in February 1859 because of ‘disobedience of
orders and gross ill treatment of a horse entrusted to his care’; an obituary in 1905 says he departed South
Australia for Queensland in 1860 and, upon his return, he conducted hotels in Adelaide. The Coward Springs
Post Office, 136 km west of Marree, opened in 1888.
Cowarie - An Aboriginal word for a marsupial rat given to Cowarie Hill on the Marree-Birdsville track; the
name was applied, also, to a pastoral lease no. 2568 by William B. Rounsevell, when he took up 400 square
miles in the area on 31 December 1875. Cowarie Post Office opened in April 1877 and closed in August
1902. A sketch of the pastoral station is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1884, page 25,
and of a native camp in August 1884, page 124. (See Helling Well)
Cowell - The town, 112 km south of Whyalla, proclaimed on 28 October 1880, was named by Governor
Jervois after Sir John Clayton Cowell, PC, KCB, Master of the Household of Queen Victoria, Lieut-Governor
of Windsor Castle and member of Governor Jervois’ corps, the Royal Engineers. He died in 1894. (See
Franklin Harbor) Its school opened in 1892.
Right across the harbour stands the township named Cowell, containing five dwellings, including
the hotel, a new post and telegraph office, a blacksmith and carpenter’s shop and a store. The
post and telegraph office is built of faced-up stone with red brick coigns and would have been a
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very pretty place but someone with execrable bad taste has whitewashed the whole, to the
disgust of the inhabitants and all visitors.
In connection with this building is a Savings Bank agency and it is to be hoped that the people of
this district may in future be able to make use of it. By all accounts they have been losing ‘hand
over fist’ in the past. There is a jetty at Cowell with a long embankment leading out to it. The end
was carried away a short time ago by the cargo steamer bumping it too heavily… The steamer
comes in once a fortnight…
It is possible that by natural usage in the district, prior to surveys, the settlers avoided the swampy areas
and established a landing place where a woolshed was erected. If this supposition is correct the situation
would then have influenced any surveyor in locating a town in the vicinity. Because of the lack of reasonable
areas of firm ground free of swamps along the coastline, surveyors were left with little choice.
The town’s water supply was commented upon in 1895:
We are obliged to rely on the supply of water from a government tank for household purposes.
The catchment area of this tank being the main road, the droppings of animals are swept into it
thus rendering it unfit for human consumption…
A photograph of a waterfall is in the Chronicle, 8 January 1910, page 32. of a regatta committee on 2 April
1910, page 30, of rifle shooting competitions on 24 June 1916, page 29, of a stingray catch on 5 February
1931, page 36, of a race meeting on 26 March 1931, page 38, of mail cars on 3 December 1931, page 34, of
a carnival on 4 August 1932, page 32, of a brass band on 2 February 1933, page 34, of a motor car bogged
on the Arno Bay road on 2 February 1933, page 38, of sand castle builders and a ‘treasure hunt’ on 17
January 1935, page 36.
Cowiealunga- The yearly examination of the school at Cowiealunga (commonly known as Myponga Jetty)
took place on 8 September 1870 when prizes were awarded as follows:
C.R. Hepworth, E.E. Boys, John J. Vanstone, Horace Hewett, Eliza A. Boys, Annie F. Hewett,
Frederick Boys and Charles Hewett… [Later] there was a soiree in aid of prizes for the children…
Cowirra - Corrupted from the Aboriginal kauwira - kau relates to large grubs, whose root feeding larvae live
under the river red gum trees and were gathered with two-metre long hooked lignum canes. Another
source says that in Jarelde dialect the name was rendered as gauware - ‘deep water’. The town of Cowirra,
3 km west of Mannum, was proclaimed on 20 June 1901 and the reclamation of the area commenced, in
1915, when the total acreage was 2,369 acres of which 581 acres were ‘classed as irrigable… The irrigable
blocks vary in area from 31 to 47 acres and the successful applicants should be able to keep from 25 to 30
cows in milk…’
Cox Creek - Near Bridgewater. ‘Cox’s Creek, originally Cock’s Creek, was named after Robert Cock who
camped hereabouts on Christmas Day, 1837, while leading the first party from Adelaide to reach Lake
Alexandrina. The old village at Cox’s Creek was half a mile upstream where the bullock tracks crossed. The
township of Bridgewater was laid out by John Dunn on the new carriage road in 1859.’ A licensed
establishment named ‘The Deanery Inn’ was opened in 1841 but closed when a ‘new hotel downstream
opened in 1855’ and after the route of the main road had been changed.
Robert Cock (ca.1801-1871), born in Fifeshire, Scotland, arrived in South Australia in the Buffalo in 1836.
In 1894, H.C. Talbot said, ‘Cock, with five others, made the first attempt to find a passable track from the
Tiers to Mount Barker in June 1838 - From a letter written by Mr Robert Rankine, who was one of the party.’
For an unknown reason it has been mapped as ‘Cox Creek’. (See Coobowie - see under Mount Barker, where
the date quoted by H.C. Talbot is disputed; the correct date is December 1837.) On 1 January 1930 the
residents of Bridgewater erected a tablet in his memory. The Cox Creek Post Office, opened in 1851,
changed to ‘Bridgewater’ in April 1873.
Originally the convicts of South Australia were confined to Her Majesty’s Gaol at Adelaide, but in
the latter part of 1851, or the earlier portion of 1852, an establishment was formed for the
discipline of criminals sentenced to long periods of servitude at Cox’s Creek under the
management of Mr A.J. Murray. This establishment was continued for a very short space of time
and, on its discontinuance, the convicts were returned to the Gaol…
Mr Murray’s comments on the prison camp make for interesting reading:
When the 12 convicts set out to establish Cox’s Camp the general body of men asked what
advantage it would be for them to go. They were told it was not a fitting time to speak to them
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upon indulgences and it was their duty to obey orders and submit to regulations… We proceeded
to the Mounted Police Barracks where the Commissioner of Police drew out his men to front
them, that they might again be known to the Force - this appeared to have a marked effect upon
the prisoners. We proceeded on our march, taking the least frequented road out of town.
When their minds appeared to be in a measure settled down, I spoke to one of the prisoners and
told him to communicate what I said to the rest, and by doing so changing his place in the party
on the march. In effect, I told the men I could make no definite promises of indulgences as
settled by regulations, but referred to the power broached by His Excellency to remit portion of
sentences for good conduct. The spirit which prevailed the whole body seemed completely
changed. Good behaviour and cheerful obedience of orders marked the rest of their conduct. I
have very great pleasure in stating that their conduct on the whole cannot but be looked upon as
highly satisfactory…
However, a short time later ‘three convicts effected their escape… a more extensive search was made without success - believed the men making in the direction of Mount Barker and police informed’ and,
following another escape, he ‘requisitioned for six pairs of leg irons!’
Tom Dyster in Views from the Hills says:
Cox’s Creek rises near Mount Lofty and curves its way across the Piccadilly Valley and through
the Mount Lofty Golf Links to Bridgewater where its waters used to be dammed up to turn the
wheel of Mr John Dunn’s old flour mill established in 1860.
Coxiella, Lake - On section 18, Hundred of Duffield, named by Professor W.D. Williams on 6 October 1983
because of the abundance of coxiella snail shells found there.
Crabb Reservoir - On section 211, Hundred of Anna, recalls William Crabb (1824-1905), sheepfarmer,
hotelier of Blanchetown and extensive land holder in the Hundreds of Anna and Skurray; he arrived in the
Java in 1840.
Cradock - A town, 25 km SSE of Hawker, proclaimed on 6 March 1879 and named by Governor Jervois
probably after Sir John Cradock, Governor-General of South Africa (1811-1814), where he spent the years
1842 to 1848 and was, no doubt, familiar with the local town of Cradock. (See Beaufort)
Further, there is a village of Craddock (sic) in Devonshire, a county in which Governor Jervois had close
associations; it is derived from cradocumba, originally the name of a brook. (See Cleve, Franklyn,
Hatherleigh & Snowtown)
Cradock was laid out ‘on a grassy flat’ of ‘strong red loam’ within the Travelling Stock Route just
south of the Wirreanda Creek and close to the old Wirreanda head station. The town arose as
the result of a meeting of local settlers on Saturday 20 July 1878. It was chaired by Mr Soward,
Manager of Yednalue and P. Gillick proposed and J. Smythe seconded ‘that the government be
asked to survey a township on the Travelling Stock Reserve which runs through the University
Reserve [see University Blocks] at Wirreanda at the junction of the Port Augusta three-chain road
with the stock road.
Within a month of its birth, a correspondent said that ‘our township Cradock is making a start. Two
blacksmiths are about to commence operations, and of course the orthodox “pub” will not be far in the
rear. Our storekeeper has just been appointed postmaster and this will be a very great boon to all’ but, by
1883, the initial euphoria had died:
Our farmers have nearly all finished harvesting and the results for the main part have been
anything but satisfactory. Many will hardly have sufficient for seed purposes this year. A great
deal of discontent is openly expressed. Men have been cropping for four years and each crop has
been a failure. A large and representative meeting of settlers in the districts of Arkaba,
Cudlamudla, Wirreanda and Uroonda was held at Cradock in January 1882 to take into
consideration the best means of getting some concessions from government owing to the failure
of crops for the past three years… Mr Mitchell thought it hardly fair to throw the odium on the
selection in this area on the government as Mr Goyder had drawn a line of rainfall and farmers
selected beyond that at their own risk…
A public meeting was held in May 1880 at ‘Mr. Anderson’s to initiate steps for obtaining a school.’ It school
opened in 1881 and closed in 1949; in 1887, it was said to be ‘only 20 feet by 15 feet and frequently girls
fainted during school hours owing to its general state of dilapidation and the crowded condition it was in.’
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A photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 30 April 1936, page 31.
Crafers - The name is associated with David Crafer (ca.1796-1842) who came from Buxton, near Norwich,
in Norfolk in the Lord Goderich in 1838 and took out a licence for the ‘Sawyer’s Arms’ in the Mount Lofty
range on 22 March 1839. Following accusations alleging that he was a cattle rustler or, perhaps, a receiver
of stolen cattle, on 17 July 1839 he placed the following rebuttal in an advertisement in the local press:
Some impudent insinuations having been made respecting my having slaughtered a bullock at my
house in The Tiers, I beg to leave to inform the public that I have done so and that the hide may
be inspected by any inquisitive person who desires it. And I further give notice that I am just
about to slaughter another and will be happy to furnish any persons with such portions of it as he
may require, for adequate remuneration.
His new hotel which he named the ‘Norfolk’, received due publicity when, on 6 October 1840, he stated in
the Southern Australian that ‘David Crafer of the Norfolk Hotel, Stringy Bark Forest, Mount Barker road,
begs to inform his friends that his opening dinner will take place on Wednesday, the 21st instant at 5 o'clock,
when every luxury that the colony affords will be provided… Tickets (not transferable) two guineas each,
including two bottles of wine.’
A report published later says the dinner came off ‘in a style of great elegance. The greatest hilarity prevailed
throughout the evening and no one seemed to have regretted his trip from town. A full length picture of
Admiral Lord Nelson was exhibited at the dinner.’
At the same time it was said that: ‘Mr. Crafers Norfolk Hotel is a very commodious one… This, be it
remembered, is in the heart of a dense forest where the foot of a white man little more than three years
ago never trod ’ and the following opinion was given of his establishment and near environs:
The tiers were inhabited by a number of lawless and broken men, mostly runaways from the
other colonies or from ships, who make a large sum of money by sawing and splitting wood…
But, unfortunately, for themselves they spend it as fast as they receive. It seems Crafers is
making £1,000 a year out of them and by traffic in mountain timber. He sells to them and pays in
rum. The best man, in [his] opinion, is he who drinks most.
In his recollections published by the local branch of the Royal Geographical Society, Thomas Hardeman says:
Crafers made a lot of money fairly fast. Many [tiersmen] worked at high wages for three of four
months and then came to Crafers to knock it down. The Tiers at the time were inhabited by a low
class of men, mostly old hands from New South Wales and Tasmania and some of them [were]
arrant thieves who robbed the teams that stayed there for one night laden with food.
Hardeman went on to say that Mr Crafer was much annoyed by the existence of sly grog shanties and did
all he could to suppress them. In his recollections of early days J.W. Bull relates how he arrived at Crafer’s
‘old bush pub’ to find it in possession of bushrangers who had bailed up Mrs Crafer and the servants and
were treating themselves and a bar full of tiersmen to the best in the house. Mounted police were sent for
and on arrival found the lawbreakers helplessly drunk. They were easily handcuffed and two were executed
later on a more serious charge. David Crafer at one time was also licensee of the South Australian Arms
Hotel in Hindley Street. He died on 15 August 1842 after ‘a lingering illness’.
A few months before his death his hotel and near environs were described as ‘a stone house containing
large and commodious sitting rooms and a row of neat beds above’:
Here everything requisite may be obtained at a moderate charge, which will be thought the more
so, when the distance that everything has to be brought is considered and which cleanliness and
civility render doubly acceptable. On the opposite side of the road is the first house here built for
the accommodation of passengers, a low wooden building, its proprietor erecting the present
one as soon afterwards as possible…
Among the early settlers in the immediate area were the Cobbledick family in 1845 when they commenced
to grow potatoes raised from seed obtained from Brown’s River, Tasmania and their yield was as high as
eight tons per acre. As a boy William Cobbledick, who was born at O’Halloran Hill in 1841, hawked potatoes
about Adelaide and Norwood and recalled the times when men and women could be seen carrying baskets
of produce on their backs to the Adelaide market. In July 1862, Mr Cobbledick ploughed the first 20 acres
for Messrs Clark and Crompton’s vineyard at Stonyfell.
With the exodus of the male population to the Victorian goldfields, the Postmaster-General, John Watts,
saw fit to sack all letter carriers. Among the upset populace were the ‘women of Crafers anxiously awaiting
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letters and remittances from their husbands on the goldfields.’ After three days of confusion Sir Henry
Young ordered the reinstatement of the carriers.
By the closing months of 1856 the idea of a railway through the ‘Eastern Hills’ was not exactly a new one
in the minds of the government and some private citizens, but prior to that time the suggestions made on
this subject were not characterised by much practicability. In October 1856 the Editor of the SA Register
addressed the subject:
Everybody is acquainted with the nature of the road to Crafers; a road presenting a rich variety of
scenery, scarcely to be equaled in any of the Australian colonies… A large amount of money has
already been expended between Glen Osmond gate and the summit of the adjacent ranges; but,
were twenty times as much expended, the road through the district referred to would always be
toilsome and laborious in the extreme…
The Eastern ranges are a formidable barrier to that free interchange which would so greatly
benefit the interests of town and country; and to many people that barrier appears both
impenetrable and insurmountable. But, on the contrary, there are others who maintain the
practicability of carrying our traffic either through or over the interposing ranges…
We are informed that a gentleman in Adelaide has so far convinced himself of the practicability
of the idea that he would, at his own personal risk, undertake to carry it out for a very moderate
sum. He would construct three series of levels, or gradients of an easy application, and the
termination of each would be prepared for the ascent of the carriages. At the top of this incline a
drum would be fixed, around which would pass the cable used for connecting the ascending and
descending trains. Of course, the trains would both ascend and descend upon the same face of
the inclined platform, a double set of rails being laid, with the revolving drum in the centre at the
summit.
The descending trains would be laden with wheat and country produce, or with stone and
firewood, In some places, where there is no down traffic, the descending force consists of water
tanks, which are fixed on carriages and descend full, the water being let off at the bottom of the
incline, and the goods taken out of the track at the top. The water tank being lighter than the
goods' truck, the latter descends by gravity, bringing up the former.
The gentleman to whom we refer professes his readiness to contract for the execution for a
railway of this description for £3,000 per mile, with £3,000 extra for each lift… Considering the
cost of constructing and repairing macadamised roads and considering the utter impossibility of
ever having an easy road with such gradients as prevail between Glen Osmond and the top of the
south-eastern ranges, we think the suggestion herein advanced may not be unworthy of
attention…
In 1856, an ‘Adelaide capitalist’ started a Flower Farm Company and took up land at Crafers for the purpose
of growing flowers and establishing a manufactory for the extraction of essential oils and the making of
various scents. At an industrial exhibition in 1891 the company displayed everything in the way of
perfumery. Besides lavender, eau de cologne and the ordinary handkerchief scents, there were hair washes,
pomades, vaseline and perfume cases and sachets. All were put up in elegantly labeled bottles and
reflected great credit upon the manager, Monsieur D.M. Renaud, who also had on view, of his own
manufacture, fruit syrups, preserved fruits and milk preserved for export.
In October 1894, the farm’s proprietors, Mrs James Cowan and W.J. Magarey, the trustees of the late Mr
Cowan’s estate, invited members of the Chambers of Manufactures to inspect the flower farm. About 14
acres were under cultivation, the allotment being approximately roses, eight acres; mignonette, half an
acre; lilac, two acres; native peppermint, three-quarters of an acre; violets, half an acre; tuberose, half an
acre; and small beds of jessamine, wall-flower and fruit trees. There were 250 acres in the farm property
and the land was of the richest description. Samples of scents manufactured were handed around and the
visitors were full of admiration for the quality of production.
The first annual show of the Crafers Horticultural and Floricultural Association took place on 14 March 1878
in a marquee erected at the foot of the hill opposite the Crafers Inn:
The gullies in the neighbourhood are the homes of the market gardeners whose produce forms
so often not only a considerable bulk but also much of the attraction of exhibitions in other
places, and it was very reasonable that they should to prove what they could d o on their own
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ground, and consequently form an association with that object. They must certainly be
congratulated on the success of their first attempt…
The first subdivisions to take the name were Crafers Summit laid out in 1880 on section 402, Hundred of
Noarlunga, by R.A. Patterson and Crafers Park on section 48-49 by Richard Searle and Edward M. Ashwin.
In 1922, much concern was caused to the parents at the Crafers School by the outbreak of diphtheria
among the children. In a report to the Central Board Health it was said that the spread of infection was
favoured:
(a) by the nature of the building, overcrowding and lack of ventilation;
(b) to lack of knowledge or neglect of the instructions on the part of departmental officers
regarding disinfection, exclusion of contacts and inspection of children;
(c) by apathy and indifference on the part of the local boards of health regarding their powers
and
obligations under the Health Act, etc.
A damning report concluded by stating that the school was overcrowded, the building inhabitable, the
playground unsuitable and dangerous and the closets unsanitary and it was impracticable to reconstruct
the existing building or to erect a new building on the same site in such a fashion to meet the requirements
of the current attendance.
A photograph of vehicles passing through the town on their way to Oakbank is in the Chronicle, 13 April
1912, page 30, of a draught horse team in the Observer, 14 December 1929, page 3 (supp.).
Craggs Creek - The creek was described, and a proposed weir on it discussed, in 1894; its modern day name
is ‘Katarapko Creek’. (See Katarapko)
Just above Bookpurnong is the upper end of Craigie’s [sic] Creek which apparently flows out of
the river at Pyap Reach. When the river is up several of the small boats have gone up the creek
thereby shortening the course around the river by about 13 miles…
Craig - South-West of Hawker is Mount Craig, named after James Craig, the manager for the Browne
brothers of Warcowie Station in which he had an interest. (See Aroona Creek & Warcowie, Hundred of)
Of his untimely death in 1855, it was reported that during a heavy thunderstorm:
He and his brother were covering up a stack of wool with tarpaulins, and to weight one from
being blown off he had taken up a bullock-yoke… his brother having hold of one end. A flash of
lightning struck them both to the ground, attracted by the iron gear on the yoke. The brother
was himself again in five minutes; James Craig was dead. No man was more respected in the
North or more deeply lamented… I had lost a true friend.
The Mount Craig mine was opened in April 1860 /by eight gentlemen who subscribed together money
sufficient to test the land’:
The report of the Captain being very favourable they were induced to enlarge the company to
12, each of whom gave 100 shillings towards the further development of the country. The mine
was about 78 miles from Port Augusta…
Craig Springs, near Farina, were named by John McD. Stuart on 29 August 1861 ‘after James Craig of
Edinburgh.’
Craigburn - In the 1980s, it was an unofficial name applied by land developers to a subdivision of portion
section 897, held previously by Minda Home Inc., south of the Sturt River in the suburb of Flagstaff Hill. Its
school opened in 1982. The name was taken from a property owned by Peter Cumming (ca.1796-1881),
who obtained the land grant of section 897 in 1847.
Craigburn Estate was offered for sale in 1868, being situated at Coromandel Valley and
comprising 16 sections containing in all 1350 acres. There are two good dwelling houses on the
estate and a vineyard of seven acres, good wine cellars, storeroom, etc…
G.C. Gooch purchased it in 1869 and, in the same year, sold it to Walter Watson Hughes. Peter Cumming
was born in Scotland where the name occurs; in 1266 it was recorded as cragyn; derived from the Gaelic
creag - ‘at the crag’. Rodney Cockburn says that it was ‘disposed of in 120 blocks on the first Saturday after
the opening of the Nairne railway. It was described as “the Seaview heights of Blackwood”.’
Craigdarroch - The name was applied to a property on section 5234 and others, Hundred of Onkaparinga,
by the Murdoch family (sometimes recorded as ‘Murdock’). (See Murdock Hill)
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On Wednesday, 29 October 1862 the Oakbank, Manxtown, Charleston and Lobethal schools met
at Woodside in the morning when they formed in procession to proceed along the road to
Craigdarroch Park, the domain of Mrs Murdoch, about two miles from the township of
Woodside.
Many of the vehicles were tastefully decorated and had many colours flying. The smiling faces of
both children and friends gave strong indication that there was a design of a day’s enjoyment…
The cavalcade numbered at least 50 waggons, double-bodied gigs and horse drays, headed by
about a score of equestrians. So general was the desire to intermingle in this gala that I believe a
total stop to the business of the day in connection with the township took place, Whole
families… turned out in many instances to enjoy themselves in this very novel way…
Early in 1880 at Craigdarroch Farm, between Woodside and Nairne, the owner, Mr Mitchell, was engaged
in removing trees to extend the area for the plough and he used explosives to remove the large stumps.
One day he found that he had laid bare a glittering tangle of quartz and gold worth £300. He was not one
to cry his luck from his housetop so, after removing gold worth about £700, passed the further prosecution
of the venture to a syndicate of twelve persons who included the two copper kings - Sir Thomas Elder and
Mr Barr Smith. Sir John Colton was also a member. It was named the Woodside Goldmining Company and
its first meeting was held on 16 July 1881 and a few weeks later Mr A. Johnston, of Oakbank, volunteered
to superintend mining operations (his brother, James Johnston, was a director).
Craigholme - Laid out on part section 95, Hundred of Adelaide, by Howard Alison Shierlaw in 1917 ‘within
easy walking distance of the Hilton tramway terminus and close to the public school’ and described as ‘the
natural residential area for the extensive new industrial centre of Mile End’; now included in Richmond and
probably named after his father, Joseph Craig Shierlaw (1852-1925). The small suburb comprised allotments
on both sides of Craig Street, west from Brooker Terrace.
Craigie Creek - (See Katarapko)
Craiglee - An 1866 Gazetteer describes it as an agricultural settlement a few miles from Adelaide, famous
for its orchards and excellence of the jam manufactured there. (See Coromandel Valley)
In the midst of the present agitation respecting the encouragement and fostering of native
industries, it is pleasing to find an illustration of what has been accomplished by an old and
respected colonist, Mr Alexander Murray… His business at Coromandel Valley, though conducted
very quietly, has been steadily increasing… During the past year his factory turned out nearly
3,000 worth of biscuits of various kinds… There are 10 hands at present employed…
Craigmore - A subdivision of sections 4147 and 4171-72, Hundred of Munno Para, by the SA Land
Commission in 1977. The name was taken from an early homestead in the district and imported from
Scotland where it means ‘big crag’; Gaelic mor - ‘big’. The Craigmore South School opened in 1979.
Craike Lea - Laid out in 1917 on part section 376, Hundred of Blanche, by the executors of John Frew; now
included in Mount Gambier. The name comes from Scotland whence John Frew’s parents, of Glasgow,
emigrated in the Lady Bute in 1839. (See Frewville & Hedley Park)
Cranbourne - A subdivision of part section 288, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Wattle Park and
Beulah Park. Frederick Tarver Smith created it, circa 1851, taking the name from his native County of
Berkshire, England, meaning ‘brook (burn) frequented by cranes’. Rodney Cockburn says that the ‘original
holders’ of the land were R. Cock and W. Fergusson.
Cranbrook - Two schools of this name existed near Curramulka, viz., 1892-1906 and 1916-1957, taking their
names from a local homestead. (See Curramulka)
Cranbrook Estate was a subdivision of sections 516-19, Hundred of Encounter Bay, by William Taylor Rofe
and Horace Henry Skewes in 1924; now included in Victor Harbor. James Rofe, an ancestor of W.T. Rofe,
born at Cranbrook, Kent, circa 1825, arrived in the Charles Kerr in 1840. It means ‘haunt of cranes’.
Craneford - An 1865 subdivision of part section 505, Hundreds of Moorooroo and Jutland by Charles S.
Crane, farmer of Flaxman Valley; now included in Tanunda. It was advertised as being ‘on the main road
from Mount Pleasant to Angaston situated in the centre of a most fertile district, with… fine garden soil,
magnificent timber and superior building material…’
Mr. C.S. Crane, of Craneford, died in October 1914. He arrived in the Gloucester in 1852 and, after returning
from the Victorian diggings, went to Coromandel Valley for two years. Later, he went to South Rhine with
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Mr James Ackland and, in 1855, to Collingrove for about 18 months. In 1857, he married a Miss Ackland,
from William Angas’s house, and took up a block of land near Eden Valley, where he resided until his death.
Crawfish Creek – It is contiguous to section 152, Hundred of Goolwa.
Crawford - The land comprising ‘Kirkala Run’ was held by Hugh A. Crawford (ca.1824-1881) (lease no. 675)
from 29 July 1858 and named by J.M. Linklater (lease no. 1514). They established the run near Streaky Bay
in 1862, when they took out pastoral lease no. 1090 and Crawford Landing is on section 19, Hundred of
Scott, on Eyre Peninsula.
Mount Crawford, 6 km east of Williamstown, carries the name of James Coutts Crawford; he overlanded
from Sydney in 1838-1839 and said it was named by Captain Charles Sturt (he does not say whether it was
named in his honour). ‘Mr Crawford first squatted there’, while James. C. Hawker talks of ‘a temporary
station formed by Mr Crawford near the mount now bearing his name.’ He and two brothers, T.G.T
(ca.1825-1911) & E.J.F. Crawford (1809-1880), settled in the area in early colonial days, the latter becoming
a brewer at Hindmarsh. Its school opened in 1909 and closed in 1949.
A stone’s throw from the busy Mount Crawford gold fields stands a house that was built years
ago, while the first gold rush was on. In the house lives the woman who built it, Mrs Anna Maria
Watts, widow of a man who picked up the first 22 ounce nugget in Watts’ Gully… (See Watts
Gully)
Rodney Cockburn relates a tale of bushrangers at a ‘temporary station’ where an overlander of that name
brought cattle from New South Wales and made his camp on the South Para at the foot of a hill that now
bears that name:
The bushrangers who robbed Crawford’s hut were Henry Curran, George Hughes and James Fox.
The last named was sentenced to transportation for life and the other two were hanged. Hughes
created a terrible scene at the execution… The identity of Crawford has never been established
definitely. The author’s vote goes to James Coutts Crawford who overlanded from Sydney to
Adelaide with stock in 1838-39.
Crayford - A subdivision of section 41, Hundred of Moorooroo, one kilometre south of Tanunda by Wiles
Peacock (ca.1817-1889), circa 1856, and named after a town in Kent, England, meaning ‘ford of the River
Craye’. It was there in 457 AD that a battle raged between the British Prince, Vortigern and the Saxon,
Hengest. The name occurs, also, in Wales where it derives from cray - ‘fresh, raw water’.
Crecy - In 1912, adjoining the town of Mindarie, the Crecy Bore was sunk by the E&WS Department and a
good supply of water was established at 225 feet, the drilling cost amounting to £452-4-3; it was named
after a battle fought in France by the English army of Henry V. (See Agincourt Bore) The Crecy Post Office,
opened by F.J. Weber in 1913, was changed to ‘Mindarie’ on 1 January 1915. (See Mindarie)
Creecoona - In the Tatiara district. Aboriginal for ‘dung and urine water’.
Cress Creek - Near Port MacDonnell. ‘There was a small tannery on Cress Creek, a fine fresh water stream
near the port, and two wool-washing establishments owned by Embury & Co. and Mr James Orchard.’
Crest Alta - In July 1880, Robert C. Patterson purchased part section 1142, Hundred of Adelaide; he sold to
Henry D. O’Halloran and William Dening Glyde in February 1882, who subdivided it, the first lots being
auctioned in May 1882; now included in Belair. In the Italian language, alta means ‘a high point’. It was
advertised in most glowing terms:
Nothing in fact can be more picturesque than the surrounding landscape; below the fertile fields
dotted with handsome villas and highly cultivated gardens: our fair metropolis and the other
thriving cities of the plains, the Torrens Lake, etc, striking evidence of the growing prosperity of
the colony; and beyond to the horizon the blue expanse of ocean from Brighton to the
Semaphore; all combine to form a graceful scene of beauty and abundance. (See Alta Mira)
Creswell, Point - On Flinders Island; an announcement in 1910 said that it was named after the ‘late Mr
John Creswell’ (1858-1909) who, until recent times, had his name honoured, also, by a grandstand at the
Adelaide Oval. He represented South Australia on the Australian Cricket Council during the 1890s and was
a long-time administrator of the game. (See Plympton)
Crittenden Park - A name proposed for a housing development east of the Main North Road. Samuel
Crittenden (sometimes the family name is spelt ‘Crettenden’) was a pioneer of the Smithfield district and a
founding councillor of the District Council of Munno Para when formed in 1854. The name would appear to
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be inappropriate for the ‘property owned by the Crettenden family is located on the western side of the
Main North Road.’ (See Smithfield for a reference to Samuel Crittenden.)
Crewmore - An 1866 Gazetteer describes it as an agricultural settlement near Willunga.
Crinogle Lagoon - Near Frances, derived from the Aboriginal karinakal - ‘cutting grass water’; gahnia
tussocks grow there and the Aborigines used them in basket making. Other sources suggest it derives from
the Aboriginal karingal - a place where the dead were exposed on frames over water and were forbidden
places other than to male elders.
Crispinville - In 1897, Sarah Crispin (ca.1844-1897), subdivided part section 56, Hundred of Pirie, between
Short Street and The Terrace. After the sale of one allotment she died and the remainder of the village (17
lots) passed to her husband, Silas Crispin, who sold it and retired to Adelaide and married Mrs Jemima
Wickham (1846-1928); now included in Port Pirie.
Crocker Well - North-West of Manna Hill, named after the Crocker family, pioneers of the Parnaroo district.
Two descendants became outstanding citizens; Dr R.L. Crocker was known for his exploratory work with Dr
C.T. Madigan and Sir Walter R. Crocker, who served first in the British Colonial Service in Africa then at the
United Nations and the Australian University. He was, for 19 years, Australian Ambassador in several
countries and, in later life, Lt-Governor of South Australia.
Crockery Bay - At Port Elliot. The Blair Athol was wrecked there in 1864 and crockery was washed ashore.
Cromer - Fourteen kilometres South-West of Williamstown, has a namesake in Kent and Norfolk, England,
derived from the Œ crawa - ‘the crow’s lake’; it was the scene of an alluvial gold rush at ‘Bonney’s Flat’, in
1870, near the boundary of the Hundreds of Talunga and Para Wirra. The school opened as ‘Para Wirra’ in
1898, name changed in 1899 and closed in 1950, while its post office opened on 4 October 1910 and closed
on 31 December 1944.
Cropley - In 1887, the name was given to a railway siding 15 miles from Peterborough and named after a
farmer ‘residing in a natural scrub about a mile from the yard…’
Cross Fell - An 1881 subdivision of part section 49, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Arthur Hardy; now included
in Stirling. The name comes from a mountain peak in Cumberland, England.
Cross Keys - Laid out on part section 2245, Hundred of Yatala, by Lion Brewing and Malting Company Limited
in 1912. The name comes from Ireland and, in 1849, given to a hotel in the district licensed by Daniel Brady
who was financed by E.H. Crawford, brewer of Hindmarsh. Mr Brady, born in Cavan, Ireland, circa 1797,
died near Snowtown in 1889. (See Crawford, Mount & Virginia)
Cross Roads - Two schools had this name, viz., on the Murray Flats (1901-1950) and south of Wallaroo
(1871-1878). In 1872, the latter was conducted by John Penalurick with 97 pupils.
Crossville - A school, 11 km east of Cleve, named after a local homestead; opened in 1909 it closed in 1947.
A photograph of the opening of a Lutheran Church is in the Chronicle, 17 December 1927, page 41,
of the school and students on 22 December 1932, page 32.
Crower - The town, 24 km SSW of Lucindale, was proclaimed on 17 April 1890, taking its name from an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘much water’, but see under ‘Karowa’ where another explanation is discussed. As
an early pastoral lease it was an interesting link between the era of occupation licences and that of new
pastoral leases, issued from 1 July 1851, when Francis Cole showed it as the name of his lease no. 217.
The homestead is a palatial structure and the run is… a splendid one… Some of the land on the
run and around it is hopelessly poor. In parts the limestone crops up above the surface, in others
standing water never leaves it, but there is in fertile spots recompense for this…
A photograph of the homestead is in the Chronicle, 26 December 1929, page 34.
Crown Hill - (See Desire, Mount)
Crown Point Station - Rodney Cockburn places it north of Oodnadatta, and says it got its name from a
crown-shaped hill in the vicinity.
Croydon - In June 1853, Alfred Watts and Philip Levi purchased section 374, Hundred of Yatala, and, in 1855,
laid out the village of Croydon. It comprised of ‘Croydon Farm’ of 40 acres, the remainder being subdivided
into lots of up to five acres. Philip Levi was born at Brixton Hill, Surrey, England, in 1822, and as a ‘Croydon’
lies in that county the genesis of the present day suburb, no doubt, is explained thereby.
The name was recorded first in 809 AD as crogedena; craw - ‘crow’ and dena - ‘wooded valley’; hence
‘wooded vale of the crow’. By the 12th century it was croindun (crog - a ‘bottle’ or ‘pitcher’ - hence ‘a bottle-
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shaped valley’). Other sources say it is a combination of the French word craye - ‘chalk’ and the Saxon dun
- ‘hill’, i.e., ‘a town near a chalk hill’.
In 1865, a mowing match with scythes was held in the section attached to Croydon Hall, the property of
William Crane:
There were in all 10 competitors who were each required to complete half an acre in two hours…
The names of the mowers were R. Miller, James Wilson, Henry Lack, George Smith, William
Wilson, Daniel Lilly, Miles McNamara, James Smith, Joseph Simpson and Patrick Cadey. The first
to complete his work was McNamara in the time of one hour and 37 minutes…
In 1890, in consequence of a difficulty experienced in putting down the iron casing in the artesian bore at
Croydon, work was suspended:
Considerable interest has been taken by many of the public in the progress of the bore as various
theories have been propounded as to what is below the surface and some people of a sanguine
disposition are of the opinion that coal will be struck.
Photographs of the Adelaide Rope and Nail Company are in the Observer, 7 September 1912, page 31, of a
school’s pet show in the Chronicle, 6 November 1930, page 37, of an Arbor Day on 13 August 1931, page
77, of a fete on 26 November 1931, page 34, of a domestic arts class on 5 October 1933, page 36, of the
opening of the Baptist Church in the Observer, 12 July 1924, page 32, of the opening of the soldiers’
memorial club rooms on 15 October 1927, page 37.
Crozier - John Crozier, MLC (1867-1887), born in Scotland in 1814, came to South Australia in 1858 and,
later, was eulogised by G.F. Loyau as ‘possessing many virtues and few faults.’ He died in April 1887. The
Hundred of Crozier, County of Newcastle, was proclaimed on 5 August 1880 and Crozier Well and Crozier
Dam are near Lake Callabonna. In 1868, the said gentleman obtained the lease of the ‘Bimbowrie Run’ (841
square miles) for the use of his sons. (See Bimbowrie Hill)
Crozier Hill, at Victor Harbor, remembers Captain Francis Richard M. Crozier, of the vessel HMS Victor, who
surveyed Encounter Bay in 1837. He met his death in company with Sir John Franklin in the Arctic region.
Crystal Brook - On 18 June 1840, Edward J. Eyre and his party left Adelaide and headed north, avoiding the
hills as much as possible and, no doubt, was pleasantly surprised to discover a creek with clear running
water he named ‘Chrystal (sic) Brook’. By a strange coincidence the Aborigines called it mercowie, reported
to mean ‘clear water’. Some doubt is attached to this proposition because a poem entitled ‘Aboriginal
Nomenclature - By a Native’ appearing in 1893 says:
Then murka-cowie, that denotes
A dry and thirsty ground.
Possibly, this suggestion is confirmed by Professor Tindale who says it derives from murkawadi - ‘slate stone
place’. SA Museum records show merkawi - mer meaning ‘eye’ and kawi, ‘water.
Originally, the land was held under occupation licence from 10 April 1845 by William Younghusband, who
sold out to John, William Charles and Thomas Richard Bowman on 1 July 1859. A sketch of the lease is in
Romance of Place Names of South Australia. The ‘wooing of a native female’ by Thomas Adams, a shepherd
employed by Mr Ferguson, was reported in 1847:
Thomas Adams, a shepherd in the employ of Mr Ferguson at his station at Crystal Brook has
wooed and won a native female named Kudnarto, aged about 17… Having resolved to make her
his lawful wife, he placed her under the charge of one of the mistresses of the Native School for
the purpose of four months initiation into the art of domestic life… (See Ferguson)
The Bowman brothers spent about 20 years of their lives on the Crystal Brook Run and Thomas wrote the
following account of that period:
For many years the work was hard, as up to that time very little had been done in the way of
improvements. Wells had to be sunk and several dams put in the Broughton to spread the water
over the Lower Broughton plains. These dams proved a great success, as the Lower Broughton
land before the dams were put in was fearfully rotten and treacherous ground, and many were
the good falls we had riding after the cattle, some of which were wild and took to the scrub
kindly. After a few floods had spread the mud sediment over the sand for 8 or 9 years following,
the land became more consolidated.
Some years later I saw that the river had made quite a new creek on the south side of the upper
dam at Cokey’s [sic] Crossing. This allows the greater body of the water to flow out on the south
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side of the old river, so that the water is not equally divided as it was in the first years. This is, I
think, a mistake, as the water does not spread over nearly as much land as on the south side of
the old river as it does on the north side. Settlers later on were able to get fresh water in wells or
bores a distance back from the old river. This could not be done before the dams were put in the
river, as we, ourselves, put down over 30 bores, and all the water, excepting three wells that
were fairly good, was more or less salt.
The Hundred of Crystal Brook, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 20 July 187 and the town of Crystal
Brook on 12 November 1874. The first private subdivision was made by John, William C. and Thomas R.
Bowman as Crystal Brook East in 1875, known locally as ‘Bowman Town’. Crystalville was a subdivision of
part sections 575-76 and 580, Hundred of Crystal Brook, in 1911, by J.C. and G.V. Gilbert; now included in
Crystal Brook. The Crystal Brook School opened in 1877; Crystal Brook South School existed from, circa
1876, until 1911; Crystal Brook West School opened in 1885 and had its name changed to ‘Nurom’ in 1948
- closed in 1971. Information on Mr McKinlay’s private school appeared in 1892; photographs of public
school students are in the Chronicle, 17 August 1933, page 36.
Photographs of harvesting scenes are in the Chronicle, 4 February 1905, page 27, of members of the lawn
tennis club on 31 August 1907, page 29, of wheat stacks on 22 February 1908, page 31, of a lacrosse team
in the Observer, 10 July 1909, page 32, of district pioneers on 15 September 1923, page 34, of the opening
of a bowling club on 27 November 1926, page 32, of a female hockey team in the Chronicle, 8 October 1936,
page 34.
Cudlamudla, Hundred of - In the County of Newcastle, proclaimed on 18 January 1877. An Aboriginal word
cudla of the Narrinyeri people means ‘kangaroo’.
Cudlee Creek - SA Museum records say it is a corruption of kadlipari - ‘dingo river’ or ‘native dog river’. Its
school was opened in 1857 by Alfred Barrand.
By 1866, it was considered that ‘a bridge over the Torrens had been required for years and in consequence
of them not having one they had been unable to cart their produce to Lobethal, Woodside and Mount
Barker… The river during many parts of the year was exceedingly dangerous to cross with a light load and
almost impossible with a heavy one…’
The first record in the Lands Department relative to a subdivision in this name was in 1954 when Francis F.
Redden cut up part section 6400, Hundred of Talunga. When the name ‘Piggy Flat’ was changed the
following verse appeared in The Mail:
Now p’raps the watchful wowsers will
They’re out to wage a ruthless war
A deadly vengeance wreak,
With little Danny Cupid;
And substitute a sinless name
Now there is a chance to make a move For naughty Cudlee Creek.
And choose a title stupid.
A photograph of members of the Coodla Knitting Club is in the Observer, 4 September 1915, page 30.
Cudmore - South of Mount Brown is Cudmore Hill, named after Daniel Cudmore who came from Tasmania
to South Australia in 1837 and 10 years later, when becoming the beneficiary of a large estate in Ireland,
proceeded to buy land in South Australia becoming the first holder of the pastoral property he called
‘Yongala’. In July 1851, he took up pastoral lease no. 110 along the ‘Beautiful Valley Creek.’
Cudmore Park was a 1925 subdivision of part section 42, Hundred of Adelaide, by Daniel Cashiel Cudmore;
now included in Edwardstown ‘at the North-East intersection of Daw’s Road.’ The subdivision was
advertised as being ‘formerly known as Jordan Park, the old pony racecourse.’ (See Paringa)
Cudnia Creek - On section 47, Hundred of Winninowie; derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘bad
water’.
Culburra - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘plenty of sand’. In 1908, 16 petitioners asked the Commissioner of
Railways to create a railway siding at this place because there was ‘no siding for a distance of 18 miles and
the soil being of a loose sandy nature carting is very heavy.’ This came to pass in 1910 when it was named
‘Dewson’ but after its opening on 30 August 1911 its name was changed to avoid confusion with ‘Dawson’,
near Peterborough. Interestingly, in notices emanating from the Railways department at this time, the
name of the siding was stated to be both ‘Culburra’ and “Dewson, formerly Culburra’. (See Dewson)
Two of the petitioners were Thomas Roberts and Elliot Aitchison and, in 1914, the town of Culburra, 11 km
North-West of Tintinara, was laid out by the latter gentleman into 17 allotments on part section R1; its post
office was opened as Culburra on 30 August 1911, with Fannie E. Aitchison in charge, and the school
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followed in 1919 when it was conducted in the Methodist Church building with Annie H. Nicholson, aged
19, as teacher; it closed in 1927 following a diphtheria epidemic following which the local children attended
the Tintinara School.
Culford - A 1917 subdivision of part section 493, Hundred of Yatala, by Alexander McCulloch; now included
in Klemzig and bisected by Culford Avenue.
Cultana, Hundred of - In the County of York, proclaimed on 28 November 1940; it was the Aboriginal name
for a hill in the district. The ‘Cultana Run’ was established by Messrs Wilsdon and Brook in 1888 (lease no.
1476).
Cumberland - A subdivision of part section 2, Hundred of Adelaide, by Ernest T. Saunders and Edwin Ashby
in 1913; now included in Cumberland Park. The name, imported from Wales, means ‘land of the Cymry’,
i.e., ‘compatriots’ or ‘fellow country men’, which is what the Britons called themselves in their time of
disaster when driven into the mountains of the west. Cumberland Park was laid out on part section 3,
Hundred of Adelaide, by Thomas Baulderstone, in 1929, and all allotments were sold by the Executor,
Trustee and Agency Company Limited under a court order authorising it to execute transfers on his behalf.
Cummins - William P. Cummins, MP, was an agriculturist all his life and represented the district of Stanley
in the House of Assembly from 1896 to 1907. Born at Virginia, North-East of Adelaide, on 12 April 1855; as
far as can be ascertained he did not have any direct association with the Cummins district and his funeral
at Redhill, in March 1907, was attended by about 1,000 persons:
Of all shades of political opinion and religious belief - a sufficient proof of the esteem in which
this gentleman was held. [He] was thoroughly conversant with the land laws and favoured a
liberal pastoral legislation [but] did not address the House frequently; whenever he did,
however, his utterances were attentively followed …
Shortly after the land was opened for closer settlement the railway was begun at Port Lincoln and, by
November 1907, it had reached Cummins which became a trading centre; rapid expansion followed. One
of the first names to be connected with the district was James Anderson who settled on Eyre Peninsula
where he succeeded the White brothers at White River, north of Port Lincoln, taking up seven occupation
licences from 24 September 1846. He collected sheep from the Barossa district and drove them via Port
Augusta down Eyre Peninsula, when he became the occupier of runs near present day Wanilla, his country
extending from White River to Yallunda; his sheep grazed over what is now the town of Cummins.
Mr Anderson showed enterprise by importing rams and ewes of the famous ‘Steiger’ breed from Germany
and achieved a great reputation as a breeder. A study of material available in his letters reveals that F.S.
Dutton, Agent-General for South Australia in London, wrote intimating that White River wool had been
awarded a medal at an International Exhibition. (See Cockaleechie)
The Hundred of Cummins, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 15 January 1903; the town of Cummins
was developed in 1910 on part section 3A by Louis H.O. Farr, surveyor, and Alfred C. Solly, licensed
victualler, both of Port Lincoln.
Later, the town was reported to be ‘beginning to assume a business-like appearance, leaving behind the
blacksmith shop and church characteristic of early settlement’:
The land on which the town is built is owned by Mr C.L. Burden and is part of a large holding. So
far no government town has been surveyed and at present uncertainty exists just where the
chosen site will be. In the meantime business places are being erected about a quarter of a mile
from the railway station…
Its school opened in 1912.
Photographs of the town are in the Observer, 23 January 1909, page 29, 19 June 1915, page 28, of a football
team is in the Chronicle, 4 September 1909, page 30, of the Methodist Church and its trustees on 21
December 1912, page 32, of the railway yards on 5 May 1923, page 31, of a flour mill on 19 November 1931,
page 32, of a football team on 17 October 1935, page 36.
Cummins was listed, also, as a suburb in early South Australian directories, it does not seem to have been
adopted officially. The former historic home of the Morphett family in Sheoak Ave, Novar Gardens, was
named ‘Cummins’ and the area surrounding it was known as such in the early days. (See Morphett Vale)
Cungena - An Aboriginal word for ‘rock holes’ and applied to the ‘Cungena Run’ established by Anton
Schlink, circa 1864 (lease no. 1689) upon land he had held since December 1861 (lease no 976). The
Hundred of Cungena, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913 and the town of Cungena,
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52 km North-East of Streaky Bay, surveyed in December 1917 by C.M. Hambidge, was proclaimed on 14
March 1918; its school, opened in 1920 by Margaret Guidera, closed in 1964 after which the children were
driven to either Wirrulla or Poochera.
A photograph of scrub burning is in the Observer, 19 March 1927, page 34.
Cunliffe - A town, 14 km south of Kadina, proclaimed on 1 May 1879, was named by Governor Jervois,
probably after a friend or acquaintance, the most likely candidate being Henry Charles Cunliffe-Owen. (See
under ‘Owen’; proclaimed on the same day.) Another possible candidate in respect of its nomenclature was
mentioned in 1881 where it is reported that ‘His Excellency the Governor [Jervois] kindly promised to
telegraph to Sir Philip Cunliffe-Owen, London…’; he was a younger brother of Henry Charles Cunliffe-Owen.
Its school opened in 1882 and closed in 1971.
A photograph of a plough drawn by a bull is in the Chronicle, 13 May 1916, page 28.
Cunningham - In a letter dated 30 October 1971, Mr James Fergusson, of Kilkerran, Ayrshire, a descendant
of Governor Fergusson, said:
Maitland, Cunningham and Dalrymple were all surnames of ancestors and with Fergusson, the
four names are recorded in the four quarters of our coat of arms… Cunningham is also the name
of one of the three ancient districts of this County…
The Hundred of Cunningham, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 19 June 1873 and from a series of
confusing records it would appear that the Cunningham School opened in 1880 and changed to ‘Petersville’
in 1885 - this school closed in 1961. In 1909 another Cunningham School opened and closed in 1943. (See
Balgowan)
A photograph of the opening of a Congregational church is in the Observer, 24 December 1921, page 26.
Cunyarie - An Aboriginal name for rockholes in the vicinity. The Hundred of Cunyarie, County of Buxton,
was proclaimed on 1 June 1922 and, four years later, the land produced its first wheat crop when more
than 1,000 acres were under crop:
Those that have a crop in are W. Nicholas, an old resident, Mr Fitzgerald from Quorn, Ralph
Gluyas from Telowie, A. and W. Johns from Nuriootpa, Mr Holder from Reeves Plains, Mr
Wittwer who has some on share with Mr Noll from Quorn and Mr Berriman from Rufus River,
New South Wales… (See Gluyas)
The town of Cunyarie, 6 km south of Buckleboo, was proclaimed on 16 February 1928. Its school opened in
1927 and closed in 1936.
Curdimurka - The word was applied by the Aborigines to mythical monsters supposed to inhabit Lake Eyre.
The Curdimurka railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 104 km west of Marree, was
known, formerly, as ‘Stuart Creek’.
Curnamona - This pastoral property is described in the Observer, 28 September 1907.
Curralilla - (See Boston)
Curramulka - It is derived from the Aboriginal garimalka - kari - ‘emu’ and malka - ‘white limestone’;
literally, ‘a flat limestone where rain forms a pool where emus drink.’ The following extract is taken from
The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell (Angus & Robertson, 1988):
Started with Bob for a guide for Curry Murka Cowey [Curramulka], the place where the caverns
were to be found. Penton overtook us on horse back and lent us a couple of candles. We went
into the cave leaving Bob outside. He wouldn’t go in, alleging [sic] as a reason that ‘Muldappy’
[Muldarbie?] (the devil I suppose) plenty sit down there…
Sketches of the cave in 1850 are on pages 140, 141 and 142 and page 148 contains a vocabulary of some
local native language and, of interest, are the words curra - ‘grass’ and molka - ‘to cry’. A sketch map of the
country he traversed appears on page 150 where he shows the ‘Curramulka Cave’ as currie murka - an
official map attached to Parliamentary Paper 21/1872 shows the area as currymurka with Currymurka Hill
lying to the east. A description of a ‘remarkable cave’ near Mr Talbot’s ‘about one-and-a-half miles out of
the town’ was described in 1886, when the first intimation of it was ‘a basin about 20 yards wide on the top
of the hill. At the bottom of this is the mouth of the cave, triangular in shape’:
The whole cave is a perfect labyrinth of passages and chambers of various sizes. Opossums have
left traces of being far into these subterranean passages… some ugly stones had fallen and some
hang overhead menacingly.
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The Hundred of Curramulka, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 31 December 1874 and the town of
Curramulka, 14 km North-East of Minlaton, was surveyed by C.H. Harris in 1878 and allotments auctioned
on 10 October 1878, following proclamation on 12 September 1878 when 17 lots were purchased by James
M. Stone, ten by Richard Casserly Jones and ten by Kennedy Kappler, all of Curramulka. The Curramulka
School opened in 1879; The Hundred of Curramulka School opened in 1901 and the name was changed to
‘Cranbrook’ in 1916; closed in 1957.
Curratum - A photograph of the homestead is in the Chronicle, 15 August 1929, page 35. (See Corratum)
Currency Creek - Its Aboriginal name was panggangk meaning ‘the false river’. (See Bungung) At the head
of tidal influence on section E, Hundred of Nangkita it was called joltung and at the junction with Goolwa
channel at section 2198, Hundred of Goolwa - malkoar. Early in 1838, Messrs Y.B. Hutchinson and T.B.
Strangways reported that they had named the creek after a whaleboat the Currency Lass, in which they
entered it. (See Hungry Swamp)
The town, 6 km North of Goolwa, was laid out into blocks of two roods when the ‘Currency Creek Special
Survey’ was undertaken in 1840.
In December 1843 the shepherd in charge of one of Dr Wark’s flocks of sheep depasturing with
Mr Wakefield was attacked by two natives who, after waddying him down, covered him with a
bag and forcibly held him till nearly smothered. On being released and recovered he found the
sheep awaiting. He immediately repaired to the house and gave the alarm… Petty aggressions
are becoming more and more frequent of late…
There are no means of bringing the offenders to summary justice and thus they escape, as no
one will be at the trouble and expense of going to Adelaide to prefer charges… Dr Wark had at
least 200 bushels of maize stolen last season and now, unless something is done promptly to
strike terror among offenders, the same havoc will certainly occur… Mayfield’s hut has been four
times robbed of late and the whole furniture, flour, sugar, blankets, etc., have been carried off…
Charles H. Hussey opened a school there in 1859 and, a few months later, an inspector reported that ‘[it]
has been, owing to differences between the teacher and the inhabitants, abandoned by the former. It was
reopened by Mary Fidock in 1861 and closed in 1963.
Photographs of the Institute and its committee are in the Chronicle, 3 May 1913, page 29.
Curtinye Hill - South of Lakes Gilles where the ‘Curtinye Run’ was established by J. Sinclair in 1872 (lease
no. 2181). (See Kimba)
Cussen Lookout - On section 12, Hundred of Geegeela, recalls Bryan and C.M. Cussen, pastoralists in the
district from 1857. (See Bangham)
Custon - The town in the Hundred of Tatiara, 8 km south of Wolseley, proclaimed on 8 December 1881, was
named by Governor Jervois after Rev William A. Purey-Cust, the elder son of the Dean of York, who married
his daughter, Lucy Caroline. They settled in England where he was engaged in church work at Belton,
Lincolnshire, at the behest of a cousin Earl Brownlow. He then became vicar of Saint Peter’s Eastgate and a
Canon of Lincoln Cathedral.
Prior to the proclamation of the town the local railway station was known as ‘University Blocks’.
The place is quite lively from the influx of people connected with the Tatiara and Border Town
railway, the construction of which was commenced last week… This place possesses no less than
three separate names and the best known is ‘University Blocks’. The railway people call the
railway station ‘Tatiara’ while the post office, in the same building, is ‘Custon’, after the adjoining
government township, which was sold a few months ago…
The Custon School opened in 1919 and closed in 1956. (See Belton & University Blocks)
Cutana - A railway station between Olary and Cockburn, 48 km WSW of Broken Hill. Mr H.M. Cooper,
formerly of the SA Museum, said it meant ‘women’s digging stick place’. The ‘Cutana Run’ was established
in 1888 (lease no. 1170C).
Cutculier Hill - In the Hundred of Carribie. A corruption of the Aboriginal word katkatkalia meaning
‘sparrow-hawk hill’.
Cuthbert, Mount - (See Duguid, Mount)
Cut Hill - A Scottish name derived from the Welsh cuddig, ‘a retreat, a private place’, it is located 10km
North-West of Port Elliot. When the road to Victor Harbor was being constructed in 1866 metal was
obtained from the hill.
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Cutter Flat - Near Yankalilla. The cutter O.G. was wrecked nearby. (See Pool Flat)
Cuttlefish Bay - A school on Kangaroo Island; opened in 1895 by Ethel M. Brown, it closed in 1939. (See
DeMole, Point )
Cygnet, River - Named after the vessel Cygnet, the second ship to arrive in South Australia in 1836. The
‘Cygnet River Run’ was established by C. Thompson in 1851 (lease no. 16).
On the Three Well or Cygnet River, close to the site of the place known formerly as the SA
Company’s Farm, Mr Goodiar has erected a steam mill and employs a great number of workmen
in the expectation of supplying the Adelaide market with good timber of colonial growth…
The 1869 Report of the Central Board of Education stated that:
The residents of Cygnet River and Kingscote [were] contemplating the engagement of a
competent teacher for these places. The island has hitherto been much neglected, so far as
education is concerned; and it is hoped that steps now taken to instruct the children in this
isolated portion of the Colony will be successful.
Cygnet River is listed as being opened in 1870 and being a half-time school with Kingscote. Robert R. Newton
was head teacher of both. The Cygnet River Conservation Park at the mouth of the river was named in
1992.
A photograph of the river is in the Chronicle, 6 July 1907, page 30, of an old log hut in the Observer,
9 July 1921, page 25.

D
Da Costa Park - A 1923 subdivision of part section 214, Hundred of Noarlunga, by the Church of England
Collegiate School of St Peter; now included in Glenelg East and named after Benjamin M. Da Costa, a
Portuguese Jew and owner of considerable property in South Australia. He bequeathed a life interest in it
to various relatives on the termination of which ‘a handsome legacy was bequeathed to St Peter’s College
… [he] was formerly engaged in mercantile pursuits in Grenfell Street and left the colony in 1848 for England
where he has since resided…’
Dairy Flat - A descriptive name given to land in the Bald Hill district. A reporter said in 1851 that he ‘came
to Dairy Flat, on the border of the Yankalilla River, formerly a dairy farm and the establishment of Mr J.B.
Hack, more recently of Mr Field, but now abandoned, as to the original purpose and occupied by the
blacksmith we were now seeking.’
Records in the Department of Education show its school opening in 1863 - changed to ‘Torrens Vale’ in
1908 and closed in 1954. However, a newspaper report says that on 6 December 1858 the pupils of Mr C.
Lee underwent a public examination when the prize-winners were listed as:
Jane Nosworthy, John Bartram, Thomas Willson, Henry Bartram, Nicholas Nicholas, John Coad,
Emma Ward, Jane Coad, Jane Gardner, Richard Denniss, David Deakin Davies, Margaret Gardner,
Elizabeth Ann Blacker, Lucy Grace, Angas William Kelly and Lucy Ward. The indifference
manifested by many of the parents by absenting themselves on the occasion must have been
very discouraging to Mr Lee…
Rodney Cockburn places The Dairy in the Hundred of Carribie and says it was where the Rogers family made
butter and cheese that was sold to mine workers at Wallaroo.
Dalby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group and named by Matthew Flinders who married the stepdaughter
of Rev. W. Tyler of the Parish of Dalby, Lincolnshire, which, in the Domesday Book, was written as dalbi - bi
means ‘a valley’.
Dalhousie - In August 1893, Christopher Giles, formerly of an overland telegraph construction party, told
H.C. Talbot that he discovered the springs and chose the name ‘Edith Springs’ after Lady Edith Fergusson
who, on being so informed, expressed the desire that they should bear the name Dalhousie Springs, the
Marquis of Dalhousie being her father. Rodney Cockburn says they were discovered by Albert T. Woods in
1870 while, to confuse the issue further, J.B. Richards claims it was R.R. Knuckey who discovered and named
the springs.
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Following a banquet, held in Adelaide to celebrate the 50th anniversary of J.McD. Stuart’s crossing of the
continent, R.R. Knuckey wrote a letter that said, ‘it was my luck, with Mr C. Giles, to find the Dalhousie
Springs…’ Richard Randall Knuckey was a surveyor engaged on the original surveys of the Northern Territory
in 1869 and the Overland Telegraph Line in 1870.
These springs were the only permanent water anywhere near the present telegraph line that
John McDouall Stuart missed in his trip across the continent… It is not surprising that these
waters should have remained unknown to white men for some time after civilisation had
appeared in the interior, because the natives were jealous of the springs and persistently refused
to lead the curious to them…
In an area covering about 10,000 acres there are 62 springs, in one of which probably enough
water gushes out to support all the cattle in Australia… The hot baths and the soft, tasty water
are very nice, but they attract mosquitoes in myriads. This blood-sucking plague at times makes
life at Dalhousie almost unbearable and on the coldest nights one’s rest was always disturbed by
terribly healthy mosquitoes. Even so, the springs, everlastingly flowing from unshapely mounds,
are the ‘wonder of the north’.
Another observer had this to say:
There is a perfect nest of them - some hot, some cold, some full of edible fish, some black with
wild duck, some electrical to the touch, some charged with magnesia, and some bearing on their
bosoms little islands, studded with reeds that shoot across from one side of the pond to the
other with the action of the wind.
The County of Dalhousie was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and named after James A.B. Ramsay (1812-1860),
first Marquess of and the tenth Earl of Dalhousie.
He crowded into his short life conspicuous public services in England and established an
unrivalled position among the master builders of the Indian Empire… he stands out in the clear
light of history as the far-sighted Governor General who consolidated British rule in India.
The ‘Dalhousie Run’ (lease no. 2213) was held by E.M. Bagot from 1872.
A sketch of the springs is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1888, page 133.
Dalkaninna - A pastoral property in the Far North-East. A sketch of ruins is in the Pictorial Australian in
August 1884, page 124.
Dalkey - Governor MacDonnell named the Hundred of Dalkey, County of Gawler, proclaimed on 22 May
1856, after a seaside resort of his native city, Dublin, Ireland, which dates back to 1358. The name Dalkey
was applied to a post office on section 297, 8 km south of Balaklava, opened in December 1866 and closed
in June 1910, and to section 171 on which stands a cemetery at its western corner. The Dalkey School
existed from 1879 until 1946 and the Dalkey Hill School was opened in 1883 by J. Dannelly on section 126
- gum trees planted by students on Arbor Days are still present.
The first ploughing match ever held in the neighbourhood took place on 24 August 1871 in a paddock, near
Balaklava, belonging to Mrs Dunn and ‘the scene of the match was quite a novel sight’:
Our worthy tramway manager ran a carriage at every hour during the day on the line between
the ground and the township… At one part of the day there must have been fully 600 people in
attendance. The only games I noticed were those of Aunt Sally and quoits…
Dalrymple, Hundred of - In the County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 20 June 1872 and named by Sir James
Fergusson whose second Christian name was Dalrymple while his father was Sir Charles Dalrymple
Fergusson. Its school opened in 1897 and closed in 1941. (See Cunningham)
Daltemoonta - On section 342, Hundred of Clinton, and derived from the Aboriginal daltemunta - dalte‘ear’ and munta - ‘thick scrub.’ (See Moonta)
Dalton - A town in the Hundred of Black Rock Plain, proclaimed on 15 December 1881, was renamed ‘Black
Rock’ on 19 September 1940. Governor Jervois named it and as was usual he, no doubt, had in mind a
personal friend or acquaintance, the most likely candidate being Charles James Dalton who, from 1829, was
an officer in the Royal Artillery and a contemporary of Governor Jervois serving in the Royal Engineers. The
English town of Dalton translates as ‘village in the dale (valley)’ or it may come from the Gaelic dall-dun ‘dark hill’.
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Dalveen - Rodney Cockburn says it was the Scottish birthplace of William Richardson (1818-1883), and
applied by him to a property in the Mount Lofty Ranges. ‘For many years it was known and officially
recognised as ‘Tin Pot.’ He arrived in the Superb in 1839. (See Everley, Tinpot & Woodchester)
Dalwood Park - A 1922 subdivision of part section 177, Hundred of Pinnaroo, by Francis Foreman; now
included in Pinnaroo.
Daly - Sir Dominick Daly, Governor of South Australia from 1862-68, has his name remembered by the
County of Daly proclaimed on 12 June 1862. He was a Roman Catholic but ‘kept his religious views to himself
and never intruded them into political matters. He was accessible to all classes and identified himself with
everything calculated to promote the welfare of the colony.’ He died in office and his wife spent her
remaining years in seclusion at Glenelg, where she died on 16 July 1872, aged seventy-one years.
The Aboriginal name for Daly Head in the Hundred of Carribie was waluri - ‘the gap’: fresh water runs into
the sea from an opening under a great rock and this was ‘an important fishing place for the local tribe, who
speared schnapper from the reefs.’ Daly Well - (See Wallace Gully)
Damper - The Aboriginal name for Damper Hill, east of Beltana, is nguthunanga mai ambatanha - ‘cooking
damper’. Briefly, the Aboriginal story associated with the hill was that ‘two old ladies lived around this area
with two children’:
The hill is where they cooked a big damper. There is said to be cooked damper inside the hill, and
the grey stone around the outside of the hill is the ash placed over the damper to cook it. They
left that place because there was nothing to eat left there.
Mount Damper is 38 km south of Minnipa and local legend has it that an exploration party (J.C. Darke?)
cooked dampers, the bushmen’s solace, at the foot of it. A post office of the same name stood on section
3, Hundred of Travers. A photograph of a railway workers’ camp is in the Observer, 9 September 1911,
page 31.
Danger, Point - Near Port MacDonnell, named by Captain James Grant, of HMS Lady Nelson on 7 December
1800.
Dangerous Reef - North-East of Thistle Island named by Matthew Flinders on 19 March 1802.
Danggali Conservation Park - Comprises the former pastoral runs of ‘Morganvale’, ‘Canopus’, ‘Hypurna’
and ‘Postmark’ and was named after the Aboriginal people that inhabited the area.
Dango - On sections 170 and 172, Hundred of Nangwarry. Aboriginal for ‘elevated place’.
D’Anville Bay - Named in 1913 following a visit to South Australia by Count de Fleurieu. Jean Baptiste
Bourguignon D’Anville (1697-1782), cartographer and geographer. (See Fleurieu Peninsula)
Daphne Park - A name approved in 1925 by the Nomenclature Committee for a subdivision that never
eventuated.
Darby, Point - At the entrance to Laura Bay and named after a Secretary of the Marine Board.
Dare Hill - North-East of Hallett, recalls William Dare, the pioneer pastoralist of Piltimitiappa station and a
lessee, near Mount Victor in 1876. He arrived in the Royal Admiral in 1838 and died at St Peters in 1892,
aged 67.
Mr. W. Dare took no part in public affairs but was highly respected by all that knew him, having
proved himself a good neighbour and rendered many kindnesses both financially and otherwise
to those who were not so well to do as himself…
Daringa Swamp - Near McLaren Vale. The name ‘Daringa’ was given to a home built by William Colton
(1791-1849), one of the first settlers in the McLaren Vale who arrived in the Duchess of Northumberland in
1839; the name was taken from the Daringa Billabong that was said to be ‘a magnificent place, for here
grew groves of the silky teatree… with sheaoaks on the higher ground’:
By the turn of the century, a few teatree shrubs and ferns survived rather dejectedly… Most of
the older residents recall rather wistfully the abundance of robins and wrens before the days of
closer settlement brought numbers of cats about and also caused the disappearance, either total
or partial, of tomtits, grass parrots and blue shell parrots by removing their natural cover of low
prickly shrubs.
Its nomenclature was explained in 1893 - one stanza of a poem reads:
Doo-ronga (place of birds and eggs),
The swan, the duck, and goose.
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Darke - John Charles Darke, born in 1806, arrived in New South Wales with Lieutenant King, RN, in 1836,
assisted in laying out Melbourne in 1837, Geelong and Williamstown and, early in 1840, was employed in
the Survey Department of South Australia under Colonel Frome until shortly before ‘Darke’s North-Western
Exploratory Expedition’ was organised, the objects of which were to search for some good country east of
Anxious and Coffin Bays, reported to have been seen by two sailors who had run away from a whaling ship.
He was injured in an attack by Aborigines on 24 October 1844, died the next day and was buried at the foot
of the peak now bearing his name. In 1909, the surveyor, W.G. Evans, reported that he had found bones in
a grave and was satisfied they were the remains of Darke. A handsome marble monument, ten feet high in
the form of an obelisk, now marks the site.
The Hundred of Darke, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 February 1910, the town of Darke Peak, in
the Hundred of Pascoe, 32 km north of Rudall, proclaimed as ‘Carappee’ on 4 June 1914, had its name
changed on 19 September 1940; its school opened in 1917. A photograph of students is in the Chronicle,
24 August 1933, page 37.
It has several claims on the attention of the traveller, the obvious ones being the natural beauty
of its situation at the foot of Darke’s Range and the sudden accession of strength and vigour
which the trees and shrubs in the landscape acquire. For miles there has been no mallee visible
thicker than a man’s wrist, but on entering the clay country the pines appeared and the wattle
grew in great profusion exhaling a delightful aroma…
The ‘race course’ runs round the little town, up the ‘main street’, through the pines, over the
clearing and past the store - a quaint and picturesque setting. Efforts are being made to have the
meeting registered before next March, in the hope that the joys and sorrows of the totalisator
may be added to the holiday attraction…
Photographs of a race meeting are in the Chronicle, 10 March 1932, page 34, of a basketball team on
27 August 1936, page 34. (See Koongawa, Pugatharra & Waddikee)
Darley - A subdivision of section 334, Hundred of Adelaide, laid out into four-acre blocks by Thomas Hardy,
circa 1848; now included in Paradise. It took its name from ‘Darley Cottage’, the previous home in Cornwall,
England, of Mr and Mrs James Crowle who, in 1840, arrived in South Australia in the Java, following which
he built the first hotel in Paradise, ‘The Travellers Rest’. The name occurs, also, in Derbyshire where there
is a ‘Darley Abbey’, derived from the Œ deor-leah - ‘wood frequented by deer’.
The ‘Grievances of Darley’ were aired by a resident in March 1856:
If we had [police protection] some time back, our neighbour Smith’s apples would not have
tumbled into such deep wells at Marden… All I can say is, if any one dammed up the Torrens, as it
said somebody did at Finniss Brook, I’d suffer the same punishment… We must all live and let
live, and if people in authority are to bottle off one, we have as much right at Darley to bottle off
the Torrens and bale it out into our gardens as we think fit and proper… Don’t you think we
should have a district court?… Instead of travelling six or seven miles… and settle the matter
‘augenblickley’, I think the Germans call it.
Darling, Hundred of - In the County of Frome, proclaimed on 29 January 1891. John Darling snr, MP, MLC
(1870-1897), born in Edinburgh in 1831, came to Adelaide in the Achilles in 1855. In 1867, he purchased
R.G. Bowen’s wheat and grain store in Waymouth Street and, in 1872, took his son, John, into partnership
and changed the firm’s name to John Darling & Son. Over the following years they established a branch
network throughout the State and, by 1890, he was to proclaim, ‘I carried grain and flour on my back for
twelve years, I have since carried it on my brain for over thirty-five years.’
In Parliament, in 1878, he impeached the morality of women factory workers when he ‘added the
disgusting insinuation that they had to supplement their income by disreputable means.’ His former servant
was brought into his vilification in the House and she responded in kind through the press when she
informed readers she was far better off in the factory at twenty shillings a week for eight hours a day labour
than in his household at ten shillings and sixteen hours, respectively. He helped found the Adelaide Oval
while his son, Joseph, became an interstate and international cricketer. He died in 1905 in Adelaide.
Darlington - A subdivision of section 122, Hundred of Noarlunga by Samuel Lewis (ca.1813-1897), licensed
victualler of the ‘Flagstaff Inn’, circa 1851, naming it after the town in Durham, England, derived from the
Old English word written as dearthingtun in 1050 - ‘the town of Deornop’s people’.
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He arrived in the Moffatt in 1839 and, in the 1840s, was responsible for ‘building’ the first monument to
Colonel Light in Light Square. In 1856, it was ‘not a new township having been established several years. It
already boasts of one of the finest hotels in the colony, the Flagstaff…’ and, by 1884, it was evident that
‘very little, if any, attention is paid to cleansing back-premises or outbuildings’:
I found accumulations of house refuse and rubbish piled in several places. The cesspits to the
closets are in a foul condition… Some of the residents have in use tin receptacles, the contents of
which are buried either in manure heaps or in gardens on the premises. In one place a privy is
erected over an old well, originally 30 feet deep. This is now half full… This hole is exposed… from
which effluvium escapes…
Dart, Point - On Yorke Peninsula, North-West of Warooka, is known, also, as ‘Point Souttar’. The cutter Dart
was in South Australian waters from 3 March 1830 seeking information as to the whereabouts of Captain
Charles Sturt who left Sydney in November 1829 to explore the River Murray to its mouth.
Darwent Waterhole - On section 7, Hundred of Willalooka, recalls Joseph Darwent, who took up several
pastoral leases in the South-East in the 1870s (nos. 493 and 778, ‘North of Tilleys’). He was born in the
United States of America, arriving in South Australia, circa 1857. Rodney Cockburn says he was one of
Adelaide’s leading steamship owners and, in partnership with a Mr Dalwood, had a contract for the
construction of the overland telegraph line to Darwin becoming, finally, a fruitgrower at Penola. The
Aborigines called it kongal - ‘water mallee’.
Dashwood - In 1841, Captain George F. Dashwood (1806-1881), purchased land, 8 km west of Meadows,
following his arrival in the Orissa in 1841 and it became known as Dashwood Gully; a post office and school
were opened there in 1863; the latter closed in 1869.
Dashwood Bay on Kangaroo Island, named by Captain B. Douglas in 1857.
Mr G.F. Dashwood was a lieutenant in the Royal Navy but as he suffered severely from
rheumatism was allowed leave of absence on half pay at five shillings a day and emigrated to
South Australia in 1841 where he became Collector of Customs, Police Magistrate and
Stipendiary Magistrate.
In 1832 and 1833 he was an officer of HMS Challenger (Captain C.H. Fremantle), the first vessel
in Fremantle roads after it had been decided to form a British colony in that part of the
continent. Mr Dashwood was an artist and among his papers were a number of pencil and water
colour sketches made during the voyage of the Challenger from Madras to Fremantle, thence to
Sydney via Tasmania and thence to New Zealand, Tahiti and Pitcairn Island.
Davenport - This name is applied to numerous features on the map of South Australia and the Northern
Territory in honour of Sir Samuel Davenport, MLC (1846-1866). On 14 September 1864, page 2d the Editor
of the Advertiser opined that ‘the Hon Mr Davenport enunciated a great political truth in the course of his
speech upon Mr Goyder’s valuations’:
The honourable gentleman said that if the waste lands were properly administered there need
be but very little taxation in this colony… How delightful it would be if the Hon Mr Davenport…
would lay aside all class interests, and as an enlightened and patriotic statesman labor to resolve
the great truth into a great fact! … As, however, the honourable gentleman does not attempt to
reduce his abstract principles into real practice, the task must be left to Mr Goyder and the public
themselves.
One of the first cricket matches in South Australia was played on his property at Macclesfield, where he
entertained his tenants and workmen each Christmas; but more often working class teams of three or four
played ‘single wicket’ for five pounds a side - on one occasion a borrowed bat was broken and caused a law
suit. (See Battunga)
The Hundred of Davenport, was proclaimed on 23 February 1860 and a school of this name opened in
1896 and closed in 1951; Point Davenport, on Yorke Peninsula, was known to the Aborigines as wadjalawi
- ‘middle water’; Mount Davenport is in the Musgrave Ranges; Davenport Creek flows into Denial Bay;
(Rodney Cockburn says another Davenport Creek was named by John McKinlay in 1862 after George
Davenport, of Melbourne - its location was not given).
Davenport Range, north of Anna Creek railway station, was discovered by P. E. Warburton on 30 October
1858. Davenport Springs are south of Lake Eyre and Davenport Hill east of County Herbert. A subdivision
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of section 11, Hundred of Willochra, was named Davenport, by John Morphett, Samuel Davenport and
Matthew Forster in 1877; much of it was resumed under the Closer Settlement Act of 1897.
In 1887, the corporate town of Davenport in the Hundred of Davenport was proclaimed and, in 1893, a
request emanated from the Port Augusta District Council seeking the change of a place named ‘Davenport’
in its jurisdiction to ‘Woolundunga’.
In 1887, it was reported that ‘this town - a municipality - was incorporated in August 1887’:
It adjoins the town of Port Augusta on the east and was known formerly as Port Augusta
Extension and Conway Town. It has an area of about one square mile. There are 200 dwelling
houses and an estimate population of 800… (See Beaumont)
Daveyston - The village, 6 km ESE of Freeling, was created on section 128, Hundred of Nuriootpa, by Edward
Hempel, circa 1856, and named after Thomas Davey (1796-1862) who, with his five sons, established mills
at Penrice, Angaston, Eudunda, Salisbury and Adelaide. Its first postmaster was Francis Norrie in 1863; it
closed on 3 January 1974. By 1866, the village had a population of about 100 and, in 1877, the school was
conducted by Theodor Becker with 39 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1867 and closed in 1970. In respect of
cotton growing in the district Mr James Pycroft said in 1862 that he contemplated ‘having the produce of
two acres out of the four I sowed, that is unless the plants are nipped off by the frost…’
A photograph of Miss Alexander, a winner of a handicap tennis event in Adelaide, is in the Chronicle, 2 April
1904, page 43.
Davidson - The name Davidson Creek was applied to that portion of a stream running through section 1921,
Hundred of Kanmantoo, and named after R.L. Davidson, who owned a property called ‘Scottsburn’ in the
1920s.
Davidson Dam is north of Manna Hill and recalls David Davidson of Baratta and Samuel Davidson of
Scotland, who took up pastoral leases nod. 941 and 942 in January 1861.
Davies - The town, offered for sale first on 30 November 1865 and diminished in 1929 was renamed
‘Hanson’ on 19 September 1940. Sir Richard Davies Hanson (1805-1876), former Chief Justice of South
Australia. In 1872, its railway station was known as Farrell Flat, and the ‘township springing up around it
was called Hanson’:
Another laid out by the government at some distance was called Davies… There is evidently a
mistake somewhere… A vigorous effort to raise Davies in the scale of entities is to be made in the
new Electoral Act, which proposes to make it a polling place…
Mount Davies, in the North-West corner of the State, discovered by W.C. Gosse on 27 August 1873, was,
no doubt, named after the same gentleman, who was Acting Governor from December 1872 to June 1873.
Davies Town was a subdivision of section 1107, Hundred of Port Adelaide, (known also as ‘Staplehurst’);
now included in Exeter. William McKenzie created it in 1853 naming it after Thomas Davies, a one time
proprietor of a local water service. (See Freshwater & Sandwell)
In 1855, it was reported that, in 1852, Mr Davies erected a water tank on a reserve near Princes Wharf on
a 21 year lease, but in December 1855 the government had a change of heart and demanded its removal.
As the inhabitants of the Port could not ‘safely depend on any other sources for a supply of fresh water’,
they memorialised the government which, in reply, said that Mr Davies was aware ‘that he had no
permanent interest in the site… and for which he has never paid even the small rental originally stipulated
for… there is no reason that [he] will be unable to construct tanks elsewhere…’ During this period it was
reported, on 21 December 1853, that ‘Thomas Davies, lessee of the waterworks on Lefevre Peninsula was
charged with the manslaughter of Henry Hiern, Dennis Wood Hiern and Henry Holloway…’
Davington - An 1875 subdivision of section 67, Hundreds of Port Adelaide and Yatala, by George Measday;
now included in Semaphore and bisected by John Street: ‘As an indication of the quality of the land Mr
Purvis’ well-known poultry yards are almost adjoining.’ The name occurs in Kent, England, from whence he
came and translates as ‘the town of Dafa’s people’.
In 1879, a deputation of five rate payers, headed by Mr N.C. Pederson, waited upon the District Council of
Glanville as to the recent flood in the township and said they understood that the township was ‘submerged
for quite two feet with salt water rendering the natural soil unfit for gardening purposes for some time’:
It appears the Council knew of the danger to which the township was exposed, for when the
resident who cut away the embankment began his destructive work it sent an official letter
warning him of the danger attached to his proceeding.
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Davis - In 1955, a subdivision of section F6, Hundred of Tatiara, was made by Albert George Davis, farmer
of Bordertown, as Davis Park; now included in Bordertown.
Port Davis is located on the tidal estuary of Port Davis Creek adjoining the River Broughton. A jetty was
built there in 1899, lengthened in 1963, destroyed by vandalism in the 1990s and rebuilt in 2000. (See
Broughton, Port)
Davis Spring is east of Lyndhurst and the Aborigines call it nguriyandharlanha - ‘wattle gum ground’.
In 1880, Davis Town was said to be ‘seven miles from the Burra.’
Davoren Park - This Adelaide suburb, named after a pioneering family of the district, was proclaimed in
1993 and comprises the former suburb of Elizabeth Field and portion of Elizabeth West.
Dawesley - A village, in the Hundred of Kanmantoo, 3 km west of Kanmantoo, laid out by William Bower
Dawes and sold at the District Hotel, Nairne, on 4 May 1857. Mr Dawes was a solicitor and miller and arrived
in the Lady Fitzherbert in 1842, built the first mill at Nairne, was a Member of Parliament from March to
November 1857, later becoming manager of the Kanmantoo mine. It was on this section that the Scott’s
Creek Smelting Works ‘have lately been erected and from the very promising appearance of the Kanmantoo
mine there is every reason to believe that the allotments will become very valuable’:
The cause of the selection of this site for that purpose was that the timber for the furnaces had
been cleared for many miles around the Callington and Kanmantoo mines… The smelting
premises, once owned by Mr Alfred Hallett, are now in ruins… A bacon factory was established
15 years ago by Mr Elias Davies.
In 1875, the school was conducted by William Jenkinson with 41 pupils; it opened in 1866; name changed
to ‘Native Valley’ in 1904; closed in 1943. Dawesley Creek was formerly ‘Scott Creek’. (See Scottsburn)
Dawlish - The name comes from Devon, England, where in the Domesday Book it was recorded as doelis ‘hallowed place’; the County had family associations for its nomenclator, Governor Jervois. (See Cleve,
Franklyn, Hatherleigh & Snowtown) Coincidentally, George Fife Angas lived in the English town for some
time.
The town of Dawlish was a subdivision of section 277, Hundred of Erskine, 22 km east of Orroroo, surveyed
by A.B. Scandrett and comprising 160 allotments; proclaimed on 8 June 1882. At the first sale on 22 June
1882 only nine lots were sold. In 1964, as there was no demand for allotments, the few that had been sold
were acquired compulsorily by the Crown and reverted back to broad acres. The school opened in 1886
and, in 1894, reopened as ‘Erskine’.
Daw Park - The suburb, a subdivision of part section 7, Hundred of Adelaide, was named in 1953 by the SA
Housing Trust after an early settler in the district, John Wickham Daw (1796-1872). On 17 June 1842, he
and his second wife, Orianna, gifted one acre of section 41 to ‘The Right Reverend Father in God, the Lord
Bishop of Australia’, together with ‘the wooden edifice erected thereon and which for sometime has been
used for the purpose of Divine Worship’:
Mr. J.W. Daw arrived in the Winchester in September 1838 and settled at St Mary’s, Sturt, in the
following November, where he continued to reside with little intermission until his death on 2
July 1872. In earlier days he was identified with most of the local movements for promoting the
advancement of the district and… left behind him some lasting mementos of his worthiness…
(See Saint Marys)
Dawson - The town, 22 km North-East of Peterborough, proclaimed on 19 May 1881 was laid out into 360
allotments in the locality known as ‘Shepherd’s Rest’. Later, in December 1881:
There [were] two churches, two stores and a large hotel and we understand an Institute is to be
built shortly… The country is covered with mallee and resinous shrubs and by the damp patches
in the creek it is easily seen that water is available…
In 1949, it was suggested that all unsold allotments be purchased by the government and, by 1960, this had
been accomplished and the town was diminished. Its post office, opened as ‘Coglin’ in January 1881, closed
on 14 August 1971. Information on a proposed school appeared in 1883; it opened in 1885 and closed in
1964.
Rodney Cockburn suggests it was named after Henry Dawson, the first mail contractor between Burra and
Outalpa, but this explanation would appear to be conjecture because Governor Jervois, who dubbed it,
invariably chose names of family or friends. Therefore, the most likely candidate is Robert Kearsley Dawson
(1798-1861), a Lt-Colonel in the Royal Engineers, educated at the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich or,
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alternatively, Robert Dawson (1776-1860), a tutor to young officers of the Royal Engineers in the art of
topographical drawing.
In view of Cockburn’s comment it is interesting to note that Dawson Dam is on section 112, Hundred of
Rees and recalls Henry Dawson, who purchased the ‘Caroona Run’ (leases nod. 35 and 36) from the
executors of J. and A. Hallett on 5 November 1878. He was described, also, as a mail contractor.
A photograph of stallholders at a patriotic demonstration is in the Chronicle, 16 October 1915, page 29, of
a football team on 31 October 1935, page 36.
Dawson Hill is in the Blinman district and honours Captain Dawson of the Royal Engineers.
Day - W.C. Gosse named Day Gully, in the Musgrave Ranges, on 13 October 1873 after E.G. Day of the
Survey Department.
The Hundred of Day, County of Chandos, proclaimed on 24 October 1929, was named after Theodore
Ernest Day, Surveyor-General (1921-1930). When forwarding the name to the government for approval the
Nomenclature Committee urged its acceptance because ‘an unbroken line of nomenclature associated with
South Australia’s surveyors-general since the days of Colonel Light will be maintained.’ A 1920 sketch of
Wilpena Pound drawn by him is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
Point Day, on Saint Peter’s Island, was named after a Secretary to the Railways Commissioner.
Days Corner School near Kadina; opened in 1907 and closed in 1909.
Days Hill, on section 92, Hundred of Blanche, remembers Emma Jane Day, ‘wife of Carl Day, O.B. Flat’, who
purchased the land from Alexander McLean on 29 April 1874.
Deadhorse Creek - Rodney Cockburn places it near Port Pirie and being named by N. Simons of Tarcoola
who was the first resident to build a house on the banks of the creek, alongside which a dead horse was
lying.
Dead Horse Gully - A gold rush commenced to this place near Gumeracha in March 1885; at the outset 50
claims were worked and ‘cabs, carts, drays, wagons and vehicles of all descriptions are on the ground’:
There are a number of tents for men to sleep but others are content to lie under trees or sleep in
carts. There are men of all occupations amongst those present - old miners, clerks, cabmen,
labourers, sailors and several boys… Provisions for the camp are brought from Gumeracha, but a
store in a galvanized iron structure of about 12 feet by nine is to be opened by Saturday.
Deadman - North of section 381, Hundred of Willunga, at the base of the northern cliffs of Blanche Point,
lies Deadman Cave where a murdered man’s corpse was found.
Deadman Creek, according to Rodney Cockburn, was at the back of Nilpena homestead and recalls a
shepherd’s tragic death at the hands of the Aborigines.
In his journal of an expedition from Adelaide to Lake Victoria in mid-1841 T.S. O’Halloran, Commissioner of
Police said that ‘the spot where we are camped I have called Deadman Flat’:
In consequence of Mr McKinnon’s brother having been killed here by this very tribe, and in this
flat the man lies buried. It is not fifty yards from where I write, that Mr Eyre turned back…
Described as 126 miles from Adelaide it is, today, known as ‘Toolunka Flat’, South-West of Taylorville.
In his reminiscences Boyle Travers Finniss said:
Travelling with Colonel Light, on one occasion, before the selection of the Gawler survey, we
encamped at the Gawler River, and whilst resting there we were surprised to find a dead man
buried in an upright posture and plastered with clay. No part of the body was visible except the
toes. The wild dogs discovered the corpse, and it had somewhat mangled feet. It was evidently a
white man’s burial place.
The story which was circulated, in Adelaide, as to the cause of the death of this unfortunate man
originated with a party under the charge of Mr Bernhard. It was stated that, travelling to the
north, having a dray with them, on nearing the ford at the Gawler River, a man in a distracted
state rushed from the scrub, west of the line of road, and fell down in an exhausted state,
perishing from want of food and water. He was taken every care of, but died very soon after
meeting this party, which preceded ours on its way to the north. They buried him in the tree and
plastered him in to save the body from wild dogs. We afterwards called this tree ‘deadman’s
tree’.
The burial spot, known as Deadman Pass, is located at the southern end of Murray Street near the river
and, in 1869:
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As corporation workmen were employed forming a railway near the Dead Man’s Pass, close to
the old crossing place at the south end of Gawler, they came upon some bones and on further
examination found a skull and most of the bones of a human body… The place where they were
discovered has long been called Dead Man’s Pass, from the fact of a person having died there…
His remains were found by some horsemen crossing the river and interred at the foot of an old
tree…
Dead Man’s Swamp - (See Yallum)
Deaf Mans Swamp - On section 92, Hundred of Onkaparinga; ‘… twenty acres of the section are fine swamp
land, well timbered… known as Deaf Man’s Swamp.’
Dean Reserve - A water reserve on section 618, Hundred of Moorooroo, named by the District Council of
Angaston on 22 February 1984 after Colonel E.T. Dean and his wife and family. (See Karinya, Mount)
Death Rock - Near Kanyaka, where the Aborigines appeared to ‘attach some superstitious notion to the
rock, for they manifest an anxiety, when [near] death, to be brought and laid down to die under its shadow.’
Locally, it was known as ‘The Rock Hole’.
Deberg, Point - Near Corny Point, recalls John Barton Deberg (Deburgh) Rogers (1873-1929), the son of an
early pastoralist, Thomas William Rogers, the son of William and Ann Rogers. (See Tusmore)
Deception - Rodney Cockburn said that Deception Bay ‘when sounded by Robert Cock and R.G. Jamieson
in 1838, was found to be very shallow and they entered the name mentioned in their log book.’ (See
Coobowie & Aldinga)
Lake Deception, north of Lady Blanche Lake in the Far North-East, was named by John McKinlay (18191872) on 18 January 1862 because of the apparent presence of water when viewed from a distance, but
dry when examined at close quarters.
Mount Deception is near Beltana and, in July 1840, Edward J. Eyre climbed its summit from whence the
extensive view was disappointing - Lake Torrens lay to the west as ‘large and mysterious as ever, while to
the north was a cheerless looking waste, the extraordinary deception caused by mirage and refraction…
makes it almost impossible to believe the evidence of one’s own eyesight.’
Decoy Hill - Near Marree, was named by Samuel Parry on 2 August 1858 to commemorate the discovery
and pacification of a small party of Aborigines.
Decres Bay - In Denial Bay, named by Baudin in 1803 after Denis, Duc du Decrès (1761-1820), a French
admiral; one of the positions he held was Minister of Marine and the Colonies, 1801-1815. The Aborigines
called it purinala - ‘many hills’.
Decres Bay, which boasts an ideal harbour for shipping, - plenty of water and good protection
from every wind - commands an enormous extent of unbroken country on either side and is
destined to become one of the greatest shipping ports in the State…
A photograph of sailing ships is in the Chronicle, 17 September 1910, page 32.
There is a subdivision of part section 2, Hundred of Bonython, named Decres Bay Estate, laid out by Albert
Dawe in 1913. (See Kangaroo Island)
Deep Creek - A school near Eudunda opened as ‘Peep Hill’ in 1883, it closed in 1939. (See Broughton & Forest
Range)
Deep Well Swamp - (See Hutton Lagoon)
Deering Hills - In the Far North-West, discovered and named by W.C. Gosse on 22 August 1873 after Mr S.
Deering of the Attorney-General’s office.
Delabole Hill - There is a Delabole slate quarry in Cornwall, England and, in 1868, it was said that ‘Willunga
is a thriving township… The principal quarry is the Delabole… A neat Wesleyan Chapel… and a number of
cottages. There are three openings of slate…’
Delambre, Cape - (See Coffin Bay & Kangaroo Head)
Delamere - Twenty-four kilometres South-West of Yankalilla. Its origin is unknown but there is a ‘Delamere’
in Cheshire, England, derived from the Œ mere - ‘a lake’; dela is the French de la. Originally, the area was
known as ‘The Stockyards’, but at a public meeting in 1859 the name of ‘Glenburn’ was adopted. However,
in 1865, when applying to bring section 1522, Hundred of Yankalilla, under the provisions of The Real
Property Act, Joel and James Cole (1821-1902, ca.1825-1872) applied the name Delamere to the section for
which six titles were issued in respect of various nominated owners.
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The Delamere Post Office stood on section 1522, Hundred of Yankalilla, while the Delamere School was
opened in 1876 by Joseph Ladyman (1833-1893) who arrived in the Lady Lilford in 1839. Records in respect
of it are at variance - Apparently, it began as a licensed school in 1861 and listed as ‘Rapid Bay (Stockyard
Creek)’, later as ‘Glenburn’ and, in 1876, as ‘Delamere’; closed in 1989. (The Glenburn School was opened
in 1865 by Harriet Stockbridge.) A photograph of pupils is in the Chronicle, 26 August 1911, page 29.
On towards Delamere, land owned by the SA Company is passed on both sides of the road; next a
small orchard with vines belonging to Mr Way. At Mr Blenkenstein’s another is met with and the
fruit trees bear well without irrigation. Apples are dried on a small scale for home consumption…
A stack of wattle bark is noticed on the roadside awaiting transport to Cornish and Co’s mill. At
George Willis’s there is an orchard and the land is used for the growth of hay and peas… (See
Aaron Creek)
Delfin Island - In the suburb of West Lakes and derived from its creator, Development Finance Corporation
Limited. (See West Lakes)
Deloraine - The name derives from the Gaelic dail-odharain - ‘field of the cow-parsnip’ and, in 1871, was
given to a small agricultural settlement near Mount Pleasant on section 117, where a gold discovery was
made by James Scott. He granted a right of search of the section to a Mr Smyth who was so successful that
the owner gave the digger £75 to relinquish the right. After six week’s labour Mr Scott erected a puddling
machine and obtained 60 ounces of gold including a 14 ounce nugget.
About 1896 a syndicate took the property over and, within a few months, Captain Pearce obtained sole
ownership and developed it with the assistance of Captain William Allen who, formerly, had charge of the
Ivanhoe Mine at Kalgoorlie.
Later it was reported that ‘Captain Pearce leaves the colony shortly for the Klondike and during his trip
through America will take the opportunity of inspecting the latest mining machinery’:
If he gains there some idea of how the vast bodies of ore in the Montacute Hill can be
economically treated there is every prospect that a great industry will be re-established in the
district…
The News of 8 August 1929 has a photograph of ‘one of the first stone houses to be built in South Australia;
it is called Deloraine, and from it the Deloraine Gold Mines, about half a mile away, take their title.’
A photograph is in the Chronicle, 22 October 1910, page 34, 9 December 1911, page 30.
Delusion, Mount - South-East of Lake Eyre South, named by Samuel Parry on 30 July 1858 because ‘this
name, should success or failure await me, will be appropriate.’
De Mairan, Cape - In the Hundred of Uley and named Pointe du Regard (Prospect Point) by Baudin in 1802,
but appears as Cap DeMairan on Freycinet’s charts. Today it is ‘Shoal Point’.
De Mole - In 1857, Captain Bloomfield Douglas, RN, of the vessel Yatala, named Point DeMole, in Streaky
Bay, after George E. De Mole (1833-1918), secretary to the Marine Board, who accompanied him. Baudin
called it Point aux Seiches (Cuttlefish Point.) ‘In 1872 the House of Assembly voted £1,200 for the
construction of a jetty and work commenced in the latter half of that year…’
There is a De Mole Reef in Rivoli Bay and a River De Mole on Kangaroo Island.
Grass trees and honeysuckle abound between Snug Cove and River DeMole… The watercourse is
dry in summer in the bed of which, by sinking a few feet, good fresh water is to be obtained in
abundance… it carries sufficient water to float a vessel of probably 250 tons, half-a-mile inland…
Denford - An 1880 subdivision of section 237, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Shierlaw (ca.1839-1920),
clothier of Adelaide; it was bounded by Jones Road and Westall, Esmond and Mann Streets and is now
included in Hyde Park. It was the name of Mr Shierlaw’s house which, in turn, occurs in Northamptonshire,
England, and means ‘ford in a valley’.
Denial Bay - Named by Matthew Flinders on 7 February 1802, because of ‘as well in the allusion to St. Peter
as to the deceptive hope we had formed of penetrating by it some distance into the interior of the country.’
The Aborigines knew it as nadia. The town, 16 km west of Ceduna, was proclaimed as ‘McKenzie’ on 16
June 1910; its present name was adopted on 19 September 1940; its school opened in 1897 and closed in
1945.
The first annual show under the auspices of the Charra, Denial and Murat Bay Agricultural Society was held
on the grounds at Denial Bay on 4 September 1903 when ‘the committee, under the presidency of Mr W.
McKenzie, who showed a good example himself by erecting a showroom, fencing off the grounds, etc.,
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worked very hard to make a success of the affair. All the labour in connection with the show, as well as the
material, such as roofing, timber, stones, etc., were given gratuitously…’
In 1908, a contract was let for the erection of a jetty and it opened in 1910 when SS Wookata was the first
vessel to call there. (See Nadia & McKenzie)
A photograph of a Show committee is in the Chronicle on 9 November 1907, page 30, of the football club
on 9 November 1907, page 30, of the Bank of Adelaide on 17 June 1911, page 30, of stacking wheat in the
Observer, 5 April 1913, page 32, of a ladies’ football team in the Chronicle, on 7 July 1928, page 42, of the
post office on 11 July 1929, page 36.
Denison - In 1859, Governor Sir Richard MacDonnell named Mount Denison and Denison Range, near
Oodnadatta, after the then Governor of New South Wales. Philip Levi established a sheep run near the
mountain in June 1863. There is a Mount Denison in the Northern Territory named by John McD. Stuart on
28 April 1860 after the same gentleman - Sir William Denison, KCB.
Denman - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line named after the Governor-General, Lord Denman
who, on 14 September 1912, turned the first sod for the construction of the line.
Den(n)ing Road Waterhole - On section 13, Hundred of Wells, probably recalls James William D. Dening
(1842-1930) who took up pastoral lease no. 2267, ‘East of Hundred of Santo’, in the 1870s. Farther east, his
father, Benjamin Dening, held lease no. 1238 in the Tatiara district from 1864. (See Bunbury)
Dennis - Richard Dennis (1812-1881), who purchased section 333 of ‘Survey E’ on 11 August 1848 has his
name remembered by Dennis Bridge, on section 347, Hundred of Waitpinga; later, he obtained sections
336 and 1341.
Mount Dennis, in the Macclesfield district, is believed to have been named after Dennis Murphy who once
held the land on its slopes.
Densley Park - A 1955 subdivision of part section F2, Hundred of Tatiara, by Frank Densley; now included
in Bordertown.
De Pledge Bridge - On section 296, Hundred of Waitpinga, recalls James de Pledge (1845-1919) and William
de Pledge (1842-1926) both of whom assisted in the establishment of a church in Victor Harbor in 1869.
Depot - In May 1839, E.J. Eyre and his exploration party camped at this creek, about 25 km beyond the head
of Spencer Gulf, near Mount Arden; it had a permanent spring and so he dubbed it Depot Creek and a
railway station of that name lies to the north of that watercourse on the line to Marree.
Depot Pool, South-East of Mount Deception, was named by E.J. Eyre on 13 July 1840.
Dequetteville Terrace - The name appears as Dequeteville on a plan of the subdivision of Kent Town lodged
in the General Registry Office by the subdividers, Henry Ayers and James Robin. The latter was born in
Guernsey, Channel Isles, in 1817, and his mother was a daughter of Rev John de Quetteville, the first
Wesleyan Minister in the Channel Isles. (Rodney Cockburn records that a John DeQuetteville Robin was a
trustee of Dr Kent.) The Kent Town Triangle, at the junction of the terrace and Rundle Road, was small, but
the ground in question seemed likely to cause a large amount of trouble in 1876. Indeed, the triangular duel
fought about it was grotesque and the facts connected with this former historical piece of land are as
follows.
In the 1870s, the Corporation of Kensington and Norwood, having funds in hand consisting of the balance
of certain subscriptions paid by ratepayers for purposes of tree planting, determined to fence off the ground
in question and to plant it with trees. It was then a bog in the winter and a dust hole in the summer and it
was thought that the planting would be a decided improvement. Dr Schomburgk, curator of the Botanic
Gardens, was consulted and gave the trees to the corporation.
A surveyor was instructed to fence off the enclosure and in his zeal took in a large space belonging to the
Adelaide council, as well as several feet of Rundle Road. The trees flourished and nobody complained that
the enclosure was an obstruction to the traffic until Mr Edwin T. Smith, having become the owner of the
adjacent property known as Dr Kent’s garden, erected there a costly brewery. It was then that a dispute
began between himself and the council, over which he had one time presided over as Mayor. While he held
that office the ‘triangle’ had been allowed to continue unchallenged!
However, after his brewery was built a letter was sent by Mr Smith to the council asking it to remove it;
this it declined to do. Then another letter was sent suggesting that the enclosure should be reduced to
about half its size and offering to pay the cost. This suggestion was also declined. The council, however, met
Mr Smith on the ground and offered to round off the sharp corners - a proposition to which that gentleman
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did not accede. Then followed a proposal from Mr Smith to test the legal right in an inexpensive way, which
was also declined.
Most concerned citizens all agreed that, if Mr Smith was legally entitled to the full width of the street
opposite the entrance to his brewery, no one could find fault with him for maintaining his right. On the
other hand, if he had no such right, then the council, in the interest of the ratepayers, should have protected
its property and proceed to the utmost extremity, even against such a popular gentleman. It was contended
that the council was the guardian of the rights of ratepayers and it could not, without dereliction of duty,
allow those rights to be infringed on by any one.
The precise facts of the matter in dispute were that a portion of the street running from the ‘Valve House’
to the ‘Old Racecourse’, and known as Dequetteville Terrace, had been encroached upon by the ‘triangle’
and this was obvious enough to any observer. The ‘triangle’ had narrowed that portion of the street
immediately facing the entrance to the brewery and the real question to be determined was whether the
council had a legal right to make the encroachment and, if they had not, Mr Smith, by purchasing the land
with the encroachment already made, did or did not condone the illegal act of the council.
Of course, this was purely a question of law and, as such, proceedings would, probably, have ended up in
the Supreme Court which would have wasted a lot of money and given satisfaction to neither side. If the
street had been restored to its original width on the eastern side of the ‘triangle’, no one, as far as far as
could be discerned, would suffer, for it would serve the public generally, as it would serve Mr Smith. The
‘triangle’ might be made pretty, but its preservation was not so important as to justify the expenditure of
the rates of the people to fight the question. It was hoped, therefore, that a friendly arrangement could be
negotiated.
In February 1876, Mr Smith took the law into his own hands and removed part of the fencing and drove his
drays through the plantation. The council resolved to sue Mr Smith in the Magistrates’ Court and would
have done so had not the ratepayers stepped in when, at a public meeting, a majority demanded that no
public funds be spent on legal proceedings - and there the matter rested for some time. Mr Smith began
firing away at the ‘triangle’ which was the property of the ratepayers; the council began firing away at Mr
Smith in the Police Court, and thereupon the ratepayers fired away at the council for spending money in
lawyers’ fees. Their protest brought the council to a deadlock and left Mr Smith to blaze away as he pleased
- ‘a luxury which he declared to enjoy to the uttermost.’
He proclaimed ‘war to the knife and no surrender.’ He was ‘determined to test the question’, but no one
could see how this was to be done if the council refused to go to law with him. His position was, indeed,
one of unusual complexity, for a man burning to appeal to the Supreme Court, and yet debarred by the
refusal of the other side to proceed against him, was probably quite unprecedented in legal annals. What
was the good of turning your cheek to the smiter if he persistently refused to smite?
Mr Smith could have destroyed the plantation and reduced it to its primitive condition of bog and dust hole
but that would have been a poor consolation, for it would not have given him a better road to his brewery
and would have been no real test as to his rights. It appeared that his only hope was to get up another
meeting and insist that he be prosecuted with the utmost rigour of the law - then the dispute might have
been settled, but it was a pity to see neighbours falling out over a trifling matter.
For Mr Smith and the Corporation of Kensington and Norwood to be at loggerheads was almost as bad as
a quarrel between man and wife. He had spared neither his time nor his money in community service and,
in return, was awarded many honours. Indeed, it was more than apparent that the only difficulty about
settling the matter amicably was that both parties could not get in a reasonable temper at the same time when it was fair weather with one it was always foul with the other. When Mr Smith was reasonable the
council would do nothing and, when it sent him a friendly delegation, he stood rigidly upon his legal rights.
Finally, by November 1877, the matter was settled amicably when Mr Smith:
Very generously said that if the council would remove the inconvenient and altogether
unnecessary obstruction, which they had placed in the public road, he, at his own expense,
would replace it with a fountain.
In the absence of Mr Smith, the fountain was turned on by Miss Peacock who said she was sure it would
‘prove an immense benefit to the public and a great ornament to the neighbourhood.’ The fountain was
mounted on a wide slate pedestal in the form of steps, the upper part of which was square, with two
triangles on each side, one above the other.
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The water, which ran constantly, fell from lion’s heads into the upper troughs and then drained into the
lower ‘so that the thirst of both man and his canine followers might be satisfied’:
Above the fountain rose a light and elegant fluted pillar, surmounted by a spherical lamp having
a three-branch burner, by which means the neighbourhood was illuminated at night. Local
dignitaries graced the ceremony with a wealth of speeches and a quotation from one of them
would, perhaps, be a fitting close to the tale of the Kent Town Triangle:
Mr Smith had been active in good works whilst among them and this latest deed
showed that he had not altered. Differences had occurred about the ground on which
they stood, but that was all past and gone now, and this generous gift would be the
means of settling all disputes, and the fountain would, if necessary, throw cold water on
any attempt that might be made to revive them.
Today, the fountain stands in a shopping mall on the southern side of The Parade, Norwood.
That portion of Dequetteville Terrace between Rundle Street and North Terrace, Kent Town, presented an
animated appearance on 18 August 1905 when 350 children of the Norwood Public School celebrated Arbor
Day:
Since its formation the two-chain road dividing the Park Lands from Kent Town has been prolific
of dust and mud, according to the season. These conditions have considerably troubled the
residents and have detracted from the reputation of an otherwise pretty spot. A few weeks ago
an avenue 20 feet wide was fenced off on the waterworks side of the road and on Friday
morning 50 trees were planted by the school children.
A number of palms were planted afterwards by pupils from Canterbury School, under Rev Slaney
Poole and the Mayor and Town Clerk of Adelaide and residents planted shrubs and palms. A
space in the centre of the avenue has been left clear as it is hoped on future arbor days the work
will be continued down the terrace to Victoria Park Racecourse and an asphalt bicycle track may
be made right through the avenue.
Derby, County of - Proclaimed on 18 January 1877 and named after Edward H. Stanley (1826-1893),
fifteenth Earl of Derby, Secretary for the Colonies and Governor-General of Canada from 1888 to 1893. ‘He
was so anxious to arrive at right conclusions he sometimes turned and turned and turned a subject over till
the time for action had passed.’
Dernancourt - A 1923 subdivision of part sections 510 and 515, Hundred of Yatala, by Richard Arthur Hobby;
its school opened in 1966. Following the Armistice on 11 November 1918, M. Marce Braibant, ConsulGeneral of the Ardennes in France, visited London to coordinate individual efforts to help his country, and
at whose suggestion a scheme commenced for the ‘adoption’ of devastated towns and villages.
The object was not to relieve Germany of her obligations by raising money to rebuild shattered France, but
to extend from one town to another such personal help and sympathy as are given naturally by friend to
friend. The headquarters of the central committee was in London, where it played the part of liaison officer,
placing the Godparent town into touch with its French protégé and thereafter taking no part in the
arrangement, unless specially asked for its advice or assistance.
At its height the people of Great Britain extended a helping hand to nearly a hundred French towns and, in
due course, Dominion ‘adoptions’ included Poilcourt by Sydney, Villers-Bretonneux by Melbourne and
Dernancourt by Adelaide - This town was the scene of an Australian base camp and many members of the
AIF are buried in the war cemetery.
In August 1920, the Editor of the Register suggested that:
In view of the magnificent part played by Australian divisions on the western front, and the
intimate ties which link Commonwealth peoples to that region and its heroic populations, it is
highly desirable that Australians should follow the lead of their kindred in the Motherland and
render appreciable assistance to our heroic allies.
He concluded by saying that, ‘this State is quite able to take under its foster care at least one of the
considerable towns especially memorable in connection with our boys’ brilliant and noble exploits in the
decisive arena of the war.’ At a meeting of the Society d’Assistance Maternelle et Infantile at the Adelaide
Town Hall in October 1920, a proposal was made that an endeavour should be made to adopt one of the
French towns for which Australians had fought with grim determination and courage to save. Such adoption
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would provide the means to help clear land for farmers and, when families returned to their former homes,
to provide clothes, furniture, one horse and cow and farm implements.
Two French women, Berthe Mouchette and Marie Lion, were the prime movers and said they accepted the
responsibility of starting the new activity with the fervent hope that more influential persons within the
community would become involved. The towns of Bapaume, Dernancourt and Morlancourt were suggested
together with Hamel and Neuville.
The Lord Mayor of Adelaide, Mr F.B. Moulden, who presided, urged that before putting the matter before
the public, it would be wise to find out exactly what the responsibilities of such an adoption would be. His
advice was to approach the French government through the Consul-General in Sydney and find out what
‘adoption’ really meant. In passing he mentioned that the society had forwarded about £600 and eighteen
boxes of garments for charitable work in France. Positive responses emanated from the public following
the promulgation of these proceedings.
One correspondent, under a nom-de-plume of ‘Josephine’, said that as ‘worthy are the many memorial
schemes in our own land, it would surely be a fitting method of perpetuating the great deeds of the
Australian abroad to help the people reconstruct their homes on some site where the Australians
distinguished themselves’:
The scheme is as far removed from mere ‘charity’ as was the great and never-to-be-forgotten
kindness of the French people to our men during the war and those ties of friendship will be
drawn closer yet if we can make some small acknowledgment.
Another correspondent reminded readers that Melbourne had formed a committee, with General Sir John
Monash as President, and Villers-Bretonneux was adopted, with enthusiastic support being promised by
the Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League. Further, it was hoped that many towns in Victoria would
follow the example of the metropolis. The Adelaide committee, following an exchange of letters with
appropriate French authorities, agreed upon Dernancourt as its Godchild and proposed to collect funds and
forward the money to the Mayor of that village, M. Fernand Belison.
Later, in 1922, it was reported in the local press that ‘Dernancourt, the village in the valley of Ancre, which
was completely razed to the ground in 1918, but which has already began to rise from its ruins, organised
on June 16 a manifestation of gratitude in honour of its Australian God-mother, Adelaide’, while the Mayor
of that village wrote to the Adelaide committee and said ‘we owe to Australia an immense and sacred debt
for the blood that she shed on coming to our help, and you have increased still further that debt in aiding
us towards the restoration of our ruins.’
These facts suggest, strongly, that Adelaide’s ‘adoption’ of Dernacourt in France prompted Mr Hobby to
choose the name for his subdivision. (See Appendix 16)
De Rose Hill - A trig station west of the Alberga River, recalls a Mr de Rose, a member of a survey party in
the 1880s under the command of John Carruthers - probably William F. de Rose, an army sergeant, who
was born,, circa 1850, and arrived with his parents in the Jessie Isabel in 1866. (See Ernaballa)
Desire, Mount - At the southern end of Chace Range, was, about 1850, named ‘Crown Hill’ by Frederick
Sinnett and renamed by the surveyor, Samuel Parry, in 1859, reflecting his desire to return home.
Despond, Mount - In the Hundred of Jellicoe. Origin unknown; the name was changed to ‘Mount Karinya’
on 10 April 1941; prior to this date the owner of the land had placed a tablet on this trig station bearing the
name ‘Mount Karinya.’ (See Dean Reserve & Karinya, Mount)
D’Estaing, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, named by Baudin in 1802 after a French Admiral, Charles Hector
Theodat, Comte D’Estaing (1729-1794) who was executed for giving evidence in favour of Queen Marie
Antoinette during her trial.
D’Estrees Bay - On Kangaroo Island. In 1802 Baudin named Cape D’Estrees as Pointe Defies-vous-en (Point
Bear-away-from-it); on Freycinet’s charts it is C. D’Estrees. Victor-Marie, duc d’Estrées (1660-1737), a
French author, Marshal of France, Vice-Admiral and Minister of State. The Aborigines knew the bay as
punuita - ‘shag lagoon’.
Detroit de Lacepede - Baudin’s name for Investigator Strait. (See Investigator Strait)
Devernay - The name of a small agricultural settlement, near Willunga.
Devils - In days gone by, when vehicles were drawn by horses, heavy rains flooded Devils Corner, NorthEast of Balaklava, on the Halbury Road and, before a road was formed, this treacherous place was well-
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known for the high risk of travellers becoming bogged. Today, it is safe and part of it has become a picnic
reserve graced by shady river box trees.
Devils Elbow is on the Mount Barker Road where travellers ‘have now the option of entirely avoiding the
steep ascent by Stevenson’s garden and the sharp bend, popularly known as the Devil’s Elbow’:
The Central Road Board, through its surveyor, Mr Ashwin, has provided a more circuitous route,
but in other respects less objectionable line, round the summit of the hill, to the southward of
the Mountain Hut… (See Leawood Gardens & Snappers Point)
Devils Garden acquired its name because of the boggy conditions prevailing on the Burra to Port Wakefield
road.
I have vivid memories of several [bullock] teams bogged and almost imbedded for some days.
The lurid language, added to the persistent crack of the whip as it re-echoed through the dense
mallee, impressed upon my young mind the conviction that the area was aptly named. Those
Burra bullockies were linguists, equalling… those that I met afterwards in the outback… (See
Bright Outlook)
Devils Gates, north of Pekina, were so named by J.F. Hayward because they consisted of ‘rough ranges,
deep creeks and very broken country.’ (See Aroona, Hayward & Pekina)
Devils Glen is a gorge through which the Rocky River wends its course; named by E.J. Eyre on 29 June 1840
because of its ‘most singular and wild looking appearance.’
Devils Gully is a steep-sided gully in a tributary to Malcolm Creek before it emerges from the ranges near
Kersbrook.
Hans Mincham, in The Story of the Flinders Ranges, says that Devils Peak overlooks Pichi Richi Pass to the
north and Richman Valley to the south:
It was included in William Westall’s panoramic drawing of the Flinders Ranges as seen from the
anchored Investigator near the head of Spencer Gulf in 1802. It was not named until the early
days of pastoral settlement. In 1857, G.W. Goyder made a sketch of it including neighbouring
Mount Brown as seen from the Willochra Plain and recorded that the Aboriginal name… was
ngowinyie.
Devils Playground is in the Far North on Billa Kallina station. The Miller Creek catchment empties into a vast
flat of pale brown clay supporting clumps of canegrass. In times of flood it becomes a swamp.
Devils Punch Bowl is a cave-like depression near Mount Schank and, according to Rodney Cockburn, named
by Governor Grey because of the ‘peculiar features surrounding the lake which features were portrayed in
a painting by George French Angas.’ However, in contradiction, in 1873 it was said that, ‘the crater on the
South-East side of the Mount [Gambier] is the only one dry and is known as the Devil’s Punchbowl. (See
Browns (Brownes) Lake)
Devlin Pound - Situated on the north bank of the River Murray, 16 km west of Overland Corner. In 1873,
John Chambers, the lessee of this country, requested that ‘one mile portion of [my] lease, where the mail
from Blanchetown to Wentworth crosses the river’ be resumed and ‘offered at auction as a reserve for the
purpose of erecting an eating house there for the use of the public.’
Accordingly, some six years later six blocks were surveyed by N.W. Pethick and on his diagram an
accommodation house is shown, and the land between the river and the cliffs is marked Devlin’s Pound.
The so called accommodation house was, in fact, a wine shanty conducted by Patrick Devlin and, while
stockmen were sleeping in his shanty, he was reputed to ‘cut out’ sheep from the resting droves and, for
years after his death, his spirit, riding a white horse, was supposed to haunt the district.
In February 1847, he commenced to overland 600 head of cattle and 40 horses from New South Wales ‘and
has been travelling three months since he left the Murrumbidgee’:
The blacks in the neighbourhood of the Darling were numerous and troublesome, but on a show
of firearms and an exhibition of the strength of his party (ten in number), the blacks became
subservient and assisted to cross the drays, one of which they had previously threatened to
steal… Mr Devlin confirms the statements of his predecessors, namely, that it is possible to
perform the overland journey so as to make a station every night.
In 1880, the block on which the accommodation house was situated was taken up under Miscellaneous
Lease no. 214 by James White who, previously, had complained that the house was a great hindrance to
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stock coming to water. This lease was cancelled in 1894 and, in his report on improvements at Devlin’s
Pound, the Crown Lands Ranger stated:
On block 5, Devlin’s Pound there is nothing left of the old Accommodation House except a few
stones of the chimney and an underground rainwater tank 6 feet deep, and 12 feet diameter,
lined with cement upon a 14 inch stone wall. The tank is dry but quite sound. It has been built
about 18 years and would cost when new about £18. Nothing else is on the block.
The Devlin Pound School opened in 1932 and closed in 1945.
Devon - In January 1892 the Devon Downs Post Office near Nildottie, was opened. In 1905, ‘a large number
of people witnessed the opening celebration of the new German church at Foster [sic - Forster?] on
Wednesday… The Sedan band played some numbers suitable to the occasion.’ (See Forster)
The suburb of Devon Park was laid out on part sections 375-76, Hundred of Yatala, by Lavinia and George
Charles Braund in 1920. There appears to be no doubt that they named it after some English associations
as some of the streets bear names of the Devon area, eg, Exeter, Plymouth, Cavendish, etc. A petition
received in the Lands Department in September 1944 from local residents says that the name was applied
‘as a commemoration to the owner, whose birthplace was Devonshire…’ It derives from the Œ dubh-an ‘dark river’.
On 15 December 1928, the foundation stone of a hall erected for the residents of Devon Park, as a result
of the efforts of the local improvement club, was laid by Mr G.E. Yates, MHR:
The hall will seat 375 people. Its offices consist of two cloakrooms with a moveable petition, so
that the space they occupy may be used for seating on occasion, and two lodge rooms, which
may be temporarily converted into one by folding back the dividing screen.
Dewars - On section 1, Hundred of McGillivray, Kangaroo Island, recalls John Dewar (1853-1930), who
obtained the land grant on 13 March 1908.
Dewson - A railway station, 12 km North-West of Tintinara, known now as ‘Culburra’. Apparently, Rodney
Cockburn’s nomenclature (cited under ‘Culburra’) was taken from the official book on SA Railways
nomenclature (page 8) and is believed to be incorrect.
The following exposition was compiled from copies of primary source documents held by Mr George Fisher
of Victor Harbor. Rosetta Dewson, daughter of Isaac Dewson (ca.1820-1897), married Thomas Roberts of
Tintinara and a son was christened Thomas Dewson Roberts.
On 13 April 1910, Rosetta Roberts wrote from Coonalpyn to the Commissioner of Railways in Adelaide:
May I have the privilege of choosing the name for the promised siding between Coonalpyn and
Tintinara…? Dewson is the name I would choose it being my late father’s name, he was a trooper
in the early days of the colony under Captain Tolmer and passed through the desert not many
miles from here… My home is about three miles from the place chosen for the siding…
In a further letter on 2 January 1911 she said, ‘I see you have used the name Dewson in the Register on
August 26, 1910 for which accept my thanks…’ Following representations from the subdivider of Culburra
the siding was renamed in 1915.
In May 1972, Mr T. Dewson Roberts, grandson of Isaac Dewson, donated a town allotment in Culburra to
local authorities and named it ‘Isaac Dewson Reserve’. Of interest is the following report:
In October 1852 Isaac Dewson, a constable in the mounted police, was charged by William Ross,
boatman, with having stolen 12 ounces of gold, that had been entrusted to him at Forest Creek
on 6th July. The evidence was to the effect that Ross, wishing to send the gold to his wife at Port
Adelaide, but being too late for the escort, entrusted it to Dewson, who formed one of the guard
and who never delivered it saying, in answer to Mr Ross, that his box had been robbed, but
promising to make up the value as soon as he could. The charge was dismissed.
Dey Hill - Near Mingary. In his reminiscences held in the Mortlock Library, H. Hatwell says a Mr Dey was the
overseer for Messrs Hurd and Foote at Outalpa in the 1880s.
Diamantina, River - It has its source in Queensland and ‘floods out’ into the Far North-East of South
Australia. Rodney Cockburn says it was named after Countess Roma Diamantina (Anglicised from the Greek
‘Theamintina’ daughter of Count Candiano Roma, President of the Ionian Senate, who was a nobleman
belonging to an ancient Venetian family possessed of large estates in the island of Zante) who married Sir
George Ferguson Bowen, the first Governor of Queensland. It was named ‘Mueller’s Creek’ by John
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McKinlay on 8 April 1862 after the botanist F. von Mueller. Prior to 1964 it was shown on official maps as
‘The Everard’ or ‘Diamentina’ (sic).
It is a most deceptive stream. In some places the channel is so deep that crossing, except by
boat, is impossible. In others it consists of a few grass-grown holes far apart, whose only visible
connection is stunted clumps of box or coolabah. During a dry time, when there is little water in
the channel, it would puzzle a stranger to tell which way the stream would flow, for it winds its
way about in a most intricate manner, as though determined to cover as much country as
possible in its devious course…
Diamond, Lake - The school, near Edithburgh, opened in 1872, was changed to ‘Honiton’ in 1891. (See
Honiton)
An examination took place there in December 1872 when the teacher, Mr S. Carter, reported that, on 6
May 1872, the school had been opened with merely 13 children, but ‘gradually increased until it reached
on 26 August the present number of 48’:
Songs and recitations were delivered by the pupils in capital style, Masters Corell, Davey,
Doughan, Misses Algie, Heinrichs, Daveys and Caldwell excelling. After the prizes had been
awarded Messrs Gottschalk, Renny and McCullum spoke, eulogising the teacher…
Another Lake Diamond is near Whitwarta, so named because of its shape.
Dickinson, Mount - In the Copley District, named by Mr R.C. Sprigg in the 1970s after the Director of Mines.
Dicks Nob - A hill of Wilpena Pound named by William G. Evans, after a friend, Dick Crabb, while surveying
the Hundred of Moralana in 1895 - probably Richard S. Crabb, who was born in Adelaide in 1857 and died
at the Arltunga goldfields, NT, in 1903. Sinnett’s survey map of 1851 shows it as ‘Bimbornina Hill’.
Didicoolum - In the Hundred of Petherick. The word refers to waterholes and is derived from the Aboriginal
didikalam, while Professor Tindale relates it to tartankaram, referring to a smoke fire of Karam, an ancestral
being who came out of the Murray mallee and gave names to many places.
In 1896, it was reported that ‘to be in a fashion, like most other townships in the South-East bordering
around the desert country, a party from Lucindale left here, fully equipped, to search for gold.’:
They are at present camped about sixteen miles from Lucindale in a direct line with the road
which runs in a northerly direction towards the now famous Didicoolum Mine… There is an
outcrop of rocks containing quartz veins and pyrites…
Dillon, Point - South of Smoky Bay and named after Captain Peter Dillon who, in 1815, sailed the South
Australian coast.
Dimchurch - Until 1918, this settlement in the Barossa district was called ‘Neukirch’ and, as a substitution,
the Nomenclature Committee suggested ‘Pangarinda’, Aboriginal for ‘evening twilight’, but it was vetoed
by the Premier, who adopted the name, albeit incorrectly, from Dymchurch in Kent, England, the birthplace
of his mother; it is an Old English word written, in 1243, as demecherche - ‘the church of the judge’.
Dingabledinga - Felix de Caux, an early settler in the Aldinga district, said it was Aboriginal for ‘water
everywhere’, while Professor Tindale opts for paldarinawar - ‘place where the hail fell’. The Dingabledinga
Post Office on section 3606, Hundred of Kuitpo, 6 km east of Willunga, and its school opened in 1904 and
closed in 1921.
Those who wish to get ‘far away from the madding crowd’ should go to Dingabledinga. It is a
narrow valley extending for miles, with hills on both sides… Homesteads are few and far
between; the great gums are massed in a dark shadow right up to the skyline; the silence is
broken only by the sound of a distant cow bell, the tinkle of rivulet and waterfall, the song of
birds, or the far off lowing of kine. There is a flash of red, and a diamond sparrow flits among the
branches, or the gorgeous plumage of the Blue Mountain parrot shines like flowers among
foliage.
Young magpies are being coaxed and bullied into flight by their anxious parents and the hilarious
cry of the laughing jackass mingles with the honeyed notes of the wattle bird. Beside the
roadside is a huge gum tree with the inscription ‘Post Office’ on its trunk, and in the cottage
behind, with red roses around the door, lives the post mistress. A provisional school house
comes into view and the hum of children’s voices tells that the future men and women of this
sylvan dale are there from cot and farm…
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Dingley Dell - An early resident of Port MacDonnell told the Border Watch, a Mount Gambier newspaper,
that Adam Lindsay Gordon took the name for his home out of Charles Dickens’ novel Pickwick Papers.
Dingley Dell seems to be regarded as just a house, but some day somebody may realise there
may be money in it. A needed touch of romance and poetry would be added to the scenic
attractions and a strangely beautiful district if Dingley Dell were acquired - why not in connection
with the Tourist Bureau if in no other way? - filled with Gordon reminders and made an object of
pilgrimage by visitors… (See Yallum)
In 1882, the Adelaide suburb of Dingley Dell was laid out on part section 354, Hundred of Yatala, by William
Whinham and Thomas E. McEllister; now included in Blair Athol:
Young ladies of marriageable age will find the possession of an allotment or two in Dingley Dell
will materially assist them in finding husbands, as most young men like a girl with a little
property, you know.
In 1924, it was extended by ’40 elevated bungalow sites to Moore and Henrietta Streets.’
Dingley Swamp - In the Hundred of Peacock, named by Professor W.D. Williams on 6 October 1983 after
an adjoining homestead.
Dingo Bore - In the Hundred of Cotton abutting section 54. Dingo Ranges extends across sections 55, 60
and 61 while Dingo Plain is on part section 41. (See Wow Wow Plain)
Dinnertime Hill - About 3 km north of Arkaroola Village; it was known by the Aborigines as vyee vambata ‘place of good seeds’.
Diprose Caves - On the Nullarbor Plain, named by Captain J.M. Thompson after Captain Leonard Mervyn
Diprose who sighted them first from the air and, on later domestic flights between Perth and Adelaide, used
them as a landmark. They were located and charted by Captain Thompson, a master mariner.
Direk - An Aboriginal word for ‘swamp’ given to a railway station near Salisbury. A suburb of the same name
was laid out in 1966 by C.L. and B.J. Wilkinson, C.L. Bonython and M.R. Turner.
Dirty Light - In the early days this name was applied to the River Light. (See Black Springs & Hamilton)
Disappointment Cave - On the Nullarbor Plain and named by Captain J.M. Thompson because he mistook
it for Diprose Caves.
Discovery Bay - It extends from Cape Northumberland to Cape Bridgewater (in Victoria) and was named by
Major T.L. Mitchell, Surveyor-General of NSW, on 20 August 1836.
Disher - East of Lyrup, on pastoral block 989, County of Hamley, is a shack site named Disher Creek which
probably recalls John Disher, who took out an occupation licence near Lake Bonney on 23 April 1846.
Disher Hill, on section 2001, Hundred of Monarto, probably honours John Disher who arrived in the
Palmyra in November 1839 and took up land in the Nairne district in 1840.
Disher Plain, on section 39, Hundred of Bagot, was probably named after James Wardlaw Disher (18191901), a large landholder in County Light, Tanunda, ‘Seven Special Surveys’ and the Hundred of South Rhine
(now Jutland) following his arrival in the Palmyra in November 1839.
Dismal - South-West of Lake Eyre South are Dismal Plains where, in 1875, the ‘Dismal Plains Run’ was
established by the Willowie Land and Pastoral Association Ltd. (lease no. 2452)
In 1845, Anthony Sutton held an occupation licence near Tarpeena he called Dismal Swamp and, on 1 July
1851, was issued with pastoral lease no. 206 over an area of nine square miles. Born in County Wicklow,
Ireland, in 1810, he arrived from Victoria in 1845 and died at Mount Gambier in 1879. The name is
descriptive for in its early days it was described as ‘a region of wide morass’ and ‘just a chain of half-dry
lagoons - a place for nothing but reptiles.’
Whether or not it will ever be drained, I do not know, but surely if it is there will be a large block
of splendid garden ground opened up with a depth of black, peaty soil running from a foot to six
feet in depth. The healthy country adjoining is capable of producing very good pasturage when
cleared of the grass trees and other vegetation…
The Dismal Swamp School opened in 1948 and closed in 1954.
Distance, Mount - In the Marree district, named by E.J. Eyre on 1 September 1840 because he was deceived
as to the distance he was from it.
Dixacres - In 1917, it was described as ‘24 building sites with frontages to Fisher and Cheltenham Streets
and Roseberry Avenue (Fullarton), being part of section 251, Hundred of Adelaide… Dixacres Estate, known
as the property of the late Miss Catherine B. Howard;’ it is French for ‘ten acres’.
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Dixson, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 26 November 1903. ‘So much of the Hundred
is sand, overlying sandstone, without subsoil, that a large proportion can never hope to be of any use to
future settlers even ten years hence…’ The school was opened on 30 June 1912 on section 8C by Fenella
Barbary; it closed in 1938. Hugh R. Dixson, MP (1901-1905), born in New South Wales, in 1865, was
educated in Melbourne and at Prince Alfred College in Adelaide.
In 1897, he built a home at North Adelaide resembling a German castle on the River Rhine and called it
‘Stalheim’, meaning ‘steel home’; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 5 November 1904, page 30.
He became Sir Hugh Dixson and to avoid confusion with an uncle, who was a knight, also, he changed his
name by deed poll to ‘Denison’. He was ‘a gifted public speaker and an approachable and courteous man.’
He died in November 1940.
Djipidjipi - Granite rocks on the northern border of the Hundred of Peacock once used as a burial cave. (See
Gip Gip Rocks)
Dlorah Downs - A pastoral station in the Manna Hill area was derived from the reverse of the Christian
name of Harold MacDonald, an early pastoral lessee. Formerly, it was part of Canegrass and Taltabooka
stations. In October 1982 it reverted to ‘Taltabooka’.
Dobbie, Lake - In the Far North-West. According to Rodney Cockburn it was named after ‘Thomas Dobbie
of Adelaide’ who was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1831, arrived in the Macedon in 1853 and became a
miner.
Dockville - An 1882 subdivision of section 1186, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Thomas and Mary Matters;
now included in Rosewater, bounded by Evans and Jennings Streets and Marine and Neptune Terraces and
‘only a quarter of a mile from the New Dock… on a splendid section which has been under cultivation for
the last twenty years…’
Doctor - John Chewings (1816-1879), who came to South Australia in the John in 1840 and. later, held a
pastoral lease at Ulooloo, is probably remembered by Doctor Chewings Creek in the vicinity. (See
Widawarlpa Vari)
Doctor Penny Well is on section 836, Hundred of Tatiara. Dr Robert Banks Penny (1817-1887) arrived in
South Australia in 1857 from New Zealand and set up practice at Robe. In 1859, the lessees of Nalang,
Wirrega, Cannawigara and Padthaway runs enticed him to move to the Tatiara district in return for a fixed
annual income, when he built a home called ‘Charla’, on John Binnie’s Wirrega Station. He held the lease of
‘Red Bluff Station, On the Border’ from 30 June 1874 while his son, Richard John Penny, purchased six
sections in the Hundred of Wirrega during the 1880s.
Rodney Cockburn places Doctors Flat near Angaston on land once owned by Dr Dean. (See Karinya, Mount)
Doctors Creek and Doctors Hill in the Strathalbyn district were named after Dr John Rankine (see
Strathalbyn); another Doctors Hill is adjacent to section 960, Hundred of Tungkillo, and recalls Dr Francis
Burn of the Tungkillo mine.
Dodd - In 1851, Thomas and James Dodd (1821-1907, 1827-1872), who arrived in the Caroline in 1849, took
up 22 square miles of country and called it ‘Coorong’ and close by was Dodd Peninsula. Born in Norfolk,
England, they arrived in the Caroline in 1849. They bred sheep and cattle, but the ‘coast’ disease decimated
their stock so they gave up and settled for horse breeding. From the outset those squatters in the South
East, with runs contiguous to the coast, were confronted with ‘coast disease’ which ravaged a more or less
broad strip of country from the mouth of the River Murray to the boundary of Victoria on the River Glenelg.
For years complaints against this disease, which had hundreds of thousands of victims, were uttered and
reuttered in the public press. A remedy was suggested by Dr C. Muecke of Tanunda and Mr Archibald Cooke
of Kingston was one of the first to heed his advice and plough in ‘woody, barky plants’ and over sow with
‘fine nutritious grasses.’
There was a Dodd Pelican Point (See Coorong, Gnurlung, Point & Scab, Mount)
Dodds Beach - (See Moana)
Dollings Corner - A school on Yorke Peninsula; opened in 1889 by Elizabeth E. Boaden, it closed in 1946.
Dombey, Cape - A headland of Guichen Bay named by Baudin after the French botanist and physician,
Joseph Dombey (1742-1794) who did valuable scientific work during expeditions in Peru and Chile. Its
Aboriginal name was puramija, ‘place of bruising’ and, no doubt, a reference to the old gaol once
dominating the headland.
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Donington - Matthew Flinders named Cape Donington after his native village in Lincolnshire which
translates as ‘the town of Dunna’s people’.
For some time the Marine Board has had under consideration a proposal to place a light on Cape
Donington to facilitate the entry of vessels into Port Lincoln harbour by night… A settler, Mr
Garrett, living at Point Donington, half a mile from the proposed site, would for a small fee give
the light the necessary attention…
Donington Island lies off Cape Donington east of Port Lincoln and was named by William Field Porter on 20
June 1839. No doubt, he had Flinders’ nomenclature in mind when he dubbed it.
Donkey Water - (See Apiyakunha Spring)
Donnybrook - The name given to a subdivision of sections 73-74, Hundred of Clare, by William Paxton, circa
1855; now included in Clare. He advertised it as ‘good news for the North’:
Set half a mile on the Adelaide side of Clare [it] is one of the most romantic portions of our
adopted country. The proprietor in offering this splendid estate where the ‘free blue stream and
laughing sky’ speak of health and abundance, is obeying the invitation of numerous residents…
who are unable to obtain small allotments except at extreme prices…
It has a namesake in Dublin, Ireland, which was ‘chiefly remarkable for its fair, the patent for which was
granted by King John, to continue for fifteen days on the Monday before the 26 August…’
Donovans - A 1947 subdivision of part section 542, Hundred of Caroline, by Thomas John Donovan, who
owned the land fronting the River Glenelg, 21 km east of Port MacDonnell; prior to the subdivision it was
known as Donovan’s Landing. In his younger days he was responsible for shooting the famous ‘Tantanoola
Tiger’. (See Tantanoola)
A visitor to the district reported that his guide, with customary zeal ‘secured a number of motor vehicles
to convey us to a point on the Glenelg River called Donovan’s’:
The scenery in the vicinity of this river is very fine. The cliffs in many places rise sheer out of the
water to a considerable height and at other spots the trees and foliage complete a charming
spectacle. The owner of the property has a motor launch [and] the stuffed carcass of the original
‘Tantanoola Tiger’, which caused a great stir in these parts some years ago and was shot by Mr
Tom Donovan, was on show and was an object of much curiosity…
Doora Mine – It was located near Wallaroo and the opening of its school was reported in 1873.
He would be a bold man who should affirm that all the mineral treasures buried on Yorke’s
Peninsula have as yet been discovered… About 12 months ago we gave an account of the
discovery of the new mine, which Mr Hughes has named the Doora - the… name of the Peninsula
tribe of blacks…
Dorisville - In 1905, William Henry Cottell honoured his daughter, Doris, when he cut up section 139,
Hundred of Pirie, into 12 allotments along Cottell Street; now included in Port Pirie. The surname ‘Cottell’
is taken from the relevant certificate of title. Other records spell it as ‘Cottle’.
Dorothee Island - In the Pearson Islands group, shown on charts by Baudin and Freycinet. (See Veteran
Isles)
Dorothy Peak - A hill of Wilpena Pound named by the surveyor, William Greig Evans, in 1895, after one of
his daughters. (See Boord, Mount)
Dorrien - A former railway station on the Angaston railway 3 km North-East of Tanunda, recalls General Sir
Horace L. Smith-Dorrien, a British general of World War I and, later, Governor of Gibraltar. Prior to January
1918 it was ‘Seppelts’. Mr J.E. Seppelt was the founder of a well-known winery; born in Silesia, he died in
1930.
Dorset Vale - An English name given to a post office and telephone exchange on section 286, Hundred of
Noarlunga, 6 km east of Clarendon, circa 1850. Its local name was ‘Scotts Bottom’. The Dorset Vale School,
opened as ‘Scotts Bottom’ in 1930, was changed in 1937 and closed in 1944.
Double Bridges - The original crossing of the Tookayerta Creek, 14 km from Goolwa, on the Strathalbyn
Road, but served now by a single bridge only. The name has been preserved in a nearby farm.
Doughboy Creek - In the Hundred of Wongyarra. Rodney Cockburn says that Samuel White’s stockmen had
their cook make doughboys at their camp on the creek.
Douglas - Possibly, the town of Douglas, east of Burra in the Hundred of Baldina proclaimed on 17 May
1877 and closed on 18 June 1981, was named after Captain Bloomfield Douglas, RN; he did mapping and
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marine surveying in South Australia and was Collector of Customs and Harbour-Master from 1858 until
1870:
There was a small attendance of buyers at the Crown Lands Office when allotments were offered
in the townships of Melton and Douglas… The bidding was very slow and the greater portion of
the allotments was passed in. The highest price obtained for an allotment was for Lot 63 in
Douglas which was sold for £7/4/0…
River Douglas, flowing into Lake Eyre, was named by P. E. Warburton on 30 October 1858 after the same
gentleman. Port Douglas in the Hundred of Lake Wangary has the same derivation and was named by
Governor MacDonnell on 6 June 1858. In 1854, Charles Fenn, MLC, objected to the captain’s appointment
as Naval Officer and Harbour-Master of the province and declared that the ‘announcement has created
considerable dissatisfaction out of doors.’
Douglas Rock, off Hanson Bay, Kangaroo Island, was named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas in 1857.
Dover - An 1877 subdivision of part section 203, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Henry Rymill (ca.1837-1927);
now included in Glenelg South. Adjoining sections 184-85 were subdivided, circa 1853, into an unnamed
subdivision of 22 allotments by George Cole, Henry Hill, John Dench, William Croxall and Francis Duffield.
Portion of Brighton was added to it and, in 1950, it became the postal district of Dover Gardens, whose
school opened in 1956. The name comes from England and is a Saxon word meaning ‘water’. Other sources
say it derives from dwffyrrha - ‘a steep place’.
Dowd Hill - Near Peterborough, recalls Andrew Dowd who held adjacent land. Born in Cavan, Ireland, he
died at Broken Hill on 15 July 1929.
Dowlingville - Named after G.P. Dowling Whittaker, an early resident in the district; born in Wisconsin, USA
in 1853, he died at Dowlingville on 7 March 1901, aged 48; his mother was the daughter of Reverend G.P.
Dowling of Somerset, England. A post office of this name, about 25 km North-East of Maitland, operated
from January 1879 until 28 January 1972 on section 129, Hundred of Cunningham. Its school was opened
by Richard Kirby in 1880; it closed in 1949.
In February 1882, a number of farmers testified to the pressure upon them resulting from five bad seasons
in succession:
They declared they were unable to meet their engagements with the government unless some
concessions were made… During the past two years 250 farmers had been forced into the
Insolvency Court… During the same period some 1,000 Bills of sale had been executed…
This is essentially a farming district, so that it is not surprising to find only a few houses, a store,
a post office conducted by Mr Whittaker, a State school, in charge of Mrs Lewis and a church.
Only a few years ago this country was covered with scrub. Industry and manures have
transformed the district considerably…
A photograph and article on T. Illman & Sons patent stripper and thrasher is in the Observer, 21 September
1907, page 27.
Downer - Sir John Downer, MP (1878-1901), MLC (1905-1915), born in Adelaide in July 1843 and educated
at St Peter’s College, made the law his profession and was Attorney-General in the Bray Ministry. The
Hundred of Downer, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 10 May 1883; its school opened in 1889 and
closed in 1906. The town of Downer in the Hundred of Townsend, 50 km west of Naracoorte, was
proclaimed on 9 December 1886; since 19 September 1940 it has been ‘Avenue’.
Downings - A school near Nairne; opened in 1862 and closed in 1864 was probably conducted at the
residence of John Downing (1816-1906), who arrived in the Java in 1840 and settled at Harrogate. The
school’s one and only teacher was William James Phillips (1842-1914) who married Mary Downing (18421925), a daughter of John Downing.
In 1876, mention was made of the Primitive Methodist Chapel and, no doubt, the school was conducted
therein. In 1906, it was said that ‘Mr. Downing is a man of two books - the Bible and the Adelaide Observer’:
In a busy life he has adopted the former as his spiritual guide; and his extensive knowledge of
mundane affairs, including political and religious movements, obtained from the latter, is an
indication of the power of the newspaper as a popular educator. Though entering upon his tenth
decade, he has a wonderful knowledge of the past political history of South Australia…
Downingsville was an 1867 subdivision of part section 399, Hundred of Willunga, by Carthy David Downing
(ca.1807-1867); now included in Aldinga. He died at Aldinga in 1867, aged 60.
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Draper - This Adelaide suburb, now included in Taperoo, probably was named after Henry Draper who, on
10 December 1880, purchased section 772, Hundred of Port Adelaide, from Olinda Germein. William E. Vine
laid it out in 1920 on part sections 717-724. (See Pinery, The)
Drekurmi - An Aboriginal word for ‘hatchet’ given to a railway station, 16 km NW of Kimba and Buckleboo.
.
Drik Drik - A post office east of Mount Gambier on the Victorian border was built during World War I; it
closed in 1971.
Driver - The southern headland of Arno Bay was named Cape Driver after Charles John Driver (ca.18111854) who arrived in the Sullworth in 1839. Later, he had a cattle station occupying portion of, what is now,
the Hundred of Hutchison. In his journal E.J. Eyre says he reached Driver’s station on 1 August 1840. He was
appointed Government Resident at Port Lincoln on 10 March 1842, held office until 1853 and died at Port
Lincoln in January 1854. The Aborigines called his station pillaworta, so named from the remnant stumps
remaining after the land was cleared. The River Driver (or Salt Creek), in the Hundred of Roberts, has the
same derivation.
Drop Drop - John Borbidge (ca.1795-1882), who arrived in the Clara from Ireland in 1854, gave the name
to his property near Mount Gambier because of continual dripping of water from a local cave. Its school
was conducted by Mr Meyer who had 25 scholars on the roll but, in December 1869, ‘many were absent
because of hay making, etc.’
A kangaroo hunt came off in Drop Drop Paddock on the Benara Run, improvised for the benefit
of His Honour, Mr Justice Wearing and party… The company numbered about 16 horsemen and
nine dogs, all eager for the fun… (See Torrensdale)
Drumminer - Application No. 716 in the General Registry Office places it ‘near Old Shepherds Inn’. (See Dry
Creek)
Drummond - A subdivision of section 78E, Hundred of Willochra, by Charles Edward Stokes in 1882; it lies
between Wilmington and Hammond. The venture was a failure and, in 1883, he sold the land as broadacres. He was the son of Sir John Stokes of Kent, England, where he was born in 1851 and prior to departing
for Western Australia he farmed at Coonatto and Cudmore Hill. As to its nomenclature it is of interest that
Rev Ralph Drummond (1792-1872) was the first United Presbyterian Church Minister in South Australia,
arriving in the Sir Charles Forbes in June 1839; coincidentally, Charles Stokes’ wife had a Scotch ancestry.
Alternatively, he may have named it after the Governor of the day, Sir William Fox Drummond Jervois. It is
a common place name in Ireland and Scotland and is a corruption of the Gaelic dromainn - ‘a ridge’, derived
from and, probably, a diminutive of druim - ‘the back’. (See Golden Grove)
Mount Drummond Post Office, 32 km west of Cummins, was opened on 17 December 1934 by J.R.
Winstanley. Ethel M. Winstanley took over in 1936 and held the position of postmistress for 48 years.
Point Drummond, north of Coffin Bay, was named by Matthew Flinders on 15 February 1802 after Captain
Adam Drummond, RN (1780-1837). A photograph of a school picnic at Port (sic) Drummond is in the
Chronicle, 2 January 1936, page 34.
Drunken Gully - On section 498, Hundred of Waterhouse. Sailors from ships anchored in Guichen Bay
bought liquor from the local inn which was consumed in the gully.
Dry Creek - Rodney Cockburn says it was so named because its bed was, in several parts, composed of deep
layers of gravel, beneath which the water disappeared to come forth again where clay bottoms cropped
up. Robert Milne took up land there in 1843 and, in later years, built a home called ‘Drumminor’ that still
stands; there is a ‘Drumminor Castle’ in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, the County in which he was born. (See
Drumminer & Old Shepherds Inn)
In 1858, the first ploughing match was held on Mr Gill’s section:
On the eastern side of the road leading from Gepp’s Cross to the Bird-in-Hand, immediately
below the Stockade, whose rigid ramparts supplied a sombre background to an otherwise
cheerful landscape…
The Dry Creek School was conducted by T. O’Brien in 1851 and Dry Creek was a subdivision of section 981,
Hundred of Port Adelaide, by William Charles Rowell, in 1868, bounded by Railway Terrace, High Street and
North Road (now Churchill Road). Known formerly as ‘Montague Farm’, it was renamed ‘Pooraka’ in 1916.
Its post office was opened on 21 January 1850 by Thomas O’Brien at the ‘Bird in Hand’ Inn.
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In August 1855, the government was embarrassed by the ‘large number of able-bodied destitute men
requiring relief through inability to gain employment’:
[A scheme was approved] and it consisted simply in making a road to and stripping a vast quarry,
and quarrying stone and preparing metal for sale at Northfield, north of the convict quarry at the
Dry Creek, where I erected five large booth tents, capable of containing 250 men with… bunks,
tables and seats… The Free Labour Station was closed in December 1855. It was opened in
August 1855 when the government was embarrassed by the large number of able-bodied men
requiring relief through inability to obtain employment. (See Stockade & Yatala)
Dublin - The first subdivision to take this name was in 1840 when the village of Dublin, situated on the main
road to Encounter Bay opposite the Emu Hotel midway between Adelaide and Willunga, was advertised
where there was ‘an everlasting supply of firewood and two public wells are already sunk on the land’:
The mountain and sea scenery cannot be surpassed. The price [of lots] being a mere nominal
thing; the object is to procure mechanics and labourers in this thriving district.
This subdivision may relate to section 610, Hundred of Noarlunga, for in 1845 there is a record of one acre
being sold to the Catholic Church. (See Little Dublin) In 1846, ‘the Catholic community in the vicinity of
New Dublin... pledged themselves to turn out, en masse, and give a reaping to their neighbour Mr
[Alexander] Anderson… [who] presented their community with an ample spot of ground whereon to erect
a temple in honour of the Deity.’
The Hundred of Dublin, County of Gawler, was proclaimed on 22 May 1856 and named by Governor
MacDonnell after his birthplace in Ireland, where the existence of a city under the name of eblana was
recorded in 140 AD - later, it was shown as bally-ath-cliath-duibhlinne - ‘the town of fords of hurdles on the
blackwater’. The Danes rendered it dubh-gal - ‘territory of the black strangers’.
The town of Dublin, 16 km west of Mallala, was proclaimed on 13 April 1876 while its school opened in
1881 and closed in 1971.
A photograph of a football team is in the Observer, 16 September 1911, page 30, the opening of the
memorial hall in the Chronicle, 28 August 1920, page 26, Observer, 28 August 1920, page 24, of hay carting
by Mr Bubner in the Chronicle on 14 June 1934, page 37.
Duck Island - South-West of Keith where the ‘Duck Island Run’ was established by R.B. Smith in 1872 (lease
no. 2198) out of pastoral lease no. 376 taken up by W. Cochrane in 1854.
Duck Ponds Creek - Is near Moculta and appears on a survey map of 1842; in the early days, wild ducks
were numerous and wheat, hand broadcasted, could not be left uncovered overnight. William Shannon
(ca.1791-1866), an early settler, called his home ‘Duck Ponds’. (See Moculta) There is another Duck Ponds,
8 km west of Port Lincoln. .
Du Couedic, Cape - (See Couedic, Cape du)
Dudley - The subdivision of Dudley on part sections 500, 706 and 726-27, Hundred of Milne, was undertaken
by the executors of John Howard Angas in 1910. Rodney Cockburn names Dudley Angas, grandson of John
Howard Angas, as sharing the nomenclature with the Earl of Dudley. (See below)
Dudley Park was laid out on part section 370, Hundred of Yatala, by Thomas Matters in 1909:
On the Hill at Prospect - Now for Sale this Beautifully Situated Estate - Dudley Park has a regular
tram service and will soon be electrified. Deep drainage, gas electric lighting and water are
available…
The Earl of Dudley was Governor-General of Australia from 1908-1911 and he and his wife, the Countess of
Dudley, visited South Australia from 21 January 1909 until 15 March 1909 when it was reported that ‘the
stage was set for a pile driving ceremony [at Glenelg] to be performed by the Governor-General of Australia,
Lord Dudley’:
Prior to the Viceregal party proceeding to the temporary staging, the site of operations, an
unfortunate accident occurred when the pile to be used in the official ceremony finished up at
the bottom of the harbour. Hurriedly, the contractors then placed another pile in position and
this was in readiness when the party arrived.
The Hundred of Dudley, County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 13 August 1874, was named by Governor
Musgrave after his wife’s father, Dudley Field, an American jurist. (See Wilmington)
Both the soil and timber are good and, from Willson’s orchard, apples were being picked and
stored in cases betwixt layers of dry grass to preserve them from the constant attentions of the
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Rosella parrot… At a point between Cape Hart and False Cape the property of Mr William Lyall is
situated. Its owner may be justly termed one of the hardest workers on the Island. From here a
glorious view of the Southern Ocean is obtainable, with Flour Cask and Pennington Bays in the
distance. The country traversed to this point is inhabited by wild goats and wild sheep which run
like wallaby through the dense thickets of scrub when disturbed. These, with iguanas lazing in
the sun in the middle of our track, lent additional interest to the trip…
The Dudley School on Kangaroo Island opened as ‘Hill River’ in 1880; changed to ‘Hill River South’ in 1885
and to ‘Dudley’ in 1905; closed in 1941. Dudley Peninsula on Kangaroo Island was known as ‘MacDonnell
Peninsula’ from 1858 to 1986.
Dufferin, County of - The name was applied by Governor Robinson and proclaimed on 17 January 1889 and
honours the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava (1826-1902) who was ‘one of the most advanced public servants
of his time… He had a special talent for diplomacy, though he has no claim to a place in the first rank of
statesman.’ Appointed Viceroy of India, in 1884, the most striking event of his administration was the
annexation of Burma, which resulted in the Burmese War of 1885 - this procured his title in 1888. The
ancient name was Dubh-turian - the ‘Black Third’, referring to an old tripartite division of territory.
Duffield - This name appears several times on the map of South Australia in honour of Walter Duffield
(1816-1882), a noted pastoralist and founder and owner, with Mr T.S. Porter, of Koonoona, a freehold
station near Burra. He arrived in South Australia in 1839 in the Delhi and settled near Echunga until 1847,
moved to Gawler and, in 1857, was elected to Parliament where he had an honoured career in both houses
of the legislature, retiring in 1879 due to ill health. Before his death on 4 November 1882 his estate, ‘Para
Para’ at Gawler, was a showplace of the colony.
The Hundred of Duffield, County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 3 November 1864; its school opened in
1912 and closed in 1916.
Duffield Town was laid out in 1878 on part sections 223 and 332, Hundred of Alma, owned by W. Duffield,
F. Makin (Duffield’s son-in-law) and W. Malcolm; now included in Hamley Bridge.
Duff, River - On Kangaroo Island; it does not appear on modern day maps, but it was named by Robert
Fisher and party on 3 November 1836 ‘after the commander of our vessel [Africaine].’ John Finlay Duff
(1799-1888) settled in South Australia and married, his first child being christened Jessie Light Duff in 1838;
two sons followed in 1840 and 1843.
Duguid, Mount - In the Musgrave Ranges, east of Mount Cuthbert, and named, in 1972, after Dr Charles
Duguid, the founder of Ernabella (Ernaballa) Mission.
Dukes Highway - The title of the main road into Victoria, via Bordertown, named after HRH, The Duke of
York, who, later, became King George VI.
Settlers along the proposed straight route to Melbourne, to be known as Duke’s Highway, have
made generous offers of assistance to the promoters of the scheme… At Cooke’s Plains high land
avoiding the swamp has been offered free to allow the government to keep the road straight. At
Coomandook, also, many generous offers of help, in the way of materials, labour and so forth,
have been made. Coonalpyn will also render valuable assistance. On the way to Tintinara, on the
property of Tregonning brothers, is 10,000 yards of stone, in large heaps adjacent to the
proposed railway…
Photographs of its construction are in the Chronicle, 14 July 1932, page 34.
Dulkaninna - A post office out of Marree on the Birdsville Track that operated from May to October 1899.
(See Kopperamanna)
Dulwich - An 1854 subdivision of section 263, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Hector (ca.1788-1863) and
named after a town in Surrey, England. He advertised it as:
Desirable from its beautiful situation, having good soil and water, the advantage of the country
within walking distance of Adelaide, having good roads in winter as well as summer and not
being divided into little allotments’ and beautifully situated on a gentle rise, sufficient to
command a view of the sea, with the noble amphitheatre of hills in the background.
In early times in England there were coins with dulwic inscribed on them, therefore it is assumed to be a
personal name. Other sources say it derives from the Œ dalewich - ‘the town in the dale’ or dile-wisc ‘meadow where dill grow’.
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In 1871, the Suburban Nuisance Suppression Society declared it had Mr Luder Mehrtens’ Bone Mill at
Dulwich in its sights. Mr F. Wurm came to Mr Mehrtens’ defence on 14 January 1871 when he said:
If these gentlemen would follow up the stench… they would have found one or more dead
horses lying within a few hundred yards of the mill property… I cannot say that he [turns] stone
into gold but he merely [succeeds] in equivalent by raising the filth that poisons our backyards
into a commercial article… It would do good in the hearts of some of the [complainants] if their
families enjoyed such ruddy cheeks and signs of health as the labourers and their families that
live on the premises. (Rodney Cockburn dates the subdivision as 1873 and makes a comment
that the ‘old bone mill’ was being removed.)
Two Norwood councillors responded on 16 January 1871:
[It] is one of the most dangerous and abominable nuisances existing in South Australia… during
the last hot weather every door and window had to be kept closed [in the district]… When the
wind blows from the south [the stench] can be [smelt] from Marryatville to East Terrace… We
paid a visit to the premises and saw tons of decaying animal matter… The labourers we saw…
looked anything but healthy, but perhaps as it was early in the morning they had not inhaled
sufficient of the odour to bring the ruddy glow into their cheeks…
In 1881, portion of the suburb was resubdivided and named ‘Ascot Vale’ and later subdivisions were called
‘Dulwich Park’ and ‘Victoria Park’. In 1941, the Corporation of Burnside redefined the boundaries to reduce
the excessive number of suburb names and ‘Dulwich’ was retained.
Cases of typhoid fever were reported in Dulwich, in 1901, when ‘the waste water from five houses on the
east side of Mill Street drained into the road, whence it found its way into a paddock nearby and formed a
stagnant pool’:
This had a green, slimy bottom which, when disturbed, emitted an offensive odour and it was
considered to be a menace to the health of the locality. Many complaints had been made about
the water supply and there was no doubt that it was far from pure, at times a very foul odour
being distinctly apparent…
Duncan - J.J. Duncan, MP (1871-1890), MLC (1891-1913), born at Fife, Scotland, in 1845, arrived in South
Australia in 1854 and, as a member for Wallaroo, was one of the first returned by a labour organisation. He
resigned from parliament to take a prominent part in the National League, a conservative association
opposing the Labor Movement. An impetuous speaker he was said to ‘wing a sparrow by his gunshot and
disjoint his own shoulder with the recoil.’ He prided himself on differing from his opponents ‘with honour
and without estrangement.’ He died at North Adelaide in October 1913 and was buried at Penwortham,
south of Clare; the Hundred of Duncan, County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 9 December 1909, honours
his name.
Duncan Rocks are in the Telowie Gorge near Wirrabara. They are ‘close by the rough tracks over which
[Duncan] Yates’ bullocks hauled logs through the ranges.’
Duncan Dam, east of Lake Frome, was named after J.J. and W.H. Duncan, the holders of pastoral lease no.
2904 of 1879 in ‘The Far North-East’.
Dundas - The name comes from Linlithgow, Scotland, derives from the Gaelic dun-deas - ‘southern fort’ and
was given to a subdivision of part section 272, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by John Wallace and William L.
Dickson in 1878; now included in Wingfield and bisected by Frederick Street.
Dunfield - A subdivision of part section 6504, Hundred of Talunga, by James Dunn (1811-1862) circa 1859;
now included in Mount Torrens. He arrived in the D’Auvergne in 1839.
Dunira - A post office at Shepherd Well, Hundred of Waikerie.
Dunleath - The name comes from Scotland and derives, probably, from dun - ‘hill’ and leithio - ‘to moisten,
overflow’. The subdivision of Dunleath, on part section 182, Hundred of Noarlunga, was made by C.I.
Sandison and H.E. Deeble in 1925.
Better known as Sandison’s it comprises some of the most desirable building land in the rapidly
expanding seaside resort of Glenelg. Situated almost adjoining Miller’s Corner Railway Station
and opposite Helmsdale and the Glenelg Oval it is little more than a half-mile from the esplanade
and the beach… (See Helmsdale)
Dunleath Gardens was laid out on part section 1419 by T.J. and C.W. Matters in 1925. These subdivisions
are now included in Glenelg East and Glengowrie, respectively. (See Greenwich Gardens)
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Dunluce Estate - A subdivision of part section 239, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Alexander and William J.
McCully in 1913; now included in Brighton. The name may come from Ulster, Ireland.
Dunn - In 1851, James Dunn (1809-1867) took up section 2093, ‘Wakefield River’, ‘on the road from Port
Wakefield to the Burra’, following his arrival in the Somersetshire, in 1839, and, probably, Dunn Bridge, in
the Hundred of Hall, was named after him. (See Balaklava)
‘[It] is a singular structure, built after a model long since become extinct, if indeed it ever had an original…’
Following its destruction by fire in 1878, the settlers were ‘prevented from carting firewood and other
timber and great inconvenience [was] felt by travellers to and from Auburn, Clare and other places.’ It was
reopened in 1880.
Lake Dunn was named after the Dunn family, early settlers in the Hundred of Waterhouse; now known as
‘Lake Fellmongery’ because, in the early days, animal hides and skins were treated there. The original South
Australian member of the family was, probably, Andrew Dunn, who arrived from Victoria in 1846. He died
at Robe in December 1901, aged 82. (See Conmurra)
Dunn Park, at Mount Barker, recalls the miller, John Dunn, who represented the district in the first elected
parliament in 1857. He came to South Australia in 1840 and died in October 1894, aged 92 years. (See
Bridgewater)
Dunoon Park - The name comes from Argyll, Scotland, translates as ‘castle on the water’ and, in 1916, was
given to a subdivision of part section 69, Hundred of Mobilong, by Archibald Duncan; now included in
Murray Bridge.
Dunrobin - A subdivision of section 180, Hundred of Noarlunga, into 14 allotments by David Sutherland in
1862 and derived from the Gaelic druim-rabhain - ‘hill ridge with the long grass’; now included in Warradale:
The new government road from Tapley’s Hill to Glenelg passes through the property giving direct
access to Brighton. There is an abundant supply of fresh water obtainable at any part of the
section 25 feet from the surface… a complete view of the hills stamps it at once as one of the
most delightful places for a township in the colony.
Born in Wick, Scotland, circa 1803, he arrived in the William Nichol in 1840 and died at Magill in September
1879. The Duke of Sutherland in Scotland had his family seat at Dunrobin Castle. Sir Josiah Symon said of
David Sutherland:
He came here a man of substance. In his old age he died poor, but he never whined or cried
aloud. He became impecunious through financial losses in Victoria in 1853-54; by 1861 a Sheriff’s
sale obliged him to sell his stock in trade and all household furniture; hence the subdivision and
sale of his land.
The sale of: Dunrobin Estate, ‘comprising sections 177-178-179… containing about 240 acres, dwelling
house, cottages… and shrubberies of 25 years growth…’ was advertised in 1867 and, in August 1874, a
ploughing match took place on a section belonging to Mr King:
A prettier spot could scarcely have been selected, for not alone was the drive to reach it a
delightful one, but the surrounding scenery was most picturesque. The ground was somewhat
stiff for ploughing as it had not been turned over for several years… The competitors in the
ploughing numbered 20 and there was more than one acknowledged expert amongst them…
Host Hoppel of the Thatched House Tavern had a comfortable booth erected for the sale of
liquids and there were also stalls for fruit and other solid refreshments. The prizes were awarded
by Hon. J. Crozier, MLC who, with the judges, was afterwards entertained at supper by Mr King at
his residence close by…
Rodney Cockburn says that, in March 1884, the current owner, Mr John Hodgkiss, sold his house and 400
acres for £35,000 and that the subdivision was extended by 336 allotments.
Dunvegan - An 1867 subdivision of section 265, Hundred of Tungkillo, into 30 allotments by Angus, John
and James MacDonald is contiguous to Tungkillo. The name comes from the Isle of Skye, Scotland, and
means ‘fort of Began’. There is a ‘Dunvegan Castle’ in Inverness and is supposed to be one of the oldest
fortresses in Scotland having been begun in the 10th century.
Durham - A subdivision of section 1571, Hundred of Yatala, laid out as Durham Village by Peter Hunter,
circa 1842; now included in Para Vista. The English ‘Durham’ is a maritime and industrial area. It was there
in 995 AD the monks of Lindisfarne, bearing the body of St Cuthbert, took refuge from the Danes; they
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called it ‘Dunholm’ - the holm or river island forming a dun or ‘hill fort’. Accordingly, it is said that dunholm
was softened on Norman lips to duresme and thence came the modern English form.
Durr - A school, 10 km east of Glenroy; opened in 1941 it was changed to ‘Comaum’ in 1955. It took its
name from Durr Swamp which, in turn, may have come from a place in Scotland where, in 1501, it was
recorded as durroure; derived from the Gaelic dobhar-odhar - ‘grey stream’.
Dust Holes - Data in the Department of Lands shows it as a subdivision of section 122, Hundred of Jellicoe,
and adopted from the name of Lachlan McBean’s station held under occupation licence from the early
1840s, later to become leases no. 39, 127 and 339 from July 1851, ‘North of Moorundie’. In 1843, J.C.
Hawker described it as ‘the last station between ranges and the Murray River. The continual clouds of dust
blowing about gained it its name.’ Later, it became known as ‘Baldon’. (See Accommodation Hill, Baldon &
McBean Pound)
On arrival at the Old Stockyard [in 1856] - which, by the way, a stranger will not find, unless he
takes particular instructions at Truro - we proceeded to give our horses water which rises in a
high rock, covered with teatrees… A government survey has been made recently of the
surrounding land… As the land is marked out there appears to be only one road to the water, so
that the owner of the section surrounding it, Mr McBean, has a virtual monopoly of what ought,
by half a dozen roads to have been thrown open to the public…
The road to the river is monotonous… All along the route empty flasks of every description may
be seen - pale ales, London stouts, Martell’s, Hennessy’s, square Schiedams and unlabelled
bottles in abundance. These memorials of a thirsty race are interspersed with the skeletons of
hapless bullocks… In fact, bottles and bones are the characteristics of the Moorundee [sic]
scrub… Our halting place on the Murray was the old Whipstick, a house built by Mr Heywood
who owns the run…
Dutchmans Stern, The - The Aborigines knew it as yoorka kadnia (kadnia is an Aboriginal word meaning
‘rock’ - see Cadnia), while William Westall included it in his panoramic drawing (see Devils Peak) but,
incorrectly, wrote above it ‘Mount Arden’. It lies on section 654, Hundred of Pichi Richi and, probably, was
named by early settlers of Scottish descent because it terminates in a supposed resemblance to the stern
of a Dutch vessel - In Scotland, there is an island called the ‘Dutchman’s Cap’ near the Island of Mull. Reports
in newspapers suggest it may have been named by Dr G.H. Bruhn in 1849 for during a tour of the area, he
sent ‘a series of pencil sketches of scenes in the interior, some of them distant 300 miles or more’:
We have, thus… been enabled to form accurate conceptions of the more distant ranges, some of
which have queer and yet appropriate designations - the Dutchman’s Stern, for instance, as also
the cattle and sheep stations and police stations. The doctor intends to have the sketches
lithographed by subscription, we hope they will be entrusted to an artist of merit…
Dutton - Many physical features of South Australia bear this name. Charles Christian Dutton was a
pastoralist on Eyre Peninsula who perished in the bush in 1842 somewhere north of Port Lincoln. He is
remembered by Dutton Bay near Port Neill, the River Dutton flowing through the Hundred of Dixson and
Mount Dutton, near Coffin Bay; where a school was opened in 1884; it closed in 1890. In 1910, settlers in
the Hundred of Butler and the district adjoining Mottled Cove (Dutton Bay) ‘were anxiously awaiting some
movement towards the long promised jetty at that port. Under the present conditions the settlers are
suffering greater disadvantages with respect of shipping facilities than most other parts of the west coast…’
Duttonton was a subdivision of part section 370, Hundred of Yatala, by the Adelaide Land Company in May
1839 when ‘a public auction was held to sell property belonging to Mr C.C. Dutton including the village of
Duttonton being part of section 170 [sic] immediately adjoining the Village of Enfield;’ now included in
Prospect. (See Duttonton)
Francis Stacker Dutton (1818-1877) was a member of the first representative South Australian Parliament
in 1857, Commissioner of Crown Lands (1851-1865) and Agent-General, in London (1865-1877). (See
Kapunda for the part he played in the discovery of the copper mine.)
A correspondent to the press in 1851 was obviously unimpressed with Mr F.S. Dutton’s political acumen:
I see… that Mr Dutton modestly compares himself to the string of a fiddle. Now a fiddle is an
instrument that requires great care in handling, and the performer must be very clever to draw
sounds from it agreeable to the ear. It must be confessed that [he] has been played on by a
variety of persons, from the Governor down to his filus Achates, the plasterer Bryan, and yet
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without producing a single agreeable note to any one boasting of being in a state of compos
mentis. It must therefore be presumed that Mr D., in introducing the simile, was thinking of the
composition of the article in question, and really meant to compare himself to the gut of a cat.
In July 1851, the Editor of the Adelaide Times entered the lists:
As was sufficiently foretold, the buoyancy - the versatility - the chameleon character of Mr
Dutton’s politics beats buffoonery and honesty hollow… [His name] is on everyone’s lips as only
another term for harlequin. No one is taken by surprise that he wears a coat of every colour…
What is contemptible, however, is never respectable, and the shuffling knavery of some
characters only fills the mind with loathing and amazement.
However, despite this castigation, he is commemorated by Cape Dutton on Kangaroo Island, named by
Captain B. Douglas in 1857, but it was suggested that it recalls William Dutton, whaler, sealer and farmer,
the son of Henry and Margaret Dutton. He was born in Sydney on 31 August 1811, and visited Kangaroo
Island in pre-colonial days. In 1850 he gave up seafaring life and took up land at Narrowong, near Portland,
Victoria.
Lake Dutton named by B.H. Babbage in 1858. (This lake is one and the same as Lake Gill, christened by J.
Horrocks in 1846.); Hundred of Dutton, County of Eyre, proclaimed on 12 August 1858; Dutton, a
subdivision of part section 236, Hundred of Dutton, 8 km north of Truro by John Scott of Pine Creek in 1866:
The site selected for the new township is all that can be desired; the proximity of the large
Government Reserve for travelling stock, with abundance of water in the Pine Creek and the
central position of this new farm district on principal roads of traffic will secure a good business
to storekeepers, tradesmen and others looking for a new opening of that kind.
The foundation stone of the Congregational Church was laid on 25 November 1878. Hitherto the English
residents of Dutton had held fortnightly services in the German Church, the only place of worship in the
township. ‘The ceremony was performed by Miss Christina Scott, daughter of Mr Thomas Scott, JP, who
gifted the land… The contractor is Mr Heinrich A. Hamdorf of Dutton…’ The Dutton School near Truro
opened in 1880 and closed in 1955; Dutton East School existed from 1928 until 1955, while Dutton North
School was extant from 1914 to 1927.
Dyke, The - The name occurs in Scotland, derives from the Œ dic - ‘ditch’ and was given to a hill, 20 km west
of Wilson. The name was applied, also, to a school opened in 1882 by Mary H. Williams; it closed in 1885.

E
Eagle Nest Hills - Near the Siccus River, named by E.C. Frome in 1843 because of an eagle nest found close
to the summit, ‘comprised chiefly of slate of a reddish hue.’ It is not shown on contemporary maps and, in
1858, the surveyor Samuel Parry said it was ‘a pretty name and ought to be retained, but the hill being now
known as “Mount Chambers”… I must, against my will, retain Chambers.’
Eagle on the Hill - In 1853, William Anderson was licensee of the ‘Anderson Hotel’ that was changed to its
present name when the owner had a live eagle perched on a pole and, in 1883, it was described as ‘where
a representative eagle-hawk, caged and contemplative, sits in solitary dignity, regretting some far-distant
sheep run where he was wont to swoop upon the shepherd’s charge and make his meal of raw lamb chops’:
The hotel was built by George Stevenson in 1850 and in the first instance was owned as an eating
house by William Oliver. Its principal patrons were the first toilers of the hills - the bullock
drivers. It was first licensed in 1852, the licensee being Mr. Gepp, the well known boniface of the
Rock Tavern, near Grove Hill. Under Mr. Fordham’s proprietorship it was, in the first instance,
christened ‘Anderson’s Inn’. Upon his death in 1864 when ‘his strength was completely
exhausted by a carbuncle in the shoulder’, his wife and son carried on the proprietorship until
December 1873.
Opposite [was] the well known estate of the late E.G. Homersham… The locality may be better
known as ‘Eagle’s Nest’ which name was given the house by George Milner Stephen... The house
was built in 1850 and was the first stone house built between Glen Osmond and Mount Barker
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and on its completion the workmen were engaged by Mr. Stevenson to build the ‘refreshment
house’ opposite…
The land connected with the ‘Eagle’s Nest’ extended across the tributary of the Brownhill Creek
and Mr and Mrs Homersham and Mr F. Armstrong came to live there in 1851 and, during that
year, the first ground was broken up and fruit trees… planted.
The historical hotel known to all old colonists and the present generation as the Eagle-on-theHill, because of the captive king of the air caged there, was almost totally destroyed by fire [on 4
August 1899] … Since the fifties the hostelry has braved the elements, which are generally severe
at this exposed spot, and age made it as dry as tinder, so that when the fire caught it in its fierce
embrace it burnt like matchwood… No fire brigade was at hand to check the progress of the
flames. Three men alone were on the premises and them, armed with buckets, could not do
much against the combination of fire and wind, so they contented themselves with saving the
rear of the hotel… (See Fordham)
The first decade of the 20th century found six licensees occupying the premises and during the tenure of
Emily Small (1903-1905) snow fell on the ranges and, in June 1904, they were a mantle of white. To convey
the pleasure accorded the local inhabitants and visitors we can do no better than quote extracts from a
reporter’s eulogy:
On Monday the sun shone intermittently and the glass rose by a few degrees, only to fall with
remarkable suddenness on the following day and establish a June record for South Australia...
Representatives of the Register drove up to Mount Lofty in the afternoon to get into the heart of
the scene… A hailstorm descended when the wagonette was on Glen Osmond road and the
white crystals were swept up inches high against the fences.
The schoolboys were in their element. They picked up handsful of hail and sent it flying through
the air at each other. The old toll gate passed and the vehicle fairly in the hills, a delightful sound
of rushing water fell upon the air… At the Mountain Hut a little boy had made a great heap of the
white mass and an old man from the green lanes of England was telling the child of winters in the
old country…
At the Eagle-on-the-Hill the horses were given a blow and the occupants of the wagonette stood
in something warm. The mercury under the verandah stood at 40 degrees… Binoculars were
produced and the scene from the dining room window surveyed. The snow region was soon
reached. The exquisite purity and beauty of the landscape beggar description. The lawn at Mr
Waterhouse’s residence was carpeted with white and it was delicious to walk over it. Crunch
went the boots through the crusted snow and left perfect prints behind… What a picture for an
artist! An English thrush flew from tree to tree uttering notes of a delicious sweetness…
When the snowballing was at its height two girls, whose pink cheeks showed out from under
woollen head wraps, joined the fun. They ran from place to place making snowballs and throwing
them with a perfect accuracy at the male contingent. Laughter rang through the hills and valleys
and everything seemed to sing praises to the joy of living. One man was hard hit by one of the
girls and he determined to catch her and pay the penalty with a kiss…
By 1908, the property was owned by William Jones when the licensee was Walter Mitton and a
pronouncement in the daily press said, inter alia:
[It] was put up for auction at the Town Hall… and sold for £2,770. The property was sold by the
Public Trustee under the will of the late Mr William Jones, which formed one of the principal
cases at the Supreme Court last year, in respect of the validity of a bequest to the South
Australian Freethought Society. The purchaser… was Mrs Alice E. Stacy, the daughter of Mr
Jones.
During its history the hotel has undergone many vicissitudes… It was a halting place for the mail
coaches in the pre-railway days when the horses needed a spell after a long pull from Adelaide,
and it is still a favourite resort for travellers in the hills, especially on the Onkaparinga Race day
(Easter Monday) when thousands of customers flock to its counters. There are 31 acres of land
connected with the property…
The hotel was destroyed again by fire on 16 February 1983 (Ash Wednesday) following which the concrete
replica of an eagle and remnant stones were used to erect a commemorative plaque and it was rebuilt at a
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cost of one million dollars. By 2005, with the redirection of the South-East freeway, the hotel had fallen
upon hard times and, accordingly, it was forced to close despite the fact that magnificent scenic views were
available for all to see and admire.
Earea Dam - Near Tarcoola; derived from an Aboriginal word for a bush growing in the area. Gold was
discovered there by Walter Kingsmill, circa 1890, while a little later tin oxide was located - the first authentic
discovery of tin ore in South Australia, where Mr Hakendorf, of Port Augusta ‘staked money on the chances
at Earea Dam and Mount Gunson’:
Mr J.W. Kingsmill’s chance discovery of gold in a creek about three miles from Earea Dam led
directly to the finding of reefs and indirectly to the opening up of Tarcoola…
A photograph is in The Critic, 20 July 1901, page 23.
East - A subdivision of East Adelaide was advertised in 1884 as being ‘situated on part section 280 fronting
Payneham Road and opposite the Buck’s Head Hotel - ‘Healthy locality, no deep drainage, no unpleasant
smells.’ (See Saint Peters)
A school for ‘children of the poorest classes’ was discussed in 1871 when ‘for the last 18 months a school
for children of the poor, not exactly destitute, but of the class of the industrious poor just on the side of
destitution, has been carried on in Ebenezer Chapel, Rundle Street’:
The present attendance is 120… Voluntary assistance in teaching has been given by Miss
Ferguson, Miss Short, Miss A. Short, Miss Dutton, Mrs Davidson (Chalmers Church), Mrs
Chalmers, Miss Russell, Miss Schomburgk, Mrs Hawker, Mrs Twopenny, Mrs Barnes, Mrs Gordon
and other persons…
A large number of Union Jacks that have been used during the past two years in connection with
patriotic demonstrations in South Australia was increased in May 1901 when 100 schools in all
parts of the State hoisted the flags to the heads of masts that had been specially erected for the
purpose of opening the Federal Parliament… At East Adelaide, at a given signal from the post
office, a large blue ensign was hoisted on a temporary flag staff… About 630 children were
mustered in the playground and at the moment of the hoisting of the flag, the band played the
national Anthem and hearty cheers were given for the King, the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall
and the Commonwealth…
Photographs of the school appear in the Chronicle on 14 September 1907, page 32, of a school band in the
Observer, 18 September 1909, page 31.
East Hampton was advertised in July 1856 as ‘70 lots in the rising town of East Hampton’:
Each allotment is bounded by a stream of pure water, always running… nearly equidistant from
Mount Barker, Nairne, Balhannah and Hahndorf and within walking distance of Blakiston Church.
(See Littlehampton)
East Park was the name given, in 1881, to a subdivision of sections 31, 34 and 51, Hundred of Davenport,
by Hugo C.E. Muecke and Samuel D. Glyde; now included in Port Augusta.
Eastbourne – This subdivision of section 1070, Hundred of Port Adelaide, was created by Charles Lyons and
C. S. Leader in 1881; now included in Largs Bay. The name comes from Sussex, England, and means ‘east
brook (burn)’.
Eastern Well - The school, 6 km WNW of Mercunda, was opened in 1912 and closed in 1922. Its post office
closed on 29 June 1916. This well, and others in the Hundred ‘are a remnant of the old 1883 pastoral leases,
resumed and cut up into about 12,000 acre blocks for the benefit of small graziers who might wish to
combine that and wheat growing, the country then being regarded as of little value for either… The Eastern
Well, with about 4,000 acres, is held under grazing lease by M.J. Castles…’
Eastview – This was a descriptive name applied, in 1881, to a subdivision of part section 868, Hundred of
Adelaide, by George P. Doolette (1840-1924); now included in Blackwood. Born in Ireland, Mr Doolette
arrived in the Nashwauk carrying, primarily, 300 young female Irish immigrants and, on the eighty-ninth
day out from Liverpool, she ran aground off Moana on 13 May 1855.
Eastville - The City of Port Adelaide’s Mayor’s report of 1944/45 shows it a subdivision of section 1154,
Hundred of Port Adelaide, now included in Ottoway; it was created by George Howell in 1913.
Eastwood - This suburb was laid out in 1875 on part section 254, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Wark,
carpenter, comprising 14 allotments along Glen Osmond Road. The section lies east of Parkside and, at the
time of his occupation, was heavily wooded, but he may have named it because of an association with a
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town of the same name near Glasgow, Scotland, where he was born in 1829. He arrived in the Joseph Rowan
in 1854 and died in 1908.
Because of prevailing unsanitary conditions in the 19th century ‘there [were] several cases of typhoid fever
and, accordingly, the doctor directed his attention to the houses and their surroundings’:
They form a block of four houses of two storeys known as ‘Hogg’s Buildings’… The drainage
requirements are sadly deficient. There are absolutely no drainage facilities and all the foul water
from the houses is simply thrown into the backyard…
A photograph of members of the ladies’ hockey club is in the Chronicle, 31 August 1907, page 27.
Eba - Governor MacDonnell named the Hundred of Eba, County of Eyre, proclaimed on 19 April and 18
October 1860, ‘presumably after a friend’; its school opened in 1894 and closed in 1908. Philip Levi held
pastoral lease no. 278 in the area from June 1853 until it was resumed for closer settlement.
There is an Eba Island in Streaky Bay; some comments by T. Simmonds of Streaky Bay in connection with
his term as lessee of the island are in the Observer, 11 March 1911, page 47.
Mount Eba, 96 km NNE of Kingoonya, was named by John McD. Stuart, who gave no reason of its origin.
John Ross, the old explorer, acting on behalf of Price Maurice, went out in 1873 by way of Marree
and Stuart’s Creek and had taken up an extensive area of pastoral country around Mount Paisley
and Mount Vivian, which subsequently was called the Mount Eba run, the mount being close to
the South-Western boundary… In its palmiest days this station sent away nearly 2,000 bales of
wool which was carted to the Coward Springs Railway Station…
The ‘Mount Eba Run’ was established by Price Maurice in 1878 (lease no. 2824) and Mr T.P. Gourlay, its
manager, said that the name was given ‘in honour of the daughter of a gentleman in the Lands Department’
while, elsewhere, it was said it was ‘probably a friend of Governor MacDonnell.’ The Eba Post Office 16 km
west of Morgan opened in 1901.
Ebenezer - On section 154, Hundred of Belvidere, 2 km west of Stockwell and named by Johann Dallwitz
(1816-1863) who, with his wife Maria, settled in the district in 1858 when he became the first teacher at
the Lutheran school. The St John’s Church, erected in 1905 to replace the original of 1859, still stands. The
name translates as ‘hitherto hath the Lord helped us.’ (See Saint Johns) The State school opened in 1917.
In 1914, it was said ‘permit me to refer to a statement made by a Socialist legislator while addressing
electors at Kapunda.’ Speaking of the Ebenezer settlers he said: ‘I am told that some of them have never
ridden in a railway carriage, or even seen the city of Adelaide…’
Eccleston - A subdivision of section 2786, Hundred of Bremer, by Luke Michael Cullen (ca.1825-1880) circa
1854 adjacent to ‘Bremerton’. The name appears in Lancashire, England, and derives from either the Welsh
eglwys or the Œ ecles both meaning ‘a church’.
Echo Camp - North-East of Arkaroola; named in 1898 by W.B. Greenwood who marked it with a broad arrow
and ‘98’ in quartz marbles and where he established a base camp from which he prospected up and along
what was, in 1910, to become known as ‘Radium Creek’.
Echunga - Jacob Hagen (ca.1805-1870) arrived in William Barras in 1839 and, on 17 September 1847, was
granted sections 3876 and 3879, Hundred of Kuitpo. In 1849, he subdivided a portion of it as the town of
Echunga, reported to be a corruption of an Aboriginal word eechungga meaning ‘near’ or ‘close by’, while
Professor Tindale opts for tjangga - ‘near at hand’. However, a poem ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a
Native’, appearing in 1893, suggests a different meaning - one stanza reads:
Ko-ko-chunga (wood),
Where bronze-winged pigeons roost.
This is supported by a letter written to Rodney Cockburn by the Secretary of the Ornithological Society:
‘Echung’ is one of the calls of the Rufous Whistler (Pachycephala rufiventris), one of the most
beautiful songsters of the South Australian (and Australian) bush… It calls echung singly and
often gives a rollicking song or play on this word finishing up with several ‘chungs’. The species is
common in the Mount Lofty Ranges. I have not ‘worked’ Echunga but it is common at Meadows,
Ambleside, Bridgewater and I have even heard it at Mitcham.
I have been told that in some places the bird is known to boys as Echung. My idea is that
Echunga means a place where [the birds] were common and thus outstanding as compared with
other spots. So far as I know, the Aboriginals in and about Adelaide did not name birds by their
calls although in other parts of Australia they did follow that practice.
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Further, in an essay in Views from the Hills, Tom Dyster says:
The origins of the name Echunga are debatable. The Aboriginal word Eechunga means ‘close by;
but what was it close by? The river? The mountain? Some sacred site? No one can say. Another
theory which is believable is that of the ornithologist who claimed the name came from the
distinctive call of the rufous whistler, a bird common in the area. Certainly, the characteristic
‘eeeee-chung’ of that bird is unmistakable.
In an essay in The Lasting Hills, the author says:
The present form of the Echunga Hotel dates from 1855, it having been first licensed in 1848 …
From 1853, the hotel has been known as the Hagen Arms… Following the discovery of gold in the
area around Biggs Flat five kilometres north of Echunga in the early 1850s, the town supported a
second hotel called the Bridge Hotel. Built in 1857 as a one-storey structure, it was rebuilt as two
storeys after a fire destroyed it in the early 1880s. When the town could no longer support two
hotels the Bridge Hotel ceased trading in the 1920s. Nothing of it remains, after the last
remaining part was demolished in the 1950s.
Its post office, 14 km South-East of Aldgate, was opened by W. Gratwick in 1850 and, two years later, the
first payable gold in South Australia was discovered. (See Chapman Hill) It was on 23 August 1852 Messrs
Chapman and Hampton applied to have their names registered as claimants for the reward of £1,000
appropriated for the discovery of a productive gold field they had unearthed at Echunga. To this
momentous declaration the Editor of the Register went into raptures and proclaimed to his readers that
‘there is no doubt that an extensive and remunerative gold field had been discovered in this province:
Every experiment that was made yesterday was attended with success, although most jealously,
and even suspiciously, watched by the officials who were present on the ground… The extent of
the country in which the gold occurs will probably be found to be considerable…
The joint venturers never received the reward because the conditions imposed in Government regulations
stipulated that £10,000 worth of gold was to be obtained within two months of discovery. They could not
prove this, although it was claimed by storekeepers and diggers that £18,000 worth had been obtained.
Eventually, £500 was awarded by the Legislative Council, thus leaving the question of the reward open. It
is impossible to say, with any degree of accuracy, what amount of gold was found at Echunga but, in 1896,
it was estimated about £300,000 had been realised and, at that time, Bell’s Lease and the Warrakilla Mine
were being worked, with good returns, near Donkey Gully, the site of the initial ‘strike’. (See Warrakilla)
In October 1868 the works of the Echunga diggings were retarded by want of water in the creek and from
the diggers trying new ground and also digging for water:
On Thursday another cause seems to have operated with many to stop their work - the police
authorities stopped their grog… For the remainder of the day nearly a couple of hundred
woebegone faces were hovering about the temple of their lost idol… We believe petitions have
been sent in by some of the publicans praying the bench of magistrates to grant them licences…
In 1874, the Echunga Gold Fields School was conducted in a dwelling-house by Elizabeth Flett with 39 pupils;
it opened in 1870 and had its name changed to ‘Biggs Flat’ in 1924 - closed circa 1931. The first examinations
at the government school were held on 13 April 1854 when the following pupils obtained prizes:
Misses Louisa C.M. Mincham, Matilda Latter, Margaret Earl, Mary Anne McCormack, Mary Ann
Bailey, Lucy Lewis, Hannah Pool; Masters William H. Mincham, Charles McArthur, Thomas
McCormack, Robert Lewis, Charles Mott, Michael McCormack, J.W. Morton, John Hayward and
William Wyatt…
Photographs of the laying of the foundation stone of a new school are in the Chronicle, 23 February 1929,
page 39.
In 1873 it was reported that ‘the inhabitants of Echunga have at last had afforded them the communication
by wire with the rest of the colony. The local office was opened on 10 July 1873.’
Eckert Creek - Near Berri, recalls Frank Eckert who lived on the river bank and built the first public ferry at
Berri.
Eden - In 1863, an auction at the Meadows Inn of section 3480 with allotments in Edenbridge was
advertised as being ‘known as Mr James Potter’s… opposite the Meadows Inn. On one of the allotments is
situated the comfortable homestead now occupied by Mr Potter…’ The name probably relates to James
Potter (1815-1856) who arrived in the Somersetshire in 1839 and became an innkeeper.
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In 1883, a syndicate of seven laid out the subdivision of Eden Hills on part sections 2202, 2203, 1045 and
1046. Of interest is the fact that, earlier, there is an 1880 reference to the inebriates’ retreat as ‘an Eden
with several forbidden fruits’ and a sale of allotments was advertised in 1913 as Eden:
The Healthy Homes of Eden - Health first always, convenience afterwards, when you are
choosing a home. You absolutely must have a good healthy House and Locality for the sake of
your wife and children. Eden combines both health and conveniences. It is right in the heart of
the hills, nearly 1,000 feet high; good dry land, no chance of a damp house. Positively no district
near Adelaide as healthy as Eden. Eden is really a suburb; it takes no longer to reach it than it
does many other suburbs by tram - only 25 minutes train ride. The man who wants a Healthy,
Handy House is the man who ought to buy at Eden and build. Free Railway passes to those who
build…
The naming of the town is accredited to Edwin Ashby, land agent and field naturalist. The railway station
was known as Eden until 1949; in Gaelic the name was written as eedann - ‘the brow of a hill’; its school
opened in 1916. Of historical interest, and possible association with its nomenclature, is the fact that the
first landowner in the district was William Detmar Cook, ‘master of the barque Eden’ when, on 29 October
1839, he obtained the grant of section 35.
Eden Park - (See Heathpool)
The name Eden Valley, 18 km north of Mount Pleasant was, according to Rodney Cockburn, bestowed
because surveyors found the word ‘Eden’ carved on a tree and applied to a subdivision of part sections 152
and 153, Hundred of Jutland, by William Lillecrapp (1816-1881), of Gumeracha, in 1866. He arrived in the
Katherine Stewart Forbes in 1837 and died at Kenton Valley in 1881, aged 65. By the end of 1866, new
buildings were ‘going up in every direction’:
Twelve months ago there were scarcely any buildings there, and now we have representatives of
almost every trade. Mr Randell of Gumeracha has nearly completed his steam mill and when
finished it will be a great boon to the farmers in this neighbourhood. Messrs Taplan and
Gottschalk have built a very large store which is really an ornament to the township…
The Eden Valley Post Office opened in 1862 and its school in 1867; the latter closed in 1971.
In 1903, the town was described as ‘a pleasant little spot and the most convenient town for settlers’:
It is removed by virtue of its location from the worry and bustle of the outside world and steadily
pursues the even tenor of its way unaffected by booms or burglars. There is a creamery owned
by Mr Smith which is a great convenience to farmers and cow keepers, who supply large
quantities of milk during the milking season…
In September 1869, a correspondent from Eden Valley advised that gold had been found on the edge of the
Murray scrub about ten miles from the village. Later, it was reported that the government intended to
declare a gold field at the locality and that the Warden was making arrangements for the issue of licences
and the settlement of claims. Subsequently, the South Rhine Gold Mining Company on the Murray Flats
was wound up in July 1870 and the directors reported that they were ‘much disappointed in the results of
auriferous deposits made by Messrs Pavy & Company…’
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the Institute is in the Chronicle, 25 December 1909,
page 31, of a mill in the Observer, 20 December 1913, page 32, a football team on 31 July 1915, page 29,
Chronicle, 28 November 1935, page 36, of a cricket team on 9 April 1936, page 31.
Edeowie - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘diamond sparrow water’ and taken from the pastoral run occupied
in 1859 by William Marchant (lease no. 1598); the land was held, originally, by W.J. and J.H. Browne from
July 1851 (lease no. 83). The town, surveyed in February 1863, was offered for sale on 14 May 1863, but it
never developed. However, by December 1863 a hotel was open for business and, supported by drovers, it
did not close until 1886.
A horse race meeting was held in March 1864 and, following the third race, the racing mettle of
the spectators was being fairly roused and it was moved and carried that the sports of the day
should be terminated by that peculiar style of racing commonly known as the Donkey, where the
owners ride each other’s nags and the last horse in is declared the winner. The betting on this
race was like the stakes, not heavy, though much excitement from the novel style of race
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prevailed… The racing stakes were handed over to their respective winners and a few bottles of
wine discussed, when the party broke up, each man for his destination…
A government well was sunk there to a depth of eighty feet and, in the following, year John McNeil was
drowned in it as the result of an attempt to rescue his dog that had fallen in”
He had descended safely and was half-way up the well with his dog when he lost his grip. Wells
brought life to this thirsty land but their excavation and maintenance, and the hauling up of
buckets of water as well as the occasional need to rescue or remove… some drowned animal that
had fallen in, caused from time to time the death of some poor man.
The Hundred of Edeowie, County of Taunton, was proclaimed on 1 December 1881. Subsequently, the
name Edeowie was given to a railway station, 56 km north of Hawker.
Edgarley - In 1924, this subdivision, ‘facing the Botanic Park and adjacent to Saint Peter’s College was
adopted from the name of the house of the late W.E. Jacob who formerly held the land.’
Edgerton - In 1865, the ‘Township of Edgerton’ was advertised as being ‘between Magill and the residence
of Mr G.P. Bayly… laid out in blocks of five acres so as to ensure a respectable neighbourhood.’ Born in
1817, Mr Bayly arrived in Adelaide in 1849 and engaged in the occupations of farmer, brushmaker, gold
broker and miller; he died on 16 August 1895.
The name Edgerton was given, also, to an 1880 subdivision of section 23, Hundred of Davenport, by Robert
Mellor, solicitor of Port Augusta; now included in Port Augusta. It comprised 20 allotments between Railway
Parade and Spencer Terrace and bisected by Centre Street. His forbears came from Edgerton, Yorkshire,
England, meaning ‘Eadger’s town’.
Ediacara -. Aboriginal for ‘granite plain’. The ‘Ediacara Run’ (lease no. 2146), west of Beltana, was held by
W.C. Burkitt from 1871, while its post office operated from April 1890 to July 1893. (See Burkitt Hill) An
1892 sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia. In 1887, W.B. Greenwood, the
overseer of Beltana station, discovered a silver lead lode and, by 1888, sixty men were working the claims
of several companies.
The township of Ediacara was surveyed by Edward Copley Playford in 1891, but, today, only two chimney
stacks mark the site of the mine that was opened about May 1888, and ‘during the first 15 months it was
not worked for seven months’:
The general belief in its permanency prompted the boarding house keeper, the captain and the
miners, with the consent of the directors, in shifting their buildings on to the mine section…
Edilillie - The town, 20 km south of Cummins, was proclaimed on 18 June 1908 and when a name was being
selected ‘Warunda’ and ‘Carratucka’, both of which were local Aboriginal names of places in the locality,
were submitted. Mr A.H. Peake, deputising for the Premier, is reputed to have chosen Edilillie, a
combination of the Christian names of two of his nieces, Edith and Lillian Dickins. In 1915, A.N. Day in his
Railway Nomenclature said it meant ‘two springs together’, but an anthropologist at the SA Museum
differed when he said:
I have found no such correspondence in the Parnkalla language. Their word for ‘two’ is kalbella,
sometimes contracted to ibelli; for ‘spring’ is nita. The closest is idnidlyi, a kind of fungus. The
suffix lli is used in this language to express a comparison, i.e., ‘as like, as if’.
However, J.D. Somerville, formerly of the SA Museum, expressed a dissenting opinion in 1949:
Edilillie is a creek about a mile north of the township, with its source in Edilillie Springs in the
Hundred of Koppio which name appears on plans as early as 1902. He [Mr Peake] persuaded
some of his relatives to give the name to their property in Victoria; [they] put ‘Edalillie’ [sic] on
the gate where it remains. There is proof positive that Edilillie [railway] station was approved by
the Railway Commissioner without any intervention of the Ministry.
Clearly, primary source evidence in the form of survey maps for the Hundred of Mortlock in 1904-5 supports
Mr Somerville’s contention that Edilillie Creek is mapped thereon. Therefore, it can be assumed, safely,
that the name is of Aboriginal origin, meaning unknown. The Edilillie School was opened in 1909 and closed
in 1942, while its post office was opened prior to October 1910 as ‘Mortlock’.
Edithburgh - The town, 16 km South-East of Yorketown, surveyed in May 1869, and offered for sale on 1
September 1870, was named by Governor Fergusson after his wife, Edith, who died at Glanville Hall in
October 1871, aged 32 years. For many years it was the port for a thriving salt industry and, in the peak
year of 1927, 24,000 tons were exported.
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The school and courthouse were described in 1876 when, ‘every available inch was occupied, and as the
day was warm and many of the audience smelling strong as billy-goats with beer and tobacco, it was
anything but pleasant to have to watch the proceedings.’
Telegraphic communication was established when a telegraph station was opened on 16 September
1876:
A series of telegrams were sent and received - Mr Gottschalk and others sent the following to
Charles Todd, Superintendent of Telegraphs: ‘We have much pleasure by this rapid mode of
congratulating you upon the successful completion of the line between Moonta and this town…’
In 1877, there was a report of the laying of the foundation stone of the State school; it opened later that
year and ‘on 14 May 1901 the Union Jack was hoisted on the flagstaff at the school. At a given signal the
other flagstaffs in the town were decorated with bunting.’
Photographs are in The Critic, 21 February 1903, pages 28 and 29, of the Castle Salt Co’s works in the
Chronicle, 27 February 1909, page 29, of gypsum carting on 4 December 1909, page 31, of loading salt on
to ships on 11 February 1922, page 30, of erecting the first electric light pole in the town on 5 December
1925, page 39, of ‘Miss Edithburgh’, Miss Patricia Ryan, on 4 December 1926, page 40, of the vessel
Hougomont, which was to be used as a breakwater, in the Chronicle, 5 January 1933, page 32.
Edithville - An 1880 subdivision of sections 130 and 151, Hundred of Davenport, by Alfred Edwin Sawtell
(1842-1902), watchmaker of Port Adelaide; now included in Port Augusta. He named it after his eldest
daughter, Edith Helen Sawtell (1865-1942).
Edward - In 1883, the surveyor, E.H. Lees, named Edward Creek after John Chambers’ son, the manager of
a nearby pastoral run and applied, also, to a railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 96 km
south of Oodnadatta.
Lake Edward, 14 km west of Tarpeena, remembers Edward John Leake who, with his brother Robert, held
Glencoe station near Mount Gambier from March 1844.
Edwards - The former name of the site of Murray Bridge was Edwards Crossing, named after G.R. Edwards
who held land fronting the river after arriving in the Rajahstan, in 1840; he died at Murray Bridge in 1858,
aged 51. (See Murray Bridge & Mobilong)
In 1838, William Edwards, of Light Square, cut up section 51, Hundred of Adelaide, and titled the village
Edwardstown, while on 17 November an advertisement said:
To The Working Classes - The proprietor of Country Section no. 51 (eighty acres) begs to offer it
to the notice of the working classes in Adelaide. He intends to divide the said section into eighty
allotments, and to sell them at the low price of five pounds for each allotment, which will include
the expence [sic] of surveying the land and the legal conveyances to the purchaser.
This desirable section is a short distance from the intended high road, and has two road
frontages connecting it with the high road to Adelaide and Glenelg, to the Stringybark Forest, and
the Port. It is expected that timber enough will be found on each allotment to fence it in; and
excellent water can easily be obtained a short distance from the surface. To render the purchase
easy the proprietor will receive five shillings per share each week. Applications… to be made to
Mr William Edwards, Light Square; Mr B. Portbury, 51, Hindley Street; or to Mr Calton, Royal
Admiral, Hindley Street.
A lawyer by profession, he departed to New South Wales in 1840, apparently in dubious circumstances, for
the minutes of the SA Banking Co. of 14 September 1847 state that he sought permission to return to the
colony and pay his debts by instalments, which request ‘was immediately acceded to.’
The South Road races were held in Mr V.V. Brown’s paddock, about a quarter of a mile beyond
Edwardstown, in February 1873. The course was rather a rough one, but some good running was
made and the jumping as a rule was notably excellent… In the evening a dinner took place at the
Maid of Auckland Hotel…
In April 1883, a deputation waited upon the Commissioner of Public Works in respect of the town’s water
supply when ‘Mr. J.H. Symon said that it did not enjoy the benefit of a government water supply, while the
people on the other side of the road did so’:
Mr T. King referred to the scheme proposed some time before for the supply of water to Glenelg,
Brighton and Edwardstown from the River Sturt and to the abandonment of that scheme…
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A photograph of the demolition of Mr Babbage’s residence ‘The Castle’ is in the Chronicle, 26 May 1928,
page 61.
Edwardton - A subdivision of section 388 ‘on the Port Road, opposite Mr Grey’s Half-Way House’, was
advertised in 1849; a week later it was renamed ‘Kilkenny’. (See Kilkenny)
Edwin, Mount - East of the Tomkinson Ranges, in the Far North-West, named by W.C. Gosse on 23 August
1873 after Edwin Stow Berry, a surveyor with his party who was born at Glenelg in 1845 and died at Sydney
in 1934.
Egan - On section 83, Hundred of Nangwarry, is Egan Hut, probably relating to Laurence Egan (1805-1891),
who purchased the bulk of the old Tarpeena Station in 1861 and erected a hotel, store and blacksmith’s
shop in the infant town of Tarpeena, establishing his property as a changing place for coach horses. Born in
County Clare, Ireland, in 1805 he came to South Australia, aged 44. He was, for a time, the local Crown
Lands Ranger when a complaint was lodged against the manner in which he conducted his duties.
The second grievance is the state of the aboriginal population which is a disgrace to a Christian
community. The Crown Lands Ranger, Mr Egan, is the nominal Protector of the blacks and under
him the police at various places dispense the rations. The whole thing, however, is done in a
clumsy and perfunctory manner. The police are the worst persons the government could appoint
to give out the rations as the poor blacks have a natural dread of these gentlemen.
A case recently occurred here when some of the natives obtained grog and got drunk and
because they would not inform the police where they obtained the drink the rations of the whole
company were stopped for a fortnight. Father Woods heard of the case and visited the poor old
fellow and gave him some medicine, but he was too far gone - the man died of sheer inanition…
The protection of Aborigines in the South East I am assured is a mere farce and the question is
asked why Dr Walker does not come down frequently and look after them. (See Tarpeena)
Egan Well, on Yorke Peninsula, recalls Mary Jane Rogers (nee Egan) (1838-1898), the wife of Thomas
William Rogers who, with his mother and brother Samuel, held Corny Point station, Carribie, Lake Sunday
and White Hut in the 1850s.
Ehrenbreitstien, Mount - A trig station west of Lake Callabonna named in 1858 by the surveyor, Samuel
Parry, after a Prussian fortress. It has been ‘Mount Yerila’ since 1918.
Elbow Hill - Sixteen kilometres south of Cowell, named by Matthew Flinders on 8 March 1802: ‘The ridge
of hills turns suddenly from the shore… The corner hill, where the direction of the ridge is changed, was
called Elbow Hill.’ Its first postmaster was John Elleway in March 1895 when mail was received once a week
from Cowell. The school was opened in 1888 and closed in 1943.
Elder - Thomas Elder, who purchased Beltana station from John Haimes in April 1862, has his name
remembered by Lake Elder, east of Lake Frome. Hans Mincham, in The Story of the Flinders Ranges, says:
‘It is interesting to find the Elder Range named on Sinnett’s map [of 1851]… Alexander Elder’s… place of
business was at the time in Grenfell Street, where Sinnett and his partner were located.’
Mr A.L. Elder departed for Britain in the Alpha, in 1849, and ‘the visit to the mother-country of a merchant
so justly entitled to that honorary appellation, cannot fail to subserve the commercial interests of the
colony, while the trip will afford him a season of relaxation after so many years of successful application…’
Situated near Wilpena, the range’s Aboriginal name was woodna wolpena - ‘great mountain’. (See Aleck,
Mount & Wilpena)
Elderslie -. In 1848, the Postmaster-General received an application ‘from the residents of Elderslie on
Mosquito Creek for the establishment of a post office.’ The request was refused because ‘it will be a simple
matter for them to arrange with the driver of the NSW mail to receive their letters from the postmaster at
Mount Gambier.’ In 1880, ‘in the Elderslie Run, there [were] 35,420 acres, all purchased land and all
belonging to the family of the late Mr John Robertson…’ The name comes from Paisley, Renfrewshire,
Scotland which was the birthplace of the famous William Wallace, circa 1270 and a gentleman of the same
first applied the name to the property - the Southern Australian of 19 December 1843 said that ‘there are
several parties already across the SA boundary; among them Henty has a cattle station; a Mr Arthur with
sheep and cattle; also a Mr Wallace with sheep and cattle belonging to the Hon. [Lord] Talbot. These are
the principal settlers; others will shortly follow, as our runs are getting very crowded.’
Following the establishment of the Victoria-South Australia border it was found that this place, east of
Penola, was in Victoria. (See Comaum, Penola & South Australia)
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Eldoratrilla - The name was taken from pastoral lease no. 30, held by Alexander McCulloch from July 1851,
and given to a school near Peterborough opened by Clara A. Naughton in 1896; it closed in 1904. The
ceremony of hoisting the flag was performed at the school on 23 July 1901 when ‘God Save the King was
sung and the flag was then hoisted by one of the boys, after which apples were distributed among the
scholars by their teacher, Miss Hopkins.’ (See Peterborough)
Eleanor Creek - On Kangaroo Island, named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas in November 1857 after his
second daughter, Eleanor. In the North-East of the State near Pandie Pandie station, J.W. Lewis christened
a creek The Eleanor which, in 1970, was renamed Eleanor Creek.
Elgin - A subdivision of part section 397, Hundred of Yatala, by Joshua Gurr in 1891 bounded by Gordon,
Alfred (now Elgin) and Jean (now Jeannette) Streets; now included in Croydon Park, Rodney Cockburn
asserts that it was the name of his wife’s birthplace, in Scotland. She was the former Jean Ogilvie, who died
at Kensington on 27 May 1903. Its literal translation is ‘noble’ and may relate to Helgy, an army general of
the Norwegian Earl of Orkney, who conquered Caithness, Ross and Moray at the beginning of the 10th.
century. Other sources say it derives from helgyn - an old corporate seal.
The dedication and opening of the new Wesley Hall at Elgin took place on 2 February 1929:
The building, which is handsome and an ornament to Kilkenny, has cost £2,300, including the
furniture. The hall will hold 300 and comprises five classrooms, a primary and a junior hall and a
well-equipped kitchen… The trustees, not content with the fruit of their labours, have in mind a
scheme for the internal and external decoration of the church. Standing beside the new hall it
looks somewhat weathered and time worn.
Elim - The name is to be found in Numbers xxxiii, 9: ‘The children of Israel pitched their camp at Elim because
there were date palms and twelve wells of water.’ The Elim School, near Salisbury, was opened by Samuel
Davie in 1862; it closed in 1873. The first school examination took place in October 1863 and
‘notwithstanding the heat and the dust, was attended by about 22 parents and 23 scholars’:
The pupils readily and satisfactorily answered the numerous questions put to them until after
one o’clock when sandwiches were made available… The subjects were interspersed with a
number of lively airs from Mr Curwin’s and Edinburgh Training School Song Books…
Eliza - On 1 April 1844, Governor George Grey named Lake Eliza, on section 583, Hundred of Waterhouse,
9 km South-East of Robe, after his wife who was described as ‘the “peculiarly handsome daughter” of
Admiral Spencer. Her only son, George, died in Adelaide.’ (See Grey)
Rodney Cockburn places Mount Eliza in the Barossa Range and says it was named after Mrs David Randall,
the former Eliza Drake Wicks (ca. 1819-1902).
Elizabeth - On 16 November 1955, at a site on the Adelaide Plain, 17 miles north of Adelaide, a new town
was inaugurated by Sir Thomas Playford, GCMG, Premier of South Australia:
By gracious permission of Her Majesty this town was named Elizabeth. In our modern world,
wide-spreading cities are inevitable, but at some time there must be an optimum size for a
particular city, when its population, physical development and services… have brought it to its
most favourable degree of development. When that stage is reached every increase tends to
impose disadvantages, rather than advantages, on those who live and work within its framework.
There are grounds for supposing that this state of affairs will be reached in a few generations in
South Australia. The rapid growth of population and industrial growth in this State emphasize the
need for either developing existing towns or establishing new centres and it is against this
background that the planning of Elizabeth began.
In its first eight years it was part of the Salisbury District Council, but won its independence and became a
municipality in 1964.
The ‘New’ City of Playford
When the Elizabeth and Munno Para councils merged in 1996 the name ‘Playford’ was selected for the
new body. As an advocate for Aboriginal names for such bodies I addressed the Advertiser:
My attention has been drawn to a proposal of the councillors of Elizabeth and Munno Para to
create a ‘City of Playford’. By this action more than 140 years of history is to be cast aside for it
was in 1853 that the District Council of Munno Para was founded.
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Sir Thomas must, surely, ‘turn in his grave’ for, during his lifetime, he was loath to have his name
plastered over the map of South Australia and, to his credit, he resisted all efforts of others to do
so. Accordingly, it is, indeed, unfortunate that his wish is to be sullied.
In October 1839, Governor George Gawler caused to be published in the Government Gazette a
notice in which he requested ‘the assistants of colonists in discovering and carefully retaining’
Aboriginal names when they were ‘consistent with propriety and beauty of appellation.’ ‘Munno
Para’, I believe is in this category.
Rodney Cockburn, the ‘father’ of nomenclature in South Australia, was an early champion of the
use of Aboriginal words as place names - he once said ‘they are as mellifluous as a bar of good
music’. How infinitely better are names such as ‘Kapunda’, ‘Onkaparinga’, Nuccaleena’ and
‘Paratoo’ - surely, they are to be preferred to the thousands of mundane European names that
abound on our landscape, many of which are a blight on our nomenclature.
Accordingly, I would implore the propounders of the name ‘Playford’ to reconsider their choice Sir Thomas would certainly approve of such action. Perhaps, a telephone call to his descendant(s)
might resolve the problem?
Later, I wrote to the News Review and said inter alia:
It is apparent that only one side of the argument was presented and, without any personal
animus may I refer interested parties to a letter in the Advertiser on 5 December 1996 from E.M.
Newman which may cause the local ‘city fathers’ to reconsider their decision…
Today, the matter of place names for merging councils is being considered throughout South
Australia… and I quote from a letter appearing in the Weekly Times on 4 December 1996:
By choosing an Anglicised name … councils have ignored the option of recognising our
indigenous past… Now we have a chance to acknowledge the presence of the original
inhabitants… [let us] stand apart from the ill-informed remarks of the Pauline Hanson’s
of this world.
The letter from E.M. Newman included the following words in support of my argument:
I agree with Geoffrey H. Manning that more care should be taken with South Australian place
names. In 1955, when a satellite city was planned north of Adelaide, many citizens were hopeful
that it would be called Munno Para after the district. The then premier, Thomas Playford, who
was just as big an Anglophile as then Prime Minister, Robert Menzies, insisted that it be called
Elizabeth after the Queen; of course, he got his way.
On 28 November 1996, the following appeared in the Advertiser above the name of ‘Stewart Cockburn’:
I agree with what Mr Manning says about the importance of adding more Aboriginal names to the
map, especially when they are attractive and musical in sound… In New South Wales they are
fonder of native names. Lovely examples there include; Jindabyne, Mittagong, Molongolo, Mitta
Mitta, Kurrajong and Killara.
I believe Mr Manning is also right when he says that Sir Thomas Playford would, if he were alive,
oppose the renaming of the merged corporations … but in this case, I think the authorities who
advocated the changes are right.
Sir Thomas was never an easy man to overrule in his lifetime. Now he is dead those who wish to
recognise his enormous contribution to the establishment of Elizabeth and Munno Para are
entitled to give his name to the new city, of which he, and he virtually alone, was the political
architect.
On 4 December 1996, the News Review reported that ‘Tom Playford, junior, and his sister, Dr Margaret
Fereday’, had been consulted and they had informed the council that calling the new city ‘Playford’ would
do their father ‘a great honour’. And so it came to pass, but one wonders if Governor Gawler found a
moment to ‘turn in his grave’?!
As a postscript, I might add that I received a letter of ‘condolence/ from Michael Burke of Blakeview who
had expressed similar views as mine - In response I said:
As expected, the city fathers have no intention of reconsidering their decision … However, a little
good came out of it all for I have been requested by the D/C of Jamestown to supply a working
paper to assist it and other councils in the are to arrive at a name for an amalgamation of a
number of bodies…
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Elizabeth Creek, North-West of Port Augusta, was discovered and named by Charles Swinden (ca.18271865) in 1856 after his aunt, Elizabeth Masters, who died at Saddleworth on 28 October 1864. A nearby
railway station bears the same name, while its post office operated from April 1877 until January 1879. (See
Swinden Crossing) In his reminiscences, J.F. Hayward says that, in company with William J. Browne and
William Marchant, in 1855, they made a search for pastoral country and named the lake.
Ellaville - A 1904 subdivision of part section 353, Hundred of Yatala, laid out by Robert Lewis; now included
in Prospect.
Ellendale - In 1891, Kossuth William Duncan (ca.1857-1919) honoured his daughter, Ellen Mary, when he
created it out of sections 583-84, Hundred of Pirie; now included in Port Pirie West and bounded by The
Terrace and Lily, Vera and Agnes Streets, honouring two of his daughters, Lily Agnes (1880-1974) and Vera
Frances (1890-1907).
Ellen, Point - On Kangaroo Island, named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas in 1857 after his wife.
Ellenville - An 1879 subdivision of part section 50, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Chambers and named after
his youngest daughter, Ellen Lucas Chambers; now included in Richmond and bounded by East Terrace,
West Beach Road and Fleet Street (shown on the plan as ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’) and the auctioneer
proclaimed, proudly, that ‘at Ellenville sickness will be unknown.’
In 1891, twenty residents tried to get the extension of the water mains from the present terminus in Hilton
to their township but, on making enquiries at the Waterworks Office, were told that ‘as the estimated
revenue would not pay interest at the rate of 8 per cent per annum on the whole they would have to deposit
£343. As the residents are all working men to do that is impossible…’
Elliot, Port - Professor Tindale says the district’s Aboriginal name was rawarangald - ‘a place for taking
mullet’ and that, in legend, its sandy beach was made by the being Jekejere before Ngurunderi came down
the Murray River; another source says it was called kaindjenu - ‘salty spring place’. (See Waterport)
The port itself was named in 1850 by Governor Young after Sir Charles Elliot and it was described by Captain
Lipson as ‘easy of approach and sheltered against all winds except the South-East.’ The governor
prophesised that it would become ‘the New Orleans of the Australian Missiissippi.’
Sir Charles Elliot was probably born in Dresden, Germany, where his father was a representative of the
English government. After a naval career, during which he was present at the bombardment of Algiers, he
was continuously employed in the service of the Colonial Office. From 1830 to 1833 he was Protector of
Slaves in Guiana and, later, successively, Governor of Bermuda, Trinidad and St Helena; he died on 9
September 1875.
The town of Port Elliot, surveyed by Corporal Richard Brooking in January 1852 and 12 one-quarter acre
allotments, were offered for sale at public auction on 26 May 1852 at an upset price of £20. In 1854, the
town was extended by the private subdivision of Elliot Town on part section 2310, Hundred of Goolwa, by
Henry B. Strangways who contended that it commanded ‘the entire anchorage and has a magnificent
frontage on to the sandy beach’:
No one who reflects upon the present commercial greatness of New Orleans, one of the most
prosperous sea ports of the United States, can fail to draw a parallel…
In 1856, it was said:
Will you allow me to announce my adhesion to Mr Babbage’s suggestion in favour of a new
system of road making and, by way of application of the principle, to offer a few remarks on the
desirability, practicability and prospective advantages of a tramway from Port Elliot to
Strathalbyn… Public convenience, public profit and the wisest and soundest public policy all
combine in favour of it.
Sketches of the town are in Frearson’s Weekly, 22 February 1879, page 11, Pictorial Australian in
March 1879; photographs are in the Observer, 17 February 1917, page 26, of the opening of a tennis club
in The Critic, 26 December 1903, page 10, of the opening of the post office in the Observer, 3 September
1910, page 31, of school visiting day on 19 August 1911, page 30, of an Australia Day celebration on 7 August
1915, page 29, of a recruiting train on 6 May 1916, page 23, of former school teachers on 12 April 1924,
page 32, of Australia Day celebrations in the Chronicle,5 August 1916, page 27, of a life saving team on 21
February 1935, page 32, of a football team on 21 October 1937, page 32.
Elliston - A subdivision of section 2215, Hundred of Yatala, near the northern boundary of the present day
Parafield Aerodrome, by Adam L. Lymburner, circa 1850; now included in Parafield, The name occurs in
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Scotland, while, probably, its nomenclature has a family connection for local birth registrations show Ellis
William Lymburner being born on 16 June 1856.
For many decades, the town of Elliston, 168 km North-West of Port Lincoln, and proclaimed on 16 January
1879, was believed to have been named by Governor Jervois after Miss Ellen Liston.
Miss Liston, the daughter of David and Mary Liston, was born in London, in 1837, and at the age
of 12 years left England with her family on 2 April 1850 on board the ship Candahar, destined for
South Australia, arriving in Adelaide on 21 August. About 1867 she came to Eyre Peninsula as
governess to the children of the owner of Nilkerloo Station, Mr J. Hamp. She became an
accomplished bushwoman and an expert rider often assisting in station activities including taking
part in the musters.
Always being interested in others, and ready to lend a hand… she became very popular among
residents of the district. On leaving Nilkerloo [circa 1872] she joined the Education Department
and, later, due to failing health transferred to the Postal Department which finally brought her to
the Marrabel Post Office as Postmistress where she remained until her death on 19 August 1885
at the age of forty-seven years. At the time of her death Miss Liston had written many short
stories and will be always remembered as a clever writer of verse.
The following is an extract from a letter written by Miss Liston dated 23 January 1869 describing her arrival
at Port Lincoln and her initial trip to Nilkerloo to take up the position of governess:
The New Year brought the advent of another baby to the pioneer family. The day Mrs Hamp was
taken ill, we had not a horse or boy to send for the woman who lives nine miles off, but as we
expected hourly for Mr Hamp to return we were not perturbed. Towards evening a boy arrived
with a note and the mail from Mr Hamp that he was remaining for the day or two in Port Lincoln.
The black boy was the only one who knew where the woman lived and he had started out
searching for lost sheep, so when he returned at dusk we started him off immediately but he
managed to lose himself.
The baby was born at two o’clock with nobody but Mrs Hamp and myself, in a state of terrible
anxiety, present. Thank goodness all was right and I washed and dressed the baby boy in a
fashion. I must have grown very weak minded lately, for when Mrs Hamp lay moaning I only
saved myself from fainting by lying on the floor outside the door and when the woman came I
was fool enough to cry. Mr Hamp expressed the utmost gratitude and brought me a present
from town.
At page 42 of Rodney Cockburn’s Nomenclature of South Australia (1908), a letter written by Henry Liston
is reproduced contending that ‘on undoubted authority the place was named after my sister… Ellen Liston…’
Unfortunately, the ‘authority’ is not stated. However, in respect of the town’s nomenclature the following
facts are irrefutable; firstly, Ellen Liston left the employ of Mr Hamp circa 1872 and, secondly, the town was
named by Governor Jervois on 23 November 1878.
Indeed, it is all but beyond doubt that the Governor never knew of Ellen Liston because he was sworn in as
Governor early in October 1877 and, in February 1878, departed for England to escort his family to South
Australia. He returned in August 1878 and named the town three months later - at this time Miss Liston had
long-departed the West Coast and was engaged as a school teacher. Thus, those who claim the
nomenclature honours her memory have no substantive facts to support their case.
Governor Jervois named 36 towns in South Australia and, invariably, remained within the realm of family
and friends when christening the creations of government and, on 23 November 1878, he wrote, simply,
on a ‘Plan for a Town at Waterloo Bay’, the word ‘Elliston’. At the time of his appointment Governor Jervois
was a Lieutenant-General, having joined the Royal Engineers in 1839. As a Brigade Major he led an
expedition against the Boers in South Africa in 1842. (See Beaufort & Cradock) He commanded the Royal
Engineers’ unit at Chatham from 1848 until 1852 and, coincidentally or otherwise, Sir Samuel Burdon Ellis
(1787-1865) commanded the Chatham Division of the Royal Marines from 1851 to 1855.
Of course, it cannot be said, dogmatically, that it honours that gentleman, but the evidence regarding
Governor Jervois’ ‘whims and fancies’ in respect of nomenclature, and the application of logic, must place
its previously accepted derivation in extreme jeopardy; indeed, we believe it to be incorrect. A second
candidate could have been Sir Henry Walton Ellis (1783-1815) who died of wounds at the battle of
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Waterloo; it is possible that Governor Jervois used the battle link with existing names in the near vicinity,
viz, Wellington and Wellesley Points and named in 1865, i.e., fifty years after the battle of Waterloo.
Its school opened in 1880 while the town’s first jetty was erected in 1881 and severely damaged during a
storm in April 1896. A new structure was approved to the west of it in 1900 and, today, it is on the State’s
Heritage Register.
A photograph of the Governor-General talking to school children is in the Chronicle, 1 August 1908, page
31, of unloading wheat at the jetty on 1 April 1905, page 27. (See Waterloo Bay)
Ellowar - As narrated in Romance of Place Names of South Australia this name is a reversal of ‘Rawolle’, the
surname of early settlers in the district; it was applied to a school; opened in 1930 it closed in 1937.
Elm Court - (See Vailima Court)
Elm, Mount - (See Phillips, Mount & Mount Elm)
Elmwood - An 1859 ‘official’ subdivision of part sections 118-119, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Emanuel
Solomon; now included in Marion. Earlier, on 3 September 1856, the Register said the land was known as
‘Mr Howard’s section’ and subject to subdivision. He arrived in the Lady Wellington in 1837 and became an
auctioneer and ship owner. The name occurs in Kent, England.
Elver Park - A 1913 subdivision of section 218, Hundred of Dalrymple, by John Dunkeld Horn, suburban to
Stansbury.
Elwomple - The first railway station between Tailem Bend and Pinnaroo, 11 km east of the former.
Originally, it was the name of G. Mathewson’s pastoral station in the Hundred of Seymour and taken from
an Aboriginal name given to a hut near the station site; meaning unknown. (See Marmon Jabuk, Hundred
of)
Writing to the author from ‘Bailinga’, Jabuk, in February 1990, the local historian, Elizabeth Nicholls, said:
About six years ago people put aside a small area and started growing trees on sheer rock just to
the east of Elwomple. We thought they were quite crazy as there seemed to be no water laid on.
Anyway it has flourished and now looks like a ‘Garden of Eden’ in the harsh surroundings…
During the last week they have named their place ‘Elwomple’… it’s amazing the tenacity of some
people.
Emerald - A subdivision of section 76, Hundred of Pirie, by John Campbell in 1906 was called Emerald Hill;
the land has since been resumed and is now an acquired soldier’s perpetual lease.
Emerald Rise School, on Eyre Peninsula 24 km North-East of Poochera, opened in 1934 and closed in 1946.
The name was approved on 30 November 1928 for a post office on section 15, Hundred of Kaldoonera.
Emerald Springs, South-West of Lake Eyre South, was named by B.H. Babbage, in 1858, because of the lush
growth around its perimeter. At the time of its discovery it was yielding 175,000 gallons per day ‘or enough
to supply every inhabitant of South Australia with 1½ gallons of fresh water every day.’ The ‘Emerald Springs
Run’ was established by J.H. Angas in 1869.
Emeroo Range - That portion of the Flinders Ranges, 18 km north of Port Augusta, located on section C and
125, Hundred of Crozier. The name was suggested by Sir Douglas Mawson, approved on 19 September 1947
and taken from a nearby homestead, contrived from ‘emu’ and ‘kangaroo’; the Emeroo railway station was
on section 105. (See Mawson)
Emerson - A railway station at the intersection of Cross and Main South Roads; taken from ‘Emerson Road’
in an adjoining subdivision. The railway crossing was the location of the first installation of arrows in road
traffic signals and, facetiously, called ‘Hastings’, i.e., a reference to King Harold and his demise at the battle
of Hastings from an arrow in an eye.
Emily Springs - West of the southern extremity of Lake Eyre North, named by Julius Jeffreys after Emily
Bakewell, daughter of William Bakewell, his partner in Anna Creek station. Emily Bakewell married Walter
Reynell, in 1877, and died at Payneham in 1887, aged 36.
Emmaus - A Lutheran Church was built there in 1872, its congregation joining with Peters’ Hill Parish in
1876. The Emmaus School, between Eudunda and Point Pass, opened in 1917 and closed in 1941.
Emu - In 1857, Captain Bloomfield Douglas named Emu Bay while the town in the Hundred of Menzies, 19
km North-West of Kingscote, was proclaimed as ‘Maxwell’ on 28 December 1882. Its present descriptive
name was adopted on 20 February 1941. On New Year’s Day, 1899, the local sports committee held their
annual picnic on the beach where a ‘varied programme was presented, including two bicycle races, which
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were the first held on Kangaroo Island…’ A jetty was erected there in 1918 and still stands today, 98 metres
long.
Emu Belt was the name given to a place near Clare.
Emu Bluff is Near Lake Everard and the ‘Emu Bluff Run’ was established by W. Hamilton in 1878.
Emu Downs Post Office on section 207, Hundred of Apoinga, opened in May 1881. Its government school,
opened in 1917 following the closure of the existing establishment:
Notice has been served upon the proprietor or headmaster of each of the German schools in the
State that the Minister of Education will take over the school from I July 1917. The German
school at Emu Downs has 20 pupils…
It closed in 1949.
The experience which befell Mr R. Homburg, MP, while travelling from Burra to Emu Downs, a
distance of 19 miles, is not likely to be forgotten by him… All went well until the 14-mile post was
passed when he took a wrong turning which led to a discarded road in a slippery and muddy
condition… After proceeding for five miles he decided to turn back when a dense fog, with misty
rain, caused the headlights of the motor car to throw only a dim illumination, with the result that
a slight deviation from the main track landed the car in a large Waterhouse and caused the wheel
to be smashed to splinters. With the aid of motor lamps a four mile tramp in the mud was
necessary to reach the nearest house and, with the assistance of a buggy and a pair of horses, Mr
Homburg attended the meeting of the Liberal Union, about three-quarters of an hour late…
Emu Flat is North-East of Keith and the ‘Emu Flat Run’ was established by J. Crompton in 1874 (lease no.
2359). (See Ninety Mile Desert) The Emu Flat Forest Reserve, near Keith, was land that, in 1887, came into
the possession of the government through the non-payment of rent by the lessee:
It covers an area of about 11,000 acres and is… some four miles north of the railway line, and
known as the Emu Flat old station… The property is entirely deserted now but there are,
although considerably out of repair, buildings… consisting of one or two dwelling houses and
large stables…
In 1850, the directors of the Royal Mining Company ‘having directed townships to be laid out at Jacob’s
Springs at the Emu Flats and at Kapunda on the most eligible spots for good water and valuable agricultural
land, will on an early day offer the same for sale by public auction.’ (See Benbourni & Outawurta)
In 1864, Emu Flats was said to be ‘16 miles south of Kooringa’. (See Emu Vale)
The foundation stone of a Bible Christian chapel was laid on 30 August 1871 by a resident, the Revs Richards
and R. Bandt taking part in the proceedings. ‘After tea a public meeting was addressed by the ministers
named and Messrs Johnston and Roberts… For some time services have been conducted in a dwelling house
in this comparatively new settlement.’ (See Robertstown & Petworth)
Emu Springs - (See Emuville)
Emu Vale is situated about 12 km from Apoinga and, on Good Friday 1863:
The Wesleyans gave the children belonging to the Sunday school a treat, together with parents
and friends. It had been announced that the picnic would be held at the Belt, about five miles
from the chapel. The dampness of the morning prevented it and the treat came off on the
chapel’s ground… Just as tea was ready the Rev H. Chester drove up on his way to Kooringa…
In 1866/67, the school teacher was William C. Williamson, with 28 children enrolled. (See Emu Flats)
Emuville – This name was applied to a subdivision of section 3201, Hundred of Stanley, by Edmund
Bowman, circa 1860, situated east of ‘Emu Springs Water Reserve’ with the allotments facing the BurraApoinga Road. The deposited plan says ‘staked out at the Black Springs adjoining Mr Tapley’s section.’
Encounter Bay - In his log of Thursday, 8 April 1802 Captain Matthew Flinders recorded that ‘before two in
the afternoon we stretched eastward again; and at four, a white rock was reported from aloft to be seen
ahead’:
On approaching nearer, it proved to be a ship standing towards us; and we cleared for action, in
case of being attacked. The stranger was a heavy looking ship…; and our colours being hoisted,
she showed a French ensign, and afterwards an English Jack forward, as we did a white flag… it
was the French national ship Le Geographe, under the command of Captain Nicolas Baudin…
Thus, this friendly meeting between the representatives of two nations that were at war prompted Flinders
to christen it ‘Encounter Bay’. Baudin called it Baie des Invalides - ‘Invalids’ Bay’, while Freycinet’s charts
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show Baie Mollien. One hundred years later a commemorative plaque was erected on Rosetta Head (The
Bluff) and unveiled by the Governor, Lord Tennyson. Among the first to settle there were Reverend R.W.
Newland and family, who landed on Granite Island from Lord Hobart, ex Adelaide, late in 1839. (See
Moonapulla)
The first subdivision to bear the name was created in 1863 when Melan (sic) Rumbelow subdivided section
82. An earlier subdivision was discussed in 1838:
In case Mr Finniss should not furnish you with the information which you sought of him relating
to the township at Encounter Bay in your last number I beg to answer your question myself. The
town acres have been measured - a part of them two or three miles up a valley out of sight of the
sea, and the rest of them, not opposite Victor Harbor, but all along the bay from Granite Island
towards Rosetta Harbour, where there is no anchorage for ships and no landing place for boats.
The form of this town is to be about three miles in length and seventy yards! in width. What
ought to be town land is reserved as a country section, by which the public will be excluded from
all chance of obtaining a town acre by open competition, but will be at the mercy of the person
who holds the first choice there, who strangely enough happens to be a staunch supporter of the
Resident Commissioner.
If ingenuity had been exercised to place the town acres where they should be of least value to
the public and of smallest benefit to the emigration fund, it could not have succeeded better. The
assurance by the Resident Commissioner that there should be a town at Encounter Bay has been
cleverly evaded by placing it where no one will buy it. I am informed that Mr Finniss is no party to
this arrangement, but, on the contrary, disapproves of it, so that we may reasonably suppose
that we are indebted for it to a higher quarter; and, if our expectations of the future are to be
regulated by our experience of the past, then the sooner there is a change made the better.
[According to Rodney Cockburn this settlement was named ‘Hindmarsh’.]
Later, in 1851, a roving reporter said ‘the whale fishery is now the property of Messrs Boord, Bennett and
Johnson’:
There are ten or twelve buildings forming the establishment, comprising stables, sleeping berths,
boat-sheds and workshops. The whole place was strewed with the gigantic bones of the huge
animals caught and slaughtered, and thousands of gulls, perched on the scattered rocks at the
foot of the cliff, rose, when disturbed, in clouds, screeching and wheeling about in enormous
flocks, till they settled again. Mr Long, the superintendent, accompanied us with his big glass up
the hill, in order to point out the seaward objects. In some of the whaling seasons (from May to
November), whales are taken at Rosetta Head; Mr Higgins told us of an occasion on which the
exciting sight was witnessed from the shore to great advantage.
Mail facilities commenced to and from the bay in 1839 when it was carried by police via Willunga; by 1841
a post office had been established. The Hundred of Encounter Bay, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed
on 29 October 1846.
Enfield - The first survey in the area was carried out under Colonel Light’s direction between 1837 and 1839
and, on 4 March 1842, George Hickox (ca.1806-1866), and other unnamed parties, purchased section 342,
Hundred of Yatala. George Hickox laid out the village of Enfield in 1843 and, later, conveyed to the other
persons who helped finance the purchase of the section the various allotments in the village comprising 44
blocks, each of one quarter of an acre. Among the early residents were John Collins, R. Harris, J.H. Nicholls,
Henry Rosenwarne, William Drayton, Thomas Lugg, W. Lockier, F. Blight and E. Bishop.
Mr Hickox named the village after his birthplace in Middlesex, England, derived from either the AngloSaxon enedfeld - ‘duck field’ or the Œ feld - ‘open country’. Lands Department records show the name ‘Poor
Man’s Section’ being applied to section 340, Hundred of Yatala, in the immediate vicinity of ‘Enfield’, so
called because the labourers who purchased or leased allotments on it could not afford to build a hut for
shelter and were obliged to live in ‘dug-outs’.
In 1849, the village of Enfield Chase was described as a place where ‘a well of excellent water will be
secured for the use of villagers and by special request one acre has been reserved as the site of the Episcopal
Church which is much wanted in the neighbourhood,’ but, in 1874, a petition was forthcoming from citizens
who sought a water supply for the village: ‘… water is not obtainable under a depth of 100 feet, and even
then too salt to be drinkable.’
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A complaint about a local butcher’s establishment was made on 30 March 1882:
When the wind blows from the direction of this establishment I cannot stop in my garden, I must
run or vomit. There are large heaps of putrid animal matter [and] exposed to our burning sun the
emanations from those putrefying masses are dreadful…
A photograph of the Ragless family is in the Register, 7 January 1928, page 10. John Ragless, senior, held a
contiguous section to the village and was a contemporary of John Ridley and assisted him in building one
of the first reaping machines, ‘suggesting to him the idea of the comb. On his farm there was for many years
the original comb made for the reaper. It was afterwards placed in the Exhibition Building together with a
wooden plough made by John Ragless and an old corn grinding machine.’
English, Hundred of - In the County of Eyre, proclaimed on 12 July 1866. Thomas English, MLC (1865-1884),
born in Cumberland, England, in 1820, came to South Australia in the Richardson in 1850, engaged in the
building trade, erected the town hall and several churches before entering the Legislative Council in 1865;
he died in office in December 1884.
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 10 February 1912, page 30.
Ennis - A subdivision of part section 336, Hundred of Stanley, by Thomas John and Michael Cunneen in 1871
and named after its counterpart in County Clare, Ireland, from whence they came in 1850. It derives from
innis or inish signifying an island, from the insulation of a considerable flat of ground by the River Fergus.
Anciently, it was called Inniscluan-Ruadha.
Ennis Hill, mentioned in the Observer, 24 May 1851, was said to be in the Mount Lofty Ranges.
Enoomah Bore - On 17 June 1929 this name was approved for a telephone office in the Hundred of Kekwick.
Its school opened in 1927 and closed in 1937.
Enterprise Colony - (See Colonel Light Colony)
Ephraim, Mount - In the early days an Ephraim Methodist Church was erected to serve worshippers in the
districts of Bull Creek and Prospect Hill and, in 1873, it was said that ‘there is already a chapel at Spring
Grove and another at Mount Ephraim, but they are both small and awkwardly situated, the frequenters
living between the two…’
Ercildoun - A 1900 subdivision of section 99, Hundred of Pirie, by Jane Harris; now included in Risdon Park.
It was an ancient name of ‘Earlston’ in Berwickshire and means ‘prospect hill’.
Eric Island - In Lake Eyre North, recalls Eric G. Bonython who, with H.G. Brooks, in 1950, negotiated the
lower part of the flooded Cooper Creek to the lake.
Erickville - Laid out, in 1913, on sections 63-64, Hundred of Pirie, by William Cottle and William Morrow;
now included in Port Pirie South. Mr Cottle’s son, Frederick Ewan Cottle, was known as Erick Cottle. (See
Dorisville)
Ericville - This name was given to a 1908 subdivision of section 65, Hundred of Pirie, by William K. Mallyon,
bank manager of Port Pirie; now included in Port Pirie South.
Erindale - Probably derived from the Irish words Erin (Ireland) and dale (valley), but, unfortunately, no
documentary evidence can be found to support the suggestion; there is a town of ‘Erindale’ in County
Carlow. However, it can be said with certainty that it was taken from a house of the same name:
In the 1850s, Mr Henry William de Mole built Erindale, Burnside, and with his family and
unmarried brother, lived there for some years. Ernest M. de Mole made additions to it in 1871
and the property passed through several hands including T.D. Futcher, merchant, Mr Sison of the
brewing firm of Syme & Sison and John Stuart Sanders, who planted an extensive orangery.
In 1889, it was purchased and rebuilt by James Cowan whose sons were well-known in the
medical, pastoral and commercial world of South Australia. He had a great love for native birds
and beasts and part of the 24 acre estate was set aside as a happy hunting ground for wild geese,
duck, swans and wallabies. After living there for only a year he met a tragic death at Dry Creek
railway crossing.
The next owner was M.L. Arnold, who was prominent in racing circles, and he effected many
improvements… The homestead and a few acres are leased by Mrs G.K. Edwards who conducts a
nursing home. She has lived there since 1913, with the exception of two years it was occupied by
Mr Arnold…
By 1908, portion of the land was owned by the South Australian Company and it laid out the suburb of
Erindale, with an extension being made by the same company in May 1910.
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Eringa - A property in the Far North; see pastoral lease no. 2258a.
Erith - Eight kilometres south of Balaklava and named after its counterpart in Kent, England, by Robert F.
Ware, who conducted the post office from January 1877 and a greengrocery business. He arrived with his
parents in the Canton in 1838 and died at Balaklava in 1909, aged 81. Probably, the name derives from
either the Anglo-Saxon earhyth - ‘sea wharf’ or ear-hythe - ‘muddy landing place’. Its school opened in 1879
and closed in 1952.
Mr Charles Ware, who died at Erith in October 1884:
For many years carried on a business at Bexley Heath, in Kent, as a horticulturist and, following
his arrival… he established himself on the North-East Road, about two miles from Adelaide.
Misfortune overtook him and during the last twelve years of his life he lived in comparative
seclusion with his son. He was born in 1794…
Ernaballa - John Carruthers did extensive triangulation survey work in the Musgrave Ranges in 1888 and, in
1937, pointed out that the name Ernabella, as commonly used, was incorrect and that he had marked it as
Ernaballa on his survey map and named the waterhole, 424 km North-West of Coober Pedy, after an
Aborigine of that name, who claimed he owned the country. In 1897: ‘Glen Ferdinand… [was] known to the
natives as Ernaballa…’ and, until 1918, Ernaballa Creek was known as ‘Ferdinand Creek’ as christened in
1873 by Ernest Giles after Ferdinand von Mueller.
The establishment of Ernaballa marked the beginning of probably the last phase of pioneering settlement
in South Australia.
By 1929 the whole of the Musgrave and Petermann ranges were unoccupied by white men. Then
it was that Stanley Ferguson obtained the first water lease under an amendment of the Crown
Lands Act, passed by parliament in 1928… The condition of the lease was that the holder should
search for water and if he found a well giving a supply of 400 gallons a day, he was to be granted
a long lease… He was successful with a well near the Ernaballa rock holes, a great gathering
centre for the Aborigines…
Then he obtained an additional lease of 400 square miles and on that country sank eight more
successful wells… As the first step in one of the largest schemes yet devised in South Australia for
assisting the Aborigines, arrangements were made to purchase Mr S. Ferguson’s station… on
behalf of the Medical Mission to Aborigines and the land and homestead will be vested in the
Presbyterian Church of South Australia…
Ernest, Mount - Near Kingoonya. Rodney Cockburn says it was named after Ernest M. Sabine, an Adelaide
Police Magistrate. He was the son of Clement Sabine (1833-1903), who arrived in the Derwent in 1853;
during 1857 he took up the position of manager of various sheep runs leased by Price Maurice and was
honorary secretary of the Pastoral Association of SA from 1859 to 1865. He was a promoter of the Glenelg
Railway in 1871, member of the Glenelg Council and on the committee of the Royal Agricultural Society.
(See Sabine, Mount)
Ernies Flat - In 1848, the Commissioner of Crown Lands described this place as being ‘between Mr Hughes’
Bundaleer station and the River Broughton … ore has been discovered on sections 1977, 1982 and 1976.’
Eroonah Bore - (See Scrub Pines)
Errington Hole, Lake - Near Robe. A name selected by Dr Margaret Brock as it is close to ‘Errington Hole’
shown on an early map of the area.
Erskine, Hundred of - In the County of Dalhousie, proclaimed on 23 March 1876, where ‘Mr. W.J. Conlon
took up 1,000 acres in 1880 and last year got in 200 acres from which he obtained an average of four
bushels’:
He ploughed only three or four inches deep and sowed about three quarters of a bushel per acre
of Purple Straw… He gets his supply of water from a neighbour’s land where there is a good
spring… He estimates that the locusts destroyed about two bushels per acre of his crop last
year…
W.A.E. West-Erskine, MP (1871-1881), MLC (1885-1889), born in Ireland, in 1839, was Minister of Works in
the Boucaut Government of 1875-76, returned to the United Kingdom in 1891 and died at St Anns Hill,
County Cork, Ireland, on 22 October 1892. Earlier, in 1872 he assumed the name of ‘Erskine’ by Royal
licence. (For information on the Erskine School see under Dawlish.)
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A photograph of the Methodist Church is in the Chronicle, 15 April 1911, page 30, of a football team on
24 October 1935, page 36.
Erudina - Aboriginal for ‘gum tree forests’. In 1895, a post office was established on ‘Erudina Station’, 165
km north of Yunta, when its postmaster was James Baird; it closed on 30 November 1916.
The recent sale [in 1923] of the station at a high price took my mind back to the last century
when, having been well schooled by the late Peter White [sic - Waite?] and Christie Wade, I went
through the north and North-East pastoral country with the late W. M. Paterson and wrote a
series of articles entitled The Story of the Drought. Erudina was in a bad way then, but Mr W.H.
Boucher-James was young, had a large heart, and could see a silver lining in the dark cloud.
In the light of the recent sale the following is worth quoting: ‘We crossed the Siccus River
without difficulty and before long had entered Erudina. The country for the next couple of miles
was as bare as a billiard table. The homestead, reared high up on piles is situated on the edge of
the Pasmore…’ (See Baroota)
A photograph of a ‘Bush Christmas’ is in the Chronicle, 8 January 1921, page 26, of wool transportation on
11 August 1928, page 41.
Eschol - Rodney Cockburn places it on the Victor Harbor railway where the Royal Institution for the Blind
once cultivated osiers. It is a Biblical name.
Esmond Park - A 1917 subdivision of sections 405-86 and 412, Hundred of Mobilong, by Thomas O’Dea;
now included in Murray Bridge.
Estick Creek - Probably recalls William J. Estick who was born on Hindmarsh Island in October 1870, died at
Goolwa in 1952 and buried at Currency Creek.
Etandua - In a report to Governor Gawler, Major T.S. O’Halloran said that this was the name given to the
River Murray mouth by the Aborigines.
Ethaduna - (See Kopperamanna)
Ethel Bay - Near Cape Spencer where the sailing ship Ethel grounded on 2 January 1904: ‘A young sailor
drowned trying to swim to safety, but by next morning the sea had abated and the crew waded ashore.’
Photographs of the wreck are in the Observer, 6 February 1904.
Ethelton - According to the deposited plan, William Wadham, the owner of section 905, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, applied the name Ethelton to a subdivision of this land in 1874 when he purchased the section
from the grantee, Thomas P. Addison; it is bounded by Maud, Harvey and Carlisle Streets. At the time Mr
Wadham said it was ‘situated in close proximity to the Port Bridge, new wharfs and railway line as projected
and adjacent to the town of Thornton.’
Rodney Cockburn says it was laid out by Dr James Phillips and named after his daughter, but available
primary source information is in contradiction. However, Ethel Mary Phillips was born to James and
Catherine Phillips on 15 February 1865. (See under Kew for Dr Phillips’ subdivision in the near vicinity of
Ethelton.)
Its school opened as ‘Glanville’ in 1873 and became ‘Ethelton’ in 1919. The railway line was opened in May
1916 but the station was not completed and named until 6 November. A photograph of a panorama of the
new Ethelton storage basin for uncut Canadian logs is in The News, 17 August 1935 - the caption reads:
Site of the log storage basin behind the Ethelton railway station. The logs will be floated across
the river from overseas vessels and stored in rafts in the basin. The saw mill, where the logs will
be cut, is shown under construction. The first consignment is due to arrive tomorrow and will be
floated down the river on Monday.
Eton Park - An 1883 subdivision of section 279, Hundred of Adelaide, by William J.H. Farrant and Robert
Knowles; now included in Evandale and advertised as having among its attractions ‘a delightful view of the
hills… The fertile garden soil [is] shown by the flourishing vines and fruit trees.’ Comprised of 18 allotments
bisected by Harcourt Road it may have taken its name from a rural subdivision of 1849 that referred to
sections 318, 319 and 320: ‘Eton near Windsor, three miles from town; blocks of 13 and 6½ acres. Good
land, good prospects, abundant timber…’ ‘Eton’ is an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘by the water’.
Ettrick - The anniversary of the Ettrick Presbyterian Church, reported in 1867 as lying ‘four miles east of
Riverton’, was described in 1879. From 1845 until 1862 William and James Kelly leased sections 5247 and
5248, Hundred of Onkaparinga, from the SA Company and called it ‘Ettrick Farm’. William Kelly married
Jane Inglis whose father, James Inglis, was born in Ettrick, Scotland, in 1802. James and William Kelly
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removed to near Riverton in 1857 and 1862 respectively and, on 18 April 1864, a meeting was held at James
Kelly’s ‘Sunnybrae Farm’ (sections 466 and 469) when he donated land for a new church.
On 9 September 1864, Mrs James Kelly laid the foundation stone of the Ettrick Presbyterian Church and
the opening service was held on 9 April 1865. It closed in 1877 and the building and furnishings were sold
to Mr John Kelly (no relation to Messrs Kelly) who demolished the church, the pews being given to the new
congregation at Belalie East in 1881.
Hundred of Ettrick, County of Russell, was proclaimed on 4 May 1893, and where ‘the 50-odd settlers
[were] a patient lot of men, but the difficulties they have to encounter are telling upon the optimism of
many’:
‘We have no roads, no railways and no water’, one of them said, ‘and unless the government
helps us soon I don’t know how we can continue…’ Ettrick has been opened nearly two years and
nothing has been spent on it… Water and wheat carting have to be done through heavy sand and
mallee and, as some of the tracks are being blocked by reason of farmers fencing their holdings,
new and roundabout ones have to be begun continually…
Its school opened in 1912 and closed in 1944. It was named by Governor Kintore who hailed from Scotland
where there is a ‘Parish of Ettrick’ in Selkirk, derived from the Gaelic eadar-dha-eas - ‘between two
waterfalls’.
Ettrick Brae Post Office was on section 4, Hundred of Ettrick, 29 km North-East of Murray Bridge.
Eucla - A corruption of the Aboriginal jirkila meaning ‘rattle of flints’, from the flint boulders on the sea
shore derived from the Miocene cliffs. (It is in Western Australia, but is included here, because the origin is
in some doubt in published nomenclature.) In 1908, it was suggested that the name is derived from the
Aboriginal word yirculyer that means ‘a point’ and is the ‘native name for a bluff a few miles east of Eucla’
and the correspondent went further and said that ‘the township is really chiniala - a hill; Eucla being near
sandhills.’
In 1867, it was reported that ‘some time ago Mr Delisser discovered what he thought would prove a safe
landing place in what is now known as the harbour of Eucla… For sheep farming the new country found by
him may be found of no small value when the question of water supply is settled…’
The telegraph station opened in 1877, the town site surveyed in 1885 and a jetty erected in 1887.
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1879, Frearson’s Weekly, 29 November 1879, page 357
and photographs in the Chronicle, 9 December 1911, page 30, 29 May 1926, page 40.
Eudunda - ‘The town, surveyed in 1872, took its name from a spring west of the township the Aborigines
called judandakawi - ‘sheltered water’ and was ‘known as far back as 1843 when the country was taken up
first by F.H. Dutton.’ This private subdivision was made on behalf of John Hannan (1843-1928), the owner
of part section 130, Hundred of Neales, while the government town of Eudunda South, proclaimed on 21
May 1908, was changed to Eudunda on 20 February 1941. The town was described in 1873:
We are about to have a public house at Eudunda… The business establishment consists of a mill,
a post office, butcher’s shop and a wine shop - the latter being the intended place for the future
public house…,
while in 1891:
The recent prosecutions at Eudunda have once more brought prominently under notice the
abuse of the club system… The persons connected with the Sutherland’s and Eudunda clubs, who
were put on trial, were heavily fined… The method of detection employed was ingenious… A
constable disguised as a swagman visited the so-called clubs and, in that character, was supplied
with drink… When a Moses has risen who will add performance to the promise to lead us
through the wilderness of the licensing question, the difficulties of dealing with these bogus
clubs will no doubt be solved…
A photograph of Davey’s Mill is in the Observer, 22 February 1919, page 26, of rifle shooting on 7 May 1910,
page 27, of cave explorers on 25 February 1928, page 38, of the fire station in the Chronicle, 9 April 1931,
page 36, of a ‘Back to Eudunda’ celebration on 7 November 1935, page 32.
Eukaby - A post office ‘265 miles north of Adelaide’ that opened in July 1888 and closed circa 1890. In 1886,
Mr G.T. O’Hara, manager of the Glen Warwick station, belonging to Dr J.R. Stephens, found what he
believed to be ‘silver-bearing stuff at Eukaby Hill about 60 miles North-East of Orroroo and 50 miles NorthWest of Yunta’:
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An effort was made to float the property in Adelaide, but at that time there was not the same
faith in South Australia as a mineral country as there is now, and nothing would do if it was not in
sight of the Barrier…
The name was given, also, to a gold mine near Woodside in 1891.
Euko - A former mining village on the eastern outskirts of Moonta.
Eulabie - (See Chandada)
Euler, Cape - South of Tumby Bay and named in 1913 following a visit to South Australia by Count de
Fleurieu in honour of Leonard Euler, mathematician (1707-1783). (See Fleurieu Peninsula)
Eurelia - An Aboriginal name applied to a dam on Oladdie station; in the Jadliaura tribal dialect it means
‘place of the ear’. (See Uraidla) In 1908, Mr C. Burton Evan said that it derived from ‘a place of that name
on the Oladdie station where there is, or was, a dam a few miles from Eurelia township, though the dam is
nearer to Carrieton.’
The Hundred of Eurelia, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 23 March 1876. It was here where it was
gradually realised that the old myth ‘the rain follows the plough’ was fallacious. ‘The result must have been
heart-breaking, just as it was pitiable to see the results which ignorant farmers wrought upon the landscape;
much of the land… was down to bare shale.’
The town of Eurelia, 16 km north of Orroroo, surveyed by J.C. Hawker, was proclaimed on 12 September
1878. A story is told about two railway porters, who stood on the railway station platform shouting the
name. One said ‘you’re a liar’, while the other called ‘you really are.’ The latter is the correct pronunciation.
The Eurelia School opened in 1881 and closed in 1943; the Hundred of Eurelia School opened in 1919 and,
in the same year, had its name changed to ‘Hill View’. Eurelia West School was opened by Nellie Francis in
1888 and closed in 1922.
On Easter Monday, 1879, athletic and other sports were held on the ground in front of Fielder’s Hotel
where ‘about 200 persons assembled, both sexes being pretty well equally represented. The sports were
carried out under the supervision of Messrs Potts and Slater… The day’s proceedings were wound up with
a ball at the hotel.’
Euria Well - North of Fowlers Bay. Aboriginal for ‘shaky’. Euria Water - (See Tarcoola)
Eurilpa - A corruption of the Aboriginal jurilpa, meaning either ‘paired ears’ or’ sharp pointed hills’. (See
Uraidla) The Hundred of Eurilpa, County of Granville, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877; the Eurilpa
School opened in 1888 and closed in 1908. Eurilpa sports were held in Messrs Kerr brothers’ paddock on
Christmas Day, 1884, and the place selected was ‘a suitable flat, having a fine row of trees to shade the
pleasure seekers throughout the day. This being the first sports of the kind, a good deal of enthusiasm was
manifested. Mr Kenny, of Carrieton, had a booth on the ground which was well patronised…’
Eurimbla - A 1921 subdivision of part section 772, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by F.F. Burmeister, H. Tidswell,
A.H. Moore, A.R. Tuckett and E.H. Hannaford, comprising 14 allotments along Hannaford Street; now
included in Outer Harbor, It, no doubt, has some association with a steamer built at Osborne because ‘the
Eurimbla will be named and launched by Lady Weigall’:
The work of building the ship commenced early in 1920. She is a vessel of 6,000 tons dead… The
event will be a novel and interesting one, owing to the size of the vessel and the importance of
this big industry to the State…
A 1922 report says the ship ‘was named by the Commonwealth Government but no information is available
locally as to the origin of the name.’ Photographs are in the Chronicle, 30 April 1921, page 25.
Euro Bluff - In 1863, the lease of this station was granted to Louis Kell (1837-1911) who arrived in the
Rajahstan with his parents in 1838; he held it for a year when Thomas Guy became the lessee; ‘William
Fowler took over in 1869 and Gilbert Richardson was installed as manager… In the 1880s the station was
sold at public auction to the Bowman brothers…’
Euromina - Derived from the Aboriginal yurro-mina - ‘place of the lizard’s eye’. The town of Euromina, in
the Hundred of Andrews, 22 km north of Clare, existed only on the map ‘about nine and half miles north of
Bungaree and about eight miles North-West of the Camel’s Hump on the Hutt River.’ The reason why the
town never developed was not due to the possibility of flooding, by the Hutt River, but ‘entirely to the fact
that the surrounding land was… purchased by the two station property owners - G.C. Hawker of Bungaree
and Charles B. Fisher of Hill River.’ The Euromina School opened in 1915 and closed in 1950. There is a
Euromina Swamp near Kybybolite. (See Kybybolite)
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Euromudla Hill - South-East of Lake Torrens. Aboriginal for kangaroo head; the hill is supposed to resemble
the head of this animal; euro - ‘kangaroo’ and mudla - ‘head’.
Evandale - In the early 1860s, William Bakewell (ca.1818-1870), who arrived in the Fairfield in 1839,
purchased portion of section 279, Hundred of Adelaide, and subdivided it into one to twenty-acre blocks
suitable for vineyards, calling it ‘Bakewell Town’. On 1 January 1861, Henry Goss registered the purchase of
lot 50 of the subdivision comprising 12 acres and, on it, built a house calling it ‘Evandale’. (By 1880 hard
times had befallen Henry Goss and, in 1885, his ‘Evandale House’ was offered for sale by the mortgagee.)
(See Llandower)
In 1876, Francis Opie subdivided lot 36 and called it Evendale (sic) while, in December 1881, Henry
Woodcock created Evandale out of lots 37, 38 and 39; this subdivision lay between Bakewell Rd. and Jones
St. and was bisected by Belinda, Morris (see Saint Morris) and Elizabeth Streets.
The name Evandale was given, also, to a subdivision of fourteen sections in the Hundred of Jellicoe into
large rural blocks by Frederick L. and Mary A. Evans in 1914. He was a great-grandson of George Fife Angas
whose daughter, Sarah, married Henry Evans who, in February 1851, described his property as Evandale on
the Rhine. In 1868 ‘an order for two tablets sent to the marble works of Mrs Kellet, Waymouth Street, has
been executed in a highly satisfactory manner and the tablets have been sent to their several destinations
to be fixed under the direction of Mrs Kellet’s manager. One tablet was installed in a church at Angaston
and the other at North Rhine…’
Evandale Swamp on section 12, Hundred of Murrabinna, was named by Professor W.D. Williams on 6
October 1983 after an adjoining property.
Evans - On section 19, Hundred of Waterhouse, are Evans Caves, probably named in honour of Thomas
Evans, a government surveyor, who did extensive surveying in the South-East. His son, William Greig Evans,
followed his footsteps and commenced duty as a field hand in June 1864. During his long service he carried
out extensive work south of Adelaide in the Hundreds of Noarlunga and Kuitpo etc. and in many other parts
of the State, including many new Hundreds on the West Coast. He spent over ten years there with scarcely
a break. It is possible that Mr Evans has more ‘survey miles’ to his credit than any other surveyor in this
State.
Evans Island, in the Nuyts Archipelago, was named by Matthew Flinders, on 3 February 1802 after Thomas
Evans, one of his midshipmen. Baudin called it Le Pacifique (The Peaceful One).
Evansdale - Was the name given to section 73 and others, Hundred of Moorooroo, by the owner Sarah
Lindsay Evans, the daughter of George Fife Angas. (See Evandale)
Evanston - In 1850, James Philcox gave this name to a subdivision of sections 3220-21, Hundred of Munno
Para. When the plan was lodged in the General Registry Office in 1854 it was endorsed: ‘This is the plan
annexed to and referred to in conveyance dated 2 April 1853 to John Morphett.’ There is an Evanstown (sic)
in Glamorgan, Wales. In 1855, it was referred to as Evans Town.
While, possibly, having no bearing on its nomenclature it is interesting to note that Henry Evans (see
Evansdale) was an influential man in the district and, among other occupations, was a chemist. Another
influential man, William Paxton, who made a fortune out of the Burra mine, engaged in that profession,
also, and was co-founder of ‘Willaston’ in close proximity to ‘Evanston’. Unfortunately, James Philcox, a
land speculator, is an enigma because of the lack of biographical information. Accordingly, any link he may
have had with Messrs Evans and Paxton remains lost in the mists of time.
Evanton - A subdivision of sections 810-13 and 826-30, Hundred of Wallaroo, by John Evans in 1900; now
included in Wallaroo. It is, no doubt, a combination of his surname and the Œ ton ‘town’; the name occurs
as a village in County Ross, Scotland.
Evendale - (See Evandale)
Everard - William Everard, MP (1865-1872) has his name commemorated by Hundred of Everard, County
of Stanley, proclaimed on 25 July 1867; a post office on section 293 in the Hundred of Everard; Mount
Everard in the Musgrave Ranges discovered by W.C. Gosse on 2 November 1873; Lake Everard, near Lake
Gairdner, discovered by P.E. Warburton in 1858, mapped by C.H. Harris in August 1874 and named by
Governor Musgrave in October 1874; Everard Creek (or The Everard), now known as the ‘River Diamantina’,
named by J.W. Lewis. The Hundred of Everard School opened in 1882 and closed in 1903; Everard Central
School opened in 1910 and had its name changed to Everard East in 1915; closed in 1937. Everard West
School operated from 1901 until 1943; Lake Everard Rural School opened in 1968 and closed in 1969.
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Everard Park was a 1921 subdivision of part section 44, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of Charles
J. Everard who pronounced that ‘the psychological moment has arrived for investment in Bay Road building
sites.’ Dr Charles G. Everard arrived in South Australia in 1836 and farmed land in the Unley district from
1838 until his death in 1876. The name commemorates the Everard family, who held sections 43 and 44 for
over seventy years. (See Ashford)
A photograph of ‘Everard Estate, Forestville’, is in The Critic, 3 February 1909, page 12.
Everley - A ploughing match at this place was reported in 1857 when ‘the spot selected… was section 1354
on the Tinpot Special Survey occupied by William Howlett (1820-1884) and adjoining the inn… The entire
settlement is of recent date…’ (See Tinpot)
In an essay in The Lasting Hills, the author says:
The Gold Escort route passed along the road to the eastern colonies goldfields through Mount
Barker, Wistow and then past Everley Hotel (also known as Tin Pot Inn) at Everleigh [sic] (also
known as Woodchester) … Trade at the Tin Pot Inn continued to flourish when the Wheal Ellen
Mine opened close by in 1858 and a road from the mine came almost to the inn door. However,
when the Inn closed about 1867 it became a private dwelling until the early twentieth century. It
has since been demolished.
Eversden - The school in the Hundred of Light was opened in 1864 and closed in 1869, while an anniversary
of the Eversden Primitive Methodist Church was reported in 1867.
Everton - An 1878 subdivision of part section 421, Hundred of Yatala, by William H.C. Aldwell comprising
60 allotments bisected by Ward Street; now included in Pennington, and named after some association he
had with an English town derived from the Œ eofor - ‘boar farm’.
Ewaninga - Rodney Cockburn identifies it as being a railway station on the north-south railway and derived
from the Aboriginal ewan - ‘cave’ and inga - ‘track’. There were large caves in the vicinity.
Ewen Hill - A proposed post office at this place for the residents of the Hundreds of Mann and Hawker was
discussed in 1886.
Ewens Creek - It lies east of Port MacDonnell and prior to July 1939 it was named ‘Eight Mile Creek’, its
present name being adopted at the behest of the local district council. Thomas Charles Ewens held section
355, Hundred of MacDonnell, and, one day in the 1870s, while out shooting he heard the honking of wild
geese and, attempting to locate them, found the ponds.
When Mr George Goyder visited the district he found that ‘the flooding of country which was to be drained
was not the result of local rainfall but from a stream that ran into it from a deep waterhole some miles
distant’:
At one time, Mr Thomas Ewens sailed a boat between this hole and the flooded land and was
only stopped from reaching Port MacDonnell by thick teatree… Goyder named the new discovery
the Thomas Ewens Spring Ponds.
A Mortlock Library note says ‘the reason for this designation was that his three elder brothers, William,
John and Wolford, were also known in the South-East.’ In September 1942 the name ‘Kantarli’ was
suggested for a proposed settlement at this place; Aboriginal for ‘seepage place’ or ‘swamp’.
Exeter - The name comes from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘fortress on the river’ and, in 877 AD, it was
written as exe-cestre where exe referred to the River Exe and cestre derived from the Œ ceaster - ‘city or
walled town’. On 18 May 1850, Philip Levi purchased sections 1104-1107, Hundred of Port Adelaide. By
April 1851 section 1106 was owned by John Lapthorne, who subdivided it sometime before January 1854,
but the name of Exeter doesn’t appear on official documents until 1882 when William Wells cut up part of
section 1106. John Lapthorne, born at Exeter, Devonshire, in 1807, arrived in South Australia in the Orissa
in 1840 and died at Exeter, Adelaide, in 1889.
A report on larrikinism was reported on 20 February 1885:
A baptism in dirty ditch water, and ‘a wiping with an oaken towel’ or a judicial flagellation, are
held to be amongst the most effective recipes for treating this larrikinism, only as in the cooking
of hares, they must first be caught.
In 1917, considerable apprehension was felt by the residents of Exeter over the fact that the new tram lines
crossed the rails at a busy point in the district. It was explained that the Railways Commissioner had
‘objected to the crossing and a bridge was segregated’:
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Residents objected to that and the matter was referred to the North Terrace Reserves
Commission and this body reported in favour of a level crossing and the system is now in
operation… People are now able to travel from Albert Park, between Alberton and Cheltenham,
to Largs and Semaphore and there remains a gap of only 3 miles to Hindmarsh to link up
Adelaide to those… places by the electric system…
Eyre - The name of Edward John Eyre, overlander and explorer, is commemorated by many features of
South Australia. County of Eyre, proclaimed on 2 July 1842; Eyre Creek (known as Mulligan River, also) in
the Far North-East, discovered and named by Charles Sturt on 5 September 1845. On 21 June 1858, Capt.
B. Douglas said, ‘in obedience to His Excellency’s wishes, I have named the harbour itself Port Eyre, leaving
Fowler’s Bay to designate the entire space between Point Fowler and Port Sinclair.’
Eyre Flat School was opened in 1859, closed in 1863 and reopened as ‘Kangarilla’ in 1870; its post office
was opened in 1850 by Charles Thorpe and changed to ‘Kangarilla’ in 1862. Following overlanding from
Sydney, Edward Eyre advertised, ‘Fat wethers for sale… They are now depasturing and may be seen daily at
our station on the southern side of the Onkaparinga about 16 miles from Adelaide.’ (See Kangarilla) ‘On 8
November 1860 the foundation stone of a Bible Christian Chapel was laid “at Mr Baker’s place” by Mr
Riddell, minister…’
Eyre Peninsula was named by Governor Gawler on 7 November 1839; Mount Eyre, west of Hawker, was
the northern most point of Eyre’s 1839 expedition and named by Governor Gawler on 11 July 1839.
Eyre Island is in the Nuyts Archipelago.
Eyre Waterhole - (See Streaky Bay)
On 31 October 1839, Governor Gawler applied the name Eyria to the Peninsula between Spencer Gulf and
the Southern Ocean from Cape Catastrophe to the western point of Denial Bay.
Lake Eyre is the largest lake in Australia and lies in an area receiving, on average, less than 120 millimetres
of rain per year and, accordingly, its surface is usually dry and covered with a salt crust of up to five metres
thick. It was used by Donald Campbell to break a world land speed record on 17 July 1964 when he attained
the speed of 403.1 mph. Discovered, on 14 August 1840, from a high bank, now called Eyre Lookout.
Governor MacDonnell named it in October 1860, after G.W. Goyder and his survey team had ‘clearly
delineated the northern end of Lake Torrens and the southern portion of the big lake beyond.’
In 1877, it was found to be two lakes connected by a channel. (See Babbage Peninsula) A chronological
history of the naming of the lake was published in 1902; it says, inter alia:
1858, named Lake Gregory by Babbage; 1858, called a ‘large lake’ by Warburton; in 1859 the SA
Government recognised Babbage as the discoverer; 1859, Governor MacDonnell made an
exploratory trip and called it Lake Torrens; 1860, Babbage’s ‘discovery’ doubted; 1860, declares
‘both lakes discovered by Eyre’…
The town of Mount Eyre, Hundred of Warrakimbo, surveyed in January 1863 was offered for sale on 14
May 1863. In respect of transport facilities within the district:
The railway ended the weekly coach service from Port Augusta to Beltana but it continued to run
for a time as far as the township of Mt Eyre where there was a government well, an eating
house, a store, a blacksmith shop and a house or two. Originally, the Overland Telegraph Line
passed close to the township south of which a few poles remain standing today. Later the line
was made to follow the railway and was taken through the Pichi Richi Pass.

F
Fairbanks Estate - A 1921 subdivision of section 394, Hundred of Yatala, by the executors of the estate of
George Washington Fairbank who said it was ‘unequalled for gardening purposes, being in the same line of
country as the famous Findon land’; now included in Beverley.
Fairfield - A 1917 subdivision of part section 234, Hundred of Noarlunga; Messrs. Charles J. Hargrave laid it
out into 17 allotments between Brighton Road and Fairfield Avenue; now included in Somerton Park. It is a
common place name in England and, possibly, derives from the Œ forfeld - ‘fore or front field’.
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The Fairfield School, near Spalding, opened in 1889 by Fanny Cox, was closed in 1904. It took its name from
a local homestead.
In 1885, the Fairfield Apiary near Mount Barker was mentioned as being the property of Messrs Coleman
and May, ‘who have brought much knowledge and intelligence and no small amount of capital to bear upon
the prosecution of the work…’
Fairford - It was on the River Sturt, about 12 km from Adelaide, at the foot of the hill on which stands the
Flagstaff Inn:
The only portion of the vineyard which is now in bearing is intersected by the river and was
planted in 1861… There are three acres of vines, principally Verdelho, but with about one-sixth
Gouais, and Mr Trimmer mixes the two grapes in this proportion for a white wine… On the brow
of the hill, rising from the eastern bank of the Sturt, five acres were planted in 1859… To the
southward of this piece another five acres were planted in 1861 with Black Portugal and
Grenache… He adopted a wine making system upon the authority of Mr J.S. Kercht, whose very
useful work on the culture of the vine was reprinted and published in Sydney in 1838…
A photograph of a Fairford tennis team is in The Critic, 4 April 1906, page 16.
Fairies Glen - In the Musgrave Ranges, discovered by Ernest Giles on 8 September 1873 and so named
because ‘it was such a beautiful spot with plenty of water.’
Fairview - The name was applied to two schools, viz., near Gladstone (1889-1895) and near Mannum (18991913).
Fairview Park was a descriptive name given to a subdivision of part section 57, Hundred of Yatala, by B.E.
and E.F.J. Chandler in 1967. In 1860, there was a report of a property near Walkerville owned by Lt-Colonel
Freeling and called ‘Fairview’.
Falkland, Mount - East of Parachilna, named by the surveyor Samuel Parry, in 1858, ‘in honour of the great
and good man, Lucius Carey, Viscount Falkland, who fought against the Puritans.’
Falmouth - It derives from the Danish hval - ‘a whale’, hence a ‘whale’s mouth’ and, in 1914, was applied
by Henry Smerdon when he cut up section 96, Hundred of Pirie; now included in Risdon Park and bisected
by Esmond Road and Herbert Street.
False Bay - This place, near Whyalla, appears on Admiralty charts dated 1884 and a pastoral run sketch of
1886; its nomenclator is unknown. On Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Corneille.
Fanny Lookout - Near Port Lincoln and named, in 1962, after Gladys Fanny P. Tapley. Point Fanny, on Boston
Island, was named after Mrs Fanny Nicholls (ca.1809-1902) who lived for many years in Ringmore Road,
Marryatville; her husband was John Warner Nicholls (1798-1880), a barrister.
She was most interesting to talk to for she had many… reminiscences of the early days. She was,
formerly, Miss Conway and a great friend of Governor Gawler and his wife. She accompanied
them on several trips to various parts of the colony; Cape Fanny, near Port Lincoln, was named
after her, also. Mrs Watts, widow of the first Postmaster-General of the colony, was a sister of
Mrs Nicholls and lived with her. Next to Mrs Nicholl’s home lived Mrs Gliddon who conducted a
school; of part French extraction she was a clever and excellent teacher. The Hallack’s also lived
in this street.
Miss Conway assisted the governor’s daughter to work the flag which Charles Sturt took with
him on one of his expeditions and her name is referred to in his biography. As Mrs Nicholls she
lived to a remarkable old age and had an unusually wide circle of friends.
Faraway Hill - About 100 km east of Burra was named by Hilary Boucaut because it ‘looked a long way off.’
(See Boucaut Folly & Braemar)
Farina - The town, 53 km south of Marree, surveyed as Farina Town by W.H. Cornish in 1878 on a reserve
surrounding ‘Gums Waterhole’, was proclaimed on 21 March 1878; its school opened in 1879 and closed in
1957; photographs of an Arbor Day are in the Chronicle, 26 September 1908, page 30, of Empire Day
celebrations in the Observer, 16 June 1906, page 30.
Land adjoining Farina was taken up by Messrs George Henry Davenport and William Fowler in July 1859.
The Oxford dictionary defines the word as ‘flour or meal of corn’, but when naming it Governor Jervois was
sadly astray if he expected the country to yield bountiful harvests.
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A newspaper correspondent, who frowned upon the choice, suggested that the next two towns should be
called ‘Bran’ and ‘Pollard’, while another described it as ‘by no means a pretty township situated as it is on
an extensive sandy plain.’ The name Farina was adopted on 5 April 1979.
A somewhat novel ceremony took place on 5 June 1878 when the foundation stone of Mr
Mackay’s hotel was laid by an Aboriginal native woman. The dark lady, having been previously
instructed, performed her part admirably and with the utmost coolness. The mortar having been
spread and the stone squared and plumbed, the lubra took the hammer and, lightly tapping the
stone, repeated some native words… This hotel being the furthest north in South Australia, the
proprietor was desirous of having the first stone laid by one of the Aboriginal inhabitants…
In 1898, the rain came to Farina when nearly an inch and a half fell in three days’:
Our sable friends take the credit for having brought the change. For more than a fortnight they
have been holding corroborees, morning, noon and night, to bring the rain and are, of course,
now certain they have succeeded. One old man was asked yesterday when they were going to
bring another rain but replied, ‘Blackfellow too weak, not enough ration’… (See Government
Gums)
A sketch of the police station is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1884, page 25; a photograph of a
flood is in the Observer on 22 June 1907, page 31, of itinerant shearers on bicycles in the Chronicle, 29 May
1909, page 32, of a ‘blackfellow’s wurley’ on 14 January 1911, page 32, of the aftermath of a cyclone on 19
November 1921, page 30, of an aeroplane on the racecourse on 18 February 1928, page 41.
Farncombe - A subdivision of part section 2398, Hundred of Goolwa, by Henry Hodgson (ca.1852-1917) in
1885. A Lands Department notation says, ‘Plan 1419 is not to be operated upon - vide 2897-1970.’ In the
Domesday Book it is written as farncumbe - ‘valley where ferns grow’.
Farnham - In 1849, there was an advertisement for the village of Farnham, between Gawler Town and
Naughton’s Hotel (known, also, as Sportsman’s Hotel):
On section 3214 - 20 five-acre blocks admirably situated contiguous to good stone and lime for
building purposes and pine timber for fencing; close to Gawler Town… good water at a very little
depth and by the river.
This venture was initiated by James Philcox, the owner of section 3222, but was a complete failure and, in
January 1850, he sold it to George Morphett as broad acres.
Farnham was, also, an 1874 subdivision of section 1102, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Sir George S.
Kingston and F.J. Sanderson and bisected by Light Street; now included in Exeter. The Sanderson family
emigrated from Yorkshire in 1852, where there is a town of ‘Farnham’ (written as pherneham in 1086),
meaning ‘home among the ferns’; it was once a wool market of great importance and, in the 17th century,
Daniel Defoe reported it as ‘the greatest corn market in England, London excepted.’
Farrarville - An 1880 subdivision of sections 50-52, Hundred of Yongala, by Frederick Hodby (ca.1842-1905);
now included in Yongala. There is a ‘River Farrar’ and ‘Glen Farrar’ in Invernesshire, Scotland.
Farrell Flat - The town, 19 km east of Clare, surveyed as ‘Hanson’ in 1870, was changed to Farrell Flat on 19
September 1940. According to H.C. Talbot it took its name from James Farrell, a shepherd in the employ of
Joseph Gilbert of Mt Bryan, while Rodney Cockburn says it honours Rev. Dean Farrell, the second Colonial
Chaplain, who ‘left four scholarships and his personal wealth to Saint Peter’s College.’
Mr Talbot’s nomenclature is to be preferred because Farrell’s Creek is shown on a pastoral lease survey of
1851 for lease no. 26 held by T.H. Williams; this property included the site of the present day town.
However, a shadow of a doubt is cast upon this assertion for Rev Farrell is reported to have travelled
‘throughout the settled areas of the State, proving to be a popular visitor. It is reputed that on one of his
trips, he was capsized into a local creek …’
Rev James Farrell, born in Ireland in 1803, arrived in the Lysander in 1840:
He regarded the Adelaide working men, to whom he early directed his attention, as souls to be
retrieved from the taverns into the fold of the church. His simplified form of worship caused his
organist to resign, but his vigorous sermons were applauded and one of his flock said: ‘He never
let you forget that there were grievous errors around you against which you were to set your
faces like a flint.’
He died in England in 1869 and bequeathed a considerable sum of money to Saint Peter’s College, as a
result of which ‘Farrell House’ came into being.
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The Farrell Flat and Mintaro Races took place on 14 June 1871 ‘on Mr. James Torr’s land, distant about
seven miles from Mintaro and were conducted by Messrs J.H. Bleechmore, James Torr, Joseph Freeman,
Peter Smith, R. Hill and G. Faulkner.’
An emigrant farm labourer wrote home from Cavandale, Farrell Flat, in May 1875 and said:
We are now engaged in sowing the wheat… I am ploughing every day; there are four of us and
each man drives four horses and a double-furrow plough - he is supposed to plough three acres
per day… There are ten of us working on the farm, all Irishmen and all young fellows and we are
as united as brothers and, between singing songs and telling stories about the dear old land, we
don’t find the time passing; in fact, I used to think a week at home as long as I do a month here.
Wages are very good… I have earned more money since I came here than I ever called my own at
home…
Photographs of ‘on the road to Farrell Flat’ are in the Observer, 8 October 1910, page 32, the Catholic Church
and its committee in the Chronicle, 20 July 1912, page 32, of a football team on 24 October 1935, page 36,
of a Case tractor operating on Mr Thompson's farm in the Observer, 19 November 1921, page 24, of wheat
at the railway station on 25 February 1928, page 38.
Federal Town - A 1902 subdivision of part sections 102 and 107, Hundred of Colton, by the Federal Salt Co.
Ltd. that followed a visit by two gentlemen representing a large syndicate from Adelaide and Melbourne
who, after examining Lake Newland and testing its value for salt, pegged several large blocks for salt claims
and works.
The roads from the salt sites to either Venus or Elliston Bays are good and the shipping facilities
at Venus Bay should be all that are required to ship thousands of tons of salt to any part of the
Commonwealth. The salt contains 99.5% pure sodium. At the height of activity at the salt works
thirty men were employed and the town sported two eating houses. The salt carters transported
the produce to Elliston at £1 per ton; after 18 months of production the company closed down
because transport to Adelaide proved too costly. (See Newland, Lake)
Felixstow - The Rev Thomas Quinton Stow arrived in South Australia in the Hartley in 1837 and was the first
nonconformist minister to take up pastoral duties. He bought land east of Adelaide and is believed to have
named it by combining the Latin felix - ‘happy’, with the Anglo-Saxon stow - ‘place’. On a document dealing
with the land in 1851 there is the signature ‘Thomas Quinton Stow, Felixstow, May 19th 1851’ and a
memorial of a conveyance of portion of section 306 to Rev. T.Q. Stow in July 1851 refers to ‘Rev. Thomas
Quinton Stow of Felixstow.’ Various references using this spelling of the name include Bailliere’s South
Australian Gazetteer and Cockburn’s Nomenclature of South Australia (1908). However, the road and bridge
were spelt, invariably, as Felixstowe.
In H.C. Talbot’s historical notes the following appears: ‘Felixstow, one of the old preliminary sections (306)
acquired by Rev. T.Q. Stow and named by him after the village in Suffolk… from a letter written by J. Stow,
SM Port Pirie. Register 25-5-1901.’ There is a ‘Felixstowe’ (sic) in Suffolk, England, the County in which Rev
Stow was born on 7 July 1801. An old English chart of circa 1080 shows the ‘Church of Saint Felix of Walton’;
Saint Felix was the first Bishop of East Anglia.
The domain of the Stow’s - a name that has already become a household word in South Australia
- is situated to the left of the road from Adelaide, on the banks of the Torrens, about half a mile
beyond the village and not far from the German hamlet of Klemzig. The vineyard upon the estate
is the property of Augustine Stow… The first planting was done in 1852 when 4½ acres were put
in… He also has an orangery…
In 1854, about 200 trees were planted at 15 feet apart, but in the dry summer, that followed,
little progress was made… A creek runs through the western portion of his grounds to the
Torrens. This has been diverted from its original tortuous course and straightened… Adjacent to
this property is a ten acre block belonging to R.I. Stow and Wycliff Stow, on about eight acres of
which vines have been planted…
The first subdivision to take the name was Felixstow Gardens, laid out by Richard and Clare E. Fricker on
part section 306, in 1923.
Fellmongery, Lake - (See Dunn, Lake)
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Felton Court - A 1913 subdivision of part section 278, Hundred of Adelaide, by Thomas Goode; now included
in Maylands. He named it after his birthplace, Felton, in England, derived from the Old Norman fjall - ‘fell’,
hence ‘town on the fell (open country)’.
Feltus Flat - Near Echunga. Rodney Cockburn says that a man of this name was reported to have sunk the
first hole on the local goldfield in 1852.
Feltwell - The name occurs as a village in Suffolk, England, derived from the Œ felt - a name of a plant and
wella - ‘spring’ and was given to a school, in the Hundred of Grace, that operated from 1870 to 1878 when
it was superseded by ‘Mallala School’. Examinations there took place on 2 October 1871 when the prize
winners were listed as:
Alex. W. Moody, Frederick Lewis, Henry Jury, John McHugh, Richard Earl, S.A. Tupper, D. Tupper,
Alice J. Moody, Elizabeth Forby, Alfred Hawser, John Snigg, Alice Miller, Francis McHugh, Eliza A.
Jury, Frederick Wilson.
Fendler Hill - In the Hundred of Tungkillo and named after a pioneer family.
Fenner Depression - On Lake Eyre North, is the lowest part of the lake bed located by W.G. Fenner in
association with C.W. Bonython.
Ferdinand Creek - In the Musgrave Ranges, named by Ernest Giles in September 1873 after Ferdinand von
Mueller, the famous botanist. Since 1918 it has been known as ‘Ernaballa Creek’. Mount Ferdinand has the
same derivation and is known now as ‘Mount Warrabillinna’. (See Ernaballa)
Ferguson - Peter Ferguson (ca. 1812-1877), the manager of the Crystal Brook run for W. Younghusband in
the late 1840s, is remembered by Mount Ferguson, near Port Pirie; it was known formerly as ‘Benjamin
Hill’, ‘Price Nob’ and ‘Port Flinders’. (See Weeroona)
During 1873, it was rumoured that the ‘late government, after having sold most of the township of Port
Pirie, contemplated removing the port to a place called Mount Ferguson… It is certainly nearer to the open
gulf than the present port, but it is surrounded by banks and bars that a strong two-mile jetty would be
necessary…’
In 1909, William K. Mallyon, of Port Pirie, said that ‘the freehold of that hill at the mouth of “our arm of the
sea”, commonly known as Mount Ferguson, was purchased many years ago by the Mount Remarkable
Pastoral and Mining Company who subdivided the land into building sites and called it the township of Port
Flinders. Ferguson Hill, south of Lake Eyre South, was named after him, following his occupation of pastoral
lease no. 966 in the district in 1861.
In 1877, the town of Ferguson was advertised at the corner of Glen Osmond and Fullarton Roads as being
‘one of perfect beauty, reminding visitors to the Colony of some of the most lovely views in Ireland and
Scotland. [It] is quite free from the gully breezes and the land is sufficiently high to have the benefit of the
cool air from both the sea and the hills during the summer months…’
Another town of Ferguson was laid out on section 429, Hundred of Dalkey, by Messrs A.Y.H.M. and J.M.
Kingsborough, agents of Adelaide in 1881. (See Nurom)
Ferguson railway station, on the Trans-Australia line, was named after Sir Ronald Munro-Ferguson,
Governor-General of Australia, 1914-1920.
Fergusson, County of - Proclaimed on 18 February 1869, it recalls Sir James Fergusson, Governor of South
Australia, 1869-1873 who, during his tenure, possessed considerable ability, was a profound thinker and
high minded gentleman, During his term of office, telegraphic communication was established to Europe
and, shortly after its completion, he left the colony to become Governor of New Zealand. His first wife, the
former Lady Edith Ramsay, died in Adelaide in 1871 and, in 1873, he remarried to Olive Richman, the
daughter of the pastoralist and barrister, John Henry Richman. She met an untimely end, dying of cholera
in India in January 1882. (See Cunningham, Hundred of)
Fernandez Creek - Near Vivonne Bay on Kangaroo Island, named after a deceased local resident by the
District Council of Kingscote in 1977.
Fern Hill - Captain F. Servante (1798-1872) arrived in the Murray in 1861 and, during 1861-62, built a home
in Dashwood Gully calling it Fern Hill. The name occurs in Essex, England, and was given to a subdivision of
part sections 19 and 2797, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Hills Land and Investment Company in 1882; now
included in Crafers:
The great sanatorium and delight of the citizens of Adelaide, where they may enjoy a cool and
bracing temperature, free from dust and mosquitoes in the middle of the hottest summer.
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The situation of Fern Hill is denoted by a signboard. Most of Adelaide’s visitors know its locality,
but few of them have been over the two gardens there, namely, of Mr Ernest Grimes and Mr
William McGregor.
Ferns - This town in the Hundred of Hawker; proclaimed on 6 February 1879, ceased to exist on 5 September
1901. As it was named by Governor Jervois it, no doubt, honoured either a friend or acquaintance.
Alternatively, there is a town in County Wexford, Ireland called ‘Ferns’, derived from the Anglo-Saxon fearna
- ‘the alders’ (i.e., ‘trees’); it was devastated by the Danes between 834 and 930 AD.
Ferryden Park - A 1924 subdivision of part section 398, Hundred of Yatala, by William Duthie, dairyman of
Tam O’Shanter Belt; its school opened in 1953. There is a seaport named ‘Ferryden’ in Forfarshire, Scotland,
from whence the Duthie family emigrated in the 1850s.
Ferryville - A subdivision of section 1078, Hundred of Port Adelaide; Joshua Evans (1818-1894) laid it out in
1877 comprising 10 allotments bisected by Mary and Alfred Streets, honouring his wife and son; now
included in Largs Bay. It was described as being ‘within five minutes walk of the Port and Birkenhead ferry…
[the] steam ferry is now open…’ By 1877, it was obvious that some cheap form of transportation was
necessary across the river to Port Adelaide for the convenience of residents of settlements on both banks
of the Port River.
Accordingly, on 4 January of that year, a meeting took place at the Ship Inn under the presidency of the
Mayor, Mr David Bower, when thirty interested people attended and Mr Christie explained the origin of
the scheme and referred to recent government promises to erect approaches on both sides of the Port
River. In addition to Mr Christie other foundation members of the proposed company were Messrs J.
Walker, D. McKendrick, R. Lindsay, W. Harris and J.M. Sinclair.
Within a short time the Port Adelaide Ferry Company was founded and a tender accepted for the
construction of a ferry boat by Messrs McCallum (sic - McAllan?) to Smith and Co. The specifications
provided for a vessel 40 feet long, 10 feet abeam in the midships diminishing to six feet. Seats were to be
fitted on both sides to accommodate 60 passengers and, to avoid the need for turning the ferry, it was to
have a screw propeller and rudder at each end.
To provide access and egress the existing landing steps at the end of Commercial Street were extended
and, at Birkenhead, a 200 feet long pier was constructed. The one-way fare was set at one penny per trip.
The trial run of the ferry, appropriately called Unique, took place on 26 October 1877 and, a few days later,
the ferry service was formally opened by the former Colonial Treasurer, Mr R.D. Ross. From the start it was
well patronised and, in June 1878, a dividend of two shillings a share was declared.
Earlier, on New Year’s Day, 1878, the ferry’s resources were ‘severely taxed’ for 4,300 passengers were
accommodated. The man in charge was roughly handled and in the rush he ‘was forced under foot and
bruised; his watch was damaged and the chain lost… [After this unfortunate event] a policeman was
stationed on the steps to prevent overcrowding.’ In later years, the company was plagued with problems
until, finally, due to lack of patronage, it was wound up in 1890 when, in a reflective statement, it said that
the service was ‘at first conducted by steam ferry but latterly by boats.’
Fides Bluff - On 22 May 1860 the barque Fides was wrecked in Snug Cove with the loss of nine seamen and
the captain, Frederick R. Aspland. The cargo was washed ashore over a wide area, some being found on
Yorke Peninsula. The chief mate and four seamen survived and managed to reach Cape Borda lighthouse
with news of the wreck
Field - Edgar John Field, a former Director of Lands, is remembered by the Hundred of Field, County of
Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938.
River Field recalls Henry Field, an early settler in the Happy Valley District. (See Cherry Gardens) The River
Onkaparinga was known as the River Field from October 1836 until 1838 when Governor Gawler effected
the change. The name honoured Lt W.G. Field of the Rapid.
Fifth Creek - Originally, it was called ‘Ormsby Rivulet’ by Colonel Light. In 1875, a school of this name was
conducted in a chapel by Ann Humphrey with 28 enrolled pupils.
Fig Tree Gully - Near the Musgrave Ranges, named by W.C. Gosse on 11 November 1873, ‘as there is a very
large native fig tree growing in it.’
Finchley - A subdivision of section 284, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Magill. John Finlay Duff (17991868), the former master of the Africaine gave it the title in 1853 when an invitation was extended to ‘the
public of SA… to take tiffin at Finchley… on the shady borders of the ever-flowing streamlet…’ Probably, the
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name comes from Middlesex, England, where it was recorded first in the time of King John and derives from
the Œ finc - ‘a small bird’ and leah - ‘woodland’. Finchley Common was long noted for its highwaymen and
there is a tree still standing there known as ‘Turpin’s Oak’. (See Duff, River & Wandsworth Estate)
Findon - The land on which the suburb stands comprised, originally, sections 393 and 410, granted to
George Cortis in 1839, who subdivided it in 1848 when he advertised it as, ‘the Village of Findon - part
sections 393 and 410 near the Port Road having been surveyed and marked off into 10-acre blocks are now
ready for sale.’
In 1849, there was an advertisement for the ‘Township of Beverley’ saying, it will ‘adjoin the pretty
township of Finden [sic] and before long may be expected to unite with Lockleys.’ Its school opened circa
1861 and, in 1899, the residents of Findon said that ‘their children had to walk two, three and sometimes
four miles to school’:
They were not asking for a new school, as the trustees of the Bible Christian Church had a room
which they would enlarge for the purpose of a school room…
Mr Cortis came from Worthing, adjacent to Findon in Surrey, England, recorded as findune in the Domesday
Book meaning the ‘hill of Fin’, while another authority says it comes from the Gaelic fionn-dun - ‘clear, white
hill’ while to confuse the issue further another nomenclator says that in 1073 it was recorded as fintona ‘hill with a heap of wood’.
A photograph of Vawser’s Boiling Down Works is in the Observer, 24 February 1912, page 32.
The name Findon was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 2312, Hundred of Goolwa, by the land
owner, G.L. Liptrott, circa 1855.
Finger Post - (See Beda Creek)
Finke - On 4 April 1860 John McD. Stuart named the River Finke, in the Far North, ‘after my sincere friend
William Finke, one of the liberal promoters of the different expeditions I have had the honour to lead;’ its
Aboriginal name was lirambenda - ‘permanent water’. Mount Finke in the Gawler Ranges was named by
John McD. Stuart on 7 August 1858 after the same gentleman who died in Adelaide in 1864, aged 48 years;
he arrived in the Tam O’Shanter in 1836. (See Todmorden, Mount)
In 1891, it was reported that ‘two blacks were alleged by Mounted Constable Willshire to have been shot
by trackers in self-defence in a native camp… However, it was further alleged that they were shot by
instructions of MC Willshire within 100 yards of the station’s kitchen…’
Photographs of floods are in the Observer, 28 May 1921, page 24, of the first train to cross the river in the
Chronicle, 27 October 1928, page 41, of a flood on 14 December 1933, page 32.
Finlayson, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 18 May 1893 and named after John
Harvey Finlayson, editor and part proprietor of the Register newspaper. A school of this name was opened
as ‘Petina’ in 1915 and had its name changed in the same year; closed in 1942.
Finniss - This name appears many times on the map of South Australia and they all honour Boyle Travers
Finniss (1807-1893), who came to South Australia as Assistant Surveyor to Colonel Light. He was
Commissioner of Police from 1843-1847 and held many administrative and parliamentary positions from
1847 to 1862. The first parliament was noted for its frequent ministerial changes, the first lasting only four
months when, on 15 August 1857, Mr Finniss, the colony’s first Premier, had to admit that ‘the Ministry had
ceased to command a majority of the House.’
Further afield, the novelty of such a young and small community being granted responsible government
led the London Times to write in the following strain:
It must be confessed that it is rather an odd position for a new community of rising tradesmen,
farmers, cattle breeders, builders, mechanics, with a sprinkling of doctors and attorneys, to find
that it is suddenly called upon to find prime ministers, cabinets, a ministerial side, an opposition
side and all the apparatus of a parliamentary government - to awake one fine morning and
discover that this is no longer a colony, but a nation saddled with all the rules and traditions of
the political life of the Mother Country.
Whilst the debate about public flogging was at its height in 1884, Mr B.T. Finniss wrote a stirring piece of
prose condemning this barbaric practice: ‘I have watched with pain and anxiety the advocacy of a system
which I think deserves reprobation instead of approval’:
The writers of articles [in favour of flogging] describe the sufferings of the men under the hands
of the public executioner as conveying to them a sense of pleasure. They mention the yells of the
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victims with apparent satisfaction as though they rejoiced in the torture inflicted. I cannot but
hold that such punishments are brutal and tend to degrade not only the victims, but society.
We once had laws which decreed torture for certain offences, chiefly political and religious. The
edicts of the Star Chamber and of the Holy Inquisition mark the savagedom of the times in which
they were permitted. It has long been the boast of Englishmen that they have abolished the use
of torture, and the humanitarian tendencies of this age extend even to alleviating the sufferings
of men undergoing the extreme sentences of law.
Will not men who have suffered the punishment of flogging, the marks of which brand a man for
life, be the enemies of society ever after? Will their nature be softened? Will the nature of the
community, which hears and sees such punishment, be softened? Are men not ferocious enough
by nature, unless restrained and civilised by education in tender years? Do not ideas and sights of
pain and suffering inflicted in the name of the law tend to encourage brutality?
We have long recognised the fact by withdrawing public execution from the public gaze and
covering them in the walls of our prisons. We set the example in this respect to England, which
she has followed. Shall we now reverse the lesson and teach her that we are cruel with all our
philanthropy. The long possession of power makes tyrants of the best of men. Let us beware that
the continued exercise of irresponsible power by our legislators should also tend to lessen their
respect for human nature, and for themselves should they in the future lend themselves to the
use of torture.
Mr Finniss then went on to recount his experiences as a young soldier in England:
I was summoned to attend a punishment parade. The regiment was formed into a hollow square
facing inwards, the young officers being outside the square… I could witness the operation of
flogging a young soldier who had been sentenced to receive 300 lashes. The unfortunate culprit
was brought into the centre of the square and after being stripped to his trousers was lashed to
three halberds and his limbs extended like a spreadeagle.
The regimental surgeon stood by him to watch how much he could bear, whilst the drum-major
directed the services of the drummers who administered the strokes, each drummer in turn
administering 25 lashes. This was my first experience at such a scene and my feelings were those
of shame and horror as I gazed on the unfortunate soldier, who could not even display his sense
of suffering by any movement or struggles, as his limbs were fixed tightly to the triangles.
I never got over my disgust of such punishment, although I had to witness many in my military
career of ten years; and on one occasion I saw a man receive 600 lashes with only once a groan,
when he was struck in a fresh place by an inexperienced drummer.
This noble man, for I knew he was one, was a pugilist and of immense strength... When it was all
over he drew his shirt over his bleeding shoulders and marched off to the hospital with his escort
with as much coolness and steadiness as if he had never been tortured. Happily, flogging in the
army has been abolished and it is to be hoped that it will be abolished in our civil courts for any
offence whatever as the last survival of an age of tyranny and oppression.
The Hundred of Finniss, County of Sturt, was proclaimed on 19 April 1860 and the town of Finniss, 13 km
west of Milang, surveyed in 1867 as ‘Queen’s Own Town’ and offered for sale on 28 May 1868 was changed
to ‘Finniss’ in 1940. Its school opened in 1869 as ‘Queens Own Town’; name changed in 1922 and closed in
1970.
Finniss Flat School opened in 1864. (See Ashbourne) In 1887, as the contractor proceeded with the erection
of the Bank of New South Wales ‘the passer-by cannot fail to be struck by the massive, yet light appearance
of the building. The stone used in its construction comes from Finniss Flat…’
In 1875, the Lower Finniss School was conducted by Alexander Douglas with 26 enrolled pupils; it opened
in 1863 and closed in 1877. A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened on 24 February 1856 when ‘three sermons
were preached to excellent and attentive congregations… It is well built of timber and lime…’ In 1863, Mr
John Gilbert, of the Lower Finniss, stated that he ‘only reared one [cotton] plant from the seeds obtained…
He had been more successful with some seeds he got from Mr Graham, of Goolwa, having raised 22 plants.’
Finniss Springs, west of Lake Eyre South and 216 km west of Marree, were named by P. E. Warburton on 9
November 1858; its school opened in 1940 being sponsored by the United Aborigines Mission; it closed in
1961. The ‘Finniss Springs Run’ was established by Thomas Elder in 1869 (lease no 1839).
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River Finniss was named by Governor Gawler in 1838 and the Aborigines called it kundopari - ‘twisting
river’, a name applied more specifically to the upper reaches; another report says it means ‘bush kangaroo
river’. (See Kondoparinga, Hundred of) On 5 December 1879 a new bridge across the river was opened by
Mr A.J. Batt, Clerk of Works, and ‘on behalf of the oldest resident, Mrs Collett, named the structure, the
Willow Bridge… The bridge will prove a great convenience for settlers taking their produce to either Port
Victor or Strathalbyn, as it spans the new road which has recently been made…’ (See Batt Bridge)
Finniss Point School near Tarlee opened in 1876 by Margaret C. Enock, closed in 1893; in 1869/70 there
was a Finniss Point School in the Gilbert Valley region with Alfred Gray in charge of 30 enrolled pupils; it
opened in 1864 and closed in 1893; in 1907 a report put it ‘close to Hamilton.’
Finniss Vale, a post office near Mannum opened in July 1891; it was renamed ‘Hildesheim’ in October 1891
and ‘Punthari’ in 1918 - closed in 1954.
The Finniss Vale School, near Rapid Bay, was opened in 1860 by Anne Whyte and closed circa 1875 probably amalgamated with Glenburn into Delamere. (See Second Valley)
The Finniss Vale Hotel was built in 1852, the same year in which the district was constituted.
When the first party of excursionists from the infant settlement of Kangaroo Island in 1836
visited the mainland, ‘Professor’ Menge, the geologist, who was one of the party, pronounced
the hills to be full of minerals. ‘This has proved to be the case. Copper, silver, lead and zinc are
known to exist in considerable quantities. Mining in the neighbourhood was begun in 1844 and
continued at intervals down to 1909 at least.
Records tell of 75% lead and 22 to 25% silver to the ton, and of copper lodes cropping out on the
surface and showing in the cliffs fronting the sea. There is pure white marble also to be quarried,
and a phosphate deposit a few miles from Normanville near the Gorge is being worked. Finniss
Vale has a large amount of natural beauty… long established residences … with their natural
surroundings show the improvements made by tasteful culture.
Finniss Brook - This subdivision of 52 allotments was reported, in 1925, when ‘the vendor’s agents sold at
a satisfactory figure the majority of the land subdivided into 32 building sites. The balance comprising nearly
nine acres, with the quaint old homestead of about 12 rooms, is now available for immediate purchase…’
Finsbury Park - An 1878 subdivision of part sections 412 and 2070, Hundred of Yatala, by Ralph Russell,
George Bailey and John Wallace; now included in Woodville North. The foundation stone of a Baptist Church
was laid at Sheridan Street on 16 May 1914 by Sir Charles Goode when it was said that ‘the old galvanised
iron building at the rear of the new edifice had done good service and the connection has seen many ups
and downs since it was built 21 years ago…’ The name Finsbury comes from England and it was not recorded
until the 13th century ‘when it must have been a fortified manor [of] Finn (probably a Dane).’
Firle - Edward Castres Gwynne was born in 1811 at Lewes in Sussex, England, near the towns of Firle and
Glynde, while his father was the Rector of Glynde. He arrived in South Australia in the Lord Goderich in April
1838 and, shortly thereafter, purchased 500 acres of land on the foothills, east of Adelaide. Elected to the
first representative Parliament in 1857, twenty years later he was appointed a judge, a position he held
until retirement in 1881, the year he laid out Firle on sections 303 and 265, Hundred of Adelaide, contiguous
to Glynde. The name derives from the Œ fierol - ‘covered with oaks’. (See Glynde)
First Creek - Originally, it was named ‘Green Hill Rivulet’ by Colonel Light. During 1856, and for the previous
three years ‘the people of Norwood and Kent Town, through whose land First Creek used to run at this time
the year, have had to deplore its premature dribble and final exhaustion’:
From Howitt’s Mill downwards the water is dammed up by one and another until the immense
evaporation of summer exhausts its overflow and what might and ought to be a blessing to
thousands is monopolised by a few without let or hindrance…
Fisher - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line, 349 km west of Tarcoola, recalls Andrew Fisher, a
former Prime Minister of Australia. (See Barton)
The Hundred of Fisher, County of Eyre, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, was named after Sir James Hurtle
Fisher, MLC, (1857-1865), who Sir John Jeffcott categorised as ‘a wily attorney, the very worst class of
person that could have been selected for the office [of Resident Commissioner].’ He died in 1875 in his 84th
year:
He was deposed after two years in the colony, but by that time he had laid the foundation of an
immense estate which preserved for him and his dependants all the influence they wanted. He
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had little faith in human nature, though he was not averse to reforming institutions that stood in
his way. Out of office he was a sturdy, unflinching conservative, often obstructing the progressive
popular liberties.
George F. Loyau, who tended to glorify his subjects, was much kinder when he said, ‘he was conservative
in politics, but highly consistent and kind even to opponents, very popular with all classes.’
Fisher Park was a 1917 subdivision of part section 266, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of Joseph
Fisher; now included in Fullarton.
Fisherville - Section 1104, Hundred of Port Adelaide, was granted to Philip Levi on 17 December 1850 and
this subdivision was made some time prior to 7 June 1852, by Richard Fisher on part of the section; now
included in Exeter.
Fishery Bay - Near Port Lincoln, was the site of an early whaling station.
Fisk, Hundred of - In the County of Chandos, proclaimed on 30 January 1969, recalls H.L. Fisk, SurveyorGeneral (1951-1959).
Fitton, Mount - This feature in the North Flinders Ranges is about 12 km east of the present-day Mount
Fitton talc mine and about 15 km west of Moolawatana and named by B.H. Babbage, in 1856, after Dr
William Henry Fitton an eminent London geologist. In 1851, Babbage, a geologist, was appointed by Earl
Grey to proceed to South Australia and make a mineralogical survey on the recommendation of Sir Henry
de la Beche, an ex-president of the Geological Society of London. Dr Fitton was President of the Geological
Society in 1827 and, in 1835-1836, a member of the Council of the Society when Henry de la Beche, later
Sir Henry, was its Foreign Secretary. Dr Fitton was, also, an associate of Babbage’s father, Charles Babbage,
a mathematician who, though not a Fellow of the Society, attended its meetings frequently.
Fitzgerald Bay - North-East of Whyalla and named after J.C. Fitzgerald, MP. Prior to 1937 it was known as
‘Backy Bay’.
Fitzroy - In 1882, William E. Churcher and George Churcher of Southampton, England, were the trustees of
the estate of the late William Thorngate and, as such, the registered proprietors of sections 2064-65,
Hundred of Yatala. (See Thorngate) Subsequently, they leased portion of section 2065 to Messrs E.R.
Simpson, W. Gilbert and C. Wilcox who subdivided it and, as registered lessees, disposed of the subdivision
by under-lease under the ‘old system’ of land tenure:
To be let on lease for a term of, say 40 years, large allotments in the township of Fitzroy… [it] is
without exception the best unoccupied suburb east of Adelaide; the views of the hills and the
gulf are very fine… If carried out the Nailsworth tramway will pass… in front of the allotments
facing the Main North Road.
The inaugural meeting of the Fitzroy Cricket Club was held at the Caledonian Hotel, North Adelaide, on 26
September 1888, when Mr. J. Lock presided. Eighteen members were enrolled and the following officers
appointed: Patron, Hon. G.C. Hawker; Presidents, Messrs L. Cohen, MP, and C. Willcox; Honorary Secretary
and Treasurer, Mr. T. Dobbs; Assistant Secretary, Mr. E. Cant; Committeemen, Messrs Bellhouse, Doddridge
and Clark.
According to Rodney Cockburn it was named after the Melbourne suburb. It is more probable, however,
that Messrs Churcher suggested it be named after an electoral district of England.
Flagstaff - In 1967, a subdivision of sections 24-25 by Hooker Town Developments Pty Ltd was called
Flagstaff Hill; the hill was used as a trig point in the early days of the colony. (See Darlington & Fairford)
The Flagstaff Landing Post Office was on section 33, Hundred of Haslam. (See Ucolta & Wirrulla)
Flahertys Corner - In March 1991 the Geographical Names Board recommended that the name, through
common usage, be recorded for the road bend and intersection adjoining section 2, Hundred of Para Wurlie.
Flaxley - Named after a village in Gloucestershire meaning ‘flax meadow’; in 1160 it was written as flaxleg.
Flaxley lies 8 km north of Macclesfield and its church, built in 1874, was used, also, as a school; opened a
little earlier in 1871 in a private home; it closed in 1943; visiting day was celebrated at the school in
September 1902 when ‘a large number of parents and friends availed themselves of the opportunity of
inspecting the work done by the children during the year… Mrs F. Smith judged the needlework and
awarded the first prize to Amy Fry. Florrie Sutherland obtained the second and the third was secured by
Doris Mustard…’
Its post office closed on 30 August 1974.
Flaxman - Johannes Menge named the River Flaxman circa 1840:
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The exploring German emigrants who were said to have named a stream which they found
flowing through ‘Light’s Pass’ the ‘Flaxman River’, were but paying graceful recognition to the
man who had befriended them during the course of their long voyage of exile, and again during
the early days of their settlement in the province; but unfortunately the river in question was but
a section of the North Para, another section of which had already been called the ‘Gawler River’
by Bewes Strangways on the 23 November 1838; and since no further references to the ‘Flaxman
River’ could be found in official maps or documents, it seemed right to conclude that the officials
who had swallowed two names for one river, had baulked at a third name, that did not happen
to be the name of the Governor.
Nevertheless, the grateful German emigrants were not to be wholly cheated of their wish to do
honour to the name of Flaxman and, accordingly, an adjoining valley to the South-West of Light’s
Pass, and immediately to the north of Tarawatta, was from that time onwards recognised,
officially, as ‘Flaxman’s Valley’. (See under ‘Gawler, River’ for an account of the discovery of that
river and naming of same.)
Flaxman Valley, 5 km North-West of Eden Valley, was named after Charles Flaxman, who was in the employ
of George Fife Angas. Born at Portsea, Hampshire, England, on 25 December 1806, he came to South
Australia in the Prince George in 1838 as personal agent for George F. Angas. Historians, such as Edwin
Hodder, Douglas Pike and Charles Grenfell Price, in many ways, ostracised Flaxman and dismissed him as a
reckless adventurer.
However, in The Confidential Clerk, Charles H. Bright subjected the findings of these learned historians to
critical scrutiny and concluded that much of what they had to say about the dealings between Angas and
Flaxman was lacking in substance and fact:
There has been a tendency for later historians to continue to express the same view as their
predecessors despite the latest evidence. This is perhaps because the later material often
consists of scraps of circumstantial evidence which, considered singly, appear insignificant, but
which, taken collectively, present a picture which is inconsistent with earlier views…
A writer, who at the present time, attempts an assessment of an early colonist must pick his
path with care. He will not readily believe the abuse uttered by other colonists and he will
discount the praises of those whose interests are served by praising… I attempt to show that
Edwin Hodder, who in 1881, wrote a history of Angas… misrepresented Flaxman… Only a patient
examination of the available records can disclose that Hodder was often mistaken…
In a comprehensive and analytical review of this book, which appeared in the Advertiser on 18 February
1984, Mr Stewart Cockburn who, at the time, was in the throes of publishing his late father’s work on South
Australian nomenclature, made the prediction that Mr Bright’s book:
Is going to deliver a large jolt to professional writers of history and biography in Australia who
have often take n in each other’s washing and accepted secondary sources for their information,
instead of going back to primary sources,
while in a foreword Sir Walter Crocker concluded that ‘some errors, some of them enshrined in the
Australian Dictionary of Biography and in our standard histories, are at length, cleared away.’ (See Flaxman
River, Angaston & Tanunda)
In 1838, Professor J. Menge said that the Flaxman Valley was ‘a beautiful country, splendid timber, plenty
of water, abounding in minerals and precious stones and to all appearances there is gold.’
Fleming Bridge - Erected over the River Onkaparinga in the 1970s and named after D.V. Fleming, the first
Commissioner of Highways (1926-1949). In addition to laying the framework of the State’s arterial road
system and introducing a scientific approach to road construction, he was responsible for the first
bituminous surfacing in South Australia and personally designed and supervised construction of the original
Torrens Gorge Road. For his services in highway engineering he was decorated with the Order of the British
Empire in 1941.
Fleurieu Peninsula - In Alas, for the Pelicans, Mark Tostevin says:
The name Fleurieu Peninsula is one of several derived from the voyage of the French, though it
seems certain that the name was assigned in Paris rather than by Baudin. Comte de Fleurieu was
a career naval officer. Condemned to death by the Republic and after a year in gaol was released
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through efforts of his friends. He wrote the orders for Baudin under the form of contract with the
French Ministry of Marine.
Contrary to the comment, in a report to the government the Surveyor-General said that:
The French navigators, principally Baudin, in the first decade of the nineteenth century named a
large number of points and bays along the South Australian coast, and amongst other places the
Peninsula at Cape Jervis was called Fleurieu by Baudin. It is understood that this was called after
Count Fleurieu, the then Minister of Marine in France. It is desirable that some of the unnamed
points and small bays should be named, and I am not aware of any reason why a few of those
mentioned by Count Fleurieu, the grandnephew of the Minister of Marine referred to, should not
be adopted.
Personally, I am in favour of giving some name to the peninsula referred to, and in view of the
present very cordial relations between Great Britain and France it would be a graceful act if the
name Fleurieu were adopted for the peninsula, which is at present unnamed on the charts, and
in addition I suggest that the following French names be adopted for the capes and bays. These
are not named so far as I am aware on any of the charts with the exception of one - Shoal Point which it is suggested be called Rouge Point, as the name is very appropriate. The names
suggested are Bay D’Anville, Cape Carnot, Cape Tournefort, Jussieu Bay, Cape Colbert, Massena
Bay, Cape Euler, Cape Rouge.
Officially, the name was bestowed, circa 1913, following a visit to South Australia of Count Alphonse de
Fleurieu, a grandnephew of Charles-Pierre Claret, Comte de Fleurieu, a member of the council that prepared
instructions for Baudin’s voyage. He held the post of Minister of Marine in 1790 and was counsellor and
friend of Napoleon. Commenting on the detention of Matthew Flinders on the Isle of France he declared,
fearlessly, that the indignities imposed upon [him] were without example in the nautical history of civilised
nations.’
Flinders - The explorations of Matthew Flinders are immortalised in history books and need no repetition
here. However, a comment by Captain W. Goalen, RN, as to Matthew Flinders’ competency as a
hydrographer was as follows:
Although Flinders was in the first rank as an astronomical observer and calculator he was far
behind Cook as a hydrographic surveyor - or, in other words, as a maker of charts by the aid of
which ships could be safely navigated.
In South Australia he is remembered by the County of Flinders, proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and the Hundred
of Flinders on 26 November 1903; Flinders Highway extends from Ceduna to Port Lincoln; Flinders Lake is
the former name of Franklin Harbor. Flinders Park was laid out on part sections 391-92, Hundred of
Adelaide, by the South Australian Company in 1924 when many of its street names were names after
navigators, including members of Flinders’ expedition.
The feat of building a chapel in one day was completed by a number of Church of Christ
adherents on 11 September 1926… The structure of wood and iron was erected in about 12
hours on a site at the corner of Franklyn [sic] Avenue and Rex Street…
Flinders Reef is near Streaky Bay, Flinders Town, now known as ‘Streaky Bay’ and Flinders Ranges, named
by Governor Gawler in July 1839. (See Saint Marys Peak)
A photograph of a donkey team in the Ranges is in the Observer, 10 December 1919, page 8 (supp.), scenic
photographs in the Chronicle, 30 July 1931, page 31.
A statue of Matthew Flinders, sculpted by Frederick Brook Hitch, was unveiled in Prince Henry Gardens,
North Terrace, Adelaide, on 12 April 1934 and, in 1965, the SA Government decided that the new ‘University
of Adelaide at Bedford Park’ would become fully autonomous and be called the Flinders University; it was
opened officially in 1966.
The town Port Flinders was laid out by the Mount Remarkable Mining Co., circa 1853, on section 1,
Hundreds of Telowie and Pirie - it never advanced beyond surveyors’ pegs in the ground, but at the outset
it was stated that there ‘is reserved forever the free wharf of this desirable and leading port of Spencer’s
Gulf.’ (See Mount Ferguson & Weeroona)
The Flinders Chase National Park on Kangaroo Island, established by the Fauna and Flora Reserve Act,
1919, was assented to on 16 October. (See Appendix 15)
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Flinders Island - Off Elliston, discovered and named by Matthew Flinders, on 13 February 1802, after his
brother, Samuel W. Flinders, Second Lieutenant of the Investigator. Baudin called it La Basse Terre (The Low
Land), while Freycinet’s charts show it as I.Andreossy.
The greater part of the island was leased first to John Sinclair in 1857 and the remainder taken up by
Thomas Elder and Anton Schlink in 1862. The story of Terence O’Brien, a ship’s deserter who lived there
from circa 1830, was reported in 1884:
Some fifty or 60 years ago there lived on Flinders Island and others a number of men, sometimes
singly, and in other cases in pairs, who had deserted from their ships and who sustained
themselves by catching seals and bartering their skins for rations with whaling ships which
occasionally visited there. On Flinders Island at this time lived Terrence O’Brien, a native of
Tipperary. Finding the lonely solitude of the island anything but congenial with his social and
amorous nature he resolved to visit the mainland and endeavour to kidnap a black woman. He
made a dart at a comely-looking lady and dragging her to his boat pulled away from the shore
with all his might and when at a safe distance examined his prize and found that she had an
infant in a net on her back.
In due time the child grew and throve and Terrence, a true son of the Church, endeavoured to
instill the elementary doctrines of the Church of Rome into the child. In course of time Terrence
died and a few weeks later ‘Young O’Brien’ went to barter his seal skins at Port Lincoln. He was
invited to a party where he sang Irish songs and drank spirits until he was in anything but a fit
state. One of the assembled company then proceeded to play a practical joke and, imitating the
brogue of the late lamented Terrence addressed, the inebriate: ‘Tirence, ye blaggard of a
spalpeen, is this the way yiz do, philandering with the haythen… before I am comfortable in my
grave? Go home and take care of your old mother, or it will be the worst for yiz.’ The fright he
received sobered young O’Brien and the next day he sailed for the island… (See Bobs Nose)
Flood Creek - Empties into Lake Frome and recalls Robert Flood, a member of Captain Sturt’s 1844
expedition.
Floraville - The name given to an estate comprising sections 12, 13, 16 and 17, Hundred of Nuriootpa, and
sections 468, 469 and 3045, Hundred of Barossa. A pastoral station named Floraville was taken up by
William Younghusband (ca.1814-1863). In the mid-1840s Floraville House was destroyed by fire:
Following an inquest the jury returned a verdict to the effect that there was no evidence to show
by what means the fire occurred, but suggested the boys employed on the farm should be
admonished for smoking without the consent and sanction of their master.
The name comes from Cumberland, England, from whence Mr Younghusband departed for South Australia.
Florieton - A town in the Hundred of Maude, 24 km North-West of Morgan, proclaimed on 5 October 1882
and named after Florence A. Price, who married the second son of Governor Jervois. Surveyed and sold by
the government, it was on the main road from Morgan to the Burra and ‘any person looking at the map of
the Hundred of Schomburgk [now Hundred of Maude] would realise that the township was, originally, to
be the principal place of business, as the cattle travelling track passed by it and there were nine government
roads leading into it…’
Its school opened in 1890 and closed in 1906.
Florina Springs - North-West of Manna Hill where the ‘Florina Run’ was established by T.R.E. and W.J.
O’Connell in 1888 (lease no. 1058).
Folkestone - An 1878 subdivision of section 216, Hundred of Noarlunga; now included in Marino. Charles
Tompkins laid it out and, no doubt, named it after its counterpart in Kent, England, recorded in the
Domesday Book as fulchestan - ‘stone rock of the folk or people’.
Foote - On 2 October 1853, N. Foote took up pastoral lease no. 365 in the Hundreds of Anna, Skurray, Bagot
and Fisher and Foote Creek, on section 12, Hundred of Neales, probably recalls his name; it is known locally
as ‘King John Creek’. Alternatively, it may be corrupted from John Foott who took out an occupation licence
over land in County Eyre on 7 January 1847.
Foote Hill is North-East of Manna Hill on land held by Henry Foote, namely, pastoral lease no. 1540
(Outalpa) purchased from Walter Duffield and Joseph Harrold on 31 March 1876.
Forbes - An 1882 subdivision of part section 90, Hundred of Adelaide, by William J.H. Farrant, Thomas Bailey
and John C. Bailey between Daly and Thomas Streets and bisected by Laurence Street; now included in
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South Plympton. Originally, the section was taken up by Alexander and Maxwell Christie who came to South
Australia from Scotland in the Sir Charles Forbes in June 1839. The ship carried the name of an eminent
member of an ancient Scottish family closely associated with Aberdeen and was built in that city in 1824.
Today, the Forbes School, opened in 1953, stands on the former Christie’s land. The name derives from the
Gaelic forba - ‘field, district’.
Forbin, Cape - On Kangaroo Island. It has been recorded that Baudin named it after Louis N.P. A. Forbin.
However, a Mortlock Library reference says, ‘he was too young to be well-known at the time of the Baudin
expedition. It was named after a French Admiral, Claude de Forbin (1656-1733).’ As a boy he ran away from
home and went to sea and became a brilliant seaman who won several actions against the English.
Fordham - In the 1870s, it was described as ‘a small agricultural, vine growing and wine making settlement
about 7 miles from Adelaide on the road to Mount Lofty. There is a well-known hotel (Eagle on the Hill) at
Fordham.’ (See Eagle on the Hill)
Fords - A railway station in the Hundred of Light, 6 km South-West of Kapunda, recalls John Ford (ca. 18301914) who, in the 1860s, held section 385, portion of which was transferred to the Railways Commissioner
in 1859 by James Neilson Smith.
John Ford was born on the island of Millport at the mouth of the River Clyde in Scotland on 16 May 1830
and, in 1910, recalled that ‘I had a look in the at the 1851 Exhibition at the Crystal Palace and then took a
boat for here’;
It was the good ship Catherine Mitchell and we landed in Melbourne after 125 days… Eventually I
went to Fords in 1853 - the crossing and the station were named after me - and took up three 80
acre sections. The land was valued at £3 per acre and I had the right of purchase. I paid 15 per
cent for the money, too. Jimmy Martin, the founder of the big Gawler firm, was then a
blacksmith in that town. I gave him £16 for a wooden plough and with it and one wheel I used to
do my two acres a day… I was in that country for ten years and had a square mile of country
when I left…
Its post office opened circa 1867, the first postmaster being E. Pulford; it closed on 13 March 1969. (For
information on the Fords School see note under ‘Bagot’.) In 1870, Ford’s Crossing School was conducted by
Sarah Roe with 38 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1867 and closed in 1870.
Photographs of a railway smash are in the Observer, 22 February 1913, page 29.
Fords Lagoon, out of Hundreds on the Eastern Plains (south), 70 km north of Morgan, remembers Joseph
Ford, who took up pastoral leases nod. 2226 and 2228 in 1876.
Forest - A school near Lenswood opened in 1869 as ‘Jerry’s Flat’ by James Clarke and, in 1883, its location
was described as ‘Forest, Lobethal Rd’. The name was adopted in 1884 and, in 1909, Church of England
services were held on the premises. It closed circa 1961. Forest Glen was the site of a gold find near
Lobethal:
The diggers seem to a little more sanguine about the prospects of the field than they were on
Saturday, the discovery of some show of gold in two or three claims having raised their hopes.
On Monday morning Bowen, the original prospector, having secured about two pennyweights
put more heart into the doubtful workers… That many men on the field have hopes of the
permanency of the diggings is proved by the systematic way they have gone to work in rigging
windlasses and making other appliances for thoroughly testing their claims… Up to date 254
licences have been issued…
Forest Gardens was a 1917 subdivision of part section 44, Hundred of Adelaide, by a syndicate that included
Isabel Roberts, F.G. White, J.R. Blaikie, A.S. Jackman and C.H. Treloar, ‘just beyond the Keswick tram
terminus… close to the new Showground’; now included in Forestville.
Forest Range is 6 km South-West of Lobethal and the origin of the name is somewhat obscure and,
interestingly, appears first in East Torrens District Council records as early as 1870, but it was not in
Onkaparinga District Council records until 1884. In 1870, the East Torrens assessments gave section 80 as
Forrest [sic] Range whilst nearby sections 104, 250 and 252 were described as ‘Deep Creek’, a name
encompassing most of the Basket Range area. The first use of ‘Forrest Range’ in relation to James Gillett
Collins’ property, sections 89 and 90, was in 1884 It is impossible to ascertain whether Collins coined the
name, but as early as July 1853 he had named his section 5153 ‘Mount Farm’, giving the locality as ‘New
Forrest’.
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There would seem to be little to support Cockburn’s Nomenclature of South Australia (1908) that
Forest Range was named by Caleb Biggs. From 1857-1870 the location of Biggs’ property was
described as ‘The Tiers’ and in the East Torrens’ records as being on the Forrest Road (opened
1859). From 1870 until 1885 his property was described by its name ‘The Bluff’, presumably a
reference to a prominence on sections 257 and 84 and over which the bullock track passed
before descending to the Stony Creek gully, where his house was located. By 1890, the spelling
had been altered to Forest Range and was rapidly replacing ‘The Tiers’ to describe the locality.
James Collins (1833-1917) arrived with his parents in the Hooghly in 1839.
In respect of mail deliveries in the district, it was ‘brought on horseback three times a week, but the
distance of eight miles from Adelaide to Magill there was no mail communication whatever’:
The present mail service between Lobethal and Adelaide, via Forest Range, Ashton and Norton
Summit is very inconveniently timed. The time table should be altered so that the mail should
leave Lobethal about 7 o’clock in the morning and return from Adelaide about three in the
afternoon…
This district produced some of the greatest necessaries of life and supplied a great portion of the
colony, but they were worst treated of the whole lot… The government had done a great
injustice by taking away the daily mail… The mail had been originally arranged to suit the
convenience of the Governor at Marble Hill, but the present Governor had never used that
residence…
Gold was first discovered there in 1854 and the Eclipse mine promoted on the finding of bismuth ore
showing some free gold. In November 1871, a number of its directors took a pleasant drive through the
Magill Gully, past Norton Summit and over Deep Creek ‘where a detour of a mile led to Mr Biggs’ wine
shop’:
About a half mile further was the mine situated on a section of 260 acres belonging to Mr Peter
Prankerd and three other gentlemen. Auriferous ore had been found there in 1870 and, after the
discoverer, Captain Terrell, had worked it for a short time, it passed into the hands of a company.
A crusher, formerly used at Lobethal, was erected and five head of stamps installed by Mr J.A.
Whitfield of Adelaide
A nugget weighing over three ounces was found at Gory’s (sic) Point, Forest Range, in April 1887, where the
field presented a ‘lively appearance’ with scores of tents, a store, blacksmith’s shop and a cheap Jack:
Some of the wiseacres predicted that the field would be worked out in a few months but it is
now three months since the rush started and there is no sign of it being abandoned yet. Messrs
Boehm & Love, to whom the land now belongs, charge the miners two shillings and sixpence a
week for an ordinary sized alluvial claim.
It is apparent that this field was contiguous to Price Maurice’s property which was resumed by the
government in 1889.
In 1888 a company was formed to work a reef known to exist on Mr James Love’s land at Forest
Range but, although many thousands of pounds worth of alluvial gold had been won there, all
attempts at lode mining ended in failure. Over the years this land was gone over time and again
but it was not until 1931 that ‘The Golden Hill’ was discovered by Mr J. McGuire and three
brothers, Messrs O., J. and H. Fox.
Its first hotel, the Splitter’s Arms, dates from the time of the gold rush when it operated from 1857 to
1859:
It was another ten years before Caleb Biggs obtained a wine licence for the Forest Range Wine
Shop. When he obtained a publican’s licence in 1884, the premises were renamed the Forest Range
Hotel. In 1913, the Biggs family sold the hotel to H. Pike and Co, brewers of Oakbank; it was their
new hotel at Oakbank that took the licence from Forest Range.
Mention of Forest Village at Cox’s Creek was made in 1849, while the laying of the foundation stone of a
Bible Christian Chapel at ‘Forest Road, near Mount Lofty’ was reported in 1863.
Rodney Cockburn says that Forestville, near Black Forest, was known once as ‘Goodwood West Extension’
but, following the advent of the Glenelg railway, the local station was named Forestville and, in 1917,
Andrew Ferguson applied that name to a subdivision of part section 43, Hundred of Adelaide.
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Formby Bay - Between Daly and Royston Heads, named in 1908 in honour of John Formby an ex-Chairman
of the Marine Board. Its Aboriginal name was wilibadla - ‘pelican creek’.
Forrest - Alexander Forrest arrived in South Australia in the Thomas Maitland in 1848. A blacksmith by
trade, he laid out the village of Forrest in 1858 on part sections 6025-26, Hundred of Talunga, 3 km NorthEast of Gumeracha. It is known, also, as Forreston. Its school opened as ‘Gumeracha North’ in 1860; name
changed in 1890; closed in 1967; photographs are in the Chronicle, 8 July 1911, page 31.
The Robert Burns Hotel operated from 1851 until 1858:
Unusually, it closed when Forreston, sometimes referred to as North Gumeracha, was officially
laid out in 1858. This tiny hamlet was subdivided two years before Gumeracha but it is not yet
known why it should have lost its pub.
A photograph of a Baptist Sunday School picnic is in the Chronicle, 7 October 1911, page 33.
The Hundred of Forrest, County of Robinson, proclaimed on 11 June 1885, was named in honour of Lord
John Forrest, Australian statesman.
Forster - Anthony Forster, MLC (1855-1864), born in Northumberland in 1813, came to Adelaide in the Siam
in 1841. In the 1850s, he was proprietor of the Register and Observer and entered the Legislative Council
as a Member for West Adelaide, where he was a strong advocate of the Torrens system of land registration.
He died in England in 1897. The Hundred of Forster, County of Albert, was proclaimed on 10 May 1883; its
school opened in 1889 and closed in 1941.
The Forster post office, 26 km North-East of Mannum; opened in April 1898 and closed in 1971. Pastor P.
Scherer of Cambrai wrote in June 1920:
Our church, in the Hundred of Forster on the Murray, seemed to be an eyesore to some of the
enemies of God. First of all, during the war years all the windows were smashed to the
displeasure of the congregation, but which remained silent. Then the money box with contents
was robbed. Finally, on the night on May 29 an attempt was made to burn the church… So I
would like to ask the enemies of the Kingdom of God why they cannot leave the Lutheran Church
in peace, now that the war has ceased and peace proclaimed. Have not the Australian Lutherans
proved their loyalty during the war?
The Reverend John Blacket responded as follows:
I want to assure the minister of the church and his congregation of my deep sympathy with them
in the oppression and persecution to which they have been subjected… and my detestation of a
cowardly and wicked act… (See Devon Downs)
Forster Dam, on section 154, Hundred of Willochra, was probably named after Matthew Forster who, on
11 August 1854, signed an agreement to purchase sections 1, 2 and 3, 13 km South-East of Mount
Remarkable and 82 acres, 10 km ‘N-E and by N from the Bluff Trig Station’, from Samuel W. White and
Frederick White.
Fortress Hill - In the Far North and on its summit are a number of large stones deposited with the regularity
of a mason’s work, giving it the appearance of a fortress.
Fountain, The - An old accommodation house on section 7, Hundred of Wanilla, 16 km North-West of Port
Lincoln, so named because a permanent spring was nearby:
Driving on a few miles we came to a spring of delicious water bursting out from the side of a hill…
Here the traveller may quench his thirst without the fear of establishing an aquarium in his
internals or of making an acquaintance with hydatids…
It was listed in directories between 1866 and 1877, when the proprietor was H. Bryant. The ‘Fountain Run’
was established by H.J. Smith in 1851. (See Shields) The establishment of The Fountain Forest Reserve was
reported in 1890.
Fourth Creek - Riparian rights along the creek were discussed in the Register, 14 May 1923. Originally, it
was called ‘Anstey’s Rivulet’ by Colonel Light.
Fowler, Lake - Near Edithburgh, recalls William Fowler (ca. 1820 - 1901), who held pastoral lease no. 79
(Moorowie) from July 1851.
He was a conservative old fellow who hated new-fangled ideas. Yet he is reputed to have been
the first on the peninsula to use phosphates. From all accounts, he was a man with many
peculiarities, perhaps many inconsistencies. One of his strange acts was to have his own grave
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dug before he died. Another was to carry a tape measure about with him to make sure that his
land was being ploughed to the requisite depth.
He was very fond of animals, and on the homestead at Yararoo there was a small cemetery
complete with headstones, recording the demise of the family pets. In business he was exacting
to the penny. On the other hand, he was most generous to those in want. If you met his
employees and asked them what he was like, some would tell you he was an old screw, and
others that he was a fine ‘boss’. Both would have been right. Fowler was a good boss - to the
man who did his job. But he had no time for the shirker. He was a mass of contradictions. But the
good points far outweighed the bad. His tenants, whom he treated liberally in hard times, will
vouch for that.
In 1864, William Fowler spoke at length of his experiences on the Moorowee (sic) run on Yorke Peninsula
and in the North and, in 1875, wrote to the editor of the Register deprecating the public attitude towards
self-confessed murderers:
Being a layman, of course, I am not supposed to know where people go after death, but this I
must say… If cold-blooded murderers are to be the inmates of heaven and to have the fingering
of the olden harps, then I seriously hope that I may not be there to listen to their music.
A photograph of the lake and its salt deposits is in the Chronicle, 26 June 1926, page 39.
Fowlers Bay - Robert M. Fowler, Matthew Flinders’ First Lieutenant, is remembered by this bay, 128 km
west of Ceduna; named on 28 January 1802; On Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Denon. (See Pearson
Isles)
The ‘Fowlers Bay Run’ was established by R.B. Smith in 1865 (lease no. 1529A) while the town of ‘Yalata’
was proclaimed on 10 July 1890 and renamed Fowlers Bay on 19 September 1940. The school opened in
1893 and closed in 1959.
In 1890, there were, altogether, about ten parties employing natives for the purpose of kangaroo
hunting between Laura Bay and Eucla, a distance of about 350 miles, and it was reported that
‘the blacks are treated well by their various employers… I have frequently questioned the natives
although no complaints have been made to me by any native or other person as to the alleged illtreatment of any women or girls by the hunters, and not one of them have any complaint to
make. I have no doubt whatever that considerable immorality is carried on amongst the native
women, some of the hunters being reputed to keep lubras for the purpose of cohabiting with
them… The lubras… are in every instance consenting parties…’
At the behest of Messrs J.N. Tonkin and J.M Edwards, a jetty was built there and opened in 1896; the last
cargo of wheat departed on 9 February 1963, of barley on 27 November 1965 and wool on 27 November
1965, all aboard MV Yalata.
A photograph of the town is in the Observer, 28 January 1905, page 25, 4 February 1911, page 29, 29 May
1926, page 31, Chronicle, 5 January 1907, page 29, of rifle club members on 21 January 1911, page 32, of a
bogged motor mail coach on 28 August 1915, page 29, of the post office on 11 July 1929, page 36, of Mr &
Mrs T.S. Price on 8 August 1929, page 38, of a camel team in the Observer, 15 February 1913, page 31.
Fowlers Bublacowie Well - On section 342, Hundred of Dalrymple; bublacowie is Aboriginal for ‘brackish
water’. (See Fowler, Lake)
Fox - Land Grants Book No. 44 at page 359 places Fox Creek on the Waterloo Plains and Mrs Ruth Fox died
there in 1918, aged 87:
She was born in Devonshire in 1831 and came to South Australia in the David Malcolm in 1846.
At the age of 18 she married Robert Fox, who was a passenger in the Buffalo. She lived all her life
at Fox Creek where she and her husband carried on dairy farming and gardening.
The Hundred of Fox, County of Robe, proclaimed on 12 March 1885, was named after Arthur A. Fox, MP
(1884-1887), born in Adelaide in 1847, ‘he was highly respected by all who knew him and he was held in
special esteem by his coreligionists.’ He died at Athelstone in April 1901.
Lake Fox is on section 393, Hundred of Waterhouse; its nomenclature is unknown but ‘it lies on the
opposite side of the road to Pub Lake. It is brackish and hardly a quarter a mile across’:
It was singled out by the first geological observer, Rev. Julian T. Woods, as worthy of note. In
1960, the Methodist Youth Hostel was established on its banks - a fitting purpose, when one
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recalls that across the land the first road led into Guichen Bay, traversed by so many in quest of
adventure, so highly prized by youth…
Fox Plains were probably named after a family of early settlers of whom H. Fox was a member. A public
meeting was held in September 1866 at Fox Plains Chapel by a few persons interested in forming a district
council in the Hundred of Light; ‘35 persons were in attendance including Messrs Rankine (promoter), Fox,
Gravestock, MacNamara, Barber, Keane and Costello.’
Frampton Well - Near Streaky Bay, recalls F.W. Frampton who took up pastoral lease no. 940 on 27 March
1861, ‘East of Point Westall’.
Frances - This town, 40 km north of Naracoorte, was named by Governor Fergusson in memory of Frances
Jones (nee Caton), the wife of Henry Jones of Binnum Station, who wrote a book entitled Broad Outlines of
Long Years in Australia. The provision for the town’s establishment was made in 1871 when ‘Agricultural
Area no. 12’, containing the site of the future town and surrounding area, was defined by proclamation. It
was surveyed in 1881 and its school, opened in 1888, closed in 1890.
On 1 January 1906, pedestrian and aquatic sports were held ‘when a large group assembled at Lake Cadnite
and everything passed off satisfactorily under the management of Messrs J.C. Brown and A.J. Carracher. In
the evening a ball was held in the Institute Hall. Messrs W. Pettit and D. Smith officiated as masters of
ceremonies and Messrs A. Quinlivan (piano) and A. Oliver (violin) supplied music.’ (See Kybybolite)
Franklin - William Henry Gray died on 6 September 1896 and, in 1898, his executors, who included his son,
Franklin James Gray, subdivided part section 420, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Cheltenham.
The name Franklin Harbor honours Sir John Franklin, Governor of Tasmania (1837-1843), who was
previously a midshipman on the Investigator. His wife unveiled a monument to Flinders at Port Lincoln on
12 January 1841. In his log of 8 March 1802, Matthew Flinders said ‘a lagoon was visible from the masthead
over the beach and a small inlet, apparently connected with it, was perceived soon afterwards.’ In the
course of a speech at Port Lincoln on 5 May 1840 Governor Gawler said, ‘the lagoon I have named Lake
Flinders and the port connected with it Franklin Harbor. The latter will receive and hold securely vessels of
any burthen.’
A correspondent writing to the Observer in 1884 said that ‘one of the unnoticed and almost unknown
districts is that of Franklin Harbor, to which I have just had the opportunity of paying a visit’:
I took the steamer on Tuesday afternoon, and did not reach Franklin Harbor till Friday morning…
The steamer calls here about once a fortnight with goods and passengers… Much cannot be said
of the township of Cowell, which is usually called after the harbour, the government name not
being used. It contains a decent hotel, a store, smith’s shop, wheat store, but not a single chapel.
The place, however, is increasing, and while I was there two donkeys arrived and this enlivened
things. The district around is occupied by wheatgrowers and sheepfarmers…
The scattered settlements of people over these seven or eight Hundreds enjoy but few
advantages, and their wants are no doubt still more pressingly felt on account of the isolated
character of the settlement that has taken place. They have no resident trooper or a medical
man in the whole district, and have to send to Port Lincoln or Port Augusta for either, unless they
go to Wallaroo, which they only have the opportunity of doing once a week.
Although a telegraph line traverses the country from Port Lincoln to Port Augusta, passing within
four miles of the harbour, they have not yet the privilege of a telegraph office. A small cutter
carries the mails once a week only from Wallaroo, while many other places with not half the
population have a daily mail. The mails are delivered on Sundays. Here the State, without any
tangible reason, not only sanctions but deliberately arranges for the delivery of the mail on the
day of rest, a state of things which could not obtain in any other centre of population in the
colonies.
Until recently there were no stated or regular services for Divine worship, the people depending
on occasional visits from clergymen of different denominations. The Bible Christians intend to
provide for the religious demands of the people, and have recently sent a deputation to inspect
the country with that end in view.
The Franklin Harbor Post Office was opened in May 1867 by P.M.J McKechnie. In 1914, it was said that it
seemed a pity that ‘the residents of a great district should be fighting one another, instead of cooperating
to ensure the advancement of their district’:
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If Nature has decreed that Franklin Harbour can never be a harbour for deeper boats, it would be
wise for the Cowell residents to recognise it at once and, instead of wasting their energies
fighting Carpa people, join them in getting the deep sea harbour, which… can be had 12 miles
away…
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 14 May 1904, page 43, of local
Aborigines on 21 May 1904, page 43, of scrub rolling on 10 November 1906, page 30, of loading wheat at
Warren Beach on 17 August 1907, page 29.
Franklin Islands, named by Matthew Flinders on 3 February 1802 (Baudin christened them Isles St Pierre ‘Isles of St Peter’) and Franklin Parade, that strip of the foreshore from the mouth of the River Inman to the
Bluff (Rosetta Head), have the same nomenclature as ‘Franklin Harbor’ The request for the latter name
came from the District Council of Encounter Bay after receiving a petition from 210 school children in 1946.
Franklyn - The town, near Terowie, proclaimed on 23 September 1880 and closed on 9 February 1984, was
named by Governor Jervois. In 1916, the nomenclature committee suggested it be changed to ‘Wonna’ to
avoid confusion with the Adelaide subdivision of ‘Franklin’. Its school was opened as ‘Wonna’ in 1883; name
changed in 1886 and closed in 1916. The nomenclature of the town is, no doubt, explained by the fact that
near Alphington, in Devonshire, is a fine house that, in 1983, was a health centre called ‘Franklyn House’. It
is an excellent building of the early pre-Palladian years of the 18th century and became the home of the
Snow family who were partners in a city bank and under the entries of ‘Cleve’ and ‘Snowtown’ is a discussion
on the affiliation between the respective families of ‘Jervois’ and ‘Snow’.
Frankton - Heinrich C.F. Diener arrived in 1847 in the Hermann Von Beckerath, married Augustine Mai at
Tanunda in 1853 and, in 1879, obtained the land grant of section 372, Hundred of Dutton, 24 km SouthEast of Eudunda, on which a post office was opened in September 1882, the first postmaster being George
Rice: ‘Henry Brook suggested this new post office be called Frankton after Frank Rice, the postmaster’s
son.’ William Diener took it over in April 1883 and held office for 41 years; it closed on 30 November 1930.
The Frankton School was opened in 1884 by Kate Cooper; it closed in 1938. The name occurs in England
and, in 1043, was written as francton - ‘Franca’s town’.
Fraser, Mount - Rodney Cockburn places it in the Musgrave Ranges and attributes its nomenclature to John
Alan Fraser, a member of the Pastoral Board.
Frayville - In 1933, Miss Fray opened this school, 8 km WNW of Mannum; a photograph of students is in
the Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
Freds Flat - A school near Wudinna opened in 1923 by Rex E. Pepper; it closed in 1941.
Freds Knob - Near Wilpena, was named in 1895 by the surveyor W.G. Evans after his brother-in-law, Fred
Orchard.
Freeling - Arthur Henry Freeling, born in 1820, came to South Australia, in 1849, and was appointed
Surveyor-General and Colonial Engineer. In 1861, he returned to England after a distinguished career in the
colony and, in 1871, as Fifth Baronet, succeeded to the title and estates of Ford and Hastings in Sussex. The
following places honour his name - Freeling Heights, near Copley, the Hundred of Freeling proclaimed on
1 October 1857; the town of Freeling surveyed in March 1860 and offered for sale on 19 July 1860 - ‘seven
years later 100 lots remained unsold in the town which was… the main outlet for the great cereal district of
the north.’ (See Greenock)
In 1869, notwithstanding the depressing effect that the entire failure of last season’s crop had upon the
colony:
This place has been going ahead surprisingly, for during the past year we have had four or five
substantial stone-built cottages added to our dwelling houses and, further, we have built a
handsome new store - this building was erected by Mr Elsholz and the business is carried on by
Messrs Elsholz and Schuttloffel. Mr Kreusler has added a handsome stone front to his general
store… Mr Schuttloffel has also a large wheat store in course of erection, with a cellar the size of
the whole building…
In 1891, the South Australian Company, to encourage their tenants to put the land to uses other than wheat
growing:
Offered to provide vine cuttings, pay for the labour of putting them in, etc., and to charge no rent
for the land so used for the first three years. This condition has induced Messrs A. and H.
Mattiske to plant ten and five acres respectively with vines… Mr. T.H. Litchfield, who lives on the
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Angaston side of Freeling, has a good garden and growing vineyard. He put in several thousand
vines last year and intends to put in 3,000 more this year.
The Freeling School opened in 1867; Freeling North School opened as the ‘Hundred of Light’ in 1903; name
changed in 1907 and closed in 1947.
A photograph of the first recorded snow fall is in the Chronicle, 7 August 1909, page 31, of a football team
on 2 October 1909, page 32, 10 September 1910, page 32, of a cricket team in the Observer, 7 May 1910,
page 28, of old residents in the Observer, 10 September 1910, page 31, of a band concert on 19 October
1912, page 29.
Freeling Water Hill was discovered and named by G.W. Goyder on 28 May 1857 and Mount Freeling, near
Marree, discovered and named by John McD. Stuart on 18 April 1860; a post office was opened there in
1868 and closed in 1896; a sketch of the pastoral station is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1884, page
25, of the police station in the Chronicle, 2 September 1899, page 19 (supp.).
Freeling Range, ‘a remarkable isolated range south of Mount Ive’, was named by Stephen Hack in August
1857 ‘at Mr Harris’ request.’
Freeman - The South-West promontory of Port Elliot is called Freeman Knob and H.C. Talbot says it takes
its name from Sylvester Freeman, the second officer to Captain J.W.D. Blenkinsopp, of the whaling station
at Encounter Bay in 1837, while Rodney Cockburn suggests that it may have been named by whalers in 1836
after a Malay sailor who brought in a vessel from Hobart with stores for the fishery at Encounter Bay ‘by
recognising the headland.’ The Aborigines called it kainjamin while Freycinet’s charts show it as C. Cretet.
A post office was opened there on 17 July 1851 and renamed ‘Port Elliot’ in 1852. (See Blenkinsopp, Point)
Freeman Peninsula, in the Hundred of Wrenfordsley, was named after the Freeman family, who held land
in the vicinity. It is known, also, as ‘Calca Peninsula’.
Freestone Creek & Freestone Hill - On Kangaroo Island where freestone, suitable for paving, is to be found.
Fremanton - A 1909 subdivision of part section 95, Hundred of Adelaide, by H. Jackson; now included in
Torrensville. The first Methodist Church on Henley Beach Road, between Clifford Street, and West Street,
was known as New Thebarton until 1910, when it became Torrensville. In 1919, a new church was built in
Hayward Avenue and although this locality was Fremanton, officially, the church retained the name
Torrensville Methodist Church. It would seem the latter name was favoured locally, although Thomas & Co’s
Street Directory of 1922 shows Freemanton (sic) encompassing Hardy’s Road, Ashley Street, almost to West
Street (section 95 boundary) and Henley Beach Road.
French - The Hundred of French, County of Hanson, proclaimed on 12 December 1895 as the ‘Hundred of
Basedow’ was, in 1918, renamed in honour of Field Marshal French of World War I.
In 1867, French Creek was said to be ‘at the back of Torrens Island.’
Frenchman Rock - It once stood on the present day lot 96 of the town of Penneshaw. In 1802, members of
Baudin’s crew placed an inscription on a rock and, in 1906, it was covered with a shelter built of hard brick,
cemented over with three wrought iron grills, one of which was hinged to allow periodical visits to the stone
and to apply preservatives; it was believed to be the first such action to protect an historical site in situ.
Mrs Stow, the headmistress of the Penneshaw (Hog Bay) School opened a subscription list for the
purpose of securing a shelter for the rock, and her public spirit and energy have had their reward
in the collection of about £30, which the government has subsidised pound for pound… The
completion of the arrangements was left to Mr C.E. Owen Smyth, Superintendent of Public
Buildings, and men are now constructing a shelter in the shape of a mosque, with a dome right
above the stone… The shelter will contain a wrought-iron gate, with two grilles, so that the face
of the stone will be plainly perceptible…; later, it was removed to preserve it from the elements
and, today, a replica stands at the site.
The rock was removed in 1917-1918 and a cement cast substituted for the original which was taken to the
Art Gallery of SA in Adelaide. Since 1996 it has been on display in the Penneshaw Information Centre.
A photograph of a shelter is in the Observer, 25 August 1906, page 29, 27 September 1913, page 6 (supp.).
Baudin called the place ‘Cove of Springs’.
Fresh Dip Lake - Near Beachport. Named by Dr. Margaret Brock in 1981 as a parallel to the saline Little Dip
Lake.
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Freshford - In 1862, it was reported that ‘Freshford, the residence of Mr A.F. Boord, is situated on a section
adjoining Mr Coull’s vineyard and orchard, being on the north bank of the Torrens, about half a mile nearer
the gorge’:
There are about six acres planted with vines and fruit trees on a rich alluvial flat where the soil is
light and deep… The wines he makes are a pure Dolcetto, pure Constantia and pure Madeira,
mixing all the other red varieties for a second-class wine. He also makes a white wine from
Muscats alone…
In 1869, this place on the River Torrens ‘was chosen by the proprietor of the Hindmarsh Brewery for their
annual picnic…’
Freshwater - A subdivision of section 1110, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Robert Thornber, circa 1851, who
advised prospective buyers of allotments that fresh water was available at low depth on the section
‘opposite the Prince’s Wharf and on the road to Semaphore’; now included in Exeter. The name occurs on
the Isle of Wight, England, where in 1194 it was written as freschewatere - ‘river with fresh water’. (See
Bridgetown & Sandwell)
Freshwater Creek School was opened as ‘Hundred of Neales’; name changed in 1927 and closed in 1940.
Frew Hill & Frew Well - In the Far North-East are where the ‘Frew Hill Run’ was established by Robert Frew
in 1880.
Frewville – This subdivision was laid out on part section 265, Hundred of Adelaide, granted to John Brown
on 7 March 1839, who sold it to William Giles on 25 July 1843. James Frew acquired the section in July 1847
and laid it out in 1865. He arrived in the Lady Bute with his brother, Robert, in 1839. (See Fullarton)
The name Frewville was given, also, to a subdivision of section 369, Hundred of Blanche, by the executors
of John Frew (the son of James Frew) in 1902; now included in Mount Gambier. Frew Park, a recreational
ground within the town of Mount Ganbier, also honours his name. (See Hedley Park)
Fricker, Point - ‘In the centre of Coffin Bay’ and named, in 1910, after a warden of the Marine Board.
Friday, Mount - South-West of Lake Acraman, named by Stephen Hack because he climbed the hill on
Friday, 24 July 1857.
Friedrichstadt - The name given to a rural subdivision of section 3913, Hundred of Kuitpo, circa 1852, by
Johann Friedrich Paech, who came to South Australia in the Zebra in 1838:
It is indeed a lovely spot and the old residences there occupied by the Paech family are worthy of
attention by rising young artists of the Sinclair and Wadham type. The district - named after the
late Friedrich Paech - spreads considerably and covers the thirteen 80-acre sections he purchased
from the SA Company, on which flocks were herded in the early days after having been brought
over from New South Wales. The original settlement is approached either by the roads running
past Mr Gething’s or from the slopes of Windmill Hill - the latter for preference…
The name means ‘Friedrich’s town or city’. Since 1918 it has been ‘Tangari’, Aboriginal for ‘edible gum’. (See
Paech Town & Tangari)
Friedrichswalde - In the Hundred of Waterloo; it translates as ‘Friedrich’s forest or wood’ and comprised
one-acre lots cut out of section 39 by Friedrich W. Pfitzner in 1867. Born in Germany, in 1814, he arrived in
the La Rochelle in 1855, when he established himself as a farmer and miller. He died at Nuriootpa in 1898.
Its post office was conducted first by H. Thien (sic) in October 1867. Its school was opened in 1888 and
closed in 1947; it, and the village, became ‘Tarnma’ in 1918.
Frill, Mount - (See Watch, Mount)
Frimley - A 1919 subdivision of part section 234, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Hawthorn. Lucy G.
Howard laid it out at the corner of Unley and Angas Roads and Durdin Street: ‘The environment [is] rural
and picturesque to a degree seldom found in such close proximity to the city.’ Mrs F.C. Howard’s property
was called ‘Frimley’ and there were ‘fewer prettier spots in the suburbs than [that] beautiful property at
the corner of Unley and Angas Roads’:
The willow bordered creek and the profusion of stately trees lend a delightfully rural aspect
seldom found so close to the city. Portion of the property, including the orangery, orchard and
tennis court are now being surveyed into 17 residential allotments…
The name comes from Surrey, England, and, possibly, derived from the Œ freme - ‘full of moisture’; in 1195
it was written as fremi’s leah, leah indicating ‘a meadow’.
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Frome - Edward Charles Frome (1802-1890) was Acting Surveyor-General under Governor Gawler, later
holding the substantive position until 1849 when succeeded by Arthur H. Freeling. He was a Captain in the
Royal Engineers and, under his supervision, surveys were completed rapidly, though some fault was found
by settlers on the score of their accuracy. He was a strong critic of the special survey regulations, described
as ‘a vicious system of cutting up the country.’
This system was included in the Colonisation Commission’s Land Board Regulations at the request of
George Fife Angas and any purchaser who paid £4,000 in advance could select 15,000 acres outside defined
districts and, when surveyed into sections, 4,000 acres could be chosen by the purchaser with the
remainder being available for sale at the uniform price of £1 per acre. Captain Sturt also came out against
them saying that ‘they have secured all that is valuable in the shape of water to a few individuals and
rendered invaluable more than one third of the provincial lands.’
His name is commemorated by County of Frome, proclaimed on 7 August 1851, Lake Frome in the NorthEast, discovered by him in July 1843 and named by Governor Grey; Lake Frome in the South-East, discovered
and named by Thomas Burr on 4 May 1844; River Frome, near Copley, discovered and named by E.J. Eyre
on 27 August 1840. The Aborigines called it wringen wurnap kroand-umer - ‘by the cormorant the wood
was removed’.
Fromm Landing - On the River Murray south of Walker Flat, probably named after Carl C.G. Fromm (18531935) who resided at Milendella. Close by was a rock shelter, near section 301, known as tungawalaka, the
main camping area of the clanspeople of the same name.
Fry Flat - South of Balaklava on section 151, Hundred of Dalkey, where Robert Fry took up an occupation
licence on 26 September 1844. Later, after survey, on section 153 he took his wife’s life and then committed
suicide ‘in an open plain near the River Wakefield.’ On 11 January 1850 the local Justice of Peace reported
the murder to the Colonial Secretary:
The remains of the unfortunate woman I have interred on the spot, as I found the corpse in such
a dreadfully decomposed state… I have directed one of the police… to watch if he should return
to his home, as it is supposed he is still lurking in the scrubs in the vicinity of the station… I regret
to say there are three unfortunate children… the youngest… is in a weak and sickly state of
health.
His remains were found on 28 June 1850 and, following an inquest, interred at Penwortham.
Fulford - The village of Fulford was advertised in 1849 as ‘allotments for sale 4 miles from Mount Barker
between Mount Barker and Macclesfield’ and related to section 2877, Hundred of Macclesfield.
Fulham - When John White (ca.1790-1860) arrived in South Australia in 1836 he purchased land near the
Reedbeds naming it ‘Fulham Farm’, after the suburb of Fulham in London, where he was born; it derives
from the Anglo-Saxon fullen-hame - ‘habitat of water fowls’. His home was built of bricks brought out from
England, while the roof was thatched with local reeds. He died in 1860 following a horse accident and was
buried in a vault at the rear of a chapel he had erected in 1855, sited at the South-West corner of modernday Henley Beach and Tapley Hill Roads. The chapel was demolished during the widening of Henley Beach
Road.
In 1877, his son, William White (1834-ca.1929), established the suburb of Fulham on part section 433,
Hundred of Adelaide, when it was described as being ‘surrounded by the finest gum trees in the colony. It
is high and dry and forms one of the most delightful retreats from the heat and dust of the city…’ The
northern boundary of the suburb follows the former outlet of the River Torrens - hence Riverside Drive
which in high river flowed into the Port River.
Its school opened in 1861 and, at the annual visiting day celebration at the Fulham State School in 1908, a
mild sensation was caused by the interchange between the Chairman of the Board of Advice, Mr John F.
Mellor and Councillor Stacey, a member of the board:
Mr Mellor stated that he had heard that a large number of children were losing their manners
and he had noticed it himself. He did not wish to be looked upon as God Almighty, so to speak,
but to be respected as chairman. Cr. Stacey said that… Mr Mellor had insulted the headmaster by
asking the children if they had tongues in their heads… On the way home Cr. Stacey referred to
Mr Mellor as a ‘[expletive deleted] ass’.
On 4 June 1869, the bridge built by the West Torrens District Council on the road leading from the ‘Beehive
to Patawillunga (sic) Creek and Frogmore, the residence of Mr. W.H. Gray’, was opened:
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It has a waterway of 40 feet and is built of Oregon pine with a flooring of red gum and does great
credit to the contractor, Mr. W.H. Campbell. Miss Gray opened the bridge and christened it
‘Rosetta Bridge’ which designation is painted on each side. Vehicles then passed over and two
smaller bridges lately built on the same line were inspected.
A Catholic picnic was reported in 1884 when ‘several troopers and foot constables were in attendance and
by their presence and attention kept the larrikin element, which assembled in force, within bounds. One or
two “hoodlums” of both sexes… were promptly ejected from the ground.’
Photographs of local flooding are in the Chronicle, 28 July 1917, pages 20-25, of the opening of a bridge
and district pioneers in the Observer, 20 May 1911, page 27.
Fullarton - Laid out in 1849 on section 252, Hundred of Adelaide, by James Frew, whose wife was the former
Jane Fullarton, on land purchased from P.V. Agnew. (See Frewville) It was advertised as ‘the prettiest and
most fertile township in the colony’:
Let no dust-choked citizen of Adelaide, let no houseless newcomer forget that on Monday next
Nathaniel Hailes will sell [lots] by auction… The soil is peculiarly rich, the water pure and easily
obtained and many allotments are thickly wooded with… most beautiful trees.
However, by 1880, a discerning citizen described it as follows:
Fullarton is a village between two to three miles South-East of Adelaide and situated upon the
delta formed by creek running from the Glen Osmond Gully and is therefore naturally adapted
for gardening purposes. The alluvium is very deep and in winter is wet with a tendency to
become sodden, but in summer it is apt to be very dry when, for surface-rooting plants, the
gardener needs to be diligent with the watering pot.
The approach to the village is like the rogue’s road to Heaven - very devious and full of bogs and
slippery places; but the comfortable looking cottages on the roadside and the nice large-sized
allotments everywhere abounding, give the place an English wayside appearance… There is bus
accommodation to Fullarton, the fare being sixpence.
In 1391 the name was recorded in England as foulertoune - ‘hamlet of the fowler’.
A photograph of a fete is in the Observer, 2 December 1905, page 27, of the laying of the foundation stone
of the Anglican Church on 18 September 1920, page 23.
Fuller - William Fuller (ca.1845-1924), obtained the land grant of section 158, Hundred of Yackamoorundie
on 5 April 1881 and Fuller Hill is located thereon.
Fullerville Post Office, 5 km SW of Booleroo Centre on section 47; opened in December 1883 by W.L. Gall
and closed in 1907, recalls George Samuel Fuller (1830-1916), who farmed in the district from 1878 and
was a member of the first Land Board and the Board of the State Bank of South Australia. Its school opened
in 1885 and closed in 1944.
Furner - A town, 32 km east of Beachport, proclaimed on 11 November 1886 in honour of Luke L. Furner,
MP (1878-1890), who was born in Hampshire, England in 1837, came to Melbourne, in 1858, settling, finally,
at Goolwa, where he founded the auctioneering firm of Moody, Furner and Company and became a town
councillor and three times Mayor:
He was not a brilliant speaker, but was a man greatly esteemed by his comrades in the House of
Assembly and by his political opponents. He was an apostle of water conservation and by his
advocacy of general progressive measures abundantly justified the wisdom of his constituents in
returning him… to parliament.
Its school opened in 1889 and closed in 1962. Furner West was gazetted on 12 May 1887.

G
Gairdner, Lake - Discovered by Stephen Hack and, simultaneously, by P. E. Warburton and Samuel
Davenport in August 1857. It was named by Governor MacDonnell in October 1857 after Gordon Gairdner,
CMG, Chief Clerk of the Australian Department in the Colonial Office:
[His] long and faithful service in the Australian Department of the Colonial Service entitles him to
such tribute of remembrance from here.
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In a despatch to the colonial office the Governor said that ‘its size and remarkable cliffs projecting into a
vast expanse of dazzling salt, here and there studded with islands, render it one of the most striking objects
hitherto met with in Australian scenery…’
In 1858, it was reported that it was ‘very strange that successive explorers see the same country with
impressions so irreconcilable’:
We are quite aware of the immense difference of appearance which a tract of land will exhibit at
different seasons of the year. But an Australian explorer should be able at any time to affirm,
with tolerable certainty, what aspect a country will present at all other times…
The tract of country described by Mr Hack as comprising four or five thousand square miles of
excellent pastoral land, Major Warburton calculates will sustain sheep at the rate of about one to
the square mile. We cannot presume to say which is the more accurate estimate…
Galga - Land in the immediate vicinity was taken up first by William Selby Douglas in 1868. The town, in the
Hundred of Bandon, 32 km South-East of Swan Reach, was proclaimed on 10 February 1916 and is an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘hungry’; it was intended by the railway commissioner who named it that the
railway station should be a place where refreshments would be provided. A photograph of a football team
is in the Chronicle, 11 October 1934, page 49.
Gallagher Dam - North-East of Morgan and named after the Gallagher family who held the lease of
Quondong Vale Station from circa 1888 (lease no. 851). (See Quondong)
Gallipoli Gardens - A name proposed for a suburb that became ‘Allenby Gardens’ in May 1922.
Gall Park - Near Kingston, SE, was named after John Gall (1830-1907). He arrived in the Baboo in 1840 with
his parents, the reason for emigration being that his father, Charles Gall, had, ‘in his youth in Scotland,
developed a fondness for firearms and it was his passion for shooting which eventually landed him in the
antipodes’:
Seeing at a distance what he took to be a rabbit he fired his gun and, to his consternation,
discovered that he had killed a hare. In those days it was a crime to slaughter without authority a
hare on another person’s property and a second offence involved the monstrous penalty of
transportation. This was his second offence… to save further trouble his father thought it wise to
send him out to South Australia, where Mrs Gall had a brother [James Coutts], who was sheep
farming on Yorke Peninsula.
From 1851, and for the next twenty-five years or more, he held pastoral leases in the district, including nos.
226B&C, 493, 778, 1014, 1095, 1283 and 1298. He lived at Cantara Station, 38 miles from Kingston, S.E., was
president of the local council for many years and connected with the local School Board of Advice and the
Lacepede Bay Institute. To the school children he was ‘a practical friend; the institute possesses many
valuable books through his generosity and the showground is a standing monument of his liberal gift…’
Gallwey - A town in the South-East corner of the Hundred of Oladdie, 19 km North-East of Orroroo,
proclaimed on 2 December 1880, was named by Governor Jervois who may have had in mind Thomas Lionel
John Gallwey, a Lieutenant-General in the Royal Engineers and Governor-General of Bermuda, (1882-1888);
he, no doubt, was an associate of Governor Jervois. The town was closed in 1944. (See Cunliffe, Elliston,
Owen & Wilson)
Galway - A 1916 subdivision of part section 249, Hundred of Adelaide, and named by the South Australian
Company after Sir Henry Galway, a former Governor of SA; now included in Netherby.
Planner Charles C. Reade designed this garden suburb based on those established by British town
planners. In a change from the normal grid layout Reade’s design had winding tree-lined streets,
irregularly shaped blocks and central reserves. Evidence of the original Reade layout can still be
found in the Peake Gardens recreation grounds, and the winding streets, Major Avenue and
Anstey Crescent.
Galway Gardens was a 1921 subdivision of part section 50, Hundred of Adelaide, by the State Bank of SA;
now included in Marleston. In the same year, trouble arose with the construction of some of the houses
being built for returned soldiers ‘because several faulty foundations which had been put down were
condemned by the inspector of the State Bank…’ (See Kurralta)
Gambier - Lieutenant James Grant named the physical feature of Mount Gambier on 3 December 1800,
while Matthew Flinders named Gambier Isles, in Spencer Gulf, on 24 February 1802. Both names honour
Lord Gambier, who had a seat in Admiralty when the Investigator was fitted out; later, in 1807, he
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commanded the British fleet at the second battle of Copenhagen. Lt. Grant was promoted to the rank of
Commander, in 1805, with a pension for gallantry in a spirited naval action off Holland, when he was badly
wounded. He died in 1833, aged 61. Freycinet’s charts show them as Is. Berthier. The ‘Gambier Island Run’
was established by P. Levi in 1872.
Penola historian, Peter Rymill, records that, in December 1845, E.P.S. Sturt advised Charles Bonney in
Adelaide that, ‘through Mr Hunter, I succeeded in purchasing Mr Henty’s interest in Mount Gambier, which
I now occupy…’ and continued:
Given [this fact], Stephen Henty’s later claim in a letter to Governor Latrobe that ‘we were
subsequently deprived by the chicanery of some unprincipled individuals’ is curious.
Furthermore, Edward Henty, from Muntham, seems to have been the brother most involved in
the Mt Gambier district (or perhaps the most prolific correspondent). There is no mention of
Stephen from the time of his initial 1839 reconnoitre until his sheep are taken to Lalee in 1849…
The first sale of freehold land in the vicinity of Mount Gambier took place in 1847 when sections 1100 to
1103, inclusive, were granted to Mr Evelyn P.S. Sturt at £80.1s. each and he remained in occupation until
the mid-1850s when he left to take up the position of Chief Inspector of Police in Melbourne. In the interim
period he laid out the town of Gambierton; at the outset three allotments were leased upon which a public
house, a store and a blacksmith’s shop were erected, circa 1847, by the respective lessees. Today, Evelyn,
Sturt and Compton Streets commemorate his association with the district - the ‘Sturt Street’ on Evelyn
Sturt’s original plan is, today ‘Commercial Street’.
According to Alfred Hayes, who came to the district in 1846, the hotel was opened by John Byng on Saint
Patrick’s Day 1847 and, to celebrate the occasion, a few ‘races’ were arranged by the locals at which ‘there
was plenty of fighting; in fact there was hardly a man who did not have a fight that day. These were the
days when men came in with their cheques and did not stop drinking until the whole was gone.’
John Byng was a huge man tipping the scales at about 18 stone and boasting of biceps in excess of 17 inches
and he built an Inn, composed of slabs with a bark roof, on land occupied today by Jens’ Hotel:
There the modern coloured Falstaff, assisted by a white wife and a family of several children,
used to take his portly ease or dispense liquors to surrounding settlers and stockmen,
while a complaint was levelled against the ‘new publican’ when a correspondent to the Adelaide press said:
Selling six glasses of liquor and a cigar for seven shillings is what we should call a rather good
percentage. We would advise the publicans not to show themselves so greedy of gain; as, at their
future appeals to the Magistrates and the public, their exorbitant charges, or what our
correspondent calls a downright robbery, may prove far more disadvantageous to themselves
than they may imagine.
In October 1854, Hastings Cunningham purchased the four sections from Mr Sturt for £1,500 and, no doubt,
received all the appropriate legal documentation, including the obligatory plan of the first township that
encompassed the leases executed previously by Sturt.
Two years later, Mr Cunningham donated land in Sturt Street for a new school, opened in 1858 with James
Smith in charge, the husband of Christina Smith who was the missionary teacher of the indigenous Booandik
people; it closed when a new public school opened in Wehl Street in 1878 and at which the author of this
history attended from 1936-1938. He was ‘one of the first to interest himself in the export of frozen mutton
to England and, in conjunction with Messrs Freebairn and Armitage, he shipped a cargo by the steamer
Strathleven in 1871.’ He died at St. Kilda, Melbourne, on 21 September 1908 in his eighty-third year.
The following comments by Mr Cunningham are taken from Minnie – Memoirs of a Squatter’s Daughter,
by Mary E.S. Brewer:
I bought from E.P.S. Sturt - ‘Compton’ - with cattle and sheep… a beautiful piece of country.
Afterwards I bought four 80-acre blocks on which the township of Mount Gambier now stands
from Captain Sturt [sic] (through his brother Shirley). I gave him £1,500 for these blocks, held
them for little more than a year, made some £800 by surveying a township and selling a few
blocks then sold the remainder for [the] same money I paid to Sturt. It was thought I did a clever
thing. If only I had waited a few years and held on to these blocks I should have required nothing
more. Gambiertown is now the second town in South Australia.
Author’s comment - Mr Cunningham’s recall of events is blatantly false - the second survey of
township allotments in ‘Mount Gambier’ was undertaken by Alexander Mitchell in 1860
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following the sale by Mr Cunningham for £2,500 of the four sections purchased from Sturt
excluding, of course, previously sold allotments in Sturt’s creation.
It was not until Mr Hastings Cunningham began selling allotments in Sturt’s ‘village’ that people in search
of employment began to flock to the site and it was then that two or three stores were opened and the
‘adventurous blacksmiths erected their anvils.’ In the 1850s the town was a mere hamlet - a bush village where shepherds came to ‘knock down’ an entire year’s wages in a week and where a man who had gone
to ‘melt his cheque’ invited all passers-by to drink with him.
Then there were the ‘larks’ on week days, horse racing on Sundays and, occasionally, a stout, wild,
barbarous fight, in which men battered and bruised one another:
A prize-fight took place in the neighbourhood of Mount Gambier for a purse of £20 between
‘man of colour’ named Young Sambo and an Irishman named Ned McMahon. At the end of the
43rd round and after an hour and twenty minutes Maloney [sic] was beat.
A traveller at this time described it as containing about 100 inhabitants and ‘hroughout this oasis, for ten
miles round, a number of farmers raised their crops and fed their cattle’:
Most of them were Germans or Scots, the former from the Adelaide side and the latter from
Portland, away in Victoria. The latter place was the nearest market over a fearful road through
the sandy waste for 60 miles; thence their produce was shipped off to the colonial capitals.
In 1861, the town’s main street was all but an impassable bog, without drainage or regulations for the
removal of the foul unsanitary nuisances that ‘choked the very doors’:
Though the men may knock through the mud, the women are imprisoned at home; we have
scarcely any social life and until something is done all of us might as well be clothed in bear skins
and imagine ourselves the denizens of that doleful region, of which as Dante, the Italian poet,
sings, there is inscribed on the portals - ‘All hope abandon ye who enter here.’
As a consequence, the streets were condemned, frequently, in the winter and, to avoid the mud hazards,
the citizens resorted to riding their horses on the footpaths thus ‘driving men, women and children inside
the paddock fence and causing them to trespass on ploughed ground where the crop [was] just rising above
the soil.’ The remedy for this state of affairs was addressed when, in 1863, a district council was formed
and its first meeting held in the old Telegraph Station.
In June 1862 the Editor of the Border Watch said: ‘enough for the present, we have started our locality as
Mount Gambier, and Mount Gambier it shall be, to the end of the chapter’:
Our thriving town is not to suffer under a misnomer because of the hallucinations of an
interloping Victorian barrister and tho‘ the Post Office officials may, under the effects of
circumlocution fever or red tape delirium, adhere for a time to this stupid term [Gambierton] we
have little doubt, but ere long, they will return to the proper designation of this place as
announced by the Sheriff on 19 December and recognised by the Act of the South Australian
parliament, dated 29th November 1861, viz., Mount Gambier.
Two mills and two doctors stand up on the Mount,
And also nine stores, if right I can count,
Five shoemakers, too, who say, nothing’s like leather,
For keeping you dry in the wettest of weather;
Wheelwrights and a watchmaker, who don’t go upon wheels,
And able any day to put tips on your heels,
A blacksmith, strong, rather weak in the brains
Á baker who sells all the bread that remains,
A tailor who dines on his cabbage and goose,
A cobbler who lives in a hole like a mouse,
A carpenter man that ne’er lifted a hammer,
And a learned schoolmaster that studies his grammar,
A dandified clerk that knows nothing but figures,
Men that walk out on Sundays with guns that have triggers,
Little boys and girls all chattering like monkeys,
And overgrown lads as heavy as donkeys.
A very great bank to cash all your cheques,
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And plenty of doors that shut only with ‘snecks’.
A barber, with a razor keen, who, as you may well suppose,
Can take your beard off very clean, while he holds you by the nose.
A chemist, too, the only one, I think, who is upon the town,
And if you want a dose of salts, go ask for Mister Brown,
Three public houses, and three churches, too,
Stand out distinct and patent to your view,
Whereas I heard a teetotaller say,
(Shouting aloud from the other side of the way):
’Wherever God erects a House of Prayer,
The Devil always builds a chapel there!’
(Border Watch, 25 April 1862)
In 1860, the subdivision of Mount Gambier was laid out by Alexander Mitchell on section 1101 purchased
from Hastings Cunningham; this was followed by the government creation of Gambier Town that was
offered for sale on 17 October 1861 and changed to Gambiertown on 5 April 1979; East Gambier Town
was created by Charles Hayes on part section 7, Hundred of Blanche. By 1875, the whole district was
supposed to be one vast area of alluvial land ‘waiting merely to be tickled with the hoe to bring forth
abundantly.’
Competitors eagerly attended the sales and land, good, bad and indifferent was sold to eager purchasers
at high prices. Some large capitalists, however, by buying off competitors, and other diverse means, were
able to secure an immense quantity at a little over the upset price.
Many persons, however, could not afford to purchase outright and went to the capitalist, who
was ready to accommodate them with inferior land at high rental which crippled their energies
and blasted their prospects. Year by year they struggled on until insolvency reduced them to the
ranks of the labouring class, bringing down in their fall some of those tradesmen who had too
eagerly supplied them with credit.
The Aboriginal name for the district was nerebalam meaning ‘eagle’s nest’. In Booandik mythology the
struggle for mastery between the eagle and crow was a dominant theme. The eagle’s enemy had his nest
in the great crater of the Blue Lake, while the eagle’s eyrie was on the peak of the Mount. (See Blue Lake)
The foundation of a tower on the Mount’s summit was laid by Sir Samuel Way on 3 December 1900 and the
opening ceremony took place on 27 April 1904. The building was constructed of red dolomite, with walls
eighteen inches thick, at a cost of £500. (For further historical information on early pastoral settlement at
Mount Gambier see under ‘South-East’.)
A photograph of a cycling club is in The Critic, 26 March 1898, page 19, of ladies who participated in a
‘musical bicycle race’ in the Chronicle, 24 January 1903, page 42, of cycling on 16 August 1934, page 35, 20
September 1934, of an Australia Day celebration in the Observer, 7 August 1915, page 29, of a street
procession is in the Chronicle, 10 April 1930, page 37, of female golfers on 26 October 1933, page 38, of
lifesavers on 28 February 1935, page 38, of a baseball team on 10 September 1936, page 38. Information
on and a sketch of the Capitol Theatre is in the Chronicle, 26 February 1927.
The Hundred of Gambier, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 1 April 1858.
Gammon Ranges - In the North Flinders Ranges, the origin of which is unknown but ‘Gammon’ can mean
‘hoax’ or ‘humbug’, perhaps in relation to the scrub country, difficult to traverse, or is in relation to a
gammon of bacon - Gammon Hill has a banded appearance not unlike a rasher of bacon. J.W. and H.C.
Gleeson held pastoral lease no. 592 adjacent to the hill from July 1858. The Gammon Ranges National Park
was constituted by Act 56 of 1972.
Gandy Gully - Edward Gandy, a stockman employed by the Featherstone estate in the 1870s.
Gantheaume, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, named by Baudin on 3 January 1803 after Vice Admiral Honore,
Comte Ganteaume [sic] (1755-1818), one of Napoleon’s advisers and Councillor of State for War.
Gardiner, Mount - Near Marree, named by J.W. Lewis on 16 January 1875 after Robert Gardiner, of the
Survey Department who arrived in the Recovery in 1839 and died at Adelaide in 1897, aged 84. Gardiner
Waterhole has the same derivation.
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Gardner, Point - On section 508, Hundred of Baker; in an Aboriginal legend it was said that this place was
where the fishing birds rested but made no haul of the nets because there was no wood with which to make
a fire for cooking purposes.
Garfield - In 1882, a meeting of residents of Hilton and neighbourhood was called by the directors of the
Adelaide, Hilton and Garfield Tramway Company Limited to ‘test the feeling of the residents and property
owners as to the advisability of laying the rails in the centre or on the side of the roads traversed; also a
proposed extension of the line to the sea beach…’ Twelve days later, section 99, Hundred of Adelaide, was
declared to be ‘only two miles from Adelaide adjacent to Hilton and Cowandilla… close to West Adelaide
and Brooklyn Park… close to the northern boundary runs the Adelaide, Hindmarsh and Henley Beach
Tramway… a tramway will shortly be constructed from Adelaide through the centre of Garfield…’
The subdividers, no doubt, had in mind James A. Garfield, a former President of the USA who was
assassinated on 2 July 1881 and died on 19 September 1881. (A portrait of the President with the Union
Jack and Stars and Stripes was displayed in the advertisements.)
It was proposed that a horse tramway from Adelaide via Hilton would be extended through the subdivision
to a depot within the suburb extending from East Terrace (Marion Road) to West Terrace (section boundary
- now part of Airport) Lipsett Terrace to the section boundary in the south. Street names were Garfield
Parade (an extension of Cowandilla Road), Collins, Buik, Jervois, Marion and MacGeorge streets. Later, it
became known as ‘Weeroopa’ and is now part of Brooklyn Park.
The name Garfield was applied, also, to a school near Port Broughton in 1901; it closed in 1942.
Garra Lands - South-East of Peake, derived from either kara - ‘red gum trees’ or garra - ‘clay ground’. Alan
Baker held the ‘Garra Run’ with his head station, 10 km SSE of the modern-day town of Parrakie; see
pastoral lease no. 2097:
Garra is situated 32 miles North-East of Coonalpyn and about four miles south of the middle
boundary of the Hundred of Cotton. The homestead is situated on a fairly grassed flat, nicely
timbered with pines and bull oaks… The improvements consist of a roughly built stone house of
eight rooms and a few outbuildings, including a woolshed…
Garrick Bore - A post office opened in 1928, 19 km North-East of Karoonda; there is a ‘Garrick’ in
Lincolnshire, England, derived from an Old English personal name ‘Gara’ and the Old Scandinavian vik - ‘a
bay’.
Garrie Swamp - On section 18, Hundred of Naracoorte and named after George Garrie who, with H. Ward,
held pastoral lease no. 164 in 1851; he had the land under occupation licence from 20 January 1848. (See
Messemurray)
In 1877, it was reported that ‘Mr. Alex McKenzie, a boundary rider for Mr William Robertson, of Moy Hall,
while engaged in driving stray sheep from the Moy Hall to the Messemurray Run, saw some bones in Garey’s
[sic] Swamp, which is distant about five miles from Naraccorte [sic]… The remains have evidently lain in the
swamp for some years … The action of fire on them is apparent…’ (See Bool Lagoon)
Local historian, Ms Judy Murdoch informed the author that it was known to be a place where
corroborees were held: ‘An old resident recalled several in her childhood. She told us people came from
all around, not just the local Aborigines…’
Gaskmore Park - In 1854, ‘a public meeting of the inhabitants of the townships of Newton, Shipley [sic],
Campbelltown, Athelston [sic], Paradise Bridge and Gaskmore Park was held on 12 May 1854 to devise the
means of erecting a church… At present there was no means of public service, except that… commenced
by the Rev E.K. Miller…’
Gascoigne Bay - In Streaky Bay, recalls Edward P. Gascoigne, MP (1858-1860).
Gason, Mount - On the Birdsville track out of Marree, and named after Trooper Samuel Gason who was
appointed to the Police Force on 2 February 1865 and employed first in the Lake Hope area with the task
of trying to keep the peace between the Aborigines and the pastoralists. He resigned in 1876 and, late in
1877, took over as licensee of the Beltana Hotel.
There is a tombstone within sight of Gibson’s Camp which bears the inscription: ‘In memory of
Samuel Gason who died April 11, 1897, aged 52. Erected by friends and admirers.’ Mr Gason was
an esteemed member of the police force and the experience he gained in the interior enabled
him to write an interesting book on the Aborigines of South Australia. These isolated burial
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places are of common occurrence and the headstones show up distinctly a long way off and
supply a striking illustration of the lines:
No spot on earth but has supplied a grave,
And human skulls the spacious oceans pave.
A sketch of ‘Gason’s Tree’ is in the Pictorial Australian, February 1884.
Gassington - The name of an agricultural settlement near Mount Barker.
Gawler - Governor George Gawler’s name is commemorated by Gawler Ranges, discovered by E.J. Eyre on
18 September 1839.
The squatters for some time past have been looking in different directions in search of runs
adapted to their requirements and as the Gawler Ranges seemed to offer some advantages,
several runs have been taken out. Parties who visited these ranges from time to time reported an
abundance of grassy country well adapted for sheep, could water be procured in the hot seasons
of the year. A few months ago [in 1860] Mr Miller took out 2,000 sheep but having unsuccessfully
sunk for water had to decamp to Streaky Bay…
In October 1911, Captain and Mrs S.A. White returned from a search for the night parrot:
He explored the Flinders Ranges but was disappointed he could not go into the Gawler Ranges
because the country was extremely dry. Old settlers had informed him that the green parrot still
existed there.
Gawler Reach is in the Port River.
On 18 January 1855 at Port Gawler, ‘a meeting was held at Holly Park, the residence of James McCord, for
the purpose of determining upon the erection of a school house in the district. Mr Carson offered to grant
an acre of ground and the following were appointed as trustees - Messrs. J.McCord, J. Carson, W. Horner,
S. Cassidy and D. McAvoy’, while, on 16 May 1862, it was reported that ‘in October 1861 Mr Christopher
Temby received some cotton seeds from Dr John Browne, who had received them from California’:
He planted them between rows of vines in his garden and in six or eight weeks four plants made
their appearance… The pods began to burst in the following March and continued opening from
time to time…
A wharf was erected there in 1868 and, between December 1874 and November 1875, 295 vessels were
loaded; a large portion of it was destroyed by fire in 1920. A photograph of a war memorial is in the
Observer, 19 November 1921, page 24.
County of Gawler was proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and the Hundred of Port Gawler on 7 August 1851.
In his diary of 12 December 1837 Colonel Light said, ‘we arrived… at the Mete Watte River…’, and John A.
Lienert, of the Lyndoch and District Historical Society, makes the following explanatory statement:
The Mete Watte as discovered by Light is made up of two rivers, the Gawler and South Para. The
point where Light first saw the river is undoubtedly what is now called the Gawler River; where
he crossed it some 3 miles upstream is now the South Para River.
Apparently, it was named by T.B. Strangways and S. Blunden in November 1838 and, no doubt, they did so
with a view to currying favour with Governor Gawler who arrived in the colony on 17 October 1838.
We rejoice to inform our readers that another fresh water river, within a distance of forty-five
miles from Adelaide has been discovered [sic] by Mr T. Bewes Strangways and Mr S. Blunden…
The stream [has] three times the body of water of the Torrens and runs through a country of…
beauty and fertility… (See Carclew & Flaxman)
Photographs of a swimming hole are in the Chronicle, 11 February 1932, page 31, of a cricket team on
22 March 1934, page 37.
Mount Gawler on Eyre Peninsula, discovered by Robert Tod and party on 23 March 1840, was named so
‘to mark our gratitude for the manner in which Your Excellency has conducted the affairs of the province’;
another Mount Gawler is on section 255, Hundred of Para Wirra.
In 1839, the Gawler Special Survey of 4,000 acres was conveyed to Messrs Dunstan, Murray, Reid and King
and afterwards divided into eleven portions among twelve proprietors, viz., Messrs Murray, Reid,
Fotheringham, Stubbs, Johnston, Patterson, Sutton, R. Todd, Porter, Rev. Howard, King and J. Todd. These
proprietors set aside 240 acres at the junction of the Para Rivers for a township. The plan was drawn up by
Colonel Light and surveyed by William Jacob of Moorooroo in 1839 and named Gawler. The Town Council
adopted his coat of arms as its insignia crest.
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In 1887, one of the largest concert audiences that have been gathered together for a long time assembled
at the Gawler Institute on June 16 to do honour to Mr W. Riggs:
Mr W. Riggs’s string band with Mrs Wainwright as pianist played three overtures and Misses
Fotheringham and Mary Alexander rendered piano solos… During the evening His Worship the
Mayor, Hon J. Martin, MLC, presented a beautifully illuminated and framed address to Mr Riggs
and a parcel of sovereigns… The address referred to the gratuitous education given by Mr Riggs
to a large number of young men of the town and neighbourhood; to his labours so often freely
and generously given on behalf of the public institutions as well as to deserving charity cases.
Sketches of the town are in Frearson’s Weekly, 14 September 1878, pages 229-230, photographs are in the
Chronicle, 2 January 1904, page 42, 16 June 1932, page 32 (includes an 1843 sketch), Observer, 19 October
1907, page 29, of the railway yards and a bridge over the South Para River on 20 May 1911, pages 28-29, of
the St George’s Church in the Register, 8 May 1909, page 31. A sketch of a school is in the Pictorial Australian
in November 1878, a photograph of the school band in the Observer, 11 April 1908, page 30. Sketches of
James Martin's engineering works are in Frearson’s Weekly, 27 July 1878, page 164. A photograph of the
Show Hall is in the Chronicle, 24 September 1904, page 27, of jubilee celebrations on 19 October 1907, page
30, of Jubilee Cottage Homes on 14 December 1907, page 30, of a cricket team in The Critic, 21 April 1920,
page 16. the opening of a bowling green in the Chronicle, 22 February 1908, page 29, of a whippet race in
the Observer, 1 April 1911, page 30, of a ladies’ hockey team on 8 September 1917, page 23, of motor cycle
races on 3 November 1923, page 28, Chronicle, 10 April 1926, page 40, of bowling club members on 5
November 1936, page 33, of the opening of a bowling green on 22 February 1908, page 29, of a whippet
race in the Observer, 1 April 1911, page 30, of a ladies’ hockey team on 8 September 1917, page 23, of
motor cycle races on 3 November 1923, page 28, Chronicle, 10 April 1926, page 40, of bowling club members
on 5 November 1936, page 33.
Gawler West was laid out by Walter Duffield on Part Block 2 and Gawler Town South by Luke Michael
Cullen and Matthew Smith. For New Gawler see under ‘Gulf View’.
In January 1850, a new school room was opened on Gawler Plains ‘by an address from the Rev George
Pinkstone’:
All the respectable settlers of the district attended on this interesting occasion. The friends were
invited to take tea at Mr. J. Smith’s at whose sole expense the building has been erected. Mr. and
Mrs McKinnon are engaged as teachers.
On his arrival in the colony Governor Gawler found many settlers in a state of destitution and, to relieve
this problem, commenced a number of government works; a road was constructed between Adelaide and
Port Adelaide, where wharves, customs house and warehouses were built. He spent much of his own money
in paying the unemployed’s wages and his summary dismissal from office was anything but creditable to
the British Government. He was recalled in 1841 and died at Southsea on 7 May 1869.
It is probably not known to many persons in South Australia that Colonel Gawler owed the
appointment as Governor of this State to a letter written by Lord Raglan (then Lord FitzroySomerset) and addressed to Colonel Torrens of the SA Commissioners - ‘I have the honour… and
great satisfaction in acquainting you that his Lordship entertains a very high opinion of
Lieutenant Colonel Gawler who, during the course of military service, has conducted himself in
every situation in which he has been placed with great credit to himself and advantage to the
public, and has rendered himself conspicuous by his zeal, judgement and intelligence. Lord Hill
has therefore no hesitation in recommending [him] to the Colonisation Commissioners for SA as
an officer in every respect qualified for the high and responsible appointment which he is
desirous of obtaining through their kind offices.’
Gaza - So named to commemorate a victory of Australian Light Horse brigades against the Turks at Gaza,
Palestine, in 1917. Prior to 1918 it was known as ‘Klemzig’ which was restored to the map in 1935.
Gebhardt - North of Cadell, near the old Koomooloo Station, are Gebhardt Hills which were renamed
‘Polygon Ridge’ in 1918, thus commemorating a battlefield of the 1914-1918 War. The Nomenclature
Committee suggested ‘Tertamalgo Hills’, Aboriginal for ‘hills’, but it was not approved by the government.
Gebhardt Hills was restored on the map on 13 November 1986.
Gebhardt Lagoon, north of Cadell, was named after Gustav Gebhardt, who held six pastoral leases north
of the River Murray from 1876. He was born at Hanover, Germany, in 1833, and arrived in the Ohio in 1858.
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He died on 16 March 1900 and is buried at Brighton. The name escaped the notice of the Nomenclature
Committee, in 1916, when it was given the task of recommending names to replace those of Germanic
origin on the map of South Australia. (See Markaranka, Hundred of)
Gedville Estate - A 1912 subdivision of section 729, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George Le Messurier
Gretton; now included in Taperoo.
Gee, Mount - Near Copley and named after. Lionel C.E. Gee (1855-1936), a mining warden.
Geegeela, Hundred of - In the County of Macdonnell, proclaimed on 28 October 1907 as the ‘Hundred of
Pflaum’, which was erased from the map in 1918. It is derived from the Aboriginal tjitjila - ‘wallaby’. The
name ‘Geegeela Paddock’ appears on early pastoral lease maps and G. Smith applied the name to his lease
no. 5009 in 1880. Rodney Cockburn says that the original occupier of the land was Henry Jones.
Geharty, Mount - This feature, north of Cowell, was reported to be named after J.W. Geharty (sic), a
mounted policeman, who served in the settled districts of Eyre Peninsula in the early days; it is believed to
be a corruption. James William Gerharty, born in Ireland, in 1816, arrived in the Pestonjee Bomanjee in 1838
when he became a policeman. In later years he held pastoral country near Venus Bay, his first venture being
at Lake Newland from 8 September 1856 (lease no. 507 (See Venus Bay) He died at Marryatville in December
1897 when it was said that ‘Mr Geharty [sic] came to South Australia in the employ of Mr Winter [see Winter
Hill], a surveyor, and was engaged in the earliest survey of Port Lincoln and remained in that district for
many years, doing duty as a police officer there and at Venus Bay.
After his retirement from the force he continued to live on the west coast until a few years ago
when he removed to Adelaide. In his prime he was a conspicuous person. His tall, handsome
figure, his long, curling iron-grey hair, his active masterful manner, his wit and repartee, his good
nature and wonderful knowledge of bush life, combined to make him not only a valuable police
trooper amongst the natives, who at the time were numerous, wild and treacherous, but also an
excellent companion in bush travels. His smart and genial character and his general kindness will
ever be his passport to kindly remembrance.
Gelland - A 1920 subdivision of part section 387, Hundred of Yatala, by the State Bank of SA and named
after a board member, H.D. Gell; now included in West Croydon:
The soldiers who have their homes at Gelland are discovering to their sorrow what damaging
pest white ants are. Where is Gelland? Well, if it were not for the depredations of these
mischievous ‘miners’ few people would know anything about it. It is a little soldiers’ village,
comprising 70 houses, situated in the district of Kilkenny… An inspection by Mr Bates, honorary
architect of the Returned Soldiers’ Association revealed much shoddy construction work ‘Respecting white ants the floors I have seen are in a shocking state and so thin that it is
dangerous to walk in places for fear of going through. Some responsible person must have
known that at one time cowsheds and pigsties were crumbling to pieces on the block where the
ants are in evidence…’ (See Challa Gardens)
Gellerton - In 1879, James Gellert cut up part sections 444 and 446, Hundred of Melville, suburban to
Edithburgh. Born, circa 1832, he was the first school teacher in that town and died at North Adelaide on 22
January 1882.
Geltwood Beach - The first account of the disaster surrounding the loss of the Geltwood states that ‘the
wreck lies on a reef about 10 miles south of Rivoli Bay’:
The Geltwood, beyond doubt, was wrecked on the night of 14 June 1876 when such a storm as
rarely or never has occurred in South Australia, swept through the country, uprooting thousands
of trees… All the way from the Coorong to miles beyond the border are these effects of the
hurricane visible. At Robe roofs were torn off houses, sheets of iron, planks, buckets and even
tables were carried through the air… It was in this awful tempest that the ill-fated Geltwood, a
vessel on her first voyage, found herself upon the shore and, after signalling in vain for aid, was
driven upon the rocks in the wildest and most exposed portion of our coast…
Later, the position was given as ‘fourteen miles from Millicent and four miles from Coonunda Station’; ‘the
wreck seems caught in a reef as the hull can be seen rising up and down’; whilst another witness stated:
‘The wreck… had quite disappeared, the spars being just visible.’ A subsequent report stated:
The scene of the wreck is bleak and forbidding. There is a considerable current inshore and the
waves break upon the beach with great fury, even in fine weather. The beach is sandy, but where
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the vessel lies there is believed to be a bed of sunken rocks, over which the rollers come in such
manner as to forbid any hope that a boat, if launched, could live in them.
Two days later the site of the wreck was given as ‘near Carpenter’s Reef about twelve miles from Rivoli Bay.’
To confuse the matter further another report said that the wreck of the Geltwood was ‘distant about
fourteen miles from Mount Gambier and about ten miles south of Rivoli Bay’:
After climbing over the steep sand hummocks running along the coast there, and looking down
on the smooth sandy beach, a terrible scene of wreck and confusion presents itself (spars,
planking, casks, etc scattered on the beach)… Little can be seen of the ship… no part of the hull is
visible, but about 1,000 yards from the shore… can be seen a portion of what appears to be the
bowsprit… Heavy breakers roll on to the beach… even in calm weather…
The ship was wrecked on 13 or 14 June 1876 in a fierce gale that swept along the southern coast. All hands
perished and considerable quantities of cargo washed ashore were stolen, followed by arrests and
convictions.
In July 1876 Corporal Field, accompanied by Troopers Shiels and Morris and Constable Mack,
arrested Louis Spehr and Frederick Barrien, well-to-do farmers, on a charge of stealing portion of
the cargo of the ship Geltwood… A plant of £700 of goods was discovered… In Spehr’s tan pit a
block of tobacco was found and, on searching Barrien’s, they found a lady’s woollen dress, two
pairs of boots, four pairs of women’s hose, farrier’s box, cabin mat and a piece of rope…
[Subsequently] Mr Spehr was fined £100 and the horse used for carrying the goods [was]
confiscated. [He] enjoyed but brief freedom as P.T. Shiels rearrested him… under the Customs
Act.
Barrien got off on a small fine of £10 but was rearrested and, together with his son, an alleged accomplice,
lodged in the Mount Gambier gaol in October 1876:
P.T. Shiels proceeded to Barrien’s farm… [and] probed with a thin iron bar and, striking a piece of
wood, called Mack who drove his crowbar right through what afterwards proved to be a sliding
door from a hatchway… They discovered a pit or trench crammed full of all sorts of merchandise
… consisting of china ornaments, cases of tobacco, brushware, a large roll of splendid blue cloth
similar to what ladies’ riding habits are made from, some 30 pieces of fine linen, a large quantity
of hosiery, spoons, pencils, a sailor’s chest chock full of all sorts of articles… making all together
about a ton in weight.
Much regret was expressed when Mr T.C. Ellis, of Benaira (sic), was arrested on a charge of complicity in
the theft of goods from the Geltwood. The case was heard at Mount Gambier where he was found ‘not
guilty’ to which verdict the crowd in the court gave three hearty cheers.
Gemmell - A railway station 11 km north of Strathalbyn named after Thomas Gemmell, who took up an
occupation licence of the area in 1842 following his arrival in the India in 1840. He died in 1897, aged 76;
Gemmell Hill is in the vicinity.
George, Lake - About 2 km north of Beachport, takes its name from Governor George Grey who, in 1844,
led an exploration party to the South East. Prior to the constitution of the Hundred of Lake George on 20
July 1871 the only recorded occupation was under two leases allotted to Alexander Cameron of
Limestone Ridge from 1 July 1851, namely, PL 357 & 358 which comprised 73 and 54 square miles,
respectively.
Georges Knob - In the Elder Range near Wilpena, named by the surveyor, Frederick Sinnett in 1851 after
George Elder (1816-1897). (See Aleck, Mount & Elder Range)
Georgetown - The town, 11 km south of Gladstone, surveyed in 1869 by Conrad Wornum, was offered for
sale on 15 September 1870 as George Town; it received its present designation on 5 April 1979. Its school
opened in 1877. Its derivation is uncertain but, probably, it was named after Sir George Kingston, a member
for the district in about 1870 when he won an election against Charles Mann.
Rodney Cockburn suggests it was named in memory of George Fisher who, with his brother Charles, once
held the Bundaleer station, while in 1936 it was said the name ‘was bestowed as a mark of loyalty to the
reigning house of Great Britain and her dominions.’ Of some significance is that three of the town’s streets
were named Fisher, Hurtle and Pitts – ‘Hurtle’ remind us of Sir J. Hurtle Fisher while E.W. Pitts was C.B.
Fisher’s manager.
A newspaper report said this about the infant town:
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In the abstract [it] is a wretched place - it is guiltless of anything like useful ornament. No trees
grow there - they know better… In summer it is… very hot and you swallow the dust in slices. In
winter your boots have a small farm attached to each. Georgetown is celebrated for its fleas… it
is said that they actually pulled a shearer out of bed one night…
On 4 August 1875, a deputation waited upon the Commissioner of Public Works when attention was drawn
to the fact that the whole of the business of the post office, telegraph and court house was ‘carried on in
two very small rooms… The police trooper had to reside at the hotel and, for the want of police cells,
prisoners had to be chained up in a stable…’
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 20 October 1932, pages 33 and 42. of a horse race meeting on 13 April
1933, page 38, of school students in the Chronicle, 15 June 1933, page 32, of a football team in the Observer,
28 September 1912, page 31, 25 September 1926, page 34, of members of the Smyth family riding to school
on horseback in the Chronicle, 20 March 1926, page 39, of four generations of the Murrie family in the
Observer, 30 August 1913, page 31.
Gepps Cross - The name recalls Isaac Gepp (ca.1811-1891), the owner of the local hotel, who arrived in the
Fairlie in 1840. In 1848, he fell foul of the law when Alexander Tolmer, Inspector of Police, reported that he
had ‘made some seizures of illicit spirits and sought directions to prefer information against Isaac Gepp.’
Originally, the area was laid out into farmlets in 1842 and called ‘Montague Farm’, after Sir Montague
Lowther Chapman, who obtained the land grant on 14 June 1842. (See Dry Creek, Grove Hill & Pooraka)
In 1894, sports in connection with the North Field Athletic Club were held on Christmas afternoon ‘on Mr
L. Conrad’s paddock. It was the first attempt at anything of the sort in the district and the committee
deserve credit for their energy… A concert was held in the evening in the club’s assembly rooms. A dance
followed.’
Gerard - (See Silver Vale)
Geranium - The town, 32 km west of Lameroo, proclaimed on 24 March 1910, took its name from the native
plant, Pelargonium australe once growing profusely in the district; it is rarely seen today due to the
cultivation of the land. ‘Children of the day called it “knives and forks” because of its unusual seed pod
which was three inches long and very pointed.’ Its school opened in 1913.
A photograph of field trials is in the Observer, 14 October 1911, page 31, of the opening of a hall in the
Chronicle, 21 October 1922, page 29.
Geranium Plains Post Office, near Robertstown, was opened in 1894. In 1916, the Nomenclature
Committee recommended the name be changed to ‘Iperta’, an Aboriginal word for ‘geranium’, so as to
avoid confusion with the government town of ‘Geranium’.
German - The name of German Creek, in the Hundred of Benara, was changed to ‘Benara Creek’ in 1918 the replacement name suggested by the Nomenclature Committee was ‘Wodliparri Creek’, Aboriginal for
the ‘Milky Way’, which, in legend, was believed to be a ‘river in the sky with reeds and waterholes in which
lived water monsters’. The name was restored on 13 November 1986. (See Benara, Hundred of & Mitchells)
Walter Mitchell held the lease of the ‘German Creek Run’ (no. 189 of 1851) until 1860 when it came into
the hands of Messrs W.J. and J.H. Browne and the Register, 15 December 1923, says it was so named
because a ‘German was shepherding there’.
Earlier, the Border Watch, 13 June 1862, carried an advertisement inserted by ‘German Jack’ of Benaira
[sic] stating that he wished to correct an erroneous report that he had killed 16 kangaroos in one shot, but
said that he did kill ‘on Monday last about sunrise 16 kangaroos at nine shots, distance 300 to 850 yards,
and challenged the district, for £50, to produce a man that will do the same, Samuel Leate, not excepted.’
A few months later Mr Leate met with a serious accident while ‘partially intoxicated’ and galloping a horse
along Commercial Road, when he fell off striking his head violently on the ground. Apparently, he recovered,
for a few months later he brought in to the office of the Border Watch an enormous specimen of ‘those
ferocious animals known as the tiger cat’ which he had killed in the stringy bark country on the Benaira (sic)
run.
In 1865, it was reported that ‘a preliminary kangaroo hunt was held on the German Creek station, the
property of W.J. Browne, Esq., on Tuesday last’:
A large yard had been made of wire, so closely arranged and tightly drawn that a man’s fist could
scarcely be thrust though it, and it was deemed impossible for any but the smallest kangaroo to
force its way out of it. Two large wings of brush fencing extended for some distance leading into
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the yard and it was hoped on starting that a good haul would reward the efforts which had been
made.
The party out consisted of eighteen, and so well arranged was everything that about 1,000
kangaroos were enclosed in the cordon made by them. However, before the kangaroos were got
into the race nearly one half escaped on account of the numerical weakness of the party; the rest
were successfully driven up and yarded. No sooner were they in the yard when, to the
astonishment of everyone, they commenced leaping through the wire just as if it had been so
much paper and out of the 500 enclosed only about 70 were killed…
The German Flat School, in the Hundred of Mingbool, was conducted by James Harris in 1872, with 22
enrolled pupils; opened in 1871, it was changed to ‘Benara Flat’ in 1918 and closed in 1959.
German Pass was between Nuriootpa and Angaston and since 1918 has been known as ‘Tappa Pass’
(Aboriginal for ‘a path’). (See Angaston)
German Town was an unofficial name given to a place, about 3 km from Redbanks, where in the 1880s
several families of Germans settled ‘but after many years when a town did not develop, it became known
as Germantown Road…’ This quotation was taken from Life Around the Light. (See under ‘Sichem Well’ for
a variation in respect of the date of its christening and location.) (See Hahndorf)
Germantown Hill, in the Mount Lofty Ranges near Hahndorf, has been known as ‘Vimy Ridge’ (a battlefield
in World War I) since 1918, the government having overruled the suggestion of ‘Yarluke Hill’ (Aboriginal for
‘a track’). (See Vimy Ridge)
Early on Saturday morning a number of gentlemen set out from Adelaide to visit the Balhannah
Mine. All went smoothly until in descending the long incline known as German Hill, leading to
the junction of the Mount Barker and Woodside roads, an accident occurred which cast a gloom
on the day’s proceedings. Shortly after commencing the descent of the hill Mr J.P. Stow, who was
driving a light four-wheeled buggy obtained from the Globe Hotel stables, noticed the block of
the drag had broken away and, consequently, there was no brake upon the wheel.
The horses finding there was nothing to check them except the reins, to which they refused to
answer, broke into a gallop and raced at full speed down the hill… The buggy turned completely
over, throwing its inmate to the side of the road. In the trap at the time were Dr Phillips and
Messrs Robert Stuckey, J.P. Stow and J.H. Finlayson…
Germein - On Freycinet’s charts Port Germein is shown as Baie Turenne. The Aborigines knew it as madlawi
- ‘bitter spring’, while Germein Gorge was bekalibari - ‘lizard river’. The town of Port Germein surveyed by
August Poeppel, was proclaimed on 5 December 1878, and honours John Germein (1812-1879) who, in
1840, discovered the site while taking stores to Edward J. Eyre at the head of Spencer Gulf . (Rodney
Cockburn cites another source that suggests the port was discovered by Samuel Germein (1818-1886),
brother of John Germein). (See Benjamin Hill, Samuel Creek & ‘Source Notes’)
Land in the vicinity was held first under pastoral lease no. 1120 issued to John Morphett on 1 April 1863,
comprising eleven square miles. In 1881, the private town of Germein was laid out on sections 211 and 213,
Hundred of Telowie, by Frederick Wright and T.F. Sabine. (See Telowie, Hundred of)
A seafaring tragedy was reported when the Bellona, 1,123 tons, Captain Ben Warren, cleared on 14 January
1884 and ‘an hour afterwards the pilot left her outside the eastern shoal’:
The captain’s only daughter, aged 16, was playing with a dog and a ball on the deckhouse and,
when jumping in the passage between the deckhouse and the ship’s rail, fell into the sea. Her
father saw her fall, but could do nothing, for he saw two sharks seize her as soon as she was in
the water… The girl was never seen again…
This was, we believe, the second account of a shark attack in South Australia, the first having occurred in
1862 when the Register reported that ‘in perusing the account of the late melancholy event at [Glenelg]
and the apparent loss of the body, our attention is naturally called to the danger arising from sharks and
other ravenous fish’:
It behoves us to guard against this for the future and I would suggest that two paddocks, one for
males and one for females, of closely netted wire netting wire fencing at once be erected at the
Bay… the same as is done in sister colonies…
It appears that this tragedy referred to a youth named Barnard who disappeared there whilst swimming
and a newspaper reference at this time merely stated that the body ‘had not been discovered’.
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A photograph of council members is in the Chronicle, 5 November 1904, page 30, of a bridge over Baroota
Creek on 17 July 1909, page 32, of wheat stacks in the Observer, 3 March 1906, page 30, of the committee
of the Combined Schools’ Picnic Society in the Chronicle, 17 October 1908, page 32.
Gerty Creek - East of Lake Eyre South, named by J.W. Lewis on 13 February 1878.
Gerumgerum - A pipeclay lake east of Salt Creek, in the Coorong, with several small islands. It was sacred
to the Kongolindjeri clanspeople who placed bodies of their dead there. The ancestral crow-being played
dirty tricks at this lake and practised, also, boomerang throwing.
Ghost Gully - In the Mount Compass district where a prisoner was handcuffed to a tree overnight while
three other prisoners were taken to Willunga by police escort. Upon returning to the area the escort could
not find the prisoner who, a few days later, was found dead.
Gibbon - James. H. Gibbon (1836-1925), was senior nautical warden of the Marine Board and one-time
commander of the Cathay that was wrecked in Torres Strait in 1866. Point Gibbon, South-West of Franklin
Harbor, was known formerly as Point Price.
Prior to the jetty being built two wheat merchants used to shoot their grain down the cliff into an
open boat and then lighter it to vessels anchored further out. Hundreds of thousands of bags of
wheat were shipped from the port in this manner without any trouble from the elements. Years
previously the mail used to be landed at the spot where the Lily Hawkins came to her end.
Captain Gibbon was [her] master and Port Gibbon was named in his honour… (See Point Price)
The jetty was opened by the Minister of Marine, Mr R.P. Blundell, on 5 November 1915 and the town of
Port Gibbon proclaimed on 23 March 1916.
Photographs of a sports day are in the Chronicle, 5 January 1933, page 31.
Gibb(s) Waterhole - On section 5, Hundred of Wells, probably recalls Samuel Gibbs, an early settler who,
with Messrs T. McCallum and J.B. Makin helped to clear and exterminate wild dogs from the surrounding
district. (See McCallum, Hundred of)
Gibraltar Rocks - North-West of Lake Gairdner, named by Messrs MacFarlane and J.B. Bull, circa 1865. The
‘Gibraltar Run’ was established by A.L. Har(r)old in 1877.
Gibson - A former coaching station, 56 miles North-West of Port Augusta, at the junction of the roads to
the Far North-West and Whittata South was known as Gibson Camp, so named after Thomas McTurk
Gibson who at one time held the lease of the country:
There is an hotel - the only one west of Lake Torrens - and here we stopped to feed our horses
and refresh the inner man… There are two wells here - a government one 80 feet deep and
yielding fresh water, the other a private one, sunk by the lessee of the square held under
miscellaneous lease on which the hotel stands… The hotel is a substantial structure of 14 rooms
and has been licensed for three years…
An amusing story about the hotel-keeper’s pet cockatoo was told in 1906: ‘[It] knows as well as anyone in
the district at what time [the mailman] is due, for it regularly flies out to meet him and comes home perched
on his shoulder.’ (See Gason, Mount)
A photograph of voting day is in the Observer, 24 June 1905, page 28.
In respect of Gibson Peninsula, a search of land records shows it as a small body of land from Point Gibson
to the area of mangroves on the main body of land and known, locally, as ‘The Spit’ and Gibson Peninsula
is shown thus from 1882. The first survey of the area by Stephen King, in 1885, shows, specially, the smaller
peninsula as ‘Gibson’s Peninsula’ and refers, continually, to the larger body of land simply as ‘peninsula’. At
a meeting of the Geographical Names Board, on 19 March 1981, it was recommended that the name Gibson
Peninsula should apply ‘to the whole of that peninsula situate to the west and North-West of the town of
Streaky Bay in the Hundred of Ripon.’
The name honours Thomas McTurk Gibson (1829-1879) who took up pastoral lease no. 568 on 30 June
1857 ‘S-W of Parla’ in the Streaky Bay district and its formation was the beginning of the township of Streaky
Bay. Mr Gibson was connected, also, with the Cooeyanna (sic) lease South-East of Streaky Bay. The body of
land north of Streaky Bay was locally, albeit incorrectly, known as Gibson Peninsula but Gibson never held
a lease of this land, its first leaseholder being James Thompson (lease no. 927 from 27 August 1859), the
land transferring to Anton Schlink in 1864 (lease no. 1716), after whom ‘Schlink Landing’ is named.
In 1858, in the course of his exploration on Eyre Peninsula, John McD. Stuart said: ‘Sunday, 22nd August,
on the shore at Streaky Bay - Started at 11 a.m. to make Mr Gibson’s station. The horses did not arrive until
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10.30 as they had gone back on their tracks of yesterday. During the time Forster was after them I managed
to shoot a crow and cook him in the ashes. We had him for breakfast - the first food we have had for the
last three days. It was very agreeable to taste and stomach, for we were beginning to feel the cravings of
nature rather severely. I hope Mr Gibson will be at the depot. It will be a fine trouble if he is not and we
have to travel 240 miles on the chance of shooting something. Twenty-four miles to Mr Gibson’s station,
where we were received and treated with great kindness, for which we were very thankful. We enjoyed a
good supper, which, after three days fasting, as may be readily imagined, was quite a treat.’ (See Cooyeana
Well & Maryvale)
Giddieowie - In the Hanson District; derived from the Aboriginal kitjawi - ‘salty water’.
Gidgealpa - In 1967, an officer of the Delhi Australian Petroleum Limited stated that he chose the name,
taking it from the name of a waterhole near the field, meaning ‘woman standing under a grey rain cloud’.
Mr Graham Pretty, Curator of Archaeology, disputed this explanation and said that the original name given
to the waterhole was kilyalpa, meaning ‘to stand in the shade of a grey rain cloud’ and is bound up in the
mythology of the Jandruwanta tribe.
It seems that Kilyapani, one of the mythical women who created the land, once prayed for rain and
decorated herself for a ceremonial song. While doing this a grey cloud appeared and stopped directly above
her so that she stood in the shade. Probably, Gidgealpa is a corruption of kilyalpa and a confusion of kilja
with gidgi, the stink wattle of South Australia.
Gifford Hill - On section 1182, Hundred of Mobilong, North-West of Tailem Bend, honours John Gifford,
who held an occupation licence in the area from 15 August 1844. Another Gifford Hill is near section 492,
Hundred of Mount Benson, named after the same gentleman who held occupation licence no. 120 and
pastoral lease no. 196 of 1851 at Mount Benson. (See Blackford Drain)
Gilbert - Thomas Gilbert, who arrived in South Australia in the Cygnet on 11 September 1836 was Colonial
Storekeeper until 31 December 1854, when he retired on a pension of £200 per annum. He died on 30 May
1873, aged eighty-six, and is remembered by Hundred of Gilbert, County of Light, proclaimed on 7 August
1851. Following proclamation it was surveyed by James Elder, R.J. Loveday and George Moore of the
Sappers and Miners in 1853. Prior to this, however, some sections had already been surveyed by H. Ide and
W.S. Smith in 1844 (see Riverton); these sections were on the eastern boundary of the Hundred. River
Gilbert, near Riverton, was discovered and named by E.J. Eyre.
Gilbert Town was an 1854 subdivision of section 208, Hundred of Gilbert, by Edmund Bowman
‘immediately contiguous to the Government Water Reserve’;
A steam mill is already contemplated upon portion of the property… situated 10 miles south of
Saddleworth, 5 miles north of Catchlove’s Inn and only a mile-and-a-quarter from the Forester’s
[sic] Inn. Better known as ‘Forrester’s’. A ploughing match was held in August 1861 in a paddock
belonging to Mr Ashton… The dinner took place at Forrester’s Hotel… Mr Adam Kelly proposed
the toast of ‘The Legislative Council’… Nearly all rose and gave three cheers for the Legislative
Council and three groans for the majority of the Lower House… Mr Forrester trusted that in a few
years time he might see a large township raised from the present small village.
In his reminiscences Henry Holroyd talked of the local hotel ‘across the plain some miles away on a bright
sunny morning I sometimes catch sight of another heap of stones’:
They are the ruins of a wayside inn in the prosperous days of the Burra Burra copper mine, 1845,
when the plain was the highway for the traffic … It was commonly said that the landlord of this
inn took across the counter oftentimes £100 in the week. The house was called ‘Forrester’s Inn’,
after the landlord; and if I remember rightly he was sometime later stabbed in a brawl and died
afterwards. The house lost its custom after the railway was opened and the heap of stones is all
that remains.
Mrs Forrester placed the hotel on the market in 1867. (See Tarlee)
Gilbert Field, on the Gawler River in the Hundred of Nuriootpa, is referred to in Johann Menge’s reports
(1837-1851) and honours Joseph Gilbert of Lyndoch, who resided in the district for nearly forty years
following his arrival in the Buckinghamshire in 1839. A keen racing man, a vigneron of some repute who
conducted a successful stud, he died in December 1881 in his 81st year. (See Pewsey Vale)
The Adelaide suburb of Gilberton was created as Gilbert Town by Joseph Gilbert, circa 1852, out of section
475, Hundred of Yatala.
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On Park Terrace stood the SA Company’s flour mill. Teamsters from Dry Creek and Salisbury used
to put up at the hostelry that stood not far from the company’s bridge. After this was closed the
rendezvous was the Buckingham Arms, kept by a Mr Johnson, and afterwards bought by Mr F.
Simpson - Simpson Street takes its name from this family… The sharp rise in what is now
Hawker’s Road was known as Freeling Hill… Here is situated one of the oldest dairies in South
Australia owned, originally, by Mr Goodhardt, then by Mr Westle; but for some time past the
property of Mr W.S. Halley… Four delivery carts are sufficient for the ordinary business…
An extension, made in 1871, named Gilberton, was described as being in ‘the immediate proximity to town
and to the College… combined with rare advantages of situation, soil, water and convenience of access,
will… make [it] the most favoured suburb of Adelaide.’
Photographs of the swimming pool are in the Observer, 16 January 1915, page 28, 10 and 24 February
1923, pages 30 and 28, 20 February 1926, page 32, Chronicle, 11 March 1916, page 25, 10 March 1917,
page 29, 4 February 1922, page 30, 5 April 1924, page 37, 6 and 20 February 1926, pages 37 and 38, 10 April
1930, page 37, The Critic, 31 January 1923, page 11, of the swing bridge in the Register, 20 March 1920,
page 14.
Rodney Cockburn records a Port Gilbert on Yorke Peninsula as honouring Joseph Gilbert’s pastoral
activities and, no doubt, it refers to Gilbert Point on Sturt Bay; he held Point Davenport pastoral lease in
1851 (lease no. 257). (See Moorowie, Hundred of)
Gilberts railway station, near Goolwa, recalls John Gilbert, a local landholder, who hailed from Essex,
England, arriving in South Australia in 1848, aged 17.
Gilchrist Bridge - On section 185, Hundred of Kennion, recalls William Gilchrist (ca.1846-1923), who arrived
in the Clyde in 1882. On 25 November 1910 he purchased section 41, adjoining section 185.
Giles - Thomas Giles owned land in the Hundred of Gilbert and Giles Corner, on section 96, 8 km NNW of
Tarlee, is a reminder of his presence. Born in 1820, the son of William Giles who succeeded John McLaren
as manager of the SA Company, he arrived with his parents in the Hartley in 1837 and, with George Anstey,
took up surrounding land under occupation licence in 1845 and named the property ‘Marocara’ with
Thomas Giles being the managing partner. Later, Mr Giles held the freehold of much of the land and sold
out to James Kelly in 1878.
In 1866, the Wesleyans at Anstey and Giles’s Corner ‘who for some time past have been holding Divine
service in a private house, have felt the necessity for a new and more commodious place of worship, and
intend erecting a chapel…’ The post office at Navan was moved to Giles Corner in January 1889 and retained
that name until January 1890.
Giles Flat School, in the Hundred of Kondoparinga, ‘west of Strathalbyn’, was opened by Henry P. Ashton
in 1863.
Giles Hill and Giles Creek, near Sandergrove, recall William Giles, who held an occupation licence in the
area from 18 February 1847.
The first Hundred of Giles, proclaimed on 19 April 1860 within the County of Albert, was declared to cease
to exist on 30 June 1870. Probably, it honoured William Giles who, in 1841, was appointed manager of the
South Australian Company. In 1851, he was returned as the member for Yatala and ‘was instrumental in
framing the new Constitution Act, by the passing of which universal suffrage and other benefits were
conferred on society.’ He died at Beaumont in 1862, aged 71.
The existing Hundred of Giles, County of Kintore, proclaimed on 23 October 1890, honours Clement Giles,
MP (1887-1902) who was born in Adelaide in 1844, the son of the afore-mentioned William Giles. At age
15, he went to the South-East to learn sheep and cattle droving and, in 1864, ‘rode along for 800 km to
manage Yanyarrie Station, north of Melrose’. In parliament, ‘he successfully opposed free education for the
rich beyond the compulsory standard, but failed to secure grants for private schools.’ He died in 1926. In
1943, one of his sons was Mayor of Westminster, London.
Port Giles was named after Thomas Giles, a partner with George Anstey in the Penton Vale sheep station.
In 1967, construction of a deep sea jetty commenced there and was opened by the Premier, Hon. Steele
Hall, on 23 May 1970. Point Giles, in the Hundred of Melville, is north of Edithburgh.
Gill - A former Conservator of Forests is remembered by Gill Island off West Bay, Kangaroo Island. Rodney
Cockburn says that, in respect of Lake Gill, ‘if priority of discovery count for anything, Lake Dutton
(christened by J.A. Horrocks it in September 1846) should be Lake Gill. This was the scene of the accident
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which cost poor Horrocks his life …’ In 1858, ‘Thomas and Walter Gill were the first to explore, since Mr
Eyre’s journey of discovery, the country north of Mount Serle’ and, in the same year, B.H. Babbage named
the lake in their honour. (See Dutton)
Mount Gill, east of Beltana, honours W. and J. Gill who, with J. Taylor, held pastoral lease no. 527 near
Mount Rose from 17 September 1856.
Rodney Cockburn describes Gill Soak as being west of Fowlers Bay and named after Thomas Gill, an UnderTreasurer of South Australia.
Gillap Corner - Near Millicent, is a corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘deep’ and has a reference to
local swamps. The ‘Gillap Run’ was established by J. Grice in 1880 (lease no. 5029). The name Gillap was
given to the Reedy Creek Post Office in 1877; it closed in 1878.
Gillen - Peter P. Gillen, MP (1889-1896), born at Golden Grove on 7 July 1858, was ‘an active debater and
land reformer’; although never a shearer he helped form the local branch of the Amalgamated Shearers’
Union of Australasia while ‘in parliament his aggressive, excitable nature, rapid speech and uncompromising
attitude drew criticism.’ In 1892, he was Minister of Crown Lands and Immigration and held the same
portfolio in C.C. Kingston’s ministry in the following year.
The Hundred of Gillen, in the County of Manchester, was proclaimed on 26 January 1893 and the Gillen
Village Settlement founded on the River Murray in the 1890s with the idea that public funds should be
made available to men with little capital to take up land and work it cooperatively. Mr Gillen was a prime
mover in the establishment of the villages; ‘at the time of his death in September 1896 he was working on
a major revision of pastoral legislation…’
The application for 10,000 acres on behalf of the Gillen Village Settlement is part of the old
Markaranka station, being pastoral lease no. 2137, situated between 20 and 30 miles by water
from Morgan and 15 miles by road… During Thursday the members were busy packing up their
baggage and… at 9.30 they left for Morgan by special train… (See Markaranka, Hundred of)
In 1902, it was said that ‘it was an example of communism in its worst phase, and the experiment at Gillen
resulted in a dead loss to the State of £3,580.’ The Gillen Village School opened in 1895 and closed in 1896;
Gillen East School opened in 1900 and closed circa 1923. (See New Residence & Ramco) Gillentown - Was
described as lying 5 km south of Clare and probably commemorates Thomas Philip Gillen who took up land
in the ‘Hutt River Survey’.
Gilles - Osmond Gilles, born in 1797, became the first Colonial Treasurer, a position he held for two years
after which he retired into private life. He invested a large amount of capital in the colony, introduced
Saxony and Merino sheep to South Australia and was associated with Rev. C.B. Howard in the erection of
Trinity Church and paid off most of the construction costs. He died at Glen Osmond on 24 September 1876
and his name is commemorated by Lake Gilles on northern Eyre Peninsula, discovered and named by E.J.
Eyre on 26 September 1839; the ‘Lake Gilles Run’ was established by J. and G.S. Williams in 1873, (lease no.
2332).
The name Gilles Plains, was applied to an ‘official’ Adelaide suburb in 1958; in 1919, an earlier subdivision
was advertised when one-acre blocks were put on the market at eight shillings (80 cents) per foot: ‘The soil
throughout the estate is… rich loam, specially suited for the production of potatoes and onions and all other
root crops…’ Its school opened in 1901 and became ‘Hillcrest’ in 1953.
The district, popularly known as Gilles Plains, is almost entirely devoted to the growth of hay… In
this locality is the property of Mr J.W.A. Sudholz, the largest hay farm in South Australia… Mr
Sudholz was born in Germany on 17 May 1821 and arrived at Port Adelaide in the Patel in 1846.
In 1849, he married Miss Gehlke and settled at Gilles Plains where, for years, he was the most
successful in the neighbourhood of Adelaide. He was the first to grow wheat for fodder, binding
it in sheaves when green, and then cutting it into chaff. He was one of the founders of the
Flinders Street Lutheran Church; in fact its erection was due…to his efforts and liberality…
In 1858, it was said that Gilles Flat was to the ‘east of Bull’s Creek.’
Gilleston - This 1858 subdivision of section 4014, Hundred of Onkaparinga, was created by Osmond Gilles
contiguous to Balhannah:
Hitherto only one want has been felt to mark this spot as one eminently suited for centralising a
population to supply the wants of a large agricultural district… That want is now supplied by the
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Gilleston Bridge, a very handsome stone structure that has been thrown across the Onkaparinga
on section 4014… Gilleston affords an opening for every trade and calling… (See Glen Osmond)
Gillman - A subdivision of section 1137, Hundred of Port Adelaide, named after a former General Traffic
Manager of the South Australian Railways when Rosewater Extension Limited laid it out in 1950.
Gilpin Hill - Near Milang, recalls Bernard Gilpin, who came to South Australia in the Lady Emma in 1837; by
1842 he was a partner of W. Anthony in an occupation licence of land in the vicinity.
Gina - A railway station on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line received its name from a nearby pastoral station.
Gip Gip Rocks - An army trig station of section 86, Hundred of Peacock, corrupted from the Aboriginal
djipidjipi, the name of granite rocks used as a burial cave on the north east corner of the Hundred. (See
Djipidjipi)
Gladstone - The name honours the William E. Gladstone (1809-1898), Prime Minister of England.
As an orator he was greatly admired. He spoke with fluency and great fervour. Large hearted,
generous, with high ideals, honourable, he was of the best type of an English gentleman and a
man in whom the nation rejoiced.
Originally, it comprised of two townships - the private one lying east of the railway line created by Matthew
Moorhouse as Gladstone on part section 31 in October 1872, while to the west the government town was
proclaimed as ‘Booyoolie’ on 4 March 1875. The former was declared to be ‘the future inland terminus of
the Port Pirie and Gladstone railway and the centre of a large agricultural district [and] cannot fail to become
the leading township of the North.’ In 1940, for the sake of uniformity, the name of Gladstone was adopted.
(See Moytown) Its school opened in 1874; information on education in the district was reported in 1877.
In 1885, the Gladstone corporation had ‘for some time past made itself notorious by the performance of
various questionable acts, besides endeavouring to harass the ratepayers and inflicting upon them penalties
which the residents in no other municipality would put up with’:
If a poor widow sells half a pint of milk, or makes a pound of butter, she is pounced on by a
zealous officer and has to pay ten shillings for a yearly licence. A private residence cannot light a
fire in any other place than the one set apart by the builder of his house, or he is hauled before
the town clerk and this officer takes action immediately. Much of the persecution has been
unwarrantable… It is rumoured that the councillors intend resigning on Wednesday next.
‘Sunday Golf at Gladstone’ was the subject of censure in July 1926:
A meeting of the golf club was held to consider the question of Sunday golf… The issue was
raised by Rev G.W. Kendrew… All shades of religious opinion were represented in the club and
therefore they could not as a body prohibit Sunday play…
A history of the town and photographs are in the Observer, 15 June 1907, page 31, Chronicle, 27 October
1932, pages 31 and 42, of students in the Observer, 15 June 1907, page 31, of students of the High and
Primary schools and St Joseph’s in the Chronicle, 29 June 1933, page 32, of flooding on 17 September 1910,
page 29, of the railway station on 12 October 1907, page 31, of the laying of the foundation stone of the St
Alban’s Church Parish Hall on 8 August 1908, page 29, of a memorial fountain in the Observer, 7 February
1925, page 31, of a football team on 7 June 1913, page 32, of four generations of the Lines family on 20
September 1913, of the flooding of the road to Canowie in the Chronicle, 14 December 1933, page 34.
Glandore - The name comes from County Cork, Ireland, and was given to a subdivision of section 53,
Hundred of Adelaide, by John Lewis, Joseph H. Morgan, Benjamin Morgan, John O’Dea, William L. Cumming
and Mary Fox in 1883. The O’Dea family arrived from Ireland in the Birman in 1840 and the Irish town ‘sits
on the eastern side of Glandore Harbour… is extremely picturesque and is remarkable as having formed the
subject of a Latin poem by Dean Swift.’
Glandore West occupied portion of section 53, Hundred of Adelaide, and included Edward Street (now
Ruthven Avenue) to Albion Avenue and Railway Terrace (now Glengyle Terrace) Stanley Street (now Barclay
Street) to Albion Avenue, Beckman Street and Anzac Highway. Glandore West Extension is on section 53,
Hundred of Adelaide, and included Wellington Street, Albion Avenue, Edward Avenue (now Ruthven
Avenue) and Anzac Highway.
Glanville - John Hart, born in Devonshire in 1809, went to sea at an early age and, in 1835, established a
whaling station at Encounter Bay. After the colony was founded in 1836 he engaged in coastal and intercolonial trade, retiring from the sea in 1845, following his marriage to Margaret Todd in Dublin, Ireland. In
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1856, he returned to South Australia and built a home on land he owned on Lefevre Peninsula, calling it
‘Glanville Hall’, after his mother, whose maiden name was Mary Glanville.
One of the imposing family mansions of early South Australia, it was constructed of stone brought from
near Port Vincent on Yorke Peninsula across Saint Vincent Gulf by flat bottomed sailing barges that were
sailed across the tidal flats at Ethelton at high tide, the stone unloaded onto drays on the ebb and carted to
the site of the mansion. It was built by Mr Gowling on a large area of land then known as ‘Buck’s Flat’; it
consisted of fourteen spacious rooms in the main building with a coach house and gatekeeper’s lodge; a
billiard room and tower were added in 1865. (See Buck Flat)
The first subdivision in the area was in 1859 when part sections 908-9 were cut up into the ‘Township of
Portbridge’ by the owners, Messrs Alfred Watts and Philip Levi. John Hart laid out Glanville on section 910
in 1865 and in 1872, ‘what had been a swamp at high water spring tides was reclaimed by embankments,
and is now a cottage township…’ Its school opened in 1873 and became ‘Ethelton’ in 1919.
By 1873, ‘whole streets had arisen’ and the sand and seaweed which once ‘owned the ground’ had given
way to houses and shops. ‘Buck’s Flat, where the races used to be held, [was] approached by a well-made
embankment, forming a thoroughfare for [the villagers].’ However, northwards and opposite North Parade
the area ‘appears literally cursed by sand… At one time the thick scrub to a great extent prevented the drift
but of late years the timber has been cut down and scrub destroyed to such an extent that the whole place
resembles a sandy desert…’
A photograph of a railway accident is in the Chronicle, 13 August 1910, page 32, of the unveiling of a war
memorial on 25 October 1919, page 27, of a water-colour of the ‘Old Glanville Bridge’ in The News, 25
October 1932, page 6f.
In 1884, the necessity for police interference with the ‘keepers of houses of ill-fame [was] becoming more
and more apparent and the attention of the Supreme Court was occupied by the case against a middleaged woman and two girls under twenty who had been keeping a brothel at Glanville’:
For five years past the people of the neighbourhood have been subjected to the annoyance of
bad characters congregating about their doors, using filthy language and… making their way into
decent houses by mistake…
An Early Social Experiment
One of the residents of Glanville in the 1880s was Mr F.R. Burton, Clerk of the Court at Port Adelaide, who
had studied the subject of treating truant and uncontrollable children. He contended that a large number
of those committed for serious offences would never have reached the gaol stage if a more judicious mode
of treatment had been available at the commencement of their ‘career’.
He was firmly of the opinion that instead of sending first offenders to the reformatory hulk, Fitzjames,
where they would mix with those convicted of grave offences, the community would be best served if they
were confined to a truant school where they ‘could be diligently employed’.
Accordingly, in 1887 he drafted and submitted a scheme to Government in which he intimated that he
would conduct the scheme at his own expense (once operating the school cost Mr Burton 200 pounds per
annum). Not surprisingly, those in power readily agreed to the proposal and the ‘Home’ was duly
established near the Port River ‘where the boys bathe daily’. Apart from the dwelling house there were two
cottages, one used as a school and the other as sleeping quarters; a vegetable garden was also maintained
by the inmates.
In 1889, a reporter eulogised the establishment:
The undeniable fact is that the majority of those lads who have been under Mr Burton’s
management are now either attending school regularly and obedient to their parents or are
earning their daily bread at honest labour. The Magistrate at Port Adelaide instead of committing
boys to the hulk or gaol now hands them over to Mr Burton - he is much pleased at the progress.
Sub-Inspector Doyle, of the Police Department, says that wonderful changes have been effected
and several boys, previously uncontrollable and truant, and fast developing into the larrikin type,
were now well behaved… Mr Burton is reclaiming boys who otherwise were on ‘the high road to
ruin’.
In June 1890 another reporter visited the institution and was full of praise with what he saw; he concluded
that juvenile delinquency was ‘a serious question for young Australia - one that needs to be tackled and not
shirked.’
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In the year of our Lord 1991 we might be excused for uttering the present-day colloquialism - ‘What’s New’
- when it is realised what the aftermath of the abuse of drugs and lack of employment has inflicted upon
our ‘enlightened’ society.
It is apparent that Mr Burton encountered some government interference for in June 1891 it was reported:
When a man feels that he has a work to do for which he seeks neither money nor renown, and
proves that he can perform it, it is a scandal to civilisation that he should be hampered in
carrying out his work…
However, by December 1891 the troubles were behind him when it was reported that:
The inmates are not confined as prisoners, but they learn to take an interest in their new home
and after a few months most of them are prepared to return to their parents with the resolve to
avoid evil ways. During the time Mr Burton has been engaged in the work 68 boys have passed
under his care… An extra allotment of land, 150 feet by 50 feet, has been acquired and laid out as
a vegetable garden, providing employment for the young inmates.
Early in 1893, further storm clouds gathered when the State Children’s Council proclaimed that it
considered Mr Burton’s work was ‘an unnecessary expenditure of time and labour on his part’ and that it
preferred ‘the establishment of a probationary institution for the treatment of uncontrollable boys…’ This
unperceptive and unwarranted proclamation was too much for Mr Burton’s sensitive nature and, early in
February 1893, aggrieved at such bureaucratic treatment he closed the establishment, to which a number
of ‘old boys’ expressed their disappointment that such a ‘step had been necessary’.
A History of Fort Glanville
(The following is taken from an unpublished manuscript titled The Russians are Coming,
a copy of which is held in the State Library of South Australia.)
The construction of Fort Glanville was undertaken by Mr J. Robb at a cost of about £9,000 and work
commenced in October 1878. A railway was laid down to join the Semaphore line with the site of the works
and used for the purpose of carrying the greater part of the required materials, all of which, excepting only
the lime, was conveyed to the scene of the operation, while water was laid on from Semaphore. By March
of 1879 about 450,000 Victorian bricks lay on the sandhills near the temporary railway, besides a large
quantity of stone and gravel intended to be used in the manufacture of concrete.
The sand used was brought from the River Torrens and the lime from Gawler, while two on-site running
mortar mills were employed for the purpose of grinding the lime and making concrete and mortar. The
foundations were of concrete, while a ditch in front of the escarpment was 15 feet wide at the bottom,
sloping up on both sides. An underground passage, 20 feet wide, afforded means of communication with
the caponier (covered passage) and a similar approach was provided for the magazine, the entrance to each
passage being inside the walls of the fort. The laboratory, where carriages were manufactured, was placed
at the southern corner of the fort. About 50 men were employed on the site during the construction period,
while the works occupied an area of ground measuring 300 by 299 feet.
One serious difficulty to be contended with was the sand drift and everyone acquainted with the coastline
was able to appreciate how troublesome it could become. This was overcome by following a suggestion
from Dr Schomburgk, Director of the Botanic Gardens. The drift was covered with seaweed under which
seeds and cuttings were planted from plants indigenous to the area. This scheme had already been tried at
Glenelg where a fine reserve was made out of a formerly shifting sandhill. The shape of the fort was that of
a segment of a circle, the guns forming the sector and a low-lying building forming the base. In this building
resided the Master Gunner, Sergeant-Major Hanson, and his assistant-foreman, Mr Lawley, whose business
was to look after the fort.
The opening ceremony took place on Saturday, 2 October 1880, although the fort had been ready some
three weeks before; the delay being on account of a difficulty attending the mooring of a target in the form
of a quarter-cask, with a flag attached. The practice firing was carried out by four guns, while the target was
some 3,500 yards distant. The shells were brought from the magazine hard by and put on a truck which ran
on rails to a position beneath the muzzle of the cannon as it ran back on its platform to a position, bringing
the gun’s muzzle inside the parapet. A small derrick was used to lift the ponderous projectiles into the
mouth for ramming home. The great guns worked relentlessly, recoiling back on their platforms and being
well checked by three hydraulic buffers at each explosion and then running easily up again under the power
of the artillerymen.
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Mr A.T. Saunders, an eye-witness to the opening ceremony, and a long time resident of the district,
reflected in 1919:
On Saturday, [sic] October 1880 the first guns were fired. I lived near the fort and signed a
written protest against the guns having fired, as we thought our windows would be all broken;
but we were wrong - no harm was done then or thereafter. There were two guns, each 22 tons
and two 64-pounder guns, the latter made in 1878; the big guns had been recently made. Sixteen
shots were fired, but one of the big guns misfired once; so its mate had an extra shot. Sergeants
Oswald, Marshall, Bridgeman and Bombardier Dyke were each in charge of a gun. The target was
a floating cask, only 3,500 yards distant, and the shooting was wretched, although a man was on
the sea end of the Semaphore jetty and signalled where each shot fell.
When Fort Glanville was first built there was at the front and sides an elaborate ditch protected
by a caponiere [sic]; but the back of the fort was open (a loop-holed stockade of wood was put
up after) and from the adjacent high sandhills the guns, which were on a barbette, were exposed
to attack by riflemen. A friend of mine (a German, who had served through the Franco-Prussian
war) caustically said: ‘This fort should have a notice board saying that it must not be attacked in
the rear.’ The two original 64-pounders from Fort Glanville are now in Brougham Place Park.
At subsequent shooting exercises much amusement was afforded by the behaviour of a ‘regimental dog’,
owned by Mr Turner, Special Magistrate. It took an extraordinary interest in the fort and whenever it saw
the men marching to it, he started off to the scene of the operations, went in and, after carefully watched
the loading, ran outside to watch the shot, generally stationing himself almost in the line of fire. He watched
the course of the ball with as much interest as the men and as soon as a shell exploded rushed around into
the fort to superintend the next loading. He was an immense favourite with officers and men.
The defence authorities, ever anxious to oversee and control its new installations, sent out regular
inspection parties and, in 1882, Sergeant Astles led one that traversed the recent fortifications along the
seaboard and reported as follows:
The track from Jervois Bridge to Fort Glanville abounds in holes big enough for rifle pits, but it is
called a road, nevertheless - the people of Glanville have such poetic imaginations. The first halt official, not compulsory, for the horses halted unofficially 20 times - was made at Fort Glanville,
where very necessary and well-devised improvements have been made. The sandhills at the rear
and flanks of the fort have been levelled so as to prevent an enemy, who might have landed,
commanding the interior of the fort with their fire, as they would have done with the high
sandhills formerly in the vicinity.
Now, the guns from the fort have a wider lateral range north and south, while from the
stockades on the land side a sweeping fire of musketry could be brought to bear… Fort Glanville
is now garrisoned by permanent artillerymen, who have joined for five years, and appear to be
fine strapping fellows, already acquiring that peculiar ‘setting-up’ brought about by soldiers’ drill.
They seem full of enthusiasm, like their quarters, enjoy their drill, and altogether promise to be
good, reliable gunners.
There are 13 of them at present; one young man is a Majuba Hill hero and was with General
Kitchener in the memorable march from Kandahar to Cabul [sic] … A steady young soldier who
has seen active service is an acquisition in a garrison of greenhorns, because he carries a certain
amount of prestige, and can keep up the enthusiasm of the men by tales of ‘moving incidents by
flood and field’, besides showing the example of discipline and drill.
After a look around the fort which is kept in beautiful order by Master Gunner Hanson, the party
took to the perilous passage of the road again … reached the first gun emplacement not far from
the fort. This consists of a breastwork of sand bricks with a kind of concrete platform and a gun
track leading thereto.
By the way, round the region of Fort Glanville the commandant has had planted a quantity of
cacti, prickly pears and other hardy plants, to bind the sand as well as act as an obstruction to an
assaulting party. We did not traverse the whole length of the military road because some of it
passes through private property and wire fences prevent traffic. These can be removed when the
road is needed, but at present serve to keep unnecessary traffic off the road and protect it.
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Landward of the military road there is excellent cover for infantry and the sandhills, which for
several miles nearer Glenelg run in a double line, form fine defences, for they could be lined with
sharpshooters, if only we had sufficient, who ought to be able to do great execution…
The next gun emplacement was near the Grange… We came across an encampment of Afghans
looking very wild and picturesque, in the desolate swamp, with a tangled growth of scrub for a
background… The next voluntary stoppage was at Henley Beach where a third platform is
situated, but it would require a keen eye to detect it, for the line of sand ridge seems unbroken
from seaward and the narrow gun track affords only a slight clue… Number 5 has a range nearer
Glenelg and a particularly substantial bridge built across the Patawalonga gives communication
with the road.
Here the larrikins have left more of their mischievous propensities, several of the stones forming
the breastwork having been wantonly pulled down. No. 6, nearer Glenelg, has a good range,
north and west, but southward is stopped by the Baths, therefore it will be necessary to have
another emplacement the other side of the town…
The day to day to day duties of the men were not onerous but, it must be said, appeared to be more than
monotonous. There was an early parade at 7.15 am when the men ‘performed’ setting-up drill for half an
hour. Then there was drill again from 9 to 11, consisting of gun, carbine, sword and repository drill, shifting
guns and a variety of other work ‘tending to call forth the quality of smartness.’ In the afternoon there was
a further installment of drill, elementary exercises, etc., while spare time was filled up with study for annual
examinations; there was school, twice a week, while Saturday mornings were devoted to general cleaning
up.
The fort was open to visitors on Sundays and the officers in charge were only too happy to show them and
their friends through, explaining the various departments. On 23 October 1887 a serious accident occurred
when Sergeant-Major Slane, one of the principal officers of the fort, was taking five male civilians through
Fort Glanville. He was with them in the artillery room, situated beneath the ‘ordinary’ ground, adjoining a
kitchen. In the store were shelves and a counter upon which were lodged ammunition, magazine lamps and
candles, primers and small gear belonging to the artillery service.
The Sergeant-Major was showing the visitors a friction tube which was a hollow tube of copper with meal
powder, pierced with a conical hole, and ‘carrying the flash.’ The top was supplied with a detonating
substance and a friction bar was attached. The Sergeant-Major placed his foot on the tube, pulled it and by
some means, when an explosion occurred and the flash from the tube ignited some sections of the fuses,
etc., lying nearby.
The Sergeant-Major staggered through the kitchen and headed for the ground above, his clothes all ablaze,
when another officer got hold of him, put him in an adjoining wash house, and drenched him with water.
Many of the visitors were also burning and they were got through the windows as soon as possible; while
this was in progress the skin of their hands was dragged off. There was no time to lose and a chain of men
with buckets of water was formed from barrack square to the store below. A large number of magazine
candles were burning furiously and fuses alight. The fire was at last extinguished and the scene presented
afterwards was a total wreckage of almost everything, except the walls.
One man from the fort rode hastily up to Mr Ward’s chemist shop at Semaphore ‘without a hat!’ and
‘eagerly asked for a doctor or a chemist.’ Finding no one there he rode on to Port Adelaide intimating to a
few bystanders that there had been an explosion at the fort. The news spread and rumours gained currency.
The messenger reached Dr Toll, who at once proceeded to the fort where he treated the men who were
suffering from burns about the face, neck, hands and arms. Apart from the Sergeant-Major the other victims
were, J. Turner, butcher, of Exeter; J.G. Stevenson of Angaston; T. Heddle, landlord of the Lord Exmouth
Hotel; J. Irvine of Truro and J. Kurbines of Kapunda.
In 1885, when the Volunteer Military Force was denied the satisfaction of ‘sweltering under a Soudan sun
and showing El Mahdi what they were made of’, Major-General Downes, their commandant, determined
to give them a stiff night’s work over a waste of sand well calculated to test their powers and patience. A
more dismal, sandy waste, with swamp to vary it, than the stretch of district between Grange and
Semaphore could hardly be found here for fighting over.
It was ground broken into sand ridges, hollows, occasional levels, a winding creek, a ford or two and a
bridge, with here and there clumps of trees affording excellent cover for skirmishers, besides being
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bounded by a high range of sand hills barring it from the sea beach. Altogether it afforded plenty of scope
for the exercise of intelligence and judgment, not to say endurance on the part of the commanding officers
as well as the men they directed.
Another facet of this exercise was an assault against the fort itself. On reaching Glanville the attacking force
was observed and the guns of the fort were opened upon them. They were then marching in columns of
fours, and if a shell had fallen amongst them there would have been some serious casualties to report. On
the land side of the fort there was an open plain and Major-General Downes extended his men in a semicircle across this preparatory to the attack. M Company, under Captain Stutley, was ordered to creep
through the trees to the right. From the loopholes and ramparts of the fort a heavy fire was poured into
the ranks of the men and in actual warfare, had they attempted any such exploit as this without artillery,
all must have been annihilated.
They advanced, lay down and opened fire, but against the thick walls of the fort the bullets from their rifles
crushed harmlessly against the ramparts. The cavalry had got under the wall of the fort without being seen
and pressed the attack on that side. The scene was a ‘grand and a picturesque one’, and unattended as it
was by the horrors of warfare, it would have raised the enthusiasm of any Quaker able to appreciate
spectacular effects. It was impossible with such a force to capture the stronghold and, beaten off, the
commanding officer caused his men to cease firing and brought the proceedings of the day to a close. The
men were admitted to the fort, water supplied to them and they were refreshed. Later, the march home
commenced.
Portion of the land between Grange and Semaphore South, known as ‘The Pinery’ was the site of stirring
clashes between rival defence forces in training exercises aimed at repelling any invasion by the Russians
which, as related in earlier chapters, was considered to be imminent throughout the latter half of the 19th
century. To ward off the ‘red peril’ two forts were built and ‘another planned for the Grange area’, hence
the name ‘Fort Street’ that still applies today in local nomenclature.
In September 1894, inhabitants of Grange and ‘especially a few residents near that dismal swamp region
of sand, swamp and teatree’, that comprise part of the modern day Grange Golf Club, were surprised by
‘the sudden sounds of seeming strife that disturbed the serenity of those solitudes of Saturday night.’ The
rattle of rifle fire and the heavy boom of 68-pounders from Fort Glanville, coupled with men shouting, and
the ‘indications of a sharp struggle going on between two opposing forces contending for the possession of
the ford and bridge across the Port River at Grange, made not a bad imitation of real conflict…, but the good
folk of the seaboard are getting accustomed to such alarms, all ending in smoke and glory.’
The soldiers had a long march through miles of mud and stretches of water, sometimes knee deep, from
their assembly point at Fort Glanville. The general idea was that the enemy had captured Grange and was
preparing to march to Adelaide by way of the ford at Grange. Major Fiveash led his men along Military Road
which was ‘about as unmilitary as any foeman could wish to hamper the land forces’, for some miles until
they reached the river. A short distance from the ford a halt was made and a reconnoitering party went out
sometime later ‘decorated up to the knees with elaborate samples of swamp mud.’
A fierce attack was made through the creeks and lagoons within ‘The Pinery’, the only casualty being a
private who ‘scorched his eyes owing to his rifle going off by accident as he held the muzzle upwards.’
Finally, the enemy was brought to heel in the vicinity of Hindmarsh, whence both the victors and the
vanquished departed to their respective hearths where they lived to fight again another day. (See Glenelg)
Sketches are in Frearson’s Weekly, 28 August 1880, page 388, 4 September 1880, page 304,
Pictorial Australian in May 1880,
Glass Well & Glass Hut - In the Parachilna district and named after George Glass (ca.1830-1918), who was
involved with the construction and maintenance of roads in the area where Glass Gorge is a tourist
attraction North-West of Blinman. Today, the ruins of his home are to be found in the gorge. They were
shown first on maps between 1898 and 1904. A George Glass conducted the Hookina Hotel that closed in
March 1897, while Jane Glass (ca.1831-1916) of Hookina, the second wife of George Glass, obtained the
land grant of sections 124-126 and 132-134, Hundred of Wonoka, on 7 March 1898.
Glebe - A 1912 subdivision of part section 2300A, Hundred of Yatala, was part of Glebe (church) lands cut
up by the Trustees of the Church of England; now included in Alberton. The land was known as ‘Green’s
Paddocks’ and adjoined the rectory of St Paul’s Church.
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Gleeson Creek & Gleeson Well - North of Mount Serle remind us of John William Gleeson (?-1895) and
Hampton Carroll Gleeson (1830-1907), lessees of the ‘Illiwortina Run’ from 21 May 1857 (lease no. 556).
Gleeson Hill, near Blyth, recalls Edward Burton Gleeson, the founder of Clare. (See Clare)
Gleeville - The name of a property owned by E.B. Gleeson near Beaumont. (See Gleeson Hill) The name was
never applied to a subdivision but is shown on the original plan of the ‘Village of Beaumont’. An ‘outrage’
by Aborigines at Gleeville was reported in 1841 when ‘a Coolie of Mr Gleeson’s was speared on Tuesday
morning by a Native at Gleeville’:
[He] was engaged cutting wood near the dwelling house when two Natives asked him for food or
money. He said he had none when one of them thrust a spear into his neck, close under the root
of the tongue. The Coolie managed to crawl to an out house where he was discovered and the
alarm given… The Natives are allowed to retain their spears in town and to have as many dogs as
they please… We think that the Protector might employ his time more usefully by looking after
the Natives out of doors, than by helping the German missionaries to teach them their own or
the English alphabet… (See Beaumont)
A photograph of the residence built by Mr Gleeson is in the Observer, 7 March 1903, page 23.
Glenalta - In 1961, Sherwood Estates Limited gave the name to a subdivision of part section 874, Hundred
of Adelaide; it translates as ‘a valley near a hill’.
Glenbank - A 1929 subdivision of part sections 186-87, Hundred of Adelaide, by Frank Smith, F.W.W. Ellis,
J.T. Brown, H. Naylor and Isabel Roberts; now part of Adelaide Airport and Glenelg North.
Glen Boree - The name was taken from a local homestead and given to a post office on section 6A, Hundred
of Nash, 16 km North-East of Fowlers Bay, and a school opened in 1895 by Emily Cameron in 1900; it closed
in 1930.
Glenbrook - (See Porter Hill)
Glenburn - The Aboriginal name for the area was bullaparinga - ‘near the dark river’, while the Scottish
name Glenburn means ‘valley stream’. Its post office opened in 1862 and closed in 1875. Known formerly
as ‘The Stockyards’, Rodney Cockburn says the alteration was effected at the behest of the Reverend Dr
Burgess. Recalling a coach trip to the district a roving reporter said, ‘up and down you jolt through Finniss
Vale and Second Valley and a few more miles brings you to a dead-and-alive place called Glenburn.’ By
1866, there were ‘more than 20 houses within a short distance from the post office and we have at
Glenburn a doctor, schoolmaster, two butchers (the only ones in Rapid Bay), a saddler, bootmaker,
blacksmith, stonemason and a store, wine store, a nice chapel and a new school house building…’ (See
Delamere & Stockyards, The)
Glenburnie - In 1866, a school was mooted 6 km east of Mount Gambier and, by 1872, ‘Mr Turner, SM,
applied for a grant in aid of the cost of building a new schoolhouse… on land given by Mr Jacob’; it was
opened in January 1873 by J.N. Goymour. A ‘Back to School’ photograph is in the Chronicle, 4 April 1935,
page 32.
The Glenburnie Post Office on section 378, Hundred of Gambier, opened on 10 November 1928 and closed
on 29 March 1985. (Australia Post records show a post office of the same name opening at an unknown
location in the district in 1868; it closed in 1904.)
The name was imported from Scotland and applied, also, to a subdivision of sections 2474 and 1140,
Hundred of Adelaide, ‘opposite Torrens Park and Scotch College and within two minutes of Blythewood
railway station’; now included in Torrens Park. Robert A. Ford cut it up in 1920.
Glencoe - The name of a property in the South-East, 24 km North-West of Mount Gambier, taken up by
Edward and Robert Leake from 6 March 1844. John McIntyre, who managed the property, hailed from
Glencoe in Scotland, derived from the Gaelic gleann-comhann - ‘narrow glen’. The Aboriginal name for the
district was kilap - ‘deep water’. A sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
The scene of his encampment was the margin of a placid lake of wide extent encircled by rising
ground forming the rim of an extinct crater. At that time there area was densely wooded but,
strangely, Mr Leake never took kindly to his homestead but always had a hankering for his first
love, the lake that perpetuated his name. Among his valuables he had an old cannon and, when
arranging to lease Glencoe, he made it a stipulation that the venerable piece of ordnance should
be preserved carefully. His successors, who knew more about sheep than artillery, thought it a
fair thing to use the old gun in giving eclat to some holiday festivities.
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Accordingly, they half-filled it with powder, on the top of which they rammed down a copious
amount of earth. Having no fuse, a foolhardy youth prepared to apply a match to the touchhole
but was dissuaded from doing so by a comrade, of more knowledge and less recklessness, who
managed to improvise a fuse.
The explosion that followed was heard 15 miles away and when the smoke cleared it was
apparent that the cannon had disappeared. Fragments of it were gathered later in the
neighbourhood and one chunk of iron was found embedded in the gable of the station’s house
where it remained, clamped to the wall, as a memorial to the notable event.
The following is taken from Minnie - Memoirs of a Squatter’s Daughter by Mary E.S. Brewer:
Edward John Leake (1812-1867), part owner of Glencoe station was one of the earliest and
wealthiest of the South-Eastern squatters. He was certainly a big man and is said to have
weighed twenty stone… After his marriage in the 1850s to a beautiful Irish girl named Letitia,
widow of a local bullock driver, the couple left Glencoe station to live in a house Edward built at
Nelson; today, it is the Nelson Hotel. When Robert, his elder brother died in 1860, Edward, and
his wife, daughter and son, returned to live at Glencoe Station homestead, Frontier House. By
the time Edward died in 1867 he and Robert had freeholded 53,000 acres of Glencoe and their
properties carried 53,000 sheep, 3,000 cattle and 500 horses.
During 1851, an ‘express arrived from Mr Leake’s station at the police barracks, to the effect that ‘two
bushrangers had perpetrated several depredations on the out-stations’:
These scoundrels bailed up the hut keeper of one station and carried off a bridle and saddle, very
politely enquiring at the same time whether he could inform them where they might be
accommodated with a horse - one of them already being mounted. They then proceeded to
three other stations, robbing these huts of rations and various other articles, and ultimately
succeeding in stealing one of Mr Leak’s horses… Other exploits consisted in robbing two huts of
guns, pistols, powder and lead and taking, destroying the rations… The men are in custody at the
police barracks at Mount Gambier…
The Glencoe School opened in 1869 and closed in 1972. (See McIntyre, Mount)
Photographs of the railway are in The Critic, 31 August 1904, page 10, Observer, 18 April 1908, page 29, of
the post office on 3 September 1904, page 25, of milk being delivered to the cheese and butter factory in
the Chronicle, 22 May 1926, page 40, of a football team on 28 November 1935, page 36, 19 November
1936, page 38.
In 1949, Glencoe West was a subdivision of part section 2295, Hundred of Hindmarsh, by Malcolm M.
Martin and Martha Cameron. (See Tarqua Lagoon)
A photograph of a basketball team is in the Chronicle, 22 November 1934, page 32, 12 December 1935,
page 32, of a cricket team on 28 November 1935, page 36, 15 July 1937, page 38.
As regards Glencoe East it was reported that it had ‘possessed a public hall for several years, the old
men’s hut, a large building having been granted for the purpose, but Glencoe West was not so fortunate’:
A few months ago… A central site was purchased, money collected and tenders called for the
erection of the hall… To mark the… laying of the foundation stone a short programme of sports
was arranged…
In 1900, the name Glencoe was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 12, Hundred of Pirie, by John
Whitelaw; now included in Port Pirie West. His father was born in Midlothian, Scotland, in 1834.
Glencope - (See Copeville)
Glendambo - The town, near Kingoonya, was proclaimed on 13 May 1982 and took its name from the
Glendambo homestead, now within the limits of the town.
Glendore - An 1860 subdivision of section 2031, Hundred of Stanley, by Joseph Williams. The opening of
‘schoolroom and cause’ was reported in May 1863 ‘as a branch of “God’s one [sic] manifested Christian
Church” in connection with the Baptist Congregational Church’:
The children of the day school were regaled with tea and cake and afterwards furnished much
amusement to their parents and friends in racing and scrambling for nuts and lollies. After tea a
public service was held and a collection made…
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In 1874, it was conducted by Mary A. Keightley with 26 enrolled pupils when the settlement was described
as ‘one mile south of Black Springs and consists of a few scattered houses, a store, a chapel and a scattered
population of about 70 persons.’
Glendower - Information on this place near Burra was reported in 1866 when ‘one of the most successful
and numerously attended public meetings for the advocacy of total abstinence principles was held in the
Primitive Methodist Chapel on 19 May.’
Gleneagles - A subdivision of section 432, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Seaton:
[It was] placed on the market on 18 April 1925… immediately opposite the main entrance of the
Seaton Park Golf Links… It may be further stated that on week days there are 26 trains each way
between Seaton Park and Adelaide… At the railway station there are several modern wellstocked stores as well as post office, telephone, savings bank agency, church and other
conveniences. The Education Department have acquired two acres of land for a school in the
subdivision…
During the 1920s, it was named by Gleneagles Limited, a company holding sections 430-32, where the
climate was ‘ideal at all times - mild in winter and enjoying the uninterrupted benefit of the invigorating sea
breezes in the summer time. The western aspect looking out across the golf links is very delightful…’ The
name derives from the Gaelic gleann-n’eaglaise - ‘glen of the church’.
Glenelg - The Aborigines called the area patawilya - ‘swampy green place’ and kaunenna-dla - ‘place of
waters’. (See Cowandilla & Patawalonga) The name honours Lord Glenelg whose baptismal name was
Charles Grant; born in Bengal, India, in 1778, he went to England in 1790 and at the time of the founding of
South Australia was Secretary of State for the Colonies; he died in 1866. The name may derive from a man
called Eilg - ‘the noble’. An old colonist’s thoughts in 1836 were recorded in 1877:
The situation of this place as a settlement will never do unless immense expense be incurred by
draining… The four families who had fixed their residences here were planted pleasantly under
the gum-tree, when lo! the place of their rest was surrounded in the night by a torrent of four or
five feet deep… On the right is a swamp… which swarms with mosquitoes and bullfrogs that keep
up their music day and night.
John Woodforde, a surgeon to Colonel Light’s survey party, wrote in his journal on 23 January 1837: ‘We
anchored in Holdfast Bay at 1 o’clock this afternoon, had a hasty dinner and went ashore. The settlement
is named Glenelg.’ The actual location of this early settlement in relation to the subdivisions two years later
in 1839 is not known. (See Old Gum Tree)
On 5 July 1898, Mrs John Chambers recalled that ‘we did not waste much time when we landed, but pitched
our camp somewhere near the Patawalonga and built a rush hut - that kind of architecture was simple and
not luxurious’:
Most of our household duties had to be performed in the open air… Oh, yes, we were happy and
contented enough mixed together and did not make silly society distinctions… The country was
dry when we arrived in December, but the wild flowers and green trees gave the country a park
like aspect. The evenings were very pleasant.
We used to knit and chat and sing. I remember Mary Hindmarsh had a beautiful voice and she
and Mr Stephens would sing during the evenings on the bank of the river, and I would sit
listening with delight… Most of the settlers had vague ideas of Australia and thought as like as
not the hills and forests were full of lions and tigers, but our menfolk were real pioneers and we
were not very much afraid…
In 1839, the South Australian Government called tenders for the purchase of 65 acres of land at Glenelg for
one pound per acre. More than 1,000 tenders were submitted and subsequently drawn by ballot. One barrel
contained many blanks and one paper bearing the name ‘Glenelg’ and they were drawn out by the Colonial
Chaplain, while a second barrel contained the names of the applicants drawn by Mr (later Sir) John
Morphett. William Finke was the holder of the lucky paper and one of a syndicate of six that comprised Osmond Gilles (the Colonial Treasurer), Miss E. Blunden (Mr Gilles’s ward), J. Oakden (Mr Gilles’s nephew),
H.R. Wigley SM, Matthew Smith, solicitor and Mr Finke who was the Chief Clerk in the Treasury.
The land grant was issued to W. Finke on 23 March 1839. This land was north of today’s Jetty Road and in
alienating the Glenelg section care was taken to reserve an acre for a Custom House for government
purposes and, on the day that Finke’s tender was accepted, formally (9 February 1839), the contract for the
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building of the Custom House was secured by Messrs East and Breeze who, by November 1839, were
reported to have practically completed the work - the contract price was £340.
Close to the Custom House was a flagstaff serving as a Signal Station for the announcement of the arrival
of ships. John Anthony, Customs Officer, had to hoist a flag whenever a vessel was sighted coming up the
Gulf, and he had instructions that at the same time he was to fire one or two guns. One gun signified the
arrival of a ship from one of the other colonies, and two guns a vessel from England. A plan is held in the
Lands Department showing the ‘Township of Glenelg’ as designed and surveyed by Messrs Light and Finniss
and Co. in 1839 and approved by Governor Gawler; however, this plan only shows the road pattern and not
the allotments and it covers the land granted to Mr Finke.
On 22 January 1855, a plan certified by R.B. Colley, Henry R. Wigley, Osmond Gilles and Matthew Smith, as
being a correct plan of the Township of Glenelg, was deposited in the General Registry Office, showing the
allotments and covering the same area as Light’s plan.
In September 1849, it was reported that the invalids of Adelaide were taking advantage of the ‘salubrious
air of this delightful marine township’, while shooting, fishing, bathing, boating, drives and strolls, ‘enabled
one to pass away the time most agreeably.’ The township, extended during the preceding year, had been
embellished with several most substantial edifices. Further, it boasted of a chapel, boarding school, three
small stores and two large inns.
By 1851, the town consisted of sixty houses and more than 200 inhabitants, while a new township called
New Glenelg was laid out to the south of the existing one. Within ten years the mere township of former
days had become a corporate town and the ‘splendid pier erected at the public expense being the point of
arrival and departure for the English mails and of passengers to and from the ocean steamships.’
Visitors to the Bay in March 1857 would have observed a huge machine opposite Government Cottage
and a quantity of heavy timber lying adjacent thereto. It was driving piles for a bridge to lead over the
creek at St Leonards, while the telegraph line from Adelaide was ‘quietly opened’ on 3 September 1859,
when messages were exchanged between the Governor and Mayor of Glenelg. William Jewell became the
resident superintendent and conducted telegraph services continuously, except between 10 p.m. on
Saturday and 2 a.m. on Sunday. There were ‘three good hotels and numerous lodging houses, with board
and supplies of all kinds’:
Several capacious and handsome omnibuses ply throughout the day and fares being only a
shilling up or down… While for those who dislike locomotion, the telegraph presents the
requisite facilities for rapid communication with distant parts of the province and the
neighbouring colonies… Glenelg offers many inducements…
In 1858, the extensive plain that stretched away from the sandhills was dotted over with neat and
comfortable homesteads, long lines of hedgerows and regular fencing, with green patches of fruit trees,
vines and grass, indicating an order of things that, 22 years before, would not have been imagined.
The wurleys of the nomadic Aboriginal had given way to the settled home of the white man and pretty
cottages and elegant mansions were to be seen at frequent intervals for the entire distance between the
Glenelg creek and the rocks below Brighton, affording promise that the dry and sandy beach would
become one long site of several flourishing villages.
However, by 1908, there was, at least, one resident who resented the intrusion of tourism upon Holdfast
Bay and, especially, the development of the town as a seaside resort:
Sitting on the beach one can conjure up thoughts of the fierce tribal fights and corroborees, the
feasts that followed victories. Where are the victors now? Swept away by the march of
civilisation. The battlefield has given way to palatial seaside residences and the poor native with
untutored mind who went underground to the accompaniment of a crack from a stout waddy,
will marvel when judgment day comes along, to see the trains pouring their hundreds and
thousands of holiday makers to the beach. We want this town for ourselves - a quiet, clean,
orderly residential place; not a hurdy-gurdy pleasure resort for every Tom, Dick and Harry. There
are plenty of places along the gulf for the holiday crowd. Let us keep the place for ourselves. (See
Moseley, Old Gum Tree & Appendces 20-26)
A photograph of a combined churches outdoor service is in the Observer, 10 December 1921, page 25, of
Our Lady of Victories Church on 26 November 1927, page 35, of Mrs Hillier's ‘old school’ on 14 August 1926,
page 33, of Yoothamurra School on 25 August 1906, page 30, of the Woodlands Girls’ School in the
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Chronicle, 20 April 1933, page 31 of an on-shore pavilion in the Observer, 4 May 1907, page 28, of storm
damage in The Critic, 9 January 1904, page 5, Observer, 22 May 1915, page 27, of the aftermath of a storm
in the Chronicle, 9 January 1904, page 42, 22 May 1915, Observer, 22 May 1915, page 27, 20 October 1923,
page 27, 13 October 1928, page 35, of F. Turner’s shop in The Critic, 14 September 1901, page 33, a fancy
dress ball in the Observer, 13 August 1904, page 24, a lifesaving competition in the Chronicle,
20 December 1934, page 31, of a sandcastle competition on 24 January 1935, page 32, a visit by the Royal
Australian Navy in the Observer, 21 February 1914, pages 30-31, of the town on 6, 13 and 27 March 1915,
pages 26-27, 28 and 29, of a carnival in The Critic, 9 February 1916, page 16, Observer, 1 and 15 March 1919,
pages 24 and 25, of the opening of the RSL building on 29 November 1924, page 32, of Glenelg’s war trophy
on 26 November 1921, page 26, of the Tennant family home, ‘Essenside’ in the Register, 8 December 1921,
page 4c, a Chinese Fair in the Observer, 3 February 1923, page 29, of the Anzac Hostel on 9 July 1921, page
26, 20 November 1923, page 29.
A Proposed Fort at Glenelg
(The following taken from an unpublished manuscript titled The Russians are Coming a copy of
which is held in the State Library.)
The subject of forts along the coast of St Vincent Gulf was first mooted in 1858 when a newspaper editor
suggested that ‘at present all we require at present is the formation of small forts at certain defensible
points of our coastline, which points we presume to be the two horns of the Bay at Glenelg.’ It was not until
2 October 1880 that Fort Glanville was opened while on 19 April 1884 the guns at Fort Largs were first fired:
Both were travesties of forts, for their designers, relying implicitly, apparently, on a
problematical enemy playing fairly and attacking only from the front, had left the back
unguarded so that the gunners on barbette were exposed to fire from the dunes. Largs, certainly,
had a picket fence and Glanville, a caustic suggested, should be safeguarded by a notice - ‘This
fort must not be attacked the rear.’
A proposed fort at Glenelg was talked about for more than twice the length of time required to build it and
to bring it into action. In the first place, a conflict of military opinion arose as to the wisdom of having any
fort at all at Glenelg. Both General Owen and Captain Walcot agreed that without such a protection an
enemy’s ship could easily shell Adelaide from below Henley Beach. Although the latter suggested that the
bombardment would not last long, and possibly be resorted to extort an indemnity, it was clear that the
national disgrace would be as great in this case as if the enemy’s guns were to decimate the population of
the city.
Sir William Jervois, who was specially consulted on the matter, also declared in effect that the fort was
necessary. Though General Downes had written against it, the ground he really took was that more effective
substitutes could be found for it - substitutes which would have proved more costly in the end. To all this
procrastination an editor of the morning press elected to castigate the Premier:
If the foe be considerate enough to postpone a hostile visit for a few years it is possible he will
find the Glenelg fort ready to give him a fitting reception, but there is no assurance of this. The
airy persiflage indulged in by the Premier last year in response to the appeals of those in favour
of immediate action betokened the incapacity of the Hon. Gentleman to appreciate the
seriousness of the question. ‘What’s the good of a fort?’, he in substance asked. ‘If we put
expensive guns there today new inventions in longer-range weapons will probably render them
comparatively useless in a year or two, for the enemy will be able to lie out of reach and shell the
city with impunity.’
If this sort of reasoning were to prevail people would never start gasworks, because presently
electric light might supersede gas illumination, and pioneers in a new country would never have
teams upon their roads for fear of the ultimate incursion of railways compelling them to sell their
horses.
For the proposed Glenelg fort two big breach loader guns, ordered during another ‘scare’ of 1884, were
imported at high cost from England in 1888 and for many years remained half-buried in the sand at Glenelg.
The importation followed the unsignalled arrival of Russian gunboats, Afrika, Vestnik and Plastoon, at
Glenelg in March 1882 and, after wisps of smoke were sighted on the horizon, messages were hurried
backwards and forwards between the shipping and customs authorities for they had received no prior
notice of the arrival of any steamers.
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Glenelg people flocked on to the jetty to await the arrival of the mystery vessels and, after the excitement
had spread to Adelaide, trainloads of people sped down to watch. Many were the telescopes directed at
the little fleet of three vessels when they appeared above the horizon, and even more considerable the
surprise when it was seen that they were men-of-war, and foreign at that. There was nothing to be done
but to await their arrival; but it was just a friendly call and the commander, noticing the suspicion of the
colonists, feigned ignorance of the English language so that he would not say anything out of place.
In his reminiscences Major-General Downes recalled that:
The Australian is very apt to be hysterical in times of excitement and the newspapers were full of
all sorts of crazy letters of advice to the government, as to what preparations should be made to
resist a Russian attack; one, I remember, was that the road from Glenelg should have pipes laid
underneath the surface [and be] filled with dynamite in order to blow up the Russian troops…
Following this ‘Russian scare’ a sandbag battery was formed on the northern side of Patawalonga Creek
but, late in June 1885, due to the pending construction of the fort, it was demolished and the two 24pounder guns, relics of 1852, removed to Adelaide and it was heavy work getting the howitzers across the
sandhills They were taken to their old quarters in the city where they had been previously for 14 years
before the war scare brought them into temporary prominence.
Steps were taken on 25 April 1885 for the defence of Holdfast Bay, but it was agreed by Glenelg’s
inhabitants they would require a great deal more before they were satisfied. They were hardly likely to be
satisfied with a couple of sandbag batteries armed with ancient 24-pounder howitzers. However, those
guns if properly manned and served could have been made useful, especially if a local battery of artillery
were raised and provided with plenty of practice.
The ill-fated Star of Greece, a fine-looking full-rigged ship, had the honour of landing the first of the ‘big
guns’ for the fort at Glenelg at Port Adelaide in June 1888; the Guy Mannering that arrived on 25 June 1888
brought the second gun, together with a large quantity of fittings and military stores. It was proposed to
mount these guns in the centre of the Glenelg fort and to have two smaller guns of six tons on either side.
The task of lowering a gun into barges for Glenelg was completed without mishap on 25 June and during
the night it was towed away by the tug Ariel, while the SA Stevedoring Company contracted to deliver it on
the beach opposite the fort site at high-water mark. The military road could not be used because the bridges
en route would not have supported the load.
Major Gordon, with about thirty of his men and five trollies containing stores, provisions, etc., left Fort
Glanville during the evening, arriving the next morning at 6 a.m. It was then discovered that the Ariel had
overshot the mark, but a skyrocket and a few blue lights soon brought her into proper position. The barge
was then run aground and, as the tide was ebbing, Captain Legoe of the SA Stevedoring Company decided
to postpone further operations until high water. The permanent forces soon made themselves at home and
preparations for a good substantial breakfast were proceeded with.
At high water, all arrangements being completed, the men gave one heave and the huge gun case slid down
the slippery road prepared for it and settled down amidst unsuppressed cheers. The men worked
throughout the night in order that the gun should be found beyond the reach of water on the returning
tide. The second gun was landed on 10 July.
Although it was a few years since the fort had been decided upon the guns were not be mounted for some
time. The site decided upon was originally fixed by Major Jervois, and not the one favoured by General
Owen, and was situated about three quarters of a mile north of the Patawalonga bridge, where it was
anticipated that the guns would command an all-round fire from Henley Beach to Marino, and also have a
range over the plains leading to Adelaide.
The question of the fort had been talked about and played with for years and the shilly-shallying way of
treating so important a project was, unfortunately, only too in keeping with the past action of the legislators
in all matters affecting local defence. It might have been hoped that the periodical panics, which the
prospects of European war had excited, would not have been without salutary effect in giving direction and
stability to the aims of parliament in defence affairs, but the proceedings of the Assembly on 15 August
1888 dispelled this idea.
In reality, the members, and ministry most of all, made confessions of their own aimlessness and
incompetency. It was well known that the erection of a fort at Glenelg was looked upon as a foregone
conclusion - as a necessary feature in the colony’s coast defences. So firmly established had this view been,
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the government, when meeting parliament, had proclaimed their determination to go on with the work
and, further, it had obtained the necessary guns.
Surely, under these circumstances it must have been too late to turn back, but on that ‘infamous day’ in
1888 it was affirmed that all further steps in connection with the fort would be suspended until General
Downes and Captain Walcot reported on the subject - the latter had, unmistakably, already expressed his
approval of the undertaking and it was hardly likely he would go back on his own recommendations.
Mr W. Hooper, a resident of Glenelg, expressed his views and pointed out that the government had not
even secured the land for the fort from the owner, Mr William Gray, and went on to say:
So the guns are laying on the sandhills, for how long I cannot say. Will these guns improve by
lying there a few years (which it is just possible they may) if our members trifle the time away as
they do and come to no decision? I suppose the people outside this farinaceous village read the
parliamentary news? How they must laugh at us. The whole thing seems adjourned sine die. Let
the guns become rusty - they will sell to the founder for old iron…
Is it any wonder that we are hampered with nearly £20 millions of a debt? Is it any wonder that
we are taxed beyond all reason to pay interest? … Now Mr Playford says it is just possible that it
may be necessary to bring in a Bill to take the land. For such want of judgment in legislation we
pay £200 a year to each man and a free pass to Melbourne just when they please. Mr Duncan
asked Mr Playford wisely, ‘Why did you not have the site ready for you?’ And a very sensible
question to ask. So say I.
In October 1888 the report from General Downes and Captain Walcot was tabled in parliament; the former
said that if he had been commandant in 1885, when the cry was first raised, he would have advised against
it, while Captain Walcot stated that he was ‘exactly of the same opinion as I was in 1885 when I advocated
it.’
Admiral Tryon, during his visit to South Australia in 1886 in HMS Nelson, had strongly impressed upon the
military authorities the need of having a fort at Glenelg. ‘Without it’, he said, ‘a hostile vessel would be able
to lie out of range of the other forts and shell Adelaide.’ His opinion was, naturally, made the most of by
those who advocated the filling up of the hiatus in our first lines of defence, and it was noteworthy that the
first duty the Admiral was called upon to perform upon his return in 1889 was to renew his caution and to
add, ‘I am sorry to learn that the guns are lying on the beach, and that no fort is erected to receive them. It
is a pity that more attention has not been given to this coastline defence.’
There the matter rested until May 1889 when the members for Sturt, the Mayor of Glenelg and other
prominent residents of Glenelg, waited upon the Treasurer. Mr Stock, MP, informed him that the guns still
remained on the sandhills ‘far from the world’s ignoble strife’ and, accordingly, said the delegation wished
to know the government’s intentions. Thomas Playford informed them that a sum had been put in the
Estimates to provide for the fort’s foundations, place the guns in position and build a magazine.
However, in respect of the land on which it was to be built, the Government Valuator had valued it at £750,
but the owner declined and asked for £3,500. A counter offer of £1,400 was made together with an
intimation if it was not accepted the government would have to act and compulsory acquire it. This offer
was refused and Mr Gray, through his solicitors, asked for £2,000 and as a consequence the government
proceeded to draft ‘a Bill to acquire the land at a fair rate.’
A few days later Mr Gray’s solicitors proclaimed in the morning press that they had had the land valued at
£3,500 and took exception to the apparent underhand tactics and irresponsible statements of the minister:
[Mr Gray’s] offer was subject to modification if the government would exclude the spring (the
only surface water on his land to the west side of the Military road), at which 600 sheep can
water daily without shepherding… Moreover, Mr Gray has voluntarily offered, if the site of the
fort is slightly altered, to give over an acre of land for a road through to the sea, there being no
available means of access by made road to the north shore, either for guns in the event of a
threatened landing, or for the less important purpose of access by private individuals for the
purpose of driving along the shore towards Henley Beach…
If the government will take the whole section at their own valuation our client will be happy to
sell, but if they want a picked frontage of 12 acres, in all fairness they must pay a proportionately
higher price and must also pay a reasonable sum for the severance and great depreciation to
adjacent land caused by the erection of this fort… When the treasurer seeks to throw the odium
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of the delay and obstructiveness on a private individual, he should take care to properly refresh
his memory of the facts and fully and accurately…
On 27 August 1889, the Assembly, including the representatives for Sturt, complacently acquiesced in the
abandonment of the idea of erecting a fort at Glenelg and the Editor of the Register was far from pleased.
He conceded that the reasons advanced by General Edwards against its construction were unanswerable,
but asserted that the public had some rights in the matter and should have been acquainted with the
grounds upon which such a sudden change of front had been determined upon. He believed that in
reversing the policy, deliberately resolved upon years ago, the Assembly had passed an unqualified verdict
of condemnation upon itself and should have made an attempt to ‘put itself right with the public.’ Further,
he demanded that General Edward’s report be made public.
In the aftermath of the government’s procrastination the Glenelg people, realising the apparent
helplessness of their town, asked that the Protector be stationed there, but Captain Walcot advised that
‘the vessel would cruise at the entrance to Investigator Strait with a view to guard against possible surprise
from that quarter.’
In a conciliatory move Mr Castine, MP, suggested that the ‘Imperial government and the other colonies
should join with South Australia in mounting the discarded piece of ordnance at Port Darwin’, which could
have been an improvement upon the idea of simply selling the guns without any special regard as to its
destination. The irate Editor concluded:
It is playing with the public for the Assembly one day to be hot and strong in favour of a certain
policy in so important an affair as our defences, and the next day, at the instance of a
distinguished military visitor whose opinion is casually asked, not only to turn its back upon that
policy, but also to consider seriously how best and most promptly to obliterate all traces of it.
The irony of the whole furtive affair was that, but for Mr Gray’s obstinacy, the guns would have been
mounted! There were others, who in their satisfaction at the idea that Mr Gray had overreached himself in
fighting for what was in some quarters considered to be an excessive price for his land, were more than
content with the decision of allowing him to keep it, and others looked upon that gentleman as, in a sense,
a public benefactor, because but for him an unnecessary expenditure would have been incurred.
In 1892, the Assembly, at the instance of Major Castine, decided to sell the two breech-loading guns that
had lain in the sand at Glenelg since 1888. During the discussions the opinion was expressed by the Major
that the guns would fetch from £15,000 to £20,000 but all the government was able to obtain was an offer
of £11,500 from the English firm headed by Sir William Armstrong. This was accepted and ‘as soon as
possible [the guns will] be placed f.o.b. at Port Adelaide.’ They had cost over £20,000, while interest and
the cost of removal from Glenelg made the charge to the colony in excess of £25,000. (See Castine, Hundred
of)
Glenelg, River - It was discovered by Major Thomas Mitchell in July 1836 and named after the same
gentleman. An article written by B.S. Roach in 1937 prompted three letters in reply claiming it was
discovered by ‘Dinnie’ MacDonald, who was in the region before Major Mitchell. In 1879, it was described
as ‘a stream some hundred yards in width, with a depth of about 40 feet’:
A well kept punt conveyed us to the opposite bank… About a mile away the blue waters of the
open sea stretched to the horizon… About the mouth of the river were sandy dunes and long
lines of driftwood and sandspits covered with chattering sea birds… Wild duck, teal and black
swans were plentiful and fish to be had in abundance… The sportsman fond of quiet might visit
many a worse place…
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in March 1883, page 83, Frearson’s Weekly, 28 April 1883, page 136.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 29 October 1904, page 28, 17 February 1906, page 29, 21 December 1907,
page 9 (supp.), Observer, 14 January 1922, pages 24-25.
Glen Ewin - In the Tea Tree Gully district and known to the Aborigines as kingurlie - ‘war paint’ for ‘they
found a peculiar excrescence of various colours in the trees which supplied them with the only colouring
they cared to carry in war.’
In 1867, it was reported that ‘the Glen Ewin Quarry was discovered by Mr English about the time the Roman
Catholic Cathedral was commenced and has been in active operation for the last ten years; they lie on the
left side of the Gumeracha road… The quarries appear to be practically inexhaustible and we shall be
surprised if the stone they contain does not richly contribute to the ornamentation of the city, while, in
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1876, it was said that ‘Messrs G. McEwin & Son have made an important addition to their jam manufactory
in the shape of a large reservoir which has been constructed of a sufficient capacity to supply their whole
business and domestic establishments with water…’
Glengowan Estate - This subdivision of 76 allotments, now included in Brooklyn Park, was advertised in
1920 as being ‘opposite the site of the proposed Memorial Hall at Lockleys… When the new bridge at Mile
End is completed the distance from town will be considerably reduced.’ Lewis Street, Lipsett Terrace,
Glengowan Avenue (perpetuating the former name) and Henley Beach Road were the boundaries. .
Glengowrie - A subdivision of part section 153, Hundred of Noarlunga, is a combination of ‘Glenelg’ and
‘Gowrie’; Lord Gowrie, formerly Sir Alexander Hore Ruthven, was Governor of South Australia in the 1930s.
The first sale of land in the suburb was held on 23 January 1937 and sold by direction of the trustees of the
estate of the late R.M. Hawker.
Glengrove - An 1865 subdivision of section 955, Hundred of Kuitpo, by John Carr (1819-1913) of Dashwood
Gully, who named it after the home he erected in 1862 off Cut Hill Road, Kangarilla. It was not successful
due to the steep gradients on the section. Apparently, the subdivision was mooted at an earlier date
because it was advertised to be sold at the Royal Oak Hotel, Clarendon on 30 April 1862 when ‘refreshments
would be provided.’ (See Carr, Hundred of)
Glen Iris Estate - In 1919, it was advertised as 14 allotments ‘…situated on the highest levels of Glen Osmond
[fronting] Portrush Road and Day Avenue.’
Glen Lossie - This Scottish name, given to a 1925 subdivision of section 162 and others, Hundred of Burdett,
5 km north of Murray Bridge, by Elizabeth Johnston Cowan, was taken from a property owned by John
Cowan:
For some time Mr J. Cowan of Glenlossie [sic] Station has occasionally found sheep torn to pieces
on the run, but it was not until lately that much loss was occasioned. In one night about three
weeks ago 15 sheep were killed. It was then decided to scour the paddocks (which are dogproof)
for the destroyers which were supposed to be wild dogs… There efforts were not in vain for a fox
was shot … Later, on going through some scrub, three of the hunters sighted a wild dog and with
a
whoop the sport commenced in earnest. Unfortunately, most of the hunters missed the dog and
rode straight on… Catching up to the dog it was dealt a heavy blow on the head…
Rodney Cockburn, while not giving its location, attributes the nomenclature of Glen Lossie to J.H. McH.
Clarke ‘who named it after the Lossie River in Scotland.’
A photograph of the property is in the Observer, 11 March 1916, page 25.
Glenloth - The name applied to a goldfield, 32 km south of Kingoonya, and said to be ‘handicapped by a
water difficulty which could be easily overcome’:
Kingoonya Well is so polluted with dead rabbits that horses will not drink the water… Little Yerda
Well, the only standby is also polluted with rabbits… The Glenloth Well, from which the field is
being supplied at present, contains good flood water, but when this is exhausted the supply
becomes too salty and bitter to drink. The Surveyor-General gave instructions that the fans
should be replaced in the windmill…
Rodney Cockburn claims it was named after the winner of the 1887 Melbourne Cup but, in that year,
‘Dunlop’ was first past the post, being bred at Morphettville by Sir Thomas Elder and owned by a Mr
Donovan; Glenloth won in 1892. ‘One of the principal claims on the Glenloth field [was] the Glenmarkie the name of Glenloth’s sire - while the Sweet Nell mine was pegged out on the day that a horse of that
designation won the Caulfield Cup.’ There is a Glenloth Well in the vicinity but, unfortunately, land tenure
maps do not show the date at which the name was applied. Glenloth Battery Post Office opened on 1
August 1935 and closed in December 1956.
Glenora Falls - Near Wilpena Pound; Aboriginal for ‘eagle’.
Glenorchy – Colin Campbell and family arrived in the Superb in 1839 and settled in the Melrose district
where a son Alexander (‘Sandy’) Campbell (1820-1866), built a house for his parents and named it after his
birthplace in Scotland; its literal translation is ‘gloomy glen’. Rodney Cockburn records that Murdoch (sic)
Campbell, an early settler in the district, was the Duke of Argyll’s factor on his property ‘Glenorchy’ in
Scotland - biographical records show him be a brother to Alexander. (See Bangor & Willowie)
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Glen Osmond - This subdivision was laid out on part section 270, Hundred of Adelaide, by Osmond Gilles,
circa 1857. (See Gilles & Woodley)
In 1844, John Hill, of the Miners’ Arms, advertised that he could accommodate himself to ‘the requirements
of those ladies and gentlemen who, as the summer advanced, might prefer picnic arrangements’:
Visitors to the Glen Osmond, Wheal Gawler and Wheal Watkin Mines, adjoining the village, could
make a pleasant home at his snug little establishment while those who may be tempted by the
salubrity of the air could be accommodated with weekly board and lodging upon strictly
economical terms… He concluded by proclaiming that Glen Osmond was a singularly beautiful
site…
At about the same time it was reported that ‘Midsummer Day has long been one of mirthful
commemoration’:
It was not to be expected that that the genuine descendants of the ancient Panmonii, who now
enliven the picturesque but hitherto silent glades of Glen Osmond, would forego the celebration
of the day, especially with the prospect of regular and remunerative employment afforded by the
valuable mines in the neighbourhood.
On joyous purpose bent, the miners hoisted on the respective mines at noon the summer poles,
surmounted by flags of gay and unique description, saluting them with all the artillery of their
voices and hearty wishes on behalf of the proprietors. Later the ‘Health and success to the
Honourable Charles Sturt and his gallant associates’ was proposed and the wish expressed that
‘they find a real lake and a future Mexico in our vast interior hitherto unexplored by civilized
man.’
Osmond Gilles was ‘strongly attached to the Germans, in whose country he had so long resided… The
members of the German Rifle Club [held] their annual meetings on his grounds at Glen Osmond and at the
close of the shooting [serenaded] him with national songs…’
In an article in The Lasting Hills the author says:
At the base of the Mount Barker Road the Glen Osmond Inn was established in 1840 in a
prefabricated timber residence which had been imported from Singapore. When the Glen
Osmond silver and lead mine, the Wheal Gawler, was established in 1841, the pub became
Australia’s first mining pub when it catered for the workers at the nearby mine. But the wooden
hotel only traded in this building until early 1844, when the licence was transferred to a more
substantial stone building that was 75 feet to the south. However, reflecting its association to the
nearby mine, it changed its name to become the Miners’ Arms.
With the surveying, realigning and building of the Mount Barker Road built after 1841 from Glen
Osmond where the Toll House was, it seemed worth the risk of establishing another hotel at the
bottom of the hill as the Mountain Hut in 1845. The Miners’ Arms was most likely not suitable for
the respectable travelling public, so the picturesque Mountain Hut, which is now a popular
boarding kennels, was established and traded between 1845 and 1909. It lost its licence at a
Local Option Poll along with more than 20 other hotels in the eastern metropolitan district.
A photograph of the Toll House is in the Observer, 16 December 1916, page 10 (supp.), a sketch of the Vine
Inn in the Pictorial Australian in June 1884, page 87, photographs of a quarry in the Chronicle, 25 July 1903,
page 43, of a tennis team in The Critic, 14 February 1906, page 21, of the opening of the cyclist clubs’ rifle
range in the Observer, 16 May 1908, page 30, of a Soldiers’ Memorial on 24 December 1921, page 26, of St
Paul’s Retreat on 16 October 1920, page 25.
Glen Roy - Governor Fergusson named The Hundred of Glen Roy, in the County of MacDonnell and north
of Naracoorte, proclaimed on 4 May 1871; it was surveyed by James Elder in 1870, the balance being carried
out by A. B. Scandrett in 1883/4. Apparently, the name was taken from a wild highland glen near Fort
William in the Shire of Inverness, through which the River Roy courses for its entire length into the Speam.
(See Lochaber - this Hundred was the home of Ewen Cameron (Lake Roy), north-west of Naracoorte, and D.
J. & W. Cameron at neighbouring Morambro.)
Of nomenclatorial interest is the fact that Duncan Cameron was at Glenroy Station (Estate) in the Hundred
of Comaum, near Penola and, before coming to South Australia, acquired a 16,000 acre property in
Melbourne that he called ‘Glenroy’; his mother, Christina, was born at that place in Scotland, while he
arrived into this world in January 1800 at Inveroy, Scotland, that is where the River Roy flows out of the
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glen; he died at Glenorchy, near Horsham in January 1860. Earlier, in 1859, Ronald McDonald acquired this
lease and, to complicate matters, he was born at Fort William. (See Inverness)
The Penola historian, Peter Rymill, says that:
Dickson’s [of Maaoope Run] relationship with his eastern neighbour, Duncan Cameron of the
Glenroy run, was less volatile, perhaps because the latter had well established boundaries,
having been granted an occupation license a year earlier in June 1845. Cameron had also
obtained an isolated 16 square-mile stockyard run on the plains, just south of Bool Lagoon, but
as he wanted to have all his country in one block, he negotiated with Dickson to take the
stockyards in exchange for some land running along their common north-south boundary,
and advised, further that the said Duncan Cameron, the nephew of the founder of Penola, ‘named another
Glen Roy in Southland, NZ, when he went there with a mob of sheep in 1859.’
To add to the confusion there were three Scots with the name of Ewen Cameron, all of whom were
pastoralists in the same district one of whom took up a run at ‘Lake Roy’ to the south of what was to be the
Hundred of Lochaber; he removed to the ‘Krongart Run’, circa 1856, In 1849, Duncan Cameron sold 25
square miles of the southern portion of his run that finally came into the hands of John Riddoch who utilised
it when he founded the Coonawarra Fruit Colony in 1890.
Glenroy, a railway station is 19 km north of Penola; Glenroy Estate - (See Beulah Glen)
In 1879, the Glenroy Flat Reserve, ‘with few exceptions, has indigenous trees only fit for firewood and the
planting of a superior class of timber trees is necessary in order for it to be profitably occupied…’
Glens Gums - (See Leigh Creek)
Glenside - Originally, the name was given to a private subdivision of section 273, Hundred of Adelaide; its
suburban boundaries were established in 1941 following consensus between the Nomenclature
Committee, the City of Burnside and other government agencies. Formerly, portion of it was known as
Knoxville. A meeting of the Glenside Cricket Club was held on 7 May 1877 at Dittmar’s Coffee Rooms,
Freeman Street, when it was reported that ‘rapid progress had been made for it had been in existence for
only one year’:
It had played 18 matches and winning 10 of them. Mr E.K. Miller secured both the bat and ball
offered by the club with a batting average of 13.11 and bowling at three runs per wicket. Mr J.A.
Austin came in second in batting with an average of 11.7 and H.M. Mudie in the bowling at five
runs per wicket.
Glen Taggart - A post office near Echunga opened and closed in April 1893. In February 1893, a gold
discovery was reported on land near Kangarilla belonging to a Mr McTaggart and it became known as the
‘Kangarilla Mine’ or Glen Taggart. Mr McTaggart held section 2 of 700 acres at Kangarilla for many years
and, in 1892, it was proclaimed as an alluvial goldfield and by February 1893 over 100 men had applied for
mining rights.
This was the third occasion on which fields were proclaimed under Section 17 of the Mining on Private
Property Act. The first was when Mr Price Maurice’s land at Forest Range was thrown open to the public a
few years before and the second when Mr Hough’s section at Echunga was dealt with similarly in 1892.
Within a few weeks a number of men were leaving the field and ‘this being a rent day the diggers are so
dissatisfied with the prospects that there was a general exodus. A bush fire was burning and a shower of
rain that came by failed to put it out.
Within a week prospects were a little brighter when several small runs were discovered while on the field
itself three stores, including the post office, remained to attend to the diggers’ wants. By 1893, it had been
proved that ‘gold lies hidden here’:
Mr McTaggart has held the section for many years as a grazing block and the proclamation of the
field will doubtless come as a windfall to him, because in addition of receiving half the licence
fees, which is £1 per man, he will be paid the whole of the rents of two shillings a week per claim,
less 2½ per cent retained by the government…
Glenthorne Estate - A 1912 subdivision of part sections 456, 474 and 465, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Harold
Charles Drew, grazier; now included in O’Halloran Hill. (See O’Halloran Hill)
In 1910, it was reported that ‘in view of the sale of Glenthorne, Mr Norman Brookman’s property at
O’Halloran Hill, it is interesting to recall that the estate was owned, originally, by the late Mr O’Halloran’:
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Mr T.J. O’Halloran followed his father as owner and disposed of it in 1876 to the late Mr T.B.S.
Porter and about six years ago Mr Broken purchased it…
Glenunga - An 1856 article under the heading ‘Slug in Wheat’ says, ‘Mr D. Ferguson of Glenunga on the
eastern plains, informs us that one of his fields has been much injured…’
The old Glenunga Homestead on the rising slopes of Glen Osmond has long been recognised as
one of the most beautiful and picturesque sites around Adelaide, hence buyers in search of
building blocks in a select locality… will be pleased to learn that the remaining portion of the
estate is to come under the hammer…
A photograph of ‘Old Glenunga House built by D. Ferguson in 1847’ is in the Register, 1 May 1919, page 5d.
The first subdivision to bear name was Glenunga Park, laid out by Selmar Conrad, architect, on part sections
272-73, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1913. Rodney Cockburn says it is a combination of ‘Glen’, because of its
proximity to Glen Osmond, and the Aboriginal unga, meaning ‘near to’.
Glen View - The name given to a property of 500 acres in the Kuitpo area by Benjamin Wickham (17911875) in 1839. The property is now called ‘Clear Hills’. On 24 March 1981 the District Council of Meadows
named a district road ‘Glenview’.
In 1913, Glenview was laid out by R.S. Bell on part section 76, Hundred of Mobilong; now included in
Murray Bridge.
Glen Warwick - (See Eukaby & Stephens Creek)
Glory Crossing - In the North-West Bend (Morgan) area and applied to a property owned by Frederick
Williams of Morgan; it had a doleful history of failure and when he took possession the previous owner had
left a plaintive poem, written in utter despair and disillusion, nailed to the door of a cottage - ‘squatter’s
glory, farmer’s hell, land of buggery, fare thee well!’ For many years farmers tried to grow wheat in the
district but, eventually, the land reverted to sheep-runs and the failure of the wheat farmers is evidenced
by abandoned houses dotted over the countryside.
Glossop - The town, 6 km east of Berri, proclaimed on 25 August 1921, was named after Captain Glossop,
commander of HMAS Sydney that sank the German raider vessel Emden during World War I. Its school
opened in 1920.
Gloucester - The English city is commemorated by a subdivision of section 157, Hundred of Willunga, by
Nicholas Browning (ca.1818-1853) in 1850; now included in McLaren Vale. He advertised it as ‘being one of
the healthiest parts of South Australia, part having already been sold for the site of a flour mill, blacksmith’s
shop and other branches of business.’
In 1877, Gloucester was, also, a subdivision of sections 441 and 444, Hundred of Belalie, by Edmund
Humphries who said ‘it possesses the advantages of being contiguous to a never-failing creek… safe from
any flood… best building sites in or near Jamestown.’ The name derives from the Welsh gloiu - ‘bright,
splendid place’.
Glue Pot - The name of a road running from the Port Wakefield road to Salisbury, where the locality is low
lying, swampy and saline affected and, invariably, difficulty was experienced in traversing it after winter
rains. In the 1950s, State grants enabled the local council to seal it and it is known now as ‘Philip Highway’.
Gluyas - A railway station, 6 km north of Wanbi, named after a variety of wheat. Henry Inglis Gluyas (18631936); born at Tothill’s Creek, was the breeder of the ‘Early Gluyas’ rust-resistant wheat, developed on the
family farm at section 27, Hundred of Telowie. The first of its type grown in Australia and used extensively
until the 1950s when it was replaced by improved varieties. (See Cunyarie, Hundred of)
Glyde, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 3 November 1864. Lavington Glyde, MP
(1857-1875), born in Devon, in 1823, came to South Australia in the John Bartlett in 1847. At a dinner given
in his honour in September 1875 he said that ‘he felt quite confident of the future of South Australia if
properly governed’:
We were pretty certain to go up, while Victoria was pretty certain to go down or stand still.
When in Victoria he was struck with the modest way in which they spoke of themselves to what
they did two or three years ago. They were beginning to see that they had made mistakes and to
think more of South Australia.
Two or three years ago we were sneered at and snubbed as coming from the farinaceous village
but now they were beginning to think that this was an important place… He had tried since he
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had been in office to be a statesman - which was very different to being a politician - and to do
his best for the country generally while doing something for the district he represented…
He was elected to parliament as the member for East Torrens. G.F. Loyau described him as ‘a clever, caustic
writer.’ The following satirical poem appeared in 1871:
You are cross, Father Glyde, our young Mann cried,
And your hopes must be fading away,
You are caustic and love to be snarling at me,
Now tell me the reason, I pray.
I am caustic, young Mann, Father Glyde said again,
Let the cause not provoke you to rage,
In my youth I consistently stuck to my friends,
And I don’t fear reproach in my age.
You are wise, Father Glyde, your Geoffrey observes,
And the House you’re entitled to sway,
If you wish to succeed when your turn comes again,
Now listen to my counsel, I pray.
Human nature is weak, Father Glyde, I’ll allow,
It is mingled of good and of ill,
But search out the good, don’t ill motives impute,
And the members you’ll guide at your will.
Glynde - By 1837, Edward Castres Gwynne, whose father was the Rector of Glynde, in Sussex, was a lawyer
of some ten years standing in England when Sir John Jeffcott invited him to become the first Clerk of Court
in South Australia at £50 a year. Later, it was found that Jeffcott had no right of such patronage and so he
decided to take his chance in the new Colony and sailed in the Lord Goderich in 1838 as Superintendent of
Emigrants. Conditions were so bad that the cabin passengers mutinied and Gwynne was relieved of his post
by the British Consul in Brazil where the ship was forced to sail.
Eventually, he reached Adelaide and was admitted to practice on 16 November 1838 and, between 1851
and 1854, became a nominated non-official member of the Legislative Council where he distinguished
himself by advocating State aid for religion. After the granting of responsible government in 1857 he was
returned as a member of the first South Australian Parliament and, later, became Attorney-General.
He purchased land and built a cottage at Payneham, calling it ‘Glynde Place’, following which he laid out
the village of Glynde, circa 1856.
Are the public aware that within a few miles of the metropolis is one of the largest orangeries in
the world… having for its owner His Honour, Mr Justice Gwynne…? The estate is situated to the
southward of the road leading to the Glynde Hotel and is approached by an extensive carriage
drive, hedged in by a row of native gums which form a complete avenue… The orangery covers
fully eight acres…
In 1165 the name was recorded in England as glinda - ‘enclosure, fence’.
A photograph of the start of a cycling race in front of the hotel is in the Observer, 18 August 1923, page 29.
Glynn - Patrick McM. Glynn, MP (1887-1901), born in Galway, Ireland, in 1855, graduated as a Bachelor of
Arts from Trinity College, Dublin, in 1878, studied in London and, on 4 September 1880, sailed for
Melbourne where he obtained temporary admission to the Victorian Bar: ‘Trying to get business here as a
stranger is like attacking the Devil with an icicle’, he confided to his brother.
In 1883, he came to South Australia, bought a practice at Kapunda, shifting to Adelaide in 1888 and, in
1897, was elected as one of the ten representatives to the Federal Convention when Alfred Deakin
remarked that, ‘if [he was] not the best read man at the convention, certainly carried more English prose
and poetry in his memory than any three or four of his associates.’
He was described, also, as ‘a person of extraordinary integrity and industry, his oratorical powers, humour
and learning made him a consistently popular speaker’:
In forensic eloquence he stands alone in interpreting Constitutional law, in memory he has few
equals - a set of circumstances which have produced what may be termed a philosophic mind…
Mr Glynn has never been a leader in politics. He is too fair.
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The goal he sees ahead has a foreground of philosophic doubt banked up against it and, unlike
Kingston, he would probably be swayed from his track a little by respecting opinions of others
instead of using men as a means to an end. Leadership never admits doubt; it sweeps everything
before it. In Mr Glynn’s case, weight of learning has evolved a wonderful capacity of seeing things
as they are - an attribute… that has made him famous. It is in this connection that the little greyhaired man of the lawyer’s den exerts such a profound influence over Australia…
He died in 1931 and is buried in the West Terrace cemetery. The Hundred of Glynn, County of Jervois, was
proclaimed on 12 December 1895. The Glynn Post Office, north of Franklin Harbor, opened in June 1903.
Gnadenfrei - It means ‘freed by the grace of God’ and, in 1869, was applied to a public school situated on
section 80, Hundred of Nuriootpa; In 1918, it was proposed to build a new school and the local residents
on the school committee decided that it should be known in the future as ‘Marananga’.
Gnalta Hamlet - This subdivision of 77 allotments was advertised in 1921 as ‘only 100 yards from the
Walkerville tram…’
Gnurlung, Point - Known formerly as ‘Dodd Pelican Point’, this name was adopted between 1867 and 1888,
possibly to avoid confusion with the earlier recorded name of ‘Pelican Point’ in the vicinity; derived from
the Aboriginal ngarlang meaning ‘crossing place for canoes’. Both names were recorded by the surveyor,
William Pearson, in 1867.
Goalen Rocks - Near Streaky Bay and named after Lieutenant Walter H. Goalen, First-Lieutenant to
Commander Howard, of the survey ship HMS Beatrice. (See Beatrics Islets)
Goanna Corner - South of Wisanger on Kangaroo Island and named by W.R. Florance and J. Florance, in
1907, because of numerous goannas found there.
Godfrey - In 1843, E.C. Frome named Godfrey Creek, near Black Rock Plains, after Godfrey Thomas, a
member of his party and a step-brother of Governor George Grey. Godfrey Islands, in Guichen Bay, were
probably named after the same gentleman who accompanied him on a visit to the South-East in 1844; its
alternative name is ‘Baudin Rocks’. In the Gateway to the South-East, Kathleen Bermingham contradicted
this nomenclature when she said, ‘the first white man to land in Guichen Bay was left on Baudin Rocks by
Captain John Hart to skin and preserve the hides of seals. His name was Godfrey.’
Their Aboriginal name was bialbial and, according to mythology were formerly a peninsula, or a large island,
only cut off by a high tide. It was the home of the dwarf people who were driven away from Robe by a tribe
of large men. It was also the scene of a struggle between ‘Emu men’ and the ‘native companions’ during
which the latter, by magic, caused a tidal wave or flood tide to come and overwhelm their enemies. (See
Murraup)
Gold Diggers Village - A subdivision of section 1085, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Peterhead.
Henry Simpson created it, circa 1854, and, no doubt, applied the name as an inducement for diggers
returning from the Victorian goldfields to invest in his creation. Born in Hull, Yorkshire, in 1815, he arrived
in the John Pirie in 1836 and died at Ridge Park in 1884. (See Black Diamond Corner & Tenterdon)
Golden - A cricket match was reported in 1907 when ‘the Golden Gates played the first match on their own
ground against the Eden Valley team and were beaten by 15 runs’:
The local men made 41 runs and the Valleys 54. For the Gates C. Wesley made 14 and took four
wickets for 7 runs. W. Tremaine captured three wickets for 12 runs. For the winners Minmie
scored 26 not out and E. Murray, 18. (See under Angas for reference to the Golden Gate mine.)
Captain Adam Robertson, of the vessel Golden Grove, came to South Australia in the Lady Lilford, in 1839,
and, in 1846, settled on a property he called Golden Grove, where he died 1864, aged 58. An indenture
supporting his first land purchase says ‘no woman who shall become his widow shall be dowable out of the
said land.’
In 1850, it was reported that ‘Mr Robertson explains that Golden Grove is the name of his own place and
not of the surrounding locality’:
He has apparently forgotten that he conferred that name on the public school… and therefore
the settlers cannot be blamed for extending it to the village as well. The building now known as
the ‘Golden Grove School’ was opened on 20 March 1850 with a religious service conducted by
Rev R. Drummond which was followed in the afternoon by a similar service by Rev T.Q. Stow. The
new schoolhouse is situated within a mile of the Bishop’s Springs on the Little Para…
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A post office was opened there in 1851. The school opened in 1850; photographs of an Arbor Day are in the
Observer, 19 August 1911, page 31.
Photographs of a trial of agricultural implements are in the Chronicle, 28 February 1903, page 43, The Critic,
28 February 1903, page 9. A report and photographs of an Arbor Day are in the Observer, 19 August 1911,
pages 18e-31.
Goldfields - In 1870/71, it was shown as a school on the Barossa goldfields with 50 enrolled pupils;
subsequent Education Department reports record it as ‘Barossa Goldfields’. It opened in 1869 and closed
in 1954.
Golflands - A 1922 subdivision of part section 183, Hundreds of Adelaide and Noarlunga, by C. Sandison;
now included in Glenelg North. Earlier, well-illustrated descriptive booklets were available:
Containing plans, photographs and fullest information regarding Mr C. Sanderson’s [sic]
subdivision of 30 building sites, comprising the western portion of their well-known Glenelg Golf
Links adjoining McDonald’s Railway Station…
Henry L. Rymill has left us with his memories of the old course at Glenelg at the turn of the 20th century
when ‘it was only a cow paddock; the fairways were small with fences round to keep out the numerous
cows and poddy calves’:
The club house consisted of a lot of small weather-board shanties, which were considered
palaces after the tin shed they used at Miller’s Corner. There were no hot showers, but the gas
was laid on to boil the kettle for afternoon tea…
At a meeting of the Glenelg School Board of Advice in October 1898 a number of parents had to answer for
their boys not having attended school upon the requisite number of days during the previous quarter. The
mothers pleaded hard in the interests of their sons, and it was hinted that the links at Glenelg, utilised
almost every day, Sundays included, were in a measure responsible for the boys’ absence. It was said that
the services of boys were enlisted and rewarded pecuniarily as caddies and the Chairman, Mr J. Downing,
said it was a serious matter and, moreover, the boys would have to make up for lost time during the next
quarter, otherwise the parents would be prosecuted.
In his reminiscences held in the State Library, Llewellyn Fowler, who was born at Glenelg and spent his
childhood there, said ‘one of my first efforts to earn a little money was as a caddy at the Glenelg golf links’:
My first try was at nine years of age [when] I carried for Miss Law-Smith for the whole round, for
which she gave me sixpence. Though rather young, I did hope she did not have to walk home.
But no, the wealthy folk came to their clubs, etc., by horse-drawn cabs… The next time I went to
get a caddy job I did not succeed. I had ‘wagged’ it from school… I was too small and did not
seem fitted to the job. Perhaps my luck was in again. Every new boy who turned up looking for a
job at the links was thrown into a nearby dam, the watering place for Sanderson’s [sic] cows. I
escaped this…
Gomersal - Six kilometres WSW of Tanunda, it was known as ‘New Mecklenburg’ until 1918 when the
Nomenclature Committee suggested ‘Putpayerta’ (the Aboriginal name for the district) as the replacement,
but the government of the day had other ideas. Gomersal in Yorkshire, England, was the birthplace of the
Premier’s (A.H. Peake) father. It derives from Godmaer’s hach - ‘the cave of Godmaer’. (See Dimchurch)
Gooch - On section 561, Hundred of Caroline, South-East of Mount Gambier and named after Harry Gooch
who took out an agreement to purchase the section in 1904.
Goode - Charles H. Goode, MP (1865-1866), born in Herefordshire in May 1827, came to Adelaide in 1849,
when he opened a shop at North Adelaide and peddled goods around the district. He was a founder of the
mercantile firm of Goode and Durrant, a well-known philanthropist and prominent in the founding of the
Royal Institution for the Blind, in 1884, of which he was the sole President until his death on 5 February
1922.
His long and prosperous career has been crowned with useful works. He conceives it the duty of
every man when his own needs have been satisfied to think of his less fortunate fellows and the
suffering world that calls for practical sympathy. Hardly any great charity board is complete
without the name of Charles Goode upon it. The public eight years ago showed respect for the
veteran merchant by presenting him with his portrait in oils to be hung in the National Gallery as
a token of acknowledgment of the general indebtedness to one who in so many ways had
‘wrought his people lasting good’.
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The Hundred of Goode, County of Way, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893, its school opened in 1911 and
closed in 1950 while the Hundred of Goode West School opened in 1919 and closed in 1936; a photograph
of an Arbor Day is in the Chronicle, 19 July 1934, page 33.
The Goode Post Office, 32 km North-East of Ceduna, opened in November 1904.
Goodiar Creek - In the Far North, named by John McD. Stuart on 6 June 1860, probably having in mind a
fellow surveyor, James R. Goodiar, who arrived in the Prince Regent in 1839.
Goodnight - On the River Murray. The captain of a river steamer heard a voice calling out ‘goodnight’ from
the bank.
Goodville - The school, opened as ‘Hundred of Wudinna’ in 1924, became ‘Goodville’ in the same year and
was changed to ‘Wudinna East’ in 1926; it closed in 1938.
Goodwood - In May 1838, sections 222 and 223, Hundred of Adelaide, were granted to Thomas Hardy, who,
in May 1841, sold the land to his son, Arthur Hardy, who, in October 1842, leased it to Messrs Richard E.
Borrow and James Goodiar (sic), who called it Goodwood Farm. This contention was supported by Mr J.M.
Borrow who said that the name was bestowed, initially, by his father at the behest of his partner, John R.
Goodiar who, ‘being a Chichester man, greatly revered the name.’
On 12 February 1839, section 221 of ‘Survey A’, fronting the South Parklands, was granted to the South
Australian Company and documentation in the General Registry Office shows it as Goodwood, while the
1840 census mentions the village of Goodwood on section 221 with a population of 100, but the first
contract of sale of an allotment was not registered until 1846. In 1913, Samuel Mills, junior, made the
comment that ‘Hardy’s section was the first to be cut up into small blocks and sold’; he omitted any
comment on the SA Company’s creation.
An 1841 letter from W. Blyth re a dinner at the village of Goodwood given by Messrs Borrow and Goodiar
to ‘the numerous workmen in their employ’ reads:
I have seldom been more gratified than by a visit on Thursday last to the village of Goodwood on
the occasion of an entertainment given by Messrs Borrow & Goodier [sic] to the numerous
workmen in their employ… The scene was enlivened by a well-appointed band provided by the
workmen and the party broke up with hearts warmed by right feelings, no doubt stimulated by
good cheer, but with a regard to temperance which might well afford a useful lesson to more
refined meetings…
In 1849, Arthur Hardy cut his land up into several four acre blocks, calling it Goodwood Park and, by 1853,
it was said that ‘this little suburban village is in a very disorderly state’:
[It] is beyond the limits of the Metropolitan Police, but it might be useful if any of the Mounted
Police travelling on the Southern road could occasionally take it in their way, so as to hold the
more disorderly spirits in a little check…
The name comes from Sussex, England, where it was given to the seat of the Duke of Richmond near
Chichester; in 1225 it was written as godivewod - ‘Godgifu’s (a woman) wood’. (See Millswood)
In 1888, the Catholic Church purchased a property from the estate of the late W.D. Hewer. The existing
residence was improved and, at the rear, buildings were provided for the reception of orphan children. In
all 13 acres were purchased and it included beautiful gardens, through which flowed the Brownhill Creek.
In the main residence a chapel was erected in which there is a tablet in the memory of Mr J.F. McBride
and his wife, Mary Ann, who contributed over two thousand pounds towards the purchase price of
£3,500.
Racehorses were once quartered upon the spot and, when the church took over, the stables
were made to lend themselves to the new and noble purpose and in the healthy environment of
open fields grew up children deprived of parental care, but not of loving and sympathetic
attention.
A photograph of the school band is in the Observer, 31 January 1903, page 24, of students in The Critic,
24 January 1917, page 13, of a school committee on 12 March 1919, page 9, of the unveiling of a German
gun at the school in The Critic, 28 June 1922, page 18, of the Sisters of St Joseph Orphanage in the
Chronicle, 9 January 1904, page 41, of a proposed recreation ground in The Critic, 29 May 1918, page 16,
of a Goodwood United football team on 1 November 1922, page 12.
Goold, River - In 1834, it was said that, ‘Goold River’ is shown on Yorke Peninsula and a Captain Goold is
reported to have landed about twenty miles south of Point Riley and went five miles inland, ‘where his
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progress was impeded by a river about fifty yards wide and eight feet deep’. We look in vain for this
wonderful river for the creek bed, at present, would not take that quantity of water; unless several feet of
erosion have occurred since Goold’s day, no such stream could have existed there. Captain Goold made
two voyages from Sydney in 1827-28 in connection with seal hunting.
Goolwa - It was said that the name derives from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘the elbow’, that is the shape
of the River Murray on the banks of which the town was laid out. Opposing this, a 1904 report said, inter
alia:
The name means ‘brackish [water]’- as distinguished from moonearie [mungkuli?], higher up the
river, meaning ‘fresh water’. So I was informed by an Aboriginal native of the south district some
years ago. I [am] not quite satisfied with the usual translation of Goolwa as ‘the elbow’. A few
months ago I met a native and asked him if it was correct. He… put it thus - ‘Goolawa - the short
turn’. That translation seemed to fit in with the bend on the river at Goolwa quite expressively.
The explanation of the nomenclature of Goolwa as referring to ‘water’ is confirmed in the Tindale papers
in the SA Museum where there is an entry under the heading of ‘Mungkuli’ saying: ‘[It means] “fresh water”,
especially that of the Murray River applied to Lake Alexandrina… in contrast to goolwa - “brackish” and
kurank [Coorong] - “salt water”.’ Early records spell it as ‘Goolawa’, ‘Goolawarra-Kore’ and ‘Yoorloowarra’
and, following European occupation, it was known first as ‘Port Pullen’.
In January 1840, a party of Royal Sappers and Miners under the directions of Sergeant Forrest subdivided
sections 2202-3 and part 2201 of the ‘Currency Creek Special Survey’ as the Town on the Goolwa. The
sections in this survey were allotted by ballot to holders of land orders of ninety acres comprised of eighty
acres country lands, eight acres in the town of Currency Creek and two acres in Town on the Goolwa. The
first grants for allotments were issued in accordance with the ballot in 1841 while the town of Goolwa was
surveyed by Richard Brooking and proclaimed in March 1853, when twenty allotments were offered at
public auction at an upset price of £20 per lot. At this time Governor Young proclaimed that: ‘from its natural
advantages [it will] progress as the Crescent City of the Australian Mississippi.’ Upper Goolwa was laid out
by Charles Davis.
The proposal for a railway to Goolwa was decried in August 1851:
There is great difficulty in characterising Sir Henry Young’s job ‘in terms polite’. The Goolwa
Railway, in the nostrils of the colonists, is odorous of assafoetida [sic], and there are in their
mouths, in common use, epithets reflecting upon his Excellency far more offensive than have
ever yet appeared in print… Where are the produce, the population, the traffic of the Murray
crowding the banks, and suffering for want of an outlet to a market? Why, a single bullock dray
once a month will suffice to bring to Adelaide all its exportable produce for the next five years…
The suffering of Aborigines in their encampment was described in 1858:
The number of adults in the wurleys was 76. Of these 15 were old and infirm, quite unfit for any
kind of work and 20 suffering from various forms of disease… One practice still retained among
the natives is the smoking of bodies of the dead on a stage raised above their wurleys… The
terrible sufferings entailed on some of these poor creatures by white men’s vices seemed to me
to constitute a most powerful ground of appeal to the government and the Christian community
at large in their behalf,
while on 26 May 1865 it was reported that ‘I am sorry to say that the practice of giving intoxicating drinks
to the natives is greatly on the increase in this district’:
The Full Court on Wednesday last were occupied in hearing and determining no fewer than six
cases charging persons with giving and selling spirits to Aborigines… It is only a few days since,
while in a fit of drunken passion, he bit off his lubra’s eyebrow, laying the bone bare… It seems
impossible to get any of them to do any work. They prefer card playing and drinking and living
upon what rations they can get from the government…
A photograph of an Aboriginal camp is in The Critic, 3 May 1905, page 28, of the Governor’s visit in the
Chronicle, 10 September 1904, page 41, of the jubilee of the Methodist Church in the Observer, 10 June
1911, page 29, of 1872 council members in the Chronicle, 10 January 1925, page 37, of ‘A Punt Load of
Sheep’ in The Critic, 3 January 1903, page 15, of the launching of the steamer Industry in the Chronicle, 20
August 1910, page 30.
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The Hundred of Goolwa was proclaimed on 29 October 184 and a school of that name opened in 1911 and
became ‘Merrilie’ in 1912; closed in 1923. (See Manoopulla)
Goondooloo - Aboriginal for ‘the Southern Cross’ and applied to a railway station north of Karoonda and a
post office opened on 1 September 1926 and closed on 31 August 1952.
Goorley - The Aboriginal name for the Coorong between Pelican Point and Magrath Flat, recorded first by
the surveyor V.C.B. Forsyth, in 1851, on a plan of T. Holmes’ run.
Goose Island - It is a small sandy island near the township of Clayton.
Gore, Mount - (See Para Wurlie, Hundred of)
Gordon - The town, proclaimed on 2 October 1879, was named by Governor Jervois after his brother,
Gordon Jervois. It lies 40 km North-East of Quorn and within a year, the residents could ‘already boast of
about 20 to 30 buildings, including an hotel, a store, a blacksmith’s shop, a bakery and other places of
business’:
A Bible Christian Chapel has been erected which, although not a very pretentious structure, is
free from debt. A school, which will accommodate 40 scholars and a large store, are being built,
and I believe that it is intended to build another hotel near the railway station… We have a
cricket club of 25 members…
In the early days of the 20th century it was a progressive town but, today, nothing stands to remind us of
the once flourishing settlement, only five miles from the historic Kanyaka ruins. Confusingly, the railway
station, conceived before the town, was named ‘Wirreanda’. Its school opened in 1881 and closed in 1929.
The Hundred of Gordon, County of Alfred, was proclaimed on 15 June 1893. Honourable John H. Gordon,
MLC (1888-1903), born in Scotland in 1850, came to Adelaide in 1859, was admitted to the bar in 1876 and
resigned from parliament in June 1892 on the verge of insolvency due to financial difficulties with his
partnership in a Northern Territory cattle station, but avoided bankruptcy by assigning all of his property
by deed. Re-entering parliament in 1893, he left in 1903 when appointed to the Supreme Court; knighted
in 1908, he died at Adelaide in December 1923. According to Rodney Cockburn, W. H. Tietkins named
Gordon Hills after him; the location was not given.
Gordon Lagoon, on section 105, Hundred of Joanna, is reported to have been named, in 1867, after Adam
Lindsay Gordon, poet and boundary rider, who roamed this area with Father Tenison Woods, a Catholic
Priest and lover of poetry and conservation. However, it seems more likely it recalls James Gordon, who
held pastoral lease no. 167 ‘near Apsley’ from July 1851.
Gordon Springs Creek, near Copley, was named by W.B. Greenwood, circa 1905, after his son, Gordon
Arthur (‘Smiler’) Greenwood (1889-1979).
Gorey Corner - Michael Gorey arrived in the Victoria Regia, in 1855 and the family lived in an isolated house
at the junction of eight roads, west of Owen. The following is taken from a letter written by Keith Gorey
(1916-1989) to Mrs Maureen Leadbeater of West Beach; his father, Albert Ernest Gorey, and uncle, Edward
Neri Gorey, were sons of Michael Gorey who had farmed at Erith:
[Albert and Edward] had their wheat farm there [and] the homestead [was] at the ‘Seven Stars
corner’, but it was known then as Gorey’s Corner. A feature of the place was the large sheepyards
on the property. After attending local stock sales at Mallala or Owen sheep would often be ‘droved’
in mixed mobs to that corner, the new owners of the stock joining together in droving, and
enjoying some social contact on the road thus far. On arrival at the road junction, the sheep would
be yarded in Gorey’s yards, drafted into their separate flocks and go their separate ways from
there.
Gosden - Charles T. and James G. Gosden obtained the land grant of section 34, Hundred of Peake on 23
October 1911 and Gosden Bore lies on it.
Gosden Reserve is a water reserve 2 km north of Steinfeld, and honours H. Gosden, an early landholder.
Gosse - William Christie Gosse, explorer and Deputy Surveyor-General (1875-1881) is remembered by
Gosse Range, near Kingoonya. He was ‘one of the sons of Dr Gosse who came to South Australia in 1850
and joined the Survey Department in 1859, aged 17, and almost at once was engaged in a trigonometrical
survey of the Far North’:
In 1878, he was the leader of a party that explored the country 800 miles southward of Central
Mount Stuart with the ultimate object of pushing over to Western Australia. He discovered and
named Ayers Rock and died prematurely in 1881. There was a ceremony, year after year on the
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anniversary of his death, when officers of the department foregathered to drink a silent toast.
The spokesman would give the sign with the words ‘To his memory!’ And so he bore, without
abuse, the grand old name of gentleman.
The Hundred of Gosse, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 25 June 1931 and named after the same
gentleman.
Gosse Hill, in the Hundred of Archibald, was named after David Grant Gosse, who held an adjoining lease
in the 1860s. He died in 1880, aged 39.
The soldier settlement town of Gosse on Kangaroo Island, 67 km South-West of Kingscote, proclaimed on
14 September 1961, was named after Sir James Way Gosse, who was interested in the conservation of
native flora and fauna.
Gottlieb Well - It lies south of Terowie and has been known as ‘Parnggi Well’ since 1918; ‘Gottlieb’, a
Christian name of German derivation, means ‘love God’. Land in the area was taken up first by James Logan
in July 1851 under pastoral lease no. 26 containing 93 square miles. (See Terowie)
Gould - John Gould, an ornithologist, is recalled by Gould Creek, Mount Gould and Gould Range, near
Kersbrook.
Gould Creek, in the Hundred of Munno Para, honours Joseph Gould, an early landholder, who arrived in
the Prince Regent in 1839. He died on 25 February 1870 after a long illness at Joy Villa, Nailsworth.
Formerly of Low Hand, Somersetshire, his remains were buried at Gould’s Creek… He showed in
his career practical common sense and by shrewd business habits and industrious application to
farming pursuits acquired considerable property and in the early years assisted in opening up
some of our finest… property.
Government - A post office at Government Dam, near Port Pirie, opened in March 1876 and was renamed
‘Napperby’ in November 1876. In the 1870s the location was described as ‘7 miles from Port Pirie on the
railway’. This settlement grew up during the construction of the Gladstone-Port Pirie railway and even
boasted of a hotel called ‘The Reservoir’, a little west of modern-day ‘Warnertown’.
In 1877, a complaint was made by a resident in respect of naming the settlement ‘Napperby’ when ‘much
indignation was felt here at the name of our place being taken away and given to a township eight miles
away. When the post office here was first opened it was called Government Dam, but at a public meeting…
a resolution was passed to alter it to Napperby…’ (See Warnertown)
A proposal for the construction of a telegraph station at Government Gums was discussed in 1876:
Now that the present government have taken the first step to recognise this long neglected
district by placing a police trooper at the Government Gums, it is hoped they will attend to a few
other matters… namely, having a post office established at the Government Gums with a weekly
mail from Beltana to the Northwest…
I am glad that several good wells have been completed… If any person wants to see an instance
of the results of perseverance and pluck he will be repaid by paying a visit to J. Ragless and Sons’
station, 16 miles from the Government Gums. He will see there steam engines at work, pumping
water and performing other useful operations…
If a township was surveyed and sold at the Government Gums there would be a store and other
trade started there… In October 1876 a deputation asked that a telegraph station should be
opened at the Government Gums and that a portion of the district be allotted as a township so
that a post office might be erected there… At the Government Gums there were two important
waterholes which required improvement such as fencing in… (See Farina & Nor-West, Mount)
Government Well Post Office, ‘70 miles north of Adelaide’ in the Hundred of Neales; was opened in 1871
and closed in April 1885. ‘The need for a school was put forward by Henry Pyman in November 1870
because the nearest was at Bagot’s Well, some 12 miles away…’ and it opened shortly thereafter and was
known, also, as ‘Murray Flats’ and ‘Shelford’.
Goyder - George Woodroffe Goyder, Surveyor-General from 1861 to 1894, was born in Lancashire, in 1826,
arrived overland from Victoria in 1851 and found employment in the Colonial Engineer’s office. By 1858, he
was Deputy Surveyor-General and, on the retirement of Colonel A.H. Freeling as Surveyor-General, in 1861,
took over that position. He often went out with exploring parties and spent much time with his survey staff
in the Northern Territory and his name is best remembered for his work in delineating a line of rainfall
indicating the ‘safe’ area for agriculture. He died at Mylor in 1898.
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All his surveys are said to have followed the pattern of Light’s survey of the capital. His own
Mylor was laid out with provision for a green belt of park lands on its perimeters, and something
of this format may still be detected today.
He married Frances Mary Smith in 1851 and had nine children but the marriage was to end in tragedy:
Whether she had got depression in her adopted country, what with George’s frequent long
absences on survey jobs, being left so often to bear the responsibilities of their large family is not
clear, but when George sent her off on a holiday to England in 1870, mark you with nine children
in tow, she died there of an overdose of laudanum… France’s sister, Ellen, brought the children
back to their father and stayed on as George’s housekeeper.
Typically, George didn’t let the grass grow under his feet. It was not long before he was planning
to marry Ellen. Imagine his chagrin when it was discovered that the incest laws of South Australia
prohibited a man marrying his deceased wife’s sister. This George determined not to accept, and
it is a measure of the power and influence he wielded in government circles at the time, that this
law was speedily changed. In 1871, he and Ellen were duly wedded and she was his faithful wife
when they went to live at Warlands. (See Warrakilla)
The Goyder School opened in 1876 and closed in 1878, while Goyder Plains School existed from 1881
until 1884. The Hundred of Goyder, County of Stanley, was proclaimed on 26 June 1862.
Goyder Lagoon was named by J.W. Lewis; Goyder railway station is near Long Plains, Goyder Lagoon
Waterhole was known by the Aborigines as koondaritchinna, while Lake Goyder was goolangirie.
In 1864, the following comments were made:
When Goyder is in favour of high valuations then Goyder is a little wonder; but when he
recommends anything which does not accord with the creed of his worshippers then his
recommendations are not to be trusted. Like the Mumbo Jumbo of the fanatics, he must then be
reviled because he has not prophesied correctly. Our readers will have seen an example in
reference to the declaration of two more hundreds…,
while in 1881 a disgruntled farmer opined that ‘Goyder’s ghost seems to hover about, if we are to judge by
the result of the last two seasons, I have seen five seasons north of [Goyder’s Line] and every year, about
August, the wheat was in a dying condition… I paid dearly for my folly…’
Photographs of members of the Goyder Survey Expedition of 1868-1869 are in the Observer, 17 February
1906, page 28.
Grace - Governor MacDonnell named the Hundred of Grace, County of Gawler, proclaimed on 22 May 1856,
after Grace M. Farrell, wife of the Dean of Adelaide and widow of the first Colonial Chaplain, Rev C.B.
Howard; she died on 18 July 1870. Later, the name was adopted for Grace Town, surveyed by the
government on section 4, Hundred of Grace, in April 1874 and Grace Plains, 8 km north of Mallala; its post
office was opened in October 1879 by Mrs R. Adams; it closed in November 1903. The Hundred of Grace
School opened in 1878 and closed in 1880.
Grace Plains School opened in 1866 in the Methodist Church and closed in 1968; Grace Plains North School
operated from 1873 until circa 1874. The 16 September 1867 was the anniversary of the opening of the day
school held in the Primitive Methodist Chapel, when ‘the children were examined by Mr William Storr of
Port Gawler’:
The subscription, with the proceeds from the tea meeting, was sufficient to pay the interest upon
the debt still due on the teacher’s residence, etc. This debt has hitherto been a great drawback
and we rejoice that means has at last been found to wipe it out…
Graeber - In 1913, ‘the siding which the railway authorities named Graeber, and opened in November
[1912], between Lameroo and Parilla… [was] renamed… as Toora.’
Graetz Creek - It lies west of Sedan and probably recalls Johann Friedrich A. Graetz who purchased part
section 52 of the ‘Sources of the Rhine and Gawler Special Survey’ from George Fife Angas in 1856.
Graetztown appears on modern-day maps of the area and, no doubt, alludes to the same gentleman.
Graham - A town laid out in 1875 on part section 1, Hundred of Kooringa, by the South Australian Mining
Association; now included in Burra and Mount Graham, in the South-East, 16 km NNE of Millicent, were
both named after J.B. Graham, a substantial shareholder in the Burra Mine who accompanied Captain
Emanuel Underwood on an exploratory sea trip to Rivoli Bay in the early 1840s. (See Rivoli Bay) The
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Aborigines called the mountain mirn - ‘a small cockatoo’. The ‘Hundred of Riddoch’ School opened in 1916
and had its name changed to Mount Graham in 1918; it closed in 1938.
Grand Junction - A post office near Wingfield operating from 1858 to April 1883. In 1861, there is a record
of a Grand Junction School where 26 pupils were being taught by Thomas Sweetman; it opened in 1855.
A proposal for a canal between Adelaide and the North Arm was discussed in 1851 when ‘some of our
plodding citizens were yesterday startled by the private exhibition of “A Bird’s Eye View of the Country
between Adelaide and the North Arm”, showing the proposed Grand Junction Canal’:
The artist is Mr Edward Snell and, although he has drawn freely upon his imagination in
portraying possible improvements and prospective traffic, there is a decided truthfulness in his
deductions of those natural features which so frequently render the harbour of Port Adelaide the
object of eulogistic description or warm discussion. The design is most spirited, but the cost, we
suspect, will not be trifling, although the nature of the country is favourable for the canalisation
and the railway system proposed to be introduced.
A newspaper report of the late 1860s said, ‘has it ever been your misfortune to travel over the Grand
Junction Road. If so, you will have a lively recollection of a struggle through… deep sand within a mile of
the Port…’ (See Ashby)
Grainger, Mount - Near Nectar Brook and named after John Grainger who, with A.L. Elder, sailed on the
Yatala in 1852 to the head of Spencer Gulf. (See Augusta, Port) A gold mine at Mount Grainger, near
Oodlawirra, was described in 1895 and 1900.
Grange - An eighty acre section was presented to Charles Sturt by the Province and, in addition, records
show he purchased 564 acres between 1840 and 1853, when he paid John Gardiner £80 and £90,
respectively, for sections 900 and 901 of ‘Survey B’, each being eighty acres. Probably, this was about 1839,
as he arrived in Adelaide with his wife and two children from Sydney aboard the John Pirie on 2 April 1839.
Information on the first subdivision and sale of allotments appeared in 1878; originally, the subdivision was
named The Grange after Captain Sturt’s cottage, built prior to September 1841; he mortgaged the property
at that time and the relevant memorial states: ‘Together with dwelling house, erected, built and standing.’
In England granges were farms at a distance from the Abbeys to which they belonged. The French word
grange means ‘a barn’.
The Grange was promoted by Messrs Murray, Spence and Harvey when they formed the Grange Land and
Investment Company in 1878, with financial assistance from Mr Frederick Estcourt Bucknall, as a corollary
to an abortive canal and wharf scheme. (See Southend)
Sections 900, 901, 1006 and 453 were purchased from the trustees of Charles Sturt’s estate in May 1878
and, while the village scheme was a bold one, it was unfortunate that ‘one of its primary features was the
removal of several thousands of pounds from the pockets of the community for the benefit of the
[promoters]’ who, in a parliamentary debate, were subjected to criticism when it was suggested that ‘the
house was asked to [repeat] a fraud upon the community’, but wiser heads prevailed and voted against the
speculators. At the same time the morning press accused them of a ‘barefaced endeavour to divert public
funds’ and that they were ‘part of a conspiracy to get money from the State coffers…’
While the machinations of devious financial speculation took their tenuous course, the subdividers set
about selling allotments and the first purchaser to register his title was James Miller Anderson, a well-known
name in the commercial world of Adelaide for over a century.
The Grange School opened in 1880. Sturt’s cottage is now maintained by the Sturt Historical Trust Inc,
following its acquisition in 1960. (See Sturt)
In 1898, a Grange corroboree ‘was not [performed] without a great deal of persuasion’:
Four men and four women were induced to quit their luxurious habitations and corroboree on
the beach. It was only then effected by the final efforts of a well-known and highly respected
local resident, Mr J.T. McLean, who caused much merriment amongst the blacks, and
enthusiastic applause from the assembled crowd, by very gravely escorting a bewitching black
damsel of not less than 50 summers (hanging heavily on his arm) from her dressing room door
(wurley) to the scene of festivities.
Her attendant cavalier, however, refrained from soliciting the honour of the first dance with her.
‘Mary’ was therefore doomed as a wallflower. No war paint or other decorations were indulged
in, apparently from laziness on the part of the blacks, although the necessary materials had been
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supplied to them, the performance otherwise was creditable. Several difficult and graceful
dances were gone through.
In the same area, Grangeville was laid out on section 434 by Port Adelaide & Woodville Land and Investment
Co. Ltd; now included in Seaton. The directors of the company said that they ‘intended running a train from
the Grange to meet every train on the Port line so that the future residents of Grangeville will have the very
best locomotive accommodation with Adelaide’. In 1882, ‘a number of shareholders in the Port Adelaide
and Woodville Land Investment Company met by invitation at a luncheon… in honour of the first sale of the
property of the Company at Grangeville… The Grange Railway Company intended to have a station on the
property and trains were to be run to meet those dispatched on the Port line…’ (See Seaton)
The Grange Township was created when section 1006 was subdivided in 1882 by The Grange Railway and
Investment Co Ltd which commissioned the erection of a jetty that was completed in September1878 by
the contractor, Mr F. George. (See Pinery) (For information on the ‘City of Sturt’ see under ‘Sturt’.)
In 1901, a hitch occurred in connection with the proposal of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company to
have a receiving station at Grange and it is was suggested that the cable should be brought right on to
Adelaide:
In either case, however, the line will land at the Grange. The company was granted a reserve on
the spot for the purpose of erecting buildings and spent £1,000 in preparing the ground for
structures. Plans were sent to England but they did not meet with the approval of the board of
directors and fresh designs were prepared and sent home. Information has since been received
that the directors are considering whether the receiving station should be at the Grange or at the
General Post Office. In the latter case a landing house will be put up in the sandhills…
Photographs of a carnival are in the Observer, 1 January 1916, page 30, of the bowling green and clubhouse
in the Chronicle, 28 October 1916, page 30, of Mr L.F. Bawden, a maker of violins, in the Observer, 6 March
1920, page 26. Photographs and information on the Pinery enquiry are in the Observer, 28 July 1917, page
23, 15 September 1917, page 19a, of the opening of Northcote Home in the Chronicle, 16 June 1928, page
36, of a sandcastle competition in the Observer, 25 December 1930, page 32, Chronicle, 6 February 1936,
page 33, of a school’s sand castle-building contest in the Observer, 25 December 1930, page 27, of a school
concert in the Chronicle, 11 July 1935, page 38 of the golf club’s committee on 2 June 1928, page 25; also
see Observer, 2 June 1928, page 36, 14 August 1930, page 33 (female members), of fishing in the Port Creek
in the Observer, 27 March 1926, page 34, of the opening of the bowls’ season on 29 October 1927, page
38.
Granite - Granite Downs - (See Mintabie & O’Donoghue Hill)
Granite Island is a descriptive name applied to an island in Encounter Bay (section 374, Hundred of
Encounter Bay) and appears to have been named by Captain Charles Sturt. Its Aboriginal name was
nulcoowarra. A photograph is in the Chronicle, 13 January 1906, page 29.
Granite Rocks - (See Harper Range)
Grant - The first white man to squat in the in the Clarendon district has his name remembered by Grant
Gully, while Alexander W.T. Grant, who arrived from Scotland in 1837, is probably recalled by Grant Hill,
near Balaklava; with P. Butler he held contiguous land under occupation licence from January 1846. (See
Mallala & Templeton, Mount)
The school was opened in 1884 by Annette J. Talbot and closed in 1941.
In June 1885 a deputation waited upon the Minister of Education and requested that better
school accommodation be provided. It was said that the present provisional school, established
18 months before, was attended regularly by over 20 scholars, while at times as many as 34 had
been packed into it… The site of the present school was objected to on the ground that it was
situated in a farm yard. It was suggested that as the travelling track was to be surveyed a block
might be reserved opposite section 195 for school purposes…
Grantham Island - Near Port Lincoln, named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a town in
Lincolnshire
Granville, County of - Proclaimed on 22 June 1876 and named after the second Earl of Granville (18151891), Secretary of State for the Colonies who entered Parliament in 1836 and, in 1868, became Colonial
Secretary in Gladstone’s first ministry. ‘He spoke French like a Parisian and was essentially a diplomat; but
he has no place in history as a constructive statesman.’
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Grasslands - A railway station on the Pinnaroo line, 32 km east of Tailem Bend, so named at the suggestion
of the Sherlock Farming Company because of the green crops that were present when the station was
opened.
Grassmere - An 1899 subdivision of part sections 52-53, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Francis Everard
(1855-1915); now included in Kurralta Park. It was a subdivision of ‘Marshfield Estate’ into blocks of from
one to ten acres and possibly corrupted from the Grasmere district of Westmoreland, England, derived
from the Œ groves - ‘grass’ and mere - ‘lake’.
A 1923 subdivision was made by ‘direction of the Executor Trustee and Agency Co. Ltd in the Everard
Grassmere Trust’. Boundaries were Daly Street, Cross Street, Basnett Street, South Road, Anzac Highway
and Grassmere Street (a later street name perpetuating the old nomenclature). Station Street, referring to
the nearby Kurralta Park railway station on the North Terrace to Glenelg line, has become McArthur Street.
Grassy Flat - Memorials in the General Registry Office show ‘Robert Norton of Grassy Flat’ purchasing
section 1111 in February 1851 and selling a small portion, near the northern boundary, in May 1855 for
Baptist church purposes - this land lies on the eastern side and adjacent to what is now known as Norton
Summit. Mrs Robert Norton (1804-1881), who had been a governess in England, volunteered to start a
school at Grassy Flat in the chapel. In June 1869, the East Torrens District Council obtained land on the
south corner of section 1111 and, in September of that year, a school house and master’s residence were
completed.
A contentious report of a meeting re the school was reported in the 1868 and, in 1870: ‘out of 14 applicants
for the Mastership of [the school] Mr Thomas Peirce, late of the Barossa Goldfields, has been chosen…’ (See
Norton Summit) Its name was changed to ‘Norton Summit’ in 1941.
Graveyard Cave - On the Nullarbor Plain, so named because of its tombstone like arrangement of
stalagmites. It was changed to ‘Ivy Cave’ at the request of Captain J. Maitland Thompson who was a master
mariner and a pioneer explorer of the Nullarbor Plain, having conducted nine explorations between 1930
and 1960. (See Diprose Caves)
Graymore - A 1926 subdivision of part section 185, Hundred of Noarlunga, now included in Glenelg North,
and described as ‘that fine level rich-soiled paddock… [lots] at bedrock prices fronting Adelphi Terrace,
Osmond Street and New Avenues within easy reach of the new terminal railway station now in course of
construction on the Wigley Reserve.’ The land was owned by W.H. Gray and the name obtained from the
surname ‘Gray’ and ‘Frogmore’, Mr Gray’s home near Fulham. (See Franklin & Graytown)
Graytown - An 1898 subdivision of part section 699, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by the executors of William
Henry Gray (1808-1896); now included in Port Adelaide.
Great Australian Bight - In 1802, Matthew Flinders referred to it as ‘The Great Bight or Gulph of New
Holland’. The term ‘bight’ is a nautical expression for a loop of rope. The SA Geographical Journal - Vol. 99
of 2000 – says this was the ‘first place name to incorporate the name “Australia”.’
Great Victoria Desert - Located north of the Nullarbor Plain, it was named by Ernest Giles on 26 September
1875 after Queen Victoria.
Greenacres - A descriptive name applied to a subdivision of section 488, Hundred of Yatala, by the owner,
Christoph Samuel Mueller in April 1919, ‘suitable for root crops, lucerne growing, pig and poultry raising…’
This section, containing 136 acres, 3 roods and 15 perches, ‘situated in a very elevated position on the
North-East Road’ was granted, originally, to Duncan Dunbar under the hand of Governor Gawler. He held
the property until 23 January 1868 when he sold to Christian Modra, a farmer of Yatala. On the decease of
the latter owner, in 1880, the property passed into the hands of Elizabeth Notzke, of Gilles Plains, from
whom Mr Mueller purchased it in 1896.
He has devoted his energies to hay growing which he has found to be a very remunerative
business… The surveyors have had the subdivision of Greenacres estate for some weeks past and
have now laid out the whole area into 110 acre blocks, intersected by several roads…
Greenbush - An 1879 subdivision of part section 867, Hundred of Davenport, by E.R. Evans on Saltia Creek;
now included in Port Augusta. The ‘Green Bush Hotel’ once stood there but it was converted to a singlestorey private residence in 1932.
Green Gap - On section 346, Hundred of Everard, named after the lessee of the land that comprised portion
of 20,000 acres included in sixteen Hundreds granted by the Crown to the ‘Council of Education’ that leased
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it, retaining rentals for education purposes; the majority of it was resumed, but small holdings were still
subject to lease in 1986. (See University Blocks)
Greenhill - A foothills suburb laid out by Hayborough Limited, in 1954, got its name from the colour of the
winter landscape.
The Green Hill Rivulet, named by Colonel Light is known now as ‘First Creek’. Green Hills School opened in
1933 and closed in 1941.
Greenly Island, Lake Greenly & Mount Greenly - These names were bestowed by Matthew Flinders in 1802
in honour of Sir Isaac Coffin who was engaged to a Miss Greenly; he married her in 1811 and, for two years,
assumed the name of ‘Greenly’. (See Coffin Bay)
The release of wallabies on the island was reported in 1913 when the government steamer, Governor
Musgrave ‘left Port Adelaide and called at Harvey’s Return, the landing place for Cape Borda’:
The keepers from the lighthouses brought down two pairs of wallabies which they had caught
under instructions from the president of the Marine Board, Mr Arthur Searcy, to place on
Greenly Island… Before breakfast the wallabies were taken ashore. Numerous seals flapped their
way down the rocks within a few feet of the party and extended a welcome. The cases containing
the wallabies were carried up to the undergrowth on the side of the island. Here the members of
the party shook hands with the quaint little animals and set them at liberty. As they hopped
away into the bushes three cheers were given for the marsupial pioneers of Greenly Island…
Greenock - John Arrowsmith’s 1839-40 map of South Australia shows Greenock Range and local legend has
it that it was named by German settlers who moved into the district, in 1839, and this contention is
supported by the fact that there is a ‘Mount Gruneck’ in Germany. Did the surveyor, who drew up the plan,
anglicise the German word meaning ‘green or verdant corner’? There is a ‘Greenock’ in Scotland derived
from the Gaelic grianaig - ‘at the sunny knoll’; to confuse the issue further, Lord Greenoch (sic) was a
personal friend of Colonel Light, who, in 1837, may have named the range that, subsequently, was
corrupted to ‘Greenock’.
This proposition is supported by the fact that Mount Greenoch appears on William Jacob’s survey map of
1840. During 1847 the Commissioner of Crown Lands visited the district and reported that he had ‘visited
the mine at Greenock Creek, sometimes called Salt Creek’:
It is the property of an association consisting of Mr Calton, Mr Smith and others. The works at
this place were for a time nearly suspended and a negotiation entered into which has since been
carried out, for letting the property to a company under the direction of a Mr Rodern, a German
who came out to the colony on the initiation of Mr Angas… Six men only were employed but two
shafts sunk.
In 1850, part sections 1673 and 1676, Hundred of Nuriootpa, 22 km North-East of Gawler, were subdivided
for Messrs W.R. and F.R. and R. Bevan by their attorney, Anthony Forster and the Register proclaimed that
a township was being laid out at Greenock Creek - ‘The site commands the leading line of traffic to and
from Angaston, Wheal Barton and Kapunda; application for allotments to Mr Forster at Greenock Creek’:
A few miles beyond Roseworthy stands Freeling Station from which the coach conveys the
passenger over an alternatively level and rolling country, rich with growing corn and redolent of
new mown hay, to the village of Greenock, distant about eight miles. The latter place is noteworthy
for several important industries, of which Mr Finck’s mill and the extensive distillery as also the
vermicelli and future macaroni factory, owned by the two brothers Seppelt, respectively, are the
most prominent…,
while on 7 March 1898 it was reported that ‘it was a stroke of bad fortune for the Railway Department that
the embankment alongside the Greenock Creek collapsed’:
The genesis of the effort to store water at this spot was the desire of the department to augment
its supply at the Gawler and Roseworthy stations… The Engineer-in-Chief therefore
recommended the construction of a reservoir and dam near Daveyston… No water had flowed
into the reservoir previous to yesterday week.
On the afternoon of that day a heavy storm occurred and as the sluice gates were open the
water poured along the channel and into the enclosure in so great a volume that in four hours
there was 20 feet of water therein… It was noticed on Saturday by the neighbouring residents
that the embankment was leaking and by Sunday night practically all the water had escaped…
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The flat was covered for chains wide and the roads rendered impassable, but no damage to
private property was reported…
Its school opened circa 1861.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 13 April 1933, page 36, of the aftermath of harvest time in the Observer,
12 February 1931, page 32, of the reopening of the Gnadenfrei Church in the Chronicle, 23 May 1914, page
32.
Green Patch - A descriptive name given to an area, 16 km west of Port Lincoln. Its Aboriginal name was
woolga. Photographs of James and Donald Sinclair are in the Observer, 31 July 1909, page 30.
Greens Plains - On section 18, Hundred of Kadina, North-West of Paskeville, and named after John Green,
who took up pastoral lease no. 293 in the Hundreds of Kadina and Kulpara from 22 July 1851, having, earlier,
held an occupation licence in ‘County Stanley’ from 18 February 1847. The railway station’s and post office’s
names (opened October 1869) were changed to ‘Thrington’ on 4 September 1879.
A 1910 article on the Plains, including its discovery, says:
And so it came to pass that the first white man to sight the place was an individual by the
somewhat uncommon name of Smith who, when he saw kangaroo, emu, turkeys and wallabies
bounding, running, flying or feeding over these great rolling downs, called it the Land of
Promise… But before he could peg out his claim a band of unpainted heathens came on the
scene and ran him violently down a steep place into the scrub and his after fate remains a
mystery to this day, for, although he left footprints on the sands of time, they were mostly about
15 feet apart and heading for the interior. Thus it fell to the lot of the hitherto unknown but now
illustrious John Green to make the final discovery…
These great plains are today dotted over with prosperous farms… [local farmers were] the first
to introduce ploughs and ploughing matches to the peninsula and the first and only peninsula
plains to have a railway, horse racing and agricultural shows. Here was invented and perfected
the capstan grubbing machine… and from here or hereabouts came that priceless boon to
mankind, the stump-jumping plough… (See Allen, Hundred of)
The Greens Plains East School opened in 1873 and became ‘Paskeville, in 1886; the Greens Plains West
School opened in 1873 and became ‘Thrington’ in 1942. In 1874, a school was conducted in a chapel by
Shapland Groves with 32 enrolled pupils. (See Paskeville)
An account of an earthquake was reported, in 1911, when ‘doors and windows shook and rattled as if
under the influence of a strong wind and crockery jumped about in a most cheerful and musical manner.
Some roosters were shaken off their perch and crowed wildly for daylight…’
Greens Paddocks - (See Glebe)
Greenways - A town in the Hundred of Smith, 32 km ESE of Robe, proclaimed on 2 August 1956.
Greenwich - A subdivision of part section 1109, Hundred of Port Adelaide, made prior to October 1853 by
Alexander McGeorge, draper; now included in Exeter. It has its origin in London, England, and derives from
the Œ grenewic - ‘green, grassy town or dwelling’.
Greenwich Gardens was a subdivision of part section 1419, Hundred of Noarlunga; changed to ‘Dunleath
Gardens’ on 17 March 1925 and now included in Glengowrie.
Greenwith - Thomas Roberts worked at the Greenwith Mine in Cornwall and emigrated in the Sir Charles
Forbes in 1839 and purchased section 2147, Hundred of Yatala, calling it ‘Greenwith Farm’. A church was
built opposite his property in which a school was conducted by E.K. Grimes from circa 1863 until 1869; its
alternative name was ‘Upper Dry Creek’ School. The opening services of the Primitive Methodist Chapel
were conducted on 15 and 22 November 1863, when the public meeting was addressed by the Reverends
T. Braithwaite, J.S. Weyland and Wilson and Messrs George Robinson, C. Watson and others. The minutes
of the first meeting of the Church are held in the Mortlock Library.
Greenwood Hill - On Arkaroola and named by Sir Douglas Mawson, circa 1939, after an early pastoral lessee,
W.B. Greenwood. (See Arkaroola & Mawson)
Gregory - On 9 November 1858, P. E. Warburton named Gregory Creek, near Lake Eyre South, after
Augustus Charles Gregory (ca.1819-1905). The Hundred of Gregory, County of Frome, proclaimed on 12
August 1858; its school opened in 1925 and closed in 1946. When naming it Governor MacDonnell gave no
reason for its derivation but, probably, it honours the same gentleman who, in 1858, disproved the
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‘horseshoe’ configuration of Lake Torrens. Lake Gregory, North-West of Lake Blanche, was discovered by
A.C. Gregory of the Leichhardt relief expedition in 1858.
B.H. Babbage claimed he named it:
Mr Gregory’s presence in our neighbourhood [indicates] that he has long ago abandoned his
search [for Leichhardt]. What circumstance may have induced him to turn his steps southward
we have yet to learn? It is not improbable that, finding water in the Victoria, he was led to follow
the course of that stream until, having reached Kennedy’s furthest point, he was tempted to
verify the accuracy of the expressed opinion that the Victoria was identical with Cooper’s Creek
of Captain Sturt.
This probability Mr Gregory has now established as a fact, and he has also added to our previous
information this further fact, that Cooper’s Creek empties itself into Lake Torrens [sic]… From
other sources we learn that Mr Gregory crossed Lake Torrens by a firm and well-defined isthmus
about five miles broad, in a North-Easterly direction from Mount Hopeless… (See Callabonna,
Lake & Lake Eyre)
Greig Peak - In the Wilpena Pound Range, recalls W. Greig Evans who surveyed the Hundred of Moralana
in 1895.
Grey - In 1863, W.J. Sayers, the owner of section 2030, Hundred of Adelaide, sold one acre to E.M. Bagot
and others ‘for the purposes of a Jockey Club’ - this was the site of the racecourse at Thebarton, the
remainder of the land comprising the course being held on a long term lease. According to contemporary
reports the course, left-handed with well-rounded corners was one mile, three furlongs and 187 yards in
length; the stand, with a refreshment room beneath, accommodated 400 patrons and was situated in the
South-West corner of the section.
It occupied the ‘U’ formed by Henley Beach Road, South Road (formerly Fisher Terrace) and Burbridge Road
on the western side of South Road and part of the track on the northern side followed what is now Henley
Beach Road. For many years the Adelaide Cup was decided there, while Adam Lindsay Gordon, the ill-fated
poet, took part in many a steeplechase and won the 1866 event on Mr C.B. Fisher’s ‘Cadger’.
‘The Old Thebarton Racecourse’ was reported upon in 1882:
Our colonists will readily recall memories of many a well-fought battle… and that comical finale
to the big steeplechase, when Booyoolee got hung on the mud wall…
Today, many street names bear witness to past events - Ebor (‘Robe’ backwards) and Falcon Avenues,
Roebuck and Norma Streets were named after race winners on the old course; Cowra Street honours a grey
mare, owned by Mr C.M. Bagot, which twice won the Adelaide Cup; Fisher Terrace after Mr C.B. Fisher, the
owner of a racing stud and Tarragon Street commemorating a famous horse imported from New South
Wales by a Mr Holland. (See Appendix 31)
A newspaper report compared the race meetings with a Donnybrook fair:
Scattered around the grounds were merry-go-rounds and cockshies together with an itinerant
circus where tumblers in spangled tights gyrated on strips of matting; there were refreshment
bars, raucous ‘hot dog’ vendors, oyster and fruit booths, skittles and boxing tents, in fact
anything from ‘pitch-and-toss to manslaughter.’
The publicans took up strategic positions between the saddling paddock and grandstand and,
with the only water on the course being available from a well in its North-West corner, they
enjoyed a steady and rewarding trade in beer, gin, rum and accompanying soft drinks. They were
doubly pleased when the thermometer crept up to and exceeded 100 degrees Fahrenheit!
A favourite rallying point was the water jump and racing enthusiasts never wearied in telling the
story of ‘Bagot’s Ditch’, ‘a fearsome mound of sodded wall with a stretch of water back and
front.’ It was used only on one occasion when the field charged the obstacle, pulled up abruptly
and deposited the riders into the awaiting ditch.
In 1914, the owner of the section, Alexander Poynton, gave the name Grey to a subdivision; it was situated
in what became West Hilton and now Mile End and fronted Hounslow Ave. and Rankine Road. Grey Street
perpetuates the subdivision’s former name.
In May 1841 Governor Grey arrived and his predecessor took his departure from these shores carrying with
him the respect and esteem of all, not excepting those who had not cared to disguise their disapproval of
his remedial economic measures.
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At the commencement of 1842 the colony was characterised by extreme monetary depression, trade of
every kind was stagnant, and confidence between man and man nearly destroyed, as evinced by the
quantity of property that was sacrificed daily for less than one fourth its value, by such as were compelled
with the demands of some grasping creditor. Employment was all but impossible to obtain but, of course,
this was no novel matter in the early days; good men wandered about seeking employment and finding
none. But indomitable perseverance told in the long run and when a family friend felled a tree, in what is
now Victoria Square, ‘we all wondered what he would do with it.’
It was a grand old gum tree of solid wood and, as such, easily worked and turned into plumbers’
mallets or rolling pins, or in fact anything of that kind; and so it was fabricated into shapes to
meet the growing emergencies of the colony and subsistence for our friend by their sale.
When the demand for rolling pins, etc., slackened he turned to the manufacture of horse water
troughs. To do this from a solid lump of gum tree made for hard labour for those unaccustomed
to it, but when done by a young man fresh from England the labour was doubly hard. Hundreds
of holes to bore with a two-inch auger and then thousands of chops as adze and hatchet cleared
the internal wood and made a fair square acceptable for the water.
Such was the disastrous state of the colony at the time that nothing short of the indomitable perseverance
of the settlers, aided by the kindness and forbearance of British capitalists, could have enabled the colonists
to struggle through the difficulties that surrounded them.
At that time there were 1,700 emigrants, including women and children, out of employment and depending
on government for their support, and the population appeared to be reduced to a state of utter
despondency. Public meetings were held, at which it was announced that the banks and other commercial
bodies had determined to set the example of forbearance.
Captain Grey came here when the colony was in a state of bankruptcy, public and private; he
found the ship among rocks and shoals with a mutinous crew who wanted him to cast anchor,
but in spite of them all he steered her into deep water and placed her in a right position to catch
a prosperous breeze. His reward was to be baited and badgered, to be threatened by one party,
denounced by another who petitioned for his recall.
Debts to an enormous extent had accumulated and his instructions were to reduce public expenditure to
the limits of the revenue. On all hands he was beset by persons clamorous for money; the labourers said
they could not live on five shillings a day and threatened personal violence.
Governor Grey was impervious to all representations from the perturbed colonists and one of them was
so incensed he urged the populace to go to Government House, ‘Seize the Governor, put a rope around his
neck and drag him to the Port.’ The governor was lampooned by the press and in April 1843 the SA Register
came out with this plea to Queen Victoria:
Governed by an imbecile,
Royal lady we entreat you,
Ease us from this tyrant’s will,
Your subjects’ prayers e’er greet you.
Governor Grey’s only son was born in March 1841 in Western Australia and died at Government House,
Adelaide, on 25 July of the same year. The silent man became even more reserved; he suffered acutely, but
sought relief where strong natures rarely fail to find it.
Following his death his papers revealed a stray sheet initialled ‘GG’ at the end of a few lines, containing a
reflection on this particular experience:
The voice within me said - Cease grieving for the child, weep not for the dead, but rather weep
for those who live or are to live. Arouse thee! Rise up and struggle to ease the suffering of
countless millions of thy countrymen who are now here, or are to come - to endure the miseries
which foolish men have prepared for them in life.
When, in later years, ‘the great pro-consul revisited South Australia, he refused all public functions until he
had visited his child’s grave.’
The years 1842 and 1843 were distinguished by wholesome retrenchments in colonial expenditure and
matter of fact measures of finance in Cabinet; a firm and dogged application to the business of agricultural
production on the part of the resident land holders, and a somewhat slow and forced relinquishment of all
dependence upon the government's charitable support of the labouring population.
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All the necessaries of life were produced within the colony, our income and expenditure balanced
themselves and, being in want of little extraneous assistance, unnecessary imports were discouraged and
commercial encouragement was accorded to the growers and exporters of native produce. Slowly, but
surely, confidence was again in a great measure restored; the people aroused themselves from their
lethargy and healthy economic conditions prevailed.
By the close of 1843, Adelaide could boast of a Savings Bank, Mechanics’ Institute and other
establishments for the benefit of its inhabitants, who then numbered 8,000 souls, more than half the
population of the colony. By mid-1844, with the economic scene being a little brighter, the South Australian
proclaimed:
Gross were the drains upon the public purse,
Economy was banished from the land,
Only a few approved the healing course,
Required by one who showed the master hand,
Governed by him we must commend his plan,
Each action proves him still the wiser man.
Great was the conflict yet he braved it all,
Resolved to carry what he had begun,
E’en his enemies now his acts extolYears will add lustre to the name he’s won.
By 31 December1844, the population had reached 16,000 of whom 4,300 were tilling the land. In 1840 only
2,500 acres had been broken up whereas, by late 1844, 30,000 were under cultivation. In retrospect, it was
well for South Australia that the crisis did come, that government works were stopped and people driven
to the country. Everybody took, simultaneously, to farming and gardening; flocks and herds increased in
number - faster than the consumers of beef and mutton - and the result was a time of almost fabulous
cheapness and an extraordinary scarcity of money.
There was little difference in the actual circumstances of the different classes - some had property and
some had none; but property was unsaleable for money, and barter only exchanged one unsaleable article
for another. Thus, gradually the financial position of the colony improved by means of the well-directed
industry of the settlers.
Governor Grey filled the position of Governor until October 1845, when he was appointed Governor of
New Zealand. Prudent, firm and decisive, on taking office in South Australia he introduced a policy of
retrenchments and was the complete opposite of his predecessor, Colonel Gawler. Under his guidance, land
cultivation increased and, with the fortuitous discovery of copper at Kapunda and Burra, the basis of
prosperity was founded.
His name is perpetuated by County of Grey, proclaimed on 23 July 1846 and the Hundred of Grey on 1
April 1858.
An 1866 census indicated that the population of the County of Grey had doubled within the
previous five years and a reference to agricultural returns showed that, while in 1861 the extent
of land under wheat was but about 4,000 acres; by 1866 it had been raised to 13,571 acres. The
great landowners in the district were W.J.T. Clark, E.J. Leake, J. Ellis and W.J. Browne, each
owning upwards of 50,000 acres each.
Point Grey, at the entrance of the Port River, was named by Governor Hindmarsh on 3 June 1837 and Grey
Town, surveyed in 1846, by Governor Robe; it was changed to Grey in 1912 and has been ‘South End’ since
21 October 1971. The Aboriginal name for the bay was weirintjam, a place where whales went to sleep weiring - ‘whale’ and wilitj - ‘sleep’. On 7 October 1865 it was diminished only to be extended on 17 July
1869. The town of 128 allotments was resurveyed by C.H. Harris in 1873, together with land suburban to
the town. Its post office was opened as ‘Rivoli Bay South’ in 1875 and closed as ‘Greytown’ in June 1879.
It is true that Grey Town was once a place of some note it being the first bay used on the SouthEastern coast before Guichen Bay was opened. Even Mr Brown of Avenue Range had to send all
the way to Rivoli Bay for his goods. Yes; Rivoli Bay was the first bay opened. But it is untrue that
MacDonnell Bay caused the fall of Grey. Grey Town fell and was deserted years before
MacDonnell Bay was thought of. It died a natural death as soon as Guichen Bay was opened.
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Guichen Bay secured the whole trade of Mount Gambier until the opening of MacDonnell Bay…
(See Bevilaqua Ford, Rivoli Bay & South End)
A body blow to Grey Town was delivered, in 1871, when Captain Howard furnished a report to the
government stating that the south end of the bay at Grey Town was little better than an open roadstead
from which vessels would have to escape or stand a chance of going ashore when heavy gales prevailed
from the westward. However, the northern end was considered to be a perfectly safe anchorage but only
able to accommodate a limited number of vessels drawing not more than 15 feet. The great question to be
answered was how it compared with Lacepede Bay? An advocate of that place was only too happy to oblige
with a considered opinion:
I thought that after the division of the district all dissension would cease but I see that such is not
the case by the debates on the Rivoli Bay railroad question and the improper remarks made
about lighterage at Lacepede Bay being enormous… I am informed that any ship from 100 to
3,000 tons can be loaded there at less expense than Port Adelaide… The south end of Rivoli Bay
has been tried twice in the last 20 years… Three lines of railway or roads surveyed and marked on
the public maps and now about to be given up to the north end which has never been practically
tested and never can be a seaport for large ships…
In 1876, a correspondent under the pseudonym of ‘Nauticus’ complained on behalf of the residents of
Greytown that they had been unjustly accused of being involved in the pillaging of the Wave Queen in 1874
and, in reply, ‘Geoffrey Crabthorn’of the Adelaide newspaper, Observer, responded that ‘it would be
manifestly unfair to throw this in the teeth of the township where public opinion is absolutely unanimous
in favour of law and order. As for the Greytown protesters I must protest in turn against their assumption
that the Rivoli Bay district does not extend beyond the limit of their eight homesteads… I not only cheerfully
record my regret that any such misunderstanding should have arisen, but by way of making ample amends
for the mistake I herewith issue, enshrined with appropriate comments in the immortality of verse’:
Geoffrey’s Own Greytown Directory
Now, who are the people of Greytown?
And what are their numbers all told,
Just name the inhabitants singly,
Leaving none of them out in the cold!
Say what are the varied vocations
In which they indulge day by day,
And pray have they any connection
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
The first is one F. Bevilaqua;
A smart shipping agent is he,
And doing a snug little business
In this township away by the sea.
He’s a highly respectable person,
And I hasten with pleasure to say
That he hasn’t the slightest connection
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Messrs French & Co next I must mention,
And they, it behoves me to tell,
Like their neighbour of foreign extraction,
Are keen shipping agents as well.
They are men, I believe, of high standing,
So therefore take notice, I pray,
That the firm is in no way connected
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Two lightermen, careful of cargo,
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Come next, Messrs Foster and Fry,
And at lightering vessels at anchor
No doubt they are remarkably spry.
But these honest lads, I warrant,
More used to barge than to dray,
And cannot have any connection
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Aaron Lane follows next on the record,
The jolly and generous host
Of the only hotel that at present
This coy little township can boast.
But dealing out drinks and good dinners
’Tis seldom from home he can stray,
And he’s not, I assure you, connected
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Then follows C. Harris, a captain Though whether of brig or of barque,
Of steamer, or schooner, or lighter,
I’m utterly left in the dark.
However, he’s plainly a sailor,
Nor long on the shore will he stay
And he hasn’t the slightest connection
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
A carpenter, one Samuel Willson,
Must now with brief notice be passed;
And a labourer, hight John Davoren,
Then follows, the eighth and the last.
No doubt they are hard-working worthies,
Each good in his own special way,
And they haven’t the slightest connection
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Now these are the eight people of Greytown,
And eight is their number all told;
I’ve recited the whole population;
No one is left out in the cold;
Oh now I beseech you remember Or there’ll soon be the devil to pay That these are in no way connected
With the wreckers of Rivoli Bay.
Port Grey, in Rivoli Bay, was proclaimed on 24 October 1867.
Grid Iron Corner - On Kangaroo Island was a place where road workers, who camped there, always had a
grid iron hanging on a tree.
Grindal Island - North-East of Memory Cove and named by Matthew Flinders in 1802 after a crew member
drowned at Cape Catastrophe. Today, it is part of the Lincoln National Park and a sheep loading race, yards
and a concrete jetty are to be found in a bay on the western shore.
Grindell Hut - John Grindell took up a pastoral lease near Arkaroola in 1909 and became notorious in 1918
when he murdered George Snell, his son-in-law, who held Yankaninna Station. An adjacent spring is called
Ipaumbunha by the Aborigines, meaning ‘Ipa’s urine’; Ipa was a small spirit rather like murri, a spirit child,
who caught people and made them laugh by tickling them until they died. Ipa lived in the banks of creeks
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or in the hills and, accordingly, the urngi (doctors) always said not to go near the bank of the creek or on
the edge of the hill.
Griselda Hill - Named by Mr R.C. Sprigg, in 1968, to honour his wife, Griselda, upon jointly selecting and
occupying the first building on the site where ‘Arkaroola Village’ stands. The hill overlooks the village.
Lake Griselda, in the Far North, honours the same lady, for she was the first white woman to cross the
Simpson Desert in both directions in 1963. It was named, officially, in 1977.
Grosvenor Park - The name comes from Camberwell, England and, in 1923, was applied to a subdivision of
part section 2033, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Murdoch who said:
The park-like appearance of the district with the magnificent gums and other trees, the choice
nursery gardens nearby and the beautiful views to be obtained of the Mount Lofty Ranges and
Plains are constantly subjects for remark. Cheap, clean, comfortable train travelling costs only…
four pence per day and travel as often as you wish.
It included Murdoch Ave, Dudley Avenue, Edward Street, Birdwood Terrace and fronted Martin Avenue
(now Marion Road). A further sale occurred on 19 March 1927 when 44 sites were auctioned. The suburb
name did not survive into the 1940s and is now included in North Plympton. Rodney Cockburn records that
the name appeared following a competition adjudicated by Sir Lewis Cohen.
Grotegut - This place near Templers was mentioned in 1864:
A preliminary meeting of gentlemen residing in and north of Gawler was held at Grotegut’s,
Gawler Belt, in 1864 for taking steps to replace the line of road between Gawler and Forrester’s
(Gilberton) … In the absence of Mr. Peter Ferguson, whose magisterial duties at Gawler
prevented his attendance, Mr. William Delaney was called upon to preside, Mr. Grundy acting as
s secretary.
Grote Hill - In the Hundred of Brinkley, recalls Francis Grote who took up an occupation licence near the
northern tip of Lake Alexandrina on 18 June 1846. He was the brother of George Grote, historian and
politician, and came to South Australia in the Java in 1840. He ended his own life by taking laudanum, at
Magill, on 23 December 1867.
Grove Hill - At Third Creek, was the name of Messrs Giles and Pascoe’s Nursery ‘about three miles beyond
Magill.’ (See Eagle-on-the-Hill, Morialta & Third Creek)
Charles Giles reminisced on prize-winning at the Agricultural and Horticultural shows in 1856:
It appears to me the reward is not for the man who goes to the greatest expense and trouble to
produce the best articles, but those that are linked up with the committee that takes it from the
enterprising man. I exhibited two collections of vegetables. All present acknowledged them to be
the best, but because one collection was awarded Mr Burford’s prize, the Judges would not
award it any other prize, considering that the same party should not get but one prize in the
same class. Why do not the Society make rules and abide by them? Last year I lost five prizes
through my articles not being named, yet they gave the prizes to other parties whose articles
were not named any more than mine…
In the early 1850s, Isaac Gepp, ‘of Gepp’s Cross fame’ ‘saw an opportunity for the establishment of a hotel
halfway up Third Creek on the track (now known as Old Norton Summit Road) that zig-zagged to the newish
township’:
In 1854, Gepp bought A.W. Bannier’s long stone house with a shingle roof tucked into the side of
a hill and called it the ‘Rock Tavern’. The premises were first licensed in March 1857.
The hotel was largely rebuilt in 1882 when it was taken over by brewers, Syme & Sison, but it
ceased trading when the new Norton Summit road opened in 1889. The hotel also had
competition from the Sanitorium Hotel for six years which was virtually across the road and
traded between 1869 and 1875. The Scenic Hotel was established at the top of the hill in 1873
and went from strength to strength…
Grovene - Formerly known as ‘Morphettville Park’, it was a 1913 subdivision of section 153, Hundred of
Noarlunga, by John Miller; now included in Glenelg East. The name is a corruption of ‘Grove’. When ‘station’
names were given to tram stops, in 1929, the name Grovene was bestowed on Stop 12. The Helmsdale
railway station was nearby. (See Helmsdale)
Gruenberg - Near Angaston, has a namesake in Silesia, Germany, and translates as ‘green hill’. In 1918, the
name was changed to ‘Karalta’ (Aboriginal for ‘green’) and, in April 1975, reinstated as Gruenberg. The
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name Grunberg was applied to a church and school standing on part section 103, Hundred of Moorooroo
(10 acres), sold to the Church Trustees by Samuel Bartsch in November 1863.
Today, its church and cemetery are to be found at the intersection of Gruenberg and Lindsay Park Roads.
An examination at Mr D.H. Linke’s school took place in October 1872 when Rev Mr Rechner presided and
the Rev Appelt of Dutton with ‘about 35 parents and other visitors, attended’:
C. Altmann, L. Kukejei and B. Walter were presented with books… The writing was very good
especially that of C. Altmann which was executed in ornamental lettering. The neat writing in
German of B. Roberts was also noted.
Grund Bore - In the Hundred of Kelly where Ferdinand L.M. Grund, leased adjoining land; he arrived in the
Herschell in 1877, aged 28, and died at Cowell on 3 November 1928.
Grundy, Mount - In the Far North-West and named by John McD. Stuart on 11 February 1861 after E.L.
Grundy MP (1860-1875); he entered Parliament as the member for Barossa and, following his death in
January 1875, the Gawler Bunyip described him as ‘a man full of kind courtesy, always accessible and ready
to aid by help and advocacy the widow, the wronged and oppressed of every grade; he was blessed with a
keen perception of affairs as is seldom found. He conducted the Bunyip with great ability and the paper
enjoyed a high reputation.’
Grunthal - Carl A.H. Storch (1802-1880) came to South Australia in the Princess Louise in 1849 and, in 1875,
laid out the town on section 3816, Hundred of Onkaparinga; it is a German word meaning ‘green valley’. Its
school opened in 1882 and became ‘Verdun’ in 1918; closed in 1970. In 1918, the Nomenclature Committee
suggested it be renamed ‘Tumbeela’, meaning ‘evergreen’, but Cabinet decided on ‘Verdun’, a World War
I battleground. In her book Sunny South Australia at page 156, May Vivienne says that is was also known
as ‘Stanley Bridge’. (See Stanley Bridge)
A disgruntled traveller recalled that ‘a few months ago I had occasion to visit Grunthal and procured a
return ticket printed “Adelaide to Grunthal”’:
I naturally expected to see ‘Grunthal’ the signboard at the next station to Bridgewater but found
a signboard ‘Windermere’, not mentioned in the time table, which on enquiry I proved to be
identical with Grunthal. On my return journey I joined the train at Balhannah Station and asked
for a ticket to Grunthal, but received one printed ‘Balhannah to Windermere’…
Guichen Bay - Baudin named it Ance des Albatros (Albatross Cove) and on Freycinet’s charts it is B. de
Guichen. Admiral de Guichen (1712-1790) of the French Navy possessed high scientific ability and this
attribute served him in good stead in action against the English; he had the reputation of an accomplished
and high-minded gentleman.
In 1860, a resident of the South East said that ‘my object is not to dispute the importance of Lacepede Bay
as a shipping place, or destroy the illusion of the Mount Gambier visionary, but simply to state a few facts
in connection with Port Robe, i.e., Guichen Bay, which will show that, however important other ports in the
South-Eastern district may become’:
Guichen Bay is at present the entrepot and outlet; in fact, the only port we possess where our
wool can be safely shipped, and from which all our supplies have hitherto been drawn… Many
may not be aware that this harbour has given secure anchorage to as many as seven large vessels
at once during a severe gale; and that, during the influx of the Chinese en route to Victoria, a
varying in tonnage from 800 to 2,000 tons, entered this port… (number I have been credibly
informed no less than 50)…
The abolition of ad valorem duties to those in business here must be a boon; they can now
better compete with Portland settlers and those itinerant vendors - the hawkers - whose carts I
have frequently seen in front of shops in Robe Town full of goods brought overland from Victoria,
temptingly displayed to attract ladies, and take the cash from the more legitimate trader - the
Customs authorities complacently viewing this legalised smuggling… I have been informed that
the good folks of Guichen Bay are about to have the services of Rev Mr Reid as their spiritual
adviser. A very pretty little church has some time been ready, but no resident minister to use it…
(See Robe)
Guildford Park - Laid out in 1911 on part section 1149, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Norman King and J.E.
White; now included in Ottoway. The name comes from Surrey, England, and means ‘ford with a toll’; (Œ
zield - ‘payment’ or ‘tribute’).
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Guilford - A 1912 subdivision of section 1076, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Gilbert Beasley; now included
in Largs Bay. It has its origin in Ireland.
Gulf View - This descriptive name was applied to two subdivisions north of Adelaide; part section 6,
Hundred of Nuriootpa, created by Robert Paterson, in 1876, and part section 3075, Hundred of Barossa, cut
up by P. Coffey, in 1924, on the Lyndoch Road ‘close to the North Gawler railway station’; now included in
Gawler. The name of ‘New Gawler’ for this subdivision was refused by the Nomenclature Committee.
Gullet, Mount - Near Melrose; the ‘Mount Gullet Run’ was established by Daniel Cudmore in 1851 (lease
no. 110). Its post office operated from 1924 until the name was changed to ‘Mambray Creek’ in 1939; it
was opened as ‘Old Baroota’ in 1879. On early pastoral lease survey maps Mount Gullet Creek is shown;
this watercourse does not empty into the sea but virtually disappears into a swamp - hence the suggestion
that its name may have been applied by an early pastoralist because the swamp was, in effect, the resting
place (gullet) of the creek’s residual waste matter! Some contemporary maps show it as Mount Gullett.
A photograph of boring for water on Mr H.E. Baker’s property is in the Chronicle, 23 July 1927, page 37.
Gulnare - In 1846, John A. Horrocks discovered and named the Gulnare Plains after his dog ‘Gulnare’ that
‘caught seven emus in five days on these plains’; a tablet erected by the District Council of Georgetown to
commemorate his expedition was unveiled on 22 September 1946 at the junction of Main North and Crystal
Brook Roads. It is of interest to note that Colonel William Light sailed on the Mediterranean Sea in 1830 in
the ship Gulnare, a word of Moorish origin meaning ‘flower of the pomegranate’ and Lord Byron’s poem
The Corsair contains two lines that say: ‘Brief time had Conrad now to greet Gulnare, For words to reassure
the trembling Fair.’
The town of Gulnare, 13 km south of Georgetown, was laid out on part section 102, Hundred of Bundaleer,
by Amelia Pomery (sic) in 1874, in which year the school was conducted by Hannah Pomeroy (sic) with 31
enrolled pupils; it opened in 1873. The Gulnare North School opened in 1874 and closed in 1875. Gulnare
South School opened as ‘Gulnare’ in 1873 becoming ‘Gulnare South’ in 1874 and ‘Gulnare’ in 1911.
People who resided in the district for any length of time knew ‘how precious fresh water was in summer
and the extreme desirability of a supply being provided before the next hot weather came’:
The residents in a town had not the same facilities for storing surplus rain water as the farmers
possessed, for they were confined to a small extent of land. Beside, water was needed in Narridy
for teamsters, as it was a place much used as a camping ground, and the water would be a great
acquisition to farmers’ teams when wheat carting and particularly valuable to teams from
Gulnare South…
Gum - At Iron Mine, Gum Creek, the opening sermons of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel were preached
on 1 October 1871, by the Rev H.J. Pope who ‘dealt with the lessons of the late war’:
Prussian work he regarded as defensive and aggressive - illustrative of the labour of the Church.
There were, as characteristic of Germany, he believed, universality and unity of effort, great
promptitude, large expenditure and much prayer was offered for victory, This, he held, was the
way the Church should carry on her warfare…
Records in the Department of Education show the Gum Creek School opening in 1898 and closing in 1957.
However, there is an 1874 report of a school opened by Mr Rogers in a chapel. The name Gum Creek was
given to a post office on section 121, Hundred of Hanson, 16 km South-West of Burra; opened on 13 March
1925 it took its name from an adjacent property, viz, Gum Creek Estate, a subdivision of sections 553-583,
586-7 and 590-98, Hundred of Hanson, by John James Duncan in 1912, who purchased the land from the
estate of Walter Watson Hughes, in 1888. (See Bundey, Hundred of)
Gum Flat Post Office opened in 1876 and closed circa 1896. (See Minlaton & Mount Rat)
In an essay in Views from the Hills, Tom Dyster says:
In the 1880s while mining [at Biggs Flat] was in full swing [there was] a Gum Flat School in the
locality introduced by the education-conscious David Murray. A primitive oval with a cricket pitch
was carved out on Section 1459 and the settlement came to be known generally as Rockford.
The opening service of a new church at Gum Gully, near Mount Barker, took place on Sunday, 20 September
1885:
On the following day there was a well patronised tea presided over by Rev W.R. Stephenson and
addressed by Mr W.R. Bayly and Rev W. Cooke. Mr C.C. Thomas of Truro and Mr H. Hair of
Kanmantoo each gave a recitation in a very creditable manner; while the choir, with Miss Hobbs
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presiding at the organ, rendered good service. The building is 30 feet long, 18 feet wide and the
walls are 14 feet high in the clear… Mr James Williams of Port Adelaide was the architect and
builder.
Gum Vale School in the ‘YP and Lower-North district’ opened in 1924 and closed in 1941.
Gumville - A school of this name was conducted on the North-West corner of section 8, Hundred of
Peebinga, 11 km east of Karte, from 1935 to 1942, on two acres of land ceded by Mr C.W. Gum. The only
evidence to be seen today is sugar gums planted by students on Arbor Days. The name was applied, also,
to a telephone exchange on section 11 on 28 August 1961.
Gumbowie - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘waterhole with a spring’. The Hundred of Gumbowie, County of
Kimberley, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877, the Gumbowie Post Office opened in December 1883, 13
km South-East of Peterborough and its school opened in 1877 and closed in 1927. About 100 people from
surrounding districts gathered to participate in the opening of the new school building in September 1913
when ‘a splendid programme’ was submitted, as follows:
Recitations, Mrs R.C. Anderson, Misses Madge Anderson and Anna Crowhurst and Messrs L.W.
Waltke, H. Walkington; Songs, Misses Vera Walkington, Amy Fitts and Mr L.W. Waltke; Misses
Greta Crowhurst and Minna Durick danced the Highland schottische… The schoolroom which is
prettily situated about a mile from the railway station is a fine substantial stone building, 20 feet
long by 15 feet wide, and is very lofty. A good shelter shed has also been erected…
Gumeracha - In 1894, H.C. Talbot said that ‘Captain Randell, MP, informed me that his father went to live
at ‘Umeracha’, as it was then called, in 1839, and he built a home close to a fine waterhole in the Torrens
which the Aborigines called umeracha.’
A report in the Observer on 12 February 1859 on page 3 says that ‘Gumeracha was originally named from
the spring in Mr Randells garden’. An informative article by Mr N.A. Webb in 1921 links the town’s
nomenclature with the mythical being Wano (sometimes recorded as Moanana) of the Kaurna people and
whose ‘brains in his head would be in the hills towards Gumeracha. The native name for brain is
ngarrumuka.’(See Nuriootpa, Piccadilly & Uraidla for further evidence of the mythical creature.)
William Beavis Randell (1799-1876), who arrived in the Hartley in 1837, laid the town out in 1853. His son,
Captain W.R. Randell (1824-1911), was a joint pioneer of steam navigation on the River Murray. In 1852,
the Gumeracha Farmers’ Society awarded prizes for ‘the best managed farms and a survey of crops, etc.,
took place upon the ground. Upon the present occasion the various kinds of produce were exhibited in the
ordinary manner. The booth was a large and lofty shed at the back of the Robert Burns Inn…’
A proposed school at North Gumeracha was discussed in 1856.’
In March 1885, a gold rush commenced to Dead Horse Gully, near Gumeracha, which was a little less than
two miles long and thickly wooded with honeysuckle. At the outset, 50 claims were worked:
Cabs, carts, drays, wagons and vehicles of all descriptions are on the ground. There are a number
of tents for men to sleep but others are content to lie under trees or sleep in carts. There are
men of all occupations amongst those present - old miners, clerks, cabmen, labourers, sailors and
several boys… Provisions for the camp are brought from Gumeracha, but a store in a galvanized
iron structure of about 12 feet by nine is to be opened by Saturday.
A photograph of the monument erected in memory of Trooper John Hartley is in the Chronicle, 14 May
1904, page 44, of cutting redgum on 26 February 1910, page 30, of the Memorial Hospital on 29 July 1922,
page 27, Observer, 29 July 1922, page 25, of the unveiling of a memorial arch in the Chronicle, 13 February
1930, page 36.
Gums Waterhole - (See Farina)
Gun Barrel Highway - Between Mount Davies and Amata, named by a surveyor L. Beadell employed by the
Commonwealth Government during rocket and atomic bomb tests at Woomera and Maralinga. He was
awarded the British Empire Medal in 1958 and the Order of Australia in 1998; he died in 1995.
Gundry Hill Lookout - The site of a Cobb & Co. coaching station on section 1480, Hundred of Kapunda, and
named after John Gundry, of Helston, who purchased the section on 4 December 1850.
Hidden away on Gundery (sic) Hill, at the back of Kapunda, is the old yard where the mail
coaches had their home. Here, where the hillside has been quarried out and the coachhouse and
stables had living rock for their walls, are still to be found relics of those days when Kapunda
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marked the limit of the railway line and the passengers bound further out and the mailbags were
conveyed further outback by the swaying coaches of Cobb & Co… In the coachhouse on Gundery
Hill is the last of the old Cobb coaches, worn and dilapidated in many of its fittings. Despoiled of
all that is portable, it still is a noble relic of the days of yore…
Gunn Waterhole - On section 327, Hundred of Tungkillo, was named after William Gunn, a former shepherd
on Terlinga Station, owned by John Baker.
Gunns Serpent - A stone wall erected on section 161, Hundred of Kiana, by William Gunn, a pastoralist, who
arrived from Scotland, in 1864, in the Utopia.
Gunpowder Creek - GRO Memorial Book 8/268 mentions ‘James Logan, of Gunpowder Creek’. It is thought
it ran through sections 11 and 13, Hundred of Apoinga, and is known today as ‘Logan Creek’. (See Logan)
Gunson, Mount - Near Pernatty Lagoon North-West of Port Augusta, named by H. Brooks, a surveyor, in
1875. Its school opened in 1974 and closed in 1984. It recalls Dr John Michael Gunson MRCS, who arrived
in South Australia, in 1852, in the Grasmere, and became a member of the Senate of the Adelaide University
and President of the Catholic Young Men’s’ Society. ‘By his unassuming ways and charitable acts [he]
endeared himself to a large number of the poor - when any public charity required assistance, he was always
to the fore…’
On 28 June 1905, the ceremony of the laying of the foundation stone of the smelter was performed by
Miss Gertrude Young, daughter of one of the directors of the mine:
The party assembled at the site indicated by a Union Jack floating in the breeze… The stone, a
fine block of freestone quarried on the mine property, was placed in position by Mr Renfrey of
Wallaroo, the mason who had charge of the work… A large amount of money had been
expended in proving and locating the ore by shafts, pits and systematic boring over the property.
Waiting and hoping that the Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta railway might be within measurable
distance, they had now determined to erect a reverberatory furnace…
A photograph of a motor tractor is in the Chronicle, 9 December 1911, page 31.
Gurrai - A railway station, 25 km North-East of Lameroo. In 1928, the name was applied, also, to a telephone
office on section 91, Hundred of Parilla, and a school opened in 1939 and closed in 1968. Aboriginal for
‘food’.
Guthrie - Robert S. Guthrie, MLC (1891-1903), born near Glasgow, Scotland, in 1857, settled in South
Australia following fifteen years of seafaring life. A staunch Labor supporter he left the party in 1917
following expulsion from the Seamen’s Union over the conscription issue. His most notable contribution as
a politician was as a member of a Royal Commission into navigation and the resulting Act of Parliament was
known as the ‘Guthrie Act’, while he was tagged with the nickname ‘The Australian Plimsoll.’
His close friend W.M. (‘Billy’) Hughes described him as ‘a shell-back, a real sailor’, who still, ‘woke at 4 a.m.
and rolled heavily in his gait’; he always wore a square pilot coat and billowing pants and it was said of him,
‘he was true to his mates, and he had many of them.’ On 19 January 1921, he was knocked down by a tram
in Melbourne and died the next day. He is buried at the Cheltenham Cemetery. The Hundred of Guthrie,
County of Way, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893; its school opened in 1933 and closed in the same year.
The Guthrie Post Office closed in 1910.
Gwannap Vale - (See Gwennap Vale).
Gwendale Estate - This subdivision of allotments at the corner of Grange and Crittenden Roads was
advertised for sale in 1922.
Gwennap Vale - Near Fourth Creek. The name Gwannap (sic) Vale is mentioned in a General Registry Office
memorial.
Gypsum Mound - In the Lyndhurst region; Samuel Parry’s journal says, inter alia, ‘the men shall return this
way and they shall build a gypsum column on the mound for the guidance of water seekers and the
elevation shall be called Gypsum Mound.’
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Habel Landing - On section 62, Hundred of Pyap and named after Wilhelm E. Habel (1856-1926) ‘of Loxton
Hut’, who obtained the land grant of section 14B on 31 May 1911. One of the most successful farmers in
the district and ‘with a generosity that characterises Germans’:
Mr Habel is marking the occasion of his daughter’s marriage in a manner which is causing a great
flutter in riverside society. A pine hall has been specially built, capable of seating 80 people and
the steamer, Gem, had 20 of Mr Habel’s guests on board last Sunday, all the way from
Duttontown [sic], near Kapunda. Loxton’s Hut will be the centre of much rejoicing and
merrymaking this week.
Hack Bridge – In 1850, the Register reported the completion of this bridge approximately one kilometre
north of Mylor on a road between sections 3325-26, Hundred of Noarlunga. More properly known as the
‘Onkaparinga Bridge’, it was built by Mr Pitman of Adelaide; ‘[it] is now finished and thrown open to the
public. It is on the Macclesfield road and is the boldest bridge as to design yet built in the colony. Its length
is 235 feet, breadth 20 feet…’ In an essay in Views from the Hills, Tom Dyster takes its history further:
There is no recorded date of construction, but by 1848 approval had been given to ‘clear drift
timbers from Hack’s bridge and construct a causeway over the swamp.’ The new bridge could not
have been any sturdier than the first, since a report from the Colonial Engineer dated October
1848 confirms that it was practically destroyed by a flood in that year. Bridge builders were
finding this crossing a nightmare.
There is a story about a woman named Kavanagh who tried to cross this bridge on foot before it
was finished. Apparently she was something of a female Blondin, or thought she was. Horrified
spectators held their breaths as she ‘tight-roped’ her way across on a cross beam (the planks had
not yet been fitted). Incredibly she seems to have escaped a plunge bath in the fast running
waters below.
On 3 April 1850 came Hack Bridge No. 3: Tenders had been called in February 1849 and local
residents were to contribute £450 towards its cost. A certain Jacob Pitman was the successful
tenderer and his structure featuring ‘masonry abutments and piled footings with a timber deck
supported on timber arches’ was completed at a cost of £1,493.
Bridge No. 4 came in 1874: The opening took place on Wednesday March 11th… Miss Hough,
daughter of the Chairman of the Echunga District Council, was fixed upon to perform the
ceremony and at the hour appointed she christened the bridge using the words ‘In the name of
the Great Architect Of The Universe to whom be praise and glory I declare this bridge open for
public use and to be henceforth be known by the name “The Onkaparinga Bridge near The
Wheatsheaf”.’
In 1918, they had to replace the structure in concrete. Hundreds of horse drawn vehicles and
now not a few motor cars were using it every day… Fifty years later cracking became apparent in
the two main longitudinal girders. A traffic count conducted on 5 October 1965 had already
shown that about 1,000 vehicles were using the bridge every 24 hours…
It was decided to build a new crossing about 100 feet downstream from the old bridge on a
realigned section of the main road. Bridge No. 5, the present one became a reality on 29 June
1970. The old one is still there [and] makes a safe spot for horse riders and an excellent place for
teaching someone to drive a car.
J.B. Hack, a pioneer of the district, arrived from Tasmania, in 1837 and, after a promising start, was a heavy
loser when land values depreciated in the early 1840s. He then turned his attention to whale fishing only
to have his hopes dashed when his ship was wrecked. He fell upon hard times again and, by 1883, found
himself as a clerk in the South Australian Railways. He died at Semaphore in 1884. (See Chichester Gardens,
Coonalpyn & Three Brothers)
The Stirling reef was about two miles ‘south of a bridge’ (presumably Hack Bridge) on the Strathalbyn road
and the first point where a battery was erected. It was classed, unhesitatingly, by Professor Uhlrich as a
‘mullock’ reef - that is, a bed of slaty material with ore between the faces of the stone. It was floated in May
1870 and an Adelaide company worked a five-head battery for 12 months without profit, but a party of
tributers followed and did so well that another five-heads were erected. The whole mass of the formation
had to be excavated in order to get the small gold-bearing veins and, as late as 1873, it was said that ‘at the
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Stirling Reef, Echunga, the enterprising tributor is still busy quarrying out the hill and putting it through his
battery.’
Hackham - Laid out on section 25, Hundred of Noarlunga, in 1856, by Edward Castle, who named it after
his previous home in Gloucestershire, England, where he was born in 1822. He arrived in the Moffatt, in
1839, and died at Strathalbyn in 1877. The section on which Hackham stands was purchased by him in 1850
when he was described as ‘of Hackham’:
The site selected [for the township]… is peculiarly adapted for its purpose, being in the centre of
a large agricultural district. The land is sloping and dry in winter… There is little doubt that
Hackham will supersede the town of Noarlunga, possessing as it does greater advantage as
regards situation. Its elevated position ensures coolness in the summer heat and dryness in
winter floods.
One of the first hotels to be erected in the country is still standing in the fast disappearing town
of Hackham… This hotel is the Golden Pheasant, built in 1841 and a popular resort for the
whalers who plied their trade along the coast… The capture of a whale appears to have been
thirsty business back in the old times and early residents tell stories of merrymaking that lasted
far into the night.
The beer went around by the barrel and wine flowed like water, until even the hardened
drinkers were forced to call a halt. At the back of the old hotel there still remains traces of the
old press, in which many a gallon of wine was made… The hotel was closed in 1862 and turned
into a private house by Mr George Yates… The bar fittings were removed to the… home of
Edward Holley, a descendant of the builder of the Golden Pheasant.
A photograph of ’monster turnips’ grown by Mr F.W. Hutchinson is in the Chronicle, 1 August 1908, page
32.
Hacklin Corner - Located on the southern portion of section 228, Hundred of Reynolds, it was named after
Stephen Hacklin (ca.1831-1910) who purchased adjoining sections 117-18 and 122 from Robert Stuckey on
15 September 1875. During 1877, a provisional school opened at a place called ‘Boree’, about three miles
from Spalding; it was discontinued during 1879 and ‘since then, and up to a week or two ago, a female
teacher had been officiating at a place about six miles from Spalding called “Hacklin’s Corner”.’ An Editor’s
appended note says, ‘we learn from the Inspector-General that the school at Hacklin’s Corner is known in
the Education Office as Spalding and that he was not aware that it is so far away from the township…’ (See
Acklin Corner)
Hackney - The ‘Village of Hackney’ was created, circa 1847, when the South Australian Company subdivided
section 256, Hundred of Adelaide, into five-acre blocks, taking the name from its counterpart in London,
England. It derives from either the Saxon haconey - ‘place near water’ or hackoneye - signifying an ey or
portion of a well- watered pasture land appropriated by a Danish chieftain, Hacon.
According to Rodney Cockburn, the name was applied first in Adelaide by John Bailey who came to South
Australia in the Buckinghamshire in 1839 and established a nursery naming it after Messrs Loddiges
‘celebrated gardens’ at Hackney, near London, at which he was formerly employed. (See Bailey Gardens)
An impression of the village in the 1870s was less than complimentary:
We diverted our steps to the Company Bridge near which was an illustration of the mischievous
consequences produced by the practice of building houses in defiance of all sanitary law. The
cottages were built close together; the backyards were small and there was no proper provision
for drainage. It seemed to me that it was monstrous that, although we had many acres in
Adelaide and the suburbs lying vacant, the cruel greed of rapacious landlords was allowed to
crowd their poorer tenants into premises devoid of every convenience for the maintenance of
proper sanitary condition.
It was a disgrace that, at a short distance from the Botanic Park, which we took pride in showing
to visitors, there should have been habitations which were samples of the rookeries which land
jobbers and others had crowded around the city and which became hotbeds of fever and other
diseases. There was, at this time, a lot of talk about the rights of property. For myself, I
considered it was about time to think a little about the rights of people to live decently, and to
show no consideration to those who ran up ill-built houses on a space so limited as to render
cleanliness almost impossible.
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An outbreak of typhoid fever was reported in July 1884 near the Company’s bridge and it furnished ‘another
illustration of the mischievous consequences produced by the practice of building houses in defiance of all
sanitary law’:
It does seem monstrous that when we have so many acres lying vacant that the cruel greed of
the landlord should lead them to crowd their poorer tenants into premises devoid of every
convenience for the maintenance of a proper sanitary condition…
Haddon - A post office opened on ‘Haddon Downs Station’ in March 1882 in the Far North-East; see pastoral
lease no. 2737.
Haggart Island - The eastern island of the Franklin Group; named after a warden of the Marine Board.
Haggerstone - This subdivision in the vicinity of Te Anau Avenue, Prospect, was discussed in 1926
Hague, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin, proclaimed on 18 May 1893. James Hague MP (1890-1902),
born in Manchester, in 1834, arrived in the Time and Truth in 1855, and became a storekeeper and wheat
buyer at Angaston and Truro.
In 1890, when Mr M.P. F. Basedow retired from the House of Assembly many electors appealed
to Mr Hague to become a candidate for the vacancy. Four times in succession he was returned…
It was not often he spoke in the house, but when he did his remarks were followed with
attention. He strongly opposed household suffrage for the Legislative Council, and State
encroachments upon private interests, except in those instances where such interests assumed,
in his judgment, the form of monopolies… He enjoyed the full confidence of all sections of the
House and his disappearance from its benches was regarded as a distinct loss to the State…
He was in favour of federation, ‘but its introduction should be gradual for if unduly forced our growing
industries might suffer injury.’ He died in 1916 and is buried at Angaston.
Hahndorf - Named after Captain Hahn, the commander of the German emigrant ship Zebra that arrived at
Port Adelaide on 28 December 1838. He was the guide and friend of the refugees he had transported across
the seas. The captain went and inspected land owned by Mr F.H. Dutton and partners within a special survey
in the Mount Lofty Ranges and was enchanted with its beauty and fertility and was asked by the owner
what he thought of it.
‘It seems to me as if Nature has lavished her choicest gifts on South Australia’, the captain replied. Then,
turning to the wealthy owners he said, ‘Now I ask you, do you think it is the will of God that this beautiful
land, on which so many hundred individuals could find an ample maintenance, should be destined for
merely for grazing cattle? In such a boundless tract of land you would scarcely miss it, were you to grant
my emigrants from 50 to 100 acres in some corner where they might raise a settlement.’ This was on 25
January 1839. So, 150 acres were appropriated to their use and the ‘people invited to come up, bag and
baggage.’
Having disembarked at Port Misery, the migrants commenced their journey, carrying their
belongings, or dragging them along in small, primitive handcarts. Even the first and easiest stage
of their journey - from the port to Adelaide - was beset with difficulties and many of them
became footsore travelling over the uneven country. They discovered Adelaide to be a collection
of huts and tents and many of the houses were without fireplaces.
Then began a weary journey through the still imperfectly known and sparsely settled districts of
the hills, homes of the dubious Tiersman and supposedly treacherous natives. After a few days of
recuperation at the foothills the ascent of the spurs between Beaumont and Glen Osmond
began. Carrying part of their burden and pulling the other on handcarts, they looked down
rapturously on the glorious panorama when the crest was gained. Joy was unalloyed when they
threaded fertile valleys and dales of sylvan loveliness perfumed with the scent of aromatic gums
and shrubs and settled at ‘Bukatilla’, the native ‘swimming place’, to which they gave their
captain’s name.
After a thanksgiving service the new settlers commenced the erection of dwellings and clearing
the land; but they soon discovered that the Aborigines did not altogether welcome their arrival.
On the contrary, some of them showed considerable resentment as they regarded the coming of
the new settlers as an unwarranted intrusion on their own sacred domain.
Nor can we blame them for their attitude if we remember that the site on which Hahndorf
stands was one of their favourite meeting places. However, the new arrivals were able to
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assimilate the Aborigines’ point of view and showed them every kindness possible.
Consequently, no serious collision or act of hostility ever occurred.
In describing the Aborigines of the period at Hahndorf a resident said that ‘the blacks were great, stalwart
fellows, well built and well nourished, quite a contrast to the puny, spindly natives in the North-West’:
On one occasion a whole tribe of them came and had a litter of boughs, upon which lay a lubra,
very ill. They placed her carefully in the shade and some of the white women brought milk and
other suitable food and gave her some attention. After several days they moved on, first begging
a few sheaves of straw to make a soft bed for the sick lubra.
On another occasion a number of black fellows came along just as mother had taken off a large
boiler of boiled wheat. They scooped it out with their hands and were laughing impudently and
enjoying the feast. Mother, however, went to a neighbour who was a shoemaker and leather
worker. He had a fine whip and out he sallied using it with right good will. There was no
ceremony about their departure. The stinging lash on their backs and legs was no joke and they
soon vanished, no doubt finding it safer to rob the potato patches by night which they
sometimes did.
By the close of 1839, the village’s first hotel had been opened on Lot 80 in the main street and,
appropriately, christened the ‘German Arms Inn’ by Gottfried Lubasch.
The Germans at Hahndorf (or German Town as the English settlers call it) occupy about three
sections of land, by no means the best in the district, being rather wet and sandy, and certainly
far short of the high character pronounced upon the soil when it was first selected for these
honest, hard-working and contented strangers… The settlers have a mill worked by bullocks, a
general store and a respectable inn… The village supports a blacksmith, a pair of sawyers, several
carpenters and shoemakers and not a few cobblers, professional and self-taught…
In November 1858 rumours were rife that a ‘grand discovery’ of gold had been made near Hahndorf where
a Mr Carl Herberger was reported to have been digging in the district for some six weeks and, while making
no effort to keep the secret to himself, he refused to divulge the locality.
On 2nd December, Mr F.R. Hunt came across him fossicking in a gully on Crown land near ‘the old Cattle
Company’s property’, about halfway between Hahndorf and Echunga, and in his presence Herberger struck
his pick into a small nugget. The news spread quickly and many men rushed there and the majority found
gold in small quantities. Within a few days about 100 prospective diggers arrived and erected tents, tried
the ground in many places and carted the ‘stuff’ to a nearby waterhole, where washing was done in tin
dishes. By 13 December the number of men on the field had been reduced to 18.
These diggings were situated on a grassy flat traversed by a stream and bounded by lofty hills, excepting
where it opened out into farm land. Over the years attempts made by the Hahndorf and National companies
by way of ‘puddling’ were not successful and, accordingly, the digging population was attracted away to
Jupiter Creek in 1868. However, they continued to be worked for many years and, in 1873, there is a report
of a picnic held by the miners ‘close to the present workings of the Sailor and Sawmill Gullies.’
An article titled ‘Changing German Names’ appeared in 1914 and said, inter alia:
What, for instance, has ‘Hahndorf’ done to deserve annihilation? What had it to do with the
brutality in Belgium?… Let the name stand by all means… As an Australian who has committed
the crime of allowing German blood to flow in his veins - a crime to which the whole Royal family
of England and Prince Louis of Battenberg must plead guilty - allow me to assure you and all
other sane and level headed Australians of the sincere loyalty of German - Australians,
naturalised and natural born, to their King and country of their choice or birth. (See Ambleside)
When ‘Enemy Place Names’ were being deleted from the map in 1918 the Nomenclature Committee
suggested that Hahndorf be altered to ‘Yantaringa’, meaning ‘big lookout’, but pressure from local citizens
persuaded the government of the day to choose ‘Ambleside’ which name persisted until 1935 when
Hahndorf was restored.
In 1923, it was said that ‘one walks out of the Ambleside railway station to a hard white quartz road winding
through what is practically virgin forest’:
There are only one or two houses at the station and the township (Hahndorf in pre-war days) is
nearly two miles away over the hills. However, the townspeople cling to the old title from long
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habit. The settlers are still 90% German in origin and, in customs and appearance, retain many of
their original characteristics, though their sentiments are over 90% Australian.
This is proved by the experience in World War I when the fear of trouble from the German
settlers proved utterly groundless. Wild tales due to the war fever - how wild we were we are
just beginning to realise - brought some curious and almost laughable results. It was whispered in
Adelaide that a wireless set was installed in the roof of the Hahndorf Hotel capable of sending
messages to Hamburg and Berlin. The government sent up a party of soldiers and placed the
town under martial law for some days.
The story proved utterly unfounded. The rumour also went around that at Hahndorf enough
arms and ammunition were concealed to blow up the whole of Adelaide. The foundation of this
story was that one inhabitant had been for years importing the best rifles from the continent for
the Hahndorf Kingship, rifle shooting being Hahndorf’s main sport. The son of the man whose
loyalty was thus questioned soon afterwards went to the war to fight for the Empire. (See
Appendix 15)
The State school opened in 1876 and became ‘Ambleside’ in 1918 - the name was changed in 1935.
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in December 1883 (supp.) and a photograph in The Critic,
18 July 1906, page 14, of a football team in the Chronicle, 8 October 1904, page 29, of centenary
celebrations on 3 December 1936, page 31.
Haig, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed as the ‘Hundred of Homburg’ on 9 July 1885 had
its change of name gazetted on 10 January 1918 in honour of Field-Marshal Earl Haig of World War I.
Hailes Valley - Contiguous to section 1842, Hundred of Kanmantoo.
Haines, Hundred of - In the County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 10 May 1883.
[It] is a very unattractive spot and exceedingly cold. The beauty of the country, however, was a
matter of no moment to our botanist, who took every opportunity of fossicking around for bugs
or plants… The country is so thickly studded with yackas that nothing but good driving and a
team of horses that work well together will enable one to steer successfully through the scrub…
As one approaches Mount Prospect, or Lisbet as it is sometimes called, the natural features of
the country undergo a complete change. The yacka and undergrowth disappear and dwarf
mallee reigns supreme on a soil, still of a sandy nature, but strongly impregnated with clay and
covered to a very large extent with limestone rocks…
William Haines, MP (1878-1884), born in Wiltshire, in 1831, came to South Australia with his parents in the
William Mitchell, in 1840. He lived most of his life at Tea Tree Gully and was the ‘proclaimed king’ of the
district. A persistent advocate, the road from Anstey Hill to the Gully was known as ‘Haines Folly’. He died
in December 1902 and is buried at Houghton.
Halbury - The town, 14 km North-East of Balaklava, proclaimed on 19 August 1875, probably received its
name because it is situated in the Hundred of Hall. Forty-eight ¼-acre allotments were surveyed, plus an
additional area of 1,000 hectares, used in 1885 in connection with ‘G.W. Cotton’s Working Men’s Blocks’.
Its school opened in 1884 and closed in 1970. In 1885, ‘it was unanimously agreed that the site of the
reservoir should be upon the west park lands… This was in opposition to a scheme intended to be carried
out a mile by road from the township and the centre of traffic…’
A photograph of Mr E.A. Klingner, aged 80 years, driving a reaper is in the Chronicle, 10 March 1923, page
31, of opening a bandstand and of district pioneers in the Observer, 3 July 1926, page 34.
Halidon - A town in the Hundred of McPherson, 37 km North-East of Karoonda, surveyed by A. Thomas in
February 1914, was proclaimed on 25 June 1914. Its school opened in 1918 and closed in 1966. ‘Halidon
Hill’, was the site of a victory over the Scots by the army of King Edward III.
Hall - George Hall (1811-1867), who arrived in the Fairfield in 1839 and became secretary and son-in-law to
Governor Gawler, has his name perpetuated by Hall Bay in the Hundred of Kiana north of Point Drummond,
named by Governor Gawler probably at the request of E.J. Eyre and Mount Hall, north of Anxious Bay,
named by E.J. Eyre on 18 September 1839.
The Hon. George Hall, MLC, 1851-1867, often confused by historians with the aforementioned gentleman,
was a merchant mariner before coming to South Australia where he became a director of the Burra Mine
and chairman of the Chamber of Commerce. The Register of 19 February 1842 published an account of a
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meeting of the South Australian Company held in London on 10 August 1841 saying that, ‘he [David
McLaren] engaged Captain G. Hall to command the Guiana…’
The Hundred of Hall, County of Stanley, was proclaimed on 23 February 1860; its school opened in 1881
and closed in 1888. Land was taken up first in the area by J. Masters, George Young and R. Jones under
pastoral leases nod. 27-28 and 66, on 1 July 1851.
In 1842, he had a cattle station at Hall Gully in the Hundred of Moorooroo and J. Menge refers to it in his
reports while, in a reminiscent mood, a resident of Port Adelaide said:
I see that Hall’s Store, Fussell Street, Port Adelaide, is being made into a public house. This store,
built in 1855 of imported bricks and an iron roof, is one of the oldest buildings in Port Adelaide.
Captain George Hall was the master of the barque, Guiana, owned by the SA Company. She
arrived here in October 1840 and was the first ship to discharge cargo on the wharf. To
commemorate the event the Guiana was made free from Port charges for all time. Captain Hall
brought from India on that trip various plants among which was the prickly pear…
Hall Well is on section 310, Hundred of Waroonee and was probably named after Charles Edmund S. Hall
who held mineral leases over 16 acres at Waukaringa prior to October 1881.
Halldale - Rodney Cockburn records it as being located in the Riverton district and named after Robert W.
Hall (1829-1918), a member of the SA Mounted Police. Later he settled at Riverton and took up farming.
Hallett - John Hallett brought his wife and three children to South Australia in the Africaine, of which he
was part owner with Captain John Finlay Duff. He brought sheep with him and imported more from
Tasmania and, by 1837, was farming near Magill and, in the following year, exported the first four bales of
wool to England by the Orator. (See Woodforde)
During 1837, while searching for a missing flock, he discovered a geological wonder, now known as Hallett
Cove. (See Amphitheatre, The)
His brother, Alfred, arrived in the colony, in 1838, as agent for a mining company with land near
Morphett Vale that showed little or no promise, so he went into partnership with his brother.
Some delay was occasioned by the difficulty in finding the road to Hallett Cove… Commander
Walcot however, found valuable assistance from a military map made by Lieutenent Owen,
formerly of the SA Militia, when the sham fight was carried out in the neighbourhood…
The first subdivision at the cove in 1913 on part section 560 was known as Hallett Cove Estate.
A photograph of a beach camp is in the Observer, 11 January 1919, of a stranded whale in the Chronicle,
14 May 1927, page 42.
On 25 July 1844, John Hallett took up land known as ‘Willogoleechee’ on which the town of Hallett (offered
for sale on 7 July 1870), now stands and, later, the two brothers purchased the freehold of ‘Wandillah
Estate’. (See Banbury)
With reference to the present conditions and treatment of the newly-imported labourers and
their families [in 1877]… an effort has been made to meet the exigencies… For married couples
galvanised iron huts with canvas roofs have been erected. These are 24 feet by 8 feet and are
divided into two rooms… The situation is open and ventilation ample… At the railway huts the
cooking is done outside in the usual primitive camp oven and wood and water are provided…
A meeting to consider the need for a local school was held in Mann’s Hotel on 24 February 1877 - it opened
in 1879.
Photographs of snowfalls are in the Register, 13 May 1926, page 10, Observer, 22 May 1926, page 32,
Chronicle, 23 July 1927, page 39, of a gold rush to Twigham’s Lead in the Observer, 3 August 1929, page 32,
of a football team in the Chronicle, 31 October 1935, page 36.
There was a Hallett Rivulet, now known as ‘Second Creek’; the Hundred of Hallett, County of Burra, was
proclaimed on 23 February 1860.
Halliday Dam - W. Halliday’s ‘Sufferings in the Bush’ were recounted in 1877:
Through the kindness of the Rev H. Howitt, of Redruth, we are enabled to publish the following
further particulars… relative to his and Mr F.T. Jones’s serious experiences in the bush in the
North-East during the scorching heat of December: Mr Jones and I started from my place
(Baldina, near the Burra) on 9 December with a trap and a pair of horses. On Sunday we reached
Halliday’s camp… on Paratoo Run… (See Cockburn)
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Halligan Bay - On Lake Eyre North and named after G.H. Halligan, the first man to be flown over the lake in
1922. In an interview with the morning press, in 1922, he said:
In the old days men had to go out not knowing what was ahead of them. Now I shall know
whether there is water in Lake Eyre or not. I am planning to take up a large canoe and if there is
water we shall then be the first white people to go on the lake. Others have been around it, but
nobody knows what depth it is or what the conditions are. We expect to leave Adelaide about
the first week in April…
Halton Gardens - A 1917 subdivision of part section 301, Hundred of Adelaide, by Frederick W. Bullock; now
included in Kensington Park. A 1920 advertisement described it as being ‘less than 200 yards from that
suburb of beautiful homes - Tranmere.’ Mr Thomas G. Waterhouse came to South Australia in the Lysander,
in 1840, and ‘for a long time conducted a grocery business in association with his brother at the intersection
of King William and Rundle Streets at what is now known as Moss’s Corner… Retiring from this concern in
about 1860 he lived at Halton Brook, North Kensington…’
Built, circa 1845, for the solicitor Charles Fenn, it was purchased by Mr Waterhouse in 1854 and, in 1868,
by John Kaines whose descendants held it until 1959. Prior to its demolition late in 2004 it was owned by
the Magarey family. The name ‘Halton’ occurs in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, England, where it derives from
the Œ halhtun - ‘town near a cave’. (See Magill)
Hambidge - C.M. Hambidge was Surveyor-General, 1937-1950, and the Hundred of Hambidge, County of
Jervois, was proclaimed on 31 October 1957. He joined the Surveyor-General’s department in 1907 as a
field cadet and was licensed as a surveyor in 1911. Point Hambidge, on Lake Eyre North, honours him, also,
when, in his capacity as President of the Royal Geographical Society of Australia (SA Branch), he initiated
studies of the 1949-1950 flooding of the lake.
Hamilton - The name occurs several times in South Australia, one such place being 16 km north of Kapunda,
where, circa 1850, George Weighton Robertson subdivided section 1195, Hundred of Waterloo, into 88
allotments naming it after his birthplace in Scotland. He arrived in the Tam O’Shanter in 1836 and died at
Hamilton on 10 June 1871.
It shares the character and appearance of its neighbours and seems well contented with its lot.
The blacksmith was hammering loud and fast on his anvil. The store counter was being
patronised by one adult and two juvenile customers… The village Boniface appeared in very good
spirits, the dry weather having naturally increased the strain on his tap. Hamilton, having thus all
the essentials of rural prosperity, is in duty bound to prosper. It is connected with Kapunda by a
very good road - the only one in the North which deserves that compliment.
The opening of a church and schoolroom were reported in 1857 and Education Department records show
the school opening in 1858 and closing in 1948. In 1851, a roving reporter said:
The country was an alternation of wood and low downs till we reached the Hamilton Hotel
(rather a high-sounding name for a small roadside inn), in the township of the same name; which
township, so far as we could make out, seemed incipient - consisting of two houses. Here we
dined in a rather snug parlour, under the auspices of the landlady’s sister, herself being called to
Adelaide to give evidence in some affairs. The name sometimes given to this locality, ‘Hamilton,
near the Dirty Light’, is not flattering. (See Dirty Light)
A photograph of the Dutton Memorial Church is in the Observer, 5 September 1914, page 27, of the town
in The Critic, 3 June 1908, page 14.
Hamilton was a name given, also, to a subdivision of section 479, Hundred of Yatala, by Robert Hamilton
and Francis McCollim in January 1840 when they advertised it in glowing terms:
Newly arrived settlers and men of business who desire most eligible residences for themselves or
families at an easy distance from Adelaide, commanding at all times abundance of fresh running
water and fuel, are invited to inspect this fine property.
By November 1840 the subdivision was owned by W.R.S. Cooke and in 1855, due to default in the payment
of a bill of exchange, the property passed to George Fife Angas who, in ensuing years, sold the majority of
the allotments; now included in Vale Park.
George Hamilton (1812-1883), who arrived in South Australia in 1839 after overlanding cattle from Port
Phillip, was Commissioner of Police from 1867 to 1882. Primarily, he was responsible for the establishment
of ‘The Adelaide Club’, described by G.F. Loyau in 1883 as: ‘an institution which has done much to impress
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visitors to our shores as to the importance of South Australia.’ However, latter-day opinions, particularly
from those whose political stance is ‘left of centre’, abhor the institution as a bastion of ‘capitalism’! Indeed,
there is primary source evidence that indicates high-ranking Labor politicians have been refused
membership!
His name is commemorated by Lake Hamilton, in the Hundred of Kiana on Eyre Peninsula, discovered by
E.J. Eyre on 28 October 1840; the ‘Lake Hamilton Run’ was held by Price Maurice from 27 November 1857.
Near to the head station and close behind Mr Bearcroft’s accommodation house, is a wondrous
cave, or series of caverns… The opening, or rather shaft, through which the perpendicular
descent is made, is a fissure in the earth… Ten or twelve feet down is the entrance cave, about
150 feet in circumference and varying in height from 5 to 12 feet. From this two tunnel passages
open out. We first took the left hand one, and by the light of a candle crept through on hands
and knees…
This led to a magnificent hall or chamber… with high roof supported at irregular intervals by
crystallised pillars, and from the roof there were tens of thousands sparkling stalactites… On
other parts of this run there are chasms, shafts and openings leading to the supposition that a
great part of terra here is not firma, but of a hollow construction and cavernous structure.
Mount Hamilton, in the Far North, was named by P. E. Warburton, on 24 October 1858; Hamilton Creek,
near Lake Eyre North, was discovered by John McD. Stuart in March 1860; near Mount Fitton in the North
Flinders Ranges is another Hamilton Creek christened by B.H. Babbage, in 1856, after William John
Hamilton, one of the secretaries of the Geological Society of London from 1832-1854. (See Fitton, Mount)
Hamley - An 1877 subdivision of section 1084, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by F.J. Sanderson and James
Phillips; now included in Peterhead; it lies between Whyte St and Fletcher Road and adjoined ‘the section
north of the South Australian Company’s slips and is within five minutes walk from the Steam Ferry; also
being within 15 minutes walk of the jetty about to be erected at Largs Bay.’ (See Ferryville)
In the late 1860s, when Major-General Francis G. Hamley, was Administrator of South Australia, a bridge
was constructed over the River Light for the Adelaide to Balaklava railway and the town of Hamley Bridge,
was laid out on part sections 223 and 332, Hundred of Alma, 29 km NNW of Gawler, by John Richardson in
1868.
In 1878, a number of German immigrants arrived to work on the railway:
There were in all about 16 families housed in galvanised iron sheds about 20 by 24 feet,
partitioned in the centre… The men and their families suffered severely from the cold… An
English farmer was taking a load of firewood to the railway station and he was so struck with
their miserable condition that he presented them with that which he had on his dray…
Photographs of the opening of a new bridge are in the Chronicle, 22 March 1913, page 44c, of a school’s
concert on 8 January 1931, page 37 of the main street on 11 February 1911, page 29, of Black Brothers
Motor and Cycle Works in The Critic, 30 May 1906, page 17, of swimmers in the River Light in the Chronicle,
28 November 1908, page 31, of a ladies’ hockey team on 15 June 1912, page 32, of a carnival on 2 March
1933, page 38, of four generations of the Schultz family in the Observer, 29 July 1911, page 32, of a football
team on 31 August 1912, page 32, 20 September 1913, page 33.
The County of Hamley was proclaimed on 18 February 1869.
Hamlin - In August 1871, Mr Robert Goddard (1813-1904) and party were following up their find in Humbug
Scrub when they came upon a ‘rich surface patch’. Later, the property was acquired by the Hamlin Freehold
Gold Sections Mining Co Ltd and the name Hamlin given to a village which it created for its workers when
it purchased sections 3271-72, Hundred of Para Wirra in 1873, the grantee of which had been William
Hamlin, a pound keeper of One Tree Hill, in 1861.
The sale of the town was advertised in 1874 when it was said to be ‘situated about 14 miles South-East of
Gawler Town in the centre of the Barossa diggings and is introduced to the public for the purpose of
supplying a long-existing want of the large and increasing mining population of Barossa of freehold sites for
building purposes…’ By 1881, it was the site of ‘ruined tenements’; its glory had departed and from being a
busy mining centre it became the ‘very dullest of dull rural villages.’
Mr Goddard was the ‘father’ of the hamlet and conducted the surviving hotel and his duties were confined
to opening the door in the morning, shutting it later on, and at eventide lighting the lantern which, placed
over the bar door, served to show travellers, if any were to visit the Scrub, the locale of the place; he was
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to remember, fondly, that the Lady Alice mine had been the centre from which, when the gold fever was at
its height, there emerged acres of other mining claims.
In 1896, a syndicate received the right to mine for gold in this district and the party included Captain
Tregonning and Messrs Turner, Haycroft, Lehmann, Holden, Frost and Pearson. They secured leases over
four sections, their last agreement being with Mr J.S. Harvey whose section adjoined Mr Shillabeer’s on the
north.
By February 1897 it was said that ‘like many of the properties in South Australia, Shillabeer’s mine can be
looked upon as worthy of a good trial for promising indications are not wanting’:
The members of the directorate are earnest in their efforts and they only want the capital now to
help them. All outside expenses such as Directors’ fees are being omitted so that every penny
shall be utilized on the mine.
The reef has been struck in the new sinking at the Lady Alice and ‘Dame Rumour’ has some
startling tales to tell of the richness of the find. The working of this mine had been abandoned
and the plant put up to auction, but it appears the lessees have been able to stick to their
property, while there were parties on the ground prepared to ‘jump’ it had it been relinquished…
Hamlin Gully, in the immediate vicinity, honours William Hamlin, also. (See Lady Alice)
Hammersmith - An 1894 subdivision of part section 52, Hundred of Adelaide, by W.H. Hadley, R.J. Pool and
W. Kither; now included in Edwardstown. It has a counterpart in London and probably had some association
with Mr Kither (1843-1911), who was born in London and arrived with his parents in 1855 in the Constance,
after which his father founded a butchering business. However, in a statutory declaration held in the
General Registry Office, John Mosman Hudd declares that his grandfather, Henry Hudd, came to South
Australia in 1854 and purchased portion of section 92, Hundred of Adelaide, which he named Hammersmith
after the town in England from whence he came; this property adjoins the section containing the
subdivision of Hammersmith. It derives either from a Saxon word meaning ‘a town with a harbour or creek’,
or the Œ smite - ‘a bog or morass’.
Hammond - The town in the Hundred of Coonatto, 26 km North-East of Wilmington, surveyed by G.E.H.
Ayliffe, was named by Governor Jervois after his eldest son, William H. Hammond Jervois who was named
after his godfather, an army officer who was killed in the Crimean War. It was proclaimed on 10 July 1879
and allotments were offered for sale in the Land Office on 11 December 1879. Its post office opened as
‘Coonatto’ in August 1878; its school opened in 1885 and closed in 1969.
A large meeting was held at Jacka’s Hotel in November 1882 to consider what measures should
be adopted for those whose crops are a failure… There were selectors who had not had a crop
for three or four years.
In 1884, a private subdivision named Hammond was created when 42 allotments were surveyed on section
21, Hundred of Coonatto:
The lots must become very valuable from the fact that of this being the only land available
abutting the railway station for township purposes, the government town of Hammond being
about a mile distant from the railway station.
By 1885, Hammond had seventeen houses and a population of 70 souls and the housewives’ perennial
complaint was the lack of a domestic water supply, obtainable only from underground tanks fed by run off
from the roofs of houses - all attempts at striking subterranean water had failed. To alleviate this situation
a large dam, known as the South Whim Dam on the Coonatto run, was utilised and, in August 1886, it was
deepened, fenced and fitted with a pump and troughs; a resident was appointed to collect fees for water
supplied. Earlier, in March 1886 artesian water, at 230 feet, was struck and it flowed up to 18,000 gallons
per hour but, unfortunately, was suitable for stock only. By October 1888, the public dam was dry and
recourse was made to the railway reservoir for domestic purposes; supplies for stock had to be carted as
the government bore was lying idle for want of pumping appliances.
In April 1892, the citizens demanded that a reservoir be erected in the foothills to the east of Hammond
but, in their wisdom, the authorities decided to increase the supply in the railway reservoir by constructing
a drain to divert stormwater from some watercourses. Finally, in 1900 the Commissioner of Public Works
relented and the district council was authorised by its ratepayers to raise the necessary sum to build a
catchment dam.
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By 1895, the embattled farmers had come to realise that a fortune was not to come their way from
agriculture, so many turned to dairying; this industry reached such proportions that Mr C.H. Tuckwell
erected a butter factory in Hammond; fitted with a DeLaval separator and the latest improvements in
butter-making machinery, while the whole factory was driven by steam power generated from Leigh Creek
coal. However, in 1909 the cattle of the district were stricken with a disease commonly known as ‘dry bible’
- cows have four stomachs and the third was known colloquially as the ‘bible’ because it contained a great
number of folds or leaves.
Local herds of cattle were all but decimated - one farmer lost 24 bullocks and steers and, on numerous
farms, milch cows died by the hundreds; strangely, those within the town precincts were not affected. No
cure was known and farmers resorted to ‘quack’ medicines - one owner gave an ailing cow 56 ounces of
Epsom salts, two gallons of linseed oil thickened with two bars of soap, duly flaked! At the turn of the
century, it was pitiable to see the results that some ignorant farmers had inflicted upon the landscape.
Finally, from about 1910 there was a universal realisation that to continue using the land for primary
industry was a sure road to bankruptcy - for some, suicide! The crippling drought of 1914 accelerated an
exodus of population and slowly, but surely, the land returned to the pastoralists, albeit in a poorer
condition than that which obtained in the 1870s. By the 1960s, Hammond was in its death throes; the school
closed in 1969 and the hotel, licensed in 1877, ceased trading from 10 March 1972.
Indeed, the words of J.H. Browne who, with his brother, W.J. Browne, established the Booborowie Run in
1843, and pioneered exploration of country farther northwards, must have been a bitter pill to those who
advocated the violation of Goyder’s line for agricultural purposes - following the resumption of the Arkaba
Run and the survey of the Hundred of Arkaba Mr Browne said: ‘How much longer will it take our legislators
to learn that all the country north of “Goyder’s Rainfall” line is only fit for pastoral purposes.’ Over a century
later one can only conclude, simply, that the experiment of closer settlement outside Goyder’s line failed
to recognise Nature’s limitations and, as such, was a costly incursion. (See Coonatto)
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 15 February 1908, page 31.
Hampden - A railway station, 5 km North-West of Eudunda, named after William Hampden Dutton (18051849). Its school opened in 1925 and closed in 1951. A photograph of the railway siding is in the Observer,
22 June 1912, page 31.
In 1910, Henry Hampden Dutton (ca.1879-1932) gave the name Hampden Grange to a subdivision of part
sections 43-44, Hundred of Julia Creek, comprising 39 allotments contiguous to the Hampden railway
station. He was the son of Henry H. Dutton, who was born in Melbourne, circa 1844, to William Hampden
Dutton and wife (nee Cameron). (See Barker, Mount)
Hamp Hill & Lake Hamp - Near Elliston, remember John Hamp, who held the lease of Nilkerloo station and
was killed by Aborigines on 23 June 1848. Born in Oxfordshire, England, in 1799, he arrived in the Duke of
Roxburgh, in 1838. In 1904, news was received of the death in Johannesburg of Mr John Chipp Hamp who
was ‘the third son of John Chipp Hamp, now of Athelstone, but better known as a pioneer pastoralist of the
Port Lincoln district. The grandfather, also of the same name, was one of the first settlers on the west coast
and was killed by the blacks near Elliston in 1849 [sic]…’ (See Waterloo Bay)
Hampstead - In 1854, James Philcox gave the name Hampstead Heath to a subdivision of section 480,
Hundred of Yatala, and said to have been offered in blocks of two acres; another report stated that it
comprised 24 plots from 5 to 10 acres; now included in Manningham. The name Hampstead from London,
England, was given to a subdivision of section 489, Hundred of Yatala, by Alfred Watts and Philip Levi, in
1865; now included in Manningham and derived from the Œ hamstede - ‘homestead, manor’.
In 1866, it was reported that ‘the most serious case of sticking-up that has yet occurred was perpetrated
on Saturday last’:
Mr George Langford, a greengrocer, was coming into town to market when he was suddenly
stopped near the corner of Mr Goode’s paddock by three men and while one held his horse the
others dragged him out of his cart… Two men named George Coppin and Alfred Samuel Wark, of
Walkerville, are in custody…
Hampstead Gardens was a 1923 subdivision of part section 489, Hundred of Yatala, by Clearview Ltd, who
purchased the land from a descendant of James Philcox, who died in Surrey, England, on 31 March 1893.
Hampton – This 1857 subdivision of part sections 480 and 2071, Hundred of Kooringa, was made by Thomas
William Powell (1806-1891) who arrived in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1849; now included in Burra. It
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contained about thirty miners’ cottages and, no doubt, he named it after ‘Hampton’ in Middlesex, England,
where his wife, the former Rebecca A. Wixen, was born in 1810. It derives from the Œ ham-tun - ‘home
town’.
Hampton Dam is South-West of Loxton where the ‘Hampton Run’ was established by R. Thompson in 1876.
Hampton Well - (See Caliph)
Hancock Lookout - We are indebted to Mrs E. Riches for the following explanation:
As a school girl in Port Augusta I had a girl friend whose parents, Mr and Mrs Hancock, owned a
car, a rarity in those days. They loved the ranges and I often went picnicking with them. A
favourite spot was where we could look out past the foothills and gulf. Some time later my
husband Lin Riches came to Port Augusta and he acquired a second hand car. One day I said to
him ‘Let’s try to find Hancock’s Lookout’.
William Hancock was an officer with the Commonwealth Railways.
Handyside, Hundred of - In the County of Manchester, proclaimed on 21 May 1891. Andrew D. Handyside,
MP (1885-1904), born in Scotland, in 1835, came to Victoria in 1853 and, settling in South Australia, in 1868,
became engaged in mail contract work in the South-East, working the overland mail route as a member of
Cobb and Company, who had succeeded William Rounsevell. He then turned his attention to pastoral
pursuits and purchased the ‘Cannawigara Run’. As a parliamentarian ‘we always knew what side he was on;
he never sat on the rail’:
A great raconteur, he was often encouraged to recount stories of steeplechases of long ago and
revive memories of Adam Lindsay Gordon with whom he was acquainted.
Hanging Rock - The name of the Hanging Rock quarries were renowned throughout the colony and
belonged to the government but leased to Mr John Frew:
They were practically inexhaustible in extent and besides the red dolomite, so common in Mount
Gambier buildings, there was, close at hand, a grey dolomite hardly less durable and white-andgrey freestone; the latter was used in the Adelaide University and was said to be like Caen stone
and obtainable at about half the price. The red dolomite formed a splendid cliff, 40 to 40 feet
high and about 600 yards in length. Mr Frew sent some to a Melbourne Exhibition and hoped to
open a trade with both that city and Adelaide.
The railway to Rivoli Bay was within two miles of the quarry and the lessee constructed a
tramway to connect with it: He complained that, hitherto, because the Tantanoola station yard
was 18 inches deep in mud, he had to cart the stone to Snuggery, six miles distant.
During drainage works in the district one of the contractors had another matter to bring before the public
in respect of a wine shanty at Hanging Rock:
In due time, [it] was licensed and became the Drainage Hotel. The workmen’s camp was about
four miles away and the first night there was the usual orgy, a drunken quarrel in the black’s
camp, then five or six men who had been working all the winter, and had good cheques, went on
a spree, some for a week, and others longer. Drink was brought into the camp and so that within
a fortnight of the opening there was more drinking amongst the men than there was for the
previous three months.
Hankey Well - West of Marree, probably recalls Robert Alers Hankey, proprietor of the ‘Warcowie Run’,
and others, in the 1860s.
Hannaford Hill - (See Ninnes, Hundred of)
Hannahville - An 1874 subdivision of section 127, Hundred of Davenport, by Thomas McTurk Gibson,
merchant; now included in Port Augusta; his wife was the former Hannah Hiern. (See Gibson Camp & Gibson
Peninsula)
Hann Creek - Near Lake Eyre North, named by A. Woods in December 1870 after Albert Hann, one of his
party.
Hannigan Gap - North-West of Blinman is a corruption of an Aboriginal word that, in 1853, John McKinlay
wrote as ‘Owieanngan’. Nine years later J.B. Austin gave it as ‘Owanegan’; J.W. Bull spelt it as ‘Howannigan’
while, in 1859, the surveyor Parry said, ‘the blacks pronounce it “Ouwanyakana”.’ Originally, the
Howannigan Gap run was stocked by Dr McKinlay, John McKinlay’s brother, who lived on the station until
it was sold to the Chambers brothers, circa 1853. Aboriginal for ‘place of the rock water lizard’.
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Hansborough - The town, 11 km South-West of Eudunda, surveyed in July 1865, was resumed on 13 August
1936. Its school opened in 1882 and closed in 1943. A photograph of a cricket team is in the Chronicle, 28
May 1936, page 35.
The name remembers Frederick Hansborough Dutton (1812-1890), founder of ‘Anlaby’, near Kapunda. A
pious citizen proclaimed to the world his thoughts on the village whose ‘greatest requirement… was a place
of worship … It would … prevent the Sabbath breaking, which is now so prevalent.’
In the fledgling colony of South Australia many spokesmen for several religious denominations demanded
that the Sabbath day be observed in the time-honoured manner of Great Britain. Boots and shoes had to
be cleaned the day before and as little cooking as possible was to be done on the day - in some homes the
potatoes were peeled and the peas shelled on the Saturday. After attending church in the morning, Sunday
school in the afternoon and church again in the evening, the family gathered around the piano and sang
hymns with much fervour, before bedding down no later than 10 p.m.. Sunday was, assuredly, a day of
prayer and rest!
This dogmatic stance stemmed from the two most potent religious movements of the nineteenth century,
namely those who adhered to the faith of the Methodist and Presbyterian churches, whose followers
shared a common piety, a strict church discipline and a total way of life that avoided ‘frivolous
entertainments and all worldly pleasures.’
Their creed included the stipulation that the Sabbath day was to be one devoted to worship and meditation
and that any act, such as engaging in sporting activity, hiking or visiting public institutions, which included
libraries, art galleries, museums, etc., was sinful and a direct challenge to the traditions and sacredness of
the day. An old Scottish ditty mirrored the unwritten law of the land:
Nae birdie maun whistle
Nae lambie may play
An’ Phoebus [the sun]
Could nay travel that day.
Hanson - The present day town, 13 km South-West of Burra, surveyed in September 1865 as ‘Davies’, was
changed to Hanson in 1940. Another town of Hanson surveyed in 1870 has been ‘Farrell Flat’ since 1940.
Its school opened in 1879 and became ‘Farrell Flat’ in 1891. A photograph of a ‘Back to School’ celebration
is in the Chronicle, 3 December 1936, page 38.
If a stranger had made his appearance in Hanson on Saturday evening, the 19th instant, he would
not have been much taken with the moral behaviour of the people. For about an hour the
railway yard was a pandemonium. Horrible oaths and yells were heard, brawny arms were
moving in the noble art of self-defence, blood was flowing freely in all directions and even
missiles were brought into requisition…
When the men were too much knocked out to fight they knocked off and began to pick up their
clothes. The remains of several whip handles lay about on the ground and there was a difficulty
in finding out who the owners were… They then adjourned to the pub to refresh themselves…
Hon. Sir Richard Davies Hanson, MP and, later, Chief Justice (1861-1876) was the second son of a fruit
merchant and importer. Born in London, in 1805, and admitted to the Bar in 1828, he took an active part in
pushing E.G. Wakefield’s colonisation scheme and addressed meetings to popularise the matter. Coming to
South Australia from New Zealand, in 1846, he took an interest in politics and was elected to the Legislative
Council in 1851, becoming Attorney-General in 1857 and, in 1861, succeeded the Chief Justice, Sir Charles
Cooper. Knighted in 1869, he died at his hills’ residence on 4 March 1875 in his 71st year. George Loyau
declared he was ‘one of the brightest ornaments in his day and generation.’ (See Woodhouse)
Hanson Bay, on Kangaroo Island, was named by Captain B. Douglas in 1857 and Lake Hanson, North-West
of Port Augusta, by B.H. Babbage on 9 July 1858; the Hundred of Hanson was proclaimed on 23 February
1860 and the County of Hanson on 18 February 1877 Rodney Cockburn records a Hanson Range as an
alternative name for ‘Heed’s [sic] Range’. (See Head Range)
Hantken Hill - In the Hundred of Waroonee, North-West of Yunta, and probably corrupted from T.J.C.
Hantke (ca.1833-1912), who was described as a pastoralist of Sliding Rock.
Happy Valley - Near Port Lincoln, named by Robert Tod in March 1839 when his party landed from the
vessel Abeona ‘on a mountain in front of a beautiful vale which we named Happy Valley and hoisted a
British flag under a salute from the vessel…’
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Happy Valley, a suburb of Adelaide, was a subdivision of section 501, Hundred of Noarlunga, by R.C. Hinton,
in 1959. Its derivation was explained by the Rev. John Blacket:
Edward Burgess landed at Holdfast Bay and was present at the first Methodist service held on
the mainland of South Australia, about 20 January 1837. He settled about twelve miles south of
the little city of Adelaide and they called the locality Happy Valley.
A neat Wesleyan Chapel, 20 feet by 30, and built of stone, has recently been erected… The
Chapel will seat about 120… The ground for the Chapel was given by Dr Montgomery and it was
erected by the voluntary contributions of the people in the locality…
The 1923 reminiscences of Mr W.J. Cobbledick said, in respect of its nomenclature that it ‘owes its name to
old Mrs Cobbledick, who was struck with the beauty of the scene…’ (See Cobbledick Swamp) The Aborigines
knew the area as warekila - ‘changing wind’ because the configuration of the country caused variable wind
directions.
A little local gossip was recited as follows:
There is amongst its residents a widow lady well-known as a house proprietor of long standing.
Within the past few weeks she became engaged to a pensioner known as ‘Doctor’ Harris who
also had prior experience of matrimonial life. The wedding was fixed for Tuesday last, the
breakfast was all prepared, the minister was ready to perform the ceremony, but the bridegroom
came not. He had gone out in the early morning with the professed object of taking a bath…
He incontinently disappeared and has not since been heard of. So the minister was dismissed,
the breakfast devoted to other uses… and the disconsolate widow congratulated on having
escaped a match which after all would have been an ill-sorted one.
The construction of the reservoir commenced in the 1890s, when parts of sections 466-7, 475-6, 493-4,
502-3 and 516-17 were resumed by the Crown; photographs are in the Pictorial Australian in September
1891, page 152.
Harben Vale - A telephone office opened at ‘Mount Barker Junction Township’ in 1924.
Harbor Park - A subdivision of sections 776-77, 784, 786, 795 and 842, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now
included in Outer Harbor. J.H. Collins laid it out in 1928 taking the name from the adjacent ‘Outer Harbor’.
Harbor View was a subdivision of section 833, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by P. F. Leader in 1922; now
included in Outer Harbor.
Harcourt - A burial ground in the Yankalilla district, known as Harcourt, was situated on section 267 of
Survey C and named after the Reverend John Harcourt.
Harcourt Gardens was a subdivision of part sections 88-89, Hundred of Adelaide, by Arthur H. and Norman
C. Sanders in 1922: ‘[Section 89 is] known as Pile’s section… A recreation ground of 10 acres has been
secured by local trustees on which are many natural forest trees…’ They were the grandsons of Jane and
William Charles Sanders who came to South Australia from Hampshire, England, in 1856.
Its local nomenclature is somewhat of a puzzle for in the 1880s, before section 89 was subdivided, maps of
the area show Harcourt relating to this section. In Cornwall it is said that the name derives from war-coid ‘above the wood’ and in Adelaide, of course, the land on which it stands was ‘above the Black Forest’ of
early colonial days; the name occurs, also, in Shropshire where it is proclaimed to derive from the Œ
havekercot - ‘hawker’s cottage’. Endeavours to locate descendants of the co-subdividers for a positive
explanation of its nomenclature were abortive.
Harding Springs - Located 28 km north of Bordertown along the Pinnaroo Road and named after William
Harding (ca.1824-1874), an early pastoralist in 1859. He is buried on the former Tintinara pastoral station
‘purchased from Messrs T.W. and J.H. Boothby.’ (See Bunn Springs & Tintinara)
Hardwicke - An 1877 subdivision of part section 1163, Hundred of Port Adelaide, bisected by Trinity Street;
now included in Ottoway. Harold Mayo Addison, surveyor of Adelaide, laid it out on behalf of the owner,
William Paddock. The name occurs in Gloucestershire and Herefordshire, England, and means ‘shepherd’s
dwelling’.
Hardwicke Bay was named by Matthew Flinders on 19 March 1802 after the Earl of Hardwicke, formerly
the Right Honourable Charles P. Yorke. (See Yorke Peninsula) The name was applied, also, to a subdivision
of part section 70, Hundred of Para Wurlie, by James Murdock in 1877. He obtained the land grant in 1872
when he was described as a butcher of Glenburn, near Rapid Bay. Its school opened in 1879 and closed
circa 1886. (See Yorke Peninsula)
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Hardy - Arthur Hardy, MP (1875-1877) arrived in the Platina in 1839 and ‘with a shepherd who had
accompanied him… purchased sheep and began farming on the Torrens at Shepley, subsequently known as
Paradise… He returned to England in 1848 and when he came back he brought with him a wife… He built
Birksgate at Glen Osmond and, in 1850, opened the Glen Osmond quarries.’ (See Piccadilly)
He is remembered by the Hundred of Hardy, County of Kimberley, proclaimed on 5 August 1880 - a
notation in the Department of Lands says it was proposed to be named ‘Pandappa’. (See Goodwood)
Cape Hardy, in the South-East, near Cape Burr, was named in 1840 after Arthur Hardy while in company
with the Deputy Surveyor-General, Thomas Burr. Rodney Cockburn says he took up a pastoral lease near
the cape.
Hardytown was a subdivision of sections 1070 and 1277, Hundred of Adelaide, by Alfred Hardy while
Hardyville was laid out in 1916 on section 77, Hundred of Pirie, by Arthur Hardy; now included in Port Pirie
and bisected by Hardy Street.
Hareby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders after a village in Lincolnshire; it
derives from haris-by where haris is an Old Norman nickname, literally, ‘the hare’ and by Old Scandinavian
for ‘a village’.
Harlestone - A subdivision of sections 240, 250, 290, 305, etc., Hundred of Para Wirra and named after a
town in Northamptonshire, England, on the estates of Earl Spencer, of Althorp Park. The name was
approved at the request of Albert E. Knuckey, whose wife was connected with a family in the English town.
There is a ‘Harlestone Homestead’ on section 676. (See Althorpe Isles)
Harmerville - A school opened in 1892 as ‘Blyth Scrub’; name changed in 1908; closed in 1941.
Harold Hill - Near Wilpena, named by the surveyor W.G. Evans in 1895 after his son.
Harper Range - South-West of Padthaway, recalls William Harper who took out an occupation licence in the
South-East at ‘Granite Rocks’ on 3 September 1846.
Harriet River - On Kangaroo Island, named by Captain B. Douglas in November 1857 after his eldest
daughter, who married Governor Daly’s nephew, Dominick Daniel Daly, a surveyor and mine manager. The
town was created on part section 26, Hundred of Newland, by Crystal Isobel M. Crabb in 1961.
Harriott Hill - In the Hundred of Freeling, and named after a sheep station on the River Bremer held by
Andrew Harriott (ca.1804-1867) who was a partner with Adam Young in a mercantile business in Hindley
Street during the early 1840s and held an occupation licence in the Bremer district from 25 July 1844
following his arrival from New South Wales in 1838.
Earlier, in 1843, his station near Langhorne Creek ‘was visited… by a party of the Murray tribes, about 25
in number. They bound the hutkeeper hand and foot… stripped the hut of everything except a chest of tea
- guns, pistols, gunpowder, blankets and six months’ supply of provisions being carried off.’
Harris - Laid out in 1879 on part section 241, Hundred of Pirie, by William Harris between Emma and
Branford Streets; now included in Solomontown.
Harris Crossing is at the head of Spencer Gulf and, according to Rodney Cockburn, named after W.G. Harris,
a surveyor in Babbage’s exploration party. (See Babbage)
Lake Harris is South-West of Kingoonya, mapped by C.H. Harris in August 1874 and named by Governor
Musgrave. (See Everard, Lake) Controversy over its nomenclature, together with that of Harris Crossing and
Harris Bluff, was traversed in 1921:
I would like to point out that that Lake Harris was named by Governor Musgrave after my late
father, Charles Hope Harris, who was for many years in the Survey Department… Mount Harris,
the highest point in Blood’s Range, was also named after my father by Tietkins…
Harris Range School in the Lower South-East opened in 1876 and was, in 1877, conducted in the Wyrie Hall
by Elizabeth P. Sheppeard with an enrolment of 37 pupils. A new school was opened in 1880 and named
‘Pompoon Swamp’; it closed in 1967. There is a Harris Flat in the near vicinity.
Harrogate - A subdivision of section 1789, Hundred of Kanmantoo, 16 km east of Woodside, by the Hon.
John Baker in 1858, who named it after a town in Yorkshire, England, where, in 1512, it was recorded as
harlogate - ‘grey hill gate’. Its post office opened in 1861 and closed on 1 January 1974. In 1875, the school
was conducted by Henry E. Abell in a chapel with 51 enrolled pupils; it opened as ‘Harrowgate’, in 1860,
becoming ‘Harrogate’, in 1877; it closed in 1943.
Late in December 1865, Mr Alfred Jones found a quartz deposit on the eastern slopes of the Bremer Ranges
in the Hundred of Tungkillo, six miles to the east of Harrogate. Unaware of its value he gave specimens to
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Mr T.A. Woods who was struck with their similarity to some specimens he had in his possession from the
Clunes Reef in Victoria. After heeding advice from gentlemen, such as Mr Hargraves, the morning press in
Adelaide declared that ‘it would be unwise to indulge in any very extravagant notions as to the results of
these discoveries. It is better to moderate our expectations. But from all we can learn the data already
offered will warrant the conclusion that a new industry is about to be established amongst us…’
In 1910, a visitor recorded that ‘from Monarto Siding we proceeded toward Harrogate and into a class of
country that has a great name for record wheat crops’:
Further on were seen the local football oval and cemetery… After turning a few times and
passing some really fine paddocks we found ourselves approaching what appeared to be a small
township. On closer examination it proved to be a group of buildings representing the council
chamber, the post office and a German chapel and school…
Harrow - A subdivision of section 201, Hundred of Wongyarra, in 1865, was a speculative venture by Thomas
William Moran (ca.1827-1904), publican, and Daniel Battams (ca.1827-1881), publican. The sale of
allotments was not a success and they were forced to sell the whole town at a greatly reduced price to the
only person who was remotely interested, John Howard Angas. (See Harrow Hill) There is a ‘Harrow’ in
Wexford, Ireland, and probably had associations for Mr Moran, who was born in Westmeath, Ireland, in
1827.
The name of Harrow was applied unofficially, also, to a subdivision of section 480, Hundred of Yatala (See
Hampstead Heath) and, in 1847, while calling for tenders for the supply of bricks, lime and sand, The Glen
Osmond Union Mining Co. said, ‘materials were to be delivered at the village of Harrow situated at the
angle of the Mount Barker and Kensington [modern-day Portrush?] Roads, Glen Osmond.’
Harrow Hill was an 1860 subdivision of section 83, Hundred of Kooringa, by Thomas William Powell (18061891) of Kooringa, contiguous to ‘Copperhouse’. He emigrated from Middlesex, England, in 1849, where
there is a village called ‘Harrow-on-the-Hill’, derived from hearg-weoh - ‘heathen temple’ or ‘shrine of an
idol’.
Harrowville - Was an 1878 subdivision of sections 257-8 and 280, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Brodie
Spence and Arthur Harvey, now included in East Adelaide, took its name from the contiguous ‘Harrow Road’
and was bounded by that road, 5th and 7th Avenues and St Peters Street.
Harry - Harry Franklin, one of G.W. Goyder’s survey party in 1860, is remembered by Harry Hill, west of
Lake Gregory.
Lake Harry, about 40 km North-East of Marree, is believed to have been named after Harry Robert Debney,
born 1879, the son of George Leonard Debney (1843-1908) who was reported to be the manager of
Moolooloo station in the 1870s. Rodney Cockburn says it honours Harry Franklin, mentioned earlier in
respect of Harry Hill.
An experimental date plantation was established there in March 1895. One thing that surprises every
visitor to Lake Harry is that there is no lake and a visitor recalled in 1897 that ‘we were told that a sheet of
water is there after a heavy rain, but it is only a few inches deep’:
A beautiful mirage is to be seen there every day, but that is too common a thing in the North to
arouse interest… The government gardens are composed almost entirely of date trees…
Tomatoes do well and ripe ones can be had at almost every month of the year. The bore at Lake
Harry is 1,300 feet deep… (See Marree)
Point Harry, near Moonta, remembers. Mr A. Harry, an early resident, whose fishing boat Harrietta was
wrecked there.
Hart - Captain John Hart (1809-1873), came to Adelaide in 1837 and, in later years, was a Member of
Parliament (1857-1873); his name is perpetuated on the map of South Australia. (See under Glanville for
biographical details.) The town of Hart was advertised in 1877 as being ‘laid out on portions of sections 396,
397 and 410 adjoining the Angle [sic] Grove Hotel [see Angelgrove] and situated at the junction of six roads
on the main road from Clare to Port Pirie.’ A perusal of relevant certificates of title suggests that the
subdivision never proceeded beyond the ‘advertising’ stage. (See Anama)
In 1905, it was reported that Arbor Day was celebrated at the Hart Hall School in July 1905:
Mr. A.L. McEwin and Mr. R.W. Lyon addressed the children, after which each scholar planted a
tree. Prizes were given for each tree living from last year’s Arbor Day
A photograph of pupils and teacher at the Hart School is in the Chronicle, 18 August 1906.
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Cape Hart, on Kangaroo Island, was named by Captain B. Douglas in 1857, Lake Hart, North-West of Port
Augusta, discovered by B.H. Babbage in 1858, Hart Island, in the Saint Francis group, named by Captain B.
Douglas in April 1858, Hart, a railway station 14 km north of Blyth and the Hundred of Hart, County of
Stanley, proclaimed on 24 November 1864 - a controversy over its proclamation was the subject of an
editorial in 1864.
Hart Mine, on section 2, Hundred of Muloowurtie, recalls the same gentleman who obtained the land grant
on 14 April 1847 (sections 1 and 2 were surveyed in 1846 by W. Baker). He was a partner of Alfred Weaver
and they stated publicly their intention to set up a whaling station and sheep run, but privately their
interests were in copper, outcrops of which existed on the land; payable quantities of ore were not
forthcoming and the mine was abandoned.
In some parts of Yorke Peninsula the scrub is impenetrable, extending from shore to shore, and
there seems to a considerable extent an absence of surface water… Mr Weaver and his party
skirted the coast with their stock and in their progress discovered a large deposit of copper…
Messrs Weaver and Hart effected the purchase of this land and thus secured (judging from
reports and assays) … a property second only to the celebrated Burra Burra…
Hart Lagoon, near Waikerie, was named after Jacob Hart who took up pastoral lease no. 92 in July 1851,
comprising land along the river front for ‘35 miles west of Overland Corner.’ Hart Island, near Waikerie, was
‘one of the worst places on the river for skippers in low water’:
Many the tale has been told of the difficulties encountered here, the heaving and breaking of
lines, the hauling and block-snapping and shifting cargo must have been very tiresome…
Hartley - Reverend Hartley Williams gave this name to a subdivision of part section 240, Hundred of
Noarlunga, in 1879; now included in Brighton. Lands Department records show that the name Hartley was
applied, also, to section 1801, Hundred of Strathalbyn, where a small village was set up by Methodists who
emigrated on the Hartley in 1837; its post office stood on section 1804, Hundred of Strathalbyn, 11 km
north of Langhorne Creek; opened in 1867 by J. Cross it closed on 30 June 1981. Its school opened in 1919
and closed in 1970; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 9 August 1919, page 30.
In 1928, it was said that ‘the old Hartley Chapel stands on the main road from Callington to Woodchester
and Strathalbyn…’
Hartley Vale relates to sections 6178-79, Hundred of Talunga, and its Primitive Methodist Church was
erected on part sections 6000 and 6199 owned, previously, by John and Susan Moore; it was burnt out in
the ‘Ash Wednesday’ bushfires of 1983, but the walls are still standing.
In October 1889 Messrs Homburg and Stirling, members for Gumeracha, presented to the
Minister of Education a petition from the residents of Hartley Vale, requesting the establishment
of a provisional school at that place. When a request was previously made it was refused on the
ground that the locality was too near Gumeracha or Lobethal…
According to Education Department records its school opened in 1890 and closed in 1904, but there is a
report of one conducted there in 1858. Hartley Bank - (See Claremont) Hartley is a common place name in
England and means ‘hart’s [an animal] meadow’.
Harvey - On 7 June 1859, John McD. Stuart discovered and named Mount Harvey, west of Lake Eyre North
after J. Harvey, MLC (1857-1860) who was born in Wick, Scotland in 1821, came to South Australia in the
Superb, in 1839, and took up a run from Port Gawler to Mount Torrens.
As at that time cattle were being brought over from New South Wales, he [gave] the drovers the
use of the run. They sold what stock they could and he took the remainder. Thus he stocked his
land.’ He laid the foundations of the first stone house built in Gawler, where pine structures had
been fashionable, and ‘was the veteran racing man of the colony and right up to the time of his
death… a regular attendant at metropolitan race meetings. He was his own doctor and when he
contracted rheumatism he claimed to have cured it by bathing in the slimy water at St Kilda. He
was a member of the first parliament and the father of the District Council system of South
Australia; Yatala was the first [sic] council and he was in it. (See Salisbury)
Harvey Creek, north of Riverton, recalls William Harvey who settled close to a swampy patch along the
creek. The main road crossed it and, with flooding and bogging, ‘there was always work to be done at
“Harvey’s”.’
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A prior name for Harveys Return was ‘Murrell Landing’, named after Joseph Murrell, master of the vessel
Eliza that visited the island prior to 1834.
H.C. Talbot said that ‘in 1834, two men - Whalley and Harvey were living as mates, near what is now known
as Kingscote’:
Harvey went off with a sealing expedition; Whalley left Kingscote and walked to Cape Borda
keeping watch for the boat and signalled it by smoke. As landing at Cape Borda was
impracticable, the cliffs being some 400 feet high, they were compelled to search along the coast
for a landing place and discovered the spot now known as Harvey’s Return.
Harveyton - In 1897, this subdivision of sections 1059 and 1060, Hundred of Port Adelaide, now included in
Largs Bay, was created by William Harvey C. Lovely.
Haselgrove, Point - In the Hundred of Flinders, recalls. Mr Colin Haselgrove, OBE, a prominent yachtsman,
flag officer and life member of the Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron, who charted much of the
adjacent waters to assist the yachting fraternity.
Haslam - William Haslam, born on 2 April 1850 in Bolton, Lancashire, arrived in South Australia in the Glen
Osmond in 1869 when ‘he entered the employ of Messrs Donaldson, Andrews and Sharland as a
warehouseman’:
In later years he engaged as a storekeeper at Jamestown and, in 1899, he was elected Mayor…
Being so popular he was induced to stand for the Legislative Council in 1891 when he was
returned… He ranked as an independent member but when the Kingston government was
formed in 1893 his name was spoken of in connection with a proposal to appoint an extra
minister… but nothing came of it… He was a fluent speaker and an earnest member…
The Hundred of Haslam, County of Dufferin, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893 and the town of Haslam, 40
km north of Streaky Bay, on 9 October 1913, was preceded by a jetty, erected in 1911-1912 by Mr James
Townsend.
From as far back as 1862 Yardea, Hiltaba, Kondulka, Yarna and Lake Everard Stations regularly
sent their wool and sandalwood to this nearest point on the coast, to be taken by lighter out to
waiting ships. They continued to do this over eighty years until the demise of shipping after
World War II.
The Haslam School opened in 1920 and had its name changed to ‘Maildaburra’ in 1921; it closed on the
opening of Perlubie School. In 1921, the Haslam Township School was opened and, when a new school was
erected in 1930, it became Haslam. (See Heywood Park)
Hasse Mound - Near Copley; the name was changed in 1918 to ‘Larelar Mound,’ Aboriginal for ‘round.’
Hastings - An 1877 subdivision of part section 206, Hundred of Noarlunga, bisected by Victoria Street, by
George W. Cotton who was born at Staplehurst, Kent, in 1821; now included in Hove. He named it after a
town in Sussex. (See Somerton)
In 1891, the name Hastings was applied, also, to a subdivision of part sections 1090-93 and 1095, Hundred
of Port Adelaide, by the Largs Bay Land and Investment Company Limited; now included in Largs Bay; it was
an unofficial name and not recognised by the Department of Lands. Their nomenclature is explained in the
following snippet of history: ‘In 893 AD the Danes, in 250 ships, commanded by the pirate Hastings, landed
at the mouth of the River Rother… they constructed forts and ravaged all the coast.’
Hastwell - An 1892 subdivision of section 234, Hundred of Pichi Richi, by Henry Porter, labourer of Quorn,
bisected by Water Street and, today, included in Quorn. There is a ‘Haswell’ (sic) in England derived from
the Œ haesel-wella - ‘hazel spring or stream’; this may account for the street’s name in this subdivision.
Hatherleigh - A town, 16 km NNW of Millicent, opened its school opened in 1886 and closed in 1971.
Although its proclamation is below the name of Governor Jervois, the official docket, no. 1911 of 1879
shows, clearly, that it was bestowed by the Lt-Governor, Samuel Way, on 22 September 1879 during the
Governor’s temporary absence from the colony.
Historical records show people named ‘Way’ associated with Hatherleigh in 1562, 1607, 1610 and 1770
and Samuel Way attended Shebbear College in 1847-48, about 11 km North-West of Hatherleigh. In 1193
its namesake in Devonshire, England, was called hadreleia - ‘hawthorn wood’.
In 1914, the Hatherleigh repurchase ‘comprised 602 acres of freehold in the Hundred of Rivoli Bay’:
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Mr Robert McDonald (Millicent) was the vendor… The Surveyor-General’s report showed that
more than half the area rich, peaty soil from which very large crops of potatoes had lately been
obtained…
Hatherley - A 1913 subdivision of part sections 223-24 and 237, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of
Elizabeth W.R. White; now included in Hyde Park. The name occurs in Gloucestershire, England.
Havelock, Mount - East of Wilpena Pound where the ‘Mount Havelock Run’ was established in 1888.
Hawarden Estate - In 1920, it was described as ‘15 lots in Wattlebury Road in Lower Mitcham adjacent to
Grange Farm property until recently known as Mitcham Camp.’ The name occurs in England and means
‘high homestead’.
Hawdon - Joseph Hawdon (1813-1871), the pioneer of overlanding cattle from the eastern colonies in 1838
is remembered by Lake Hawdon, named by Charles Bonney on 26 March 1839; he arrived in New South
Wales in the Children in 1834 where his brother, John, had been a settler for some six years.
We have this week the pleasing task of communicating an event perhaps the most interesting
and important that has occurred since the formation of the colony, the arrival of a large herd of
cattle overland from New South Wales. On Tuesday evening last Mr Hawdon arrived at Adelaide
from the Onkaparinga Valley about 15 miles distant where he had left his herd of 335 bullocks,
cows, heifers and horses in excellent condition after a journey of nearly 1,000 miles and
occupying 10 weeks. Four bullocks only we believe have been lost and those were killed in a
thunderstorm in which Mr Hawdon himself was slightly injured.
After his arrival in Adelaide, James Hurtle Fisher presided at a dinner in his honour. Later, Mr Hawdon took
up pastoral country in Victoria, settling finally in New Zealand where he became a member of the Legislative
Council; he is buried at Christchurch. Hawdon Range, in the Cambrai-Sedan district, was named by Johannes
Menge.
Hawker - George Charles Hawker was born in London, in 1819, the second son of Admiral Edward Hawker
and, after his arrival in South Australia in the Lysander in September 1840, ran sheep in the Nuriootpa
district and, in 1841, established the ‘Bungaree Run’ with two brothers. Entering parliament in 1858, he
became Speaker in 1860, returned to England in 1865 and, apart from a short return visit, remained there
until 1874. Upon his return to the colony he re-entered the political arena in 1875, retiring in 1883.
Hawker Hill, west of Lake Frome, was named by John McD. Stuart on 2 June 1859; Mount Hawker SouthWest of Lake Eyre South, named by John McD. Stuart on 1 July 1861.
The town of Hawker was proclaimed on 1 July 1880 and its sale occasioned very spirited bidding particularly
for ‘blocks near the railway station favourably placed for hotels and shops’:
The supreme site was the large corner (Lot 470) on which the Royal Hotel was erected later, and
this brought the top price of £246. Lot 473 on which William Powell erected a hotel later named
the ‘Wonoka’ brought £147. The storekeepers H. Gadd and G. Jackson paid respectively £72 (Lot
415) and £100 (Lot 391) for good sites facing the railway close to the station.
While most of Hawker remained simply pegged-out blocks of bluebush, the ‘top end’ of the
town, where business activity was concentrated, must have been as animated as an ant colony.
Hammering could be heard all day long for initially all of the buildings were of wood and iron.
There was keen competition to be first with any business service to the public. Constantly teams
of horses, bullocks, donkeys, and even camels converged upon, or radiated from, the town,
raising the dust in that dry year of 1880.
The drought of the 1890s prompted Mr T. Laidlaw of the Royal Hotel to say that ‘you should have been here
yesterday to see some of the horses come in with the wool’:
Most of the stock has been removed away for feed and those that remain are half dead. Not one
farmer in the district has all his stock home and the charge of depasturing them ranges from one
shilling to two shillings a head.
‘They can’t get anything to eat about here’ was the forlorn cry. The grasshoppers have been
traversing the country in millions. One sympathetic old Irishman was heard to remark on seeing
them, ‘Poor little devils, I’m sorry for you. Why don’t you go back into the ground and wait for
another 12 months?’
Mr W.P. Reed, the auctioneer, who has been in the district 16 years said, ‘We have had it bad
before, but never anything approaching this. In a bad drought there was feed to be had in
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patches, but the mischief of it then was the scarcity of water… Some people have been taking the
thatch of the sheds to feed the stock, while others have been chaffing old straw stacks that have
been up for years. There will be no show at Hawker this year on account of the drought.’
A photograph of four generations of the Parsons family is in the Observer, 21 April 1917, page 28, of a
derailed train on 28 September 1918, page 22, of ‘a new cricket field’ in the Chronicle, 5 March 1936, page
33.
The Hundred of Hawker, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 24 January 1878.
On Monday morning Mr Older, manager of the Cowell branch of the Bank of Adelaide, kindly
volunteered to act as pilot through the Hundred of Hawker, and in the height of a northerly
buster we started in a southerly direction along the road to the Nob, formerly the place where
mails were landed before Arno Bay became a seaport. Fortunately the wind was almost dead aft
for the first few miles, so we escaped temporarily the whirlwind of Australian snow - sand, soil
and other floating missiles…
In 1906, it was reported that ‘[Mr W.S. Tilly] has a nice property at North Kilkerran, Yorke’s Peninsula but,
desirous of securing land for his sons, he acquired Mr J. Elleway’s farm and is well satisfied with the bargain’:
Mr Tilly brings many years’ experience of similar country and indomitable energy together with a
fair amount of capital to Eyre Peninsula and being fortunate in the assistance of his stalwart
family, there is every probability that this estate will in a few years become exceedingly
productive and valuable… Water is available at Point Price… (See Gibbon, Port & Ashford)
James C. Hawker was residing at Moorundie in 1844 when he joined Captain Charles Sturt’s exploration into
the interior during which he named the channel connecting Lake Bonney and the River Murray as Hawker
Creek after his companion, but it was never adopted, officially, and is known, today, as ‘Chambers Creek’.
Hawker Creek, near Glanville; since reclaimed, was named after the same gentleman. The traffic up and
down it was of considerable importance:
Mr. Gowling remembered the creek 18 years ago when there was 8 feet of water in it, but during
the past 5 or 6 years silt had on several occasions been thrown on the banks by the government
and consequently it had been gradually filling up. Not only was the creek a great convenience to
the surrounding inhabitants, but it was the only place where the Marine Board could dispose of
its surplus silt… It was also the only place where firewood could be landed…
Hawker Creek and Hawker Hill, near Kapunda, were probably named after a local farmer, Richard Hawker.
Hawkeston - An 1882 subdivision of part section 233, Hundred of Adelaide, by Alexander MacGeorge, land
agent of Adelaide; now included in Lower Mitcham. The name suggests the Middle English ton, meaning
‘town’, being added to a surname. If this supposition is correct it may refer to George Wright Hawkes who
was, in turn, Assistant-Treasurer (1857) and Special Magistrate for twenty years from 1860. He was
associated, closely, with literary and charitable institutions such as the Belair Inebriate Retreat and The
Home for the Incurables and three of the stained-glass windows in St Peter’s Cathedral were given by him.
Hawklea - A 1946 subdivision of part section 80, Hundred of Mobilong, by Douglas Lind.
Hawkshaw - A town, 24 km North-West of Carrieton, proclaimed on 23 November 1882, and named by
Governor Jervois after Sir John Hawkshaw (1811-1891), a prominent English engineer and, possibly, a friend
of the Governor, who himself joined the Royal Engineers in 1839, aged 18, and commanded the Royal
Engineer unit at Chatham and Woolwich from 1848 to 1852. He was, without doubt, one of the foremost
civil engineers of the 19th century:
He gave valuable assistance to Ferdinand de Lesseps in the construction of the Suez Canal (18591869). At its opening de Lesseps introduced Hawkshaw to distinguished guests with the words:
‘This is the gentleman to whom I owe the canal.’
Hawson - Captain H.C. Hawson of the Abcona, in 1839, is recalled by Hawson Range, in the Hundred of
Warrow, known, today, as ‘Marble Range’. (See Happy Valley & Katamana)
Hawson Swamp, in the Hundred of Lincoln, is known now as ‘Little Swamp’. Frank Hawson, the younger
brother of Captain H.C. Hawson, was killed there on 5 October 1840:
Yesterday morning I was called… to attend to Mr Hawson’s son who had just arrived from the
bush, where Mr Hawson has a sheep station, having been speared by the natives. I found him
with two spears in the chest - both of which were barbed, and one of which had passed through
his back. I, of course, saw that death would instantly follow the withdrawal of them… He lies
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without pain, mortification having taken place several hours - and he will soon reach the period
of dissolution… Mr Smith (with the police force) has gone in search of the native… This
circumstance has thrown the settlement into great distress. The German missionary, Rev
Schurman, has gone with Mr Smith…
Reminiscences of his two daughters were published in 1911.
At a meeting of the progress committee attention was drawn to the neglected state of Frank
Hawson’s lonely grave which was about 200 yards south of Kirton Point Jetty… The grave which is
hardly recognisable and difficult to find among the low, tangled mallee scrub is marked with
reverence by a few admirers of the brave young lad who, after burning off the two spear ends
that had passed through his body, crawled into the house and awaited death with cheerful
resignation… It lies nearly in the centre of a surveyed street.
There is a desire on the part of those interested in this old-time and strangely pathetic incident
of early settlement that Frank Hawson’s memory should be perpetuated by a suitable
monument… And to this end it has been decided that public subscriptions should be invited and
the school children, to whom the story of the lad’s end has been made known through a school
publication, should be given an opportunity to contribute towards a fund to carry out this worthy
object effectively.
Hawthorn - The suburb was laid out in 1880 on section 235, Hundred of Adelaide, by Edward Thornber and
David Garlick. It is a common place name in England and the fact that it incorporates part of Mr Thornber’s
name is, perhaps, purely coincidental. Information on an Aboriginal Reserve was published, in 1883, when
a deputation waited upon the Commissioner of Crown Lands and asked that the one at Hawthorn be handed
over to the Unley corporation for recreation purposes (the other was at Goodwood South), but the
‘residents felt that the first mentioned was more suitable for the purposes and they wished to utilise it
owing to its more central position’:
A population of 6,000 was already settled in the neighbourhood… At present the ground was
only used for grazing purposes… The original purpose for which the reserve had been dedicated
had almost passed away, because every one knew that the natives were fast dying off the face of
the country…
Photographs of Price Oval are in the Observer, 13 May 1911, page 30, 8 September 1923, page 23, of the
nursing staff of the John Scholz Hospital in the Chronicle, 9 August 1913, page 31, of the flooding of Cross
Road in the Observer, 11 September 1926, page 33.
Hawthorndene - In 1947, Mr H.H. Austin of Hyde Park said his family arrived in Blackwood in June 1887 and
that his father was a devotee of Sir Walter Scott, whose poem The Lay of the Last Minstrel contains a line ‘and seen from cavern’d Hawthornden.’ Accordingly, the name was adopted for the delightful glade,
softening the ‘den’ to ‘dene’. The name ‘Hawthornden’ (sic) occurs in Scotland and translates as ‘a deeply
wooded valley or glen’.
Above the hill there lies a dell,
Here have I learned the joy of peace,
Where the fruit and flowers luxuriant grow,
Made wise by nature’s thoughts of life,
And stately gum trees, row on row,
And in the interlude of strife,
Stand guard around a fairy well.
Have hope of days when strife will cease.
The subdivision of Hawthodene (sic), created by A.E. and D.J. Hewett on part sections 871-2, Hundred of
Adelaide, in 1925, was advertised as Hawthorne Dene and the question asked, ‘why live in the congested
areas of the city when such a splendid spot is available right alongside a first class railway service?’
In November 1927, it was said that it was one of the ‘best known estates in our hills and for many years
was a favourite picnic resort; two years ago the property was subdivided into spacious allotments after
setting aside 17 acres for public recreation reserves, including an exceptionally fine oval’:
At that time 100 allotments were disposed of… The whole of this estate is situated within what is
known as the ‘Building Area’… A free first class railway pass for three years is granted by the
railway authorities where a house of a certain value is erected…
Later extensions to the subdivision show Hawthorndene. According to the Nomenclature Committee’s
Minutes of 28 July 1947, Hawthodene was applied, originally, by the committee after Hawthorndene, as
suggested by the then owners, had been rejected; no reason was given for the refusal.
In 1936, it was said that ‘bird life is loud at this peaceful spot’:
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Swallows use the oval as an aerodrome. Swooping, wheeling, darting, landing, taking off again they are ever on the move. There are kookaburras too and sometimes more magpies than you
would dream of seeing in one place… From the lower end of the oval there are hawthorn bushes
all the way down to the Coromandel Valley road… To attempt to describe the masses of blossom
would be foolish. No brush, no pen, no camera can mirror their beauty… The dene is worth
traversing many times and finding fresh wonders every time they pass, many will wander back
and forth through it for hours. In every acre of it there are a hundred delights…
Hay - Alexander Hay, MP (1857-1870), MLC (1873-1891) has several features named after him. The Hundred
of Hay, County of Eyre, was proclaimed on 19 April 1860 and land in the vicinity was held first under
occupation licence by John Williams and Lachlan McBean ‘on the road to Moorundie’ from 24 July 1845.
(See Accommodation Hill & Baldon)
Hayborough was a subdivision of part sections 19, 20, 21 and 27 Hundred of Goolwa, by the said gentleman
in 1880; now included in Victor Harbor. A 1924 subdivision was advertised as ‘the first available sea frontage
between Victor Harbor and Port Elliot… these peerless marine sites will be placed on the market early in
the New Year.’ (See Breckan, Mount for biographical details.)
Comments upon him as a politician were made in 1871:
I can’t think what makes the Register so cross with Mr Hay for his action on the Land Bill. For my
part I think he has been highly successful in making things pleasant. He has done just what lots of
farmers wanted in relaxing the residence clause, and all my neighbours are delighted with him.
They are getting old and don’t see the fun of going to settle on fresh land. They prefer stopping
where they are than working out a square mile or so in the North, with just the help of a
‘manservant’ living in any little shanty he can run up on the new land, enough to last till the time
comes for throwing up their agreements.
It’s no use the Register telling them that they won’t be able to get the land at all because of
more competition. They can see through that dodge, bless you! Nor is it any use telling them that
my particular land shark has already given me notice that he expects me and my hands to take
up at least half a dozen square miles in our names for his ‘menservants’ to go and live upon. No!
We folk in the bush here can see with half an eye when a thing won’t suit us and we are not used
to open the other half and look beyond our noses. If we did we might see too much and that
would not be pleasant for some folks I know both in trade and politics.
But there’s no fear! We shall go blundering on till the end of the chapter and when all the land in
the North has been taken up by Mr Hay’s ‘menservants’ we shall suddenly wake up in mortal
wrath, and vow we’ll desert the colony because the people’s patrimony has been so wickedly
made away with. But that won’t happen tomorrow; so by all means let us stick to Mr Hay’s
clause. It makes things pleasant now, and the future must take care of itself. What I chiefly
admire in Mr Hay’s motion is the ingenious little handful of dust he throws in our eyes by limiting
his privileges to residents in the colony. His folks might think it too transparent a dodge, for of
course it can make no possible difference…
Reminiscences of the district Hay Flat, in 1916, said that ‘Captain Field was living there in 1851 in his old
residence, Hillside’:
It was a picturesque brick structure, half underground, on the side of a hill - hence its name. His
estate was grazing land known as Hay Flat. He afterwards purchased Dairy Flat, formerly the
property of Mr J.B. Hack, and used for dairy farming. On the range dividing the two flats stands
the ruins of St Paul’s Church. It is 45 years since services were held in it. Only one wall is now
standing…
Rodney Cockburn records an extract from a letter to the Farm & Garden that said, inter alia: ’The first
surveyors… found the grass so luxuriant and tall that it could be tied over a horses back. This they mowed
and made into hay…’
Hay Range: The following is taken from The Lasting Hills:
At the turn of the 20th century, viewed from a ridge beyond Uraidla, there could be seen a welldefined valley drained by the River Onkaparinga, while visible, looking eastward, were dark
patches of timber alternated with farms, gardens and a string of small townships. Beyond this
line the forest was less dense and the rising ground, backed all along the horizon by a lightly-
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wooded range, was nearly of even height, except at one point near the central section where a
high summit rose with a steep face in front. Its back fell away eastward in a prolonged slope
resembling the top of a saddle - this was the Hay Range of the early explorers, the high summit
of which was Mount Barker.
Hay Valley was a descriptive name applied to a valley near Nairne where the first South Australian windmill
was erected by John Dunn in 1842. In 1861, there was a Hay Valley School of 56 pupils in charge of Maria
Turpin, South-East of Lobethal; opened, circa 1859, it closed in 1911. An examination at Turpin’s school
took place on 3 November 1859 and, ‘in general, the examiners expressed their satisfaction on the
intelligence of the children. About 70 children attended and after the examination they were rewarded with
cake and tea.’
Haycock, Point - In a Journal of a Trip to Kangaroo Island, in 1853, it was said that, ‘about 1 a.m. the wind
lulled, a strong puff of the SW wind came tearing down upon us; took timely notice, and put in at ‘Hanrok’s’
beach, about eight miles north of Yankalilla…’ In an explanatory note it was said that ‘he describes a fine
tidal estuary at Hanrok’s, no doubt the mouth of the Myponga Creek’:
The name ‘Hanrok’ has not survived, possibly because it was used only by the Islanders in the
days before colonisation. On the other hand, Point Haycock is the conical hill at Carrickalinga and
a jetty called Haycock’s Landing could be found there until it was blown away by a gale in the
1930s…
Completed in 1923, the jetty was ‘only used a few times during a three month period as difficulties of
berthing became apparent due to constant swells and the exposed position to winds from the north and
south west… The jetty which cost £25,000 was demolished. Pile stumps are still visible today as a reminder
of wasteful expenditure.’
Hayfield, Mount - On section 116, Hundred of Yankalilla, known as wataranalan by the Aborigines - ‘twin
hills’ and derived from the myth of two men who became altered into the ring-tailed mouse and the
swallow.
Hayhurst - An 1876 subdivision of part section 88, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Harper Formby; now
included in Plympton; streets included were Long Street, Chapel Street, Ashmore Avenue (now part of
Plympton School), Glenburnie Terrace, Manfred Street, Owen Street, Marion Road and Anzac Highway.
Later, it embraced Bideville and Kurralta Park Extension that were part of section 2033. The name Hayhurst
was given, also, to a railway station on the Glenelg-South Terrace railway line. The personal name ‘Hayhurst’
derives from hay - ‘field’ and hurst - ‘forests or woods’.
Hayward - Hans Mincham, in The Story of the Flinders Ranges, says:
Unique in the nomenclature of the Flinders Ranges, Hayward’s name appears four times on the
map within 3 km for prominent features in the Heysen Range. Directly South-West from the ruins
of his old Aroona station stands Mount Hayward (865 metres), the highest in the Heysen Range;
south of it, each successively 11 metres lower, are South Mount Hayward and False Mount
Hayward. Finally, southern-most, there is the bold, precipitous, broad-faced Hayward Bluff
which was apparently the first to be named for it alone was marked on J.B. Austin’s map in 1863.
Hayward Creek in the North Flinders Ranges was named by John McKinlay on 3 January 1862. J.F. Hayward
held the Aroona run (lease no. 83 of July 1851). (See Aroona and Chace Range)
A pastoralist recalled that his ‘first meeting with Mr J.F. Hayward was at Pekina in 1850 or 1851’:
He had then nearly cut off his toe while using an axe. The next meeting was at Kanyaka in 1853.
He came down from Aroona to see about a dray road from Kanyaka to Port Augusta, to take
some bales of wool that had been left at Kanyaka some months before…, through Pichi Richi
Pass… So Hayward with Mr Craig of Warcowie (the then owner) and drivers, Captain Chase [sic],
James Quick and a black boy started from Kanyaka and succeeded after days of hard work in
getting through the pass…
Following the murder of one of his shepherds by Aborigines:
Hayward led a vigilante group against the Yura people he alleged were responsible… [He] was
never charged, let alone even named as a murderer. Nevertheless, from records that have
survived, official anxiety about the episode is obvious…
Hayward claimed that his ‘campaigns’ against the Aborigines ‘were a necessary and ordinary part of frontier
life’:
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‘In every case that I missed sheep I at once followed them, camping when no longer their traces
were visible, and at dawn again at them, till I rescued my sheep or punished the thieves.’ In
Hayward’s words, Aboriginal people had to be ‘chastised’ or ‘terrified’, otherwise there would be
no end to the attacks on his stock and property…
In stark contrast to his sentiments, another colonist proffered a Christian reflection:
Shame Upon Us! We take their land and drive away their food by what we call civilization, and
then deny them shelter from a storm… What comes of all the hypocrisy of our wishes to better
their condition? The police drive them into the bush to murder shepherds, and then we cry out
for more police… What can a maddened black think of our Christianity to deny him the sod on
which he was born? You grow hundreds of bushels of corn on his land but deny him the crumbs
that fall from the table… They kill a sheep, but you drive his kangaroo away. You now drive him
away from his own, his native land - out upon it; how can God’s all-seeing eye approve of this?
Information on the proposed Hayward Park School on Yorke Peninsula was reported in 1876; opened in
1880 by Charles Stockbridge, it closed in 1930. In 1873, Haywood [sic] Park was said to be the site of a
public well on Yorke Peninsula and named after an early settler, George Hayward, who died in 1908.
Haywards Hill School opened in 1905 and closed in 1931.
Hazelwood Park - Francis Clark, born in 1799 at Edgbaston, England, brought his wife and family to South
Australia, in 1850, in the Fatima and purchased a property on Greenhill Road he named ‘Hazelwood’, after
the celebrated ‘Hazelwood School’ in Edgbaston, Birmingham, owned by Thomas Wright Hill and, later, to
became the home of Mr and Mrs Francis Clark, she being the daughter of Thomas W. Hill and sister of Sir
Rowland Hill of ‘Penny Postage’ fame. (See Hill Street).
The ‘Hazelwood School’, opened in 1819, and it was there, in 1822, that Rowland and Matthew Hill and
younger brother Arthur, produced a most important book detailing their plans, viz, Plans for the
Government and Liberal Instruction of Boys in Large Numbers Drawn from Experience.
The brothers’ dream was to make Hazelwood, with its unique system of self-discipline and selfgovernment by the boys, a model school and a sharp contrast to the harshness and cruelty so
common in other schools of the day. All this was far in advance of the times and their book
brought fame to Hazelwood overnight and was to have a great influence in the educational
world.
The suburb was laid out as Hazelwood by John Howard Clark, in 1877, on part section 298, Hundred of
Adelaide, while the purchase of Hazelwood Estate by the government as a National Park was reported to a
deputation on 20 June 1914.
Mr E.P. Auld, the secretary to the movement can claim to have started the idea of the State
purchasing the land, but it was Mr Coneybeer, MP, who lifted the question from the parochial
into a national matter. It was that difference that won the government’s consent…
Photographs of the opening of Hazelwood Park are in the Chronicle, 23 April 1921, page 21.
Head Range - In the Far North named after Benjamin Head, a member of John McD Stuart’s party in 1859.
Born in 1837, he died at Peterborough, in 1897, when an interview with him was reproduced:
I was born at Hale and came out in the old Magdalena, whose captain was a Yankee and I
remember it was very hot weather when I arrived - somewhere about 1854 - I think it was in
November. Mr J.F. Pascoe was a fellow passenger. I went to work when 14 as a moulder in Blyth
Street with Mr Coulls. After that I went into the bush with Mr John Chambers, stockkeeping at
Moolooloo… was up there during the three years drought and a dreadful time it was for cattle
and sheep and humans, too…
He then talks at length on events during John McDouall Stuart’s treks into the interior. (See Stuart & Hanson
Range)
Heaslip Dam - It lies about 50 km North-East of Carrieton and probably recalls James Heaslip (1837-1893)
who arrived from Ireland in the Osceola in 1851 with his parents.
Heatherdale - In 1919, it comprised of 86 allotments ‘100 yards from the Ovingham railway station.’
Heatherfield - (See Heathfield)
Heathfield - A subdivision of part section 415, Hundred of Noarlunga, approved on 26 February 1926 in lieu
of ‘Heatherfield’, was laid out by William N. Parsons into 31 allotments bisected by Erica Road and had its
name taken from Thomas Duffield’s home; he owned the land before it was subdivided. After World War II
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some dubious land dealings in the district earned it the nickname of ‘Swindle Town’. Its school, opened as
‘Aldgate Valley’ by Thomas G. Roberts in 1889, became ‘Heathfield’ in 1914. The Heathfield Conservation
Park was approved on 7 September 1987 in lieu of ‘Loftia Recreation Park’ (portion only).
Heathpool - An 1880 subdivision of part section 290, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of George Reed
who was born at Heathpool, Northumberland, England, in 1806, arriving in the Platina in 1839. It was said
that ‘when Mr Reed first saw his section covered with forest and untouched by the hand of man, he went
back to the vessel he arrived by to book his passage back to the old country’:
However that may be, he settled at Heathpool and put part of it under crop… Clearing was heavy
work and labour difficult to secure. Big gums and a dense growth of wattles came close to the
house. When Mr Reed was away in town and Mrs Reed was left at home with only the children,
she felt nervous when the Aborigines approached through the wattle tree along the creek. A
favourite place of theirs was just behind Eden Park…
Heavitree Gap - Although it is in the Northern Territory, near Alice Springs, its derivation is included here
because published nomenclature is uncertain. William Whitfield Mills, who was in charge of the
construction of section C of the overland telegraph line, named it after his alma mater, ‘Heavitree School’
in Wonford (a suburb of Exeter), Devon; in 1130 it was recorded as hefatriwe - ‘Hefa’s tree’.
Hebron - A 1909 subdivision of part sections 216-17 (Lot 46 of North Balaklava), by Samuel Burt, farmer of
Tumby Bay; now included in Balaklava. The name comes from Palestine where it was the place where
Abraham the Hebrew purchased a tomb.
Hecla Cove - Near Port Lincoln where the ketch Hecla sheltered in 1938.
Hector - Hector G. Brooks, with E.G. Bonython, navigated the lower part of the flooded Cooper Creek in
1950, penetrating to Lake Eyre North where Hector Island was named after him.
Hector Pass, in the Far North-West, was named by Ernest Giles on 26 September 1873 after Hector Wilson
of Horsham, Victoria, a contributor to the expedition’s funds.
Hectorville - This Adelaide suburb was laid out n 1855 by Patrick Boyce Coglin (1815-1892) on section 13,
Hundred of Adelaide, naming it after John Hector, the first full time officer of the Savings Bank of SA,
established on 11 March 1848. John Hector, as attorney for Jane Botting, sold the land to Mr Coglin for £750
in October 1854 and, prior to the sale of allotments, lauded the subdivision whose ‘soil and water are both
good and Hectorville will in these respects bear comparison with any township suburban to Adelaide… [it]
has running water and fine timber.’
In 1872, the Hon. G. Stevenson read a memorial that stated that the signatures attached were from 35
residents of Hectorville who complained that ‘the main pipe from Thorndon Park reservoir was only a
quarter of a mile distant’:
No water was to be got… [It had been reported] that there was not sufficient pressure; that the
cost would be £4,000 or £5,000 and that there were only 123 residents in the neighbourhood…
The people had in the past got water from wells upon Mr Mildred’s grounds, but that supply was
not to be depended upon…
Hedley Park - A 1912 subdivision of part section 425, Hundred of Blanche, by James Umpherston Innes,
produce merchant of Mount Gambier; now included in Mount Gambier. The land was owned by Alexander
Mitchell and, following his death on 5 April 1864, his widow, the former Helen Hedley, purchased the land
from the estate of her late husband in two parcels on 10 August 1864 and 3 November 1866. On 27 October
1876 she was, for the first time, described in land dealings as ‘of Hedley Park’.
She married John Frew (1840-1899) at Mount Gambier in 1877 and died in October 1881, aged 46. (John
Frew was the son of James Frew.) In 1875, it was described as, ‘an area of about 100 acres… surrounded by
Sturt Street, the MacDonnell Road, South Terrace and the Cemetery Road… Mrs Mitchell’s residence is
situated in the South-West corner.’ (See Fullarton & Frewville)
Heggaton - Percival T. Heggaton, MP (1906-1938), born at Middleton on 4 June 1869, was the third son of
William Heggaton who arrived in 1851.
He followed grazing and dairy farming pursuits at Hindmarsh Island… In 1900, he erected a butter
and cheese factory on the island where he now trades as ‘The Hindmarsh Island Produce
Company’. In 1906, he offered himself as a candidate for the district of Alexandra and was
successful. He was re-elected in 1910 and became Chairman of the Parliamentary Railways
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Standing Committee. In 1899, he married Miss Sarah Grundy, youngest daughter of Joseph
Grundy of Second Valley and has a family of two daughters and one son.
The Hundred of Heggaton, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 February 1910 and, in 1992, the name
Heggaton Conservation Park was given to sections 10 and 11.
Heggie Range - In the Hundred of Moorooroo recalls James Heggie (1831-1907) and family, who were early
settlers.
Heidelberg - In 1865, an advertisement described the town of Heidelberg as ‘lying on section 145, County
(sic) of Adelaide, with a frontage to the Torrens, near Moore Farm on the Reedbeds.’ The ‘official’
Heidelberg, near Klemzig, was named after the University town in Germany and laid out in 1882 by James
Allison, M. Kingsborough, James Cowan and Rudolph W.E. Henning on part section 490, Hundred of Yatala;
renamed ‘Kobandilla’ (a district of the Kaurna people) in 1918; now included in Klemzig.
Helbig Hill - An automatic telephone exchange on sections 247-49, Hundred of Goolwa, opened on 15
November 1957.
Helen, Mount - Near Moockra, recalls Helen Grant (nee Thorold), the mother of Frederick Augustus Grant
who took over the ‘Coonatto Run’ from the estate of Hugh Proby, who was drowned while attempting to
cross the flooded Willochra Creek on 30 August 1852. (See Moockra)
Helenslea - An 1880 subdivision of part sections 479-80 and 531-32, Hundred of Pirie, by Alfred Edwin
Sawtell (1842-1902); now included in Port Pirie West and named after his eldest daughter, Edith Helen
Sawtell (1865-1942). Today, the name is retained in Helenslea Road.
Helling Well - South of Lake Howitt, recalls August Helling (1849-1905) who held ‘Cowarie’ and other leases
in the district with Messrs Hewer, Pulsford and Paull in the 1880s. ‘[He] opened in business when the mine
first started in 1870 and he has such love for the place that he has returned and secured a licence for the
hotel [at Cadnia] where visitors will find… every comfort…’ (See Cowarie Hill)
Helmsdale - Laid out in 1911 on part section 182, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Williamina and Charlotte
Isabella Sandison; now included in Warradale; it has its origin in County Sutherland, Scotland, from whence
their ancestor, George Sandison, emigrated:
Helmsdale, better known as Sandison’s Paddock adjoining East Terrace, Glenelg, and lying
between the Bay Road and the railway line has been subdivided for residential purposes. The
blocks, numbering 114… were offered for sale by auction on Wednesday… The values obtained
were stated to be quite up to the ideas of the owners (Misses Sandison).
The name Helmsdale was given, also, to a railway station on the Glenelg-South Terrace railway. (See
Golflands) The village of ‘Helmsdale’ sits at the mouth of the River Helmsdale and was founded by the Duke
of Sutherland. It derives from the Danish hjelm - ‘helmet’, thus ‘valley of the helmet’.
Helston - This name derives from either the Cornish hellas - ‘a marsh’ or the Œ henlis-tun - ‘old court town’
and, prior to 1850, was applied to a subdivision of section 1479, Hundred of Kapunda, by George Morphett
(1811-1893); now included in Kapunda. Later, in 1874, Christopher A. Moody (ca.1845-1930), draper of
Moonta, who arrived with his parents from Dorset, England, in the Eliza, in 1849, cut up section 887,
Hundred of Wallaroo, and dubbed his creation Helston; now included in Wallaroo.
Hemington - An 1873 subdivision of part section 46, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Hemingway (ca.18161881), butcher of Thebarton; now included in Thebarton. The boundaries were Beans Road (now Dew
Street) Kintore Street, Pearson Street and George Street. He arrived in the Harpley, in 1848, was an active
member of the West Torrens District Council, a captain in the South Australian Cavalry and died at
Hindmarsh in 1881. Hemington West was a further subdivision to the west of Hemington and extended
from Pearson Street to Taylors Road (now South Road) with George and Kintore Streets the northern and
southern boundaries, respectively.
Hemming, Mount - In the North Flinders Ranges and named after a prospector, Henry S. Hemming, ‘an old
identity of the north and one of the pioneers of the State’:
He formed one of the trigging expeditions going to the Flinders Ranges in 1862 in charge of the
Surveyor-General, G. W. Goyder, and accompanied that gentleman to the Northern Territory to
complete the survey of that country. He entered into pastoral pursuits on the west coast but sold
out, followed up mining and found the Mount Hemming copper mine. He had been prospecting
in the Flinders Ranges for a number of years and, about 1894, prospected McKinley [sic] Pound.
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His horse perished and he had difficult trip across country to strike the main North-East road
between Italowie Gap and the Frome where he was picked up by some dog catchers and taken to
Mr McConville’s Frome station. On another prospecting trip he perished and his body was found
in one of the steep valleys of the Italowie mountains. Only a skeleton was found all his flesh
being eaten off by wild dogs whose dens were close at hand. The police buried the bones where
they had been found and built a grave with rocks. A wooden cross with ‘H.H.24/5/02’ was
erected on it.
Henderson Creek - Named by E.C. Frome in July 1843 after James Henderson who discovered it ‘near Black
Rock Plain, Siccus River district.’ (See Netherby)
Hendon - The name comes from an English airport and a suburb of London which, in turn, derives from the
Œ hean-dun - ‘high hill’. Wilkinson, Sands and Wyles Limited laid out the suburb in 1921 on part section
405, purchased from Captain Henry John Butler, who had established an aerodrome there in 1920. Several
streets are named after aircraft of the time - Avro, Sopwith, Farman and de Havilland. Forty-four lots were
made available at six shillings per foot ‘in the vicinity of the Butler-Kauper Aviation Company’s Aerodrome
and within easy reach by electric car of the multifarious activities of the Port.’ In March 1921, Captain Butler
was so impressed by the success of the sale, when the whole of the lots found ready purchasers, ‘he decided
to subdivide his fine 20 acre paddock…’
The aerodrome, ‘about 4¾ miles from Adelaide’, was owned, originally, by the late Captain Harry Butler,
DFC, and Mr H. Kauper, well-known aviators:
They had an aerodrome at Northfield in 1919 but in the following year decided to move to the
Woodville district as the site there is handy to the train from the city and tram from Port
Adelaide. The wood-blocked roadway from the city was also an important feature… Most
aviation experts say that the Albert Park aerodrome is too small for the development of flying.
The recent subdivision of adjoining land for residential purposes has led the Department of Civil
Aviation to open up negotiations for the sale of the land. A site east of Salisbury is… under
consideration by the authorities… (See Parafield & Bolivar)
Photographs of the aerodrome are in the Observer, 4 September 1926, page 31.
Hendreton - An 1865 subdivision of part section 7047, Hundred of Talunga, by John Hendry; now included
in Mount Pleasant. Born in Scotland, circa 1827, he arrived in the Marion in 1854 and died at Norwood in
1906.
Henley Beach - The name was adapted from Henley-on-Thames, England where, in 1186, it was hanlea,
derived from either the Celtic hen - ‘old’ and ley - ‘a place’ or the Œ hean-leah - ‘high meadow’. In 1860, the
town of Henley Beach was advertised as being a subdivision of sections 2080 and 448 into blocks of from 2
to 4 acres and, with a passing shot at Glenelg, the site was declared to be ‘free from all the noxious smells
which have been cause of complaint elsewhere’.
An 1866 gazetteer described it as a small village ‘one mile west of Fulham’. Later, in May 1874, the Register
advertised the town of Henley Beach and ‘while admitted to be one of the finest in the colony, [it] has been
somewhat neglected owing to the road not being made. The District Council and private enterprise,
however, have overcome this…’
The history of the two above-mentioned sections is that, on 1 November 1850, William Bartley obtained
the land grant of section 448, Hundred of Yatala, and purchased section 2080 from the SA Company in 1856,
both of which he sold to James MacGeorge in August 1873. In May 1877, Arthur Harvey, Henry S. Anthony
and William P. Wicksteed purchased the land and laid out the ‘official’ town of Henley Beach - the relevant
certificates of title do not show the land being subdivided prior to 1877; therefore, the earlier references
to the ‘township’ suggest that improvements were made by the registered proprietor(s) and rented or
leased - Rodney Cockburn says that ‘the original town was laid out by a syndicate consisting of Messrs
Bucknall, Harvey and MacGeorge on land purchased from William Bartley’ and that ‘before it was settled it
was a popular training course for racehorses, being used by Messrs Fisher, Blackler, Coglin, Scott and
others.’
On 18 October 1877, members of the Woodville District Council visited the new township:
Mr A. Wicksteed showed the Councillors over the works and had refreshments laid out in a room
erected by Mr Stewart who was building a hotel [there]… Mr Cover, of Cover and Stephens, who
have taken the contract for erecting the seawall proposed success to the proprietors…,
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and on 8 May 1879 it was said that:
The Henley Beach township consists principally of sections which were formerly well-known as
the property of Mr Bartley who for many years vainly endeavoured to impress his fellowcolonists with their importance as the nearest sea coast from the city. On the property changing
hands some time ago new owners determined to take steps which they deemed likely to attract
population…
The hotel and one or two cottages constitute the present representatives of the future rival to
Glenelg. Access on the land side is obtained by means of an omnibus which makes two or three
trips daily at a cost of a shilling each way… A post office subsidy compels daily trips between
Adelaide and Fulham, a mile or so inland, and the proprietor of the bus apparently considers that
he is only doing his fair share toward developing the trade of Henley Beach, by running his
conveyance over the remaining distance, even though at first it may not repay the extra outlay…
An extension to the subdivision was made in 1883 and advertised as ‘the premier watering place on our
coast or, at least, a formidable rival of Glenelg.’
In October 1882, several subscribers of the Adelaide and Hindmarsh Tramway Company decided to erect
a jetty with a view to promoting Henley Beach as a tourist destination and the first pile was driven in
February 1883. An open air theatre was established on it and it operated between 1902 and 1912.
The following report on adolescent behaviour does not, in 2005, require any comment because it,
assuredly, is mirrored in modern-day society:
[The trams] carry dozens of larrikins to Henley Beach regularly every Sunday, who make a
practice of going there purely to get drunk; and the result is they disgrace their manhood and
offend women and children, not only by a grievous exhibition of intoxication, but also by
resorting to the most obscene and revolting language. (See Appendix 27)
A discerning citizen recommended the following remedial measure:
The evil can be easily remedied… Carry out the same policy as adopted by the Railway
Commissioner towards the Semaphore, and Henley Beach will be free from visitors. Give them
slow trams, put on some old horse cars, and do not dust them more than once a day in summer;
charge 1/6 [15 cents] return, and never allow passengers to arrive at the tabulated time, and
even drunks will seek fresh places for their weekly spree.
A tilt at authority was made, in 1921, and may have some significance today:
Henley possesses a very few feet of seawall, practically no promenade, yet a little square patch
has recently been crowded up with another lolly stall and an ugly hoopla tent… I am glad to see
the ‘hurdy gurdy’ relegated to a back position, where it cannot offend… Have the members of
the Henley Council lost all artistic taste and sense of decency in the scramble for revenue?
In 1914, ‘for a considerable distance shanties of all sizes, shapes and colour destroy[ed] the beauty of the
locality… and monopolise[d] the driest part of the beach.’ In 1914, bathing regulations emanating from the
local Council were reported when ‘a dressing enclosure [was] to be used… no person shall play cards, dice
or other games therein - not even marbles presumably…’ while the sanitation of the town was the subject
of adverse comment in 1923:
The sandhills facing the Esplanade are a boxthorn-grown rubbish tip and litter depot. The drains
from various… houses run downhill; giving life to rank weeds, at the roots of which are held slimy
and stinking typhoid-like conditions. The lavatory accommodation is a disgrace. Many patrons of
the seats on band nights carry disinfected handkerchiefs.
Later, the Council was lampooned in a cartoon in 1934, the caption reading ‘the Henley Council has decreed
that children between three years and 10 must wear a costume which covers the breast and reaches at
least two inches below the crutch.
A panoramic sketch of the village is in the Pictorial Australian in 1882, pages 136-137, Frearson’s Weekly,
21 October 1882, (supp.). (See under ‘Sturt’ for comment on its amalgamation with the Woodville
Corporation to form the ‘City of Sturt’.)
Photographs of the Soldiers’ Memorial Hall are in the Observer, 29 October 1921, page 25, The Critic, 4
August 1920, page 16, of the opening of a playground in the Observer, 5 December 1925, page 32, of the
town clock on 3 December 1927, page 36. Information on and photographs of a carnival in aid of a
community centre are in the Register, 30 and 31 January 1928, pages 10 and 2h, of drainage works in the
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Chronicle, 28 November 1935, page 38, of the kiosk in the Observer, 18 January 1919, page 23, of the Jetty
Pavilion on 27 March 1915, page 29, of beach scenes on 30 December 1905, page 29, 27 January 1906, page
27, of beach scenes in the Chronicle, 26 February 1917, page 27, Observer, 26 February 1921, page 26, of
the opening of a swimming pool in the Chronicle, 18 January 1934, page 29, of fishing from the jetty in the
Observer, 19 January 1924, page 33, of happy beach picnickers in the Chronicle, 3 April 1930, page 36, of an
egg and spoon race on 18 December 1930, page 36, of a sand castle competition on 26 January 1933, page
34. of the opening of the tramway on 1 January 1910, page 30, of the tramway’s kiosk in the Observer, 18
November 1911, page 29, of a boat and its crew on 19 January 1907, page 28, of life saving exercises in the
Chronicle, 10 February 1917, page 30, of ‘Captain Butler at Henley’ in the Observer, 15 November 1919,
page 27, ‘On the Way to Henley Beach’ in the Chronicle, 15 December 1906, page 9 (supp.), holiday scenes
in The Critic, 13 December 1911, page 45, of sea bathers in the Chronicle, 19 October 1912, page 29, ‘Broken
Hill Girls’ in the Observer, 28 February 1914, page 32, of a Garden Fair committee for the blind in The Critic,
6 May 1914, page 13, of the aftermath of a storm in the Chronicle, 22 May 1915. of the Lady Galway
Clubhouse in the Observer, 15 January 1916, page 29, of a patriotic carnival in the Chronicle, 14 July 1917,
page 23, of a Red Cross carnival in The Critic, 30 October 1918, page 12, of a Red Cross carnival in the
Observer, 26 October 1918, page 23, of the Seaview Cafe in the Register, 28 August 1919, page 4, of
members of the Congregational gymnasium club in the Observer, 29 October 1927, page 37, of a beach
ambulance patrol on 16 February 1929, page 36, of the opening of recreation grounds in the Observer, 17
November 1923, page 30, of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist Church in the Chronicle,
27 January 1912, page 31, of a school Arbor Day on 18 June 936, page 35.
Henley Park was an 1884 subdivision of section 46, Hundred of Adelaide, by Walter Reynell (1846-1919)
and Charles A. Reinecke (1851-1918); now included in Thebarton. It adjoined ‘the land on which the new
handsome Thebarton Town Hall is now being erected [and] is very handy to the Henley Beach and
Hindmarsh trams. The Model School is close by.’ Streets included were Taylors Road (now South Road)
Walter Street, Randolph Street, Dove Street, Beans Road (now Dew Street), Neville Road, Livingstone Street,
Ross Street, August Street and District Road (now George Street).
In 1885, it was reported that ‘300 or 400 persons gathered at the vacant block of land near the New
Thebarton Town Hall at Henley Park’:
The amusements for the day comprised a football match in the forenoon and sports in the
afternoon. A football match had been arranged between the West Torrens and Gawler, but the
latter did not put in an appearance and the South Australian Juniors tried conclusions with the
West Torrens with the result that the latter after a good contest won by five goals against two…
Henrietta Creek - West of Lake Eyre North, named by J. Ross on 19 March 1874 after his daughter; known,
also, as ‘Arckaringa Creek’.
Henry, Port - The name of Port Wakefield prior to 1850 recalls Sir Henry Fox Young, Governor of South
Australia, 1848-1854. (See Hoyleton) Rodney Cockburn suggests that ‘Port Henry’ was named after Henry
Ayers, Secretary of the SA Mining Association, and goes on to say that, at one time, it was proposed to call
the place ‘Port Young’ but ‘as the locality was then so unattractive in appearance… his Excellency
demurred.’
Hensley Flat - About ‘19 miles from Kingston’ in the South-East and probably named after either Charles or
John Hensley both of whom resided in the Lucindale district. John Hensley held pastoral lease no. 203 from
1 July 1851; he arrived in the Pestonjee Bomanjee in 1838 and left for Victoria in 1865. (See Cairnbank &
Minecrow)
John Hensley, formerly of Cavin [sic] Bank near Kingston, but latterly of Geelong, by his will dated
August 18, 1887… appointed his sons W.H. Hensley and J.A. Hensley and his sons-in-law, J.
Sinclair and R. Fletcher, executors… He died on September 29, 1891 when his estate was sworn
at £46,934 real and £1,093 personal…
Herbert - Sir Robert Herbert, son of an Under-Secretary for the Colonies, is remembered by the County of
Herbert, proclaimed on 18 January 1877 and the town of Herbert, 40 km ESE of Cradock, proclaimed on 2
October 1873 that was, primarily, laid out to ‘serve the Prince Alfred Mine, just east of the Hundred… [it]
was practically dead by 1877.’ (See Prince Alfred Mine)
Mount Herbert was named after Herbert Bristow Hughes of Booyoolie Station while the Aborigines called
it booyooarto - ‘hill belonging to Booyoolie’.
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Mount Herbert, a spot distant about two miles from Gladstone, is beginning to attract some
attention on the part of most people in Gladstone. It has, on previous occasions, been looked
upon as a likely spot for the existence of gold, not only from the fact of a strong quartz reef
running over it, but from other indications of a ‘keen’ character. This property belongs to Mr J.B.
Jones, who owns Parryville, a nice compact farm at the Willows, close to the mount… Close to
the mount is the Gladstone cemetery, not a very imposing spot, as nothing but wild bushes are
growing in it, and I am pleased to sat that few interments have been made there considering the
age of the township, a fact that speaks well of the health of the place…
Well down on the base of the mount we come to the large government reservoir, a public work
recently carried out, which most people believe to be in the wrong place, but its removal is not as
yet mooted. During the past four years many persons from the township have been in the habit of
prospecting for gold on the top of the highest point on the mount and at this spot the ground is
considerably broken up… Competent judges are strongly of the opinion that there are valuable
stones of precious metal yet to be unearthed in this locality… (See Booyoolie)
Herbertville - Rodney Cockburn reports it as being located in Unley and named after A.F. Herbert.
Herdes Beach - Near the town of Miranda, recalls G.J. Herde, a lessee of adjacent land.
Hereinien Range - It is mentioned in J. Menge’s reports of 1837-1851 and, probably, relates to the low
range hills between Truro and Stockwell.
Hermanns Landing - A school opened in 1912, became ‘Moramora’ in 1918 and renamed ‘Nildottie’ in 1932.
Hermitage - Sometimes recorded as Hermitage Estate it was a subdivision of sections 5551-53, 5555, 5558,
5567-8 and 5570, Hundred of Para Wirra, takes its name from a property held by Thomas Williams (ca.
1794-1881) and others about 1839. Mr Williams was appointed as a non-official member of the Legislative
Council in 1843 but insolvency forced his resignation which, in turn, was followed by six months
imprisonment. He died in England in December 1881, aged 87 years.
Eliza S. Davidson (1840-1931) was the first white girl born at ‘The Hermitage’, where her parents had a
farm:
In honour of this she was asked to open the road cutting in Tea Tree Gully when she was 18. This
was the longest road in the State at the time. In 1861, she married the late Mr George Inglis
[1837-1914] who was Chairman of the State Bank…
The Hermitage School, East of Tea Tree Gully, was opened in 1869 by Mary A. Cole and closed in 1941.
Hermitage Creek, west of Rhynie, was named after ‘Hermitage Station’ owned by William Salter, the
founder of the Saltram wine cellars. The name is of Scottish origin and, in turn, it comes from the Latin
words eremites - ‘a hermit’ and eremos - ‘solitary’. (See Salter Springs & Woolshed Flat Creek)
Hermit Range - South of Lake Eyre South, named by B.H. Babbage in October 1858 on account of its
apparent isolation from other features. A letter from him in respect of Hermit Hills appeared in 1860 and,
in following editions, he, and the Editor, expressed differing opinions in respect of the findings emanating
from the Governor’s expedition in the vicinity of Lake Torrens.
Herrgott Springs - Discovered by Joseph Albert F.D. Herrgott on 11 April 1859, a botanist with John McD.
Stuart, the name was changed to ‘Marree Springs’ in 1918, reverting to its original name on 8 February
1979. There has been much controversy about the spelling of the name.
The springs are one of the strange freaks of nature in Australia… A natural spring bubbling up in
the top of a mound upon a plain as flat as a tablecloth - a mound formed by the deposits of the
spring itself, but with no trees or shrubs to mark the presence of the lifesaving waters… It is
about a mile from the township… The water tastes brackish, but it is not undrinkable… A
Chinaman has managed with the patience and skill peculiar to his race to grow vegetables of the
best description. This Celestial lives a hermit-like life, having no companions and no neighbours
within miles…
The school opened in 1884 and became ‘Marree’ in 1918. (See Marree)
Hesso - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line, 48 km NNW of Port Augusta, took its name from an
adjoining pastoral property and is a corruption of an Aboriginal word relating to birds. H.C. Talbot contends
it was the name of a champion two-year-old racehorse. Its school opened in 1965 and closed in 1983.
Hetherington Well - On section 22, Hundred of Wallis, recalls Robert Hetherington who, with Mr Bailes,
held the ‘Courtabie Run’ from 2 May 1879 (lease no. 2724). (See Courtabie Hill)
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Hewett - A suburb of Gawler between Willaston and the North Para River proclaimed on 2 February 1995
and named after a former landholder, William Arthur Hewett.
Heysen Range - In August 1971, the name was applied to the western range in the Flinders Ranges
extending from St. Marys Peak to the vicinity of the Parachilna road and named in honour of Hans Heysen,
the famous artist. The Heysen Trail, a long distance walking track extending from Cape Jervis in the south
to Mount Babbage in the north, was dedicated in 1970.
Heywood Park - In 1920, it was said that ‘the arguments against the purchase of the Heywood property
appear to be based on ignorance of facts’:
A moment’s reflection will show that it is at the end of the narrowest outlet from the city that
exists amongst the tramway routes… Across this narrow outlet run other narrow streets and an
afternoon’s investigation will show that the area from Goodwood Road and Unley Road that lies
between Park and Mitchell Streets to the South, and the level of Hughes Street to the North, is as
thickly populated as any part of the municipality. Heywood is the natural and nearest open space
for all the people living in the area…
Under the heading ‘Hyde Park’, Rodney Cockburn says that is was named by a later owner, William Haslam,
after his birthplace near Bolton, Lancashire - biographical records show him as being born in Unsworth,
Lancashire in 1843 while his brother, James, came into this world at ‘Unsworth/Bolton’. Further, under
‘Unley’ Cockburn says that Thomas Whistler made a home on the banks of the Brownhill Creek at the spot
now known as ‘Heywood’ (See Unley & Haslam)
A photograph is in the Observer, 17 December 1921, page 7 (supp.).
Hickey, Point - Rodney Cockburn places it at Edithburgh and named in honour of Dennis Hickey, a district
pioneer.
Hiern Hill & Hiern Well - Near Tarcoola and named after James Henry Hiern (1839-1920), who held pastoral
lease no. 3032 from 1 July 1882. He arrived with his parents in the Cleopatra in 1852 and died at Fullarton
on 24 March 1920. Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to Phillip Hiern, brother of James, ‘who
died in the Northern Territory and was one of a family of eleven brought to South Australia in 1852 by their
father…’ (See Philip Ponds)
Higgins Landing - It was described as ‘at the Bight, near the western boundary of the province… good port
with a good anchorage.’ A government party led by J.L. Higgins landed a water boring apparatus there.
One of the best known men on Eyre Peninsula is Mr J.L. Higgins, late of Talia, and there are
probably few men more intimately acquainted with every corner of this vast land. A 51 year’s
residence on the west coast and a great part of the time travelling and exploring new country,
should entitle him to speak authoritatively on the future of the comparatively unknown parts
which have recently created attention. In the early days he was associated with Mr Price Maurice
and formed one of the courageous band… who, against great odds, established the first
successful sheep station… (See Talia)
Apparently, Mr Higgins became manager of Penong Station in 1880, while Tom Brown of Nullabor Station
used the landing to ship wool early in the 20th century.
Highbury - An ‘unofficial’ Highbury, laid out by John Baker, was advertised in 1851 on section 369, Hundred
of Yatala, when it was said that the situation of the new township was ‘unexceptionable… excellent
agricultural land, while other portions contain an inexhaustible supply of limestone.’ In 1882, the ‘official’
subdivision of Highbury on the same section was made by James Phillips, Oscar Gorger and Seth Ferry; ‘in
the neighbourhood of the Islington workshops… it is certain that sooner or later every man working in the
shops will own one or two blocks’; now included in Prospect.
In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee suggested it be changed to ‘Errabenie’, Aboriginal for ‘all together’,
so as to avoid confusion with another subdivision named Highbury, near Paradise, adopted, possibly, from
the name of the home of Stephen George Dordoy (1810-1880) who arrived in the Trafalgar in 1849. He
bought land in the area in 1850 in the vicinity of the Highbury Hotel upon which, in 1872, ‘a concourse of
people assembled, numbering about 500, a fair proportion being of the gentle sex’:
At 3 p.m. the first event took place - a one mile race open to all competitors who had not
previously won public money - first prize, Charles Klapper in 4 minutes 49 seconds… The sports
over, hearty cheers were given for the judges and committee…
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The name comes from a suburban district of London and supposed to derive from a small Roman camp
(bury); other sources say it means ‘high burgh (fort)’.
High Eden Ridge - On section 3112, Hundred of Barossa and taken from ‘Wynn’s High Eden Estate’ owned
by Mr D. Wynn.
Highercombe Estate - A subdivision of sections 3237-38 and others, Hundred of Yatala, takes its name from
a property owned by George A. Anstey (1814-1895), in 1840, and laid out by Lorenzo C. Goodwin, vigneron
of Houghton, in 1917. The name comes from Devonshire, England.
To old colonists it will be familiar under the name of Anstey’s Garden, having been originated and
largely stocked by Mr G.A. Anstey… Mr G.M. Waterhouse purchased the property in 1857 and it
remained in his possession until 1866 when it became the property of Mr R.D. Ross… A more
beautiful spot in which to reside it would be difficult to imagine… At a time when nothing more
ornamental than a cabbage plant was procurable in Adelaide beyond the product of our native
forests, Mr Anstey was receiving packages by the best means available from Europe and
elsewhere and raising around him in his mountain home the choicest ornamental plants from
England and warmer climes… (See Anstey Hill)
Highgate - F.J. Botting (1819-1906) laid it out as Highgate-on-the-Hill in September 1881 on part section
251, Hundred of Adelaide, naming it after the English town where he was born and expressive of a village
that sprang up around the toll gate established on the highway from Barnet to Gray’s Inn Road, London,
circa 1400. In 1915, when Mr Crawford Vaughan was Premier, the Mayor and Alderman Williams waited
upon him with a request for a school. They were then ‘assured that if a petition bearing 50 signatures was
presented the school would be built’:
The new government had to review the situation. The matter was consequently hung up and for
eight years they ‘pegged away’ until now they had the school… Local residents gathered in large
numbers on 20 July 1923 for the official opening…
Photographs of the school are in The Critic, 25 July 1923, page 12, Observer, 28 July 1923, page 29.
Memorials Nod. 253/152 and 154/100 in the General Registry Office show the name Highgate near
North Adelaide and Bowden, respectively.
Hilderowie Well - On Yorke Peninsula; derived from the Aboriginal ilarawi - ‘waterhole of the dwarfs’ - ila ‘dwarfs’ and awi - ‘water’. In Narrangga mythology the Ilara, a dwarf people, were supposed to live on Yorke
Peninsula. They made their camps of mud, traces of which as mounds are supposed to be present in the
scrub country.
Hildesheim - The name, taken from a town in Hanover, Germany, near the battlefield where Arminius
defeated Varus in 9 AD (it derives from hilti - ‘battle’), was given to a post office in the Hundred of Finniss;
opened as ‘Finniss Vale’ in July 1891, changed to ‘Hildesheim’ in October 1891; it has been ‘Punthari’
(Aboriginal for ‘scrub’) since 1918. For information on its school see under Finniss Vale. Rodney Cockburn
says that the name ‘Hildesheim’ was suggested by the local school teacher, ‘a French lady.’
Hiles Lagoon - Near Terowie, recalls George Hiles who, with John Chewings, held the Munjibbi [sic] station
(lease no. 64 of July 1851). Born at North Petherton, Somerset, in 1817, he arrived in the John in 1840 and
died at Hallett on 15 May 1902.
A boating fatality occurred on the lagoon in February 1889 when ‘a young man named Statton, employed
at the telegraph office, together with Mr Lihou and Benjamin and Mark Cook went out in a flat bottomed
boat. Benjamin Cook, employed as an ironworker with Messrs Williams and Brady, was drowned and a
seven hour search by the police failed to find his body…’
Hill - Lionel Laughton Hill, MP (1915-1933) became Premier in 1930 ‘but the Depression had already
deepened dramatically and the government was in a parlous financial position’:
He was guided by leading Adelaide businessmen and the Governor rather than by party advisors.
Within six months of being elected the government was at loggerheads with the Trades and
Labor Council and the party… [It] staggered from crisis to crisis… In August 1931 the ALP State
Council expelled him and his cabinet from the party…
He remained as Premier and leader of a minority government supported by the Opposition and resigned in
August 1934; he died in 1963, aged 82. The Hundred of Hill, County of Le Hunte, was proclaimed on 24
November 1927.
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Mount Hill, in the Hundred of Butler, was named by Governor Gawler in May 1840 probably after Rowland
Hill. (See Hazelwood Park) Its Aboriginal name was korti - purre; purre means ‘hill’. The name was given,
also, to a railway station between Butler and Wharminda. (See Moody, Hundred of)
Hill River, in the Clare district; was discovered by William Hill in 1838 and named, in 1839, by Edward John
Eyre: ‘I named it the Hill, after the gentleman who discovered [it]…’ A photograph of a coursing event is in
the Chronicle, 20 August 1910, page 30.
The Hill River North School opened in 1885 and closed in 1896; the Hill River South School closed in 1886.
(For information on the school of this name on Kangaroo Island see under ‘Dudley’.)
The acquaintance with Hill River began in the early months of 1857. The name of Fisher was at
that time well-known in connection with the magnificent run and its beautiful head station.
Squatters have been accused of ‘picking out the eyes’ of the country. What else could they be
expected to do? … It is easy after half a century of development, when most of the early
difficulties have passed away, to criticise the courageous and farseeing men who ventured
everything in the endeavour to open up a new land for the benefit of… coming generations… To
quote C.J. Dennis:
No heritage for cowards or for slaves,
Here is a mission for the brave, the strong,
Guard ye the treasure if the gift be meet,
Win ye to strength and wisdom while ye may,
For he who fears the burden and the heat
Shall gain the wages of a squandered day.
Hill View - (See under ‘Eurelia, Hundred of’ for information on the school.)
Hill View Park was a subdivision of sections 152-53, Hundred of Davenport, by C.H. Matters and J.P. Roberts
in 1881; now included in Port Augusta. Hill View Slopes was a subdivision of part section 174, Hundred of
Pinnaroo, by M. Robinson in 1922; now included in Pinnaroo.
Hillbank - In 1961, the executors of Alice Elizabeth Scammell subdivided part sections 2154 and 3122,
Hundred of Munno Para, and applied this descriptive name. In 1987, it was extended to ‘encompass all that
land from the Little Para River on the south to the Hills Face Zone on the east up to the southern boundary
of Craigmore to the north, including the present suburb of Elizabeth Heights and sections 3096 and 3089
Hundred of Munno Para. The western boundary of the enlarged suburb of Hillbank [is] to be adjusted to
the existing Council boundary.’
However, during the preparation of definitions for this proposal, it became apparent that several adjoining
suburbs boundaries would require to be altered to comply with the Board’s suggestion that the suburb
boundaries be aligned with the Council boundaries.
The cost of such advertising was not justified by the benefits to be gained and it was therefore
recommended that the prior decision be rescinded. The North-Western boundary of Hillbank
(and its extension) should therefore remain the centre of Blackburn Road and the centre of the
former Adams Road (now closed).
Hillcrest - A descriptive name given to a subdivision of part section 495, Hundred of Yatala, by Joseph H.
O’Flynn and Isabel D. O’Flynn in 1954.
Hillier - Following the construction of the Gawler Bypass, in 1990, the name was given to a suburb of the
corporate town of Gawler. The name probably recalls George Hillier (ca.1826-1902) who arrived in the Eliza
in 1840 and settled in the district.
Hillmanville - On 12 June 1922, the name was given to a railway station, 6 km south of Maggea, in honour
of Gilbert Hillman, an early settler. (See Allwah)
Hillside - This subdivision on part section 49, Hundred of Yongala, owned by Thomas Thredgold, was
surveyed by L. Thrupp in 1881; now included in Yongala. Born at Clarendon, circa 1849, he died at Crystal
Brook in 1916. Probably descriptive, but the name occurs frequently in England and Scotland. In 1929, the
Corporation of Hindmarsh sought, unsuccessfully, to have the name Hillside adopted in lieu of Bowden.
(See Hay Flat)
Hillsley - Five kilometres North-East of Myponga; it has a counterpart in Gloucestershire, England,
translating as ‘Hild’s leah (meadow)’. The historian, Rob Linn, said, ‘the road wound its way tightly up the
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Willunga scarp passing Mypunga [sic] (Hillsley) station opened up by the Everard’s in the early 1840s…’
Thus, the Gloucestershire link is explained, for the Everard family hailed from that English county.
Hillsview - (See Sturt)
Hilltown - In the Hundred of Milne, 18 km north of Clare, was surveyed by George Moore in 1865 and
named after William Hill, the discoverer of the Hill and Hutt Rivers; the town was diminished on 4 July 1929.
Its school opened in 1915 and closed in 1980. A local waterhole was known as ‘Yakkalo’ and this name was
proposed for Hilltown in 1916, so as to avoid confusion with Hilton. (See Milne)
Hilra - A railway station on section 3056, Hundred of Munno Para. Aboriginal for ‘wind’.
Hiltaba - A property west of Lake Acraman; see pastoral lease no. 1783. (See Haslam)
Hilton - On 1 April 1839, Matthew Davenport Hill received the land grant of section 49, Hundred of Adelaide,
and the village of Hilton (as spelt in early conveyancing documents) was laid out by his attorney, George
Milner Stephen, circa 1849. Rodney Cockburn suggests that its correct name is Hillton and further, that Sir
Rowland Hill, secretary to the original SA Commissioners, was the brother of the section’s grantee.
Donald McLean is reputed to be the first to grow wheat in South Australia on section 50 in the immediate
vicinity and a plaque, near the South-West corner of Richmond Rd and South Rd, commemorates this
alleged event. In 1852, ‘a match came off between Mr James Dewhurst, “The Crack Thebartonian” and Mr
John Hardy, less known to colonial fame and described as “A Green Yorkshireman”:’
The spot selected for the cricket ground was between the Hilton Hotel and Richmond… The score
was as follows - Dewhurst, 1st innings, 2 notches; 2nd innings, none. Hardy, 1st innings, 29
notches…,
while, in 1862, the crown of Hilton Road was ‘full of ruts big enough to bury a wheelbarrow and large water
channels are on either side sufficiently large to float a small boat, in addition to which persons are now
using the footpaths for their horses and in a few days, if not attended to, will be quite useless for
pedestrians… Dr Bayer broke his trap the other night…’
A further subdivision was made in November 1911 involving 20 allotments bounded by Rowland Road,
(now Sir Donald Bradman Drive), Milner Road and Davenport Terrace. It included, also, Kingscote Avenue,
that survives as Ruddock Avenue. Advertising for it said:
Only a quarter of an hour’s walk from West Terrace, along which the electric trams constantly
run, and which, in the near future, will probably be running along the Hilton Road. The
government is erecting an Overway Bridge on the Hilton Road, for the convenience of public
traffic, which is bound to increase to a very great extent… Hilton is a beautiful and healthy
locality.
A photograph of the opening of the tramway is in the Chronicle, 3 February 1917, page 30, Observer, 3
February 1917, page 26, of a Princess competition is in the Chronicle, 26 December 1935, page 30.
West Hilton was a subdivision of part section 2030, Hundred of Adelaide, in the early 1900s. The
boundaries were Torrens Street, Neill Road, Marion Road and Rankine Road/Bagot Avenue. Some of the
earlier street names have disappeared, namely, Turner Street (it did not eventuate, so it was given to a
street further east), and Norman Street (now Wilton Terrace); it is now part of Torrensville and Cowandilla.
Hilton Blocks - (See Richmond Blocks).
Hilton Estate was a small subdivision fronting Fisher Terrace (now South Road) with Davenport Terrace on
the north and incorporating portion of Frederick and Albert Streets and Hilton Park, a subdivision of Block
11 with allotments on both sides of Verran Avenue (opposite Caldicott’s Store), from Rowland Road (now
Sir Donald Bradman Drive) to Davenport Road (now Terrace) ‘immediately west of Mile End Goods Sheds,
J.S. Bagshaw & Sons, Ltd., and others - ‘Regular Bus Service - Eight Minutes from Electric Car.’
Hiltonia - Was a 1911 subdivision of section 4, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company, ‘a
few minutes walk from West Terrace… Hilton railway station adjacent on the east.’ Its boundaries were
Hilton Road (now Sir Donald Bradman Drive), Fisher Terrace (now South Road) and the North Terrace to
Glenelg Railway and incorporating Rosslyn Street and William Street; now included in Mile End. The name
occurs in Derbyshire and Dorsetshire, England and in 1208 it was recorded as hiltune - ‘town on a hill’.
Hincks, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 31 October 1957. C.S. Hincks, MP (1941-1963),
served in the original 10th Battalion, was at the landing at Gallipoli in 1915 and, later, severely wounded in
France resulting in the loss of a leg. As Minister of Irrigation he was responsible for the development of a
new settlement at Loxton and the administration of irrigation areas, generally. Hincks Conservation Park
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comprises approximately 16,500 acres of land in the Hundreds of Hincks, Murlong and Nicholls and section
365, ‘north out of Hundreds’.
Hindmarsh - The first private town laid out in the colony on land owned by Governor Hindmarsh; in 1838,
sold to a company the members of which appear to have been related to the Governor who, it seems,
acquired a dubious reputation by prohibiting squatting in the Park Lands, thus forcing people to acquire
land in the subdivision.
In 1838, ‘a deserved, and we should think a gratifying, compliment was paid to our late Governor on
Wednesday by the body of the proprietors whom the country section on the road to the harbour belongs,
and which is now laid out as a town, by giving his name to it.’ Two hundred proprietors were present; and
on the votes being taken, there appeared, for Hindmarsh 162, Victoria 33, Wakefield 4, Dawlish, 1. The
village was called karraundo-ngga by the Aborigines.
In 1868, it was reported that ‘Mr G.T. Bean, an ex-oracle of the Industrial League, has determined to try
what honour a prophet can gain in his own country’:
‘Hindmarsh’, he says, ‘will one day or another become the principal manufacturing place in the
colony’, and to Hindmarsh, therefore, is due the honour of hearing the revised edition of the
protectionist revelation… Our old correspondent GTB has, like Pancho, always been a little
sanguine for our comprehension, but perhaps some of his brethren in the trade will explain to
us…
The ‘Homes of the Poor’ in Hindmarsh were the subject of an informative and heart-rending letter published
in 1868:
There are scores of large families that exist and transact all the mysteries of cooking, washing,
sleeping, etc, in two small rooms - In these two aromatic rooms where sick and healthy, not
forgetting pigs, goats and poultry, are squeezed together, and quarrelling in heat, rum and dirt, a
large number of infants are brought crying into the world. No wonder they weep, poor little
things, but few remain long to enjoy life under such disadvantages - their little lights are soon put
out like candles down foul wells - they soon find themselves in West Terrace Cemetery… It is a
custom on Christmas Day for the rich to wake up and remember the poor and hungry, just as
some people think of religion that, like fine clothes, must be put on only on Sundays, or as we
were only Christians on Christmas Day…
The same correspondent wrote on the subject, with further insight and compassion, on 5 June 1869. The
comment he makes on ‘wealth’ is more than appropriate today when one considers the plundering of the
nation by irresponsible, greedy and predatory ‘entrepreneurs’, including banks, during the 1980s. The poor
and underprivileged, of course, still remain in our society in spite of statements emanating from politicians
in rash and ill-considered pre-election promises.
Indeed, there would appear to be no argument against the proposition that, over the decade of the 1980s,
social mores were abandoned and the pursuit of profit put before the long-established precept of
accountability:
If the poor had clean healthy houses to live in there would be less sickness, misery, drunkenness
and crime, better morals and consequent increased happiness and prosperity… All wealth is
wasted that does not honour God and benefit man [author’s emphasis]… but no real good can
be accomplished until the poor have improved houses to dwell in; for as a clean soul cannot exist
in a vicious body, neither can religion or morality thrive in filthy hovels. Home is, as it were, a
sacred well, whose waters give life and happiness… Building grand churches or recklessly giving
alms does little good, because so many of the poor make the public house their church…
Photographs of flooding are in the Observer, 29 September 1923, page 29, of W.H. Burford’s soap factory
and other information is in the Chronicle, 26 September 1896 (supp.), 28 December 1907, page 38b, of both
the fire and ambulance brigades in the Observer, 2 July 1921, page 25 and 18 August 1928, page 28 of town
councillors in the Chronicle, 4 February 1905, page 25, The Critic, 4 August 1909, page 7, of a soccer team
in the Observer, 11 September 1909, page 31, of the laying of the foundation stone of the Rechabite Hall
in the Chronicle, 16 July 1910, page 29, Register, 11 July 1910, page 10b, of cadet officers in The Critic, 22
May 1912, of a patriotic carnival on 20 September 1916, page 14, of Australia Day celebrations on 17
October 1917, page 12, of an Australia Day celebration in the Observer, 20 October 1917, page 25, of a
Repatriation Carnival on 2 November 1918, page 23, of a children’s playground in The Critic, 30 November
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1921, page 5, Chronicle, 3 December 1921, page 28, Observer, 3 December 921, page 23, of the laying of its
foundation stone of the Institute in the Chronicle, 25 February 1922, page 29, of a Gala Day in aid of the
District Trained Nurses' Society in the Observer, 5 December 1925, page 32, 4 December 1926, page 34, of
the society’s motor car on 9 April 1927, page 34, of the Baby Health Centre on 24 December 1927, page
37, of members of the Hindmarsh Traders’ Association in the Register, 7 October 1927, page 10, of a Gala
Day are in the Observer, 31 March 1928, page 36, of a ‘Back to Hindmarsh’ in the Chronicle, 6 October 1928,
page 41, of the opening of a tower on Mr R.B. Scarfe’s residence in The Critic, 18 March 1908, page 13, of a
soccer team in the Observer, 11 September 1909, page 31.
For information on the tramway see Appendix 28.
The County of Hindmarsh was proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and Hindmarsh Island named by Messrs T.B.
Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson on 6 December 1837; its Aboriginal name was reported to be kumarangk
- ‘the points’, while Professor Tindale opts for rawaldaran - ‘ancient place’. A proposed school was discussed
in 1859; it opened in 1876 and closed in 1954.
In 1856, it was reported that ‘the Aborigines habitually pass over from the island to the peninsula and Lake
Albert by a series of islands and shallow intervening channels’:
We consider it of great public importance that the practicability of improving this means of
communication… should be ascertained as early as convenient… We believe that the aforesaid
channels are capable of… being filled up by earthen embankments…
In respect of the River Hindmarsh, a correspondent to the Adelaide press said that its ‘native’ name was
‘not Mootaparinga, but Yalla-Doola and the river has only a secondary, if any claim, to be called Hindmarsh’:
The ‘Moorta Peringa’ of Dr Wyatt is the upper part of what is now Hindmarsh Valley and to this
district Meyer, probably the best authority of all, gives the heavier sounding name of
‘Mootabarringar’. Mann (1838), in describing the coast from the Bluff to the Murray, certainly
refers to the ‘Mootaparinga River’ but this is qualified by Stephens (1839)…
The Hindmarsh River has every right to be known by its present cognomen. It was not
discovered by Cock, Finlayson, Wyatt and Barton as stated by your correspondent. The stream
those four pioneers came across was that which is now known as the Bremer and which they
named Hindmarsh as it was discovered on the day before the anniversary of the first governor’s
arrival in the province. A little earlier T.B. Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson made their way to
Encounter Bay when, on 1 December 1837, they discovered the stream which flows into the sea
at Victor Harbour and they named it the River Hindmarsh, as it is known today… The native name
of that stream as stated by Simpson Newland is Yalla-doola… (See Mootaparinga & Bremer, River)
A photograph titled ‘On the Hindmarsh River’ is in the Chronicle, 8 March 1902, page 40.
The name Hindmarsh Valley was given to a subdivision in the Hundred of Encounter Bay, in 1959, in lieu
of ‘Victor Harbor North’; the Hindmarsh Valley School was opened in 1867 by William Hamlyn; it closed in
1946, while its post office was opened in 1873 by W.P. Phillips. The valley itself was known to the Aborigines
as nangawooka - ‘a place of springs’. A photograph of the waterfalls is in the Chronicle,
5 October 1912, page 32, of a sports committee on 4 February 1928, page 42.
The Hundred of Hindmarsh, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 1 April 1858; its school opened in 1876
and closed in 1880. Hindmarsh Tiers School opened in 1920 and closed in 1938.
Hinton - A 1919 subdivision of part sections 877 and 878, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Sarah Connor; now
included in Wallaroo and bisected by Martin Street. There is a town of Hinton in Gloucestershire, England,
derived from the Œ hina-tun- hind’s [servant’s] place’; other nomenclators suggest hea-tun - ‘town on high
land’ or higna-tun - ‘the monks’ or nuns’ town’.
Hoad Hill - In the Hundred of Tungkillo, recalls William T. (1806-1972) and Alfred Hoad (ca.1817-1873), early
settlers in the district. The former got the land grant of section 75 of ‘Western Sources of the Torrens’ on 5
April 1845. (See Prairie)
Hoadville - This school, in the Murray Bridge district, was named after Mr F. Hoad the owner of the land on
which it stood; opened in 1930, it closed in 1943.
Hobbs Estate - In 1923, it was described as allotments with frontages to Grange and Crittenden Roads and
that ‘electric trams have revolutionised other suburbs. They will do so for this.’
Hodgkinson, Lake - Named after William Oswald Hodgkinson, the second in command of John McKinlay’s
1861 expedition. Primarily, a journalist, his nomadic tendencies found him away often from home. Residing
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in Queensland in later life, he assisted the government in opening up large tracts of land for pastoral
purposes.
Hoffnungsthal - In the Barossa district is a German word meaning ‘valley of hope’. In 1918 it became
‘Karrawirra’, Aboriginal for ‘red gums’; it reverted to ‘Hoffnungsthal’ in 1975. Department of Lands records
show that it stood on section 761, Hundred of Barossa, granted to Gottlieb Miebus on 14 November 1862,
when he was described as of ‘Hoffnungstahl’. The original village died on a hot and sultry October day in
1853:
There had been a week of daily thunder storms. On Saturday came the climax with terrific
thunder and lightning, and rain that continued without intermission all day and through the
succeeding night. The first intimation of the catastrophe that awaited the village came when a
family, including a mother with a child a few weeks old, found their home flooded, and had to
seek shelter behind a large rock until daybreak. A bright and cloudless Sunday morning revealed
a scene of tragic desolation. Low-lying land was submerged. Crops and gardens were largely
under water. Cattle had to be freed hastily from their pens.
The water continued to rise until it reached a depth of eight feet in the deepest part. The fair
valley had become a lake. The possibility of draining the valley was considered but rejected as
too expensive a project. The lake lay eighteen feet too low. Draining would have required a
tunnel at least a mile long. government assistance was not available, and the South Australian
Company did not command sufficient finance.
In addition certain other settlers objected to the plan, maintaining that their own land would be
flooded if the lake were to be drained. The [South Australian] Company sympathised with the
unfortunate people and offered them a new lease about two miles west of the original
settlement. The offer was accepted by about thirty families. Others moved to more distant areas
of the State which were being opened up at the time.
Still others joined friends from Rosedale who had gone to the Western district of Victoria. A few
even emigrated to America. Thus the little settlement gradually dispersed. For fourteen more
years the Church continued to be used. However, it became less and less suitable as a centre of
worship.
Eventually, another site had to be sought. The old church stood unused for many years. Then it
began to crumble and the materials were carted away. Today only the traces of the foundations
remain visible on which the memorial now stands. Years later the cemetery was swept by a fire
which destroyed most of the head-plates. Today very little of it remains, though a few graves can
still be seen. A village has died. Hoffnungsthal is gone. But its story is not ended. Descendants of
those villagers still worship in the churches of St Jacobi, St John and Trinity nearby.
Hogarth - Thomas Hogarth, MLC, (1866-1885), who took up nine pastoral leases, near Strangways Springs
from 1876 has his name remembered by Hogarth Dam and Mount Hogarth, North-East of Lake Eyre North,
the latter being named by J. W Lewis, on 28 January 1875. Following his arrival from Scotland in the Delhi,
in 1839, aged 14, he farmed at Black Forest and, about 1848, removed to Gawler Plains near Smithfield
where, with John Smith, Robert Paterson and Mr Adamson, senior, he built a flour mill on Smith’s Creek.
When Thomas Hogarth first settled on his present farm, Smith’s Creek flowed passed his door
giving him a plentiful supply of running water throughout the year. After a few years, either in
consequence of the dry seasons, or that the creek had been dammed up and the water diverted
to turn a water mill, the creek dried up and the water had to be carted from the springhead, at a
distance of two miles from the house… He was one of the first to use Ridley’s reaping machines…
He died in September 1893 and an obituary says:
He was connected with the political history of the colony for nearly 20 years and although not
remarkable for his oratorical powers he was always able to express his opinion on any subject
which came before the Council… He went back to Scotland for a visit ‘and ere he arrived at his
native place he was determined to give his [former] schoolmaster a thrashing for some cruelty
(real or fancied) he had been guilty of to Mr Hogarth as a lad. Upon seeing the unfortunate
pedagogue, however, he was so surprised to think that such a person of such insignificant
appearance had actually thrashed [him] he altered his mind… and took him into an ale-house and
treated him liberally.’
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Hog Bay - Two kilometres east of Penneshaw and ‘reported to be so called from pigs found there by sealers,
supposed to have been left by the French navigator [Baudin], who left a rock marked at this place.’ (See
Frenchman Rock) Rodney Cockburn quotes E.H. Hallack as saying, ‘in the early days, when the island was
inhabited by whalers, pigs were introduced from Sydney and Van Diemen’s Land and being allowed to roam
at large they increased and multiplied…’
In 1855, it was said that its alternative name was ‘Freshwater Bay’ and at the bay was ‘a small settlement
of islanders, who cultivate some 200 acres of fertile land … It was at this place that the French surveying
ship, La Geographe, obtained water… in 1803.’ An early pastoralist at the bay was W. Walker who took up
lease no. 542 in May 1857. Since 12 January 1882 it has been ‘Penneshaw’.
After the unsuccessful attempts made to open a school on Kangaroo Island it is pleasing to report
that a painstaking master has at length succeeded in collecting about twenty children at Hog Bay
and the school is giving much satisfaction to the parents.
In 1870, the Head Master was Stephen Carter and there was an average attendance of twenty. Hog River
School was opened as a half-time school, with Wisanger School, in 1893; the Head Teacher was Sabina A.
Sanders. In 1894, it was a half-time school with Antechamber Bay, with Sabina A. Sanders still as Head
Teacher; it closed in 1895. A photograph is in the Chronicle, 30 September 1911, page 33.
This small, but interesting locality has been the scene of great excitement lately in consequence
of a squatter having leased it for a sheep run and given notice to residents to quit. Now there are
some dozen families who are residing here. Their doing so is unlawful but repeated applications
have been made to the government to survey and offer the land for sale, but the settlers cannot
get them to do so…
On the island there are upwards of 200 residents, but no minister of religion of any
denomination, no doctor and no schoolmaster. The first and last are much wanted; the other, on
account of the healthiness of the climate, would have very little to do, as illness and casualties
are few and far between.
A photograph of ‘the old landing place’ is in the Observer, 22 August 1903, page 26, Chronicle, 15 August
1903, page 42, of Ephraim Bates in the Observer, 25 February 1905, page 24, of members of a bachelors’
club in the Observer, 6 July 1907, page 32, of the firebrick industry on 23 January 1909, page 30.
Hog Point - (See Kangaroo Head)
Hogden Springs - (See Algebuckina)
Hogshead Hill - South of Orroroo, named by J.F. Hayward in 1846 during his term as manager of the Pekina
run; its northern end resembled a barrel. (See Aroona & Hayward)
Holden - In 1924, Holden Motor Body Builders Limited created Holden Gardens as a subdivision of part
section 417, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Woodville, and advertised as ‘Holden Park - on the direct
route of the future tramway extension, close to the Woodville shopping centre…’ The name commemorates
Henry J. Holden, the founder of the company. The local railway station was named Holdens on 3 October
1932.
On 30 January 1926 Mount Barker was visited by between 7,000 and 8,000 picnickers, the
occasion being the first annual picnic arranged by the employees of Holden’s Limited. Five special
trains loaded to their full capacity, conveyed the men with their wives and families to Mount
Barker where the show grounds were secured…
The name Holden Hill was corrupted from the surname of Robert Halden who arrived in the Hooghly, in
1839, and acquired land in the Dry Creek area in the 1840s; as late as 1935 the area was referred to in the
district council minutes as Halden Hill. (See Ardtornish)
Mrs Halden, the widow of the late Robert Halden, died at Blackwood on 31 October 1896. They
came to the colony… under engagement of the late Mr Gooch in whose service they remained
for six years. Subsequently, they took a farm near Modbury…
It has been suggested that it derived its name from William Holden, a member of the literary staff of the
Register but this can be disregarded. (See Hope Valley) The suburb of Holden Hill was laid out by Wakefield
Land Company Pty Ltd in 1954 on part sections 504-7, Hundred of Yatala.
Holder - Section 12, Hundred of Holder, 16 km south of Waikerie, was proclaimed as the village of Holder
on 26 July 1894. The rent to be paid for the land was two pence per acre; the villagers numbered 71 and
the trustees were P.J. Conway, Charles Anderson, John Price, Frederick Slater and Walter R. Parker.
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Occupancy by the Holder Village Association was determined on 27 August 1903. Its school opened in 1925
and closed in 1951. The Holder Village Settlement School opened in 1894 and closed in 1904; the Holder
Siding School operated from 1929 until 1938. (See Ramco) The Hundred of Holder, County of Albert, was
proclaimed on 15 June 1893.
Sir Frederick W. Holder, MP (1887-1901), born at Happy Valley in 1850, became manager of a store at
Burra, in 1877, and Town Clerk and first Managing Director of the Burra Record, later becoming its
proprietor.
Hardly ever before has he given such a brilliantly successful performance in his well-known role
of political contortionist; and this is saying a great deal in allusion to Mr Holder whom the House
has known since he lost the celebrated free trade backbone… What can one do with such a man?
Argue with him? Surely not. One might as well try to pick up a handful of quicksilver.
As a parliamentarian he ‘described himself as a Free Trader, opposed to selling Crown lands in order to
remove the deficit and was against a property tax.’ At all hazards and at any price he was a ‘warm federalist’
and was elected to the 1897 Federal Convention. The campaign and the establishment of a new parliament
took its toll because ‘about 6 a.m. on 23 July 1909, after a stormy all night sitting, [he] confided to his friends
his distress at the bitter feelings between parties… and fell insensible to the floor of the house [in
Melbourne] … The Town Hall bells were tolled when the news [of his death] was received.’
Holdfast Bay - Named by Colonel William Light ‘from the fact of our having ridden out two very severe gales
there, 7 and 8 September 1836.’ The name occurs in Worcestershire, England, where in 1204 it was written
as holefast - ‘a strong hold’.
Hollandville - Laid out by the executors of David Crisp Holland in 1924 on part section 557, Hundred of
Mount Muirhead, suburban to Millicent.
Holloway - A railway station 24 km west of Mount Gambier and, probably, named after Charles Holloway
who arrived in the Magdalena, in 1855, and became the lessee of section 311, Hundred of Blanche, in the
1850s.
Hollywood - This was ‘the euphonious name given to the northern forty acres of Baulderstone’s farm on
the Goodwood Road Tramway which has recently been acquired by A.W. Ellis, of Parsons and Wilcox … It is
ideal non-cracking building land and perfect garden soil.’ The entrepreneurs gave no reason for their choice
of name but there appears to be no doubt that it is of American origin; however, the name occurs in
Leinster, Ireland.
Holmes Creek - The name remembers Thomas Holmes of Mundoo Island, who held pastoral lease no. 60 of
1851. (See Goorley)
Ram Island, a small island separating the Holmes Creek and Goolwa channel… The waters
heading sharply around under the influence of Holmes Creek and the Coorong channels, run out
in a South-Westerly direction to the sea…
Holmesdale - An 1881 subdivision of part section 302, Hundred of Adelaide, by James Taylor Holmes and
John Holmes; now included in Saint Morris. They were the sons of John Holmes (ca.1821-1895), who arrived
in the Emily in 1849 and settled in the Payneham district where he developed an orchard and vineyard as
indicated by the advertisement announcing the subdivision: ‘The whole of the land is planted with choice
vines and other fruit trees.’
Earlier, it was reported that ‘the Westley Nursery and Vineyard belonging to Mr John Holmes is situated
on the north of the Magill road about one quarter of a mile nearer Adelaide than Mr Williams’s’:
Here there are two acres of vines in full bearing and three acres planted with cuttings last
winter… Mr Holmes makes red wine from the Black Hambro and Grand Turk and a white wine
from the Sweetwater and Muscat, mixed with other sorts in smaller proportions. He has recently
built a very convenient cellar and he anticipates that he will make this season about 1,000 gallons
of wine from the two acres, besides having sold a considerable quantity of grapes. He has four
acres of orchard and nursery containing fruit trees of almost every variety…
Holmwood - The original owner of the property at North Walkerville was William Austin Horn and, on a visit
to the United Kingdom, was so impressed with an estate named ‘Holmwood’ at Cathcart, Renfrewshire,
Scotland, he decided to duplicate it in Adelaide. (See Horn, Hundred of)
Holowilena Creek & Holowilena Spring - In the North Flinders Ranges and derived from ulawalana - ‘stick
rat mound’. On 22 October 1853, William Warwick (ca.1809-1864) took out pastoral lease no. 318, ‘South-
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East of Chace Range’ and followed with lease no. 342, ‘East of Chace Range’. On 10 April 1854 these leases
were consolidated into lease no. 1621, ‘North-East of Kanyaka’, held by J. Warwick and D. Lithgow (ca.18231889) and named ‘Holowilena’. In 1868, the lease was taken over by John (1835-1911) and James Warwick.
Biographical records show Francis Warwick (1844-1928) as residing at Holowilena.
In the Department of Lands the name of the creek is rendered as ‘Holowiliena’ but the official spelling of
the name is ‘Holowilena’ and, according to pastoral records, adopted for the run held by Messrs Warwick
and Lithgow.
The approach to Holowiliena is very picturesque for the country is studded with pine and
redgum. You pass a new woolshed - made from pine - on the top of a rise, go down a dip and
follow a creek for a few hundred yards until you come to the old homestead in a wealth of big
timber - at the top of the world it would seem. There, in that peaceful retreat, we spent the night
with a most interesting trio of pastoral veteran - Messrs Frank, Robert and Tom Warwick…
Photographs of the family and station are in the Observer, 2 August 1924, page 34, of the homestead in the
Chronicle, 31 March 1932, page 33.
Holsworthy - A town, proclaimed on 19 April 1883, was named by Governor Jervois who had a family
affiliation with Devonshire, where there is a town of that name. It derives from the Œ heald-worpig and, in
1308, was recorded as holdesworthe; heald - ‘bent’ and worpig - ‘homestead’. It became ‘Sheringa’ in
August 1883. (See Franklyn, Hatherleigh & Snowtown)
Holyrood - In 1876, sections 310-311, Hundred of Bundaleer, were subdivided as a township by John Darling
(1831-1905), suburban to Georgetown. His son became a famous test cricketer. The name has its origin in
Wales; the Œ rod means ‘pole, cross’; thus ‘holy cross’. (See Darling, Hundred of)
Homburg - Robert Homburg, born in Germany, in 1848, came to South Australia with his parents in 1856,
when they settled at Tanunda. He was Attorney-General in the Playford Ministry of 1892-93 and, being a
good speaker, ‘his views shifted gradually to the right as he shook off the radicalism of his youth.’ He was
appointed to the Supreme Court in 1905 and brought to the bench ‘the incorruptible integrity, impartiality
and compassion that had marked him as a politician.’
Mr Homburg ought to have known better than to hold the judges up to public opprobrium in the
absence of any reasonable ground for his complaints against them… Mr Homburg was, in fact, in
the predicament of being unable to establish his original assertions and had no alternative but to
back down with as little loss of dignity as special pleading could secure. His sad experience should
be a useful lesson to all parliamentary economists whose zeal has a tendency to outrun their
discretion.
He died at Menindie in March 1912 when the family declined a State funeral and so he was buried at North
Road Cemetery.
The Hundred of Homburg was proclaimed on 9 and 16 July 1885 and, in 1918, the Nomenclature
Committee suggested that it be renamed ‘Poondulta’, the Aboriginal name for a well in the Hundred but
the government decided on ‘Haig’ (Marshal Earl Haig of World War I).
Point Homburg, on Venus Bay, was named in 1910 and, apparently, escaped the notice of the Committee
appointed to erase German names from the South Australian landscape during World War I.
Home Park - A subdivision of section 343, Hundred of Adelaide, by its owner, Patrick Auld (1811-1886) circa
1855; now included in Magill. In 1845, Mr Auld leased this land to William Randall, whose house thereon
was called ‘Home Park’. In 1857, it was described as ‘a valuable property situated on section 343 on the rise
of hills immediately above Magill. The principal line of road from Adelaide to Lobethal skirts the property…’
(See Burnside)
Honeysuckle Flat - A school, within the District Council of Upper Wakefield, opened in 1866 and closed the
following year.
Honeyton - In 1856, Peter Roberts, licensed victualler and farmer of Guichen Bay, purchased sections 220221, Hundred of Waterhouse and, in the following year, laid out portion of it as Honeyton, named after his
father-in-law, Richard Honey; now included in Robe. In 1874, Honey Town School was conducted in a
dwelling-house by Betsey Ekers with 44 enrolled pupils.
Hong Kong Well - On section 83, Hundred of Pearce, South-East of Elliston, so named because a Chinese
shepherd was employed on a local pastoral run. The name comes from the Chinese heang-kiang - ‘sweet
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water’ or ‘fragrant waterway’ which denoted, originally, not the island but the channel separating it from
the mainland, whose water is sweetened by fresh water brought down by the River Canton.
Honiton - A town, 11 km SSE of Yorketown in the Hundred of Melville, proclaimed on 27 April 1876, has a
namesake in Devonshire derived from the Œ onnen-y-din - ‘town of ash trees’. Surveyed on section 376,
Hundred of Melville, by James W. Jones in 1874, from 1876 to 1968, 14 allotments, only, were sold, while
lots 415-17 were granted to the Minister Controlling Education. It ceased to exist on 26 September 1982.
The township, known, generally, in the surrounding locality as ‘Diamond Lake’, was situated in
the agricultural area of Troubridge about six miles west of Edithburgh and the road thither from
the latter place is over about a bad a piece of road as can, in all probability, be found in any part
of South Australia. Limestone boulders crop up in all directions and although portions of the road
have been recently metalled and put in a fair state, there is enough left to cause more than the
average amount of profanity on the part of those whose ill-luck leads them to drive much in that
direction… (See Diamond, Lake)
Its school opened as ‘Diamond Lake’ in 1874, changing to ‘Honiton’ in 1891; it closed in 1942. A photograph
of school students is in the Observer, 4 May 1907, page 29.
Hookina - A corruption of the Aboriginal jukena - ‘black place’ - the Hookina Creek, south of the railway
station, flows across slaty, black rocks. The town of Hookina, 24 km North-West of Hawker, was surveyed
in 1862, offered for sale on 30 April 1863, and surrounded a hotel built, in 1861, by William Taylor on what
promised to be a main dray route. The hotel survived until 1897 when the licensee, George Glass, ‘removed
the iron from the roof and erected a store at Wonoka.’ (See Glass Gorge) Its school opened in 1885 and
closed in 1923; the Hookina Railway School operated from 1885 until 1886.
In The Story of the Flinders Ranges Hans Mincham says:
The most northerly wheat town ever established in South Australia and one of the very last born
of the wheat drive was laid out just beyond the bridge across the Hookina Creek in 1883. A row
of settlers’ cottages (today in ruins) and a railway siding named Hookina Siding preceded the
town. The siding served the old Hookina township 8 kilometres down the creek and a number of
farmers who had recently settled in that locality. It was the farmers who petitioned the
government to erect a goods shed and lay out a town on the siding.
The government responded and gave the new town the old name of Wonoka which the locals
rarely used. For them there was old Hookina and new Hookina and, with the decline and death of
the old the new, became simply Hookina. The most imposing building ever erected there was a
Catholic church, the foundation stone of which was laid in 1885 with great ceremony. It was an
outstanding landmark close to the Main North Road until demolished in 1966. The last mass was
celebrated there in 1960.
The boundary of actual wheat growing country lies a little north of Hookina and west of the
railway line, where an average of eight bushels is reported with patches of land giving fifteen…
The overland telegraph line is visible here as it runs off to Old Hookina on its way through the
western plain… Cottages for the line repairers and a few stray tents are all that constitute this
incipient township…
Photographs of a rabbit catch are in the Chronicle, 16 February 1933, page 36.
Hooper, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 30 March 1899. Surveys were not carried
out within the Hundred until 1910-11:
On Sunday, 8 October 1911, the first service held in the new Hundred was conducted by
Reverend John Blacket who was on a visit from the city. There was a good muster - 18 men and
two little lads, the sons of Mr Richards. Neither preacher nor congregation had a hymn book but
old familiar hymns were sung. The service was held in the open air as no building has yet been
erected at the bore.
The preacher took his stand behind a cartload of chaff for shelter from the wind. The
congregation stood before him among the mallee. It was a novel and interesting sight… As yet
there is little social organisation in the Hundred. We get our mails or letters as best we can.
Settlers visiting Moorlands or Tailem Bend bring out letters for others. Steps are being taken to
arrange for the establishment of a school.
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Richard Hooper, MP (1891-1902), born in Cornwall in 1846, came to South Australia with his parents in
1858, when they settled at Burra. He worked in the Moonta Mines until he entered Parliament as the first
Labor member of the House of Assembly and, although he attended Caucus meetings, he never joined the
Labor Party. Known as the ‘silent member’, he only made one speech during his political life and then moved
to Perth, where he died in poverty in July 1909.
Hope - An 1879 subdivision of part sections 394-5, Hundred of Pichi Richi, by William Charles Greenslade,
publican of Quorn; suburban to Quorn. His wife was, formerly, Amelia Hope Badcock.
Hope Downs, in the Hundred of Karcultaby, was named by Stephen Hack in June 1857 because it was a
‘considerable extent of fine grazing country, running into bold, bald downs.’ The ‘Hope Downs Run’ (lease
no. 1516) was held by J.M. Linklater from 1867. However, in December 1862, H.A. Crawford is recorded as
taking up lease no. 1109 at ‘Hope Downs’ near Streaky Bay.
Hope Forest School, 5 km ESE of Willunga, was opened in 1932 and closed in 1970. (See Colonel Light
Colony) A photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 9 August 1934, page 32.
Eighteen months ago Hope Forest was a nameless stretch of virgin soil. At Port Adelaide six men
were out of work and forming a great scheme among themselves. They had rations but wanted
to work for them. So they approached the Minister of Crown Lands and asked for a piece of land
at a peppercorn rental… 15 months ago it was born to the crash of the axe and flash of a
mattock…
Lake Hope, in the Far North-East was ‘discovered by the Stuckey brothers… [they said that they “hoped for
better fortune in the future”] If we retained the native name we should call it Lake Pando’, corrupted from
pando-penunie - ‘great lake’.
Mount Hope, on Eyre Peninsula, was named by E.J. Eyre in 1839; The town of Mount Hope in the Hundred
of Kiana, was proclaimed on 30 November 1916; its post office, 43 km North-West of Cummins, opened in
July 1866 and closed in 1868. The school opened in 1911 and closed in 1974; a photograph is in the Observer,
14 August 1926, page 34.
Mount Hope, as a stopping pace for the weary traveller, has more than external appearance to
commend it, and if the mail coach has the misfortune to arrive there at midnight and the
determination to leave before daylight, solace of no mean order is to be found inside the
building, under the homely roof of the Bishop family. The recent allotment of the Hundred of
Mitchell, which lies slightly north of east from this point, found Mr Bishop one of the successful
applicants for more land…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 30 March 1912, page 31, of McArthur Brother’s potato farm in the
Observer, 11 May 1912, page 32, of a football team in the Chronicle, 4 October 1934, page 32.
Mount Hope, near Rendelsham, was named after the Hope Brothers, early pastoralists, who took out an
occupation licence in the South-East on 22 January 1846. Rodney Cockburn recorded the following:
Captain Lipson in the Yatala was instructed to survey Rivoli Bay and finding, I conjecture, that
none of the inland mountains was visible from his ship’s deck, erected the substantial trig that
still distinguishes the rise, he doubtlessly then named Mount Hope.
In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee recommended the name be changed to ‘Mount Woakwine’ to avoid
confusion with its counterpart on Eyre Peninsula. Many years ago a newspaper correspondent
accompanying a ministerial tour of the district said:
We drew up for a few minutes under Mount Hope. No one seems to know why this disgraceful
little ant heap had been called a mountain. It stands today as an undersized monument to
someone’s follies. On 8 June 1893, Mr G. Riddoch [sic], MP, arrived at Millicent with the object of
making an inspection of the route of the proposed Mount Hope drain and the country that it
would affect… He was favourably impressed with the plan of the proposed dam and thought it
would be a wise undertaking if the water in the drains was more utilised by means of dams…
Hope Valley emerged as a township in 1842 when named by William Holden, a butcher and storekeeper,
who cut up section 824 into blocks of four acres. His store was burned to the ground but, far from feeling
downcast by the loss, he felt ‘inspired by hope’, hence the name. He left the district when his wife was killed
in an accident in 1851 and, later, worked as a journalist on the Register. In 1850, it was described as ‘about
five miles from town, embracing along the whole line of road, and in the locality itself, scenery which for
beauty would defy the pencil of the artist to portray…’
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The opening of a new schoolroom was reported in 1849 and of a school in 1851, while Education
Department records show a school opening in 1866 and closing in 1980 when it was replaced by Ardtornish
Primary School.
In 1866, it was reported that ‘a number of our German riflemen assembled yesterday for a day’s sport and
decided to go stag shooting’:
A venerable fourteen-ender was selected for the occasion and taken to the shooting ground of
the German Rifle Club… After their day’s fielding the company enjoyed a capital dinner provided
by Host Bothe, Bremen Hotel.
In 1915, the suburb was laid out on part section 824, Hundred of Yatala, by the executors of Caroline H.F.
Klopper.
Hopeful Hills - Near Coober Pedy were, no doubt, named because they appeared to be a good opal
prospect.
Hopeful, Mount - Is near Mount Serle in the North Flinders Ranges. (See Babbage, Mount)
Hopeless, Mount - In the North Flinders Ranges, it was named by E.J. Eyre on 2 September 1840 even before
he climbed to the summit, because he was sure of the type of country he would see. (See Jacob Creek) A
description of the country by a pastoralist in 1861, in direct contrast to that of Edward Eyre, said:
The springs are of a very peculiar formation, and within five miles of Mount Hopeless (which Mr
Eyre describes as an utterly worthless arid country) there are innumerable springs of this kind
calculated to water any number of stock that the country is capable of bearing. They rise up in
mound and some appear to be a mere cluster of reeds; others having no vegetation, but on
getting on them you find, on making a hole with a stick, a jet of water rises and an artesian well is
formed. I have never known one of them to fail.
Within a few miles of Mount Hopeless there is a large cluster of these, many acres in extent; the
water is perfectly fresh, but is so impregnated with sulphur or some mineral quality… [it] has a
most abominable smell… But on boiling it, or even exposing it to the air for the night, it becomes
perfectly sweet…
A photograph of the Mt Hopeless outstation is in the Observer, 19 February 1921, page 26.
Hopetoun - Lord Hopetoun who, in 1901, became the first Governor-General of Australia is remembered
by the County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 21 January 1892; at the time of the christening of the town of
Hopetoun and the County, he was Governor of Victoria.
Although a township has only just been proclaimed… Innamincka, the native name of the site,
has been a prominent place for some years, and can already boast of a good hotel, store and a
depot for the South Australian police. Close to the site stands the celebrated tree where Brahe
planted the rations and the body of poor Burke was found by Howitt’s party… There is no doubt
the SA Government will ultimately extend their Far North railway system in this direction…
Captain Sturt says ‘wool will never grow up here…’ Yet not only does wool grow splendidly, as
witness the flocks on Tinga Tingana and Durham Downs, but the stations further up are replacing
cattle on the runs with sheep… From its geographical position Hopetoun is certain to become an
important part of central Australia… (See Innamincka)
In 1900, Hopetoun was suggested, also, for a subdivision of sections 726-28, Hundred of Wallaroo, in 1900
but a Lands Department note in 1939 says - ‘Not to be used’.
Hope Town - Is a subdivision of section 306, Hundred of Yatala, by Robert Stuckey (1821-1897), circa 1855,
probably took its name from the nearby village of Hope Valley. He arrived in South Australia with his wife
and family on 19 December 1839, following which he established a successful drapery and grocery business
in Rundle Street; after nine years he sold out and removed to Gilbert Street. In later years, he was a partner
in a land agency business with P. D. Prankerd, a director of Moonta and Hamley mines and, for a time, held
a proprietary interest in the Advertiser. He won the highest respect in business and, on account of his
integrity, was esteemed by all who knew him.
Hopkins Island - Near Thistle Island, named by Matthew Flinders after a crew member drowned at Cape
Catastrophe.
Horatios Nob - On Whittata Station and named after Horatio Raymond who worked there in the 1870s and
is buried at its base.
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Hore-Ruthven, County of - Proclaimed on 30 November 1933 and named after Sir Alexander Gore Arkwright
Hore-Ruthven, a former Governor of South Australia; later, he became Lord Gowrie. (See Glengowrie)
Horn - William A. Horn, MP (1887-1893), born in New South Wales in 1841, came to South Australia with
his parents in 1852 and became a pastoralist, in 1863, and purchased what was to become ‘Maryvale
Station’ on Eyre Peninsula. (See Maryvale) Later, he became a mining speculator and, with others, was
instrumental in building the Silverton Tramway, while, in parliament, ‘his caustic sarcasm enlivened debates
until he retired [while]in the smoking room he was known, also, to have a faculty for turning off neat
rhythmical epigrams, usually at the expense of some folly or some man. Since that time he has travelled
extensively and been mostly an absentee South Australian.’ At the time of his death in December 1922 he
was described as ‘one of the most generous public men’ in South Australian history.
The Hundred of Horn, in the County of Way, was proclaimed on 17 January 1889.
Mr Horn [was] an intrepid horseman and, many years ago, the hero in South Australia following a
marathon ride on horseback of 264 km to Adelaide when he was instrumental in Walter Hughes
gaining a mineral lease over the Wallaroo Copper mine. The news of his ride startled the average
proficient horsy man in the old country; and nearly all his verse is reminiscent of the station and
field of sport. There is a homely touch in the Adieux of the Ruined Squatter to his station and to
his horse. In the former, after certain half-satirical, semi-pathetic allusions, Mr Horn, assuming
for the moment the role of a man completely undone by bad pastoral land laws and an arid run,
proceeds:
Crown tenant of a saltbush plain, I tried to net the beggars out;
A desert lone and drear,
It ran me into debt;
I tried to make it carry stock,
And when my banker balanced up
The effort cost me dear.
Well - I was in the net.
I made some costly reservoirs,
Then South Australia’s Government,
And still some costly drains,
A witless motley crew,
But found them useless in a land They charged me Goyder’s racking rent
In which it never rains.
For grass that never grew.
A desiccated desert, where
No useful plant would grow;
It wouldn’t keep a lizard, and
Would starve a farmer’s crow.

They charged me for the sheep I’d shorn
So many pence per head,
Though half of them were dying and
The other half were dead.

The horrors of that solitude
They said I ate the ‘people’s grass’,
No mortal tongue could tell;
Whatever that might mean;
The locusts nearly ruined me,
The Thistles for the Ministers
The rabbits came as well.
Perhaps it may have been.
In other mood, as a poetical scene painter, he turned out some pretty pieces that helped to redeem his
sardonic humour; this occurred in a description of Ayers Rock, ‘five miles in circumference, 1,200 feet high
in the centre of a vast, sandy plain’:
The vaulted blue above it, and the blooded sand below;
A picture set in burnished gold amidst the evening glow.
Other parts of the same poem contain specimens of vivid realism that all bushmen, as well as literary critics,
understood and appreciated, just as the latter would enter objection to such false rhymes as ‘Force’ with
‘Cross’ which, however, occurs rarely. ‘Yarding a Warrigal’ is a spirited poem, with Gordonian ring and
metre. What could appeal more strongly to the Australian bushman than the opening stanza?
There is one source of joy unmixed with alloy,
One pleasure untinged with remorse,
When the running is sound and you follow the hound
On the back of a favourite horse.
The closing verse is suggestively descriptive:
So ended the run.
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We were thoroughly done,
For a drink we unitedly vote.
Such a thirst who would miss?
I could here the drink hiss
As it moistened my drought-stricken throat.
Lake Horn, near Elliston, was named after Thomas Cooper Horn, who took up the Kappawanta run in the
early 1840s. Horn Bay is known now as ‘Waterloo Bay’.
On 27 May 1849 an attack was made upon the station of Mr Horn(e) by a party of natives, who
succeeded in carrying off his stores and other articles in the hut, which were, however,
recovered by Mr Horn(e) and his servants, after a conflict that ended in the death of two natives
and the capture of the party.
The opportune presence of an increased police force in the district and their zeal in the pursuit,
have resulted in the apprehension of eight prisoners, besides those taken by Mr Horn(e)‘s party.
Eleven of these natives have been committed for trial at the ensuing sessions…
I beg to observe that their committal to Adelaide has arisen more from a conviction of the moral
effects likely to be produced by their contact with civilisation, and the Aboriginal establishment
in Adelaide, than from any participation in the crimes with which they are charged.
The tribes who have been for a longer period in communication with Europeans continues as
usual on the most amicable terms, and are of considerable service to the settlers, and I have no
doubt that the examples now before them will have the most beneficial effects upon the
tranquillity of the remoter districts. (See Elliston)
Horncastle - The name comes from an Old English word referring to a castle built on the ‘horn’ or spit of
land at the junction of the Rivers Bane and Waring and was given to a 1921 subdivision of part section 442,
Hundred of Adelaide, fronting Anzac Highway, between Maple Avenue and Leader Street, by the State Bank
of South Australia; now included in Forestville.
The name given is that of… the Governor’s electorate in England and… the family names of the
Governor and Lady Weigall [have] been used in naming the streets…’
In 1922, the Governor made an inspection of the soldiers’ homes erected by the State Bank:
They first went to Horncastle, named after the division of Lincolnshire and formerly represented
in the House of Commons by Sir Archibald Weigall. In this suburb there are fifty soldiers’ homes…
The Governor said that Horncastle, in England, was also a market town and it was there that
Oliver Cromwell slept before the battle of Winceby…
Horndale - Named after Percival A. Horn, a pioneer viticulturist and winemaker.
The men who laid out, planted, built cellars in and formed homes among those modern
vineyards which are such a feature of the Happy Valley and O’Halloran Hill district have, up to
date, done better for others than for themselves. None can accuse even the most successful of
having yet gathered in that pile of wealth which some 14 years ago predicted as a certainty
awaiting the venturesome… Enterprise must ever excite admiration and enterprise of such a
character as is evident on all sides at Horndale, is particularly provocative of that sentiment… The
property consists of 320 acres … of which 195 acres are under grapes…
Horner Bridge - At Coromandel Valley and constructed, in 1866, by S. Saunders and Henry Horner across
the River Sturt.
Hornsdale - On 18 May 1874, William Horne (1841-1925) selected sections 193 and 195, Hundred of
Tarcowie, and on 25 June 1880 purchased section 195, 19 km NNW of Jamestown. He was the first
postmaster in June 1881 and the office is shown to stand on section 195B. This small settlement stood at
the junction of six roads in the South-East corner of the Hundred and was known first as ‘Tarcowie East’,
becoming Hornesdale in June 1881; subsequently corrupted to Hornsdale. Its school opened as ‘Tarcowie
East’ in 1878 and changed its name in 1881; it closed in 1959. (See Tarcowie)
A public meeting in respect of school accommodation was held on 18 November 1882 when ‘Mr William
Horne presided and said that an amount of £300 had been voted for a school’:
A motion was carried that the Education Department be asked to spend the £300 formerly
granted on a stone building and remove the present structure to a part of the Hundred of
Tarcowie where it was more needed…
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Hornsey Park - A 1921 subdivision of part section 78, Hundred of Mobilong, by Richard Sidney Bell,
storekeeper of Murray Bridge; now included in Murray Bridge. There is a ‘Hornsey’ in Middlesex, England,
derived from the Œ hornesse - ‘isle, peninsula or horn’; other sources opt for the Œ haering-gehaeg - ‘an
enclosure in a grey wood’. (See Horncastle)
Horrocks, Mount & Horrocks Pass - These features were discovered by, and named after, John Ainsworth
Horrocks (1818-1846), pastoralist and explorer and a cairn and tablet were unveiled on 21 September 1946
following erection by the District Councils of Wilmington and Port Germein.
This wonderful natural road through the barrier-like Flinders Ranges was discovered in 1846 by
J.A. Horrocks… The gradient on the eastward is comparatively easy, but that down the western
slope is much more steep and winds through the bottom of a very deep and narrow gully along
side the bed of an old watercourse which was the original road. The only water on the road for
many miles is found of all unlikely places in a well about 30 feet deep on the very saddle of the
pass. This well is a private one and is very easily exhausted, so that when, as is often the case,
many teamsters are waiting for water, much delay and suffering to the animals are caused… (See
Penwortham)
Horsham - A subdivision of part section 1079, Hundred of Waterloo, by Joseph Downing in 1866 - Rodney
Cockburn locates it at Tothill Creek. Lands Department records show the name Horsham being applied,
also, to a village on section 3465, Hundred of Kuitpo, while in 1849 mention was made of a proposal to
establish a village of Horsham, 5 km South-West of Meadows, but nothing survives, although it was lauded
as follows: ‘From its populous, respectable neighbourhood it must become a leading market town of the
province.’ The section reverted to the Crown for forest purposes in 1916.
The name comes from Sussex, England and, in 950 AD, was recorded as horham - ‘dirty or muddy town;’ in
1461, it was granted the right to hold two fairs annually and one of these coincided with the Assizes, held
there first in 1306. Because of the number of executions carried out at the then County gaol it came to be
known as the ‘Hang Fair’ and as recently as 1850 the sign ‘Wives for Sale’ could be seen there in Market
Square. Other sources say it derives from hurst-ham - ‘village in the wood’.
Horsnell Gully - John Horsnell (1812-1895) arrived in South Australia in the Lysander in 1839 and took up
residence there in 1842. For a time he was Governor Gawler’s coachman.
Horseshoe - A school opened in 1901 and closed in 1920 was known, also, as ‘Moockra Horseshoe’. (See
Moockra)
Hoskin Creek - South-South-East of Balaklava, probably recalls William Hoskin who held land in the ‘Lower
Wakefield Special Survey’.
Houghton - The name derives from either the Œ haug-r - ‘cairn, mound’ or hoh - ‘a high place’.
Coincidentally, or otherwise, a Prime Minister of England, Sir Robert Walpole, applied the name ‘Houghton’
to his palatial home in East Anglia, England.
It was laid out as a village in 1841 on section 5519, Hundred of Yatala, by John Richardson (ca.1808-1886),
a land agent and surveyor, who arrived in the colony, in 1838, when he bought land from J.B. Hack and
placed Joseph Barritt in charge of his property called ‘Houghton Lodge’. The Travellers’ Rest hotel was
licensed in 1842:
[It] had a monopoly of passing trade for fifteen years but lost much of it when the worst thing to
happen to a publican - a road diversion - by-passed Houghton altogether in 1857. The more
attractive route to Kersbrook created an attractive opportunity for Firmin Deacon, a city publican,
to establish the Inglewood Hotel in March 1858… the Houghton pub ceased trading in the Great
Depression in 1934 and no longer exists.
Its school was conducted first in the Union Chapel, in 1847, the government school being built in 1878. In
1856, a traveller from Anstey’s Hill to Houghton was met with:
Nothing either new or wonderful, except, we instance, a few ‘new’ roads and a few ‘wonderful’
pinches which we were assured had been ascended and descended by the cat-footed bullocks of
former days. Marvellous bullocks! … Our swifter footed steeds soon brought us within view of a
village, at first lost in dust, but upon on closer inspection proved to be Houghton…
An annual report of the ‘Village Sunday School’ was made in April 1851:
Our anticipations have been fully realized from the first Sabbath we commenced our labours; we
saw the destitute state of the children, and the evils to which they were exposed by neglect; we
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saw the fields ripe for the harvest… and in the name of God we raised our banners, and our
success has been according to our desires and labours.
In 1887, gold fossicking was undertaken on Sir R. Ross’s ground where 50 men were at work and another
50 ‘mooching about watching others pan off.’ Very little gold was obtained and that available was in such
minute quantities that ‘several old Teetulpians expressed their most profound contempt for the place’:
The sanitary arrangements observed are confined to keeping anything objectionable out of the
bed of the river. Every precaution is taken against the spread of fire. It is about two or three
miles above the weir, to find which one must follow a tortuous foot track and have the skill of a
wallaby… But take my advice and don’t go at all. It is a frightful road. You cannot get a cart within
a mile and a half one way and three miles the other. There is no store for miles.
Hounslow - A telephone office opened on 20 September 1928 on section 22, Hundred of McPherson.
Hove - This seaside suburb, laid out on part section 206, Hundred of Noarlunga, by the Savings Bank of
South Australia, in 1945, took its name from the local railway station, known prior to 1920 as ‘Middle
Brighton’. ‘Hove’, in England is a town next to Brighton and derives from the Œ hufe - ‘shed, shelter’. There
is an ‘Adelaide Crescent’ in the English town and Governor Hindmarsh is buried there within the grounds of
the St Andrew’s Church.
Howagie Well - On section 4, Hundred of Warrenben; derived from the Aboriginal awatji - ‘catfish place’.
Howard Rock - On southern Eyre Peninsula and named after Commander Howard, RN, who surveyed part
of the coast.
Howe - The name of J.H. Howe, MP (1881-1896), MLC (1897-1918) is remembered by Hundred of Howe,
County of Victoria, proclaimed on 29 January 1891; its school opened in 1895 and became ‘Hughes Gap’ in
1942, it closed in 1946. Born in Wales, in 1839, he came to South Australia in 1855, when he joined the
Mounted Police. Four times a Cabinet Minister and known as a capable administrator, from the part he
played in the Australasian Federation Convention, in 1897-98, he is considered to be one of the fathers of
the Australian Constitution.
The town of Howe in the Hundred of Clinton, on Yorke Peninsula, proclaimed on 9 June 1887 was, after a
life of seventy-two years, declared to cease to exist on 2 April 1959, when it was added to adjoining Crown
land and renumbered as section 103.
Howellton - An 1891 subdivision of section 27, Hundred of Pirie, by Thomas Scarman, who named it after
its surveyor Frederick A. Howell; now included in Port Pirie West and bounded by Senate and Goode Roads
and Falconer St.
Howitt, Lake - North-East of Lake Eyre North. H.C. Talbot contends that it was discovered by P. E. Warburton
on 31 August 1866, but his journal of that date merely states that he and his party ‘arrived at Lake Howitt’.
On 26 June 1861, A.W. Howitt signed a contract with David Walker, the treasurer of the Burke and Wills
expedition, to search for the long overdue explorers - this story has been well documented and needs no
repetition here. However, during the search he trekked to Mount Hopeless Station and, as far as possible,
followed the course of Cooper’s Creek, ‘this having permanent waters [most] of the way’:
This route took him nowhere near the lake. However, he returned to the area in mid-1862 to
bring back the remains of Burke and Wills and in July 1862, for 17 days… traversed this flooded
country [near Sturt’s Stony Desert] finding everywhere lakes, water channels and lagoons… with
wide extent of earthly plains.
It may be assumed that, at that time, the lake was discovered. A.C. Gregory and John McKinlay had been in
the general area in 1858 but there is no evidence of them naming it. Indeed, at that time Howitt was a
nonentity and, no doubt, unknown to them, although Howitt was in South Australia, in 1859, when he
searched for pastoral country in the north; the limit of this exploration was the Davenport Ranges, west of
Lake Eyre North.
Hoyleton - The first recorded land settlement in the area was in 1851 when James Masters, George Young
and Richard Jones applied for pastoral leases. The name may be derived from a Mr John Hoiles, who was
the licensee of the Port Henry Arms Hotel in 1850-51. William Cawthorne visited this establishment in 1851
and recorded that he met ‘a drunken mob of bullock drivers playing cards, swearing and fighting’:
So little are they trusted that the landlord holds the nobbler in one hand while he takes money
with the other… So much is the publican in the hands of these ruffians that they insist upon his
rising at any hour of the might and satisfying their insatiable desire for drink.
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The hotel was built by Mr T.H. Williams, the manager of the Burra mine, and in the Government Gazette of
this time the locality is recorded as ‘Pleasant Hill’, Port Henry Road - on the corner of section 345, Hundred
of Upper Wakefield.
In a debate on a Railway Bill, Hansard prints the name as ‘Hoileton’. On 28 August 1866, the largest political
meeting ever held in Clare took place when ‘the subject for discussion was “a tramway on the Western
Plains”.’ During the debate Hoyle’s Hill was mentioned ‘where there was no house and where no one
lives…’ (See Hurd Hill)
On 1 June 1869, the formal opening of the road through a range of hills leading to Hoyle’s Plains, known
as Hurd’s Hill, took place and, in the same year, Leonard William Thrupp and Nathaniel Alexander Knox
established the town of Hoyleton on part sections 102-3, Hundred of Hall, 19 km North-East of Balaklava.
When unsold lots were advertised for sale in 1871 it was said that ‘from its position at the terminus of the
only railway (under government) showing a profit [it] must command an extensive trade with a very large
area of settled country…’ Examinations at Hoyle Plains School were reported in 1873, while in 1874 it was
conducted in a chapel by Charles F. Otto with 25 enrolled pupils; the Hoyleton School opened in 1878 and
closed in 1971.
Hudd, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 30 January 1936. Sir Herbert Sydney Hudd,
MC, MP (1912-1948), Commissioner of Public Works and secretary of the Parliamentary Liberal Party and
Government Whip in 1927-30. In the Butler Government of 1933-38 he held the portfolios of public works,
railways and marine and ‘regarded as one of the ablest debaters in public life in South Australia, although
at least one contemporary was critical of his administration ability.’ He died in 1948, aged 67.
Huddleston - A town in the Hundred of Narridy, 13 km South-West of Gladstone, surveyed by E.J. Elder,
proclaimed on 29 March 1877, and named by Governor Jervois after Sir John W. Huddleston, an eminent
jurist, who was called to the Bar in 1839, becoming a Judge in 1880.
Hughes - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line 490 km west of Tarcoola and named after William
Morris Hughes, a former Prime Minister of Australia. (See Barton)
Hughes Gap was a school North-East of Crystal Brook opened in 1890 as ‘Napperby South’, changed to
‘Milcowie’ in 1895 and ‘Hughes Gap’ in 1942; it closed in 1946. Probably, the physical feature took its name
from John Bristow Hughes of Booyoolee (sic) Station who, before the advent of the railway from Gladstone
and Port Pirie in 1877, carted his wool overland to that port by bullock waggon. (See Booyoolie)
Port Hughes, near Moonta, honours Sir Walter Watson Hughes, one of the founders of the University of
Adelaide. The town, surveyed in April 1863, was offered for sale on 4 June 1863.
There was a township surveyed there so long ago as 1862 but, as the facilities for the landing of
goods required to be improved by the building of jetty or wharf, the place has never been made
use of as a port. The inhabitants of Moonta have recently communicated with the government
respecting the availability of Port Hughes as a shipping place for their township and have
represented its closer proximity to Moonta than the Port of Wallaroo…
It was not until 1911 that the first pile for a jetty was driven by the wife of the Premier, Hon. John Verran;
it was opened on 21 May 1913. (See Wallaroo)
Hulkes Hills - North-West of Port Augusta, named by B.H. Babbage, in 1858, after H.S. Hulkes who, with
John Oakden, set out from the head of Spencer Gulf in 1851 to explore westward of Lake Torrens. They
applied for a run in their explored area but did not take it up because they left for the Victorian goldfields.
We have received a communication from Mr H.S. Hulkes of Sandhurst, Victoria, with reference to
the country lying to the North-West of Lake Torrens… It will be seen that Mr Hulkes prefers
certain claims against the government and people of South Australia on account of discoveries
made by himself and Mr Oakden some years ago… (See Oakden Hills)
Hull - An 1877 subdivision of sections 215-16, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by John Wallace, solicitor of Port
Adelaide; now included in Wingfield, south of Wing Street to Leeds Street. The name comes from Yorkshire
and derives from the Œ hol - ‘hollow’ or the Middle English hule - ‘hut, hovel’.
Humanity Seat - Near Copley. In the 1880s gold fossickers on the eastern plains named this prominence
because it resembled an upside down human posterior.
Humbug - Humbug Reach is on the Port River ‘just below Luff Point and was so called because the wind
headed the vessels beating up to the Port more in the “Reach” than at any other part in the stream…’
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Humbug Scrub, in the Hundred of Para Wirra, 5 km North-East of One Tree Hill was, according to Rodney
Cockburn, derived from a comment made by a Mrs Gavan, who suggested that to live at such a place was a
‘humbug’. Mary Gavan was the wife of ‘Paddy’ Gavan described as ‘a squatter at Humbug Scrub’;
apparently, they settled in the district about 1847. Charles Hope Harris contends that it was named by
Colonel Light because ‘after the battle [Barrosa] they were annoyed by the guerrilla [humbug] warfare of
their opponents.’
Another version says that ‘when the Cornish miners settled in the gully they kept goats [that] strayed… and
became lost in surrounding scrub’:
When the miners or members of their families went out in search of the goats they in turn
became lost, and so in exasperation named the locality Humbug Scrub.
[It] nestles in a hollow between the ranges and partly creeps up their sides. It straggles over a
good deal of ground and covers very little and it consists as much, or nearly as much, of ruined as
of habitable tenements. In fact, its glory has departed and from being a busy mining centre, it has
become the very dullest of dull rural villages. It has about thirty houses… The hotel, in fact, must
be a losing concern…
The Humbug Scrub Post Office stood on section 1705 and opened in October 1873 while, in 1875, the school
was conducted by George C. Fead with 36 enrolled pupils; it opened circa 1874 and closed in 1894.
In 1875, larrikinism appeared there when, ‘on Saturday night, several residents were awakened from their
slumbers by showers of stones upon the roofs of their houses and through their windows’:
Besides stone throwing the visitors indulged in upsetting people’s water barrels and running
spring carts up against houses and in one instance ran a cart into the Try Again dam. The
population numbers about 200 and is daily increasing. Beyond the limits of Lady Alice, Try Again
and Lady Edith nothing new is being undertaken… with the exception of Goddard’s Amalgamated
Claims… (See Hamlin & Lady Alice)
In the following year, a cricket match against a Lyndoch Valley team was played at Lyndoch on and was won
by the visitors by an innings and 95 runs. The Humbug Scrub team comprised Messrs H. Wickham, G. Davis,
Dunston, W. Clarke, W. Hall, T. Hall, T. Curtis, A. Curtis, A. Hicks, B. Pope and G. Davis, junior.
Humbug Town was laid out by William Square on sections 247-48, Hundred of Pirie, in 1877, when he was
described as a clerk of Norwood; now included in Solomontown. Previously, in 1876, he laid out
‘Squaretown’ when superintendent of the local water supply. Did the circumstances of his change of
employment prompt him to castigate Port Pirie citizens with this derogatory name?
Hummock - Mount Hummock is on section 482, Hundred of Kulpara and, on 29 March 1802, the
Investigator was near the present day site of Ardrossan sailing to the head of the gulf where its anchor was
dropped. Flinders and Robert Brown went ashore to inspect the ‘mountains’ he referred to as Hummock
Mount. A map drawn for the first Annual Report of the SA Colonisation Commissioners shows it as
‘Hummock Mt.’
Generally, the name Hummocks was applied to the area, the first record of which is to be found in 1847
when H.J. Richman held the area under occupation licence. In July 1851 E.B. Gleeson applied the name
‘Hummocks’ to pastoral lease no. 116, while John Ellis’s lease no. 124 was described as being located at
‘Hummocks’. (See South Hummocks) In October 1868 information appeared on Mr W.V. Brown’s pastoral
lease and a dispute over the provision of water to farmers: ‘… If Brown is allowed to reign much longer the
consequence will be that farmers will have to leave their farms or sell their working stock,’
Hummock Hill is near Whyalla and, in his journal of 9 March 1802, Flinders said, ‘we steered for the
outermost of the northern hummocks’ but makes no mention of naming the hill; however, it appears as
such on his charts. The Hummock Hill School was opened in 1905, becoming ‘Whyalla’ in 1919.
Hummocks [sic] Hill is situated on the western side of Spencer Gulf… [They] are a small
contented community consisting almost entirely of workmen employed in connection with the
BHP company’s ironstone quarries at Iron Knob… A provisional school conducted by a young lady
and consisting of about 20 scholars is one of the institutions of the place… On Empire Day the
school was visited by a couple of residents who delivered suitable addresses…
Humphrey Springs - In the Hundred of Alma, 3 km east of Alma, recalls James Humphrey (ca.1811-1862),
who held the country under occupation licence from 15 August 1844. (See Barabba)
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Hungry - A band of marooned sealers lived on Kangaroo Island for about three years subsisting on the flesh
of wild animals and the place became known as Hungry Beach. About 2 km north of Murray Bridge on the
Mannum Road,
Hungry Hill was named so because, one day, men working in the area only had one lunch between them;
it is known, officially, as ‘Paradise Hill’.
Hungry Swamp, in the Hundred of Goolwa, got its name because it was the place ‘where travellers stop to
have a snack.’ ‘Good crops of vegetables have been grown on the Hungry Swamp… which is the source of
Currency Creek…’
Hunt Peninsula - On Lake Eyre North, traversed and mapped by G.W. Hunt in 1897.
Hurd Hill & Lake Hurd - East of Olary, recall W. Hurd, a partner with Messrs Duffield and Harrold in an
adjacent pastoral lease no. 1092 from 11 July 1862.
The opening of a Hurd Hill Road, near Hoyleton, was reported in 1869:
On Tuesday, 1 June 1869 the formal opening of the road through the range of hills leading to
Hoyle’s Hills, known as Hurd’s Hill took place… About four o’clock the party dispersed after
spending a pleasant day, for although the roads were heavy with the previous day’s rain, the
weather turned out fine and bracing…
Hurd Hill, east of Coromandel Valley, recalls Thomas Hurd Matthews, who got the land grants of sections
1100-1 on 25 March 1847.
Hurtle Vale - East of Morphett Vale was ‘visited by a party of gentlemen, including David McLaren, and
named after the first Commissioner of Crown Lands, James Hurtle Fisher.’ Its Aboriginal name was kowiemunilla. In respect of its nomenclature David Elder, author of William Light’s Brief Journal and Australian
Diaries, in correspondence with the author, said:
As I understand it McLaren arrived at Kangaroo Island on 21 April 1837… and the SA Gazette &
Colonial Register for 8 July 1837 included a paragraph or two welcoming McLaren to Adelaide…
This makes me wonder if Talbot was right in thinking that McLaren led an expedition to this area
so soon after his arrival in Adelaide… I have noticed in the notebook which Light used on his trip
to Encounter Bay in 1837 that there are two sketches of Hurtle Vale.
One is captioned ‘Hurtle Vale, June 18, 1837’ and the other is ‘Part of Hurtle Valley’, but is not
dated. His diary entries as given in the Brief Journal, however, simply describe the spot as ‘a
beautiful valley’ without giving its name. Is it possible that the name was given then? Fisher, of
course, was in the party. M. Colwell in The History of the Noarlunga District (1972) says it was on
this trip that Morphett Vale was named.
The name Hurtle Vale was applied to a subdivision of section 501, Hundred of Noarlunga, when John
Wauchope cut it up into sixteen allotments, circa 1853.
Hurtle Vale contains a number of cottage vineyards of from one to five acres each. On 10
September 1864 about 60 of the residents were treated to a supper at the house of Mr James
Bishop, Vine Cottage, to celebrate the event of his having sold all his wine - about 60 gallons of
this year’s vintage - among his neighbours…
Hutchinson Town - Part of section 2205, Hundred of Goolwa, subdivided by Young Bingham Hutchinson
(1806-1870) in 1856. Its official name is ‘Goolwa Extension’.
Hutchison, Hundred of - In the County of Flinders, proclaimed on 24 October 1867. No official record can
be found as to why this name was chosen but it is likely that it honours Commander John H. Hutchison, RN,
who was in charge of the Admiralty survey of the seaboard of the colony in the 1860s. He was promoted to
the rank of Captain in January 1869 and died the same year.
Hutley Estate - A 1915 subdivision of section 973, Hundred of Davenport, by Walter Hutley (1858-1931);
now included in Port Augusta.
Hutton - Stephen Hutton (1853-1935), obtained the land grant of section 87, Hundred of Gumbowie, on 29
December 1882 and Hutton Lagoon probably recalled his name; it is known, today, as ‘Deep Well Swamp’.
The lagoon is on the west side of the farm… Mr Hutton has had a large mill erected by Messrs
Tuck Brothers of Terowie and when the water is required the pump is capable of sending a big
flow of the precious liquid over a large area of the country… The water was in the lagoon on the
last occasion a little over two years and it is expected that it will remain full for fully three years
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yet, as since the floodwaters found their way over the country in January there have been heavy
rains…
Mount Hutton, near Copley, was named by Samuel Parry on 22 March 1858 after ‘the first true geologist’,
who is presumed to be James Hutton (1726-1797).
Hutton Vale, 8 km east of Angaston, recalls Zaccheus Joseph Hutton who is recorded as holding allotments
in Greenock in 1858, while the name occurs in Scotland where, in 1098, it was recorded as hotun ‘village on
the Hoe’.
The name Hutton Vale was given, also, to a property owned by the Angas family, south of Moculta and ‘an
area to the north of this property, sections near 370-325 Moorooroo, is known locally as Hutton Vale.’
This establishment which is devoted to the breeding of pure Hereford and shorthorn cattle, is the
property of Mr J.H. Angas. It is prettily situated on the western slope of the range of hills which
divides the sources of the Rhine and Gawler rivers… [It] comprises about 1,500 acres…
Hutt River - In the Clare district, discovered by William Hill, in 1838, and named after William Hutt of the
South Australian Association; the Aborigines called it parriworta where parri refers to a river and worta ‘that which is behind’, e.g., ‘a horse cart’. The ‘Hutt River Run’ was established by W. Robinson, the name
being applied first to pastoral lease no. 132 of 1851. (See Robinson Park)
Hyde Park - Section 237, Hundred of Adelaide, on which the suburb stands, was granted to Thomas
Whistler, the founder of Unley and, by 1867, portion it was owned by Archibald Jaffrey when he subdivided
it into residential allotments, vide an unnamed plan. In 1877, Samuel Chiles laid out the first subdivision to
be named Hyde Park; he was born in Essex, England, in 1825. In a letter to the Town Clerk of Unley in 1933
his son, A.W. Chiles (ca.1876-1954), said:
Jasper Street was named after my father’s mother, maiden name M.J. Jasper. Oxford Street,
Westall Street and what used to be Bayswater Road, from Hyde Park hotel to Jasper Street, were
named after streets in Hyde Park, England.
A search at the General Registry Office discounts Rodney Cockburn’s suggestion that it was named after
John Hyde, as this gentleman settled in the Willunga district. Of the additional nineteen land holders in
South Australia between 1836 and 1857 with the surname ‘Hyde’ none are recorded as having held land in
the vicinity of the present day suburb. London’s ‘Hyde Park’ is derived from the Œ higid or hyde - ‘a measure
of land’ as much as would support one family and dependants.
Mr Samuel Chiles’s cultivation of the banana palm was reported in 1895:
That bananas can be grown in South Australia and on the plains is proved by an inspection of the
garden of Mr Samuel Chiles of Bayswater Road who has a Fijian banana in blossom the tree
having been planted four years ago. The fruit is now about 2 ½ inches long. In another spot are to
be seen seventeen Chinese bananas…
A photograph of Mr G. Legoe’s experimental poultry farm is in the Observer, 13 April 1907, page 29, of a
tennis team on 14 February 1914, page 31, of local tennis teams on 29 May 1926, page 32.
The name Hyde Park was given, also, to a subdivision of section 424, Hundred of Yatala by John Stuart
Duncan in 1882; now included in Albert Park.
Hynam - A pastoral lease taken up on 22 July 1847 by Adam Smith and partners who, according to Rodney
Cockburn, gave it the name from some past Scottish association; from July 1851 he held the lease in
partnership with James Oliver.
Adam Smith was a partner of Messrs [John] Oliver and [William] Brown but he did not come to
the property until the murder of the latter by Aborigines. Mr Oliver sold out to him in the 1850s
when he became the sole possessor. He was a shrewd, intelligent man and his home was ever an
hospitable one.
The Hundred of Hynam, County of MacDonnell, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869. The town, 11 km east of
Naracoorte, was named by Governor Bosanquet on 10 June 1909 as Hynam East; changed to Hynam on 20
April 1941. Its school opened in 1879 and closed in 1968; a photograph of the school building being shifted
to another location is in the Chronicle, 16 February 1918, page 26, of the opening of a new school on 2
January 1936, page 27.
Hynam South School opened in 1896 and changed to ‘Burnbrae’ in 1911; it closed in 1938. (See Burnbrae)
By 1880, Hynam Head Station, comprising 37,000 acres of purchased land, was owned by W. Smith & Co.
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and carried about 20,000 sheep, while Mr Gideon Smith had 15,000 acres of freehold at Binnum, beside
6,000 acres leased from the Council of Educatiion upon which he ran about 22,000 sheep.
In 1886, a traveller recorded that after arrival at Hynam:
We were met by a buggy and at once started for the sawmills… The nearest is about 10 miles
from the Hynam station and although about 180,000 sleepers have been cut and removed, there
are still large tracts where there is no appearance of work having been done. There is probably
enough good timber still existing for the construction of five or six similar railways…
Hypurna - (See Danggali Conservation Park)
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Ianaramatee - A property on the ‘eastern plains’; see pastoral lease no. 117.
Iavurtu - East of Beltana. Aboriginal for ‘shady wild orange tree’.
Ideyaka Hill - South-West of Marree where the ‘Ideyaka Run’ was established by G. Tinline and A.B. Murray
in 1866 (lease no. 1728).
Ifould, Lake – Located South-East of Ooldea it recalls W. Ifould, the owner of a nearby pastoral lease, circa
1880. Probably William Ifould, born in 1828 to Henry and Mary Ifould.
Ilbunga - A railway station on the Marree-Alice Springs Line, 128 km NNW of Oodnadatta. Aboriginal for ‘a
flat with claypan water’.
Ilfracombe - This name was reported to be ‘near Kapunda’ in the 1860s in respect of land owned by William
May; it was also the name of a Boy’s Reformatory at Burnside.
Ilgamba - (See Illcumba-Cowie)
Illcumba-Cowie - Tom Brown, who lived at Nullarbor station for thirty years said: ‘the correct name was
yelcumba-cowie (yelka - ‘dog’); thus - ‘a water frequented by dingoes’. On later maps it is shown as
‘Ilgamba’. The site was a source of water for Edward J. Eyre on his expedition across the Nullarbor and a
watering place for stock during the settlement of Nullarbor Station. (See Tom Brown)
Illeroo - A property South-West of Port Augusta; see pastoral lease no. 1156.
Illinawortina Creek - East of Lyndhurst, corrupted from the Aboriginal ilhaurtunha - ‘berry bush place’; the
berry bush Enchylaena tomentosa grows there. The ‘Illinawortina Run’, was established by Thomas Elder in
1860 (lease no. 1718).
Illawortina [sic] Pound is now better known as Worturpa after a spring called by that name. It is
about 48 miles east of Copley. The name came into prominence on account of the famous rush
for tellurides of gold which proved a fiasco… Illawortina is the correct name. It means what we
call wild currant. These bushes used to grow to a large size in the pound [but] rabbits and wild
donkeys have eaten them out… It is not generally known that the famous Captain Starlight of
‘Robbery Under Arms’ fame, had his mob of cattle in this pound … and a safer place it would be
hard to find. There is only one inlet up a thick teatree creek…
Illusion Plains - Near Marree, named by Samuel Parry on 5 August 1858 when he said that, ‘at times a vast
sea appeared to surround us, and salt bush was magnified to huge trees, hillocks to mountains and but a
little distance could be penetrated by the eye.’
Immarna - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line east of Ooldea. Aboriginal for ‘camp’.
Inchiquin - (See Clare)
Ingalta - A railway station 32 km south of Renmark. The Aborigines applied the name to a reach of the River
Murray near Mannum. (See Bugle Hut)
Ingle Farm - In 1849, James Rowe took up 100 acres in section 3030, Hundred of Yatala and, later, his
grandson, Jabez, carried on the farm, calling it ‘Ingle Farm’ because he had married a Miss Wright from
‘Inglewood’. In 1959, the SA Housing Trust purchased 730 acres from the Rowe brothers and started a
housing estate. Another version of its nomenclature was received ‘second-hand’ from the Rowe family. It
says that Jabez Rowe named his farm ‘Stony Heights’, or such-like, and his wife who had an affiliation with
a place named ‘Ingle’ in Scotland persuaded him to make the change.
However, Martha Barbara Wright was born in South Australia on 24 May 1868 and, in 1902, she married
Jabez Sleeman Rowe when her address was given as ‘Inglewood’. Further, the ‘Scottish Connection’ is
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disproved by a 1923 obituary of William Wright (father of Mrs Rowe) which says he was born in Middlesex,
England, arrived in South Australia in 1849 and, ‘two years later the young couple went to Inglewood.’
Ingles Flat - (See Swede Flat)
Inglewood - Firmin Deacon, publican of Adelaide, purchased part section 5513, 6 km east of Modbury, in
June 1857 and erected an hotel thereon, calling it ‘Inglewood’. (See Houghton) Mr Deacon purchased the
land from William Reeds of Houghton; there is an Inglewood Forest in Cumberland, England, extending
from Penrith to Carlisle and, of further interest, is the fact that a village of Houghton lies about 4 km north
of Carlisle. The name occurs, also, in Yorkshire, England, and, probably, derives from the Œ ingle - ‘fire’.
Rodney Cockburn relates that Mr Deacon ‘offered the men on the job five gallons of beer if they could find
a suitable name’:
That evening they had a talk in camp and one of them suggested Inglewood (after the Inglewood
in Cumberland). The others approved and when the owner next arrived the men had the name
painted in large letters on a board which was nailed to a scaffold pole opposite to the bar door.
The men got their beer and Inglewood got its name.
Mr Lambert’s store was razed to the ground on 26 January 1865 when it was reported that ‘the building
was the property of Mr Antonio Francesco of Highercombe and Mr Lambert had only been in possession
for about 12 months and this event will necessitate a return to his old premises opposite the Inglewood
Inn…’
The name Inglewood was applied, also, to an AMP Society development, 8 km north of Bordertown. (See
McCallum, Hundred of & Sherwood)
Inglis, Point - In 1910, ‘the southern point near Point Drummond’ was named after the Port Adelaide
Harbormaster.
Ingomar - This school opened in 1968 and closed in 1975. It may relate to ‘Ingomar Station’, the name of a
pastoral lease west of Lake Eyre South.
Inkerman - Governor MacDonnell named the Hundred of Inkerman, County of Gawler, proclaimed on 22
May 1856, after a Crimean War battleground upon which he was wounded in November 1854. Its school
opened in 1884 and closed in 1894; Inkerman School opened in 1885 and was changed to ‘Raglan’ in 1891;
Inkerman Centre School opened in 1892 and changed to ‘Malakoff’ in the same year. For information on
North Inkerman School see under ‘Raglan’.
The small settlement of Inkerman lies 24 km South-East of Port Wakefield:
The people of Inkerman and of the colony at large are much interested in this and the like works
of experiment and search. Should this work prove successful, even in the finding of inferior coal
or oil, or an artesian spring of good water, it will be of great value to the district… It is then a
work of no mean importance… It possesses one store owned by Mr M. Burt who is, also, the
postmaster and there are one or two houses. It is essentially a farming district town and makes
no claim to distinction whatever. The school conducted by Miss N. Grant is about two miles
further north… (See Mary Burt Corner)
Inkster - Arthur H. Inkster, MP (1905-1907) was born in 1866 at Riverton where he was educated. Later, he
moved to Elliston and was appointed as a clerk to the local district council and secretary to the Elliston
Vermin Board, carried out farming operations and elected a Member for Flinders at the general elections
in May 1905. A staunch advocate of land settlement, and the only local representative of the large and
growing district of Port Lincoln and the West Coast in either House, he died at his parents’ home in Elliston
in April 1907.
The Hundred of Inkster, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913; its school opened in
1925 and closed in 1947.
The first application to have a telephone exchange in the district, 19 km South-West of Poochera,
was made on 31 July 1929. It was from the local residents and requested that an exchange be
situated on the property of Mr H. Peters (section 37 Hundred of Inkster) and suggested it be
named ‘Condooringie Well’.
The name was rejected by the Nomenclature Committee in preference to “Inkster”. No further
action was taken until 1938 when another application was submitted. This time it was proposed
to locate the exchange on section 14, Hundred of Inkster; the property of Mr J.S. Montgomerie,
and name it ‘Tootla’ - approved by the Nomenclature Committee in December, 1938.
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Work commenced on the laying of the line from the Chandada Exchange on 14 February 1939.
However, before the line could reach section 14, approval was granted to divert it onto the
property of Mr W.E. Higgins as it was a shorter distance from the Chandada Exchange and would
have passed Mr Higgins’ section anyway. The name was then changed back to Inkster. The
‘Inkster Exchange’ opened on 11 March 1941.
Inman - In December 1837, the Inman River that flows into Encounter Bay was discovered by Y.B.
Hutchinson and T.B. Strangways and named after Henry Inman, the first Inspector of Police in South
Australia. Later, he became a pastoralist and, while travelling overland with a flock of sheep, was wounded
in an encounter with Aborigines near Lake Bonney, Riverland. He returned to England and entered the
ministry as a Church of England Pastor in Derby.
The Inman district comprised 195 sections in ‘District E’, surveyed by Messrs Kentish, Poole and Bryant in
June and August 1840. The Aborigines called it mugurank - ‘place of hammer stones’; this applied,
particularly, to the mouth of the river. In 1862, the mailman from Yankalilla had a narrow escape of his life
one ‘Thursday afternoon while attempting to cross the Inman River on his way to Port Elliot with the mail’:
The current was so strong it nearly took the poor fellow out to sea. He struggled in his perilous
position for a long time and at last succeeded in reaching the opposite shore. The water entirely
covered the horse and the saddlebags with the letters were completely filled with water…
Inman Valley was a subdivision of section 269, Hundred of Encounter Bay, 11 km ESE of Yankalilla:
The process of settlement is being carried on… with pleasing rapidity as is evidenced by the new
habitations… Within a few months a post office has been opened in the Valley in the house of Mr
Robertson… Two schools have been established… [and] a place of public worship is now in
contemplation… Divine service is now regularly conducted at Mr Whitridge’s residence by the
Rev R.W. Newland of Encounter Bay…
Examinations at the local school were reported in 1863; it opened in 1860 and closed in 1970; Lower Inman
School opened in 1892 and closed in 1893.
Innamincka - A corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘deep dark hole’ - Rodney Cockburn records it as
yidniminkani and says:
There was a totem god called Nurawordupununa (a Muramura). He wanted to pass through the
waterhole… and at the same time saw a crocodile and was in fear to go into the water. He said to
the crocodile, ‘You (yidni) pass away into (ni) the hole (minka) there’ The crocodile did so and he
walked through the water. On account of this the Muramura or totem god gave the waterhole
the name of yidniminkani.
C.H. Harris contends that it derives from ynaminka, a word of the Yandruwanta people and was rightly spelt
as yidniminkani; he then proceeds to recite the Aboriginal legend which, apparently, was taken up by
Cockburn.
The ‘Innamincka Run’ was established by J. Becker in 1874 (lease no. 2407). The town, 592 km North-East
of Port Augusta, was proclaimed as ‘Hopetoun’ on 17 April 1890, taking its present name on 28 January
1892: ‘Innamincka is to retain its name and Lord Hopetoun is to have another country village named after
him…’ Its school opened in 1904 and closed in 1923. (See Hopetoun)
On 26 December 1888, the local horse race meeting was a ‘decided success, considering the short notice
which was given’:
About forty persons assembled and had a good afternoon’s racing. The meeting was for hacks
only and some good finishes resulted. Mr J. Donaldson acted as starter and Mr M.A. Patterson as
Judge…The settling up took place at the Innaminka [sic] Hotel in the evening after which a ball
was held which was well attended.
Photographs of town and district are in the Observer, 13 January 1906, page 29, 15 July 1916, page 26, of a
donkey team on 14 August 1909, page 30, of a mail coach in the Chronicle, 23 November 1918, page 26, of
a corroboree on 28 December 1933, page 28.
Inneston - The name was applied to a post office on Yorke Peninsula, 10 km North-West of Stenhouse Bay,
while an article titled ‘Founding a New Town’ in 1927 said that ‘it was named, with due ceremony, after its
founder, Mr W.R.D. Innes’, a director of the Peninsula Plaster Company that took up leases for the
harvesting of gypsum north of Cape Spencer. Its former name was ‘Cape Spencer’ and its school, opened
under that name in 1919, was changed to Inneston in 1928; it closed in 1950.
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In October 1927 it was said that ‘Inneston did not exist as a town until last Sunday’:
It did not grow overnight, but the hundred inhabitants had been so busy bringing it into
existence during the last ten years that nobody had time to think of describing it as other than
‘the camp at Cape Spencer’. Actually the camp consists of a number of stone houses and a
manufacturing plant working 24 hours daily converting crude gypsum into plaster of Paris.
Members of the party decided that the town should have a name, and it was named with due
care after its founder (Mr W.R.D. Innes) … The men employed at Inneston are contented. They
are provided with home rent free
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 11 October 1924, page 40.
A contemporary newspaper report said that ‘visitors to Cape Spencer were comparatively few’:
But it is surprising that so little is known about this model settlement - an industrial organisation
that knows no labour disputes, where the masters and men mingle as equals, where foremen are
unknown, where a fair task is allotted to every man and where the principal of a fair deal is put
into practice… Cooperation has brought satisfaction.
Although the whole settlement is controlled by the promoters, no restrictions are placed in the
way of other business people and traders who may desire to enter. They have not come. The
men belong to the union. Masters and men live together in complete harmony, ministering to
each other’s welfare - an inspiring example to other industrial organisations, a monument to the
enterprise and humanitarianism of the founder, and a credit to Australia.
In the early days of the settlement the workers were housed under canvas but, as the company flourished,
it built substantial stone houses and gave them to the married men, rent free, while bachelors were
supplied with quarters for board and lodging at nominal rates. A community hall was erected and fitted
with a piano and gramophone and a post office and school built at company expense. By 1927, there were
80 men on the payroll and, at that time, few communities in South Australia could match the number of
motor cars per head of population.
The residents lived well; ‘only the best quality goods [were] demanded and the store [sold] up to six
hundred-weight [sic] of chocolates per month.’ Although the settlement was within 80 kilometres of larger
peninsula towns it was isolated except by sea communication. To ease this situation the company
established its own mail, telegraph and postal services.
Mr Innes constructed nine miles of telephone line and, later, handed it over to the Post and Telegraph
Department only to be advised that his company was to be charged for using it and was asked to ‘investigate
the most trifling irregularity in the service’ conducted by company clerks. The supply of bread and meat
was unsatisfactory, so one of the workers was appointed to the position of both baker and butcher. Bread
was made at set intervals and cattle obtained from the company’s herd of some 200 beasts and killed three
times a week; he sold his produce over the shop counter, ran his own motor car and had his ‘rooms fitted
with an elaborate wireless set and other devices.
The settlement had its own general store, fully stocked, where items were sold at reasonable prices, and a
chemist, while sporting enthusiasts were provided with a cricket and football oval, croquet ground and golf
links. Electricity was provided to all houses and commercial buildings, an agency for two banks was
conducted by company clerks while, in the mid-1920s, arable land within the leasehold was planted with
barley; thus, ‘all of the 14,000 acres [sic - other reports state 200 acres as the total holding] held in the lease
[was] being tested for its full productivity.’
Innisfield - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows Hugh Baillie, servant, residing at this place
and enrolled to ‘vote at Smith’s Creek’.
Inverbrackie - Near Woodside, named by Dr William Innes, after his home in Scotland. He died on 21 July
1849. The word means ‘mouth of a stream’. (See Manx Town & Reefton Heights)
In 1849, the church ‘in connection with the Church of Scotland was opened on Sunday the 14th inst. by the
Rev Robert Haining’:
The building is of stone; substantial and neat. It has a vestry and is completely fitted up. It has
accommodation for about 150 people… A school is to be formed immediately … under the able
superintendence of Mr Orr. No debt exists on the church. The people there have shown a good
example and are about to fence in the glebe of 20 acres granted by the government and to build
a manse as soon as possible…
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A report of 1851 said ‘on leaving Woodside, we turned up a road on our left beyond the inn, to the little
village of Inverbrackie’:
To the right, shortly afterwards, we came to a small Scotch Church. Inverbrackie has also a
public-house, and several settlers are located in several directions all around. Everywhere about
us were further results of cultivation, till we arrived at the top of a steep hill overlooking the
valley and village of Blakiston, to which we descended down a somewhat indifferent road.
The Inverbrackie Inn opened in 1846 and had ceased trading by 1853 because of competition from hotels
in Woodside.
In 1856, a public meeting called to discuss the erection of a school because ‘the present schoolroom [is]
neither wind nor water tight.’ It opened in 1853 and closed in 1859. The name was given, also, to an army
camp in 1927.
Inverness - A hotel inspector’s report for the period March 1851 to March 1853 shows the Inverness Hotel
being conducted by Duncan McKinnon and that it comprised of a bar, taproom, two rooms, five bedrooms,
five stalls in a stable supplied with corn and a stockyard. A comment from the inspector reads as follows:
I think this house is not required here as it is distant only 12 miles from Penola and it is represented
to me that Mr McKinnon is not a fit person, is in the habit of drinking to excess. Some of the settlers
in this immediate neighbourhood are much opposed to a public house in that [place?].
He applied for a renewal of his licence on 2 February 1856 and, strangely, the approval stated that it was to
be called the ‘Inverness Hotel’; his application was supported by Henry Seymour of Mosquito Plains and
Donald McArthur of Limestone Ridge. In March 1856, an inspector reported that it was ‘tolerably well kept’,
but it has been reported to him ‘that he is not careful in keeping it as quiet as it should be on the Sabbath.’
The licence passed to Donald McDonald in 1858; this gentleman was Mary McKillop’s uncle and was most
helpful to her after he became licensee of the Royal Oak Hotel in Penola.
A local historian says that ‘a township [sic] of Inverness was surveyed, the hotel being kept by Angus [sic]
McKinnon, while a storekeeper and two bootmakers then carried on business’:
Finally, the township ceased to exist and Ronald McDonald, into whose hands the [Glen Roy]
station had fallen, established his head station at the hotel. With the discovery of gold in Victoria,
hotel and village business prospered, boosted by the large number of Chinese disembarking at
Robe and travelling overland to the goldfields - passing the village of Inverness on the way.
Author’s note: No record can be found within the Department of Lands in respect of the survey
of the ‘township’.
The Inn closed its doors for the last time in 1863. (See Glen Roy)
Investigator Strait - A stretch of water between southern Yorke Peninsula and Kangaroo Island named by
Matthew Flinders on 27 March 1802 after his ship. Baudin called it Detroit de Lacepede after Count
Lacepede, a French naturalist. Investigator Islands off Elliston have the same derivation; on Freycinet’s
charts they are shown as Isles Jerome.
Ipaumbunha Spring - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘urine of Ipa’. (See ‘Grindell Hut’ for the legend of
‘Ipa’.)
Ippinitchie Creek - On section 5, Hundred of Darling. Aboriginal for ‘laughing water’.
Irish Harp Road - Now part of Regency Road, takes its name from the ‘Irish Harp Inn’, once standing on the
site of the modern-day Reepham Hotel. The Prospect Council has commemorated ‘Irish Harp’ by applying
the name to a reserve.
Irish Town - A village in North Adelaide area inhabited by Irish labourers; the name is now obsolete.
An influential deputation of residents of Walkerville… waited on the Minister of Education on
June 21 for the purpose of urging that the proposed site for the school at Walkerville be
changed… The site the deputation suggested was on the Lower Walkerville road and fronting the
tramline and within seventy yards of the intersection of the road to the Walkerville bridge. This
site would be convenient for the residents of lower North Adelaide and what is known as ‘Irish
Town’. The position selected by the department could, it was urged, be utilised for a post and
telegraph station or an institute…
Iron - Iron Baron was a 1936 subdivision of section 131, County of York, 48 km west of Whyalla by The
Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd; its school opened in 1939. (See Iron Knob) In 1900, a meeting was convened
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by the Mayor of Port Pirie for the purpose of considering the proposed construction of a line of railway from
the Iron Monarch claims to the seaboard:
As advocated by the directors of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company There was not a large
number of people in raising the ironstone flux for the company at present so there would be no
great hardship brought about by the company obtaining its supplies elsewhere… [but Mr
Simpson] strongly opposed the former speakers… He could not understand any public men
opposing a company which agreed to spend £60,000 on an undertaking…
Iron Knob is 50 km west of Whyalla. The first recorded landholder in the area was James Patterson, in 1854,
when he took up pastoral lease no. 369, naming it ‘Cooroona Hill’. (See Corunna North)
In 1878, Sir Samuel Davenport sent iron ore samples to London and, in 1880, Ernst Siekman pegged out
leases and formed a company but, due to nonpayment of rent, the lease lapsed and so, in 1896, the BHP
Co. arrived on the scene; by 1899 ore was being transported by bullock drays, taking two days to reach Port
Augusta.
In 1892, Caroona Station commanded a good view of the plains to the west and south and, also, of the
‘Iron Nob [sic], or Iron Monarch, as it has been called’:
When smelting works are erected at Port Augusta, as they ought to be in connection with the
Leigh Creek coal, an increased amount of ore would probably be sent from Broken Hill for
smelting and a large demand on the immense iron deposit… The supply there appears likely to
last as long, or longer, than the ore from the Barrier Mines for which it is required as a flux. It is
believed to be the greatest deposit of metallic ore known in South Australia and probably equal
to anything of the kind in the world…
A railway line to Whyalla was built in 1927 to enable the BHP Co. Ltd to construct a branch line to mineral
leases, held by the company in, or adjacent to, the Middleback Ranges. The Iron Knob School opened in
1903 and the town, surveyed in 1914, was proclaimed on 11 February 1915.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 2 October 1915, page 27, Observer, 14 April 1917, pages 26-27, 9 July
1921, page 37a, 3 April 1926, page 33-52e, Chronicle, 28 July 1932, page 34, 26 October 1933, page 37, of
a race meeting on 7 January 1932, page 34.
On 1 October 1871, the opening sermons of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel were preached at ‘Iron
Mine, Gum Creek’ by the Rev H.J. Pope and ‘on Monday a tea was well patronised’:
Mr J. Burrows referred to the absurdity of the remarks of grumblers who were perpetually
regretting the lack of pulpit talent, power and faithfulness. While giving all honour to the men
who had gone and the age that had passed, he contended that there never had been so much
ministerial ability and force or more fidelity than now. Mr Pope dealt with lessons of the late
war, Prussian work he regarded as defensive and aggressive - illustrative of the labour of the
church… The Redruth Choir sang well-chosen anthems. This was the first, consequently the best
meeting of the sort ever held… The new chapel was built by Messrs J. & T. Pearce of Kooringa…
(See Gum Creek)
A photograph of the opening of a school is in the Chronicle, 11 August 1923, page 33, of the Memorial
Sunday School on 18 August 1923, page 30.
Ironbank - In 1962, C.M. Morgan created this subdivision on part section 420, Hundred of Noarlunga, 8 km
South-West of Crafers; it comprised of 13 allotments along Ironbank Road and its school opened in 1937.
Iron ore was mined in the area in the 1850s.
Irrakanha Waterhole - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘big light spirit’.
Irrappatana - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 16 km South-East of William Creek.
Aboriginal for ‘white claypans’.
Irvine, Port - The Register of 2 October 1896 places it ‘near Point Sinclair.’ (See Le Hunte)
Isabella, Mount - In the Hundred of Brooker recalls Isabella Price nee Young (ca.1821-1873), the wife of
Henry Strong Price (ca.1824-1889) who held a pastoral property there. A school of the same name was
opened in 1933 and closed on 13 April 1942. (See Koppio & Mount Isabella)
Island - Island Beach was a subdivision of part section 6, Hundred of Dudley, by John S. Browne in 1958;
Island Lagoon, near Tarcoola, named by B.H. Babbage in 1858, ‘from it having an isolated hill rising out of
its bed’ and Island View a subdivision of part section 12, Hundred of Encounter Bay, by George W. Smith in
1927; now included in Victor Harbor.
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Islington - The subdivision was created in 1839 and, in 1840, the inhabitants enjoyed ‘all the privileges of
citizens, but [were] exempt from taxation.’ The village, now a suburb of Adelaide, was laid out by Bentham
Neales (1806-1873) and, in July 1840, he was to report that ‘Islington is now the second village in the
province constituting of upwards of 150 inhabitants and two licensed houses. The Wesleyans and Baptists
are about to erect two places of Worship on sites presented by the proprietor.’
It has its origin in London, England and derives from either the Œ gisel - ‘a hostage’ and tun - ‘a town’ or
iseldone - ‘the lower town or fort’. In 1886, at the Adelaide Police Court, Charles E. Hanson was fined £10
and costs of £2.2s. for ‘retailing three butchers of beer while unlicensed to sell liquor’:
The scene of the sale was at the Working Men’s Club… Working men are continually being told
that they are not to look upon clubs as privileged institutions open only to superior people, but
that they can have clubs of their own by means of co-operation.
One of the envied advantages of the club man is that his club being a private house he can have
whatever drinks are supplied there on any day and at any hour when the club is open. But no
sooner does the working man to proceed on the advice tendered to him than he is apt to come
under the suspicion of having combined with his fellows to start a sham and not a real club, and
so to evade the law about licensed victuallers.
Mr Charles Hanson has twice, rightly or wrongly, fallen not exactly under this suspicion but
under the imputation of being in the employ of others who have conspired, and have acted
accordingly… A slight effort of legislation next session might save the magistrate and working
man from these dilemmas and in the meantime the police will have plenty to do in putting down
the sly grog selling which exists in forms far more injurious that where it takes the pains to
imitate - if so it does - the machinery of a club.
A proposed school was discussed in 1893.
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in July 1886, page 109 and photographs in the Observer, 2, 9 and 16
July 1904, pages 23, 24 and 25, 3 March 1923, page 30, Chronicle, 11 and 18 June 1910, pages 32 and 32,
of the opening of a bowling club in The Critic, 3 November 1909, page 9, of a railway’s picnic committee on
5 March 1913, page 21, of an anti-gambling crusade in the Observer, 23 September 1916, page 27.
Isolated Hill - A solitary hill lying 20 km South-East of Blanchewater.
Itali Itali - Derived from the Aboriginal jitajitali, meaning ‘brackish’ or ‘bitter’ - jita, ‘salt’ and jitali, ‘brackish’
and given to pastoral lease no. 59 in July 1851 by H.J. Richman. The school was opened in 1890 by Ellen
Halbert and closed in 1945. A photograph of school students is in the Chronicle, 20 April 1933, page 33. (See
Kingswood & Richman Creek & Hill)
Italowie Spring - Near Nepabunna. The Aborigines knew it as vukarraawi-vukarra - ‘north wind’.
Ithala Waterhole - East of Beltana; corrupted from the Aboriginal ithalaawi - ‘gap water’.
Ive, Mount - North of Buckleboo, named by Stephen Hack in 1857 after Fred Ive. The ‘Mount Ive Run’ was
established by J.C. Hamp in 1868 (lease no. 1771).
Ivy Cave - On the Nullarbor Plain, named by Captain J. Maitland Thompson after Mrs Ivy Brooks, the wife
of Mr A. Brooks, the Manager of Nullarbor Station. (See Graveyard Cave)

J
And now Mr Editor… you know that nearly everybody in the colony pays you threepence
daily to be saved the trouble of thinking for themselves. If then you agree with me that
the native names should be retained, and will be so good as tell your readers so, it will
prevent our future maps being disfigured with the names of any more Betsey Jones or
Jemmimer Anna.
(Register, 3 August 1868, page 3c)
Jabuk - The town, 11 km east of Peake, known as Marmon Jabuk until 20 February 1941, was laid out in
1909 by William E. Cross, blacksmith of East Wellington, on section 5, Hundred of Peake. Its nomenclature
is explained under ‘Marmon Jabuk, Hundred of’.
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In 1910, the laying of the foundation stone of the new institute was witnessed by about 180 persons. Mr
L.A. Beelitz performed the ceremony and was presented by the residents with a solid silver trowel. A
luncheon was provided by the ladies:
Among the speakers were Messrs L. Hannaford, Beelitz, Kirkpatrick, Millard, Featherstone,
Woods, Harvey and Pastor Beaston… There is no school here but so soon as the institute is
completed the committee intend to apply to the Education Department for a teacher…
Its school, opened as ‘Marmon Jabuk’ in 1911, was changed to Jabuk in 1941 and closed in 1964. (See
Marmon Jabuk)
Jackboot Bay - On Lake Eyre; named by C.W. Bonython because of its shape.
Jacks Lookout - On section 834, Hundred of Moorooroo was the Christian name of one of Abraham
Shannon’s shepherds. (See Moculta)
Jacky White Swamp - On section 149, Hundred of Townsend recalls John (‘Jacky’) White who, on 23 April
1846, took out an occupation licence over 135 square miles of country at Avenue Range. He died in 1860
after being trampled to death by a mob of horses that had broken out of a yard.
At Jackey [sic] White’s Swamp we saw the first drain… This drain was made by Afghans and
connected with the work is the first Afghan joke on record - When the cuttings had been done
there arose a dispute concerning payment for them. The government man said one thing; the
Afghan man said another. This went on for some time and at last the Asiatic gentleman came
into the Government Office and reverted to the matter. He took out a book and put his hand
upon it and said, ‘What I say about this work is true. Now, give me the money. I’ve put my hand
upon the Koran.’ He thought that settled it, but it did not somehow…
Jacob - The Aborigines called Jacob Creek, in the Hundred of Moorooroo, kawiworita - ‘sandy water’; it was
named after William Jacob (1815-1902), who owned several sections of land south of Tanunda. He came to
South Australia from Andover, Hampshire, with Colonel Light as assistant surveyor and engaged in the
original survey of the city of Adelaide and, after Colonel Light resigned his position, he invited Jacob to join
his firm as a private surveyor. (See Gawler & Greenoch) B.T. Finniss, who became first Premier of the colony
in 1857, and Henry Nixon were taken, also, into the partnership (See Marion)
Later, William Jacob went to the Barossa Valley with Charles Flaxman (agent for G.F. Angas) who,
eventually, took out a special survey where the town of Tanunda stands now. (See Angaston) While engaged
on this work, to his surprise, Messrs John Morphett, C. Fisher and J. Hill, camped in the area, ostensibly on
the same errand, so Flaxman, quietly and surreptitiously, slipped away and rode back to Adelaide to claim
the survey; eventually, G.F. Angas was allotted some 28,000 acres.
The site of the Moorooroo Estate was familiar to those who often passed along the Tanunda road and its
wooded slopes, picturesque homestead and gardens were particularly pleasing in the middle of summer
when most of the country was dry and bare.
Out of some 22 acres of vineyard the owner has now has about half an acre of Zanye currant and
a quarter acre of sultana vines. The latter were raised from one of the cuttings distributed by Dr
Schomburgk three years ago… Silk and other novel industries have had attention paid to them by
Mr Jacob and his son. It is gratifying to find colonists, who have the means and opportunity,
willing in this way to enter upon new occupations which are likely to afford profitable
employment to the people and give a thorough trial as Mr Jacob and some others have done.
The Moorooroo vineyard is excellently kept and the vines appear remarkably healthy and
vigorous…
There is another Jacob Creek named by G.W. Goyder on 31 May 1857, ‘from the northern run claimed by
that gentleman’; it is an alternative name for ‘Mt Hopeless Creek’.
Mount Jacob, near Arkaroola, was named by Samuel Parry, in 1858, after William and John Jacob (18161910), the pioneers of Paralana station who were remembered, also, by Jacob Plains in the Hundred of
Blyth, now known as ‘Blyth Plains’ which, according to Rodney Cockburn, were discovered by David Hughes,
an employee of John Jacob who occupied the land.
Rodney Cockburn locates Jacob Gully on Kangaroo Island near Point Morrison and says it was named after
an early settler, Jacob Seaman, in whose hut Alexander Tolmer had an exciting tussle with the notorious
leader of a gang of ruffians. Jacob Springs - (See Outawurta).
Jadko - (See Mantung, Hundred of)
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Jadliaura Creek & Lake Jadliaura - Near Lake Frome, take their name from the Aboriginal people that once
inhabited the area.
Jaenschton - A 1909 subdivision of part section 482, Hundred of Mobilong, by Frederich W. Jaensch; now
included in Murray Bridge. In 1918, it was renamed ‘Kerkanya’, Aboriginal for ‘kestrel hawk’. Born at
Dawesley, in 1856, he farmed at Callington in the 1870s before removing to Yorke Peninsula where he spent
seven years pioneering that country. In 1880, he settled at Murray Bridge as a sheep farmer and dairyman,
was a member of the local district council and associated, also, with the School Board of Advice.
Jaffa - This school in the South-East opened in 1919 and closed in 1922 while the Cape Jaffa School was
conducted there from 1935 until 1952.
. Baudin named Cape Jaffa Cape le Noir (Cape Black), while Freycinet’s charts show C. de Jaffa. ‘Jaffa’,
meaning ‘fine’ or ‘beautiful, is the name of a Palestine port captured by Napoleon in 1799 and it was there
that ‘the Apostle, Peter, saw the vision which corrected the Jewish prejudices concerning the Gentiles…’ Its
present day name is ‘Cape Martin’.
The name was given, also, to a subdivision of part section 193, Hundred of Mount Benson, by Arthur S. Janz
in 1977. The Cape Jaffa Lighthouse was built on Margaret Brock Reef between 1868-1872 and removed and
rebuilt at Kingston SE.
Jagged, Mount - Rich iron ore deposits were mined there in the mid-1800s and the first pig iron in South
Australia smelted at the site.
The presence in this colony of immense quantifies of iron ore has long been known. Various
attempts have been made to turn this knowledge to practical account… Recently, attention has
been directed to a valuable outcrop of ore in the Hindmarsh Tiers, near to Mount Jagged… The
company formed to make the experiment is an influential one and, no doubt, in addition to the
£3,000 already raised, further funds will be soon forthcoming if they are required…
The charcoal burners are already at work and have been built and three large cones ready to be
lighted as soon as the charcoal is required… A fine trade for teamsters will be opened out there,
both for conveying the ore from the quarry and the pigs from the works to Port Victor…
Altogether, therefore, there is a good prospect of success…
The Mount Jagged School opened in 1885 and closed in 1892 and, in November 1939, this descriptive name
was given to a post office on Block D, Hundred of Encounter Bay, 16 km north of Victor Harbor. (See
Kandeining for a surrounding Aboriginal myth.)
A sports day was reported on 13 May 1903:
The first annual sports held by the Mount Jagged S.B. Rifle Club took place on Mr Haskett’s
property… The day’s amusements wound up with a social and dance. Songs were contributed by
Miss N. Newland and Messrs A.E. and E.C. Good, A Price, J. Attrill, senior and A. Rowley…
James - David James, MP (1902-1918), born in Wales in 1854, came to South Australia in 1877 and, while
sinking dams at Mount Gipps sheep station, was persuaded by Charles Rasp to join him in pegging a mineral
claim that was to become the famous Broken Hill Mine. He sold all but one quarter of his share for £1,910.
He died in 1926, is buried at Kapunda and remembered by the Hundred of James, County of Jervois,
proclaimed on 3 February 1910.
Mount James School, in the Hundred of Uroonda; opened in 1900, it closed in 1907. In 1904, the teacher,
Miss Bawden, ‘put the children through drill, singing, reciting, history and geography’:
A spelling bee for the third, fourth and fifth classes revealed a remarkable proficiency in the art
of spelling. The copy and exercise books, fancy and manual work were examined with great
satisfaction to the visitors… tea was provided for the parents and games and races were arranged
for the children…
There is a James Range nearby named by John McDouall Stuart after one of his mentors, James Chambers.
James Well, in the Ardrossan district, was a former Aboriginal watering place and named after William
Wearne James, who leased sections 76 and 80-81, Hundred of Muloowurtie. He arrived in the Northern
Monarch in 1876, aged twenty-one. The name is applied, also, to a shack site near sections 185/191.
Jamestown - H.C. Talbot said that ‘the town was surveyed in 1871 and named in the same year by Governor
Sir James Fergusson, after himself, entirely ignoring the beautiful native name ‘Belalie’, the creek running
through the township’:
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I enter this only to show the execrable taste of the Governor and, for that matter, all our
Governors, who seem to delight in ignoring our beautiful native names; for instance ‘Lucieton’
for ‘Tantanoola’; this was Governor Jervois’ exquisite taste.
However, Governor Fergusson may have had a defence against alleged egotism because there are villages
of the same name in Counties Ross and Dumfries, Scotland, from whence he came. It was offered for sale
first on 21 December 1871 and the area on which the town is located was held under pastoral lease no. 115
by John B. Hughes from 1 July 1851 (Previously an occupation licence from 29 August 1844). (See Bundaleer)
A proposed Wesleyan schoolroom was discussed in 1873 and opened in 1874 while, in the same year:
Business in Jamestown [was] very brisk, more especially in the drinking line. While we were there
both hotels were crowded… Jamestown was evidently short of architects when the commercial
houses were planned. They are small inconvenient places…
The perils of travelling by coach to Hallett were discussed in 1879:
There is no doubt that those who are so unfortunate as to be compelled to travel by coach
between Jamestown and Hallett are of a very long-suffering disposition, or there would have
arisen a general howl of dissatisfaction, not with the present arrangements - for nothing seems
to be arranged - but at the total absence of any ordinary provision for the comfort of
passengers…
A visitor at one of our hotels may book his passage several hours in advance but his getting a
seat can only be insured by his mounting the coach when it leaves the yard and submitting to be
driven through a wilderness of dust to the railway station and back again… [The trip to Hallett]
has degenerated into a nuisance which no man, unless urged by necessity, would bare to
encounter.
Sketches of the town and district are in the Pictorial Australian in February 1887, page 28, a sketch of an
implement and coach factory in the Pictorial Australian in January 1881, page 3, of a Show in the Observer,
28 October 1905, page 29, Chronicle, 20 October 1906, page 32, of the Institute’s committee in the
Observer, 3 July 1915, page 29, of a horse race meeting in the Observer, 11 March 1911, page 30A,
Chronicle, 9 February 1933, page 38 of the lacrosse team in the Observer, 23 August 1902, page 26,
Chronicle, 24 August 1907, page 28, Express, 19 September 1912, page 8, of coronation celebrations in the
Observer, 8 July 1911, page 30, of a fancy dress football team on 12 August 1911, page 32,
of members of the Hibernian Society in the Chronicle, 11 November 1911, page 31,
of members of the lighting committee and contractors on 17 January 1914, page 31, of wheat carting on
24 January 1914, page 29, of members of the district council on 6 February 1915, page 30, of debutantes
on
15 June 1933, page 34, of a high school swimming team on 8 March 1934, page 38, of a Presbyterian tennis
team on 22 March 1934, page 36, of ‘healthy’ babies on 22 March 1934, page 36,
of croquet players on 5 April 1934, page 32, of the Excelsior cricket team on 5 April 1934, page 38,
of St James’ tennis team on 10 May 1934, page 37, of golf associates on 21 June 1934, page 33, of four
generations of the Zimmerman family is in the Observer, 27 June 1914 of a hockey team in the Observer,
17 August 1912, page 32, of a football team on 7 June 1913, page 32, of an Australia Day celebration on 14
August 1915, page 29, of wheat stacks on 1 April 1916, page 26, of a patriotic display in the Chronicle,
27 April 1918, page 26, of a snow fall on 23 July 1927, page 39.
In 1881, Jamesville was described as a subdivision of 47 allotments on sections 55 and 457, Hundred of
Belalie, suburban to Jamestown.
James Winter, Mount - In the Far North-West, named by Ernest Giles on 4 September 1873 after James
Winter of Rushworth, Victoria. Known, also, as ‘Mount Spec’.
Jamieson, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 3 February 1910. William Jamieson, MP
(1901-1912) born at Forreston, in 1861, was, in earlier life, an enthusiastic devotee of cricket but, later, a
serious malady necessitated the amputation of one of his feet which led to him supporting himself with a
crutch. ‘In Parliament he was ever alert to the needs of the Murray district and was a patriotic South
Australian.’ He died at North Gumeracha in 1912.
Jam Tin Corner - On section 18, Hundred of Lincoln, was a local name applied in 1935; in 1982, it received
formal approval.
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Janawing - Cliffs at a netting place for fish at sections 60 and 207, Hundred of Yankalilla. Literally, it was a
‘turn back’ place and fashioned for the Kaurna people by Njengari who became a star in the heavens.
Jane, Mount - In the Hundred of Cungena, named by James Munro Linklater (1810-1882) who held the
‘Kirkala Run’ (lease no. 1514). He and his wife arrived in South Australia from Scotland in the Indus, in 1840,
and their first daughter, Jane, was born in Adelaide, in 1842. (See Chandada)
Jarakina - The Aboriginal name for an ochre deposit in the Parachilna district.
Jantangngarang - A little over a kilometre from Lunberg Well in the Hundred of Glyde and derived from jant
- ‘old man’, ang - ‘his’ and ngarang - ‘spring’. It was a spearing place for ducks and used by the ancestral
being Puwuri.
Jarrettville - A shanty town on the river flats, near Berri, named after one of the residents. It was inundated
by the flood of 1931.
Jarvis Creek - Named by P. E. Warburton on 1 September 1866 after Stephen Jarvis, the overseer of Mount
Margaret station. In 1863, Mr C.H. Taylor, gardener to Mr Philip Levi:
Brought to our office specimens of new kinds of native grasses and lucerne, both of which appear
to be growing spontaneously upon Mr Levi’s run at Mount Margaret in the Far North. Mr
Stephen Jarvis, the overseer at Mount Margaret, supplied the seeds to Mr Taylor… The natives
are said by Mr Jarvis to pound the seed for the manufacture of bread…
Jasper Twins - Two large boulders that caused a track deviation to Paralana Hot Springs; a newly extended
and upgraded road bypasses them. ‘Jasper’ is an opaque variety of quartz.
Jeannie, Lake - Rodney Cockburn, while not giving its location, says it was named by John McKinlay on 26
December 1861 after ‘a young lady acquaintance, Miss Pile of Gawler.’
Jean Park - William B. McDonald honoured his daughter when, in 1891, he subdivided section 536, Hundred
of Pirie; now included in Port Pirie and bisected by Amanda Street.
Jeffcott, Mount - Near Myponga and named after Sir John W. Jeffcott (1796-1837), the first judge in South
Australia, who lost his life while attempting to cross the River Murray mouth with Captain J.W.D.
Blenkinsopp and four men. Douglas Pike said of him:
He killed a medical practitioner in a duel and also being deep in debt, he informed his… patrons
that he must have speedy employment and in July 1836 he was appointed to a Judgeship in
South Australia, but was prevented from sailing until arrangements had been made for half of his
salary to be paid to his creditors.
Prior to his departure on his ill-fated trip he wrote to his prospective father-in-law in Van Diemen’s Land:
You cannot conceive the mass of misery I have to encounter. Of one thing I am certain, and that
is that both parties [in a case before me] are in the wrong. All this is disgusting and quite
unsuited to my habits and feelings, and I wish to God I was clear of them, and quietly settled with
you in Van Diemen’s Land, either as a humble counsel or in a situation although inferior in point
of rank to that which I hold. I foresee that this Colony will be the scene of anarchy and confusion
the most frightful, and prey to the most dreadful dissension ere long.
Vagabonds are constantly arriving here from Encounter Bay and elsewhere in the interior who
are joined by runaway sailors and escaped convicts… who squat on the outskirts of town, commit
constant depredations, and laugh at the funny force of drunken marines. My present impression
is that I could do much better as a practitioner at the bar in Hobart, than by remaining here and
subjecting myself to annoyance of which I cannot foresee the extent or termination.
Rodney Cockburn says that, at the time of his death, he was engaged to be married to a Tasmanian (Miss
Kermode), a daughter of Robert Quayle Kermode, who ‘bore the intelligence of the tragic death with great
firmness.’
Jeff(e)ry, Mount - Near Copley, named by Samuel Parry in 1858 after a friend residing in Cornwall.
Jeffrey Swamp - Near Lake Eliza in the South-East on Marcollat Station; on its northern side there was once
a vast Aboriginal camp site that yielded many axes and artefacts. The name recalls Stephen Jeff(e)rey (or
Jaffrey), who held pastoral lease no. 358, and others, in the 1850s. He arrived in the Omega in 1851, aged
19, and died on 27 November 1884.
Jeffries, Hundred of - In the County of Russell, proclaimed on 22 October 1936. Sir Shirley Jeffries, AttorneyGeneral and Minister of Education, Industry and Employment, born in Manchester, England, in 1886, came
to South Australia with his father, Rev William Jeffries, in 1890, and was admitted to the Bar in 1910. In
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government he was responsible, mainly, for the establishment of area schools; knighted in the Coronation
Honours List of 1953, he died in September 1963.
Jellicoe, Hundred of - In the County of Eyre, proclaimed as the ‘Hundred of North Rhine’ on 7 August 1851,
was renamed in 1918 in honour of Admiral Lord Jellicoe of World War I, who fought at the Battle of Jutland
and, later, became Governor-General of New Zealand. The Nomenclature Committee suggested the
replacement name of ‘Wiltowonga North’ - ‘eagle’s crag’. (See Jutland, Hundred of)
Jenkins, Hundred of - In the County of Manchester, proclaimed on 28 January 1892. John G. Jenkins, MP
(1887-1905), born in the USA, in 1851, came to South Australia in 1878 and, in 1886, entered into
partnership with C.G. Gurr as an agent and auctioneer. Described as a ‘clever, shrewd, long-headed Yankee’
he held a post in Thomas Playford’s ministry of 1890-92, entered Federal Parliament in 1901 when a critic
described him as a ‘political acrobat.’ Resigning in 1905, he became SA Agent-General in London and the
‘once ardent democrat was now respectable.’
Jericho - The name applied to occupation blocks for miners near Wallaroo and named after the Biblical
town that derives from the Hebrew j’richo - ‘scented place’.
Jerusalem was in the same area and is derived from the Old Hebrew words ieru - ‘house’ and shalem ‘peace’; hence ‘house of peace’.
Jerrys Flat - The name of the first school in the Lenswood-Forest Range district conducted in a slab hut on
section 5148; opened in 1869 it continued until a new school and teacher’s residence (Forest School) was
built on section 5149 in 1883-84. (See Forest)
In 1908, it was reported that ‘the Forester Cricket Club, an organisation which originated 27 years ago (then
called the Jerry’s Flat Club), arranged a social to raise funds to procure new matting and other things… Mr
E.F. Kumnick (Patron) presided…’
Jerusalem - (See Jericho)
Jervis, Cape - Named by Matthew Flinders on 23 March 1802; John Jervis, Earl St Vincent who ‘started his
career in the navy as an able seaman and led a life ‘of the most cruel penury’, he having belonged to the
family of an impoverished barrister’:
He had a distinguished career of active service under Nelson, Rodney, Howe and Keppel and
conducted an expedition to the West Indies. In 1797 he settled the pretensions of the Spanish
Fleet off Cape St Vincent and received the thanks of the Imperial Parliament, a pension of £1,000
a year and the freedom of London. When the King elevated him to the peerage Jervis chose the
title of St Vincent…
The Aborigines called the cape, parawa, a reference to ‘river’ or ‘water’, Baudin named it Cap de la
Secheresse (Cape Barren), while on Freycinet’s charts it is C. D’Alembert.
A petition for a lighthouse was presented in 1869/70 and it was erected in 1871. A school was conducted
there from 1867 until 1875.
In 1864, the races took place on a piece of country ‘situated near the sea coast and kindly lent for the
occasion by Mr Ransford. He and Mr Gerrard acted as Stewards’:
After the conclusion of the final race several hurry skurries, got up and completed with good
sportsmanlike arrangement and spirit, concluded a capital day’s sport, everyone bearing
testimony to the care and exercise of the Stewards, Messrs White and Price, which conduced so
much towards [its] success.
The first maritime structure at the cape was a small wharf built by the Harbors Board in 1934 to assist Mr
W.D. Smith and others who had purchased a steam launch, Cheopis, and fitted it out as a Backstairs Passage
ferry. The wharf was upgraded when a new timber jetty was constructed and opened for traffic on 19 May
1938. The town of Cape Jervis was laid out in 1954 on part section 104, Hundred of Waitpinga, by Ila D.
Treble.
Photographs are in the Observer, 26 January 1907, page 28.
Jervois - Sir William F.D. Jervois, Governor of South Australia (1877-1883), has his name remembered by
County of Jervois, proclaimed on 24 January 1878. He was born at Cowes, Isle of Wight, on 10 September
1821, the eldest son of Lt-Colonel (later General) William Jervois, (1784-1862). After attending schools at
Gosport and Woolwich he entered the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich in 1837 and served in South
Africa during 1841-1848 being involved in bridge building, surveying and map making. (See Beaufort &
Cradock)
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As a specialist in fortifications he gave advice in 1859 on the defences at home ports in Great Britain and
between 1863 and 1871 travelled to various parts of the now defunct British Empire giving advice on
fortifications; during 1877-78 he gave similar advice to the several Australian colonies.
In 1881, he acquired a large area of land that embraced the Jervois district. His knowledge of engineering
(he was an officer of the Royal Engineers) was valuable in developing this land and, at the time of his death
in a carriage accident on 17 August 1897, the Observer stated:
When the Wellington Estate on the River Murray came into the market Sir William Jervois
purchased it, and here again his engineering knowledge and skill enabled him to foresee the
great advantage accompanying the sheet-piling and reclamation of the river banks. In this way
the estate on the Murray has since been improved and a large area of magnificent herbage has
been provided for stock. The estate is at present being administered by his nephew.
He died in England on 17 August 1897, aged 76 years following a carriage accident and, in 1901, the land
passed to G.A. Jervois, apparently a nephew who was administering the estate. Later, it was acquired by
the South Australian Government for reclamation purposes.
The town of Jervois, two km west of Tailem Bend, was proclaimed on 24 January 1929, while its school
opened in 1922; Jervois West School opened in 1931 and closed in 1947. In 1929, a parent was to suggest
that it was ‘time something was done for the comfort of our little ones in the school at Jervois’:
There is seating accommodation for sixty children and about eighty attend. Fancy squeezing
three children in one desk 3 ft. 6 in. long in the hot weather. What is more unhealthy than that?
Cannot the Minister of Education see his way clear to do something in this matter? There are
several more settlers just arriving here with children of school-going age. What is to become of
them? What has become of the school committee? Have they gone to sleep?
The Aborigines knew the area as piwinan - ‘place of the Murray magpie’. A photograph of a football team
is in the Chronicle, 29 August 1935, page 37, 28 October 1937, page 35.
There is a Mount Jervois, south of Lake Gregory while Rodney Cockburn records Jervois Range as the site
of a ‘short-lived mineral boom in 1929’ following a discovery ‘by Henry V. Barclay in May 1878.’
Jessie - Lady Jessie Blyth, wife of Sir Arthur Blyth, Commissioner of Crown Lands, is remembered by the
Hundred of Jessie, County of Robe, proclaimed on 24 October 1867; its school opened in 1914 and became
‘Mount Light’ in 1917.
The town of Jessie, 8 km South-East of Hynam, proclaimed on 28 April 1876 was situated ‘somewhere
between Naracoorte and Apsley and is in what may be termed as an embryo state’:
There is not a house or a dwelling of any description within miles of it, but land, I believe, has
been set apart by the government on which to build a township.
It ceased to exist in January 1929.
Jibilla - A railway station between Aldgate and Bridgewater. Aboriginal for ‘spring water’.
Jim Brown Well - On section 19, Hundred of Warrenben. (See Browns Beach)
Joanna - Governor Daly’s daughter, Joanna Wynne Daly, who became the second wife of John Souttar
(ca.1838-1914), is remembered by the Hundred of Joanna, County of Robe, proclaimed on 12 June 1862.
Its school opened in 1866 and closed in 1936. The Joanna Post Office, 24 km South-East of Naracoorte,
opened in July 1892.
Johnburgh - A town in the Hundred of Oladdie, 24 km North-East of Orroroo, proclaimed on 10 July 1879,
was named by Governor Jervois after his son, Major John Jervois; its school opened in 1879 and closed in
1967. Like many other towns, founded in the area between 1877 and 1880, it was established following the
northward expansion of farming after land was opened for settlement in the Willochra district. The drought
of 1880-81, coming so soon after the town’s foundation, had a permanently damaging effect on its growth
and the fact that it was not situated on a railway line had a similar retarding effect; by 1899 the main line
extended only to Orroroo and Johnburgh could only be reached from there by coach. In 1901, two families
were reported to be living on ‘the produce of one can of cream a week, which amounts to about 17
shillings… There was very little talk of absolute destitution… but it is there all the same. People hide it but
they cannot keep it from the doctor…’
A picnic and sports were held on the parklands on Christmas Day, 1884 when ‘there was an attendance of
from 400 to 500 persons’:
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The hack race brought out thirteen, the best horses of this and the surrounding districts. One
event which attracted much attention was the ladies' tilting match. In this five fair equestriennes
took part - This was won by Miss Caughlan.
John, Mount - At Wilpena Pound in the Flinders Ranges. (See Ohlssen Bagge, Mount) Another mountain
bearing this name is North-West of Lake Eyre North; discovered by John Ross who named it after his son.
John Roberts, Mount - Near Copley; recalls John Roberts, who held a pastoral lease near Mount Distance
from 1857 to 1863.
Johnston - A 1902 subdivision of part sections 221 and 239, Hundred of Adelaide, by the S.A. Company;
now included in Wayville. Andrew Johnston was a director of that company and first cousin of Governor
Fowell Buxton.
Johnstone, Lake - Near Lake Gairdner and named after Captain Johnstone, who explored Eyre Peninsula in
1839.
John Yeates Lookout - On section 124, Hundred of Willunga, named in 1977. He was appointed as an
Assistant Engineer in the Highways Department during 1936 and, after occupying the positions of District
Engineer, Engineer for Materials and Surveys, Supervising Engineer, Assistant Chief Engineer and Senior
Assistant Chief Engineer, became Commissioner of Highways and Director of Local Government on 14 May
1966. As the fourth Commissioner of the Highways Department he was primarily responsible for the
department’s first Testing Laboratory and the Northfield Workshops and Asphalt Plant.
He contributed, significantly, to advancement of stone crushing procedures and plants, pavement design
procedures, road maintenance organisation and the rural road network of South Australia. Mr Yeates was
the author of articles concerned with arterial roads in relation to town planning, on the stabilisation of sand
clay, on road construction with special reference to district roads, and he prepared evidence for
presentation to committees regarding the container method of handling cargoes and the State transport
services. It was during his term of office that the construction of a duplicate wing of the Highways
Department office building at Walkerville was commenced. Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, bestowed on
John Yeates the decoration of Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire in June 1969.
Jolurung - A camping place on section 1066, Hundred of Seymour. Red nodules in clay in nearby cliffs are,
according to legend, the blood of children killed there.
Jollytown - Near Lyndoch and named after R.E. Jolly, who was born in the district in 1864, the son of Mary
and Christopher Jolly, contractor and publican in Lyndoch Valley.
Although only two miles from the main SA highway and less than a mile from Lyndoch, few
people are aware of the existence of Jollytown. The township leaves a memory that lingers - a
memory of quaint, old world homes, rambling barns, wild roses and happy somnolence.
Jonah, Mount - Named by Charles Swinden on 25 August 1857, ‘the bearings of Mt Deception from which
are North 50° East, Mt Samuel North 85° East.’
Jones - ‘Jones Head Station’ appears on an early map on section 209, South-East of Jones Hill, on section
50, Hundred of Hall, taken up by Richard Jones under occupation licence on 18 February 1847.
Jones Island, near Baird Bay, honours J.W. Jones, Secretary to the Commissioner of Public Works.
Lake Jones, near Lake Harris was named after J.W. Jones, an early explorer in the Ooldea district.
Jones Waterhole is on section 5, Hundred of Willalooka and remembers Henry Jones (1813-1881), who
held pastoral leases nod. 599 and 712 from 1857.
Jordan Park - This name was applied to a stud farm on the South Road conducted by Mr Thomas Jordan
(1824-1906). Later, it was renamed ‘Sydney Park’ and ‘Allan Park’.
In 1889, it was reported that a ‘very pleasing ceremony took place at Debney’s Criterion Hotel on Monday
evening’:
When a number of influential sporting men assembled to make a presentation to Mr Thomas
Jordan as the outcome of the recent complimentary race meeting at Edwardstown… [Mr John
Pile] said that Mr Jordan was a man who for 30 years past had been identified with sport as an
owner, breeder, and trainer of racehorses and during the whole of that long period there had
never been the breath of suspicion against his integrity… In selecting such horses as Ace of
Trumps, Talk o’ the Hills and others in England and bringing them out to the colonies he had not
only proved his sound knowledge… as a breeder, but had conferred a lasting benefit to the turf…
(See Allan Park)
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Jorlum - An Aboriginal camp on the western side of section 171, Hundred of Bonney, claimed by the
Peregelindjeri people who gave limited access to other clans into Lake Albert.
Joslin - Laid out on part section 281, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company in 1901 and
named after Henry Joslin, one of the company’s directors who died on 2 November 1927.
For some time there has been a proposal to convert the piece of land adjoining the East Adelaide
tennis courts and Boy Scouts’ Hall in Fourth Avenue, Joslin, into a recreation reserve and
children’s playground… Mr T.A Doman had promised to present one block of land and had
offered another at £1/10/ a foot. It is understood that the Payneham Council will fence, grade,
equip and maintain the playground if the residents arrange to buy the land… A substantial sum of
money was subscribed in the hall… Arrangements were made for a thorough canvass of the
district and a motion was carried that preliminary steps should be taken to secure the land. A
vote of thanks was passed to Mr Doman for his generosity.
Joyce - Joyce H. Musgrave, a daughter of the Governor, who died at the age of three years following a
household tragedy in 1874, is remembered by the Hundred of Joyce, County of Robe, proclaimed on 20 July
1876; there is a window to her memory in Saint Peter’s Cathedral. Its school, opened in 1878, relisted as
‘Hundred of Joyce North’ in 1880 and closed in 1940. The Joyce Post Office, 14 km South-West of Lucindale,
was opened in January 1877; it closed in August 1902.
In evidence of a reckless manner in which some tried to get a living out of the land one need only
to look at the Hundreds of Joyce and the Mosquito Plains in 1890. There farmers, who had been
successful in drier districts, settled upon country that was wet for the most part or subject to
flooding. Instead of studying the peculiarities of their situation and endeavouring to find out the
practices likely to prove applicable to the locality, soil and climate, they acted upon past
experience and turned over as much land, indiscriminately chosen, as they could in the time
allotted by the terms of their lease or credit provisions. The result in most cases was distressing
and were it not that many were enabled to turn to sheep husbandry, the outcome would have
been disastrous.
Joyce Park was a subdivision of part sections 234-35, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Hawthorn.
Percival W.E. Culley and Edward J. Hosking laid it out in 1910.
Jubilee - The local historian, Reg Butler, advised that this name was encountered occasionally during his
monumental research within the Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages and the General Registry Office
(GRO):
Several SA birth registrations give Jubilee alone/ Jubilee Creek as a place of birth from the late
1850s until the end of the century. I have not found any references about this in the GRO. Is the
creek in the Bugle Ranges, perhaps near Wistow? I wonder whether if there is any connection
with the old Jubilee Methodist Chapel at the back of Wistow? If so, a real problem is to tie it with
the date of building the chapel. Then, perhaps, it is a mishearing of the word ‘Jupiter’ when
referring to Jupiter Creek. I incline to the latter explanation.
Julia - Julia Creek, near Eudunda, is said to be named after Julia Gawler, the daughter of Governor Gawler
who married her father’s private secretary, George Hall but, to confuse the matter, Governor Young, who
named it, had a sister named Julia and this fact, no doubt, accounts for the nomenclature of the Hundred
of Julia Creek, County of Light, proclaimed on 7 August 1851 during his term of office; the greater number
of the first surveyed sections were taken up by F.H. Dutton, the grantee of sections 3000-3036 on 7 October
1851. The Julia Creek School opened in 1893 and closed in 1898; Julia School opened in 1910 and closed in
1952; Julia Post Office, 11 km NNW of Eudunda, opened on 1 December 1934; closed on 31 July 1981.
Port Julia was possibly named after Mrs Julia Wurm (nee Crush) (ca.1837-1912), who came from
Brentwood, Essex, England, in the Calcutta, in 1849; her husband, Louis F. Wurm (1833-1910), was a
shipping agent, wheat-buyer, storekeeper, builder, etc, at Stansbury; born in Germany in 1833 he came to
South Australia in the Irene in 1854. In its report of 6 November 1916 the Nomenclature Committee
suggested the name be changed to ‘Noamurra’, Aboriginal for ‘man and wife’, to avoid confusion with the
place near Eudunda.
In 1882, it was argued that Port Julia, which had been used as a shipping place during the past few years,
would be about the most convenient place for the erection of a jetty:
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It was proposed that the government be requested to send an officer over to survey the best site
for a jetty between Black Point and Port Vincent… This was not accepted and it was further
proposed that the government be requested to either purchase Port Vincent jetty or provide
shipping accommodation at a place one and a half miles north of Port Vincent
A meeting of the residents of Curramulka and southern portion of Muloowurtie was held on 28 April 1883,
when Mr A.J. Williams asserted that a jetty was much needed at Port Julia and that a deputation had waited
upon the Treasurer:
It was then pointed out that it was the most convenient place for the erection of a jetty for the
farmers in that district to ship their produce… Great difficulty and expense were now
experienced in shipping wheat and craft could not get such quick despatch… upwards of 8,000
bags of wheat had been shipped there already this season… it all had to be carried out to the
craft in drays and with the soft bottom it was laborious and expensive work…
Eventually, in 1895, a private jetty was erected by a large land owner in the district, Mr John Kerr, and when
his lease expired in 1904 it came under the control of the District Council of Minlaton. A new jetty was
erected and opened by Mr Kerr on 7 May 1913.
Junction - Between Hunt Peninsula, on Lake Eyre, and the mainland is Junction Gully, a name proposed,
originally, by Messrs Atkinson and Clark in an article published in 1975.
Junction Road Estate was a subdivision of part section 405, Hundred of Yatala, adjacent to Junction Road;
now included in Mansfield Park. Phillip Heinrich laid it out, in 1925, into 76 large allotments situated ‘east
of Rosewater and continuing on from the Rosewater electric car terminus within close proximity to houses
being erected under the “Thousand Homes Scheme”.’ (See Ashby)
Jupiter Creek - In 1868, this name was given to gold diggings, 6 km South-West of Echunga, discovered by
Thomas H. Plane (1822-1909) and Henry Sanders (1845-1874). The main diggings were situated on section
393 which, today, is a Forest Reserve off Diggings Road. Plane served in the gold escort from Mount
Alexander to Adelaide, farmed at Echunga and was a butcher and blacksmith at Chapman Gully following
the gold rush to that place. Legend has it that it got its name from one of J.B. Hack’s bullocks that showed
a decided preference for this watercourse and, when missing, searchers could always rely on finding him
grazing along the creek.
In August 1868 the rush commenced when about 1,000 men from Noarlunga, Willunga, McLaren Vale,
Kangarilla, together with disgruntled workers from the Echunga diggings, descended upon the promised El
Dorado where ‘the proper road to the new field is by the Wheatsheaf Inn, better known as Warland’s, on
the Onkaparinga’ (See Warrakilla):
Here a stranger had better ask his road particularly. He should pass Mr Pedder’s store and follow
the road in the direction of Echunga Hill till he come to the second turning to the right, where a
large tree has fallen across the branch road. Following this road… he will see a bush track where
a few vehicles have been and should follow it as far as possible…
The distance from the old diggings to the new is about three miles by this route. The great
drawback is that the majority of persons who go to these diggings do not work with a will. For
every man who is working there are a dozen looking on to see how he prospers…
There is no doubt, however, that an important discovery has been made. The alluvial gold is
nuggety and the reef gold leads one to believe that some large deposits will be met with…
Speculators are on the alert and probably we will hear of fresh gold crushing companies.
At one time as many as 2,000 persons were at work there, but, by the close of 1870, the number
had dwindled to about 200, while, in the summer of 1870, 150 of the seceders found work in the
bed of the River Onkaparinga, from which some 800 ounces were removed. Good surfacing was
discovered about half a mile from the Wheatsheaf and led to the opening up of the Stirling reef an enterprise that promise[d] more satisfactory than attended undertakings at Jupiter Creek.
In 1868, the Wesleyans opened their new and commodious chapel at the Jupiter ‘built entirely of galvanised
iron, capable of seating between 200 and 300 persons, it was very tastefully decorated with flowers and
shrubs’:
Mr J.H. Lewis, of Macclesfield, is putting up a superior house of accommodation and intends
making application for a publican’s licence. It is a fine building of galvanised iron, lined, ceiled
and floored with tongued boards with a large tent for dining room attached.
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He is also putting up a substantial stable capable of accommodating a considerable number of
horses and as it is the first house on entering the main street from Echunga, and consequently
the most prominent, it will… be well patronised.
In 1869/70 it was declared that, ‘the discovery has, therefore, been of great benefit to the district and the
colony generally…, while, in 1871, there is comment on the fate of PC Conlon who, for a time, served at the
field ‘which he appears to regard as a grievance.’
In 1870, the Jupiter Creek School was opened on section 352, Hundred of Kuitpo, adjacent to the diggings;
it closed in 1942. Its post office operated from 1865 until 1876. During 1868, and commencing on 21 August
in the Register, there are all but daily reports, etc, on the diggings.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 21 July 1906, page 27. (See Jubilee)
Jury - The Jury family were early settlers in the Myponga district and Jury Beach is 4 km South-East of the
town.
Jury Swamp, near Kanmantoo, probably honours William J. Jury, a mine captain, who came to South
Australia in the Caleb Angas in 1842 and died at Mount Barker in 1847, aged forty.
Jussieu Bay - South-East of Sleaford Bay on Eyre Peninsula remembers Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu (17481836), a French botanist. Jussieu Peninsula, in the Hundred of Lincoln, has the same derivation. The names
were adopted, officially, in 1913 following the visit to South Australia of Count de Fleurieu. (See Fleurieu
Peninsula)
Jutland, Hundred of - Proclaimed as the ‘Hundred of South Rhine’ on 7 August 1851; on 10 January 1918 it
received its modern-day name that relates to a famous naval engagement, in 1916. The Nomenclature
Committee suggested the replacement name of ‘Wiltowonga South’ meaning ‘eagle’s crag’. The Hundred
of Jutland School, North-East of Mount Pleasant, opened in 1930 and closed in 1941. (See Jellicoe, Hundred
of)

K
Kabininge - Is shown thus on early maps and means ‘bad water place’. On latter-day maps it was Kabminye,
three kilometres south of Tanunda, and said to mean ‘morning star’. Prior to 1918 it was known as
‘Kronsdorf’, this name, with a slight modification, was restored to the map as ‘Krondorf’ in 1975.
Kadina - The name is derived from kadnina - ‘place for termites’ from the presence of termite mounds on
the plain south of the present town. These ants were a favourite food for the Aborigines each spring when,
for about two months, the women spent many hours digging into the mounds and separating termites from
mound earth by rocking them in wooden cradles and bark troughs.
Other sources suggest it is a corruption of an Aboriginal word kadijina, meaning ‘lizard place’ (kadi - ‘lizard’,
jina - ‘place’); this name was applied, also, to an Aboriginal camp on the south side of the town. The town
of Kadina was offered for sale on 28 March 1861. Kadina East was proclaimed on 13 June 1907. The
Hundred of Kadina, County of Daly, proclaimed on 12 June 1862.
F. Ward of Howard St, North Kensington, commented on ‘the first regular coaches between Kadina and
the GPO’ and said that ‘I had been in the employ of the late Wm. Rounsevell about three months when he
sent me out from the Pirie Street yard on a Saturday afternoon about the middle of August 1863 with a
coach and four greys to go to Virginia to put up at Saints Hotel and wait for the first overland coach from
Kadina’:.
On the following Monday it arrived in the afternoon with passengers… The coach was a heavy
spring cart drawn by four horses in charge of the late Edward Rook and John Rounsevell. The
passengers were transferred from this to the coach in waiting and we proceeded to the Cross
Keys where another team was waiting in charge of the late Tom Terry.
This latter team were [sic] attached to the coach which was taken on to the GPO by the late John
Rounsevell and E. Rook, leaving T. Terry and me to bring in the four greys, two for each of us,
riding one and leading the other. The first of Mr Opie’s driving…, as far as I can remember, was in
the winter of 1864 when the Kadina passengers and mails used to be taken to Salisbury by train,
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to proceed thence by coach to meet the Kadina coach in the 30-mile scrub… The coach running
to Salisbury in winter was to avoid a swamp near Cross Keys…
A sketch of Graves Street is in the Pictorial Australian on January 1881, page 8, photographs in the Observer,
14 September 1907, page 30, 11 January 1908, page 30, 7 September 1929, page 32, of a ploughing match
in the Chronicle, 17 October 1935, page 37, of a motor club in the Register, 16 September 1905, page 29, of
the post office on 20 October 1906, page 29, of a horse race meeting in the Observer,
5 May 1906, page 29, of members of the Mendelssohn Choir in the Chronicle, 20 May 1911, page 30, 19
October 1912, page 31, of an 8-hour day celebration on 21 October 1911, page 31, of a football team on
11 November 1911, page 30, of the Shell Depot on 1 August 1929, page 37, of a horse race meeting on 28
February 1935, page 31, of members of the Masonic Lodge and information on its jubilee in the Observer,
1 March 1913, page 30-51a, of the town band 10 January 1914, page 32, of an Australia Day pageant on 31
July 1915, page 29. A photograph and biographical details of S.J. Attiah are in The Critic, 18 July 1906, page
22.
Kadli Bore - On section 21, Hundred of Chesson, 8 km west of Mindarie. Its school opened in 1930 and
closed in 1935. Aboriginal for ‘dog’. (See Cudlee Creek)
Kadliumbo - A valley at the base of Kaiserstuhl. Aboriginal for ‘dingo vale’.
Kadlunga - Aboriginal for ‘sweet hills’; at the time of its occupation honeysuckle abounded in the locality.
In 1840, James Stein, in partnership with E.P. S. Sturt, squatted at the head of this River Wakefield tributary
on Mount Horrocks and the English and Australian Copper Company owned ‘Kadlunga Farm’, about 2 km
west of Mintaro, it being one of the company’s stations of call for teams travelling from the Burra mine to
Port Adelaide. The company introduced mules into South Australia, the first of which arrived in the vessel
Malacca, while Spanish muleteers were brought from Chile to drive the animals. (See Burra)
Kainton - A post office on section 438, Hundred of Clinton, 10 km south of Paskeville, named after Patrick
John Kain (1852-1902), who obtained the land grant on 16 May 1877; Rodney Cockburn, as an alternative,
suggests either Patrick J. Kaine [sic], a pound keeper or John Kain, an early pastoral lessee. Its school opened
in June 1877 and closed in November 1907. Following its closure the Hundred of Clinton School, opened in
1886, was renamed ‘Kainton’ in 1915. A rail-coach trip to Yorke Peninsula was described in 1903 when the
coach stopped at a ‘white-washed cottage, old and weather-beaten, where one pane of a 12 light house
window has been replaced by a piece of unpainted deal, bearing in red ochre the word ‘Letters’… This is the
Kainton Post Office.’ (See Cocoanut)
In January 1923, Kainton was en fete when the celebration in connection with the opening of the new
Methodist Church was carried out successfully:
The question of a new church was first mentioned several years ago when the late Mr W.R.
Stephenson was a great worker in the cause… The foundation was laid in August by the Rev A.J.
Finch and the building erected by Messrs A. Chandler & Co of Wallaroo.
Kaiserstuhl - German for ‘the Emperor’s seat’, and named by Johannes Menge after a hill near Brisack on
the River Rhine, Germany, was changed to ‘Mount Kitchener’ in 1918 after the Nomenclature Committee
had suggested ‘Patpoori Hill’, Aboriginal for ‘big grass hill’, but was not acted upon. Kaiserstuhl was restored
to the map in 1975.
Kalachalpa - Aboriginal for ‘creek of plenty’; now known as ‘Anna Creek’. It has been suggested that Anna
Creek was discovered by P. E. Warburton. However, a Mortlock Library notation says:
I can find no evidence that Warburton discovered Anna Creek (west of Lake Eyre North, where
the railway siding is located). Mount Anna, however, at the termination of Anna Creek was
named by John McD. Stuart on 15 November 1859, but no reason was given for the selection of
the name. Anna Creek, between Mt Goyder and Chambers Bay, was named by Stuart on 19 July
1862, but he gave no reason for the choice.
Kaladbro - A property south of Penola ‘taken up by Edward John and Alfred Henry Bates, coming from
Geelong with horses and cattle’ in 1843; see pastoral lease no. 205. (See Breakpole Marsh)
Kalameteri - An Aboriginal camp of the Ngeiwatjeri clan on the Parangari shore of the Coorong south of
section 81, Hundred of Baker. It is the Aboriginal name for Casurina structa. The ancestral being Ngurunderi
rested here and left some spears behind a clump of sheaoak trees. Literally, it means ‘male sheaoak tree’.
Kalamurina Waterhole - North-East of Lake Eyre North. The ‘Kalamurina Run’ was established by Messrs
Jones and Moor(e)house in 1875 (lease no. 2586).
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Kalamurra, Lake - East of Lake Eyre North. Aboriginal for ‘fresh water creek’.
Kalanbi - This town in the Hundred of Goode, 19 km north of Ceduna, proclaimed on 7 February 1929,
ceased to exist on 10 June 1982. Aboriginal for ‘limestone’.
Kalaolok - A trap setting place for swamp fish on section 21, Hundred of Duffield, beside Reedy Creek.
Kalangadoo - Derived from either kalinerta - ‘dog watering place’, kelenerte - ‘yabbie hole’, keliunarter ‘swamps of a female called Keli’ or kalangadu - ‘big swamp’. In 1846, James Arthur Carr Hunter and
Alexander McLean Hunter took up the Kalangadoo Run that became pastoral lease no. 184 of 1851; they
sold out to John Norman McLeod who had held the Tahara Run, near Coleraine, Victoria. ‘Francis [sic]
Hunter was killed by a bull in the Compton yards in 1854 and was the first to be buried in the pioneer
cemetery at Mount Gambier while his brother died at sea in 1893.’
The town, proclaimed as Kalangadoo East on 15 October 1891, took its present name on 20 February 1941.
The addition of ‘East’ may be explained by a comment in Corartwalla - A History of Penola, the Land and its
People: ‘In 1859, a town named Kalangadoo was surveyed close to the boundary of the Kalangadoo and
Glencoe stations. Nothing eventuated at this stage, for the blocks were not taken up.’
The school opened in 1871 and, in 1904, it was said that ‘for some years past the residents of this town
and district have been agitating for a new public school as the old one was quite inadequate for the number
of children attending. The government at last acceded to their request and six months ago the erection of
the building commenced.’
Photographs of the town and district are in the Observer, 5 January 1907, page 30, 4 April 1908, page 30,
of a football team on 15 October 1927, page 37.
Kalarnowidinki - An important Aboriginal camping place on section 18, Hundred of Duffield; now known as
Lampard Creek, derived from kalarnowidingki - widingki means’ frog’. It was an important place to trap
frogs, swamp fish, eels and turtles.
Kalawari - An outstation near Tantanoola, recorded as kalware by Duncan Stewart - kala - ‘dog’ and wari ‘track’.
Kalawi Waterhole - The Aboriginal name for ‘White Hut’, in the Hundred of Carribie, meaning ‘dog
waterhole’. The name implies that this hole was kept open by the scratching of dingoes. Sometimes, the
name was recorded as Kaliwi. (See White Hut for another possible derivation.)
Kalbeeba - Aboriginal for ‘bark’. In 1959, the subdivision, 5 km east of Gawler in the Hundred of Barossa,
was laid out on part sections 3054-55 by Roy F.W. Luck.
Kaldoonera, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 23 October 1913, was the name given
to a hill in the vicinity, by the local Aboriginal people meaning ‘place of the stumpy tail lizard’. Its school
opened in 1924 and closed in 1944.
Kaldow - A railway station in the Hundred of Shannon, 21 km north of Cummins, known formerly as ‘Kilto’.
Aboriginal for ‘a long time’.
Kaldukee - Near Tanunda. Aboriginal for ‘a tuft of feathers’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Langdorf’.
Kalee - (See Cayley Well)
Kalkabury - Derived from the Aboriginal karlkaburi meaning ‘hill of sheaoak’. The wood of the sheaoak was
often made into clubs and, at the final stage of production, burnished with gritty sandstone known as pure.
Another report shows a hill one kilometre north of Arthurton called karlkoburiil, meaning ‘sparrow hawk
hill’. Survey maps of the 1860s show a ‘Kalkabury Homestead’ located on what is now section 38, Hundred
of Tiparra, and immediately south of this section is a plan of the ‘Town of Kalkabury’. In 1872, forty sections
were surveyed and thirty-three offered for sale, the other seven being reserved for a township, parklands
and suburban blocks.
The forty sections were designated ‘Agricultural Area No. 21, Kalkabury’ and the township shown as
Kalkabury on survey maps but, prior to gazettal on 25 January 1877, Governor Musgrave had other ideas
and dubbed it ‘Arthurton’. The Kalkabury Area School opened in 1874 and, in 1875, was conducted in a
chapel by Henry Jones with 30 enrolled pupils; it closed in 1875. (See Port Arthur)
Kallakoopah Creek & Hill - North-East of Lake Eyre North where the ‘Kallakoopah Run’ was established by
Messrs Whyte and Cave in 1881 (lease no. 2957).
Kallinyalla - ‘Haunt of seagulls’. The Aboriginal name for Port Lincoln.
Kallioota Spring - Aboriginal for ‘evergreen’. The ‘Kallioota Run’, east of Lake Torrens, was held by O.
Horner, and others, from 1866 (lease no. 1512) when the name was written as Kaltioota. Originally, the
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land was held by E.B. Gleeson from 1 February 1856 (lease no. 462), when it was described as being located
‘West of Mount Eyre’.
In 1903, it was reported that ‘Mr R. Salmon, occupier of Kallioota, Boolcunda and Boolcumatta [sic] Runs,
[was] a great believer in preserving the kangaroo as a friend of the pastoralists’:
He contends that where wild dogs are plentiful the kangaroos are particularly useful in diverting
the attention of the vermin from the sheep. It is common knowledge that the dingo frequently
kills sheep merely for sport, and the reason why the hardiest stock are often picked out as the
victims is that they offer the greatest resistance. Mr Salmon says that few of his fellow
pastoralists agree…
As a result of the protection afforded by Mr Salmon the kangaroos at Kallioota rapidly
increased… Kallioota is on the banks of Lake Torrens where the precious waters of Kanyaka Creek
exhaust themselves to become useless brine instead of being conserved higher up for irrigation
purposes…
Mr Salmon was a farmer at Boolcunda for eight years and for six years never had a bag of wheat
to sell. Those were unfortunate days when a misguided parliament insisted upon the settlers
rooting up a certain area of the valuable saltbush and cottonbush and cultivating purely pastoral
country for wheat production. Mr Salmon’s experiments in transplanting saltbush with the object
of restoring the country to its former usefulness have failed, but only on account… of the dryness
of the seasons…
A photograph of a shooting party is in the Observer, 10 June 1916, page 26.
Kallora - A railway station, 16 km ESE of Port Wakefield. Aboriginal for ‘heat’.
Kalperri - A railway station, two km North-West of Sandy Creek. Aboriginal for ‘duck’.
Kaltioota - (See Kallioota Spring)
Kalyan - A town, 29 km NNW of Karoonda in the Hundred of Vincent, was proclaimed on 10 August 1933;
its school opened in 1922 and closed in 1952. Aboriginal for ‘you stop here’. A photograph of Mrs Rosi’s
store is in the Observer, 17 February 1917, page 27.
Kalyra - Thirty-two kilometres North-East of Kingston, SE. H.C. Talbot said that it was the ‘native name of
Mr James Brown’s station in the South-East better known as Avenue Range station.’ He came to South
Australia in 1839 and settled in Hindmarsh Valley before removing to the South-East. (See Avenue Range)
In The Coorong and Lakes of the Lower Murray by Tom McCourt and Hans Mincham, it is said the word
means ‘hop bush’. SA Museum records confirm this nomenclature and say it derives from kelaira, but the
late Norman Tindale contended it comes from kilar, ‘a type of spear made from hardwood found at Avenue
Range and traded to the Tangenekald people.’
In his quarterly report published in 1849 the Protector of Aborigines advised that Mr Brown was held in
custody and committed upon a charge of shooting Aborigines. (See Avenue)
He died at Glen Osmond on 7 February 1890 leaving a large sum to his widow [Jessie Brown],
who bequeathed it, through the Executor and Trustee Agency Company, for benevolent purposes
as a memorial to her husband. This legacy has been used to provide a home for crippled children
and a consumptive home, Kalyra, Belair.
In 1892, his widow died in the USA at Niagara Falls and her body was returned to Adelaide and laid alongside
her late husband in the West Terrace cemetery. A photograph of the opening of a new wing of the hospital
is in the Chronicle, 12 April 1902, page 39.
Kambala - On western Eyre Peninsula; derived from the Aboriginal kamala, a species of fungus used as
tinder in making a fire.
Kambanga - A lagoon and creek at Roonka on the River Murray that marked the upper limit of marine
influences in pre-lock days.
Kanalla Falls - Near Edeowie; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘euro’ (a species of kangaroo).
Kanappa - A railway station, 8 km south of Cambrai, named after a hill and creek in the vicinity. The Kanappa
copper mine was situated on section 1836, Hundred of Angas, 37 miles ENE from Adelaide, and was ‘worked
five years after its discovery in 1867 [sic]’.
In 1865, a migrant wrote home and said that he had obtained a situation as ‘an engine driver at
the Kanappa Mines at £9 a month; but provisions are dreadfully dear. We have got an old hut
made of logs of timber joined together and plastered up with mud and a canvas roof to keep the
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rain out… You have no idea of this place; if you have no shoes you must go barefooted; this is the
style of the colony.
‘Most of the colonists have to travel with their beds upon their backs with their cooking utensils
and must not grumble if they have a couple of hundred miles to travel… Mechanics and
engineers are not a bit of use out here. Masons, bricklayers and general labourers are the
general run. Their wages average 7 to 9 shillings a day… It is the general case out in this colony
that they cannot find work for the emigrants… Those that think they will find gold strewed under
their feet will be sadly taken in…’ (See Burrawing)
Kanarapa - This beach, near Penguin Point, opposite section 11b, Hundred of Warrenben, was a favourite
place to catch butterfish.
Kanaweia - A water reserve beside section 228, Hundred of Wirrega, now known as ‘Cannawigara’; derived
from weia - ‘young woman’. (See Cannawigara)
Kandeining - A beach at section 32, Hundred of Goolwa. In the myth of the whale and fire, the man whale
entered the sea there and was transmuted into the animal because he had fled from Kondolinggara (Mount
Jagged). ‘His fire flints were stolen by the shark being and the potential fire making ability then extended
to rotary friction with wood.’ (See Mutabarrangga)
Kangarilla - Mr N.B. Tindale, anthropologist, says it was ‘derived from the Aboriginal word kanggarila that
may mean ‘birthplace’ but we have no information about the context. The root kangga does not mean
kangaroo in any Australian language.’
The Reverend Gordon Rowe of the Aboriginal Friends’ Association obtained the following information from
Mr David Unaipon, an eighty-two-year-old full blood member of the Tailem Bend people. His definition of
the meaning of the origin of the name was: ‘Kang means two; Ra’mulia means outflow or water flowing.’
When first approached on the matter ‘Mr Unaipon at once asked if there were two waterholes. Upon
enquiry it was found that there were two…’
The town was laid out as ‘Scaldwell’ on section 875, Hundred of Kuitpo, by John Bottrill (1807-1885), circa
1860; born in Scaldwell, England, he came out in the Duke of Roxburgh in 1838. Its school opened in 1870.
There is no record as to when the name Kangarilla was adopted. The district was known as ‘Eyre Flat’, the
derivation of which is unknown but it may relate to Edward J. Eyre; he did not hold land in the area at any
time but depastured cattle in the district after overlanding from New South Wales. (See Eyre Flat)
In 1862, among the huts and cottages that constituted the town of Kangarilla there was ‘one by no means
the most uncomely externally’:
[It was] inhabited by an Aborigine named Sam - his native name I will not offer to write, for
though when spoken it has a melodious sound, on paper it would look somewhat of an
orthographical phenomenon. He can read and write and cipher immeasurably better than most
of his white neighbours. He is a good ploughman, fencer, digger and sawyer and has for years
past earned his living by working at those trades for the settlers and by his earnings has
maintained his wife and family consisting of two children…
His house is kept clean and decent… Sam has one engrossing wish - the desire to become tenant
or owner of a piece of land which he might cultivate for himself… Friends of the Aborigines - here
is a man formed to your hand, he only asks to have restored … one corner of his patrimony that
we … have wrested from him and his…
A photograph of a cricket team is in The Critic, 25 February 1920, page 14, 2 January 1924, page 11, of the
unveiling of a war memorial in the Chronicle, 18 March 1922, page 30, Observer, 6 May 1922, page 26, of
bushfires in the Chronicle, 12 January 1929, page 16, of a football team on 1 August 1935, page 38, of
‘Kangarilla Bush Firefighters’ in the Register, 13 January 1927, page 10.
Kangaroo - Records in the Department of Education say that the Kangaroo Flat School opened in October
1878, but it would appear that, in 1874, this school, about 5 km North-West of Gawler, was conducted by
Joseph B. Berry with 58 enrolled pupils; it closed in 1970. The Post Office stood on section 714, Hundred of
Mudla Wirra, 8 km North-West of Gawler.
Information on a Mr Jackson, a poet and ‘the outcast of Kangaroo Flat’, is in the Register, 14 January 1885.
The first verse of one of his poems reads:
I’m fond of the mosquito,
And he is fond of me,
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For ever bright and cheery
And pert and full of glee.
He never seems in trouble,
Though all is dark and dim,
He plumes his wings, and blithely sings
His happy evening hymn.
In 1904, it was said that it was in the District Council of Mudla Wirra and six miles from Reeves Plains:
Where Mr R. Hughes is the only storekeeper, acting as postmaster, also, and road contractor
from Gawler twice a week. Miss E. Melville conducts the state school. The store is on the main
metal road between Two Wells and Gawler. The country appears to be well adapted for wheat
growing, but according to report cultivators have not had too rosy an experience in the past year
or two.
Two sisters, who live at the schoolhouse, were badly attacked with typhoid fever… They all, it
appears, had been using water from a tank at the school… On March 5 the tank was emptied and
cleaned when it was found to be damaged and have a soakage from the direction of the closets.
Since then a tank has been hired and water carted to it from Gawler…
Mr Malcolm conducted an ostrich farm there and, in 1883, he was to complain that, ‘unfortunately, one
fine hen, after laying six eggs, got killed by the wretched curse called greyhounds, kept in such numbers all
over the colony (and mostly unregistered)…’
On 23 March 1802, Matthew Flinders named Kangaroo Head at the entrance to the American River on
Kangaroo Island; on Freycinet’s charts it is Cap Delambre; Jean Baptiste Delambre (1749-1822), was a
famous astronomer and mathematician. ‘His private character’, a historian wrote, ‘was as honourable as
his scientific achievements were brilliant.’
H.M. Cooper, in The Unknown Coast, argues persuasively that it is wrongly located on modern maps and
charts. The correct location is most probably the present ‘Hog Point’ at Penneshaw. In 1906, a cairn was
erected there by the residents of Hog Bay in the supposed locality of Flinders’ first landing.
A visit to the little cemetery on the rise above Kangaroo Head was interesting. It is unknown…
how long it has been in use as such… The first headstone noted was that erected in the memory
of Mr T. Willson, aged 80, who was in his day justly termed ‘the Father of the island’. He was the
first resident magistrate there and from him many sought assistance and advice in business and
other matters, which were never denied them… Another stone marks the resting place of Mr
Davis Weir Buick, aged 64, brother of the pioneer of American River.
A marble slab bears the inscription that speaks for itself: ‘In memory of George Bates. Born at
Old St. Luke’s, London, April 30 1800. Died at Adelaide. September 8, 1895… For 71 years a
settler on Kangaroo Island, previous… he served in HM Navy…’ The above were the principal
inscriptions noted, but in the internally pretty St Columba’s Church is a handsome baptismal font
on which is the following - ‘Erected to the glory of God and the memory of Archdeacon Moore,
who started church work on Kangaroo Island’…
The Aborigines called Kangaroo Island karta - ‘useless place’. It was named by Matthew Flinders on 22
February 1802:
After coming to an anchor, some black substances were seen moving about on the shore, by
some of the young gentlemen, and were thought to be animals of some kind, but the wiser ones
who thought they were lumps of stone, and that imagination supplied them with motion,
laughed at this, asking if they were not elephants.
The ‘black substances’ turned out to be kangaroos which had been so hard to identify in the dusk. ‘The
whole ship’s company’, Flinders continued:
Was employed this afternoon in skinning and cleaning the kanguroos [sic]; and a delightful regale
they afforded, after four months privation from almost any fresh provisions. Half a
hundredweight of heads, fore quarters and tails were stewed down into soup for dinner on this
and the succeeding days; and as much steaks given, moreover, to both officers and men, as they
could consume by day and by night. In gratitude for so seasonable a supply I named this southern
land Kanguroo [sic] Island.
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The first settler was Joseph Murrell, a former seaman on the Independence captained by O. Smith; with six
companions, all former sealers, he landed in 1806 and a report in the Sydney Gazette on 9 April 1909 that
was received from the captain of the Eliza said:
Their provisions were expended in three months after they landed and, having never received
any supplies at all, they had for a long time of two years and nine months subsisted entirely on
the flesh of wild animals.
Thomas Whalley would appear to be the next arrival when he left a whaling ship named the General Gates
in 1816 and landed at Bews Point (now Rolls Point), ‘immediately beneath where the telegraph station
stands now’:
Two years later he induced a man named Billy Day to leave a whaler, which anchored there, and
join him in a Robinson Crusoe life. The first settler had, therefore, been twenty years upon the
island when the legal colonizers landed and he had, by general consent, been elected chief man
under the title of ‘Governor’ Whalley. He had taken a man named George Cooper into
partnership and they had managed to get some female Aborigines and established a small farm
upon the Three Well River, afterwards called the ‘Cygnet’.
There are some queer stories extant about how these men were treated by the new settlers how Whalley was bullied and persecuted and almost compelled to sell out his livestock at an
‘alarming sacrifice’ and was afterwards refused the chance of buying back a single cock and hen
and a sow pig at exorbitant prices. Almost to the time of his death in 1895 George Bates
complained that he was robbed of £200 worth of whalebone which he had stacked up on the
beach at Encounter Bay, and that whilst he lived in penury those who had ‘annexed’ his property
were rolling in wealth.
The old residents upon the island were not the lawless set of men they have been represented
to be. Their ranks had been recruited at times by undesirable characters, but the example of
Whalley, perhaps, and the natural honesty of the brave and reckless old salts would not allow
them to associate with runaway convicts, who occasionally tried to join them - these fellows
were generally glad to reship upon the first opportunity.
Still, the sailors’ proverbial love of rum and tobacco did lead them into some wild excesses
whenever a certain old captain or other traders came around for their peltries. It is said that it
was usual to set a keg of rum upon the deck directly the anchor was dropped, knock the head out
and place plenty of pannikins around. Not a word about sale of skins, etc., was allowed to be
spoken until every visitor had imbibed copiously, and then the captains obtained the most liberal
bargains!
After the orgy was over the men generally found themselves on shore, very seedy, with splitting
headaches, fevered circulation, a few groceries, perhaps a bottle or so of rum, and some
tobacco, and always a good supply of twine with which to make snares to catch more wallaby. Of
course, the vessel had gone, and so were all the settlers’ skins.
Whalley dropped dead in Adelaide in the 1860s; he was a man of some education and abilities
and sent his son to Tasmania to be educated. Kangaroo Island is a place in which you were
grossly deceived; there’s no timber fit for houses or ships; there are not 500 acres of good land
on the island; there are the most impenetrable masses of jungle here that I have ever met… With
all these difficulties, I thank God to take courage. I do not fear making this a prosperous
settlement and the company doing well. (See Sutherland Shoal)
According to a report in the Australian on 9 March 1826, Kangaroo Island had a population of about 200
persons comprising of ‘thirty men and about forty black women, independent of numerous progeny,
contrive to make themselves quite comfortable in their snug retreat.’
In 1899, the inhabitants were not ‘at all satisfied with the present facilities of transit and they are agitating
in favour of a second mail in each week or, failing that, to secure competition for the passenger service’:
Although Queenscliffe is only 76 miles from Port Adelaide the fare by steamer is £1/5s. return,
exclusive of meals, while from Hog Bay, about 20 miles by water, the charge is 10 shillings
return… The James Comrie [does] the Kangaroo Island trade… [and]… goes twice weekly to
Ardrossan…
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This article contains extensive information on shipping to and from Kangaroo Island which Baudin called
Isle Borda and Freycinet’s charts show L’Isle Decres. (See Kingscote)
A photograph of three early houses - Hope, Faith and Charity - is in The Critic,18 December 1907, page 46,
of Mary Seymour and daughter in the Observer 26 January 1907, page 28, of the ‘Island cable’ in the
Chronicle, 27 June 1929, page 30, of the island in the Observer, 25 February 1905, page 24, 4 April 1908,
page 29, of a surveyors’ camp in the Chronicle, 5 January 1907, page 30, of a traction engine on 22 February
1908, page 30, of cows being utilised for electioneering purposes in the Observer, 24 February 1912, page
32, ‘Platypi for Flinders Chase’ in the Register, 3 November 1928, page 10, of Flinders Chase in the Observer,
17 April 1920, page 24, 29 November 1924, page 33.
Kangowirranilla - The name of Robert Davenport’s property at Macclesfield was, according to H.C. Talbot,
said to mean ‘the place of kangaroos and water’ - but see under ‘Kangarilla’ where this is disputed.
Kanmantoo - Derived from the Aboriginal kungna- tuko meaning ‘different speech’, the name they applied
to the hill from which copper was obtained. Copper was discovered by two Cornish miners near Kanmantoo
in 1845 and two groups purchased, jointly, the 20,000 acre special survey later that year. These groups were
the South Australian Company (SAC) and the Paringa Mining Company (PMC) who subscribed £12,000 and
£8,000 respectively.
Accordingly, the 20,000 acres were divided into 20 one thousand acre strips with choice of the first strip
chosen by lot. This was won by the SAC who chose the strip containing the lode that was to become
Kanmantoo Mine. Mining commenced at Kanmantoo in 1846 and, by 1850, a number of other mines had
been established, most bearing the names of famous Cornish counterparts including Wheal Prosper, Wheal
Friendship, Wheal Mary, Wheal Harmony and Wheal Maria. The most important mines were Kanmantoo
on a SAC strip, and Paringa (1846) and Bremer (1850) discovered on a strip belonging to the PMC.
The Hundred of Kanmantoo, County of Sturt, was proclaimed on 30 November 1847 and the town of
Kanmantoo, 19 km east of Mount Barker, laid out in 1849 by the South Australian Company that said:
Having been laid out in two-acre blocks, parties desirous of taking any of the allotments can
obtain full particulars on application to Captain Remfry at the Kanmantoo Mines or at the offices
of the SA Company in Adelaide.
Its school opened as ‘Staughton’ in 1853; listed as ‘Staughton, Kanmantoo’ in 1858 and closed in 1953:
The first public examination of the scholars attending Mr Tilly’s day school at Kanmantoo took
place on Thursday… After the examination appropriate rewards, in the form of books, were
distributed to the children who then went to a paddock in the rear of Mr Tilly’s residence, where
they were regaled with a plentiful supply of cakes, sweetmeats, etc. On the same evening Mr J.
Ryder of Nairne, [read] from the Pickwick Papers at the Miners Arms…
In an essay in The Lasting Hills the author says:
When copper was discovered at Kanmantoo, which is now a sleepy township, more hotels were
established there than anywhere else in the Adelaide Hills, all with the purpose of surviving and
thriving. But none of them did. Though four pubs were licensed in the township, only two ever
operated at the same time. Three had very short lives. They were the Black Dog 1853-1858,
Britannia 1857-1861 and Miners Arms 1861-1875. Of the Kanmantoo Hotel that traded the
longest from 1863 until 1929, nothing now remains. Two of the former hotels survive as very
attractive private properties. One is the Black Dog, while the Britannia Hotel has grasped a new
lease of life as the immensely popular lunchtime Mediterranean restaurant the Osteria Sanso.
A sketch of the bridge over the River Bremer is in the Pictorial Australian in May 1875,
Frearson’s Weekly, 8 March 1879, page 24, of an old thatched cottage in the Observer, 8 February 1930,
page 47.
Kanni - A railway station 8 km south of Waikerie. Aboriginal for ‘frilled lizard’. In 1927, the annual sports
day was a record when a silver cup was donated by Messrs G. Bartlett & Son and A. Stoeckel for the principal
horse race:
The winner, ‘Sighter’, was ridden by Miss Castle who was accorded an ovation on returning to
the scales. In the evening a dance was held… Mr H. Kroehn acted as master of ceremonies and
music was supplied by Messrs Stott, J. Koch, P. Francis and A. Koch… The committee… comprised
Messrs F. Hoad, J. Koch, I. Hoad, A. Koch, C. Wilksch, H. Kroehn, P. Farley and L.L. Schulz…
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The Kanni West School was opened in 1922 and closed in 1938, while the Kanni Post Office, opened on 6
October 1924 and closed on 31 March 1926.
Kanowna - (See Sullivan, Mount)
Kannu - Five kilometres north of Bordertown, near section 443, Hundred of Tatiara; derived from the
Aboriginal kan-u, meaning ‘axe stone’.
Kanowinna Channel - In the Far North-East where the ‘Kanowana (sic) Run’ was established by Thomas
Elder in 1874 (lease no. 2355).
Kantarli - The Aboriginal name for Ewens Creek - ‘seepage place’. (See Ewens Ponds)
Kanyaka - In the Story of the Flinders Ranges, Hans Mincham says: ‘In July 1851 Hugh Proby took up three
leases, two of which totalling 262 square kilometres, were the start of Kanyaka [Run]. The third… gave rise
to “Coonatto” (Formerly “Mookra (sic) Range”).’ Following Proby’s untimely death it was purchased by
Alexander Grant who, with his brother, Frederick, bought ‘Mookra (sic) Range’.
Another brother, James, was to become manager of ‘Kanyaka’ but became lost on his way to the station
and perished in the bush. John Randall Phillips then accepted the position and he was responsible for the
erection of the homestead complex of buildings, the ruins of which are today a popular tourist attraction.
It should be noted that, at a later date, (see, for example, ‘Return of Pastoral Leases during 1865’), Mr
Phillips is listed as a joint lessee with A.W.T. Grant over lease no. 118 (‘Kanyaka’).
According to Robert Bruce, who was overseer of the Arkaba run in 1858-59, the name is derived from
undenyaka - ‘the place of stone’ while other sources say it is a corruption of the Aboriginal kanjeka - ‘the
boulder’, from the circumstance that a waterhole on the station was marked by a large stone. (See Arden,
Mount, Coonatto & Helen, Mount)
Kanyaka Post Office opened in 1851 and transferred to ‘Wilson’ in March 1881 and the Kanyaka Creek
Post Office, between Kanyaka and Willochra, in February 1879; it was transferred to ‘Gordon’ in May 1880.
The town of Kanyaka, 26 km south of Hawker, was offered for sale on 30 April 1863 on the route via Arkaba
and Wilpena:
The little township was laid out to include the eating house erected by J.R. Phillips in 1859 to
drain off dray traffic from the head station. He had chosen the site hard against the track where
good well-water was obtainable at a depth of only seventeen feet (five metres). After the survey
Phillips bought allotments and erected a fine two-storey hotel with twenty-two rooms. This, the
Great Northern Hotel, was commonly known as the Black Jack.
In 1900, disgruntled settlers addressed the government: ‘We, the undersigned landholders in the district of
Kanyaka… draw your attention to the distress prevailing on account of the repeated failure of the crops…
At a meeting at Gordon on November 3 the following resolutions were carried:
That in the opinion of the meeting the administration of the Land Act of 1898 is unsatisfactory
for the country outside Goyder’s line of rainfall.
That the rents in the Hundred of Kanyaka… should be reduced…
That interest and future payment of seed wheat account should not be charged and that
repayments should be extended for a period of five years.
Mr W. Scott, of Moonlight, 20 miles from Quorn, one of the largest farmers in the district, said that the land
was ‘fit for pastoral purposes only… [it] was one of the driest spots in the colony…’
The Hundred of Kanyaka, County of Newcastle, was proclaimed on 6 July 1876. (See Wilson)
Kanyaka Creek - (See Kallioota Spring)
Kapinka - This Aboriginal word meaning ‘spring water’ was given to a property west of Tumby Bay; see
pastoral lease no. 100.
Kapinnie - A railway station North-West of Cummins, named after a local pastoral run held by David Green.
Its school opened in 1911 in the local hall and closed in 1951. Prior to closer settlement the district was
known as ‘Two Wells’.
Kappakoola - Probably derived from the Aboriginal kapikurla - ‘pig-face water’ while other sources suggest
‘cool water’. (See Kirkala)
The Hundred of Kappakoola, County of Le Hunte, was proclaimed on 31 July 1913 and the name taken
from pastoral lease no. 2142 held by G. Hanson from 1871. Originally, the land was held by J. Hosking and
J. Bryant from 1862 (lease no. 1079). The Kappakoola School opened in 1939 and closed in 1945.
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Kappawanta, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 30 January 1936, was named after a
homestead on a pastoral lease held by Thomas C. Horn in the early 1840s. (See Horn, Lake)
Kappowie - A waterhole on section 216, Hundred of Tarcowie - Aboriginal for ‘spew (unpleasant substance)
water.’
Kapunda - A corruption of the Aboriginal cappieoonda - ‘jumping water’, probably related to a spring,
supplying the town of Kapunda when it was laid out in 1844; another source asserts that it means ‘place of
smoke’. In an interesting article on nomenclature in 1921, Mr N.A. Webb suggests the name is derived from
the Aboriginal kappa-unga - ‘the locality of the quail’. It has been recorded that Charles Hervey Bagot took
up land in the area which he called kunangga derived from ku – ‘shelter’ and nangga – ‘good’.
The discovery of copper was reminisced upon by Mr F. Dutton:
Shortly afterwards, not far from the spot, I ascended to the top of a small hill to view the
surrounding country. One of our flocks of sheep had been dispersed during a thunderstorm, and I
had been out nearly the whole day in drenching rain searching for them. At the place where I
pulled up my horse there was a protruding mass of what appeared to be at first glance slate grey
rock, but on examination I got the impression that the rock was covered with a beautiful green
moss. After breaking off a piece I found that it was green carbonate of copper. To my neighbour,
Captain Bagot, I confided my discovery; the place was on his sheep run. He also produced a
similar specimen found by his son. The discovery was kept secret.
We applied to the government for a survey of 80 acres of land and became the purchasers of the
same at the upset price of one pound per acre. At this time a few Cornish miners were quietly
following other pursuits, but on hearing of the discovery they quickly resumed their mining tools
and commenced to raise ore on the tribute system. At three shillings and sixpence in the pound
they did very well, and in this way a quantity of rich ore was available for sale. The place at that
time was a complete wilderness, the nearest water being half a mile distant, and brackish.
We soon succeeded in finding a good spring, and then erected a row of stone cottages for the
miners and workmen, which were much needed. The mine was between 40 and 50 miles from
Port Adelaide, and there was not a track of any kind between the places. Captain Bagot
undertook to select and mark out a line. This he did by fastening a plough behind the first dray
and striking a furrow for succeeding drays to follow. This line was adopted and for a long time
used until more suitable roads were constructed. (See Sheaoak Log)
In his diary Captain Bagot recorded that ‘we collected with some difficulty about 17 tons of ore which we
put into porter casks and sent to England to prove its value. This parcel was sold at Swansea [and] produced
20½% copper and sold for £21-10-0 a ton.’
It has been recorded that ‘mining operations commenced in January 1844 and by 1846 several rows of
miners’ cottages had been constructed on the mining property, the first company housing in Australia’:
In 1845, the first horse whim in the colony was erected to drain water from the mine but it was
incapable of handling the volume and in 1848 the first Cornish beam engine in Australia was
erected. By 1850 the mine employed 300 men and boys and a superb plan of the mine drawn by
John Phillips, in 1852, shows the location of the miners’ cottages and engine-house.
To the south of the mine other copper discoveries were made and section 1284 was surveyed
and purchased by Bagot at auction for £210 in 1845, rather more than the £80 paid for section
1271 two years earlier. From section 1271 copper to the value of nearly one million pounds
sterling was produced up to closure in 1879; there was very little production from section 1284.
Until 1846, settlement was generally confined to the vicinity of the mine but in that year land
surrounding the mine was surveying into sections and sold by auction. The North Kapunda
Mining Company paid £20,715 for 13 sections including £7,100 and £10,000 for section 1400 and
1401 respectively, gambling on discovering northern extensions of the Kapunda lodes. The
company employed a Cornish mine captain and thirty miners to prospect their property, but no
ore was found.
To recover some of its investment the North Kapunda Mining Company laid out the township of
North Kapunda (later Kapunda) on section 1400 and 1401 in 1849, and, by 1851, the township
contained 350 houses and had a population of about 2,000. The North Kapunda Mining Company
was liquidated in 1853 and its remaining property sold at auction in 1856.
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In its early days the town must have been a most unhealthy place for, in 1860, ‘if any person will take a walk
through Kapunda and its suburbs they would find… pigsties, slaughter yards, dead goats, dogs and other
animals shot for trespassing’:
I was not a little surprised at the remarks made by your correspondent on the sanitary condition
of Kapunda… the picture he sketches of ‘the violation of all sanitary laws’ and of ‘the inhabitants
herding together like pigs in a sty’, being suitable to a description to some of the worst parts of
London; whereas even a stranger cannot pass through this town without remarking its neat as
well as open and even straggling appearance, the houses being built chiefly of stone and most of
them on separate allotments. Speaking from personal observation, I can affirm that much, if not
the greater part of the sickness and mortality lately prevailing, has been among houses and
among families to which your correspondent’s remarks in no way apply…
A sketch of Matthews & Sons’ Printing Works is in Frearson’s Weekly, 19 October 1878, page 269, of football
in the Chronicle, 17 October 1935, page 36of a ladies’ hockey team is in the Observer,
3 September 1904, page 24, of a football team on 28 September 1912, page 32, of long-time residents on
20 December 1913, page 32, of an Australia Day celebration on 14 August 1915, page 29, of Boy Scouts on
14 August 1920, page 24, of a sports day on 3 February 1923, page 30, 5 February 1927, page 32, of the
opening of the memorial garden in the Chronicle, 5 May 1923, page 31, a sketch of the school is in Frearson’s
Weekly, 18 January 1879, page 369; photographs in the Observer, 26 August 1911, page 31. Sketches of the
mine are in the Illustrated Post, 22 June 1867, page 81 and Australasian Sketcher, 12 June 1875, page 45,
of the town in the Pictorial Australian in February 1879, October 1879. Photographs are in the Observer, 5
February 1910, page 32, 17 September 1927, page 36, 24 September 1927, page 37, 1 October 1927, page
38, Chronicle, 16 October 1926, page 39, 30 June 1932, page 42, 17 and 24 September 1927, pages 40-52
and 41-52.
The Hundred of Kapunda, County of Light, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851. (See Victoria)
Karalta - Near Angaston. Aboriginal for ‘green’. (See Grunberg)
Karang - A small island about 3 km from Lunberg Well was a place for making smoke fires during duck
hunting drives to entice the birds to pass over a fly-way ambush place at Purung.
Karantung-ngatung - On section 342, Hundred of Baker. Karanta means ‘star’ and ngatingi was applied to
the pointing bone used in sorcery, thus, ‘star sorcery place’.
Karapang - Located at the Soldiers Memorial Reserve at Meningie, it was an important Aboriginal camp
when emus were forced by drought to come into Lake Albert for water.
Karapin - At the mouth of Salt Creek in the Hundred of Santo and a favoured place for sending up smoke
signals; kara - ‘smoke’ and pina - ‘tree’.
Karapkar - A spring in the Hundred of Lewis was an important watering place for the Ngarkat people and a
hill nearby of the same name served as a lookout - known, also, as ‘Macs Lookout’. Aboriginal for ‘emu’.
Karatta - An Aboriginal word, probably meaning ‘a place where creeks meet’ and given to a pastoral station
and post office, 19 km west of Vivonne Bay, that opened in November 1884 and closed in April 1886. Its
school opened in 1955 and closed in 1973. (See Kelly Hill Caves)
Of interest is the fact that ‘Karatta House’ was built at Robe by Henry Jones of Binnum Station; and a
subsequent owner, Robert Stockdale (1835-1881), a South-East pastoralist, went to Kangaroo Island and
took up a run he called ‘Karatta ’ in partnership with Messrs B. and W.H. Taylor; later, the house at Robe
became a Vice-regal residence. (See Stockdale, Mount)
In 1897, it was said that ‘Messrs Rosengarthen and Borrow, who have created a sensation at Kangaroo
Island on account of a reported find of gems in the interior of the island, returned to Port Adelaide by the
steamer James Comrie’:
The find has been made on the old Karatta station… A heavily timbered tract of country has to be
passed through in order to reach the locality, but the old tracks are still in existence. The
Stunsailboom River flows through the property and the workings are in an ancient bed of the
watercourse… The samples which have been brought away include diamonds, rubies, topaz and
sapphires…
The steamer Karatta plied between Port Adelaide and Kangaroo Island for many years during the 20th
century.
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Karawarra, Mount - On section 106, Hundred of Parachilna; an Aboriginal word relating to the presence of
eagles.
Karcultaby - The name, Aboriginal for ‘yellow pipe clay water’, was taken from a local pastoral homestead,
rendered ‘Culcultaby’ by the first lessee, James Henry Hiern, in the 1860s - see pastoral lease no. 1616. (See
Hiern Hill) The Hundred of Karcultaby, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913 and the
town of Karcultaby, 10 km east of Poochera, on 30 April 1925. Its school opened in 1926 and closed in 1943.
Rodney Cockburn recalls James Hiern saying that ‘I took up the country and sunk a well 170 feet and got a
good supply of water’:
I called it Culcutaby and sold out to a Scotsman named Crawford who changed it to Karcultaby,
because that sounded more Scottish, I think.
Kareingareingar - An inland swamp on section 465, Hundred of Baker, meaning ‘place of the dead’. Corpses
were prepared there for smoke drying on a rack.
Karinja - Near Yorketown; an Aboriginal word for ‘emu place’.
Karinya, Mount - Aboriginal for ‘place of rest’. Formerly ‘Mount Despond’, it was renamed by an adjoining
landholder, Colonel E.T. Dean; his homestead of the same name stood on section 819, Hundred of
Moorooroo. The trig cairn on the Mount has a concrete plate built into it with ‘Mount Karinya - 1934’ set in
concrete. The trials and tribulations of Colonel Dean when he ‘locked horns’ with George Fife Angas and
the Editor of the Register (the self-acclaimed watchdog of ‘democracy’ in the colony) during the turbulent
times of elections for the first representative parliament in 1857 are to be found in the Register of that year.
Karipangula, Mount - Near section 37, Hundred of Ross, was a lookout place for the Booandik people and
featured a song about an emu and native companion legend of Baudin Rocks where the native companions
beings tried to drown the emus by magically causing a great flood. (See Benson, Mount, Godfrey Islands &
Murraup)
Karkarook - A railway station, 8 km north of Rudall, on Eyre Peninsula. Aboriginal for ‘sand’.
Karkoar - An Aboriginal camp site on section 2061, Hundred of Nangkita, derived from karko - ‘red ochre’
and war - ‘place’.
Karkoo - A railway station, 26 km north of Cummins. In 1915, it was said to be an Aboriginal word for
‘sheaoak’ while Rodney Cockburn opts for ‘currant bush’. Its school opened as ‘Hundred of Shannon’ in
1909 and was changed to ‘Karkoo’ in 1937.
Karkulto- In 1858, the Bible Christian Chapel recently installed near the Karkulto Mine ‘was opened for
divine worship on Sunday’:
What added greatly to the interest of the day was the presence of the Kooringa Bible Christian
Choir who in melodious strains sang Jehovah’s praise to the delight of all present…
The mine was ‘situated between Kapunda and the Burra about 35 miles from the first-named township.’
(See Black Springs)
Karlatang - A camp and well for people trapping fish in a little bay North West of section 22, Hundred of
Glyde.
Karlowan - The name adopted for a division of the Chaffey Irrigation Area on 26 June 1925 and believed to
have been taken from an Aboriginal named ‘Karlowan’ who, in 1902, supplied local names to Stephen King.
(See Calperum, Cooltong & Warringee, Point)
Karlsruhe - (See Carlsruhe)
Karolta - A property on the ‘eastern plains’; see pastoral lease 1058A.
Karoom - A railway station at the Berri distillery, 3 km east of Glossop. Aboriginal for ‘currant’.
Karoonda – This place was a former Aboriginal camp on a trade route and is derived from the Aboriginal
karunda, meaning ‘winter’s camp’. The land surrounding Karoonda was taken up first by James Archibald
Cooke under pastoral lease no. 2093 from 1 January 1871. He transferred the lease to Henry Woodcock in
1884 (cancelled in 1886) and the land was not occupied again until subdivided in 1899 as the ‘Hundred of
Hooper’. The town, proclaimed on 11 December 1913, was extended in 1928. Its school opened in 1915.
Murray mallee farmers displayed intense interest in progressive cultural methods by providing a
record attendance at a district Agricultural Bureau conference at Karoonda… Mr H. Sanders… was
one of the first to settle in the district 20 years ago. He told me how he at first had to cart all his
stuff from Sherlock railway station, 24 miles away. He could only do two trips in a week with a
team of seven horses drawing a dray loaded with 35 cwt. of material. Since then he has
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succeeded in exhibiting the champion wheat (Caliph variety) at the Adelaide Royal Show… When
the Veitch Experimental Farm was closed… [he] took over the soil culti-packing tests…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 5 September 1914, page 30, of shifting the Bank of Adelaide to another
position on 7 October 1922, page 28, of the old and new council chambers on 2 July 1927, page 38,
of a Queen competition on 5 September 1935, page 43, of the Karoonda Bore Progress Association’s
Committee in the Observer, 2 November 1912, page 29, of members of the district council on 29 July 1922,
page 26.
Karowa - Aboriginal for ‘emu’. In 1901, it was said to be the name of Mr Innes’ head station near Lucindale;
at this time Duncan Stewart wrote it as ‘Krower’. (See Crower & Bevilaqua Ford)
Karpi, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘egg’.
Karrawirra - In the Hundred of Barossa. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘red gums’. The name reverted to
‘Hoffnungsthal’ in 1975.
Karrendi - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘to fly’ (as a bird) and given to a school in Parafield Gardens.
Karte - The town, 31 km North-West of Pinnaroo, was proclaimed on 8 June 1916. Its school opened in 1924
and closed in 1939. Aboriginal for ‘low, thick scrub’.
Karun Nob - Near Copley. Aboriginal for ‘hill’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Wusser Knob’ which name was restored
to the map on 27 January 1983.
Katal - A ceremonial meeting place on section 11, Hundred of Landseer, for ‘three tribes where there was
a sacred tree called katalamalba - it had branches that talked and sometimes ignited.’
Katalemelba - The Aboriginal name for a lake in the Hundred of Blanche referring particularly to the Browns
and Valley lakes, where an old man interpreted the sounds made by trees in the wind as being messages
from afar. (See Browns (Brownes) Lake)
Katamana - Aboriginal for ‘large club’; known, also, as ‘Marble Range’ which was formerly ‘Hawson Range’
recalling Captain Hawson, of the Abcona, who led an exploration party on the west coast in 1839.
Katnook - The Penola historian, Peter Rymill, advised that name was given to the southern part of the
Glenroy Run in the 1840s when it was held by Duncan Cameron and Messrs Austin who added it to their
Cupmun Run. Today, ‘Katnook Estate’ is part of the Coonawarra grape growing district. An Aboriginal word
meaning ‘flat land’.
Katarapko - The name katarpko was applied by the Aborigines to a sandy area north of Loxton, the home
of a mythical being who practised magic. It means ‘rock crystal home’ for it was there that Aboriginal
women, and uninitiated youths, were kept from seeing the rock crystals used in magical ceremonies.
The Hundred of Katarapko, County of Hamley, was proclaimed on 6 April 1922, taking its name from
Katarapko Creek, known formerly as ‘Cragg’s Creek’ (corrupted from ‘Craigie’). Margaret Craigie ‘of the
River Murray’ took the transfer of part of pastoral lease no. 91 of 1851 from John Walker on 2 July 1853;
her run was South-East of Lake Bonney (Riverland).
Katinga Hill - This school on Eyre Peninsula opened in 1926 and closed in 1943.
Kauo Iltja Spring - North-West of Hawker. A Pangkala tribal word meaning ‘water vein spring’.
Kaurna Bridge - Over the River Wakefield on the Balaklava-Halbury Road; the name was adapted from the
local Aboriginal people.
Kauto, Mount - North West of Lake Gregory. Aboriginal for ‘salt bush’. Before 1918 it was ‘Mount Meyer’.
Kawi-Padla - In the Hundred of Parawurlie. Aboriginal for ‘dying water’.
Kayannie - A railway station 3 km North-East of Woodside. Aboriginal for ‘water’.
Kay Swamp - It lies 41 km north of Penola and, probably, was named after David Kay (1842-1899) who,
prior to 1894, held credit agreements numbered 20680 and 20681 over land in the Hundreds of Joanna and
Robertson.
Keejara - The name proposed for a railway station between Woodville and Kilkenny in 1936. Aboriginal for
‘baby’. Coincidentally, or otherwise, the former ‘Mareeba Babies Hospital’ was opposite the station that,
today, is known as ‘Woodville Park’. (See Mareeba)
Keelap - (See McIntyre, Mount)
Keeling Valley - Rodney Cockburn says it is referred to in Simpson Newland’s Band of Pioneers and that Mrs
Keeling was the mother-in-law of Rev Ridgway W. Newland. (See Newland)
Keilira - This school opened in 1956 and closed in 1981. (See Kalyra)
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Keilli - Aboriginal for ‘extended plain’ and applied to a government town, 10 km South-West of Redhill,
proclaimed on 23 September 1875 as ‘Redhill’, but changed to ‘Keilli’ vide CSO 1593 of 1875. Its post office,
opened as ‘Broughton Extension’ in October 1873, was altered to ‘Keilli’ in February 1876; it closed circa
1920. Its school was opened in 1877 and closed in 1909. Information on a new school in Keilli was recorded
in 1878. Education Department records show it opening in 1877 and closing in 1943.
About a year ago the Council of Education accepted a tender for the erection of a school at
Keilli… Since then, their Inspector has reported in favour of another site which would be
convenient to a much larger number of children and on Monday, June 17, in spite of
remonstrances of several Keilli residents, the Council resolved to build on the new site which is
on section 519, Broughton Extension Area. A meeting was held to consider the unjust steps the
Council of Education have taken… Mr Bauldinstone [sic] was voted to the chair…
Everyone present expressed great indignation… and it was clearly shown that Keilli was not only
the government township, which had been taken up by speculating men and others, with the
view of making it a home for their families, but it was also demonstrated that there were quite
three to one [sic] children that would benefit by the school being in the township… The meeting
also censured the Council for being so easily led away from their former and proper decisions by
about one individual. (See Redhill)
Keith - Land in the area (Hundred of Stirling) was taken up first in July 1851 when James Allen and Patrick
Kelly settled near Mount Monster in terms of pastoral lease no. 224. The town was proclaimed on 5
September 1889, when the railway siding of ‘Mount Monster’ was renamed Keith after Keith Stirling, the
eldest son of Sir Lancelot Stirling. (See Keith, Hundred of)
Its post office, opened as ‘Mount Monster’ in December 1874, was changed to Keith in 1904. Its school,
opened as ‘Mount Monster’ in 1889, was changed in 1907.
Keith is a very progressive town. The roads and footpaths are more conspicuous by their absence
than their presence, but the disability imposed in this respect will be removed as time goes on…
Most of the houses and public institutions are built in modern style and there are no ramshackle
or makeshift tenements to provide adverse criticism… The public buildings include two
churches…
The Bank of Adelaide have established a branch here… while business interests are also served
by the Commercial Bank, who have an agency here worked from Bordertown. Recreation for
young people is afforded by a men’s club, started some months ago by Rev J. Cresswell. The
wants of travellers are catered for at a new hotel recently erected and managed by Mr and Mrs
J.D. Barclay… Further conveniences are provided by a telephone service connected to
Bordertown and a Savings Bank agency. Four wheat buyers find work at Keith during harvest
time… A racing club is in the process of formation…
Photographs of the construction and opening of the Congregational Church are in the Chronicle, 14 May
1910, page 35, 3 September 1910, page 29, Register, 7 May 1910, page 15a, of the town in the Chronicle,
25 March 1911, page 31, of a brass band in the Observer, 20 February 1915, page 28, of an aeroplane crash
on 28 August 1920, page 26, of the unveiling of the war memorial on 4 December 1920, page 26.
The Hundred of Keith, County of Kintore, was proclaimed on 8 February 1894. Department of Lands records
state that it was named after Keith Kingston, the adopted son of Charles C. Kingston, Premier of South
Australia from 1893 to 1899. It should be noted, however, that the Governor of the day, Algernon Hawkins
Thomond, Earl of Kintore, had the alternative title of ‘Lord Keith of Inverurie’ - Keith Hall, Inverurie,
Scotland, was called after the Keith family and derives from the Celtic chet - ‘wood’.
However, logic suggests that the former nomenclature is correct because the ‘Hundred of Kevin’ was
proclaimed on the same day in honour of another adopted son of the Premier. Rodney Cockburn ascribes
the nomenclature of the town of Keith to the Governor ‘one of whose other titles is Lord Keith and whose
seat in Aberdeenshire is called Keith Hall’ and in respect of the Hundred of Keith says it honours the son of
the Premier.
Keiti - In 1961 it was said to be near Chain of Ponds.
Kekwick, Hundred of - In the County of Alfred, proclaimed on 26 September 1912 in honour of William
Kekwick, second-in-command to John McD. Stuart in 1861-62. He died at Nuccaleena in 1872; its school
opened in 1928 and closed in 1942.
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Kellidie Bay - A subdivision of part section 272, Hundred of Lake Wangary, by John J. Haggarty in 1955 and
named after the bay on whose shore it lies.
Kelly - Patrick Kelly, took up pastoral lease no. 153 in July 1851 at ‘Swede’s Flat’ (known, also, as ‘Ingle’s
Flat’) following his arrival from Ireland, circa 1850 and Kelly Flat is 19 km North-East of Padthaway. (See
Keith)
Kelly Gully, on section 1675, Hundred of Para Wirra, was probably named after Patrick Kelly, who is
reported as holding land in the South Gawler Special Survey.
Kelly Hill Caves are on Kangaroo Island. About 1880, when Karatta sheep station was being run by Messrs
Stockdale and Taylor (lease no. 830), an employee (Frederick John Bates) went out mustering. One man lost
his horse, named ‘Ned Kelly’, when the ground broke beneath them revealing the caves. (See Karatta)
Rodney Cockburn lists Kelly Hills and said they were named after Robert Kelly, a member of the Pastoral
Board - no location was given.
The Hundred of Kelly, County of Buxton, was proclaimed on 13 August 1896; its school opened in 1918 and
closed in 1949. John Robert Kelly, MP (1890-1896), born at Yankalilla in 1850, was one of the original movers
in the formation of the Yankalilla Mounted Rifle Company: ‘The progressive land tax, inter-colonial free
trade, protection, butter bonus, women’s suffrage meet with his approval. He is opposed to land
nationalisation, the single tax and elective ministers.’
In 1910, it was reported that ‘an interesting event in the history of wheat production on Eyre Peninsula
was marked today’:
50 bags of wheat were brought in from the Hundred of Kelly, having been carted 50 miles over
sand and rough roads from the farm of Mr E.J. Hoskett [sic] to Cowell. The owner of the wheat
was proud of his effort and when arriving at Cowell had a flag flying from the waggon. The load
was drawn most of the way by 22 bullocks… Mr Hoskett’s property is about 20 miles from
Carrapee. Good fresh water had been obtained there from trial holes…
Kelmscott Estate - A 1912 subdivision of section 2072, Hundred of Yatala, by S.H. and I.F. Leader and William
Hennessy; now included in Rosewater. The name comes from Oxfordshire, England, where, in 1279, it was
written as kelemescote - ‘Cenhelm’s cot (cottage, shelter)’.
Rodney Cockburn says its nomenclature lies with the home of William Morris, an English poet and art
reformer, in the Upper Thames Valley and being applied by Thomas C. Walker who was a member of a
syndicate that cut it up for residential purposes.
Kelynack - An 1881 subdivision of part section 5210, Hundred of Kanmantoo, by John William Parsons who
is believed to have named it after Reverend Kelynack, an itinerant preacher of his religious persuasion. John
Parsons farmed at Nairne following his arrival in the Navarino in 1851 and, in later years, was a real estate
agent; he died at Port Pirie, in 1900, aged seventy-one. In 1881, there was a report on a lecture by the
reverend gentleman ‘which could not fail to have a strong effect on the audience, for it was replete with
ideas of genuine worth conveyed in the language of true earnestness.’ There is a town of the same name
in Cornwall, England, meaning ‘place of holly trees’.
Kemmiss Hill - The name recalls Henry Kemmiss (1812-1894), who arrived in the Dumfries in 1839 and
settled about 3 km east of Yankalilla, in 1842, when he established ‘Manna [Manor?] Farm’ Rodney
Cockburn suggests he knew little of farming, left the work to his employees and ‘before long was ruined.’
Kendall Creek - In the Hundred of Tungkillo, named after William Kendall, a district pioneer.
Kenilworth - A subdivision of part sections 240 and 254, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Parkside.
It was in the Kenilworth club that they [Vic Richardson and Sid White] first commenced their
football careers… The work of the club brings back many memories to old-timers of football.
From 1915 until the end of the war it was kept going under the same name in the Patriotic
Association, but there were only a few of the original members left…
The name was imported from Warwickshire, England; written by William Shakespeare as ‘Killingworth’, an
ancient hunting seat; it was applied by Simon Harvey, timber merchant, shortly after he had purchased the
land from Archibald Jaffrey in May 1877. In England it was thought to be a Manor of Cenwulf, King of the
Mercians, but this seems to be an etymological guess; others say it comes from an Old English word meaning
‘farm of Cynehild’.
Kenmare - Near Freeling, where, in 1867, it was reported that ‘a destructive fire occurred in this locality [at]
Mr Long’s shed, adjoining his premises’:
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The younger ones belonging to the house left some of their matches in the place, but no more
information could be elicited on the subject. Had it occurred on the arrival of His Royal Highness
it would have excelled the grandest illumination in the colony… A novel scene in the shape of a
ploughing match took place on a section of Mr Robinson, close to the projected railway station.
Up to 20 ploughs were seen on the ground… I hear that Mr Kruger of Freeling is going to build a
wheat store…
Kenmore Park - This Aboriginal School, 36 km from Ernaballa, opened in 1981.
Kennedy Dam - (See Nackara)
Kenneth Stirling Conservation Park - In the Hundred of Onkaparinga, named in November 1986 in honour
of a major donor to the preservation of native vegetation in South Australia.
Kennion, Hundred of - In the County of Grey, proclaimed on 20 September 1883. The second Bishop of
Adelaide, Reverend G.W. Kennion, born in Yorkshire, in 1845, came to South Australia in 1882: ‘His polished
elegance serves to inculcate both from the pulpit and in private conversations, the lessons he desires to
teach, and has gained him many admirers.’ He returned to England, in 1895, to take up the position of
Bishop of Bath and Wells and died at Ayr, Scotland, in 1922. It is of some interest that the Hundred was
proclaimed on the same day as the ‘Hundred of Short’ adjoining this Hundred. (See under ‘Short, Hundred
of’ for the controversy over that Hundred’s nomenclature.)
Kenny, Port - In Venus Bay, named after Michael Kenny, senior (ca.1808-1892), an early landholder in the
Hundred of Colton, from 1876. The town, 8 km north of Venus Bay, was proclaimed on 20 July 1911 and the
construction of a causeway and jetty commenced in November 1912 and was completed in 1913.
Fourteen miles from Talia we pulled up at Kenny’s landing. It is the shipping centre of a great
stretch of fertile country, and yet the facilities for getting the grain to market are absurdly
primitive. This would not be objectionable if the producers had not to pay for it. I was informed
that the loss on every bushel of wheat was something like 6 or 7 pence. There was a stack of
about 10,000 bags at the landing when we were there and pitiable evidence of exposure was
manifested. The outside sacks had become bleached and worn by the sun and the grain had
come out in miniature heaps.
The sequel of this was that two men were making a living at mending and somebody had to foot
the bill… The stack had been there for three or four months and it was obviously a slow process
carting the bags out 100 yards or so to meet the cargo boats of the paddle steamer… An
expenditure of a few hundred pounds would provide a light jetty… The swirl of the tide and lack
of consistently deep water probably militate against a larger scheme… There is no
encouragement for the farmers to sow more grain while the absence of reasonable shipping
facilities takes 6 pence odd off every bushel they reap… (See Colton)
A photograph of Daniel T. Kenny is in the Chronicle, 14 August 1909, page 31; also see Observer, 4 February
1911, page 28.
Kensingdale - In 1920, it was described as 38 allotments ‘admirably located at 1¾ miles from the city
boundary at considerable elevation, with frontages to the Magill tramway.’
Kensington - It was laid out as a village on section 289, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles Catchlove in 1838
when the land now occupied by the eastern suburbs consisted of what were termed ‘Sections’ and the only
road leading from Adelaide was that called the ‘Britannia’ running from Kensington and then skirting Dr
Kent’s section (now Kent Town) on the south-west, and that leading from Payneham fringing it on the
North-West. The footpath through it, from what is now ‘The Parade’, Norwood, was the occasion of a
considerable amount of frustration, especially during the winter months when the creek running at the
back of where Prince Alfred’s College stands proved difficult to negotiate, especially when flooded.
The SA Gazette & Colonial Register of 20 October 1838 contains the following advertisement:
TO THE WORKING CLASSES AND SMALL CAPITALISTS
To those who wish for a comfortable Retreat, within a short distance from their employment, the
following offers a desirable opportunity. Country Section 289, within a mile from East Terrace, on
each side of Hallett’s Rivulet, through which water runs the greatest part of the year, will be
immediately surveyed and divided into 114 allotments of one acre each, leaving twenty acres to be
divided into streets, etc. These acres will be sold at £12 each, including the expense of survey and
deeds, to be paid for at £1 a week, or a discount allowed for prompt payment. The twenty acres for
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streets will be vested in trustees, to be named by the purchasers, of whom a meeting will be called
when the list is full.
Its surveyed streets ran diagonally to follow the line of the creek and, as a consequence, permitted
allotment holders ready access to water. The earliest homes erected were by John Roberts in Maesbury
Place, a Mr Marshall in Wellington Street, while the first Archbishop of Adelaide, Augustus Short, rented a
home in Bishop Court.
It must be confessed at the outset that, for the most part, Kensington has not of late years been
given to sudden changes. It has an air of tranquillity, arising from the presence of old homes and
old gardens. If restless critics object to a lack of a ‘go-ahead spirit’, the obvious reply is that the
district started its career early in the history of South Australia and, accordingly, has a right to rest
content while latecomers catch up. Started as a residential district, Kensington has remained so a place interesting on the human side, rather than that of trade and hustle.
It may even be counted ‘EarlyVictorian’ for the Queen, from whose birthplace it took its name,
had not been long on the throne when it was laid out. It was only in May 1838 that the first ballot
for land by holders of preliminary land orders was held and, within six months, the history of
Kensington began. It was not the earliest suburb for others preceded it. Thus, at the outset,
Kensington was a ‘bush village’ in heavily timbered country, which had, since time immemorial,
been a hunting ground for the Aborigines.
The name is written as Chenesitune in the Domesday Book and probably means ‘town of Censige’; other
sources say it derives from the Saxon kynsington - ‘king’s meadow’.
Occasionally the Aborigines would put on a special show for the newly-arrived settlers in a specialised form
of possum catching as described by a Kensington villager: ‘Two men examined several tree limbs for the
presence of hollows and the bark for tell-tale tracks and, having chosen one for examination, the younger
Aborigine threw off a piece of rug he had tied around his loins (the whole of his wardrobe), then took a
stick, commonly called a cutter, about two feet long and an inch thick which had been hardened in a fire.
This was flattened on one side and tapered to a point. With it he cut out a piece of bark about three inches
square - This was to be the first step about three feet from the ground.
‘The succeeding steps were all cut in the same manner, the native always standing on the highest step to
cut the next. In climbing the natives used the outside of the left foot and the inside of the right so that he
went up sideways, steadying himself with his right hand. The possum retired to the extreme end of a hollow
broken limb and, in pulling it out, the hunter lost his cutter which fell to the base of the tree. Undaunted,
he grasped the bitterly resentful possum and placed it on the bark.
‘The animal dug its claws in and pulled upwards so the native jerked it loose and set it down again at a
lower level where the foolish possum held on tight with all its claws while its captor lowered himself to a
lower step. Eventually the Aborigine reached the ground safely where he retrieved his cutter and
dispatched his captive.’
By 1844 native game was becoming scarce in the district and, early in January of that year, a dozen or so
Aborigines made off with twenty sheep belonging to Mr Harris, a butcher. All but one was recovered while
the thieves were never apprehended.
In 1864, concern was expressed at the inattention of both the Inspector of Aborigines and the Aborigines
Friends’ Association to the degraded state of the Aborigines. This followed a complaint that they were to
be found drinking, card playing and quarrelling among themselves in the eastern suburbs.
One blackfellow was seen to create an uproar by knocking down his wife and kicking her in the street, while
others disturbed the neighbourhood by disputing and swearing in English just as people were leaving
church. Further, concern was expressed of the owners of Norwood brickyards who encouraged the
Aborigines to stop there every winter.
In June 1865 a lengthy report appeared in the press concerning the case of Bray & McCarty, the Kensington
soap and candle makers:
Believing it to be one of great importance involving considerations affecting the rights of
property, the freedom of trade and the conservation of public health and convenience... Two
soap and candle factories have now been suppressed by the strong arm of the law and it is
difficult to say where the process will stop.
Kensington Nose-ology
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Our legal experience the doctrine discloses,
That tho’ hearts may be hard there‘s some sensitive noses
Ever chasing like beagles, each wandering smell,
And sniffing, with gluttony shocking to tell While yet they bewail that they’re hunted so well;
But so vague and indefinite, is each complaint,
That doctors e’en differ in gauging the taint,
For some cannot feel what would make others faint.
Now a meeting of noses, having held consultation,
Present their report to ‘assist legislation’,
And without one dissentient resolve ‘with a snort’,
That this vapoury grievance requires cutting short;
Thus to foster and shield all legitimate labors,
From conspirate snouts and fastidious neighbours,
While health is considered - there should be, they think,
Some legal definitive standard of stink.
So to further and aid this desirable end
A notice to all knowing noses they send,
That a prize they propose for a public ‘stinkometer’
Which can gauge every gas, and tell what effects from it are
From the scent of a rose to the range of the ‘vomiter’.
In 1886, a stone breaking competition for prizes given by Mr G.W. Spong took place in a paddock at
Kensington:
There was a good attendance of spectators, but the entries for the contest were not large owing
to many of the intending competitors having neglected to bring their tools with them. The only
condition of the match was that the metal should be of 2½ gauge and two hours of work was to
decide the contest. The first prize of £2 was won by Mr J. Wickham who broke 1½ yards in the
time, and the second of £1 by Mr J. Ainsworth of Parkside...
In May 1890, the health of the village’s citizens was discussed:
It is now between five and six weeks since my dustbox has been emptied and I understand many
of my neighbours are in the same condition. This to me seems to be extraordinary considering
there has been more than one case of typhoid fever in the immediate neighbourhood… If we are
to be taxed to pay a scavenger why not make him do his duty… There are several filthy drains
allowed to run unheeded although I understand it is against the law... Scavenging matters seem
to be left to a kind of Providence in this quarter…
‘How the Poor Live’ in the town was told in January 1903:
Some hard cases were seen… At the top end of Kensington, old houses, on what was known as
the ‘devil’s half acre’ were inspected. The rent in one instance was one shilling a week; for
another three shillings were paid. This was contributed to by an old man aged 82 who managed
to earn it by making skewers for butchers for which he received one shilling per hundred. He said
he earned just enough to pay the rent and would not be able to subsist but for the rations he
received from charitable bodies… These and other cases of hardship drew from councillors the
suggestion that steps should be taken for the building of tenements for the indigenous poor.
Kensington can boast of having the first tramway in South Australia, which means also the first in Australia,
for South Australia led the way in that enterprise. A suggestion for a street railway made in 1875 failed due
to the council demanding that the tramway company should lay metal on both sides of the road along which
the line was to run. In the same year that the Nairne Railway Bill was going through parliament the local
council sent in a petition aimed at getting the route of the railway through Norwood. This plea was ignored.
In 1877, the Adelaide and Suburban Tramway Company was formed and the first rail was laid in front of
the Norwood Town Hall by the Governor, Sir William F.D. Jervois, on 29 October 1877; the first car ran to
Norwood and Kensington along the 4½ mile track in June 1878 and, in 1896, Mr E.T. Smith recalled that he
drove the first tram. Stone tram sheds and stables of galvanised iron, with a capacity to provide shelter for
120 horses, were on a triangular block of land at the north-west corner of Shipster Road and Regent Street.
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The route from the sheds was southwards along Shipster Road, down Kensington Road into High Street to
The Parade, northwards into Sydenham Road, then down Beulah Road and Rundle Street into Kent Town
to Pulteney Street, then to Hindmarsh Square, Grenfell Street, King William Street and back to Rundle
Street. There was much opposition to the line running in Rundle Street because of the narrowness of the
street and the alleged danger that the grooves of the rails made to other vehicles.
Photographs of the laying of the foundation stone of the Josephite Convent are in the Chronicle, 18
November 1905, page 27, Observer, 30 June 1906, page 28, of the district on 19 May 1923, page 28, of the
opening of Kings College on 9 February 1924, page 31, of tennis matches on 8 January 1927, page 32, of a
King’s College sports day on 8 May 1930, page 32, of a college football team on 10 July 1930, page 34, of a
tennis club committee in the Register, 3 January 1928, page 10.
Kensington Gardens was known formerly as ‘Pile’s Paddock’. James Pile, born in Yorkshire, in 1800, arrived
in South Australia in 1849. In 1906, the Bank of New South Wales obtained section 271 from William Pile
and subdivided it in 1910. It was loved as a picnic ground and ‘for big affairs of every kind it was the obvious
destination’:
Butchers’ picnics, grocers’ picnics and especially and particularly gardeners’ picnics, with their
decorated vans and bright faced country girls, found here way out to Pile’s Paddock and played
games and went through a successful sports programme under the grand old gums. Probably, it
was the remembrance of the place this spot held as a playground of the public that prompted
the idea of reserving at least part of it.
When the electric trams were planned, Mr H.J. Holden approached the bank which had control
of the property and suggested that, on condition that the Tramways Trust (of which he was a
member) ran the lines to the place, a portion of the property should be handed over for the
purpose of a public recreation ground. Finally, an arrangement was entered into with the result
that Kensington became endowed in perpetuity with an open space…
A photograph of a 1909 Boy Scout group is in the Observer, 22 January 1916, page 30, of a ‘Dogs Day Out’
at a carnival on 29 March 1919, page 28.
Kensington Park was known first as ‘Shipster’s Paddock’ for G.F. Shipster, purchased section 300 from J.
Grainger in 1844; he died on 30 December 1844 at ‘Kensington House’ and, in 1849, his trustees, on behalf
of his beneficiary and infant son, Henry Frederick Shipster, laid out the village of Kensington Park. In 1865,
another subdivision was advertised and ‘known as Shipster’s section… [it] has been laid out in blocks of
about 2½ acres… the omnibuses run from 8 in the morning till 11 at night to within five minutes walk of the
township.’ (See Ridge Park)
Kent - A subdivision of part sections 3551 and 3555, Hundred of Strathalbyn, by Friend Cleggett (18111878), circa 1855. The name comes from England where two versions are current as to its meaning: In 55
BC it was written as cantium, probably meaning ‘headland’; the Welsh word caint means ‘open country’.
Kent Lagoon was a name proposed for a lagoon on section 62, Hundred of Haines; the land lease was
transferred from E.D. Davies to W.H. & E.B. Kent on 8 February 1965. It was refused because of the policy
not to name physical features after living persons.
Kent Reserve is at the mouth of the River Inman, named after an officer in company with Captain Collet
Barker on the fatal trip to the Murray Mouth. (See Barker Knoll)
The suburb of Kent Town was named after Dr Benjamin Archer Kent who took a degree in medicine at the
Edinburgh University in 1831. Born in Walsall, Staffordshire, he, later, conducted a medical practice in the
region. Arriving in South Australia in 1840, together with his wife and family, he brought with him machinery
and a patent for making bricks, together with a lease dated 15 November 1839, witnessed by George
Morphett, solicitor of Chancery Lane, London.
This lease was from Colonel Torrens, a resident in England, one of the Commissioners of South Australia
and, obviously, speculating in land although this was forbidden by Lord Glenelg, Secretary of State for the
Colonies. Dr Kent, it appears, had the choice of leasing from Torrens, with a right to purchase, a section of
land containing 134 acres where Thebarton is now, or his eventual choice where modern-day Kent Town
lies. The subsequent haggling and lawsuits that followed took nineteen years to resolve, the land having
been sold in England to George Barnes and then transferred back to Torrens to satisfy Lord Glenelg’s
demands.
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The rentals charged were excessive compared to similar land, Kent paying £200 per annum compared with
the average of £40 per annum elsewhere. Numerous transfers took place before Kent, eventually, obtained
a title to about 13 acres of land bounded by the present Dequetteville Terrace, Rundle Street, The Parade
West and extending just across Capper Street on the north side of Prince Alfred College.
The first subdivision at Kent Town was of 127 quarter-acre blocks, in 1854, and a sale was conducted by
Green and Wadham on the Queen’s birthday of that year for Henry Ayers and James Robin, trustees of Dr
Kent and Charles Robin. Colonel Torrens’ son, Robert Richard Torrens, who, possibly, may have been
influenced by the complicated dealings of his father’s land and which he tried to resolve was, in 1856,
responsible for establishing the Torrens system of land ownership registration, now adopted throughout
the world. Dr Kent had many interests from brick making and flour milling to Justice of the Peace, a member
of the first Medical Board, Provincial Grand Master of the Freemasons and Master of the Lodge of
Friendship. The Kent Town School opened in 1861 and closed in 1869. (See DeQuetteville Terrace for
information on the ‘Kent Town Triangle’.)
At a dinner given in his honour in 1854 Dr Kent recounted the circumstances surrounding his emigration to
South Australia and subsequent events:
In consequence of having suffered in my health from arduous professional duties in England, it
was thought desirable that I should seek a temporary, if not a permanent suspension of them.
After much anxious deliberation I determined on bringing to this Province to erect here, and to
work, machinery invented by the Marquis of Tweedale, for the rapid and economical
manufacture of bricks and tiles. Some friends liberally augmented the funds at my own disposal
to enable me to make arrangements as completely as possible and in November 1839,
accompanied by my family, I embarked for this place.
We had a tedious and stormy voyage of five months and arrived here in the Warrior in April
1840. The erection of the first steam engine set to work in this colony was successfully
accomplished under my directions and Governor Gawler and a large number of colonists were
present when the anxious moment arrived for me to test it. The other parts of the machinery
were soon’
Dr Kent then related, at length, the problems that beset him following the Governor’s request to turn the
power of his engine into driving a flour mill and the fact that other mills ‘were erected in every direction
with power sufficient in the aggregate to manufacture in one season much more than the quantity of wheat
that could be supplied.’
The mill commenced operations in January 1841 and the approach to it was by a fenced road leading to
Payneham and Klemzig. The original building was constructed of wood and this, with a subsequent addition
of a second storey, contained all the machinery, excepting the steam engine. It was of great strength, the
sleeper, corner posts and the beams being made of timber 12 inches square.
In 1842, a brick building was added to the complex and contained the engine room in which were a steam
engine and boiler. To the north of this, on the ground floor, were a blacksmith’s shop and a shed for storing
wood. Above these, and approached by a flight of steps on the outside, was the head miller’s residence,
above which, again, and covering both it and the engine room, was a store for wheat with an opening into
the upper floor of the mill-house.
Dr Kent continued:
The arrival of Captain Grey with instructions that prevented him from carrying into effect the
engagements of his predecessor finally consummated my misfortunes in 1843. Then it was that
my kind and valued friend, Duncan McFarlane, stepped in and by his liberality prevented the
dispersion of my property by becoming the purchaser of it himself and giving me the opportunity
to repossess myself of it as my means permitted me. (See Dequetteville Terrace)
‘The flourishing and populous suburb of Kent Town, with its numerous cottages, villas and gentlemen’s
residences, dotted here and there with well-kept gardens, is one of the favoured spots in the municipality.
The fact that it is contiguous to the city adds to its popularity, the Park Lands only dividing it from the
metropolis. It has much to commend it.’
Bounded on the north by the once celebrated Bailey’s Gardens, in the early days it was looked
upon as one of the beauty spots of the infant settlement and it still maintains its prestige as a
favoured residential locality. In 1850 Kent Town was a wedge-shaped wheat paddock, in about
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the centre of which was Dr Kent’s residence, ‘East Park Cottage’, surrounded by a beautiful
garden.
The country intervening between the city and the foothills was picturesque in the extreme.
Gentle, well-grassed undulations of park-like and heavily timbered country; beautifully watered
for a considerable amount of the year by mountain streams. Then the brooks which intersected
the space between Adelaide and Kensington ran merrily and musically on their way to the River
Torrens, unimpeded by the market gardener's dam or the builder’s deviation walls.
At this time a fallen tree served as a bridge for pedestrians and the traveller on wheels selected
the banks with the least declivity in order to ford a stream. But we live in a practical age and the
beautiful landscape must give way to the demands of utilitarianism; we find now well-laid streets
so effectively bridged as to almost blot out from view the beds of the watercourses which in
primitive times relieved and beautified the landscape.
The local cricket club played its first match on 1 September 1858 on a paddock contiguous to the Kent Town
Hotel; of the game itself the local press ventured that ‘we cannot say much on, except that Mr Chambers
of the firm Chambers and Everett was incapacitated early in the game when struck by a cricket ball’:
Mr J.H. Barrow was President; Mr F.B. Carling, Mayor of Kensington and Norwood, VicePresident; Mr A.M. Harris, Honorary Secretary and James Chittleborough, Treasurer; and among
the early players were Robert Woods, Arnold, William Hall, Thomas and George Baker, Thomas
Powell, C. Taylor, W. Ward and W.R. Boothby.
A ‘Kent Town Nuisance’ was explained in September 1869:
On looking over the [Bailey] bridge you see a sight which is nauseating to behold and the stench
of which is deadly to inhale, arising from stale beer, washings of barrels, and other refuse matter
- solid, liquid and half-and-half - which is drained into the bed of the creek from an adjoining
brewery, and which is here undergoing a second process of fermentation.
Further, a correspondent to the Register on 26 July 1871 expressed concern on his living conditions:
I broke up a comfortable home in Kent Town last week because the Corporation of Kensington
and Norwood persisted in keeping a large liquid manure pit (always open) in a street within a few
yards of my dwelling…
A further complaint about ‘public nuisances’ appeared on 10 December 1872:
Is it because Mr E.T. Smith is Mayor of Kensington and Norwood that the nuisance existing near
his brewery is allowed to remain a fever-breeder and an abomination to all that pass by? … Pools
of vile stuff [are] lying there, the very sight of which makes one sick, while the smell is horrible in
the extreme.
In November 1886, in retrospect, it was reported that ‘a wealthy brewer, to the great disgust of the
neighbourhood... erected [a brewery] on land partly facing this triangle… He knew money was power and
boldly tore down the fences, destroyed the trees and opened a vista through which all Rundle Street
might behold his signboard…’
The actual space enclosed by the Kent Town Triangle was small, but the ground in question seemed likely
to cause a large amount of trouble in 1876. Indeed, the triangular duel fought about was almost as
grotesque as that recorded by Midshipman Easy. Nor did the parties to the contest show much more
wisdom than did those in Captain Marryat’s amusing sketch.
The facts connected with this now historical piece of land are that in the 1870s the Corporation of
Kensington and Norwood, having funds in hand consisting of the balance of certain subscriptions paid by
ratepayers for purposes of tree planting, determined to fence off the ground in question and to plant it with
trees.
It was then a bog in the winter and a dust hole in the summer and it was thought that the planting would
be a decided improvement. Dr Schomburgk, curator of the Botanic Gardens, was consulted and gave the
trees to the corporation. A surveyor was instructed to fence off the enclosure and in his zeal took in a large
space belonging to the Adelaide council, as well as several feet of Rundle Street, Kent Town.
The trees flourished and nobody complained that the enclosure was an obstruction to the traffic until Mr
Edwin T, Smith, having become the owner of the adjacent property known as Dr Kent's garden, erected
there a costly brewery. It was then that a dispute began between himself and the council, over which he
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had one time presided over as Mayor. While he held that office the ‘triangle’ was allowed to continue
unchallenged.
Finally, by November 1877 the matter was settled amicably when Mr Smith ‘very generously said that if
the council would remove the inconvenient and altogether unnecessary obstruction, which they had
placed in the public road, he, at his own expense, would replace it with a fountain.’
In the absence of Mr Smith the fountain was turned on by Miss Peacock who said she was sure it would
‘prove an immense benefit to the public and a great ornament to the neighbourhood.’ The fountain was
mounted on a wide slate pedestal in the form of steps, the upper part of which was square, with two
triangles on each side, one above the other. The water, which ran constantly, fell from lion’s heads into the
upper troughs and then drained into the lower, ‘so that the thirst of both man and his canine followers
might be satisfied. Above the fountain rose a light and elegant fluted pillar, surmounted by a spherical lamp
having a three-branch burner, by which means the neighbourhood was illuminated at night.’
Local dignitaries graced the ceremony with a wealth of speeches and a quotation from one of them would,
perhaps, be a fitting close to the tale of the Kent Town Triangle:
Mr Smith had been active in good works whilst among them and this latest deed showed that he
had not altered. Differences had occurred about the ground on which they stood, but that was all
past and gone now, and this generous gift would be the means of settling all disputes, and the
fountain would, if necessary, throw cold water on any attempt that might be made to revive
them.
Today, the fountain stands in a shopping mall on The Parade, Norwood - a sketch is in the Pictorial Australian
in March 1878, Frearson’s Weekly, 16 February 1878, page 1.
In April 1889 heavy rains in the hills had the effect of swelling all the creeks that flowed across the Adelaide
plains and form tributaries to the River Torrens. In those places where the water had a free course it did
only small damage but where the watercourse became obstructed with debris washed down by the flood
waters considerable damage resulted.
Such was the case with Waterfall Creek which, after flowing through Burnside, enters Norwood near Sir
Edwin Smith’s property and then after taking its course through Norwood goes in a north-westerly direction
through Kent Town, having its junction with the river at the back of the Botanic gardens.
The creek rose gradually until about 11 pm when it was flowing a banker. All went well until it reached
Sydenham Road, Norwood. At this point the Colliver brothers had erected a carpenter's shop over the creek
and underneath the shop they had stored a quantity of timber. The water coming down with irresistible
force cast this adrift on the torrent and it immediately floated down the stream where it met a bridge on
Kent Terrace. Here the timber added to other obstructions causing the creek to overflow its banks with
water finding its way into nearby houses.
In the 1870s the name was said to have been applied to ‘a small township in the electoral district of
Langhorne’s Creek’ - this report, apparently, alludes to the village of Kent. (See Kent)
Kenton Valley - Three kilometres south of Gumeracha, named by Mr W.B. Randell (1799-1876) who was
born in Berry Pomeroy, Devon, England, where he married Mary Ann Elliott Beare in Kenton, Devon, in
1823. The South Australian Company owned much of the surrounding land and, when it sold portions of
section 6036, circa 1853, one of the first recorded sales was that allotment on which stood the ‘Enon
Chapel’. Its post office opened in 1873. In 1875, the school was conducted in a dwelling-house by Sophia S.
Tuck with 64 enrolled pupils; it opened circa 1858 and closed in 1943. (See Gumeracha)
On 3 March 1850 the new Baptist Chapel at Kenton Valley, Gummaracka (sic), was opened for public
worship when the Rev G. Pinkstone of Gawler preached in the morning and Rev G. Stonehouse of North
Adelaide in the afternoon and evening. The pastor of the church was Rev. J.P. Buttfield, ‘late missionary at
Beloye, Honduras, who arrived in the colony about twelve months ago with the highest testimonials from
the Baptist Missionary Society…’
Photographs of school children are in the Chronicle, 6 January 1917, page 30, Observer, 15 November 1924,
page 35e.
Keppoch - The diagram of the first survey in 1870 by James Elder shows the ‘Village of Cockatoo Lake’, 13
km South-East of Padthaway, but it was named Keppoch by Governor Fergusson after a village in Argyll,
Scotland, with the first lots being offered or sale on 24 October 1872. For many years it was misspelt as
‘Keppach’ until, on 25 October 1938, it was altered, officially, to Keppoch ‘as three of the latter name and
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none of the former exist in Scotland’. Its school opened as Keppach and was altered in 1942; it closed in
1951.
In 1948, it was said that ‘recently the government acquired, for war service land settlement, the greater
portion remaining of the Padthaway Estate and the settlers of Keppoch look forward to the time when they
will be able to welcome their ex-servicemen neighbours, and work together for the further advancement
of the district.’
Kercoonda - This former vast land holding north of Gawler, allotted to Captain (later Admiral) Sir George
Lambert, RN, was an Aboriginal word for ‘camp near water’. The Kercoonda Post Office was opened in 1848
by William Salter who held adjacent land under occupation licence from 26 March 1846. (The Government
Gazette notice called him ‘Slater’.) (See Undalya)
The name Kercoonda was given, also, to a sheep run ‘at Mount Rough’ in the South-East by J. Souttar circa
1865 (lease no. 2049). Originally, the country was held by H.S. Price from 1864 (lease no. 1222).
Kerkaraboo - Memorials Nod. 122/40 and 497/38 in the General Registry Office place it near Watervale.
Kerkanya - Known as ‘Jaenschton’ prior to 1918, it was a subdivision of part section 482, Hundred of
Mobilong,; now included in Murray Bridge. Aboriginal for ‘kestrel hawk’, the name of the bird, derived from
the ominous sound of its voice which, at night, the Aborigines took as a sign that one or more of their
number would soon die, particularly children, souls of whom the bird was believed to take away.
Kerlatroaboorntallinna Springs - North of Warrinna and south of Algebuckina and recognised as the longest
officially recognised place name in South Australia.
Kerrillyilly - (See Boston)
Kersaint, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, and shown first on Freycinet’s charts, recalls Armand, Comte de
Kersaint (1747-1782), a ‘politician and writer… accused of conspiring to restore the monarchy and
executed.’
Kersbrook - In 1841, John Bowden (ca.1801-1877), who arrived in the Royal Admiral in 1838, took up land
in the district and called his property Kersbrook after his birthplace in Cornwall, England, derived from the
Middle English kerr, ‘a boggy copse’. Rodney Cockburn says that for a time he managed a dairy for the SA
Company on the River Torrens and was a pioneer sheep farmer on Yorke Peninsula ‘where he had some
stirring experiences with runaway convicts, which are described in Alexander Tolmer’s reminiscences.’ (See
Rogues Gully)
The town, 5 km north of Chain of Ponds, laid out as ‘Maidstone’ in 1858, became Kersbrook in 1917. (See
Maidstone)
In 1881, it comprised ‘several nice cottages, two churches (Baptist and Wesleyan), a District Council
chamber, a public school and what was once the Wheatsheaf Inn, but which owing to the influence of a
Band of Hope has had to write ‘Ichabod’ over its doors. Mr J.H. Bowden has a very nice residence here and
a splendid garden of some thirteen acres…’
Photographs of the opening of a memorial park are in the Observer, 8 October 1921, page 24.
Kerta Weeta - A corruption of the Aboriginal word kertawita - ‘black forest’ given to a 1914 subdivision of
part section 43, Hundred of Adelaide, by John L. Coombe; now included in Clarence Gardens. Mr Coombe
reflected that when he first saw the place:
It was indeed a black forest, being overgrown with a mass of peppermint gum trees, very
excellent firewood. The dark hue of the trunks of the trees and the thick, dark green foliage, gave
it a very sombre appearance… There is a place named Schwarzwald (Black Forest) in Germany.
Seven years ago a postcard was posted in Adelaide addressed to Black Forest and it was sent
direct to Germany, being returned in four months.
Keswick - This English name was applied to a subdivision of section 45, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles
John Everard in 1883 when it was said that it was an ‘extremely healthy position. Beautiful refreshing sea
breezes continually sweep across the locality.’ The name comes from Cumberland, in England, and was
written as chesuic in the Domesday Book, meaning ‘cheese farm’; the noted author, John Ruskin, observed
that it was ‘a place too beautiful to live in.’
The suburb extends from Nottingham Avenue (now Richmond Road) in the north, to South Road in the
west; Everard Avenue in the south and Keswick Avenue (now Anzac Highway) in the west. English place
names for the streets are evident in Surrey, Farnham, Chatham, Kent, Ashford, Croydon, Marlow, Eton and
Hampton roads.
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In 1886, Keswick was the scene of a coursing meeting when the wind and dust made it rather unpleasant
for the spectators who numbered over 200:
Shortly after 2 pm the judge, Mr Pearce, was at his post… The dogs ran well but Charlie Brown
turned and killed very sharply… The third was a good course, the rat running well, Duke giving
the go-by to Brown, working his game well and killing…
The removal of the Beehive Hotel was reported in 1911 when kept by a Mr Honey and ‘old residents will
remember the rhyme upon the walls’:
In this hive we’re all alive,
Good liquor makes us funny,
If you’re dry come in and try
The flavour of the honey.
Photographs of flood damage are in the Observer, 14 February 1925, page 32-33, Chronicle, 15 November
1934, page 34, of the ‘crippled wing’ of the Army hospital on 15 June 1918, page 25, of the new railway
station in the Observer, 12 April 1913, page 30, of a military funeral in the Chronicle, 3 September 1931,
page 32, of reaping in the Observer, 19 February 1921, page 26.
Ketchowla - Governor Jervois named the Hundred of Ketchowla, County of Kimberley, proclaimed on 5
August 1880, after the ‘Ketchowla Run’ taken up by F.C. Austin in the 1850s (lease no. 1698), and purchased
from Christopher Giles, Snr, who held the land from 1853 (lease no. 306). There is a Ketchowla Hill marked
on a survey map of 1862 and renamed ‘Mount Pullen’ by A. King, its surveyor. The Ketchowla Post Office,
40 km North-East of Hallett, opened in 1873.
In 1880, a correspondent sent an account of a match between the Terowie Club and eleven surveyors from
Ketchowla when ‘the trysting place was Wonna Wells’:
With characteristic sagacity the surveyors had selected a good site… and having won the toss
they elected to go in first… The luncheon is reported to have been one of the ‘best features of
the game’… A pleasant day was spent and cheers were given for Mr Austin (captain of the
surveyors) and Mr Roach (of the Terowies)… (See Wonna, Hundred of)
Kevin - The Christian name of Charles C. Kingston’s adopted son was applied to the Hundred of Kevin,
County of Kintore, proclaimed on 8 February 1894. Kevin railway station is on Eyre Peninsula. (See Keith,
Hundred of)
Kew - An 1874 subdivision of sections 884 and 895, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Dr James Phillips; now
included in Semaphore, Dudley and Ansell (formerly Maude) Streets bisect it. The name was imported from
England and its situation near the waterside might induce one to seek its etymology from ‘key’ or ‘quay’.
Queen Adelaide was married to the Duke of Clarence (later King William IV) in the Royal Palace at the
London ‘Kew’.
Keyneton - An 1878 subdivision of part sections 152 and 358, Hundred of Jellicoe, 10 km South-East of
Angaston into 18 allotments by Johann F.W. Reimann. It was reported that it was named after Joseph
Keynes, a partner with George Fife Angas in the firm J. Keynes and Company, who was born in Dorset,
England, in 1810, and came to South Australia in the Anna Robertson in 1839. A prominent breeder of
merino sheep he was, for many years, Chairman of the District Council of Keyneton and died at Lockleys in
1883 and is buried at Keyneton.
The name occurs in England and derives from the Œ cyne-tun - ‘royal manor’.
A week or two ago I was on my way to Sedan for the first time and about two miles from
Keyneton came to a building that I thought at some time or other had been used as a place of
worship, but I learned… that it was the Keyneton school house… I was fairly disgusted with the
whole surroundings… The closet is minus two side walls and a door and is exposed to all the
winds of heaven…
The site is a very undesirable one as it is two miles out of the township. I was informed that
several little children have to travel three miles to the school (from the west) through muddy
roads and creek… I am confident that such a rookery would never be allowed to exist under the
name of a school and escaped the notice of the heads of the department.
The Keyneton Post Office opened in 1851; its school opened as ‘North Rhine’ in 1861 making the change
in 1918. Keynes Hill and Keynes Gap have the same derivation.
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Kiana, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 18 September 1879 is, probably, a corruption
of the Aboriginal kayannie - ‘water’.
Kidman Park - Laid out on part sections 413 and 431, Hundred of Yatala, by the South Australian Housing
Trust in 1954. Sir Sidney Kidman (1857-1935), the ‘cattle king’ once owned the land and under the heading
‘A Typical Australian’ Mr Kidman was eulogised in 1902: ‘He never smokes or drinks, and never swears, no
matter how great the provocation.’ Photographs are in the Observer, 30 June 1928, page 37. Its school
opened in 1967.
Kielpa - A town in the Hundred of Smeaton, 28 km North-West of Cleve, proclaimed on 4 June 1914. The
school opened in 1940 and closed in 1945. Aboriginal for ‘short distance’.
Ki Ki - The town, 48 km South-East of Tailem Bend, was proclaimed on 12 June 1913, while its post office
opened in January 1912 and its school in 1913 (closed in 1960); until the early 1930s it was conducted in a
church. The Tindale papers in the SA Museum say that the name derives from a nearby hill named Kaikai
that was a sacred ceremonial place of the Ngarkat people. Another source says that it is an Aboriginal word
relating to worms dug out of a soakage on section 21, Hundred of Livingston. The first pastoralist in the area
was Henry Scott from 1875 (lease no. 2482).
Another portion of the South-Eastern 90-mile ‘Desert’, now becoming known as the Border
Downs, is Ki Ki. It is prophesised that Ki Ki will be the key to the northern half, as Keith will be to
the southern half of the Downs…Mr Champness is in possession of a nice section near the siding
and is more than satisfied with his first crops… The soil will grow anything and vegetables should
form one of the staple products in years to come… A large vote has been made towards a railway
station and gangs of men are at work laying the foundations and arranging the railway yards.
(See Ninety Mile Desert)
Kilbride - A name applied to section 16, Hundred of Nangwarry and taken from a pastoral run held by
Andrew Watson and Charles McKinnon. (See Breakpole Marsh & Mackinnon Swamp)
One more remarkable instance of the inundation of 1853-55 was its destruction of stringy bark
trees on the Kilbride station - trees fully from 70 to 100 years old. In 1845-46 Messrs Cameron,
MacArthur, Doughty, Bowden and others turned up and the only water they found was in emu
wells, or native wells, in the middle of the deepest and most permanent swamps. From 1846 the
wet period may be put down as commencing and reaching its highest in 1854-55.
The name comes from a town in Skye, Scotland, where Charles McKinnon was born. In 1298, it was recorded
as kirkebride - ‘Church (kirk) of Saint Brigit’. The name occurs several times in Ireland where there is ‘much
bog and pasture land.’
Kilburn - The first subdivision to bear this name was created in 1915 by Messrs E.T.N. and A.T. Matters,
estate agents, on part section 366, Hundred of Yatala, while its school opened as ‘Chicago’ in 1914 making
the change in 1931. (See Chicago) The name occurs in Scotland where, in 1417, it was written as caleburne,
a hybrid of the Gaelic call - ‘a hazel’ and the Scottish burn - ‘stream’.
Of interest is an 1894 report about the ‘Kilburn Sisters’, a scholastic order founded for the purpose of
spreading education, the members of which ‘conduct large and flourishing schools in London and other
parts of England… A high-class junior school is about to be opened by the sisters at St Paul’s Home, North
Adelaide…’
Kildalton - A school, near Poochera, opened by William E.V. Fosbery in 1930; it closed in 1944. This Scottish
name, taken from a local homestead, is derived from the Gaelic daltain - ‘affiliated church’.
Kildare - On section 82, ‘on the Sturt. The whole of the above village… immediately adjoins the flourishing
village of Marion…’ It was created by Henry Watts (1797-1862) whose wife Hannah (nee Conway) came
from Dublin and that city adjoins County Kildare. It is a corruption of the Gaelic cill-dara - ‘cell of the oak’,
under whose boughs Saint Brigit constructed her cell.
Kilkenny - Originally, it comprised portion of section 388, Hundred of Yatala, subdivided as the ‘Township
of Kilkenny’ by Messrs Robert Miller, William A. Bryden, William Paxton and Henry Collier in 1849: ‘[This]
spot must inevitably be adopted as a midway railway station the effect of which on the value of Kilkenny
needs no allusion here.’ (It was advertised as ‘Edwarton’ in the Adelaide Railway Times of 22 August 1849.)
Its school opened in 1888 and in 1889 it was reported that ‘some months ago a deputation waited upon
the Minister and asked that a teacher should be appointed at Kilkenny to conduct a school in a hired
building’:
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This was done and an excellent teacher having been appointed he had opened a school at the
York Rechabite Hall. There were at present 100 scholars on the roll… Admission had been refused
to 20 scholars during the past few weeks… and it was estimated that at least 250 scholars would
be enrolled as soon as a large school was opened at Kilkenny… (For Kilkenny North School see
under Challa Gardens):
Photographs of a welcome home for soldiers are in the Observer, 5 October 1918, page 26.
When Kilkenny East was laid out in 1885 it was said that, ‘Kilkenny will be the Sheffield of South Australia
[and the] auctioneers have no hesitation in saying that well before long be the most important
manufacturing town in the Colony.’ Kilkenny, in Ireland, was the birthplace of an early Archbishop of
Adelaide, the Most Reverend Dr O’Reilly. The name derives from kyle-ken-ni - ‘the wooded hill near the
river’.
Kilkerran - Governor Fergusson named the Hundred of Kilkerran, County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 20
June 1872, after his estate in Scotland; it derives from the Gaelic cille-chiarain - ‘Church of Saint Kiaran’. The
Kilkerran Post Office opened in October 1879 and closed on 30 July 1916.
Athletic sports were held on August 7 [1882] on the grounds of Mr J. Smith which were kindly
lent for the occasion… The principal event was the half-hour go-as-you-please for which there
were six competitors three of whom retired after a few laps and the prize fell to L. Trenaman, 5
miles and 1,420 yards, Mr M.J. Maloney being 20 yards behind him. The handicappers were D.A.
Flintoff, F. Meyerhoff and F. Clift; judges, Messrs B. Moody and W.E. Jury and… secretary, Mr J.J.
Maloney…
There were two Kilkerran South schools - one closed in 1922 while the other opened in 1880 and closed in
1928. See Register, 22 January 1879 for information on North Kilkerran. A description of a local school and
teacher’s residence was made in 1882:
The wind blows through so that the children sitting near the wall have to keep their bonnets on;
the water runs into the centre of the schoolroom in pools; if a fire be lighted the smoke is so bad
the fuel has to be all carried out again… The ‘dwelling-house’ [consists] of two paltry rooms…
bedroom 8x8; sitting-room 8x11… (See Cunningham, Hundred of)
A photograph of an Australia Day celebration is in the Observer, 7 August 1915, page 29.
Killalpaninna, Lake - North-West of Lake Gregory. The Killalpaninna Post Office opened in October 1889
and closed on 31 July 1916. (See Kopperamanna) Sketches of the mission are in the Pictorial Australian in
November 1882, page 169. Photographs of the pastoral station are in the Chronicle, 1 August 1929, page
36.
Killanoola, Hundred of - In the County of Robe, proclaimed on 29 August 1861 was, according to H.C. Talbot,
an Aboriginal word meaning ‘magpie’s nest’. The name was taken from Henry Seymour’s ‘Killanoola Run’,
(lease no. 172 of 1851) - he had held the land under occupation licence from 18 March 1846. He died in
1869 at his Mount Benson property and was buried in the Robe cemetery.
In 1866, a traveller said:
We travelled by way of Mr Dixon’s [sic] station and reached Killanoola (Mr Seymour’s) about
noon. Mr Seymour gave me a hearty welcome, such as the squatters are accustomed to give to
persons travelling in the bush who know how to behave themselves… [His] house is pleasantly
situated on rising ground from which you look over a vast expanse of flat country, much of it
unfortunately being swampy…
The land was rather poor, only suitable for pastoral purposes. Around the house there were
some portions of soil of superior quality which had been diligently cultivated. But the whole of
the Mosquito [Plains] country is comparatively poor. The choice land is undoubtedly around
Mount Gambier and Penola.
A bush fire swept over the district and consumed thousands of acres of grass, about 2,000
sheep, several haystacks, a large amount of crop and a number of huts and outbuildings on Mr
Seymour’s station. The fire also penetrated into Glenroy, Maaoope, The Plains and Limestone
Ridge. Mr Golding, a struggling farmer was burnt out and lost 150 acres of crop and two valuable
horses - they were lost while he was ploughing and were scorched severely before he could
release them. The principal sufferers were Messrs Seymour, J. Robertson, D. McArthur,
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McLachlan, McGillivray, McKenzie, A. McDonald, A. Robertson, M. Clarke, Murphy and Golding.
(See Maaoope & Seymour, Lake)
Killarney - An 1880 subdivision of part sections 277 and 282, Hundred of Caltowie, into 15 allotments by
James Kildea; now included in Caltowie. Born in Galway, Ireland, in 1834, he arrived with his parents in the
Confiance in 1854. This Irish word means ‘church among the sloe trees’. (See Abbeville)
Killtallie-oola - (See Kopperamanna, Lake)
Kilpalie - A railway station 26 km North-East of Karoonda. Aboriginal for ‘cold’.
Kilroo - On section 48, Hundred of Smeaton, 32 km North-West of Rudall, was a place where people met to
hunt and kill kangaroos. The Kilroo School, opened as ‘West Smeaton’ by Allen R. Ramsey in 1932, shortly
thereafter became ‘Kilroo’; it closed in 1946; a photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 1 November 1934,
page 35. Its post office opened on 1 December 1928 and closed on 12 February 1955.
Kilsby - Six kilometres North-West of Tailem Bend, it has a namesake in Northamptonshire, England, where,
in 1050, it was written as kyldesby, from the Œ cild - ‘young nobleman’.
Kilto - Aboriginal for ‘grassy’ and applied to a post office in the Hundred of Baldina which, until 1918, was
known as ‘Klaebes’. (See Kaldow)
Kimba - Is a corruption of the Aboriginal kimbar - ‘bark house’ and, originally, the district was known as
‘Curtinye Station’ held by J. Sinclair from 1872 (lease no. 2181). The agricultural development of the district
began in 1908, when the Haskett brothers settled on an abandoned sheep run. The town, 96 km NorthWest of Cowell, surveyed by J.B. Calder in 1915, was proclaimed on 29 April 1915. Allotments were offered
for sale by auction on 22 July 1915 when twelve blocks were sold at a price ranging from £5-5-0 to £38 each.
Its school opened in 1920.
The railway line from Cummins to Kimba was constructed in 1913. The original idea was to have
its terminus at Darke Peak, but while that work was being carried out, settlers who were taking
up land in the Hundred of Kelly approached the government and were successful in securing the
extension to Kimba. Settlers in the Kimba district in those days had to suffer many hardships as
there was no post office within 60 miles.
These conditions continued until November 1913 when Mr E.C. Palmer opened a post office at
Kimba… The beginnings of agricultural pursuits dates back to 1914 when a few settlers took up
land, the pioneers of that district being A.B. and M. Grund, J. and E.J. Haskett, L.E. Martin and the
late F. Jackson…
[At first a local] hall was used for school purposes [but] the attendance grew so rapidly that the
department realised that an up-to-date school was necessary and a beautiful building of dressed
limestone - obtained from Duck Ponds near Port Lincoln - has been erected… Town buildings
comprise five general stores, hall, school, bakery, two blacksmith’s shops, police station, bank
premises, billiard saloon, station buildings, garage, other shops and numerous private
residences… Hotel accommodation is in the hands of Messrs Matulich and Broad, proprietors of
the Kimba Hotel… A tender has been let for the construction of a public hospital…
The opening of Palmer’s pioneer store marked the commencement of business life in Kimba. The
proprietor had to cut tracks through dense scrub from the railway station to reach his store. In
those days the nearest neighbour lived a mile away. Mr Palmer then supplied bread… he also
acted as a wheat buyer…
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist Church is in the Chronicle, 13 October
1923, page 35, of the town and the school on 23 August 1924, page 36, of cattle branding on Mr Whyte’s
property on 19 April 1934, page 32, of ‘Brownies’ on 7 June 1934, page 36, of tractors excavating a dam in
the Observer, 6 December 1924, page 34.
Kimberley, County of - Proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and named after the Earl of Kimberley, Secretary of
State for the Colonies.
Kinchina - The former name of this railway station, 6 km west of Murray Bridge, was ‘Rocky Gully’ and, in
1927:
A small party of members of the Field Naturalists’ Society journeyed to Kinchina, a little siding
five miles this side of Murray Bridge. Mr E.H Ising drew attention to the limits of different species
of eucalypts… Kinchina was reached at about 11 a.m. - said to mean ‘rocky gully’ in the native
dialect - the natural features of the spot amply justify the appellation…
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Kincraig - A subdivision of part sections 4, 5 and 6, Hundred of Naracoorte, by William McIntosh in 1860;
now included in Naracoorte; the name comes from the Gaelic creag - ‘at the head of the rock’. (See
Naracoorte) The first sale of allotments was made on 28 January 1861 to Aitchison Grieve, blacksmith (Lots
27 & 28) and Henry Smith & Thomas Agars, storekeepers (Lot 43 & Pt. Lot 44). A document dated 24
December 1862 recites the purchase of the unsold allotments by George Ormerod for £500.
A contributor to the Adelaide press had this to say:
The Highland Lairds (the Messrs MacKintosh [sic]), the founders of the village, are blessed with a
happy, contented and prosperous tenantry… [and] I can testify to the healthful appearance of
their amiable wives and their well behaved children… The temperance and generally good
conduct of the tenantry reflect the greatest credit on the young Gaelic pastor who officiates
there…
Mr McIntosh was born at Kincraig, on the River Spey, Inverness, Scotland, in 1819 and died at Naracoorte
in October 1905. At one time he was the owner of a great part of the Hundred and, at various periods in his
life, there passed through his possession a few of the richest squatting properties in the colony, including
Moy Hall which, by 1880, carried 20,000 sheep on 20,000 acres and part of the Naracoorte station shearing
25,000 sheep annually. (See Moy Hall)
The village was once famous for whisky and wool but ‘the temperance people put a stop to that and, by
1879, it was pronounced to be the soberest village in the South-East where four temperance societies
were progressing well’ and it struck one observer that ‘if every soul in the township was a teetotaller,
fewer would be an advantage.’
In 1861, an examination of children attending Mr Watson’s School at Kincraig, Mosquito Plains, was held
on 21st December and the prize list was as follows:
First Form, J.R. Beauchamp, J. Matthews, Eliza J. Agar; Second Form, Agnes Morris, Dugald
Maclauchlan, Margaret Campbell, Wm. Watkins, W. Barrett; Third Form, Flora McFadian, Agnes
McNeil, Mary Nicholson, J. Macinnes, C. MacInnes; Fifth Form, Catherine Mackay, Malcolm
Macdougall, Donald Campbell, Alexander Mackay.
Kincraig Extension was laid out by Thomas Magarey on part section 4 and 5 which had been purchased
from William McIntosh on 11 July 1861, the first sale being registered for Lot 79 to Robert George on 14
December 1866.
Kindilin - A railway station in the Hundred of Monarto. Aboriginal for ‘joyful’.
Kinedana - A 1926 subdivision of part section 35, Hundred of Adelaide, by Alfred C. Branson; now included
in Eden Hills. Aboriginal for ‘to laugh’.
King - In March 1881 the King Post Office opened, near Klaebes; it closed in April 1890. King Beach is on
section 189, Hundred of Waitpinga and recalls Eli King (ca.1826-1912), who arrived from Yardley,
Northhamptonshire, in the Hydaspes in 1851, when he purchased sections 189 and 190 on the coast near
the Bluff. King Belt was a public pound near Shea-oak Log Post Office and named after Stephen King, who
purchased land at the junction of the North and South Para Rivers, in 1842, and held occupation licences in
the district from November 1845. (See Gawler & Kingsford)
King Bluff, near Olary, was, according to Rodney Cockburn, named after Fielder King (ca.1839-1885), sonin-law of A. McCulloch, of Princess Royal Station. Margaret McCulloch, born 1844, married Fielder King and
after his death was wedded to Charles Peel.
King Dam, near Mingary, was named after Stephen King (1841-1915), of Kingsford, who held ‘Moldorky’
and ‘King’s Bluff’ runs in the 1870s. King Well, north East of Burra, honours the same gentleman who held
adjacent pastoral leases in 1864. (See Kingsford)
King Hill, in the Hundred of Willunga; remind us of Charles King who purchased land in ‘District B’ in 1843.
Hundred of King, County of Burra, was proclaimed on 31 October 1878. Thomas King, MP (1876-1885),
born in Buckinghamshire in 1833, came to South Australia in 1852 and, later, was associated with the
Advertiser, finally becoming a joint proprietor. He became Minister of Education in the Morgan Ministry but
resigned in 1881 because of ill health. Following a visit to England he re-entered Parliament in 1883, but ill
health once again forced his resignation. ‘He bound people to him by ties of friendship rather than by ties
of political interest.’ He died in England in 1886.
King John Creek - (See Foote Creek)
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Kingoonya - The name refers to a nomadic way of life practised by local Aboriginal people who dispensed
with wurlies, slept on the ground and, in cold weather, covered their bodies with hot sand. The ‘Kingoonya
Run’ (lease no. 2806) was held by Messrs Green and Short from 1878 while the Kingoonya Post Office
opened in September 1884 and closed on 30 June 1982. Kingoonya School opened in 1916 and closed in
1982 while the town of Kingoonya, 288 km NW of Port Augusta, was proclaimed on 7 June 1928.
In 1882, a correspondent said ‘will you kindly insert the following in your columns on behalf of a much
abused and downtrodden portion of our community, viz, the Aboriginal tribes North-West of Port
Augusta?’:
Their country is being opened up very rapidly by the pastoral lessees, necessarily; the vermin and
game are destroyed. All that the government provides is flour, tea, and sugar for the aged and
infirm, together with a few blankets… At the present time mobs of these blacks visit the different
stations and for the sake of a little tobacco, damper, or an old shirt, the lubras are with the
consent of their blackfellows prostituted by the station hands. Numbers of them are suffering
from venereal diseases…
Why should not a reservation be set aside for them where water could be obtained and the
same be stocked for their use? … I might add that these blacks are a quiet, harmless lot, but if
pressed by hunger, and when by association with the whites they begin to understand the unfair
way in which they are treated, we can but expect to hear of thefts being committed and perhaps
worse crimes. Then the indignation of the whites will be aroused and we shall hear of similar acts
as those which occurred in a neighbouring colony…
Photographs of a horse race meeting are in the Chronicle, 18 May 1933, page 38, 26 April 1934, page 32,
of a race committee on 30 May 1935, page 31, of a wooden surveyors’ trig on 7 February 1935, page 35.
Kings Bluff - (See King Bluff)
Kingscote - On 1 February 1894, William L. Beare (ca.1825-1910), who came to South Australia in the Duke
of York in 1836, informed Mr H.C. Talbot that ‘[the port] was named after Henry Kingscote one of the
trustees of the South Australian Company [and a director of the South Australian Banking Company]’ while
Rodney Cockburn says that on 2 January 1838:
He carried a motion that it was especially desirable that any future Governor should thoroughly
understand and advocate the sound principles of colonisation upon which the colony was
established. The name was decided upon in London and instructions were given to Samuel
Stephens, the first manager of the South Australian Company, to name it Kingscote. This he did
in July 1836.
In his journal Captain Morgan wrote the following on the first Sunday after the ship’s arrival:
In the forenoon had prayers in the cabin, with a sermon from Hebrews viii, verse 5. In the
afternoon instructed the children. In the evening we had a service on the quarter-deck… read a
sermon and exhorted the people. We commenced and ended with prayer and song. So
concluded the first Sunday in this port.
The new settlers found a very wild place at Kingscote, namely, ‘a thick forest, with a thicker scrub’:
Some of the trees were of large size, but they have long since been cut down. There was no
water at Kingscote and boats were sent across the bay to Point Marsden for it, or else to
Frenchman’s Spring at Hog Bay. It was not until a long times afterwards that an abundance of
fresh water was found in the sand at the spit close beside them. The first things the emigrants
had to do was to cut down the trees to form a township. The South Australian Company was the
only employer of labour and there was, of course, a good deal of discontent amongst a certain
class of employees.
They had to depend upon the Company’s stores for all they wanted; the kangaroos that were so
plentiful when Flinders called at the same place in 1802 - being so tame the sailors knocked them
on the heads with sticks - were now almost extinct; emus were not found anywhere and even
wallabies, which to this day are numerous, could not be found or caught by the inexperienced
new chums.
There was, really, no grass at Kingscote and very little on the Three Well River, so that the
settlers could not keep goats, sheep or cows. On one occasion the captain of a vessel offered to
send a nanny goat ashore to supply milk for a young child, but he was asked also to send hay
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wherewith to feed her. It was about nine miles through a dense scrub to Whalley and Cooper’s
farm [see Kangaroo Island] and these men had not provided for so large an influx of customers,
so that their scanty supply of fresh vegetables was soon exhausted.
The place was a wilderness; no water; no communication with the civilised world and everything
the settlers wanted was brought by ships from distant countries. They had nothing but limestone
on the surface, but sent to Tasmania for lime. Close by there was a bank of kaolin clay, but they
sent to England for bricks. There was wood without end within reach of their tent flaps, but
timber for houses, for door frames, window sashes, floor joists, etc., were brought from the
uttermost ends of the earth. Cedar came from Sydney, deals from the Baltic.
Mr Stephens had a commodious house built on the brow of a hill overlooking the Bay of Shoals;
Dr Menge, the Company’s geologist, built himself a kind of Kaffir hovel at the bottom of the hill,
where he made himself a garden by carrying down bags full of rich soil from the hills above. The
Company sent out a number of fruit trees, including almonds, mulberries, date palm and carob.
Four or five immense almond trees still remain on the site of the Company’s garden, but are
terribly ill-treated.
Later, Mr Stephens had some of the trees sent to Adelaide and there are a fine oak and a date
palm in the ‘Governor Kitchener’s garden’ just by the rotunda on the City Bridge Road, and until
July 1886 there was a carob tree upon North Terrace, at the corner of Stephens Place, which was
destroyed ruthlessly by sawing it off close to the ground. Among the first passengers were two
fishermen engaged by the company at Liverpool at £100 a year each, with two assistants at lower
salaries.
These men ruined the nets during the first week or two and, somehow, never caught any fish.
This was, doubtless, owing to laziness of the most pronounced character, because there are
multitudes of fish on the grounds close by, and at the time the seals existed in great numbers
about the island, and they would not have congregated there unless there had been food for
them.
The emigrants included men of all sorts, from agricultural labourers to University scholars. Those
who had been brought up to hardships were often the most difficult to please. Everybody had to
take whatever employment the manager could offer them and it was not an uncommon thing to
hear a hodsman quoting Latin or woodcutters addressing each other in Greek.
One young gentleman, who had been educated for the Church in England, was proud to get a
billet to sort rotten potatoes at Kingscote, and his brother, who had been a gentleman in
England, filled a situation as valet in the same locality. Amongst the multitude of goods and
chattels brought to the island were a sawmill, a corn mill, a patent slip capable of
accommodating a vessel of 500 tons and a steam engine of 20-horespower. Warehouses and
dwelling houses built in sections and called ‘Manning houses’ also formed part of the equipment.
The port of Kingscote was proclaimed on 30 June 1838 while the town was laid out by the South Australian
Company in 1910; its school had opened, previously, in 1870. The name occurs in Gloucestershire, England,
where in 1191 it was written as kingescota - ‘the King’s cot (manor)’. (See Queenscliffe)
At the Kingscote Court in June 1904:
John Levering, William Hamilton, Basil Airy, Reginald Airy, Charles Buck, David Buck, John Fraser,
Ernest Thomas and Richard Hall were charged with having disturbed the peace of William John
Turner (a newly-married man) by ‘knocking at the house of the informant’… [They] tinkettled and
banged at the door and roof and made such a row that his cat was actually frightened to death.
The tinkettlers fastened his doors so that Turner could not get out, but he crawled through a
window and invited them inside to tea and cake to get rid of them and see who they were. [For
an essay on ‘Tin-kettling’ - see Geoffrey H Manning, A Colonial Experience].
A history of the town and photographs are in the Chronicle, 2 and 9 March 1933, pages 33-46 and 33, a
photograph of a fishing competition from the jetty in the Chronicle, 3 August 1912, page 32, of a baptism
in the sea on 28 October 1905, page 29, of the harbour on 3 August 1907, page 29, of the laying of the
foundation stone of the Methodist Church on 23 November 1907, page 32, the opening of a rifle range on
18 February 1911, page 30, of the Ozone Hotel on 26 October 1907, page 30, 5 December 1908, page 29,
Observer, 7 September 1918, page 24, of the opening of the jetty in the Chronicle, 3 December 1910, page
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42b, of a Show on 25 November 1911, page 31, of the opening of the golf links in the Chronicle, 9 February
1929, page 39, of the hospital on 17 April 1930, page 50, of shark-proof baths on 11 April 1935, page 34, of
an historical pageant on 6 August 1936, page 31.
Kingsford - The name honours Stephen King, senior, who came to South Australia in 1839 and died at
Kensington in 1883. He built the Victoria steam flour mill at Gawler, which he named after his second
daughter, and the family home in the district was called Kingsford. His son, Stephen King, was born there
in 1841 and, in 1861-1862, a member of John McD. Stuart’s exploration party; he died at Beulah Park in
1915. He is remembered by the Hundred of Kingsford, County of Chandos, proclaimed on 26 September
1912. Land in the Hundred was taken up first under pastoral lease no. 2506 by James White in 1875.
Kingsholme Estate - In 1927, it was advertised as comprising 30 allotments fronting Murray and Westall
Streets, Lower Mitcham.
Kingsley - In 1863, it was reported that ‘a new little place of worship, called Kingsley Chapel, has been
erected on section 247, near Allendale, the land for which has been kindly given by Mr P. D. Prankerd, of
Adelaide. This chapel was built and neatly fitted up by… the farmers in the vicinity…’ A school, taking its
name from a local homestead, was opened in 1864 by Louisa Morse and changed to ‘Allandale East’ in 1924
and ‘Allendale East’ in 1937; it closed in 1953.
Kings Park - In 1905, it was laid out on part section 224, Hundred of Adelaide, by Arthur White and probably
commemorates King Edward VII. Earlier, in 1904, a debate on the proposal to alter the name of ‘North
Unley’ to ‘Kings Park’, ‘adjourned from the last meeting of the Unley Corporation, was resumed… The
motion was rejected.’ A suggestion as to its nomenclature is in The News, 27 July 1936.
Kingston - In 1858, there is a report on Mr A. Cooke and his departure for Lacepede Bay ‘with a number of
mechanics, labourers, etc, and all the requisite stores for commencing a new township on his property at
Maria Creek to be called Kingston…’ The South-East town, known as Kingston SE since 1940, was laid out
first, in 1858, as a private town by G.S. Kingston, who subdivided part of section 508, Hundred of Lacepede.
He came to the colony in the Cygnet as Deputy-Surveyor to Colonel Light and returned to England in June
1837 for the purpose of soliciting money and material for the survey department.
Upon his return in June 1838 he became Acting Surveyor-General, but his term was of short duration
because the new Governor, Colonel Gawler, elected to act in that position. Resigning his post, he became
prominent in the public life of the colony, sat in the first Legislative Council elected on a representative
basis in 1851 for the seat of Burra and was Speaker in the House of Assembly in the first Parliament in 1857.
Elected Speaker again in 1865, he held office until 1880 and, for services rendered, was knighted by Queen
Victoria. (See under Adelaide and Newhaven for an opinion of Mr Kingston as a surveyor.)
Earlier, a constituent of Mr Kingston castigated him on his parliamentary performance:
The honourable gentleman has been accustomed to be very warmly welcomed on the few
occasions on which he has condescended to visit the district he misrepresents… I scarcely think it
would be safe for him to venture up here now unless he brought the whole volunteer force…
In November 1861 the government surveyed a town of Kingston and, in 1867, Messrs J. and A. Cooke
subdivided portion of section 511 into the town of Lacepede while, in April 1877, the government laid out
‘Rosetown’. Thus, the Kingston of today is a conglomerate of those four towns. (See Queenstown)
Kingston was a township peculiar in its composition and history for there were four townships
rolled into one, or two Kingston’s proper and two suburban towns all within a few yards of one
another. One of the causes for this strange combination was that George Kingston, who owned
the original township, wanted very high prices for allotments. His town was laid out in 1859 [sic]
and three years later the government pegged out and sold a strip between this block and the sea
and it was here that the Post Office, Customs Office and wholesale stores were erected. Kingston
rejoiced in a plurality of names - sometimes Lacepede Bay, sometimes Maria Creek and
sometimes Port Caroline. (See Caroline, Port)
Archibald Cooke described the town in 1865:
[It] is a central Post Office where the South-East mails are made up twice a week. There are two
public houses or hotels, three or four stores and about 20 or 30 Aborigines often in a state of
drunkenness and not a single policeman…
Information on a proposed school appeared in June 1861:
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On Friday evening a meeting was held at the Kingston Arms to take steps necessary for the
building of a school… It was announced that Messrs Cook in addition to a subscription would give
one acre of freehold land as a site.
When built, church services were held there:
[It] was small and uncomfortable and the attendances were big enough to crowd it. It was all
very primitive; no organ, no piano, no choir. For what music we had we depended on some one
being able to start a tune that all would be likely to know…
The school opened as ‘Lacepede Bay’ in 1863 the change being made in 1869.
In her history of Kingston, A Man’s Reach (1969), Marie Dunn says:
Kingston was founded in 1858 as a private town on the shores of Lacepede Bay. From the
beginning it was meant to be a port, but it did not receive official sanction as such until 1865. It
was then called Port Caroline. The town was founded by George Kingston as the smaller part of a
speculative plunge… The leaders in the speculation were James and Archibald Cooke who
planned to found a port… and purchased about 13 square miles around the coast from their
Maria Creek lease. Although there is no known statement of their aims and plans in 1855, James
Cooke made them abundantly clear in the advertisements and letters which he published
between 1864 and 1868 and in his petitions to Parliament…
It is not clear how far Sir George Kingston was involved in the original planning…
It is possible the Cooke brothers enlisted his support because they needed his patronage to
promote confidence in their scheme and attract investment in it… However, he did not play a
very active part in the subsequent history of his town. He remained its absentee landlord. James
and Archibald Cooke were the real founders of Kingston when they established a merchant and
shipping business there and Archibald Cooke took a company of men to Lacepede Bay in 1858 to
clear the land and start building. Messrs Cooke and Wark were in the area as early as 1851 when
they took up pastoral lease no. 65 ‘at Maria Creek’.
A jetty was erected in the 1860s but a very serious error was made when its was fixed, for it was carried out
diagonally from the shore to a distance of three quarters of a mile from the shore into shallow water, so
that produce had to be conveyed by lighters a mile further out to an anchorage, where big ships were forced
to anchor. It was opened on 13 January 1863 in the absence of the Commissioner for Public Works, by Mrs
Archibald Cooke who broke a bottle of ‘some generous liquid’ on the planks.
Mr Cooke then made a few remarks, following which a luncheon was held in a marquee:
First a long weary interval of waiting, the arrangements of the chef de cuisine not being
complete; then it was discovered that the sharp sea air - let us be charitable - had proved too
much for one or two of the company… The toast of Her Majesty, the Queen was given… But this
was a last despairing effort; nothing but rival voices could be heard, the chair was vacated and
discord reigns supreme, amidst which most of the quietly-disposed left the tent and soon a
regular row ensued reminding one irresistibly of what we have read of famed Donnybrook. At
last the ‘shades of evening’ put an end to the various conflicts raging and the combatants
withdrew to have their wounds attended to - and to talk over the valiant deeds they had done…
Let us hope this will be the last time we shall have to record such doings.
By 1865, the population of ‘Port Caroline, Kingston, Lacepede Bay’ was about 150 souls, besides an
additional 50 men employed by the government in drainage and roadmaking and it was the central Post
Office where the south-eastern mails were made up twice a week. There were two public houses, three or
four stores and about 20 to 30 Aborigines, often in a state of drunkenness, and not a single policeman.
As for the port itself, a local correspondent sung its praises in 1866:
The schooner Gem, Captain Lindsay, rode here in perfect security on the day the Adelaide was
lost in MacDonnell Bay. The steamer Ant, when unable to reach the shelter of the southern end
of Kangaroo Island, after two day’s hard endeavour, during one of our most fearful gales, ran at
its height into Lacepede Bay and was there preserved at the time the Livingstone was wrecked in
Guichen Bay, where the Alma went to pieces a day or two before. A passenger on the Ant,
Robert Davenport of Battunga, said: ‘I was astonished at the height of the gale at our passing into
smooth water and anchoring about two miles from the shore in the open bay. It appeared to me
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that the formation of the bottom broke the force of the ocean waves and protected from a
ground swell…’
In 1873, several natives were encamped near the township where ‘their wants were carefully attended to
by Police Trooper Morris’:
There were a few sick and infirm ones among them, who require daily rations, but the others can
obtain fish generally for their support, and some are employed by the settlers. A school for
native children is established at Kingston and is supported by private contributions, the inmates
receiving the ordinary rations from the government. The average number attending is twelve,
and those I examined appeared to be carefully instructed. This is the only depot where I found a
place for keeping the stores exposed to the weather, but a trifling outlay on the building will put
it in a proper state.
The gradual demise of Kingston as a seaport, and the reasons underlying its stagnation, was ably expressed
in a letter written by a resident in 1888:
In this part of the colony we are languishing in all sorts of ways, a state of things which I am
afraid is too readily traced to government mismanagement and neglect and as we have
grievances it is right they should be ventilated… It is well known that Kingston has become a
thriving town. But all things must pass away and so have those happy days for us. Now let us
review the cause and suggest, if we can, a remedy. Following the completion of the railway line
wheat and wool flowed in bountifully and our port was a busy one as all the goods from the two
capital cities used to pour in by steamers and coasters.
The government erected a pier… But at such a point that it would have perhaps been better to
have thrown the money overboard, for the structure is simply a standing monument of
departmental incapacity. Mr James Cooke… had from the outset set his face against this
structure and had his advice been taken no doubt our port would not be in its present deplorable
position.... Erected at a cost of [£68,000], a narrow structure exists on screw piles running for a
distance of three quarters of a mile in a WNW direction and terminating at a point where at high
tide only about 14 feet of water is available…
Frequently when steamers have endeavoured to reach the outer end they have grounded and
been unable to proceed either way for hours… Had the chart in existence been consulted a point
might have been fixed upon at about four miles south of the existing white elephant… The heavy
handicap caused by lightering goods to and from the ship’s side is the difficulty we labour under
and it is by degrees driving the trade that naturally belongs to us through other channels… There
are already some 10,000 bags of wheat stored at Messrs Grice & Co’s and large quantities are
coming forward every day. What would not the trade amount to if were only favoured by a wise
policy…
By the turn of the 20th century Kingston had not, as envisaged, become the ‘Liverpool of Australia’ for the
coming of the railway to the lower South East crushed it and in ensuing years the advent of motor
transport made it a backwater. However, a little trade was conducted by sea, for in 1899 the town had
two bark mills conducted by Messrs Wilke and Wight of Mount Benson and Messrs J. Grice & Co. Fishing
was the main industry and Messrs Watson & Co exported assorted fish to the Melbourne market, while
the rabbit industry still prospered. (See Riddoch, Hundred of)
A sketch is in Frearson’s Weekly, 2 October 1880, page 467, photographs in the Observer, 20 January 1906,
page 27, of the main street in 1881 in the Chronicle, 7 March 1925, page 37, of a Show on 29 October 1904,
page 29, of a rifle club on 1 October 1904, page 29, of a drovers’ camp in the Chronicle, 18 May 1907, page
29, of local Aborigines on 29 January 1910, page 30.
The Kingston to Naracoorte Railway
In placing their Port Caroline Railway Bill before the house, the government has
distinctly declared that they intend it as a complement to the mangled scheme of the
previous session. However, Mr Riddoch, the mover of the original scheme, headed the
attack on the ministerial revision, while Mr Hay and Mr Colton, who resisted the thin of
the wedge when it stopped at Naracoorte, encouraged the ministry to drive it home
when it has taken the direction of Lacepede Bay.
(Register, 26 August 1868)
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In the 1860s, settlers in this area contended that the 45 or 50 miles that separated the sea from Naracoorte
formed a barrier which seriously compromised the interests of agriculturists and paralysed the trade of that
infant village. Wheat was all but unsaleable and, by 1872, it was clear that farmers would be hard pressed
to meet their periodical payments to the government in respect of land taken up. At that time the rate of
cartage to Lacepede Bay was about 13 pence a bushel.
One of the first proponents for a railway to Kingston was a resident of that town, Mr John D. Cave, who in
a lengthy letter to the Editor of the Register in 1868 stated, inter alia, that:
Some time since I obtained from a friend on the Victorian side of the border an estimate of the
number of sheep depasturing in Victoria within a radius of 50 miles from the proposed terminus of
the railway at Lake Cadnite… The estimate gave the number as 1,000,000… Many people have
attempted but failed to prove that the proposed railway is an insane project. Mr Riddoch, for
instance, said in one of his election speeches that ‘there would be so little traffic that a staff of men
would be required to keep down the grass-trees growing on the line.’
Then we were told it ‘was the subject of general mirth at the Apsley Show.’ Of course the Mount
Gambierites - editors as well as others - cannot believe in any expenditure in the South East that does
not find its way to the Mount; the Robe people are afraid of being left out in the cold and Penola, led
by its MP, cannot think of playing second fiddle to Naracoorte. The Victorians, however, if we are to
believe their newspapers, view the matter in a different light…
The Kingston to Naracoorte railway was not authorised until a considerable amount of time was occupied
in discussing the necessity for its construction and probable utility. Respecting these points there was some
difference of opinion; the then members for the district, Messrs J.P.D. Laurie and N. Blyth strongly opposed
the project as involving an unnecessary expense of public money. The surveys were undertaken in January
1872 and the contracts signed in April 1873 and the pleasure of the residents contiguous to the line was
self evident:
For thirty years past we have been accustomed to hear tales of travellers ‘by flood and field’ in the
South East, driving for 20 miles t a stretch through water from one foot to three feet deep; of coaches
bogged, poles or harness broken, horses knocked up and sometimes the roads lost and many hours
delay full of perils being incurred on this most uncomfortable journey. But now this model of
communication is a thing of the past; the railway has superseded the coach and speed and comfort
are ensured to the travellers, at least for 52 miles of the route.
Two surveys of the line were made, the first with the intention of carrying it by way of Clay Lake through
the Morambro Creek Gap on to Lake Cadnite so as to tap the extensive Wimmera district nearly in the
centre. However, that direction possessed the disadvantage that it would avoid Naracoorte and to be out
of course of centres of population. It was, therefore, wisely abandoned in favour of the route laid out with
the view to ultimately extending it towards the Victorian trunk line which, by early 1873, was nearing the
border by way of Horsham.
However, the Surveyor-General, following the completion of the relevant surveys of the rival routes
between Naracoorte and the seaboard, declared in favour of one terminating at Rivoli Bay and ‘the
unfortunate Kingston, although in no way disparaged [was] coldly ignored and new disgrace heaped upon
that horrible middle passage between it and the land of promise at Naracoorte’:
The distance is 62 miles one half of which is over sandy and stony rises and open flats, liable to
inundation during the wet season and at best of an inferior grazing character. The ridges are steep
and will be costly in their formation for rail or tramway purposes. The permanent way across the flats
will require to be raised and the provision necessary to carry away the water during the winter will
materially increase the cost of the line, whilst there will be no intermediate traffic except during the
wool season and the yield from the agricultural portion of the country will be but small until land
upon the Mosquito Plains have been efficiently drained.
Unmoved by these protestations, in the session of 1870-71 nothing was done on the subject except that in
September 1871 a move was made to establish a horse railway from Lacepede Bay but, eventually, a railway
received Royal assent on 23 November 1871.
By 1875 the Naracoorte traffic was, principally, by way of MacDonnell Bay, but it was envisaged that railway
line would diminish the trade of that ‘wretched apology for a harbour’ and send it to Lacepede Bay and this
would be the case as much for passengers as with goods - arriving at Kingston the former would then take
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either the steamer or coach and the overland journey from the metropolis to Naracoorte would then be
accomplished in about 28 hours.
The line was opened temporarily for traffic on 17 July 1876, goods being taken in a truck hired under certain
regulations by those using them, while mail and passengers were conveyed under a separate contract by
Mr William Lucas. It was formally opened by Commissioner of Public Works on 16 January 1877.
At first, it was intended that two trains should be despatched from Kingston - one with the government
party leaving a 9 o’clock and another for the general public starting half an hour later. However, it was
finally decided to run three trains - one at 7.30 a.m., one at 9.30 a.m., with the government carriage
following an hour later. In a latter-day display of racism, at the suggestion of Mrs E.J. Stuart, a carriage for
aboriginals was attached to one of the earlier trains. The first train for public traffic left Naracoorte on 17
January 1877 at 10 p.m., the usual mail time, with 26 passengers reaching Kingston about 2 a.m. the
following morning and it was reported that ‘a few sheep and kangaroos were killed on the journey showing
that it was imperatively necessary that the line should be fenced.’
At the Kingston end, the railway ran through a small range of sandhills dividing the old township from that
laid out by the government and there were two distinct railway yards - one on the seaward side of the sand
bank and the other on the eastern side, while at Naracoorte the yard was 26 acres in extent. The two towns
of Naracoorte and Kincraig were divided by a creek and Kincraig joined Naracoorte on its south eastern
side, so that the two townships formed two sides of a square and the railway station was fixed in the
reentering angle between the two.
Following the opening of this line, 4,675 tons of goods and 5,002 passengers were carried in 1878, the
revenue being £5,992 - the following year 5,710 tons and 5,349 passengers realised £6,837. In 1880, the
revenue was increased by only £217 and at this time it was announced that the railway did not pay at all,
for by the end of June 1879 it had cost £11,211 beyond interest on the original outlay of £190,212 and,
accordingly, steps were taken to improve this situation when Sunday trains were abolished, for a saving of
about £1,000 per annum.
It was never expected, of course, that the line would be profitable and its warmest advocates only looked
upon it as a means of bridging the swampy ground between Naracoorte and the seaboard and as a trunk
line from which would extend a branch into the Tatiara country, and perhaps another one southward. It
was quite a moot point whether the comfort of passengers, the saving of time in the conveyance of mails
and passengers, and the opening up of the land compensated for the £11,000 loss incurred by the close of
1879. As far as the settlers contiguous to the railway were concerned it gave Naracoorte a push forward
and to raise it, by 1880, to a town with 200 houses and about 1,200 inhabitants.
At the time all the land for many miles north and south was in the hands of the squatters and it was not
until 1880 that this country was cut up. It was true that Baker’s Range had been occupied by farmers for
three seasons, and a considerable quantity of wheat sent from Lucindale, but during the first six months of
1880 thousands of acres were thrown open for selection north and south of the line. (See Naracoorte &
Riddoch, Hundred of)
****************************
On 24 September 1896 sections 14 and 15, Hundred of Moorook, were proclaimed as the Kingston Village
Association, but the first settlers had arrived, previously, in March 1894 when they camped on and
around the old Thurk station house and, by April 1894, a provisional school had been established in the
shearing shed. The next move was to the cliffs, called ‘Top Landing’, where a shanty village was
established and a post office opened in October 1895. (See Ramco)
In 1894, it was reported that:
This morning at 9 o’clock the members of the Kingston Village Settlement will leave Port Adelaide
for the city, where they will join the Pyap reach settlers. Both parties will go by special train for
the Murray at 9.50. The Kingston settlers have withdrawn their application for Block 10,
adjoining the Waikerie Settlement, and have been granted a block of land at Overland Corner.
They comprise 30 families. Already large numbers have found their way to a longed for ‘Paradise’
through the timely assistance of a paternal government… The numbers who were with each
settlement were as follows: Kingston 30 men, 85 women and children; Pyap 111 men, 70
women, 220 children. [A list of settlers follows.]
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On 21 November 1918 the government proclaimed the ‘Town of Thurk’ that was changed to Kingston OM
on 19 September 1940 in honour of Charles C. Kingston after whom the communal settlement was named
in 1896. In 1945, the Nomenclature Committee recommended that the name ‘Derrick’ be adopted, ‘to
perpetuate the memory of the gallant service of the late Victoria Cross winner.’
Photographs of the lock are in the Observer, 15 July 1922, page 23, 30 December 1922, page 29, of the
unveiling of a memorial cairn on 25 January 1930, page 32, of the opening of the Congregational Church in
the Chronicle, 23 April 1936, page 35.
Sir George Strickland Kingston’s name is commemorated, also, by the Hundred of Kingston, in the County
of Burra, proclaimed on 23 February 1860; Mount Kingston, west of Lake Eyre North and Kingston Park, an
Adelaide suburb, laid out by Lucy Kingston in 1921 on part sections 244-5, Hundred of Noarlunga, when it
was described as ‘the pick of the western coastline for natural beauty, elevation and scenic perfection…’;
now included in Marino. Its Aboriginal name was tulukudangk.
A request was made that the government should purchase the estate of the late Rt. Hon. C.C.
Kingston for the purpose of a model suburb and for a soldier settlement. An alternative scheme
was suggested for the purchase of the foreshore portion as a public reserve and a recreation
park… There was no fresh water in the vicinity for visitors, except the spring which ran through
this land, and which was highly mineralised and possibly of medicinal value. The whole property
was exceedingly valuable and included the best quarry in the district.
The Portland Cement Company negotiated for this quarry some years ago and was unable to
obtain it… The corporation did not merely want a park for Brighton, they wanted a national
park… At the time of the Vaughan Government the town-planner had drawn up designs for a
model suburb to take in the whole of the Kingston Estate and the plans could still be utilised…
The official opening of Kingston Park was reported in 1929. A sketch is in The Lantern, 15 May 1875, page
7; see Chronicle, 19 February 1927, pages 39 and 48. (See Marino) A photograph of the funeral cortege of
Charles C. Kingston is in The Critic, 20 May 1908, page 16.
The name of Kingston was applied, also, to three other subdivisions - section 1184, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, by Alfred Watts, circa 1855; now included in Rosewater; section 69, Hundred of Willunga, by
Richard Couche in 1854; now included in Old Noarlunga: ‘[It] abuts immediately upon the river and
consequently presents a series of admirable sites for wharf frontages’, and sections 549-550, Hundred of
Pirie, by Broken Hill Associated Smelters Limited in 1918.
In the Hundred of Pirie, also, are Kingston East (sections 547-48), laid out by A.E. Sawtell and A. & E. Le
Messurier in 1900 and Kingston North (section 579), created by A. & E. Le Messurier in 1917; now included
in Port Pirie. In London the name ‘Kingston’ was designated after a King’s stone, now preserved within
railings near the Town Hall, upon which the Saxon monarchs sat to be anointed.
Application No. 498 in the General Registry Office shows Kingston on the Hill as a subdivision of section
1184, Hundred of Port Adelaide.
Kings Town - An 1855 subdivision of section 902, Hundred of Yatala, by Joseph Mellor (1808-1880) who
arrived in the Fairlie in 1840; now included in Seaton. He left no reason for so naming it, but suggested that
it possessed ‘every facet for the successful operation of a market gardener and fresh water at 12 feet from
the surface.’ He created 13 allotments ranging from three to ten acres. Lots 1 to 6, containing in excess of
60 acres, were acquired by the government in 1917 and, following the fiasco surrounding the soldier
settlement scheme, it remained undeveloped until purchased by the Grange Golf Club.
Thus, the majority of the former village is, today, part of the East Course, while the remaining land was
acquired by ABC Developments Ltd for subdivisional purposes in the 1970s. During the 19th century the
land was subjected to periodic pillaging:
For years past the Pineries situated in the district of Woodville have received severe treatment at
the approach of Christmas through persons cutting numerous trees for the purpose of disposing
of the branches to shopkeepers for the customary decorations. This year three men were
arrested while they were in the act of carting away large branches from these grounds and on
being questioned replied that they were unaware that they were committing any offence…
Kingsville - The City of Port Adelaide’s Mayor’s Report of 1944/45 shows it as a subdivision of section 1156;
now included in Ottoway; it was laid out by George Howell.
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Kingswood - This Adelaide suburb, laid out by the executors of the estate of J.M. Phillipson in 1905, probably
honours King Edward VII; however, the name occurs as a town in six counties in England. It comprised six
allotments of approximately five acres cut up out of part section 244, Hundred of Adelaide; Balham Ave
bisected the subdivision. The coming of a tramway was prophesied in 1881, to a contiguous ‘New Parkside’,
when it was said:
We shall soon be able to say that Rotten Row carriage drive will shortly be down Hutt Street
across the Park Lands and through George and Duthy Streets to this township to the magnificent
cricket ground and oval …
In 1916, the task of laying the tram line from Hutt Street to Kingswood was started late in November and
expected to be completed within six weeks:
The contractors (Messrs Burt and Timms) are now busy on similar undertakings in other parts of
the metropolitan area… [It] caused a controversy some months ago owing to the objection raised
in certain quarters to the granting of a strip of the east park lands…
Photographs of the tram line are in the Chronicle, 31 March 1917, page 30, of the flooding of Cross Road in
the Observer, 11 September 1926, page 33.
In 1916, the Kingswood railway station, in the Hundred of Palmer, was recommended to be changed to
‘Bundalkie’, the Aboriginal name of a local well; Day’s Railways Nomenclature says it had its origin in
Gloucestershire, England. The name was given, also, to a railway station on the Peterborough-Quorn line in
the Hundred of Willochra, 14 km South-East of Quorn, and the Nomenclature Committee’s
recommendation of 6 November 1916 to alter it to ‘Itali Itali’, the name of the adjacent pastoral run, was
not acted upon. Its post office opened in January 1878 and was renamed ‘Richman Creek’ in March 1879;
it reverted to ‘Kingswood’ in 1887.
Kinnaird - This Scottish word derives from the Celtic cinn-aird - ‘high point’.
On 21 January 1880 it was reported that ‘the Lady Kinnaird, barque, 680 tons, A. Laws, Master, which left
Port Pirie… went ashore… on the rocks off Cape Burr’:
The vessel had 8,000 bags of wheat on board… The captain and crew were saved, though with
much difficulty, and many of them are suffering from severe bruises. On Saturday they were
discovered camped on the shore, sufficient provisions having been washed on to the beach from
the wreck to sustain them for a moderate time. The Captain left for Adelaide by the Kangaroo on
Saturday
In 1924, the Kinnaird School, north of Port Neill, was opened by Marjorie O. Tiver; it closed in 1953. Its post
office, opened as Kinnaird Tanks in April 1910, was changed to ‘Kinnaird’ in July 1910; it closed in 1916.
Lady Kinnaird Tanks are on section 89, Hundred of Dixson.
Kinnora - This school, near Naracoorte, opened in 1914 and closed in 1922, taking its name from a local
homestead.
Kintore - The Right Hon. Earl of Kintore, Governor of South Australia (1889-1895) has his name
commemorated by the County of Kintore, proclaimed on 23 August 1890; Mount Kintore, in the Far NorthWest, and Kintore, an 1894 subdivision of part section 422, Hundred of Yatala, by William Rendall Cave
(ca.1842-?), merchant, and Charles Tobin Cowle, bank manager; now included in Rosewater. It comes from
the Gaelic torr - ‘at the head of the hill’.
Evidently his lordship has not mastered the rudiments of the duties of a constitutional Governor
of a colony having the freest constitution in the world. These duties consist briefly of drawing his
salary thankfully like every other civil servant on the 1st of each month; to submit gracefully to
retrenchment at perhaps no distant date…; to give his assent on behalf of her Majesty to local
Acts of Parliament and, finally, to assume in all other matters the attitude of a lay figure.
Certainly, it is no part of his duty to sneer by implication at the loyalty of South Australian
Irishmen or the sons of Irishmen. He will find the spirit of Republicanism rampant amongst other
portions of the rising generation… Lord Kintore says he ‘will eschew politics in future’. Pity he did
not arrive at that decision before and not during his after-dinner oration. He took care by
anticipation to transmit the seed of the apple of discord…
In the 1890s, the name Kintore was applied, also, to a copper mine ‘7 miles SE of Yunta Railway Station.’
Kirip - This Aboriginal name for a bush, the berries from which provided food for the Potaruwutj people,
was given to a railway station near Mount Gambier.
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Kirkala - An Aboriginal name for the pig-face plant. (See Kappakoola, Hundred of) The land comprising
‘Kirkala Run’ was held by Hugh A. Crawford (ca.1824-1881) (lease no. 675) from 29 July 1858 and named by
J.M. Linklater (lease no. 1514). They established the run near Streaky Bay in 1862, when they took out
pastoral lease no. 1090 and ‘Crawford Landing’ is on section 19, Hundred of Scott, and Kirkala Well on
section 17. The Kirkala School opened in 1895 and closed in 1911.
Moving on again we reached Piednippie with its little schoolhouse on the top of a rise. I was told
this was called the ‘Moseley’ school. It is 30 years since I was at Piednippie and my thoughts go
back to the time when this country was part of the old Kirkala station, the well on which was
equipped with an overhead whim… (See Crawford Landing, Jane, Mount &Piednippie)
Kirkby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a
village in Lincolnshire.
Kirkcaldy - Rodney Cockburn says that, on 3rd September 1858, the Register reported as follows:
The proprietors of land and the inhabitants in the neighbourhood of the main line of road from
Adelaide to the Reedbeds have secured the erection of a bridge over a creek which crosses the
road half a mile from the beach. It was opened on Friday (12 September 1858) and christened
Kirckcaldy Bridge by Miss Lines, daughter of Mr Oscar Lines. The name was a compliment to Mr J.
Reedie who intends to form a marine township on his section near to it of that name in
remembrance of the old country and the neighbourhood whence he came (Scotland).
In 1877, Mr Reedie sold part of section 449, Hundred of Yatala, to Messrs H.S. Anthony, L.S. Wicksteed,
W.P. Wicksteed and A. McIntyre, who subdivided it in 1879; now included in Henley Beach. Mr Reedie hailed
from Fifeshire, where there is a town of the same name. He died in July 1878. The name was given, also, to
a railway station on the former Woodville-Henley Beach line.
In 1870, ‘the Hindmarsh District Council celebrated the completion of the Leason Road by a picnic at
Kirkcaldy Beach’:
It will be remembered that the formal opening of this approach to the beach took place on the
9th November last. It has been constructed by private subscription and the merit of its success is
exclusively due to the unremitting efforts of Mr James Leason, in compliment to whom the
thoroughfare has been named after…
It derives from either the Anglo-Saxon cyric - ‘church’ and ‘Keledie’ - a prominent Scottish family who
controlled the district or the Gaelic cala-dion-ait - ‘harbour of refuge’.
A photograph of the landing of a seaplane is in the Observer, 15 September 1923, page 33.
Kirkpatrick - A.A. Kirkpatrick, MLC (1891-1909, 1918-1928), MP (1915-1918), born in London, in 1848, came
to South Australia with his widowed mother in 1860 and became an apprentice printer. Later, he founded
his own firm and, in 1884, helped form the United Trades and Labor Council. ‘As a pioneer Labor
Parliamentarian he set a high standard and provided a model for those who followed.’ He resigned from
Parliament in 1909 and became the State’s first Agent-General in London.
[He] is one of the oldest and best known of the Labor members… [and] has taken a prominent
part in any movement for the improvement of the condition of the people, especially the
producing and working classes… Throughout the district his name is a household word and when
he retires next year he should be re-elected by an overwhelming majority… Mr Kirkpatrick is a
sound and capable adviser and his efforts are highly appreciated by his constituents and the
important Party with which he is so intimately connected.
He died in 1928 and was given a State funeral. The Hundred of Kirkpatrick, County of Buccleuch, was
proclaimed on 11 January 1906. Point Kirkpatrick, on Kangaroo Island, honours the same gentleman.
Kirton, Point - Near Port Lincoln and named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a village in
Lincolnshire, written in 1285 as kirke-ton - ‘church village’. The Aborigines called it punnumudla - ‘lagoon
point’.
Kitchener, Mount - Five kilometres South-East of Tanunda, recalls Field Marshal, Lord Kitchener, of World
War I, who drowned as a result of the foundering of HMS Hampshire. (See Kaiserstuhl)
Kitjaning - Was the Aboriginal name for granite boulders in the sea, about 20 km North West of Kingston
and, when applied to the larger, meant ‘old woman’.
Klaebes - A post office in the Hundred of Baldina named after Richard Klaebe, an early settler was known
as ‘Kilto’ from 1918, Aboriginal for ‘grassy’. (See Kilto)
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Klein, Point - Near Stansbury. August Klein, an early settler and a native of Germany, ran away to sea to
escape military service, jumped ship at Port Adelaide and lived at Yankalilla before removing to Yorke
Peninsula. The first reinforced concrete jetty in South Australia was built there and completed in 1920.
Klemzig - The village, consisting of about 30 houses and a church, was established in 1838 when a group of
persecuted Lutherans and their pastor, August Ludwig Christian Kavel, were offered the use of two sections
of land belonging to their benefactor, George Fife Angas on the banks of the Torrens. It was named after
their home town and from here some, eventually, went to G.F. Angas’ land in the Barossa Valley and
established that now famous region. These Lutheran refugees had, for many years, suffered severe
hardships because the King of Prussia, Frederick William III, had tried, forcibly, to impose on them a form
of worship believed to violate the Holy Scriptures.
Despairing of their future, they requested their minister, who was in charge of the Klemzig parish in
Brandenburg (now part of Poland), to go to England and discuss with the Baptist philanthropist, G.F. Angas,
the possibility of emigration to the newly-formed colony of South Australia. Angas was impressed by the
sincerity of Kavel and the plight of the persecuted Lutherans and, in due course, made arrangements for
the Prince George to take a complement of 200 men, women and children to South Australia. The old
German cemetery still exists and a memorial has been erected, but no grave sites are visible. The Aborigines
called it warkowodliwodli - wodli refers to a ‘house’ or a ‘hut’.
In September 1839 a citizen of Adelaide named Watson rode some three miles up the River Torrens with
his two sons to inspect the village:
So delighted was he with what he found, that he returned home and wrote of his experiences in
a letter to his family in England, remarking, ‘I have ridden today with the two boys up the river to
the German village, Klemzig. It is a beautiful place. It is situated upon a fertile spot on the bank of
the river. The village is nearly a quarter of a mile in length on both sides of a straight street. The
homes are of pise work, thatched, and are good, substantial buildings. Around the houses and
extending to the banks of the river are many acres of gardens in high cultivation - they seem
prospering most favourably.’
At about the same time a new arrival recalled her arrival in South Australia:
When we arrived at the pier after disembarking from the Alfred there were no steps to descend and
we had to be hauled up about ten feet. Now another form of transport awaited us - a large dray drawn
by oxen on which our belongings were packed, with our families on top. In this way we travelled a
distance of eight to ten miles to a German settlement called Klemzig. Arriving in the dark shortly before
midnight, we had no idea of our surroundings.
The men had all stayed on the ship, waiting to see our heavier luggage unloaded. This took a long time,
so that it was a week before they reached Klemzig. Here we women and children were all alone in a
strange colony and among strange people.
Next morning when we arose we found we were in the middle of a paddock with high, dry grass around
us. The little house, which we four families were to occupy, consisted of two rooms. There was a
fireplace in one room but who would think of lighting a fire there in such weather?
We looked around and found a brick oven in which we lit a fire. We had scarcely done this when several
of the neighbours rushed up and begged us to be most careful not to let the fire escape, otherwise
there was a strong possibility of everyone, our goods and chattels, also being burnt.
Accordingly, we were most careful. Mother stood behind the oven with a bucket of water and poured
some when ever a flame appeared. Another woman did the same at the front and after that we never
again ventured to light a fire in the open oven whilst we were there.
The Torrens River, being only five minutes walk from our house, supplied us with the necessary water.
Therefore, one of the first things we did was to wash our soiled linen which we had used on the voyage.
This was easily done as the Torrens was shallow with a nice gravel bottom, the women going into the
water with bare feet. In this way the washing was done and the wet clothes spread on the dry grass.
The hot sun burnt on their backs and heads, at the same time lightly warming the water. None of the
women wore hats, but none got sunstroke. We felt very relieved when after five or six days waggons
arrived and took us to Langmeil, near Tanunda. Father and the other men were still away seeing to the
unloading of our belongings
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By 1862, the village and environs had deteriorated and it was said that ‘the most appropriated appellation
given to any village in that locality is Klemzig, a name that would, from its derivation, at once indicate a row
of dirty, ill contrived, lumbering cottages’:
Gable ends, on to the single thoroughfare, embedded in mud, surrounded by pigsties and
dungheaps, every hovel ornamented with peculiarly fitted windows, here a dab of paper, there
an unmentionable garment stuffed in the aperture, or occasionally an old hat or wisp of straw…
In 1900, when small areas were sold by the government on perpetual lease, ‘the old German settlement’
was renamed ‘Powell’, in memory of Lt. Powell, the first South Australian to fall in battle in the Boer War.
Later, it was reported that ‘the settlers at Powell wish to revert to the old order of things’:
The general consensus being that popular sentiment should not be pandered to the extent of
altering an old name around which many associations cling… They are, however, in accord with a
suggestion that some of the street names should bear tribute to the fame of the famous
commanders at the front.
In 1918, the Nomenclature Committee suggested it be changed to the Aboriginal Yaralin - ‘flowing or
running’ but, because of the patriotic fervour in World War I, ‘Klemzig’ was changed to ‘Gaza’ on 10 January
1918, reverting to Klemzig by Act of Parliament in 1935. A further move to change that name back to Gaza
in 1941 during World War II was defeated in Parliament. The name Gaza, of course, was chosen because of
the action seen in that area near Palestine by Australian troops in World War I.
Today, Klemzig consists of the area bounded by the Main North East Road, Windsor Grove, the River
Torrens and Fife Street and it includes sections 490, 491, 493 and part sections 479, 494, Hundred of Yatala,
County of Adelaide. (See Gaza, Powell & Appendix 15)
Photographs of a Show are in the Chronicle, 20 February 1915, page 28, The Critic, 1 March 1916, page 15,
21 February 1917, page 13, 27 February 1918, page 23.
The Germans in South Australia
Wherever they cast their lot they bestowed on their new home a name which suggested
German associations. Mr Angas was full of praise for the achievements of these people
in promoting the welfare of the land of their adoption, and his sentiments were those of
most people in the halcyon days. But war destroys sentiment…
(Register, 12 June 1916, page 4.)
Today, down near the gum-shaded banks of the River Torrens close to Felixstow Road, can be found agestained headstones beneath which former Klemzig villagers sleep while, in earlier days, ruins of solidly built,
shingle-roofed cottages were evident and standing as a memorial of the forgotten hamlet of Klemzig,
symbol of an area that stood for much in the development of the agricultural lands of the colony.
The colony has known many infiltrations of the foreign element, but none can compare with its first
experiment in engrafting on to a stock, predominantly British in character and outlook, a new life
represented by the migration of the Prussians during the first decade of settlement.
From the material aspect the strangers moulded, profoundly, the fortune of the land of their adoption.
More subtly, the infusion of new customs and practices, new aspirations and a new religion, had advantages
which should have been their own warrant for, isolated as colonists were, there was a danger of
parochialism and loss of contact with a wider world beyond, ‘had we but our fathers’ codes and institutions.’
Against such insulation the foreign element was a salutary check.
Klemzig’s associations were rich in the courage which braved unknown dangers for conscience
sake, and in the benevolence that prompted noble deeds. They lie deep in the religious soil of
Prussia, that nurtured a zeal among peasants and townsfolk and which even the fires of
persecution could not destroy.
Their welcome was not enthusiastic, for memory was still fresh of the unsatisfactory behaviour of a handful
of Germans in the original settlement; but opinion soon changed. Charles Flaxman, George Fife Angas’s
attorney, with pecuniary interests alert, settled the first band of immigrants on his employer's land lying
near the Torrens, leasing them blocks, which had cost 12 shillings an acre, at five shillings a year and
advancing £1,200 for seed and stock at 15 per cent.
There they built the village of Klemzig, its naming pregnant with nostalgia for their native parish. Their first
thought was a church and a home for their pastor, then came humble cottages built at right angles to the
street and shaded by wide, overhanging eaves; indeed, an air of serenity pervaded the spot.
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‘Only four or five months have elapsed since the hands of man began to efface the features of the
wilderness’, said a visitor, ‘yet nearly 30 houses have been erected. All are neat and comfortable and mostly
built of pise or unburned bricks that have been hardened by the sun. The more humble are of brushwood
and thatch.’
While other farm labourers idled and grumbled, life passed tranquilly in this Arcadia. From
daylight until dark, the men worked earnestly at reaping the corn and tilling the plots. When the
kine came home the watering of gardens began, with water drawn from the river. Never were
they idle.
At any hour women might be seen in their foreign dress trudging back and forth to town with
enormous bundles of clothes on their shoulders, for they were the chief laundresses of the town,
and seemed as strong and muscular as the men. On Sundays, and often during the week, the bell
in the chapel called them to worship - men, women and children.
Kavel, if not Moses, the law-giver, was mediator of this colonial flock, for the veneration given him made
his authority as strong as the law. With a skill of a political economist, he cut through the land jobbing
centralisation and agricultural stultification, which threatened to bring ruin the South Australia, and saw
the prime cause of the evil to be lack of capital. To Angas and the South Australian Company he furnished
valuable reports.
Until their first crops were harvested the newcomers suffered considerably from hunger and found it
necessary to subsist on kangaroo soup and stew and to prepare dishes from the flesh of parrots and
opossums, which they called ‘wild cats’, their vegetable dietary consisting of native herbs and roots which,
though edible and wholesome, had a bitter taste.
A few of them, following the example of the Aborigines, tried baked snake and lizard and declared it to be
an agreeable dish to the palate. As a vegetable, the pickled leaves of a plant called ‘pig face’ were also used.
But it was not long before they grew their own vegetables and even helped to supply the market in the city.
Countrymen followed them out and, at the end of 1838, the Prussians numbered 500, a tenth of the
population. In 1841 Pastor Fritschke brought out a flock and founded Lobethal in the beautiful ‘Valley of
Praise’. The Silesians made their mark. Though they maintained strenuously the identity of their
congregations, they met in front of Government House on the Queen’s birthday of 1839 as an act of grace
and swore allegiance to the British Crown.
Despite their struggle and the diminution of their capital, there were few repudiations of the debt due to
Angas. Many made it their first charge and the curious custom arose of a husband, instead of receiving a
dowry with his wife, making himself responsible for her ‘ship’s debt’. Women shore sheep - an observer
was pleased to see ‘how tenderly the sheep were handled’ - and hitched themselves to the plough.
Strict abstemiousness helped them to independence. Each family had a plot of land on lease, on which they
cultivated vegetables, wheat, maize and potatoes. Almost every family had also a few cows and thus the
villagers enjoyed a happy, independent life and by their sobriety and general exemplary conduct, held out
a good example to all other colonists.
During the first year or two the German settlers dug up the ground with forks and spades and sowed as
much barley and wheat as they could, the seed being all hand sown. A forked branch of a tree, with wooden
teeth, was dragged over the land to harrow the seed into the soil, while two or more persons pulled the
makeshift instrument by hand. Later on Angas’s representatives provided bullocks from its herds. The life
of these pioneers was simple and laborious in the extreme. Clinging to their religious freedom, they were
very devout and regular attendants at church.
Year by year the flow of Prussians and Silesians continued, reaching a peak of more than a thousand in
1849, 1850, 1854 and 1855, while the total immigration between 1846 and 1860 exceeded 10,000.
The Prussian infiltration gave South Australia more than their excellence in agriculture, for it left its mark
on our nomenclature, bestowed a heritage of musical appreciation evident in the Liedertafel and the string
orchestra of Adelaide, and passed down to following generations a solidity of character and thoroughness
of endeavour which have borne fruit in scientific and medical achievement. (See Appendix 42)
Klingberg Hill - In the Hundred of Jutland; it recalls Christian B. Klingberg (1817-1904), a district pioneer.
Knightsbridge - In 1849, section 298, Hundred of Adelaide, owned by George Hall, was subdivided into
building allotments; now included in Leabrook and Hazelwood Park. On 23 March 1891, an annual general
meeting of the Knightsbridge Lacrosse Club was held at the Burnside Hotel:
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When Mr P. Wood presided over a good attendance of members… Election of officers resulted as
follows: President, H.F. Peacock; Captain, W.G. Auld; Secretary, Mr W.D. Henderson; ViceCaptain, E.E. Cleland; Committee, G.H. Cossins and R.H. Adamson…
Information on its school was recalled in 1923:
[It was] long conducted by Mrs Hubbe, who had before that been a teacher at the Advanced
School for Girls. Together with Miss Cook, and later with Mrs Hubbe's daughters, the school was
carried on from 1886 until the end of 1921. In 1922 the school was taken over by Misses Jones
and Wells, who are employing the Dalton and Montessori methods…
The name comes from a London suburb where knights on their way to receive a blessing from the Bishop
of London at Fulham engaged in a deadly combat on the bridge that spanned the River Westbourne, exactly
on the spot where Albert Gate now stands. (See Hall, Hundred of & Westbourne Park)
A photograph of members of a tennis team is in The Critic, 15 May 1907, page 36.
Knight Well - On section 36, Hundred of Chesson, 10 km north of Mindarie, recalls George Knight (18601950), a pioneer farmer in the Hundred. A telephone office of the same name was opened on 27 May 1929
on section 112. A plea for a school was made in 1922; it opened in 1923 and closed in 1936:
I think it is about time something was done for the outback mallee pioneers’ children in the way
of schools. Knight’s Well is one of many places in the mallee without a school…The nearest is
over nine miles away and you cannot expect children of six years and even 10 years to drive that
distance, even if they were capable of doing so over bad roads… The land in this district is some
of the best… The Postmaster General has been good enough to give us a mail service twice
weekly from Wanbi…
Knott Hill - Near Kangarilla, recalls Dr John Knott, a Justice of the Peace in the area in 1848, an associate of
John Barton Hack and pioneer of the old coach road traversing Mount Panorama, south of Kangarilla. The
Knott Hill School in this vicinity (known once as Blackwood Gully) opened in 1899 and closed in 1909.
Knott Hill, in the Hundred of Koppio, is the site of a pumping station of the Tod River water system, and
probably honours the same gentleman, an early landholder in the Port Lincoln district and a former surgeon
on the Pestonjee Bomanjee that brought Governor Gawler to South Australia in 1838. (See Tod, River)
Knowles Cave - On the Nullarbor Plain and named by Capt J. Maitland Thompson after a friend who assisted
in equipping caving trips.
Knoxville - Nathaniel Knox, born on Saint Patrick’s Day 1837 at Aghdowy, Ireland, arrived in South Australia
in 1850 with his father, N.A. Knox, who took up land, naming it Knoxville. He returned to Ireland after a few
years but his son stayed and studied law, becoming a partner in the firm of Knox, Gwynne and Hargrave. In
1872, he purchased the imposing home ‘Clifton’ from Mr G.D. Sismey, a successful flour miller. It was an
attractive gothic-style building and a replica of an English hunting lodge to which he added a battlement
tower, with the Knox coat of arms in stone above its mullion window. Carved into the stone was the family
motto - Aut Caesar aut nullus - freely translated as ‘For King or no one.’ He died in 1908.
The suburb of Knoxville, laid out on part sections 272-73, Hundred of Adelaide, by William B. Knox in 1882,
is now included in Glenside and Glenunga. The auctioneers proclaimed its virtues when they said:
It is indisputably a lovely spot, the atmosphere is essentially pure, a soft wind continually blows
from the blue heavens and fills the air around with freshness, the picture brown heath, the
native hedges, the natural slopes, the green turf, the surrounding scenery, the noble evergreen
trees each contain a shade for a distance from them… (See Bovagh Estate & Glenside)
In 1909, it was reported that ‘a test of Caldwell Brothers’ motor plough was made on Monday in a paddock
at the rear of the Knoxville Congregational Church’:
About 80 farmers were taken to the spot by the inventors in two charabancs and watched the
machine… The plough was carried in the centre of a framework built by May Brothers & Co Ltd
and a 35 hp. engine was made by Mort’s Dock Company, Sydney… The plough did satisfactory
work at a rate of four miles an hour and the farmers present were satisfied…
Knuckey Gully - In the Far North-West, named by W.C. Gosse on 27 August 1873 after R.R. Knuckey of the
Telegraph Department. (See Dalhousie Springs) See under ‘Second Creek’ for a reference to another
Knuckey Gully.
Kobandilla - A subdivision of part section 490, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Klemzig. It was a district
of the Kaurna (Adelaide) people. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Heidelberg’.
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Kokatha - A property between Lakes Gairdner and Everard; see pastoral lease no. 2302.
Kolay - A property in the Gawler Ranges; see pastoral lease no. 1594.
Kolballa Hill - Near Minnipa, is a corruption of the Aboriginal curbla; meaning unknown. Kolballa Telephone
Office, 16 km North-East of Talia, was opened on section 9, Hundred of Wallis, in 1929.
Kolekarlaia - A water reserve in the Hundred of Tatiara near Scott’s Woolshed. Aboriginal for ‘many
sheaoaks’.
Kollyowha - Records of the Primitive Methodist Church show it as a Chapel near Mintaro. It stood on section
189 at Tothill Creek and the only reminder of the church is two headstones in the cemetery dated 1863 and
1866. (See Horsham)
Konanda - A town in the Hundred of Smeaton, 6 km south of Darke Peak, proclaimed on 31 January 1935.
Aboriginal for ‘north’. It ceased to exist on 22 October 1981.
Kondolingarra - On section 85, Hundred of Goolwa, derived from kondolin - ‘whale’ and nggarrin - ‘to
assault or wound’. A being named Kallibali of the magpie lark totem contested with a whale being named
Kondoli and wounded him. (See Kondolonang)
Kondolonang - A hill on section 120, Hundred of Goolwa. In the fire myth the whale, being wounded by
karilbali, the magpie lark being, set fire to the country, hiding first at this place. He then fled to Kandeining
where he entered the sea as a whale when a shark being stole his fire flints. Derived from kondoli - ‘whale’
and nanare - ‘refuge’ or ‘shelter’. (See Kondolingarra & Mutabarrangga)
Kondoolka - A property South-West of Lake Acraman; see pastoral lease no. 1782.
Kondoparinga - Derived from the Aboriginal word kundoparingga - kundo - ‘moving or twisting’ and pari ‘river’. The Hundred of Kondoparinga, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846. In 1894,
the local factory ‘had obtained a first prize in Melbourne last year, besides the first prize at the last
agricultural show in Adelaide’:
The directors had purchased several new machines in Victoria and were trying to work out a
system of paying the producer for the cream value of the milk… Under the present no
inducement was offered for rich milk…
The Kondoparinga School, mentioned in 1854, was renamed ‘Meadows’ in 1864. A report of the
Kondoparinga District School’s public examinations appeared in 1863; earlier, in 1861, Isaac Prior was in
charge of 44 students; in 1864 there were 47 children on the roll with John Jones as teacher. (See Finniss,
River)
Konetta - The name was taken from pastoral lease no. 5028 and given to a post office opened in May 1905
on section 54, Hundred of Smith, 32 km ESE of Robe.
Kongal - A post office on section 284, Hundred of Wirrega, 24 km west of Bordertown, contiguous to
Darwent Waterhole; opened in November 1883 by John Paterson, it closed on 31 January 1963. Its school
opened in 1930 and closed in 1944. A corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘water mallee’. Cockburn
says it comes from koorungal - ‘laughing jackass’. (See Darwent Waterhole)
Kongolia - An Aboriginal word for ‘gum tree blossom’ given to a post office in the Hundred of Angas, 10 km
east of Cambrai. . Prior to 1918 it was known as ‘Rhine Park’. (See Parlko)
Kongorong - It was the name of Donald Black’s run in 1846 and is Aboriginal for ‘place for swans’ (See
Conkar); while it was said that ‘Donald Black held the adjoining run of 45 square miles calling it Kongorong,
corrupted from the native name koongernoong, meaning “the corner of it”.’ Another report says it derives
from kongarang - kong - ‘rush’ and ngarang - ‘hole in the rocks’. The town, 33 km west of Mount Gambier,
was proclaimed on 30 March 1922 and comprises the western part of Mount Schank station, bought by the
Peake Government in 1909 from W.J.T. Clarke; its school opened in 1873.
A photograph of a Show committee is in the Chronicle, 3 December 1936, page 38.
The Hundred of Kongorong, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 12 June 1862. (See Warreanga)
Koninderie - An Aboriginal word for ‘rainbow’ given to a railway station on the Morgan line five kilometres
South-West of Eudunda.
Kondulka - (See Haslam)
Koolena - A railway station near Taperoo. Aboriginal for ‘sandy place’. Formerly it was ‘Silicate’. (See
Kooraka)
Koolgera, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin was proclaimed on 9 March 1916 and named by Governor
Galway, who left no record of its meaning.
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Koolidie - A property east of Lake Hamilton; see pastoral lease no. 2493.
Koolkana - A school South-East of Streaky Bay; opened in 1918 it closed in 1919.
Kooloola - A pastoral run situated on the western bank of the River Murray, near Swan Reach, where a
private school was conducted from circa 1895-1903. (See Swan Reach)
Kooloomoobooka Cave - East of Eucla. Aboriginal for ‘rotten’.
Koolunga - Aboriginal for ‘by a water course’. The ‘Koolunga Run’ was held by John Hope (1808-1880) under
occupation licence from 1846 following his arrival from Western Australia in 1839. (See Wolta Wolta) The
Hundred of Koolunga, County of Stanley, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869 and the town, 13 km North-West
of Brinkworth, on 16 September 1875:
At a meeting in the schoolroom it was resolved that Mr Mann be desired to ask in the House of
Assembly why the township of Koolunga had not been surveyed, or when the government intend
to do so, as promises on the subject were made 12 months ago and several times since… Many
teamsters going north prefer the circuitous route to the eastward, called the ‘back track’, rather
than trust the ‘sloughs of despond’ on the Mount Bryan road… (See Devils Garden)
Photographs are in the Observer, 23 November 1907, page 32, of the Institute committee in the Chronicle,
8 June 1907, page 29, of a cricket team on 11 February 1905, page 27, of a ladies’ sports team on 8 February
1934, page 32, of a football team in the Observer, 18 October 1913, page 31, of members of the Koolunga
Literary and Mutual Improvement Society in the Chronicle, 3 October 1908, page 32.
Its school opened in 1877; a photograph is in the Observer, 23 November 1907, page 32. Koolunga Hills
School opened in 1902 and closed in 1913 while Koolunga Station School operated from 1892 until 1898.
In 1883, excitement reigned in the district following the sighting of a bunyip when an attempt was made:
On Wednesday 21 February to capture the bunyip, which was last seen in the waterhole near to
Mr Freeman’s farm. Dynamite will be used… Our friend described the bunyip as much like a
seal… The farmer’s daughter, who saw it… about a week ago, describes it like a dog minus a tail…
Koolymilka, Lake - North-East of Lake Gairdner. Aboriginal for ‘abundance of pine trees’.
Koolywurtie - The Aborigines knew the district as kudlaworti - ‘lonely man’. (See Black Point) Rodney
Cockburn quotes a correspondent as saying:
The natives declare that this name should not have been applied to the nice country which it
now represents. It properly belongs to a rugged, rocky point jutting into the sea, the local
meaning of the word being ‘dirty tail’.
He then quotes from J. Howard Johnson who recorded the word kuliwurtie as a corruption of coolgarry - ‘a
waterhole where emus come to drink’. (See Curramulka)
The Hundred of Koolywurtie, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 31 December 1874 and the town
of Koolywurtie, 16 km north of Minlaton, on 1 March 1877; it ceased to exist on 28 March 1979. Mr Wallis
set up a blacksmith’s shop there but the town never grew and, today, the only evidence that one was
intended is the presence of St Raphael’s Church. In 1880, a deputation comprising of Messrs E. Crozier, G.D.
Dowling and J.C. Tonkin waited upon the Minister of Education on July 12 to ask that a school might be
erected in the Hundred of Koolywurtie. ‘The nearest school was at Mount Rat… A public meeting had been
held and it was suggested that a school might be erected at the SE corner of section 53, known as the TwoMile-Hut Section…’ It opened circa 1882 in the Croser (sic) family residence and closed in 1942.
A photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 23 April 1936, page 32.
Koomooloo - A property ‘North-West of Hundred of Stuart’; see pastoral lease no. 1891. According to
Rodney Cockburn it was a word ‘made-up’ by Thomas Warnes. (See Gebhardt Hills) Photographs of the
station are in the Observer, 16 October 1920, page 26.
Koonadla - A property in the Gawler Ranges; see pastoral lease no. 1780.
Koonalda - The Koonalda Cave is situated between Nullarbor and Cook and it was Roy and Cyril Gurney
who pumped water from it and built the heritage listed Koonalda homestead from disused railway sleepers
conveyed from the Trans-Australian railway, 100 km to the north. Aboriginal rock engravings inside the cave
are some of the oldest evidence of human occupation in Australia. In 1989, the pastoral leases were
acquired by the South Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service and added to the Nullarbor National
Park.
Koonamore - This pastoral station (lease no. 1697) north of Yunta was described in 1924:
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There is a fine war memorial which was erected six years ago by Mr Sidney Wilcox (a director). It
takes the form of a stone base with a steel flag pole 45 feet high. Affixed to the base are three
beautiful brass plates designed by Mr W.H. Bagot. One plate is dedicated to employees who
served in the Great War and bears the names of C. Begley, M. Howley, W. Callaghan, G.
Dalrymple, P.T. Howley, H.J. Kraig and J. Osborne. The first named three made the supreme
sacrifice…
A photograph of the war memorial is in the Observer, 30 December 1922, page 28, of the station on 26 July
1924, page 33.
Koondoona - A school south of Burra; opened in 1894, it closed in 1915.
Koongarra Park - An Aboriginal word appertaining to ‘a noise of birds when rising from the ground’ given
to a 1923 subdivision of part section 341, Hundred of Adelaide, by Cheltenham Gardens Ltd; now included
in Unley.
Koongawa - Derived from kungawa, an Aboriginal watering place in a grove of pines near a granite outcrop
where Charles Darke was speared in October 1844. (See Darke Peak) A photograph of a basketball team is
in the Chronicle, 19 November 1936, page 38.
Hundred of Koongawa, County of Le Hunte, was proclaimed on 4 November 1926 and the town of
Koongawa, 50 km north of Lock, on 7 August 1930, while on 9 November 1944 a request to change the
town’s name to ‘Waddikee Rocks’ was refused. Its school opened in 1929 and closed in 1976.
Koongoora - A salt lake near Stansbury derived from kunguira - ‘a place of froth’ with an implication of bad
smells from decaying organisms after the lake dried out.
Koonibba - A corruption of the Aboriginal kooruhibla - ‘centre of the eye’. The name was applied to a
rockhole on top of an adjacent hill and the town of Koonibba in the Hundreds of Moule and Catt, 32 km
North-West of Ceduna, proclaimed on 7 February 1929; its post office opened in January 1911.
In August 1929, the Minister of Education approved the establishment of a subsidised school at Koonibba:
Miss G. Koch will be the teacher. A subsidised school is one that is provided in a sparsely
populated district where a teacher is engaged by two or more families in combination, and a
subsidy towards the cost of paying the teacher is made by the department.
Koonibba Aboriginal School opened in 1952.
The mission reflects the greatest credit on Pastor Wiebach and the farm manager, Mr Rudolph,
the respective trainers of the natives… [The Aborigines] are well housed, clothed and fed and the
men, who are paid fair wages, are good farm hands and general labourers. I had some of them
working under me as masons’ labourers and they gave me entire satisfaction during the erection
of a large building for the purpose of bringing up the native children under exactly the same
conditions that apply to white children. The mission is doing noble work among the natives,
turning them from a wandering useless life into a good and useful one…
Photographs of an Aboriginal Mission are in the Chronicle, 11 August 1906, page 29, Observer, 13 January
1912, page 31, Chronicle, 12 September 1914, page 32, 17 May 1919, page 28, 26 November 1931, page
32, of mission school children in the Observer, 25 November 1911, page 30, of the mission on 29 May 1926,
page 31, of a bridal party in the Chronicle, 27 July 1933, page 38.
Kooninderie - A railway station on the Morgan line. Aboriginal for ‘rainbow’.
Koonoona - The school, about 17 km south of Burra, opened in 1894 and closed in 1915. A local tragedy
was reported in 1915: ‘Rarely have the towns of Burra, Redruth and Kooringa and of the north been so
excited as by the news of the brutal murder of Mr William Escott… a wealthy grazier, of Koonoona, near
Black Springs…’ Koonoona Estate was a 1929 subdivision of several sections in the Hundred of Apoinga, by
Kenneth Duffield, taken from the pastoral run established by Walter Duffield and T.S. Porter. A photograph
of shearers in 1898 is in the Chronicle, 4 May 1933, page 36.
Koonowla - The name of a property in the Lower-North between Auburn and Saddleworth. In 1907, ‘a fire
occurred last night and destroyed the greater part of the wine cellars… Mr Henry Dutton (the proprietor)
arrived from Anlaby shortly before 1 o’clock this afternoon.’
Koonunga - Taken from an Aboriginal word kunangga meaning ‘good shelter’ - ku - ‘shelter’, nangga - ‘good’
and applied by Charles H. Bagot to a property of 800 acres comprising one fifth of a special survey claimed
by Sir Montague Lowther Chapman, in 1840. The Koonunga Post Office stood on section 329, Hundred of
Belvidere, 8 km South-East of Kapunda, while its school, opened in 1881 by Mary Potter, closed in 1948.
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In 1879, it was pointed out that ‘there were 500 or 600 inhabitants of the district, which was a good farming
locality, There had been a private school teacher there, but the arrangement had been unsatisfactory. There
were 35 children within a radius of one mile of Koonunga and fully 50 within a radius of two miles…’
Koo-owie Estate - A 1921 subdivision of eight sections in the Hundred of Apoinga by Thomas Sandland,
stock agent of Kooringa. An Aboriginal word referring to water.
Koop Creek - Runs through section 454, Hundred of Jutland and recalls Wilhelm Koop, an early settler.
Koora - A railway station near Paringa. Aboriginal for ‘plenty’. The name was changed to ‘Wonuarra’ on 16
May 1917.
Kooraka - The name suggested in 1920 to replace ‘Koolena’, a railway station near Taperoo. Aboriginal for
‘near’. (See Yombo & Taperoo)
Kooramo - A railway station on the Riverton-Spalding line, 6 km north of Clare. Aboriginal for ‘opossum’.
Koorine - Three kilometres North-West of Kalangadoo. In a letter dated 23 May 1908, Duncan Stewart of
Rendelsham said it was a corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘my daughter’ while Professor Tindale
says the root word was kurina. George Riddoch, born at Turriff in Aberdeenshire, Scotland, on 10 August
1842, arrived in Victoria with his parents in 1851 and was educated at the Geelong Seminary. At the age of
19 he came to South Australia where he became connected with the pastoral industry.
He entered parliament in 1893 and, in 1901, was returned to the Legislative Council, retiring in 1909. ‘He
was not a “wordy” member who spoke on every subject that was brought forward, but his speeches were
always marked by a thorough knowledge of his subject gained by personal experience, particularly when
dealing with pastoral and agricultural matters, irrigation and reclamation schemes.’
At his station, Koorine, near Kalangadoo, he was a successful breeder of stud stock and his merino sheep
and Hereford cattle won for him a high reputation throughout Australia. He also participated in dairy
farming and agriculture and at one period had no less than 8,000 acres under cultivation on the share
system. He was bountiful for he gave the grandstand of the Mount Gambier showground, a large sum of
money to the Caledonian Hall and a picture ‘Jersey Beauties’ to the National Art Gallery. He died on 23 April
1919.
The sale of Koorine Estate for soldier settlement was reported in 1919:
As a result of negotiations… with the executors of the late Mr George Riddoch… this property has
been acquired primarily for soldier settlement… It will be subdivided into blocks varying in size
from dairy farms on the richer portions to grazing blocks of 1,000 acres or more where the land is
poorer…
Kooringa - The town, laid out by the SA Mining Association in 1846, was situated near the Burra mine, where
cottages were constructed by the company for miners and their families. Because it did not grant freehold
titles until the 1870s other townships developed adjacent to the northern boundary of the company’s
property:
[It] is principally composed of substantially built houses constructed of stone quarried within the
township and flagged with an excellent material raised (we believe) upon the property of the
Association… [However, some] of its houses, if such they can be called, are among the most
squalid in the British Empire.
At first sight the paucity of wood and the lack of a visible water supply appeared to militate
against domestic comfort but when we learned that the employees of the Association were
supplied with water at sixpence per week and wood at the like easy rate, we became convinced
that in these, as well as other respects, there was more than met the eye.
Offal heads, and skeletons of dead cattle mix with refuse water and rubbish of every description,
have been thrown in heaps interspersed through the town, as if it were for no other purpose but
to engender sickness, to which the confined and damp habitations dug into the banks of the
creek must have already reduced a portion of the inhabitants more susceptible than if placed in
more favourable circumstances. [It] has been shabby and many of its houses, if such they can be
called, are among the most squalid in the British Empire.
A Cornish sermon, said to have been preached in the 1850s, was reproduced in full in 1912; a portion of it
reads:
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As I do spaik from memory because I caant read narry good I arn’t quite certain where my tex be
to… However, the words are as follow – ‘Et ees better to be on a house top than in a brawlin’
house with a wide wummin’ or rather I shud say ‘in a wide house with a big wummin…’
A photograph of a cattle sale is in the Chronicle, 4 July 1914, page 30, of the Kooringa Ladies Cheer-Up Band
on 31 March 1917, page 30, of a ladies’ hockey club team in The Critic, 7 August 1918, page 13, of a ladies’
hockey club team on 7 August 1918, page 13, of a football team in the Chronicle, 4 November 1937, page
35.
The Hundred of Kooringa, County of Burra, proclaimed on 7 August 1851. The name may derive from the
Aboriginal kuri-ngga - ‘in the circle’; the kuri was ‘a dance amongst the northern tribes, at which the men,
ornamented with white stripes or dots on the face and chest, and green leaves round their knees, first form
a circle, then stamp with their feet alternately on the ground, while the women sit down and sing.’ (See
Mount Anderson) Rodney Cockburn suggests the name translates as ‘locality of the sheaoak’. (See Burra)
Kooringibbie - Aboriginal for ‘lizard water’. Kooringibbie Well is near Fowlers Bay while Kooringibbie
School, opened in 1895 by Jessie McD. Caldwell, closed in 1945. On 29 June 1899, a cricket match was
played at Yalata Station ‘by teams representing Kooringibbie and Fowlers Bay and was won by the former…
The principal scorers were Johns, 40 and Wheadon 23 for Kooringibbie; F. Smart 10 and 11, J. Thomas 14
and Mellor 14 for Fowlers Bay…’
Koorka, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘stone axe’ or ‘tomahawk’.
Koorooma - In 1862 and 1863, it was said that ‘a public meeting of the subscribers and others interested in
the canal and shipping place at Koorooma, Langhorne's Creek was held’:
The proposed plan had been favourably reported by Mr Hanson and accepted by the
government as satisfactory. The new shipping place on Lake Alexandrina, about five miles from
Milang, long talked of, is now becoming a fact… In a short time we will see Koorooma a small but
thriving township… The canal - which is formed by the estuary of Langhorne’s Creek - is being
dug out to a uniform depth…
Later, a visitor reported that ‘I happened to be in Milang last week and [saw] a paragraph in the Register
under the heading ‘Fifty Years Ago’ relating to preparations in progress at Koorooma in 1863 when it was
expected that the latter place was on the eve of becoming a centre of considerable importance, but which,
today, is completely deserted.’
Koowa - A railway station on the Wanbi-Moorook line south of Wunkar. Aboriginal for ‘plenty’.
Kooyong - Near Wirrega. Aboriginal for ‘camp’.
Kopanopintar - In the Hundred of Neville. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘a stone axe’ - kopan - ‘one’ and
pintar - ‘stone axe’.
Kopi - A government town, 27 km north of Lock, proclaimed on 27 October 1932, closed on 5 January 1989.
Cyril and Haviland Streets were recommended for inclusion in the township in honour of Cyril Haviland,
who surveyed adjoining country in 1927. Aboriginal for ‘gypsum’.
Kopje - In the Rendelsham district, named by John Henry Stuckey, is a Dutch word meaning ‘small hill’, being
familiar to many soldiers who fought in the Boer War.
Koppamurra - A telephone office opened in 1927 on section 455, Hundred of Joanna, 22 km South-East of
Naracoorte. The Aboriginal murra means ‘stone’. (See Messemurray)
Kopperamanna - Mr Scobie, the lessee of Mulka Station, advised that /most of the names on the Birdsville
track are part of a big legend up to Cannuwaukaninna’:
They deal with the search by a Moora (or tribal god) for two dogs that got away from him at
Beltana. He followed them and got on to their tracks at Dulkaninna, then on to
Tidnacoordaninna, where he got bogged in the mud of the waterhole (tidna, ‘foot’; unda or
coordna, ‘sticky mud’); the concluding word should be ana, the local word for water. The Moora
then went on to Cannuwaukaninna, where he complained that his legs were too tired, and that is
the meaning of Cannuwaukaninna; then on to Ethaduna which means ‘turn back’.
He was told here that the dogs had doubled back South-East, so he followed on and found them
at Kiltallie-Oola (‘two dogs’) - but this is off the Birdsville track. Going north from Ethaduna we
come to Kopperamanna (properly Koppara Murra - koppara, ‘root’, murra, ‘hand’). This was a
great trading centre and all tracks led to it (as all the fingers come together in the root of the
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hand, so all tracks lead to Kopparamurra). Killalpaninna was left away to the west; this got its
name from an intrigue that the sun Moora had… and we must avoid scandal.
The Kopperamanna Post Office opened in October 1868, while the ‘Kopperamanna Run’ was established
by a Mr Rechner and others in 1878 (lease no. 2842). A visitor recalled that he spent a merry Christmas at
the Lutheran Mission Station where Rev E. Hormann was in charge. ‘I have never met with such hospitable
people… They have two fine dwellings and a large school for the natives. Independent of the station they
have 1,500 sheep, 40 horses and six dairy cows…’ (See Mulka)
An 1895 photograph of the Mission Church is in the Observer, 26 May 1928, page 36.
Koppio - A corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘water’ and, coincidentally or otherwise, the River
Tod rises in the Hundred of Koppio, County of Flinders, proclaimed on 24 October 1867. Henry Price held
adjacent land under occupation licence from 12 March 1846 and called it ‘Kappoyo’.
In 1902, it was reported that ‘the Koppio has [recently been] purchased by the government for closer
settlement purposes’:
Men experienced in horticulture, viticulture and dairying, as well as wool growing, are required.
The rainfall at the head station has been over 17 inches, so Mr Telfer, the manager, informed me,
the average being considerably over 20 inches…
Photographs of ‘flourishing gardens’ are in the Chronicle, 13 April 1933, page 32.
The Koppio School, 24 km South-West of Tumby Bay, opened in rented premises on section 49 in 1905, was
changed to ‘Yallunda Flat’ in 1906 and closed on 19 May 1951 when it was consolidated to Cummins Area
School; Koppio South School opened in 1905 and closed in 1909. The Koppio Post Office opened in April
1886.
Korra - A former railway station on the Willunga Line. Aboriginal for ‘grass’.
Koppitucka Well - Near Denial Bay. A corruption of the Aboriginal kapitarkala - ‘water containing salt’.
Koromaranggul - An Aboriginal camp on Rabbit Island, section 21, Hundred of Glyde, a mile west of Magrath
Flat. It was the home of the woman Koromarange and her grand daughter Koakangi whose blind sister was
feared to be a cannibal and in legend burned up by a great meteoric fire. It was known, also, as
Kurumarangk.
Korunye - A railway station 10 km north of Two Wells; its post office, opened by Mrs Maria Verner on 1
June 1918, closed on 3 March 1971. Aboriginal for ‘rainbow’. Its earlier name was ‘Paddy’s Station’. The
school opened as ‘Paddy’s Bridge’ in 1897 the change being made in 1921; it closed in 1966.
Kowulka - A railway station 16 km east of Penong. Aboriginal for ‘crow’. Its school opened as ‘Hundred of
Burgoyne’ in 1926, became ‘Kowulka’ in 1928 and closed in 1936. (See Thevenard) Photographs of grain
elevators at the railway siding are in the Observer, 30 October 1926, page 34.
Kramm Hill - Gottlieb Kramm, the grantee of section 112, Hundred of Moorooroo.
Krause Rock - South-West of Point Drummond near Coffin Bay. Since 1918 it has been known as ‘Marti
Rock’, but this name never appeared on hydrographic maps. Accordingly, in 2004 it was given the dual name
of Krause/Marti Rock.
Krichauff - The town of Krichauff, proclaimed on 24 January 1884 and Hundred of Krichauff were named
in honour of F.E.H.W. Krichauff. Born in Germany in 1824 he came to South Australia in 1848, was
Commissioner of Public Works in 1870 and is credited as the originator of the SA Forests Department. Both
names were wiped off the map in 1918 and changed to ‘Beatty’ after the Nomenclature Committee had
suggested the name ‘Mundawora’, meaning ‘native blackberry’. (See Beatty & Mary, Mount) He was
‘credited with walking from Bugle Ranges to the city to attend meetings of the Assembly. Payment of
members was not then in force… In those distant days the State Parliament did include a few men of
principle among its members’, while in 1868:
The electors of Onkaparinga entertained Mr Krichauff at a public dinner at The Rising Sun Inn,
Lobethal… The Chairman… briefly touched on his public career, instancing his activity in getting
the Scrub Lands Act passed… [The guest] said he claimed a little credit for assisting to carry the
Real Property Act… He believed a new a new Land Bill was now much needed but as the House
was… constituted, he feared no great change would be effected…
The Krichauff School opened in 1886 and became ‘Mount Mary’ in 1902; the Hundred of Krichauff School
opened in 1901 and closed in 1903.
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Krichauff Creek and Krichauff Range, in the Far North-West, were discovered by Ernest Giles on 19 August
1873 and 5 September 1873 and named after the same gentleman whom Giles described as ‘an old
university friend of Baron Mueller.’ Apparently, these two features escaped the notice of the Nomenclature
Committee in 1916 when it was charged with the task of tracking down German names for obliteration
from the map.
Kringin - A government town 40 km NNW of Pinnaroo proclaimed on 25 September 1924. Aboriginal for
‘growing’. The school opened in 1926 and closed in 1945. In 1991, there was a report indicating that, with
the backing of the Vietnam Veterans’ Association, members were planning to buy the land on which the
town stands. It was intended to use it as ‘a bush retreat and a place to retire, with accommodation for
disabled veterans.’
Kroehn Landing - On the River Murray in the Hundred of Nildottie, recalls J.G. Kroehn (1830-1914) who
arrived in the La Rochelle in 1855 and, on 9 May 1900, obtained the land grant of sections 333 and 347,
Hundred of Finniss. One of his sons who took up land in the Hundred, viz., Johann C.A. Kroehn (1865-1939),
bought sections 47 and 82-84 in 1912 while, earlier, he obtained the underlease of sections 45-46 from
Edwin Rogers of Portee, Blanchetown, on 21 July 1903. The name is applied to a shack site near section 121.
Kroemer Crossing - On section 49, Hundred of Moorooroo, was named after Stephen Kroemer who
purchased the section from William J. Brind on 25 September 1873. Born in Silesia, Germany, circa 1820,
he came here from Victoria in 1848, died on 27 August 1895 and is buried at Tanunda.
Kromelite - A railway station 11 km east of Mount Gambier. Aboriginal for ‘red’. (See Red Camp)
In 1917, it was feared that ‘the Victorian authorities intended to suspend operations upon it at Kromelite
(formerly Red Camp) nine miles from Mount Gambier until some date in the future when the war was
finished and money again abundant. That apparently was the intention judging by the length of platform
laid down at Kromelite…’
Krongart - Eleven kilometres SSW of Penola. It has been recorded that ‘Mr David Skene owned Krongart…
named, it would seem, in honour of the Prince Consort, so much in the public eye when this land was taken
up by Dr Laing [sic] and another. Krongart means ‘Crown Garden’, a tribute to its fertile soil.’
Official records reveal that, on 5 February 1846, Thomas, Gideon and William Lang (Dr Laing and another?)
obtained an occupation licence ‘eight miles west of Lake Mundy’, i.e., near the present day ‘Krongart’, the
name applied to pastoral lease no. 181 of 1851 by David F. Minnitt, who held the land until August 1855
when he assigned the residue of his lease to William Tilley who, in turn, sold out to Ewen Cameron. (See
Kronsdorf)
Cockburn says the name is similar to an Aboriginal word meaning ‘bullfrog swamp’ while another source
suggests that it is derived from an ‘Aboriginal word describing honeysuckle, a small Banksia that is still
evident on the property.’ (See Coonawarra)
Kronsdorf - In May 1850 the village of Kronsdorf was created on sections 634-652, Hundred of Moorooroo
by Alfred Reynell and William Koch who held the land as trustees for Johann C. Nicolai, Johann M. Henschke,
August Schulz and Johann C. Henschke. It became ‘Kabminye’ in 1918 and Krondorf in 1975. This German
word means ‘crown village’.
Kroonilla Rockholes - North of the Hundred of Magarey. The name was taken from the ‘Kroonilla Run’,
established in 1888.
Kudla - An Aboriginal word for ‘level ground’, ‘open’, ‘remote’ and applied to an Adelaide suburb
proclaimed on 8 November 1984. Earlier, the names ‘Kudla’ and ‘Stebonheath’ were discussed by the
Geographical Names Board when it was recorded that ‘Kudla was considered to be a name invented in 1947
by Professor Tindale at the request of the South Australian Railways who were seeking names for new
railway sidings.’
It was a word from the dialect of the Adelaide plains Kaurna Tribe meaning ‘level or open
ground’. Stebonheath had considerable historical association with the region, being the name of
a ship that brought many settlers to Adelaide in 1849.
One such passenger eventually settled in the subject region and his original pug home built in
1861, following renovation by a descendant, was named Stebonheath in 1917-18. This home still
remains and a road in the area is also named Stebonheath Road. The Board therefore
recommended the adoption of the name ‘Stebonheath’, because of significant historical
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association with the area when compared with the invented name Kudla, thus overruling the
objections received to the name ‘Stebonheath’.
Local residents were at variance with this decision when, at a poll, ‘Kudla’ was favoured by 88 votes to 33.
(See Andrews Farm)
Kudna Rockhole - North-West of Nullarbor roadhouse, on the track to Cook, it was discovered by E.A.
Delisser and visited by other explorers including J.W. Jones in 1880. (See Nullarbor Plain)
Kuitpo - A corruption of the Aboriginal kaijepo - ‘grass place’. The Hundred of Kuitpo, County of Adelaide,
was proclaimed on 29 October 1846. The Kuitpo School opened in 1921 and closed in 1943. The Register of
9 February 1922 talks of the Kuitpo Forest School: ‘The first school of this kind was opened on December 1
and continued until December 10, and 25 lads from Adelaide High School were invited to attend.’
During the depression years of the 1930s the Rev Samuel Forsyth established Kuitpo Colony:
An industrial colony where unemployed men and boys may earn their keep while they are
looking for employment. The colony will cost £5,000 to establish and the Minister of Agriculture
(Mr Cowan) has granted 460 acres in the Hundred of Kuitpo at a nominal rental for 10 years with
the right of renewal… It is proposed to carry on primary industries such as dairying, sheep, pig
and poultry farming and to supply firewood… The aim will be to make the colony selfsupporting…,
while, in 1932, it was said that ‘two years ago the [colony] literally carved a way into 1,100 acres of virgin
bush land… Those who expected to see simply a model farm received an eye-opener’; a lengthy description
follows.
Photographs of fire fighting are in the Chronicle, 9 March 1933, page 31, of a gala day on 3 September
1936, page 32.
Kujabidni, Lake - Now known as ‘Sleaford Mere’. Aboriginal for ‘fishing place’.
Kulde - A railway station 32 km east of Murray Bridge. Its school opened in 1930 and closed in 1940.
Aboriginal for ‘brothers’.
Kulkami - A town in the Hundred of Cotton, 42 km east of Karoonda, proclaimed on 13 November 1919.
Aboriginal for ‘to wait’. The school opened in 1923 and closed in 1945; a photograph of students is in the
Chronicle, 17 December 1931, page 32.
A photograph of wheat trucks at the railway siding is in the Chronicle, 16 February 1929, page 42.
Kulkawi - Aboriginal for ‘dingo water.’ Located on section 10, Hundred of Warrenben, it was a place where
dingoes scratched away sand revealing water that helped to preserve bird life.
Kulkawurra - A railway station 11 km east of Karoonda. A school of the same name was opened by Violet
L.D. Coates in 1930; it closed in 1940. Aboriginal for ‘day’.
Kulliparu Conservation Park - In the Hundreds of Addison and Travers, is an Aboriginal name for a bird that
builds a nest about a metre high.
Kulpara - An Aboriginal word kulapara means ‘mallee eucalyptus tree place’ (kula - ‘eucalyptus’) while
Rodney Cockburn says it means ‘water in head - coconut’. The Hundred of Kulpara, County of Daly, was
proclaimed on 12 June 1862 and the town of Kulpara, 19 km North-West of Port Wakefield, on 15 February
1934. The Kulpara School was conducted in a chapel by Josiah Polkinghorne from 1874, while its post office
opened in November 1861 and closed on 31 December 1977.
In 1879, it was reported that ‘the government had and were at present receiving large sums of money from
the district. Mr Fowler and others were paying heavy sums as rental for their properties, but
notwithstanding… [the government] laid out but very little for its particular benefit…’
A photograph of the Methodist Church is in the Observer, 24 August 1929, page 8c.
The Kulpara Mine (known, also, as ‘Copper Hill Mine’) was ‘4 miles from Green’s Plains Railway Station and
about 12 from Kadina.’
Kultanaby - A railway station 32 km ESE of Kingoonya. Aboriginal for ‘place of mulga’.
Kumbertoo - A property west of Lake Gairdner; see pastoral lease no. 2087.
Kumorna - A railway station 10 km SE of Tintinara. Aboriginal for ‘a single barbed spear’.
Kunangalpe - A hill in the Hundred of Lewis derived from kuna - ‘hill’ and kalpe - ‘track’ or ‘line’.
Kunden - Near Waterloo. Aboriginal for ‘resting’. Until 1918 it was known as ‘Carlsruhe’. A photograph of a
tennis team is in the Chronicle, 1 August 1935, page 35.
Kundulka - (See Paney Bluff)
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Kunlara - A school north of Karoonda opened in 1930 by Garfield C. Clapp; it closed in 1937; its post office
opened on 29 September 1915 and closed on 30 June 1937. The name, Aboriginal for ‘native companion’
(a bird), was applied, also, to a railway station, 16 km south of Mercunda, and adopted from a local
homestead.
Kunoth Shoal - In Lake Eyre North, is a salt free area, about one foot higher than the lake bed, crossed by
C.T. Madigan and C. Kunoth in 1929.
Kupmun - The Penola historian, Peter Rymill, says that:
Within three months of his arrival Dickson [at Maaoope] was in dispute with his southern
neighbours, the Austin brothers of Limestone Flats (later Kupmum, then Yallum) concerning their
mutual boundary and claiming that their superintendent, John Bowden, had trespassed on
Maaoupe [sic] with two flocks of sheep for six weeks in September 1846. The Austins had applied
for their run in March 1846, three months before Dickson, and such early disputes were quite
frequent, at least until they were resolved by the well-respected Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Charles Bonney, who visited the South East during the winter of 1846.
Kuragi - Rodney Cockburn places in the Fowlers Bay district and says it translates as ‘rockhole and creek’.
Kurawala - A Pangkala tribal word referring to the ‘magpie man’, i.e., the man who performs subincision
rites. Today, it is known as ‘Mount Liverpool’.
Kurdlibidni Conservation Park - Aboriginal for ‘place of sheaoaks’.
Kurdnatta - The Aboriginal name for Port Augusta - ‘place of drifting sand’.
Kurilla - In 1862, ‘an unpretending but comfortable little Wesleyan Chapel, put up on the Kurilla mine,
Wallaroo, by the activity of a few friends in the neighbourhood, was opened for public worship…’
Kurlana - A telephone office opened on section 328, Hundred of Moorook. Aboriginal for ‘recent’ or
‘modern’.
Kurralta - The name was mentioned first in 1849 when it was announced that Mr J.W. Cole, an agent on
the ‘Black Forest road’, was offering for sale 3 to 4 acres of section 52, Hundred of Adelaide. In 1894, the
name was applied, officially, to a subdivision of section 50, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry Aldridge; now
included in Marleston.
In respect of Kurralta Park, Dr William Wyatt arrived in South Australia in 1837, aged 33, and agreed to
take up the position of Protector of Aborigines; later, he became City Coroner, Magistrate and Inspector of
Schools and built a home at Burnside calling it ‘Kurralta’, meaning ‘on the hill’.
Dr Wyatt bought Kurralta Estate in 1843. Section 908 was taken up, originally, on a land grant by
James Hutchinson in 1841, sold by him to George Tinline in the same year, and by Mr Tinline to
Dr Wyatt two years later. The property now owned by Mr Percy Ifould consists of more than 90
acres and is one of the few large estates near Adelaide still intact… The dwelling was built about
1846 on the model of an English manor house… George Kingston was the architect…
The suburb of Kurralta Park was laid out on part sections 52 and 93, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry
Allchurch in 1918; portion of the land was once owned by Dr Wyatt. In advertising the subdivision it was
said that ‘the proprietors have determined to establish a modern garden suburb’:
In order to carry this into effect they have laid out the estate with wide roads and spacious
garden plots… The Glenelg railway runs through the estate and arrangements are being made for
a stopping place on the land.
Rodney Cockburn says that Galway Park was suggested, ‘after Governor Galway, but was vetoed on account
of duplication. H.C. Talbot of the Survey Department suggested Kurralta.’
Kuturu, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘swan’.
Kuum - On section 643, Hundred of Binnum; Aboriginal for ‘fresh water’.
Kyancutta - The town, 96 km west of Kimba, was proclaimed on 31 May 1917; its school opened in 1920
and closed in 1945. The name may derive from the Aboriginal kanjakatari; kanja - ‘stone’ and katari ‘surface water’ - Cockburn suggests kuttakutta - ‘little night hawks’.
Kyancutta… has South Australia’s only country museum - a flourishing institution housed in its
own building. The little township has only a school, a hostel and store combined, a boardinghouse and the District Hall on one side of the railway line, the Catholic Church on the other with
an odd house or two, the Post Office - general store and the Museum Institute - all in two narrow
rows, facing the little siding on a lowering background of thick scrub… [The museum] owes its
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origin to the enthusiasm of its curator-founder, Mr R. Bedford, who is in charge of the district
postal branch… We learnt that Mr Bedford, an Oxford man, settled in the district 22 years ago…
Kybunga - An 1880 subdivision of part section 85, Hundred of Blyth, 8 km south of Blyth, by Richard Roberts,
farmer of Blyth Plains. Rodney Cockburn quotes Mr Roberts as saying, ‘I bestowed the name without a
meaning.’ Its post office opened in December 1881 and closed 30 June 1982; the school opened in 1881
and closed in 1988.
It was very hard [after settlers] had gone to considerable expense to supply themselves with
permanent water, that they should be required to pay a tax. He had no objections to farmers in
the scrub having the pipes extended, provided they were willing to pay for it, but to ask the
people of Kybunga to pay a water tax would be an act of injustice; in fact, it would be robbery
and they should protest against it…
A photograph of a new hall is in the Observer, 23 August 1913, page 32, of a football team on 16 October
1930, page 34, of a cricket team in the Chronicle, 23 May 1935, page 33.
Kybybolite - The Boandik people of the South-East had a word kiap-ba-bolite meaning ‘four’ (in number);
another source says kyby means - ‘three’ and bolite - ‘trees’. Rodney Cockburn says that Mr Kiddle, a former
owner of the pastoral property, said that it meant ‘place of spirits’; he also said that the name is ‘popularly
supposed to have reference to ‘runaway hole’ although controversy arises periodically in regard to the
meaning of the word.’ Further, a local historian, Ms Judy Murdoch, in a letter to the author said:
In word lists in an old book about Aborigines (I haven’t access to it at the moment to quote a
reference) bolite is said to mean ‘two’ in the language of the Mount Gambier Aborigines. Using
this clue, and seeking two of something memorable in the area now called Kybybolite I am led to
‘runaway holes’. There are several in the district but of these, one at what is now the Research
Centre was known to be an object of dread to the Aborigines, as air movements caused sighs and
moans noises to be produced at times. There is another about a kilometre away in the Euromina
Swamp… I wonder if these are significant features referred to? I would lay odds on the one at the
Research Centre contributing to the areas name.
The first occupation licence in the immediate vicinity was allotted to Edward Townsend on 11 March 1847
at ‘Cadnite Creek’ and records show the name changed from ‘Townsend’s Run’ to ‘Kybybolite’ in 1849. In a
letter to the Colonial Secretary, dated 2 August 1856, Mr Heighway Jones, who held an occupation licence
at ‘Lake Cadnight’ (sic) from 19 February 1846 spelt the name as ‘Keibybolite’. The town, 21 km ENE of
Naracoorte, was proclaimed on 31 August 1905; its school opened in 1907.
In 1926, Mrs Cumming said her father came out from Shrewsbury, England, in 1842 in the Lightning, with
his brother Derwas.
Harry held an important post in his father’s privately owned Bank of Shrewsbury, but he tired of
such a cut-and-dried business and pined for adventure… Having taken up land in Victoria, father
put up against new climatic conditions, almost impenetrable forests, menacing Aborigines and
primitive living facilities.
To two ‘gently’ nurtured Englishmen such experiences must have been awful and they won
through and decided, eventually, to widen their horizons by exploring the western district of
Victoria. This brought them across the border into South Australia. In Victoria they were
absolutely the first white men to hew a clearing in the Kilmore district and founded a station
there, successfully breeding stock… Mrs Cumming said that the expedition came out into
territory now known as Frances, but in those times Cadnite, on account of its lake.
The present name of Frances was bestowed by the present owner, in honour of his fiancée,
Frances Caton, in England. In 1857 Mr Jones returned to his homeland and married her. They at
once returned to Australia and landed at Melbourne where Mrs Cumming was born. When she
was three months old they journeyed in stages to Binnum… Both my parents were very fond of
the natives and whenever they were ill they went to Mother for help… Kybybolite Station was
founded by my uncle, Heighway Jones…
Photographs of a ‘Farmers’ Day’ are in the Chronicle, 7 December 1912, page 31, of a carnival on 6 June
1935, page 35.
Kychering Hill - Near Tarcoola. Aboriginal for ‘waterhole’.
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Kyeema - Aboriginal for ‘stopping place’ and given to a railway station on the Nuriootpa line, known locally
as ‘Plush’s Corner’. In 1932, the name Kyeema was given to a prisoners’ reform institute in the Hundred of
Kuitpo, when Rodney Cockburn said it meant ‘dawn’.
In 1937, South Australia‘s prison camp at Kyeema:
A model of its kind, drew praise from the acting Premier… recently. For five years an average of
12 prisoners a day have been kept at this pleasant little spot in the country…
The Kyeema Conservation Park is 12 km east of Willunga.

L
Labatt, Point - West of Cape Radstock contiguous to section 23, Hundred of Rounsevell, named after J.B.
Labatt, Assistant Engineer of the Harbors Board.
Mr J.H. [sic] Labatt… who has been appointed assistant-engineer of harbours, is the son of the
late Mr G.A. Labatt, a well-known solicitor of this city. He was educated at St Peter’s College and,
after serving under articles to Mr R.P. Kickson (then Engineer of Harbours and Jetties), in the
shops and drawing office at the government dockyard… he passed into the Engineer-in-Chief’s
Department and has remained there… under Messrs H.C. Mais and A.B. Moncreiff. During this
time Mr Labatt has been connected with nearly every work of importance carried out…
Lacepede - Baudin named Lacepede Bay Baie des Orphelins (Bay of Orphans), while on Freycinet’s published
charts it appears as B. Lacepede. Bernard. Comte de Lacépède (1756-1825), was a French naturalist and
biologist; later, he entered politics and was made Minister of Marine in 1804 and a Peer of France in 1819.
The Hundred of Lacepede, County of MacDonnell, was proclaimed on 18 April 1861. The Lacepede Bay
School opened in 1863 becoming ‘Kingston’ in 1869. (See under Kingston for the town of Lacepede.)
At a Select Committee on the South East, Mr James Cooke, a resident of Kingston, extolled the advantages
of Lacepede Bay with its wide entrance of 18 miles:
When the lighthouse is up ships will be able to enter to enter with perfect ease on the darkest
night without a pilot. The works required were very small indeed compared with the immense
interests which such works would promote.
Mr G.W. Goyder, Surveyor-General, spoke highly of this location, although other witnesses preferred
Guichen Bay that was agreed to be the safest harbour but, unfortunately, at a distance from the most fertile
parts of the country. It was always a question whether a multiplicity of shipping places - and the constant
scattering among them of expenditure which, if concentrated, would be so much more effective - was really
beneficial.
By May 1869, there were three established sea ports on the coast line of the South East, and the fourth at
Rivoli Bay, although once abandoned, was revived with the draining of lands in the vicinity and the coming
of a railway from Mount Gambier late in the 1870s. (See South-East)
In 1873, the plight of Aborigines was discussed:
At Lacepede Bay several natives were encamped near the township and we found their wants
were carefully attended to by Police Trooper Morris. There were a few sick and infirm ones
among them, who require daily rations, but the others can obtain fish generally for their support,
and some are employed by the settlers. A school for native children is established at Kingston
and is supported by private contributions, the inmates receiving the ordinary rations from the
government. The average number attending is twelve, and those I examined appeared to be
carefully instructed, This is the only depot where I found a place for keeping the stores exposed
to the weather, but a trifling outlay on the building will put it in a proper state.
Lacy Isles - Two rocky islets and a detached reef in the Nuyts Archipelago named by Matthew Flinders on 3
February 1802, after a midshipman member of his crew.
Lady - In 1873, the town of Lady Alice, in Hamlin Gully, was built around the Lady Alice Gold Mine where,
at its peak during the 1880s, both gold and copper were mined but, by 1904, it was almost deserted and,
today, the remains can be seen on the border of the Para Wirra National Park.
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Any old or even young colonist who remembers the now celebrated Humbug Scrub in the days of
its untrod dreariness will be both surprised and delighted to see in the locality unmistakable
evidence of a partially developed enterprise… The history of the Lady Alice mine is too wellknown to need recital and it is only requisite now to say that within the last three years workings
that were begun on the smallest scale are now carried on to an extent and with the result both
satisfactory and surprising… Quite a township has sprung up where the kangaroo once held the
freehold and the hills echo with the heavy rumble of extensive machinery and the busy hum of
active labourers… (See Hamlin)
Lady Edith - In mid-1870 the following report appeared in the Adelaide press:
At the same time the first meeting of shareholders in the Lady Edith Gold Mine, Mount Lofty, was
held when it was advised that operations had been impeded by the want of water and, while 150
loads of wash dirt had been raised, a director, Mr Westcott, told anxious shareholders that he
had no doubt ‘a rich reef would be found on the property.’
Lake Lady Blanche - (See Blanche)
Lady Kinnaird Tanks - (See Kinnaird)
Laffer, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 3 March 1921. George Richards Laffer, MP
(1913-1933), born at Coromandel Valley in 1866, became a fruit grower at Belair, supervised all soldier
settlement schemes on the River Murray and, under his control, South Australia became the first State to
pass a Town Planning Act. Speaker of the House from 1927-1930, he was a member of a Royal Commission
into alleged illegal betting and whether bookmakers should be licensed; his sincerity and tenacity were
instrumental in passing a Bill that was applauded by the sporting community. He died at Belair and is buried
at Mitcham.
Mr Laffer has represented the Alexandra district as a Liberal since 1913… He was a fruitgrower
and a foundation member of the SA Fruitgrowers’ Association… Before entering parliament he
was Chairman of the Mitcham District Council for 8 years and for two years Chairman of the
Advisory Board of Agriculture.
Laffin, Point - On the banks of the Goolwa Channel at the entrance to Currency Creek and named after
Joshua Laffin who established a dairy there. He arrived in the Fairlie in 1840 and, in 1872, took up the licence
of the Corio Hotel at Goolwa, after which he removed to Kadina; he died on 22 October 1900, aged 69.
In 1871, it was reported that ‘on Saturday night an unoccupied house at Laffin Point, near Goolwa and
recently in the occupation of Mr McFie was destroyed by fire’:
The jury, after a short deliberation, returned the following verdict - ‘That the premises were
willfully set on fire by some person or persons unknown.’
The Lakes of South Australia are recorded alphabetically under their specific name, eg, George, Lake.
Lake - In 1896 the Lake Ormerod School near Naracoorte opened; it closed in 1915. (See Ormerord, Lake)
Lake Plains was a descriptive name given to a subdivision of section 2113, Hundred of Bremer, 24 km SouthEast of Strathalbyn; its post office opened in 1869; the school opened in 1862 and closed in 1942. A
photograph of a ‘Back to School’ celebration is in the Chronicle, 14 May 1936, page 35.
Its Aboriginal name was parankan - ‘camping place’, located in the vicinity of section 16. The Rev F. Slaney
Poole said that he once ‘had charge of was Lake Plains, some 13 miles from Strathalbyn’:
I held services regularly on alternate Sunday afternoons. We were allowed the use of the public
schoolroom for the purpose… The names of some of the families [were] the Steers, two families
of Adamson, Baird, Wiese and of course the ubiquitous Smith… At about this time the results of
the drainage system in the South-East were beginning to show themselves with the consequence
of most of the Lake Plain families folding up their tents and finding their way into fresh fields.
Lake View was a descriptive name given to a railway station 16 km north of Snowtown. Its school opened
in 1920 and closed in 1946. (See Collinsfield)
In 1926, all roads between Redhill and Snowtown carried motor traffic from an early hour:
When harvesting trials were held on Mr M.M. Coffey’s property at Lake View… People had come
from a 100 miles to be present which was a credit to the advanced ideas held by farmers of the
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present day… A 70 acre crop was used for the trials… eight firms were represented by different
types of harvesters…
Hundred of Lake Wangary - (See Wangary, Lake)
Lakes Folly - This name was given to a claypan on Youltookera Station on the North-Eastern Plains. In 1865,
two Aborigines, Moortonga alias Christopher and Wingakaroo alias King William, ‘died from gunshot
wounds’ at the hands of William Henry Lake and Henry Maloney; an inquest decided that they had acted in
self-defence (one witness was James Andrew Lake), while pastoral maps of the time show the name ‘Lake’
as lessee of land in the Boolcoomatta area.
Lakkari - In the Hundred of Mudla Wirra. Aboriginal for ‘honeysuckle’. Prior to 1918 it was known as
‘Blumenthal’.
Lalee - A property near Mount Gambier associated with Richardson Bell’s pastoral lease no. 185. (See Bell
Hill) The name was applied first to an occupation licence held by S.G. Henty in the 1840s.
Lalirra - A post office on section 57, Hundred of Wilson, 16 km WNW of Sandalwood, opened in 1927 and a
school opened in 1928 by Mary A.C. Hastings; it closed in 1948. An Aboriginal word for ‘sun’ or ‘sunny day’.
Lamb, Point - On Flinders Island; named after ‘an officer of SS Governor Musgrave.’
Lameroo - At a meeting of settlers, the name was suggested by J. McL. Johnston who had served in Darwin
where there was a ‘Lameroo Beach’. (See Norfolk) The Aboriginal name for the district was wauwauwe ‘many kangaroos’. Another opinion was expressed in 1904:
On the southern portion of the plain, dotted here and there, are the white survey pegs marking
out the [Lameroo] township block… A month ago or so… the few settlers called a meeting and
signed a memorial requesting that the name of Wow Wow should be changed to Lammeroo [sic].
Wowell, which is the proper name of the plain, as it was first called by the natives, would be a
popular name. Wow Wow is a mistake and no one seems to know how it came to take the place
of Wowell. (See Wow Wow Plain)
The first pastoralist in the area was William Butcher, who took out pastoral lease no. 2177 in 1873 when it
was described as ‘Winike Berick, New S-E District.’ (See Winicke Berick) The first settler in the district after
survey was, probably, Thomas Leckie, who took up a block of 450 acres about half a mile from Lameroo in
1896. Previously, he had been employed by Henry Scott on Coonalpyn Station and, for a time, by the
government as an inspector of improvements.
The town of Lameroo, proclaimed on 17 November 1904, was extended on 7 March 1907, while its school
opened in 1906 and, by 1915, ‘the progress made… has been truly marvellous’:
With an assured supply of particularly good bore water, it behoves the farmer to ponder the
question of dairy farming, or rather mixed farming in preference to purely wheatgrowing… One
only needs to have a look at Mr Bull’s farm… Maize five weeks old shows a flag and a freshness
which would bring joy to any cow. Sorghum put in seven weeks ago stands 5 feet… Another fine
illustration of the potentialities of the soil, stimulated by water, may be seen in the garden at the
police station where MC Giles… grows vegetables and flowers of excellent quality…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 15 September 1906, page 30, 24 August 1907, page 29, 6 March 1909,
pages 31-32, 23 May 1925, page 37, The Critic, 18 January 1911, page 7, 8 and 15 February 1911, pages 16
and 20, 15 and 22 March 1911, pages 3-4 and 18, 5 April 1911, pages 16 and 19, of an Arbor Day in the
Chronicle, 15 August 1908, page 29, of the opening of the Institute on 24 July 1909, page 29, of a football
team on 9 September 1911, page 32, of a Masonic temple on 11 July 1914, page 30, of dogs, the ‘Willing
Workers at Lameroo’, on 7 May 1931, page 37, of the opening of the school in the Observer, 6 August 1910,
page 30, of a bullock team carting wheat on 15 July 1911, page 28, of the institute on 16 May 1914, page
29, of school students dressed as grandmothers on 18 March 1916, page 26, of wheat at the railway station
on 4 December 1926, page 34, of the Roman Catholic Church in the Chronicle, 9 September 1911, page 30,
of the Catholic Church in the Observer, 23 December 1911, page 30, of the hospital on 6 January 1912, page
30, of a Masonic temple on 11 July 1914, page 4 (supp.), of horses yarded for military purposes on 17
October 1914, page 27, of an Australia Day celebration on 14 August 1915, page 29, of enlisted men on 21
August 1915, page 30.
Lampard Creek - (See Kalarnowidinki)
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Lancaster - A 1910 subdivision of part section 389, Hundred of Yatala, by Alfred B. Black; now included in
Allenby Gardens. The name comes from Lancashire, England, where in 1094 it was written as lanecastrum
- ‘Roman fort on the River Lune’.
Lancelot - The town, 13 km east of Peterborough, named by Lt-Governor Samuel Way, was proclaimed on
19 July 1877; its post office opened in August 1878 and closed in May 1908. The name commemorates Sir
Lancelot Stirling, MLC who, two months prior to the gazettal of the town, was appointed Lt-Governor Way’s
private secretary. With the advent of the railway to Broken Hill, via Peterborough and Ucolta, the town
decayed gradually to ruins and ceased to exist on 22 May 1980. Its school opened in 1878 and closed in
1912:
It consisted of a timber and iron building with three rooms. The outside was weatherboard and
inside was matchboard painted light grey. It had no furniture, cupboards, blinds, etc., no
verandah, laundry or laundry facilities, no stove cooking oven, fire top and bottom, and no toilet
for teacher or his family. They used the school toilet for boys and girls (pits). The three rooms
were in a row and formed one side of the schoolroom and shelter shed.
Rabbits had a warren under this building and were able to climb up the cavity walls and reach
the ceiling where they romped overhead. I saw one rabbit up a sloping mallee branch eating
young leaves. Another got in the netted garden but escaped over the fence by climbing the
corner netting by a post. I brought my pet cat on the scene and eventually cleared the warren.
This school was closed permanently about 1914 and pulled down in sections and carted to
Minvalara (between Peterborough and Orroroo) and re-erected. It is still there although now a
closed school.
An article titled ‘Deserted Village’ appeared in 1937:
[Its] ruins could tell a story of how it was going to become a great northern town when the
railway went through it. But the railway was diverted… [It] was quite important about fifty years
ago… when the railway went no further than Terowie and all the traffic to and from Broken Hill
and Adelaide was along the northern stock route… [It] boasted a hotel, post office, blacksmith’s
shop, store, two churches, and a school. One of the church buildings is still in use - as a shearing
shed and I believe the one-time vestry is the catching pen… What have we in its place? Busy and
important Peterborough a few miles distant from the ruins of Lancelot…
Landseer, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 19 April 1888. Albert H. Landseer, MP
(1875-1899), born in London in 1829, came to South Australia in the Bolton in 1848 and became a successful
businessman at Milang where he died in September 1906.
Laneville - A 1909 subdivision of part section 76, Hundred of Mobilong, by Ellen Pauline Lane; now included
in Murray Bridge.
Langdorf - Near Tanunda. A German word meaning ‘long village’. Since 1918 it has been ‘Kaldukee’,
Aboriginal for ‘a tuft of feathers’.
Langhorne Creek - H.C. Talbot said that it took its name from ‘Alfred Langhorne who brought a mob of
cattle overland from Sydney in 1841’:
He and his party were attacked by natives at the Rufus (River) on the Murray in July 1841… he
took the cattle down to country he held and sold them, after a time and went to Victoria,
generously known under the sobriquet of ‘Liar’ Langhorne.
Much of this information has been disputed because official records at the State Library indicate that Alfred
Langhorne was in Adelaide in 1841.
In a letter dated 24 May of that year he sought protection for his brother, Charles Langhorne,
who, with a party, was then on his way from New South Wales to South Australia with cattle. A
volunteer expedition was organised at Adelaide to protect Langhorne and other overlanders,
and, as recorded in the SA Register of 10 July 1841, the expedition’s presence proved
providential for, in an encounter with the natives, four of Langhorne’s party were killed.
Upon the return of the expedition to Adelaide there was criticism about Charles Langhorne’s
alleged refusal to supply meat to the volunteers. An interesting account of the experience of the
expedition, with particular reference to the difficulties encountered by Langhorne’s party, is
contained in J.C. Hawker’s Early Experience in South Australia, pp. 76-78. Incidentally, Hawker
mentions that an S.K. Langhorne was a member of the expedition.
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The Langhorne Creek Post Office, 14 km South-East of Strathalbyn, was opened by J. Knight in 1854. The
village of Langhorne, laid out on section 3552, Hundred of Bremer, by George Green in 1854, was advertised
as ‘Langhorne - New Township - Langhorne Bridge.’ Strangely, today there is no such creek in existence and
the stream running through the town is the River Bremer.
At a public meeting in 1860 an opinion was sought as to whether the settlers along the banks of
the Bremer and Angas Creeks could legally make use of the waters of those creeks to irrigate the
adjoining lands… The Attorney-General stated that the law would not allow the damming up or
diverting of a stream of water for the purposes of irrigation…
In 1861, there was a report of ‘a new schoolroom… on the plains, a short distance from here’; it opened as
‘Langhorne’s Bridge’ in 1861 and, apparently, changed to ‘Langhorne’s Creek’ in 1875.
In 1869, it was said that the township was situated ‘about nine miles from Strathalbyn upon the Wellington
Road, and upon the banks of a creek from which it derives its name’:
The number of habitations which form the township is not very great, but amongst them there
are several commodious and substantial looking erections. The first building which attracts
attention upon approaching the township is a large and handsome private residence on the left
hand side of the road, and a little further on, upon a slight rise, is the Primitive Methodist Chapel.
A substantial looking schoolroom affords the necessary accommodation for carrying out in an
effective manner the scholastic duties connected with the cultivation of the minds of the rising
generation of ‘The Creek’, and not far off Mr Stephenson’s well-stocked store appears to be in
every way capable of supplying the domestic requirements of the neighbourhood.
The Langhorne’s Creek Hotel is a comfortable and commodious hostelry, where the enterprising
proprietor, Mr J. McCallum, exercises his agreeable hospitality upon all who give him a call.
Added to the other conveniences of the place is a saddlery establishment, which, though not on
a very large scale, is doubtless sufficient for the requirements of the place.
On the whole, Langhorne’s Creek is a very prettily situated township and as the natural beauties
of the country have not all been obliterated by the hand of the agriculturalist, there are a
number of spots in the vicinity of the township for a little quiet recreation for the residents and
visitors. Langhorne’s Creek can also boast of its local industries, for situated at a short distance
from the general habitations are the extensive vineyards of Mr E.J. Hector and Mr F. Potts.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 15 August 1935, page 38.
Langmeil - The village, on section 37, Hundred of Moorooroo, laid out on behalf of George Fife Angas, circa
1845, is a German word meaning ‘long mile’; changed to ‘Bilyara’ in 1918, it reverted to the original name
on 17 April 1975. In the first instance, the name was applied by German settlers and the Langmeil Lutheran
Church was built in 1846; Pastor Kavel is buried in the adjoining cemetery - he had been on a visit to a
relation in Tanunda and was attacked by apoplexy and died on 12 February 1860. ‘There was a vast
concourse at the funeral where some 2,000 persons followed the hearse in solemn procession.’
Langport - An 1872 subdivision of sections 239 to 244, Hundred of Wallaroo, suburban to Moonta Bay, by
Robert Stuckey (1812-1897) and Peter D. Prankerd (1819-1902); the latter was born at Langport, Somerset,
derived from the Œ lang-port - ‘long market place’. (See Athelney)
Langton, Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group named by Matthew Flinders in 1802 after a village in
Lincolnshire, England, meaning ‘long village’. (See Milne Island)
Lanky Well - Near Beachport, recalls ‘Lanky Canna’, the last survivor of the Boandik people; he was a police
tracker and often camped at the site.
Lannes, Cape - Baudin named it Pointe Marbree (Mottled Point), while on Freycinet’s charts it is Cape
Lannes. Marshal Jean Lannes, Duke of Montebello, a Marshal of France was one of the few men of whom
Napoleon was fond; he was mortally wounded in Austria in 1809. On modern day charts it is ‘Cape Buffon’
while the name ‘Cape Lannes’ has been given to a point approximately two km south of Cape Dombey.
The Sultana, 350 tons, was wrecked on 27 April 1857 and the first mate had charge, the captain
of the vessel, having died on the voyage from Hong Kong. While manoeuvring into the bay she
struck a reef off Cape Lannes. Anchors were let down immediately and, finding that she was
making water, the mate decided that the only way to save her was to beach her where his
passengers (400 Chinese) scrambled ashore without casualty.
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Lanosa - The name suggested for a railway siding about two km WSW of Morgan on 24 March 1943. A
species of blue bush growing in the area has the botanical name Kochia lanosa.
Lapford - A town in the Hundred of Bright, 16 km north of Robertstown, proclaimed on 9 August 1877, has
a namesake in Devonshire, England, with which its nomenclator, Governor Jervois, had family associations.
It ceased to exist on 13 December 1962. In the Domesday Book it is written eslapaforda - ‘Hlappa’s ford’.
(See Worlds End Creek)
Lapstone Gorge - About 7 km from Wilpena, so called from the enormous boulders that, for ages, rolled
down from the ranges.
Larelar Mound - West of Lake Callabonna; prior to 1918 it was known as ‘Hasse’s Mound’. Aboriginal for
‘round’.
Largs - The Register of 18 June 1873 advertises the ‘Township of Margate’ but, on 2 July 1873, it was said
that the subdivision was to be known as Largs. George and Thomas Elder laid out this seaside suburb on
sections 1061-62 and 1096-97, Hundred of Port Adelaide, naming it after the town of Largs in Scotland,
where George Elder died in 1897, aged 81. The Gaelic word learg means ‘side or slope of a hill, beaten path’.
Until 1880, what is now Largs Bay was a jumbled mass of sandhills; overseas ships called at
Glenelg and one or two farmhouses were the only sign of life on what was, aided and abetted by
plans for a proposed fort, to become a favourite spot for land speculators of the early 1880s.
Lefevre Peninsula had been linked to Port Adelaide by the Jervois Bridge and, across it, trains ran
to Semaphore - two points that that helped Largs Bay salesmen.
When the land boom began buyers extended rapidly north of Semaphore jetty and the Largs Bay
Land Company was formed. A private railway line was built connecting the new town with
Glanville and as the company had no rolling stock, the government leased engines and carriages
to it.
On 21 January 1882 a ceremony was held in the new township in the sandhills, when the first
pile of a jetty was driven. A campaign was commenced to have overseas liners berth at Largs Bay
and a telephone line was laid down to a buoy so that ships could keep in touch with the
mainland. Since the jetty was first commenced in January last wonderful improvements have
been effected in the surrounding neighbourhood…
It may be of interest… to learn of the adjoining works that have been undertaken… by the Largs
Bay Company… The most noticeable… is the large hotel that faces the jetty… The esplanade
under construction is about three quarters of a mile in length and 100 feet wide…
In respect of mail landing facilities it was reported that there was ‘absolutely no shelter provided for the
passengers’:
They are exposed to all weathers and, more inconvenient still, they are obliged to produce their
luggage for examination by the customs officers on the open jetty. There are only two landing
stages provided for the launches, one facing north, and the other running east and west. The
former during northerly and westerly gales is absolutely useless…
It is not an uncommon sight to see a crowd of passengers compelled to struggle over one, two,
or perhaps three launches in order to reach the jetty… The present facilities are disgraceful in the
extreme… We are informed that owing to inadequate facilities at Largs the German Line steamer
did their work from the Semaphore.
A sketch of the Largs Pier Hotel is in the Pictorial Australian, April 1883, page 56; also see Express,
31 January 1883, page 3e, of fishing from the jetty in the Observer, 28 August 1909, page 31, of naval reserve
cadets on 16 May 1914, page 31, of a naval camp the Chronicle, 8 January 1910, page 30,
of a sandcastle competition on 24 January 1935, pages 33 and 34, of a military camp in The Critic, 9
September 1914, page 12, of the landing of mail on 19 April 1902, page 4, 29 August 1903, page 18 and
a cartoon on 1 February 1905, page 15.
The name Largs Bay was applied first to a subdivision of sections 1092-93 by the SA Land, Mortgage &
Agency Co. Ltd in 1914.
Largs Bay Estate - (See Portsea)
Fort Largs
The following history was taken from an unpublished manuscript The Russians are Coming a copy of which
is held in the State Library:
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Largs Bay fort in its present condition could easily be captured. That fact, as is pointed out by a
correspondent has been conclusively proved by the recent military manoeuvres at the place.
During the latter half of the 19th century there were several proposals for the defence of Port Adelaide. A
Martello tower was decided upon in the 1860s when it was proposed that a war vessel of the Hussar class,
built about 1866 for the Peruvian government, should be bought - there is an account of the great fight
between the Hussar and the Chilean navy in the Observer on 21 May 1898.
Until 1880, what is now Largs Bay was a jumbled mass of sandhills; overseas ships called at Glenelg and
one or two farmhouses were the only sign of life on what was, aided and abetted by plans for a proposed
fort, to become a favourite spot for land speculators of the early 1880s. Lefevre Peninsula had been linked
to Port Adelaide by the Jervois Bridge and across it trains ran to Semaphore - two points that that helped
Largs Bay salesmen.
When the land boom began buyers extended rapidly north of Semaphore jetty and the Largs Bay Land
Company was formed. A private railway line was built connecting the new town with Glanville and as the
company had no rolling stock, the government leased engines and carriages to it. On 21 January 1882 a
ceremony was held in the new township in the sandhills, when the first pile of a jetty was driven. A campaign
was commenced to have overseas liners berth at Largs Bay and a telephone line was laid down to a buoy
so that ships could keep in touch with the mainland.
The purpose of the proposed battery to the southward of Semaphore (Fort Largs) was to prevent a vessel
armed with guns of long range lying to the westward and throwing shot and shell into Port Adelaide, but it
was not supposed that it would be of any use in repelling a hostile force attempting to effect a landing on
the coast. Indeed, in retrospect, the castigation of an enlightened citizen many years later suggested to
many that the expenditure was a blatant waste of public funds:
Largs is in the wrong position. If it were placed there to prevent cruisers entering the river then
all I have to say is that the money was thrown away, as no cruiser captain would be fool enough
to put his ship into such a trap where she could be blown up with torpedoes, as easy as a basket
of eggs could be broken with a big stick. If the forts were placed there for defence of the shipping
in the Port then again I say it was a waste of money, as a heavily armed cruiser could stand off
and blow Port Adelaide to bits without being touched by the present armament of Largs or
Glanville Forts… [and] could smash the two forts, bombard Adelaide… without loss of a life.
Early in April 1883 the Permanent Artillery was employed in getting the ordnance and ammunition from
Port Adelaide to the site of Largs Bay fort. Although it was not to be completed for about five months, the
ground where the guns were stored was required for building purposes. Two 84-pounder guns (muzzle
loading) and two 12-ton Woolwich pattern had to be conveyed, besides some 300 rounds of ammunition,
platforms, carriages, etc. The work all went well until Military Road was reached when fears were
entertained as to its soundness.
It was not, however, until after crossing the Largs Bay railway that any difficulty was met with the narrow
road which, every hundred yards or so, was heavy with sand. The wheels of the waggon sank to the
axletrees in two or three places, but the gunners soon lifted the vehicle by means of hydraulic jacks and a
fresh start was made. It was found, however, that the horses were ‘done in’ and about 600 yards from the
fort. Accordingly, Lieutenant Gordon decided to leave off and make a fresh start the next day.
A team of horses from Messrs Graves & Co awaited them when they arrived from Fort Glanville where they
had bivouacked overnight and, after proceeding about 100 yards, the horses swerved and the waggon,
getting off the track, sank deeper than ever. The horses were then sent back and the gunners took the guns
off the conveyance and returned to the Port, lifted the other gun on to it and set off again but, alas, the
treacherous sand again defeated them. The guns were then both left on the road and, the next day ‘the
permanent artillery parbuckled [them] along the road to the fort.’
The fort differed slightly from Fort Glanville in the interior arrangements, but the general outline was
similar, but was to be six feet higher. The fort contractor was Mr Evans and the contract estimate £9,09819s; the structure was begun in January 1883 and, when completed, equipped with two nine-inch guns and
two 80-pounders as flank guns. The guns on the left flank commanded the river and the land approach, as
well as to seaward. Those on the right flank swept the mouth of the river and commanded a good range
seaward.
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The fort was surrounded by a deep ditch, V-shaped, differing in respect from Fort Glanville which was flat
bottomed. The sword blade grass, so plentiful thereabouts, which, by the way, an enterprising colonist once
tried to turn to account as a manufacture, was laid thickly on the slope to bind the sand and was itself kept
down by a layer of silt. In the immediate neighbourhood there were not many houses whose stock of
crockery could be cracked by the thunder of the guns, but the nine-inch pieces were quite equal to rattling
the cups in the Largs Bay Hotel, about a mile distant.
On 19 April 1884 its guns were fired for the first time and a good deal of excitement was evident because
the two guns used were those ‘time honoured pieces’ imported in 1868 and left to lie in ‘solitary grandeur
at the port.’ The Engineer-in-Chief and Major Jervois visited the fort in March 1885 and inspected the work
in progress on the barracks and other works. However, in view of the Russian scare of the time it was
decided to create sandbag defences at the rear of the fort so as to prevent it being taken by a sudden attack
by a hostile force of infantry.
When completed, the total force housed in the fort was 44 men, but there was not enough room for
sleeping quarters under the main roof, so six tents were erected in the courtyard to accommodate twelve
men. New platforms were constructed for gun replacements in 1890 in the form of six-inch breech loading
Armstrong’s that had been mounted in the Armament Hall of the Jubilee Exhibition in 1886. (See Glenelg)
Lashmar Lagoon - On section 68, Hundred of Dudley and named after Jane (1822-1864) and Thomas Young
Lashmar (ca.1813-1860), who held two pastoral leases on Kangaroo Island in 1858. In 1992, the name
Lashmar Conservation Park was given to section 76, Hundred of Dudley.
Lass O’Gowrie - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows William Guthrie, draper, and others,
residing at this place and enrolled to ‘vote at Salisbury’.
Lathami Conservation Park - In the Hundred of Cassini. Calyptorhynchus lathami is the name of a glossy
black cockatoo.
Laura - The Aborigines called the district wirramatya - ‘gum tree flat’ while the town of Laura, surveyed in
1871, was named by Governor Fergusson after Herbert Bristow Hughes’s widow, the former Laura WhiteWhite who died in January 1909, aged 80 years; the first lots were offered for sale on 1 August 1872.
Sketches of the town are in the Pictorial Australian in October 1886, page 157 and photographs in the
Observer, 13 July 1907, page 32, 13 October 1923, page 30, a sketch of a mill in the Pictorial Australian in
January 1881, page 12, of an implement factory and foundry in January 1881, page 29, Frearson’s Weekly,
5 February 1881, page 757, photographs of flooding are in the Chronicle, 19 March 1910, page 31,
17 September 1910, page 31, 8 September 1917, page 23, 18 August 1932, page 33, of ‘Starting for the
Methodist Picnic’ in the Chronicle, 12 September 1903, page 43, of the ladies’ hockey club members on
6 July 1907, page 30, 9 September 1911, page 32, of a football team in the Observer, 5 October 1912, page
32, Chronicle, 17 October 1925, page 42, of members of a combined council on 2 June 1932, page 32, of
Martin Dobrilla who, ‘at Laura broke the world’s club swinging record’, on 23 December 1911, page 31, of
the aftermath of a mice plague in the Observer, 8 September 1917, page 25, of the war memorial in the
Chronicle, 24 December 1921, page 28, of horse teams on Mr J.E. Karger’s property on 2 December 1922,
page 32, of the bowling green on 21 November 1929, page 38, of G.E. Walter’s home, ‘Hamilton’ in the
Register, 16 January 1920, page 8, of a ‘Back to Laura’ celebration in the Chronicle, 7 July 1932, page 31.
In 1874, there were ‘two large stores the property of Messrs Webb and Kinrane which have recently been
erected’:
There are at present a good many dwellings in course of erection and there is a Primitive
Methodist Chapel getting up quickly… A doctor attends here once or twice a week… Mr Walters
has started grinding at his new mill… The brewery will soon be fit for use.
Its school opened in 1873; photographs are in the Pictorial Australian, February 1895, page 21,
Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 37.
Laura Bay is 21 km South-East of Ceduna on Eyre Peninsula and the Aborigines knew it as corabinna - ‘tied
up’. Mr George De Mole, draughtsman to Captain Bloomfield Douglas, informed H.C. Talbot that the Captain
named it after his wife, while genealogical records show the wife’s name as ‘Ellen’ and his second daughter,
‘Laura’, who died in infancy, aged five years, in 1860.
The name dates from 1858 when Captain Douglas:
Made a survey of that portion of the coast lying between Point Fowler, near the western
boundary of the province, and the western end of Kangaroo Island. Governor MacDonnell and
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Suite accompanied Captain Douglas [in the Yatala] as far as Denial Bay where the Governor
landed, returning overland to Port Lincoln.
A small jetty, about 15 metres in length, was erected there in 1911 and opened by Mr Arthur Barnett, an
early settler; it was dismantled in June 1937. Its school opened in 1927 and closed in 1937:
Laura Bay was about 20 miles from Ceduna and there were 12 children, one of whom was 12
years of age, and none of them were attending school. If a school could not be provided, the
children should be conveyed to Ceduna by means of motor conveyances… One farmer had said
that he would not send his children to school, because he wanted them to gather sticks on the
land. It is a pity the need of education in the remote parts of the country should be overruled by
rules and regulations. The stipulated number of 20 before a school should be supplied was too
high.
A photograph of picknickers on the beach is in the Chronicle, 11 March 1911, page 37, of earth excavations
on 1 August 1914, page 31.
Laurel Park - (See Thowville)
Laurence - The town, proclaimed on 24 June 1909, was named after Laurence O’Loughlin, MP. Many
objections were raised to its christening and one dissenter said that ‘there are already on the map
O‘Loughlin Bay and a Hundred of O’Loughlin and it is satisfactory to note that the gentleman thus honoured
has only one Christian name. In the vicinity of the new township there are beautiful Aboriginal appellations
such as Myalpa, Weewanda and Tallala going begging and they were all passed over for Laurence.’ It has
been ‘Louth Bay’ since 20 February 1941. (See O’Loughlin Bay)
Laurie Park - A school near Naracoorte, opened in 1923 by Irene Kelly, it closed in 1961. The name was
taken from a local homestead.
Lavoisier Bay - (See Sleaford Bay)
Lawrie Park - At Nelshaby, was known as ‘Apex Park’ until May 1982, when the local council took control
of it and renamed it in honour of Andrew Lawrie, who represented the Napperby Ward for 23 years.
Lawson Range - In the Hundred of Hynam recalls Robert Lawson, who held several pastoral leases in the
area. Born in Scotland, in 1813, he died at Glen Osmond on 6 February 1876. (See Padthaway)
Leabrook - Laid out on part section 299, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company in 1884
and named after some English association of a previous owner of the section, viz., Alfred Watts, who
married Jane Isabella Giles following his arrival from Gloucestershire, England, in 1838. She was the
daughter of William Giles (1791-1862), a manager of the South Australian Company. Rodney Cockburn says
that, in her book Family Life in South Australia, Mrs Watts makes mention of the name ‘Leabrook’.
Leackly - According to an 1866 Gazetteer it was a small agricultural village near Fulham. It appears to be a
typographical error and, perhaps, should have read ‘Lockleys’.
Leake - Robert R. Leake of Glencoe Station in the South-East is remembered by Lake Leake; the Aborigines
called it kirip - ‘box bush’; berries from it provided food for the Potaruwutj people. (See Glencoe & Edward,
Lake) Photographs are in the Observer, 1 October 1910, page 28.
Leake Lookout on section 66, Hundred of Dutton; is probably associated with R.R. and E.J. Leake, who held
land near Burra before moving to Glencoe in the South-East. (See Pleasant, Mount)
Rodney Cockburn says that during World War I, Edward Leake’s daughter and her husband, placed their
home, Harefield Park, in England, at the disposal of the Commonwealth Government and, in four years,
4,000 soldiers passed through it.
Leamington - An 1873 subdivision of sections 450-51, 453-54, 458 and 526-27, Hundred of Belalie, by Robert
Hall, storekeeper, and suburban to Jamestown. The city of ‘Leamington’ is in Warwickshire, England, and
stands on the River Leam, hence ‘the town of the River Leam people’.
Leasingham - An 1850 subdivision of part sections 202, Hundred of Upper Wakefield, 18 km south of Clare,
by Euvidale S.N. Campbell, a former Major of the 90th Regiment Horse Guards: ‘[It is] in the centre of a
productive agricultural district and will ensure a fortune to those who may be first to establish within its
boundaries a steam flour mill, a brewery and other business establishments.’ Its post office was opened by
Stephen Hicks in 1863; it closed on 3 January 1920.
In 1914, it was reported that ‘some time ago the government purchased 873 acres adjoining the town of
Leasingham in the Clare district for the purpose of closer settlement. The land which will adjoin the railway
from Riverton to Spalding is well watered and is the centre of one of the most fertile fruit districts…’
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The name comes from Lincolnshire, where it was known as levesingehamin in 1190 - ‘the town (ham) of
Leofsige’s people’. East Leasingham was a subdivision of part section 201, Hundred of Upper Wakefield.
Leawood Gardens - It has been recorded that ‘George Stevenson JP (1799-1856) rendered considerable
service to South Australian horticulture by his patronage’:
At great expense he enclosed four town acres, built a residence and procured a wide variety of
fruit trees, vines, trees and shrubs, having the ulterior motive of acclimatising them for general
gardens. He employed people as gardeners/nurserymen and chose only those with considerable
talent.
There appeared to be considerable rivalry between Stevenson and John Bailey, so that when
Bailey commenced his enterprise at Hackney, Stevenson started a new garden at the bottom of
‘Breakneck Hill’ (‘Devil’s Elbow’ as the site is now known), on the Mount Barker Road. The
property was commonly known as ‘Stevenson’s Garden’ although named Leawood. A nursery
was developed there but did not operate commercially until it came into the hands of Edwin
Smith in 1874.
The name comes from Devon, England, and applied by the original owner of the land, Margaret Gorton,
who arrived in the Buffalo, in 1836; she was George Stevenson’s mother-in-law. (See Warrimoo & Snappers
Point)
In March 1870, a discovery was made of native quicksilver in a gully to the eastward of Stevenson’s Garden:
It appears that nearly a score of years ago an amateur sportsman named Othams picked up a
piece of cinnabar upon the property, but either could not or would not disclose the locality of the
land.
Ledgard Bridge - Built in 1871, near Cudlee Creek, it was opened, formally, by a Miss Kelly who broke a
bottle of wine over the structure. It was to be named the ‘Union Bridge’ because it formed the junction
between the District Councils of Para Wirra and Talunga but, as she was about to proclaim the name, Dr
Ledgard, who owned an adjoining property, waved his hat in the air and shouted ‘Ledgard’s Bridge’.
Thereafter, the bridge has been known by two names; it stood until 1914 when it was renewed after
breaking down under the load of a heavy waggon.
Leech, Lake - On section 13, Hundred of Wells, named by Prof. W.D. Williams on 6 October 1983 because
of the large number of leeches found in the lake.
Lefevre Peninsula - Named by Governor Hindmarsh on 3 June 1837 after Sir John G. Shaw-Lefevre, one of
the SA Colonisation Commissioners. The Aborigines knew it as mudlanga - ‘the nose’. (See Mudlinga)
The first people, being true antipodeans, navigated by the Southern Cross. Consequently, unlike
the newcomers who navigated by the Pole Star, they were in the habit of viewing their country
from the north to the south. When thus viewed on a map, the striking likeness of the peninsula
to a hooked and flattened nose is at once the vindication of the name and a tribute to the
powers of observation of the Kaurna.
In 1860, a complaint was made about the destruction of trees when attention was drawn to the ‘nightly
spoliation committed on Lefevre Peninsula… Night after night the sound of the saw and the axe is heard
resounding to the great vexation of those who wish to preserve the place…’ while in 1871:
Amongst the older inhabitants… some remember the locality being so thickly timbered that the
boats’ crews from the station were engaged to cut a lane through [so] that the signalman might
have an uninterrupted view from the pilot station to the Port. Many acts of vandalism have since
[been] perpetrated, and the whole face of the plain entirely denuded of trees… The want of fuel
caused the lot to be destroyed…
Later, it was said that it was ‘gradually being transformed from drifting sandhills and unproductive plains…
and extensive gardens are to be seen…’ (see Lefevre Peninsula) while, in 1870, it was remembered that ‘in
the early days of this colony [it] presented a very different aspect to that which it now wears’:
From the river bank, which was covered with mangroves, to the beach itself it was an extensive
bush, consisting of wattle, sheaoak, honeysuckle and other trees indigenous to the soil; but now,
through the wholesale destruction of the trees, and even the rushes, the soil has become
exposed, and being of a sandy nature, has drifted, to the great detriment of the place. Even the
mangroves have been nearly destroyed for the sake of firewood and in consequence the soil has
slowly but surely at every receding tide, drifted into the river channel.
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Leg of Mutton Lake - At Mount Gambier; its Aboriginal name was jatangula meaning ‘twin lakes’. A Forestry
Board was formed in Adelaide in 1875 and, a year later, a nursery was established at Mount Gambier when
Mr Beale, ranger, laid it out:
In the valley close to the Leg-of-Mutton lake and forming a pathway to the top of the bank down
to it… A neat, commodious and well-appointed residence will be erected for the caretaker on the
top of the bank, south east of the hospital… [It] will contain four rooms and will be provided with
an underground tank… Mr T. Haig is the contractor…
It was situated on the southern slope of the extinct volcano in a ‘nice sheltered valley’ where indigenous
and exotic trees were propagated. In 1884, 1,000 plants were put out; they were Pinus insignus with a few
eucalyptuses, but only 700 survived. The following year the whole reserve was planted with about 63,000
eucalypts of various kinds, 11,000 oaks, 8,000 pines and a miscellaneous lot of catalpas, planes, Queensland
box, ash, cork elms, etc. The ravages of opossums, hares, wallabies and kangaroos necessitated regular
plantings each year to offset the losses.
At this time the forest was in charge of Mr Charles Reade, well-known formerly as a gardener to Mr G.S.
Fowler. His residence was perched on the top of a rise above the lake and regular visitors were members
of the local gun club seeking permission to hunt game and animals within the forest and, considering that
in one year Mr Reade killed 300 opossums, 200 hares and 50 kangaroos they ‘always had a fair chance for
sport.’
Le Hunte - Sir George Ruthven Le Hunte, Governor of South Australia (1903-1909), is remembered by the
County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 5 November 1908 and Port Le Hunte, near Point Sinclair, which is shown
as ‘Port Irvine’ on old pastoral plans.
A photograph of the Governor, his wife and daughter is in the Chronicle, 27 February 1904, page 41.
In 1911, a party left Clare Bay at noon and anchored in Port Le Hunte, the port of Penong, at 2 p.m.:
The port, including the jetty, landing and shed, which were completed for the present harvest at
a cost of £8,000 are capitally illustrated in this week’s issue of the Observer… Wagons loaded
with wheat and drawn by 11 horses were coming down the sandy decline to the landing… The
first young fellow I spoke too was Jasper Sticant who had brought his wheat 30 miles from the
Hundred of Bagster…
Today, the jetty, 190 metres in length, is used as a recreational asset by the residents of Penong and
contiguous areas; a photograph is in the Observer, 9 February 1924, page 33.
Leigh Creek – There are two versions as to its nomenclature - Harry Leigh who was employed by Alexander
Glen, an associate of George H. Davenport and William Fowler, on an adjacent sheep run Observer of 26
August 1905 or ‘George Leigh, a stockman who was located for some years at Patay Springs, an outstation
of Moolooloo.’
On 14 May 1857, this country (in the vicinity of what is now the Town of Copley) was taken up by Messrs
Bunn and Weatherstone, who, later, declared it stocked with 600 head of cattle. The old Leigh Creek Head
Station was situated on the bank of the creek and George Bunn, writing to the Commissioner of Crown
Lands on 15 July 1858, in relation to stocking, dated his letter from ‘Leigh Creek’.
Later, when Bunn and Weatherstone surrendered this country, it was offered at auction on 10 March 1859,
with no bid, and on 10 June the same country was applied for and taken up by George Henry Davenport, of
Beaumont, and William Fowler, of Yorke Peninsula. (See Copley & Watherston, Lake.)
According to the Australian Encyclopaedia, ‘Aboriginal legends refer to Leigh Creek in such a way that it
has been suggested that the Aborigines knew of the existence of combustible material there.’ In 1888,
carbonaceous shale was discovered at the railway tank near Leigh Creek railway station (about half a mile
South-West of the present Copley siding) and at Glen’s Gums about five miles South-West of Mount Telford.
The Government Geologist, Henry Yorke Lyell Brown, visited the area in February 1889:
[He] expressed his opinion that the shales were probably of Mesozoic age, that there were more
good grounds for assuming the presence of coal in them, and that it was desirable to test the
question of the presence or absence of coal in workable quantities by boring or sinking shafts.
An alleged coal discovery was discussed in 1889:
The evidence for the presence of coal in the neighbourhood, from which the specimens have
been brought, must at present be regarded as somewhat slight, but there is sufficient to awaken
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much interest in the subject, and in the furtherance of both commercial and scientific objects it
would be well to prove what underlies these plant-bearing shales of Leigh’s Creek.
A private company was then organised [the Leigh Creek Mining Company], and they sank a shaft
70 feet, at which depth the great influx of water prevented further sinking. Subsequently, this
company, on the recommendation of the Government Geologist, received assistance from the
government, who provided a diamond drill and undertook the payment of two-thirds of the cost
of boring. The bore was started at Glen’s Gums on 7 February 1890.
Intermittent mining took place in subsequent years but was of little importance until the 1940s when a coal
shortage during World War II prompted the South Australian Government to begin a search for workable
deposits, commencing in August 1941 at Glen’s Gums, now known as ‘Telford’. The Leigh Creek School
opened in 1895; name altered to ‘Leigh Creek South Area’ in 1980.
The original town was moved south to enable mining operations to continue and the new town was named
Leigh Creek South on 5 October 1979. In 1982, in view of the international recognition of the names of
Leigh Creek and Leigh Creek South and the strong opposition by the Electricity Trust of South Australia to
the proposed change of name of the town of Leigh Creek South, the Geographical Names Board rejected
the proposal to commemorate the discoverer of coal in the region by changing the name of the town of
Leigh Creek South to Reid.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 10 September 1910, page 29.
Leighton - A post office opened in 1877 by J. Burden on section 442, Hundred of Ayers, 13 km west of Burra.
Its school, opened by Bridget Corcoran in 1880, was listed, officially, as ‘Leighton (Baldry)’. It derives from
the Œ lehtune - ‘a herb garden’ or leactun - ‘an enclosure for leeks’. (See Baldry)
Leisler Hills - North of Ooldea. According to Rodney Cockburn they were named after Louis Leisler, a
benefactor of Mr Tietkins, when he endeavoured to open up adjoining country.
Lenswood - Five kilometres west of Lobethal. The name, in existence since 1917, was taken from the coal
mining town of Lens, Pas-de-Calais, France, which was on the front line for most of World War I and suffered
enormous damage. In 1917, there is a report of a meeting held at the eastern end of Forest Range to discuss
whether a post office could be provided in that part of the district, and a deputation was arranged to wait
on the Deputy Postmaster-General. Several names for the post office were suggested (including Lensdale)
and, with the concurrence of the Surveyor-General, the name Lenswood was chosen. The area was known,
originally, as ‘Mitchell Flat’; Thomas Neilson Mitchell obtained the grant of section 5144 in 1850. (See
Mitchell Flat)
Leonaville - (See Schuetze Landing)
Lesleyville - An unofficial name given to sections 71-72, Hundred of Pirie, each of which contains nine acres.
In 1949, the ‘Port Football Club’ purchased one of them; now included in Port Pirie South. Although there
is no official plan lodged of this subdivision, records show it bounded by Bellevue Terrace and
Westmoreland, Kildare and Leonard Streets.
Lester - A 1901 subdivision of sections 145-46, 154 and 156, Hundred of Pirie, by Mary Ann Petty; now
included in Port Pirie South. Rodney Cockburn says it was named after R.W.J. Lester, an early resident.
Level Post Bay - In Lake Eyre North, named by Mr C.W. Bonython, who erected a level gauge post (water)
in the lake bed.
Levels, The - Near Dry Creek. The name, taken from an old homestead, standing on part lots 101 and 103,
section 2185, Hundred of Yatala., that, today, is on the State Heritage List. In 1909, Levels Estate was laid
out by James Hurtle Morphett; now included in the suburbs of Wingfield, Dry Creek, Parafield, Green Fields,
The Levels, Pooraka and Cross Keys. (See Mawson)
There are few if any men in South Australia who have gone in for raising one particular breed of
sheep, either so practically or so successfully, as Mr E.W. Pitts of the stock farm, appropriately
called ‘The Levels’, at Dry Creek… Originally, the place was part of the extensive sheep-breeding
properties of Mr C.B. Fisher, of Hill River fame, some 17 years ago, and Mr Pitts, who was his able
manager, purchased the sections…
The name The Levels was given, also, to a subdivision of part of ‘Firle’, in 1881, by George W. Cotton and
Edward A.D. Opie; later, a 1919 subdivision was described as being situated in a ‘healthy, elevated and
progressive neighbourhood fronting Shelley and Gwynne Streets’ in Firle.
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Levens - Thomas and William Laidlaw Davidson were lessees of nearby sections they called Levens on Yorke
Peninsula. The family came from Perth, in Scotland, and the town of Leven is 37 km from that city and
derives from either the Gaelic leamham - ‘an elm wood’ or lean - ‘swampy place’. Leven Beach Conservation
Park was named in September 1984 and comprises section 161, Hundred of Para Wurlie, the Levens Post
Office existed from August 1879 to May 1883 while Levens School was opened in 1882 and closed in 1943.
In 1889, it was said that Mr T. Davidson ‘like many of his neighbours who have gone over the Border’:
Discovered that this part of the district is not fit for agriculture, and that it is not suitable for
sheep and cattle, unless in conjunction with land further from the sea owing to the prevalence of
coast disease. He has, however, found it eminently adapted for horses… Some of the land which
would not grow wheat has been turned to account by the planting of wattles. One plantation of
about 100 acres was started about five years ago and was found to be in such good condition as
to earn the warm approval of the Conservator… (See Scab, Mount)
Levenger Creek - Near the Musgrave Ranges, named by Ernest Giles on 7 September 1873 after Bernhard
Levenger of Melbourne, a subscriber to the expedition’s funds. Some records show his name as ‘Levinger’.
Levi Creek - About 10 km North-East of Truro and Levi Hill, on section 467, Hundred of Ayers, recall Philip
Levi, pastoralist. (See Vale Park)
Levisham - In 1868, it was described as a subdivision of part section 295, at Glen Osmond, into 40 allotments
and ‘being distinguished for its salubrity, the soil being good and the water excellent.’
Lewis - John Lewis, MLC (1898-1923), born at Brighton in 1842, ran away from home in 1856 and worked
on country properties, where he became an expert bushman. ‘He was sometimes brusque, always brief and
forthright in his political stance… work not talk was his philosophy.’ He died in Adelaide in August 1923 and
is buried at Burra. The Hundred of Lewis, County of Buccleuch, was proclaimed on 18 September 1902. (See
Benacre)
Lewis Bay, in Lake Eyre North, was named after J.W. Lewis, who explored and surveyed the lake in 187475, was a Government Surveyor and accompanied Messrs Elder and Hughes exploration party under P. E.
Warburton in 1873. He died in Western Australia in 1881.
Lewis Island, near Thistle Island, was named by Matthew Flinders after one of his crew, who was drowned
at Cape Catastrophe.
Lewiston - Was a subdivision of part section 130, Hundred of Port Gawler, by Henry Hornhardt, circa 1855,
when the only recorded sale was the transfer of one acre of land to the District Council of Mudla Wirra. In
1866, it was described as having a post office, chapel and public school. (Official records show the post
office opening in January 1868 with Elizabeth Mitchell in charge; it closed on 29 December 1922.)
Its nomenclature is lost in the mists of time; however, the most likely candidate for the honour is the
Reverend John Milbourne Lewis, the local Congregational Church minister from 10 April 1853 until his death
on 29 September 1855 when he ‘was taken to his rest’:
He was laid aside from his ministry duties by illness for about three months prior to his death…
while he lived he earned by his intelligence, amiability and catholic spirit the esteem and love of
all who knew him and now is fulfilled the saying ‘The memory of the just is blessed.’
After his death it was said that ‘he was characterised by a force and activity of mind, a clearness of
conception, and a power of discrimination rarely equalled’:
His judgement was sound, his imagination vivid, though always restrained by a taste highly
refined, and severe almost to a fault. He had an intense love of the beautiful in nature. His
knowledge of general literature, which was considerable, was remarkably accurate, and his
acquaintance with mental science profound… As he kept away from the ‘metropolis’ he was not
so well-known…
Further information on him was recorded in 1909 when ‘an interesting ceremony took place in the
graveyard of the Gawler River Methodist Church, namely the unveiling of a memorial stone erected over
the remains of the Rev J.M. Lewis who was the minister of the Gawler Congregational Church for two and
a half years in the fifties. He was closely connected with friends of Gawler River and expressed a wish to be
buried [there]…’
Congregational Church records of the Gawler River parish do not show Henry Hornhardt as a member of
the congregation, but he was a councillor of the District Council of Mudla Wirra when he sold a lot in
‘Lewiston’ to that council in 1855 and, coincidentally or otherwise, a fellow member of the council was
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Walter Duffield, a trustee of the Gawler River Congregational Church. The fact that the date of the
subdivision all but coincides with the death of Rev. Lewis places him high on a list of people or places
considered by Henry Hornhardt before bestowing the name.
Rodney Cockburn says it was ‘probably christened after James Lewis who came out with Colonel Light in
the Rapid’ and concludes with the comment that ‘if this is not the derivation, it is a coincidence that
Lewiston and Light follow one another in the officially prepared list of private townships.’
Liebelt Hill - On section 3700, Hundred of Macclesfield, recalls Johann Christoph Liebelt (1825-1910) and
Johann Gottlieb Liebelt (1823-1893), early landholders in the district following their arrival in the Zebra in
1838.
Light - Colonel William Light, the first Surveyor-General, has his name commemorated by County of Light,
proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and Hundred of Light on 7 August 1851; its school opened in 1903 and became
‘Freeling North’ in 1907.
Light Pass, a railway station near Nuriootpa was known formerly as ‘Minkie’; its post office opened on 1
May 1906 and closed on 30 June 1960; its school opened in 1917. The name appeared first in connection
with Flaxman Special Surveys of 1839 and, in a letter written by Colonel Light to Charles Flaxman on 29 July
1839, he said that ‘the flat and finely wooded country near the foot of that part of the low range you have
been pleased to call “Light’s Pass” is I think, one of the most valuable and eligible I have yet seen.’ In the
same paper a copy of the letter from Light, Finniss & Co. to Charles Flaxman, under the same date, contains
the following:
The River Gawler which forms the main drain of the northern district and which from its neverfailing supply of good water and the available nature of the country on its banks will in time
become dotted with villages and hamlets from the Town of Gawler situated on Murray Pass to
Light Pass.
Light Pass is described in these letters and other reports and it is clear it refers to the opening of the hills
through which the Gawler River flows. From the above extracts it is clear that Flaxman named Light Pass
and it would appear that he did it at the time he was selecting his areas for a Special Survey.
In 1919, it was reported that ‘on Friday last the Register reported a speech by Mr S. Plush, a returned
soldier, alleging that the German language was being taught in the Light’s Pass School on Saturdays, and
that the German teacher had been retained at his old salary’:
A meeting of the Light’s Pass residents was called… Mr Schwarzkopf, who was teacher at the
Light’s Pass Lutheran School before the building was taken over by the Education Department,
and who conducts the classes complained of, said that nothing but religion was taught… the
children being prepared for their confirmation classes… Mr Schulz pointed out that the
government allowed these classes, and had no objection to the young being taught religion in
the German language… It was resolved to send to the Premier a protest and an assurance that
the statement made by Mr Plush was incorrect and misleading…
Light Passage is near Port Adelaide; Light Range, in the vicinity of the boundary between the Hundreds of
Light and Kapunda is sometimes called Bethel Range; in the early days River Light, which the Aborigines
called Yarralinka, was known, commonly, as ‘The Dirty Light’ (See Dirty Light & Hamilton) ‘A resident of
Fords wrote complaining of the pollution of the River Light by a woolwashing establishment near Kapunda.
The water had been made quite black and horses had died from drinking it…’
The town of Light was laid out in 1860 on section 1411 into blocks of 5 acres and upwards:
[They] can be purchased, thus affording an opportunity of securing sufficient land for the
purpose of a paddock, market garden or substantial residence… Many have frontages to the
River Light. This well-known section is the one selected, originally, as the site for the Kapunda
railway terminus situated about a mile from that now determined upon…
Light Town was a subdivision of part section 581, Hundred of Port Gawler, by Thomas Stephenson in 1873.
In 1874, Light Brook was shown as a school near Kapunda conducted in a house by Louisa E. Hopkins.
A photograph of Theberton Hall in England and information on its proposed sale are in the Register, 9
February 1928, pages 7d-10. (See Adelaide, Colonel Light Gardens & Lower Light)
Statues to Colonel Light
On 11 October 1840 David Crafer of the Norfolk Hotel, ‘near Mount Lofty’, addressed his proposal for the
erection of a ‘plain column’ at the summit to commemorate the memory of Colonel William Light:
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It is proposed to erect upon the summit of Mount Lofty (where there is abundance of stone and
other material) a plain column of considerable size and altitude…
It is not proposed to deprive Light Square of a monument worthy of the name of the great man
whose mortal remains are there deposited, but to furnish that part of the city with a mausoleum
better calculated perhaps to honor the place of his interment, than a mere mass of masonry,
which [if placed] in such a position would soon be comparatively eclipsed.
If the design I have announced should be honoured by the approval of the authorities and
influential colonists, I will be at the expense of preparing estimates for publication, and then
declare how far I am disposed to assist in the erection.
Some three years later it is apparent that Mr Crafer’s suggestion had not been adopted:
I think we might well recall the public attention to one suggested by Mr Crafer as decidedly the
best. It was simply to raise a plain column or tower on the top of Mount Lofty. All, I am sure, will
agree that it is the most useful, as also the most substantial mode of spending the fund [of £900]
- if it ever to be spent - and preserving his memory.
At this time there was much dissension as to the best location for the structure; some felt the suggestion
of Light Square to be absurd while others plumped for Mount Lofty ‘as it is the only one of any consequence
to enable the traveller or seaman to discover the direction of the metropolis of this country.’
Liguanea Island - South-West of Sleaford Bay on southern Eyre Peninsula and named by Matthew Flinders
on 18 February 1802, in honour of a friend, Mr Wiles, who once lived on an estate of that name in Jamaica.
(See Wiles, Cape)
Lillecrapp Creek - In the Hundred of Ward and named after a family that held land in the area for several
generations.
Lilydale - A post office on Mutooroo Station, near Yunta, opened in November 1904 and known, formerly,
as ‘Manunda’. (See Urrbrae)
Lily, Mount - The Mount Lily Mine, worked from 1866, was said to be near the old Victoria mine at
Montacute and samples were brought to the city and, simultaneously, a prospectus was exhibited in
Muirhead’s window in King William Street. A newspaper report in June 1866 said it was ‘within an easy two
hours ride of King William Street in beautiful country, well watered, well sheltered and dotted with pleasant
cottages.’
Limbra, Lake - (See Suicide Bridge)
Limestone - The name Limestone Flats had its name changed to ‘Kupmun’ between 10 March 1839 and 26
June 1849 being an address given by T.A. Wells when writing to Charles Bonney in Adelaide; at a later date
it became ‘Yallum’. (See Yallum)
Alexander Cameron, under occupation licence, circa 1845, gave the name Limestone Ridge to a property
near Penola that became pastoral lease no. 180 of 1851. (See Penola)
Limestone Valley is on sections 2025 and 3021 about 5 km from Gawler ‘near Lyndoch Valley’.
Limestone Well School, near Port Augusta, was opened in 1884; it closed in 1898.
We have at present [for a school] but a little hut 12 feet by 20, built and kindly lent by one of the
farmers… Though satisfactory reports have been sent in and a visit paid by the school inspector
to arrange a site… nothing has been done. The children have hardly room to turn… The Hon.
Minister also led the delegation to understand that an unused wooden schoolhouse at Baroota
should be shifted to the vicinity…
But alas for the scholars of Limestone Well; the ever-watchful and energetic members for Port
Germein, hearing of this schoolroom, swooped down upon the Hon. Minister and as usual
carried all before them, including the wooden schoolhouse which has since departed
Germeinwards… To attempt longer to squeeze the present attendance… and the master in this
wretched little wigwam is a disgrace to the department.
Lincoln - A post office on section 221, Hundred of Wiltunga, was named Lincoln Fields and opened in
October 1886.
Lincoln Gap is 19 km South-West of Port Augusta and the highway to Port Lincoln passes through it.
Possibly, the name was taken from the ‘Lincoln Gap Run’ held by Charles Swinden from 8 July 1857 (lease
no. 559 - see lease no. 1794, also).
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In 1898, Lincoln Gap was the ‘agricultural settlement so often referred to as an instance of the folly of
attempting to grow wheat outside the rainfall line’:
Yet there is some excuse for the attempt by men who came away from the settled country in the
fact that in 1893 two of the earliest settlers, Messrs Moule and Herde, reaped nearly 20 bushels
to the acre… Neither he nor neighbours have had any crops since. Though attempts have been
made each year…
The Lincoln Gap School was opened in 1901 in a small cottage standing on ‘School Creek’ and, when it closed
in 1903, ‘its desks, blackboards, etc., were given to the Mould [sic] family, who continued the education of
children by governesses at their own expense.’
Port Lincoln was named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802 after his native County of Lincolnshire,
England. The name Lincoln comes from Lyndecolline - the principal port of the town stood upon a collyne ‘a hill’. Baudin called it Port de la Confiance (Port Safety), while Freycinet’s charts show it as ‘Port
Champagny’ - Jean Champagny (1756-1834) who, in 1799, was appointed Councillor of State by Napoleon,
in 1804 Minister of the Interior and subsequently Minister of Foreign Affairs, where he succeeded the
famous Talleyrand. The Aborigines called it kallinyalla - ‘haunt of seagulls’.
The next visitor to the area was Captain George Goold in the Strapper in 1827 and the Jackass in 1828 when
he spent three weeks in Boston Bay and ‘travelled about three miles inland … The harbour, soil, climate,
position of commerce and vicinity to excellent fishing grounds render the formation of a colony highly
desirable,’
A photograph of unloading cargo at the jetty is in the Chronicle, 29 December 1906, page 25, of the jetty
in the Observer, 14 January 1922, page 23, 20 January 1923, page 27, of an oyster fishery on 16 December
1911, page 4 (supp.), 10 December 1921, page 24, of ‘Starting for Lake Wangary’ in the Chronicle, 22
September 1906, page 35, of the freezing works on 21 June 1924, page 38, 27 September 1924, page 38, of
the first aeroplane to land at Port Lincoln on 25 July 1929, page 36, of street flooding on 23 July 1931, page
31, of beach sports on 18 February 1932, page 34, of a cycle-car built by Dr Kinmont in 1904 on 15 June
1933, page 36, of ‘seaweed armchairs’ on 9 August 1934, page 34, of basketball teams on 20 and 27
September 1934, pages 37 and 35, of a football team on 24 October 1935, page 36, of lifesavers on 2 April
1936, page 37, of St John Ambulance members on 9 April 1936, page 31.
The Hundred of Lincoln, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851; Port Lincoln on 27 June
1837 and the town of Port Lincoln surveyed by Benjamin Pratt Winter in 1839.
Linden Park - The suburb was laid out on part sections 292-93, Hundred of Adelaide, by A.B.D. Davies, G.P.
Doolette, H.J. Hill, E.V. Joyner, J.H.C. Langdon and F.A. Price in 1884. They adopted the name from a
property named ‘Linden’, owned, originally, by Alexander Hay and named by him, probably after some
former Scottish associations: ‘[It] adjoins the majestic estate and mansion of Hon. Alex. Hay… a fashionable
locality [and] cool summer resort.’
Mr Hay was born in Dunfermline, County Fifeshire, Scotland, on 12 January 1820, where in the Middle Ages
the name was written as dun-fiar-llyn - ‘the fortified hill by the crooked stream’. Further, the only stream
of any importance in the county is the ‘River Lyne’, sometimes called the ‘Spital Burn’.
There is a ‘Lindean’ in Selkirkshire, written as Lyndon in 1275 and Lindene in 1353; ‘Lyndean’ is, also, the
name of a parish in present-day ‘Galashiels’ and derived from the Gaelic lynn-din - ‘pool by the hill’. There
is an Old English word lind meaning the ‘linden (lime) tree’, while the Norse lind means ‘well’ or ‘spring’.
(See Linwood)
Rodney Cockburn says it is a ‘Bavarian name, immortalised in the well-known poem Hohenlinden by
Campbell. This poem was cleverly parodied by the auctioneers …’ (See Linwood & ‘Source Notes’)
O’er Linden when the sun is low,
In ‘olden days when Earth was young
Had Linden to existence sprung
The cooling breezes blow
So bounteous are its beauties flung And glorious is the golden glow
It would have been Eve’s paradise. Of sunlight on the horizon.
A photograph of Greenhill Road and houses is in the Chronicle, 17 November 1932, page 32.
Linde Reserve - Rodney Cockburn records it as being situated at Saint Peters and named after Mr H. Linde,
a distiller and coppersmith, who had a business at 87 Rundle Street, (See Linde Lane)
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Lindfield - In 1849, a roving reporter said:
Having occasion to visit the neighbourhood district of Barossa called ‘Lindfield’ about four miles
from Lyndoch Valley, two from the Enterprise Mine and one from the Uraparinga Mine I was not
a little struck to observe the rapid improvement that is making in this, as well as other parts of
the Colony.
School examinations at the Linfield (sic) School were reported in 1851 when ‘a public tea meeting was held
at the close to which all visitors were invited; about 100 persons sat down to tea’:
The prizes were awarded to the children in the evening… The parents would be glad to see some
alteration in the government grant for education in this instance; the number of scholars… is 19,
which falls short by only one of the required number.
An 1851 report refers to a Linfield (sic) Bethel Chapel being opened in 1849 and said to be ‘…about oneand-a-half miles from the Enterprise Mine and three from Lyndoch Valley.’ Newspaper reports interchange
between the two renditions of the name.
Lindisfarne - A homestead, south of Maitland, named after a namesake in Northumberland, England, known
also as ‘Holy Island’. A Benedictine church, now in ruins, was built there in 1093. It translates as ‘the farm
near the River Linde’. (See Durham)
Lindley, Hundred of - In the County of Burra, proclaimed on 3 March 1881; its school opened in 1887 and
closed circa 1923. John Lindley (1799-1865), was a botanist, horticulturist and an associate of Sir Joseph
Banks. It adjoined the Hundred of Schomburgk, named after another botanist but, unfortunately, erased
from the map during the anti-German movement of World War I.
Lindsay - Near Mount Gambier. In 1887, it was said to be ‘situated right on the border. It was an original
crossing place for sheep and, at one time, surveyed as a township…’ (See Lindsay Crossing & under Breakpole
Marsh for a possible explanation of its nomenclature.)
Lindsay Creek, in the Far North, was discovered and named by John McD. Stuart on 2 February 1861 after
John Lindsay, MP (1860-1871). Born in Scotland, he came to Adelaide, circa 1853, in the Rialto and among
his fellow passengers was Thomas McT. Gibson and George Main and, soon after his arrival, became a
partner with Mr Main as general merchants; in 1854 they were joined by John Acraman. He was
Commissioner of Public Works from October 1861 until February 1862 in the Waterhouse ministry. A
bachelor, he died at the Pier Hotel, Glenelg, in 1898, aged 77.
Point Lindsay, near Streaky Bay, named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas, honours the same gentleman. (See
Gibson Peninsula & Maryvale)
Lindsay Crossing is in the Lower South-East. After the death of E.J. Leake of Glencoe Station in 1867,
Captain Arthur F. Lindsay worked the property with his sons William, Samuel and Edward from 1868 to
1882.
Lindsay Park, a property near Angaston, remembers John Lindsay Angas, brother of George Fife Angas.
Linfield - (See Lindfield)
Ling, Lake - On section 395, Hundred of Waterhouse, recalls Mrs Sarah Ling, a home nurse, who died at
Robe on 15 February 1944, aged 100.
Linois, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, discovered and named by Baudin on 2 January 1803 after Rear Admiral
Charles Durand, Comte de Linois (1761-1848); noted for his caution he incurred Napoleon’s deep
displeasure who declared that ‘he made the French flag the laughing stock of the universe.’ He interested
himself in attempts to effect the release of Matthew Flinders and died in 1848.
Linwood - A subdivision of section 294, Hundred of Light, 24 km north of Gawler, by Alexander Hay (18201898), circa 1857, who may have named it after a town in Renfrewshire, Scotland, derived from the Gaelic
lynn - ‘pool’, thus ‘pool in the wood’; other sources suggest it means ‘lime wood’. In 1866 it boasted of a
post office and the ‘Light Bridge Hotel’. (See Linden Park)
Linwood is a small settlement on the main road to Adelaide, almost midway between Tarlee and
Templars [sic]. Only a few farmers and a schoolhouse and post office can be seen but the district
is productive from an agricultural point of view. Mr P. J. Callier is the schoolmaster and Miss L.
Callier, the postmistress…
In 1875, the school was conducted by Annie Roe with 45 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1867 and closed in
1911.
Lion Head - Is a descriptive name applied to a cliff-face, on section 386, at Port Willunga.
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Lion, Mount - It was here on section 435, Hundred of Hindmarsh, that Robert Leake’s dog, Lion, fought a
pack of wild dogs and died from severe injuries. (See Glencoe)
Going through the bush, the road being considerably to his right, Lion was in advance of his
master when a dingo pounced upon him from the scrub, quickly followed by another. As Mr
Robert was thinking ‘Lion will make short work of you’, two others joined in the attack. Mr
Robert went to his dog’s assistance, possessing a good stout waddy, thinking that some of them
would bolt.
None of them did this, however, but even sprang at him. He soon laid two of them low with the
waddy. Lion had one by the throat, which was soon dispatched; the other scarcely able to drag
himself away in the scrub, was tried to be caught by Lion; but he was too exhausted to stand up.
The mauling that poor Lion got in this encounter was the cause of his death not long after.
Lipson - Thomas Lipson, born in 1783, entered the Royal Navy in 1794 and, in 1836, came to South Australia
as Naval Officer for the colony and, soon after, was appointed Collector of Customs and Harbour Master at
Port Adelaide. During the next twenty years he made many coastal surveys and, upon his retirement, in
1855, was presented with a silver tea service by the residents of Port Adelaide. His name is remembered by
the town of Lipson, 13 km north of Tumby Bay, surveyed in 1872 and offered for sale on 17 April 1873.
In 1878, races took place on Boxing Day and those officiating were as follows:
Judge - Mr C.W. Dutton; Stewards - Messrs C. Swaffer, S. Scott, A. Howard, R. Myers, M.
Morrison and T. Donlan; Starter - Mr B.W. Wilkinson; Clerk of Course - Mr T. Priest… The settling
took place at Host Garrett’s in the evening after which dancing was kept up till an early hour next
morning…
Photographs of the Institute and its committee are in the Chronicle, 25 February 1911, page 31, of football
teams on 15 and 29 October 1936, pages 32 and 38.
Its post office, opened as ‘Yarandale’ in November 1873, closed in 1909 on becoming ‘Lipson’; its school
opened in 1881 as ‘Yaranyacka’ and closed in 1950. Lipson Cove, 13 km ENE of Lipson, was named by
Governor Gawler in 1840 when Captain Lipson was in company with him on an official visit to the district;
it is marked on an 1848 plan of John Tennant’s Run by J. McD. Stuart; a jetty was built there in 1882, closed
in 1935 and demolished in 1949; Lipson Island and Lipson Island Conservation Park; Lipson Reach, near
Port Adelaide; Lake Lipson, named by Charles Sturt in 1845; this comprised modern-day ‘Lake Lady Blanche’
and ‘Lake Sir Richard’.
Litchfield Hut - North-West of Pernatty Lagoon, recalls John Munro Litchfield (ca.1840-1910), who held the
area under pastoral lease in 1874; his parents, Charles William (ca.1803-1850) and Ellen nee Munro (18181908) arrived in the D’Auvergne in 1839.
Little - In November 1839 Little Adelaide was a resubdivision of lots 41, 42 and 44 of ‘Prospect’ by Charles
Calton (1808-1862), James Coltman (ca.1807-1849) and Thomas Carter; now included in Thorngate.
The joint proprietors advertised it as follows:
32 quarter-acre blocks in the beautifully situated village of Little Adelaide adjacent to Walkerville.
These singularly advantageous freeholds command views of the gulf - the North Arm - the
Adelaide plains and the Mount Barker range of hills and are within a few minutes walk of North
Adelaide.
In 1846, it was reported that ‘the Right Reverend Father [Murphy] paid a visit to Little Dublin, two miles
from Mr McFarlane’s [at] Mount Barker where he held a confirmation of 19 persons in a barn neatly and
tastefully fitted up for the occasion.’ (See Dublin)
The feature known as Little Hell, south of Melrose on the Port Germein Road, was a short cut through the
range and so named because of the difficulties it presented to drays negotiating it.
Little Island, near Thistle Island, was named by Matthew Flinders after one of his crew drowned at Cape
Catastrophe.
Little Kalkabury - (See Sunny Vale)
Little Queenstown - (See Queenstown)
Little Sahara, near Vivonne Bay on Kangaroo Island, is a large area of moving drifting sand.
Little Scotland was the name given to the area adjoining the Lower Murray, or Goolwa Channel, of the
subdivision of Goolwa Extension. It was developed for, and occupied by, emigrants from the eastern coast
of Scotland, who served as crewmen on the paddle-steamers.
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Little Swamp, near Port Lincoln, was described as ‘a circular sheet of water, shallow and overgrown, with
rushes and thatching grass’:
A township is said to exist here, but the only indication of such are a wayside inn and a few
scattered farm houses on small holdings. This swamp has many inlets but no outlet except when
flooded and then it flows on to the Duck Ponds… There is a flux quarry here. The flux is carted to
and shipped from Port Lincoln…
Records in the Department of Lands show Little Swamp as a subdivision of section 64, Hundred of Lincoln.
Its school, opened by Thomas Sweetman in 1867, closed in 1943; its post office opened in 1869 and closed
in 1904. (See Coontapoo & Hawson Range)
Little Totness - (See Totness)
Little Yerda Well - (See Glenloth)
Littlehampton - The foundation of the village, three km west of Mount Barker, is possibly unique in that
the owners of three sections of land (5008, 5010, 5011) decided to subdivide a portion of their respective
properties for which they received land grants in 1849. They were John Smith, surgeon of Blakiston, Thomas
Biddles, farmer, Francis Robert Hunt, brewer and Benjamin Gray, brewer, all of Mount Barker. Benjamin
Gray (1810-1879) was born in Little Hampton, Sussex, England, arriving in the Katherine Stewart Forbes, in
1839; he died at Blakiston.
The subdivision was made sometime prior to June 1851 but it was not until 1857 that a plan of the township
was deposited in the General Registry Office. Its post office opened as Little Hampton in 1851, probably to
conform to the English transcription, and changed to its present format in 1859. Three years later its first
hotel opened and was given the name ‘Great Eastern’ after the highway that ran through the village; its
school opened in 1892.
Among its cottage industries was an establishment conducted by Mrs Fleet, who had, ‘for many years,
perseveringly laboured in this industry and with some amount of success’:
At the last three February shows… her silk - tastefully skeined and got up in ornamental cases - has
obtained prizes. Greater progress has been retarded by the want of a good supply of leaves on her
own premises. Several neighbours who have mulberry trees have placed their leaves at her
disposal, but the labour of gathering them from large trees, and the impossibility of supplying them
fresh to the worms, have been a continual drawback. At present Mrs Fleet has between ten and
twenty thousand worms in the boxes… She also has others hatching… (See East Hampton)
A photograph of a road outside the town is in the Chronicle, 31 December 1904, page 29.
Liverpool - A 1904 subdivision of sections 476-78 and 483-85, Hundred of Pirie, by Henry Inglis; now
included in Port Pirie West. It may relate to the English city, derived from the Œ leber - ‘rush like plant’. (See
New Liverpool)
Mount Liverpool - (See Kurawala)
Livingston, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 18 September 1902. John Livingston,
MP (1899-1906), born at Mount Gambier in 1857, became Mayor of that town in 1899 before entering
Parliament; he died in Melbourne in September 1935.
Llandower - A 1912 subdivision of part section 279 (part block 30 of Bakewell Town), Hundred of Adelaide,
by J.H. Garden; now included in Payneham between Payneham and Portrush Roads and bisected by
Bakewell Road. ‘Evandale House’ stood on this section and, later, was renamed ‘Llandower House’. The
name comes from Wales and translates as ‘dark church’. (See Evandale)
Llwchwr - The English and Australian Copper Company Ltd gave this Welsh name to a subdivision of section
2067, Hundred of Kooringa, circa 1855, in which year the company brought out Welsh smeltermen and
created this village with Welsh street names; the name itself means ‘a lake’ and its English translation is
‘Loughour’. (See Burra)
Loaf Corner - In the Hundred of Menzies on Kangaroo Island, so named, in 1967, because a loaf of bread
lay on the side of the road for several days.
Lobethal - Lobethal was founded by German emigrants who, in South Australia, enjoyed a degree of
religious and civil freedom quite unknown in the Fatherland at the time. Hence their glad feelings found
expression in a name signifying ‘valley of praise’.
Wilhelm Ey, of Lobethal, wrote in 1908:
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Permit me to forward you a few translated extracts from a book published in 1880 and edited by
my father (Rev. I.M.R. Ey), which is considered the most reliable and authentic of the foundation
of the German villages. The bulk of the persecuted Lutherans of Lobethal, with their beloved
Pastor (G.D. Fritsche) came out on a ship Skiold, which arrived in Port Adelaide on October 28,
1841, after an eighteen weeks trip, during which no fewer than 44 deaths occurred.
They were temporarily taken care of and welcomed by the somewhat earlier pioneers of Klemzig
and Hahndorf and some went up to the Tanunda district. After having been informed by our late
venerable teacher (Mr Ferdinand Mueller), who was shepherding on the Onkaparinga at this
time, that they could get some three sections of land containing about 168 acres somewhere up
the western branch, eighteen of these sturdy family heads clubbed together to found this
settlement.
However, there were considerable difficulties in the way, and besides, still owing the best part of
their passage money, they were without funds, which difficulty was however overcome by
borrowing the money from the only one with spare means - the mother-in-law of their Pastor.
Mr Flaxman, agent for Mr Angas, sold the syndicate a land order for £5, without which it was
impossible to then secure any government land, but a worse difficulty was that not one of the
Skiold passengers was naturalized, so a tailor by the name of Krumnow, with communistic and
erratic social and religious ideas, who had been a British subject for some time, bought the land
for the 18 families, and caused them much worry and trouble.
On 4 May, the lots had been cut up and given over to the respective families by the above
named Mr Ferdinand Mueller, who measured them in the presence of Mr Krumnow. As it was
found only two acres were left for the church and educational purposes, patriotic Mr Mueller
presented the congregation with the two acres allotted to himself, and on that day it received
the name of Lobethal, taken from Book II of Chronicles, Chapter 20, Verse 26, which according to
Luther’s translation, means Lobethal or ‘valley of praise’.
Two years after this another shipload arrived and settled down in Shoenthal [sic], a valley not
quite two miles from here and close to Charleston. They built a very large church which is still our
pride. The contractors were the late Mr F.W. Kleinschmidt (the oldest German colonist, who, I
think, came to Australia in 1836) and Mr E. Klar, both deceased.
In a 1929 letter Rev John Blacket said that ‘it was so named on the basis of 2 Chronicles, 20-26, which, in
Luther’s version, reads as follows - “And in the fourth day they assembled themselves at Lobethal, for there
they praised the Lord… the name of that place is called Lobethal unto this day”.’
An early spelling of Lobethal was ‘Loubeth Hall’. (See Appendix 15)
Local residents fought hard for the retention of the German name in 1916-1917, when the Nomenclature
Committee’s choice of the Aboriginal ‘Marananga’ was discarded in favour of ‘Tweedvale’, bestowed in
recognition of the local woollen industry.
In 1870, it was reported that ‘a public meeting was held at the Town Hall Exchange Room to consider the
subject of the establishment of a tweed, blanket, drugget and flannel manufactory… Mr J. Flemming
remarked that seeing that the government were offering a bonus for the first 10,000 yards of tweed
manufactured in the colony, he inserted an advertisement in the papers…’ while in the book Sunny South
Australia, May Vivienne says:
The far-seeing German settlers, knowing the soundness of the wool grown in the district, decided
that a tweed factory would prove a good thing for them. They accordingly secured possession of
an old building which had been used as a brewery, and started to work in a small way. By careful
manufacture, the goods that made found favour, the works yearly increased in importance, they
taught their children all they knew, and business prospered.
Lobethal was returned to local nomenclature by Act no. 223/1935, assented to 12 December 1935.
Photographs of the woollen factory are in the Observer, 2 and 9 December 1905, pages 29 and 30, 28
February 1914, page 32, of the town on 2 December 1905, page 30, 2 June 1928, page 36, Chronicle, 12
October 1933, page 46, of the Institute committee on 21 November 1908, page 30, of the old college
parsonage and early settlers on 30 March 1929, page 40, of a railway carriage utilised as a golf clubhouse
on 21 May 1931, page 32, 8 February 1934, page 38.
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Lochaber - Governor Fergusson named the Hundred of Lochaber, County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 15
July 1869 and, possibly, had in mind a lake and district in Invernesshire, Scotland. (See Glen Roy)
The rabbit menace was discussed in 1886:
It is now three months since the [rabbit] parties were shifted from Lochaber and we protested
against the action of the Chief Inspector… before they had cleared the rabbits off unoccupied
lands… Some of the farmers are fearing that they won’t be able to save their crops from the
swarms of rabbits that flock onto them of a night from adjoining lands…
The Lochaber Post Office stood on section 85 twenty-five kilometres North-West of Naracoorte and derives
from the Gaelic abar - ‘a marsh’; other sources opt for ‘the loch at the river mouth’. (See below for another
place probably imported from Invernesshire which tends to discount Rodney Cockburn’s statement that the
name was bestowed ‘in the South-East before the proclamation of the Hundred, by Ewen Cameron’; no such
record has been found in the Department of Lands.)
Lochiel - The town, 16 km SSW of Snowtown, surveyed in 1869 by James W. Jones, was offered for sale on
6 January 1870. Its school opened in 1880 and closed in 1987. Governor Fergusson named it after Scottish
associations for there is a ‘Lochiel Forest’ near Inverness, and it is, also, one of the titles of the chief of the
Cameron Clan, while the Scottish ‘Lochiel’ comes from the Gaelic ial - ‘gleam of sunshine’.
The adjoining land to the north was held, originally, by John Ellis from 15 May 1845 under occupation
licence, while, to the south, it was taken up by Richard Kemp, in 1862 (lease no. 1164).
In 1886, it was reported that ‘the saltworks at Bumbunga Lake, or more commonly known as Salt Lake,
Lochiel, are now suffering from the effects of blundering’:
It can be seen how the present energetic manager is handicapped, for not only has the salt to be
carted, but the wood has to be carted 6 miles further than if the works were at the other end…
Photographs of the opening of the hall are in the Observer, 3 June 1911, page 32.
Lock - The town, 160 km north of Port Lincoln, surveyed in January 1918 by C.M. Hambidge and named
after a fallen soldier of World War I - Corporal Albert E. Lock, a former member of the Lands Department
survey branch - was proclaimed 7 March 1918, following a request from local people for building allotments
adjacent to the Terre railway station, named after the pastoral head station some 27 km, west by north, of
the railway station. (Terre railway station was renamed Lock in 1921, while its post office followed on 1
January 1923.) ‘Kukatha’, the name of Aboriginal people between Port Lincoln and Fowlers Bay, was
suggested as an appropriate name, but Lock prevailed. A town extension was surveyed in 1960.
Photographs of wheat harvesting are in the Chronicle, 12 February 1931, page 36, of the opening of the
Institute on 15 March 1934, page 31, of a football team on 24 October 1935, page 36.
Lockleys - Takes its name from a property (section 145) owned by Charles Brown Fisher (1818-1908) in the
early 1840s. The Fisher homestead stood near White Avenue, north of Henley Beach Road and, in 1866,
was described as having, ‘a large range of substantial roomy stabling, where repose some of the best blood
of the Knowsley and other famous studs.’
By 1882, part of this section was owned by James F. Wigley (1831-1884), and he subdivided it as ‘Lockleys’
where ‘the soil is unequalled for the growth of lucerne…’ (Rodney Cockburn records that Thomas Johnson
‘had eighteen acres called Lockleys’ in this locality which was sold by auction in January 1869.)
In 1920, an extension was made by J.W. Mellor on sections 144 and 162, Hundred of Adelaide. Its school
opened in 1916. The rich alluvial soils of the suburb led to the establishment of numerous market gardens
while a post office was established on a corner of Torrens Ave/Henley Beach Road and a police station
operated on a corner of Malurus Avenue and Henley Beach Road. The Lockleys Soldiers Memorial Hall, and
adjoining Mellor Park Reserve, was the centre of community activities.
Photographs of flooding are in the Observer, 28 August 1909, page 30, 28 July 1923, page 29, of the
memorial hall in the Chronicle, 11 April 1925, page 36.
Lock No. 2 - While locks were being constructed on the River Murray schools were conducted for the benefit
of the children of workers; accordingly, five such schools were opened - No. 2 (1925-1928); No. 3 (19221926); No. 4 (1927-1931); No. 5 (1925-1928); No. 6 (1927-1931).
In 1927, it was reported that ‘the huge lock basin is finished… and the men are working on a concrete
navigable passway’:
They inspected the machine sheds, carpenters’ and blacksmiths’ shops, men’s barracks and mess
rooms, where over 100 meals, with cook and two assistants, are provided… The married men can
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buy food at a very little over wholesale prices and the single men’s cubicles [are] provided with
stretchers, light and wood, and no rent to pay…
The town is laid out in streets and there are 66 galvanised houses with canvas or iron lean-to’s.
Water in abundance is laid on and this has inspired the thrifty and the flower-lover to enclose
little gardens of vegetables and flowers. The school has 10 children on the roll and there have
been at least 10 babies playing in the sand. There is a local football club, billiard club, tennis club
and cricket clubs. A piano is in the schoolroom where weekly dances are held, the proceeds going
to different clubs… (See Appendix 15)
Loddon Spa - (See Loudon Springs)
Loftia Park - A 1943 subdivision of part section 417, Hundred of Noarlunga, by John Vivian Skewes; now
included in Heathfield.
Lofty, Mount - Named by Matthew Flinders on 23 March 1802 upon seeing it from Kangaroo Head,
Kangaroo Island. The next explorer was Captain Collet Barker who, in April 1831, sailed into St Vincent Gulf
in the Isabella, attended by Dr Davies and Mr Kent, when his immediate object was to ascertain if there was
any communication with Lake Alexandrina from the gulf.
He landed at the site of present-day Noarlunga on 17 April 1831 and, having crossed the bar and rowed
four miles in his boat up the River Onkaparinga, camped that night at the head of the inlet where he found
an abundant supply of food in the deep pools in the rocky glen at that point.
The next day, Captain Barker, accompanied by Mr Kent and a servant, proceeded along the ridge of the
range towards Mount Lofty, camping for the night some distance from the summit. On the morning of 19
April they reached it and were surprised by the size of the trees on the brow of the mountain; one was
measured and found to be 43 feet in girth. The present-day Mount Barker was for the first time recognised
as being distinct from the Mount Lofty of Captain Matthew Flinders, with which mountain Captain Sturt,
viewing it from the lakes, had confounded it.
After settlement in 1836 it would appear that the first attempt to reach the summit was undertaken in
1837 by a party led, ostensibly, by Mr Young B. Hutchinson:
Our first attempt to gain the summit of Mount Lofty, which was represented to me as an
undertaking requiring considerable exertion and perseverance, as well as a night’s rest among
the hills, was by tracing the course of the brook which flows from a ravine in the direction of the
mount… The third and successful attempt… was by following the course of the stream for a short
time until it divides into two branches, then by crossing it and ascending a steep hill, we found a
ridge which ran nearly in a straight line to the top of the range.
We discovered a great many new and beautiful plants; grass trees abounded, but from the
ground having been recently burnt, we observed very few whose stalks were above the ground…
Being thirsty I ate a portion of the base of the younger flower stalk of a grass tree and found it
cool, juicy and of an agreeable flavour…
A sketch of the summit is in the Adelaide Illustrated Post, 23 May 1867, page 68.
In an address read at an Adelaide meeting of the Australian Association for the Advancement of Science,
in 1893, Mr C. Hope Harris said, inter alia:
Mount Lofty remained in its primitive state until 1840. In that year a cairn was erected on the
summit in connection with the trigonometrical survey commenced by Colonel Light, and carried
on by Sergeant Forrest. This cairn, which had been a landmark to seamen, was replaced in 1865
by an ornamental structure, upon precisely the same spot, capable of affording shelter to
tourists. In later years this wooden structure… was replaced by a stone obelisk which was built by
the Public Works Department in 1885.
A proposal to erect a tower and obelisk on the summit to commemorate the visit of the Duke of Edinburgh
was the subject of voluminous reports, etc, in the Register during 1867. When a public subscription was
mooted a citizen did not approve and suggested that ‘such a work would be a waste of money’:
Most people here, what with losses in mining speculation, bad crops, etc, appear to be very short
of cash, judging by the difficulty which exists in getting accounts paid that have been long
owing… The pages of history are the best remembrances of worthy men. Posterity is the best
judges of merit. A pillar or statue put up by flatterers today may be looked on with contempt 200
years hence.
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For many years visitors to the summit must have felt the inconvenience on hot days of the want any shade
in the immediate neighbourhood of the flagstaff. The desideratum was attended to in 1861 by the courtesy
of Mr Arthur Hardy to whom most of the land surrounding the summit belonged. This gentleman erected a
neat little rest-house with seats for the excursionists and it could be seen distinctly from Adelaide ‘in clear
weather by the aid of a good glass.’
In 1868, Samuel Tomkinson said that ‘some years ago’ [in 1861/1865?] he had assisted by finding funds to
erect a neat building on the summit:
The edifice consisted of a large table surrounded by a fence and substantial benches, all roofed
in, close to the cairn of stones supporting the weather beaten trig pole. It gave shade to and
promoted the innocent enjoyment of many thousand pilgrims and picnickers.
Finally, in 1882 the majority of the above contentions were confirmed when a citizen asserted that ‘a cairn
was erected many years ago, which has since been covered with a shed.’
In 1874, a citizen of Adelaide sowed the seeds that culminated in the erection of several monuments in
honour of Captain Matthew Flinders:
Surely such a man deserves at the hands of our government a substantial monument or tower on
the top of Mount Lofty. The monument need not be too artistic, but of massive proportions,
rising to at least 150 feet from the ground… Round the monument a few acres could well be laid
off as a garden, with a lodge or monument keeper’s home; and a small charge of sixpence each
for admission to the grounds… Could be made to defray part of the yearly expenses…
The wheels turned slowly until 1882 when the Editor of the Observer put forward his views for consideration
by both the government and public at large:
The suggestion that an obelisk should be erected to the memory of Flinders on the summit of
Mount Lofty is well worthy of consideration. We are not prepared to recommend it as a land
mark, because the mountain itself sufficiently answers this purpose, but South Australians must
properly give serious thought to the proposal whether they should not erect such a monument
to the discoverer of their country… It is often complained that that native-born Australians are
deficient in the sentiment of reverence… It is said too that Australia has no history and
necessarily our annals are less full of thrilling incident or grand achievement than those of older
countries…
‘Flinders Column’ was built as a trigonometrical station in 1885 and named by the Governor, Lord Tennyson,
on 23 March 1902, when he unveiled a tablet attached to the obelisk:
The column which is 50 feet high was erected many years ago and was originally intended as a
monument ‘to the illustrious navigator who sighted and named Mount Lofty’ but for some
reason or another it was never recognised as such. Early in 1902 a suggestion was made that by
Mr A.T. Magarey that it should be formally dedicated and named on the 100th anniversary of the
discovery of the mount was approved by the SA branch of the Royal Geographical Society and
sanctioned by the government.
Earlier, encouraged by ‘tentative results of the past month’, Mr Clement Wragge, extended his plan of
operations on Mount Lofty and established a substantially equipped meteorological observatory there on
1 October 1884, following which he carried out a series of experiments as a tentative measure and in
connection with his Torrens Observatory. The barometer was on the Kew pattern and made at Mr Wragge’s
order by Adie & Wedderburn, of Edinburgh. The observatory was on a government reserve ‘within a stone’s
throw of the summit.’
Mr Wragge came to South Australia in 1883 from Great Britain where he had founded the Ben Nevis
Observatory in Scotland. In South Australia he was instrumental in forming the Meteorological Society of
Australasia on 14 May 1886. He was appointed Government Meteorologist for Queensland and left the
colony in December 1886.
Arthur Hardy gave the name Mount Lofty to a subdivision of section 1204, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1857:
‘Mount Lofty (Township of) - 29 allotments and the ruins of the Mount Lofty Hotel - The land comprises
about eight acres having a frontage to the Mount Barker Road…’ Later, in 1861, he advertised the
subdivision of Mount Lofty Estate comprising sections 951-52, and 987-90.
The Mount Lofty School opened in 1859 and remained open until replaced by ‘Uraidla’ in 1870.
A correspondent to the Register in 1871 told of the introduction of the rabbit into the ranges:
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I have carefully prevented for years any [rabbits] being turned loose at Mount Lofty, in
consideration of the numerous market gardeners around its slopes; but a few weeks ago I saw
some running about… and am told that a distinguished summer neighbour of mine also let some
go for future sport. If there is sport, depend upon it there will be no cabbages, carrots, turnips or
celery…
Photographs of snow falls are in the Chronicle, 2 September 1905, pages 28-29, 14 April 1906, page 42b, 1
September 1906, page 29, 15 December 1906, page 5 (supp.), of the district in The Critic, 24 January 1903,
pages 16-17, 11 January 1905, page 25, 6 September 1905, page 6, of a road in the Chronicle, 22 February
1908, page 30, of wood carting on 16 April 1931, page 36.
A sketch of ‘Avenue Road, Mt Lofty’ is in the Pictorial Australian in January 1889, page 4.
Logan - James Logan, who took up an occupation licence at ‘Burra and Gunpowder Creeks’ on 26 September
1844, is remembered by Logan Creek and Logan Gap, east of Farrell Flat. Rodney Cockburn says that upon
arrival in Adelaide he was employed by the SA Company and took part in the hunt for the deserters from
the Coromandel. He returned to the United Kingdom following his marriage, on 10 May 1860, to a sister of
James P. Boucaut, severing all ties with South Australia, following which the run was transferred to
Alexander McCulloch of ‘Eldoratrilla’. (See Peterborough)
Logan Flat, near Willunga, is mentioned in a letter written on 2 February 1856 by Richard Logan (ca.18001883) to the Surveyor-General (no. 56 of 1856). It was, also, the name of a school, conducted in 1860 by
Martin O’Halloran; 23 scholars were on the roll; it closed in 1863. In 1861, a public examination of the school
at Logan’s Flat, Willunga, under the management of Mr Halloran [sic] took place:
The Chief Inspector who conducted the examination expressed himself fully satisfied, only
regretting the fewness of the scholars in attendance - a circumstance… owing to the removal of
several families from the neighbourhood.
Logan Rock - (See Palmer)
London - In 1879, this subdivision was described as the ‘London of the South’ on Military Road; now
included in Largs North.
Lone Gum - From 1 June 1919 to April 1928 this name was applied to the post office at Monash, while its
school opened in 1920 and became ‘Monash’ in 1928.
This gum which stands amid low mallee scrub - whip-stick mallee - is peculiar as its species is
particularly confined to the vast river flats. For many years this arboreal giant was known as
‘Trussell’s Retreat’… So many Murray names are disappearing and others substituted entirely
dissociated from historical incidents that lend them interest, that one regrets the enthusiasm
which causes the new settlers to obliterate the traces of the original pioneers.
James Trussell was John Chambers manager at Cobdogla Station.
A photograph of the ‘lone gum’ is in The Mail, 18 December 1920, page 3.
Lone Pine - Rodney Cockburn says:
[It is] a soldier settlement on the Murray [and] is a name made famous by the Anzacs on Gallipoli
Peninsula, although there is, or was, a big isolated pine on the Murray settlement which makes
its nomenclature appropriate. [The foregoing remarks must, we believe, relate to ‘Lone Gum’ see above.]
Cockburn continues:
A request was received by the Advisory Board of Agriculture for the establishment of a branch…
at a locality in the Hundred of Nuriootpa, known at the time as New Mecklenburg. The Board
took exception to a branch being so christened, but agreed at a later meeting to the substitution
of Lone Pine.’ (See New Mecklenburg)
Long - In 1912, the Long Flat School, near Murray Bridge, was opened; it closed in 1960.
In 1914, it was reported that ‘the effect of the low river on the Long Flat, Mobilong and Mypolonga Swamp
lands was the subject of much evidence in the Mobilong District Council Assessment Appeal Court’:
The Long Flat settlers all protested against the swamp lands being assessed at £20 an acre and
stated that in most instances they were not only rated by the government, for half or less than
half, the area for watering… William Ferdinand Wundersitz stated that his swamp block
contained 22¼ acres, but he considered £450 was too high… He had 16 acres under cultivation,
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nine acres under lucerne (of which two were not payable crops), four acres under pannicum crus
galli and three acres carrying millet…
On 22 August 1864, the laying of the foundation stone of the new chapel was performed at Long Gully, near
Mount Barker, by Mr John Dunn, MP:
A public tea was provided in a tent near the chapel… A vote of thanks was proposed by Mr John
Venning to the ladies, Mr Kempster who had erected the tent and to the Chairman, which was
seconded by Mr Oborn… Mr Weber had most generously offered to build the walls gratuitously.
Others have also promised assistance in labour and cash…
Long Gully is also the name of a picnic resort in the National Park at Belair. Formerly, its railway station was
known as ‘Minno’. (See Minno Creek)
Mount Long, North-West of Lake Eyre North, it was discovered by John Ross and named after Patrick Long,
a member of his exploration party.
Long Plains was a railway station in the Hundred of Dublin, 19 km North-West of Mallala and a post office
in service from August 1881 to 30 November 1976. The school opened in 1883 and closed in 1973. In 1904,
local requirements were administered by Mr D. Parker, storekeeper, and conveyor of His Majesty’s mails
from Owen to Long Plains and district:
Mr A.M. Shapley is state schoolmaster. Wheat and haygrowing are the principal industries and
evidence abounds that success attends the efforts of the following land owners: Messrs R.
Lawrie, R. Daniels, H. Hallion, W.H. Parker, A. Buttle, Carslake (3), G. Duck, L. Franks, E. Good, D. &
G. Hammond, G. & B. Marshman, W. Secomb, R. Sherrah, J.R. West, G. & D. Young and Mrs Young
& Sons.
Photographs of the opening of the railway are in the Chronicle, 28 April 1917, page 27, Observer,
28 April 1917, pages 25-26, of the hall in the Chronicle, 29 March 1924, page 36.
Long Valley School, near Strathalbyn, opened in 1860 and closed, circa 1878, while, in 1905, ‘in beautiful
weather the deciding game for the medal presented by Sir Lancelot Stirling in connection with the
Strathalbyn [golf] club was played on Mr Miekel’s excellent Long Valley links…’
Longwood - Five kilometres south of Aldgate. Land in the district was surveyed first in 1876 and, about
1884, Edward Alfred Colbey purchased sections 394 and 395W, calling it ‘Longwood Glen’. Previously, he
had resided at ‘Longwood’, St. Helena, and of interest is the fact that Napoleon was exiled there in 1815
and the name of the house in which he lived was ‘Longwood’. A photograph of the Commonwealth
Challenge Cup is in the Chronicle, 18 March 1905, page 28.
The Longwood Post Office opened in April 1898; in 1960 the name was applied to a subdivision of part
section 425, Hundred of Noarlunga, by H. Wright.
In respect of local industries, in 1903 ‘Mr Robert Davies, who served his apprenticeship in a Welsh pottery
and who was in business at Magill in that industry in the sixties, has recently returned to Adelaide with the
object of working splendid deposits [of clay] discovered at Longwood…’
Lonsdale - The suburb’s name was taken from an adjacent railway station. Henry Johnson emigrated from
‘Kirkby Lonsdale’, England, in the Africaine in 1836 and, later, his daughter, Margaret, married Thomas H.
Tank, who leased several sections from Dorothy Sherriff, calling the property ‘Lonsdale’. In 1298 the name
was recorded as lunnesdale - ‘valley of the River Lune’.
Lookout Hill - On section 38, Hundred of Bonney. The Aborigines called it luwuldangk - ‘place to keep warm
by wrapping’.
Loos - In 1988, the name was used for a trigonometrical station, 5 km WSW of Gawler. The school opened
as ‘Buch(s)felde’ in 1852; changed in 1918; closed in 1967. (See Buchfelde) The Nomenclature Committee
had suggested the Aboriginal ‘Maturi’, meaning ‘liberality’, as a replacement but this was disregarded by
the government.
Lordstown - A subdivision of section 218, Hundred of Waterhouse; now included in Robe. George Lord laid
it out in 1856.
Lorna Glen - South of Joanna Springs and named by the explorer, H.A. Wells, after his daughter.
Lorne - A government town, 22 km south of Port Wakefield, proclaimed on 8 May 1884 and described, in
1904, as having a namesake in Argyllshire, Scotland, relating to Loarn, son of Erc of the early Dalriads.
However, the nomenclator may have had in mind, Lord Lorne, son-in-law to Queen Victoria. Today, it lies
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within the Army’s Proof Range and, as such, is a prohibited area and all that remains of the town are a few
stone ruins.
Lossie - A post office on section 16N, Hundred of Symon, near Furner. There is a River Lossie in Elgin,
Scotland.
Lostwithiel - A subdivision of section 52, Hundred of Kooringa, circa 1858, contiguous to Copperhouse,
about two km west of the Burra mine, by John Stevens Reed (1806-1872), licensed victualler of Aberdeen,
who named it after his birthplace in Cornwall, meaning ‘place in the woods’; it was the scene of a victory of
the royalists over the parliamentarians in 1644.
Loudon - An 1877 subdivision of part section 881, Hundred of Davenport, by Francis Bignell and Thomas
Young, storekeepers of Port Augusta; now included in Port Augusta. The name comes from Ayrshire,
Scotland where it derives from the Old Norman loge - ‘a flame’ and dun - ‘beacon’.
Loudon Brae School, near Jamestown, opened by Lily Baldwin in 1905, took its name from a local
homestead; it closed in 1951. A photograph of school students is in the Chronicle, 11 May 1933, page 36.
Rodney Cockburn places Loudon Hill near Port MacDonnell and as being named after James Loudon who
farmed there ‘before he went north and founded Yadlamalka and Carriewerloo stations.’
Loudon Springs, west of Lake Eyre North, discovered by John McD. Stuart on 23 June 1859 and named,
apparently, after James S. Loudon (1818-1906), manager of Mount Arden station. (In his journal Stuart
refers to ‘Louden [sic] Springs’.)
Louisville - A subdivision of section 2301, Hundred of Goolwa, by George Louis Liptrott; now included in
Port Elliot. In 1857, he enticed prospective purchasers by ‘proclaiming its virtues’:
Good land, good timber, tramway frontage… The high price which allotments change hands in
the Town of Port Elliot is a sufficient indication of the value of the township blocks in this rising
locality and a glance at the map will convince intending purchasers that it is admirably adapted
as a township.
Born in England, in 1813, he arrived in the Anna Robertson in 1839 and established himself as a storekeeper
and auctioneer. In 1840, he advertised that he intended, ‘to give lessons in the French and German
languages. From a long residence in France and an acquaintance with its people [I have] acquired a perfect
knowledge of the idiom and pronunciation.’
The Aborigines called the area ratowar and this name was applied, particularly, to the shore of Middleton
Beach opposite the settlement. Here the ancestral being Ngurenderi enlarged the bay and made it suitable
for spear fishing.
Lound Island & Lound Reef - In the Nuyts Archipelago, named by Matthew Flinders, on 7 February 1802,
after Sherrard P. Lound, a midshipman on the Investigator. Baudin called the island La Sentinelle (The
Sentinel), while Freycinet’s charts show I. Caroline.
Louth - On 26 February 1802 Matthew Flinders named Louth Bay and Louth Island, 24 km north of Port
Lincoln, after a town in Lincolnshire, England. A jetty, erected there in 1879, had its outer end demolished
in 1959. The Hundred of Louth, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851 and the Louth Bay
Post Office opened in November 1908. The name is an Old English word meaning ‘sheltered, warm place’.
(See Laurence)
Loveday - The town, three km south of Cobdogla, named after Ernest Alfred Loveday, the son of Richard
John Loveday and the first superintendent surveyor of the Irrigation Department, was proclaimed on 1
February 1940. (See Loveday Bay) The Hundred of Loveday, County Hamley, was proclaimed on 24 May
1923 and named after the same gentleman.
In 1927, it was said that ‘some of this lovely Loveday country has for the last few years been labouring
under the stigma of a political condemnation’:
Politicians, apparently, forget their quarrels when Loveday is mentioned, and seem united in the
opinion that a huge mistake was made in the opening of such a vast and useless tract of land, as
it is often claimed to be. Roads that were in the course of construction when the soldier
settlement ‘bubble’ burst - that is, as far as it concerned irrigation activities - were left
unfinished…
Earlier, in 1923, Mr A.W. Hudson suggested that, while politicians were wrangling and mud-slinging over
the White Australia and immigration policies, they seemed to lose sight of the fact that Australia’s best
immigrants and assets were her babies:
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In this [area] although there are about 80 children there is no school. Petitions have gone in and
sundry officials have paid visits… Some of the children have been here nearly two years and either
have to trudge through three miles of heavy sand with the temperature over 100 degrees to
Cobdogla…We have an experienced and qualified lady teacher here who is willing and eager to take
over the job and aid the kiddies in things educational, but an indifferent government will not
apparently bestir themselves…
Loveday Bay is an inlet of the southern part of Lake Alexandrina in the Hundred of Baker and named after
Richard John Loveday, Government Surveyor. Its southern end was a meeting place for ceremonies and
intertribal trading, exchange of weapons and objects called munmurukung by the Aborigines; it derives
from munmurundi - ‘meeting place’.
A jetty, 18 metres long, connected by a 36 metre causeway, once stood there; it was demolished in 1949.
A considerable time ago the residents of Loveday Bay formed a committee for the purpose of
erecting a suitable building for a school and other purposes… Mr S. Botting gave a piece of land
for the purpose. The following were chosen as trustees: Messrs H. Bowyer, W.J. Richards, C.F.
Barker, S. Bottrill [sic], and J. McNicol… On August 18 the building was opened by Mrs G.G.
Hacket…
The school opened in 1910 and closed in 1945; photographs are in the Observer, 3 September 1910, page
32.
Lovely Valley - Contiguous to section 680, Hundred of Myponga, where, in 1861, the foundation stone for
‘a new school room at Lovely Valley, Myponga’ was laid and, in 1866, ‘a public tea was given to Mr and Mrs
Best at the Lovely Valley schoolroom as a mark of respect…’ Edward Henry Best (1825-1898) and his wife
Rachel nee Shepherd (1826-1913) arrived in the Brightman in 1850 and, in later years, he was the
postmaster at Myponga.
Lowaldie - A town in the Hundred of Wilson, 11 km North-East of Karoonda, proclaimed on 2 April 1914. Its
post office, opened by John Martin in December 1917, closed on 15 March 1969. Its school opened in 1922
and closed in 1940. A Narrinyeri tribal word meaning ‘summer’.
Lowan - (See Nympsvale) Lowan Vale, in the County of Buckingham, is 8 km north of Cannawigara - The
name appeared first on a pastoral plan deposited in the land office in 1896 and was approved for a post
office on section 43, Hundred of Cannawigara, in November 1943. Aboriginal for ‘mallee hen’.
Lowanna - A railway station 5 km south of Strathalbyn. Aboriginal for ‘beauty’ or ‘woman’.
Lowanyerie - A former post office on section 326, Hundred of Baker, 8 km South-East of Narrung. Aboriginal
for ‘place of wild geese’.
Lowbank - A post office in the Hundred of Holder, 10 km east of Waikerie, opened on 1 July 1923. Its school
opened in 1913, the first teacher being William R. Patrick; it closed in 1942.
Lower - In 1890 the Lower Broughton School was opened; it closed in 1933. (See Broughton, Port)
Lower Finniss - (See Finniss)
Lower Inman School operated from 1866 until 1927.
Lower Light was a subdivision of section 586, Hundred of Port Gawler, 10 km North-West of Two Wells; it
appears that the settlement developed around a public house erected by George Quigley, circa 1866:
Only six miles of country intervenes between Two Wells and the township of Lower Light and
most of this area is in possession of the owner of Buckland Park. Mr Quigley, however, occupies a
fair proportion on the eastern side as a sheep run… Mr J. Williamson, who is the postmaster,
owns the store and conducts the hotel. The only other business premises are occupied by Mr E.
L. Wylie, blacksmith. Miss A.T. Langdon resides at the state school.
Its post office was opened by T. Griggs in November 1869 and the State school in 1874; closed in 1963. (See
Light) A photograph of a football team is in the Observer, 16 September 1911, page 30.
The laying of the foundation stone of the Bible Christian Chapel at Lower Skilly ‘by Mrs Catford and Mr
Wright in the presence of 70 people’ was reported on 1 August 1866. The school, opened as Lower Skilly
Creek in 1878, closed circa 1890. (See Skilly Hills)
Lower Wakefield School opened in 1874 and closed in 1898. (See Wakefield, River)
Lowly, Point - A descriptive name given to a feature, South-East of Fitzgerald Bay, by Matthew Flinders on
9 March 1802. Freycinet’s charts show C. La Fontaine. The ‘Point Lowly Run’ was established by T. Elder and
R.B. Smith in 1868. Its school opened in 1899 and closed in 1901.
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Lowrie Hill - Near Robe. A school of this name was opened in 1874 and closed in 1881; its race meeting
was held at Robe late in December 1878.
Loxton - Land around the present day town was held first by John Chambers under pastoral lease taken out
in July 1851. Loxton Hut School opened in 1902 and closed in 1909; Loxton School opened in 1914. The
town, surveyed into 40 allotments in July 1907, proclaimed on 29 August 1907, was extended by a further
45 allotments in 1912 and, at the first sale on 14 November 1907, prices ranged from £6-5-0 to £40-5-0 per
block. It honours William Charles Loxton who arrived with his parents in the Elgin, in 1849, and became a
boundary rider on Bookpurnong Station; he died on 13 June 1938, aged 89, and is buried in West Terrace
cemetery.
In 1908, it was said that ‘no further proof of the richness of the soil around Loxton is required than the
splendid results of wheatgrowing carried on in that district for the past dozen years’:
The Murray wheat has high milling qualities… The kitchen and fruit gardens of back settlers
provided with bore water indicate how successfully irrigation could be carried on adjacent to the
river… This country is stated by competent judges to be better than the Pinnaroo land…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 27 November 1909, page 30 of a low river in the Observer, 11 May 1912,
page 32, of the opening of the railway and the town in the Chronicle, 21 February 1914, page 32, 4 April
1914, page 31, of a motor car bogged on the Meribah road on 14 August 1926, page 35, of the hospital on
5 March 1927, page 40, of planting swamp mahogany trees in the Observer, 15 October 1927, page 36.
Loxton Creek is contiguous to sections 251-252, Hundred of Tungkillo; Albert and William Loxton, early
settlers.
Lubitan - In 1842, there is a report of 30 German families arriving in the Secolde and acquiring 200 acres of
land ‘5 miles east of Balhannah’ and ‘agreeable to their usual practice, they are to occupy a village in the
centre of the land, and the village has been named Lubitan.’
Lucas, Point - On Flinders Island; named after an ‘assistant to the Engineer for Harbors.’
Lucieton - The former name of ‘Tantanoola’; it was proclaimed on 10 July 1879 when Governor Jervois
named it after his daughter, Lucy. The school opened in 1883 and became ‘Tantanoola’ in 1888.
Lucindale - The town, proclaimed on 25 January 1877, was named by Governor Musgrave after his second
wife, Lady Jeannie Lucinda Musgrave; its post office opened as ‘Baker’s Range’ in May 1877; the change
was effected in June 1877. The school opened in 1878.
In 1889, a resident intimated that ‘it is with amazement I hear that the government have decided to again
close the police station’:
We had enough trouble last year constantly telegraphing Naracoorte for a constable and by the
time he arrived on the scene the damage was done… Other crimes have recently cropped up,
viz., sheep stealing, etc., which all want the immediate attention of the police…
Lady Musgrave was the daughter of Dudley Field of New York, USA, and died in England in 1920, aged 86
years.
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 19 April 1913, page 32, of the unveiling
of a memorial to Lance-Corporal Percy W. Foster on 4 May 1918, page 26, of a football team on
15 September 1932, page 35,
Lucky Bay - North of Cowell; named by Matthew Flinders ‘because it was entered just before nightfall when
the ship was amidst a labyrinth of rocks.’ A photograph of the foreshore is in the Chronicle, 17 August 1933,
page 36.
Lucy, Hundred of - In the County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 8 February 1894, was named after Lucy May
Kingston, wife of Charles C. Kingston, MP.
Luff, Point - On the Port River. Its nomenclature was explained in 1893 when ‘a month or so ago the South
Australian Company offered Luff Point, in the Port River, to the government with a view to having that
obstruction to navigation removed by dredging…’ (See Humbug Reach)
Lunberg Well - In the Hundred of Glyde; its origin is unknown but the Aborigines called it wurialarun. It was
noted for its supply of kujudi, a species of gum tree prized for its long flexible poles used for making duck
spears.
Lungley Gully - In the Musgrave Ranges, named by W.C. Gosse on 16 October 1873 recalls A.R. Lungley,
who married Margaret Ayers, after whom ‘Maggie Springs’ (NT) was named.
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Lusby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders in 1802 after a village in his native
Lincolnshire, derived from an Old Scandinavian word luts-byr where luts is a personal name.
Luscombe Well - Near Tarcoola, recalls Thomas Luscombe, an early pastoralist.
Luton - An 1866 subdivision of part section 85, Hundred of Clare, by William Roscrow (ca.1813-1869),
farmer of Clare; now included in Clare. The name comes from Bedfordshire, England, where it means ‘a
river in the open field’; another source says it corrupted from lea-ton - ‘a town near the River Lea’.
Luxmoore Creek - In the Far North. Probably named after a pastoralist, a partner of Mr Parr.
Luwuldangk - An Aboriginal lookout on section 38, Hundred of Bonney; literally, it means ‘place to keep
warm by wrapping’. (See Lookout Hill)
Lyndhurst - In 1858, Samuel Parry named Mount Lyndhurst after ‘the most eloquent Lord Lyndhurst’. John
Singleton Copley, First Baron Lyndhurst, Lord Chancellor of England, was born at Boston, Massachusetts,
on 21 May 1772. His speeches in the House of Lords and as a judge in court made him known widely. He
died in 1863. The ‘Mount Lyndhurst Run’, established by W. Hamilton in 1866 (lease no. 1524), was
purchased by Thomas Elder in 1868.
The town of Lyndhurst, 16 km north of Leigh Creek, was proclaimed on 20 February 1896 following a
petition from local inhabitants of the district. At this time, the land was part of pastoral lease no. 84 held
by Leonard Gilbert Browne. Its post office opened in February 1879, closed on 30 March 1985. Its school
opened as Lyndhurst Siding in 1920, changing to Lyndhurst in 1927; closed in 1942; a photograph of pupils
is in the Chronicle, 14 November 1925, page 42.
By 1899, Lyndhurst Siding was ‘growing so rapidly under the impetus of trade done with the Weedna and
other newly opened mines that it is quite time the term “Siding” was dropped’:
The place contains three stores besides a blacksmith’s shop. The hotel conducted by Mr J.H.
Edwards was erected some years ago at Mount Freeling, and subsequently removed by the
present proprietor… The railway dam supplies residents with water…
Photographs and information on ‘The Museum Expedition - On the Strezlecki Track’ are in the Chronicle,
November 1916, page 17c, 30 December 1916, page 28.
Lyndoch - H.C. Talbot says that Lyndoch Valley was ‘named by Colonel Light in December 1837 after Lord
Lynedoch who won the Battle of Barrosa in Spain in 1811’, while in his diary of 13 December 1837, Colonel
Light says: ‘we came to a beautiful valley which I named Lynedoch Vale after my esteemed friend.’ Colonel
Light served with the Fourth Dragoons on the Iberian Peninsula from April 1809 to November 1812 and was
attached to General Graham (later Lord Lynedoch) during the siege of Bajados in 1812.
An early settler recalled that on landing in the late 1840s they walked to the Lyndoch Valley’:
We met with a kind reception from Mr Lawes and Mr Peter. We had not been with them many
days before we took 100 acres of land belonging to the SA Company, at 7s.6d. per acre. We at
once began to plough and sow for a crop. We had very little money to start with, but we all set to
work in earnest, doing all the work ourselves, ploughing and sowing, reaping and mowing. I am
now happy to say that my sons John and Edward and I have purchased 337 acres of land - all in
one piece - fenced it all round and, what is better, it is all paid for…
The town of Lyndoch, 14 km east of Gawler, was surveyed in January 1851 by George Warren for Robert
Burfield, the owner of section 3250, Hundred of Barossa - the plan shows ‘Lyndock [sic]’. Thus, it can be
seen that there have been two unfortunate corruptions - ‘Lynedoch’ to ‘Lyndoch’ and ‘Barrosa’ to ‘Barossa’.
(See Putpa)
School examinations were reported in 1849. Prior to 1866 its school was listed as Lyndoch Valley and
mentioned in 1855 when Ellen Turner was the teacher. Examinations at the English School were reported
in 1863 and at Mr Kayser’s School on 11 November 1868 when, ‘the English and German pupils, who had
cheerful and intelligent faces, were very orderly and attentive.’
Photographs of students are in the Chronicle, 5 October 1933, page 36.
In 1861, a resident said that ‘our township seems to be gradually extending but not to the benefit of
original purchasers:
The choice frontages of the SA Company’s land adjacent are selling at extraordinary prices… the
alterations now being introduced by the above company in the making of larger farms under one
tenancy will not at all conduce to the prosperity of the neighbourhood…
The subdivision of Lyndoch South was advertised in 1864.
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Photographs of the old and new Baptist churches are in the Chronicle, 15 August 1929, page 38, of the
hotel in the Observer, 19 December 1914, page 28, of the jubilee of the Anglican Church on 30 September
1911, page 29. of the flour mill on 18 January 1913, page 30, of the opening of a Lutheran Church in the
Chronicle, 23 May 1914, page 32, of ‘a noted Lyndoch landmark’ (a tree) on 7 May 1936, page 34.
Lynton - This 1914 subdivision of part sections 1075 and 1146, Hundred of Adelaide, by Ernest Saunders
and Edwin Ashby has a namesake in Devonshire, England, meaning ‘town on the River Lea’ - the Œ hlynn
means ‘torrent’.
Lyons - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line is a reminder of Joseph Lyons, a former Prime Minister.
(See Barton)
Lyrup - Before the village, 16 km South-West of Renmark., was gazetted on 24 September 1896, Lyrup Hut
was shown, on a pastoral lease map of the surrounding district, as the name of a boundary rider’s shack
‘immediately opposite Bookmark on the boundary of Bookpurnong and Paringa Runs… 22 miles from
Renmark.’
The village settlement, the first to start on the River Murray, has not been enjoying a pleasant
time lately… Sixteen men, including practical experienced hands, have left since the last visit of
the Commissioner… They stated that honest men who have the interest of the Association at
heart cannot remain… in consequence of the tyranny and abuse… imposed by the Trustees… (See
Ramco & New Era)
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in March 1894, page 40, a photograph of a settler’s home in The
Critic, 20 June 1906; also see 4 December 1907, page 20, of Moray Park in the Chronicle, 14 July 1928, page
42, of a football team on 27 June 1935, page 38.
Lytton, County of - Proclaimed on 18 January 1877 and named after the Earl of Lytton (1831-1891), who
was Viceroy of India when the County was proclaimed. In 1850, he entered the diplomatic service as an
unpaid attaché to his uncle, Sir Henry Bulwer, a minister in Washington, USA. Following rapid promotion he
was nominated Governor-General of India in 1875 and, after resigning, in 1880, an Earldom was conferred
upon him while, in 1887, he became Ambassador to France.
Lytton is probably better known as a poet - under the name of ‘Owen Meredith’. A friend who
wrote the inscription for the monument to be erected to him at St Paul’s Cathedral in London
described him as ‘a poet of many styles, each the expression of his habitual thoughts.’

M
Maaoope - The Boandik people had a word mooeyup meaning ‘edible root’. The Penola historian, Peter
Rymill says that:
One local opinion has it that ‘Maa-ooup’, as it was originally pronounced, was derived from the
call of the bullfrog. However, this amphibian (Limnodynastes dumerilii) utters a single, short note,
sounding like the ‘bonk’ of a flat banjo string, to which its mate will sometimes reply ‘bonk-bonk’.
Another opinion, originating from the Dickson family, is that ‘Maaoupe’ [sic] is evocative of the
cry of the bittern (Botaurus poiciloptilus); a deep, resonant, two-syllable booming, likened to the
bellowing of a bull (as its generic name, Bo[s] taurus, suggests). Incidentally, it is likely that the
haunting call of this bird gave rise to the widespread myth of the fabulous bunyip.
Dr James Dickson is acknowledged as being the pioneer of Maaoupe [sic] Station, 9 miles (15km)
north-west of Penola in 1846. Remembered as a north-countryman, he was probably born into a
medical family near Romaldkirk, Yorkshire, in 1809. However, when he graduated with a medical
MA from King’s College, Aberdeen in March 1833 he gave his address as nearby Bervie
(Inverbervie). Sailing shortly afterwards from London in the 339 ton barque Ann on 1 May 1833,
he arrived in Hobart on 28 October and Sydney on 13 November 1833…
Dickson applied for an occupation license at Maaoupe on 15 June 1846, and arrived with 700 head
of cattle on 20 July. They were probably under the supervision of his first manager, George
Gladstone… As the frontier decade of the 1840s drew to a close, Dickson arranged for a private
survey that would ensure secure freehold title to his homestead on ‘Muskitto Plains’, which was
‘situated at Dixon’s Station & about 9½ miles North West from Cameron’s Public House’…
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On 11 February 1853, and probably in Adelaide, [his wife] Eleanor gave birth to a son, George
Logue Dickson who, later in life, claimed to be the first white baby to have been brought overland
to the South East.
The 1880s opened with the lonely death of Dr James Dickson, by then an invalid aged 71, in the
thermal baths at Lake House, Ohinemutu (Rotorua), New Zealand on 29 December 1880…
Early in the new century, on 9 April 1904, George announced his intention of placing up to 8,000
acres of Maaoupe Estate on the market. The land lay on the eastern side of the property, and the
agent declared that ‘a large portion of it was of the same nature and equal to the [nearby]
Coonawarra fruit land’ and that ‘not an acre was not plentifully cropped by Scotch Thistles which,
like Scotchmen, knew good land when they saw it.’
On 14 December 1935, Maaoupe Station was put up for sale by auction. Divided into 35 lots, it
was described as ‘magnificent grazing country growing clean, bright wool and excellent export
lambs.’ By this time it comprised only 10,933 acres, which was less than a third the size it had
been in its heyday, considerable areas having been sold over the years, and only about 9,000
sheep were being shorn, compared with over 50,000 in the 1880s. Much of the station did not
sell at this auction, and the remainder was subsequently acquired in 1947 by the government for
soldier settlement blocks after World War II. The final clearing sale, attended by 1,500 people,
was held on 21 January 1948, by which time Maaoupe had been held by three generations of the
one family for 102 years.
The Maaoope School, in the Hundred of Killanoola, 24 km North-West of Penola; opened in 1951 and closed
in 1957.
The Advertiser, 29 November 1937, says that ‘selected by Dr Dickson 96 years ago this pastoral landmark
has remained a family possession, its quaint old homestead a striking illustration of the architecture of the
pioneers… A keen lover of animals and birds, [George L. Dickson], was a benefactor to those in genuine
financial distress and sickness…’ (See Killanoola, Hundred of)
Mabel Creek - This school opened in 1964 and closed in 1972.
Macaw Creek - A school south of Rhynie opened in 1860 by William Gains and closed in 1870. Probably, it
was named by early settlers who mistook the kookaburra for the ‘old-world’ macaw. In 1856, a public
meeting was held to determine the most eligible site for a Wesleyan Chapel when it was ‘resolved that Mr
W. Giles, manager of the SA Company, should be asked for the gift… of ground in a central situation… With
this request he most cheerfully complied…’
Macclesfield - In 1846, Mr Francis Dutton said the town was within the boundaries of a special survey taken
out by Messrs George, Robert and Samuel Davenport, whose father was an agent of the Earl of Macclesfield.
(See Battunga) This explanation has been accepted for decades, but Samuel Lewis casts some doubt on the
accepted nomenclature: ‘…The mastership of the forest of Macclesfield [has] long been hereditary in the
family of Davenport and are now [1831] held by Davies Davenport…’ who was related to the ‘South
Australian’ Davenport family.
The name translates as ‘matchless, peerless field’, while other sources say that, in 1183, it was recorded as
maklesfeld - ‘open land in the Mackley forest’. The form of the township was drawn up by the surveyors
Burslem and Nixon in 1841. (See Burslem Hill)
In an essay in The Lasting Hills the author says that the Three Brothers and Green Hills Special Surveys:
Led to the licensing of its first hotel (originally the Goat’s Head Inn, which became the
Macclesfield Arms in the early 1840s and then the Davenport Arms in 1846) had no competition
until the licensing of the township’s second hotel in 1855. However, despite the smallness of the
town’s current population, they are both still trading.
Its post office was opened by James Hackett in 1848, the laying of the foundation stone of a school reported
on 9 November 1855 and, in respect of religious services, in 1857 a newspaper correspondent reported that
‘four places of worship have been built in this township and instances the fact of a flourishing existence of
the voluntary principle’:
I am somewhat surprised at this statement… The Congregationalists have (but it was very tardy
in progress) completed a neat and substantial chapel and a small church has been built by the
Episcopalians. The Wesleyans have recently laid the foundation stone for a chapel and the
Roman Catholics assemble for worship in a slab tenement…
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Photographs are in the Chronicle, 12 March 1931, page 36, 23 July 1931, page 33, 6 and 27 February 1936,
pages 32 and 32.
The Hundred of Macclesfield, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846.
MacDonald Park - In the Hundred of Munno Para, created by MacDonald Reid Pty Ltd in 1964.
MacDonnell - The map of South Australia is, literally, plastered with the surname of Sir Richard Graves
MacDonnell, Governor of South Australia from 1855-1862.
A local opinion was that ‘he was a lad of some note in his young days, as the leader of everything that was
fashionable about town’:
He is decidedly a clever man; we must hope he is not too clever to be agreeable…
There is a homely adage which says - as you make your bed so must you sleep upon it - Sir
Richard MacDonnell might have won, if he had chosen, the esteem and confidence of the people
of the colony. But what can he now expect. He has appealed to the people to say what form of
government they preferred and, when they declared their wishes, he instructed his Executive
Council to offer an uncompromising opposition to their demands…
Douglas Pike contended that the Governor often ignored the advice of his officials and listened instead to
large landholders and suggested to the Home authorities that George Fife Angas was one whose character
entitled his suggestions to carry considerable weight. The most important events of his administration were
the establishment of constitutional government with two branches of legislature and the extension of
railways and telegraph communication. On leaving South Australia he was appointed Governor of Nova
Scotia.
The Hundred of MacDonnell was proclaimed on 1 April 1858 - among the first purchasers of sections were
Chas. B. Fisher, Henry Ayers, Thomas Edwards, Donald Black, William Crouch and William Wadham. The
town of Port MacDonnell was surveyed in April 1860 as the ‘Township of Crete-Watta’ but, in view of the
Governor’s egotism he, no doubt, vetoed the proposed name; it was offered for sale on 28 June 1860.
Its school opened as MacDonnell Bay in 1861 and closed in 1953. In December 1863, the children attending
the private school of Mr A. MacDougall were publicly examined prior to their dismissal for the Christmas
holidays:
There were 35 children present… Specimens of writing, as well as the girl’s handiwork in sewing
and fancywork were exhibited, the latter reflecting great credit upon the girls as well as their
teacher, Mrs MacDougall.
MacDonnell Bay was declared a port in 1860:
Captain Douglas suggested that the name of MacDonnell Bay should be given to the harbour, but
we would point out that it would be more conformable with the practice hitherto adopted in
naming harbours on that coast, if the town which will be built there were called Port MacDonnell
and the bay designated by some other name. We have Port Robe in Guichen Bay and Port Grey in
Rivoli Bay and the analogy would be complete if we had Port MacDonnell in Douglas Bay.
Port MacDonnell was established as an outlet for produce and an inlet for an enormous quantity
of goods, forced against all natural disadvantages to serve a large population and although the
government has continued the mistake by spending a large amount of money in road and jetty
making and erecting civil service buildings there, I believe this port will have to be abandoned,
while on 20 March 1873 it was reported that ‘although stinted by nature and snubbed by art, Port
MacDonnell ranks next in commercial importance to Port Adelaide and is therefore a much busier place
than Robe’:
As the anchorage is bad, vessels are compelled to lie at the moorings over a mile from the shore,
but a new era was inaugurated when a visitor reported that the Gambier Lass, a ketch built on
Lefevre’s Peninsula, had discharged and taken in cargo alongside the jetty.
A jetty, 976 feet long, was built in 1861-62 and opened by Dr Wehl who christened it ‘Coulthard’s Jetty’
after the contractor for both it and the road, but within about six years was in a state of decay for it was
built with a fall, so that the height of the jetty, above a boat alongside it, was slight. Indeed, the life boat
shed on shore, ‘with the fatality of officialdom’ was built too short for the boat for which it was intended.
However, all was not well at the port as evidenced by a ‘Notice to Mariners’ issued in July 1861:
Masters of vessels frequenting MacDonnell Bay are again cautioned against remaining at anchor
after the Blue and White Weather Flag has been displayed from the lighthouse flagstaff, the
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bottom of the harbour being of so rocky a nature that the heaviest description of anchors in bad
weather cannot be depended upon.
By December of 1861 the local correspondent was pleased to heap some praise upon his beleaguered port
when he proudly announced:
The government moorings in the Bay have now been severely tested and vessels of a
considerable tonnage having ridden at them during the tempestuous weather with perfect ease
and safety and I believe nautical men now consider them perfectly secure. Had these moorings
been laid down on the first opening of the port in all probability the wrecks of last winter would
not have occurred.
But there were other concerned citizens who fully realised the shortcomings of their economic lifeline:
Until we have a better port it is useless for us to parade the motto ‘Advance, Mount Gambier’
[which] cannot advance further under existing circumstances; but when that day arrives that will
bring us a safe and commodious harbour a new era will burst upon us and with a perfectly safe
and speedy transit of goods and passengers to and from Melbourne and Adelaide we may then
expect our internal resources to be fully developed.
Being fully exposed to the south, vessels were compelled frequently in heavy weather to leave their
moorings and run out to sea and, occasionally, coastal steamers were unable to land either passengers or
cargo. Though only by misnomer could it be called a port it had the advantage of a good metalled road to
Mount Gambier and, when Naracoorte was young, much trade was transacted between the squatters and
that place.
In 1882, a public meeting was held when the government was urged to construct a breakwater and so
‘prevent the trade of the port from dwindling away altogether, as it would if better accommodation for
shipping was not provided.’ This plea fell upon deaf ears, and taking up their cudgels again a deputation of
citizens waited upon the authorities in Adelaide in August 1883 and petitioned for an extension to the jetty.
However, they met with a rebuff when a government spokesman proclaimed that it would be unwise to
spend more money unless ‘desirable advantages’ could be provided by having a good depth of water for
vessels and making the port safe and, further, the Marine Board considered that the expenditure was not
justified:
Parliament would not be induced to spend a large sum of money unless it could be justified. To
go out 1,200 feet beyond the existing jetty and then only obtain a depth of 12 feet 6 inches in a
port that was unreliable and unsafe… would not be money well spent unless there was a
breakwater outside to protect the vessels…
Accordingly, Port MacDonnell faded into insignificance as a port and, prior to federation of the Australian
colonies, the local correspondent of the Register lamented its passing:
The extensive stores and public buildings are silent evidence of the immense business that must
have passed through its doors and the oldest inhabitant ‘becomes positively garrulous over what
he had seen in days of yore’ The government of the day built a railway line to Beachport and
that, with the line being opened to Adelaide, has reduced the shipping at this port to a low ebb.
Where a dozen vessels used to ride at anchor… we now see a solitary steamer weekly during the
wool season taking the produce to Melbourne… This with bark, ground by Mr R. Wilke at his local
mills, about 150 tons annually, and potatoes and cereals grown principally at the settlement of
Allandale [sic], about four miles distant, and on Mount Schank, form the principal staples of our
export trade.
Our only regular means of sea communication with the outside world is found in a little cutter of
20 tons owned by Mr W.H. Pascoe, a local storekeeper, which does good service trading from
here to Beachport, meeting the boats from Adelaide there and transhipping their cargoes. One of
our greatest drawbacks undoubtedly consists in the open roadstead… With federation, and the
consequent abolition of the harassing Border duties, this port must take its proper position as
the natural sea outlet for the produce of the greater portion of the South East…
It would be worthwhile for the government to consider raising our jetty to steamer height and
making a channel to it sufficiently deep to allow the ingress and egress of trading steamers… The
wonder is that our producers have not risen in rebellion long ere this and demanded better
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shipping facilities which would mean such a small outlay to the government, but such an
enhanced price to settlers for their produce.
A sketch is in the Australasian Sketcher, 25 November 1876, page 141; photographs are in the Observer, 9
February 1924, page 33, of the opening of the golf links in the Chronicle, 18 October 1913, page 32, of a
lifeboat crew on 4 September 1915, page 30, of members of a rifle club on 7 May 1936, page 33.
County of MacDonnell was proclaimed on 1 October 1857 and Mount MacDonnell, near Lake Lady
Blanche, named by John McKinlay in December 1861. MacDonnell Peninsula on Kangaroo Island,
christened by Captain B. Douglas in 1858, was renamed Dudley Peninsula in 1986. (See Sir Richard, Blanche
& Skurray) A bridge over the River Torrens was named MacDonnell Bridge and the opening ceremony took
place in August 1857.
MacFarlane, Lake - Near Port Augusta, was named by B.H. Babbage in 1858, after the pastoralist, Alan
MacFarlane (1828-1908), ‘as I concluded the tracks [seen] were those of that gentleman and his party.’ He
arrived with his parents in the Surrey in 1839 and married Susan Hector on 25 June 1862.
MacGillivray - Ivor MacGillivray, MP (1893-1918), born in Scotland in 1840, at age eleven he worked on a
farm for five shillings a month and lodgings. After four years of this labour he went to sea along the coast
of China, occasionally visiting Australia to which he came permanently from New Zealand in 1875 and joined
the Port Adelaide Working Men’s Association of which he was Chairman for 16 years and Trustee for 30
years. Prior to entering parliament he worked on the wharves. He died in March 1939.
The Hundred of MacGillivray, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 20 December 1906; its school
opened in 1912 and closed in 1918. The MacGillivray Post Office, 24 km south of Kingscote, opened in April
1909 and closed on 29 November 1952.
Photographs of the Institute and committee are in the Chronicle, 8 April 1911, page 32.
Mackay Town - A 1909 subdivision of part sections 165 and 166, Hundred of Pirie, by John Purvis Mackay;
now included in Port Pirie South and bisected by Dorothy Street.
Mackinnon Swamp - South-East of Penola on section 29, Hundred of Nangwarry, recalls Charles MacKinnon
(1821-1893) who, with Andrew Watson, took out pastoral lease no. 182, ‘Nangwarry, South of Penola’, in
July 1851. Prior to their occupation it was known as ‘Henty’s Waterhole’. Mr Watson was a police magistrate
for Victoria and special magistrate for South Australia, positions he held for twelve years. (See Kilbride)
Macleay, Point - (See McLeay, Point)
Maclennan Ridge - Between Nullarbor station and Eucla, named, in 1926, by Hon. T. Butterfield,
Commissioner of Crown Lands after a journalist on the staff of the Register.
Macsfield - A school on Yorke Peninsula; opened in 1917, it closed in 1948.
Macs Lookout - (See Karapkar)
Macumba - Aboriginal for ‘big fire’. (mucka - ‘big’ and umba - ‘fire’). The River Macumba, in the Far North
was, according to Rodney Cockburn, discovered by Stephen Jarvis, the manager of Mount Margaret Station,
about 1862 while the name of the Macumba railway station, north of Oodnadatta, was taken from the
‘Macumba Run’ held by J. Gilbert from 1872 (lease no. 2262).
Macumba, being on limestone country does not have to contend much with the fearful problem
of drift in drought time as do some of the interior stations… Mrs Kempe has watched its progress
for 13 years. Macumba is a pleasant place, with lawns kept green by plentiful supplies of bore
water, a wealth of bird life, lovely natural bathing pools (when the rainfall behaves as it should)
in the Macumba Creek, rides on the run in glorious winter sunshine and, when one is socially
inclined, a 25 miles trip to friends in Oodnadatta. (See Treuer, River)
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1888, page 133, photographs in the Observer, 2 December
1911, page 32, 15 November 1913, page 29.
Madge Hill - Near Wilpena, named by the surveyor W.G. Evans, in 1895, after his daughter, Beatrice Madge
Evans.
Madigan Gulf - In Lake Eyre North, named by C.W. Bonython after the explorer, C.T. Madigan.
Madigan Inlet - (See Naiko Inlet)
Madiwaltu - The Aboriginal name of the Maitland district and derived from maatewaltu, an important flint
mine from which the Narangga people took stone; literally, it means ‘bandicoot home’. (See Tiddy Widdy
Wells)
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Madman Gap - In the Marmon Jabuk Range, near Peake. In 1928, the Peake and District Progress
Association was unsuccessful in having it altered to ‘Marmon Gap’ but, on 27 April 1928, the Commissioner
of Crown Lands approved the deletion of the name from public maps.
Maduburawi - A waterhole near Marion Bay, derived from matpo - ‘venereal disease’ (perhaps yaws) and
dawi - ‘water’.
Madurta - An Aboriginal word for ‘level’ given to a railway station near Aldgate by the Nomenclature
Committee in 1944 following the refusal of several names emanating from local sources (berri-warri ‘crossing place’; walgett - ‘crossing’; derribong - ‘green trees’ and ullamulla - ‘white gum trees’). In 1959,
the District Council of Stirling asked that the name be changed to ‘Cricklewood’, a district property and
road, but this was refused following representations from the SA Railways. In its submission the council said
that ‘the name “Madurta” has no local association’ and was constantly subject to ridicule by visitors to the
district who find the association of “mad” and “dirt” a source of hilarity …’
Magarey - The Hundred of Magarey, County of Kintore, was proclaimed on 23 October 1890 and Rodney
Cockburn ascribes its nomenclature to Dr S.J. Magarey, MLC. Three gentlemen with the surname ‘Magarey’,
served in Parliament for varying periods from 1869-1881; the last was W.J. Magarey, MP (1878-1881). Upon
completion of his education in New Zealand he returned to gain cattle experience on stations where he
learned to become a fine horseman. Later, he combined with his pastoral pursuits the ownership of large
flour mills at Hindmarsh and Port Pirie. ‘[He] has left a record of energy, combined with scrupulous honour.’
He died in 1920.
Magarey Park was a subdivision of part block 1, Hundred of Naracoorte, by Jessie McInnes in 1938 and
named after Thomas M. Magarey (1825-1902) who owned the land, in 1861, when it was described as being
on the ‘Narracoorta [sic] Creek’. (See Naracoorte)
Rodney Cockburn says that Magarey Range represents a compliment paid by the explorer, Tietkens, to A.T.
Magarey, an Honorary Secretary of the SA branch of the Geographical Society.
Magdale - A school near Hamley Bridge opened by Sarah Roe in 1870 and closed in 1940. It was recorded,
sometimes, as Magdala and this name has Biblical associations, for it was the Holy Land birthplace of Mary
Magdalene, who was believed to be a prostitute prior to repenting and becoming a Disciple of Jesus Christ;
later, she was present at His resurrection. In Australia, it was the name of a famous mine at Bendigo that
operated at the time the school opened in South Australia - by the 1880s it had reached the depth of 2,400
feet.
In 1904, it was reported that ‘a farewell dinner was tendered by the Wasleys Lutheran congregation in the
Magdela (sic) schoolroom to their pastor Rev Rechner who is leaving for Western Australia. Mr A. Schulze
occupied the chair. Mr W. Eggers, junior, gave the toast… The proceedings were enlivened with songs by
Miss L. and Rae Eggers and Mr G. Schulze…’
Maggea - Aboriginal for ‘camp’ and given to a town, 40 km south of Waikerie in the Hundreds of Holder
and Mantung, proclaimed on 4 November 1915; its post office was opened by Annie Smith in July 1921 and
closed on 28 February 1974, while the school opened in 1919 and closed in 1967.
Maggea is a small country school in the Waikerie district with between 20 and 30 pupils… A
remarkable example of how a cruel physical disability was overcome has been revealed [there]
where the two daughters of Mr and Mrs August Pese, though deaf and dumb, have taken their
place at school and done extremely well… Miss C.D. Ayres, who was in charge of the school for
the past two years… disclaims all credit for the progress of the two girls…
Their mother has been wonderful with them and although a very hard working farm woman,
struggling through a series of bad seasons, she has found time to help the older girl with reading
and books. The children, too, are very eager and full of ambition and they have a natural aptitude
without which everybody’s efforts would have been in vain… (See Mantung)
Magill - The suburb of Magill was laid out as Makgill Estate by Robert Cock and William Ferguson in 1838,
on section 285, Hundred of Adelaide, and was advertised as:
MAKGILL VILLAGE
This village is situated about four miles from Adelaide, in one of the most beautiful and fertile
locations in the district, about a quarter of a mile on this side of the third stream to the NorthEast of the town, and near the foot of the mountains; one of the best roads from the Stringy Bark
Forest is through the same property, which makes this location most desirable for Woodsmen
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and carriers in the timber trade. A plan of the Village may be seen by applying to Robert Cock,
and blocks of from two acres and upwards may be had on reasonable terms.
According to Rodney Cockburn it was named after Sir Maitland Makgill, a trustee of Robert Cock’s wife. The
reason for the dropping of the ‘k’ in the name cannot be explained. Of interest is the fact that Maghull
(pronounced ‘Magill’ and meaning ‘mayweed meadow’) is a suburb of Liverpool from which many ships
sailed to South Australia, while Lieut. J.N. Magill of the 96th Regiment is recorded as being in the colony in
its early days.
As a district Magill can claim several firsts:
The pretty village church was the first consecrated in this state. One of the first and best farms
was cultivated by Mr Ferguson there; and he was the first to pilot a bullock team from there over
the hills to The Tiers, as Mount Lofty was then called. There, too, one of the first vineyards was
planted by Dr Penfold. It owned the first pottery established in South Australia. It claims one of
the best managed institutions of its kind in the states, the reformatory. Within its boundaries the
last tribal battle was witnessed… Moreover, near to the North-Western corner of what was Dr
Penfold’s section, at the North-East bank of Halton Brook, is one of the most sacred burying
grounds of the Adelaide tribe of natives…
Information on a licensed school was recorded in 1854.
Magner Hill - North-East of Murray Town on sections 29E and 30, Hundred of Booleroo and named after.
John Magner who obtained the land grant on 2 May 1882. Prior to 2005 it was known as Magnus Hill.
Magnificent, Mount - (See Ashbourne)
Magpie Creek - It rises in the hills near Anama and runs South-West. The name was given, also, to a school
near Snowtown opened by Jean Buchanan in 1886; it closed in 1908. Records in the Department of
Education show its opening date as 1879, while in 1884 there was a report of a ‘proposed’ school at Magpie
Creek.
About a mile or two on the Redhill side of Rochester, and on the main line road between Clare
and Port Pirie, there exists a spot that is a constant menace to the comfort and safety of
teamsters on that line. The Magpie Creek, which here crosses the road, or rather track, at an
oblique angle - never at the best of times very smooth or safe as to its banks or bed - becomes,
even after ordinary showers, highly dangerous, and after violent storms simply impassable for
traffic…
Magrath Flat - In the Coorong, 22 km south of Meningie and named after George Magrath who was
murdered there by Aborigines in 1842 while journeying to Portland in Victoria:
McGrath [sic] did and had nothing that could be the cause of the crime. It seems to have been
actuated by sheer love of killing. He was not travelling with sheep or cattle; indeed, he and his
two mates - Chase and Pugh - were poor men and had with them only the scantiest stock of
provisions; the perpetrator eluded capture for about three years following which he was tried
and hanged at the Adelaide Gaol and buried close by members of his tribe.
Wera Maldera, alias Peter (Aboriginal) was hanged in front of the gaol on 29 March 1847 for the murder of
G. Magrath (sic) on 3 June 1846 at the Coorong. Of this event a local newspaper editor opined:
If transportation for life is the full penalty in England more ought not, we think, to be inflicted here...
One cannot resort to the mutilation of the person, adopted in barbarous ages, but we would at least,
Four blacks had been permitted to remain with him the preceding night, during the whole of which
he wept bitterly; he recovered his fortitude, however, as the fatal moment approached, ascended the
scaffold as readily as the pinioning admitted and after steadfastly looking towards the sun for some
moments, he submitted to his sentence. In compliance with his request no white man was allowed to
touch him after death, but his body was received, coffined, and conveyed to a grave in the gaol yard
by the blacks.
Higginson and Painter’s map of 1855/56 shows ‘McGrath Wells’ in the vicinity of modern-day ‘Magrath Flat’
and it has been suggested that the name honours George McGrath and that it was corrupted by the
Highways Department at a later date. (See Koromaranggul) A photograph of the station’s homestead is in
the Observer, 24 March 1923, page 5.
A telegraph office was established there on 20 January 1862; it closed on 29 November 1873.
In 1866, it was reported that ‘at McGrath’s [sic] Flat’:
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I found a comfortable hotel for such a dreary looking country, where I soon managed before a
cosy fire to forget, to some extent at least, the discomforts of the day’s journey… [Here] I
purchased a number of teal at fourpence per head and I believe they have been sold by the
blacks as low as twopence each. I was amused at the answer I got from one blackfellow… to a
question as to his name – ‘Dean & Laughton’ said he, showing his teeth…
The ‘Magrath Flat Run’ was established by T. McCallum (ca.1822-1892) in 1874 (lease no. 2393). (See
McCallum, Hundred of)
Magstown - This place was recorded as being located in the Hundred of Onkaparinga and is probably a
corruption of ‘Manxtown’. The Register of 5 February 1855 says: ‘… in visiting Magstown… I had given to
me a beautiful specimen of white marble. It abounds on the properties of Mrs Smilie [sic] and Mrs Lorimer.’
Mahanewo - A property near Lake McFarlane; see pastoral lease no. 2807.
Maidstone - A subdivision of part sections 5519 and 6145, Hundred of Para Wirra. William Carman (18231877), who owned the land, came from Maidstone in Kent, England, and laid it out in 1858:
Situated in the valley of the Chain of Ponds… [it] comprises 67 allotments… The Wheatsheaf Inn,
now occupied by Mr Carman, is built on one of the blocks… the property must be sold as Mr
Carman retires from business. [The Inn ceased trading in 1873.]
The reminiscences of Mrs William Carman were published in 1915. ‘Mr Carman first accepted a position at
the Enterprise Mine at Lyndoch … and later went to Gumeracha where, for 17 years, he and his wife kept
the Maidstone Hotel…’ It has been known as ‘Kersbrook’ since 1917.
The English town takes its name from the River Medway on which it stands; the Anglo-Saxon medwaegestun means ‘town on the Medway’.
Maildaburra - In 1921, this school, formerly ‘Haslam’, took its name from a local homestead.
Mainwater Spring - (See Adlyuvundhu)
Maitland - The Aborigines knew the district as maatewaltu - a source of stones for tools traded at gatherings
of Kaurna and other indigenous people. (See Cunningham, Hundred of & Madiwaltu) The town of Maitland,
proclaimed on 22 August 1872, was named by Governor Fergusson and a descendant said:
Maitland, Cunningham and Dalrymple were all surnames of ancestors and, with Fergusson, the
four names are recorded in the four quarters of our coat of arms.
Of interest in respect of the naming of the town is the fact that his Aide-de-Camp was the Honourable
Richard Maitland W. Dawson. Its school opened in 1878.
A history of the town and photographs are in the Chronicle, 8 September 1932, pages 33 and 44,
photographs in the Observer, 18 November 1905, page 30, 13 January 1906, page 27, 18 February 1911,
page 31, 2 December 1911, page 30, 20 January 1912, page 30, 1 February 1913, page 30, 6 September
1928, page 36, Chronicle, 8 June 1912, page 30, 11 September 1930, page 37, of a war memorial in the
Observer, 20 November 1920, page 23.
The Hundred of Maitland, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 20 June 1872.; its school opened in
1919 and closed in 1926.
In 1874, it was reported that ‘there was a football match played on a section adjoining the township of
Maitland’:
Belonging to Mr Thomas Bowman, ‘kindly lent for the day’. The match was between 19 of the
Northern young men and the same number Southern. The game originated from a challenge sent
by the Southerns in March last, to play for a new ball… Mr W.J. O’Brien acted as umpire and Mr
F. Cottrell as captain of the blues, Mr W. Thomas as umpire and Mr Albert Short as captain of the
pinks.
After about two hours smart playing the pinks made one goal which caused great hurrahing. The
players took 10 minutes rest and… after about half an hour the pinks again came off victorious in
making another goal. Amid great cheering the umpires declared the pinks the winner…
Makin, Hundred of - In the County of Buckingham, proclaimed on 19 October 1939, was named after James
Bains Makin, a pioneer pastoralist of the South-East district. With Samuel Gibbs of Tintinara and Thomas
McCallum of Magrath Flat, he was responsible for the extermination of wild dogs from the district. Born at
Morphett Vale, in 1854, he went to the Tatiara district in 1875 and managed the ‘Mount Monster Run’
which he, himself, leased from 1883. (See Magrath Flat & McCallum, Hundred of)
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Malakhoff - A school near Port Wakefield opened as ‘Inkerman Centre’ in 1892; it closed in 1944. In 1892,
sports in aid of the Malikoff (sic) school were held at Bald Hill Beach and ‘a start was made from the
schoolroom at 9 a.m., Mr H. Neal providing the horses and waggon for the children to the number of 26, all
of whom bore flags…’ ‘Malakoff’ (sic), a hill the capture of which decided the fate of Sebastopol during the
Crimean War, was the name of a Russian sailor who established a tavern on the hill.
An 1855 report mentions the French troops ‘attacking the Malakhoff Works’ in the Crimea, while on 16 July
1858 it was said: ‘A grand banquet to the Duke of Malakhoff, the General Pelissier of Crimean renown, was
given by the members of the Senior United Services Club [in London].’ (See Inkerman)
Malbooma - A railway station, 40 km west of Tarcoola. Aboriginal for ‘wind’.
Malcolm - In the Hundred of Para Wirra is Malcolm Creek, named after the two sons of Sir James Malcolm;
namely, William O. Malcolm, who came in the Buffalo in 1836 and Pulteney Malcolm in the Lady Lilford in
1839.
Malcolm Flat is contiguous to sections 677/678, Hundred of Para Wirra. George Morphett, in a presidential
address to the Royal Geographical Society said, inter alia, ‘in 1841 John… Morphett, on behalf of William
Leigh, selected 500 acres of the land on which the Malcolm’s had a run…’
Point Malcolm, between Lakes Albert and Alexandrina, was named after John and Neill Malcolm (See
Poltalloch). The Aborigines called it kartang - ‘turning place’. A lighthouse was built there and operated
from 1 February 1878 and continued in service until 30 September 1931; it was the only lighthouse to be
built on a South Australian inland waterway. The Point Malcolm School, near Lake Alexandrina, opened in
1878 and closed in 1883. ’
There is another Point Malcolm near Semaphore and Mr J.D. Somerville said:
The earliest trace of the name is on a chart of about 1867-68 and it may be conjectured that the
name has something to do with Captain James Malcolm, who arrived in South Australia in 1846.
He was a brother-in-law of Sir Thomas Elder and Robert Barr Smith and became agent at Port
Adelaide for Elder Smith and Company and instituted some signalling scheme between the gulf
and the port to get early advice of vessels coming up the gulf.
In a presidential address given to the Royal Geographical Society Mr George Morphett disagreed with this
nomenclature and said that Governor Hindmarsh was responsible for the name and that, doubtless, it
honoured Sir Pulteney Malcolm. In an article headed ‘Oldtime Buildings and Events’ in 1928, the author
disputed the nomenclature proposed by both H.C. Talbot and Rodney Cockburn in respect of the signal
station at, or near, Semaphore: ‘[They are] quite wrong. On Colonel Light’s first and subsequent maps and
plans the signal station is shown on Point Malcolm immediately west of the old Port, about a mile south of
the present jetty.’
In 1872, Captain Howes of the steamer Black Diamond, complained that ‘lights exhibited somewhere near
Point Malcolm almost caused him to run ashore there during one night last week’:
The glare is supposed to have been from a brilliant fire lit by a fisherman but the incident again
shows that the Port Light is not sufficiently powerful. The flame has always considered to be too
dull… (See Semaphore)
The Hundred of Malcolm, County of Russell, was proclaimed on 19 April 1860:
[It was pointed out] that over 40 applicants for the lands in the Hundred, which are involved in
the Supreme Court case of Harvey v Howe, sent in various sums of money with their applications
at the beginning of the year which were retained by the government… A large majority of them
had to travel a considerable distance to Wellington, involving for the return journey periods up
to a week…
The nomenclature of the Hundred probably relates to John and Neil Malcolm who, as stated previously,
acquired land in the vicinity in 1839.
Maliwur Swamp - In the Hundred of Landseer. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘red mallee trees’ - mali - the
eucalypt oleosa and war - ‘tree’.
Maljanapa, Lake - The name of the Aboriginal clan once inhabiting the district.
Malkai Gap - A rock shelter east of Beltana taken from an Aboriginal word malkaia - ‘stripe cave gorge’;
known, also, as ‘Mulka Gap’. It takes its name from the caves on the northern side in which there are rock
paintings:
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The marks were made by people passing through the area on their way south, probably to the
ochre pits. Strangers would leave their mark to say they had gone down and on their return
would add another. In this way there would be a check on people passing through. It also meant
that if anyone wanted to meet up with someone they knew intended going south (because a
messenger had given this information) they would know by the mark that they had gone and
could await their return. This cave is very well-known to the local people and may be endangered
by over use.
Malla - A railway station, 24 km North-West of Mount Gambier, was the Aboriginal name of a reed growing
in local swamps.
Mallala - Derived from the Aboriginal madlola - ‘place of the ground frog’ and taken from a pastoral station
established on 22 January 1846 by Phillip Butler (1818-1899) and A.W. Thorold Grant under occupation
licence. (See Templeton, Mount) The Mallala Post Office opened on 1 April 1865, while the town was laid
out in 1870 on part section 60, Hundred of Grace, by Samuel Chivell (1832-1880), farmer, who arrived in
the Java in 1840; in a report of his funeral, it was said that he was ‘the founder of Mallala.’
Its public school opened in 1877; prior to this time schooling was provided in the Feltwell Chapel. (See
Feltwell & Grant Hill)
It was in 1877 that Constable Tuohy opened the police station at Mallala. The only house
available was the newly-built Methodist manse. This was rented by the government and
Constable Tuohy duly installed as the Officer-in-Charge. The minister’s study acted as the cell…
A resident of the town stirred up a hornet’s nest when his letter appeared in 1880: ‘Situated almost in the
centre of the township there are a slaughterhouse, a boiling down [works] and some extremely offensive
sheep and pig yards…’ There followed a string of letters making interesting reading until the Editor of the
Register proclaimed - ‘We have had quite enough of this correspondence.’
In 1877, the friends and supporters of temperance cause in and about Mallala formed themselves into the
Mallala Temperance Society and, on 1 January, ‘a picnic was held in Mr W. Jefferies paddock… Mr Eli
Knowles being the secretary…’ An extensive account of events and winners follows.
The town was described in 1904 and 1910 when it was said to have ‘an uninviting appearance, but there is
a background of mallee scrub, which to the lover of nature is full of interest.’
A photograph of the Methodist Church is in the Chronicle, 10 July 1909, page 31, of a ‘record load of wheat’
on 5 March 1910, page 30, of reaping on Mr T.W. Correll’s property on 14 February 1925, page 38, of a
football team in the Observer, 1 June 1912, page 30, 1 November 1919, page 25, of four generations of the
Jury family on 1 March 1913, page 32, of an early settler, M. Hallion, on 24 May 1913, page 29, of
participants in an overland car journey to Darwin in the Chronicle, 5 May 1928, page 40.
Mallee - In 1914, accompanied by Mr Paltridge and Crs. Cornish and Sharman and Mr P. M. Daley, ‘the
Minister in the afternoon went to a little provisional school at Mallee Corner where Miss Buttfield has
charge… After chatting pleasantly to the children the Minister gave them a holiday and was thanked by
cheers.’ Near Brinkworth, it was opened by Jean Freebairn in 1895 and closed in 1942.
Mallee Grove School, near Gulnare, was opened by Mary A. Corry in 1920; it closed in 1946.
Mallett - A town in the Hundred of Wonna, proclaimed on 12 August 1880, was named, no doubt, by
Governor Jervois after a friend or acquaintance; it ceased to exist on 16 May 1929. George Hamlin and
Charles A. Geisler purchased nine lots on 10 March 1881 but, in due course, they reverted to the Crown for
non-payment of rates and, in 1890, it was ‘as yet only inhabited by rabbits.’
In 1902, the Mallett Athletic Club held their ‘third annual sports in favourable weather’:
The Mallett bicycle track is one of the fastest and best turf tracks in the state… The races were
exciting. A notable feature was the riding of the Dearlove brothers… This meeting brought out
two prominent lad riders in H.L. Pearse, aged 15 and Sydney N. Edwards, a Westralian, aged 17.
In the evening a concert was held in the Mallett Institute…
Mallett Reservoir is 32 km North-East of Hallett.
Malloga Falls - On section 106, Hundred of Parachilna. Aboriginal for ‘deep waterhole’.
Malpas - A town in the Hundred of Kekwick, 40 km south of Loxton, proclaimed on 15 August 1918, was
named after Lt H.E. Malpas, a former draftsman in the Lands Department, who was killed in action on 7
August 1916. In 1936, to celebrate the State’s centenary, Lt. Malpas’ father, W.G. Malpas, ‘of the Legislative
Council staff’, was invited to help plant trees alongside the main road. The local railway station was known
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formerly as ‘Wolowa’; its school opened in 1920 as ‘Wolowa’ and closed in 1944, while the post office
opened on 1 December 1922 and closed on 31 July 1976.
Maltee - A former pastoralist in the area believed it meant ‘many tracks’ while other sources say it is derived
from malti - ‘night’ or ‘place of darkness’. The town, 24 km North-East of Ceduna, was proclaimed on 4 May
1916. Its school opened in 1917 as ‘Chinta’; a new school titled ‘Maltee’ opened in 1919 and closed in 1951.
Its post office, opened on section 15, Hundred of Chillundie, by P.M.J. Talbot on 1 August 1923, closed on
31 August 1967..
Malukapi - The Aboriginal name for ‘Amy Giles Rocks’ - ‘kangaroo water’.
Malvern - A township of Malvern, apparently not recognised in the Department of Lands, was advertised
in June 1848 as ‘250 allotments… beautifully situated on section 1715 about 16 miles from Adelaide on the
Great North Road, half-way between Gawler Town and the Little Para. Plans can be seen… at Mr Smith’s
public house…’
This section was granted to John Smith, the founder of Smithfield, in August 1847, but the proposed
subdivision appears to have been a complete failure as no plan was lodged and there is no record of any
sale of allotments.
In 1882, the Adelaide suburb of Malvern was laid out by the owners of part sections 242-43, Hundred of
Adelaide, viz., Charles Lyons and Charles Sydney Leader, land agents who extolled it as ‘no distance from
that enchanting spot - the Waterfall and is almost under the brow of our noble mountain range’:
Native birds sport themselves undisturbed in the fine trees which ornament Malvern… No
mosquitoes or sandflies will disturb the sleeping or wide-awake purchasers… the cool breezes
from the hills preclude the possibility of their existence in this perfect Eden. No factory chimneys,
no duststorms, no shrieking tram motors; all the delights of rural life within ten minutes travel of
the city pleasures…
The name comes from Worcestershire and derives from either the Œ malferna - ‘hill over the moor or plain’
or the Welsh moel-fryn - ‘bare hill’.
Photographs of Concordia College are in the Observer, 4 March 1905, page 24, Chronicle, 27 April 1933,
page 37.
Mamblin, Hundred of - In the County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 31 July 1913, and named after Mamblin
Hill in the vicinity. The ‘Mamblin Run’ was established by William Tucknott (ca.1825-1894) in 1872; he
arrived with his parents in the Buckinghamshire in 1839.
Mambray - A school opened as ‘Hundred of Baroota’ in 1881; changed in 1891; closed in 1942. Mambray
Creek is 24 km north of Port Germein and, according to Professor Norman Tindale, it is probably derived
from the Aboriginal word mambri meaning ‘native cherry’ (Exocarpo cupressiformis). According to Rodney
Cockburn it is a distortion of ‘Mamre’, a house built near Angaston by William Salter whose second son,
William T. Salter (1831-1895), took up the Old Baroota run and a creek on the property was named
‘Membre’; early conveyancing documents show his address at Angaston as ‘Mamre Brook’ while in
September 1863 ‘Mamre Brook’ was described as ‘the silvery streamlet that now divides the vine-clad hills
of Angaston.’
The post office stood on section 68, Hundred of Winninowie; opened as ‘Old Baroota’ in 1879 it became
Mambray Creek in 1880, ‘Mount Gullet’ in 1924 and ‘Mambray Creek’ in 1939. The school opened in 1939
and closed in 1972.
In 1883, it was reported that ‘this little oasis of park-like scenery was the land which is blessed by the
overflow of Mambray Creek. One part is occupied by the educational leasehold and another by the selection
of Mr Howe, whose guests we are for the night at Mambray Hall…’
A photograph of boring for water on Mr G.H. Walter’s property is in the Chronicle, 12 March 1927, page
40.
Mamburdi - In the Hundred of Onkaparinga; Aboriginal for ‘the Southern Cross’. Prior to 1918 it was
‘Neudorf’ and reverted to that name on 13 November 1986.
Mamungari National Park - Previously known as ‘Unnamed Conservation Park’, it was proclaimed in 1970.
Much of it is located in the South Australian portion of the Great Victoria Desert and, recently, it was handed
back to its original owners, namely the Maralinga-Tjarutja people; a co-management arrangement exists
between them and the South Australian Department for Environment and Heritage.
Mamre Brook - (See Mambray)
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Manatoo - The name was, no doubt, taken from part of the Booyoolie Estate known as Manatoo and given
to a school near Caltowie; opened in 1920, it closed in 1926. The acre of land for this school was donated
to the Education Department by Mr F.H. Symonds. ‘However, the building erected there, subsequently, was
not the property of the department…’
Manarangang - The Aboriginal name of a swamp on section 908, Hundred of Malcolm, meaning ‘good place
for canoes’, for in calm weather bark canoes could be launched from there to cross over Albert Passage.
Manchester, County of - Proclaimed on 21 May 1891 and named by Governor Kintore who married the
second daughter of the Duke of Manchester. ‘He came out as a commissioner to the Melbourne Centennial
Exhibition and was on the bridge of the Sorata when she went ashore near Cape Jervis in September 1880.’
(See Clinton)
Mandarin Well - Near Lyndhurst. The Mandarin Mine was worked there in the 1890s.
Manengomung Swamp - In the Hundred of Malcolm. Aboriginal for ‘mudhole’.
Mangalo - Derived from the Aboriginal mangadla - ‘peaceful or friendly place’ and applied to the Hundred
of Mangalo, County of Jervois, proclaimed on 24 January 1878.
In 1911, it was said that it had ‘approximately 3,500 acres carrying crop or under bare fallow, contained
some magnificent country and has a good rainfall… Among the principal farmers are Messrs Burton
brothers, J. Deer, Busch brothers, L.J. Atkinson and Cleave and sons…’
The Mangalo School, opened in 1914, closed in 1945, while its post office, 38 km north of Cowell, operated
from 1 March 1912 until 31 December 1974; ‘at first, the service was conducted to and from Watchanie,
the contractor being J.W. Deer who utilised a horse and sulky…’
Photographs of grain elevators at the railway siding are in the Observer, 30 October 1926, page 34, of
ploughing in the Chronicle, 17 July 1926, page 40, reaping on Mr H.E. Steinke's farm on 7 January 1932, page
32, of the school and students on 26 January 1933, page 38.
Mangayangadanha, Mount - East of Lyndhurst. Aboriginal for ‘wide head band’.
Manguri - A town on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs railway line proclaimed on 8 December 1977, comes from
an Aboriginal word applied, previously, to the local railway station; meaning unknown.
Mankara - On section 211, Hundred of Moorowie. Aboriginal for ‘young woman’.
Mann - Charles Mann, MP (1870-1881), the son of South Australia’s first Advocate-General, Charles Mann
Snr (1799-1860), was born in Adelaide in April 1838. Admitted to the Bar in 1860 he entered parliament as
a member for Burra and, in 1875, was made a Queen’s Counsel. His name is remembered by Mann Ranges
in the Far North-West named by W.C. Gosse on 10 August 1875 and the Hundred of Mann, County of
Jervois, proclaimed on 24 January 1878.
In 1880, when a traveller camped at the Twelve-Mile Tanks, between Wangaraleednie Head Station and
Arno Bay, his attention was drawn to ‘a number of horses and bullock teams on their way to Arno Bay’:
On making enquiries, I found it was a number of selectors who had taken up land in the
Hundreds of Mann and Yadnarie, who with their men had received, after vainly petitioning
government to construct a road over the two sandhills and swamp which are in close proximity
to the sea beach, to take the matter into their own hands…
In the first place it was no use thinking of carting wheat or any other produce a distance of 18
miles without they had water for their cattle, so they went to work to obtain a supply… which
they succeeded in getting by sinking a well close to the beach…
Mannandale - According to Education Department records this school, west of Rhynie, opened in 1899 and
closed in 1915. However, advice from Ms Rosemary Shearer, of the Local Family History and Research and
Information Centre, Riverton, says the school’s name was Mannanna Dale and, according to information
found in the State Records, it stood on Section 76, Hundred of Upper Wakefield.
Manna Hill - It has been said that as ‘manna’, was the food miraculously supplied to the Israelites after their
flight from the Egypt, the name may have been coined by someone with a good biblical knowledge. The
‘Manna Hill Run’ was ‘renowned for its good tucker’ according to an itinerant shearer. The Biblical reference
is given further credence by the fact that, in October 1876, the SA Parliament voted to set up an
experimental wheat growing station about 40 km South-West of Outalpa, named Manna Hill.
Prior to this time many of the northern sheep runs had been resumed and cut up into farming sections in
the belief that ‘rain follows the plough.’ (See Eurelia)
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A Mr Hannaford was put in charge of the farm and his report of 1878 was most unfavourable
because after spending £500 the farm’s produce was sufficient only to provide seed and fodder
for the working horses.
Letters from Harold Hatwell, copies of which are held in the Mortlock Library, refer to the aftermath of the
project:
David Ferry kept the eating house at Manna Hill, the old experimental farm, and [one] year the
whole flat was flooded and the wheat that had been sown years before came up and Ferry got a
machine and cut it up, chaffed it, and sent it to NSW and made a lot of money…
In 1884, there were at Manna Hill ‘a government well with the usual accessories of tank and troughs and
whim and stockyards’:
I tasted the water by dipping the tip of one of my fingers and placing it on my tongue. The
experiment was thoroughly conclusive, for if, perchance, it were slander to describe the liquid as
being brine, it were no less a vile flattery to characterise it as merely brackish… The district hills
have rather striking forms and in particular the bold escarpment of Oulnina or Sprigg’s Bluff
absorbs your attention as it rises grim and lonely across the South-Western plain,
while in 1885:
About eighty of the Adelaide unemployed arrived [at Peterborough] today. Drays were in
readiness at the station to convey them to Manna Hill which is the site of the new reservoir.
Rations were provided and tents pitched ready for the men, who felt at home under the
guidance of Messrs Dyke and Quintrell… The wages of those who make full time will be 33
shillings per week.
The town, 100 km WSW of Cockburn, was proclaimed on 10 March 1887, while its school opened in 1899
and closed in 1967.
Mannanarie - Derived from the Aboriginal manangari - ‘good string or cord’ - the native hollyhock Lavatera
plebeja is abundant in the area and yields a fibre useful for string making. The ‘Manannerie (sic) Run’ was
established by T.B. Marchant, in 1851 (lease no. 61).
The Hundred of Mannanarie, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and evidence of a
proposed government town was reported, in November 1872, when it was surveyed on the North-Eastern
side of the Hundred:
But at present it is innocent of houses. The spot chosen does not seem to be the most suitable to
meet the convenience of the whole of the settlers, or to take in the line of traffic. But probably it
is too early yet to judge of this matter. Mannanarie was opened for selection on the 13th of last
May. Only 19,000 acres were taken up by the middle of August, but since then a great deal has
been selected at one pound an acre… The dwellings for the most part are only temporary,
consisting of a few sheets of iron, a tarpaulin, a deserted hut, or some similar simple shelter.
Some pine huts have been put up and a few small stone houses are to be seen, [and] one or two
weatherboard places…
The Mannanarie Post Office opened in March 1874; its school in 1880; closed in 1970. In 1877, the town of
Mannanarie, 19 km north of Jamestown, was laid out on part section 69, by Samuel Robinson.
Manners Well and Manners Creek - East of Lake Torrens, ‘Manners Well Run’ was established in 1888.
Manning - In 1872, Manning Vale was mentioned in the Saddleworth-Auburn area and Manning Vale
Springs, near Eurelia, in 1884. Manning Well is in the Hundred of Eurelia and all the names commemorate
either John E. Manning (1859-1946), farmer and publican at Eurelia, who took up sections 71W and 74 on
25 February 1881, or his father Michael Manning, who arrived in the British Empire in 1850 and lived in the
district.
Manningham - Laid out on section 480, Hundred of Yatala, by Lowe and McKeough Pty Ltd in 1965. Part of
the land on which it stands was, formerly, allotment 12 of ‘Hampstead Heath’ (3 acres and seven perches)
purchased by Alfred Henry Bennett in 1905; in 1920 he acquired a contiguous 32 acres for racehorse
stabling and agistment. Today, some of these two holdings are known as the ‘Bennett Memorial Reserve’.
His wife, born in Manningham, Yorkshire, in 1868, died on 27 July 1907 and, in 1924, the subdivision of
Hampstead shows a ‘Manningham Street’.
When Dr A.H. Bennett practised his profession in the north he raced horses of his own breeding
and when he came to the city he decided to have his favourite hobby close to him. He chose a
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delightful spot on the North-East road and with a lovely home, beautiful garden and ideal horse
paddocks he, as Behemoth once said made Manningham what it is today, ‘a thing of beauty and
a joy forever’. At Manningham were photos of horses which did well for him…
In 1926, a drinking fountain was erected in the reserve in her memory and, following his death in August
1930, their cremated remains were lodged beneath the fountain. To give effect to the provisions of Dr
Bennett’s will the Manningham Recreation Ground Act was passed in 1936 and subsequently amended in
1963. The English name means ‘the town of Maegen’s people’.
Mannum - Probably, the name is derived from the Aboriginal manampangk that was applied to an
Aboriginal camp, the site of which is occupied now by the town. In addition to this explanation, and under
a heading of menum, Professor Tindale said, ‘the totem of horde [sic] at this place was ngakara or black
duck (Anas supeiciliosa).’ Near here the great River Murray codfish, Ponde, changed direction in his flight
down the river escaping from Ngurunderi. (See Mason & Tailem Bend for further evidence of the mythical
creature.)
The earliest record of land selected in the vicinity is ‘The Thirty Nine Sections Special Survey’ of 1840
comprising 3,322 acres, of which the major portion on the western bank was owned by Osmond Gilles. One
of the original plans of this survey shows the site for a proposed township of ‘Pontarra’ on what is now
section 600, Hundred of Finniss.
The government town of Port Mannum, surveyed by William Pearson in 1864, was offered for sale on 27
October 1864, while a private town of the same name was laid out on portion of section 114, by W.B.
Randell, in 1869. Its school opened in 1871.
A letter seeking police protection for its citizens appeared in 1877 because its inhabitants were being
disturbed by the ‘midnight howls of the drunk and infuriated blacks together with a certain portion of the
whites…’ while, in the same year, it was said of the police station, ‘the edifice which now does duty is a
stable in connection with the public-house - a deplorable travesty on the majesty and dignity of the law…’
A further complaint was aired in 1878 when ‘the only place we have in which to confine prisoners awaiting
magisterial enquiry is a tumbledown pine shed at the rear of the local hotel, which the veriest child could
with the slightest exertion uproot post by post.’
In respect of local transport, in 1878 it was remarked that ‘the arrangements by which the Palmer to
Mannum coach remains several hours three and a half miles from Mount Pleasant, instead of coming up to
that township and starting thence in time to meet the Adelaide and Mount Pleasant coach is very
inconvenient’:
In my own case had not a friend lent me a buggy and another a horse I should have been obliged
to hire a conveyance to take me to the Palmer coach stables… I left Palmer at 7.30 p.m… As it
was after dark I could see but a little of the country on the road…
Having visited Mannum eight years previously I saw some slight improvement. Messrs Stilling
and Co’s stores, the inn, and one or two other buildings had been erected… No doubt this place
might have advanced more had it not been for the uncertainty of how long it would remain a
port for receiving wood and dispatching stores for the upper rivers…
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1878, Frearson’s Weekly, 21 February 1880, page 15;
photographs of the town and an Aboriginal camp are in the Chronicle, 16 December 1905, page 5 (supp.),
2 June 1928, page 39, of flooding in the Observer, 25 June 1904, page 26, 23 December 1916, page 28,
6 October 1917, page 23, 10 November 1917, page 26, Chronicle, 10 November 1917, page 24, 27 August
1931, page 31, of an Arbor Day at the school on 29 August 1935, page 38, of a Rowing and Athletics Club
Ball in the Observer, 30 September 1911, page 31, of an eight-oar rowing crew on 27 April 1912, page 30,
of Australia Day celebrations on 14 August 1915, page 29, of a carnival on 6 January 1917, page 27, of a
rowing carnival on 1 February 1930, page 33, of a rowing crew in the Chronicle, 16 April 1927, page 23, of a
children’s playground on 7 January 1928, page 41, of a water carnival on 9 April 1931, page 18e, of a football
team on 27 June 1935, page 38.
Manoora - H.C. Talbot says it was ‘originally the name of Mr A.W.T. Grant’s station, who took up pastoral
country in what is now known as the Upper Wakefield District about 1840,’ while Rodney Cockburn says it
was ‘a sheep station of the same name conducted by F.E. Monckton, brother-in-law of Sir John P. Boucaut.’
It is derived from an Aboriginal word relating to spring water.
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The town of Manoora, 10 km north of Saddleworth, was laid out in 1867 on section 261 by Thomas Edwards
(1824-1876); the school opened in 1880. In 1886, the contiguous district was described as having, ‘within a
radius of one mile, about 35 houses and a total population of about 175’:
The site is a fairly good one, having sufficient natural fall to carry off storm waters… which go into
the creek running through the village. This creek, which is really the head of the Gilbert River, is a
fresh water stream, but is never used for drinking or domestic purposes… Quite recently the
Midland Road Board has placed a quantity of roughly broken stones where the creek crosses the
Black Springs and Farrell’s Flat road.
This has the effect of damming back the water and obstructing the natural flow and if not
remedied will be a source of great nuisance… especially as all refuse house drainage, etc., from
premises abutting on the creek are thrown or flow into it… There are a few wells throughout the
township; water in them is brackish… The township consists of two public houses, two stores, a
bank, three Churches, blacksmith, wheelwright, etc., and the private dwellings… (See Burton &
Chingford)
A photograph of Mr D.H. Power’s property is in the Chronicle, 19 June 1909, page 30, of Pearl Fatchen
milking a cow in the Chronicle, 29 November 1919, page 30, of Mr H. Heinrich and his dog on
8 January 1931, page 37.
Manoopulla - The Aboriginal name for the district between Goolwa and Encounter Bay inhabited by a clan
of the Narrinyeri people, whose totem was the wattle gum.
Manse Estate - A 1923 subdivision of part section 2619, Hundred of Macclesfield, by the Trustees of the
Strathalbyn Presbyterian Church; now included in Strathalbyn.
Mansfield Park - Laid out in 1923 on part section 405, Hundred of Yatala, by Emma Bradley, Lavina M.
Haynes and Athol G.R. Thompson, as executors of Henry Thompson. Its school opened in 1953. Probably, it
took its name from ‘Mansfield’, a town in Ayrshire, Scotland; the name occurs, also, in Nottinghamshire,
England, and translates as ‘open ground of the River Maun’.
Mantung - Literally, it means ‘water on a native road’. Migratory Aborigines, following sandhills from Jadko,
6·5 km north of Swan Reach, via Bakara eastward to Loxton, obtained water from mallee trees, while
sandhills contained root foods. Information supplied to Norman Tindale says that needle bush roots also
yielded water for indigenous travellers. (See Bakara, Maggea & Ngautngaut Conservation Park)
This nomenclature is supported by the fact that, when the Hundred of Mantung, County of Albert, was
proclaimed on 15 June 1893, the name was shown as an Aboriginal waterhole on an 1864 land tenure plan.
The town of Mantung, 48 km south of Waikerie, was proclaimed on 8 July 1915 while its post office, opened
as Mantung Railway in September 1915, became Mantung on 1 September 1966.
According to records of the Department of Education the school opened in 1921 and closed in 1944; it
reopened in 1961 and was conducted in the Mantung Hall. Early in the 1914 a meeting was called to arrange
for the inauguration of an agricultural show when ‘a strong committee was formed’:
Subsequently, owing to the dryness of the season, the committee deemed it wise to postpone
the show and hold a farmers’ picnic instead… Thanks largely to the untiring energy of the capable
secretary, Mr A.E. Solly, everything went with a swing… Before the folk dispersed in the evening
three rousing cheers were given for ‘King and country’…
Manunda - A post office opened in January 1892 and closed in November 1904. (See Lilydale)
Manunka - The name of an early Aborigine ration station at ‘Nanungka’, conducted by the Matthews family,
was corrupted and applied to Manunka Landing, in the Hundred of Forster. The Manunka School under the
Education Department was opened on 12 July 1900 and placed in charge of Mr J.K. Matthews, a son of Mrs
Matthews…’ It closed in 1908.
Manunka, Mrs Matthews’ private mission, occupies a reserve of 40 acres held under a lease…
The number of Aborigines averages 58… No money grant from the State is paid to this mission.
The usual depot supplies from the Aborigines Department, of rations, clothing, medicines, etc.,
are given annually at an average cost of £121.
Manuwalkaninna Creek - Near Lake Blanche. The ‘Manuwalkaninna Run’ was established by Thomas Elder
in 1863 (lease no. 1706). A post office was established there in October 1877 by E. Simmons; it moved to
‘Blanchewater’ in June 1878.
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Manx Town - This Isle of Man name, derived from mannin - ‘stony island’, was given to a place near
Woodside.
An early point of focus within this community was the Wheatsheaf Inn, licensed between 1855
and 1863, its location being given variously as Manx Town and Inverbrackie. Only a low stone
wall remains in the area in which the hotel is believed to have been located. (See Inverbrackie &
Magstown)
Education Department records show a ‘Manx Town School’ being opened in 1859; it closed in 1881.
At Manx Town, Mr Ascoli, teacher, there was a very good attendance and is in a very good state
for the time in which it has been established… The building is an improvement upon the late
school at Inverbrackie, but there is much need of a more suitable one. The Council were greatly
obliged and aided in this general examination by the company of Revs Messrs Ross and Andrews,
Mr Duffield and several other gentlemen.
Manyi Valley - East of Lyndhurst and derived from the Aboriginal manyi madapa - ‘red sand valley’.
Mappinga - A railway station two km south of Woodside. Aboriginal for ‘cloud’.
Marocara - (See Giles Corner)
Maralinga - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘thunder place’ and applied to a village, 40 km North-West of
Ooldea; built during nuclear tests, in 1956-57 it has been abandoned and the Maralinga Tjarautja Land
Rights Act of 1984 brought about the vesting and granting of the fee simple of the land to the Aborigines,
the traditional owners.
Marama - A town in the Hundred of Molineux, 32 km east of Karoonda, proclaimed on 23 August 1917. Its
school opened in 1919 and closed in 1967. Land there was taken up first by John Whyte in 1874 and
comprised portion of his Moorlands sheep station covering about 1,000 square miles. Aboriginal for ‘black
duck’. (See Moorlands)
A photograph of the opening of a new hall is in the Chronicle, 22 February 1919, page 24, of wheat stacks
at the railway siding on 5 April 1924, page 37.
Marananga - Prior to 1918 it was ‘Gnadenfrei’. The settlement, 3 km south of Greenock, dates from circa
1845 and there are many examples of traditional German houses in the vicinity. Its school opened as
‘Gnadenfrei’ in 1882; name changed in 1918. (See Lobethal)
The name comes from the dialect of the Overland Corner Aborigines and, under the heading of ‘Waikerie’,
Rodney Cockburn says that the proprietor of the Waikerie run, Mr F.W. Shephard, sank a well which the
Aborigines called marananga, meaning ‘my hand’, because the water could be drawn up by hand. (See
Waikerie)
Marano Creek - Rises on section 110, Hundred of Waitpinga, and flows into Backstairs Passage. Aboriginal
for ‘my sister’.
Maragarakan - The main camp of the Potaruwutj people in the Hundred of Duffield, usurped from the
Tangekald. Derived from maranggarnal - ‘not troubling to move’.
Maratta - A school on Eyre Peninsula that opened in 1920 and closed in 1940; a photograph of the school
and students is in the Chronicle, 12 January 1933, page 34.
Maraum - On section 33, Hundred of Burdett. Aboriginal for ‘the reef’.
Marawatang Hill - On section 129, Hundred of Malcolm. In Aboriginal legend the spirit Ngurunderi sat there
and scraped sheaoak wood for weapons. (See Narrung) His two sons then threw granite rocks into Lake
Albert, making a granite island there.
Marble - On the east coast of Thistle Island is Marble Bay and its beach consists of small round pebbles.
Marble Hill was the name of a former Governor’s residence situated three km east of Norton Summit on
section 143, Hundred of Onkaparinga. The land, comprising 156½ acres, was purchased for the government
in 1877 for £1,026. The building of the residence commenced in January 1879 and was completed later that
year at a cost of £21,300.
In 1897, it was reported that ‘in response to the kind invitation of His Excellency the Governor, who also
provided conveyances, about 50 boys of the Reformatory School, with three officers, were conveyed to
Marble Hill… and shown over the grounds. The eagle house and kangaroo and wallaby enclosures were also
visited and admired…’
The Marble Hill School, opened in 1895, had its name changed to ‘Cherryville’ in 1921.
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Its nomenclature has been attributed to the fact that marble had been obtained from a nearby hill but this
was disputed in 1893: ‘[It] is not so named because of stone of that quality existing there, but from its
rounded top which, from its appearance at a distance, was like that of a marble.’
A disgruntled citizen spoke out against alleged waste of public moneys:
Speaking roughly, we have sunk in vice-regal residences at Marble Hill and Adelaide and in
kitchen gardens and other dubious gubernatorial assets about a million pounds… I calculate that
it costs us £45,000 a year to keep up the vice-regal establishments in this colony. And all for
what? … Put £2,500 on the Chief Justice’s salary, make him Governor and vote the remaining
[sum] to useful public works.
Governor Air Vice-Marshal, Sir Robert George and his family, had a narrow escape with their lives when a
bushfire, raging on a wide front, completely engulfed and destroyed the two-storey, forty-roomed mansion
on 2 January 1955.
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in April 1880; also see Frearson's Weekly, 22 May 1880, pages 170 and
a supplement on the same day. Photographs are in the Chronicle, 18 December 1897 (supp.),
3 March 1932, page 31, of the residence after a snow fall in the Chronicle, 3 August 1901 (supp.).
Rodney Cockburn says that Marble Range, near Port Lincoln, was named by Captain Hawson in 1839 and
that large masses of quartz seen there were mistaken for marble. A school of the same name existed from
1922 to 1928. A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 15 August 1935, page 38.
Marble View School, near Cummins, was opened by Florence E. Puckridge in 1907; it closed in 1942.
Marchant Creek, Marchant Hill & Marchant Springs - The creek and hill, North-East of Carrieton in the
Hundred of McCulloch, were named after Thomas B. Marchant (1826-1854) who held pastoral lease no.
282 in the vicinity; Rodney Cockburn attributes their nomenclature to John McKinlay in 1862.
However, Marchant Springs, near the River Finke in the north, were discovered and named by John McD.
Stuart on 23 February 1861 after Francis Marchant (1833-1882) and George B. Marchant (1831-1905),
pioneer pastoralists at the springs. H.C. Talbot said, ‘here the natives have made a drawing on the bark of
two trees. This is the first attempt I have ever seen by the natives…’ The four Marchant brothers were
nephews of pastoral pioneers, Drs W.J. and J.H. Browne, ‘from whom they received practical
encouragement.’
Marcollat, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 19 April 1888, was an Aboriginal name
given to caves in the district. The ‘Marcollat Run’ was taken up by Alexander McArthur in July 1851. Rodney
Cockburn declared that the name was applied to James Jeffery’s station. (See Jeffrey Swamp & Nunukapul )
Marden - Laid out on section 284, Hundred of Adelaide, by Joseph Gilbert (1800-1881) in 1848 who hailed
from Wiltshire, England, in the Buckinghamshire in 1839, where there is a town of the same name, derived
from the Œ mearc-denu - ‘boundary valley’. The village in Adelaide was extolled as follows:
Finest Section in the River - and the only one near the town now obtainable. It is Thickly Wooded,
substantially fenced in the most expensive manner. The soil is that rich alluvial deposit found on
these banks, excellent for agriculture and dairying, and universally admitted to be the ne plus
ultra for gardens. The Auctioneers request those interested To judge for themselves [and see
that] the estate cannot be surpassed in salubrity of situation, richness of soil, or last, but not
least, the convenience to those who know how to appreciate The Luxury of a Good Bath without
its pleasure being destroyed by a long walk or expensive drive afterwards.
The timber on this Romantic Spot having been carefully preserved, many sites are shaded by the
native giants of the forest. The bracing hill or sheltered dale, or the secluded river frontages are
all open to choice. The terms of payment are easy, being 20 per cent deposit; balance in bills at 3,
6, 9 and 12 months without interest. Plans will be exhibited at the ‘Duke of Wellington’ Inn,
Payneham. (See Pewsey Vale)
In 1889, it was reported that ‘the gardeners settled at Marden in this valley of the Torrens and adjacent to
the Fourth Creek had a very unhappy experience’:
The heavy rains… caused the creek to rise rapidly and shortly before midnight it overspread its
banks and inundated about a quarter of a mile of land on each side of the creek. Just about this
time the Felixstowe Bridge… was swept away… The bridge was constructed of wood and was
built by the government in 1873 at a cost of £1,990… In Marden the properties of Mrs Castle,
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Messrs Mudge, Thompson, Church, A.E., C., and J. Pitt, C. Wood, G. Presler, C. Jeffs, H. Wicks, W.
Noble and J. Grevell were under water…
A photograph of the choir is in the Observer, 13 October 1923, page 28.
Mardon - A name applied to section 284, Hundred of Adelaide, whose one-time owner was George Brock
Mardon, a baker of Kermode Street, North Adelaide.
Mareeba - The purchase of Mareeba Private Hospital is reported in the Advertiser, 10 May 1916, the
opening of No. 1 Red Cross Hospital (formerly Mareeba) in the Register, 7 August 1916, ‘Government
Babies’ Home - Mareeba to be Used’ on 21 December 1916. ‘How Mareeba Has Grown’ is in the Advertiser,
29 March 1935. (See Keejara)
Margaret - On 24 October 1858, P. E. Warburton named Margaret Creek, west of Lake Eyre South, after
the wife of Arthur J. Baker (1814-1900), a member of his party and superintendent of the Adelaide Fire
Brigade. Mount Margaret honours the same lady; its post office in the Far North ‘[was] removed to the
Peake’ in 1873.
Point Margaret, in the Hundred of Warrenben, north of Royston Head; was named by the surveyor, W.G.
Evans, after his daughter, Ella Constance Margaret Evans. (See Constance Bay)
Margaret Brock Reef - Near Cape Jaffa in the South-East was discovered by Baudin in 1802 and rediscovered
by Captain Drake in the Sesostris that arrived at Sydney on 21 March 1826 with a number of convicts from
England; it was charted by Captain Thomas Lipson in 1853. The Australia Directory for 1878 uses the name
‘Sesostris Reef’ but, in 1879, it published the name ‘Margaret Brock Reef’ in substitution thereof.
The Margaret Brock left Melbourne in November 1852 and, in the early hours of the 26th, she struck a reef
about 12 miles from the shore and south of Guichen Bay. The Captain ordered the boats to be manned
immediately and sent as many passengers as possible to the shore in the long boat. Finding that the quarter
boat was too small to hold the remaining passengers, seven of them volunteered to remain aboard until it
returned from the shore.
A passenger, P.B. Coglin, continues the story:
We succeeded in conveying a bag of biscuit to the shore and a few pounds of cheese, but were
without tea, sugar or any other provisions. Our party consisted of 44 persons, including five
women and three children. The provisions on being shared out amongst us gave us two biscuits
and about two ounces of cheese per person. A consultation was held respecting the mail and it
was decided to burn it in the presence of all parties.
This was done, there being no means of conveying it overland. As soon as we had determined
upon what course to take we started in a body on our hazardous journey, steering ENE which
unfortunately brought us upon a succession of swamps and reedy marshes which the poor
females and children… found great difficulty in wading through…
The next morning we were fortunate enough after passing Maria Creek to hear the crack of a
stockwhip which proceeded from a blackfellow who said he was in the employ of Mr Gifford…
Soon after this Mr Gifford himself came up and, learning that we were short of provisions, very
kindly sent the blackfellow 40 miles to Mr Tilley’s station for a supply of flour and mutton…
We were also fortunate enough to fall in with a Mr and Mrs Denton travelling overland on
horseback from Guichen Bay to Adelaide and who kindly distributed among the females a
portion of the wine and eatables which they had packed up for their own use on the road. As I
am a good walker, it was arranged that I should accompany them on the road for the purpose of
securing assistance… After walking 46 miles on the first day we succeeded in reaching Salt Creek
at 10.30 at night. The next morning I induced Mr Robinson, who keeps a public house, to cross
the creek with his horse and cart with provisions which he did, though there was a considerable
stream of water running at the time.
The following day he returned with the females in the cart and the rest of the party arrived
safely in the evening… I determined to proceed to the Murray for a horse. Having, therefore,
made arrangements for that purpose with Mr Mason, the Protector of Aborigines, that
gentleman went down the river in his boat and obtained the services of a policeman and a fresh
horse and despatched them to the Captain’s assistance. Having done what I could for my fellowsufferers I left Wellington on horseback and arrived in Adelaide on the evening of November
30th.
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A proposed lighthouse was discussed in 1867; its placement and a description of same were reported upon
in 1876.
Margate - The Register of 18 June 1873 advertises the ‘Township of Margate’ but, on 2 July 1873, it was
said that the subdivision would be known as ‘Largs’. In 1855, John Bristow Hughes obtained the land grant
of section 106, Hundred of Yatala, and cut it up into blocks of ten acres. By 1914, part of blocks 3, 4 and 5
were owned by Lizzie Nobes, who subdivided it into 23 allotments; now included in Semaphore. The name
comes from the seaside resort in England and derives from meregate - ‘a stream having influx into the sea’.
Rodney Cockburn claims that Margate was laid out in 1882 and it is true that it was advertised at that time
as a subdivision of Blocks 6 and 7 of section 106, Hundred of Yatala:
One can hardly realise, from a description, the varied tones and deep perspectives which greet
one’s vision until actually on the top of one of these sand ridges… It is no stretch of the
imagination to say that within twenty years every foot of sea frontage between Largs Bay and
Marino will be worth as many pounds per foot.
However, a perusal of the relevant certificates of title suggest that the subdivision never eventuated, but
an advertisement described it as being ‘situate between Grange Township and the Semaphore and a little
south of Mr Bucknall’s mansion.’
Maria Creek - Near Kingston, SE. H.C. Talbot said it was ‘so called because of the wreck of the brigantine
Maria in Lacepede Bay during July 1840. There were 26 passengers some of whom were drowned and the
rest treacherously murdered by the natives…’ They were killed at a place called Pamputung, a small bay at
the western end of section 399, used as a drying beach for rafts. Later, two Aborigines were hung at nearby
Pilgaru.
Marianville - An 1880 subdivision of section 41, Hundred of Davenport, by John Nixon Conway, publican of
Port Augusta; now included in Port Augusta and bisected by Caroona Street between Railway and Spencer
Terraces.
The name Marianville was given, also, to an 1879 subdivision of section 241, Hundred of Pichi Richi, by
John C. Philips, land agent of Adelaide; now included in Quorn.
Maringa - A 1922 subdivision of part sections 245-46, Hundred of Noarlunga, by the S.A. Portland Cement
Company Limited and ‘chosen out of over 2,000 suggested by the general public.’ Corrupted from ‘Marino’,
an adjoining suburb and, possibly, the Aboriginal ngga - ‘near to’; now included in Marino.
Marino - Section 244 of ‘Survey B’ was purchased by George S. Kingston in April 1839 and on it he built a
small house, calling it ‘Marino’; this became an Inn that he leased to Robert Bristow. An advertisement re
‘Sea Bathing - Marino’ was made in 1841:
Mr Burslem begs to announce that he has purchased the property lately occupied by Mr Bristow
on the beach three miles below Glenelg consisting of a hotel and boarding house known by the
name of Marino… He has a cart which will be in Adelaide every day for fresh meat, etc. Milk will
be supplied from his own cows and the garden is well stocked with vegetables and fruit. Excellent
fish are… obtained and game of most kinds is abundant … A laundress who resides within a short
distance will call for linen twice a week…
In 1847, Matthew Smith gave the name to a subdivision of part sections 245 and 246 into 4-acre blocks:
‘These beautiful plots of land command a bird’s eye view of the gulf…’ In 1913, the ‘official’ suburb of
Marino was laid out on part sections 215 and 247, Hundred of Noarlunga, by E.C. Saunders and E. Ashby.
In respect of its nomenclature, N.A. Webb says marra means ‘a hand’; marrana is the plural and means
‘the hands or paws’; this has been corrupted to ‘Marino’ and is given credence by documentation in the SA
Museum:
It is derived from marana meaning ‘place of the hand’, from the idea that the Mount Lofty
Ranges is the body of a recumbent giant man whose hand and arm are on the Marino spur
running into the sea between Marino and Hallett Cove. (See Nuriootpa, Piccadilly & Uraidla for
further evidence of the mythical creature.)
It is of some interest to note that, on early maps, Marino Rocks is shown as ‘Marina’ - was it a corruption of
Mar(r)ana?
Further, to confuse the matter, Rodney Cockburn says, inter alia:
A writer in the South Australian Magazine Volume 1, 1841-42 says: ‘Marino was not named as
some suppose, from a seaport in Italy, but probably from San Marino, the inland town in a
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Republic of the same name, situated on that side which is bounded by the Adriatic sea and called
after its founder San Marinus – [this place was the reputed hermitage of Saint Marinus, a
Dalmatian mason].
Finally, Professor Tindale suggested that it may be derived from marina - ‘the netting place’.
The foregoing explanations are a précis of previous writing on its nomenclature. However, the genesis of
the suburb’s name is believed to have been in Ireland, because George S. Kingston was born in Bandon,
County Cork and, some 20 km north of that town, lies the River Lee, the left bank of which is the home of
Lough Mahon whose most prominent feature is ‘Marino Point’ and this place, no doubt, held some
significance for the said gentleman.
Information on and a sketch of the Brighton railway are in Frearson’s Weekly, 28 February 1880, pages 25
and 30, photographs of the opening of the golf course are in the Observer, 7 August 1926, page 34, of
members in the Chronicle, 10 October 1935, page 35.
Marion - The subdivision was advertised as:
VILLAGE OF MARION, ON THE STURT
The section on which this village will be marked off for selection is six miles from the City of
Adelaide, on the only direct public route to Onkaparinga, Yankahlillah [sic], Rapid Bay and
Encounter Bay, and situated on that particular spot on which a bridge must, eventually, be built.
The water runs through the section ten months in the year; the view of Gulf St Vincent and of the
Downs to the southward is beautiful; there is some good timber on it, and the soil is excellent.
The present proprietor will reserve five acres for a Church and Glebe Land and two acres for a
Wesleyan Chapel. The acre allotments will be sold at £6 (including expence [sic] of survey), in
weekly instalments of £1, a deposit of £1 being paid on subscribing. As fifty shares are taken the
right of choice shall be declared by lot. N.B. - Henry Watts, Esq, an adjoining proprietor of land,
has very handsomely made a present of three acres to the Church land and one acre to the
Wesleyan Chapel.
In respect of its nomenclature, H.C. Talbot said it was ‘a village on section 117, Hundreds of Noarlunga and
Adelaide. Grant issued to Henry Nixon and B.T. Finniss 24 October 1838, who had it cut up by Light, Finniss
and Company in November 1838 and called it Marion after Miss Marion Fisher, daughter of James Hurtle
Fisher, the first Resident Commissioner…’
A Mortlock Library reference says, ‘doubtful. Miss Fisher always maintained it was not named after her information from Miss L.L. Ayers, niece of Miss Fisher.’ To support this statement a great-niece of Miss
Fisher said, in 1977, that ‘there is nothing definite and no reason that it should be so.’ Of interest is the fact
that Henry Nixon’s wife was ‘Eliza Maria’ and his daughter ‘Susannah Mary’ was born in 1838. Thus, it may
be assumed, reasonably, that ‘Marion’ is a combination of ‘Maria (or Mary)’ and ‘Nixon’. Supporting this
conjecture is an 1895 article containing the reminiscences of Mr Richard Kelly, ‘a resident for 50 years’ who
declared that ‘Marion was laid out by Colonel Nixon and Captain Finniss and the township was named after
Mrs Nixon.’ (See Kildare)
However, in a startling comment in papers bequeathed to the SA Museum, Norman Tindale says, inter alia,
under a heading of ‘Waripari’, ‘[on] section 145 (sic), Hundred of Adelaide, now called Marion as [a] short
form of wariparin.’ In another note he relates the word wariparingga to the Sturt River, particularly in the
vicinity of section 145. (See Warradale)
In 1932, it was reported that ‘miniature guerrilla warfare over a lane which began about 20 years ago, and
in which barrages were put up and broken down, ended today in a legal victory for the Marion District
Council’:
The lane - Keyne’s lane - was a highway dedicated to the public before the Real Property Act of
1886 was enacted… Mrs Ada Emily Bouquey, the owner of land adjoining the lane, which she
claimed as her property, had transferred struggle on to the legal battleground by laying a claim
against the council for damages for the breaking down of fences. She sought an injunction to
prevent the repetition of the act… Mrs Bouquey bought the block in question in 1919.
Ten years later she discovered that her ownership of the strip of land in dispute ‘was subject to
such rights of way as had been granted over the private road.’ In October, she closed the lane by
erecting fences across it. The council removed the fences and reopened the way. She replaced
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the fences and they were allowed to remain for 18 months. In July 1931 the council broke down
the fences from time to time as they were replaced.
Marion Bay is on the South-West coast of Yorke Peninsula, 51 km South-West of Warooka. A Lands
Department source says it was named after the steamer Marion (Captain A. McCoy), wrecked on a reef near
the Althorpes in 1862, but this is contradicted by a Mortlock Library reference saying that ‘the newspaper
report of the wreck mentioned Marion Bay as a place already named.’ However, a sailing ship, of the same
name, was wrecked south of the Troubridge Shoal in 1851.
In 1908, Rodney Cockburn said it was named ‘after a steamer called the Marion that was wrecked in the
locality in 1861 [sic], on a reef near the Althorpes.’ (No report of the wreck is to be found in the newspapers
of the day and, accordingly, the date must be suspect as to validity.)
The 1862 report described the site as one-and-a-half miles east of Cape Spencer - i.e., adjacent to the
present day ‘Marion Bay’. Earlier, the Register recorded that the large emigrant ship Marion was stranded
on Troubridge Shoal - this fact does not, in my opinion, account for the name of the Bay, for Higginson’s
1855 map of South Australia does not show it and, indeed, Marion Bay is some 80 km from Troubridge
Shoal.
Its Aboriginal name was kokudawi - ‘scrape out water’. The water was near sea level and had to be obtained
by scraping away the sand and this name belonged more specifically to an important fishing place in the
vicinity of the Stone Hut head station; the bay was called Ance des Fumees - ‘Cove of Smokes’ by Baudin.
At one time a train-line ran from the bay to inland gypsum deposits and, in 1903:
The gypsum beds at Marion Bay owned by Mr A.H. Hassell of Melbourne are now the scene of
activity… Having lately visited Japan, as well as the different states in the Commonwealth, he has
secured extensive orders… In order to facilitate the handling of this immense quantity, several
miles of light railway will have to be laid… Shipping facilities are first class as a substantial jetty is
already built…
The jetty was completed in 1889, extended in 1927 and shortened in 1959. Its school opened in 1919,
becoming ‘Stenhouse Bay’ in 1933.
Marionville - It was an 1876 subdivision of part section 425, Hundred of Yatala, into 32 allotments bisected
by Andrew Street, by James F. Levi (1847-1878) and Thomas A. Brock (1849-1932); now included in Hendon.
Mr Levi’s wife was the former Mary Heard and this fact may account for its name.
Markaranka - A corruption of the Aboriginal markaramko, applied to a River Murray flat - mako - ‘flint’ and
ramko - ‘track’ or ‘pathway’. (See Ramco & Renmark) The Hundred of Markaranka, County of Young, was
proclaimed on 7 October 1915 - Gustav A. Gebhardt, a pioneer pastoralist, gave the name to his 500 square
mile property with a 28 mile frontage on the River Murray (lease no. 1605). Born in Germany in 1833 he
arrived in the Ohio in 1858 and died at Glenelg in 1900. (See Gebhardt Lagoon) The name Markaranka was
applied, also, to an irrigation settlement (formerly Gillen).
In 1903, the freehold which is ‘situated within two miles of Morgan, and the old Gillen Village Settlement…
now known as Markaranka’:
[It] consists in all about 5,000 acres… About 150 acres were irrigated and sown with maize last
February… In driving from the Markaranka we passed two pumping plants, but I am afraid they
will find it uphill work… I am sanguine the Markaranka Company will be amply repaid for the
capital they have invested… Our future very largely depends on putting our heritage to the best
possible use and what better means could be employed than in the direction now being pursued
by the company on the Murray… (See Gillen, Hundred of)
A photograph of cod caught by Mr E. Gilligan is in the Observer, 1 March 1924, page 33.
Markeri - A telegraph office on section 82, Hundred of Bookpurnong, 16 km south of Loxton. Its school
opened as ‘Hundred of Bookpurnong’ in 1920; name changed in 1929 and closed in 1942. Aboriginal for
‘moon’.
Marlborough Street - A former railway station on the Adelaide-Henley Beach line was, according to Rodney
Cockburn, named after the Duke of Marlborough.
Marla - The name, taken from Marla Bore in the vicinity is, probably, a corruption of the Aboriginal marlu ‘a kangaroo’ - the Advertiser of 8 July 1933 features an article on a ‘Maala Hunt’ in central Australia - the
Maala (Lagorchestos hirsutus) is a herbivorous marsupial. The town was proclaimed on 21 May 1981 to
provide a base for the provision of essential services to travellers crossing the continent and acts as a
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regional centre for that part of the State. It lies 1,000 km north of Adelaide on the most northern
intersection of the Stuart Highway and the Adelaide-Alice Springs railway line.
Marleston - Part of section 50, Hundred of Adelaide, was owned by John Marles when he subdivided it in
1879. He recalled that he was born in 1818:
I arrived here in 1848 on the Bolton… One of my first positions was at Clarke’s brewery in Halifax
Street… I walked from Mitcham ever day for there was no other way of getting to work… When
we wanted firewood I got up at four o’clock in the morning and went into the ranges with a cross
cut saw and dragged it down the hillside in a dray…
A photograph of Mr H.C. Wright’s dairy is in the Observer, 8 June 1907, page 32.
Marmon Jabuk – An extract from South Australian Railways Weekly Notices on 27 April 1908 and kindly
provided by Mr Garth Evans via Mrs Elizabeth Nicholls says:
[Instruction No.] 14
MANMANJABUK [sic] (PINNAROO LINE).
The siding at the above place is now complete and open for passenger, parcels, goods, and
livestock traffic under the usual conditions attaching to sidings without resident staff. It is 112
miles 30 chains from Adelaide, and trains will stop there when required.
In computing charges 37 miles must be added to the Tailem Bend mileage.
The station number for Marmanjabuk is 147.
It is apparent that a typographical error occurred in the preparation of this notice for the name
‘Manmanjabuk’ in the heading of the notice is recited thrice as ‘Marmanjabuk’ in the text that follows.
Later, another Weekly Notice said:
Add to instruction 14, page 115 of W.N. No. 17/08, that the accounting station for Marmanjabuk
is Lameroo.—G.T.M.., 4560/08. [Accordingly, the designated name would appear to have been
Marmanjabuk.]
In 1909, it was said that it was supposed to be Afghan in origin, but, possibly, a corruption of memorjabuk,
the name of an outstation owned by Mr Mathewson in 1866. The site of it is now in the Hundred of
Seymour, about five miles west of the range in question [i.e., the Marmon Jabuk Range].’ An Editor’s note
says that:
The origin of the name was investigated when the articles on nomenclature were running
through The Register and no satisfactory solution was arrived at beyond the fact that the
appellation is a native one.
This explanation, of which Rodney Cockburn was, no doubt, fully aware, is in strange contrast to the
nomenclature cited in his What’s in a Name. The appellation, memorjabuk, mentioned above, is believed
to have been corrupted from marmadjabuk, applied by Aborigines to an inland range of sand dunes
extending from the River Murray, South-East through the Hundreds of Hooper, Sherlock, Peake and Price.
The range, an old shoreline in the Pleistocene ice age, was ‘recognisable from the River Murray south of
Mannum to Naracoorte.’ Further, approximately 10 km north east of Tailem Bend, on the northern side of
the Marmon Jabuk Range, was a place called mamondjabak and, according to David Unaipon, the word
means ‘father of fire’.
The following is taken from a periodical called Mankind in May 1943 relating to A ‘Jaralde’ Story:
The brothers Tenetjar were two red-billed gulls who reconnoitred for better fishing grounds. They
first followed the rain southwards and came to the place called Cold and Wet, Puramum, a locality
inland from the Coorong. Here the water was salt and rough and forbidding. They did not stay
here, but turned northwards and came to Ma:mon Dja’buk, i.e. Tailem Bend.
Later in this article it was said that the Aborigines ‘made nets at Ma:mon Dja’buk from river reeds’ (jalkeri).
However, Professor Norman Tindale did not concur with these hypotheses for he had this to say:
Mondjabak [sic] - Approx 10 km NE of Tailem Bend on north side of Marmon Jabuk Range:
erroneously identified as Tailem Bend by A. Harvey (Mankind).
In letters to the author in December 1990 and March 2007 the Jabuk district historian, Mrs Elizabeth
Nicholls, said, inter alia:
I wonder if it is a native name because the place (town) would have been significant before white
man came as it is a meeting place of many roads, i.e., assuming we based our roads on the native
tracks and wells. The Marmon Jabuk Range was named many years before the Hundred was
surveyed, so Cockburn’s explanation is dubious.
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The Marmon Jabuk Range is renowned for the number of fires resulting from storms and
subsequent lightning strikes which would account for the Aboriginal appellation.
Other records say that ‘jabuk’ is believed to be Aboriginal for ‘bullock’.
The Hundred of Marmon Jabuk, County of Buccleuch, was proclaimed on 1 December 1910 and the name
of the town of Marmon Jabuk was altered to ‘Jabuk’ in 1941. In respect of local agriculture, in 1911:
The place was being worked by two typical scrub farmers, Messrs Richards and McCallum on the
share principle and they have earned for themselves a name in the district for push and industry
that would be hard to beat. They arrived on the property on 28 December last, a bore having
been previously put down, and when I saw them in the first week in May they had 1,300 acres
cleared and ready for the plough. There were two galvanised houses each containing six rooms.
Water was laid on from the bore to the stables… (See McCallum, Hundred of)
A photograph of a group of settlers is in the Observer, 3 February 1912, page 30.
Marne, River - It was known as ‘South Rhine River’ until 1918 when it was renamed because, in 1914, a
German advance on Paris was checked at the River Marne. The Nomenclature Committee suggested
‘Pongaree River’ meaning ‘shade reflection in water’ but it was rejected by the government.
Marnninha Scrub - East of Beltana. Derived from the Aboriginal marnninha valkidi - ‘fat scrub’.
Marquee Hill - Near Farina, named by G.W. Goyder in March 1860 because of its shape.
Marrabel - In 1859, John E. Marrabel, an early landholder, laid out the town on part section 1122, Hundred
of Waterloo, 13 km South-East of Saddleworth. Its school opened in 1862 and closed in 1970.
A report of 1923 suggested that ‘the [school] building is one of the most disgraceful that one could find in
this State’:
Some time ago I noticed that the walls were very damp. I know that some time ago it was
patched up… but there are plenty of barns in this town that are far superior to the schoolroom. I
was informed that funds will not permit better conditions…
The post office was opened by W. Ninnes in 1863.
Photographs of the opening of the Oddfellows’ Hall are in the Observer, 18 April 1912, page 30, of a football
team on 9 August 1913, page 30, of the war memorial in the Chronicle, 18 March 1922, page 30.
Marrachowie - The name was taken from pastoral lease no. 1556, south of Lake Torrens, held by J. and R.
Love in 1864 and given to a post office opened in October 1886 in the Hundred of Warrakimbo,
subsequently changed to ‘Warrakimbo’ in 1905.
Marrano Creek - In 1972, tentative approval was given for the use of ‘Campana Creek’ in the Cape Jervis
area but the District Council of Yankalilla opposed the name and substituted an Aboriginal name based on
local legend. Accordingly, this name was approved by the Geographical Names Board.
Marree - The town, proclaimed on 20 December 1883, is a corruption of the Aboriginal mari - ‘opossum
place’; the original name of the springs was marina or mari. In ancient times an ancestral being of the Tirari
people, named Papapapana, discovered the spring and saw many opossum tracks. The railway station and
telegraph office existed prior to the government town and were known as ‘Hergott Springs’.
In 1893, there seemed a ‘likelihood of trouble occurring in connection with a large number of Afghans now
living at Hergott many of whom are said to be starving… They are heavily in debt to Englishmen who hold
mortgages over their camels.’ (See Herrgott Springs)
Sketches of the town and district are in the Pictorial Australian in February 1884, pages 24-25,
August 1886, page 124. A photograph of a government camel team is in the Chronicle, 4 January 1908, page
27, of a picnic at Hergott Springs on 2 September 1911, page 29, of the Birdsville coach on
3 July 1926, page 40, of policemen and others investigating the murder of an Afghan in the Observer, 25
December 1909, page 29, of a mail coach and a camel team on 7 August 1920, page 26.
Marryat - A railway station on the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line, the name being taken from the adjacent
Marryat Creek, named by W.C. Gosse on 7 November 1873 after Charles Marryat, Dean of Adelaide, who
was born in London, in 1827, arrived in South Australia from New South Wales, in 1853; made an
Archdeacon in 1868; he died in 1909.
Marryatville - It has been said that the village of Marryatville was founded in the 1840s by George Brunskill
and, in later years, his daughter was to say:
My parents arrived in the ship Thomas Harrison in February 1839. They settled at once on the
land now Marryatville and built their first home on the spot where Sir Edwin Smith afterwards
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lived, then a cottage at the east end of the section and finally on the spot where Mr Scarfe’s
house now stands.
We finally left 20 years later after selling most of the land. My father gave an acre of land for a
church and parsonage and was annoyed when the Bishop consecrated it for a burial ground. Our
neighbours were the Reed’s of Heathpool on the south and the Parry family on the east.
However, known facts do not support the claim by Rodney Cockburn that Mr Brunskill created
‘Marryatville’. He leased portion of section 290, comprising 66 acres, from the South Australian Company
with a right to purchase the freehold. On 31 August 1850, forty six acres were registered in his name while
the residual 20 acres had been purchased on 25 September 1848 by James Philcox who, according to
records in the General Registry Office, laid out the ‘Village of Marryatville’, the first recorded sale of
allotments being registered on 30 June 1849. In respect of George Brunskill, the South Australian of 21
November 1848 gives his address as ‘Kensington’ and, further, ‘Brunskill called [his property] Sandford after
his birthplace.’
The village was advertised on 23 September 1848 as ‘twenty acres of the very best land most salubriously
situate in the above-mentioned township’:
A splendid stream of water runs through the property besides which good spring water may be
obtained in wells 26 feet depth. It adjoins the elegant church of Kensington on the west and the
residence of the Honourable the Colonial Secretary on the north, the celebrated Glen Osmond
and other mineral lands on the south and those of the South Australian Company on the east.
At the time James Philcox purchased the land from the SA Company and laid out Marryatville the following
appeared in 1848 local press and may have had a bearing on him adopting the name: ‘Our new Governor,
Sir Henry Young, was delayed at the last in embarking for this colony by his marriage to Miss Marryat, niece
of the Lord Bishop of Adelaide.’
The school was opened on 1 June 1884 and the first teacher was William J. Kennedy whose daughter, Daisy,
the violinist, won world wide fame. Next came F.F. Wholohan who was headmaster for 19 years and saw
‘the district grow up, as well as many of his pupils. Possessing an eye for beauty in Nature, as well as any
amount of energy, he preserved many pleasant memories of the district’:
It was all open country when we went there in September 1889. Why, the opossums and wild
cats used to come on to our verandah. It was a beautiful place then, unbuilt on except Cooper’s
brewery and one or two houses. All the rest was open right up to Burnside Road.
You could see across to the Kensington Oval; I used to drill the boys there. We had some disused
carbines and had plenty of room for marching and scouting. We wandered right up to the hills.
To the north were practically open paddocks except for a few houses. Mr Owen Smyth's was one.
A photograph of the school is in the Chronicle, 12 December 1935, page 31.
In 1923, local roads were subjected to censure:
Three sections from town perhaps the worst road in the metropolitan area can be found…
Marryatville’s roads are not perfect. Before that takes place something extraordinary will have to
happen, but it is doubtful if any thoroughfare… has descended to such a dilapidated state as the
Kensington Road, which runs straight towards the hills after the Marryatville terminus is
reached…
Three tremendous holes have been made all over the surface of the highway and the dust has
been churned up until in some places it lies three or four inches thick… In winter its plight will be
accentuated and the great rut holes that now exist in all probability will be turned into miniature
duck ponds ready to trap the unsuspecting driver…
Photographs of the opening of a bowling club is in the Chronicle, 11 November 1911, page 29, of members
of a croquet club is in The Critic, 13 January 1915, page 21, of Mr Cook’s garden ‘successes’ and his daughter
in the Chronicle, 11 July 1929, page 38.
Marsden, Point - On Kangaroo Island, named by Matthew Flinders on 21 March 1802 after William
Marsden, second Secretary to the Board of Admiralty. Earlier, he was employed by the East India Company
and his book History of Sumatra was published in 1782.
Marshfield - In 1899, instructions were received from W.F. Everard to subdivide part sections 52 and 53,
Hundred of Adelaide, into Marshfield Estate comprising blocks of five acres fronting the Bay Road, ‘about
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midway between the Ellenville and Plympton stations… the splendid gum trees… give a park-like
appearance to the property.’
Marshfield was a 1923 subdivision of part section 52, Hundred of Adelaide, by the Executor Trustee &
Agency Co. Ltd and William W. Carter; now included in Kurralta Park.
Dr Everard established his home at what is known as Ashford, but Marshfield, where his
granddaughter (Mrs W.G. Nash) is residing, was a portion of this estate originally selected…
Messrs Wilkinson, Sando and Wyles will submit a number of building sites on Saturday next…
It took its name from a farm established, circa 1855, on the section by the Everard family, who named it
after a town in their native Gloucestershire, about 20 km east of Bristol, written as meresfelde - ‘field by a
marsh’ in 1221.
Martangg Bay - On section 261, Hundred of Baker. It was here that the women stolen by the ancestral being
Wayungari beached and dried their bark canoes; a spring marks the place today.
Marte - A railway station near Mount Gambier; Aboriginal for ‘stone’. Another source suggests it means
‘bandicoot’. (See Marti Rock)
Marti Rock - Aboriginal for ‘rock’. It lies South-West of Point Drummond near Coffin Bay. Until 1918 it was
‘Krause Rock’. (See Krause Rock)
Martin - Harold B. Martin who settled on a bank of the River Murray in 1905 has his name remembered by
Martin Bend, near Berri.
Rodney Cockburn says that Cape Martin, near Beachport, was named after Captain George Martin, a
mariner. Born in 1778, he arrived in the John Pirie in 1836 and his suicide was reported in 1842:
We regret to hear that Captain Martin, one of the earliest colonists… put an end to his existence,
at the rooms he lately occupied in Currie Street, as a store for agricultural produce… The awful
deed is attributed to depression… occasioned by a reverse of fortune and more immediately to a
verdict for £20 which had been obtained against him… His widow and large family are left…
unprovided for… A subscription is being got up…
Baudin named it Cape Le Noir (Black Cape), while on Freycinet’s charts it is C. de Jaffa. For information on
its lighthouse see under ‘Penguin Island’.
Point Martin School, near Lake Alexandrina, opened in 1864 and closed circa 1870.
Martin Town - (See Pandappa Flat)
Martin Washpool, on section 8, Hundred of Messent, north of Kingston, SE, probably remembers Michael
Martin, who took out an occupation licence on 26 November 1846 South-East of Salt Creek on the Coorong.
In 1851, he and a Mr Bradford took up pastoral lease no. 226 that they called ‘Paruka’ and, nearby on
section 28, Hundred of Messent, was a lagoon island called wakanbarangal, once a great feeding place for
pelicans. In Aboriginal mythology pelican men were beaten in a quarrel with the mopoke men of the
Potaruwutji people.
Martungar - A place on section 459, Hundred of Baker, where Aborigines maintained excavations to catch
rain water because all the lagoon waters were salty. It was here they mined a flint for making tools.
Marum Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders in 1802 after the name of the
residence of Sir Joseph Banks’ agent, a Mr Stephenson.
In 1909, it was said to be ‘covered with darkish soil from 6 to 18 inches thick and is chiefly composed of
sand and guano… The principal workings are situated on the South-Eastern end… Eighty tons of guano,
which contained 30 per cent tricalcic phosphate, have been marketed from these workings…’
A 46 metre stone jetty was built to service the mining but, today, not a vestige of it remains.
Maru Rock - (See Adnya Maru)
Mary - Captain Bloomfield Douglas named Mount Mary, on Kangaroo Island in the Hundred of Seddon,
after his fourth daughter. As regards the hill adjacent to the town of Mount Mary in the Hundred of Beatty,
35 km east of Eudunda, H.C. Talbot said, ‘it was given by Samuel Dixon, who held pastoral country in the
vicinity in 1864. Dixon told me on 16 July 1895 that he named it Mound [sic] Mary after a favourite sister.’
Samuel Dixon, a bachelor, was one of the members of the first Board of Commissioners of the National
Park, Belair, appointed on 19 January 1892. He died at Glenelg on 25 August 1927, aged 86 years.
The Mount Mary Post Office opened in November 1883 and was destroyed by fire on 27 January 1887. Its
school opened as ‘Krichauff’ in 1886 the first teacher being D.D. Cogan; name changed in 1902 and closed
on 17 May 1956, when students transferred to the Bower School. (See Krichauff and Beatty)
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In 1885, it was reported that ‘up to a fortnight ago the residents were allowed to obtain their water from
the dam free of charge’:
But now the government had let it to a Mr Stephenson and a fee was charged for the water, half
of the fee going into his pocket, the consequence being that the selectors were submitted to
great hardship. All their dams were dry and they could not get the water from elsewhere. The
residents promised to keep the reservoir in repair if the government would allow them free of
charge the water until the rain came and filled their tanks.
Mary Burt Corner is North-East of Lorne on the Port Wakefield Road and it is thought that Mary Burt
conducted a general store on this site. Information from Mrs Marie Galbraith of Mallala, via Mr Brian Verrall,
indicates that ‘Burt’s were pioneers. They came to live between Wild Horse Plains and Inkerman when the
country was all scrub. They started a private school and opened a wine shop…’ (See Inkerman)
The Register of 11 February 1858 (supp.) locates Mary Vale Creek as ‘West of Hamilton.’
Marybank - This name was applied to a place near Athelstone in the possession of Arthur Fox.
Maryland - A 1916 subdivision of part section 2227, Hundred of Yatala, by Emily Mary Lenihan and C.A.
Lenihan; now included in Salisbury.
Marysville - A subdivision of sections 53 and 75, Hundred of Pirie, by James Henderson Howe (1839-1920)
in 1876; now included in Risdon Park; he named it after his daughter. (See Howe)
Maryvale - T. McTurk Gibson took up pastoral lease no. 568 on 30 June 1857, ‘SW of Parla’, while on 18 July
1860 Messrs Horn, Main and Morphett acquired lease no. 828 ‘NW of Mount Cooper’. Further, on 4 June
1858, C. Lindsay and T. McT. Gibson acquired lease no. 642 at ‘Streaky Bay’ and later pastoral maps show
that ‘Maryvale Head Station’ stood on this land and pastoral records reveal that the name Maryvale was
applied to the aforementioned leases 568, 642 and 828 when they were consolidated into leases 2014,
2015 and 2016 by W.A. Horn in 1863.
The name ‘Maryvale’ does not appear on pastoral maps until occupation of the land by W.A. Horn and it is
of some interest that the Christian name ‘Mary’ was bestowed on his daughter born in 1884. Rodney
Cockburn associates the property with John Acraman who named it ‘after his mother, the former Mary
Castle of Clifton, England’, but this is not substantiated by the facts, although he did hold pastoral lease no.
611, ‘Parla’, jointly with his business partners, George Main and John Lindsay from 12 November 1857; this
land was about 5 km from the boundary of lease no. 642 held by Mr Gibson, later to be named ‘Maryvale’.
(See Gibson Peninsula) The school opened as ‘Oakdale’ in 1919 becoming Mary Vale in the same year; it
closed in 1939.
Maryville - This was a local name applied to ‘Howe Town’ [Howellton?] at Port Pirie). (See Howe)
Maryville was laid out in 1917 by Johannes G. Wiesner (1851-1935), merchant of Eudunda, on part section
128, Hundred of Neales, suburban to Eudunda. Mr Wiesner was a hardware merchant at Eudunda and
probably named it after his second wife, Anna Marie Wuttke (1863-1940), whom he married in 1917.
Mascotte - A 1919 subdivision of sections 810 and 816, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Norman Willis and
Harvey Niehus; now included in Osborne, between Victoria Road and Estella Street.
Maslin Beach - Thomas Maslin (ca.1809-1890), who purchased sections 371-72, Hundred of Willunga, from
Bernard Hartley for £240 in 1849. It was proclaimed a clad and unclad bathing reserve in 1975. In 1957, the
name was applied, also, to a subdivision of part section 368, Hundred of Willunga, by Malcolm Vernon
Martin.
Mason - A town in the Hundred of Seymour, 11 km South-East of Murray Bridge, was proclaimed on 29
June 1911 - it is the town portion of the Monteith Irrigation Area - and named after George Ezekiel Mason
(1811-1876), a police trooper and first Sub-protector of Aborigines at Wellington. George French Angas said
of him that at one time he was the only citizen living in ‘the utopian city of Wellington.’
An 1859 editorial concerning the Aborigines said:
Mr Mason, judging from his reports generally, believes that civilization and hard work are
synonymous terms. He is not only anxious to show that the natives of Wellington have so far
thrown off their savage habits as to keep regular and remunerative employment, but he misses
no opportunity of comparing their physical progress with any other attempted improvement of
the aboriginal, and of maintaining that, in becoming industrious, they are becoming civilized. He
says: ‘As regards religious instruction, I am afraid not much can be done; in fact, from what I
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know of the natives, after living twenty years among them, I think industry will advance their
civilization more than anything else…’
After 20 years of service in the area the government dispensed with the position of Sub-Protector of
Aborigines and George Mason was ‘thrown out of employment.’
The Aborigines knew the district as kabuout. When Ngurunderi, the great ancestral king of the Murray
people came down the river in pursuit of a giant Murray cod, Ponde, he stood at this place poised his spear
and said, ‘now I will kill him’; the fish escaped at great speed, cutting a straight channel in the river as far as
Tailem Bend. (See McDougall Hill & Misery, Mount)
Massacre, Lake - Near Innamincka, named by John McKinlay on 20 October 1861 on account of his party
being attacked by Aborigines. It was here that his party found the grave of Gray, a member of Burke and
Wills expedition. In 1861, some stress was ‘laid on the circumstance of a piece of nautical almanac of 1858
having been found [there]… a circumstance regarded as tending to fix the date of the murdered men’s
departure from the settled districts…’
Massena Bay - Following a visit to South Australia by Count de Fleurieu in 1913 this bay, south of Tumby
Bay, was named after a notable French military man, Marshal André Masséna, duc de Rivoli, Prince of
Essling (1758-1817) (See Fleurieu Peninsula)
Massilon Island - In the St Francis Group in Nuyts Archipelago, named after Jean Baptiste Massilon (16631742), Bishop of Clermont.
Matawarrungalla Creek - South-East of Lake Torrens where the ‘Matawarrungalla Run’ was established by
C. Davies in 1864 (lease no. 1534). An Aboriginal word meaning ‘big lot of Matta trees’, a bitter bush growing
in the locality.
Matirawalpa Waterhole - In the Hundred of Carribie; Aboriginal for ‘teatree claypans’.
Matta - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘knee’. Matta Flat, east of the Kadina-Moonta main road, was an area
once leased by the District Council of Kadina as an agistment for stock belonging to residents. Probably, it
took its name from the Matta Matta Mine:
Situated near Kadina and Wallaroo Mine… [it] was worked as a separate property for a short time
to the beginning of the mining industry on the Peninsula… The operations of the proprietors
were, however, suspended in consequence of the influx of water; and ultimately the mine was
included in the property of the Wallaroo Company.
The ‘North-East Matta’ was situated on sections 223-224, Hundred of Wallaroo. The name Matta was used,
also, in respect of blocks occupied by miners near Wallaroo. (See Paramatta)
Maude, Hundred of - In the County of Burra, proclaimed as the ‘Hundred of Schomburgk’ on 16 December
1880, was changed in 1918 in honour of General Stanley Maude of World War I, commander in chief in
Mesopotamia, who died in Baghdad in 1917. An alternative Aboriginal name, koerabko, ‘meeting place of
the tribe’ was rejected. (See Morgan)
Maupertuis Bay - On Kangaroo Island, discovered and named by Baudin on 3 January 1803 after P. L.Moreau
de Maupertuis, astronomer and mathematician, who died in 1759.
Maurice - Price Maurice, an early pastoralist on the Pekina run, has his name remembered by Maurice Hill,
in the Hundred of Pekina. Born in Wiltshire, England, in 1818, he arrived in the Caleb Angas in 1840 and
died in England in May 1894. (See Pekina)
Lake Maurice, north of Ooldea, discovered by Ernest Giles in 1875 was named by F.R George in 1904 after
the explorer, Richard Thelwall Maurice (ca.1860-1909), whose most notable expeditions, all equipped at
his own personal expense, were to the Rawlinson Ranges and across the continent from Fowlers Bay to
Wyndham in Western Australia. Born at Fourth Creek, Adelaide, in 1850, he was the third son of the
prominent pastoralist, Price Maurice.
Taken to England by his parents when about three years old, he returned, circa 1878, to visit his father’s
previous pastoral runs. His papers are held in the Mortlock Library and among them is a letter to his fellow
explorer, C.G. Winnecke:
… I have sworn off whisky from this day evermore and when I say that I need say no more. I gave
my friends here [at Fowlers Bay] a terrible fright by having a fit which they thought would
remove RTM from this mortal world… Rather than risk any more of these sensational acts [I]
have knocked it off forever…
He died at Fowlers Bay on 24 April 1909 (See Tarcoola)
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Maxwell - (See Emu Bay)
Mawaluida Hill - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘chicken hawk’s teeth hill’.
Mawson - The suburb of Mawson Lakes was proclaimed in 1998 and comprises portion of the suburbs of
Parafield, Greenfields and Pooraka and the whole of The Levels.
Mawson Plateau, in the Flinders Ranges, covers approximately 35 square kilometres, averages 650 metres
in height, and is one of its few remaining wilderness areas; named after Sir Douglas Mawson, the Antarctic
explorer, in honour of his geological research there. (See Minerva Heights Hill)
May - Lucy May Kingston, wife of the Premier of the day, Charles Cameron Kingston, is remembered by the
Hundred of May, County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 8 February 1894.
In July 1878, the Corporation of Port Pirie obtained the land grant of section 540, Hundred of Pirie and, in
October 1901, cut the land up as May Town and leased on fifty year terms; the land reverted to the Crown
in 1942. Of interest is the fact that May Brothers and Co’s foundry was situated in Port Pirie at that time
for, in 1894, it was reported that ‘at the firm’s invitation about 100 of the leading business men assembled
at May Brothers & Co’s foundry to witness the starting of new machinery… The foundry was started only
two years ago. Today it covers six acres and gives constant employment to 24 hands…’
Alternatively, the name may relate to Queen Mary, affectionately known as ‘May’, the wife of King George
V, both of whom arrived in March 1901 when His Majesty, then the Duke of York, opened the first
parliament of the newly federated Commonwealth of Australia.
Mayfield - A school near Spalding opened by Agnes M. Williams as ‘Hundred of Reynolds’; it changed to
‘Mayfield’ in 1915 and closed in 1937.
Mayfield Bridge, over Bull Creek on the Goolwa Road south of Ashbourne and erected in 1866, got its name
from the adjacent ‘Mayfield Farm’, owned, at the time, by C.S. Keeling (1817-1875) and named in
remembrance of a town in his native Derbyshire. (See Ashbourne)
Maylands - William Wadham (1824-1895) married Jane Cooper (1831-1912), circa 1852, in Adelaide and,
with Luke M. Cullen, created Maylands on section 278, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1877. There is a Mayland
(sic) in Essex, England, from whence the Cooper family emigrated; in 1185 the name was written as
mailanda - ‘at the island’. The suggestion made by Rodney Cockburn that Mr Wadham was twice-married
is dispelled by a 1913 obituary of Jane Wadham, ‘the widow of the late W. Wadham. [She] went to England
over 43 years ago and took her two sons and daughter for the purpose of having them educated…’
Another epoch in the history of Methodism at Maylands was reached in 1924 when the foundation stones
were laid of a new church:
The ceremony was preceded by a service which was presided over by the Rev W.A. Dunn. Hymns
as an anthem were sung by an augmented choir under the conductorship of Mr T.T. Mitchell.
Prayer was offered by the Rev J. Blacket and there was Scripture reading by Rev J. Watt.
A photograph of a horse tram is in The Critic, 16 December 1908, page 23.
Maynard Well - In the North Flinders Ranges is probably named after Harry Maynard, a boundary rider of
the 1870s.
Mayurra, Hundred of - In the County of Grey, proclaimed on 15 July 1869, was a corruption of an Aboriginal
word meaning ‘fern fronds’ and given to a pastoral run in the South-East taken up by William Vansittart,
George Glen and Samuel Davenport in July 1851 (lease no. 194). (See Millicent).
McBain Waterhole - Messrs J. and D. McBain, who held several leases on or adjacent to the present-day
Hundred of Wells. (See Monkoora)
McBean Pound - On section 513, Hundred of Hay; named after Lachlan (1810-1894) and Alexander McBean
(1817-1903) who held the ‘Roonka Roonka’ station on the River Murray under occupation licence from 24
July 1845. In the 1850s it was one of the first sites considered for a railway over the River Murray. (See
Dustholes)
McBride Dam - North of Mingary, recalls James Martin McBride, the holder of pastoral lease no. 2388 from
1874 ‘On the Eastern Plains’.
McCallum - In July 1939 the Nomenclature Committee, when seeking appropriate names for three new
Hundreds from Mr Glen Ferguson of ‘Inglewood’, Hundred of Shaugh, was advised that he knew of no
appropriate Aboriginal names, but put forward the names of Tom McCallum of Magrath Flat, J.B. Makin of
Mount Monster and Sam Gibbs of Tintinara, who were ‘the three main men who helped clear and
exterminate wild dogs from this class of country…’ (See Magrath Flat)
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Accordingly, the Hundred of McCallum, County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 19 October 1939 and
named after Hon. Thomas McCallum, MLC (1920-1938); he was born at McGrath Flat on 17 March 1860 to
Thomas and Williamina McCallum nee Mathieson.
Mount McCallum, west of Lake Frome recalls M.D. and J. McCallum who took up pastoral lease no. 615
near Mount McKinlay on 11 November 1857.
McCallum Well, on section 111, Hundred of Kongorong, was named after Duncan McCallum, a ‘stockholder
of Mount Burr’, who obtained the land grant of that section on 20 December 1861. Born in Scotland in
1812, he came to South Australia in the Dauntless in 1840, died on 24 September 1892 and was buried at
Millicent.
McClander Bay - This school on Yorke Peninsula is mentioned in the Advertiser, 6 March 1877.
McConville Track - North of Farina, recalls Henry McConville, who took up the Myrtle Springs station in the
late 1850s (lease no. 587), when it was described as ‘West of Mount Scott’, having been held, originally, by
M. Gillies from 26 November 1857. Born in Ireland, in 1831, he arrived in the Bucephalus in 1855 and died
at Adelaide in 1903.
McCords Estate - In 1923, it was described as a subdivision by J.J. McCord of 39 allotments ‘close to the
new Findon tram terminus with valuable frontages to the Grange Road.’ On 2 June 1923 it was advertised
as ‘Springfield Estate’.
McCoy - Captain A. McCoy of the ill-fated Marion is remembered by McCoy Passage, in the Sir Joseph Banks
Group (See Marion Bay)
McCoy Well is the name of a property north of Nackara; see pastoral lease no. 1508.
McCulloch, Hundred of - In the County of Granville, proclaimed on 25 February 1886. Alexander McCulloch,
MP (1866-1888), born in Perth, Scotland, in 1809, came to South Australia in the Orleana, in 1839, when he
purchased 200 sheep and established a run on the River Gilbert, later moving to land near Peterborough.
‘His liberality was always extended in a most unostentatious manner, for he was a large hearted and
generous man.’ (See Peterborough)
McDonald - The surveyor, Edward T. Brooks, named McDonald Hill, near Olary, after a party member.
The Hundred of McDonald, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 27 January 1910 and named after
Alexander McDonald, MP (1887-1915). Born in Orkney, Scotland, in 1856, he came to South Australia with
his parents in 1858 and, aged 15, went farming for about six years, subsequently engaging in country
storekeeping, principally at Blackwood.
Mount McDonald - (See Wallace Gully)
McDonalds railway station, on the old Glenelg railway, was named after John McDonald, owner of the land
on which it was situated. After arriving in the Lysander in 1839 he built the Saint Leonards Hotel which was
licensed in 1848 on land facing the Adelaide Road and east of the Government Reserve. At about the same
time, he introduced ‘by payment’ bathing machines to the beach at Glenelg. He died in 1884, aged 67 years.
Rodney Cockburn states that ‘he dug the first wells at Glenelg, near the old gum tree, and kept two carriers
employed supplying the settlement with water.’
McDougall Hill - On section 966, Hundred of Malcolm, recalls Dr McDougall, the manager of John and Neill
Malcolm’s run. (See Poltalloch) Its Aboriginal name was peimantan, noted in native mythology as a place
where their ancestral being, Ngurunderi, landed and drew his canoes upon the shore after discovering the
River Murray down which he had pursued a gigantic Murray cod. Supposedly, his footprints were pointed
out on the rocks by the shore. (See Mason, Misery, Mount & Ponde)
McFarlane - Allan McFarlane (1792-1864), who took an occupation licence ‘West of Lake Victoria’ (now
Alexandrina) on 26 February 1844 after arriving in the Superb in 1839 is remembered by McFarlane Hill,
near Goolwa.
Lake McFarlane, mapped by B.H. Babbage in 1858, is east of Lake Gairdner and named after Allan
McFarlane, Jnr, (ca. 1828-1908), who held a pastoral lease there but was driven off by drought.
Mount McFarlane, North-West of Mount Serle, recalls Messrs W. and T. McFarlane, who held adjacent
pastoral leases in the 1850s. (See lease no. 468 of 3 March 1856.)
McGorrery, Hundred of - In the County of Alfred, proclaimed on 26 September 1912, was named after John
McGorrery, a member of John McD. Stuart’s overland expedition in 1861-62. He died at Elliston on Eyre
Peninsula.
McGrath Flat - (See Magrath Flat)
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McGregor, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 12 December 1895. George McGregor,
MLC (1894-1901), born in Scotland, in 1848, came to South Australia in 1877 and, by 1891, was involved in
the trade union movement, held several executive positions and became the first SA Labor representative
in the Commonwealth Senate ‘which he came to dominate through his tactical shrewdness. His speeches
were usually short and spontaneous with a calculated vulgarity which led him to be accused of a coarse,
brutal directness.’ Outside of politics he was genial and good natured. He died in July 1914 and was given a
State funeral.
In 1911, it was reported that ‘the only farming [was] done by Messrs Goode and Padman who have about
250 acres under cultivation’:
Contrary to the usual practice they do not burn the timber when clearing but, instead, load it on
to their own ketches and forward it to Port Pirie where a ready and profitable market is found for
it as firewood…
McHarg Creek & McHarg Hill - In the Hundred of Kuitpo recall John McHarg (1792-1859), an early settler,
who arrived in the Lady Lilford in 1839. His daughter, Sarah McHarg, was lost in the bush and her tragic
death was the foundation of a story in Paving the Way by Simpson Newland. She is buried in the Currency
Creek cemetery. (See Prospect Hill)
McIntosh, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 20 December 1934, recalls. Malcolm
McIntosh, MP, who was born in Victoria in 1888, came to Pinnaroo in 1910, managed the legal firm of Mayo,
Murray and Cudmore and was the first secretary of the Pinnaroo Hospital Committee. He played a
conspicuous part in the development of water reticulation projects and, from 1935 to 1960, most of the
large public works were constructed directly under his supervision, e.g., the Goolwa barrage, the Yorke
Peninsula water supply, the Tod River to Thevenard pipeline and the Mount Bold and South Para reservoirs.
Rodney Cockburn records McIntosh as a soldier settlement but gives no further details.
McIntyre - Known by the Aborigines as morlong - ‘blackfellows’ camp’, Mount McIntyre, 19 km east of
Millicent, was named after John McIntyre, the manager of the Glencoe run for the Leake brothers.
Mr John McIntyre (Old Man Gammon) used to live at the Woolshed (Keelap) [kilap? - ‘deep
water’]. He was a well educated man and always consulted by Mr Robert [Leake] upon any
important business matter. He devoted nearly all his time to the management of the sheep. He
came to the Leake’s from Adelaide and was their right-hand man in all things. When he left them
he became the owner (by arrangement) of the Mount Schank Run which up to this had been
worked by the Messrs Leake, with their Glencoe property, and carried a considerable number of
sheep.
‘Mr Mac’ as he was mostly called, did not remain long at the Schank; the surveyors were
marking out the estate, or rather, a small portion of it. As soon as he saw this he determined to
sell out, which he did to Mr C.B. Fisher, but not before he had sent several large drafts of fat
wethers to market, which realized from 20 to 30 shillings per head. After leaving the Schank he
resided for a time near the Punt [at Nelson in Victoria] on the Glenelg River. He then went home
[in 1860] to Scotland with a pretty large fortune.
He died there in 1882 and was buried in the Stirling churchyard. The Mount McIntyre Post Office opened in
November 1898. The school opened in 1897 and closed in 1944. (See Glencoe & Rivoli Bay)
In 1882, the gross incompetency of many of the members of the Civil Service in this part of the country:
Led to many serious blunders in the public works (for which we all have to pay)… on the Mt
McIntyre Flats there are now some 200 men… The work is supposed to be measured up on or
about the 25th of each month, but the men are not paid until the middle of the following
month… a private contractor would not be allowed to treat his employees in this style… I know of
instances where men have left their wives and families in Victoria, and who are now unable to
send them a penny…
It may matter very little to the government official who can go flashing about the country in his
buggy and pair making believe that he has the affairs of a nation on his shoulders… If any reader
of this letter thinks my language too strong just let him pause and bethink of all the blunders he
can recall committed by public servants, such as the piles of Kingston jetty, the levels of the Rivoli
Bay pier, the rails imported into the colony and passed by the officials thereof, the Wallaroo jetty
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and a host of other instances that I might adduce of the shameful mismanagement of the public
works of SA…
McIntyre Bore, East of Lake Frome, was named after L.W. McIntyre who held pastoral lease no. 1291, circa
1900
McKechnie Springs - On section 2, Hundred of Louth, were named after J. D. McKechnie and Peter
McKechnie, pioneer pastoralists on Eyre Peninsula (lease no. 269). (See Arno Bay & Wangaraleednie)
McKenzie - The town, proclaimed on 16 June 1910, was renamed ‘Denial Bay’ on 19 September 1940. In
1891, ‘Mr William McKenzie, formerly a resident of Wauraltee, has just returned from a short visit from the
West Coast, where he has taken up some 17,000 acres of land in Charra and has been engaged there for
nearly two years in agricultural pursuits…’
Here he built a homestead, 3 km west of present-day Denial Bay, and ‘established a small village… including
a large blacksmith’s shop, a post office, a saddlery, slaughter yards, several cottages and a large home with
a dining room large enough to accommodate 50 people.’ Born in Macclesfield in 1843, he died at Adelaide
in December 1906. The McKenzie Landing School opened in 1906 and closed in 1907. McKenzies Block was
a subdivision of part block 1, Hundred of Moule, by Henry Allchurch, in 1910. (See Mount McKenzie)
McKinlay, Lake & Mount McKinlay - John McKinlay (1819-1872), the explorer, is remembered by a lake in
the Far North-West of the State and two mountains, one of which lies west of Lake Frome, 35 km SouthWest of Arkaroola (see Big John Creek); the other is in the Cordillo Downs district in the Far North-East. The
Aborigines called one of them wayanha - ‘going round’, ‘dodge’ or ‘avoid’ and refers to the fact that there
were camps of related people on either side of the mountain but there was no way through from one to
the other - ‘you have to go round him.’ The ‘Mount McKinlay Run’ was established by J. McCallum and J.
McTaggart in 1857. He died at Gawler in 1872 where a monument was erected in his memory.
McKinnon Waterhole - Near Bangham, recalls D. McKinnon who held pastoral lease no. 406, ‘East of Robe
Town’ from 20 July 1855.
McLachlan - James McLachlan, Snr, MP (1893-1902), born in Scotland, in 1842, came to South Australia in
1864 when he farmed in the Alma District. Upon his death in October 1904 he was lauded as a ‘useful and
highly esteemed resident. He was prominent in the Christian Church in which he had been an efficient and
zealous worker for 30 years.’ The Hundred of McLachlan, County of Musgrave, honours his name and was
proclaimed on 25 April 1895; its school opened in 1929 and closed in 1944.
McLachlan Springs, in the Lake Eyre District, were named by G.W. Goyder in August 1860 after a member
of his party.
McLaren Vale - Much controversy has occurred over the nomenclature of this rich valley. Both Reverend
John Blacket in his History of South Australia and Rodney Cockburn assert that it was named by David
McLaren, manager of the South Australian Company, when on a trip to Happy Valley and Hurtle Vale in
1837. (See Hurtle Vale) This was disputed by Mr J.D. Somerville, who quoted from J.C. Hawker’s
Reminiscences: ‘… The Valley of McLaren, named from Mr [John] McLaren, Land Office, who surveyed it.’
Indeed, it is most unlikely that the party travelling to Hurtle Vale in 1837 would have been far enough south
to traverse the McLaren Vale.
In an effort to resolve the matter, correspondence from Mr David Elder, the author of William Light’s Brief
Journal and Australian Diaries, elicited the following:
As I understand it McLaren arrived at Kangaroo Island on 21 April 1837… and the SA Gazette &
Colonial Register for 8 July 1837 included a paragraph or two welcoming McLaren to Adelaide…
This makes me wonder if Talbot was right in thinking that McLaren led an expedition to this area
so soon after his arrival in Adelaide…
Perhaps, we may leave the final words on the matter to the South Australian of 7 October 1845: ‘… named
from Mr McLaren, of the Survey Office, who surveyed it’; his death in Scotland was reported in 1877.
The town of McLaren Vale comprises the private towns of Bellevue and Gloucester and other subdivisions.
In 1847, a spirited ball took place at Hamilton House:
The entertainment was given by Messrs Clift and Burgess and upwards of 20 couples of the most
respectable settlers in the neighbourhood accepted the invitations. Among the ladies were Mrs
Irving, Mrs Wilson, Mrs Burgess, Misses Clift, Elliott, Wilson, Tiller and Atkinson. The gentlemen
named were Mr E. Hewett, son of the Reverend [sic] Mr Hewett of Oxenbury House, the
Reverend John Clift, J. Brown, junior, T. Williams, junior, son of Thomas Williams, slate merchant,
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J. Atkinson, William Douglas, Daniel Stevens, S. Greenleaves and John Shepherd. Dancing was
kept up till early dawn when many of the gentlemen started on a kangaroo hunt…
Nearby is the settlement of McLaren Flat. Its annual picnic was held on Christmas Day, 1898, on Mr
Wilkinson’s paddock, where the results were:
100 Yards Maiden Race - E. Denton, H. Williams
Boys’ Race, under 14 - Thorpe, Price
100 Yards Hurdle Race - E. Mason, A. Elliott
Egg and Spoon Race - E. Mason, T. Denton
135 yards Handicap - E. Denton, T. Denton, H. Richards
Pick-a-Back Race - A. Elliott and L. Townsend, E Denton and T. Denton
Girls Race - E. Liddiard, M. Liddiard
Hack Jumping - Mr E. Ware’s Maud, Mr G. Bell’s Topsy
Hack Race - T. Denton, W, Sigston
Tilting - R. Jarvis, G. Bell and L. Reed divided second. There were
ten entries in this event
A photograph of the school band is in the Observer, 3 July 1915, page 29.
McLeay - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line was named after George McLeay, a Federal M.P. Point
McLeay is the site of an Aboriginal mission selected, personally, by Rev. G. Taplin, in 1859, and named by
Messrs T.B. Strangways and Y.B. Hutchinson on 6 December 1837 after George McLeay, second in command
to Captain Charles Sturt, in 1830, and the son of Alexander Macleay, Colonial Secretary of New South Wales.
The point is actually a high cliff, or point, on top of which is a trig reserve about a mile South-West from the
Aboriginal township. (See Currency Creek & Raukkan)
A mission station was established there in October 1859 and was known to the Aborigines as ‘Raukkan’
meaning ‘the ancient place’ while in the following year, T. Rickaby, police trooper, said that he found about
40 aborigines there ‘in a most wretched and pitiful condition, not only from the want of proper covering…
but food itself…’
In 1859, Samuel Tomkinson berated the Lord Bishop of Adelaide who ‘has made a most gratuitous attack
upon me’:
I ask what was in my letter to warrant his imputing to me – ‘a greater regard for the flesh of the
bullock than for the souls and bodies of the aborigines?’ I might with equal propriety accuse His
Lordship with cooping up the blacks at Poonindie and killing their bodies for the sake of their
souls… Does the Bishop own no land which was taken, originally, from the natives, or derive no
revenues from places once occupied by them as hunting grounds? … Let me inform His Lordship
that the site of Point Mcleay, when granted to the Society, was not a government reserve, but
was part of Mr Baker’s rented run and it was not until I had pointed out the wrong done to him
that the present Commissioner of Crown Lands resumed that portion of the run…
Photographs are in the Observer, 18 May 1907, page 30, 29 May 1909, page 30, 19 June 1909, page 31, 2
March 1912, page 31, Chronicle, 26 June 1909, page 31, 4 September 1909, page 29, 4 December 1909,
page 29, 6 May 1911, page 29, 15 July 1911, page 32, 5 April 1934, page 32, 1 August 1903, page 44, of the
school teachers, Mr & Mrs Francis, in the Observer, 4 April 1908, page 30, of an anniversary celebration for
Captain Sturt in the Observer, 23 October 1930, page 32.
McLeod - A. McLeod held pastoral lease no. 706 in the 1860s and McLeod Waterhole, near Penola, recalls
him; originally, the land was taken up by G. Gladstone on 9 August 1859.
McLeod Bay - (See Moorowie)
McNamara, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938 and named after
James H. McNamara, Surveyor-General (1930-1937).
McPherson, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 1 December 1910. John A. McPherson,
MP (1892-1897), was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, on 25 January 1860, and at the age of fourteen,
apprenticed to the printing trade. Coming to South Australia in 1882, he worked for the Register, leaving it
to enter Parliament; at this time he was an active official of the Trades and Labor Council.
The improvement of the masses was his aim and for that cause he sacrificed all personal
ambition. In 1890, he was elected Secretary to the Trades and Labor Council… He was also the
first secretary of the United Labor party having been succeeded in this office by Mr F.L.
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Batchelor… In 1892, he contested the East Adelaide seat and was successful… He was a member
of the Shops and Factories Commission and, in that capacity, did excellent service, the result of
the Commission being the passing of the Factories Act. In 1893, he was appointed Chairman of
the Parliamentary Labor Party and by his skilful leading rendered… valuable assistance to the
party in carrying out the reforms instituted by the late Parliament… Prior to his untimely death
his last message to his party was ‘tell the boys to pull together’.
McTaggart, Mount - South of Arkaroola, recalls John McTaggart (ca. 1828-1907), who took up the Wooltana
run near Lake Frome in 1857. The Aborigines called it ngudkungudkunha - ‘glowing coals’, probably a
reference to its red colouring. (See Wooltana)
McVittie Flat - William McVittie, born in 1806, arrived in the Baboo in 1840 and obtained pastoral lease no.
53 in July 1851 in the Hallett district; the name was changed to ‘Cappeedee’ in 1876. The original lease
covered 17 square miles and, later, Joseph Gilbert purchased the freehold of four square miles which he
sold to John Murray. In 2003 it was resolved that the name should be applied to that portion of land in the
Hundred of Anne running approximately from sections 287 and 288 in the north to sections 32 and 33 in
the south. McVittie Hill, South-West of Mount Pleasant, was named after him, also, for he worked as a
shepherd (probably for the South Australian Company) in his early days in the colony.
Meadows - The Aborigines knew the district as patannga which referred to a tall species of eucalyptus tree,
nga being the suffix for ‘place’. (See Battunga)
In 1839, a special survey of broad acres in the district, undertaken by E.W. Cross, was known as the
‘Meadows Special Survey’ taken up by Charles Flaxman, as agent for George Fife Angas.
In 1856, William Hall purchased portion of section 3491 and, later, cut it up to create the first village in the
area, subsequently recorded as the town of Meadows; at this time the Meadows Hotel commenced trading.
The first subdivision to bear the name Meadows was applied to section 3486, surveyed in 1884 on behalf
of the owner, George Vickery. (See Kondoparinga & Westbury) Until the 1860s it had the alternative name
of ‘Eden Bridge’. (See Edenbridge)
In the 1860s, a considerable amount of excitement existed at the Meadows:
On account of the alleged prohibition made to Mr Isaac Prior, of that place, to officiate at the
interment of the late Mrs Marsh, within the cemetery of the Wesleyan chapel… Mr Prior stated
that Mr Carr had distinctly informed him that it was contrary to the rules of Wesleyanism that
any one not connected with their body should perform the burial service,
while the paucity of mail deliveries to the village was of concern in 1865:
The present mailman is but a new arrival in the colony [and knows] nothing of the road… he lost
his way and eventually got back to Clarendon, where the contractor again started him for the
Meadows without a guide. After riding about 3 or 4 miles he stopped at a house for the night…
Photographs of the school are in the Observer, 13 August 1910, page 30, of a school display in the Chronicle,
3 April 1930, page 35, of the town in the Observer, 26 March 1910, page 30, of the laying of the foundation
stone of the Institute in the Chronicle, 14 February 1914, page 29, of a football team on 1 August 1935, page
38, of ‘The Soldiers’ Cabbage Patch’ at Wickham’s Hill in the Observer, 18 August 1917, page 26.
The name of the Meadows railway station near Parachilna was changed to ‘Commodore’ on 6 May 1937.
The Meadows North Post Office operated from October 1891 until January 1902.
Meadowside Estate - A subdivision of part section 279, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in
Campbelltown. Frank Ethelbert Hancock, orchardist of Magill, laid it out in 1926.
Meaford - In 1866, a letter was received from Mr John Tallant Bee (ca.1810-1883) to the effect that ‘it was
proposed to erect a public school house on grant of land on a government reserve at Meaford, on the
Bremer. The residents had raised about £50 towards the object…’ The school, about four km South-East of
Harrogate, opened in 1870 and took its name from a local homestead owned by Thomas Smith; it closed in
1873. (See Black Hill)
Measday Hill - On section 741, Hundred of Adelaide, was named after William Measday, a gardener, who
leased part sections 990 and 1160, ‘near Mount Lofty’, from Arthur Hardy for 14 years from 1855. He arrived
in the Steadfast in 1852 and died in 1905, aged 76.
Mechanics Town - A subdivision of sections 401, 407-8 and 413, Hundred of Yatala; now included in
Mansfield Park, Woodville Gardens and Ferryden Park. It was sold in five-acre allotments by Messrs Edward
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Castres Gwynne, Henry Giles and George Alston, circa 1839. The name comes from the mechanics principle
of working men’s blocks.
Medhurst - A railway station, 22 km North-West of Mount Gambier, named after a local resident, William
Medhurst.
Media Irrigation Area - A subdivision of section 76, Hundred of Gordon, by Media Irrigation Ltd, who, in
1934, purchased the land from the estate of the late Frank C. Nettleton.
Medindie - In 1849, this Aboriginal word, probably corrupted from medaindi, a local group of the Kaurna
people, was given to a subdivision of section 460, Hundred of Yatala, by Frederick Hansborough Dutton.
The original plan lodged in the General Registry Office in 1860 was unnamed but, when Mr Dutton applied
to have unsold allotments brought under the Real Property Act in 1876, a resurvey plan is headed ‘Medinde’
(sic). F.H. Dutton purchased part of the section (20 acres) from William H. Clark, in 1849, when it was
described as ‘west of the land now or late of Christopher Septimus Penny.’
In 1882, eight of the members of the Committee of the Chamber of Manufactures ‘in response to an
invitation from Mr George Anderson, assembled at Medindie to witness an exhibition of the electric light’:
During an interval the visitors adjourned to the house where refreshments were provided. Mr A.
Adamson, Vice-President, thanked Mr Anderson for his kindness, stating that they were a good
deal gratified at what they had seen…
Meindjung - An Aboriginal camp south of section 27, Hundred of Glyde, was a landing place after crossing
from Bluff Island. It was here that a meteor from Yunki (sic - Juki?) flashed across the sky and brought
sickness to the people - juki means ‘the Southern Cross’; thus, literally, ‘looking up place’.
Meldreth - Created out of part section 2, Hundred of Lincoln, in 1907, by Charles W. Dutton and William T.
Mortlock (1858-1913); now included in Port Lincoln. The name comes from Cambridgeshire, England, where
Mr Mortlock’s father, William Ranson Mortlock, was born, circa 1821; it derives from the Œ myln-ripe - ‘mill
stream’; other sources say it means ‘Melda’s enclosure’.
Meldreth Park was a 1912 subdivision of section 99, Hundred of Adelaide, by Arthur and Frances Sophia
Walker; now included in Brooklyn Park. It fronted Henley Beach Road and included Thanet Street, Whaddon
Road and Lysle Street. Rodney Cockburn says that the land agent, Stephen Parsons, was involved in the
subdivision and that his wife had an association with the Cambridgeshire village. (See Royston Park)
Melingie - A school near Venus Bay in the North-East corner of ‘Melingie Farm’; opened in 1945 by Roy A.
Bell, it closed in 1954.
Mellor Park - An 1879 subdivision of sections 88-89, Hundred of Yatala, by John and Thomas Mellor; now
included in Semaphore Park. They arrived with their parents in the Fairlie in July 1840. The name Mellor
Park was given, also, to a subdivision of sections 144 and 162, Hundred of Adelaide, by John W Mellor in
1920; now included in Lockleys. It fronted Henley Beach Road and included Thanet St, Whaddon Rd and
Lysle St. (See Semaphore)
Melrose - It has been recorded that ‘the success of the copper mines at Kapunda and the Burra led to many
rumours of promising discoveries in other places’:
In April 1846, news arrived in Adelaide of a hill of copper ore, said to have been seen by a party
of police at the head of Spencer Gulf. Prospectors were sent to the spot and reported a few days
later that the supposed mountain of copper had proved to be ‘mountain green, accumulated in
masses’.
As a result of these reports Frederick Hansborough Dutton and Alexander Lang Elder applied to the
government on 28 May 1846 for a special survey of 20,000 acres in the vicinity of Mount Remarkable. On 1
June the survey was granted, the purchase price being £20,000, plus £100 to cover the expense of surveying,
etc. About three weeks later the government sent a party under Sergeant Forest to mark out the boundaries
of the property and the work was completed by the end of September.
Meanwhile, Dutton and Elder seem to have lost faith in their speculation for, in June, they applied for
permission to change the locality of the survey to some other district. This they were not allowed to do and,
as they had paid a deposit of £2,010, they adhered to their original intention and completed the purchase.
The property was taken over by the Mount Remarkable Mining Company which was formed in
November 1846 with a capital of £25,000. The first directors were F.H. Dutton, A.L. Elder, J.H.
Hughes, Philip Levi, E.L. Montefiore, J.B. Neales and George Hall. The company’s mining
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operations were unsuccessful for, although sulphuret of copper was plentiful enough on the
property, no productive lodes could be found.
Although they spent £3,000 in preliminary operations the directors could do no more than send
some samples of ore to England, together with sixty tons of a mineral supposed to be emery.
According to J.B. Austin and H.Y.L. Brown the ore ‘was of fair quality, but the lode was small and
pinched, and the ground very hard. Nothing worth the name of mining was done.’
When examined in 1904, the old workings were found to consist of a tunnel, from fifty to sixty
feet in length, and a shaft or opening, sunk about twenty feet. In the early [eighteen] fifties it was
decided to cut up the property into 250 sections of eighty acres and to have a town laid out at
each end, the northern one being Melrose, and the southern ‘Bangor’.
The subdivision of Melrose was effected by T.F. Nott, after whom one its streets was named. On
26 January 1853, the sections were put up for auction in Adelaide by Samson, Wicksteed & Co. at
an upset price of ten shillings per acre. On the first day of the sale about 8,000 acres were
disposed of at an average price of fourteen shillings an acre and the sale was continued for a
time at weekly intervals. The lowness of the price realised was attributed to the great distance of
the locality from Adelaide and the failure of the auctioneer to stress the proximity of Port
Augusta and other shipping places. (See Remarkable, Mount)
Because of A.L. Elder’s Scottish associations there appears to be little doubt that it was named after Melrose
in Roxburgh, Scotland, whose ‘Abbey, a national monument with unrivalled sculpture… suffered in the War
of Independence… Bruce’s heart [is] buried here and Scott’s writing has made it famous.’ Circa 700 AD the
name was written as mailros - ‘bare moor’. In ancient times it was called fordel but assumed its present
appellation in the 12th century when King David I founded there the famous abbey for Cistercian monks at
‘Mull-Rhos’. (See Elder Range)
In 1908, a correspondent, under the pseudonym of ‘An Old Timer’, said that ‘about 1845 three brothers
named Campbell settled at the foot of Mount Remarkable and called their camp ‘Melrose’ after their native
home in Scotland.’ This was disputed by G.W. Cameron, of Doughboy Creek, who said that there were four
brothers named Campbell - ‘ “Sandy”, Johnny, Murdoch and Donald’ - and ‘none of them saw Melrose in
Scotland. Their native home was Glenorchy, Oban…’
At the same time, Alexander Melrose contended that it was named after his father, the late George
Melrose:
[In the 1840s] a surveyor, who was at work on my father’s station on the Rhine, fell sick. He was
taken care of by my mother… He was deeply grateful and said, ‘The next town I lay out I will
name after you.’
Another version of this story was recounted in 1908:
Mr George Melrose went through the north of the State on a little trip of exploration before
there were any settlers at Mount Remarkable and a surveyor, who was for a time with Mr
Melrose, afterwards surveyed the country about Melrose and named the town after him. But
what a pity it is that the native names were not adhered to throughout.
Its post office was opened as ‘Mount Remarkable’ by A. Searle in 1855 and changed to ‘Melrose’ in 1857.
Its school was opened as ‘Mount Remarkable’ in 1859 by Margaret Enock; it became ‘Melrose’ in 1861.
In the winter of 1881, Reverend W.T. Carter, a Methodist stationed at Melrose, arranged entertainments
at several places to demonstrate the working of the telephone. One of these was given in the Methodist
Church at Amyton, about 20 miles from Melrose. A farm house about a mile distant was linked up with the
church, the using of an ordinary wire fence being the novel feature in the connection.
The fence was connected with a wire to the house at one end and at the other a wire was taken
from the fence across the road into the building and around the walls. To this wire were attached
about twelve receiving telephones. The audience in the church, by passing them from one to
another, was able to enjoy the efforts of the choir, although it was a mile distant.
One of the items of interest was the phonograph and the songs, solos, speeches, etc., that it
reproduced. Dr Mitchell of Melrose was chairman of the gathering and one of the items
rendered by the instrument was ‘Rule, Britannia’ which had been sung into the machine by the
genial doctor.
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When a similar entertainment was given at Melrose, the hall was connected with the telephone
line and at nine o’clock the chimes of the post office clock in Adelaide were heard distinctly by
the audience. Sir Charles Todd also sent messages over the ’phone to the people. The
instruments were borrowed from the authorities and Sir Charles Todd and his staff did all in his
power to assist Mr Carter to make his novel and instructive entertainments a thorough success.
Sketches of the town are in the Pictorial Australian in May 1890, pages 69-70; photographs in the Chronicle,
5 October 1907, page 31, of picnickers at Spring Creek on 13 July 1912, page 31, of a floral committee in
the Observer, 24 November 1906, page 30, of a shooting party on 8 July 1911, page 29, of Australia Day
celebrations on 7 August 1915, page 28, of ‘Marshall's Melrose Museum - The Old Curiosity Shop of the
North’ in the Observer, 15 October 1904, page 25, of fancy-dress cricket teams in the Chronicle, 17 March
1932, page 34.
New Melrose was laid out by Peter D. Prankerd, John B. Neales and Robert Stuckey.
A bunyip in a local lagoon was reported, in 1853, when a resident, reputed to be of sober habits, said he
saw ‘a large blackish substance advancing towards the bank, which as I approached raised itself out of the
water.’
I crept towards it. It had a large head and a neck something like that of a horse with thick bristly
hair… Its actual length would be from 15 to 18 feet I have been repeatedly told by respectable
people that they have been seen an animal in the large waterholes of this colony… I have spoken
to intelligent blacks respecting it, who confirmed the reports…
Until April 1989 Melrose Park was part of Edwardstown, bounded by South and Daws Roads, Winston Ave
and Edward St. It was named in honour of South Australian pioneer aviator, Charles James (‘Jimmy’)
Melrose, who used land in the area as an airfield. He died in 1936, aged 22, when his aeroplane crashed in
Victoria.
He was feted in London in the 1930s as ‘the greatest natural flier since Lindbergh’, setting an
around-Australia record of five days eleven hours in 1934 and being the only solo flier to finish
the Centenary Race from Melbourne to London the same year.
James Melrose - As We Remember Him
Killed in his manhood’s richest flower,
So staunch of heart, so straight of limb;
Small wonder, in his brief, bright hour
The watching gods were fain of him
He needs no prayers, this sleeping boy;
Only the music of the spheres
Attend his soaring spirit’s joy
Beyond this vale of mortals’ tears
Weep not for him, nor bend the knee,
Nor candles lend their light to prayer;
Only give thanks to God that he
Dwelt here awhile unstained and fair.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 9 July 1936, page 31.
Melton - The town in the Hundred of Kulpara, 19 km North-West of Port Wakefield, was proclaimed on 23
May 1878 and named by Governor Jervois, probably after Melton Constable in Norfolk, England. (See
Cocoanut) Its post office opened in July 1891 and closed on 31 May 1976. ‘Melton’ is derived from the Œ
mael-tun - ‘middle town’ for in England it is situated in the middle of the five hamlets comprising the parish.
Melton Valley School opened in 1939 and closed in 1965.
A photograph of ‘mail transport difficulties’ is in the Chronicle, 16 January 1936, page 34.
In 1882, a private pigeon match was held at Melton, Morphett Vale, on Mr C.H. Myle’s paddocks:
There were 11 competitors and a grand afternoon’s sport was got through the most successful
shooters being Messrs B.F. and C.W. Lloyd… Mr E.S Porter who shot very well obtained the
remaining prize. The other shooters were Messrs C.H. Myles, D. Gawler, Alex W. Brodie, F.A
Berry and H. Lloyd. Mr S. Myles acted as umpire.
Melville - The Hundred of Melville, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 18 February 1869. A school of
this name opened in 1901 and closed in 1910. It has been recorded that it was named after Lord Melville,
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an acquaintance of Governor Fergusson and Rodney Cockburn reproduces an 1852 letter written by
Governor Fergusson’s father-in-law, the Marquis of Dalhousie, which said: ‘They have elected me a
Governor of the Bank of Scotland in room [sic] of my good old friend, Lord Melville…’ . However, the name
occurs in the Governor’s native Scotland and derives from a Norman knight, Galfrida de Maleville; there are
four villages named ‘Malleville’ in Normandy that translate as ‘bad (unhealthy?) town’.
The town of Melville was laid out on part section 110, fronting Lake Fowler, by James Dugan of Weaner
Flat in 1875. (See Yorketown)
By 1883, it was evident that ‘at Port Moorowie and from there to Mount Melville most of the ground is
taken up, but the area of good land is strictly limited’:
The population is small and the paddocks are nearly all very dirty. No more than five or six
bushels will be reaped through most of the district… The village of Mount Melville has decayed
considerably and the little public school… has been closed…
The Melville School opened in 1878 and closed in 1888.
Memory Cove - South of Port Lincoln, named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802 in memory of two
officers and six seamen who were drowned at Cape Catastrophe. An engraved sheet of copper was erected
on 24 February 1802 on a ‘stout post’ in their memory. Portion of the sheet was found on the beach on 20
August 1866 and a replacement plate mounted at the head of the bay on 21 February 1897; subsequently,
it was destroyed and replaced in 1942; what remains of the original is held by the SA Maritime Museum.
Menadue - An 1874 subdivision of part sections 154-55, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Joseph Brokenshur of
Moonta contiguous to Moonta. The name comes from Cornwall where there is an Upper and Lower
Menadue; it derives from the Welsh mvyydh - ‘hill’.
Menge - Johannes Menge, a geologist, employed by the SA Company is remembered by Mount Menge.
(See Pewsey Vale Peak)
In his History of South Australia, Reverend John Blacket says:
Among the early immigrants to South Australia there was one very remarkable man – a man of
most eccentric character… ‘Professor Menge’, as he was called, was South Australia’s first
mineralologist and geologist. It was to act in this capacity that he was sent out by the South
Australian Company… [He] had the strange eccentricity of manner that is sometimes associated
with genius… He traced the rivers north of the Para to their sources [when] he discovered several
rivers, among others the Rhine…
In his explorations [he] travelled as far as the Flinders Ranges and spoke highly of its mineral
wealth. In the young colony he discovered indications of gold, silver, copper lead and iron and
found several precious stones… It is said that the life of this remarkable man who, tradition says,
could converse in German, French, English, Russian, Dutch and Hebrew, came to an end in a
wretched hut on the Bendigo Diggings, Victoria, in 1852. He died as he had lived - alone, without
a friend to solace him or to see him through the dark valley.
A letter from Mr Menge, in 1840, concerning Aborigines reads in part:
But I should not like to provoke them, or have them provoked by shooting, wounding, or beating
them into a feeling of revenge, if we could keep up our friendly intercourse by a cask or two of
biscuits in the Lyndoch Valley… Having travelled through many tribes of savages in my life, I find
that human nature is everywhere the same; and however inimical, it can be conquered by that
divine command – ‘Love your enemies…’ If they meet with savage characters in white people,
they will not be able to distinguish more than the color of the skin.
In 1846 he was to proclaim:
Having taken a resolution to spend the winter in Adelaide [I am] ready to teach parties in the
sciences of geology, mineralogy, natural philosophy… and the following languages, Chinese,
Hebrew, German, French, Latin, Greek, Italian, Arabic, Persian and Turkish.
In 1855, the District Council of Mount Crawford advised the Colonial Secretary of the appointment of
William Windsor ‘residing at Mengetown’ as the Ranger for the district. Its exact location is unknown.
Section 2750 in the Wiltshire Survey [is] well-known and justly celebrated as Menge’s Island on
which are extensive gardens in the highest state of cultivation and a convenient residence. This
valuable estate is surrounded by water all the year. This property is nearly surrounded by the
North Para River and Marooroo [sic] Creek.
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Mengler Hill - Between Tanunda and Angaston, named after J.G.C.E. Mengler (1816-1884) who built a
winery on the lower slope of the hill following his arrival in the Heloise in 1847. He is buried in a private
cemetery at the foot of the hill.
Meningie - Derived from the Aboriginal word meningeng meaning ‘place of mud’. Occupation licences
around Lake Albert were issued first to the South Australian Company in 1844, although in 1843 this
Company took out the Lake Albert country for sheep and cattle with Thomas Giles in charge. The head
station was formed at a spot called Bonney Wells and outstations established at Meningie, Point Malcolm
and Warringee. (See Bonney Wells, Karapang & Narrung)
The town of Meningie, surveyed by W. Farquhar between March and June 1866, was offered for sale on
23 August 1866. Its school opened in 1869. At this time a pious citizen reported with grave concern of a
breach of the Sabbath because ‘last Sunday [I attended] the ministration of the Rev Mr Dingle, who
officiated there occasionally from Wellington. I was astonished at seeing a number of men drafting or
branding cattle in the stockyards within sight of the main road… I think the law should take notice in such
cases in this colony.’ (See Hansborough)
A jetty was erected there in 1867; trade from it ceased in 1927/8 and the town was closed as a port in
December 1936.
Ebenezer Ward, MP, spoke of the town and district in 1869 and said that although Meningie was still only
in the first (sic) year of its existence as a ‘township’, it afforded ‘already significant evidences of its future
importance’:
Two ‘houses of accommodation’ - I can scarcely say hotels - are established there, and, as
settlement progresses in the neighbourhood, there will be quite sufficient enterprise to supply
other legitimate requirements. With the usual fatality of official action, a bungle seems to have
been made in fixing the site of the town, and the settlers there, or some of them, complain
bitterly of the error.
Where the town has been placed the water is shallow at the landing-place, but at some little
distance away much deeper water can be obtained close to the shore, and here it is supposed
the jetty will have to be erected. There would thus be a gap between the landing-place and the
town, which ought even now to be avoided, if that be possible.
There is some very fair land on the flats bordering the lake about Meningie, but directly you
leave the township on the Coorong side a dreary belt of mallee scrub commences. This is,
indeed, the western extremity of the Desert. It has one peculiarity in the retentive character of
its soil in large patches of it. On the rises sand prevails, but on the hollows or flats there is a kind
of white pipeclay, and this is frequently quite destitute of even scrub vegetation.
A more cheerless expanse can scarcely be conceived, and when you emerge from it upon the
open flats of the Coorong, and trace the rippling waters of the stream winding their way in a
broad open channel parallel with the track you are following, it is impossible to avoid
condemning the obstinacy which has so long prevented that fine sheet of water being utilised for
the purposes of navigation.
There are no lights or beacons to guide the steamer which is supposed to go all hours and all
weathers, never stopping except when there is a fog. The township consists of a few houses
about the shore of the lake and a small farming district furnishes most of its trade. This is not by
any means a flourishing location. As poor old Pasquin used to say, with rather less truth of
Adelaide, ‘it is a good sheep run spoiled…’
Road transport was a concern, also, and the deplorable state of the road to Wellington was described in
1871 where, ‘about ten miles from [Wellington] is a veritable slough of despond, called a blind creek, to
cross which requires a good deal of courage and no scant knowledge of Scottish navigation.’
A 1907 description of the somnambulant town said it ‘is soon to become even duller and less important
than now; it is surely one of the least attractive places the colony owns [and] looks so miserable that you
almost begin to upbraid the mosquitoes for their lack of taste in taking up their summer’s residence in such
a place.’
Meninie Hill - On section 57, Hundred of Cunningham; Aboriginal for ‘lookout’, derived from mena - ‘eye’
and ni - ‘for’.
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Menzies, Hundred of - In the County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 11 April 1878 and named after Lord
Menzies, a friend of Governor Jervois. In 1884, Mr Thomas Williams moved:
That it is desirable that the road from the telegraph line to Burgess’s Corner… be cleared,
grubbed and macadamised. [Residents] were aware of the most impassable condition of this
road in its present state… He had been obliged to wade in mud and water up to his waist while
endeavouring to get his horses and waggon across… An abundance of stone was available not far
distant from the proposed road…
Mercowie - (See Crystal Brook)
Mercunda - A town, 56 km south of Waikerie in the Hundred of Bakara, proclaimed on 5 August 1915 and,
according to data in the Department of Lands, the Railways Commissioner adopted the name from the
Aboriginal description of portion of the ‘Canowie Run’, west of Mount Bryan. Its post office was opened by
John Evans on 29 September 1915; it closed on 31 March 1983. Its school opened in 1921 and closed in
1956.
In 1922, Mr T.L. Evans, Honorary Secretary of Mercunda sports, in reply to the Rev A.E. Johnson’s
‘unwarranted attack on “bookies” and lady gamblers attending Mercunda Sport’, responded:
Anybody reading his letter would be tempted to compare with Mercunda and its sports with
Monte Carlo… but let me point out that Mercunda is a town with a population of less than 20
adults, including Mr Johnson. Most of them are married and owing to the high cost of living, etc.,
it is a case of existing and not speculating their wages on gambling… Our sports, which are held
twice yearly, have an attendance of approximately 150 adults, consisting mainly of farmers and
their families who have spent their lives pioneering mallee lands.
To this class of people ‘bookies’ and their books are foreign. As to Mr Johnson’s insinuation
regarding the lady gamblers, one must have sunk low in wowserism to make such a statement.
The total number of ladies who attend our sports would be well under 50. Most of them have
their time during the day continuously occupied in the refreshment booths and stall,
endeavouring to clear off the debt on our present hall, in aid of which the sports are held. I have
not seen any lady gamblers nor have I seen gambling of any kind carried on to any extent…
Meredith, Mount - On section 449, Hundred of Messent, recalls James Meredith, who held pastoral leases
nod. 207-208 (‘Murrawa’ and ‘Mingbool’) from 1851. The Mount Meredith School was opened in 1952 and
changed to ‘Pleasant Park’ in 1953. (See Mingbool)
Merghiny - The ‘Merghiny Run’, 16 km east of Ceduna, was established by W.A. Horn (1841-1922) in 1872
(lease no. 2249). The school was opened in 1911 by Mary F. McMellon and closed in 1919. The Merghiny
Well School opened in 1918 and closed in 1920.
Meribah - A town, 40 km South-East of Loxton, was proclaimed on 26 November 1914. Its school opened
in 1918 and closed in 1965. It is a Biblical name applied to a bore in the vicinity - ‘the place where Moses
struck the rock and water gushed forth.’ A photograph of a motor car bogged on the Loxton road is in the
Chronicle, 14 August 1926, page 35, of a ‘sport’ fixture on 28 January 1932, page 32.
Merildin - A railway station 22 km ESE of Clare. Prior to 1917 it was ‘Mintaro’. Aboriginal for ‘stopping place’.
Merita - A property west of Renmark; see pastoral lease no. 87.
Mernittee - A school in the Hundred of Miltalie; in 1909 it was called ‘Watchanie’; closed in 1914.
Mernmerna - A corruption of the Aboriginal yerna-yerna - ‘undulating ground’. The town, 40 km north of
Hawker, surveyed in February 1863, was offered for sale on 21 July 1864, while the school opened in 1885
and closed in 1956.
In 1897, a cricket match was played at Hookina between Hookina and Mern Merna cricketers:
Hookina scored 94 runs for seven wickets. The chief scorers were M. Woods, 25, T. Gearen, 25,
A. Groth, 18 and J. English, 11. Mern Merna made 92 for eight wickets; H. Simmons, 47 not out,
James Chigwidden 16 and B. Chigwidden 19. A ball was held in the evening...
Mr A.J. Fels recalled experiences of life in the district:
Having spent forty-five years in the Mern Merna [sic] district I have certainly seen some very hard
times during the years of drought. I have records of the rainfall from the beginning of 1928 to the
end of 1941 during which the annual average was only 7·6 inches (193mm). During half of those
years the falls were so light they produced herbage that was finished when the summer set in as
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the hot weather soon dried it out. The worst year was 1940 when only 1·36 inches (35 mm) fell,
but the year 1939 was a very good one with sixteen inches (406 mm).
I have seen dust storms so dense that you could not see your hands in front of you. The worst I
ever saw was on 17 December 1934. It came from the North-West like a big blanket of clouds
and rose at about 10 a.m. and lasted until 3 p.m. Between those hours it was as dark as night
with heavy thunder and lightning but not a drop of rain. According to the Adelaide papers it was
the worst dust storm in living memory.
The year 1944 was another bad one for dust storms. I have seen the country between Lake
Torrens and the ranges just moving with drift sand from Lake Torrens station through Cotabena,
Moralana, Motpena and Nilpena. Anyone who had not seen it would not credit it could be so
bad.
My two brothers and I were working on Moralana at the time and all we did was cap fences
which had been buried, resink posts which had been left out of the ground by the sand drifting
away and shovel sand away from the water troughs. Wool and cattle prices were low in those
days. I can recall my father having to sell all of his sheep early in 1934 because of the drought.
Merrilie - A school known as ‘Hundred of Goolwa’ until 1912; it closed in 1923. The name came from a local
homestead.
Merrindie - A school three km from Giles Corner, opened by Thomas W. Martin, in 1887, and closed in 1951.
The name was taken from a farm established by Robert Kelly (1845-1920) in the 1870s and said to be the
Aboriginal name of a nearby spring.
Merreti, Lake - North-East of Renmark. Derived from the Aboriginal marati - mara, ‘water pool’ and ti ‘place’.
Merriton - An 1878 subdivision of part section 97, Hundred of Crystal Brook, 10 km SSW of Crystal Brook,
by John Miller. (See Miller, Hundred of)
An obituary of George Merrett (sic) appeared in 1914 and contained a statement that ‘the town was named
after him’, while, in 1874, ‘the Broughton races were held on 5 November… and the Maidens were won by
Mr Merritt’s Sweet William…’ Its post office opened in 1875 and closed on 31 July 1979. The school opened
in 1880 and closed in 1971. Rodney Cockburn says that Mr Merritt presented a piece of land for the building
of the Methodist Church around which the township developed.
Mersham - The name was applied to sections 1590 and 1596, ‘on the Dry Creek.’
Messemurray - This Aboriginal word meaning ‘stony range’ was given to a sheep run taken up in the SouthEast by George Garrie from 20 January 1848 under an occupation licence; from I July 1851 he held the lease
in partnership with Hugh Ward. Its school opened in 1893 and closed in 1894. (See Garrie Swamp &
Stewarts)
Messent, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938 and named after Philip
Samuel Messent, Secretary for Lands who said that, when he was secretary of the Yorke Peninsula Land
Board, in 1880, ‘farmers in that now favoured part of the State were in deep water. Red rust played havoc
with crops; manuring of land was not an accepted practice’:
In fact the idea was ridiculed. In that district Joseph Parsons was, I believe, the first to use
superphosphate. Following his success with it, the ridicule turned into praise. Others pursued his
example. Some of the old-timers may recall when red rust had shrivelled the wheat to such an
extent that a humorist said of his crop that it ‘had turned out to be canary seed, not wheat’…
Methuen - A railway station, 13 km North-East of Nackara, recalls Lord Methuen, a British General of the
Boer War, later to become a Governor-General of South Africa.
Metiappa - (See Collinsville)
Meyer, Mount - Near Lake Gregory; it has been ‘Mount Kauto’ since 1918.
Middle - The Middle Inman School opened in 1927 and closed in 1957; the Middle Inman Valley School
opened in 1921 and closed in 1927.
Middle Plains School in the Bremer District, opened in 1861, closed circa 1862.
Middle River is on Kangaroo Island and the ‘Middle River Run’ was established by H. Snelling in 1864 (lease
no. 1215). The school opened in 1943 and closed in 1953.
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Middleback Range - On 8 February 1802, Matthew Flinders sighted two hills over the coastal ridge of
modern-day Eyre Peninsula, naming them ‘Middle Mount’ (‘the highest of several hummocks’) and
‘Middleback Mount’. The ‘Middleback Run’ was established by J. Sinclair in 1870.
Middleton - The town was laid out on section 2262, Hundred of Goolwa, 5 km east of Port Elliot, circa 1856
by Thomas Walker Higgins (ca.1810-1899). Its school opened circa 1861 and closed in 1968. The single track
railway connecting Goolwa to Port Elliot had a loop line to allow trucks to pass and the town developed
around that loop. The exact date of its opening is unknown but ‘the rails will be permanently laid throughout
the entire line, forming the connection for uninterrupted traffic from one jetty to the other [in 1854].’
Of interest is the fact that, in 1853, mention was made of ‘workmen in the Middle Station’ of the GoolwaPort Elliot railway. If this statement is considered in isolation with the comment made in Manning’s Place
Names of South Australia in respect of ‘Middletown’, one might be excused for having strong doubts on the
validity of the generally accepted ‘old world’ origin of the name. Indeed, further research has elicited the
fact that Mr Higgins was born in Beck’s Hill [sic - Bexhill], Sussex, and no connection has been found to
indicate he had any relationship with the village of ‘Middleton’, in that County.
In respect of the proposition put forward by Rodney Cockburn that it has its origin in Ireland, Mr Higgins’
obituary in 1899 says, inter alia: ‘Although born in Sussex the Colonel came of an old Irish family and he
named his newly acquired estate Higginsbrook(e), after his grandfather’s estate in County Meath.’ There is
no evidence of a place called ‘Middleton’ in that County. Thus, the newly-found evidence and application
of logic leads us to declare, all but conclusively, that the name was adapted from the ‘Middle Station’ or
‘Middletown’ on the said railway.
A photograph of an Aboriginal camp on the beach is in the Chronicle, 22 July 1911, page 31.
Rodney Cockburn records a Middleton Creek and says it was named by John McKinlay after a member of
his party.
Midurnie - A post office near Cowell; opened on 22 September 1926 it closed in 1968.
Mikawomma - The Aboriginal name for the plain between Adelaide and Port Adelaide and believed to mean
‘the plain before us’.
Mikkira - A property near Port Lincoln; see pastoral lease no. 103.
Milang - In November 1853, A.H. Freeling, Surveyor-General, proclaimed that ‘there are one or more places
on the shore of Lake Alexandrina well adapted for a township and shipping port… I propose making the
necessary examination of the lake’, Accordingly, in December 1853, 71 allotments were surveyed by
Corporal W. Dawson and a further 36 blocks by Corporal R. Brooking in April 1856. At the first land sale on
13 July 1854 twenty allotments were purchased, the price ranging from £24 to £58 per block; by the end of
that year all the allotments had been purchased at high prices, but the only building was an inn.
The name is believed to derive from the Aboriginal milangk, a noted place for interclan gatherings and the
settlement of grievances by fighting. However, of interest is the fact that William Jackson Parker held land
to the South-West of Milang known as Memalang, while Corporal Dawson’s Field Book held in the
Department of Lands at pp.127 and 129 shows Malagn and Milagn (sic) as being applied to the township.
On section 180, Hundred of Bonney, there is a place called milangawand, ‘a temporary place for fighting’ mila - ‘fight’ and ngawandi - ‘temporary camp’. (See Milendella & Tod Hill)
Another possible origin of its name is that it is corrupted from the Aboriginal milungar, meaning ‘whirling
water’, and applied to a bay at the head of Lake Albert. ‘Lake, forest, plain and river scenery are all included
in the landscape… fish in every variety is procurable from the lake…’ (See Milungar) Rodney Cockburn says
it derives from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘the place of millin (sorcery).’ (See Milendella)
The government town and private towns of East Milang and West Milang, were laid out in 1854, and the
surrounding district, were described in 1855: ‘The whole of the allotments in Milang have been purchased
at high prices, but at present the only building is an inn…’ In respect of coach travelling a passenger
remarked:
Good coaches, capital teams, clever, careful drivers and an excellent road make the journey very
enjoyable as far as Strathalbyn, when a less pretentious vehicle, with a pair of horses, succeeds
and the remaining 12 miles on the macadamised way to Milang are got over in an hour, thus
accomplishing 47 miles from the city with three changes of horses. Here we go by steamer across
the lakes… Here the passengers coil on the couches whenever they feel disposed to slumber.
They are not supposed to disrobe, but those who appreciate comfort kick off their boots [and] at
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about four o’clock [the vessel] made fast to the head of the jetty at Meningie… We were [about]
six hours in accomplishing it.
Information on a proposed school was reported in 1856; it opened in 1858.
A jetty was built there in 1856 and was 67 metres long but, due to the shallowness of the water, it was
twice extended in 1859/1860 and 1869 to a length of 216 metres. The problem of its obvious deterioration
was solved when it was washed away during the River Murray flood in 1955.
A photograph of school students is in the Chronicle, 2 November 1907, page 30, Observer, 23 November
1907, of the jetty and river steamers on 13 December 1902, page 24, of a Boy Scouts’ camp in the Chronicle,
8 January 1910, page 32. Photographs, including one of district pioneers, are in the Observer, 11 January
1913, page 32, Chronicle, 10 January 1914, page 32, of old residents in the Observer, 13 June 1914, page
30, of the unveiling of a war memorial in the Chronicle, 14 May 1921, page 24.
Milcowie - In the Hundred of Napperby; Aboriginal for ‘reedy water’. (See Hughes Gap)
Mildinga - An Aboriginal watering place east of Manna Hill - ‘place of red rocks’.
Mile End - It was laid out on section 2B, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company, circa 1860.
A Lands Department plan at this time says, inter alia, ‘new roads through section 2B, “Town of Mile End”.’
The suburb is located approximately one mile from the Adelaide city centre. It is a common place name in
England and the ‘Mile End’, in Essex, was recorded as milend in 1257; it got its name because it is about one
mile from Colchester while, in Middlesex, the local ‘Mile End’ is one mile from Aldgate.
The town of New Mile End was advertised in 1865, ‘adjacent to the Thebarton Racecourse, being the
section known as Craig’s…’ It extended from Rankine Road to Marion Road and from Henley Beach Road to
the section 98 boundary between Ross Street and Torrens Street. Rodney Cockburn records a later
subdivision by the SA Company in 1880.
In 1920, it was reported that ‘the trustees of the Adelaide Workmen’s Homes which were founded through
the generosity of the late Sir Thomas Elder, have purchased a large block of land from the South Australian
Company, having a frontage to Rose Street and will call for tenders at an early date for the erection of
several cottages…’
A photograph of road excavations is in the Observer, 26 April 1913, page 31, of the Church of Christ football
team on 4 October 1924, page 34, of the laying of the foundation stone of the kindergarten on 12 February
1927, page 34, of a children’s pet show in the Chronicle, 5 September 1929, page 38.
Milendella - A railway station, 16 km North-West of Mannum, and a post office opened in September 1883;
its school opened in 1878 and, in 1881, ‘it was pointed out that there were a number of residents living in
the vicinity of Milendella Creek and that the nearest school was at Palmer, six miles distant. The number of
children over five years and under twelve living within a radius of three miles was 38, all of whom would be
sent to the school if it were erected…’
A photograph of the school is in the Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
The Tindale papers in the SA Museum record the name milindela relating to the water on the creek and
derived from milin - ‘malevolent’ and telin - ‘being frightened’. Other sources say that it is connected with
the Aboriginal millin given to a form of sorcery or magic; thus milendella is ‘the place of the man who wants
millin.’
When taking revenge by means of millin, the native disguised himself by means of white streaks
all over his face and the rest of his body and, taking a heavy club, he would steal noiselessly upon
his victim and stun him with a heavy blow. He then pulled the man’s ears as it was imagined that
by doing so the victim would be unable to say who had attacked him. If he then went into battle,
the wicked spirit would whisper in his ear and in consequence he would be unable to protect
himself with his shield and so be killed; or he would tread on a deadly snake or be overtaken by a
fatal disease.
At some suitable moment the man who had used the power of millin in this way to destroy his
victim would in turn be killed by the man’s relations who, however, were not always particular
whom they killed, even the brother of the man using the millin being sacrificed to satisfy their
revenge. The natives lived in deadly terror of millin and nothing would persuade them that there
really was no such power.
Rev. George Taplin once spoke on the subject:
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The dread of millin is universal amongst the Narrinyeri. I have often tried to argue people out of
their belief in it, but in vain. Only adult males are considered able to practise it, and it is
regarded as the greatest crime of which an enemy can be guilty… I will give a specimen or two About fifteen years ago a lad and girl… were fetching wood for a white fisherman… In the course
of their work… the lad discovered that they were being watched by two men, painted with white
streaks, who were hiding behind some bushes.
Well knowing their purpose, he pointed them out to the girl and told her to run, at the same
time setting her the example. The two fellows no sooner saw that they were perceived than they
gave chase. The girl was overtaken and brought to the ground with the plongge [a club with a
large conical-shaped knob] by one of the pursuers. The other followed the boy and nearly caught
him; but he saved himself by catching up a stick and holding it with both hands up to the back of
his head as he ran to ward off the expected blow, at the same time shouting to the white
fisherman for help. Thus he succeeded in escaping as the pursuer was afraid to approach too
near the camp.
When the lad arrived he entreated the old women to go in search for the girl, and after a short
time they did so, and found her dead; the blow of the plongge had killed her. A couple of
blackfellows discovered that depredations had been made upon the fish which they had kept in
the usual enclosure, or fish pound, for the subsistence of themselves and families, so they
concealed themselves in the neighbourhood, and watched for the thief. They saw a man come
down to the pond and begin getting out fish.
They made a dash at him, he ran and one of them threw a barbed spear at him which stuck in his
leg and stopped him. Pulling out the plongge they stunned him with it, and then operated on him
in the usual manner with that instrument. After extracting the spear, probably by passing its
whole length through the limb, they left him senseless on the lake shore. The belief in sorcery
makes the Narrinyeri, as a people, less bloodthirsty than they otherwise would be; for instead of
extracting sanguinary vengeance for any injury, they are… content to use the more secret means
of revenge which millin affords. (See Milang & Mulintulu)
Milford - In 1856, Samuel Mills (ca.1800-1872) laid out the town of Milford on part section 9, Hundred of
Adelaide, ‘where the character of the land… is too well-known to the public to require eulogy’; now included
in Goodwood South. The Register of 19 March 1856 says the land was one mile and a half from South
Terrace on the Goodwood Rd and ‘is the southern moiety of… preliminary section 9 (known as Messrs
Mills)…’ Apparently, only one half of one allotment was sold, i.e., three acres to Robert Ludlow, in 1856, on
the eastern boundary of the section. The name derives from the Old English and means ‘a ford over the
Milwr’. (See Millswood & Ravenswood)
Milford Estate was an 1882 subdivision of part section 94, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Mary Milford, William
Henry Milford and George Shorney; now included in Stirling and advertised as ‘the coolest spot in the hills.
Splendid water is at shallow depth, and excellent garden soil… Building stone can be obtained at a very
cheap rate from the far-famed quarries of Messrs Huckson and Mosel…’ Mr Milford (1849-1931) arrived in
the Trafalgar with his parents in 1854 and, in later years, was a blacksmith and storekeeper at Stirling.
George Shorney (ca.1829-1891) came to South Australia in 1851 after which he was described as a farmer
and miller at Strathalbyn and Bridgewater.
Milich Landing - On the River Murray west of Loxton was probably named after Johannes Milich (18561923) who farmed in the district.
Milkappa - A railway siding 3 km south of Birdwood. Aboriginal for ‘small’.
Millar, Point - On section 21, Hundred of Playford, and possibly named after James Paton Millar (18371910) who arrived in the Royal Shepherdess in 1851 and became a pioneer mail driver on Eyre Peninsula
and managed several pastoral leases.
Millbank - An 1848 report says Millbank was the property of Mr John Southam and, in 1878:
After an interval of seven years our German fellow-colonists resumed their custom of annually
holding picnics, at which people of the German nationality could have an opportunity of mixing
together and celebration the present season after their own fashion. The spot selected… was a
paddock belonging to Mr Schneider at Millbank… For the juveniles a swing was appended to the
branch of a tree…
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Then there was a ‘velocipede circus’, a bowling alley, one or two shooting galleries and a greasy
pole with a flitch of bacon, a German sausage and several toys affixed at the top as prizes… ‘Aunt
Sally’s’ ebony countenance, which was embellished with the three orthodox clay pipes, radiated
with winsome smiles as of yore, and many were the sticks which were ruthlessly thrown at her
devoted head… (See Southam Hill)
An 1861 photograph is in the Observer, 9 November 1918, page 25.
Millbrae - Richard Mills came to South Australia on 18 January 1838 in the Royal Admiral with his wife and
five children and died at Blakiston, on 22 November 1874, aged 73. The Millbrae School, near Kanmantoo,
opened in 1930 and closed in 1940.
The district was described in 1910:
We are soon at Millbrae, the home of the Mills family… the old order of pine and thatch has
given place to solid masonry and substantial roofing… There is a history behind Millbrae - famous
for its Merino stud and fine fleeces… The original holding has grown to 5,000 acres, including
Bondleigh… (See Bondleigh)
Millbrook - John Tippett had an association with Millbrook in Cornwall, recorded as mulebrok - ‘mill brook’
- in 1220 and, in 1877, applied the name to a subdivision of section 6136, Hundred of Para Wirra. Various
records suggest he gave the name to his property at an earlier date because, in September 1858, he sold
about two acres of section 6136 to Christopher Whitford, ‘miller, of Chain of Ponds.’ The school opened in
1868.
John Tippett came to South Australia for the purpose of erecting boilers at the Reedy Creek Mine in 1849:
Being a man of courage and possessed of a deep knowledge of human nature, it was natural that
he should shelter an Aboriginal girl whose life was threatened by members of the tribe, in one of
the boilers at Reedy Creek. This child lived with the Tippett family… at Millbrook, but eventually
joined a passing tribe.
A proposed reservoir scheme was discussed in 1890:
The site of the suggested reservoir is at the township of Millbrook and the works would consist of
an earthen dam with puddle wall 90 feet high… Such a dam would throw the water back over an
area of 370 acres and impound 2,555,000,000 gallons…
The town was resumed, circa 1914, to make way for the Millbrook Reservoir.
In an essay in The Lasting Hills the author says:
Long before the building of the Millbrook reservoir in 1918, the Morning Star Hotel was licensed
in 1847 on the route between Tea Tree Gully and Gumeracha, predating the hamlet of Chain of
Ponds which was surveyed ten years later in 1857. In this year, and in the vicinity of the string of
waterholes, the Millbrook Hotel was also licensed… The first publican, John Tippet [sic], named
his hotel after his nearby property… The pub and the township ceased to exist in 1918 after they
were flooded by the waters of the Millbrook reservoir. It was another fifty years before the
government decided that in the interests of unpolluted drinking water, the Morning Star and the
rest of the Chain of Ponds township should be demolished. Accordingly, the hotel closed and was
demolished in 1972…
Photographs and information are in the Chronicle, 25 September 1915, page 14c, 2 October 1915, page 29,
13 May 1916, page 12e, of the opening of a hall in the Observer, 30 March 1912, page 31. Information on
and a photograph of an old mill are in the Observer, 22 January 1921, page 26.
Thomas Macklin gave the name Millbrook to a subdivision of part section 254, Hundred of Adelaide, in
1856, ‘situated near the flour mill of Messrs Beeby and Dunstan and abutting upon the greatest
thoroughfare out of Adelaide;’ now included in Parkside.
Mil-Lel - An early pastoral map of the area shows Mullel Waterhole, 8 km North-East of Mount Gambier,
and the ‘Mullel Run’ (lease no. 209 of 1851) was held by Arthur Wellesley Wellington Waterloo Blakesley there can be no doubt that he was born in 1815! When sold in sections by the government Mr Blakely (sic)
bought land at Yahl and settled there. In 1873, the Mil-Lel School was conducted by James Harris; it opened
in 1867 and its post office in October 1899 by Annie J. Innes.
Miller - In 1872, David Miller (1826-1904), a timber merchant, arrived in the Lord Raglan in 1854 and
opened a store at the corner of Partridge Street and Jetty Road, Glenelg, which became known as Miller
Corner.
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Rodney Cockburn says that Miller Creek was named after an employee of the pastoralist, Price Maurice.
The school, ENE of Mount Eba, opened in 1918 and closed in 1922 and, in 1919, it was reported that ‘Miss
Slater journeyed to Adelaide at Christmas time from Miller’s Creek, between Tarcoola and Coward’s
Springs’:
When she went up to take up her appointment… she had a train journey which lasted from 10
a.m. on Wednesday until about midday on Friday. A motor car was to take her from Coward
Springs to the station homestead, 60 mile away, but she found that it had broken down and the
journey was made in a buggy drawn by two camels… (See Devils Playground)
Photographs of the pastoral station are in the Chronicle, 8 May 1930, page 36.
The Hundred of Miller, County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 21 January 1892, recalls John Miller, MP (18841902), who was born at Hindmarsh, in 1840, lived at Strathalbyn from 1855-1864, finally settling at
Athelstone where he became chairman of the district council. In 1873, he selected lands at Crystal Brook
and, at various times, was President of the North-Western Agricultural Society and SA Farmers’ Association.
(See Merriton)
Millerton - This subdivision of section 2073, Hundred of Kooringa, was made by Henry Miller in 1858; now
included in Burra. It was described as being bounded:
On the west by the town of Aberdeen, on the east by the church Glebe and the Wesleyan Glebe
and the north by the new townships of Nelson and Yardley [sic - Yarwood?]… [it is] in fact an
extension of Redruth… the proposed new church and the court house are within a few hundred
yards of the township.
In 1913, W.H. Miller applied the name Millerton to a subdivision of section 67, Hundred of Pirie; now
included in Port Pirie South.
Millewa - A school near Renmark; opened in 1949, it closed in 1956. The name was taken from a local
homestead.
Millicent - The original pastoral lease (no. 194) that covered the area was taken up on 1 July 1851 by William
Vansittart and George Glen. It contained approximately 110 square miles at a rental of ten shillings per
square mile over fourteen years. George Glen became the sole lessee sometime before 1859 and the rental
was raised to £2-10-0 a square mile from June 1863. The last remnants of his run were resumed on 12 July
1871.
In 1857, George Glen married Millicent Sophia Short and ‘the township is named after the wife of a
squatter… and the streets are called after himself and connections. Possibly this was done as a solatium for
the loss he sustained on the resumption of his run.’ He and his wife celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary in 1907 and he died a year later. Millicent Glen died at Mount Gambier in May 1930 in her 94th
year. (See Mayurra)
The town, surveyed in May 1870 by James W. Jones, was offered for sale first on 7 December 1871, while
Millicent North was surveyed by Hugh Norman on 2 August 1878. The school opened in 1873.
An office genius in Adelaide first located [the town] at Poolna in the bed of Colcallat Creek on
section 171, Hundred of Mount Muirhead, where the water ran 10 feet deep in a wet winter and
had it stayed there it would at times been able to give Venice points and a beating in the matter
of wetness. It was afterwards located about two miles out on the Rivoli Bay South road. The site
now occupied by the town was very much an afterthought for that ridge was a favourite camp
site for the drainers while the scheme was in progress and along it sly grog shops were frequent,
where churches were to stand later.
One of the bootleggers later shot Bailiff Conway of Mount Gambier following a difference of
opinion over the execution of a warrant and was ultimately hanged. One night the camp’s
population got word that a contractor, short on his pay sheet, intended to make a moonlight
departure to avoid paying his workmen. It was not a case for the Absconding Debtors Act and,
that night, the ridge out as far as Snuggery was picketed by earnest men with shotguns who
wished to say a parting word to their employer who, having got timely notice of the pickets,
decided to stay and see his creditors in daylight.
Within four years of its foundation the infant township comprised of a post office, three stores,
two saddlers, two blacksmiths, two public houses, a tanning establishment, two shoemakers, a
butcher, baker and three private houses. Mr Henry Hart was the proprietor of a mill where he
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made flour and a large store was being erected for Messrs Fidler & Webb. By the close of 1879
there were 154 houses in the township and a startling variety of churches for seven different
religious denominations. There were two banks, two hotels, a school with 131 students, an
Exchange Hall capable of accommodating 300 people and an Institute.
In June 1874 it was said that ‘having taken up land in a new agricultural locality they naturally suffer from a
variety of ‘wants’ and are adopting resolute methods for making these as widely known as possible’:
The Millicent people feel strongly the desirableness of improvements in the land law… The next
petition is for the immediate completion of the drainage scheme… Another subject brought
forward… is the necessity for a port to be declared at the southern end of Rivoli Bay…
In May 1888, it was reported that ‘outside of Millicent was a tobacco plantation under the management
of a Chinaman employed by Mr Way Lee of Adelaide’:
New in this part of the colony, it was situated on the eastern side of the railway line at about two
miles in a south-easterly direction. The enclosure contained 38 acres and as it was contiguous to
one of the branches of the drainage system it had a plentiful water supply. He said a small
caterpillar had threatened damage to the leaves but ‘by strict attention’ the grub was kept in
check.
A photograph of pioneers of the district is in the Chronicle,15 July 1911, page 29, of the town in the
Observer, 28 January 1911, page 30, Chronicle, 5 July 1913, page 31, Observer, 14 January 1922, page 25,
Chronicle, 17 July 1926, page 40, of M. White’s farm in the Observer, 5 March 1904, page 24, of a band
rotunda on 30 December 1911, page 31, of drovers arriving from New South Wales in the Chronicle, 17
December 1927, page 41, of a football team on 18 October 1934, page 42, 5 September 1935, page 46.
The name Millicent was applied, also, to a subdivision of part sections 266 and 267, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, bisected by Nixon Road; now included in Wingfield. Alfred Jones created it in 1878.
Millowar - On section 378, Hundred of Brinkley; Aboriginal for ‘the charmed place’. In their legend strange
beings lived in the water here at Pomanda Point and opposite at section 1079, Hundred of Seymour, where
they enticed children into the water and ate them. (See Muldjuwank)
Mills, Mount - This high sandhill on section 590, Hundred of Baker, was an Aboriginal lookout, but its height
has been much reduced by erosion giving rise to the despairing cry of one of the last survivors of the
indigenous people - ‘the rabbits have even eaten my country.’ Its Aboriginal name was Popaulin.
Millswood - In 1838, sections 222 and 223, Hundred of Adelaide, were granted to Thomas Hardy and, in
1857, section 223 was subdivided into building allotments and called ‘Goodwood Park’, while in 1865 a
further subdivision of this land, together with section 222, was made and called ‘Goodwood Park’. The 1865
plan shows that portion of the land was owned by W. Raven and W. Dalwood.
In 1868, part section 223 was conveyed by S.P. Badman to George Mills and, in 1882, the then owners of
this land (Messrs D. Tweedie and G. Howell) subdivided it into the suburb of Millswood. Probably, the name
honours Samuel Mills who arrived in South Australia in the Hooghly in 1839 with his brother, Robert. He
bought and leased property, ‘Ravenswood Farm’, circa 1840, extending from the Showgrounds to Cross
Road and included the whole of the present suburbs of Goodwood West, Goodwood West Extension,
Millswood Estate and Clarence Park.
In 1913, it was said that Samuel Mills and his brother named Ravenswood Farm ‘after a place in the south
of Scotland where they came from’; this report goes on to say that the brothers held the land for nearly
thirty years. In 1855, there is a report on a trial of reaping and cutting machines held on his property on
‘Goodwood Road about a mile from the boundary of the South Parklands’. At the ensuing dinner Mr Mills
said that his land ‘had never been manured, in his belief, since the time of Noah’s flood. [I] have taken
eleven crops from it and believe two were taken off before [I] was in occupation.’ (See Milford &
Ravenswood)
Another aspirant for the honour, as bestowed by its nomenclature, is George Mills who, as previously
stated, purchased portion of section 223 in 1868. He was the donor of the land upon which the Goodwood
Institute stands and his name appears on the foundation stone laid by him on 29 January 1887. He was
reported, also, as being an early benefactor of St George’s Church.
A 1917 complaint reads in part:
The Premier… said the plan of the subdivision of the Millswood estate into residential allotments
was not submitted for approval to the town planner (Mr Reade) or to any other government
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officer before the land was offered for sale… more aesthetic arrangement might have looked
better and steps would be taken to secure greater control over private surveys. (See Reade Park)
A photograph of a Millswood Baseball Club is in The Critic, 8 September 1915.
Millyee-Wilpa, Lake - North-East of Lake Eyre North, is derived from the Aboriginal milyera - ‘water’ and
wilpa - ‘sky’.
Millyera, Lake - Near Lake Frome; a local Aboriginal name for ‘water’. (See above)
Milne - The Milne railway station, adjacent to Hilltown; was changed to ‘Hilltown’ in 1939. A request
emanating from the Nomenclature Committee in 1916 to change the name of Hilltown to ‘Yakkalo’ was
refused. There was never a town named Milne as suggested by Rodney Cockburn. The Hundred of Milne,
County of Stanley, proclaimed on 23 February 1860, honours Sir William Milne, MP (1857-1868), MLC (18691881). Born in Glasgow in 1822 he arrived in 1839 in the Palmyra where he was listed as a ‘labourer’. He
spent his early years as a shepherd then worked for the Disher family as a farmhand at Nairne where he
married Elizabeth Disher in 1842. (See Byethorne)
Seeking to make his fortune, William went to Tasmania and while he was there received an offer
to buy a wine business. From this point he went on from success to success and eventually sold
the wine business to his son William, junior, who was born in 1849…
He entered Parliament in 1857 as a Member for Onkaparinga and died at his residence ‘Sunnyside’ in 1895.
(See Beaumont, Hilltown & Sunnyside)
Milne Island, in the Sir Joseph Banks Group, may have been named, circa 1870, after the same gentleman,
the nomenclator being unaware of Matthew Flinders’ prior christening as ‘Langton Island’.
Milner - On section 7500, Hundred of Port Gawler, 10 km South-West of Two Wells, was laid out in 1839 by
George Milner Stephen (1812-1894), Colonial Secretary, at the point where the Gawler River enters the sea.
He married Mary Hindmarsh, the daughter of Governor Hindmarsh, on 7 July 1840.
All of their twelve children had ‘Hindmarsh’ included in their Christian names, the last survivor being Evelyn
Alfred Hindmarsh Stephen who died in 1951, aged 90.
George Milner Stephen was a funny little man who acted as Governor of South Australia
between the Hindmarsh and Gawler regimes in 1838. He wore size four boots, dabbled in faith
healing, loved the sound of his own voice, but also knew how to look after himself. In Adelaide
he and Captain Sturt, with inside knowledge of the Survey Department, created a scandal by
offering to buy without competition some 800 acres of suburban land scattered in 56-acre lots,
known as the Green Slips, because of their odd size and tinting on the survey slips.
Foiled in this scheme, Stephen next paid 4,000 pounds for a special survey 11 miles long and 2
miles wide running from Port Gawler along the water frontage of the Gawler River. This choice
area had been recommended to the SA Company by Capt. Sturt. But Stephen got in first and
proceeded to extol the value of his purchase.
Within a few weeks he was offered 10 thousand pounds for one-half of his 4,000 acres, and
boasted openly he had got 20,000 pounds. When Archibald MacDougall, of the Southern
Australian newspaper, made pointed remarks about the dishonorable use of inside information
by Government officials, Stephen sued the editor for libel.
In turn, MacDougall charged Stephen with wilful and corrupt perjury. The trials were abortive,
but Stephen lost his job and was advised to leave the colony. But his land speculation was highly
profitable. In due course, part of his survey was bought by Dr John Harris Browne. As ‘Buckland
Park’, it became one of South Australia’s leading estates.
The subdivision was advertised in 1839 and a derogatory letter from a correspondent headed ‘Mildew
Estate - Port Brawler’ appeared on 24 April 1839:
He intends that the streets shall assume a serpentine form; there is, we think, no doubt that he
will find himself quite at home in the midst of his crooked ways.
If any of our readers will take the trouble to refer to any of the maps of South Australia, except
those of the most recent date, they will look in vain for Gawler Town, but will see near the spot it
should occupy, a place called Milner, often marked in capital letters, as if scarcely second in
importance to Adelaide itself. Out of all who take this trouble it is probable that at least nine out
of every ten never before heard of such a place, and a fair proportion even of these have no idea
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of its whereabouts. Yet, it is about Milner, or rather its immediate neighbourhood, we propose to
make a few remarks by way of leader.
The country situate betwixt the Gawler and Light, and stretching thence towards the Gilbert, is a
flat level plain, skirted to the east by scrub and the west by the sea beach, which is in most places
approachable only over salt marshes. When Milner was first mapped out by the surveyors and
marked down as a place of importance on the maps, this plain was occupied only by squatters,
and formed the Arcadia of the North, where shepherds tuned (or smoked) their pipes and sung in
rustic strains the praises, not of Amaryllis, but, Capt. Ellis, who owned a large estate and
extensive run here. He it was who had a section laid out as a township and christened it Milner.
We never heard that a single allotment was sold, but the whole of it at length passed into the
hands of Dr Browne, together with all Capt. Ellis’s estate in this district. Milner kept its place
upon the maps, but vanished from the real topography of the district. Dr Browne, one of the
most considerable landowners of the district, had purchased, not only Milner, but a creek near it,
which forms what ought to be the mouth of the Gawler River; but, as that magnificent stream
loses itself before joining the sea, it is merely an arm which the sea has stretched out in order to
look for the missing river.
Of course this creek has marshy banks, and is difficult of access, but, in spite of that, the
government, in the days when Milner was an important place on the map, had surveyed two
roads which led down to the said creek, and were a guarantee that the said creek might be
reached by the public, if they thought fit to encounter the unavoidable dangers and difficulties;
for, be it understood, the roads in the western part of Port Gawler are none of them very
practicable in winter time.
About two years ago the great landed proprietor, Dr Browne, wanted these two roads, and the
District of Port Gawler wanted money. So the roads became the property of the worthy Doctor,
and the Council were relieved of the difficulties, and both parties were well pleased. What could
it matter who owned two bad roads that only led to an unoccupied township or a salt creek?
At the same time, the Editor of the Southern Australian said:
When we inserted our notice last week we firmly believed a bona fide sale had taken place… If
the report was a hoax to gull the public, we can assure our correspondent that our columns were
not lent for the purpose… we can hardly think that a person filling such a high and responsible
office in the Colony could be guilty of raising or sanctioning a report of this nature, in order to
enhance the value of his own property.
Rodney Cockburn reported that ‘a spring cart ran twice a day between Milner and Adelaide, and two
boats traded twice a week between Port Gawler and Port Adelaide.’
The town never developed but, in the 1870s, the area was utilised for the export of produce from the
surrounding district when a channel was dredged through the mangroves to allow ketches to enter at high
tide. (See Allen Creek, Buckland Park, Port Gawler & Stranges Creek)
In 1845, he was admitted to the English Bar and, subsequently, sailed for New South Wales, settling, finally,
in Victoria where he ‘became a famous faith healer’.
Edward Snell, who did private survey work on Yorke Peninsula in 1850, mentions Point Milner and Milner
Hut. Probably, the names honour a local pastoralist, Milner Stephen.
Miltaburra - An Area School in the Streaky Bay district.
Miltalie - Aboriginal for ‘in the direction of’ or ‘towards the rocks’. The Hundred of Miltalie, County of
Jervois, was proclaimed on 24 January 1878 The Miltalie Post Office, 24 km North-West of Cowell, opened
in January 1887 by Miss E.F. Watts, closed on 27 October 1970; its school opened in 1892 and closed in
1935; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 12 January 1933, page 34.
An early settler reminisced upon his toil and tribulations:
I rolled down 200 acres and put up a four-roomed iron house in three months… In February I
returned with my family, burnt the rolled scrub and, having to cart water seven mile, I hurried
the seed in with a harrow and seed drill, fenced it, and started on water conservation. I put down
two cement tanks of 30,000 gallons capacity and have continued doing this kind of work until I
now have about 120,000 gallons…
A photograph of dam scooping is in the Chronicle, 19 March 1931, page 36.
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Miltowie - On section 48, Hundred of Belalie, probably derived from the Aboriginal milari - ‘reeds’, although
there are some yellow ochre-like clays at the site, which may have been baked to make red ochre called
milti by the Aborigines.
Milunga - Robert Lyon Milne gave this name to a subdivision of section 2013, Hundred of Port Adelaide,
circa 1850 - he died at Covent Garden, London, in March 1874.
Milunga was conceived in the brains of men who were 60 years before time… The idea was to
create a port a little further north of Port Adelaide and not only a port, but a residential town as
well… He had it laid out with wharf frontages and perambulated Adelaide with a large plan
selling 99-year leases at £3 each. At this time he was conspicuous through wearing a panama hat,
with a rim a foot broad which, in windy weather, he used to reef with strings over his head.
In extolling the virtues of his creation, he said:
A greater event than any that has happened since the foundation of the colony will Deo Volente
take place… namely the laying of the great maritime township of Milunga… never before
advertised… an event pregnant with chances that will never again occur.
There followed a lengthy address to merchants of South Australia and he concluded that ‘you cannot
hesitate for one moment… if you do you will repent of your folly and long regret the loss of an opportunity
that will never return.’
In an Aboriginal dialect unga means ‘place of’; thus, its literal translation could be ‘Milne’s Place’. Some
doubt is expressed in respect of this nomenclature in view of the fact that the Aborigines knew Lefevre
Peninsula as mudlanga. (See Mudlinga)
Milungar - A bay at the head of Lake Albert; Aboriginal for ‘whirling water’. (See Milang)
Mimbadoggie - The name was adopted from a local creek and given to a school near Wilmington opened
by Grace Randall in 1920; it closed in 1937.
Minakainji Waterhole - In the Hundred of Duffield, where Aboriginal women avoided a sacred tree,
Puunara, being in fear of the spirits that dwelt there.
Minbrie - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘fair’. The Hundred of Minbrie, County of Jervois, was proclaimed
on 24 January 1878 and, in 1911, it contained:
Perhaps 30 tillers of the soil, among whom may be mentioned, Messrs A. Venning, Ramsey,
Payne & Sons, S. Aunger, H. Stephens, Barrett, H.J. West, J.C. Gale, Homes, Chase and Haines.
There is more arable land here than in Miltalie, but the rainfall is slightly lower. This year the
harvester and binder will be put over 7,000 acres…
The Minbrie telegraph office, north of Cowell, opened in 1929 and closed on 10 September 1969.
Photographs of a rabbit plague are in the Chronicle, 4 May 1918, page 26, of the station on 6 February
1930, page 36.
Minburra - The name was taken from an Aboriginal word, applied to a station held by J., W.C. and T.R.
Bowman in the 1860s under pastoral lease no. 1528 and given to the Hundred of Minburra, County of
Herbert, proclaimed on 18 January 1877.
In 1912, ‘Block 98 was fallowed and harrowed after the drill and harrowed again after the wheat came up…
The average on the farm for the 188 acres reaped was 3 bushels 4 lb. The low yield is accounted for by
drought…’
The Minburra Post Office, North-East of Orroroo, opened in December 1880 and closed in March 1881,
while the school operated from 1882 until 1887; the Minburra Plain School opened in 1883 and closed in
1891.
Minchin Well - In May 1859, the Register reported that ‘a town has been laid out at Minchin’s Wells, six
miles from Port Augusta, it is named Stirling.’ Henry Paul Minchin (1826-1909) was appointed Sub-protector
of Aborigines at Port Augusta in 1852 and, with the assistance of Aboriginal labour, dug the well in 1854.
Rodney Cockburn disagrees and says that Mr Minchin was a Special Magistrate at Mount Remarkable and
‘he ordered some malefactors hard labour in the shape of digging out the wells that bear his name…’ Later
in life he grew coffee in India and died in Bath, England.
On 19 September 1855, James McGuire sought permission to build a public house on government land at
the well and, while the Surveyor-General doubted the propriety of ‘allowing the erection of one on Crown
land’ permission was granted on the understanding that the ‘land would be resumed when wanted.’ An
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1858 report on the finding of water said that it ‘is described as having a slightly sweet taste, but is believed
to be perfectly wholesome for man or beast.’
By 1861, the wells sunk by Mr Minchin were in a greatly dilapidated state by falling in:
Surely a few pounds might be laid out for the benefit of settlers… It is suggested by some to let
them for a term of 14 years… The lessee could, of course, put up a house of accommodation, but
I would ask what benefit it would be when there are three public houses here at present - he
could not charge for the water…
There is a Minchin Hut, on Block 7, Hundred of Warrenben. Its Aboriginal name was nantowarli - ‘kangaroo
hut’ or perhaps ‘horse hut’. The name recalls that Aborigines termed a horse pendinanto - ‘white man’s
kangaroo’.
Mindarie - An Aboriginal word having reference to a peace talk meeting. The Hundred of Mindarie, County
of Albert, proclaimed on 26 September 1912, was followed by the town of Mindarie, 43 km North-East of
Karoonda, on 25 June 1914. Its post office, opened as ‘Crecy’ by F.J. Weber on 24 November 1913, was
changed to ‘Mindarie’ on 1 January 1915. The school opened in 1917 and closed in 1966.
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the institute is in the Observer, 1 July 1922, page 24,
of a tennis team in the Chronicle, 26 March 1936, page 32, of a football team on 7 October 1937, page 32.
Mindiyarra - A railway station 8 km North-West of Karoonda. The school opened in 1938 and closed in
1942. Aboriginal for ‘plenty’.
Mindrow Creek - North of Arno Bay. A school of the same name was opened by Joseph Healy in 1913; it
closed in 1938; a photograph of the school and students is in the Chronicle, 12 January 1933, page 34.
Mindura Soak - (See Verran)
Mine Creek - A school on section 297, Hundred of Hutchison, was a private school conducted by Frank W.
Thring between 1876-78; it is believed to have been the first school in the Tumby Bay district.
Minecrow, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 19 April 1878 and named after a well
on section 93, Hundred of Townsend, the Aborigines called minecrow - ‘muddy well’. The ‘Minecrow Run’,
established by Josiah Cole, in 1846, was renamed ‘Cairnbank’ by John Hensley under pastoral lease no. 203
of 1851. (See Cairnbank & Hensley Flat)
Rodney Cockburn associates the nomenclature with Miss Minnie Crow ‘who was killed in the district
through being thrown of her horse when chasing kangaroos.’ Diligent research failed to reveal any report
of the tragedy. However, genealogical records show an Edmund Crowe (sic) (ca.1819-1873) residing at
Mount Gambier and being buried at Robe - his daughter, Minnie, died in 1872, aged 16 years.
Minerva Heights Hill - Near Copley, named by Sir Douglas Mawson circa 1925 after his first motor car.
Mines Flat - A school near Strathalbyn; opened in 1907 it closed in 1949. (See New Hamburg)
Mingary - A town, 30 km WSW of Cockburn, proclaimed on 15 September 1892. Prior to its proclamation,
the dwellings there were ‘dug out like cellars and roofed over, reminding one of the story of Mark Twain’s
chum and the mules that used to walk down the chimney. The smoke was rather bad, but in spite of that
and the flies we made a fair feed…’
Its school opened in 1903 and closed in 1945. Presumed to be an Aboriginal word meaning ‘the northern
most waterhole’, it was named by Governor Kintore, but he may have had in mind the Scottish town of
‘Mingarry’ (sic), derived from the Old Norman mikinn-garo-r - ‘great enclosure’. However, as the ‘Mingary
Run’ was established by J. Beck in 1863 (lease no. 1691), and predated the town, the suggestion that it is of
Aboriginal origin would appear to be correct.
A photograph of yabbying in the Mingary Dam is in The Critic, 27 December 1916, page 5.
Mingbool, Hundred of - In the County of Grey, proclaimed on 24 October 1867, is an Aboriginal word having
a reference to water, and applied to James Meredith’s run, about 13 km North-East of Mount Gambier.
Taken up first by Lachlan MacKinnon in 1846, he sold out to Meredith, circa 1847, and it became lease no.
208 of 1851. His first hut was near ‘Dismal Swamp’ on the Kaladbro road, but a wet winter compelled him
to change his location, so he built on a limestone ridge and lived there until he sold out to a Mr Budd about
1852. Later, the property came into the hands of Henry Edward and Thomas Allan Wells. (See Bool Lagoon,
MacKinnon Swamp, Murrawa & Meredith, Mount)
Minkie - A railway station known as ‘Light Pass’ since 1925. Aboriginal for ‘daylight’.
Minlacowie - Aboriginal for ‘two waters’; derived from either minala - ‘two’ and kawi - ‘water’ or minlakawi - ‘fresh water well’. The Hundred of Minlacowie, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 26 March
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1874. On 23 November 1874, while surveying the Hundred, E.J. Elder reported to the Surveyor-General that
he had selected ‘the best site and the nearest to good fresh water for the proposed new town of Gum Flat.’
(See Minlaton)
The Minlacowie Post Office opened in 1875 and closed in 1879:
The opening of the jetty took place on 22 November 1877 in the presence of nearly 300
persons.... It is built of red gum, the pile and bearers being all jarrah. The entire length is 1,900
feet… Members of the committee proceeded to the end of the jetty headed by Mr J. Anderson,
who has been instrumental in procuring it… The luncheon took place on the grounds, the
provisions being furnished by the ladies of the district…
Its school opened in 1877 and became ‘Rocky Beach’ in 1922; Minlacowie South School opened in 1901
and closed in 1941; photographs of this school, which was built by local farmers, are in the Observer, 15
February 1913, page 32, of students on 11 October 1913, page 31. The town of Minlacowie was laid out on
part section 95 by Donald McKenzie in 1947.
Minlaton - It is apparent that the name is derived from the first syllable of ‘Minlacowie’, the Hundred in
which it lies, coupled with the Middle English word ton - ‘town’. (See Minlacowie)
Land in the vicinity was taken up first by Thomas Giles under an occupation licence, on behalf of himself
and George A. Anstey, in 1847, at ‘Gum Flat’, sometimes known as ‘Mount Rat’. On 3 December 1874, J.W.
Jones, surveyor, reported to the Surveyor-General: ‘Knowing the ground to be high enough and the almost
certainty of finding fresh water on every allotment, I think the site suggested by Mr Cadet Surveyor Elder is
as good, if not the best that could be found…’
The site was approved, surveyed by G.E. Strangways, and proclaimed on 15 June 1876. In 1882, the want
of a suitable post office and telegraph station was mentioned and it was resolved to ‘call the attention of
the government to the necessity of increased accommodation at the present offices’:
In connection with these buildings it was pointed out that although £7,500 had been realised by
the sale of the township, yet the only public building there was the school - and that was paid out
of a loan - and a tin box 8x10 for the imprisonment of offenders, on which the sum of £150 was
spent and a local contractor stated he would erect two stone cells for less money. The post office
and telegraph station was a three roomed cottage, and was crowded when six persons were
assembled in the lobby…
Its school opened in 1878.
Here is the typical story of a pioneer, Mr Dave Cook. It may, with slight variations, be regarded as
the history of every man and woman who, renouncing the comforts of the cities, plunged boldly
into the unknown to battle for the right to live. As a youth of 14 in 1876 Mr Cook, with his father,
six brothers, and four sisters, made their way overland from Rapid Bay. Two drays, drawn by 26
bullocks, and a few odd beasts, was their entire fortune. Before them lay practically unknown
country.
The little that was known was not encouraging - scarcity of water, hostile natives, dense bush.
Minlaton did not exist, not even as a name. After leaving Port Wakefield the plucky travellers
came up against the main obstacle to settlement - lack of water. Their five-gallon cask of the
precious fluid was reserved for the stock. As to their own wants, they decided to take their
chance of finding a well. Time has not effaced the memories of that dreadful journey. For two
days the pioneers were without a drink.
Then, towards evening of the second day, they found the footprints of a flock of sheep. These,
laboriously followed, led them to the Tiddy-Widdy wells, near Ardrossan. Thus was disaster
evaded by the merest chance. Stout hearts were needed when they reached their selection. The
country was a mass of tea-tree, mallee, sheaoak and peppermint. It looked as if a lifetime of
labour would make no impression on that illimitable sea of tangled scrub. But the whole family
took off their coats and got to work. Today that impossible forest is one of the finest farm
properties about Minlaton, and Mr Cook sits back, a sturdy and independent veteran, and
watches his boys carrying on the task from the point where he left off.
A photograph of the showground is in the Chronicle, 1 November 1902, page 44, of the Institute committee
on 16 September 1905, page 28, of council members in the Observer, 27 April 1907, page 30, of the town
on 21 October 1905, page 30, Chronicle, 9 December 1911, page 32, 17 January 1935, page 36, of the
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hospital on 11 September 1930, page 35, of an aeroplane crash on 21 January 1922, page 28, of the opening
of St Benedict’s Parish Hall in the Observer, 17 October 1925, page 33.
Minnerton - Records in the Lands Department show it as a private subdivision made in the Hundred of
Copley, but no record could be located. However, it probably refers to Minnieton, advertised in 1881 as
being ‘situated on the western side of the stream directly opposite the important town of Port Augusta.’
Minnipa - The name, applied by the Aborigines to a hill in the vicinity, was, possibly, derived from the root
word mina - ‘eye’. The Hundred of Minnipa, County of Le Hunte, was proclaimed on 31 July 1913, while its
school opened in 1929 and closed in 1939; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 12 January 1933, page 34.
The town of Minnipa, 90 km east of Streaky Bay, proclaimed on 28 January 1915, opened its school in 1919;
it closed in 1976.
By 1927, it was a small township and owed its ‘prominence to the government experimental farm’:
Apart from the hotel it has an institute, general store, boarding house and a barber’s shop. A
police station with two officers, several railway cottages and one or two houses constitutes the
remainder of the township. At present a camp of workers is employed on the construction of a
large water storage tank and in laying pipe lines…
At the hotel there is a wireless set. The Adelaide Post Office chimes and the striking of the hours
could be heard plainly each night as if one were in King William Street. The telephone service
leaves much to be desired. There is only one main line to Port Lincoln. This is down two or three
times a week… A telegram sent from Adelaide on a Saturday booking accommodation at the
hotel for the Sunday, did not reach the addressee until the following Wednesday…
Photographs of the experimental farm are in the Chronicle, 24 October 1929, page 36.
Minno Creek - In the National Park at Belair was a name the Kaurna people applied to the gum of the wattle
tree on which they sustained themselves, principally, during the summer months. The former name of the
Long Gully railway station was Minno. (See Long Gully)
Mintabie - In 1981, the name was approved for the mining settlement located on ‘Granite Downs’ pastoral
lease. A photograph of an opal prospector’s camp is in the Chronicle, 26 April 1934, page 38.
Opal mining is still the dominant industry for the population of around 200, and opal miners work
their claims either on the Mintabie precious Stones Field or on nearby Lambina Station.
As in many other parts of South Australia, Aborigines were reportedly the first people to find
opal at Mintabie. They sold black opal at Coober Pedy during the first world war but it was many
years before miners braved the harsh conditions to mine the area. The first miners to work in
Mintabie found the sandstone too hard to successfully mine. It was not until 1976, when large
machinery was introduced, that the potential of Mintabie was fully realized and the fledgling
township was established.
Today, most mining is done by the open cut method. Caterpillar D9’s or Komatsu 355s rip the
sandstone to a depth of about 300mm at a time, then push the loosened sandstone away, while
spotters continually check for signs of opal.
Mintabie is unique in that the opal field and the township are located on freehold Aboriginal
land. Consequently many Aboriginal people visit Mintabie either to shop or to noodle the mine
tailings searching for opal missed by miners.
Mintaro - Parts of sections 187 and 316, Hundred of Clare, 13 km South-East of Clare, were subdivided by
Joseph Gilbert, in 1849, as indicated by the sale of Lot 55 to William Tatum of Crystal Brook on 15 November
1849: ‘Mintara [sic] - to carters it is a very desirable spot, as there is an abundance of feed and water and
is well adapted for an English or German settlement.’ (See Kadlunga & Merildin)
In 1851, it was said that the township was prospering:
Dr Brown has accepted a contract for building a school-house at his own expense… The
attention, comfort and admirable arrangements of mine host of the Magpie and Stump… receive
praise from all travellers.
Much has been written on the nomenclature of the town and Professor N.B. Tindale, the noted
anthropologist, says it derives from mintinadlu - ‘netted water’ - the Aborigines used nets to trap emus and
other creatures. Mr Thomas Goode, formerly of Canowie, gave credence to this suggestion when he said
‘the blacks called the area mintadloo but I don’t know what it means.’ A local correspondent contended
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that it was derived from a Spanish word meaning ‘camping or resting place’ and went on to say that in the
early days ‘a lot of Spanish mule drivers’ carted copper ore from Burra to Port Wakefield:
They landed at Port Adelaide with the animals in a very sorry condition and on their way to the
Burra they were so struck with the fertility of the land about where the township of Mintaro now
is, they camped here for some weeks and rested…
According to records in the Department of Education its school opened circa 1861, while the Mintaro
Station School opened in 1885 and closed in 1903.
A photograph of ‘old’ residents is in the Chronicle, 12 November 1936, page 32.
Minvalara - A railway station, 16 km North-West of Peterborough, was adopted from the name of a dam
on a local property, while the school, known as ‘Morgan Centre’ prior to March 1946, closed in 1960. (See
Lancelot)
Minyara - A town in the Hundred of Allen, proclaimed on 7 November 1918, ceased to exist on 28 October
1937. Its school opened in 1928 and became ‘Cobera’ in the same year.
Minyurti - On section 106, Hundred of Baker. Aboriginal for ‘what kind’.
Mirage Creek - Near Lake Blanche, discovered by G.W. Goyder in 1857 and so named ‘from its forming the
boundary of an imaginary lake which we supposed we were approaching but which disappeared as we
approached the elevated land’:
It would be perfectly useless to report the number of times we were deceived by mirage, and
surprised by the enormous refraction peculiar to these plains… large gums seen from Weathered
Hill to the north proved to be bushes of from two to four feet high; and a large hill seen from the
summit of Mt Serle by aid of a powerful glass, and which we estimated at least three thousand
feet, dwindled down to sixty feet. In fact vertical angles are of little value, and the mere
appearance of water no test of its actual existence, but this deception is only possible when away
from water.
Miralyirra - A 1910 subdivision of sections 481-82 and 505-8, Hundred of Pirie, laid out by Franz Xavier
Martin, foreman, and Francis James Gillen, civil servant; now included in Port Pirie West. Aboriginal for
‘northern camp’.
Miranda - A town in the Hundred of Winninowie, 5 km west of Nectar Brook, proclaimed on 31 March 1881.
It appears that Governor Jervois applied this name to commemorate the visit of the ‘Queen’s Ship’, HMS
Miranda, visitors to which ‘were favoured with magnificent weather and the courtesy of the people on
board was equal to all other cases where the white ensign flies from the peak. The visitors were shown over
the vessel by guides and much interest was manifested in her equipment and appointments…’
Earlier, in 1875, the name Miranda was applied to pastoral lease no. 2534, in the Far North East, by P.
MacGregor.
Mirikata - Near the Woomera Rocket Range. Aboriginal for ‘morning star’.
Mirrabooka - Near Pinnaroo. Aboriginal for ‘stinking swamp’.
Mirra Mitta Creek - The Mirra Mitta Post Office, north of Lake Gregory and south of Lake Howitt was
opened in November 1903. Aboriginal for ‘kangaroo rat’.
Mirreen - A 1922 subdivision of part section 58, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Edwardstown.
Aboriginal for ‘south’. It was created by Jane Thompson but, because of her apparent financial difficulties,
allotments were sold by the mortgagee, viz., the executors of Andrew Tennant.
Misery, Mount - Near section 219, Hundred of Malcolm, whose Aboriginal name was lalanengul - ‘the two
bark canoes’. The two principal swellings of the hill were believed to be canoes of the Aboriginal ancestral
being Ngurinderi, who formed the River Murray by chasing a great Murray cod down the stream and, upon
his arrival at Lake Alexandrina, he drew his canoes up on the shore and continued the exploration on foot;
his former camp is believed to be beside the swamp on section 85. (See Mason, McDougall Hill and Tailem
Bend for evidence of the mythical creature.)
Missiessy, Cape - Near Smoky Bay, named, supposedly, by N. Baudin after Edouard Thomas Burgues, Comte
de Missiessy, a French Admiral (1756-1832); he became Marine Prefect at Toulon in 1814 - It is more likely
that the name appeared first on Freycinet’s charts.
Mississippi, River - Named after the vessel whose captain, Thomas Rossiter, in 1841, supplied E.J. Eyre at
Rossiter Bay on Eyre Peninsula. It was discovered some two years earlier by Captain H.C. Hawson. (See
Rossiter Vale) It is an American Indian word meaning ‘great river’.
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Mitcham - The ‘Village of Mitcham’ was established by the South Australian Company in 1840 on section
248, Hundred of Adelaide. Invariably, in all subdivisions undertaken by the Company, it applied names from
England, of company directors or eminent persons. On this occasion it opted for an ‘old country name’
derived from the Œ micel-ham - ‘large house’. At the time of the village’s creation William Giles was the
London manager of the SA Company and his home town was ‘Mitcham’, in Surrey.
In 1854, a public meeting was held at the Brownhill Creek Inn to ‘consider the propriety of memorialising
the government for a railway to the town’:
The whole property at Mitcham would be enhanced in value. The carters also would be
benefited, as they had been in England, by the increased cross-country traffic. There would be a
supply of water; there would be a main line to the south… Mr Galbraith asked how it was that a
railway to Glen Osmond had been so much more urged than one to Mitcham?…
West Mitcham was laid out in 1850 and in 1888, a disgruntled correspondent complained that ‘the
neighbourhood of Upper Mitcham swarms with young thieves’:
Fruit, flowers, vegetables, garden tools, eggs, firewood, fence rails and any loose articles are
continually being stolen… The stocks, the whipping post and the pillory, all highly useful means of
secular education, [should be introduced here].
Further pilfering was discussed under the heading ‘The Small Boy as a Fruit Pest’ when an irate citizen
complained in 1896 and concluded that ‘our village seems to be the nursery for the Stockade.’ The Playford
family were early residents of the area, Thomas Playford buying three allotments on 28 December 1844 for
£22.10.0.
This family produced two Premiers of the State, both named Thomas, while Nobel Prize winner, Lord
Florey, associated with the discovery of penicillin, and Sir Mark Oliphant, a recent Governor of the State,
were both sons of Mitcham. The author of this work states, humbly, that, as a child, he lived in a former
Playford residence in Albert Street and commenced his education at the local primary school in 1931.
A photograph of the rotunda is in the Observer, 15 May 1906, page 30, of a military camp on 19 February
1916, pages 26-27, Chronicle, 11 March 1916, page 27, of a rifle range on 14 October 1916, page 29, of the
Mitcham Brass Band in the Observer, 15 May 1906, page 30, 18 December 1926, page 32, of a member, J.
Hilditch, on 15 November 1924, page 34, of the Dogs’ Home in the Chronicle, 30 March 1933, page 36.
Mitchelili - A property North-West of Peterborough. (See Black Rock)
Mitchell - In 1927, Mitchell Estate was described as 32 allotments laid out by N.R. Mitchell on Morphett
Road adjoining Cliff Street and due east of the Broadway, Glenelg.
In 1852, a gold discovery was reported at Mitchell Flat:
The Lobethal Diggings attracted attention and, at Mitchell Flat, on New Year’s Day, near modernday Lenswood, many hundreds of persons visited the field - some bent only on a holiday search,
but the greater part strong in determination to prosecute a vigorous and systematic examination
of the ground.
A week later a startling announcement was forthcoming when a Government Gazette
pronouncement alleged that a fraud had been practised upon the government in respect of the
Mitchell Flat discovery and castigated Mr G.M. Stephen for his part in the deception. [The road]
to this field was reported to be near Lobethal ‘by way of Magill and Prescott’s Bluff’, while
specimens of the ore were exhibited publicly at the Adelaide office of Messrs Collinson & Bayly,
gold brokers.
In 1895, the following announcement appeared in the Adelaide press 1895:
Mr Thomas Nelson [sic - Neilson?] Mitchell [ca.1806-1895), a very old colonist, and better known
in the early days as ‘Old T.N.’, died at the Kapunda Hospital on Friday. At one time he lived at
Mitchell’s Flat, west of Woodside, and was, we believe, in the service of the South Australian
Company… Of late years he had been living on the charity of the Anlaby Estate and had been
cared for by the late and present managers, Mr H.T. Morris and Mr P. M. Miller, by whom he was
very kindly treated. [Official records show that he obtained the grant of section 5144 in 1850
contiguous to modern-day ‘Lenswood’.]
An editorial re the Mitchell Flat near Echunga is in the Register, 12 June 1855. (See Lenswood)
The Hundred of Mitchell, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 26 November 1903 and prospects in the
area were discussed in 1906:
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The recent allotment of the Hundred of Mitchell found Mr Bishop one of the successful
applicants for more land… The keen interest taken in the subject of available land in these parts
is first brought under notice here, and examination of the latest Government Gazette keeps
conversation centred on the land… As the future of this Hundred is dependent upon the plough,
the small sheep farmers who hold land along the limestone and sheaoak, which for several miles
separate Kiana from Mitchell, and to whom these new blocks in the Mitchell mallee and salt lake
country have been allotted, will practically have to start de noxo and grow wheat before they can
hope to grow grass…
Its school opened in 1913 and closed in the same year.
S.J. Mitchell, MP (1901-1910), born at Mount Barker, in 1852, became an auctioneer and settled at Port
Augusta, serving the town as a councillor, and finally Mayor. Leaving the district in the 1880s to study law,
he got a degree in 1889, served for a time as Attorney-General in the Peake Ministry, resigning to take up
the position of Government Resident and Judge in the Northern Territory. Returning to Adelaide, he was
appointed Special Magistrate at Port Pirie and, in 1915, became Police Magistrate at Port Adelaide and,
later, Commissioner of Insolvency and Special Magistrate of the Adelaide Local Court: ‘His was no light work,
but the fair and impartial manner in which he discharged it could be gauged by the esteem in which he was
held, not only by his intimates, but by citizens generally.’
In 1912, Richard Mitchell subdivided part section 85, Hundred of Adelaide, as Mitchell Park Estate and, in
1921, extended the suburb calling it Mitchell Park comprising 25 allotments ‘with frontages to the main
metalled road, known as Sweetman’s Road… [it is] located in a healthy, bracing locality commanding an
expansive view and enjoying to the full the fresh sea breezes…’ Born at Parkside in 1859 he became the
proprietor of the well-known removalist firm.
Under the heading ‘Wild Horse Plain’, Rodney Cockburn locates Mitchell Plain as being between Dublin
and Port Wakefield.
Mitchells was a railway station, 8 km North-West of Mount Gambier, probably named after Walter
Mitchell, who took out an occupation licence near Rivoli Bay on 5 February 1846 and the ‘German Creek
Run’ of 132 square miles in 1851, ‘East of Mount Gambier’. Mitchell Crossing is adjacent to the railway
station. (See Benara, Hundred of) Rodney Cockburn attributes the nomenclature to John H. Mitchell, a
cheese and butter factory proprietor.
A Rabbit Preserving Works at Mitchell Springs, near Julia Creek, was described in 1877:
Hearing that a new industry was in full work… we paid a visit to the scene of the operations… half
a mile from the Kapunda and North-West Bend Railway line… Over 1,000 rabbits a day are
brought in… chiefly by trappers and neighbouring farmers. Some of the settlers who engaged in
carting material to the railway works bring in a few dozen rabbits with them… An order was
received from by the last mail from England for 24,000 lbs., equal to about 12 tons in freight…
Thirty-one hands are employed, besides 20 regular trappers…
Mitchellville was named after John Mitchell, an early settler, and applied to a post office on section 13,
Hundred of Wilton, 32 km ENE of Cowell; opened in 1904 it closed on 31 January 1931: ‘Mail has to be
carried just about 20 miles over heavy sandhills…’ In 1906, it was reported that ‘the Mitchellville Post Office
is at this homestead [Mr J. Liebich]. Mr Mitchell of Kadina owns a large area of land in the vicinity under the
management of Mr K.W. Gwynne…’ The school, opened by Marian A. Smith in 1913, closed in 1940.
A photograph of a high tide washing over a road is in the Chronicle, 9 July 1931, page 32, of school children
tending a garden on 27 August 1931, page 34, of the school and students on 12 January 1933, page 34.
Mitchie Reef - South-West of Kangaroo Island, was named by, and after, its supposed discoverer, Captain
Mitchie. Captain Bloomfield Douglas doubted its existence and thought it may have been confused with
‘Young’s Rocks’ for, in 1858, he reported that ‘a diligent search was made for ‘Mitchie’s Reef’, as indicated
in the chart with “PD” affixed to its reported position’:
On one occasion, when within one-third of a mile of its presumed site, the ocean swell was very
heavy, but within the range of view from the topsail yard of the Yatala, nothing resembling
broken or discoloured water could be seen.
I am, therefore, sceptical as to its existence, though I consider it necessary that commanders of
ships navigating on that part of the coast should keep a lookout, as it might be possible that the
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reef seen by Capt. Mitchie is so far below the surface as to break in the heaviest South-West
gales only.
I am, however, inclined to believe, that that navigator, in consequence of an error in his
reckoning, mistook the ‘Young’s Rocks’ lying further to the East-North-East, for a new discovery,
such an error might easily occur from the effects of the current, which, after a continuation of
westerly gales, runs with considerable velocity to the eastward, in the direction of the rocks …
Mitshan - A school, near Kapinnie on Eyre Peninsula, used, for a time, by children from Mitchell and
Shannon Wards of the local council area.
Moana - In November 1927 it was said that ‘history was made in the district of Noarlunga’:
When a large and representative gathering witnessed the laying of the foundation stone for the
first building to be erected on the beach at Moana… A company called Lake Beach Estate Limited
was formed and its labours represent the first determined effort in South Australia to develop
such an area along garden city planning lines…
In the early days the area was known as ‘Dodd’s Beach’ - Thomas Dodd was in control of sections 347 and
350 as executor and trustee of Margaret Harriott, the wife of the grantee of this section on which the town
was laid out in 1928, following a competition promoted by the subdividers, Lake Beach Estate Ltd. ‘Boon
Boona Beach’ was selected as the original winning entry, but a later recommendation changed it to
‘Moana’:
[It] has been subdivided under the latest town-planning principles allowing wide streets, spacious
reserves for recreation… from every block a glamorous panoramic view of seaside and country is
enjoyed.
It is a Maori word meaning ‘blue sea’; its school opened in 1980. (See Bon Boona)
A photograph of male topless bathers is in The News, 20 January 1936, page 12.
Mobilong - A corruption of the Aboriginal mupulawangk - ‘soft reed place’; reeds along the river bank were
used in the making of coiled baskets; ‘Mopolong Paddock’, in the vicinity, was mentioned in 1858; Rodney
Cockburn decreed that ‘on the authority of David Unaipon, a cultured Aborigine’, it was a corruption of
moop-pol-thawong, meaning a ‘haven for birds’. The Hundred of Mobilong, County of Sturt, was
proclaimed on 19 April 1860 and the government town of Mobilong, surveyed in November 1883, was
proclaimed on 6 March 1884; on 27 May 1886, the district council added ‘Murray Bridge’ to the name and
on 19 September 1940, it became ‘Murray Bridge’.
In 1884, the first private subdivision of Mobilong was created on part section 74, fronting the River Murray,
by Richard Edwards, storekeeper of Wasleys, the first sale of an allotment being registered in April 1884.
George Richard Edwards was the first owner of this section when he obtained the land grant in May 1855.
(See Edwards Crossing)
In March 1884 the auctioneers proclaimed, ‘Murray traders, woolwashers, builders and men of enterprise
give heed to what is now offered you.’ In respect of the ‘private’ town, in 1884 it was said that ‘it adjoins
the station because the natural features of the country would not allow the government to place the station
on their own township about a quarter of a mile distant.’
Photographs are in the Observer, 9 July 1910, page 30.
The Hundred of Mobilong School opened in 1883 and closed in 1942; Mobilong East School operated from
1887 until 1908; Mobilong South School opened in 1928 and closed in 1942; Mobilong West School opened
in 1904 and became ‘Temora’ in 1907.
A frustrated settler set down the difficulties under which the settlers of the Mobilong reclaimed area
laboured.
Every scribe who has chanced to come along has described the wonderful capabilities of the
land, probably viewing it from riverside and forgetting altogether to view the back blocks
abutting on the dry land…, but should the existing conditions continue it will be more likely that
the settlers will lose their capital and finally come to the government for relief. A cruel injustice is
being done to hardworking, industrious body of settlers… A good number on the interior blocks
are men who have passed the prime of life and are endeavouring with their savings to make a
home and old-age pension of their own. (See Bridgeport & Murray Bridge)
Mochatoona - A meeting of shareholders of the Mochatoona Mine was reported in 1859 and a letter from
Captain John Rowe in 1860. (See Angepena)
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Moculta - An Aboriginal word for ‘large hill’ and given, in 1865, to a village, 11 km ENE of Angaston, by
Abraham Shannon (1820-1875), the owner of part sections 272 and 284, Hundred of Moorooroo. He
advertised it as having ‘a frontage to the principal road from Mount Pleasant, Flaxman Valley, North Rhine
[and] to Truro, Stockwell and Blanchetown… surface water on the Duck Ponds Creek and the very best
water by wells of moderate depth.’
Its post office, opened circa 1869 by H.W. Jaehne, closed on 31 March 1982.
In 1898, it was reported that ‘there has lately been erected at Moculta… a gas plant which promised to be
a great boon to residents in the country, as the plant and the operating of it are both exceedingly simple’:
The apparatus consists of an airtight retort, a tar vessel and a gasometer… The retort is built in the
kitchen fireplace, so that the same fire is available for cooking and other domestic purposes… On
the day of inspection a 9-horsepower Crossley gas engine was being drive by the gas in an
admirable manner and on the gas being passed through a Weisbach burner a brilliant light was
emitted. Messrs James Hill & Sons of Currie Street are the Adelaide agents.
The school opened in 1917. Moculta Hill is known, also, as ‘Parrott Hill’. (See Duck Ponds & Parrott Hill)
Modbury - Robert Symons Kelly (1817-1893), who arrived in the Platina in 1839, encouraged the
development of a village on his land, naming it ‘Modbury’ after his birthplace in Devonshire, derived from
the Œ gemot-burgh - ‘fort where moots (assemblies) were held’; in Latin it was records as motberia. The
village began to emerge in 1857. Kelly purchased a section at Upper Dry Creek in 1842 and named his home
‘Trehele’ after a manor house south of Exeter, in Devon. Later, the name became written as ‘Treehill’, but
the property, generally, was known as ‘Modbury Farm’. The name was applied first to a two-storey hotel
and it is almost certain that Kelly, a builder by trade, constructed it.
In September 1858, William Stoneham (1821-1868), who arrived in the Rajahstan in 1838, applied to the
district council for a general licence for a public house ‘to be called the Modbury Hotel’ and he became the
first licensee, but Robert Kelly retained ownership. In a munificent gesture, Mr Kelly gave land for the
erection of a Wesleyan Church with a stipulation that, when erected, it be used as a school, also.
Consequently, in 1864, local children were spared the walk to either Hope Valley or Ardtornish schools;
however, at first the Education Board refused to licence the school but relented in 1865. The school’s
‘Punishment Book’ makes interesting reading:
Offence
Punishment
Use of bad language
Two on left hand
Habitual use of same
Four on left hand
Stealing chalk
Three across thighs
Bullying
Three on left hand
Using a water pistol on girls’ dresses Two handers
Stealing a cane
Three cuts
Laziness and untidiness
Two cuts
Blackguardism
Two on left hand
In 1866, it was described as:
A postal village… situated on the Dry Creek… and is in the midst of an agricultural country where
wheat and hay are… grown… Modbury has a post office and hotel - ‘The Modbury’. The resident
Magistrate is R.S. Kelly, JP.
Before the advent of the SA Football Association in the late 1870s, matches against the Adelaide Club were
conducted on a regular basis and, in 1862, one was played at Modbury ‘by 20 members of the Adelaide
Football Club against an equal number of the Tea Tree Gully and Modbury Club’:
The Adelaideians hired one of Rounsevell’s omnibuses which started from the Globe Hotel,
Rundle Street… The sides were marshalled under the command of Mr T. O’Halloran and Mr J.
Robertson of the Teatree Gully Rifles… The ground on which it took place was exceedingly rough
- it looked, in fact, very like fallowed ground… This gave the yeomanry an advantage over the
townsmen… Notwithstanding this inconvenient state of terra firma… Captain O’Halloran and his
men went manfully to work…
After about one hour’s hard play one goal was made by the O’Halloran’s, but being disputed by
their competitors it was not counted… About a quarter after five o’clock a loud shout proclaimed
victory of the Adelaide club, another goal having been secured… Some unpleasantness occurred
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at first through the Modbury and Tea Tree Gully men not knowing the laws by which football in
this colony was regulated… The absence of umpires… without whom it [was] next to impossible
to conduct a match properly [was regretted].
Modra Landing - On Thistle Island, named after T.V. Modra in 1982.
Moffat Creek - In the Far North-West, named by Ernest Giles on 9 September 1873 after Robert Moffat of
Ravenswood, Victoria, a subscriber to the expedition’s funds.
Moilong - A post office, south of Bolivar, opened in 1924 on section 130, Hundred of Port Adelaide.
Aboriginal for ‘where the tide comes in’. Rodney Cockburn says it was the name given to the Saint Kilda
Post Office because postal authorities would not allow its duplication because of the clash with its Victorian
counterpart while the Nomenclature Committee vetoed two names emanating from local citizens, namely,
‘St Adlik’ (St Kilda backwards) and ‘Crabonia’, because of the prevalence of blue crabs. (See Saint Kilda)
Mokami - Near Port Neil where the ‘Mokami Run’ was established by Edmund G. Oswald (ca.1842-1900) in
1874 (lease no. 2398).
Moko, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘fly’.
Mokota - Rodney Cockburn says it was the name of the northern portion of the original Mackerode Estate,
founded by G.A. Gebhardt and is a Maori word meaning ‘fine view’. (See Pareora Estate & Markaranka)
Mole Hill - About 85 km NNW of Mount Nor-West, named in 1858 by Police Trooper Corporal A.P. Burtt
after Trooper Joseph Thomas Mole (1834-1909), his companion on a trip to Mount Nor-West - ‘… I arrived
at the table-topped hill… which I will call Mole’s Hill…’
Molesworth - In 1856, this subdivision was advertised as being located:
At the junction of the two main roads [South Road and Bay Road - now Anzac Highway] at the
Forest Inn… From the traffic research lately taken the average number of passengers passing… is
upwards of 400 per diem… [it] is destined to be a place of considerable commercial importance.
The Inn stood at the South-West corner of the South Road and Anzac Highway, in what is now Glandore.
The name occurs in Surrey, England and in the Domesday Book is recorded as molesworde - Mul’s worp
(homestead).
Molineux, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 28 September 1911 and named after
Albert Molineux, secretary of the Central Agricultural Bureau. Born at Brighton, England, in 1832, he arrived
with his parents in 1839 in the Resource and died at Kent Town in June 1909.
Mona - A town, 5 km South-West of Bute, proclaimed on 17 December 1885 as ‘Allotments at 16 Mile
Siding.’ It has been suggested that it got its name from the fact that ‘Mona’ was an old name for the Island
of Anglesey and, probably, given to the local railway station by a settler from those parts. However, its
nomenclature would appear to lie elsewhere for ‘on the formation of the Ninnes District Council [in 1883]
the chairman, H.D. O’Halloran suggested to the councillors that they call the [railway] siding ‘Mona’ as that
was his wife’s name [he married Mona Wright]’:
The minutes of the [council] of 19 December 1885 [say] ‘that the township at the sixteen mile
siding be called Mona and that a letter be forwarded to the Commissioner of Crown Lands
informing him.’
By 1977, the council had not received any rates on town allotments for over 30 years and, because of its
potential as a conservation area, the Bute Council asked the government to close the town and pass control
to them. Accordingly, it ceased to exist on 25 February 1979 ‘and now it is valued as a conservation area
with many fine native trees and bushes and a variety of bird life.’
Monalena - A property north of Pernatty Lagoon; see pastoral lease no. 2389. (See Nonalena)
Monalta Park - A 1921 subdivision of part sections 882 and 1072, Hundred of Adelaide, by Frank H. Downer
and James F. Downer, solicitors, when they said, ‘it is difficult indeed to adequately describe the peaceful
atmosphere and rural charm of this ideal mountain location…’; now included in Glenalta.
In 1862, it was said that ‘the road to Monalta lies over the hills rising above Mitcham to the southward’:
It is a steep climb to the Devil’s Elbow of the locality and the hostelry which stands above it on
the plateau on the summit of the hill is well-named Travellers’ Rest. The house is within the
township of Belair (although there is nothing but itself to indicate the existence of a town) and,
from the situation, may be seen Mr Andrews’ residence and vineyard at Monalta…
In 1923, it was said that Monalta was ‘the well-known home of the late George Downer’ which, in turn, was
taken, probably, from the ‘Monalta Estate and Vineyard’ owned by Justice R.B. Andrews in the area in the
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latter half of the 19th century. ‘Monalta House’ was built prior to 1870 and portion of it still exists as part
of the maternity wing of the Blackwood Hospital. (See Alta Mira)
Monarto - The name comes from ‘Queen Monarta’ of the local Aboriginal people and it is of interest that
an Aboriginal custom was that if the fourth child born was a girl, she would be named ‘Munato’. (See Murray
Bridge)
The settlement, 19 km west of Murray Bridge, arose on section 210, Hundred of Monarto, County of Sturt,
was proclaimed on 30 November 1847; the Monarto Post Office opened in 1869 and the school in 1870; it
closed in 1911; Monarto South School operated from 1913 until 1959, while Monarto Junction School
opened in 1938 and closed in 1973.
On 19 October 1871, the dedication of the Monarto German-English school house was celebrated and
described as ‘about 40 feet long by 20 feet wide, pine and stone sides and thatched with straw and divided
into two rooms… It was the property of the Evangelical Lutheran congregation and would be used by that
body on Sunday, when not required for school purposes…’
During the 1970s, a satellite town was planned for the area and the 16,000 hectare site was expected to
have an eventual population of 200,000. In 1976, lack of funds caused a deferment of development and, in
1980, it was abandoned.
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 13 June 1914, page 29, of the Lutheran
Church on 3 October 1925, page 37, of the Presbyterian Church in the Observer, 19 May 1923, page 30, of
the Zion Chapel on 3 October 1925, page 34.
Monash - The town, 6 km North-West of Berri, was proclaimed on 25 August 1921 and named after General
Sir John Monash, of World War I. Its post office, opened as ‘Lone Gum’ on 1 June 1919, was changed to
‘Monash’ on 1 April 1928. Its school, opened as ‘Lone Gum’ in 1920, became ‘Monash’ in 1928. (See Lone
Gum & Lone Pine)
Photographs of the infant town are in the Chronicle, 14 February 1920, page 24, Observer, 1 July 1922, page
25, 15 October 1927, page 35.
Monbulla - It is an Aboriginal word meaning ‘large peppermint gum tree’. On 26 December 1845, James
Bruce applied for an occupation licence and, on 5 March 1846, he, Charles G. Doughty and Joseph Polsen
were granted Occupation Licence No. 144; it became lease no. 204 of 1851 in Doughty’s name only. On 24
June 1856 he married Bertha F.L. von Mueller, the sister of Dr Ferdinand Mueller, the botanist at the Botanic
Gardens in Melbourne. He died at East Adelaide on 26 March 1890, aged 74 years.
The Hundred of Monbulla, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 29 August 1861. The Monbulla School
opened in 1893 and closed in 1944.
Monburu - Between Fowlers Bay and Ooldea. Aboriginal for ‘needle bush’.
Moncrieff Bay - Between Capes Willoughby and St Albans on Kangaroo Island, recalls A.B. Moncrieff (18451928), Engineer-in-Chief of the SA Railways.
Mongolata - An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown, applied first to a pastoral lease by Joseph Gilbert in
the 1860s. The Hundred of Mongolata, County of Burra, was proclaimed on 30 December 1875, while the
Mongolata Post Office opened in April 1878. Specks of gold were found there and ‘in 1930, Messrs Byles
made a reasonable discovery… With the depressed times, and lack of work, [it] caused a rush to the area
by many hopeful people…’, while in September 1931 ‘news of another find of reef gold at Mongalata,
northeast of Burra, attracted about 50 men to the locality. Claims - some of them pegged by moonlight cover three miles of country… The find was made by Mr Harold Lewis, a Western Australian prospector,
about five miles northeast of the present workings.’
The need for a school was discussed in 1882; it opened in 1893; closed in 1898. (See Tracy)
Monkoora - Near Keith where the ‘Monkoora Run’ was established by J. and D. McBain in 1868. (See McBain
Waterhole)
Monopilla - Near Willunga. Aboriginal for ‘place of the eagle’.
Monreith Estate - A 1909 subdivision of part section 274, Hundred of Adelaide, by Daniel H. Cudmore (18441913); now included in Toorak Gardens. The name was taken from the Fergus(s)on family’s ‘Monreith Farm’
that occupied section 274 in the early days. Probably, the name comes from Wigtown, Scotland, and derives
from the Gaelic muin-riabhach - ‘grey back’.
A photograph is in the Observer, 8 September 1917 showing portion of a building once part of the Parkside
Lunatic Asylum.
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Mons Hill - A trig station in the Hundred of Jellicoe. Prior to 1918 it was known as ‘Rhine Hill’. ‘Mons’ was a
battlefield of World War I. The substitute name ‘Mikurta’, Aboriginal for ‘mountain’, was rejected by the
government.
Monster, Mount - A descriptive name, albeit exaggerated, applied to a hill near Keith. The ‘Mount Monster
Run’ was established by J. Allen and E. Kearney in 1851 (lease no. 224). The school opened in 1889 becoming
‘Keith’ in 1907.
Montacute – It is located 16 kilometres east of Adelaide in the Mount Lofty Ranges.
In 1843, Mr Fortnum, by profession a chemist and mineralogist, was settled in this district (then
known as Sixth Creek) and engaged in rearing bullocks to meet the Colony’s ever-growing
demand for beef. One morning, towards the end of that year, his overseer, Mr Andrew
Henderson, set out to look for a steer that had strayed overnight. He determined to climb a spur
in the range and proceeded to do so, doubtless with not a few dour reflections on the steepness
thereof. On the way he noted the peculiar green colour of a perpendicular face of rock and, on
reaching the summit, he discovered a curious mass of brown and green material.
He broke off a piece and returned with it to his master. Mr Fortnum, with his specialised
knowledge, immediately recognised the mineral as copper ore and assessed its worth. Since the
ore had been discovered on a government block, he, immediately, set about purchasing it.
Unfortunately for the discoverers, they shared the secret with others who were unable to keep
silent so that rumours of the find eventually reached the Survey Office.
Another survey was then ordered when Mr Burr, the then Deputy Surveyor-General, observed
the outcrops of copper and advised the government of this and the block, consisting of 80 acres,
was put up for public auction on 16 February 1844. Outcroppings of copper on this section were
very extensive and considerable excitement prevailed on the day of the sale. Mr Frederick
Dutton persuaded Messrs John Baker, Hagen and Hart to form a syndicate. The Hon John Baker
was empowered to bid up to £4,000, but at £550 his opponents lost heart. Mr Baker, who was a
Somerset man, saw or fancied a resemblance to Montacute Hill, in Somerset, and so named the
mine.
The name is unique since it represents one of the few traces of the Norman conquest in England
and is found only once on the map of the British Isles and means ‘sharp or pointed hill’.
The first gold found in Australia was dug there, and the South Australian of 7 April 1846 said,
‘the grand, the crowning triumph has been accomplished… South Australia seems destined to
become the real Eldorado’ and, from the first gold, a ‘handsome brooch’ was made and sent to
Queen Victoria.
The village of Montacute grew up on section 1011, Hundred of Adelaide and, in 1849, it was declared
that:
The village having a tolerable large and decent population, and abounding in the most singularly
diversified and romantic scenery, with a never failing and abundant supply of good water, the
place can neither boast of an inn for the traveller, nor a draper’s, butcher’s, green’s or, in fact,
any kind of store or shop. Of the latter there is nothing nearer than Adelaide; the nearest public
house is at Payneham, a distance of ten miles…
The school opened in 1864 and, in 1872, was conducted in a chapel by Sophia Lynch, while the post office
opened in 1887. In 1882, John McLaren sold portion of his land to the government for school purposes and,
in 1907, a further portion was purchased by trustees, Messrs G.D. Ross, W.M. Emmerton and J. Hunter, for
the purpose of erecting an institute. (See Sixth Creek)
Montague Farm - A post office was established in Montague Village in 1850 but closed in 1852 due to the
exodus of population to the Victorian goldfields. In 1856, ‘the anniversary of the opening of the Wesleyan
Chapel at Montague was held, three sermons having been preached on the previous day.’ Montague Village
was advertised in July 1858 - ‘It contains the only good water in the district…’
Deposited Plan No. 198/1858 shows Montague Farms as a subdivision of section 97, Hundreds of Yatala
and Port Adelaide by William Chapman. (See Dry Creek, Gepps Cross & Pooraka)
Montarra - About 5 km North-East of Willunga, comprised several sections (627-28, 630-31, 366, etc) of the
Hundred of Kuitpo, purchased by the Unemployment Council in 1934. Its school opened in 1935 and closed
in 1959. Aboriginal for ‘feathers’.
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Montecollina Bore - Near Lake Blanche where the ‘Montecollina Run’ was established by Messrs Grant,
Thorold and Stokes in 1874; see lease no. 2589.
Montefiore Hill - The present day site of a statue commemorating the surveying founder of Adelaide,
Colonel William Light and named after Jacob Montefiore, a Colonisation Commissioner, who died in London
in 1895, the last survivor of the eleven men appointed to the SA Colonisation Commission by King William
IV in 1834. He was a cousin of Sir Moses Montefiore who, in 1859, was one of the donors to the Adelaide
Corporation of a cup out of which members drink to the memory of Colonel Light, while a brother, Joseph
Barrow Montefiore, headed a company that conducted its business at the North-Eastern corner of the
intersection of King William and Grenfell Streets, the former site of the Imperial Hotel.. (See Adelaide &
Palmer)
According to Mr Albert Molineux, the first wheat grown in South Australia was on a quarter acre block on
Montefiore Hill while, later, Captain Robertson grew a successful crop near the Half Way Hotel on the Port
Road. However, the identity of the first wheat grower in the colony has been subjected to much debate, for
in 1887 the Register reproduced a letter from Mr Allan McLean who claimed to be the first man to ‘turn the
sod’. Dissenting comments followed and a correspondent opined that: ‘The first land turned up was in North
Adelaide, in what was then known as Hack’s Garden, also a small piece of land on South Terrace and that
by the pioneer ploughman, John Watson.’
Another version related by Mr B.T. Finniss asserts that ‘Mr Birdsey [sic], who was dispatched by Mr Fisher
to purchase a cargo of Timor ponies, possessed an acre of city land near Mr Thomas’s printing office in
Hindley Street near where the public house, the Royal Oak now stands and this acre was the first land
broken up by the plough in South Australia.’
In 1906, it was reported that ‘there was plenty of colour and movement at the Montefiore… Four branches
of the military forces were out learning their business and uniforms, flags and galloping horses always make
an effective picture on the sloping grass carpet of the hill.’
A photograph of planting a palm tree is in the Chronicle, 2 September 1905, page 27.
Monteith - The Aboriginal name for the district was mamaran - ‘place for meat food’, that is a point where
game animals were driven from plain to river. The town, 10 km South-East of Murray Bridge, was
proclaimed on 15 September 1910. Its school opened in 1909 and closed in 1963. (See Tent Schools)
Mr T.F. Monteith, the Mayor of Glenelg from 1856 to 1859, died at his residence at North Adelaide on 16
November 1886. He married the daughter of Captain James Muirhead, of the East India Service, in Scotland,
was a resident of South Australia for over 40 years, engaged in sheep farming for some years then went
into partnership with Mr Naylor in the corn trade and, later, in the same business with C.J. Barry and S.
Muirhead. He was Mayor of Glenelg when Governor MacDonnell drove in the first pile of the Glenelg jetty
and the oldest member of the stock exchange.
In 1910, it was said that ‘the possibilities of Monteith being reclaimed and settled in this manner never
crossed my mind’:
You should have seen it in the flood. The depression in the centre of the settlement, where it is
proposed to put a new channel, was caused by great chunks of the swamp being floated away.
The water got underneath and lifted portions two or three feet thick… The swamp soil is like peat
and when thoroughly dry will burn just as easily… (See Mason)
In Johann Menge’s reports of 1837-1851 the name Monteith was applied to land taken up between the
Gawler and Light Rivers.
Montoora - Records of the Primitive Methodist Church show it as a chapel near Milang.
Montrose - An 1881 subdivision of part section 48, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Thomas Magarey (18251902); now included in Stirling.
With the impending opening of the Hills Railway land speculation was rife. One speculator was
Thomas Magarey who in 1879 purchases 26 acres, a part of Section 48 in the Hundred of
Noarlunga. The land, within walking distance of the Mount Lofty Railway Station, was developed
as the subdivision of Montrose. (See Byethorne)
There is a seaport of the same name in Scotland, derived from the Gaelic moine-rois - ‘moss on the
promontory’. As he hailed from County Down, Ireland, he may have had in mind the local ‘Montrose’, about
5 km South-West of Dublin. (See Blair Athol & Naracoorte)
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Monument - A telephone exchange on section 4, Hundred of Darke, 16 km west of Darke Peak, opened on
20 June 1956. The name relates to the monument erected in honour of the explorer, J.C. Darke. (See Darke
Peak)
Moockra - Derived from the Aboriginal word mukara - ‘beside the egg’ - which name was applied,
specifically, to the hill known as Moockra Tower bearing a large rock regarded as an egg by the Aborigines;
an earlier note by Professor Tindale said that it meant ‘rainy place’. The first pastoralist in the area was
A.W.T. Grant when he took up pastoral lease no. 251 in January 1853. (See Helen, Mount & Kanyaka)
The Hundred of Moockra, County of Newcastle, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877. The town of Moockra
in the Hundred of Coonatto, 38 km North-East of Wilmington, proclaimed as ‘Coonatto’ on 7 February 1884,
received its present name on 20 February 1941. The Moockra Post Office opened in October 1887.
The plight of farmers outside of Goyder’s line was discussed in 1896:
Here we came across a genuine case of distress and hardship… a farmer named Reedy. He had
lost nine head of cattle and his horses can’t live long if rain does not come. He has a family of six
little ones and a bag of flour would be easily used in three or four weeks at his house, but, said
he, ‘how am I to get it? I have no money and could not get it off the millers. I would much rather
get work than relief, but there is no work to be had.
‘At the present time I could hardly sell my horses at any price and some time ago I would not
have taken £20 for some of them. I have worked three or four weeks for a neighbour for the feed
of five or six horses for a like term, and thought him a good neighbour to allow me that privilege.
I had 120 acres of crop in this year on fallow land with no return whatever, and I have had no
crop for three years.’
A mysterious ghost story caused a sensation in the district in 1887. It appears that ‘unaccountable
knockings’ were being experienced at a pine and pug tenement on the banks of Boolcunda Creek owned by
a farmer named Hamdorff. Mounted Constable Mitchell and Messrs H. Hayward and A.J. Graham were
deputed to investigate.
Upon their arrival early one evening they found that Mr Hamdorff had gone to Quorn, taking with him his
wife and a little girl, aged seven, who they thought had seemed to attract the noises. Two boys, aged 14
and 9, were keeping house and the investigating party ate their provisions and at about 9 p.m. blew out the
light, the boys having told them that the ‘ghost’ appeared at such times.
Within two or three minutes two of the party heard a low, distant sound like a splash from a heavy stone
dropped into a pool of water, followed by footsteps and immediately succeeded by a distinct knocking at
the outside of the chimney. They went outside but could see nothing, but heard knocking on the inside.
After an hour's duration the noise ceased but at 3 am, their nerves having been calmed somewhat, the
sounds recommenced and continued for some hours when the 'supernatural visitant' decamped, leaving
no trace behind.
Many of the local residents attested to the ‘reality of the sounds’ and there were rumours abroad of a
shepherd drowned near the spot many years before and of a flitting form having been seen by people out
at night horse-hunting. On 1 May 1887 a large party proceeded from Cradock, hoping to further test the
matter, but arriving at the place they found the homestead deserted. Later, they were informed that,
because of the noises, Mr Hamdorff had removed to a hut some three miles away.
Constable Mitchell subsequently got a statement from this gentleman and his wife: ‘They had charge of
two motherless children named Schulz whose father was at Teetulpa. The knocking had disturbed them for
several weeks and, as it seemed to proceed from the locality of the little girl, they visited some friends in
Quorn to see whether the sounds would be heard there. The knocking continued to be heard on the
Boolcunda property but nothing was heard at Quorn.’
Upon their return, in the evening the little girl was sitting on an empty box when the same distinct noise
appeared to emanate from the box. Upon retiring Mrs Hamdorff took the child into her own bed, placing
her on the inside next to the wall. Shortly afterwards a loud knocking took place in the wall just where she
lay. The girl was then put in the middle of the bed between the two adults and, immediately, the sounds
proceeded from the wall exactly above the girl's head. The following day they removed from the house
because they could not suffer it any longer.
A few days later Mounted Constable Shegog visited the ‘haunted house’ and, shortly after his arrival,
Mounted Constable Thomas, with Mr Baker of Hammond, arrived for the purpose of investigating the
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mystery. After some sensational anecdotes were presented about his ghostship the light was put out and,
within a few minutes, a rapping was heard on the slate floor. The newspapers of the day describe in detail
the investigations made by the party and they left ‘pretending it to be a great mystery, but satisfied it was
a great fraud.’
Rumour upon rumour spread throughout the district such as - Upon the approach of the little girl wonderful
raps, sometimes as though a sledge-hammer had struck the wall, were heard; electric shocks were felt and
that on one occasion an apparition was seen by the child. The citizens imagined the devil or some accredited
representative was in their midst and a visitor to the district was told, gravely, of the spirit of the girl’s
mother communicating that the child must be allowed two sticks of toffee per day!
All this prompted an Adelaide ‘expert’, Mr Kirkham Evans, to proceed to Boolcunda Creek and his findings,
aided and abetted by a local student of ‘physical subjects’ are edited as follows: ‘Armed with a small tin of
flour, some blacklead, string, an electro magnet, a bottle of strong smelling salts, a thermometer, etc., we
made our way over to the store.’ [Mr Evans, at this juncture, then stated the ‘chief objects’ of the visit and
described an ensuing ‘séance’.
‘She was undressed and put to bed made on the pug floor. It was a double one and when the child lay in
the middle with her arms stretched out she could not reach over to touch the floor, but by rolling over to
he left side she could easily tap the floor with her fingers, under cover of the bed clothes, and in this way
unseen.
‘Strange! Very strange! The child had not shown the slightest sign of sleepiness and yet in one minute she
appeared to be in a deep slumber, notwithstanding the talking going on and refused to answer when spoken
to. [Mr Evans then describes at length various ‘tests’ undertaken upon the girl.]
‘We agree from our observations on Wednesday, June 1:
1. That the child is awake or semi-conscious and we believe she shams sleep.
2. She produces the raps herself with her hand on any available object, this including her own
body.
3. The raps could be easily simulated.
4. That she is open to suggestions.
5. We don't feel justified in imputing in any person in the room a charge of collusion with the
girl.’
The denouement is set down in a report emanating from the police authorities in the early days of June
1887: ‘The police have laid information against the members of the Hamdorff family, under the 63rd clause
of the Police Act, for attempting to impose upon Mounted Constables Thomas and Shegog and other
persons, by pretending to hold a conversation with a spirit of a deceased person, by means of mysterious
knocking, upon their leasehold premises in the Hundred of Moockra, in order to depreciate the value of the
land, which, being held under lease from the Crown, had become liable to forfeiture. The cases will be heard
on the 15th inst.
‘Subsection 4 of the clause under which the information is laid states that “every person pretending to tell
fortunes, or using any subtle craft, means, or devices, by palmistry or otherwise, to deceive and impose
upon any of Her Majesty's subjects... shall be liable to imprisonment in any gaol in the said province, with
or without hard labour, for any time not exceeding three calendar months”.’
Moodlunga - In 1860, it was suggested that it was an Aboriginal name for the Reedbeds and where Mr and
Mrs Wild conducted a school. Probably a corruption of mudlanga. (See Lefevre Peninsula & Mudlinga)
Moody - David Moody, MP (1878-1899), born in Londonderry, Ireland, in 1834, came to South Australia
from Victoria circa 1858, when he took up land near Kapunda and was the first President of the Kapunda
branch of the Liberal Union when formed in 1911. He died at Kapunda in 1915. The Hundred of Moody,
County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 15 January 1903 and consisted of ‘a fair proportion of good mallee
land with belts of lighter sandy soil covered with broom’:
In time this, too, will be the scene of much farming activity, though up to the present no allottee
of the Land Board have not exactly put up any time breaking records upon entering into
occupation. There is a very picturesque spring, known as White Soak, just inside the vermin fence
on the southern boundary. It has already proved a great assistance to settlements and when the
new arrivals do reach the ground, will prove a greater…
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Its school opened in 1926 and became ‘Mount Hill’ in 1927. The Moody Post Office, 32 km North-West of
Lipson, opened in 1908.
Moolawatana Bore - South of Lake Blanche where the ‘Moolawatana Run’ was established by D. McCallum
in 1878 (lease no. 2794). The Moolawatana Post Office opened in 1909.
Moolgerie - A school on Eyre Peninsula in the Streaky Bay district opened by Teresa Kenny in 1902 and
conducted in a two-room timber framed building attached to a house; the schoolroom was, actually, a
partition of the kitchen; it closed in 1910.
Moolgewanke - Rodney Cockburn says the word means ‘water devil’ but neither describes it nor gives its
location.
Moolooloo - Aboriginal for ‘slippery ridges’ or ‘rolling stones’. (See Cadnia) In 1864, the name Moolooloo
was applied by W.B. Rounsevell to pastoral lease no. 1565 which was a consolidation of four leases, two of
which (nos. 444 - ‘Mount Samuel’ and 598 ‘NW of Mount Serle’) had been held by John Chambers. In 1898,
Moolooloo was leased by Messrs A. Tennant and Ferguson.
It was held some years ago by the Hon. W.B. Rounsevell and was known as very good run. It is
now absolutely the worst piece of country the Commission has visited. Though heavy rain has
fallen, there was an entire absence of grass and herbage and the salt and other edible bushes
have long since been cleared off, hardly a trace… remaining. Forests of pine and tobacco trees
have taken the place of sheep feed…
A photograph of the station’s garden is in the Observer, 4 December 1915, page 30.
Moolooloo Creek and Moolooloo Hill are North-East of Parachilna.
Moomba - The gas field in the Far North-East was named after dry claypans in the area, actually known as
‘Lake Moonba’. Officials of Delhi Australia Petroleum Ltd changed it to ‘Moomba’ because it was easier to
pronounce. Moonba means ‘big noise’ or ‘thunder’.
Moonabie, Hundred of - In the County of York, was proclaimed on 26 July 1917. Aboriginal for ‘bog mud
water’; the name was applied, particularly, to the southern part of the Hundred.
Moonah - A corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘gum tree’ and given to a former telegraph office
situated on section 35, Hundred of McGorrery, 10 km south of Meribah. The word ‘Bore’ was added to the
name in 1926 when the Moonah Bore School was opened by Lucy E. Millard; it closed in 1942. The Moonah
Wild Life Sanctuary on part section 136, Hundred of Fisher, was named in 1992.
Moonaree - This waterhole near Lake Gairdner was discovered by Stephen Hack in 1857. Aboriginal for
‘covered with mud’. The ‘Moonaree Run’ (lease no. 2401) was held from 1874 by Messrs Acraman and Main
and it was there that Mr George Field, the station manager, ‘waged an ongoing assault against wild dogs;
he credited them with “the destruction of calves, young foals and even poor and weakly cows… In the three
years I have poisoned on the average 150 dogs annually”…’ Its post office opened in July 1911.
Moonarie Gap - On section 106, Hundred of Parachilna; Aboriginal for ‘cliff’ or ‘precipice’.
Moondie Pitchnie Hill - West of Lake Torrens where the ‘Moondie Pitchnie Run’ was established by J.G.
Moseley in 1875 (lease no. 2549).
Moongi - Aboriginal for ‘a good place’. The town, 8 km North-West of Buckleboo, proclaimed on 17 March
1932, ceased to exist on 18 June 1981, while its school opened in 1929 and closed in 1946; photographs are
in the Chronicle, 23 July 1931, page 32. The Moongi Conservation Reserve was dedicated in 1987 and
includes the site of the former town.
Moon, Mount - Near Mount Compass, so named because of its round appearance.
Moonlight - (See Kanyaka)
Moonoerp - A railway station near Currency Creek. Aboriginal for ‘mosquito’.
Moonta - The town of Moonta, surveyed in March 1863, was offered for sale on 23 April 1863 and named
by Governor Daly from the Aboriginal muntamuntara - ‘thick scrub place’. Land in the immediate vicinity
was held first under a Crown lease issued to Robert Miller on 1 July 1851 but he surrendered it in 1857 and
requested that a new lease be issued to Walter Watson Hughes. Rodney Cockburn records that the copper
lode was discovered by Patrick Ryan, a shepherd employed by Mr Hughes who died, later, from delirium
tremens: The Moonta Copper Mine was the first in Australia to pay £1,000,000 in dividends and, altogether,
copper valued at £20,000,000 came out of this field.
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The ‘official’ town of Port Moonta was laid out on section 141, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Thomas Elder and
George Green in 1872. However, it had been advertised to be auctioned at the Globe Hotel, Moonta on 18
February 1867 when ‘the highest nautical skill has been brought to bear in the selection of the site.’
The subdivision of Moonta Mines was made on mineral lease no. 920.
On Freycinet’s charts Moonta Bay is shown as Baie Duguesclin.
An obituary of a Moonta resident, Thomas Jones, appeared on 18 November 1884 and stated that he was
‘the first to construct a bridge over the River Torrens, the first mill that ground a bag of flour in the colony,
constructed the first railway in the colony and the first three churches.’
Moora Hill - Near the Birdsville Track North-West of Lake Gregory. Probably derived from the Aboriginal
mooramoora - ‘good spirit’. Moora was the name of a tribal god. (See Kopperamanna, Lake)
Moorak - An Aboriginal name given to a sheep station by Dr W.J. Browne, 6 km South-West of Mount
Gambier. It has been stated it is Aboriginal for ‘mountain’, possibly a reference to Mount Gambier
(nerebalam - ‘eagle’s nest’) which is in close proximity. However, its derivation may lie elsewhere because
the Boandik people had a word moornak - ‘edible root’. Its school closed in 1912.
Rodney Cockburn records that this station passed through the hands of ‘Evelyn P.S. Sturt, William Mitchell,
David Power and Fisher and Rochefort, before Dr W.J. Browne secured it.’ However, in 1891, it was reported
that ‘Moorak was known, originally, as the Mount Gambier station’:
When taken delivery of by Mr George Glen from Mr W. Mitchell, the then [manager] for Mr
David Power, the name was altered to ‘Anne Field Station’, that being the maiden name of his
wife. There were 600 cattle on the run, which were bought at £3 per head with the station given
in. Later on Messrs Fisher & Rochford [sic] purchased it from Mr Power and then W.J. Browne
became the owner, when the name was changed to ‘Moorak’…
Dr Browne at Moorak rented certain paddocks for the potato season at about £3 per acre. Some
gentlemen speculators secured this land and got it cropped at about £1 an acre - then took the
risks of the season and stood by and awaited results. They might have expected a good price but,
as in many seasons past, the plants were cut down by frost compelling them to quit their meagre
crop to the local distillery at a little more than what they paid for putting the seed in the ground.
About 830 acres of the Moorak estate was leased by some 20 growers whose holdings were
from 20 acres upwards, the following being the principal ones: G. Janeway, A.B. Sinclair, W.
Berkefield, W. Bailey, V. Stuckey, D. McArthur, S. Earl, Pegler, W.H. Renfrey, T. Williams, J.
McNamee, R. Wallace, Edwards, J. Sinclair, W. Peel and O’Neill.
Moorkitabie - Aboriginal for ‘to assemble’. The Hundred of Moorkitabie, County of Robinson, was
proclaimed on 9 September 1915. The Moorkitabie School opened in 1938 and closed in 1942.
Moorlands - A railway station, 24 km east of Tailem Bend, took its name from the pastoral station held by
John Whyte. Born in Scotland, in 1826, he came to South Australia in 1853 and, with a brother and another
partner, formed the firm of Whyte, Counsell & Co. The business flourished and it operated a large grocery
business in Adelaide and a fleet of River Murray steamers. At one time he held, not consecutively, about
3,350 square miles of country under pastoral leases.
In 1894, it was said that ‘Moorlands woolshed is situated about 11 miles from Tailem Bend’:
This is where it is intended to settle [a village settlement]… The country is undulating and
composed of red, sandy soil with limestone outcrops… There are nine wells on the run, seven of
which are fresh… there are three springs with a limited supply…
The Moorlands Post Office opened in January 1910. Its school opened in 1913 in the private home of Mr G.
Kroeger and closed in 1960. (See Marama)
Moorook - According to Joan A. Wachtel, in a pamphlet entitled Moorook, it is an Aboriginal word meaning
‘bend in the river’ To add confusion to this derivation the Nomenclature Committee, in 1916, suggested
that ‘Moorook’ be changed to ‘Tookurra’, meaning ‘bend in the river’, so as to avoid confusion with
‘Moorak’ in the South-East. The Tindale papers, bequeathed recently to the SA Museum, say that Moorook
Island was the eastern limit of the Ngalat people and the name derived from muruk meaning ‘windy place’.
The first white settler to take up land in the area was Thomas Henry Wigley (1825-1895) who arrived with
his parents in the Shah in 1837; in 1851 he was granted pastoral lease no. 68 containing 44 square miles.
Captain Sturt became apprehensive about the fate of the Aborigines, whose hunting grounds were being
invaded, and he caused the following clause to be inserted in the lease:
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The said Aboriginal inhabitants and their descendants shall, and may at all times during this
demise, use, occupy, dwell on and obtain food and water thereon… and use for food, birds and
animals, in such a manner as they would have been entitled to do so if this demise had not been
made. (See Wigley Flat)
Photographs of the opening of St Peter’s Church are in the Observer, 11 February 1911, page 32, of Mr &
Mrs Alfred Loxton and family on 19 March 1927, page 34, of pruning time in the Chronicle, 15 August 1935,
page 34.
The Hundred of Moorook was proclaimed on 15 June 1893, while the Moorook Village Association, initially
comprising twenty-one villagers, was founded in 1893 and abandoned in 1905, when its land (3,200 acres)
was relet to several of the original ‘blockers’ and some to surrounding farmers. The town of Moorook, 8
km south of Kingston OM, was gazetted on 9 November 1922. The school opened in 1896 and closed in
1910; the Moorook West School operated from 1926 until 1954. (See New Era & Ramco)
Moorooroo, Hundred of - In the County of Light, was proclaimed on 30 November 1847. H.C. Talbot said it
was ‘a native name meaning “big one” or “big fella waterhole” (see W. Jacob’s letter). Mr W. Jacob took up
a 500 acre block in the Wiltshire Survey, surveyed by himself, in 1842. He says he got the name from the
blacks at the time of the survey.’ Other sources say it means ‘meeting of the waters’.
In 1886, the quarterly meeting of the Moorooroo Teachers’ Association was held at Nuriootpa where the
Vice-President, Mr J. Phillips acted as Chairman and Mr A. Holloway, the president ‘delivered an address on
“The Tides” for the purpose of eliciting discussion and the best way to teach the subject’:
He spoke of the difficulties and inaccuracies contained in several books. A lively discussion
followed… Mr Schroeder of Lyndoch exhibited and explained his arithmetical mechanical
apparatus for teaching various tables, especially to the lower classes. The apparatus consists of
four sides, each a square yard, and forming the superficial measurement of a cubic yard. The
whole is turned on a pivot to face the class as required…
Moorowie - Aboriginal for ‘sandy water’. The ‘Moorowie Run’ was established by W. Sharples in 1851 (lease
no. 79) following his arrival in the Orleana in 1839.
The Hundred of Moorowie, County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 18 February 1869 while the Moorowie
Post Office operated for a few months during 1877. The Moorowie School opened in 1887 and closed in
1940. (See Fowler, Lake) The port at Moorowie is shown as ‘McLeod’s Bay’ in 1875.
In December 1877, it was reported that ‘a private township has been surveyed here and a good deal of
land which belonged to Mr Fowler has been sold’:
The government are now surveying a township; Mr Herbert and a party being engaged in the
work. It is anticipated that not less than 100,000 bushels of wheat, besides wool, will be shipped
from Port Moorowie this season and a jetty is badly needed there… [It] is situated in a bend of a
wide bay the eastern point of which is Point Gilbert and is protected by a reef … and bending
around in the form of a half circle through which there are two openings. The basin inside, in
which a number of vessels could ride safely, has an average depth of 2·5 to 3 fathoms with a
good holding ground on the clay bottom.
A jetty was built in 1881 and demolished in 1955. The district and embryo town of Port Moorowie were
described in 1877 and the town proclaimed on 23 May 1878. The name was applied, also, to a shack location
on sections 181 and 223.
A photograph of a picnic on the beach is in the Chronicle, 2 March 1933, page 36.
Moorundie - The name of local Aboriginal people; the word also means ‘sand’ or ‘sandy’. Originally, the
name was given to a police station, established in 1839 for the protection of both Europeans and Aborigines,
on the western side of the River Murray, 5 km south of Blanchetown. E.J. Eyre, Dr Moorhouse and others
occupied it and were in charge at different times. The cutter Waterwitch, that took stores to E.J. Eyre at
Fowler’s Bay in November 1840, sunk there in 1841. Its post office, opened by E.B. Scott in 1855, closed
circa 1860; the school opened in 1921 and closed in 1942 when its students were transported by bus to
Swan Reach. (See Sturt & Nildottie)
In July 1855, it was reported that ‘His Excellency became the guest of Mr & Mrs E.B. Scott, with the former
of whom he proceeded some miles up the river in a boat for the purpose of examining the government
reserve… about five miles north of Moorundie to be laid out as a township’:
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It is His Excellency’s intention to remove there the quarters of the Native Police and of the
Protector of Aborigines, as the houses now inhabited by them are annually subject to
inundations… At times the floods at Moorundie have risen higher than the tops of the windows
in Mr Scott’s house…
A sketch of Aboriginal’s graves is in the Adelaide Illustrated Post, 14 July 1868, page 97.
Moorunga - A railway station 2 km NNE of Woodside. Aboriginal for ‘boy’.
Mootaparinga - Derived from the Aboriginal name mutaparingga for the upper part of the Hindmarsh
Valley lying under the shadow of ‘Peeralilla’ - ‘beautiful hill’. It bears the same name as the Kaurna people
gave to a ceremonial place linked with the story of Kondoli, the whale man. (See Hindmarsh River,
Kondolingarra & Mutabarrangga)
Mootatunga - The town, six km west of Peebinga, was proclaimed on 25 September 1924. It was the totem
of local indigenous people.
Mootyangunya - A water reserve north of Mundulla derived from the Aboriginal mutjangurja - ‘strange,
anything unusual’ and kunja - ‘fire’.
Mopami - A railway station three km SW of Truro. Aboriginal for ‘to gather together’.
Mopeeta Creek - Near Baroota. Aboriginal for ‘running water’.
Moppa - There is an Aboriginal word moppa meaning ‘no’. Moppa Hill is near Nuriootpa and the Moppa
School opened in 1873 and closed in 1935. .
In the 1880s it was said that ‘the Moppa sand scrub was held in so little esteem that a great portion was
knocked down at a public auction to an adventurous individual at the nominal price of 15 shillings per acre,
fee simple’:
A few years subsequently this individual sold his block for over £3 and now it would be difficult to
secure even the inferior portions under that figure. The pioneers of gardening in this region were
Messrs L. and C. Warnecke, the enterprising cordial makers of Nuriootpa. Their venture was at
the time regarded as rash speculation. But a visit to their flourishing vineyard and prolific orchard
would soon convince the most sceptical of the foresight of the undertaking…
Moppa was a small settlement, 5 km NNE of Greenock, where, in September 1894, some men obtained
gold ‘near Fitzgerald’s and on Heggie’s and Johnson’s land’; the first mining licence was granted to James
Heggie, the owner of section 5, Hundred of Belvidere. The gold was of good quality and ‘sold to the
Melbourne Mint at £4-1-0 an ounce.’
Moralana, Hundred of - In the County of Hanson, proclaimed on 7 March 1895, was an Aboriginal name for
a local waterhole and taken from the ‘Moralana Run’ held by P. Butler and W.B. Sells (lease no. 1681), who
purchased lease no. 606 ‘west of Rawnsley Bluff’ taken up in 1857 by Philip Butler.
In 1878, a resident called the attention of the authorities’ to the great curse the wineshops in the outlying
bush districts are both to the population in their neighbourhood and the colony at large’:
The great evil inflicted by the system of licensing these places, over which there can be no proper
control, is now most sadly brought before the public notice by the late fearful murder at
Moralana - a murder committed in a fit of madness which was entirely brought on by a
lengthened period of drunkenness at a neighbouring wine shop. It is a notorious fact that the
wine kept and sold at these places is totally unfit for drink as a refreshment… they are a great
curse to the country.
In The Story of the Flinders Ranges, Hans Mincham says:
In the Hundred of Moralana, section 16 dwarfed all others for it included the Elder Range and the
glorious hills of Arkaba - In all over sixty-three square miles. Within it also lay the headquarters of
the old Arkaba Station. Robert Dall secured it as a miscellaneous lease for twenty-one years to
date from 1 October 1895. Poor Dall ran into the drought, low wool prices and, most devastating
of all, packs of dingoes that had taken over the wild Arkaba country. The drought of the 1880s
had caused dingoes to move into the ranges.
That of 1896 increased the menace. It killed off vast numbers of rabbits which, over the better
seasons, had enabled the wild dogs to multiply enormously. Then, more or less suddenly denied
rabbits to eat, hordes of ravenous dingoes invaded the ranges (from which in the pre-rabbit days
they had been fairly successfully eliminated) making it necessary for all who held hilly land
around Hawker, Wilson and Cradock, and particularly throughout the Arkaba and Warcowie
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country, to resort to shepherding to save their sheep. A lease book at the Department of Lands
records… Dall’s heart-break – ‘Cancelled for non-payment of rent, 12 August 1897.’
Morambro - A corruption of the Aboriginal word marampo meaning ‘red wattle bird place’. Morambro
Creek, near Hynam in the South-East, was known formerly as ‘Sanders Creek’. The ‘Morambroo (sic) Run’
was established by D.J. and W. Cameron (sometimes recorded as ‘Campbell’) in 1851 (lease no. 159) and,
in 1918, ‘Dalgety & Co, in conjunction with Mr L. De Garis, offered by public auction the Morambro Estate
consisting of 29,700 acres of freehold land and 97,000 acres of leasehold.’ Morambro School opened in
1920 and closed in 1956.
A rabbit trappers’ camp is about five miles from Morambro Station in the Hundred of Lochaber. It
consisted of eight men who had two tents and a ‘caboose’ in which to dine and this was also the
cook’s sleeping quarters. A large separate tent was occupied by the sub-inspector for the district.
The ground being operated upon consisted of forfeited selections infested with rabbits. The
rabbit was unknown to exist in the area in the late 1870s and some idea of the rapidity with
which the animal bred and their disastrous invasion of crops and grasses were more than
evident.
Punctually at 7 a.m. the men left the camp accompanied by a dozen or more dogs of various
breeds. One of the men carried a can - dubbed by them a ‘stink pot’ - containing carbon
bisulphide and the rest carried spades. Arriving at the section they were to work the men spread
out and walked over the ground in parallel lines about 10 yards apart.
They would examine every burrow which had been closed previously, to see whether it had
been reopened, and either on finding a reopened burrow or a new one the man would call out
‘stink pot’ and upon its arrival, a large stick with cotton waste at one end was dipped in the
poison and then thrust into the burrow which was then closed with a mound of soil. Where
practicable stones were thrown into the burrow and placed on the mouth to prevent egress and
ingress.
Moramora - (See Hermanns Landing)
Morchard - Land in the vicinity was taken up first in 1851 when Price Maurice (‘Pekina’) and John Williams
(‘Mitchelie’), obtained pastoral leases nod. 80 and 113. The town in the Hundred of Coomooroo, 13 km
west of Orroroo, was proclaimed on 9 August 1877; a post office was opened by H. Tully on 1 April 1878.
The school opened in 1880 and closed in 1941; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 1 August 1935, page 35.
(See Coomooroo, Hundred of)
In 1884, it was reported that ‘a picnic took place on Easter Monday”;
The attendance was good, especially considering that other sports were being held at Walloway,
only about seven or eight miles distant. A ball was held in the Morchard Hall in the evening and
was well patronised… [A list of events and winners follows.]
The town was named by the Acting Governor, Sir Samuel Way, after his father’s birthplace in Devonshire,
England. There are several ‘Morchard’s’ in Devon, the one in question being ‘Morchard Bishops’ - on old
maps it is shown as ‘Morchard Episcaporum’ and derived from the Welsh mawr-coed - ‘great wood’.
A photograph of an Agricultural Bureau committee is in the Chronicle, 16 September 1905, page 28,
of a Red Cross Circle is in the Observer, 17 November 1917, page 23, of a tennis team in the Chronicle,
25 April 1935, page 34.
Moreenia - A railway station 40 km North-West of Lipson; the name given by Aborigines to a soakage from
a granite outcrop.
Morella - An Aboriginal word for ‘a hill’ and given to a 1922 subdivision of part sections 124-5, Hundred of
Clare, two km north of Clare, by Lucy A. Hill and G.M. Evan, as executors of James Hill. The school opened
in 1925 and closed in 1950. It lies south of Atherley.
Morgan - The local post office was opened as ‘North-West Bend’, circa 1860, and changed to Morgan in
November 1878. The town, named by Lt-Governor Way after Sir William Morgan, MLC (1867-1884), was
proclaimed on 25 April 1878 and, on 2 May 1878, it was said that it was ‘a very unromantic name for such
a pretty site, but vastly superior to the unpronounceable native names of many of the new towns lately
gazetted.’ Born in Bedfordshire in 1828 he came to South Australia in the Glenelg in 1849; elected to the
Legislative Council in 1867, he became Premier in 1878.
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The town’s surveyor, Charles W. Smith, in a memorandum written from North-West Bend, said the
Aborigines called the site koerabko - ‘great place for honey and meetings of the tribes’. This word once
appeared above the door leading into the Commercial Hotel and a resident was prompted to say: ‘it
certainly was a great place for the tribes, but we were somewhat puzzled by the foaming white tops on the
honey pots.’
Its school opened in 1878. Morgan East School opened in 1903 and closed in 1944; Morgan North School
operated from 1903 until 1915. The Hundred of Morgan, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 23 March
1876. Its school opened in 1888 and closed in 1931; the Hundred of Morgan Centre School opened in 1897
and became ‘Minvalara’ in 1946. (See Minvalara)
Desecration of the Sabbath by despatching wool was the cause for complaint from a citizen as expressed
on 15 October 1886: ‘By such actions they bring disgrace and the Almighty’s anger on our country…’
In 1880, Mr Scott, manager of the Bank of Adelaide stated that he was ‘aroused by a noise and heard
footsteps on the verandah and then became aware that a man was attempting to open the door, while two
others could be seen keeping watch’:
He at once armed himself… but for some reason the would-be robbers desisted and quietly went
away. Later the police found and arrested two men sitting on their swags at a place where they
stated they had been camped, but there was no sign that such was the case…
The bank is of weatherboard and is some distance removed from any other building. It is evident
from marks on the door and door frame that an iron bar must have been used for the purpose…
An iron bar, with traces of paint from the door was found not far away from the kitchen and in
one of the swags belonging to the men suspected, a file was found with which it would have
been possible to bore such holes…
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1878, January 1885, page 16, Frearson’s Weekly, 21
February 1880, page 15 and photographs in the Observer, 9 January 1904, page 24, The Critic, 29 May 1907,
pages 15-19, a history of the town and photographs are in the Observer, 26 October 1907, page 30,
Chronicle, 7 and 14 July 1932, pages 33-42 and 42, 31 December 1904, page 28, 9 March 1912, page 30, of
a fishing party’s ‘good haul’ on 11 October 1919, page 30, of members of the agricultural bureau on 21
September 1907, page 35, Observer, 11 January 1908, page 32, of the district council on 11 January 1908,
page 32, of a motor car bogged on the road to Renmark in the Chronicle, 1 June 1912, page 31, of the laying
of the foundation stone of the Catholic Church on 3 April 1926, page 40, of the opening of St Ursula’s Church
in the Observer, 31 July 1926, page 34, of floods on Nikalapko station in the Chronicle, 17 September 1931,
page 31.
River Morgan was named after Captain Morgan of the Duke of York; now known as River Cygnet. Later the
ship was wrecked off Moreton Bay on the Queensland coast and, after the loss, he returned to England and
took charge of the missionary ship Camden sailing her to the South Sea Islands and, for 15 years, he was in
the service of the London Missionary Society as captain; he died at St Kilda, Melbourne, in 1864.
Morgan Pond was declared by Rodney Cockburn that, although named by C.G.A. Winnecke, ‘it may never
be heard of again’; its location was not disclosed.
Morganvale - (See Danggali Conservation Park)
Morialta - In 1847, John Baker owned a 2,000 acre property on which he built a house, ‘Morialta’, corrupted
from an Aboriginal word moriatta meaning ‘running water’ or ‘ever flowing’. In 1931, it was said that the
name was derived from the Aboriginal mariyatala - mari - ‘east’ and yertala or yatala - ‘flowing water’; thus
‘water flowing in the east’ or ‘eastern waterfall’.
Mr John Baker built Morialta in 1847 on the brow of a hill near Norton’s Summit, overlooking a
magnificent view of the plains, sea and ranges. The house, surrounded by a balcony with great
cellars and attics running the full length of the house, is a good example of English architecture.
There were 17 principal rooms besides domestic staff quarters… A vineyard grew on a sunny hill
near the house. John Baker made his own wine and purchased a cider press for the purpose from
Charles Giles of Grove Hill, who imported two in 1861…
The laying of the cornerstone of a new school ‘in connection with the Church of St John’ was reported in
1875. In 1913, more than 1,000 acres of the property (part sections 982, 994, 1066 and 1112) were
subdivided by the executors of Sir Richard Chaffey Baker and, in April 1924, the old home was purchased
for the Morialta Protestant Children’s Home for £7,000. (See Baker, Hundred of & Waterfall Gully)
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In 1887, about 50 men were working on a ‘gold field’ at Morialta and it was reported that they were ‘all
making wages’:
Since the opening of the field Mrs Baker has purchased over £200 worth of gold from the men
working there. Mr George Williams, who has been connected with gold mining for many years, is
now on the spot looking for the reef from which the gold originally came. He intends to prolong
his search for four or five months if necessary.
A photograph of the entrance to the Morialta Falls Reserve is in The Critic, 14 December 1921, page 23.
Morn Hill - In 1867, it was said to be ‘three miles from Ashwell [Templers].’ The Department of Education
records say this school, near Freeling, was opened by Sarah Simpson in 1891 and closed in 1957. Contrary
to that record, in 1867 a school was conducted by Mr F.W. Holder and, probably, its name taken from the
Morn Hill Primitive Methodist Chapel of the 1860s, for in 1864:
The Primitive Methodists in this neighbourhood held a public meeting at the Mornhill [sic]
Chapel on behalf of the missionary cause. Very interesting and eloquent addresses were given by
Rev J.S. Wayland, minister of the circuit and the Rev J. Standrin of Kapunda. The attendance was
very good and the collection amounted to nearly £4.
Mornington - A 1920 subdivision of part section 104, Hundred of Adelaide, by R. Thompson as a
resubdivision of ‘Moseleyville’, ‘splendidly located at the junction of the Bay Road and Plympton-Terrace
Cross Roads’; now included in Plympton. It was situated on Anzac Highway between Maynard Road and
Mornington Avenue (perpetuating the suburb) and included Elizabeth Avenue. It took its name from
‘Mornington House’, ‘once occupied by Governor Hindmarsh.’
Morphett - John Morphett, born in London in 1809, became interested in the activities of the South
Australian Colonisation Association in 1834 and arrived in South Australia on 6 September 1836. He married
Elizabeth Fisher, the daughter of the Resident Commissioner, James Hurtle Fisher on 15 August 1838,
selected land near Glenelg and, by 1842, had completed a palatial home he called ‘Cummins’ - his mother
was reported to have been born in the village of Cummins, Devonshire - however, the name does not appear
in Gazetteers. (See Cummins)
His name is perpetuated by Morphett Vale and this was given, also, to a subdivision of part sections 653
and 666, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Reginald C.H. Walker in 1913; its Aboriginal name was parnanga ‘autumn rain’. (See Catherine & Stanvac, Port)
A photograph of Mr Anderson’s farm is in the Observer, 4 December 1926, page 34, of a bullock team on
7 July 1928, page 37.
Mount Morphett and Morphett Creek in the Northern Territory were named by John McD. Stuart; the
Hundred of Morphett, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, ceased to exist on 30 June 1870; the town of
Morphettville was laid out by Sir John Morphett in 1872:
From its proximity to the sea, beach, [and with] Glenelg being within easy walking distance, with
the railway running through it, with good water within a few feet of the surface and the water
supply being carried along the road to Glenelg [it] will be one of the most desirable places of
residence… (See Novar Gardens)
A later subdivision of Morphettville was created by Sir Thomas Elder, in 1882, when on 25 October the
Register described it as being divided:
Into large size allotments on some of which are erected the Morphett Arms Hotel, stables, etc.,
and three handsome Canadian houses. The Glenelg Railway Company’s trains stop at both sides
of the township and free passes for one year will be guaranteed to occupiers of houses costing
£300 and upwards.
The 1882 sale included land west of Brighton Road (now Morphett Road) and set out as Margaret Street,
which did not eventuate. Jeanie Street and Mabel Terrace are the only streets to survive in the section
between the Glenelg Railway and Bay Road (now Anzac Highway). Constance Street is now Lindsay Street
and Joanna Street has disappeared. On the northern side of Bay Road, what is now Morphett Road was, in
1882, known as Erlstone Terrace.
At the same time (1882) the suburb of Morphettville North was offered for sale and, as an incentive,
‘occupiers of houses costing £300 and upwards would be granted free passes for one year’s travel on both
Glenelg railway lines.’ It fronted Morphett Road on part section 152, Hundred of Adelaide, and included
Alice and Liddon Streets. This subdivision was not successful.
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Morphettville Park, situated west of the Morphettville Railway Station on the Adelaide to Glenelg line,
was laid out in May 1912 on part section 151, Hundred of Adelaide, incorporating Sturt Street (now Grove
Street), Railway Terrace (now Dunbar Terrace) to section boundary west of Elizabeth Street (now Keen
Street) - it comprised six lots of two roods and eleven lots from two to five acres. Later, the name was
used in a subdivision of section 153, Hundred of Noarlunga, in 1913, becoming Grovene in 1927; now
included in Glenelg East. When ‘station’ names were given to tram stops in 1929 the name Grovene was
bestowed on Stop 12. The Helmsdale railway station was nearby. (See Helmsdale)
A photograph of the flooding of the Bay Road is in the Chronicle, 1 July 1916, page 27, of flooding in the
Register, 24 September 1923, page 8.
In respect of Morphettville Racecourse, in March 1874, a company promoted by Sir Thomas Elder leased
about 100 acres of land adjoining the Morphett Arms for the purpose of providing a racecourse ‘on the self
supporting principle’ to which the Editor of the Register felt obliged to comment that it was the wish of the
sporting public that, if professional bookmakers were to be tolerated, it was hoped they would be kept
within bounds and ‘settling night’ would be kept within the city because it had become a blot on the
sporting calendar.
The evil effects of disunion in matters affecting the turf have been exemplified in a marked
degree by the history of horse racing in the province for the last five or six years. During the
whole of that time there has been no regular Jockey Club in Adelaide and the burden of getting
up meetings has fallen upon two or three individuals, who have shown themselves such ardent
lovers of the sport that there is little likelihood of their offering opposition to anything calculated
to promote permanently the interests of horse racing in a thoroughly legitimate manner…
Thus, the SA Jockey Club was duly formed and by October 1874 the course had been formed and sites laid
out for a mound or grandstand, saddling and carriage paddocks and booths and it was proposed to enclose
the course and make a small charge for admission ‘so as to give shareholders a moderate return on capital
and to offer stakes which would attract some of the best horses from the colonies.’
On the occasion of the official opening of the course in September 1875 which followed an abortive attempt
in May when the district was flooded, ‘Geoffrey Crabthorn’ of the Register offered the following to his
reading public: ‘It is peculiarly appropriate that the Laird of Birksgate should cull his earliest racing laurels
off his own land, off the course of which he was the chief patron and promoter… I cannot help calling
attention to the proof the Glenelg meeting affords that people will right willingly pay their shillings to see a
good race, despite the deprecatory prophesies of a certain see-everything-for-nothing sort of social
economists. ‘If on an ordinary business day 2,000 people will gather at Glenelg and pay their several bobs
without any bobbery, how many would do the like on a holiday…
‘Of course if the East Park Lands could be equally monopolised this law would apply equally to that course,
only much more so. But there’s the rub! There’s the problem that will perplex the Jockey Club in their use
of the City Course and incline them to stick to Glenelg Course as the more profitable, despite the sneers of
the disaffected, who insinuate that the railway will prove an obstacle to the latter and that, at all events, its
gatherings must always consist principally of trainers. Leaving this puzzle for the present to “stew in its own
gravy” I respectfully dedicate the following lay to the hero of the first day’s race meeting at Glenelg’:
The New Course and the New Cup-Bearer
(A Moore-ish Melody)
Oh! doth not a meeting like this make amends
For all misfortunes I’ve had in the past?
To see thus around me true sport-loving friends
All smiling, and greeting me winner at last!
Though haply in some of your hearts, as in mine,
Grave doubt for a moment a resting place found;
The Course has been fit and the day has been fine,
And the hopes of the Club with success have been crowned.
What doleful remembrances steal o’er the brain
In letting one’s thoughts travel back to last May;
The new course submerged - the fierce downpour of rain In fancy again I behold them today.
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As we ever think most in the hour of success
Of the dark day of trouble when Fate was less kind;
How many a former defeat, you may guess,
Does the joy of a meeting like this call to mind!
Since I almost resolved to bid racing goodbye,
Despairing of making a name on the Turf, Since month after month the new Course met the eye
A sea, with the Grand Stand awash in the surf, Since the knowing ones, mocking us, boldly outspoke,
‘Glenelg in our lifetime no racing will see.’One month of fine weather has managed to make
A Course of the swamp, and a winner of me.
So fickle is sport, one event at the most
Is all we can hope now and then to pull in;
And oft a smug competence has to be lost
Before even that we’re permitted to win.
On our new Glenelg Course with more permanent luck!
No longer the crowd with derision shall greet
The pick of my stud coming in with ‘the ruck’.
But come! the more rare such turf honours as these
The more we shall prize them when collared at last;
They are mine, the two stakes; they are won and with ease;
I knew that ‘Red Gauntley’ would scorn to be passed,
Then fill up each glass to the brim as we drink
Success and good sport to the Course by the sea;
No more we despair, for good luck has, I think
At last right dawned on the new Course and me.
Many complaints were forthcoming from an irate public as to the entrance fee and amenities provided and
in January 1876 a correspondent under the pseudonym of ‘Anti-monopoly’ aired his grievances:
Perhaps the most popular amusement in England is racing… [and] one of the chief causes of its
popularity was the opportunity given to the poorer classes of joining in free of cost… The present
directors [at Morphettville] seem more to exhibit the shop keeping proclivities of earning a
penny than the love of pure sport.
Undeterred by the ill odour they have already incurred by excluding the public from admission
to the grounds without the imposition of a fee, they have made another move in an exclusive
direction by placing even the public who pay in the hands of one publican, so they may be
coerced into taking such refreshments as he may deem it fit to offer, or go without.
Thus yesterday persons parched with the heat and choked with the dust were unable to obtain
water, ginger beer, lemonade, soda water or other temperance drinks. Even beer was
unobtainable; spirits alone, made more fiery by the burning sun, were to be procured… Their
chief desire is to shut the public out. If they persist in their present course they will doubtless
shortly have to congratulate themselves on their success.
Thus, the SA Jockey Club was established and, by October 1874, the course had been formed and sites laid
out for a mound or grandstand, saddling and carriage paddocks and booths and it was proposed to enclose
the course and make a small charge for admission ‘so as to give shareholders a moderate return on capital
and to offer stakes that would attract some of the best horses from the colonies.’ In 1904, a motor derby
on the racecourse was reported upon: ‘One has to develop a taste for this form of amusement and the
public will require considerable education before the appreciation of the novelty shall grow into the
frenzied enthusiasm of European gatherings.’
A motor derby on the racecourse was reported in November 1904:
One has to develop a taste for this form of amusement and the public will require considerable
education before the appreciation of the novelty shall grow into the frenzied enthusiasm of
European gatherings.
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An 1876 photograph of the grandstand is in the Register,7 May 1910, page 6c, a sketch in the Chronicle,
18 September 1890, page 9, a photograph in the Observer, 17 May 1913, page 30, of the Derby Stand and
a view from it in the Chronicle, 16 and 23 May 1903, pages 43 and 44, of an Adelaide Hunt Club meeting on
10 October 1903, page 44.
Morris, Mount - In the western Musgrave Ranges, was named by W.C. Gosse on 20 October 1873 after a
friend. Later, it was named ‘Mount Oberon’ by Ernest Giles.
Morrison, Point - On section 95, Hundred of Haines, on Kangaroo Island. According to Rodney Cockburn it
was named after Fred Morrison, who lived there and was buried at sea off the said point.
Mortana - A post office opened in May 1900 on section 153, Hundred of Rounsevell, 37 km South-East of
Streaky Bay; its school, opened in 1918 by Ivy A. Kenny, closed in 1921.
Mortesstown - An 1878 subdivision of sections 143-44 and 155, Hundred of Pirie, by Thomas Hunter, who
named it after William Mortess (ca.1828-1903), the grantee of the sections in 1876; now included in Port
Pirie.
Mortlock - William Tennant Mortlock (1858-1913), MP (1896-1902), was a large landholder on Eyre
Peninsula and, in 1892, bought Martindale Hall, near Mintaro, where he died. His wife survived him and,
with one of her two sons, founded the ‘Mortlock Trust’ that provided research funds to the Waite Research
Institute. The Hundred of Mortlock, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 20 October 1904; its school
opened in 1909 and closed in 1916. The Mortlock Post Office, opened in May 1908, was changed to ‘Edilillie’
in October 1910.
Moseley - James Grey Moseley, MP (1910-1933), born at Gawler in 1848, at age nineteen, with a brother,
took up 150 square miles of country in the Gawler Ranges but drought drove them off; he then took up the
managership of ‘Black Point’ and ‘Yadamulka’ Stations and, at the latter, introduced wire netting fences. In
later years, he was an earnest advocate of the Wild Dog Act which arose from a meeting at Port Augusta of
which he was chairman, the initiator of the Tod River scheme on Eyre Peninsula and did much for the deep
sea port at Thevenard. (See Kirkala Well & Piednippie)
The Hundred of Moseley, County of Buxton, recalling his name, was proclaimed on 1 October 1914, its
school opened in 1925 and closed in 1939; Moseley Centre School opened in 1926 and closed in 1939.
Moseleyville was created by Henry Jackson Moseley out of part section 104, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1879;
now included in Plympton. It was situated on the South-West corner of Bay Road (now Anzac Highway) and
Marion Road and incorporated Maynard Road, Elizabeth Street, Alice Road (now Street) and Railway
Terrace (now Glengyle Terrace). Born in England in 1819, he arrived in the Tam O’Shanter in 1836 and died
at Adelaide in 1894. (See Mornington)
Moseley Square, at Glenelg, remembers his name, also; Rodney Cockburn recalled that he presented to
the Glenelg Council ‘J.M. Skipper’s painting of Glenelg executed when the province was only three months
old. Mr Moseley had the painting in his possession for more than half a century and refused fifty guineas
for it.’
Mosgiel - In the Hundred of Price; the name was suggested by Mr A.P. Anderson, the owner of section 1,
who donated land for a school. It is named after a town in his native Scotland and was, also, the name of
Robert Burns’ farm in Ayrshire; it derives from the Old Norman gil - ‘a narrow glen’. The school, 10 km north
of Parrakie, opened by Jessie W. Watt in 1929, closed in 1946.
If the following report is to be believed some of the poetry of the beloved Robert Burns was not directly
from his pen:
There is no doubt whatever that Burns was an unmitigated plagiarist. Many old ballads, and
some modern ones, brought grist to his mill… I wonder if those half-dressed gentlemen who sang
‘Auld Lang Syne’ so enthusiastically… [at the unveiling of his statue on North Terrace] knew that
they were singing his most bare-faced theft. Here is the original published by James Watson in
1711…
Should old acquaintance be forgot,
And never thought upon?
The flames of love extinguished
And freely past and gone?
Is thy kind heart now grown so cold
In that loving breast of thine,
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That thou can’t never once reflect
On old long syne?
If e’er I have a house my dear,
That truly is called mine,
And can afford but country cheer
Or ought that’s good therein,
Though thou wert rebel to the King,
And beat with wind and rain,
Assure thyself a welcome, love,
For old long syne.
Mosquito Creek - The ‘Mosquito Creek Run’, near Naracoorte, was established by William and John
Robertson under occupation licence from 18 January 1844.
The name Mosquito Creek was applied, also, to a school south of Adelaide:
The little government school is six miles from Langhorne’s Creek on the main road to Wellington.
[It] was opened in January 1913, has a roll number of under 20, but it has lately distinguished
itself in a manner which has brought it prominently before the public. The Gould League for the
protection of birds… yearly offers for competition among the schools a fine silver challenge cup
for essays written on a tree and a bird of any district. This year the winning essays were written
by Annie Gardner, a pupil at the school. Mr Gregory Matthews, the renowned ornithologist…
presented her with two beautiful books and the silver cup…
It closed in 1946.
Mosquito Plains Post Office, near Naracoorte, opened in 1851. In 1861, there was a report on examinations
at a private school, while its government school opened in 1890 and closed in 1896.
In 1862, on Mr John Robertson’s property there was ‘the only bridge upon the whole course of the stream,
which is deep, rapid and very boggy and it has been nearly swept away by the floods which succeeded the
late heavy rains’:
The creek has overflowed its banks and there is about 50 yards of swollen rapid stream to be
passed over in any case… Mr Robertson has kindly stationed someone near the road who points
across the foaming torrent to the bridge and tells one considerately that you must wade your
horse up to the saddle flaps in order to get to it and that there is a ‘hole somewhere’… It will
scarcely be credited, that, though the government has received enormous sums from the lands
of this district, Mr Robertson was obliged to put up this bridge at his own expense on a main
road. (See Moy Hall Swamp)
Motherall Dam - Near Chowilla, recalls H.R. Motherall, a lessee of the land, circa 1900. Born at Port Victor
in 1868 he died at Burra about 1952.
Motpena - A property near Lake Torrens; see pastoral lease no. 1624. By wind exposure, nearby sandhills
have revealed traces of ancient implements.
Mottled Cove - The name appeared first on a map drawn by Governor Gawler in 1840 when he visited the
western shores of Spencer Gulf. (See Carrow) The name of the cove, as distinct from the town, was changed
to ‘Port Neill’ in 1910. (See Dutton Bay) Photographs are in the Chronicle, 5 March 1910, page 30.
Moule, Hundred of - In the County of Way, was proclaimed on 17 January 1889. John Moule, MP (18841896) born in Birmingham, England, in 1845, was taken to the USA at an early age, came to South Australia
from Victoria, in 1865, and entered the general storekeeping trade at Saddleworth. For a short period he
was Commissioner of Public Works in the Downer administration and interested himself, especially, in
mining and land legislation.
At a meeting of the Glenelg council on 12 March 1886 plans were laid on the table by Councillor
Soward for an aquarium and winter garden. The promoter, Mr J. Moule, MP, had made an
application for a lease of a piece of land on the Patawalonga Reserve, opposite Althorpe Place.
On the ground floor of the proposed building were to be an aquarium, restaurant and oyster
rooms and, on the first floor, a winter garden forming a hall for concerts, promenading and a
billiard room.
He died from a heart attack while travelling by train to Melbourne in March 1912.
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The names of mountains are recorded in alphabetical sequence, eg, Gambier, Mount
Mount - Education Department records show Mount Brazil School in the Hundred of Pinbong as ‘Mount
Brizell’; it opened in 1935 and closed in 1940.
Mount Breckan - (See Breckan, Mount)
Mount Elm School, South-West of Hawker, was opened in 1913 by Eva L. Ryan; it closed in 1925. (See
Phillips, Mount)
Mount Isabella School, in the Hundred of Brooker on section 31, was opened in 1933 by Graham Thomas
it closed in 1942. (See Isabella, Mount)
Mount Light School was known as the ‘Hundred of Jessie’ until 1917; it closed in 1952.
Mount McKenzie was the name given to the Tarrawatta School in 1909; it closed in 1946.
Mount Razorback School, near Hallett, opened in 1872 and closed in 1874. In 1871, the foundation stone
of a ‘new place of worship was laid on November 8 by the Rev. G. Lee at Mount Razorback, near Kooringa’:
Afterwards a number of people had tea in a shed lent by Mr Kelly. At night a public meeting was
held, Mr J. Tregilgas presiding. Mr Lee delivered an instructive address and recitations were
rendered by Messrs McFinley and Boddiner. Proceeds, over £33. The residents intend, as soon as
the building is erected, to establish a day school, and it is supposed that over 30 children will
attend.
Mount Rufus - (See Rufus, Mount)
Mount Stanley was a subdivision of part section 4083, Hundred of Onkaparinga, by Benjamin Gray, brewer
of Littlehampton and John Stanley, licensed victualler of Grunthal, circa 1856; now included in Bridgewater.
The quiet little township of Stanley Bridge, which lies a short distance from the Grunthal mine,
has for many years boasted only an inn, a store and a post office, although the traffic along the
road is very large. Some nine years ago the residents appealed to the Mount Lofty Bible Christian
Circuit to conduct divine service in a detached room provided for the purpose and it was
attended by a large number of those who worked on the mine… service was given up for a short
time, but resumed in a room belonging to Mr Jno. Clarke until that was required for other
purposes… Messrs J.W. Clarke & Son, assisted by Mr Radford, of Bridgewater, obtained a piece of
ground and erected thereon a neat and substantial building, capable of holding about 80
persons… On August 31 the opening sermons were preached… (See Stanley Bridge)
Mount View was a local variant name for the government town of Booleroo that is non-existent on ground.
It got its name from the former ‘Mount View’ Primary School adjacent to the surveyed town. The ‘Booleroo
Township’ School was opened in 1893 and had its name changed to ‘Mount View’ in 1894.
Moy Hall Swamp - South of Naracoorte, is said to have taken its name from the ‘Moy Hall Run’, in respect
of which, records in the Department of Lands show that the land comprising the Run was occupied first by
Alexander Stewart under occupation licence from 23 April 1846; it became lease no. 168 of 1851, the plan
of which shows the name ‘Woolgoburg’.
A search at the State Records Office shows that Mr Stewart assigned his interest in the lease and, on 26
October 1859, requested that ‘a new lease be issued to W. and J. MacIntosh - I having transferred my
interest to those gentlemen’ and, of nomenclatural consequence, is the fact that the Scottish ‘Moy Hall’,
today, is still the seat of the MacKintosh (sic) chiefs, as it has been for over 600 years, and ‘still holds the
bed slept in by Charles Edward Stewart.’
Another Scot, William Robertson, acquired the run in October 1864 and he built the ornate ‘Moy Hall’ as a
residence in 1867 - the first coursing event in Australia was held there. The name comes from the Gaelic
magh - ‘at the plain’. However, coincidentally, or otherwise, the Aboriginal name for a place close by was
moiwal, meaning ‘white ant mound’; its European name was ‘Bald Hill’. (See Mosquito Creek)
The Moy Hall School was opened in 1898 and closed in 1906.
In 1886, a meeting of the Moy Hall Cup ‘commenced today at the plumpton nine miles from Naracoorte’:
The first brace was slipped at half-past 10, giving a fraction over four minutes to each course.
Considering the short time the hares had been placed on the plumpton the visitors were
agreeably surprised at the strength they showed, although only one succeeded in passing
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through the escapes at the other end of the half mile running ground. All the rest, except one,
were killed… Mr Frank D. McLeod acted as judge without complaint…
Moyle Town - An 1878 subdivision of part sections 505 and 518, Hundred of Belalie, by James Moyle. Born
in Cornwall, England in 1835 he died at Jamestown on 26 July 1923. It is suburban to Jamestown and the
name is retained in Moyle St.
Moytown - An 1875 subdivision of part section 172, Hundred of Yangya, by Michael Moy, who died at
Jamestown on 19 December 1884, aged seventy years; now included in Gladstone.
In 1875, it was said that ‘a pleasant drive of about 40 minutes over low hills and round the shoulder of
Mount Herbert brought us to Gladstone’:
Three townships are laid out there. On the government township of Booyoolee [sic] one or two
permanent buildings are erected. Martin’s fine new hotel is in the angle of Moytown and the
remainder of the buildings, including a fine stone mill, the premises of the SA Banking Company
and Martin & Co’s yard are in the private town of Gladstone…
Muckaloodna Well - East of Beltana; derived from the Aboriginal makarludnanha udarndu -‘mulga apple
forest soak’.
Muckanippie - In 1909, samples of gold bearing quartz from Muckanippie, ‘44 miles beyond Tarcoola, ‘were
assayed at the School of Mines… This is a satisfactory return and it is hoped that the discovery may develop
into a good find… 10 claims have been pegged out…’
Muda Hill - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘chicken hawk’.
Mudamuckla - An Aboriginal word for ‘sea fish’ given to a town, 40 km east of Ceduna in the Hundred of
Guthrie, proclaimed on 4 May 1916. Its school opened in 1926 and closed in 1981.
Mudla Wirra, Hundred of - In the County of Gawler, proclaimed on 30 November 1847, and said to have
derived from the Aboriginal mudlawirra meaning ‘a forest where implements are obtained’. Professor
Tindale says that an alternative derivation is based on the word mudla meaning ‘nose’. (See Lefevre
Peninsula & Mudlinga)
Mudlapena Springs - Near Angepena. A photograph is in the Chronicle, 30 July 1927, page 39.
Mudlayakki - The Aboriginal name for the River Para district - ‘dry valley’.
Mudlinga - On Eyre Peninsula. Aboriginal for ‘nose’, i.e., a point of land. (See Lefevre Peninsula &
Moodlunga)
Mueller Creek - Named by John McKinlay on 8 April 1862 after the botanist F. von Mueller. Prior to 1964 it
was shown on official maps as ‘The Everard’ or ‘Diamentina’ (sic). (See Diamantina, River)
Mugg Hill - Near Mitcham, recalls Thomas Mugg, who came to SA in the Planter in 1839 was the first
schoolmaster in the village of Mitcham from 1846 to 1867. He died on 30 October 1880, aged 86 and is
buried at Mitcham.
Mugurang - A stony point on Lake Albert on section 367, Hundred of Bonney, derived from mugur ‘pebbles’ or ‘stones’ and ang ‘at (place)’.
Muirhead - The Aborigines called Mount Muirhead beleter - ‘timid’, while H.C. Talbot said it was ‘named
after a bullock driver in the employ of Joseph Hawdon, when his cattle was brought from Port Phillip to
Adelaide in 1839 in charge of Charles Bonney; Hawdon and Lieut Mundy following, driving tandem.’
The ‘Mount Muirhead Run’ was established by A. Johnson under occupation licence from 24 July 1844. The
Hundred of Mount Muirhead, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869, while the town of Mount
Muirhead was laid out in 1876 on section 529 by Alexander Campbell. The school opened in 1886 and closed
in 1943.
By 1872, it was said that ‘speculation [was] on foot as to whether the system of drainage… would be
effective as to the results looked for, and whether the land would be good for cultivation when the drains
carried off the surplus water’:
There can be no doubt that the drains have proved effective, as just now there is little water in
them, immense swamps have dried, and where there were formerly large sheets of water and an
occasional clump of rushes seen, there is now dry land upon which farming operations are being
carried out…
Amongst the farmers, on the Mt. Muirhead side of the township ridge, Mr Spehr had 400 acres
under one of the finest crops of wheat, just out in ear, that it could be possible to find in any
country. ‘It stood about five feet high, as thick as it could stand, and perfectly level throughout.’
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His only anxiety, in common with his neighbours, was how to get it off, hands being very scarce
and a larger number being required there as compared with the drier lands to the north.
He estimated he needed 30 men during harvest and would have to pay them £2.10s. per week.
One hundred acres of his farm were under rye and prairie grass and growing with a luxuriance
that suggested excellent prospects for the district. On this pasture he ran a flock of long-woolled
sheep.
Mulawereang - A smoke-fire lighting place on section 27, Hundred of Glyde, was used when duck hunting.
Mula were water weed sheets stripped dry from the lagoon shores and burned.
Muldjuwank - A swamp on section 1079, Hundred of Brinkley, was the home of two mythical beings who
enticed a child into the water at section 1079, Hundred of Seymour. The myth is linked with the duck-billed
platypus.
Mulgaria - A property east of Lake Torrens; see pastoral lease no. 2468.
Mulgundawar - Sixteen kilometres west of Wellington and reputed to be such a muddy place that you were
forced to proceed on hands and knees; derived from malgandowar, Aboriginal for ‘crawl on hands and
knees place’. One of the earliest settlers in the district was Charles Johnston in 1856, while the
Mulgundawar Inn was a popular stopping place during the gold rush of the 1850s; it was delicensed in the
1890s. The school opened in 1882 and closed in 1907. Rodney Cockburn says the name was adopted by
Charles J. Knight for his estate between Wellington and Langhorne Creek.
In 1867, it was said that ‘the long-promised jetty will be commenced shortly’:
A large quantity of wheat has been shipped from here this season and the want of a jetty has
been much felt. One of the finest buildings in the district is the fine stone structure erected by Mr
John Wylie as an hotel… The wild dogs are committing sad havoc, scarcely a night passing
without some place being visited and a number of sheep destroyed…
A jetty, 61 metres long, was built there in 1869 and demolished, circa 1913.
Mulintulu - A creek junction, 5 km north of Palmer, was a dreaded place associated with a fierce being
named Tulu. The name survives now as Milendella Creek. (See Milindella)
Muljarra - An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown. The town, 16 km south of Loxton, was proclaimed on 18
November 1915. In 1918, the citizens requested it be changed to ‘Pata’, but this was refused and it was not
until 2 August 1929 that the government acceded to the request.
Mulka Hill - In the Far North-East and probably derived from the Aboriginal mulka - ‘to talk’. (See
Yadlamalka)
Mr G. Aiston, JP, in his reminiscences in 1945 said:
It is all sandhills from Kopperamanna to Appatoongana Well (with the usual vivid imagination of
the Australian bushman, this place became known as New Well, although it fell in fifty years ago).
I bought the place from the Scobies and my mail used to go adrift to the many and varied New
Wells in Australia, so I called it ‘Mulka’, not knowing then that there are nearly as many ‘Mulka’s’
in Australia. The name Mulka Nindra Coora Coora Taraninna was on survey maps of the State
until recently.
Mr Scobie had been caretaker of the government’s ‘Mulka Bore’ and in, 1917, reported that an Afghan,
Murdol Khan, arrived at the bore with fourteen camels that had one drink and then cleared out. The bore
was still being used in 1945.
The Mulka School on the Birdsville Track opened in 1914 and closed in 1921.
The school was built of stone about 10 feet by 8. Later on, the wall between it and the next room
was knocked down and the two rooms made into one… There were few books and no chalk. One
of my pupils dug up some white clay, wet it, and made it into sticks and dried it in the sun… By
the end of a fortnight when the camels brought my luggage, I presented a very sorry sight… The
mail arrived at Mulka every Wednesday morning… The races are also looked forward to…
A photograph of the school is in the Observer, 12 April 1919, page 26, of Mr George Aiston’s store in the
Chronicle, 18 April 1935, page 35. Photographs taken by Mr George Aiston are in an album in Personal
Record Group 182/5/8 in the Mortlock Library.
Mulka Gap - (See Malkai Gap)
Mulkirri - A railway station 22 km south of Clare. Aboriginal for ‘plenty’.
Mullalingie - A property east of Venus Bay; see pastoral lease no. 1167.
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Muller Hill - Near Copley. It has been ‘Yandina Hill’ since 1918.
Mulligan - In 1860, Robert Stuckey discovered and named Mulligan Springs; near Lake Callabonna, and the
name is, possibly, a corruption of mullachan - ‘springs of water running’. The ‘Mullegan (sic) Run’ was
established by Thomas Elder in 1863 (lease no. 1705). (See Callabonna, Lake)
An interesting letter suggesting several alternative Aboriginal names for ‘Lake Mulligan’ appeared in 1893:
I would like… to cite a few native names quite as euphonious as Mulligan. There is, for instance,
Oodloonalatainneenee signifying ‘Where are you going?’ Then there is Oodlootindoo, meaning
‘how long.’… I think we ought to have native or other descriptive names, except in the case of
distinctive colonists whose names have some symphony.
Eyre Creek is known, also, as River Mulligan.
In 1991, the name Mulligan Wildlife Sanctuary was given to sections 323, 331 and 332, Hundred of
Killanoola, and named after the family who had owned the land for the previous 55 years.
Muloorina - Aboriginal for ‘place of plenty’. The ‘Muloorina Run’, east of Lake Eyre South, was established
by the Bank of Australasia in 1877 (lease no. 2722). Its school opened for but a short time and closed in
1970.
Muloowurtie - Derived from the Aboriginal maluworti; ‘opossum point’ - malu - ‘opossum’ - worti - ‘point’.
The town, 33 km South-East of Maitland, proclaimed on 24 January 1884, was altered to ‘Pine Point’ on 19
September 1940. Its post office was opened by William Earle in April 1886. Its school opened in 1901 and
became ‘Pine Point’ in 1941. The Hundred of Muloowurtie, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 31
December 1874; two sections were surveyed as early as 1846. (See Hart Mine) Its school, opened in 1926,
became ‘Roolama’ in 1927 and closed in 1937.
Muloowurtina - A post office opened in April 1886 North West of Lake Frome; taken from a local
homestead.
Mulpata - The town, 53 km east of Karoonda, was proclaimed on 7 October 1920. Its school opened as
‘Nelsonville’ in 1924, became ‘Mulpata’ in 1929 and closed in 1945. Aboriginal for ‘to reap’. The name
‘Urrabirra’ was, at first, proposed for the town but was refused because, when written, it could be confused
with ‘Wirrabara’. Formerly, its railway station was known as ‘Urrabirra’. A photograph of a tennis team is in
the Chronicle, 28 May 1936, page 34.
Mundalla - (See Mundulla)
Mundawatjerar - A camp and food gathering area for the Tumbalindjeri clan in the Coorong - munda ‘native cranberry’, watjeri - ‘abundance’ and ar - ‘place’. It was an important food at certain times of the
year.
Mundi Mundi - A property north of Cockburn; see pastoral lease no. 1684. A photograph of woolclassers at
the station is in the Chronicle, 8 June 1933, page 34. (See Stirling Dam)
Mundoo Island - Professor N.B. Tindale says:
It is derived from mundo meaning ‘mud’ or ‘filth’, and was said to have been given by Aborigines
accompanying early white visitors. The proper version is mandumbari (‘seaweed huts’), most
specifically the name for ‘Point Blenkinsopp’ Here, the only building material was weed washed
through the Murray Mouth.
Mundoo-oopinna Waterhole - Near Arkaroola. Aboriginal for ‘white wallaby’.
Mundoora - This Aboriginal word for ‘deep water’ was applied to the Hundred of Mundoora, County of
Daly, proclaimed on 26 March 1874 and the town of Mundoora, 14 km South-West of Redhill, surveyed in
September 1912 by H. Jacobs and proclaimed on 10 October 1912; its school opened in 1879 and closed in
1943; a photograph of students is in the Observer, 25 May 1907, page 31.
In 1881, the water supply was not enough to meet the wants of the settlers and it was ‘necessary to secure
a greater supply for the use of teams when carting wheat to the township’:
… If the government were to make a reservoir in some suitable place there would be no difficulty
in filling it if they had rains like last year… The following were appointed to a committee - Messrs
Blake, Harris, Mildren, F.C. Dolin, Watt, Aitchison, Gibson, Gardner, Blight, A. McDonald and
Wall…
Photographs of the Martindale Races are in the Chronicle, 20 February 1904, page 42, 23 February 1907,
page 32, of a football team is in the Observer, 25 November 1911, page 31.
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Mundowdna - The ‘Mundowdna Run’, established by E. Chapman in 1860 (lease no. 1678, took its name
from an Aboriginal word referring to a waterhole about which there was a legend. An Aboriginal disturbance
on Messrs Woodforde and Debney’s run was described in 1868. The Mundowdna railway station is 16 km
south of Marree.
Mundulla - The town, 8 km South-West of Bordertown, was proclaimed on 3 April 1873; derived from the
Aboriginal mantala - ‘place of thunder’; it was spoken of where the ground is undermined with caves that
rumbled when trampled upon and evil spirits are believed to frequent such places.
In 1879, the forest reserve of 1,020 acre was situated in the western part of the Tatiara district:
The soil is composed of an excellent description of sandy loam lying on a marly clay subsoil, with
a limestone rock beneath. The indigenous trees are red, white and box gums, mallee and bull
oaks… The site is very good for the growth of several kinds of timber-producing trees…
Its post office, opened as Mundalla in December 1874 by G.L. Scott was changed to Mundulla on 1 January
1974. The school opened in 1878.
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of a hall is in the Chronicle, 21 August 1909, its opening
is reported in the Register, 23 November 1909, page 6f, of town scenes in the Observer on 5 August 1911,
page 32, of the Anglican Church and its committee, choir and clergy on 7 September 1912, page 31, of the
town on 7 January 1928, page 41.
Mundy - On 25 August 1840, E.J. Eyre discovered and named Mundy Creek, which flows into Lake Eyre
South, after Alfred M. Mundy, Colonial Secretary of South Australia.
Lake Mundy; in the South-East, honours Lt Mundy of the 21st Regiment who, in 1839, accompanied Charles
Bonney and Joseph Hawdon from Melbourne. (See Muirhead, Mount) ‘Mundy Terrace’ in Robe is named
after him. In 1887, it was said that ‘there [was] a State school [there], which is, also, the post office.’
Rodney Cockburn asserts that Alfred M. Mundy and the lieutenant of the 21st Regiment were one and the
same person and goes on to say that the soldier became Colonial Secretary under Governor Grey, but that
gentleman did not take up office until May 1841 - Mundy Creek was named by Eyre ‘after the Colonial
Secretary’ about nine months earlier! However, biographical records show Alfred Miller Mundy coming
from New South Wales in 1839, marrying Jane Hindmarsh in 1841 and occupying the position of Colonial
Secretary; he died in Nice, France, in 1877. (See Benson, Mount & Hawdon, Lake and under ‘South Australia’
for the story of the realignment of the South Australia-Victoria boundary.)
Mundy Hill, south of Yunta, remembers David Mundy, of the ‘Panaramatee’ and ‘Anabama Runs’ in 1876.
Mungala - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line. Aboriginal for ‘sand hill’.
Mungal Lagoon - On section 577, Hundred of Binnum; Aboriginal for ‘fresh water’.
Mungari Beach - At Point Pearce Mission. The name is derived from mungari, a club of an ancestral being
Badara who netted fish. It was said to have been over two metres long and implanted in the beach as a
memorial. An adjoining beach is called nantudidnu - nantu - ‘place of’ and didnu - ‘foot’. (See Ngarna)
Mungaroo Hill - Five kilometres South-East of Wirraminna railway station on the East-West railway. An
Aboriginal name; meaning unknown. A plaque, erected on the hill in May 1990, reads:
This plaque commemorates the erection of this stone cairn by Surveyor Barron in 1878 for the
trigonometrical survey of land adjacent to Lake Gairdner, and pays tribute to those surveyors
who endured the hardships of exploration in the remote areas of our State.
In 1960, Mr Barron’s brass name plate, formerly attached to his saddlebag, was found by Mr W.A. Wilson
of Lake Callabonna Station; apparently, it was lost by its owner in 1879 while surveying the SA/Queensland
border. A photograph is held in the Department of Lands of the relic and a note says that ‘he died at the
age of 31, due to ill health ensuing from hardships suffered whilst surveying in remote areas.’
Mungcowie Hill - In the Spalding District. Aboriginal for ‘water in the groove of rocks’.
Mungeranie - Aboriginal for ‘ugly’. Its school opened in 1914 and closed in 1916. Mungeranie Bore is out
of Marree on the Birdsville Track. In 1894, an accommodation house was erected there containing six rooms
and, in 1902, sold to the government for police purposes. The police station was closed in 1936 and, in that
year, Mr E. Wade, the lessee of the pastoral property, paid £5 for the ruins of the building.
A photograph of local flooding is in the Chronicle, 15 September 1917, page 25, of the bore stream on 3
July 1926, page 40.
Mungkuli - A name applied particularly to the waters of Lake Alexandrina; Aboriginal for ‘fresh water’. (See
Goolwa)
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Munjibbi(e) - The Munjibbie copper mine was located on sections 12 and 13, Hundred of Terowie ‘about
29 miles north of Burra and about 11 miles from Hallett.’ (See Hiles Lagoon)
Munjari - South-West of Lake Gairdner. Aboriginal for ‘covered with mud’.
Munkowurlie Lagoon - On section 53, Hundred of Melville, derived from the Aboriginal mungkawarli ‘gecko mouse hole’ or murkawurli - ‘mouse hole’.
Munmurukung - At the south end of Loveday Bay was a meeting place for ceremonies, intertribal trading
and exchange of weapons and other objects. Derived from munmurundi - ‘meeting place’.
Munno Para - The name was taken from the Aboriginal munapari, a creek north of Adelaide - ‘first stream’;
another source opts for it being a Kaurna word meaning ‘golden wattle creek’. The Hundred of Munno
Para, County of Adelaide, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846. An indignant citizen, under the heading
‘Sabbath Labour’, lodged a complaint in 1858:
A disgraceful scene [was] enacted yesterday (Sunday) by two or more individuals on section 5675
in this district (known as Chase’s) by which public decency was outraged, and the fourth
commandment flagrantly violated. A machine drawn by eight bullocks was employed in reaping
wheat… I never before witnessed such an exhibition of unblushing profanity. (See Hansborough)
In 1853, ‘a public meeting was held at Smith's Hotel to consider the propriety of forming a district council.
Mr Thomas Abbott was called to the chair.’
The name Munno Para was given to a 1955 subdivision of part section 4260 by Hurtle W.G. Symes. (See
Elizabeth)
Munro Siding - Near Wanbi. ‘When intending settlers came here to inspect lands thrown open for
application… surrounding this locality known as Munro Siding, they carried with them maps of the
Hundreds…’
Munyaroo Conservation Park. - In the Hundred of McGregor. Aboriginal for ‘many kangaroos’.
Muralappi - A railway station 8 km south of Mount Barker. Aboriginal for ‘small’.
Murapena - A railway station between ‘Philcox Hill’ and ‘Bugle Ranges’, 8 km south of Mount Barker.
Aboriginal for ‘corroboree’.
Murat Bay - The Aborigines called it karaminada - kara, ‘a soak, a pool’; other sources say it was
courimunata - ‘big tea-tree’ while, in 1802, Nicolas Baudin named it Baie des Saints (Bay of Saints); on
Freycinet’s charts it appears as Baie Murat. Joachim Murat, King of Naples and Marshal of France; a dashing
cavalry leader, turned against Napoleon and was subsequently tried and executed in Italy. The Murat Bay
Post Office, opened in April 1898, had its name changed to ‘Ceduna’ on 1 January 1922. Its school opened
in 1899 and closed in 1914.
A photograph of the cricket team is in the Chronicle, 8 September 1906, page 32, of the football team on
12 October 1907, page 30, 11 November 1911, page 30.
Murbko - A corruption of the Aboriginal word murpko, applied to a river flat about 16 km South-East of
Morgan. The Hundred of Murbko, County of Albert, was proclaimed on 15 June 1893. Land in the area was
taken up on 20 January 1860 when Eardley T.L. Heyward (Heywood?) (ca. 1822-1877) established the
‘Murbko Run’ (lease no. 765). The Murbko School opened in 1902 and became ‘Woods Flat’ in 1913.
Murda Hill - East of Lake Griselda and probably derived from the Aboriginal murdoo - ‘taste’
Murdawadinna Waterhole - North-West of Lake Howitt where the ‘Murdawadinna Run’ was established
by J. Neaylon in 1883 (lease no. 3076).
Murdinga - A town, 19 km south of Lock, Hundred of Cowan, proclaimed on 19 March 1936, was extended
by seven allotments in 1946. Its post office opened on 17 February 1941 and closed on 1 March 1977. Its
school opened in 1938 and closed in 1961. Aboriginal for ‘cold’.
Murdla Udanha Vambata - The Aboriginal name for ‘Hawker Range’ - ‘carpet snake dung hill’.
Murdock Hill - On section 5294, Hundred of Onkaparinga. John (ca.1799-1839) and Margaret Murdock
(ca.1795-1865) came to South Australia in the Indus in 1839 when they settled in the Mount Barker district;
he died shortly thereafter. His widow took up five occupation licences in the area, the first on 15 August
1844; in 1841, the name of her property was recorded as ‘Craigdarroch’. Her son, Andrew, bought land in
the district in 1854 and both their names were recorded often as ‘Murdoch’. Mrs Murdock was ‘possessed
of ample means [and] liberal in her support of every charitable and religious object…’
She died in 1865 and, at this time, the foundation stone of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel was laid by
Mr Mitchell when ‘the old chapel was crowded three times at the tea’:
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A meeting was held presided over by Mr T. Botham of Nairne and addresses of an exciting nature
were delivered by Messrs, Fountain, Hector, Moore, Gale, Ashton and Reed…
Information on a proposed school appeared in 1879; it opened in 1882 and closed in 1944.
Murlong, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 28 June 1928; its school opened in 1934
and closed in 1964. Aboriginal for ‘sand’.
Murloocoppie Bore - West of Oodnadatta. Aboriginal for ‘kangaroo water’. It was described as 486 feet
deep, with an unlimited supply of water.
Murnbila - A subdivision of the Chaffey irrigation area. Aboriginal for ‘bittern’.
Murndale Creek - In the Far North-West, named by Ernest Giles on 8 September 1873 after a town in
Victoria where Mr S.P. Winter lived. (See Winter Water)
Murninnie Tanks - Aboriginal for ‘dry swamp’. The ‘Murninnie Run’ (lease no. 1639), 40 km South-West of
Whyalla, was held by H. Holroyd (1829-1911) from 1867, while the Bismuth and Copper Mining and Patent
Smelting Co. gave the name to a mine in the area, circa 1863. The mine was situated on the western side
of Spencer Gulf about 60 miles from Port Augusta and within five miles of the coast.
The land is freehold property purchased some years ago but it was not worked as a mine until it
fell into the hands of the present proprietors - Messrs Darwent, Ward, Hallett, Bonney, Swaffer
and Cossins - It was first opened about two years ago and a shipment of ore was made shortly
thereafter…
Murnpeowie Waterhole - West of Lake Blanche, refers to a watering place manpiawi where bronze-wing
pigeons came in great numbers to drink. Nearby, a quartz mine yielded stone for wailpi implements. The
‘Murnpeowie Run’ was established by G.E. Curnow in 1872 (lease no. 2244) and a post office opened there
in April 1891. In 1909, ‘the exceptionally large meteorite, weighing about 3 tons, recently found in the
vicinity of the Murnpeowie Run, about 150 miles from Farina, represents a discovery of great scientific
interest…’ A photograph of artesian water bores is in the Observer on 26 May 1923, page 28, of the Mt
Hopeless outstation on 19 February 1921, page 26.
Murphys Haystacks - Granite blocks on section 118, Hundred of Rounsevell, are an historical landmark on
the old coach road and recall Patrick John Murphy, who obtained the land grant in 1938.
Murphys Wash is a creek in the Hundred of Arkaba, known formerly as ‘Acacia Creek’. Mr Murphy lived in
what is now a ruin, south of the creek.
Murrabinna, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 20 July 1871, was derived from the
Aboriginal maribina - ‘rough stony scrub’, taken from Donald Gollan’s run, South-East of Kingston, SE.
Rodney Cockburn asserts that Thomas Wood and George Kendle established it in the 1840s Apparently,
there was a rocky channel near the station’s house and, in winter, a large body of water flowed on its way
to the swamps near Kingston.; the banks of this channel were covered with thick undergrowth and was a
‘camping place at a waterhole and a favourite meeting place for clans and adjoining tribes for dances and
arrangement of marriages.’
In 1925, a correspondent, in a reminiscent mood, said that ‘at Murrabinna I found myself in an entirely
new and strange surroundings; for the first time in my life I came in touch with a representative member
of the racing world’:
I was not the less hospitably received by Mr Hutchinson and it was here that I made my first
acquaintance with a magnificent specimen of a real racehorse. He was an entire of the name of
Fishhook…
Murraminga - A school on Eyre Peninsula opened by Wilga D. Marcus in 1928; it closed in 1939.
Murrapatirrina - The run was established by Andrew Tennant in 1875 (no. 2541). Murrapuntanna (sic)
Waterhole is east of Lake Eyre North. Aboriginal for ‘red hand’.
Murra-Pureek - In the Wirrega District. Aboriginal for ‘runaway hole’.
Murraup - On sections 161 and 171, Hundred of Mount Benson. Aboriginal for ‘stony place’. The hilly
country in the immediate district was called karipangula by the Aborigines. There was a spring there where
native companions lived in traditional homes as human-like beings and from there they attempted, by
magical means, to drown their emu enemies by a tidal wave on the Godfrey Islands. (See Karinpangula,
Mount)
Murrawa - A railway station 6 km east of Mount Gambier. Murra means ‘stone’ in the Boandik dialect. (See
Murraup) The ‘Murrawa Run’ was established by J. Meredith in 1851 (lease no. 207) on land which was,
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according to a letter from C. Thomas of 21 August 1846, to be the subject of an occupation licence taken
up by ‘Messrs McKinnon’. (See Meredith, Mount & Mingbool)
Murray - The River Murray was called Ngalta by the Aborigines and the North-East portion was named first
as ‘The Hume’ by Hamilton Hume in 1824; today, it bears the name of Sir George Murray (1772-1846)
(Secretary of State for the Colonies) throughout its whole length. ‘[He] was a successful soldier, an able
minister [in government] and a skilful and fluent debater.’ The river was named by Captain Charles Sturt on
14 January 1830. Isaac Taylor in Names and Their Histories says: ‘Its mouth, near Adelaide, is said to have
been discovered in 1801 [sic] by Lt John Murray in the brig Lady Nelson.’
A report on its fishing propensities was made in 1843:
About three months ago a cod fish was taken on the River Murray at Mr Harris’s station, about
70 miles from town. It was then served up at the market dinner and considered a great rarity and
delicacy. Since then it has been caught in abundance and quantities brought in quite fresh for
sale… So plentiful are the cod that the men at the station merely throw out their lines in the
evening and the next morning find them full.
Their average weight is from 30lbs to 40 lbs but we have seen one which weighed 57 lbs. At
present they are retailed by Mr Edwards, the butcher, at from fourpence to sixpence per pound…
We understand it is the intention of one or two parties at once to commence salting and drying
the cod for home consumption and for exportation… If only we could pack one in ice it would be
a dainty dish to set before the Queen.
In the early days of the colony travelling stock swam across the River Murray, a little distance upstream
from the road bridge and the place became known as ‘Edwards’ Crossing’, named after George Richard
Edwards (ca.1807-1858), who took up sections 74 and 76, Hundred of Mobilong, in 1855.
In 1872, the Editor of the Advertiser wrote a scathing editorial on the procrastination of the government
about a bridge over the river:
There is something almost comical about the history of the Murray Bridge… It is handed about
pillar and post, and can find no resting place except the ignominious Dry Creek, where rust and
exposure are slowly eating it away… It is a bone of contention in the House, the cause of jealousy
and ill-feeling in the country, and the subject of scorn and ridicule to the public generally.
As early as 1858 it became obvious that a bridge was needed across the river but, due to rivalry between
neighbouring districts it was not until 7 November 1873 that the foundation stone was laid by Governor
Musgrave.
Earlier, in 1864, it was said that ‘[We] respectfully draw your attention to the urgent necessity which exists
for a good bridge at some convenient point upon the said river’:
Your recent visit to Wellington and the neighbourhood will have acquainted you with the extent
and importance of the traffic over the river with the present very unsatisfactory mode of
conducting it… A reasonable rate of toll would be paid willingly…,
while, in 1868,
The Murray Bridge is of no use to Wellington if erected at Edward’s Crossing, 25 miles from
where it is wanted… Mr Shakes says that ‘an abundance of feed and water’ exists upon the route
to Edward’s. If this is true, he deserves a gold medal from the Geographical Society for such a
discovery… In my rides on that road I never saw any water - unless it happened to rain heavily…
Self interest is a powerful lever and when used for the public good ought to be irresistible. Had
the interest of parties driving or sending stock across the Murray been more considered and that
the people of Nairne less considered by the Select Committee, I have no hesitation in saying that
information as obtained would have enabled them to arrive at a correct conclusion…
The charge of self-interested motives we admit. But surely these cannot be applied to Mr
Shakes, he or his friends having no property near Nairne, no stock crossing the river, nor would
he wish the stock of others to suffer by increasing the value of property near Nairne. No; Mr
Shakes has no selfish interests to serve, consequently he must be a very valuable specimen of the
human family on account of its rarity. We confess to have no such specimen at or near
Wellington - (signed - Archibald Cooke).
About twenty Murray Aborigines were in attendance at the 1873 ceremony headed by Queen Monarta who
caused much laughter when she said to his Excellency: ’Well gubner, what you give me? My old man dead;
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you take away this country and built bridge. My people want you give ‘em boats and food.’ In the tradition
of those answering deputations, the Governor paused and replied that he would consult with his advisers
and see what could be done. (See Edwards Crossing & Mobilong)
A sketch of the bridge is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1875, March 1884, page 36,
Australasian Sketcher, 17 March 1877, page 200; also see Advertiser, 14 December 1876, page 1a (supp.).
The present day town of Murray Bridge originated on portion of section 74 and was proclaimed on 6 March
1884 as ‘Mobilong’. (See Bridgeport & Mobilong) The school opened in 1881 and, in 1886, it was said that
‘eighteen months ago the town of Murray Bridge was comparatively a wilderness, insignificant and
desolate; the place was remarkable only for the unsightly swamps which skirted it on the east… Till then
not a single building of any pretension had been erected.’ (See Tent Schools)
Photographs of school children are in the Observer, 16 November 1912, page 12, of the opening of the High
School on 10 July 1920, page 26, of an infant school on 20 August 1927, page 13e, of the town in the
Chronicle, 24 April 1909, page 30, Observer, 3 August 1912, page 31, Chronicle, 24 April 1930, page 38, of
flooding on 27 August 1931, page 31, of Australia Day celebrations is in the Observer, 7 August 1915, page
28, of unveiling a memorial stone on the grave of a returned soldier, Lawrence Anderson, on
23 November 1918, page 24, of a mill on 18 October 1919, page 24, of a football club in the Chronicle, 13
June 1935, page 36.
In September 1869 a correspondent from Eden Valley advised that gold had been found on the edge of
the Murray scrub about ten miles from the village. Later it was reported that the government intended to
declare a gold field at the locality and that the Warden was making arrangements for the issue of licences
and the settlement of claims. Subsequently, the South Rhine Gold Mining Company on the Murray Flats
was wound up in July 1870 and the directors reported that they were ‘much disappointed in the results of
auriferous deposits made by Messrs Pavy & Company…’
Henry Pyman opened the Murray Flats School, in the Hundred of Neales; in a chapel, circa 1870; it closed
in 1875 and was sometimes referred to as ‘Shelford’ and ‘Government Well’.
By 1886, the greater portion of the land was in the hands of Germans:
That patient, persevering, plodding, industrious people, who never seem to get tired or
exhausted… They can not only live, but live comfortably, where an Englishman would be unable to
make both ends meet…,
while, in 1902,
The unfortunate condition of settlers on the Murray Flats… has frequently been the subject of
parliamentary debates. Unhappily, though action has been taken by way of reducing and
remitting agricultural rents… the serious problem of transferring farmers who have selected land
beyond the line of regular rainfall to areas where there will be a reasonable chance of their
earning a decent livelihood, has so far baffled the most earnest attempts of the legislature to find
an adequate solution…
Murray Hill, in the Hundred of Tungkillo, was named after. Alexander B. Murray (1816-1903), who held two
Crown leases on the eastern bank of the River Murray (Carlet Station) in 1859 and was a substantial land
holder in the Hundred. (See Murray Park)
In order to provide for the interests of settlement along navigable waters in South Australia, it was found
expedient to declare that there should not be included, in leases for pastoral purposes, any lands two miles
from either of the banks of certain rivers. Such land bordering the River Murray was proclaimed as the
Hundred of Murray on 10 November 1853. It ceased to exist on 30 June 1870. Another hundred of the
same name in the County of Robinson was proclaimed on 6 December 1888 and honours David Murray, MP
(1870-1881) and MLC (1882-1891), who was born in Scotland, in 1829, and came to South Australia in 1853
when, with his brother William, set up a retail drapery business in Gilbert Place.
By 1886, the firm had prospered and it moved to a new warehouse in Gawler Place, built at a cost of
£20,000. An ardent lover of books he donated £500 to the School of Mines Library that was named after
him; in his will he bequeathed a further £1,000. He died in London in 1907. The Hundred of Murray School
opened in 1932 and closed in 1936.
Murray Lagoon, on section 5, Hundred of McGillivray, probably recalls James R. Murray, who obtained
pastoral lease no. 61 of 1879 which he sold to B. and W.H. Taylor on 4 December 1880. He is buried at
Penneshaw.
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In 1839, Alexander Borthwick Murray, aged twenty-three, arrived in South Australia and, in 1842,
purchased a property that became known as Murray Park. The land passed to his descendants and they
sold to Alexander MacGeorge who, in 1878, subdivided part section 327, Hundred of Adelaide; now
included in Magill. (See Murray-Town) Rodney Cockburn records Murray Park as a township that was
established by a Mr Shierlaw ‘who bought the land from Mr Murray and retained the name of the latter’s
home, where John McDouall Stuart spent his first night after the completion of his across Australia
expedition.’
Murray-Town was laid out by Alexander Borthwick Murray of ‘Murray Park’, in 1886, on sections 187-88
and part sections 186 and 447 and surveyed by George E. Warren into township allotments and suburban
blocks, 13 km south of Melrose and said to be ‘well situated for wheat-buyers and other business persons
and the agricultural sections comprise some of the best agricultural land in the colony, well watered and fit
for the plough, with a safe annual rainfall for wheat growing’
In 1874, the evils of land ‘dummying’ were of concern:
I have been waiting to see if Mr A.B. Murray would answer the very serious charge you preferred
against him in the case of Lewis, the dummy of his, as he may not have had time to answer it (or
by his silence admit the charge to be correct) which very few in this district, knowing all the
circumstances of the case, but are bound to believe you are correct in this case.
There are four or five others on the same run just the same, and a probability of all the other
good lands being dummied the same if government allow it to be selected under the present
Land Act… Charlton township might have been a thriving township as any north of Clare, but with
the land dummied on both sides of the mail road, and all round, what use can it be… (Editor’s
note - Dummyism is rampant at Wirrabara and the government has no excuse for inaction in the
matter.)
In 1908, it was said that ‘in the past fancy prices have been paid for allotments in Murraytown’:
The few who have settled down on the west side at the back of the small township must have
found their hopes, like their two experimental vineyards, more or less wilted. Why the vine
should be a failure here we cannot say… A stone hotel of much substance, with a small store and
the proverbial blacksmith’s shop, evidently represented the inception of the township. The
addition of two or three cottages, a place of worship and a school are, at the most, little
indication of progress considering the age of the place.
Its school opened in 1893. Photographs of a school picnic are in the Chronicle, 3 November 1932, page 33.)
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 28 November 1935, page 36.
In 1913, Murray View, 30 miles above Morgan was one of the largest orange groves in the Commonwealth.
True, it is only an infant in age, but the excellent growth… indicates that in a few years the
orchard will be a magnificent picture. The owners happily named their property Murray View are
Messrs F. and F.H. Metters…
The Murray View School opened in 1914 and closed in 1945.
Murrayville - In May 1943, the periodical Mankind had an article headed ‘Neilun – A Jaralde Story’ that said,
inter alia:
In mythical times all birds were men. Some fishing birds, gulls, shags, divers, pelicans, and others
lived at tenetjanul, a camp some 20 miles east of Pinnaroo where two hills adjoin a lagoon. The
locality is now called Murrayville. The birds fished in the lagoons of the surrounding country until
they had exhausted the supplies.
Murrell Landing - (See Harveys Return & Kangaroo Island)
Murrimbum - Records in the Department of Lands show it as located on section 80, Hundred of Mayurra.
Sections 78 and 80 were granted to Joshua Burkhill of Mount Gambier on 8 November 1882 who sold same
to Michael Hogan on 16 October 1883 who, in turn on 25 April 1887, sold a small portion of section 80 to
the Murrimbum Cheese Co. which, on 19 March 1921, sold out to Anthony James Dwyer. This was the only
subdivision of section 80 in the period 1882-1921, except for land transferred to the Commissioner of
Railways for a railway passing through the land.
A cheese factory was established in 1887 under the management of Mr J. Legg and, in 1888:
This district [was] pretty thickly populated as the holdings, as a rule, are not large, and the
residents depend in a great measure on stock raising and dairying for their living. The question of
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a profitable outlet for their produce also affected them and those who had been sending their
milk to the Tantanoola factory, which on average is about five miles away, thought it would pay
them better if a factory could be established in their midst… Early in 1886 a meeting was held in
Murrimbum… and it was decided to form a company of 1,000 shares…
Department of Education records show the Murrimbum Provisional School being opened in 1879 by Ellen
Chambers where ‘20 children were instructed at the school which operated for 166 days.’ Its post office
opened circa 1877 and closed in January 1884.
Murrippi Beach - On section 10, Hundred of Randell and declared as an ‘unclad’ bathing beach in November
1985. Aboriginal for ‘ebb tide’.
Murrunatta Conservation Park - On section 99, Hundred of Wanilla. An Aboriginal word for ‘sand ridge’.
Murtho - Professor N.B. Tindale said, ‘it derives from mato meaning “good” or “good place”. Rodney
Cockburn suggests a possible obscene meaning; this I cannot substantiate.’ The Hundred of Murtho, County
of Alfred, proclaimed on 15 June 1893, took its name from the ‘Murtho Run’ established by E.M. Bagot in
1866 (lease no. 1670). (See Neds Corner)
The Murtho Post Office 22 km North-East of Renmark opened in November 1898. The Murtho School
opened in 1906 while the Murtho Village School opened in 1895 and closed in 1899.
In 1894, the chairman said that ‘we have been ploughing four days and have 12 acres sown’:
As soon as we get our crops in we are going to build a pine home or two, to use in lieu of the iron
ones, as there are plenty of pines on our lease… As we only go to Renmark once a week, send
letters by mail leaving on Friday morning.
Murtonga - A railway station near Currency Creek. Aboriginal for ‘good’.
Muru Adnya Vambata - East of Lyndhurst, is one of ‘The Needles’; Aboriginal for ‘quartz stone hill’.
Musgrave - Sir Anthony Musgrave was Governor of South Australia from 1873 to 1877; his name is
commemorated by County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 22 June 1876 and Musgrave Ranges, discovered
by W.C. Gosse on 20 July 1873 from a viewpoint on Ayers Rock. In 1882, the Aborigines were said to be
numerous there and ‘some of them had, no doubt, seen previous exploring parties, but the extent of their
English was the one word “white fellow”.’
In the short time at my disposal it was difficult to reliably ascertain many words of their own
tribal language… The only words I recognised as being common to other tribes were kuppy
(water) and punta (rock), very frequently used to describe rockwater… I noted the following
useful words - karoo (creek), appinger (salt), ure (large), weeah (no)… They are certainly very
light-fingered, of which they gave example by stealing a waterbag. I kept a capital young fellow
with my party for several days and he proved of great assistance…
He came to South Australia from the governorship of Natal in South Africa and his term of office and matters
incidental thereto do not call for special comment. He died in Brisbane in his 60th year while occupying the
office of Governor of Queensland.
Muston - Five kilometres south of American River on Kangaroo Island, once the port for the export of local
salt production, was named after Arthur Muston, founder of the Colonial Salt Co. which, in 1905, became
the Commonwealth Salt Refining Co. In 1910, the first and only railway on Kangaroo Island was laid, its
terminus being at Muston and when the salt trade ceased in 1954 the jetty was demolished and the railway
torn up and, today, little remains of the former, except for a few piles scattered throughout the bush, but
the railway cutting is still visible. The school was opened by Helen M.R. Hudson in 1919; it closed in 1931,
while its post office opened in January 1910.
Photographs of the salt works are in the Observer, 27 April 1912, page 32.
Mutabarrangga - In the Hundred of Encounter Bay and one of the homes of the whale man Kondoli whose
fire flints were stolen by the shark being. It was a camp used by the Mereldi clanspeople in the stolen fire
myth. (See Jagged, Mount & Mootaparinga)
Mutjanggunya - A water reserve north of Mundulla derived from the Aboriginal mutjang - ‘strange’ and
kunja - ‘fire’.
Mutooroo - A railway station, 59 km NNE, of Olary and a post office opened in January 1889. Its school
existed from 1890 until 1894. Aboriginal for ‘place of good food’. The ‘Mutooroo Run’ was held by Peter
Waite - lease no. 1767A. (See Urrbrae) A sketch of the lease is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
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In 1929, it was reported that ‘a striking illustration of the value of the Mutooroo company’s water
reticulation scheme, which is worth more than a gold mine, was provided on Monday’s run from Mutooroo
to Lilyvale [sic]’:
Paddocks on which the old dams were dry contained hundreds of lambing ewes feeding
contentedly within a mile or so of a trough with water supplied from a long pipeline. The whole
country south of the Mutooroo copper mines has an average fall of eight feet to the mile right
through to the River Murray.
This great plain is covered with large myall, mulga, black oak and sandalwood trees and other
portions have miles upon miles of rolling saltbush and bluebush. Almost the whole of the scheme
depends for its water on a 14-mile drain constructed from Duffield’s Creek and connected with a
series of large dams, the largest of which holds about 10 million gallons of water…
The name was given, also, to a copper mine ‘situated about 14 miles South West of Cockburn Railway
Station. (See Lilydale)
Muttabee - Derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘knee’, probably from the bends of the creek. The
hilly country, Muttabee Creek and the winding, undulating road through the Muttabee hills, provide a
beauty spot in the North-East corner of the Hundred of Pinda. The Muttabee School opened in 1892 and
closed in 1912.
Mutton Cove - At Outer Harbor. Advice from Mr Reg Sprigg of Arkaroola, a descendant of the Germein
family, suggested that ‘it was named by my great-great-grandfather - one of the three Germein brothers
out of Plymouth. The family had a ship chandler’s set up at Mutton Cove in England - down on the water’s
edge… of Plymouth Town… Ben [Germein] was the first man to sail a windjammer in full sail down the length
of the Port River.’ Mr Sprigg’s contention was supported in 1917: ‘[He] lived at Mutton Cove, [near
Plymouth], where he had a block-making and pump factory.’
Mylor - The town, 3 km South-East of Aldgate, was proclaimed on 7 May 1891 and named by the Acting
Governor, Sir James Penn Boucaut, after his birth place in Cornwall, named after Saint Melorus (sometimes
spelt as ‘Melor’ or ‘Meloir’.) Its school opened in 1894. (See Goyder, Rockford & Warrakilla)
In 1884, the Hon. George W. Cotton introduced a Bill into the Legislative Council to provide for the survey
and leasing to working men of small blocks of land not to exceed 20 acres. It was thrown out on the ruling
of the president that it should have been introduced in the House of Assembly. The working men’s block
clauses were afterwards inserted in the Lands Act of 1885 and passed.
In 1886 and 1889 several properties on an alluvial flat were described:
[It is] cleared and cultivated on which are growing all the vegetables usually found in a market
garden in the hills. A piggery in the corner of the block contains three pigs nearly ready for the
butcher and a number of small ones just entering on a useful career.
On an adjoining block, in addition to these things, there were 26 colonies of bees. Another, on a
bend on the Onkaparinga, had enclosed his garden with a fence of post, wire and stubbs, hare
proof. This man grew and dried about four hundredweight of tobacco, but it was nearly all spoilt
by rain through a defective roof on his shed.
It was refreshing after a long tramp over stringybark hills, gullies and swamps to strike the first
block. The garden attached was ablaze with pansies and other flowers and looked a paradise of
beauty, showing as it did to advantage by the gloom of the adjacent swamp. There were a few
blocks further advanced, but a great many not so far. The extent under cultivation varied from a
few rods up to 1½ acres, potatoes and vegetables forming the main crops… I came across a
leaseholder far from any main road who held 20 acres at an annual rental of £26…
He had worked it for three years [but] so far it did not pay but he was in hopes it would in the
‘sweet by-and-by.’ Here we have a glimpse of the encouragement offered the toiler by the
extreme liberality of our land legislation. Need we wonder that our railways don’t pay and that in
time of depression our population makes tracks?
In 1892, it was suggested that:
Mylor, in time, will become a blockers’ township as the place was surrounded by homesteads…
The settlement comprises an area of about 2,000 acres and the blocks vary from half an acre to
20 acres… The best blocks are owned by Messrs Williams, Furniss, Porteous brothers, and
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Schultz, while Mr Darby, of the Forest Department, has the best house erected. A visit was paid
to Glen Cotton and a birdseye of view of many of the blocks was obtained…
At Mylor, in July 1895, William Bell and his son panned out three pounds weight of ‘beautiful looking gold’
and the local newspaper correspondent said:
The John Bull Mine is being worked and the Kangaroo Mine also situated close by is about to be
started. This mine has been worked previously on two occasions and during each successive
season working, gold was obtained… The gold is of a fine dust-like nature and with the cheap and
effective appliances that are now invented a new era of prosperity may be secured to the
Kangaroo and other mining properties.
A photograph of pupils is in the Chronicle, 28 January 1905, page 27, Observer, 17 October 1914, page 26,
of a football team on 17 October 1914, page 26, of a Legacy Club camp on 15 January 1931, page 33.
Mypolonga - The earliest reference to Mypolonga is to be found on a plan published on 1 March 1841 by
John Arrowsmith, where it is shown as ‘Mypoolonga’. The town of Mypolonga, 18 km North-East of Murray
Bridge, was proclaimed on 1 July 1915; its school opened in 1916. It is a corruption of an Aboriginal word
maitpulanggu - ‘lookout place upon a cliff’; the place, also, has a meaning of surrender or laying down of
spears. Other records suggest it derives from mupulawangk, where mupul is a soft form of basket reed
obtained there and mypolong - ‘in the palm of your hand’. (See Mobilong)
Land in the area was taken up first by John Baker under occupation licence in 1845. In 1908, land there was
purchased by the Crown for closer settlement and known as Mypolonga Flat. In 1910, it was reported that
‘the government purchased 4,360 acres, comprising 1,826 acres of swamp and 2,554 acres of high land’:
An idea of the fertility of the soil may be obtained from the fact that several farmers reaped from
25 to 30 bushels to the acre on the high lands some seasons and Mr Thiel, one of the original
owners, used to make 16 tons of butter annually. From end to end the swamp measures about
seven miles…
Photographs are in the Observer, 2 September 1911, page 29, 20 June 1914, page 15c, 27 March 1915, page
28, Chronicle, 9 May 1914, page 30, Observer, 20 June 1914, page 2 (supp.), 17 November 1917, page 23,
of a football team on 10 October 1935, page 36.
Myponga - According to H.C. Talbot it is derived from miappunga - ‘divorced wife’, while SA Museum
records suggest maitpangga - literally, ‘place of animal food’; a latter day comment by Professor Tindale
says the name was applied to the creek itself and confirms his previous nomenclature. A poem entitled
‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’, in the Register, 11 October 1893, says it means ‘high cliffs by the
sea’, while, in 1923, it was said that the word means ‘standing water’.
The Hundred of Myponga, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846, while the town of
Myponga,16 km South-East of Willunga; according to Lands Department records, was laid out, in 1939, on
part section 521 by W.J. Parker. However, the settlement had its beginnings at a much earlier date. In 1858,
Alexander Cameron, farmer of Myponga, purchased section 521 from George Morphett and, in 1859, sold
a small block to the Trustees of the Bible Christian Church for one pound.
By 1866, it consisted of ‘one public house and several log and mud buildings, which do not bespeak a very
advanced state of architecture’ and, in 1923:
The Methodist Chapel and the hall are both doomed whenever the Myponga water scheme
comes into being, but the survey stops short of the picturesque towered Church of St Matthias…
Church services were first held in Mrs Haskett’s cottage by the Rev E.K. Miller of Willunga, who
rode across Sellick’s Hill once a month to preach the word of God to a congregation of 30
people…
By 1878, an early school was conducted by Mr and Mrs Doke [sic] where they had about 40 pupils ‘a great
achievement as Myponga children in those days were very wild and ran into the bush on the approach of a
stranger.’ The Cowiealunga School was known, locally, as Myponga Jetty School. The jetty was constructed
by a Mr Schroeder and opened on 6 February 1860.
Photographs of timber milling are in the Chronicle, 7 December 1918, page 23, of afforestation on 27 March
1926, page 38, of a homestead on 26 March 1931, page 37, of residents in the Register, 18 August 1928,
page 13, of a sawmill and the settlement in the Observer, 8 September 1928, page 35.
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Myrla - A railway station 24 km west of Loxton. Rodney Cockburn says it was named after ‘a kind of Indian
buffalo’ at the behest of the daughter of C.F.H. Fettke when a post office was opened there. Its former
name was ‘Parrelum’ - Aboriginal for ‘to reap’ or ‘to cut’. Its school opened in 1920 and closed in 1945.
Myrleville - A 1910 subdivision of part sections 448-49, Hundred of Mobilong, by Alfred Benjamin Sladden;
now included in Murray Bridge.
Myrtle - William Sanders (1801-1880) arrived in South Australia in 1838 in the Catherine Jamieson, and
commenced a linen business in Hindley Street with John Whyte as a partner. In 1842, he purchased a
property near the foothills and built a home, naming it Myrtle Bank - His friend, James Gall of Trinity,
Edinburgh, had a fine property of the same name.
During World War I it became a Repatriation Hospital and, in 1932, it was said that ‘a refuge for war
veterans in their declining years will shortly be reopened’:
It has not been occupied for about a year, but was previously used to house soldiers between the
time of their discharge and re-entering civilian life. There is a large recreation hall and a library. In
addition to two spacious wards there are 10 rooms in the main building and a nearby bungalow
of seven rooms on the property will provide further accommodation if necessary.
Photographs of the opening of the Wounded Soldiers’ Home are in the Chronicle, 31 March 1917, page
28; its reopening on 29 September 1932, page 34.
The suburb of Myrtle Bank was laid out on part section 267, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Frederick
Martin in 1917 and, in 1924, it was described as ‘a subdivisional paradise of pretty bungalows.’ Rodney
Cockburn says that, originally, the property was owned by Captain Berkeley; later, it was purchased by
William Sanders (1837-1880) who ‘bestowed the name’.
The name Myrtle Bank was applied, also, to a school near Georgetown (See Abbeville)
In 1856, the foundation stone of the Wesleyan Chapel at Myrtle Grove, near Currency Creek ‘was laid by
Mrs Edward Jones, Mrs James Hearn and Mrs Matthew Goode’:
A document was read by Rev E.C. Flockart… [It] and a copy of the Mount Barker Circuit plan for
the present quarter was sealed in a bottle and placed under the stone…
The Myrtle Grove School opened in 1864 and closed in 1873.
Myrtleholme was a subdivision of sections 965-66 and part sections 964-7, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now
included in Wingfield. Messrs T.J. and J.L. Matters laid it out in 1878. In 1885, there was a report on the
Myrtle Holme, a ‘well-known’ trading ship.
In 1913, John B. Cherry gave the name Myrtle Park to a subdivision of part section 894, Hundred of
Adelaide; now included in Urrbrae.
Myrtle Springs Post Office, ‘293 miles north of Adelaide’, opened in July 1907. It was, no doubt, situated
on a pastoral lease of the same name held by Henry McConville, west of Leigh Creek. (See McConville Track)
A photograph of the results of a dingo shooting expedition is in the Chronicle, 28 August 1926, page 39,
of loading wool on 29 March 1934, page 38.
The Myrtles was a subdivision of part section 460, Hundred of Yatala, by Norman A. Smith and Florence E.
Thomas, in 1919, when it was said it was the name of a home occupied by Mr H.C.E. Muecke on the
proposed subdivisional land; now included in Medindie:
The stately mansion, encircled by spacious verandahs and balconies, set well back from the road
in beautifully kept and well matured grounds about two acres in extent, nicely secluded,
pleasantly sheltered and adorned with a great variety of trees, palms and ornamental shrubs was
offered for sale by auction in 10 lots in 1919…
Mywalharwah - A property near Wellington; see pastoral lease no. 8.
My Water Gully - On section 229, Hundred of Kuitpo, was named following a dispute between local land
holders, who declared the adjacent springs were ‘my waters’.

N
Nackara - The name may have been derived from the Aboriginal nakkare, associated with folklore, a game
forbidden to boys and young men during the ceremonies of introduction to manhood. Rodney Cockburn
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suggests it derives from the name of a spring under a hill which was opened out in the form of a tank, while
Day’s Railway Nomenclature opts for Aboriginal words for ‘my brother’ and ‘looking forward’.
The ‘Nackara Run’ was established by J. Williams in 1851 (lease no. 229). The town, 45 km ENE of
Peterborough, proclaimed as ‘Tregu’ on 2 July 1891, received its present name on 19 September 1940. Its
post office was opened as ‘Nackra’ in May 1883 the change being effected in October 1900. Its school
opened in 1891 and closed in 1967.
The Hundred of Nackara, County of Herbert was proclaimed on 5 August 1880 and its school existed from
1905 until 1908. The Nackara railway siding was 27 miles from Petersburg and, in 1887, away to the right
could be seen ‘a couple of dams known as Kennedy’s by the travellers of the eastern route’:
Outside of the station yard can be seen the roof of a house, the property of Mr Wickham, an
enterprising gentleman who combines farming, grazing, butchering, baking, storekeeping, post
office, pound yard and eating house. The place is situated on the roadside that has been for
years used by the eastern travellers to Thackaringa and Umberumberka. Mr Wickham has…
paddocks nicely fenced and a luxuriant growth of saltbush that would gladden the hearts of our
more northern squatters…
Photographs of the aftermath of a hail storm are in the Observer, 30 October 1926, page 31.
Nadda - Aboriginal for a ‘camp’. The Nadda railway station is 38 km South-East of Loxton and its post office
opened in January 1914 on section 127, Hundred of Bookpurnong and its school in 1924; closed in 1962. In
1916, the Nomenclature Committee recommended the name be changed to ‘Nalyilta’, meaning ‘bough
shelter’, to avoid confusion with ‘Naidia’.
Nadia Landing - In Tourville Bay; the surrounding district was called Nadia by the Aborigines. (See Denial
Bay & Naidia)
Nadjuri, Mount - On section 221E, Hundred of Tarcowie, named after Aboriginal people who inhabited the
area.
Nadzab, Lake - On section 599, Hundred of Lacepede, named by Professor W.D. Williams on 6 October 1983
after an adjoining property. When dry, part of the lagoon was used in pegging down skins in the process of
making skin rugs and clothing, the mineral content being very suitable for this purpose. It was changed to
‘Paranki Lagoon’ on 24 March 1980.
Naidia - According to Rodney Cockburn, when the Naidia Post Office was opened in December 1911 on
section 17C, Hundred of Bakara, 24 km North-East of Swan Reach, ‘the suggestion of migrants from the
West Coast prevailed. Nadia Well, in the Denial Bay district, was in mind and the inevitable corruption
occurred in the voyage across.’ The Naidia School was opened in 1920 by Olive G. Riley; it closed in 1943
when students were transported by bus to Swan Reach. (See Mantung, Nadda, Nadia Landing & Nildottie)
Naiko Inlet - In 1972, tentative approval was given for use of the name ‘Madigan Inlet’ in the Cape Jervis
area but the District Council of Yankalilla opposed it and substituted an Aboriginal name based on local
legend. Accordingly, this name was approved by the Geographical Names Board.
Nailsworth - The present suburb of Nailsworth comprises portion of sections 345-346 and the whole of
section 347, Hundred of Yatala. The first land grant for section 346, dated 10 September 1839, was to
Thomas Hudson Beare of Netley and, on 24 March 1845, he conveyed 26 acres to William Williams who,
the next day, sold 21 acres to William Jenkins.
He divided his land into three equal portions of seven acres each, selling one to Richard Hart on 31
December 1846, a second to Enoch Fry on 3 September 1847 and retaining the other third. On 10 March
1850, both William Jenkins and Enoch Fry conveyed their portions for a total of £140 to George Rolfe as
trustee of a syndicate of eleven persons, of which he was part. The enrolment document describes the land
being conveyed as comprising sixty-four allotments to be called ‘The Village of Nailsworth’, equally located
either side of California Street. The name ‘Rolfe’ is preserved as a street name abutting California Street.
The name was adopted from its namesake in Gloucestershire, England, where Enoch Fry was born; in 1196
it was written as nailleswurd - ‘Naegl’s stream, island’.
In Adelaide, the area was known, also, at the time as ‘Pine Forest’ and ‘St Johns Wood’, the former being
descriptive, as its native pine timber was used in the construction of the first Government House in
Adelaide, while the latter appears to have been both descriptive and taken from the name of an inner
suburb of London.
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The Aboriginal name describing the pine forest was narnu. Its school opened in 1862 and in 1926, it was
‘one of a series of nine central schools in the metropolitan area’:
[Their] purpose is to provide an education and training (magnified to some extent by a vocational
bias) for pupils leaving school to enter upon commercial, industrial or homemaking pursuits.
These types of school were established at the commencement of 1925…
Saturday, 14 November 1884 was remembered as a red-letter day among the members and friends of the
Salvation Army in Nailsworth and district:
As on it were opened new ‘barracks’… for the local corps by Major Howard, a gentleman who,
with Colonel Ballington Booth, has come from England for the purpose… [They] involved an
outlay of £350 [and] are situated about a mile out of North Adelaide… on the eastern side of the
main road.
A photograph of a millinery class is in the Chronicle, 10 August 1933, page 36, of a football team on 13
December 1934, page 32, of a picnic at Glenelg on 13 December 1934, page 33, of a domestic arts class on
12 September 1935, page 35, of a garden fair committee for the blind in The Critic, 6 May 1914, page 13.
Nain - An 1854 subdivision of section 127, Hundred of Nuriootpa, (640 acres) into nine blocks by Johann G.
Dohnt (1819-1868) and Johann G. Steicke, 3 km west of Greenock, taking its name from a town in Palestine,
near Nazareth. Pastor H.F.W. Proeve, of Nuriootpa, stated that the name has Biblical associations and that
the area was settled first by Germans from Hahndorf.
The name Nain was given, also, to section 309, contiguous to Daveyston, when Matthias Dienhoff
purchased the land in 1857 and became the first licensee of the ‘Old Nain Hotel’; he arrived in the Emmy in
1850 and died at Daveyston in 1875. The Nain School was opened by Maurice H. Verran in 1917; it closed
in 1940.
Nairne - The three sections on which the town is situated (5201-3) were part of a Special Survey of 4,000
acres made at the behest of Matthew Smillie who, in 1839, advertised the sale of allotments as being
situated ‘in a beautiful valley well sheltered from the prevailing winds… As the climate is salubrious, and
the elevation from the plains considerable, it is a most desirable spot for summer residences…’ In extolling
the new village in 1840 it was said that ‘it is on the finely watered spot selected by Captain Sturt for his
cattle brought overland two years ago, and it is the first place where fine water is found after leaving the
lake on the direct route from Sydney to Adelaide.’
Mr Smillie named the township in honour of his wife, nee Elizabeth Corse Nairne (1791-1861). He arrived
from Scotland in 1839 and 12 months later was elected to the first Adelaide municipal council; he died on
12 March 1847 at Mount Barker and was buried in Nairne. Nairne Extension was laid out by Henry Timmins
and East Nairne by Peter Dowding Prankerd and Robert Stuckey.
In 1840, a local hotelier, Mrs Stodart of the Nairne Arms, begged ‘leave to return thanks to her friends and
the public for the ample patronage she has experienced since she built and established an inn and store at
the village of Nairne’:
… As the population of the village and neighbourhood is rapidly increasing, she has started a
bullock dray to communicate with Adelaide once a fortnight, or oftener if required, which may be
heard of at Mr Campbell’s (late Campbell and Grieve) Hindley Street… Parties from Adelaide…
will find the village well worth visiting as it is situated in one of the finest and most beautiful
locations…
It is a good stage from Mr Crafer’s house in the Tiers and an easy day’s ride from town… The
nearest and the most direct road is by the village of Hhandorff [sic] and Glenfoy [sic], the
residence of Allan McFarlane Esq. A medical man is situated in the neighbourhood and several
builders and carpenters, a blacksmith and a butcher are in the village. A shoemaker is much
wanted…
This hotel ceased trading in 1856 due to competition from the New Nairne Hotel, opened in 1848, and the
licensing of the Crooked Billet (now the Miller’s Arms) that commenced trading in March 1851. However,
today, it survives as a private house.
In 1860, James Bust (sic) and his son were sinking a well about 12 feet away from the Nairne Creek and
observed ‘stuff’ that looked like gold and ‘this was not the first time gold has been found near here’:
Some specks were found in sinking another well in the neighbourhood and mine host of the
Millers’ Arms, late Crooked Billet, found some gold in a goose which he killed…
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Twenty years later reports were circulated that an ‘El Dorado eclipsing anything before discovered in South
Australia’ was being worked by a proprietor and his son within half an hour’s ride from Nairne and, by 1889,
the North Nairne Gold Mine was operating on section 5301, Hundred of Kanmantoo, and held under a lease
for 21 years with right of purchase at £25 per acre.
The diggings from which a good bit of gold has been taken is worked in the most primitive style…
There is now no doubt that a large and remunerative industry will shortly be developed but
unfortunately all the land is private property…
A sketch of a mill is in the Pictorial Australian in October 1880, Frearson’s Weekly, 13 November 1880, page
563, a historical sketch of the Institute in the Register, 23 January 1904, page 6c. A photograph of school
children is in the Chronicle, 11 June 1910, page 30, 27 January 1912, page 31, Observer, 11 June 1910, page
30.
Nakanbarangal - In the Hundred of Neville. In Aboriginal mythology and ancestral being rested there but
was driven away by swamp barrier beings and had to spear his ducks at a place farther south. The name
has a link with the pelican.
Nalang - Professor Tindale records the word ngalang as a camp site on section 359, Hundred of Tatiara,
while another source opts for ngalat belonging to the Wirrega clan of the Jackegilbrab people, meaning
‘limit’ or ‘boundary’. The name was applied to a pastoral property occupied by Loudon Hastings McLeod
(1807-1860) from 22 February 1846.
Rodney Cockburn says that the station was purchased by John and George Riddoch in 1878 and resumed
by the government in 1880 for agricultural purposes:
In that year the freehold portion was sold by auction, together with the newly surveyed town of
Nalang in quarter-acre blocks. [Author’s note: There is no record of this township in the
Department of Lands, but see under ‘Nalang Estate’.]
However, further suspicion to this statement was raised in 1910 when, at the Bordertown Hall on 23
November, Elder Smith & Company ‘offered for sale by auction on behalf of Mr R. McDonald, of Millicent,
the Nalang Estate of 14,400 acres’:
Nalang at one time was an estate of large dimensions but changes in ownership and, in recent
years, inducements offered to agriculturists have reduced its size… Mr McDonald shepherded
sheep on Nalang in the early fifties - ‘It was regarded in those times as the crack station in the
south’…
The Nalang School opened in 1932 by Doris Millard; closed in 1950. Nalang Creek is south of Wolseley.
Nalang Estate was a subdivision of various sections in the Hundreds of Tatiara and Wirrega.
Nalawort - A railway station near Mount Lofty. Aboriginal for ‘broad leaved wattle’.
Naljawi - The Aboriginal name for Little Scrub Hut in the Hundred of Warrenben - ‘quiet place’.
Nalyappa - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘water in a circle of hills’. The Nalyappa School, opened in 1908,
closed in 1938. The name was given, also, to a mining venture, when a large sum of money was spent in the
hope that the Moonta Lode extended into the proprietors’ land; ‘the result did not induce the adventurers
to continue their outlay.’ Nalyappa Springs are 14 km South-West of Moonta.
Namba, Lake - In the Far North-East, where fossil lungfish were found in 1972. Aboriginal for ‘bone fish’.
Nammuldi - A railway station 8 km north of Kimba. Aboriginal for ‘hidden’.
Namungarintja Conservation Park - North-West of Lake Maurice was proclaimed in 1986; Aboriginal for
‘sleeping serpent’.
Nanarindjera - On section 904, Hundred of Malcolm, was a place renowned for its sand flies, hence ‘sand
fly place’.
Nangari - A subdivision of part section 166, Hundred of Bookpurnong, ESE of Loxton, by Karl Otto Schultze
in 1925. The school opened in 1929, closed in 1967. Aboriginal for ‘shelter place’. A photograph of a flood
on Mr F.J. Bartram’s property is in the Chronicle, 15 November 1934, page 33.
Nangawooka - Aboriginal for ‘a place of springs’. Today, it is called ‘Hindmarsh Valley’.
Nangkita - The Ramindjeri people had a word nankitja - ‘tree grubs’, while in 1926 it was said to mean ‘place
of the little frogs’. The Hundred of Nangkita, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846.
The Nangkita Village Association was formed in 1894 by 23 members on 1,894 acres of land; disbanded
during 1895-96 it was taken over by some previous settlers. Its school opened in 1937 and closed in 1963;
the Nangkita Village School existed from 1895 until 1931. (See New Era & Ramco)
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In 1906, annual sports were held at Mount Compass.:
Results - Boys, under 14 - Claude Martin; Wheelbarrow race - Max Whermein; Potato and Spoon
Race - Otto Whermein; Girl’s race - Gladys Sweetman; Three-legged race - Atteral Brothers;
Tilting on Horseback - A. Atteral …
Nangula - Five kilometres South-East of Millicent. The Boandik people had a word ngarngoola meaning a
‘cave’ or ‘den’, while records at the SA Museum say it means ‘look-out’. The Nangula Springs School was
opened by Elizabeth L. Plunkett in 1878; it closed in 1962.
Nangwarry - Derived from the Aboriginal ngarang-wari; naran - ‘cave’ and wari - ‘cold’. The ‘Nangwarry
Run’ was established by A. Watson and C. McKinnon in 1851. Prior to that time it was known as ‘Henty’s
Water Hole’. (See Kilbride & Mackinnon Swamp)
Hundred of Nangwarry, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 24 October 1867. In 1879, the Nangwarry and
Penola forest reserves extended over 8,550 acres and a visitor reported that ‘of indigenous trees, I observed
red and peppermint gums, stringybark and honeysuckle’:
Several of the redgums measured 3 feet in diameter and over 80 feet in height… The best of the
timber has been culled out years ago and those of this class remaining are of too rough a nature
to be of much use as timber…
The town of Nangwarry, 18 km south of Penola, was proclaimed on 17 October 1974. Its school opened in
1940.
Nantabibbie - A railway station 10 km east of Oodlawirra. Aboriginal for ‘black kangaroo’.
Nantanobatj - A hill in the Hundred of Neville where burning fronds were used at night and tied to
boomerangs to convey messages.
Nantawarra - The Nantuwara people of some 25 to 30, a clan of the Kaurna people, once occupied the
country from the River Wakefield, north to Whitwarta and west to Hummock Range. The clan name means
‘kangaroo speech’, while in the vicinity of Kangaroo Flat and Roseworthy it was recorded as nantowira ‘kangaroo forest’. Its post office opened, circa 1923, and closed on 30 June 1982.
A railway station, 26 km north of Port Wakefield, bears the name while the name of the local school was
changed to ‘Beaufort’ in 1908; in 1959 the ‘Cameron East’ School became ‘Nantawarra’; it closed in 1968.
In 1874, the school was conducted in a chapel by Henry Mason with 22 enrolled pupils.
In 1914, an advertisement lauded:
Cosh’s New Hygienic Home - This institution for the relief and cure of all ailing persons under
hygienic principles - without drugs and without operations - is now open… It is nestled among
sugar gum trees, fruit trees and vines and Acher Valley, where the sea breezes wafted up the
vale from the Gulf of St Vincent are so modified that the most delicate constitution is not only
refreshed, but strengthened, even without restorative treatment…
A photograph of harvesting is in the Chronicle, 31 December 1910, page 30, of four generations of the
Underwood family in the Observer, 28 September 1912, page 29, of a basketball team in the Chronicle, 2
September 1937, page 37.
Nantudidnu - (See Mungari Beach).
Nantuma - A railway station 37 km north of Lock. Aboriginal for ‘bend’.
Nanyah Dam - In the Chowilla district. In 1925, ‘Nanyah’, the name of the last Aboriginal people in the
district, was proposed for a war service settlement scheme at Chaffey.
Napper Bridge - In 1855, William Napper went to Cobdogla by steamer to cut red gum sleepers for the
proposed Port Adelaide railway. Later, he conducted an accommodation house on the North-West corner
of Lake Bonney, on land purchased from William Parnell for £650 on 21 February 1863, and the little
settlement was christened ‘Blanket Town’.
In the 1890s, it was said that:
On the northern shore Mr Napper, one of the oldest settlers of this colony, owns an 80 acre
section of freehold sold by the Crown some 40 years ago. Mr Napper, who formerly carried on
sheep farming to the north of Lake Bonney, has found it more profitable to devote his attention
to horticulture and has established a small, but neat, garden there… (See Cobdogla)
In 1915, a bridge was built across Chambers Creek at its entrance to the lake and called the ‘North Lake
Bridge’ which was changed to ‘Napper Bridge’ sometime before 1928. The timber bridge was replaced by a
concrete structure in 1954.
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Napperby - The name was taken from a sub-head station of Bowman’s ‘Crystal Brook Run’ and J.F. Hayward
mentions it in his reminiscences. Land in the area was taken up first in 1845 by William Younghusband under
occupation licence. Prior to the gazettal of the town of Napperby, 10 km ENE of Port Pirie, on 29 March
1877, a settlement at ‘Government Dam’ was known sometimes as Napperby. (See Aroona, Government
Dam & Hayward)
The Hundred of Napperby, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 11 June 1874. The Napperby School
opened in 1880; the Napperby South School, in 1890, becoming ‘Hughes Gap’ in 1891.
In 1881, the Napperby Dam was ‘situated on the great cattle track from the north, leading down to South
Australia and the shepherds and cattle drovers have always had the free use of it’:
The confusion caused by the railway authorities by erecting a board with the words ‘Napperby
Station’ on it at Warnertown, a place known formerly as ‘Government Dam’ was also of concern
to residents… There was no place of residence for the schoolmaster… and the want of a sewing
mistress affected the numerical strength of the schoolmaster’s roll…
Napper Merrie - A pastoral property ‘33 miles from Innamincka.’ A photograph is in the Chronicle, 14
January 1911, page 32.
Nappyalla - Near Wellington; Aboriginal for ‘two wives’ and being the place associated with the two wives
of the ancestral being Ngurunderi. (See Chiton Rocks)
Naracoorte - The land on which the town stands today was taken up first by Charles Sherratt (from
Rocklands Station on the River Glenelg) and George Ormerod (1822-1872) from 6 May 1845 under
occupation licence. (See Ormerod, Lake) Their application showed their address as ‘Woorlirtina Creek’ and
described the land as being ‘60 miles north of Rivoli Bay known as the run country’. In 1849, six sections
were surveyed along this creek by Eugene Bellairs who made no mention of the name ‘Naracoorte’. The
founder of the town was Mr William MacIntosh who, at one time was the owner of a great part of the
Hundred. (See Kincraig & Moy Hall)
He erected a public house (Merino Inn) and a store and this settlement became known as ‘Skye Town’ (see
Kincraig) but it did not make much headway until 1852 when the ‘Chinese passed through in such numbers
that about 7,000 of them were recorded as honouring it by a visit during one year’:
But times have changed since then. The almond-eyed Mongolian no longer troops through in
battalions, but he stays by ones and twos and cultivates the gardens in such excellent style that
all kinds of vegetables are now grown in the district, instead of being obtained from Mount
Gambier.
As for the government town of Naracoorte that was surveyed in 1859, on high ground north of the creek
for reasons of drainage and hygiene, the most unpardonable blundering took place when the site for a post
office and courthouse was fixed at the very end of the new township, more than half a mile from the centre
of business, The result of this folly was in the establishment of a second post and telegraph office in Kincraig.
This building adjoined the store of Mr J.H. Cunningham who had a good deal to do with its establishment
and who deserved the thanks of the community because 90 per cent of the letters were expected to go
there against 10 per cent to the district post office.
The first sale of allotments in the government town was made on 21 August 1862 at an average price of
about £5-5-0 while Naracoorte East was laid out in 1868 by Thomas Hinckley on part sections 5 and 6 the
first registered sale of an allotment being made on 1 February 1869 to George Platt.
In 1868, the case of the proposed District Council of Narracoorte was a ‘striking illustration of the beauty
of the implanted land system.’ On the one side could be seen a wealthy man, Thomas Magarey, who had
been fortunate enough to ‘secure the privilege of running large flocks of sheep for a long series of years
over the surrounding country by which he realised universal profits, monopolising as he did the whole grass
of the place, for his sheep ran up to the very doors of the townsfolk. On the other hand the population of
the village was hemmed in and could barely keep a cow to milk, as during the greater part of the year the
sheep left nothing for any other class of animal to exist upon.’
By late 1868, it had four large stores and, of course, all this development could not have taken place without
causing a demand for additional building allotments, which want Mr Magarey was not slow in supplying at
the ‘moderate rate of about £30 an acre.’ In addition, he rented most of his land at good rentals. This suited
the distant proprietor who, residing in Adelaide, ‘drew a magnificent income from his run, sold his land
which cost £1 an acre at thirty times the price, kept an overseer and a few men at 15 shillings a week - the
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sole occupants of an immense country, except the townspeople who were huddled together on land
altogether insufficient for their requirements.’
The real Naracoorte was a little group of houses, besides the local court house, the post office
and telegraph station, a flour mill and one store. The township, where nearly all business was
done, was a little distance away and named Kincraig and the inhabitants referred to it as
‘Naracoorte’. Newspaper correspondents followed the same rule and thus Kincraig, when named
at all, was done by strangers.
It boasted of some handsome buildings, including two banks, Jones’s Hotel and some excellent
stores. Naracoorte was built in the middle of a sheep run and similar properties surrounded it on
all sides and yet some of the people were not happy because they felt that these large estates
were a drag on their wheels of progress. They thought of what the town could have been and
quote the words of Oliver Goldsmith:
Ill fares that land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.
The streets are wide and the township would have a cheerful look were it not, like the black
fellow’s campment, stuck down in a hollow by a creek. It is said to be unhealthy in comparison
with other towns in the colony and in summer time the heat is as oppressive as on the Adelaide
plains.
Professor Norman Tindale records the name Ngarangurt, gives no meaning of the word but suggests the
name was corrupted and applied to the nearby ‘Narcoot (sic) Waterhole’ while A.W. Reed’s Aboriginal Place
Names says the name derived from Gnange-Kuri, meaning ‘a large waterhole’. Other sources believed
‘Naracoorte’ to be a corruption of an Aboriginal name for the local creek. Further, correspondence in 1860
suggested that the creek was called Naracoorta by the Aborigines; but see below where this statement is
disputed; another letter referred to the new town of ‘Narracoorta’.
The proprietor of a local newspaper, Mr A. Caldwell, in a reply to a query on the town’s nomenclature, said:
Dying legends state that Narracoorte derived its name from narcoot, a native appellation of a
waterhole somewhere in the neighbourhood, the locality of which is not generally known. Its
residents and the public call the town Narracoorte but the Government departments drop an ‘r’.
Local historian, Ms Judy Murdoch, advised the author that she had never been satisfied with the attempts
to find the meaning if, indeed, there is one for the name ‘Naracoorte’:
The references to water seem quite inappropriate, as the Naracoorte Creek is a largely seasonal
stream - or was until the 1897 earthquake opened springs… The only place within a short
distance… with Aboriginal links is ‘Garey’s Swamp’, which again was highly seasonal… The
reference to water just doesn’t make much sense… [Another local historian, Peter Rymill,
believes ‘the creek was of prime importance as stock water to the early settlers, and Ormerod’s
Waterhole was the principal datum point in the early surveys.’]
Someone, and it was not a local, told me that it should be Ngarga Coota - ‘place of the stone’.
Garey’s Swamp was known to be a place where Aboriginal corroborees were held. An old
resident recalled several in her childhood. She told us people came from all around, not just the
locals… It was known that ceremonial meetings for trade and marriage arrangements were part
of the South East culture. Is it not then possible that trading for stone axes took place there, in an
area where no suitable stone existed?
Dr Gunning, who settled there in 1849, said the name should be Gnanga-Kurt, but did not give a meaning
of it while Mr Magarey said his father, who was at Naracoorte in 1861, was told by the natives that the
name was nanna-coorta and that this name was ‘given to the public by the Press’; Mr McIntosh said the
word meant ‘large waterhole’, while the Land Grant of Section 3 to George Ormerod in November 1850
describes the location as ‘Naracoorta Creek’. (See Magarey Park)
In 1908, there was a reference that said that James McLean, a Sheriff’s officer, mentioned ‘Nancoota [sic]
Springs’ in one of his reports while Alexander Tolmer recorded ‘Narcoota Springs’. Further, in his
reminiscences, Norman V. Wallace recounted another version told to him by Malcolm Nicholson who was
born ‘just over the border in the early days’:
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Once, when some Aborigines were fishing in the creek that caught a yellow-bellied fish and were
asked what they called it; and they had said something like ‘naracoorta’ which the surveyors
translated into the name of the creek.
In contrast to the above opinions as to the name of the creek, correspondence from Messrs Sherratt and
Ormerod on 8 October 1845, to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, describes their run as being on
Woorlirtina Creek where ‘the south west angle of the block has been cut off to meet [the] proposed
boundary of Mr Sanders’ run. In order to make it a compact block we have had to enclose a considerable
proportion of waste swampy land now under water, also part of the stringy bark range.’
This primary source evidence negates, to a certain extent, the above secondary source explanations as to
the creek’s name and the Penola historian, Peter Rymill, found it most interesting as it places another early
pastoralist, Benjamin Sanders ‘still west of Naracoorte [at Moyhall]’ who ‘hadn’t yet moved to Morambro’
and, as for the name ‘Woorlirtina’, he opined that the town may have to be renamed!
The name ‘Narracoorte’ (sic) was adopted in December 1868 when it was reported that:
Kincraig, Narracoorte [sic], Skye Town and Mosquito Plains [have set] an example worthy of
adoption by other portions of the colony. These several names refer to one township, but they
have confused students… so it has been unanimously decided to… adopt the one name of
Narracoorte.
Photographs of flooding in the town are in the Observer, 18 August 1906, page 28, of the town on 18 April
1908, page 29, Chronicle, 28 June 1913, page 30, of a military encampment on 9 March 1907, page 28, of
members of The Mutual Club on 6 June 1908, page 29, The Critic, 5 July 1911, page 10, Observer, 16
August 1913, page 31, of Liberal Union members in the Chronicle, 25 November 1911, page 31, of the
opening of the public baths on 22 December 1932, page 34, of an Arbor Day on 29 June 1933, page 35, of
a Queen competition on 19 September 1935, page 41, of the laying of the foundation stone of a new
Institute hall, in the Observer, 6 December 1913, page 31, of horse racing in the Chronicle, 23 March 1933,
page 38, of a military encampment on 9 March 1907, page 28. (See Kingston)
The Hundred of Naracoorte, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 24 October 1867.
The Naracoorte to Tatiara Railway
The Naracoorte to Tatiara railway route, when adopted, was a puzzle to any one who
merely looked at the map of South Australia and it was a sore point with many Tatiara
settlers who exclaimed, indignantly, ‘The government deny us a railway for eight years
and when it is wrung from them they place it within a couple of miles of the Border, so
as to be as far as possible from us.’
(Register, 9 August 1880)
This 44 mile extension from Naracoorte was only authorised after a hard struggle against the determined
opposition and persistent misrepresentation of influential and interested parties whose strong desire was
to see the comparatively few farmers located in the Tatiara compelled to seek a fresh field for their labours
for want of communication with the seaboard. However, success eventually crowned the efforts of men
undaunted by repeated disappointments.
In 1875, the Railway Commissioner recommended the construction of a line from Baker’s Range to
Cockatoo Lake and it was included in the historically ‘broad and comprehensive policy’ of Mr J.P. Boucaut.
It was also taken up by the Colton government and petition after petition was sent to parliament praying
for a railway extension to the Tatiara.
Mr Ebenezer Ward, as a member of the Colton government in 1877, introduced a Bill for the construction
of railways from Naracoorte to Border Town and from Naracoorte to Jessie. But ‘officially’ he did not to see
either scheme carried out because the Colton government was ousted soon afterwards from office and Mr
Boucaut and his colleagues ruled in their stead. And then it was on 20 November 1877 that Mr Boucaut
‘discovered’ that the reports of the Engineer-in-Chief and the Surveyor-General did not justify the line. It
was rather late to make the ‘discovery’ when the line had been talked about for so long and when some
part of it had been adopted by his government two years before.
This celebrated report of the Surveyor-General was to the effect that the land was sour Bay of Biscay
country and not adapted for agricultural purposes. But he was in error as to the capabilities of the land and
the Tatiara people became more than ever determined to have a railway. But, to their surprise in 1878,
their line was quietly stopped by the government and the one to Jessie, which was not generally approved
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in the district, was pressed on, but Mr Hardy, one of the members for Albert, struggled manfully to thwart
this proposal and was ultimately successful.
A combination of two schemes was then decided upon in 1878 when a Bill was introduced to provide for a
railway from Naracoorte to Hynam, Binnum and Frances, running along the border for some distance, thus
tapping the West Wimmera district of Victoria, and an amendment was proposed by Mr Henning to extend
the line to the Tatiara and this was accepted and passed in the House of Assembly on 23 October 1878. But
ill fortune pursued it to the Legislative Council where it was opposed by the Hon. R.C. Baker, who leased a
run just over the border and it was rejected by a majority of two votes.
A correspondent to the Register opined:
… Power is the commodity Mr John Baker wants most. He feels in the high road to it now. Happily for
the country he is too impatient to conceal his designs… In truth, Mr Baker is never happy in his
attempts at the sensational. Whenever he goes out of his way to perpetuate his name by some
brilliant achievement, he is sure to lead his followers into the mire and leave them there. Anything he
attempts is pretty sure to exhibit in its details a singular combination of adroitness without
judgement and ingenuity… We can call to mind no instance in which he has, even by accident,
deviated into success.
The people of Tatiara were immediately up in arms while the press throughout the colony wrote
sympathetically in respect of the ill treatment meted out to them. In 1880, the Bill passed through the
House again and approved in the Council by nine votes and in mid-1881 it was said that Custon was ‘quite
lively from the influx of people connected with the Tatiara and Border Town railway, the construction of
which was commenced last week’:
This place possesses no less than three separate names and the best known is ‘University Blocks’. The
railway people call the railway station ‘Tatiara’ while the post office, in the very same building, is
‘Custon’, after the adjoining government township, which was sold a few months ago…
By January 1883, this town was the terminus of the Tatiara railway and when first constructed it was said
that it was a foolish piece of extravagance and would never pay but, by a strange perversity, did so. The
first load of wheat was delivered at Custon in December 1883 to Messrs Grice & Co. - 25 bags grown by
Crouch Brothers at Kaniva:
The Custon to Bordertown railway should have been completed now, but as far as Wolseley is
concerned there is little cause for dissatisfaction, as, thanks to the foresight of the resident engineer,
provision was made for receiving and storing wheat in the station yard, and this week regular
communication was commenced between here and Custon. The first special goods train was brought
up by Mr Mann on Tuesday last (23rd) and every truck obtained from the traffic department has been
sent away filled with wheat… [See under ‘Kingston’ for an account of the earlier railway.]
Naramendjarang - A hill covered with blackwood trees on sections 188 and 189, Hundred of Malcolm, was,
in Aboriginal mythology, the place where an ancestral being made boomerangs by chiselling wood from the
trees.
Narcoco - South of Burra. Aboriginal for ‘lookout point’.
Narcoonah - A railway station 5 km South-West of Mount Pleasant. Aboriginal for ‘seeing’.
Narien Range - North of Jamestown. (See Ngadjuri, Mount).
Narlaby - (See Paney Bluff)
Narraburra - In the Hundred of Waterhouse. Aboriginal for ‘rough country’.
Narridy - It may be derived from Narrinde, the name of the indigenous people of the lower north. The town,
13 km South-East of Crystal Brook, surveyed by Charles W. Sprigg, was offered for sale on 7 December 1871.
In 1876, lots 109 and 110 were granted to the Council of Education for a school opened in 1878 and closed
in 1967; its post office opened in December 1873.
The Hundred of Narridy, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871:
The cool unblushing effrontery of the present Ministry is past all belief; they have caused some
130 sections to be surveyed and proclaimed as an area in the worst part of the North… I can
bring overwhelming evidence to prove that there is not 20 acres a piece for those who have been
here to examine… The villainy is more apparent when they see on the same and neighbouring
runs splendid land for which they say they would rather give five pounds per acre than five
shillings for the greater part of the Narridy area…
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The Hundred of Narridy School opened in 1886 and closed in 1891 - it reopened the same year as ‘Rocky
River’.
A photograph of members of the school’s Bird Protection Club is in the Chronicle, 5 August 1911, page 29;
also see Observer, 12 August 1911, page 30, of the opening of a bridge across the Rocky River in the
Chronicle, 19 November 1910, page 43a, of a football team in the Observer, 28 September 1912, page 31.
Narrowie - A school in the Terowie District took its name from a local homestead; opened in 1926 it closed
in 1937; owie is Aboriginal for ‘water’.
Narrung - The word is a corruption of the Aboriginal ngnara-rung - ‘place of the large sheaoaks’. These trees
provided wood for boomerangs, clubs and other weapons of the indigenous people, who traded
manufactured weapons down along the Coorong to others in exchange for stone axes and mallee wood
spear poles.
The first evidence of occupation of adjacent land was in 1844 when William Giles, on behalf of the South
Australian Company, lodged a description of land in his occupation, viz., ‘The Peninsula between Lake
Victoria [now Alexandrina] and Lake Albert.’ This same description was lodged by Duncan McFarlane three
weeks later. A jetty was erected there in 1877 and, in the same year, construction began on the Point
Malcolm lighthouse on the opposite bank.
The town of Narrung, 35 km east of Goolwa, surveyed by George McCoy in March 1907, was proclaimed
on 25 April 1907. Its post office opened in June 1910 and its school in 1912, the latter closing in 1983; the
laying of the foundation stone for a new school was reported in 1929; photographs are in the Chronicle,
3 September 1910, page 30.
In 1909, it was noted that ‘a portion of the Narrung Estate had not been allotted to the white men for
closer settlement.’
What then forbids that [portion of it] be reserved for the enlargement of the Point Macleay
Aborigines Mission Station. I hold that our natives should have enough land reserved for their
use whereon they can make a living… They are good with stock and are good shearers and now
seems the chance for the government to do them natural justice… The white man, by force of
numbers, took their land away from them, killed and scared away their kangaroos and
slaughtered their opossums…
Photographs of the punt are in the Chronicle, 4 August 1928, page 41.
Nash, Hundred of - In the County of Kintore, proclaimed on 23 October 1890, honours Benjamin Nash
(1829-1890), MP (1887-1890) who came to Adelaide in July 1855 and opened a tailoring business and was
so successful he retired in 1877 and went for a trip round the world. Little has been written of his
parliamentary career but he was ‘specially fond of music and up to the last retained a powerful tenor voice.’
Nason Hill - East of Lyndhurst, probably recalls George S. Nason (1836-1910), teacher and gold miner. A list
of members of Babbage’s exploration party includes ‘G. Nason, teamster.’
Nation Rocks - Near Cape Jaffa and named after P. A. Nation, a pilot and harbour master, who married
Martha Newland, the daughter of Rev. R.W. Newland. He died at Wallaroo in 1867, aged 48.
Native Valley - In the Hundred of Kanmantoo, 8 km east of Nairne, was named by Patrick Mullins (ca.18111873) who settled there with his wife and family in the early 1850s after their arrival from Ireland in the
Lady Bruce in 1846. The site of a permanent Aboriginal encampment set among trees, with an assured
water supply, its post office operated from 1896 until 21 August 1954, while the school opened as
‘Dawesley’ in 1866; changed to ‘Native Valley’ in 1904 and closed in 1943.
A proposed school was discussed in 1873 when ‘Mr W.H. Bundey, MP, forwarded a memorial signed by 27
parents in support of Mr Newton’s application for a licence “at this place” and setting forth that Mr
Newton’s school was better situated than the school at Dawesley…’ The converted church on Harrogate
Rd/Princess Highway was the Native Valley Primitive Methodist Church.
Natures Eye - Rodney Cockburn says it is a ‘remarkable formation on Granite Island - a round stone in a
pool of ever flowing water.’ Noel Webb compiled the following:
Nature’s eye is filled with tearsDoes she weep for the joy of a million years?
Does she weep for the woes that are to be?
As the waves roll in from the southern sea?
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Are they tears of joy or tears of woe?
We cannot tell as the waters flow;
Nature has never told us why
The tears come flooding to her eyes.
Naturi - A railway station 16 km North-East of Tailem Bend. Its school opened in 1918 and closed in 1939.
Aboriginal for ‘sandy soil’.
Naughton Well - On section 228, Hundred of Paratoo, was named after the selector who sunk it in 1886.
Nautilus Beach - On Thistle Island where rare nautilus seashells are found.
Navan - A subdivision of section 728, Hundred of Gilbert, 10 km north of Tarlee, by John Hallett (1804-1868)
and Joseph Stilling (ca.1823-1863), circa 1856, who named it after its counterpart in Ireland, one of the first
Boroughs established by the English in County Meath and appears to have arisen under the patronage of
the Nangles, Barons of Navan, who, towards the close of the 12th century founded an abbey there; it was,
also, the name of the great palace of the Kings of Ulster.
Its school, opened in 1858, closed in 1886, while in 1872, ‘the schoolroom was, sadly, too small for the
requirements of the 47 scholars and Mr Inglis said that two other rooms were constantly used for the
accommodation of pupils…’ Its post office opened in 1866. (See Giles Corner & Tarlee)
Neale - William Henry Neale, took out an occupation licence on 1 July 1847, calling it ‘Burra Hill’ and he is
remembered by Neale Flat, 10 km South-East of Eudunda in the Hundred of Neales. The Neale Flat Post
Office opened in September 1883 and in 1894, the Neale’s Flat coursing match was ‘run in very
unfavourable weather… Owing to the defect in the slips several dogs got away alone, severely pumping
themselves to no purpose… J. Moeller and Mr Rowett gave entire satisfaction as judges.’ Its school opened
in 1918 and closed in 1942.
River Neales flows into the western side of Lake Eyre and, in his published journal of 6 June 1859, John
McD. Stuart said: ‘This I have named “The Neale”, after J.B. Neale Esq, MLA’. (The omission of the letter ‘s’
from ‘Neales’ appears to have been an error on the part of the editor.) In 1880, it was reported that:
Messrs Hooker & Co. of the Lion Foundry, Kilkenny, the successful contractors for the making of a
bridge which is to cross the Neales River, over which the Great Northern Railway line has to pass,
have completed the first span of the structure, and in honour of doing so celebrated the occasion
by a banquet at the yard of the firm…
John Bentham Neales, MP (1857-1870) MLC (1851-1857, 1870-1873), born in Devon, in 1806, came to South
Australia in the Eden, in 1838, and engaged in the auctioneering business. According to Douglas Pike he was
‘a gentleman confessing High Church and Tory parentage [who] supported State Aid for County Districts,
but… would rather put his hand voluntarily into his pocket for £50 for the church than pay the smallest sum
on compulsion.’ A man of rough and ready wit he had a long, successful career in politics, was known as the
‘father of mining in South Australia’ and was twice Commissioner of Crown Lands; he died at Glenelg in
1873. (See Islington)
The Hundred of Neales, County of Eyre, was proclaimed on 12 July 1866, while its school had its name
changed to ‘Freshwater Creek’ in 1927.
Neath Vale - Five kilometres South-East of Terowie. There is a ‘Vale of Neath’ in Glamorgan, England,
derived from nedd (pl. neth) - ‘circling’.
Neaylon Hill - North of Lake Kopperamanna, recalls J. Neaylon who held pastoral lease no. 2789 which, in
1877, he called ‘Apatoonganie’. A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in August 1884, page 124.
Nectar Brook - ‘Nectar’ being a drink of the Grecian Gods, this descriptive name was applied to a railway
station, 40 km south of Port Augusta, and a post office that opened in May 1897 and closed in May 1899.
Its school opened in 1897 and closed in 1939.
In 1884, Mr Hullett proposed to utilise springs which he had discovered in the ranges near Nectar Brook
‘by cutting into the rocks and laying mains to the thirsty plains below’:
A number of farmers, who had suffered severely from want of water during hot summers,
expressed their willingness to guarantee interest on the outlay necessary for the construction of
the works, if the government would undertake them…
Neds Corner - On the River Murray. Although in Victoria an explanation of its nomenclature is included here
because of its South Australian associations:
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Edward Meade Bagot travelled up the Murray… and established a sheep station at ‘Loweowelo’ a
few miles west of the Anabranch junction… [in Victoria]. Farther down the Murray, Bagot had a
run called Murtho and, in 1849, he took over runs of Lindsay Island and Walwalla on the opposite
side next to Kulnine. This country… became known as Ned’s Corner and in later years people
thought that it was named after Bagot.
This supposition is believed to be incorrect and Edward Bate Scott, a long-time friend of Bagot, said in 1905,
‘Ned’s Corner was named after an old shepherd of the late E.M. Bagot…’
Needles Island - In the Coorong, is an eroded platform of limestone, with jagged needle like spikes. The first
reserve dedicated for Aborigines in South Australia was ‘The Needles’ in April 1876. The name occurs on
the Isle of Wight, England, and derives from the Œ nedl - ‘needle’ and was used first in 1400 for this sharp
rock.
Neeta - An irrigation area 3 km south of Mannum which, according to Mr G.L. Pretty of the Adelaide
Museum, derives from ngita - ‘netting place for fish’. H.C. Talbot said:
I am unable to trace the origin of this native name. It would have been adopted for the name of
the post office there but, owing to the similarity to Nietta, a town in Tasmania, was rejected and
Ponde (‘Murray cod’) substituted. As for “Neetha” there is no such word in the Narrinyeri
vocabulary. The Aboriginal name for ‘bittern’ is tarkoori.
Professor Tindale says that the name probably covers the whole of the swampy area at the big bend in the
Murray River and means, literally, ‘brown bittern’. Its school opened in 1920 and became ‘Ponde’ in 1921.
When the settlers went to Neeta they were told by the government that they were going to
make a good living… Although the settlers have been there between four and five years it was
only recently they were told that they would have to pay rents, water rates, etc… The channels
running through Neeta are very leaky. We have a pumping plant but the settlers are called upon
to pay all pumping charges. Nine-tenths of the water that runs on to the blocks is caused by
faulty channelling…
A photograph is in the Observer, 12 June 1915, page 27.
Neill, Port - In 1940, the government town of ‘Carrow’ 40 km north of Tumby Bay, was declared to be known
as Port Neill in honour of Mr A.S. Neill of the Marine Board. In 1911, although it was less than a year since
the township blocks were put up for auction:
Already a lot of progress has been made… There are three general stores, blacksmith’s, saddler’s,
butcher’s and baker’s shops, seven dwelling houses, a school and a large goods shed. The largest
jetty on Eyre’s Peninsula is being constructed and a large two-story hotel is being built. The
contractors for the jetty are Messrs Lewis and Read. Their foreman is Mr F. Stephenson…
The hotel will be a handsome building. The designers are Messrs Conrad Brothers of Adelaide
and the contractors are Ward Brothers of Tumby Bay… In the goods shed, services and Sunday
school are held… A piano has been installed in the shed until the hotel is completed… The school
is much crowded. The roll number is now 28, but only three desks have been supplied… A
football club has been formed.
In November 1909, tenders were called for the erection of a jetty and, by August 1910, Messrs Lewis and
Reid’s proposal had been accepted. Work commenced in 1911 and was completed in May 1912. It was 413
metres long with a curved head of 49 metres.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 21 October 1937, page 34.
Nelshaby Spring - Eight kilometres North-East of Port Pirie. Aboriginal for ‘hot spring’. From 1874, Port Pirie
got its water supply from it and, in 1875:
In the foreground [was] the reservoir; the dam with its circling arms embracing the innumerable
rills that come trickling and tinkling through the grass from the various springs with a music
particularly pleasant to one accustomed to a dry and thirsty land; on the left of the picture may
be noticed the humble abode of the Manager, consisting of a couple of tents and a rough stable;
to the right, among the clumps of gums, the hut and workshop of the contractor for building the
manager’s home.
The greenish grey plain of Port Pirie appears and its houses and the jetties look like a row of
pieces of road metal… The superabundant water from the reservoir is running in a stream from
the South-East or upper corner of the dam past the manager’s tent and tumbles into a creek…
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The springs, strangely, are not situated in a hollow or flat, but on the top of a swelling ridge
running from a double hill… (See Waterworks Town)
Nelson - An 1858 subdivision of section 3033, Hundred of Kooringa, by Anthony Forster and Samuel Nelson:
There was an extensive sale of town allotments by auction… [by] Mr Nelson, the proprietor. [It]
was sold on the ground and after a spirited competition, the whole of the allotments, with the
exception of five, were disposed of… (See Millerton)
Nelsonville - Near Lameroo, remembers Francis Nelson, who arrived with his parents in the Sibella, in 1852,
and died in 1936, aged 87. Today, its railway station is called ‘Mulpata’ (formerly Urrabirra). Its school
opened in 1924 and became ‘Mulpata’ in 1929.
Nene Valley - North West of Port MacDonnell where the Nene was wrecked on 20 November 1854.
Nepabunna - A name of a former Aboriginal settlement conducted by the United Aborigines Mission, 70
km east of Leigh Creek; derived from nipapanha awi urtu - ‘shallow waterhole’. Its school opened in 1945.
Nepean Bay - On Kangaroo Island, was named by Matthew Flinders on 21 March 1802 after Sir Evan
Nepean, First Secretary to the Admiralty. A monument to commemorate his landing and the naming of
Kangaroo Island was unveiled on 22 March 1902.
On Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Bouganville - Vice-Admiral Louis Antoine de Bouganville was a
navigator who led an expedition that circumnavigated the world; he worked earnestly to obtain the release
of Matthew Flinders, even when France and England were at war.
Nepean Bay forms a most beautiful harbor, there is never a swell breaking in it, but this serious
want of water prevents vegetation here and the keeping of any stock. I think that boring 200 feet
would procure water, and if so, this township of Kingscote would be invaluable to the Company
as a whaling station and port of discharge… I do not despair of doing well here…
The town of Nepean Bay was laid out on sections 143 and 144, Hundred of Haines, by Nepean
Developments Ltd in 1961.
Nepouie Spring - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘flat rock water hole’ - nipa - ‘flat rock’ and awi - ‘water’. The
‘Nepouie Run’ was established, east of Lyndhurst; by Thomas Elder in 1863 (lease no. 1741) and the
Nepowie (sic) copper mine was ‘in the neighbourhood of Wooltana.’ Nepouie Peak is east of Lyndhurst and
its Aboriginal name was wardnuwartanha.
Neptune Islands - Three small rocky islands south of Thistle Island, near Port Lincoln; named by Matthew
Flinders on 21 February 1802, ‘for they seemed inaccessible to men’ - in mythology Neptune is the god of
the sea. A lighthouse is situated on South Neptune Island. Baudin named North Neptune Island La Parasol
(The Umbrella), while Freycinet’s charts show it as I. Valbelle.
In 1876, the mutton bird egging season opened in November and ‘any amount of fun as well as profit can
be obtained’:
A special expedition was arranged on Saturday when the smart little coasting steamer, Ceres,
commanded by Captain J. Germein, took about 15 persons to the islands… Towards the
afternoon the Ceres looked like a market boat with the boxes, baskets and bags of eggs, dozens
of dead and living mutton birds and sober pengulas [sic], which latter quarrelled vigorously
among themselves… They are irascible little oddities and a pair I took home, as an addition to the
poultry yard, usurped the ducks’ quarters…
An iron screw-piled jetty was erected on South Neptune Island during 1902-1903.
Photographs of the lighthouse and jetty are in the Chronicle, 22 February 1902, page 2 (supp.); also see
Observer, 26 January 1907, page 28.
Netherby - Takes its name from a house, once standing between Urrbrae and Springfield, built prior to 1867
by Colonel James Henderson:
In 1843… [he] accompanied Colonel Frome as surveyor on an expedition to Lake Torrens… Some
time in the fifties, Netherby was sold to Mr Richard Hicks, one of the early solicitors of Adelaide
and it was purchased from him by the late Sir William Morgan… In the early days wild dogs were
a menace to sheep in the outlying suburbs and at Netherby may still be seen part of a stone wall,
all that is left of the original sheepfold, in which the animals were housed at night… In the time of
Sir William there were 11 acres of orangery and vineyards and he set up a wine press…
The house was demolished in 1949.
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The suburb of Netherby was laid out by the Bank of NSW, in 1912, having acquired the land (part section
263) as mortgagee of John Pile, who purchased it in 1890; at that time it was said, ‘Netherby, near Mitcham,
a superior residential estate of 192 acres…’ Details of the sale of Netherby Estate were reported in 1913.
The name occurs in Cumberland, England, where there is an ancient Roman station of considerable
importance and a large collection of Roman coins and other artefacts are deposited in ‘Netherby Hall’.
Netherleigh - A post office on section 1, Hundred of Bakara, 16 km east of Swan Reach, opened in December
1911. The school was opened in 1909 as ‘Bakara’; name changed in 1913, it closed in 1935. Another report
says it closed in 1943 when students were transported by bus to Swan Reach. (See Nildottie)
Netherton - A subdivision of sections 883-85 and part section 886, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Thomas
Bartlett, is a common place name in Great Britain and means ‘lower town’.
The name Netherton was given, also, to a post office opened on 15 January 1915 on section 34, Hundred
of Peake, 13 km south of Peake, being the maiden name of Mrs J. Cattle, an early settler; it closed on 31
October 1969. The school, opened in 1912 by Gladys Wilkin, closed in 1945; its post office opened in 1915.
Netley - Thomas H. Beare (1792-1861) purchased section 101, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1838, naming it after
‘Netley Abbey’ in Hampshire, the County in which he was born. The ‘Halfway House’ Inn stood on this
section having been opened by Jacob Prowse on 26 March 1840.
The suburb of Netley Estate was laid out in 1913 on sections 101, 106, 156 and 2032, Hundred of Adelaide,
by Herbert White Hughes, as executor of H.B. Hughes. Beare Avenue now perpetuates the name of the
early landowner, although it was known, originally, as Bews Road when the area was subdivided. Today,
Netley extends from Richmond Road to Pembroke and Playford Avenues, Holt Street and Comet Avenue,
and from Marion Road to the Adelaide Airport boundary. The name derives from an Anglo-Saxon word
meaning ‘wet pasturage’. The Netley School opened in 1960.
Netley Gap, south of Manna Hill, took its name from the ‘Netley Run’, established by Thomas Elder in 1865
and described in 1897:
Next day we made a start for Netley. Again it was another chapter in the story ‘eaten-out’
country. Where the stock did not get at it, owing to the absence of water, the bush was looking
well. When we entered Netley we came on a fine piece of saltbush country, to which the sheep
had found their way. This only lasted a couple of miles, however, and we soon learned that the
sheep had travelled a long distance to reach it. The paddy melons crackled under our feet as we
walked over the rich flat to the homestead… The run comprises 150 [square] miles, divided into
ten paddocks…
Nettlina - A school in the Hundred of Kennion on Reedy Creek takes its name from a local homestead; it
opened in 1892, the first teacher being Alice Robson.
Neudorf - In the Hundred of Onkaparinga, about 3 km North-West of Lobethal, adjoining the South-Eastern
corner of section 58; a German word meaning ‘new village’. Changed to ‘Mamburdi’ in 1918 and restored
on 13 November 1986.
Neukirch – It was laid out on section 3001, Hundred of Belvidere, by Adam Bartsch (1808-1887), circa 1860;
a German word meaning ‘new church’; he arrived in the Victoria in 1848. The Pilgrim Lutheran Church, built
in 1857, still stands except for the replacement of its original thatched roof and the addition of a vestry and
porch. Its school existed from 1868 until 1870. In 1918, the name was changed to ‘Dimchurch’ after the
Nomenclature Committee had suggested ‘Pangarinda’, Aboriginal for ‘evening twilight’. Its original name
was restored on 17 April 1975.
Neuroodla - A school, 37 km west of Hawker, opened in 1956 by Norman L. Denny, closed in 1963. The
name was taken from a nearby creek.
Neville, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 3 November 1864, recalls Neville Blyth, MP
(1860-1878), who was born in Warwickshire, in 1825, He migrated in the Ariadne in 1839, was Minister of
Education in a Boucaut ministry and, having contested, unsuccessfully, the District of Encounter Bay in 1871,
re-entered Parliament in 1877 to fill a vacancy caused by the acceptance of the office of Agent-General by
his brother, Arthur Blyth. He resigned in 1878 because of ill health and returned to England.
New - In the Koonunga district, on sections 16 and 25, was the marble mine New Carrara and Parliament
House, in Adelaide, was built from its deposits. Its post office opened in November 1883 and closed in
December 1885. Today, the name is perpetuated by ‘Carrara Road’ in the near vicinity. (See Carrara Hill)
New Dublin - (See Dublin)
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New Era was a village between Cadell and Morgan created in 1894 as an experiment in the communal
system:
Another Village Association has been formed at Port Adelaide and has been named the New Era.
Messrs W. Carter and H.W. Clark were appointed to inspect some land in the Hundred of Cadell,
about eight miles from Morgan… They found that the land is heavily timbered, with patches of
clear land of about 40 acres in extent. The land consists for the most part of sand rises and flats
and would be suitable for dairy farming… The rules of the Lyrup Association have been adopted…
Trustees - Messrs G. Ashby (Chairman), H. Hannaman, J. Pocock, H.W. Clark; Secretary, Mr T.N.
McIvor; Treasurer, Mr E. Burnett.
Most of the men are well-known to each other and as they include labourers, mechanics and
tradesmen, it is claimed that they would be able to successfully undertake the task of working
the land… The illusion of the dawn of a new era soon faded and the community spirit gave way to
rugged individualism. Dissatisfaction spread in the ranks of unmarried men, who felt they were
working to support the wives and children of the married villagers. One by one they drifted away
and the settlement was taken over by a syndicate which, among other industries, sold cut timber
to merchants in Adelaide.
A bank foreclosed on the company in about 1921 when it was sold to Messrs Robertson and Terrell of
Waikerie. It is now included in the Cadell Irrigation Area. (See Ramco) The New Era Village School opened
in 1895 and closed in 1924.
New Hamburg was laid out by John Bentham Neales (1806-1873), circa 1853, on sections 2607-8 and 2712,
Hundred of Bremer, two km south of Strathalbyn. It has been ‘Willyaroo’ since 1918.
The township consists of 240 acres of land, with the river running through it and is divided into
lots, varying in size from one to five acres, with valuable grazing rights in the neighbourhood. This
beautiful location is near the great mining district comprising Glenalbyn, Breadalbyn, Mary
Consol and Strathalbyn Mines.
In 1874, a tannery, under its enterprising owner, Mr J. Jacobs ‘employed constantly seven men, and others
occasionally’:
The institution is one of the largest of the kind out of Adelaide… The quantity of leather
manufactured is considerable and the demand is fully equal to the supply, frequently in excess.
Mr Jacobs has another establishment about a quarter of a mile distant, where a great number of
sheep skins are denuded of their wool, which is then washed, scoured and otherwise prepared
for exportation.
New Liverpool was an ‘unofficial’ subdivision advertised in 1875 on part sections 88 and 89, Hundred of
Yatala, one mile south of the Semaphore jetty. (See Semaphore)
New Luxemburg was a goldfield 30 km east of Olary. Its post office opened in 1895 and closed in 1896. The
mine was described in 1888:
The New Luxemburg Gold Mine is held by an Adelaide proprietor under the management of
Captain Richard Buckle, long and favourably known in connection with the Lady Alice Ridge and
Westward Ho mines…
New Mecklenburg Post Office in the Hundred of Barossa, opened on 14 April 1866, has been ‘Gomersal’
since 1918, after the Nomenclature Committee had suggested ‘Putpayerta’, the Aboriginal name for the
district. (See Lone Pine) The name derives from michel - ‘great’. Its school opened in 1864 and became
‘Gomersal’ in 1918. (See Lone Pine)
New Plymouth - (See Plymouth)
New Residence is 22 km North-West of Loxton and one of eleven village settlements founded in the 1890s
to enable public funds to be made available to men with little capital to take up land and work it
cooperatively. (See Gillen, Lyrup, New Era & Ramco) Its school opened in 1897 and closed in 1941.
In January 1901, a small number of Lutherans settled there:
They worked hard from daylight to dark… At present there is no township to speak of; it is merely
a small village near the river… There is a fine Lutheran Church, erected of stone. The church was
organised in 1901. Professor Zschech, then living at Dutton, came up by buggy to conduct the
service… A school was established, but in 1916 it was closed by the South Australian
government… Very little fruit is harvested at New Residence.
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By 1927, ‘the population was mainly German - a very thrifty class of farmers and all apparently prosperous…’
A photograph of the Lutheran church is in the Observer, 23 July 1927, page 34.
New Tiers was the name given to a subdivision of section 18, Hundred of Onkaparinga. (See Tiers)
New Town was an 1871 subdivision of sections 456-57 and 448-49, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Thomas A.
Naughton, storekeeper of Kadina; now included in Kadina.
New Way was a telephone exchange on section 4, Hundred of Keith, opened on 14 October 1930 and
taking its name from a school in the vicinity; opened in 1917 by Vera E. Bratton; it closed in 1933.
New Well School, near Nott Well, 25 km SSE of Waikerie, was opened in 1919 by Mary V. Glynn and closed
in 1935. Its post office opened in 1916.
New Year Strait connects Lake Lady Blanche and Lake Sir Richard; discovered and named by John McKinlay
on 31 December 1861.
Newark - An 1880 subdivision of part section 960, Hundred of Port Adelaide by James A. Russell, Charles
W. Priest, John Priest and James R. Musson; now included in Wingfield, The name occurs in England and
Scotland where, in 1508, it was recorded as newwerk - ‘new work’.
Newcastle, County of - Proclaimed on 22 June 1876, it honours. Henry Pelham F.P. Clinton, Duke of
Newcastle. Educated at Eton and Cambridge, from whence he graduated in 1832, in 1852 he became
Secretary for War and the Colonies under the Earl of Aberdeen, and Secretary of State for the Colonies from
1859 until his death on 18 October 1864. (See Clinton)
Newenham - A subdivision of section 335, Hundred of Adelaide, circa 1855, by Alfred Hardy (ca.1814-1870),
a surveyor, who arrived in the Cygnet in 1836. His wife was the former Mary Louisa Newenham, daughter
of Charles B. Newenham (1794-1887) who arrived in the Navarino in 1837; now included in Paradise; he
died at Bath, Somerset, in 1887.
Newhaven - In 1849, Richard Gilbert Symonds (1810-1896), surveyor, who arrived in the Cygnet in 1836
was the owner of section 2018H, Hundred of Port Adelaide, subdivided it as a speculative venture in the
hope that the Adelaide-Port Adelaide railway line would be extended adjacent to his property which,
unfortunately, did not eventuate.
An earlier subdivision to that mentioned above was discussed in 1851 in a prospectus of the Newhaven
Company: ‘The town of Newhaven [was] laid out by the Colonial Government in 1838-39… fronting the
deep central basin at the junction of the North Arm with the numerous branches of the harbour to Port
Adelaide.’ The name comes from Devon, England, where his wife, Harriet C. Symonds (1817-1899) was born.
In 1858, the Adelaide press announced that:
At New Haven, North Arm - In re R.G. Symonds, Insolvent - Wicksteed, Botting and Townsend
have received instructions to sell… the following unsold and unencumbered allotments… New
Haven as laid out by the government, intersect each other at right angles, the central street
being the same width as King William Street… The central square is equal to Victoria Square…
In the reign of Elizabeth I the outlet of the River Ouse was at Seaford, but the sea broke through and formed
what is now called the Old Harbour, which was enlarged and called ‘The New Haven’ under an Act passed
in 1713. The name occurs in Scotland where it is recorded that ‘the new haven lately made by the said King
James IV in 1536’. The Gaelic h’aibhne means ‘harbour’.
In his earlier days in the colony Mr Symonds was not averse to criticising fellow surveyors:
In your last week’s paper you make public Mr Kingston’s ‘Undeniable talents as a Civil Engineer’.
As you make no allusion to the great abilities displayed by this illustrious personage while in the
public service, you will perhaps in your next give one of the many instances of his surveying
talents. During the survey of the proposed town of Adelaide, at the commencement of last year,
this talented individual undertook the subdivision of the town into square sections of one acre
each, and actually discovered a new method of extracting the square root, giving 333½ links for
the side of a section.
After working for ten days one of his assistants hinted his mistake, when of course your ‘paragon
of surveyors’ had to begin over again. As this happened at a time when certain parties were most
clamorous about the slow progress of the survey, it is just they should know to whom they are so
greatly indebted. P. S. - Might not Mr Kingston’s ‘undeniable talents’ be of immediate service to
the public in throwing another bridge across the Torrens?
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Newland - The town, 2 km South-West of Victor Harbor, surveyed in August 1879 and proclaimed as
‘Brodrick’ on 11 December 1879 was changed to ‘Newland’ on 20 September 1883 in honour of Reverend
Ridgway William Newland (1790-1864), pioneer clergyman and farmer, who settled in the Encounter Bay
district in 1839 following his arrival in the Sir Charles Forbes.
In 1917, the Congregational Church at Newlandtown, Encounter Bay, was opened, formally, and ‘the Rev
A.C. Stevens, local minister, introduced Mr Simpson Newland’:
Through the contractor (Mr Bartel) he presented him with a silver key… [Mr Newland then gave
an address containing much interesting history of the district] and opened the door…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 13 July 1918, page 26.
Newland Bay, North-East of American River, was named by Capt. Bloomfield Douglas in 1857.
The Hundred of Newland, County of Carnarvon, was proclaimed on 4 March 1909. John Newland, MP
(1906-1912), born in Scotland, in 1864, migrated to NSW in 1883 and ‘on 27 February 1884 sought
temporary accommodation… for destitute immigrants’:
That year he obtained work with the SA Railways as a lamp cleaner and, later, was a sleeping car
conductor on the Broken Hill-Terowie line for 14 years. In 1906, he was the first Labor candidate
to win a non-metropolitan non-mining seat and was a Federal Senator for South Australia from
1913 until his death in 1932. A supporter for conscription, in 1916, he followed W.M. Hughes out
of the party room in November, later joining the Liberals to form the National Party.
He died at Glenelg in May 1932 and is buried in St Jude’s cemetery. His portrait is in Parliament House,
Canberra.
Lake Newland, near Anxious Bay on Eyre Peninsula, was discovered by E.J. Eyre in September 1839 and
named after R.F. Newland, manager of the Bank of Australasia, in Adelaide. The ‘Lake Newland Run’ was
held by H.I. Smith from 22 April 1847 under occupation licence. In 1902, it was said that ‘Lake Newland six
weeks ago was a deserted and barren country’:
Today it is changed into almost a fairy scene. Men with horses are working here and there, some
of the individuals scraping, others stacking and bagging. The large stacks of valuable crystal salt,
some containing several hundred tons, make a splendid sight… Carting will begin shortly.
Contracts have been entered into by several farmers to cart from 50 to 200 tons each to the
seaport… At present there are about 30 persons… engaged… (See Federal Town)
Newland Park was laid out on part section 2055, Hundred of Adelaide, by Clive Stephen Inch, manager of
Hawthorn, in 1925; now included in Newton.
Newmarket - A 1911 subdivision of part sections 164 and 166 and section 165, Hundred of Playford, by
Allen Robert Ramsey, farmer of Cowell; suburban to Cowell, it is a common place name in England.
Newport - In 1875, this subdivision was described as being laid out to enable ‘all intending purchasers to
obtain property near the new harbor and within walking distance of the Semaphore and Port…’ Now
included in Largs Bay.
Newry, Lake - On section 5, Hundred of Wells, named by Prof W.D. Williams on 9 February 1984 after an
adjoining homestead.
Newstead - A 1912 subdivision of part section 302, Hundred of Adelaide, as a resubdivision of ‘Holmesdale’
by John F. Johnson of ‘Queechy’, Launceston, Tasmania; now included in St Morris. The name does not
appear in Australian Gazetteers but it is a common place name in England and Scotland where it derives
from the Œ stede - ‘a place’; thus ‘new place’.
In 1929, Newstead was a division of the district of Payneham and growing rapidly:
The present church is a small iron building lent by the Home Mission Society… On Saturday
afternoon two foundation stones were laid, that of the Sunday school hall by Mrs A.L. Dawe and
that of the kindergarten by Mr D.P. Lees… The builder is Mr W.H. Eckert…
Rodney Cockburn says it was laid out in 1917 and named by Mr Johnson after a village of ‘Newstead’
situated in the vicinity of ‘Queechy.’
Newton - In The Pride of the Hills it is said that, ‘in the 1850s the road to “Woodforde” was known as “Road
to New Town” and corrupted to “Newton Road”, as the modern day St Bernard’s Road was then called.’
This explanation is debatable as to veracity because the sale of the town of Newton was advertised in 1849
as being ‘about four miles from Adelaide. Frontage to Reservoir Rd… can boast of first-class soil, well
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timbered, good water available.’ It was created by Thomas Shepherd on section 296, ‘Survey B’ following
his arrival in the Abeona from Tasmania in 1838. (See Athelstone)
In 1854, a public meeting of the inhabitants of the townships of Newton, Shipley [sic], Campbelltown,
Athelston [sic], Paradise Bridge and Gaskmore Park ‘was held on Friday evening last to devise means for
erecting a church’:
… At present there were no means of public worship, except for the service at Gaskmore Park,
lately commenced by the Rev E.K. Miller…
In 1856, examinations took place at the Newton Licensed School when the following prizes were awarded:
Scripture History, Master Best; English Grammar, Misses Higgins and Russell; Geography, Misses
Bolus and Russell; Arithmetic, Master Best; Reading, Misses H. Bolus, Allington and Markwick.
Miss Cate’s School at Newton is mentioned in the Register, 4 February 1868.
The Adelaide suburb was created in 1926 when C.H.W. and F.G. Paterson laid out Newton Gardens and
R.G. Polden subdivided Newton Park.
E.C. Malone gave the name Newton to a subdivision of section 580, Hundred of Pirie, in 1914; now included
in Port Pirie. It is a common place name in England.
Newton Creek, in the Hundred of Appila, recalls Henry Newton, an ‘eating house keeper of Charlton’, who
obtained the land grants of sections 367/368 on 28 August 1880. Apparently, he was a ‘front man’ or
‘dummy’ who took up the land on behalf of Sir George Murray, the lessee of the original pastoral lease,
prior to the survey of the land for closer settlement. (See Murray-Town)
Ngadjuri, Mount - In the Narien Range north of Jamestown and named in 1972 in honour of the former
Ngadjuri people who once inhabited the district.
Ngaiyuka Hill - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘wind bird’.
Ngalitjoar - An Aboriginal camp near section 8, Hundred of Bremer, meaning ‘grass tree place’.
Ngallo - In the Pinnaroo district. An Aboriginal word; meaning unknown. A photograph of a football team is
in the Chronicle, 12 November 1936, page 34.
Ngalpa - Derived from the Aboriginal ngagalja - ‘saliva’ it was applied to a post office on section 405,
Hundred of Julia Creek, 8 km west of Point Pass; opened, circa 1913, it closed on 30 September 1969. Its
school was known as ‘Anlaby’ until 1914; it closed in 1938.
Ngama Adnya - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘breast rock’.
Ngarandamana - On section 8, Hundred of Marcollat. Aboriginal for ‘place of cutting stones’. Granite
outcrops occur at the northern end of the section.
Ngararang - An Aboriginal camp on section 326, Hundred of Baker, was a place where big sheaoak trees
grew - ngarari - ‘big timber’.
Ngarna - A headland in the Hundred of Warrenben at Marion Bay (Rhino Head) was the name of an ancestral
being that named the places in the country and was transformed into a sea monster, Tinda, after which he
killed a dwarf called Badara. The headland was considered to be a memorial forming the profile of his body.
(See Mungari Beach & Rhino Head)
Ngautngaut Conservation Park - In the Hundred of Nildottie, proclaimed on 17 June 1976; and taken from
the Aboriginal name of this rock shelter site and derived from an ancestral giant who lived at Witjawitja, a
native well on a path following tribal boundaries between Nildottie and Loxton. This shelter was frequented
by the Ngarkat people during dry times when mallee root waters failed in the country east of the river. Their
tracks down the cliff survive just south of the rock shelter. (See Pinnaroo)
Ngonkongoron - A brackish water hole on section 25, Hundred of Duffield, meaning ‘magical herb place’. It
was said that the herb was used to divert swamp fish into talipar (basket traps) - ngori was an unidentified
herb.
Ngorondorak-ngul - A hill top camp and watering place south west of section 77, Hundred of Baker. Literally,
for the Watjeri people, it meant ‘magic gathering lookout place’.
Nicholls - Sir Robert D. Nicholls, MP, born at Nantawarra in 1889, was Speaker of the House of Assembly
for a record 22 years being acknowledged on both sides of the House ‘as a Speaker of unwavering
impartiality.’ He died on 18 January 1970. On 3 August 1928, the Nomenclature Committee suggested that
the newly surveyed Hundred should be named after the Hon. H. Tassie, but, for an undisclosed reason, this
was rescinded on 20 August 1928. The Hundred of Nicholls, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 4 October
1928.
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Nicholls Springs, near Yudnamatana in the North Flinders Ranges, were named after a field geologist of the
Exoil NL company survey in 1970.
Nichols Nob - In the Far North. Information on the mine was reported in 1899. (See Tarcoola)
Nield, Mount - On section 330, Hundred of Mann, named after the lessee, who held the land from 1922 to
1964.
Nilawo, Mount - Near Port Lincoln, it is famous in Aboriginal mythology, because two expert hunters killed
a fabulous giant kangaroo called Kupiri that had swallowed several of their companions.
Nildijari Lagoon - In the Hundred of Warrenben; Aboriginal for ‘open area with rushes’.
Nildjinna - The Aboriginal name for ‘Refuge Rocks’-‘on knees’. (See Nilginee, Hundred of)
Nildottie - Derived from the Aboriginal ngurltartang - ‘smoke signal hill’. The Hundred of Nildottie, County
of Albert, was proclaimed on 24 January 1878 and its school closed in 1959 when its students were
transported by bus to Swan Reach. A photograph of a school Arbor Day is in the Chronicle, 5 August 1937,
page 32. (See Hermanns Landing & Silver Vale)
The town of Nildottie, 16 km south of Swan Reach, was laid out by the executors of Edwin Albert Kroehne
in 1961. The name was given, also, to a copper mine ‘23 miles east from Blinman.’
Nilen Gully - In the Far North-West, named by William C. Gosse on 25 August 1873 after Patrick Nilen, a
member of his party.
Nilginee, Hundred of - In the County of York, proclaimed on 26 July 1917. Derived from the Aboriginal
nildjinna - ‘on knees’ which is the Aboriginal name for ‘Refuge Rocks’.
Nikalapko - (See Morgan)
Nilkra - A property between Cadell and Waikerie named by Harry Brand in 1906 when he was manager for
Sidney Wilcox. Aboriginal for ‘pad of a dingo’. A photograph of the Brand family is in the Observer,
26 June 1909, page 32.
Nillinghoo - South of Lake Frome where the ‘Nillinghoo Run’ was established by W. Lockrum in 1865 (lease
no. 1603). A gold discovery at this place near Carrieton was reported in 1894:
They estimate the distance from Carrieton about 65 miles and say it is a splendid road all the way
for either for traps or teams. Water can be obtained at eight different places on the road and not
more than eight miles apart… Particulars of the find have not yet been made public. I hear
privately that a good defined reef four feet wide has been discovered.
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in October 1894, page 161, photographs and information in the
Observer, 13 January 1906, page 30.
Nilpena - Aboriginal for ‘salt bush’. Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to ‘the name of an
Aboriginal mentioned in Clement Sabine’s Mount Eba diaries.’ The Hundred of Nilpena, County of Taunton,
was proclaimed on 1 December 1881 while Nilpena railway station is 24 km south of Beltana.
The name was given, also, to a copper mine ‘near Parachilna Gap, Flinders Range, about 10 miles from the
railway station.’ The ‘Nilpena Run’ was established by W.J. Browne (lease no. 1597).
Originally, the land was held by Messrs Deeble and Trebilcock from 19 October 1855 (lease no. 432) at
‘Mount Samuel’.
In 1910, a visitor to the pastoral property said that ‘this year, by reason of a kind invitation from Mr R.J.
Matheson to spend a holiday at Nilpena, my long-delayed wish was gratified’:
During the three weeks I was on the station I saw the gum creeks - which rise in the Flinders
Ranges and stretch across the countryside like giant green serpents until they lose themselves in
the ooze of Lake Torrens - which nearly always has dry beds… What an ideal country for a
sanitarium [sic]…
No station owner has been a better friend to the blacks than Mr Matheson and as a result the
aborigines he employs are extremely loyal servants. Without the aid of the blacks to track the
dogs it would be impossible to catch the brutes… The blacks and half-castes prefer a nomadic
life… Henry Bailes, who is a fine specimen of an intelligent black man, was once a coachman to
Mr Peter Waite and also a black tracker at the police barracks.
Following his retirement, Mr Matheson called his Glenelg home ‘Nilpena’.
Photographs of Aborigines are in the Observer, 8 June 1912, page 31, 14 November 1914, page 28, 21
November 1914, page 42e.
Nilpinna - A property west of Lake Eyre North; see pastoral lease no. 2899.
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Nilyuntana - A school 21 km south of Elliston from 1928 to 1936; known, also, as ‘Oaklands’. Aboriginal for
‘meeting place’. A photograph of the school and its students, who comprised entirely of the Agars family,
is in the Chronicle, 11 April 1935, page 33.
Ninety Mile Desert - For years this so-called desert ‘presented a formidable barrier to free and constant
intercourse with Adelaide’:
Even after the establishment of regular communication by land and sea, the isolation of the
border districts continued, local sympathies became more and more estranged until nearly all
the country between the River Murray and eastern boundary bade fair to become thoroughly
Victorian at heart, if not in name; for Melbourne was easier of access than Adelaide. Successive
governments, too, appeared ignorant of the South East, or unconcerned about its fate, and
neglected to give it that prominent consideration to which its producing capabilities entitled it.
‘Sections for Sale in the Hundred Mile Scrub’ was advertised in 1852 and, in 1865, it was reported that it
was ‘known as the Great Desert or Monster Scrub.’ (See Coonalpyn)
In 1882, it was suggested that ‘it would really be a blessing for the poor string of homeless wanderers, who
are ever on the track of the government, could see their way clear to cut out and mark a route through the
scrub of the desert, and make a well say every 20 miles’:
This course would save many a poor fellow from dying in the desert which has swallowed up so
many victims. As it is they struggle along - especially on the long stage from ‘Cold and Wet’ - until
they arrive at Mr Knight’s at Cooke’s Plains - in a state of raging thirst and absolute starvation
and make his heavy drain and a big hole in a larder. I know I did…
Photographs of Mr Helling’s farm and station are in the Observer, 19 March 1904, page 25.
Ningana - A railway station 16 km NNE of Cummins. Aboriginal for ‘to rest’.
Ninnes - Thomas Ninnes has his name perpetuated by Hundred of Ninnes, County of Daly, proclaimed on
31 December 1874 - its school opened in 1886 and closed in 1933 - and Ninnes Plains on section 40. The
Ninnes Post Office, 13 km south of Bute, was opened at the junction of the Kadina-Clare and Bute-Kulpara
Roads in 1884; it closed on 30 September 1971. (See Springs)
The discovery of the Plains was recounted by Thomas Dunstone:
A party [was] formed to blaze a track through [from Clare] to Kadina. Thomas Ninnes, Fred
Hannaford, Jimmy Wright (who in the early days conducted a shoemaker’s business…) and a
licensed surveyor named Archer composed the party, being accompanied by two bullock teams,
on which were about two tons of flour, together with their camping outfit… Going through
Armagh to what they named ‘Hannaford’s Hill’ [they] took their bearings for the Hummocks, near
Salt Lake, now known as Lochiel, but from here it became more difficult. There was no water
from this [place] to Kadina and about 20 miles of dense mallee scrub…
About ten or twelve miles distance towards Kadina there appeared a piece of open country,
which they decided to make for, so they made a start from the foot of the Hummocks. It was
slow work… Some two or three miles from the start… the water was exhausted, so there was
nothing for it but to send the teams back to Lochiel and secure a fresh supply. This camp they
named ‘Wright’s Plain’ in honour of Jimmy Wright. From here they pushed on towards the small
plain seen from the Hummocks… after some days of hard work the open space was reached,
which proved to be a fair-sized plain with good soil, well grassed, but no water. This they named
‘Ninnes’ Plain’.
In 1884, it was said that ‘it is now some five or six years since this land was first taken up’:
To show the great progress that has been made it may be mentioned that although two years
ago there were only about 5.000 acres cropped, this year nearly 13,000 acres have been
cultivated. The pioneer settler was George Ormsby, who besides having freehold and leasehold
land, is also the postmaster at Ninnes.
Mr Ninnes died at Clare on 2 December 1894, aged 82 years.
Nipalymadanha Hills - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘barren flat rock cave’.
Nixon, The - The alternative name of the River Bremer. It was named after a man who assisted E.C. Frome,
Surveyor-General, in exploration around Lake Alexandrina.
Noahs Ark - A hill South-East of Beltana. The Aborigines called it yurra widlya - ‘earthen wurley’.
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Noarlunga - Professor Tindale said that it is derived from nurlenga - the name applied by Aborigines to the
steep approach to the ‘native crossing near section 80’; another source says it means ‘fishing place’. Further,
in a 1921 article, Mr N.A. Webb disagreed and contended that ‘the Horseshoe Bend was called ngurlo, the
accusative case of the demonstrative pronoun ngu and meant “that”; ngurlo-unga meant “that place” or
the “chief place”.’ Further, in a poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’, in 1893, one line
reads ‘No-orlunga (place of fish)’.
The town was laid out and named in 1840 by the South Australian Company which advertised it as, ‘Noorlunga Township… [it] must form the chief depot for that district for the supply of the numerous settlers…
reserves have been made for a church, a school, public markets, a cemetery, etc.’ As from 1978 it has been
known, officially, as Old Noarlunga.
A sketch of the town is in the Pictorial Australian in April 1886, page 61. A photograph of the town is in the
Chronicle, 19 September 1935, page 38, of ‘Back to Noarlunga’ celebrations in the Observer, 2 November
1929, page 34.
Sometimes, it was called the ‘Horseshoe’, from the curve of the River Onkaparinga on the bank of which
the town is situated and, in 1851:
At the foot of the hill… [was] a brewery erected by Mr W.B. Edmonds; a malthouse is attached…
[He] is an ale brewer whose beer, we think, deserves patronage and encouragement… This spot
was fixed upon by the South Australian Company for a township and streets and terraces were
marked out in active anticipation… New settlers are arriving and new buildings are springing up
in every quarter…
In 1874, it was said that ‘there are two methods of raising the reef so as to make it theoretically a
breakwater sufficient to protect the jetty’:
The first is by building in cement a proper wall… The alternative scheme would be to adopt
would be to adopt an ordinary breakwater, using the reef to form the heart or basis of the work.
The first lacrosse match in South Australia was played here in 1885 when ‘some of the players became
strongly excited; one old footballer so much so that at a critical time he dropped his cross and began to kick
the ball…’
The private town of Port Noarlunga was laid out in 1853 on section 311:
The luxury of deep water and a smooth beach for bathing… cannot but be duly appreciated. As a
situation for a watering place this place is unequalled. [It has] a frontage of 450 yards to the sea…
A well on the spot, which has been in use for the last three years, is noted as yielding the best
water in the neighbourhood…
The government town of Port Noarlunga, surveyed in 1856, was offered for sale on 14 April 1859; its school
opened in 1916. (See Castleton) The town of Port Noarlunga South, gazetted on 4 October 1923, was
known, formerly, as ‘Paringa’ and ‘Port Onkaparinga’. (See Onkaparinga)
The first jetty, 122 metres in length, was erected there in 1855 and, in 1878, extended by 180 metres. In
the early 1900s it was severely damaged by storms and demolished in 1914. A new jetty was constructed
by Messrs Brennan and Stacy and opened by the Governor, Sir William Weigall, on 10 December 1921.
Photographs are in the Observer, 3 March 1928, page 35, Chronicle, 5 January 1929, page 40, Observer, 29
January 1931, page 31, of the footbridge on 11 July 1925, page 34, of a sports’ committee on 14 April 1928,
page 37; information on and photographs of a flood are in the Chronicle, 7 September 1933, pages 38 and
44.
The Hundred of Noarlunga was proclaimed on 29 October 1846.
Noble Well - West of Lake Frome, recalls G. Noble who held pastoral lease no. 726, circa 1900.
Nockburrah Creek - Near Cobdogla. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘dead or stagnant water’.
Noigong - A camping ground and burial site on the Narrung parklands, 50 metres south of section 490,
Hundred of Baker; Aboriginal for ‘muddy place’.
Nonalena - A stage station where Norman Alexander Richardson (1855-1941) kept a man to have a change
of horses ready on the mail run between Port Augusta and Tarcoola. It derives from two Irish words meaning
‘the wet meadow of the bog’. (See Roxby Downs)
Nonedia - A railway station 5 km North-East of Macclesfield. Aboriginal for ‘cousin’.
Nonning - The school opened in 1973 and closed in 1980. Nonning Well is 72 km kilometres north of Kimba.
The ‘Nonning Run’ was established by C.H. Leycester in 1864 (lease no. 1660).
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In olden days this country was looked upon as useless, waterless land - but even then, as now, it
was beautifully bushed and well grassed, but the idea of putting down a reservoir at a cost of
£1,000 never entered the mind of the pioneer, and all attempts to procure it by sinking proved
failures. It is only the construction of these dams… that has brought about the stocking…
A photograph of dam sinking is in the Chronicle, 20 May 1922, page 30.
Nonnowie - Eighteen kilometres SSW of Whyalla; an Aboriginal word referring to ‘water’.
Noocoona - (See Booleroo)
Nookamka - Derived from the Aboriginal nukojampko - ‘no water’; another source says it means ‘lake of
shining water’. (See Bonney, Lake)
Nooldoo Nooldoona Waterhole - Near Arkaroola. Aboriginal for ‘the place where great stones were rolled
down to block Akurra’. Today, an enormous rock all but blocks off a nearby gorge. (See Arkaroola for an
explanation of the Aboriginal legend.)
Noonamena - The school opened in 1929 and closed in 1938.
Noora - The town, 27 km east of Loxton in the Hundred of Gordon, was proclaimed on 2 September 1915.
The school opened in 1918 and closed in 1913. Aboriginal for ‘a camp’.
Nora Creina Bay - There has been much controversy over the derivation of this name, but the weight of the
evidence suggests it comes from the brig Nora Creina, wrecked 24 km South-East of Robe on 1 January
1859. (See Swanscombe)
Rodney Cockburn says that ‘there was an impression in some circles that [the name came] from the
circumstance that Charles Burney Young, who married Nora Creina Bacon, youngest daughter of Lady
Charlotte Bacon, did a lot of surveying in that neighbourhood… The fact is only an interesting coincidence.’
Norahville - An 1880 subdivision of section 937, Hundred of Port Adelaide; by Thomas E. McEllister
(ca.1844-1886); now included in Wingfield. On 8 January 1879 he married Nora(h) O’Leary at ‘the bride’s
residence, Wirrabara’, where her brother, James O’Leary, was a carrier.
Norbiton - A subdivision of section 1171, Hundred of Port Adelaide, within the junction of Eastern Parade
and Grand Junction Road; now included in Ottoway. Charles Burton Hardy (1845-1921), solicitor, laid it out
in 1876. The name comes from Surrey, England, and was ‘invented’, circa 1840, as a contrast to ‘Surbiton’.
Norfolk - A 1910 subdivision of part section 89S, Hundred of Bews, by William Matsell; now included in
Lameroo. It has its origin in England and means ‘lands of the north folk’.
Norman Cole Reserve - On section 1104, Hundred of Adelaide was named after Norman Percy Cole who
held the land from 3 December 1924 until his death on 2 January 1973.
Norman Park - In 1913, this subdivision was described as having as its boundaries Unley Road, Catherine,
New and Murray Streets.
Normanville - Three kilometres west of Yankalilla. Dr Robert H. Norman (1808-1883), a dentist, formed the
town in 1851, following his arrival in the Taglioni in 1844, ‘at his valuable property on the mouth of the
River Bungala’:
Near the spot where the [river] runs into Gulf St Vincent there is a sort of natural wharf, which
with a moderate outlay may be made subservient to the wants of the surrounding agriculturalists
who have long felt the deficiency of a shipping place for their produce…
The Aboriginal name for the place was maikabanank - ‘place of stones’; probably, the term applied more
particularly to the vicinity of section 1001.
By 1862, the telegraph station was reported as being:
Stationed for the present at the Royal Hotel (otherwise unoccupied just now), a portion of which
building Mr Robert Norman has liberally allowed to be occupied for that purpose rent free until
the contemplated station… is built… Lt Lucas was down here last week superintending the classfiring of our volunteers… None came out as marksmen… I believe the volunteers attribute their
bad success to not having a firing range. The long distances had to be shot from a dray which
does not form the steadiest of platforms.
North - Reminiscences of early North Adelaide were published in 1903: ‘In order to reach Hindley Street…
or to get to Trinity Church a stiff climb had to be made up the face of a quarry which occupied the site of
the present railway station on North Terrace.’
In his recollections, Thomas Frost said that early in the 1840s his uncle, Mr Letts, built a two-roomed house
in North Adelaide which was ‘miserable accommodation for so many of us’:
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Much of the furniture, cases and packages had to be stacked outside, where it soon got damaged
or destroyed. It was a general custom for persons to sleep in the living room on colonial sofas, or
shakedowns on the floor, as was my lot. My uncle formed two lime kilns (holes dug out in the
ground) and did a large business, burning the trees around us, as the whole of North Adelaide on
the hill was covered with peppermint gum trees. We raised the limestone off the acres around
us. The worst work was emptying the kilns which was a rather trying on a burning hot day under
a fierce sun. My uncle had subdivided his three acres of land, laying out what is now known as
Margaret Street…
In the 1850s, Thomas Frost purchased an allotment on Strangways Terrace where, at the South-East corner,
was the residence of Mr James Chambers:
It was from that house that John McD. Stuart mustered his company and started on his exploring
trips and, being directly in front of our home, we had a good view on two occasions, also on one
of his returns.
The activities of the Salvation Army were not always appreciated as expressed in July 1883 and October
1885:
Any man who wantonly adds to the unavoidable noise of a city is a curse to the community and
the Salvation Army is rapidly incurring the hostility of all respectable citizens. No one has any
right to object to their harmless buffoonery… but the din of their abominable band we cannot
get away from…
If this fearful torture were inflicted upon me only once a month it might just be bearable, but,
Sir, it is a nightly occurrence… I am almost surprised that the suffering inhabitants do not rise in a
body and clamour for these tyrants’ blood…
In 1849, T.B. Strangways (1809-1859), hoping for an extension of the Adelaide-Port Adelaide railway
adjacent to his section (part 2017), laid out two subdivisions, North Arm North and North Arm South, taking
the name from the nearby North Arm of the Port River. The sale of 700 acres of Crown land in 10-acre lots
and the villages laid out in the immediate area were discussed in 1851. Later, in 1854, Mr Strangways said
that ‘the value of the land will rapidly increase, it having long been notorious that nothing but the want of
a good road has prevented the North Arm becoming emphatically the harbour of the colony and the chief
emporium of the import and export of trade of South Australia.’ (See Newhaven)
In 1855, a memorial from the proprietors was reproduced, while the same newspaper in 1856 had a letter
re early surveys, etc, in the immediate district. A discussion of The Adelaide (North Arm) Port and Railway
Extension and Land Company, South Australia, Limited was made in 1863 when it was said that it was ‘an
ingenious scheme of a person from Adelaide to turn his bushland into gold without the trouble of digging
for nuggets.’
Photographs of a ships’ graveyard are in the Chronicle, 20 July 1933, page 37.
North Arm Road was the name given to a railway siding between Rosewater and Wingfield on 3 June 1936
- it bordered the subdivision; now included in Ottoway. (See Northarmton)
The North Broughton School in the Hundred of Redhill opened in 1873 and closed in 1875.
In 1894, sports in connection with the North Field Athletic Club were held on Christmas afternoon in Mr
Conrad’s Gepp’s Cross paddock when ‘the following acted as a committee - Messrs Channon, Hirschausen,
Marvial, Howe, Volprechs and P. Welsh… A concert was held in the evening in the club’s assembly room…’
(See Northfield)
The Adelaide suburb of North Haven was gazetted in 1976 and comprises portions of the suburbs of Outer
Harbor and Osborne. It takes its name from the North Haven Indenture Act of 1972. (See Newhaven)
North Parade was an 1877 subdivision of part sections 434-35 and 622, Hundred of Belalie, by Albert
Trilling, miller of Jamestown; now included in Jamestown.
The North Rhine Post Office opened in 1851 and closed in 1866. The North Rhine Copper mine, about ten
miles from Angaston, on sections 563 and 570, was opened in 1849-50. A report of a meeting in respect of
erecting a school and chapel on ‘3 acres given by Mr H. Evans of Evandale’ was reported in 1857 and, in
1860, Robert Coward conducted the school with 45 scholars; it became ‘Keyneton’ in 1918.
In 1866, the new German Chapel was opened in a most impressive manner:
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As is the German custom on such occasion a young lady is elected to lead a procession by
carrying the key of the building… on a worked cushion. That place of honour was conferred on
Miss Schultz, the daughter of a wealthy resident farmer…
In the same year, ‘on Tuesday the 3rd inst. the royal mail arrived for the first time in our little township …’
Hundred of North Rhine - (See Jellicoe) North Rhine River - (See Rhine River & Somme)
North Shields was a 1907 subdivision of sections 189 and 387, Hundred of Louth, 11 km north of Port
Lincoln by George D. Dorward (1842-1923) who arrived in the Seashell in 1863. Its post office opened in
1908; the school opened in 1911 and closed in 1970. (See ‘Shields’ for an explanation of its nomenclature.)
In 1898, a visitor recorded that:
After another taste of the waters from the ‘waterhole’ I proceeded a few miles still north to
‘Clifton’, the home of Mr George Dorward, first taken up from the government about 25 years
ago… it was nothing but a sterile piece of country, overgrown with mallee, stunted stringybark
and bastard white gum…
The town’s jetty was opened on 12 November 1906.
North Yelta Post Office on section 1451, Hundred of Wallaroo, 5 km North-East of Moonta, was named
after a local copper mine. In 1877, the school was conducted by John Holt with 78 enrolled pupils; it opened
in 1876 and closed in 1877.
Northam Estate - In 1930, Hugh K. Stone bestowed this name on a subdivision of part section 361, Hundred
of Yatala; now included in Kilburn. There is a town of ‘Northam’ in Devon, England, meaning ‘northern
home’.
Northarmton - It was laid out on section 1178, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Thomas Alexander in 1854.
The township is placed at the ‘junction of the five roads over which the principal part of the traffic of the
colony must pass…’ (See North Arm)
Northcote - A 1921 subdivision of part section 107, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Tennyson. Josiah
Symon laid it out and declared that it was ‘beautifully situated on a high plateau commanding glorious views
of the gulf and hills and fronting a delightful stretch of beach.’
Apparently, the subdivider, Sir Josiah Symon, had a platonic association with Lady Northcote, the widow of
a former Governor-General of Australia and this fact may explain its nomenclature.
The subdivision arranged by Sir Josiah Symon provided for a frontage right down to the high
water mark, without any provision for a road along the foreshore… The Woodville council trusts
that in a quiet moment Sir Josiah will see the reasonableness of [our] request and decide to lend
his support toward securing a boulevard from Marino to Outer Harbour.
To this dilemma, Mr A.T. Saunders counselled that, ‘paragraph 16, page 35, of the appendix to
the first report of the SA Commissioners’ instructions to Colonel Light says - In all your surveys
you will reserve as a public road all land on the coast within not less than 100 feet of high water
mark.’ In Western Australia, when private land is required for a public road, such as in the
Northcote Case, the owner is not consulted; the road is gazetted without his consent… and that
ends the matter.
The name occurs in Devon and Lincolnshire and means ‘north cottage’.
A photograph of Lord and Lady Northcote is in The Critic, 20 January 1904, page 15, of the opening of
Northcote Home in the Chronicle, 16 June 1928, page 36, of the aftermath of a ‘willy-willy’ in the Observer,
8 July 1922, page 25.
Northfield - The Northfield School opened as ‘Gepps Cross’ in 1861; name changed in 1900. The Adelaide
suburb of Northfield was laid out on sections 692 and 701-4, Hundred of Yatala, by Edwin A. Wilcox in 1925.
It is a common place name in England where it translates, simply, as ‘north field’ and, of course, was built
on a ‘field north of Adelaide.’ An earlier subdivision was advertised in 1924. (See North Field)
Northgate - In 1923 it was laid out by Northgate Ltd as a subdivision of section 358, Hundred of Yatala and,
in time, was included in Blair Athol. However, on 20 June 2000 the name Northgate was proclaimed as a
separate suburb following a request by the developer, A.V. Jennings Ltd. The name comes from Bury Saint
Edmunds, England.
Northside Hill - It is on section 94, Hundred of Lincoln, and named by Matthew Flinders on 27 February
1802 because ‘a principal station in the survey of Port Lincoln was a hill on the north side.’
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Northumberland, Cape - On the South-East coast near Port MacDonnell and named by Lieut. James Grant
on 3 December 1800 after the Duke of Northumberland.
In 1882, a resident declared that ‘now that the spirit of the land is keen on the subject of forming and
estimating the cost and benefit of railways, roads, etc., an equal amount of its energy ought to be directed
towards rendering the communication along its seaboard as safe to life and property as possible’:
Another sad item has been added to our list of known shipwrecks on the coast about Cape
Northumberland… It is a well-known amongst seamen, that every point of a coast where a
change of course is necessary ought to be seen or its position surely obtained. Cape
Northumberland is such a point…
North-West Bend - Its Aboriginal name was tanami - ‘never die’, applied most specifically to a cave shelter
a short distance above the junction of the Burra Creek with the River Murray. A fire was said to be kept
burning constantly and the place was regarded as having a certain magical significance. Its post office
opened, circa 1860, while the name was applied, in 1878, to a subdivision of part sections 240-41, Hundred
of Cadell, by Donald McLean and Lorna J. Jennings; now included in Morgan.
The ‘North-West Bend Run’ was established by C.A. Armytage in the 1860s (lease no. 1551). The land was
held, originally, by J. Taylor from July 1851 (lease no. 94). In 1856, ‘the country from Blanchetown to the
North-West Bend was occupied by two or three squatters, Heywood, McBean and others’:
Light mallee scrub characterises the whole of the district… It is a curious fact, connected with a
ride through many miles of country, that we never saw a single sheep in any of the Murray runs,
although their tracks and droppings covered the ground… Our ferryman, or rather ferrywomen a bony Bridget of the Emerald Isle and a younger female of the family - rowed us safely over,
where we were only too glad to find rest, refreshment, music, society… This was at Murpka [sic],
the station of the late Mr Walsh…
Norton Summit - ‘The late Robert Norton, with his bullock dray, was the first to scale this hitherto
inaccessible headland,’ 16 km east of Adelaide - he was employed by the South Australian Company and
assisted in carting posts and rails for the West Terrace Cemetery before it was walled; later, he grew
vegetables for the Adelaide market. The village evolved out of sections 1064 and 1065 between 1846 and
1855 when the land owner, Charles Giles, cut them up into blocks. Robert Norton owned section 1111 and,
in 1869, a small portion of it was transferred to the District Council of East Torrens for school purposes. Mr
Norton arrived in the Coromandel in 1837 and died at Norton Summit in 1891, aged seventy-nine. (See
Grassy Flat).
In 1874, a successful meeting of the Norton Summit Athletic Club was held at Kensington Park:
Where the stewards were the Hon. A.B. Murray, Messrs G, Stevenson, MP, E.T. Smith, W.J.
Turner. H. Hughes, W. Dean, and C. Balk. The judges were Hon. A.B. Murray and Mr T. Playford;
Starter, Mr Scott; Committee, Messrs R. Ackland, J. Sutton and S. Scott; Hon. Sec., Mr J. Giles;
Treasurer, Mr J. Bishop…
Its school known, originally, as ‘Grassy Flat’, became ‘Norton Summit’ in 1941. The first school was in the
home of Mrs Mary Norton at Grassy Flat, Welbourne Gully and, in 1869, a schoolhouse and master’s
residence were built on part section 1111. At a public meeting held on 1 February 1868 several parents
spoke out against her:
Mr Bishop said he had taken his children away because Mrs Norton could not teach them after
they had arrived at the age of seven or eight years.
Mr G. Story had five children who ought to be at school but owing to making no progress he had
taken them away.
Mr W. Merchant declared that he had been dissatisfied ever since the teacher had been there
and he considered that the education question had been greatly neglected.
Mrs Norton was replaced by Mr Thomas Pierce ‘late of the Barossa goldfields’ and when the new Norton
Summit School was opened by the Governor in 1908 the Grassy Flat building was described as being ‘an
antiquated structure, dark, badly ventilated and far too small’.
A photograph of the local road is in the Chronicle, 5 December 1908, page 32, of old residents in the
Observer, 11 December 1920, page 26.
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Nor-West, Mount - In the North Flinders Ranges, discovered and named by E.J. Eyre on 12 August 1840. It
was the highest point he encountered in a low range while travelling on a North-West course. (A Mortlock
Library note says it was so named, in error, by Samuel Parry as it is really Eyre’s ‘Termination Hill’.)
The ‘Mount North (sic)-West Run’ was established by H. McConville in 1872 (lease no. 2176). In 1876, after
the government had taken the ‘first step to recognise this long neglected district by placing a police trooper
at the Government Gums’:
It is hoped they will attend to a few other matters… namely, having a post office established at
the Government Gums with a weekly mail from Beltana to the Northwest… I am glad that several
good wells have been completed… If any person wants to see an instance of the results of
perseverance and pluck he will be repaid by paying a visit to J. Ragless and Sons’ station, 16 miles
from the Government Gums. He will see there steam engines at work, pumping water and
performing other useful operations… If a township was surveyed and sold at the Government
Gums there would be a store and other trade started there…
Within the last three months the blacks have been dying near Beltana like rotten sheep. This fact
is well-known all over the north and I am very doubtful if there has been any enquiry into the
cause of this fearful mortality… or any medicine supplied to them in their miserable condition. If
the blacks are to be exterminated let the present state of things continue, but let us not mislead
the people all over the world by sending glowing accounts through the press of our care and
protection of the natives of South Australia, for so far as our care of them in the north is
concerned, I say, without fear of contradiction, that it only a shame and a disgrace. [Signed - H.
McConvill (sic)] (See Government Gums & Farina)
Norwood - A 1911 history of the town and district says:
In 1838, Samuel Reeves laid out a few allotments and nine years later he, with Messrs R. Miller,
W.A. Bryden, W. Paxton and H. Collier formed a company and put on the market large blocks of
land naming the principal streets after their families.
(This extract is all but verbatim with that appearing in Cockburn’s Nomenclature of South Australia (1908)
and suggests that the newspaper article was his creation and, from the known facts cited below, appears
to be hearsay.) Further, in 1919, another source said that it was laid out ‘in the end of 1847 or beginning of
the following year upon four sections 260, 261, 276 and 277 then owned by Messrs Samuel Reeves, Robert
Miller, William A. Bryden, William Paxton and Henry Collier…’
In 1848, it was declared that ‘this most romantic village combines the beauties of mountain, river, sea and
woodland scenery, the panoramic effect of the whole being greatly heightened by numerous stone
mansions and cottages which have arisen during the last eight months. Purest spring water is obtainable
on all allotments at short depths.’
Research at the General Registry Office reveals that section 260 of Survey B, on which the first subdivision
of was made, was granted to Charles Cortis on 7 March 1839 and remained in his possession until 27
November 1847 when he entered into an ‘agreement to sell’ to Samuel Reeves for £1,000. A conveyance
dated 23 June 1848 recites that ‘Reeves immediately after agreement entered into possession of the said
land and laid it out into allotments called the village of Norwood’ and, pursuant to an indenture dated 20
December 1847 made between Reeves, Frederick Bayne and Patrick James Tod, agreed for Tod to be
conveyed the land upon trust, to sell and dispose of the said land laid out as the village of Norwood upon
payment of £1,000 to Cortis. An indenture dated 5 December 1848 released the title and interest in section
260 to Patrick James Tod. The first conveyancing document is dated 28 August 1848 when Lot 5 was sold to
Frederick Hobbs.
Born in Playden, Essex, England, Reeves arrived in the Lady Emma in 1839 and died in 1881, aged ninetyone. The subdivision was named after a suburb of London, England, written as northwode - ‘north wood’ in
1294.
Norwood takes its name from the woods formerly extending… between Croydon and London and
named Northwood, from its position in respect of the latter. This wood was the haunt of gypsies,
who found it a convenient centre from which to drive their business of basket-making, cattlestealing and fortune-telling with London…
Sections 261 and 276 were granted to John Wright, a Colonisation Commissioner (See under Bowden), on 7
March 1839 and section 277 on 1 April 1839. By the assignees of John Wright, a bankrupt pursuant to a fiat
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in bankruptcy dated 17 December 1840, on 12 March 1848 the three sections came into possession of
Robert Miller, William Anderson Bryden, William Paxton and Henry Collier who subdivided them into
allotments and ‘named the Village of Norwood.’ The first conveyancing document is dated 19 June 1849
when Lots 12 and 13 on section 276 were sold to Charles N. Sedgwick.
In respect of local street nomenclature, the following extract from the August 2005 Newsletter of the
Kensington and Norwood Historical Society is of interest:
The entire structure [of the Crystal Palace] located in Hyde Park (adjacent to Kensington
Gardens)… was transferred to Sydenham (adjacent to Norwood on the south side of the
Thames). The long, straight road which accommodated its frontage was named The Crystal
Palace Parade, sometimes contracted to The Parade…
It is claimed, and correctly so, that the Corporation of Kensington and Norwood was the first municipality
outside of the City of Adelaide to receive the grant of the right to separate municipal government, the
charter of the town being given on 7 July 1853, when the Governor, Sir Henry Young, extended to the
villages of Kensington, Norwood and Marryatville the provisions of an ordinance to constitute a municipal
corporation, viz., No. 11 of 1849. However, in this context the word ‘municipality’ is not synonymous with
‘local government body’ because the District Council of Mitcham can boast of colonial antiquity, for it was
gazetted on 10 May 1853.
In 1856, the local council applied to the government for the provision of police protection in the township.
The reply from the Colonial Secretary was not helpful and intimated that the only assistance could be ‘an
occasional mounted patrol’. His remedy was for the council to appoint local constables - this reply was the
same as that given to a similar request in 1855!
The citizens and their representatives were not satisfied with the justice of this arrangement; the police
were supported out of general revenue and, accordingly, it was only equitable that their services should be
fairly apportioned amongst the community. Further, the council pointed out to the government that several
towns such as Woodside and Echunga, none of which were superior in population to Kensington and
Norwood, had a police station.
There was no doubt that at the time the lack of a police presence led to acts of dishonesty in Norwood gardens, shops and stables were pillaged regularly. Few houses in the eastern suburbs escaped and the
same victims were honoured with frequently-renewed visits and not a night passed without depredations
in one quarter or another. Some rogues were caught in flagrante delicto but escaped scot free.
One annoyed citizen addressed the Editor of the SA Register in September 1857:
There is scarcely a night passes that some part of your property, in the shape of wood, fencing,
kitchen utensils, harness, garden tools, young trees or vegetables and fruits in season does not
disappear. You may keep a dog fit to protect your property during the dark and quiet hours of
night, but he must be chained up, or your neighbours threaten to destroy him, or the police do.
Bye the bye; if there was a reward for thieves’ ears, as I believe there is for dogs, we might chance
to see the police at night as well as in the morning, startling us out of bed with their firing. Or you
may do the Argus yourself, but to what effect? You may catch a fellow in your garden, but the
chances are he is bigger than you, or is less scrupulous, and you are glad to get rid of him by a civil
request to depart, which is rarely effected without abuse.
It is as much use to call for ‘police’ as for a slice of lunar cheese… The chief cause of my now
speaking upon the subject is that there have been some miscreants lately conducting themselves
to young females in Norwood and Kensington in a manner meriting the cat’s tail. I trust we shall
have your powerful support in our endeavour to obtain local police protection.
A system of local police had been authorised in 1852 and gave civic authorities the right to nominate a
sufficient number of persons to be sworn in. Disobedience of orders or breach of duty were punishable by
a fine, while services were recompensed by a fee payable on account of a particular service in which a
constable may have been engaged.
However, it was clear that neither the District Council Acts nor the Police Acts contained any definite
statement of the functions which a district constable might exercise. A code of instructions was issued in
1860, but there was good reason to believe that the directions it contained were ultra vires. For instance, a
district constable arrested a man for a breach of the peace and when tried before a special magistrate in
Adelaide ‘Mr Beddome decided that the law was against him and Mr Downer, on appeal, upheld that
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decision but only inflicted a nominal fine, as the constable had evidently acted bona fides and without evil
intention.’
Thus with a simple desire to properly discharge his duty, a special constable could make arrests in the
manner directed in the semi-official 'instructions' and find himself exposed to the discomfort and loss of an
adverse action at law if his authority was called into question.
From 1867, Inspector Ray, the factotum of the Kensington and Norwood council, supervised vigilantly the
workings of the laws and was the terror of evil-doers, his uniform and ‘ponderous sword’ overawing
incipient larrikinism:
[He] had to interfere in a case where three hulking youths of the larrikin class were pursuing one
of their characteristic pleasantries by encouraging a big dog to worry a sobbing, almost hysterical
woman. The torrent of abuse and blasphemy that fell from these gifted youths reminded me of
certain Northern stage-drivers of years ago… Good heavens! What will the next generation be
with such parents?
I have heard more indecent language and filthy blasphemy from children, boys and young men
in Norwood in one week than one will hear in a month in any part of Adelaide. Where there are
any white posts and rails there are generally some filthy inscriptions and it is no common thing to
have a stone thrown through a window, no matter how costly the glass, by some senseless cad
with a quick pair of heels…
It was woe betide the unfortunate who brought himself within the clutches of the law, as the stern hand of
Nemesis would require a visit to the city and return therefrom a wiser, sadder, if not poorer man - Before
a Magistrate’s Court was established at Norwood he was well known at the City Police Court where sharp
debates took place between him and defendants’ solicitors.
Mr Ray’s term of office came to an end in 1882 when, in the latter half of that year, a neat structure on
Osmond Terrace gave accommodation to an officer, three constables, and a mounted trooper as a patrol,
upheld the dignity of the law. Possibly Mr Ray’s last duty as the law enforcement officer in the district was
that of apprehending larrikins in Kent Town:
On Sunday, and moonlight nights especially, bands of well-dressed boys and youths congregate;
indulge in language of the vilest, commit senseless destruction in gardens, on roofs of houses,
etc, and seemingly from time to time become bolder…
The first public lamp was put up at the corner of Bridge and High Streets - to the great annoyance of the
Norwood folk. It was lighted by kerosene and residents became so attached to it, that when in 1865 it was
proposed to substitute gas they sent a memorial to the council praying to be allowed to retain the old light.
The cab stand, which was placed at the corner, was the reason why the light was installed there.
It was not until 1869 that the gas company’s mains were extended to the municipality and requests were
received from the churches for more lighting and, in 1870, they asked that gas lamps be erected in front of
various places of worship. This was not granted at once but, gradually, the work of installing gas was
proceeded with and in 1882 there were 88 lamps alight each night, 76 of which were gas and the remainder
kerosene - they were extinguished at 10 am until 1886. In 1887 the number was increased to 100 and all
were gas.
In March 1900 the secretary and engineer from the Electric Light and Motive Power Company attended a
council meeting when they explained the ramification of lighting by electricity. No positive response was
given, but the meeting did undertake to inspect an installation at Port Adelaide.
The respective merits of gas and electricity were debated and a lighting committee was formed within the
council. In February 1900 the SA Gas Company offered to cancel the existing contract and to enter into a
fresh agreement for seven years from 1 August 1900, the company to provide, free of cost, incandescent
burners, to make necessary alterations to lanterns without cost to the corporation and to light and
extinguish, clean and repair the lamps; it was decided to accept this offer.
In February 1901 a poll was conducted when out of 622 ratepayers voting 546 declared themselves in
favour of electric lighting. (See Appendix 36, 37, 38, 39. 40 and 41)
A New Council Name
In 1998, Norwood, Payneham and St Peters Council embarked on what was bound to be its most perilous
journey since the previous year’s amalgamation when the following appeared in the Eastern Courier on 23
August:
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The issue has been fraught with controversy in other amalgamated councils, most notably
Onkaparinga, which abandoned its City South moniker after public outcry. Last week, Norwood,
Payneham & St Peters formally adopted a process for choosing a new name. They plan to ask
locals to enter in a competition next month… In the past, Dunstan, Mary [sic] Spence and East
Adelaide have been among the names floated for the new council…
My ‘entry’ to the competition was as follows:
Today, there is abroad within our community a debate in respect of the justice meted out to the
indigenous population of our country over 200-odd years of European occupation.
Accordingly, alluding to governmental nomenclature, may I repeat a few words uttered in 1893
by C. Hope Harris, surveyor and nomenclator, in defence of the application of Aboriginal names:
We have obliterated such names for the sake of those more dear to vice-regal
representatives, such as Alice, Caroline and Anna… We are said to be making history, but
are we not lacking in courtesy in effacing the history of a less fortunate people whom we
have displaced…
It surely is not necessary to close the annals of an inoffensive race; certainly, it is not
generous to destroy their only records, nor is it wise to exclude from mental view the
panorama of their past.’
I commend these words to our city’s municipal representatives and request them to seek out
suggestions for an appropriate Aboriginal name for our community. To my mind, a name such as
‘Tandanya’ is to be preferred over ‘Dunstan’, ‘Mary Spence’ and ‘East Adelaide’, as espoused in
your publication of September 16.
Indeed, there is a marked paucity of Aboriginal names within the Adelaide ‘family’ of corporate
bodies and one which, to my mind, should be remedied.
By 2008, nothing had transpired from the ‘competition’ and so I made a direct approach to the council and
said:
In 1998, following the merger of three eastern suburb councils, a ‘competition’ was conducted in
respect of a new name for the merged body to which I responded as set down in an attachment.
Over the ensuing years I have continued my research into the place names of South Australia
and, in particular, delved into the history of our indigenous people. Accordingly, bearing in mind
the recent ‘apology’ extended to the Australian Aboriginal population by our Prime Minister,
Kevin Rudd, I suggest the time may be propitious for your Council to bring finality to the dilemma
that has, apparently, plagued it during the past decade.
If, perchance, there is an element of appreciation of the sentiments expressed Mr C. Hope
Harris, as stated previously in my letter to the Eastern Courier on 23 August 1998, I append the
fruits of my labour since that time which, I trust, can be used as a ‘working paper’ if your Council
should decide to proceed with further deliberations :
In a poem titled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature by a Native’ that appeared in the Register on 11
October 1893, one verse reads:
Tan-dan-yer (This is Adelaide,
or was its older name).
The name it bore among the tribes
Before the white man came.
The following is a legend of the Aboriginal people who inhabited the district around Adelaide:
In the land of Tandarnya [sic] lived Nanto Boorkoo,
A red-haired, white-headed ‘old man’ kangaroo,
As an infant, named Tarnda, from cloudland he came,
In a fur-lined skin bag of traditional fame.
With his home ties all sundered, still human right through,
The longer he wandered the wilder he grew,
’Till for wronging a totem in tribal dispute,
His manhood forsook him, and left him a brute.
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Oppengarrie, his comrade, saw Pindi-mew land;
So, thinking at once there was danger at hand,
Called Kar-rie and Dlarbie to drive them away,
Or poison the waters to shorten their stay.
Still they came to Tandarnya, where ready to fight,
Stood many Tra-binna, but Tarnda took fright,
He crossed Karra-weera, with moon-catching strides,
And reached Penna-Yoona, where Pongkie resides.
Then, transformed to Monana, he taught far and near,
The arts of tattooing and throwing the spear;
Sent carved message sticks among tribes near the sea,
To hold at Tandarnya a boora-kooree.
Now Monana took counsel, and rose to proclaim
That Tarnda and Nanto and he were the same;
Yet the future, he said, held a further surprise,
For a white kangaroo would appear in the skies.
Looking upward a long spear he suddenly threw,
Which flashed like the lightning, and stuck in the blue;
Another, another, another was spun,
And each spear held fast in the preceding one.
Thus the distance was bridged from the sky to the ground,
And the last to a wadna with sinew was bound,
Up by this slender column the warrior sped,
And happy Monana thus climbed overhead.
Kirkoata laughed feebly, Cooracka sung low;
Ungkarie, disconsolate, hopped to and fro;
While Cadna and Wonggo hid sadly away,
For the ‘joy of Tandarnya’ departed that day.
An explanation of the Aboriginal terms is as follows: Tandarnyungga (sic) was the name of the
tribal district east of Cowandilla and south of the River Torrens; nanto means ‘big kangaroo’;
boorko, ‘old man’; tanto, ‘a bag’; totem, some living creature held sacred as a symbol of a tribe;
oppengarrie, ‘an emu’; pindi-mew, a reference to ancestors; kar-rie (or wirrarie), ‘sorcerers’;
dlarbie, ‘evil spirits’; tra-binna, ‘men arrayed for war’; korra-weera, ‘one name for the River
Torrens’; penna-yoona, ‘tall grass trees’; pongkie, ‘a reflection of one’s self in water’; Monana, an
alternative name for the spiritual being, Wano (See Nuriootpa); boora-kooree, ‘a corroboree’;
wadna, ‘a climbing stick’; kirkoata, ‘a laughing jackass’; cooracka, ‘a magpie’; ungkarie, ‘a female
kangaroo’; cadna, ‘a lizard’; wonggo, ‘an opossum’.
The ‘post contact’ name given to Adelaide by the Kaurna people was kulkamaiwar - kulkun ‘burning’, maije - ‘wind’ and war ‘at’.
The Kaurna people believed they were the children of Monana who, long ago in the Alcheringa
(‘the Dream Time’), had climbed up into the sky from his home in Pindinga (‘Kangaroo Island’).
Here by the river was one of their favourite camping places, Tambawodli (‘the camp on the plain’).
To the west, Wongayerlo (‘the water where the sun sinks’ - Saint Vincent Gulf), flowed past
Mudlungga which was separated by a sea creek from Yertabulta (‘place of slumber’ - now the Port
Adelaide district), believed to be where the birds flew each night to sleep.
Mudlungga (‘the place of the nose’) is now known as ‘Lefevre Peninsula’ although the Kaurna
name is still the more appropriate. The first people, being true antipodeans, navigated by the
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Southern Cross. Consequently, unlike the newcomers who navigated by the Pole Star, they were
in the habit of viewing their country from the north to the south. When thus viewed on a map, the
striking likeness of the peninsula to a hooked and flattened nose is at once the vindication of the
name and a tribute to the powers of observation of the Kaurna.
Wongayerlo yielded an endless supply of shellfish, and during many a long summer evening the
Kaurna camped on Mudlungga to cook the day’s catch in their camp fires. Wongayerlo had many
fish, too, especially in the sea creek and south of Witungga (The Reedbeds) near Patawilya
(Glenelg - ‘swampy green place’), where there were plenty of takaringa (‘mullet’) and yerdli
(‘spotted whiting’).
There were many richly beautiful places in Tandanya (‘red kangaroo place’) - Mikawomma (‘the
plain’), where Kilkenny now stands, was the home of the emu and the wild turkey, and in
umbrageous gum trees the kookaburras laughed as the parrots annoyed the magpies with
incessant chattering.
Everywhere were the Wapara and other types of native pigeon. In Witungga, at the head of the
sea creek where the river of Tandanya lost itself in the reeds and the lagoons, and in Kertaweeta
(‘black forest’), lived the swamp parrot whose eggs were so good to eat.
Over countless aeons the Kaurna people roamed this rich unchanging land. Every year the dikeri
(‘grass’) grew green and fresh to feed the kangaroo, and every year at Tinnakgialpa (‘the time
when the ground burns the feet’), the grasses grew yellow. This was the time when fire came to
eat the grass and make room for erlipinna (‘the grass seeds’) to grow again.
Every night, Goondooloo (‘the emu of the Southern Cross’), lit a camp fire in the sky beside
Wadliparri (‘the river in the sky with reeds and waterholes in which lived water monsters - the
‘Milky Way’), to enable the Kaurna to find their way to the home of their spirit ancestors. The Orion
belt was Tinninyarra, a place where youthful hunters stalked kangaroo and emus across the vast
celestial plain known as Womma, while the Magellanic clouds were Ngakallomurro, representing
the ashes of rainbow lorikeets that were trapped and put to death.
But the land was to be changed beyond recognition following the arrival of a second nation of
people - the white Europeans. Since their coming, scarcely more in time than a twinkle of an eye
of Goondooloo, all Tandanya has changed. All the Kaurna, all their kangaroos, all the trees and
birds, most of the fish and the Aboriginal meeting places have disappeared under the European
onslaught. No more is the water fresh and clear in the drinking places and even Wongayerlo grew
so hungry that he had eaten the sands of the beaches.
Conclusion
I conclude with some appropriate words given by Rodney Cockburn to the Royal Geographical Society of
SA (circa 1930):
I think it may be fairly said that the community in general has a very real desire to see Aboriginal
names preserved for all time. Scarcely a week has gone by in the past twenty years but that I
have been asked by the newspapers, or by individuals, to supply Aboriginal words suitable for the
naming of houses, streets, subdivisions, racehorses, greyhounds, ships, yachts, row boats,
nursing homes and other subjects, including a new brand of pickles, a girl’s social club and a new
Church of England diocese.
One of my delights on a Sunday afternoon is to paddle slowly around the suburbs in a motor car
noting the display of hundreds of house names for the adoption of which I have been
responsible. The only trouble is to avoid duplication, the desire for exclusive house tags being
almost as keen as a woman’s anxiety to be seen in a distinctive frock.
One month later my letter was acknowledged and the usual platitudes included the following:
Should the Council wish to pursue the issue of a new name for the City, then your suggestions
will be taken into account. Again thank you for taking the time to put your proposal together and
bringing it to my attention.
Notting Vale - (See Robinson Hill)
Nott Well - In the Hundred of Paisley, 16 km ESE of Blanchetown, was sunk by William Nott who arrived in
the Hydaspes in 1851, aged twenty-two. The closure of a ‘German’ school was reported in 1917:
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Notice was served upon the proprietor or headmaster of each of the German schools in the State
that the Minister of Education will take over the schools from July 1st next… These places are
usually built near a church, some of them even in the church grounds… 49 schools are to be
closed and more than 1,600 scholars will be effected… [This school had 8 scholars].
The State school, opened by Mary V. Glynn in 1919, closed in 1941. A post office opened there circa 1909.
Novar Gardens - Originally, it was laid out in 1921 as ‘Morphettville’ by the State Bank of South Australia
on part section 152, Hundred of Adelaide. Subsequently, the name was changed to honour Viscount Novar
who, as Sir Ronald Munro Ferguson, was Governor-General of Australia. In 1919, ‘[Novar] was the name by
which [the Governor-General] is known in the Highlands’, while in 1926:
A deputation of residents, all of whom are returned soldiers, made a strong protest against the
treatment meted out to them by the West Torrens District Council which has opposed their
petition for the suburb to be attached to the Corporation of Glenelg… The gardens, added Mr
Clarke, were laid out on town planning principles with an ornamental square, but the whole thing
was a joke. ‘It is Piccadilly Circus in a lake district’.
The original subdivision comprised thirty acres of the ‘Cummins Estate’. Section 152 was granted to John
Morphett in May 1838 and, in 1842, he built a home on it calling it ‘Cummins’, reputedly the name of a
Devonshire village where his mother was born but it does not appear in gazetteers.
Photographs of a sporting carnival are in the Observer, 23 October 1926, page 32.
When laid out, the suburb was known as the Novar Garden Suburb, and designed by town planner, Charles
C. Reade, along lines similar to those of Walter Burley Griffin in Canberra, and approved by West Torrens
Council in March 1920. Viscount Novar personally inspected the site, and was ‘pleased with its picturesque
nature.’
A railway station was opened on the North Terrace to Glenelg line and given the name Novar Gardens. The
area of the original subdivision is now part of Glenelg North in the Holdfast Bay Council area. Today’s Novar
Gardens extends along Morphett Road to James Melrose Drive; Immanuel College the Camden Recreation
Reserve and the Glenelg Golf Course now occupy large tracts of the suburb.
Nowhere Else - ‘Nowhere Else’ hut, so it is told, gained its name when Mr Price Maurice who leased large
stretches of land along the coast, near Elliston, engaged two builders to construct a hut. On completion,
the job had to be inspected by the head station manager before the bill for erection was paid, and the party
set off to view the new building. The country, at that time, was heavily timbered with sheaoaks and the
men were unable to locate the hut. After sometime the manager said to his party, ‘Well, if it’s not over this
hill, it’s nowhere else!’ Over the hill they went and found the new hut. The job was passed for payment and
hence the hut got its new name.
There is a No Where Else Creek near Cape Jervis the name of which predates 1841.
Nuccaleena - This town in the North Flinders Ranges was offered for sale on 28 May 1863 and its post office
opened in the same year and closed in 1866. An Aboriginal word, meaning ‘gorge’ or ‘gap place’.
In 1926, it was reported that ‘a mile from the Nuccaleena Mine, on the banks of Blackfellow’s Creek, the
remains of the old Nuccaleena Hotel are met with’:
This was built by Chas. Faulkner early in the sixties and was known to old hands as the bottle
hotel owing to two of the back rooms being constructed entirely of bottles. A township was laid
out but only the stone store remains…
Nudjali - The Aboriginal name for Pipeclay Well in the Hundred of Carribie. Aboriginal for ‘pipe clay’.
Nugent - A town on section 60, Hundred of Coonarie, proclaimed 2 December 1880, ceased to exist on 11
June 1925. Governor Jervois named it and left no reason for its derivation, but, probably, was named after
a friend or acquaintance, the most likely candidate being Field-Marshal Sir George Nugent who was
educated at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. (See Dawson)
Nullarbor Plain - Its Aboriginal name is bunda bunda - ‘high cliffs’. H.C. Talbot said, ‘the name was evidently
made up from the Latin words nulla-arbor, meaning “no trees”, by Edward A. Delisser, a surveyor of
Adelaide. In 1865, he crossed the Plain from the head of the bight to about sixty miles north of the present
Deakin.’
The Nullarbor is believed to be an ancient seabed and one of the largest ‘karst’ areas in the world. A ‘karst’
landscape is characterised by dolines - natural depressions similar to sink holes - caves and rockholes
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formed by the action of slightly acidic rainfall on soluble limestone over a long period of time. The word
‘karst’ is a German word for ‘Kras’, a region in Slovenia that rests on a limestone plateau.
In 1887, it was reported that ‘Messrs J.H. Horwood and Co. [had] just completed to the order of Wills
Brothers and Brown an unusually large windmill with suitable pump for raising water from the Nullarbor
Plains Well… [It] is 25 feet in diameter and of the American self-regulating type…’
The Nullarbor National Park lies to the east of the Western Australian border and incorporates the
previous Nullabor and Koonalda pastoral stations. Most of it is flat and featureless and consists, primarily,
of saltbush and bluebush interspersed with caves, blowholes and Aboriginal cultural sites. (See Tom Brown)
Nunan, Lake - On section 394, Hundred of Waterhouse, probably recalls Jeremiah Nunan (1826-1903), who
came from Cornwall, in 1838, and bought a property near Chinaman Well in 1879 calling it ‘Hilton’.
Nundroo - Thirty kilometres North-West of Fowlers Bay; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown. A
photograph of its post office is in the Chronicle, 11 July 1929, page 36.
Nungkumangk - On section 383, Hundred of Baker - nuggi - ‘evil spirit’ and mangk - ‘place’.
Nunjikompita - An Aboriginal word for ‘water soaks’ and given to a railway station, 80 km east of Ceduna.
In February 1914, F.A Ross, who was joined by his brother, entered into a share farming
agreement with Mr W.J. Bubner and remained there for seven years… Undaunted by failures the
Ross brothers stuck to it… In June 1920, after having terminated the agreement they purchased
through Messre Poynton and Claxton, 5,696 acres of freehold for £1,600 at Nunjikompita. This
was just broken virgin country. F. A Ross went on the place… and erected a one-room humpie nine uprights with bags around them and a galvanised iron roof…
Its school opened in 1924 and 17 building allotments were surveyed adjacent to the railway siding in 1939.
Photographs of scrub rolling are in the Chronicle, 26 January 1929, page 41.
Nunkeri - A railway station, 8 km South-East of Karoonda, and a post office opened on 1 July 1918; it closed
on 1 August 1920. Its school opened in 1919 and closed in 1940. Aboriginal for ‘beautiful’ or ‘good’.
Nunnyah, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin, proclaimed on 23 October 1913. Aboriginal for ‘made
well again’.
Nunong Well - Near Fowlers Bay, 27 km North-West of Charra, where the ‘Nunong Run’ was established by
R.B. Smith and W.R. Swan in 1864 (lease no. 1513).
Nunukapul - A flat near Marcollat station and the scene of major traditional conflicts between Potaruwutj
people and Tangane and Meintangki clans to the west and south. Songs about the quarrel were recorded
by Norman Tindale.
Nunyara - A subdivision of part section 1142, Hundred of Adelaide, took its name from a Tuberculosis
Sanatorium, at Belair. Aboriginal for ‘to make well’, that is, restored to good health. It was laid out by the
Cooperative Building Society of SA in 1953 and is now included in Belair.
Nuraip - This name was selected as a name for a railway siding at ‘forty-nine miles on the Gawler-Angaston
line’ in 1947. (See Nuriootpa)
Nuriootpa - The Register of 1 May 1852 records the name as Nooriutpa and, according to Professor Tindale
it was derived from the Aboriginal nguraitpa - the ‘neck country’, an apparent reference to this being the
neck of a giant being called Wano (sometimes recorded as Moanana - see Adelaide & Winicke Berick Well )
of the Kaurna people. At Nuriootpa the Mount Lofty Range highlands are narrow and low and this fact
probably gave rise to the idea. (See Marino, Piccadilly & Uraidla for further evidence of the mythical
creature.)
The town was laid out by William Coulthard, circa 1850, on section 156. He arrived in the Buffalo in 1836
and conducted a hotel in the town. In 1856, it was said that, ‘in the township is erected a powerful steam
mill, stores, etc, and offers good opportunities for tradesmen, labourers, etc.’ In 1858, Mr Coulthard was a
member of a party that, during the summer months, travelled north from the town seeking new country;
in searching for water the party divided. The exhausted survivors were rescued by B.H. Babbage’s
exploration party in March 1858 and Coulthard’s body was found on 15 June and buried the next day on
the banks of a creek on the eastern side of Pernatty Lagoon.
In 1858, a public meeting presided over by Mr D. Nock, was held in the schoolroom when Mr John Williams,
the ‘advocate of temperance’, delivered a lecture on the subject.
He read statistics showing the beneficial effects of the closing of public houses on the Lord’s Day
in Edinburgh and Glasgow… So convinced was he of the evils arising to any community from the
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presence among them of houses for the sale of intoxicating liquors, that he should have no
objection, with 50 or 500 other teetotallers, on the return of Mr Babbage from his exploring
expedition - supposing he will have found a good tract of country - to emigrate to it and form a
teetotal settlement…
Photographs are in the Observer, 19 August 1911, page 29, of the school in the Chronicle, 24 May 1913,
page 29, Observer, 27 June 1914, page 3 (supp.), of the Willow Hospital and its proprietors in the Chronicle,
7 December 1933, (supp.), of a vintage on 15 April 1916, page 28, 3 May 1913, page 29, of a vigilance
committee on 17 June 1911, page 31, of the opening of a bandstand on 13 June 1935, page 33, of the
opening of the High School on 7 October 1937, page 35.
The Hundred of Nuriootpa was proclaimed on 30 November 1847.
Nurka - A school on Eyre Peninsula opened in 1934 by Jack F. Golding; it closed in 1939.
Nurlutta - A railway station near Salisbury. Aboriginal for ‘turn’ or ‘corner’.
Nurom - A railway station 10 km west of Crystal Brook. Aboriginal for ‘stopping place’. The first name
suggested was ‘Ferguson’, as Peter Ferguson was the first occupier of land in the area in 1852. It was not
adopted because of its presence in other States of Australia. The names of ‘Gee’ and ‘McGuire’ were
considered, also. Lionel Gee surveyed the section in 1875 - his name was deemed to be unsuitable, while,
in 1889, John McGuire was the grantee of the section on which it stands. This suggested nomenclature was
vetoed because the name was in use in Queensland. Its school opened as ‘Crystal Brook West’ and closed
in 1971.
Nurragi - A railway station 6 km North-West of Milang. Aboriginal for ‘scrub’.
Nurrondi - A name adopted, in 1940, instead of ‘Barunga North’ for a post office, 7 km south of Mundoora.
Aboriginal for ‘to hunt’, ‘chase’, ‘to charm’, ‘enchant’. The Aborigines from the north were adept in the art
of charming and, consequently, much feared and hated by others. One of their chief elements for
enchanting was the water in rivers, into which they put human blood and other things, by means of which
it became injurious and fatal to those who drank it. (See Barunga)
Nuyts Archipelago - Near Ceduna and named by Matthew Flinders in 1802 after Peter Nuyts, a distinguished
passenger in the Gulden Zeepaard in 1627 under the command of Francois Thyssen. (See Saint Francis
Island)
In 1889, Mr Thomas G. Lloyd reported that he ‘left Fowler’s Bay in a small cutter of about 7 tons,
accompanied by a young man called Arnold’:
We proposed spending a week or two sealing on the islands… On the seventh day after being
wrecked we started for the largest island in the group… in a dinghy nine feet long… After pulling
for three hours we reached the island where we found about ten pounds of flour left there by
myself four years before but, on examination, proved to be full of weevils which obliged us to sift
it through some small tins we found.
When cooked it turned black and had a very unpleasant flavour. On the 20th day we discovered
a sheep’s track and on tracing it found an old sheep… With the mutton and some milk thistles we
found we managed to get on pretty well… We sighted a boat… lit a fire… and in due time she
arrived bringing Mr Hoskin of St Peter’s Island...
The Nuytsland Nature Reserve, proclaimed in 1969, is situated on the coast between Cape Pasley and Red
Rocks Point in Western Australia and covers an area of 625,344 hectares - significant features include
Twilight Cove and the Eyre Bird Observatory.
Nyairnyi - An Aboriginal spring. The word means ‘zebra finch’.
Nympsvale - Created out of section 12, Hundred of Blanche, by George Shelton (1826-1903), who hailed
from Nympsfield, Gloucestershire, England, written as nymdesfeld - ‘field by a holy grove or place’ in 872
AD. Arriving in 1853 in the Duke of Richmond he became a nurseryman at Rosaville, Mount Gambier. In
1867, ‘this nursery was about four acres in extent, the property of George Shelton’:
[There are] a good stock of fruit and ornamental trees and shrubs, flowers, etc., from which, at a
reasonable price, selections may be made any day to stock gardens… There are 50 varieties of
apple… [At] the late agricultural show Mr Shelton… obtained several prizes… Besides the useful
are to be found the English oak, ash, elm, hawthorn, etc…
A school was opened there in 1862.
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O
Oak - A school near Pinnaroo; opened in 1926, it closed in 1944.
Oakbank - The town was laid out on section 4020, Hundred of Onkaparinga, by J. and A.G. Johnston in 1860;
its post office opened in 1868. Photographs are in the Chronicle, 28 September 1933, page 35, of sheepdog
trials are in the Chronicle, 8 May 1915, page 30; also see Register, 15 April 1918, page 5a, Observer, 2 May
1925, page 6b, of a Memorial Hall in the Observer, 13 November 1926, page 32, of quail shooting on Mr
Shillabeer’s farm on 14 January 1928, page 38.
James Johnston (1818-1891) arrived in South Australia with his parents, six brothers and a sister in the
Buckinghamshire in 1839. The family settled at Willunga and, later, moved to Oakbank, where James
Johnston and his brother Andrew (1827-1886) decided to try their hand at brewing beer.
Their experiment proved successful and, from modest beginnings, there grew the company J. and A.G.
Johnston Ltd that became one of the landmarks of the district. Mr Johnston, Snr, was connected with a
business at Oakbank, in Glasgow, prior to emigrating to South Australia.
The Johnson family was responsible, also, for erecting two elegant houses, one on either side of
the town - ‘Oakbank House’ being occupied by James Johnston and ‘Dalintober’ by his brother
Andrew Galbraith Johnston. Both of these have been well maintained and are elaborate
nineteenth century villas.
In 1886 a second brewery, the Dorset, was erected in the town by Henry Pike and, while brewing
was discontinued in 1938, aerated waters were produced here until the 1970s. The site has since
been split up, but the brewery tower and cellars have been sympathetically converted to a
residence and craft workshop.
While there are a number of other early buildings in the town few are of individual merit,
although together they contribute to the historic character of the townscape, which sadly has
been marred by much unsympathetic development. Despite the significance of the breweries
and the former Johnston family homes the town is best known as the location of the race
meeting held each Easter at the Oakbank Racecourse.
The site, then owned by the Johnston family, was first used for a race meeting in about 1867,
and by 1874 this had become a well-established annual event, with the now famous Great
Eastern Steeplechase being run for the first time in 1876. At Easter, in 1902, the annual exodus to
the race meeting ‘by train or coach, in well-appointed drag with matchless teams, in fashionable
brougham or natty family wagonette, homely spring cart or lumbering wagon, jolting dray or
clumsy hawker’s van - the sporting man full of ‘odds’ and ‘fancies’ will hasten merrily to the
common rendezvous.
Sketches of the race meeting are in Frearson’s Weekly, 19 April 1884, pages 126-127;
photographs of a meeting are in the Chronicle, 5 April 1902, page 40, 18 April 1914, page 31.
In 1877, a deputation consisting of Messrs F. Duffield, Hugh Kerr and Thomas Pugh asked the Minister of
Education to reverse the decision of the Education Council selecting Oakbank as the site of a school in
preference to Balhannah.
Early in 1887 a gold rush was reported to ‘Mr Marsh’s place’ about a mile and a half from Oakbank.
Previously, in the same hill, a tunnel had been put in but, through want of capital, was not driven far enough
to cut the reef. At one time he had about 20 acres and ‘on this about 20 men had been at work… No
important finds were and the gold obtained was very fine… The ground below, the property of Mr John
Martin, the well known draper, is considered very likely to be payable.’
Oakbank Dam is north of Manna Hill where the ‘Oakbank Run’ was established by T. Scott in 1875.
Oakdale - A post office on section 37, Hundred of Haig, 24 km east of Sheringa. A school of the same name
existed from 1904 to 1909; its first teacher was Leslie Lewis.
Oakden - A suburb of Adelaide proclaimed on 27 May 1993. Formerly, it was part of Gilles Plains and
Hillcrest and honours the maiden name of Osmond Gilles’ wife who died in 1833. (See Gilles Plains & Glen
Osmond) Oakden Hills, North-West of Port Augusta, was named after John Oakden, who explored west of
Lake Torrens in 1851. (See Hulkes Hills)
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In 1904, a corroboree, although described as ‘ordinary’, from all accounts, was ‘none the less interesting
to those who had only read of and never seen such a thing’:
All along the track the coming of the event had been discussed and fates were kind in leading us
to Ive’s & Co’s fine Oakden Hills Station at the right moment. Waterbag Mary was at the store
obtaining rations in exchange for three large kangaroo skins… [A lengthy report on the
corroboree follows.]
Oaklands - On Yorke Peninsula, 8 km North-East of Yorketown where Johann Haby built the ‘Oaklands Hotel’
on the corner of part section 30, Hundred of Dalrymple, and C. von Bertouch and Co. subdivided fifty-two
allotments for him as the town of Oaklands, conducting the auction in the hotel on 13 July 1876; two years
later Ralph Anderson (1847-1909) laid out another seven blocks as Oaklands West.
In October 1940, the Nomenclature Committee asked the District Council of Yorketown to consider
changing ‘Oaklands’ to ‘Munkurra’, meaning ‘sheaoak apples’ - it refused to consider this proposal,
suggested, previously, by the same committee in 1916.
The school opened in 1872 and closed in 1942; Oaklands North School opened in 1881 and closed in 1909.
A cricket match against Oyster Bay was played in December 1875:
The umpires were Messrs Witcher and R. Anderson, while the local team comprised - R. Keyte, J.
Ryan, S. Clayton, L.H. Giles, A. Anderson, W. Keyte, C. Keyte, C. Carrick, E. Ryan, J. Ballard and E.
Stonehouse.
The Oaklands School, 21 km south of Elliston, operated from 1928 until 1936; known, also, as ‘Nilyuntana’.
In 1844, Samuel Kearne (ca.1792-1857) owned sections 116, 146 and 147, Hundred of Noarlunga, naming
it Oaklands Estate. The Adelaide suburb of Oaklands Park was laid out in 1914 on sections 144-146,
Hundred of Noarlunga, as Oaklands Estate by Thomas C. and Catherine C. Tait of Broken Hill and it was
reported that a former owner, the Hon. J. Crozier, planted English oaks on the property, while, in 1928, ‘a
deputation to the Premier requested that the government should acquire 18¾ acres of land at Oaklands for
use as a national reserve…’ (See Warradale) A photograph is in the Observer, 1 September 1923, page 30,
of the railway station’s garden on 25 February 1928, page 32.
Oak Vale - The school, opened in 1919, became ‘Mary Vale’ in the same year and closed in 1939. Probably,
the name was taken from a property owned by ‘Percy and Gordon Roberts, south of Streaky Bay.’ (See
Maryvale & Wirrulla) A photograph of Mr & Mrs Val Roberts and family is in the Observer,
16 April 1927, page 34.
Obelisk Estate - This subdivision near Mount Lofty was advertised in 1925.
Oberon, Mount - In the Musgrave Ranges, named by Ernest Giles on 9 September 1873. It is one and the
same as ‘Mount Morris’ named by W.C. Gosse. ‘Oberon’ was William Shakespeare’s ‘King of the Fairies’.
O.B. Flat - Six kilometres South-East of Mount Gambier, so named because, in the 1850s, a herd of cattle
roamed the district branded ‘OB’, the owner of which was Mr O. Beswick. Harry Hickmer, who spent his
youth on Glencoe Station held by the Leake brothers, had his reminiscences published in 1903 and said:
There were some fine store cattle purchased from Queensland… branded ‘JWC’ on off ribs and
‘OB’ off rump. The former were tailed for a time and eventually turned loose… although they were
well looked after, a good many tried to make their way to their old run, although over 1,000 miles
away; some actually succeeded in doing this.
Rodney Cockburn cites another version and says the cattle ‘were bred by a Mr O’Brien who also had a
station near Yass, in New South Wales.’
Its post office opened in 1868 and closed in May 1909.
The first recorded subdivision in the immediate district was made in 1879 when the Minister controlling
education purchased portion of section 478. Earlier, a private school had been opened by Francis D.C.
Donovan in 1863, while a German School was opened in December 1869 by Mr Carl Craft.
In 1888, it was reported that ‘the dairy factory was started in a small way in a very primitive building and
as the owner modestly remarked was decidedly flat and required improving in many ways’:
I concluded that a man who could toil away almost single-handed, and with such primitive
buildings and appliances turn out a weekly average this season of 1,300 lbs of good factory
cheese, deserved to succeed… Mr Pariss, the owner, has a splendid lot of cows of his own, but in
addition he also buys milk… at four pence per gallon…
A local workman’s home was described in July 1889 as ‘a hut built of slabs and roofed with bark’:
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The bedroom is 12x12 and 7 feet high. In this there are three double beds which completely fill
the room and ten persons sleep here, including a married couple, a young man aged 23, a girl
aged 21 and several children of various ages. There is no privy accommodation.
Observatory Hill - Near Maralinga and named by L. Beadell in 1955 because of its similarity to an
astronomical laboratory.
Ocalia Well - South of Manna Hill. Aboriginal for ‘the dark place’.
Ocean View - A descriptive name given to a subdivision of part sections 23 and 28-29, Hundred of Goolwa,
by G.F. Gilding, W.F. Jacob and J.R. Russell in 1924, midway between Victor Harbor and Port Elliot ‘with its
own railway site.’
Ochre, Point & Ochre Cove - North of Maslin Beach. The Aborigines knew the area as potartung, probably
meaning ‘red ochre place’, used for personal adornment and daubing corpses prior to performing burial
rites. Its nomenclature is linked with the mythological Aboriginal being, Ngurenderi, for it was here, ‘he saw
the “devil” approaching, attacked and wounded him at Ochre Cove. The blood ran out and stained the
rocks.’
Ochre Wall, near Arkaroola, has a colourful, banded slate deposit.
Ockenden Creek & Ockenden Spring - Near Oodnadatta, recall William Marshal Ockenden (1842-1904),
who worked on the Peake pastoral run and, later, joined the police force.
O’Connor, Hundred of - In the County of Buxton, proclaimed on 24 September 1925, and named in honour
of John O’Connor, MP (1924-1927), who was born on 1 October 1878, at Yatala, became a farmer and
represented the district of Flinders as a member of the Labor Party.
O’Donoghue Hill - J.M. O’Donoghue, who held a lease of Granite Downs Station, circa 1912. The name
O’Donoghues Castle was given to a mine, 11 km from Balcanoona Head Station and, in 1899, it was said
that it was named after a shepherd who occupied a hut nearby.
O’Donohue Castle is east of Lyndhurst; its Aboriginal name was wida-ubmanakanha - ‘one gum tree’.
Officer Creek - In the Far North-West, discovered by Ernest Giles in 1873 and named after Mr C.M. Officer
of Victoria, one of the subscribers to Giles’ expedition funds.
Ogilvie, Mount - East of Farina and named after the prospector who discovered the Nichols Nob gold mine,
situated near Tower Gap on the Mount Lyndhurst Station.
There is a continuous run of broken hills and low lying ranges from Gill’s Bluff to Nichol’s Nob…
The work done by the prospectors on the lode is very limited… The ranges have been favourably
reported upon as far back as 1872 by Professor Ulrich…
O’Halloran Hill - Major Thomas S. O’Halloran (1797-1870), purchased land in the area in 1838 and became
Commissioner of Police. Douglas Pike said of him:
His police experience had been with bayonet rather than baton. His correspondence makes it
abundantly clear that he used every occasion to encourage the idea that escaped convicts were
pouring into South Australia, in order to justify his large police force. When his men could
produce no prisoners he simply explained that the efficiency of ‘Colonel Gawler’s Bloodhounds’
had driven the convicts back across the border.
He resigned the office in 1843 and entered the Legislative Council. Its post office opened on 29 March 1849,
while its school opened in 1874 and closed in 1909. The area between Chandler Hill and the Main South
Road was subdivided in 1912 and called ‘Glenthorne Estate’ (a property held formerly by Norman Campbell)
and resubdivided in 1960 as O’Halloran Hill by Dulcie Edna Gunn.
Ohlssen-Bagge, Mount - For a brief period, Mr C.H. Ohlssen-Bagge, an engineer, was a partner of the
surveyor Frederick Sinnett who, in 1851, named the peak near Wilpena Pound. It fell into oblivion and, for
many years, was known, unofficially, as ‘Mount John’. In 1964, Mrs Dora Stanford, the granddaughter of Mr
Ohlssen-Bagge, with the assistance of Mr Hans Mincham, succeeded in having the name restored to the
map.
Okeltabie Ruin - East of Anxious Bay where the ‘Okeltabie Run’ was established by J. Bishop and A. Baird in
1863 (lease no. 1745).
Oladdie - Derived from kuladi, a mythical bird in the form of a man; in other areas it is the Aboriginal name
of the butcher bird. The Hundred of Oladdie, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 23 March 1876, and
the Oladdie Post Office, 24 km North-East of Peterborough, opened in February 1879, closed on 27 July
1918. (See Castambul for information on goat herds.)
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In 1882, one selector was enterprising enough to sink a well to a considerable depth, and ‘having reached
a seam of very hard rock, has been compelled through lack of means to discontinue sinking’:
If this selector had been able to reach through this rock, there can be no doubt that many other
selectors would at once commence to put down shafts in search of water, as they are doing in
Oladdie… sinking is between 60 and 80 feet, a large portion of which… is through hard concrete
and dense rock…
A photograph of rabbit trapping is in the Chronicle on 6 April 1933, page 36.
Olary - The town, 167 km ENE of Peterborough, proclaimed on 1 December 1887, was extended by forty
allotments in 1926; the school opened in 1891 and closed in 1986. In 1867, the name of the place was
reported as ‘O’Leary’s’ while, in 1928, it was said to be named ‘after the hut of a station hand named O’Lary.’
To confuse the matter further, a correspondent to the Register said in 1928 that, ‘as late as 1898 the Post
Office stamp was “Oolarie” and the railway station bore the sign “Olary”. It is named from the old station,
on the Burra-Mt Bryan road called by teamsters “Olary Well”.’
In 1887, it was said that ‘as we entered the Olary Station the guard was rapidly putting together stores and
parcels for the workmen’:
There are useful adornments to this [railway] yard; to wit - platform and tank about the centre,
and at the further end a row of cottages, and opposite to them a nice looking stone house
enclosed with a paling fence… In the yard are a number of navvies’ tents that would surprise our
nomad brethren of Arabia by the various substances they are composed of. The food supply is
delivered and several trucks are shunted and we are off again…
Old Baroota - (See Mambray Creek)
Oldfield - A 1923 subdivision of part sections 339 and 292, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Henry Field and
Edmund Bennett; now included in Rostrevor; it is a common place name in England.
Old German Snowtown - (See Polish Hill River)
Old Gum Tree - ‘During mid-November 1836 emigrants from the Cygnet, Rapid and Africaine came ashore
at Holdfast Bay a little south of ‘Sturt’s River’ (modern-day Patawalonga) and proceeded inland for about a
mile where they pitched their tents and built temporary huts. Robert Gouger, the Colonial Secretary,
‘determined on a spot shaded by large gum trees’ one of which had been bent in the form of an arch by the
prevailing South-Westerly winds. In respect of the ‘proclamation’ ceremony the words of an eye witness,
R.G. Symonds, an assistant surveyor to Colonel Light, are of interest:
Mr Gouger’s tent was partly supported on the southern end and upwards by this… tree now
called the ‘memorial tree’… Inside Mr Gouger’s tent Governor Hindmarsh met the other
members of the Council. The proclamation was first read and all the members of the Council
were sworn in. This was all done inside the tent and, in the presence of about 270 persons, the
proclamation was read by… Mr Gouger… No special provision was made for shelter from the
sun… The tree, I recollect, however, threw a little shade over the table outside the tent, which
was furnished with light refreshments from HMS Buffalo…
Much has been written of the events of the events of 28 December 1836 day but the remarks of Charles
Moon, a former Able Seaman on the Buffalo, are of interest:
Two boat’s crews from the Buffalo, with Governor Hindmarsh and all the officers forming the
colony, landed at Glenelg, and the proclamation was read by the Governor [sic], the flag, which I
had carried from the boat, being unfurled by him under what is called the Proclamation tree - a
remarkable, low, stunted blue gum, sloping to the west and standing quite alone, close to the
landing place. A portion of Scripture was read and prayers were offered by the chaplain, Rev C.B.
Howard, for the success and prosperity of the colony.
The marines also fired three volleys. On our landing for the proclamation the blacks ran away,
but soon came back again. They were invited on board, but would not come until we left some
men as hostages. The Governor made the chiefs dine with him on board the Buffalo, but the
wine took greater effect upon them than was expected. They left the ship well pleased and were
friendly ever after.
The surroundings were beautiful but, during the day, concealed many hazards. Swarms of
mosquitoes sang, but under cover of night demanded recompense. Poor Robert Gouger and his
delicate wife, Harriet, whose days were numbered, were driven almost to desperation by
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mosquito attacks. Putting his hand out one night from the couch on which he lay, and touching
the ground, he found his hand within an inch of a scorpion.
To add to these discomforts enormous ants and small frogs came inside the tent to make the
acquaintance of the new arrivals. However, there were compensations for game was in great
abundance. Not far from his tent were fresh water lagoons caused by overflows of the Sturt River
and he could not walk but two hundred yards without stirring up quail, wild duck and water fowl.
White cockatoos, parrots and parakeets of splendid plumage spent a merry time in the trees, not
knowing, as yet, the fear of man. (See Glenelg)
Rodney Cockburn recorded that ‘Koonari, an old native, better known as James Phillips, called it Pudtha
yukoona, meaning an arched red gum tree.’ (See Appendix 13 & 14)
Old Shepherds Inn - A post office ‘10 miles north of Adelaide’ opened by William Mitchell in 1856. (See
Drumminer)
Old Stockyard Waterhole - Seven miles from Truro where, ‘on the road, there is an old stock station [with]
a good spring of water.’ (See Dust Holes) This could refer to the ‘Accommodation Yard’ at the foot of
Accommodation Hill:
On arriving at the Old Stockyard - which, by the way a stranger will not find, unless he takes
particular instructions at Truro - we proceeded to give our horses water. The water rises in a high
rock, covered with teatrees, amongst which a series of naturally excavated basins are filled with
delicious water. These overflow and fall into a basin below, a depth of 30 or 40 feet, whenever
the stream in the wet season flows amongst the hills into the valley. A government survey party
has been recently made of the land surrounding this water.
The springs themselves were, of course, reserved by the government… As the land is marked out
there appears to be only one road to the water, so that the owner of the section surrounding it
(who is said to be Mr McBean) has a virtual monopoly of what ought, by half a dozen roads, to
have been thrown open to the public. The marking out of a single section so as to enclose it in
every direction a reserve of water is not we shall look for under responsible government…
Olinthus, Mount - North-West of Cowell is shown on a plan of John Chambers’ Runs in 1858. Rodney
Cockburn recorded it as ‘Olynthus’ and suggested it was named so by Governor Gawler.
Oliphant, Mount - Near Arkaroola; named by R.C. Sprigg after Sir Mark Oliphant, atomic scientist and
Governor of South Australia (1971-1976).
Olive - Ethel V. Opey created Olive Estate in 1906 as a subdivision of part section 237, Hundred of Adelaide;
now included in Hyde Park;
Olive Farm Estate was a subdivision of part section 330-31, Hundred of Yatala, by Beaven Rake in 1920;
now included in Broadview. Rakes Road, now part of Regency Road, was named after him. By 1919, Olive
Farm had been in the possession of the Rake family since 1847 and where the soil was ‘noted for its fertility
and many fine records have been established there in cereal crops.’
An 1881 letter from Charles Rake about the sparrow menace said:
Is it not a crime upon Nature that poisoned water is to be placed about to destroy purely
insectivorous birds as well as the much abused sparrow. Every one will admit that he is
mischievous during two or three months, but it is just as certain that throughout the greater part
of the year he is useful on both the garden and farm… There is no doubt that our farms were
sadly deficient in small birds until the sparrow made its appearance, and surely we must not
begrudge him a little corn and fruit, knowing that he has to live at least nine months of the year
on seeds of noxious weeds and insects…
In 1925, Olive Gardens was advertised as ‘Orange Gardens’ comprising 15 allotments ‘near the tram and
has frontage to Torrens Road, Tilly Street and Tait Street…’ On 3 October 1925 it became ‘Olive Gardens’.
In November 1865, James Trego-Williams purchased sections 686, 687, 690 and 694, Hundred of Mudla
Wirra, which he and his wife, Margaret, called ‘Olive Hill Farm’; some of the olive trees planted by Mrs
Williams still survive. Land was set aside for a cemetery on the outskirts of the property, where their twin
daughters were laid to rest; in later years, the farm house became the residence of various principals of
Roseworthy College.
In 1883, it was called Olive Hill and described as an experimental farm ‘about six miles from Gawler’ where
‘a series of experiments in agriculture have been carried out by Professor Custance… The chief value of the
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experimental farm will be to afford information to agriculturists as to how the drought may be resisted and
how cereal disease may be avoided…’ (See Roseworthy)
Olive Island, in Nuyts Archipelago, was named by Matthew Flinders on 5 February 1802 after John Olive,
his ship’s clerk.
In 1919, The Olives was described as 24 allotments ‘most advantageously situated in this healthy, elevated
and progressive neighbourhood… fronting Shelley and Gwynne Streets in Firle.’
Olivedale - In the Hundred of Talunga suburban to Birdwood; the village developed on land sold in
December 1857 by George F. Angas to J.G. Lindner and J.C. Aberle who began to subdivide section 6594.
Prior to 1918 it was Oliventhal (‘olive valley’). The alternative name of ‘Pumampe’ meaning ‘valley’, was
rejected by the government.
O’Loughlin - The Hundred of O’Loughlin, County of Way, was proclaimed on 13 August 1896; its school
opened in 1919 and closed in 1946.
O’Loughlin Bay is on Thistle Island; many adverse comments were made on this nomenclature, one
suggesting that it was certain to be shortened to ‘Larry Bay’. (See Laurence)
Laurence O’Loughlin, MP (1890-1918), born near Salisbury, in 1854, was educated at Seven Hill College,
but hard times on his father’s farm cut short his schooling. Later, he and a younger brother took up land at
Telowie and Baroota and, following the dissolution of this partnership, he purchased a farm at Booleroo
Centre. After entering Parliament he was appointed to a commission into the prospects of opening up land
in the Pinnaroo District and, realising the prospects of the venture, sold his property and became one of
the first settlers at Pinnaroo, where he died in 1927.
Olympic Dam - Near Andamooka, it was, formerly, a portion of the ‘Roxby Downs’ pastoral property.
Olynthus, Mount - Near Cowell, discovered and named by Governor Gawler, after an ancient city in Europe.
(See Olinthus, Mount)
O’Malley - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line. King O’Malley, MP, who, as Minister for Home
Affairs, was associated, closely, with the construction of the line.
Onaunga - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘big waterhole’ and the former name of a district council in the
Strathalbyn District; the ‘Onaunga Mine’ was mentioned in 1872 and, in 1875:
At a meeting of ratepayers in the Onaunga district, Mrs Elizabeth Williams, a resident, was
nominated for a seat at the Council table… If gallantry secures her return probably the Woman’s
Rights question will get an impetus. For years female taxpayers have voted for the election of
municipal and district councillors, but this is the first instance, we believe, where one of the fair
sex has been proposed as a candidate…
One Tree Hill - This settlement, 28 km NNE of Adelaide, takes its name from the ‘One Tree Hill Inn’, which
was licensed in 1851 to ‘catch the passing trade journeying from Salisbury to Gawler’; later, it became a
meeting place for the District Council of Munno Para for many years; it ceased trading in 1861. Outside the
inn was a giant red gum tree that was cut down, circa 1934. Its post office was opened in 1858 by F.
Butterfield and the settlement commenced, circa 1867, on land owned by James Purdie, who was born in
Scotland, in 1828, arriving in the Emily in 1849. He died at Condowie Plains in 1892.
The foundation stone of the school was laid on ‘a piece of ground given by Mr Peter Muller [in 1864]’.
Official records say the school was opened in 1855.
In 1859, a return match between the Munno Para East and the Universal Cricket Club was played on the
practice ground of the former club near to the One Tree Hill:
The Universalists started from the Kent Town Hotel in an omnibus and four… and the Brunswick
Band enlivening the early morning with its superior sounds. Breaking from the North Road at the
Little Para, the whole party might have supposed they were about to scale the Alps, so
precipitous is the track up the spur to the Bay of Biscay ground beyond. Once safely upon the
hills by pleasant detours, enjoying beautiful views of deep glens with magnificent prospects of
broad plains and the far off ocean, the party made their way to the spot where the match was to
be contested.
On the rising ground near the foot of the slope were pitched tents for the Clubs and their
scorers, for the band and an additional one for the ladies considerable numbers of whom were
mingled with the spectators, who amounted to 150 to 300 persons. These, with the well-placed
field, the tents and the band, filling the valley by turns with melting or moving music, which
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found response in the surrounding hills, combined to form a scene and to create an occasion that
will long be remembered…
A photograph of ‘four generations of the Watson family’ is in the Observer, 26 January 1907, page 30, of
the unveiling of a war memorial on 9 August 1919, page 26.
Onkaparinga - In 1831, Captain Collet Barker discovered the River Onkaparinga; it was rediscovered by Lt
Field of the vessel Rapid on 3 October 1836. On Colonel Light’s charts it is shown as ‘Field’s River’, but, in
1838, this was changed to the Aboriginal name at the behest of Governor Gawler. The name is derived from
a Kaurna (Adelaide), tribal word ngangkiparingga - ‘at the women’s river’ - nganki - ‘female’, par - ‘river’
and ngga - ‘at’. While travelling to ochre fields north of Maslin Beach (see Ochre, Point), River Murray people
hid their women in caves and ravines close to the river above Noarlunga:
This substance was much valued by the Aborigines for decorating their bodies at corroborees.
Hostile tribes from the Murray would make excursions across the Willunga hills to obtain ochre.
This would impose on the local Aborigines the duty of giving battle to those who had thus broken
bounds. But first they would hide their women.
As late as 1850, reports of the Protector of Aborigines make mention of Aborigines, while netting bream
near the river mouth, hiding their women in the river valley. Dr Wyatt recorded it as Ungkeperringga and
said it meant ‘Mother river, plentiful’ and that the first syllable changes to Ponke meaning ‘shadows or
reflections in water’, and relates to that part of the river between Noarlunga and the sea.
Other sources suggest it means ‘eagles’ home’ for in a poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a
Native’, in 1893, two lines read:
On-ka-paringa (eagle’s home),
No-orlunga (place of fish),
An article on the Onkaparinga District Council in 1923 says ‘Onkaparinga’ means ‘dirty or murky water’.
By 1850 the whole line of the River Onkaparinga was said to exhibit auriferous deposits and one of the
richest had been chosen by Osmond Gilles in the Mount Barker Special Survey. At this time a gold company
secured numerous adjoining sections, together with others on the course of the river, upon which gold was
reported to have been found.
On 19 January 1850 the South Australian Gold Company, with a nominal capital of £25,000, announced
that it had purchased 1,638 acres of land and, together with leased land comprising 400 acres, it boasted
that it commanded about 20 miles of watercourses ‘open for immediate operations.’ From an economic
point of view this announcement was propitious because, before it was made, the disposition for colonists
to migrate to California was unlimited and intense but, suddenly, the desire to leave the colony abated.
At the same time the Editor of the SA Gazette & Mining Journal advised prospective investors to defer their
investments until the appearance of the prospectus of a rival company (The Onkaparinga Gold Company)
which intended to ‘offer advantages not to be equalled, at a bonus somewhat less than £17,000.’ However,
a remarkable blunder was made in respect of section 4014 held by the Onkaparinga Gold Company, for it
was stated that it was to be part and parcel of a certain section, or sections, purchased from the
Government in 1839 by Mr Osmond Gilles:
That worthy gentleman unwittingly assisted in the bidding of his own land; but having discovered
his error, or rather that of the Survey Office, he intends to defend his golden territories from
intrusion, tooth and nail, having already placed his land in his solicitor’s hands - so that the
Government seems to be in a fix as well as the Onkaparinga Gold Company… Mr Gilles’ adjacent
lands are watered by tributary streams which are declared to be rich in gold - so that, after all the
vaunted secrecy and shrewd contrivances of the knowing ones, ‘the Great O.G.’ may be the gold
millionaire of the colony.
In February 1850, the directors announced that the applications for shares were not numerous enough to
induce them to proceed with the proposed allotment. Undeterred, they resorted to their own resources in
developing the field and, in due course, an officer and detachment of the 11th Regiment were sent there
to guard the commissioner’s tents and assist the police.
This prompted the succinct comment that ‘one policeman is worth 20 soldiers. The baton, not the bayonet,
is the weapon which will be respected by the most rude of diggers’, while the Editor of the Register opined
that the close proximity to the town:
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Will induce the settlement of men with their families; the sexes will be more equal than has
hitherto been witnessed elsewhere, and even our Diggings, it is hoped, will evince the superior
character of the South Australian people - a character which has already rendered itself
respected (in the Province) and conspicuous abroad.
He also suggested a complete ban on intoxicating liquors on the field to which an ardent temperance
advocate, under the pseudonym of ‘Onkaparinga’, heartily concurred:
If nothing stronger than water is ever allowed to be tasted at the goldfields there will exist a
sufficient guarantee for the good conduct of the congregated thousands… who will apply
themselves to the exciting pursuit of gold seeking, and it is most earnestly hoped that the
Government will make the strongest possible regulations for the preventing the use of
intoxicating beverages at the goldfields. This is a sine qua non of unalloyed success.
In 1851, the company commenced operations at the Onkaparinga where ‘four ounces were washed out by
four men.’ However, as time and labour progressed, it expended a great deal of money uselessly, for its
directors were then ‘ignorant of the proper mode of conducting the work’, while elsewhere the men
‘employed by the gold company have left Stony Creek and they do not hesitate to say that the richest
deposits are not to be found at that place. [Indeed, it transpired that they were abandoned within a few
weeks]… There were 3 or 4 stores established there and as many butchers’ shops…’
In 1862, Father Julian E.T. Woods said that his attention ‘had been drawn to a paragraph having reference
to some fossils found at the mouth of the Onkaparinga’:
It was there stated that the specimens had been forwarded to the Rev W.B. Clarke of Sydney who
had pronounced them to bear all the characters of cretaceous origin and that they carried back our
ideas of the Murray fossils to a far remoter period than that usually assigned to the geological
formations of this colony… I am perfectly sure, however, that if they are of cretaceous origin they are
in no way connected with the Murray beds, which belong to a very recent tertiary period…
The Hundred of Onkaparinga, County of Adelaide, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846.
Port Onkaparinga - (See Noarlunga)
The town of Onkaparinga was advertised in 1857 as an ideal place:
Gentlemen requiring a cool retreat for their families from the dust and heat of Adelaide are
respectfully invited to visit the locality… upwards of 50 lots have already been disposed of… the
township is laid out on the cliffs… the soil is good and free from sand and affords limestone for
building purposes.
In 1858, it was said that, ‘W. Gray is the owner of section 318 near Port Noarlunga which he has laid out
into lots…’ Following the Crimean war of the 1850s the government and citizens of the fledgling colony
were concerned as to possible attacks by Russian warships as evidenced by a letter to the Colonial Secretary
by William Gray, a storekeeper at Port Onkaparinga (now Port Noarlunga), in August 1858:
Captain Lipson, RN, having reported that the defence of our coast, so far as practicable, would be
best attained by the equipment of gunboats etc. to be stationed at Port Adelaide and the creek
at Glenelg, I have the honour to respectfully suggest for the consideration of Your Excellency, the
following extension of his plan.
That the harbour of Port Onkaparinga is the first accessible and most unprotected part of the
coast, which in all probability would be selected as an eligible landing place for effecting a ‘coup
de main’ on Adelaide, it could be made another gunboat station and provided with the following
defences:
1. A battery on the northern reef similar to that on Pinchgut Island in Sydney harbour.
2. A Martello tower on Witton Bluff within range of the jetty, and a small enfilading, earth
battery near Onkaparinga Bluff.
3. As a tower on Witton Bluff would command a full view of the gulf from Cape Jervis to
the lightship, it would be necessary to extend a telegraph wire to join the Adelaide and
Melbourne lines on the South Road, a distance of three miles. This would combine the
advantages of warning and defence with the earliest transmission of commercial
intelligence, as the largest vessel could approach within a mile of Witton Bluff, make
their number, or in the case of contrary winds, land their mail and passengers in safety
some hours before they could reach Adelaide by the ordinary route.
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A lifeboat station here, manned by hardy fishermen, could perform this service with safety in any
weather and be immediately available in case of shipwreck or accident within the gulf. (See
Glanville, Glenelg & Largs Bay)
For information on the change of name of the town of Port Onkaparinga to ‘Port Noarlunga South’ see
Register, 6 September 1923.
The Register of 21 November 1882 has an advertisement for the town of Onkaparinga, ‘adjacent to the
Balhannah Railway Station on section 4030, Hundred of Onkaparinga… to be subdivided into 123 lots’ apparently, this venture was a failure.
Oodlawirra - Derived from the Aboriginal ngurlewirra - ‘hill frost’; another source claims it comes from
judlawirra - judla - ‘kangaroo’, wirra - ‘forest’. The town, 24 km North-East of Peterborough, proclaimed as
the ‘Township of Penn’, on 17 April 1890, became Oodlawirra on 19 September 1940, so as to agree with
the name of the railway station.
Its school opened in 1891 and closed in 1950. In 1891, a visitor was ‘sorry to find it a very small place’:
The most interesting object in our trip was the Oodla Wirra Flux and Silver Mining Company’s
claims. Here we beheld a large mountain of iron. The lode can be traced right through the
property… A splendid lode of kaolin has been exposed at the foot of the hill and it is expected
that silver will be obtained by sinking deeper… The outcrop in appearance surpasses Broken Hill
and the developments of this property should be anxiously watched.
A photograph of an iron flux mine is in the Observer, 13 January 1906, page 30.
Oodnadatta - The town, 824 km NNW of Port Augusta, proclaimed on 30 October 1890, opened its school
in 1892. Herbert Basedow, in a diary kept while a member of a survey party wrote: ‘Oodnadatta, a desolate
desert township, named by surveyor Lees after a word in the Arunta dialect meaning ‘the yellow blossom
of the mulga”.’ Prof N.B. Tindale adds support to this contention: ‘It derives from utnadata meaning “flower
of the mulga”.’ To confuse this nomenclature, in the book Horrie Simpson’s Oodnadatta it is said:
Today you will have to travel a long way to find a mulga tree near the town. The other name
coodnadatta means rotten or excreta the last part datta means ‘there’… An artesian bore sunk
half a mile west of the town produced some atrocious liquid, hot and full of soda and other
solids. Maybe it refers to this water.
Oodnadatta has been regarded by most people as the centre of a vast desert and the very name was
synonymous with drought and waterless desert country:
It is from this town that most of the exploring parties of recent years have commenced their
work of exploration in the direction of the Musgrave Ranges and Western Australia, and
Oodnadatta is also the depot for many of the outlying stations and a large number of peripatetic
prospectors. Some time ago the government accepted tenders for artesian boring at Oodnadatta
and a splendid supply was struck at 1,600 feet.
On Tuesday, Mr F. Heilbronn, the father of the town and one of its leading business men, gave
us the opportunity of sampling the water. The quality appears to be exceptionally good and
palatable… It has now been running for a little over two months into an old river bed… The
practical advantage of the bore is now being seen in its effect upon a large garden owned by two
Chinamen… It is the intention of Mr Heilbronn to establish a sanatorium in the event of the
medical profession being prepared after investigation to recommend patients to go there in
preference to making journeys to ‘take the waters’ of some distant country.
The following notes on Oodnadatta are taken from an article by Ernestine Hill, published in the Advertiser
in 1935:
From 1891 onward, when the transcontinental railway stopped short of the Depot Sandhills, and
Alice Springs was almost unknown, they were rollicking times at Oodnadatta, the heyday of the
teamster. Pioneers of all the stations of the centre of the continent were constantly travelling
their stocks northward and westward, and drovers of the north travelling down. Arltunga and
Winnecke became gold towns in the ranges with five hundred and three hundred people. Endless
camel-strings put out from the railhead day after day, north to Newcastle Waters, south to
Tarcoola, some of them west on the 2,000-mile trail to Coolgardie, following Giles and
Warburton, and a few North-West to Hall’s Creek, in the Kimberley rush.
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As the good country along the telegraph line was taken up, mails and freights and overland
travellers were transhipped to the camels on the six-day stage to the Alice. About 150 Afghans,
with their wives and families, congregated there, valued their best riding beasts at as high as 100
a piece, and demanded their fares in sovereigns. In 1914, at the outbreak of war, with the cattle
trucked north for agistment in a great drought of the south, the little town was thronged with
people as it has never been thronged since. There were then four or five white men on all the
surrounding stations, where nowadays four or five of those stations are run together under the
management of one.
Photographs are in the Observer, 6 May 1922, page 24, 15 and 29 January 1927, pages 33 and 32, a gold
prospecting party on 4 November 1905, page 30, of the railway station in The Critic, 1 May 1907, page 3, of
a war memorial hall in the Chronicle, 12 August 1922, page 28, of a visit by the governor on 14 July 1923,
page 33, of an Aborigines’ Mission on 8 January 1927, page 40, of ‘mixed bathing’ on 6 August 1931, page
34, of Aboriginal lubras alighting from an itinerant preacher’s van in the Observer, 16 August 1919, page 28,
of yachting on a dam on 16 August 1919, page 28.
The name Oodnadatta Track was given to the road between Marree and Mount Chandler in 1979.
Oodnaminta Well - East of Lyndhurst. Corrupted from the Aboriginal udnaminda - ‘anus’.
Ooldea - The name was adopted for a railway siding in 1912, 252 km west of Tarcoola. Ernest Giles spelt it
as ‘Youldeh’. Its school opened in 1940. Ooldea Hill and Ooldea Well are near the Trans-Australia railway
line; derived from the Aboriginal yooldil-beena - ‘swamp where I stood to pour out water’.
The pumping of water from this source by makers of the transcontinental railway line led to it drying up.
Another source says the Aboriginal name was juldi and that it was a soak where they sought refuge when a
drought struck their lands while Rodney Cockburn says ‘it is identical with a permanent water three miles
and a half from the siding… Another spelling of the word is youldah, said to mean “sandhill water”.’
Photographs and information on the district are in the Register, 9 July 1917, page 4d, Observer,
12 January 1918, page 24, Chronicle, 17 June 1922, pages 27-36c, Observer, 29 May 1926, page 34, of Daisy
Bates’ home among the sandhills in the Observer, 5 February 1921, page 23.
Oopina Dam - North-West of Yunta where the ‘Oopina Run’ was established by W. Dare in 1866.
Ootna - This Aboriginal word meaning ‘quandong’ was applied to several physical features near Parachilna.
The ‘Ootna Run’ was established by J. Warwick in 1864 (lease no. 1611); originally, the land was held by
W.R. Swan from 13 March 1856 (lease no. 488).
Orama Hill - North-West of Waukaringa in the County of Lytton; see pastoral lease no. 1751. Rodney
Cockburn says it was established by David Davidson in 1867 and held, later, by Andrew Tennant. Generally,
it was believed to be Aboriginal for ‘rendezvous of the magpie’, but in 1937 it was said that the name derived
from the Aboriginal oorama- the name applied to a marsupial rat (see Orroroo).
In 1911, it was reported that ‘the decision of the London managers of the Orient Company to name their
new steamer “Orama” [was] decidedly a compliment to this State as it is the cognomen of a hill in South
Australia, situated in the County of Lytton and near to the Siccus River’:
Originally, the hill was known as ‘Oorama’ and in the native tongue this would be pronounced
with a decided burr… This country was taken up in the first place by Mr Samuel [sic] Davidson in
1867 when the run contained 193 square miles of country…
Further, in 1937, Miss Beevor of Gilberton called in at the Advertiser office to tell an interesting story of the
origin of the name Orama Hill:
Her father, the late Horace Beevor, held a half-interest in the Baratta station in the 1860s and
lived there. He went out with a black boy… and while having lunch at the foot of the hill rodents,
the size of rats, scampered around them, the marsupial rat apparently. Mr Beevor asked the
black boy what they were and he replied ’im Oorama’… I looked up my old notebook and find
that Mr Frank Warwick said the word orama meant ‘rat’ not ‘magpie’.
Orange Gardens - (See Olive Gardens)
Orange Vale – It was situated near Athelstone, where ‘special services in aid of the building fund of the
Orange Vale New Union Church were held on 3 & 4 September 1871… A supper was… provided for the
public.’
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Oraparinna National Park - Takes its name from the pastoral run pioneered by Septimus Boord, namely,
lease no. 231 of 1 September 1851. Aboriginal for ‘tea-tree river’. (See Boord, Mount) A photograph of the
homestead is in the Observer, 30 November 1929, page 33, Chronicle, 12 July 1934, page 33.
Oratan - A property on the ‘eastern plains’; see pastoral lease no. 1715.
Oratunga - Derived from an Aboriginal word meaning ‘tea tree creek’. The town, surveyed in 1863, and
offered for sale on 28 May 1863, took its name from a nearby copper mine worked first in 1860 and the
‘Oratunga Run’, head station of the Chambers brothers. Hundred of Oratunga, County of Taunton, was
proclaimed on 7 March 1895.
Orchard Farm - In 1860, a barn, kindly lent for the occasion by Mr Richard Williams ‘was appropriated pro
tem to the purposes of a [Wesleyan Church]… The sermons for the day were preached by Rev C. Colwell
from Mintaro.’
A new Wesleyan chapel was opened there in January 1861:
The people of this neighbourhood having engaged in worship for the past eleven years in the
dwelling of Mr Thomas Thomas, much as the convenience was appreciated, the erection of a
new and beautiful edifice, to be dedicated exclusively to religious purposes, was an event hailed
with deep satisfaction.
Orkola, Mount - (See Barndioota, Hundred of)
Ormerod, Lake - George Ormerod (1822-1872) was an early day pastoralist near modern-day Naracoorte
when, with Charles Sherratt, he applied for an occupation licence on 6 May 1845. (See Naracoorte) A
member of a very old Lancashire family, he was born at Rochdale in 1822, came out to Victoria in 1842 and,
about 1854, sold out and settled at Guichen Bay where he started business as a storekeeeper, shipper of
wool and general agent and, in partnership with a Mr John Calder, was, ostensibly, the founder of the town
of Robe. (See Robe) The Lake Ormerod School opened in 1896 and closed in 1915.
Ormiston Hill - The hill was the boundary between two clans of indigenous people inhabiting the Hundred
of Baker and its Aboriginal name was mureounuru - ‘the boundary’.
Ormsby Rivulet - Named by Colonel Light; it is shown on John Arrowsmith’s plan published in London in
1840 and recalls George Owen Ormsby, a surveyor, who arrived in the Buffalo and died in Auckland, New
Zealand, in 1861, aged 46; today, is known as ‘Fifth Creek’.
Orontes Bank - Situated on the opposite side of the gulf, west of Semaphore. In the 1870s, oysters were
dredged up there at the rate of 100,000 per week, but this yield dwindled away until it did not pay to work
it - the bed closed itself and remained as such for many years, following which Mr Albert Molineux paid it a
visit and reported that he ‘went over with a party of friends, taking an oyster dredge and trawl net, thinking
that after so long a rest the bed would yield at least a few bivalves’:
Yet, after two days work, the total yield was one oyster… Unless an alteration is made in the
law… oysters in Adelaide will ere long be worth their weight in gold. Then an oyster supper will
be a rather expensive luxury…
In 1886, Mr T.N. Stephens, who was appointed to enquire into the validity of the claims of Mr Fraser to the
discovery of an oyster bed near Stansbury said:
There is no doubt that the bed claimed by Mr Fraser was set up by Mr Moore… simply a
rediscovery and not a discovery as the Act provides for reward… [his] claim to a discoverer’s
licence was made in good faith.
The name appears first on 1852 charts, but its origin is unknown.
Orrie Cowie - In the Hundred of Para Wurlie, west of Warooka., corrupted from the Aboriginal morakawi;
mora - ‘acacia seed’ and kawi - ‘water’; literally, ‘food seed spring’. The Orrie Cowie Post Office, opened in
March 1867, was the first on Yorke Peninsula; it closed in 1878 when ‘Warooka’ opened. Hilda Elliott
opened the Orrie Cowie School in 1916; changed to ‘Brutus’ in 1924.
Orroroo - The town, proclaimed on 9 March 1876, stands on portion of Price Maurice’s Pekina run taken
up in 1846. Over the years, it was accepted that it derived from the Aboriginal oorama - ‘rendezvous of the
magpie’, but Prof N.B. Tindale asserts the word means ‘early start’.
The usual camping ground of the local Aboriginal people was on the banks of the Pekina Creek,
whereas the kangaroo hunting grounds were on the flat South-East of the township, that is, close
to the spring on Orroroo Creek. When intending to hunt kangaroos it was the usual custom to
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camp for the night at the spring so as to be in a position for an early start at dawn. (See Orama
Hill)
Further, in 1908, G. Degenhardt of Saint Peters said it had its origin from a creek the natives called
‘Oorooroo’.
Another version was forthcoming in 1926:
Orroroo was the name of a black girl who at one time lived on Pekina Station, and although other
native derivations for the title suggesting dust, drift and a windy locality have been put forward,
yet the character of the word is all in favour of its having been applied to a living object. [This
version appears, also, in Cockburn’s Nomenclature of SA (1908)]
The name was bestowed at the instance of Mr C.J. Easther, a pioneer settler in the district.
In the old coaching days, before the town was surveyed, he had an eating house, the ruins of
which may still be seen, on Pekina Creek, about a mile distant from the town. This was a
stopping-place for the coaches running between the Burra and Melrose. When, in 1875, Orroroo
was surveyed Easther abandoned his eating house, built an iron shop on a corner block, in the
new township, and opened as a storekeeper and wine dealer. This was the first building erected
in Orroroo.
The English Labourers’ Chronicle of 9 November 1878 contains the following letter from an immigrant who
was working for Mr F. Growden, Orroroo:
It is a nice place up here; there are hills all around us. I am getting £55 a year and tucker for me
and my wife, except I have to buy meat and that’s cheap, six pence a pound… I have no rent to
pay… that is better than working at home… There is plenty of work here. I am surprised at the
young men stopping in England and working for nothing when they could save money out here…
The school opened in 1880.
Sketches of the town and district are in the Pictorial Australian in February 1887, photographs in the
Observer, 19 February 1910, page 39, 13 July 1929, page 34, of a horse race meeting in the Chronicle,
6 July 1933, page 38, of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist Church in the Register, 14
February 1911, page 9g, Chronicle, 18 February 1911, page 30, of the welcome home of the winner of the
King’s prize in England, Lt. Addison, on 7 December 1907, page 29 (a photograph of him is in The Critic, 11
September 1907, page 6), of the laying of the foundation stone of the hospital in the Chronicle, 14 February
1920, page 24, of Girl Guides on 14 February 1935, page 33, of the unveiling of the war memorial on 21
January 1922, page 30, of a football team on 31 October 1935, page 36, of a basketball team on 19
November 1936, page 33, of a jubilee carnival on 30 September 1937, page 38.
Osborne - The suburb was laid out in 1908 on part section 755, Hundred of Port Adelaide by a syndicate
that included Captain R.W. Osborne (ca.1834-1920), a mariner, who spent much of his lifetime developing
his property where he built ‘Glen Ariff House’ (named after his wife’s home in Scotland), titled, later, as
‘Osborne House’. He claimed to be the first man to pilot a steamer up the river at Port Pirie.
Photographs of ship building are in the Chronicle, 6 December 1919, page 30, of the launching of the Erina
in The Critic, 8 November 1922, page 18, of the electricity supply works in the Chronicle, 3 December 1921,
page 30, 21 October 1922, page 30, Observer, 1 September 1923, page 29, Chronicle, 13 August 1927, page
40, of the new gas works on 7 July 1928, page 41.
Osborne Rock, near Laura Bay, is 30 feet high named and named after a revenue clerk of the Marine Board.
Osborne Swamp, 37 km NNW of Mount Gambier; probably remembers John Osborne (ca.1845-1904),
formerly of Mayurra.
Osmanli Reef - The steamer Osmanli was wrecked in D’Estrees Bay, on Kangaroo Island, on 25 November
1853 and a ‘preliminary investigation was made… of the circumstances connected with the robbery of gold
belonging to Mr Morris Marks from the wreck… George Hassett… was charged with the offence… A further
investigation of the case was made when Nathaniel Gray… was charged with the robbery.’
Osmond - The first subdivision to take the name Mount Osmond was laid out on section 1070, Hundred of
Adelaide, by Hon John Baker and Alfred Hardy, in 1865, and named after Osmond Gilles. (See Glen Osmond
and Woodley) Rodney Cockburn records a later subdivision in April 1882 at the behest of the Glen Osmond
Land Company.
In 1925, it was reported that ‘though the Mount Osmond Estate would be a splendid residential area for
artists… the promoters do not depend on that attraction’:
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After investigation they found that the top of the hill was a small plateau eminently suited for the
purposes of a public reserve. A genius went along with the suggestion which had the merit of
conferring a benefit on the public and adding to the value of the land. His proposal was to
convert the summit into golf links and to surround it with building blocks which should extend
down every spur on the hill…
Photographs are in the Observer, 23 July 1927, page 31, 12 June 1930, page 31.
Johann Menge mentions River Osmond in his reports of 1837-1851; its source appears to be near Truro.
O’Sullivan Beach - Ignatius O’Sullivan (ca.1807-1871) arrived in South Australia from County Kerry, Ireland,
and settled at Morphett Vale.
In February 1909, it was reported that ‘Mary Cash passed away at her son’s residence, Calca Station’:
She arrived in South Australia with her parents, Mr and Mrs Ignatius O’Sullivan, in the Mary
Dugdale on 1 November 1840. Her brother, Mr T. O’Sullivan of Belle Vue, Morphett Vale (their
old home), is the only member of the family still living… (See Cash Hill)
The name was given to a subdivision of section 616 and part section 603, Hundred of Noarlunga, by F.E.
Wakelin, W.A. Hill, D.B. Neck and F.L. Lillecrapp in 1926.
Ottoway - On 27 October 1851, George Dale obtained the land grant of section 1160, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, selling it to Thomas Ottaway, licensed victualler, in 1853. Upon his death his executors sold the
land to Seth Ferry and Robert T. Moore, who laid out the suburb, in 1883, and suggested that, to the
labouring man, ‘the possession of one or two allotments would probably be the nucleus of a moderate
competency and perhaps ultimately lead to a fortune.’ It would appear that the subdividers erred when
they asked the surveyor to head the plan ‘Ottoway’.
A photograph of four generations of the Ottaway family is in the Observer, 27 June 1908, page 32;
Oulnina - Aboriginal for ‘good water’ and applied, first, by P. Levi, A.A., H.L. and P.B. Sprigg to pastoral lease
no. 558 in 1857. The Oulnina railway station is 29 km NNE of Yunta.
In 1892, at the Oulnina Spring ‘between 2,000 and 3,000 sheep, besides cattle and horses, have been
watered daily without showing any diminution in the supply… [It] has the capacity to meet the demands of
the Broken Hill residents by affording a supply of clear water of exceptional quality…’
Outalowie - A property in the Far North; see pastoral lease no. 1519. (See Arrowie Gorge)
Outalpa - A railway station, 66 km NNE of Yunta, took its name from a pastoral lease taken up by W. and J.
Jacob on 15 June 1855 (lease no. 402). Aboriginal for ‘water in the gap’.
In 1868, it was reported that ‘we have had some little excitement here this week with respect to the
bushranger, horse stealer, etc.’:
Two troopers were on his tracks and about eight miles from here they have found a horse which
he had stolen and had been riding, apparently knocked up, with stabs in the neck and legs tied
but not dead… We got other horses from the run … and followed them for over 30 miles, when
we found a horse hobbled and at a shepherd’s camp of ours, about a quarter of a mile from the
horse, the man was busy cooking meat and had made damper ready… when we surprised him
and took him prisoner… (See Foote Hill)
Outawurta - On sections 1961-62, Hundred of Clare, laid out by the Royal Mining Company, circa 1862, the
plan being headed ‘Outawurta-Jacob Springs-Emu Flat’. Apparently, the company fell upon hard times, for
a letter from a disgruntled shareholder in 1854 contained a plaintive plea:
Amongst the many inquests held, will you please ask the worthy coroner if he possesses any
memoranda … of the deceased Royal Mining Co or if no inquest has been held could he inform us
if the old gentleman be still in the land of the living?
Outer Harbor - Rodney Cockburn says that ‘the genesis of the great scheme is indubitably associated with
the enterprise and foresight of William S. Whitington, who brought the first steamer to Port Adelaide and
entertained Governor Gawler and many colonists on board the Corsair on a trip to Rapid Bay and Kangaroo
Island…’
The name was applied to differentiate it from the ‘inner harbour’ and, in 1864, it was said:
What a magnificent idea is that of one of your correspondents of building a harbour outside the
Semaphore jetty, on sand for a foundation… And what a condemnation too for poor old Port
Adelaide… that it will be more advantageous in the end to incur that vast expense than waste
any more money in an attempt to make it what its friends wish - a suitable harbour for first class
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ships… Are the residents themselves coming around to the opinion I expressed in 1837 - that
[Port Adelaide] was only a second class port adapted to the coastal trade… [signed - Y.B.
Hutchinson].
It was opened as Outer Harbour in 1908 and, in 1913, the Harbors Act changed it to Outer Harbor. The
suburb was laid out on part section 780, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by A.T. and E.T. Matters, land agents, in
1919.
Photographs of the railway are in the Chronicle, 21 March 1903, page 41, of the harbor construction on 8
August 1903, page 43; also see 30 July 1904, page 41, 23 May 1908, page 30, Observer, 25 January 1908,
page 31, The Critic, 21 March 1903, page 6, 5 December 1903, page 16, 27 July 1904, page 16, 23 January
1907, page 16, 22 January 1908, page 15, a historical sketch of the harbor is in the Register, 18 July 1904,
page 6e. A photograph of the YMCA hut is in the Observer, 21 June 1919, page 27, of a new police station
in the Chronicle, 12 September 1925, page 40, of the harbor on 12 March 1927, page 38, of the laying of
the foundation stone of a mission home for seamen in the Observer, 21 April 1928, page 35, of the Lakeman
Institute in the Chronicle, 24 October 1929, page 49.
Outer Harbor Cottages was a stopping place on the Outer Harbor line; cottages were adjacent to this place;
later, it was renamed ‘Yerlo’.
Overland Corner - In the early days of the colony this place, 8 km north of Kingston OM, had a great
significance for the drovers of sheep and cattle, for the well-grassed river flats provided a good resting place
where stock could recuperate. The inter-colonial stock route became a mail route, also, and, in 1859, it was
of sufficient importance to warrant an accommodation house, so a hotel was built there by William
(ca.1835-1902) and George Brand (1840-1903) on behalf of John Chambers who, with his brother James,
held the Cobdogla Run.
In 1864, wild bull hunting was described:
There [were] a large number of wild bulls on this run and the shooting of them is rather exciting
sport… Two or three horsemen go out armed with pistols and scour the scrub… as soon as the
bull catches sight of the men he makes off and after it has run about half a mile it generally sticks
up and charges. The horsemen take up their stations at a distance from 30 to 50 yards… It
generally takes a few bullets to settle them…
The ‘Overland Corner Run’ was established by J. Scadding in 1875. In the early days of the 20th century it
housed the local post office, through the transition from horse coaching to a motorised service in 1913. On
completion of the Adelaide-New South Wales telegraph line an overland weekly mail service was
inaugurated, the mail being sorted at Overland Corner and conveyed thence to Adelaide by packhorse. Its
school opened in 1914 and closed in 1934. The National Trust purchased the property in 1965.
Photographs of the hotel are in the Observer, 17 March 1923, page 28, of the lock under construction in
the Chronicle, 9 February 1924, page 36.
Ovingham - John Whinham, born in 1803 at Sharperton, Northumberland, England, was, in later years, a
school teacher at Ovingham, near Newcastle-on-Tyne, probably, derived from the Œ ofre - ‘a shore of a sea’
or ‘bank of a river’ and ham - ‘a home’. (See Bywell)
He arrived in South Australia in 1852 and founded Whinham College, through which passed thousands of
youths, many of whom won fame as lawyers and journalists. Upon his retirement, the school was conducted
by his son, Robert, who met an untimely death in 1884, aged 37, when he fell from a horse.
The suburb of Ovingham was laid out, in 1875, on sections 113 and 2081, Hundred of Yatala, by his son,
William Whinham (1842-1925) who declared that, ‘the property commands a splendid view of the plains,
is good land, has limestone and timber and is close to a railway station’ and, in 1881, attention was called
to the:
Presence of wireworms in the reticulated water and enforced the necessity of drawing the
domestic supply into a transparent vessel so that it can be examined before use. The expediency
of adopting this course… acquires additional force from the fact that a resident of Ovingham got
more than was desired in the shape of a centipede five inches long…
A photograph of members of a Methodist church tennis club is in The Critic, 9 June 1915, page 16, of the
opening of a Methodist hall and kindergarten is in the Observer, 15 October 1927, page 37.
Owen - The town, 16 km North-West of Hamley Bridge, proclaimed on 1 May 1879, was named by Governor
Jervois and, with his inclination to glorify family and friends, (see, for example, Cradock, Paskeville,
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Penneshaw), together with his military background, there would appear to be little doubt that he honoured
Henry Charles Cunliffe-Owen (1821-1867), a Lieut-Colonel in the Royal Engineers who passed out from the
Royal Military Academy in 1839, the same year that Governor Jervois went into the Academy at Woolwich.
He fought in the Crimean War, lost a leg and was invalided home. (See Cunliffe)
Another candidate for its nomenclature was mentioned in 1881 when it was reported that ‘His Excellency
the Governor [Jervois] kindly promised to telegraph to Sir Philip Cunliffe-Owen, London…’; he was a younger
brother of Henry Charles Cunliffe-Owen. Of interest is the fact that a Brigadier-General Owen was the
Commandant of SA defence forces in the 1880s and one of his officers was a Major Jervois (no doubt the
son of Gov Jervois). Its school opened in 1883.
In 1904, Mr D. Finlayson was the local postmaster and storekeeper, Mr J.H. Lee, blacksmith and coach
builder and Mr R. Morecombe, saddler. ‘There was a lot of mallee scrub in this district but good results have
been obtained from land divested of timber… About 300 vines have been successfully cultivated, mostly
table grapes…’
A photograph of the school’s picnic committee is in the Chronicle, 30 September 1911, page 35, of the town
in the Observer, 15 February 1908, page 30, 21 November 1908, page 32, 12 December 1908, page 31, of
the Methodist Church in the Chronicle, 4 July 1908, page 30, of a football team in the Observer,
31 August 1912, page 32, 12 September 1925, page 34, of a recruiting train in the Chronicle, 8 April 1916,
page 25,of the Institute on 11 August 1906, pages 27 and 40a., of a cricket team in The Critic, 15 February
1911, page 11.
Owen Island, east of Louth Bay, probably remembers Henry Walker Owen (1836-1898), who arrived in the
Buffalo and, in 1875, took up pastoral lease no. 2479 over Taylor, Grindall and Williams Islands. Its former
name was ‘Rabbit Island’.
Rodney Cockburn records Owen Springs as being named after William Owen, MP.
Owienda Bore - (See Awiyandunha)
Owienagin Gap - Aboriginal for ‘rock water lizard place’. (See Hannigan Gap) Photographs of the district are
in the Observer, 26 February 1921, page 25.
Oxford - An 1892 subdivision of part sections 349-350, Hundred of Yatala, by Melbourne and Adelaide Land
Ltd; now included in Prospect. The name comes from England and is derived from either an Anglo-Saxon
word meaning ‘the ford of the oxen’, or a corruption of ouse-ford from the ancient isca - ‘water’. Oxford
Landing, 16 km North-West of Waikerie., is where the steamer City of Oxford sank in 1909. The Oxford
Landing School, opened in 1926, closed in 1939. A photograph of the school’s first annual picnic is in the
Chronicle, 4 October 1924, page 39.
Oyster Bay - (See Stansbury)
Ozone Heights - A 1925 subdivision of part section 23, Hundred of Goolwa, by Thomas Alexander Cant. The
gas, ozone, is associated with seaside resorts.

P
Packard Bend - On the River Murray, near Blanchetown. The 1864 date of the fatal drowning as stated by
Rodney Cockburn in What’s In a Name would appear to be false because the Register of 29 September 1866
at page 4h says: ‘Francis Packard, a member of Mr Ebenezer MacGeorge’s survey party and formerly a
member of the Northern Territory expedition [has] been drowned in the Murray… the body has not been
recovered…’ Earlier, on 31 August 1866 it is said that the fatality occurred at ‘a station called Piapco … after
swimming 150 yards he sank like a stone…’
The reminiscences of J.H. Packard are in the Observer, 1 January 1927 and an obituary on 17 August 1929:
My personal experiences carry me back to 1868 when George Woodroffe Goyder was SurveyorGeneral of South Australia…The government of the day always consulted him in all matters
connected with Crown lands, roads and proposed railways. He was never satisfied with the
circuitous interstate railway… Being one of his surveyors he asked if I would care to undertake to
survey an alternative line through the Torrens Gorge… [He concludes with a comprehensive
summary of erroneous surveys made in connection with interstate boundaries.
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Paddington - An 1877 subdivision of part section 422, Hundred of Yatala, by James Williams and James W.
Williams between Eastbourne Rd and Newcastle Street; now included in Rosewater; it was a subdivision of
23 acres in the township of Yatala and in close proximity to the Alberton railway station. J.W. Williams
(1848-1929) was born in London, where there is a suburb written as padintun - ‘town of Padda’s people’ in
959 AD. (See Yatala)
Paddys - Blanche O. Ayliffe (?-1931), the daughter of Thomas H. and Adelaide Ayliffe, opened Paddys Bridge
School in 1897; it became ‘Korunye’ in 1921 and closed in 1966. The opening of a new bridge across the
River Light at this place was reported in 1878 when a daughter of Mr C. Temby, Chairman of the Port Gawler
District Council, was ‘extended the honour of opening the bridge’:
After she had treated the structure to the usual champagne baptism, she said: ‘In the name of
the Great Architect of the Universe, to whom be all praise and glory, I name this bridge Paddy’s
Station Bridge…’ The total length of the bridge is 172 feet in three spans… The designer was Mr J.
Morris and the contractors Messrs J. Martin & Co. A dinner to celebrate the opening was held in
Mr Temby’s barn during the afternoon… (See Korunye)
A property called Paddys Plains and comprising 17,100 acres near Truro, owned by ‘the late Thomas Scott’,
was sold in 1909. A statement from Mr William Scott of Paddy’s Plains, sworn before Mr B.H. Babbage in
respect of the disappearance of William Coulthard, with whom he was in company in the Far North, is in
the Register, 8 April 1858. (See Nuriootpa)
Padnaindi Reserve - On section 484, Hundred of Blyth; taken from the name of indigenous people who
once inhabited the area.
Padthaway - Derived from the Aboriginal word padthawei (or potawei) given to a camping place on section
727, Hundred of Parsons, meaning ‘good water’. The name is linked with the Potaruwutj people who moved
about in the mallee country in small groups; the last survivor, ‘King Russel’, claimed the whole tribal area
between Ngalat Creek and Padthaway and through to the coast.
The Padthaway station was held by Robert Lawson (1813-1876) under occupation licence from 17 January
1844 and 37 square miles were resumed during 1870/1871 with the balance being held under Lease No.
5037 - this land was resumed in 1889.
In 1913, it was reported that ‘Mrs Elizabeth Lawson of Padthaway Station died on Saturday morning, aged
90’:
Her husband was one of the earliest settlers having taken up Padthaway station in 1843 [sic]…
The late Mrs Lawson, whose maiden name was Bell, was born at Craig Brae, Dalmeny, Scotland
on 22 November 1822…
The town, 40 km South-West of Bordertown, was proclaimed on 10 April 1952, while the school opened in
1935; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 11 April 1935, page 32. (See Keppoch)
Paech - F.W. Paech, MP, born at Hahndorf in October 1861, farmed in the district before conducting a hotel
at Eudunda. A staunch advocate of the construction of schemes for water conservation and irrigation
purposes, prior to his death in December 1908 he promulgated a scheme for supplying the Murray Flats
and railway with water: ‘He was a chivalrous opponent, faithful friend… and admired for his gentility and
desire to make those around him happy and contented.’ The Hundred of Paech has been the ‘Hundred of
Cannawigara’ since 1918. (See Cannawigara)
Paech Town was an unofficial name applied to a subdivision of section 3916 and 3917, Hundred of Kuitpo,
by Christian Paech in 1870. (See Friedrichstadt & Tangari)
Pagan Creek - In 1857, Stephen Hack credited his horse ‘Pagan’ with the discovery of this creek’ that lies
South of Lake Gairdner.
Pages Flat - On sections 44 and 137, Hundred of Myponga, 6 km South-West of Willunga and named after
Henry Orlando Page (1839-1902) who arrived from Tasmania with his parents in 1845; later, he farmed in
the district.
In 1926, it was reported that ‘a drama of the man, the wife and the lover had a fatal ending in a
woodcutter’s camp at Page’s Flat, five miles from Willunga’:
The parties were Mr Thomas Dugan of the Alma Hotel, Magill Road, Norwood, his wife and
Charles Caleb Byles who was engaged in wood cutting on the property of Mr George Ware…
Pages, The - Three small rocky islets, south of Waitpinga, named by Matthew Flinders on 7 April 1802, ‘the
servants (pages) in waiting’, in Backstairs Passage. On Freycinet’s charts they are shown as Isles Bourdet. In
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Aboriginal legend they were named randjureng and the two largest were the wives of Ngurunderi. (See
Chiton Rocks)
On 27 November1884, Mr R.J. Rigaud asked the Commissioner of Crown Lands for a grant, on his behalf
and another person, of ‘a discoverer’s lease of the Pages for the purpose of taking away guano.’
Painter, Mount - In 1857, J.M. Painter did a trigonometrical survey in the North Flinders Ranges area and it
was named by G.W. Goyder who, for a time, was in company with him. In 1932, it was said to be the only
place ‘in the British Empire producing radium today’:
The ore is low grade… The company has an experimental treatment plant at Dry Creek but this
has now been dismantled… Before the present venture, up to 1929, 104 milligrams of radium
had been extracted… The station owners in the district were curious about the spangled ores and
Mr W.B. Greenwood in 1896 went prospecting in the neighbourhood of Mt Pitts which is close to
Mount Painter. He found corundum, an aluminium ore and 14 years later carnotite which he sent
to Adelaide for examination. The realisation that this ore was a radioactive substance induced
further prospecting which eventually resulted in the discovery of torbernite and other
radioactive ores…
A photograph of an early prospector, P.G. Mueller, is in the Chronicle, 1 September 1923, page 32.
Paisley - J.C. Paisley, private secretary to Governor MacDonnell, has his name perpetuated by Paisley
Ponds, near Lake Eyre North, discovered by P. E. Warburton on 26 October 1858; Mount Paisley near
Kingoonya and the Hundred of Paisley, County of Albert, proclaimed on 19 April 1860; its school opened in
1919 and closed in 1940.
In 1942, in a letter to the Surveyor-General, J.D. Somerville said:
In an ancient diary (1858) shown to me by Mr Segerlind, (7 Aug. 1942) the name of Mr Paisley is
shown as the owner of a section of land near Lake Wangary. May I be forgiven for suggesting
that this was dummying for His Excellency the Governor? In 1861, the Governor bought at a Land
Office auction two or more adjacent sections and, in detailing the total cost of the whole, he
includes the transfer fees from Mr Paisley. However, the point is immaterial except it shows that
there was complete confidence and regard between the Governor and his private secretary.
Paiwalla Swamp - Near Mypolonga. Aboriginal for ‘right arm’, it recalls the powerful right arm with which
Ngurunderi hurled his javelin-like weapon at Ponde. (See Mason & Tailem Bend for Bend for further evidence
of the creature.)
Palabie, Hundred of - In the County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 31 July 1913; its school opened in 1925 and
closed in 1945. An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Palipalinha Spring - East of Lyndhurst, it is the Aboriginal name for Bolla Bollanna Spring - ‘where the culprits
got up and fled.’ The spring was created by the mythical creature Akurra on his way up to Yaki. In the
dreamtime, ancestors camped here while setting up an ambush at Nooldoo Nooldoona Waterhole and,
when they saw the falling rocks had not halted the serpent’s progress, they fled. Their feverish scratch
marks remain to this day as weathered-out rock joints. (See Arkaroola)
Palkagee, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 1 October 1914. An Aboriginal word,
meaning unknown.
Pallamana - A railway station 14 km North-West of Murray Bridge. Aboriginal for ‘a creek’. Its former name
was ‘Preamimma’. (See Temora for information on its school.)
Palmer - The first exploration of the area was made by Dr Imlay and William Hill in January 1838. The town,
14 km North-West of Mannum, laid out in 1868 by the Australian Mining Company, opened its school in
1881 while, in later years, its railway station was called ‘Apamurra’. A photograph of the school’s garden is
in the Chronicle, 26 August 1937, page 36, of the school on 24 August 1933, page 31.
Palmer North School existed from 1880 until 1884. The name honours Colonel George Palmer, a South
Australian Colonisation Commissioner, a director of the mining company and co-donor of a silver cup to the
Corporation of the City of Adelaide from which is drunk, in South Australian wine, upon the election of a
Mayor, a toast to the memory of Colonel William Light.
In 1872, it was reported that when a trooper first arrived:
There was no house in which he could live and the Hon A. Blyth placed at the disposal of the
government a dwelling which was his own property… [It was pointed out] that the increasing
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requirements of Palmer for police protection in consequence of the mines and the quantity of
sheep stealing being carried on… the government was asked to build a house…
A photograph of Logan’s Rock is in the Chronicle, 15 June 1907, page 32, of the town and district on
15 January 1910, page 32, of a thatched house built in the 1860s on 9 October 1930, page 35.
The Hundred of Palmer, County of Newcastle, assumed to be named after the same gentleman, was
proclaimed on 6 July 1876 when some of the early settlers were Jesse Flowers, George Pickering, Walter
Simmons, John Vincent, William Toll, John, William, M.A. White and Jabez Dolling.
In 1881, it was reported that ‘several things were wanted in the Hundred but the most important was
water… he knew of cattle dying for want of water… There was no water at this time of the year for several
miles on either side of Stephenston…’ Its school opened in 1892 and closed in 1911.
Pamatta - This name taken from a local homestead was given to a post office, 13 km North-East of Carrieton,
that operated from June 1881 until 18 May 1914 on section 68, Hundred of Yanyarrie. A photograph of the
station’s homestead is in the Chronicle, 1 April 1922, page 27.
Its school, opened in 1886, closed in 1926. In 1885, ‘the new Bible Christian Chapel and Sunday School
which have been erected on ground given by Mr T. Gale was opened on 25 October…’ (See Pats Well)
Panaramatee Dam - Aboriginal for ‘place of rasping stones’. The ‘Panaramatee Run’, east of County of
Herbert, was established by David Mundy in 1861 (lease no. 1723).
Pancharpoo Chapel - On section 1016, Hundred of Waterloo, between Steelton and Waterloo; known, also,
as ‘Reoboth Chapel’. An Aboriginal word probably meaning ‘on the watch for kangaroos’, i.e., the Aborigines
watched at this place for kangaroos returning from drinking at the River Light. A school, established there
in 1860, closed in 1865; in 1861, ‘Wiltoria’ was recorded as its alternative name.
Panchito Park - A 1925 subdivision of part section 100, Hundred of Adelaide, by F.E., L.C. and M.E. Hecker;
now included in Torrens Park.
Pandappa - In the Hundred of Wonna, 24 km east of Terowie, is Pandappa Flat; surrounding country was
taken up by Messrs Levi and Williams on 15 October 1853, ‘South-East of Black Rock’, and the ‘Pandappa
Run’ was held by Thomas Elder and John and J.S. Williams (leases nod. 1748 and 1748A).
The Pandappa Dam Post Office stood on section 164 while the Pandappa Dam School, opened by Maggie
A. Ryan in 1893, closed in 1898. The locality was known as ‘Martin Town’ because three families of that
name settled there in the early days. (See Hardy, Hundred of)
Pandie-Pandie - A property in the Far North-East; see pastoral lease no. 2933.
Pandita - A property east of Lake Torrens; see pastoral lease no. 96.
Pando, Lake - (See Hope, Lake)
Pandurra - A property north of Whyalla; see pastoral lease no. 1604. In 1895, it was said that ‘for the past
few days the Pastoral Board has been busy allotting a large area of pastoral country in various parts of the
colony… The Pandurra run was cut up into several blocks after being gazetted as one, and the applicants…
were satisfied with what they obtained…’
Paney Bluff - In the Gawler Ranges, about 48 km North-East of Minnipa, where the ‘Paney Run’ was
established by R. Standley in 1858 (lease no. 1586).
In olden days there were only about four tracks that led to the coast. One went from Paney (30
miles south of Yardea), via the Pildappa Rocks to Courtabie Station, about seven miles from
Venus Bay; another via Chilpuddie Rocks, Karcultabie and Parla Peak to Streaky Bay, a distance of
some 95 miles; another from Narlaby (16 miles west of Yardea), via Yantanabie and Chilpenunda
to Streaky Bay, a distance of some 95 miles; a fourth track was from Kundulka (55 miles NorthWest of Yardea) via the Wallala Rocks and Chilpenunda to Streaky Bay (about 80 miles).
John Hirst, who was associated with A.M. Wooldridge, was the original holder of pastoral lease
no. 2286, issued on 6 November 1864 and known, previously, as Paney… For some time the only
water they had was obtained from rockholes. Wooldridge was the first man to use boring rods in
this part of the country…
Panitya, Hundred of - In County of Buxton, proclaimed on 28 June 1928. Aboriginal for ‘piece of land’. A
photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 16 May 1935, page 38, 7 May 1936, page 32.
Panketyi - A railway station, 5 km north of Strathalbyn. Aboriginal for ‘boomerang’ which is descriptive of
the shape of the line at this point.
Pannikin Creek - Near Melrose, is the only watercourse in the area containing water throughout the year.
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Panorama - The Adelaide suburb was laid out in 1924 on part sections 1073-74 and 1080, Hundred of
Adelaide, by the executors of Richard Mitchell. (See Saint James Park)
Mount Panorama on section 807, Hundred of Kuitpo, got its name from the fine view afforded from its
summit. (See Knott Hill)
Panpandie Rock - Off Louth Bay. Aboriginal for ‘high tide’. (See Berlin Rock)
Panurang - This Aboriginal camp near Lake Albert at section 351, Hundred of Malcolm, was the ‘beginning
place of a long 1·5 km walk in shallow water to Lawareangar, supporting possessions on rafts.’
Para - Is believed to be an Aboriginal word relating to a river. (See below under ‘Para Wurlie’ where this is
disputed.) In 1912, it was contended that para meant ‘little water’ and para para, ‘big water’.
Freestone quarries at Little Para are discussed in the Advertiser, 29 July 1893.
The first settler at Para Hills appears to have been John Goodall, who obtained section 3002 in 1850. He
arrived from Scotland in the Rajahstan in 1838 and died in 1852, aged fifty-three. In 1853, his son, Andrew,
purchased sections 3001 and 3004 and called the property ‘Para Hills Farm’, his homestead being close to
the intersection of the modern-day Todd and Goodall Roads.
In 1862, it was said that ‘these hills, which skirt the higher ranges running parallel to them, and separating
them from the plains, are composed of tertiary limestone’:
Nearly the whole of the district is well adapted for farming purposes… The farms are, generally
speaking, of considerable size and the farmers men of energy and spirit… The homesteads and
buildings are commodious; live fences assiduously cultivated; and the district generally looks as
though the inhabitants were making homes for themselves and their families after them. Sheep
have been introduced lately…
Early in 1960, Reid Murray Developments (SA) Ltd purchased 430 acres at the foothills and, by 30 June, had
completed fifty-five homes.
In 1856, Para Plains School was conducted by Elizabeth Rogers. ‘The Plains Beyond Adelaide - Old Time
Reminiscences’ was reported upon in 1906. (See ‘Source Notes’)
The River Para was discovered by an exploration party led by Boyle Travers Finniss in April 1837 while
Johann Menge traced it to its source. (See ‘Source Notes’)The word is Aboriginal and probably refers to a
river. The Aborigines called the surrounding district mulleakki - ‘dry valley’ (corrupted to mudlayakki).
Problems in fording the river were commented upon in 1846:
We lately attempted to describe the Gawler Town punt, so ingeniously constructed of bullocks’
hides, and used for passage of the river during the state of flood. On Thursday last the said punt
was again in requisition and two men embarked, but a speedy capsize awaited them and
although one, who was a good swimmer, successfully buffeted with the impetuous torrent and
effected an independent passage, the other was indebted for his safety to the prompt assistance
afforded, without which, in all probability, would have ended his ‘earthly’ career in the water.
Gold prospecting in the 1850s was the subject of comment by a participant:
I joined the second exodus from Adelaide to the Victorian goldfields in March 1852 where I went
mates with a man who had resided in Cockatoo Valley and he informed me that prior to leaving
Adelaide he and two others, believing that gold existed in the colony, pitched upon the North
Para River… They selected a waterhole in the Para and commenced dredging…
They persevered for 10 days and the result of their labours was 14 dwts. which, being
unremunerative, they packed up and joined the exodus… The North and South Para unite to form
what is now called the Gawler River, but formerly the Gawler and the North Para were looked
upon as the main stream, the Gawler or Para River, and the South Para as a tributary.
A bridge was erected over it in 1865 and ‘the opening of the new bridge over the Little Para at the Old Spot
took place on September 7’:
Miss Ellie Williams, of the Old Spot Hotel, a young lady of eight years, and upon whom the
honour of christening the bridge had fallen, was led forward by Mr James Smith and, having
amidst loud cheers smashed a bottle of champagne upon the stonework in the centre of the
bridge, she gave the structure the name of ‘The Old Spot Bridge’…
The Hundred of Para Wirra, County of Adelaide, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846. Aboriginal for ‘river
forest’; another version says it is derived from pari meaning ‘river’ and wari - ‘west wind’. The Para Wirra
School opened in 1898 and became ‘Cromer’ in 1899. On 2 September 1853
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A public meeting of ratepayers of the Hundred of Para Wirra was held at the Wheatsheaf Hotel,
Chain of Ponds, to consider the propriety of adopting the District Councils Act and to define the
boundaries of the proposed district… Mr Robert Rankine was called to the chair.
The Hundred of Para Wurlie, County of Fergusson, was proclaimed on 18 February 1869. The name is on a
diagram of Joseph Gilbert’s Tukokowie [sic] Run, in 1861, as a hill and substation and, generally, is accepted
to be Aboriginal for a ‘river camp site’, but in an 1893 poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’
another meaning is suggested:
Parra-worlie (house of meat),
Our happy hunting ground
Where nantos and brown euros leap
Their fat calpos bound.
This is confirmed in a history of Point Pearce Mission where a list of Aboriginal names and meanings include
parawarli - ‘place for meat’ - para - ‘animal food’ - warli - ‘home’. The Tindale papers at the SA Museum
record pararwarli as a high bluff on section 26b and agree with the aforesaid nomenclature.
In contradiction was a comment made in 1877:
Another change in the aspect of the country about Para Wurlie is caused by the great abundance
of black grass which the settler burns off then ploughs up ere he puts in his grain and by doing so
manures the land. There is a marked difference in the crops sown upon land treated in this way
and where the grass and scrub have not been burned… Travelling up Mount Gore, which name
by the way has fallen into oblivion, the Hundred being called by the native name of Para Wurlie hill of the camp, or sleeping place - we suddenly lost sight of the rough brush fence that marked
the boundaries of squatter and selector and came upon a new six-wire fence… This was the
beginning of Mr Ebenezer Ward’s selection of 640 acres…
The Para Wurlie School opened in 1891 and closed in 1895.
Parabba - A school in the South-East corner of section 51, Hundred of Murray, on land given by Frank Feltus.
Opened in 1930 it closed in 1935. An Aboriginal word; meaning unknown.
Parachilna - It derived from the Aboriginal patatjilna - ‘place of peppermint gum trees’ for this is, probably,
the most northern locality where the peppermint gum tree is the dominant tree, the occurrence being
sufficiently notable to warrant the Aboriginal name. The spelling is due to the misreading of early
transcriptions. In 1863, ‘J.B. Austin denoted it, correctly, as patachilna.’ (See Jarakina) Other sources
suggest it derives from paratjilna - a red ochre place cherished for its bright red colour and used in
decorating face and body.
In August 1864 the town of Parachilna, in the Hundred of Parachilna, was surveyed; it ceased to exist on 3
December 1888. Later, the name Parachilna was given to a town in the Hundred of Nilpena, 91 km north
of Hawker, proclaimed on 16 January 1890. Its school opened in 1929 and closed in 1986.
In December 1882 a disgruntled traveller complained of the lack of accommodation in the area:
Let them, as your correspondent has done, roost on the platform here or, as an alternative,
proceed to Beltana, a distance of 26 miles to obtain a bed and return to Parachilna and 26 miles
more to Blinman and some consideration would enter their calculations… I cannot for the life of
me see why the commodious premises erected at great cost by Messrs Jackson & Montague
should not be licensed as an hotel.
Its former golf course was described in 1933:
The greens are rolled cinders from the engine, the flags a collection of tattered shirts fluttering
from mulga posts above condensed milk tins and the old white bull is written down in local rules
as a movable hazard. ‘All hands and the cook’ share up the only set of sticks in Parachilna.
A photograph of visitors to a sports day is in the Chronicle on 17 August 1907, page 30, of Messrs L. & W.
Darmody is in the Observer, 23 December 1911, page 31, of a donkey team in the Parachilna Gorge on 26
January 1918, page 24, of the hotel on 8 February 1919, page 26, of a netting inspector’s camp in the
Chronicle, 26 April 1934, page 37.
The Hundred of Parachilna, County of Taunton, was proclaimed on 1 December 1881.
Paracombe - Jacob Hagen (ca.1805-1870) gave the name to 400 acres of land he acquired from J.B. Hack in
1840. There is a ‘Parracombe’ in Devonshire where both he and Hack hailed from; it derives from the Œ
peddera-cumb - ‘the pedlars’ valley’. However, as the local name is spelt with one ‘r’ it is possible it refers
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to the Little Para River running through the property. In early directories it is shown, frequently, as ‘Para
Combe’, thereby suggesting the Aboriginal para - ‘river’ and the English combe - ‘narrow valley’. (See under
‘Para’ where a differing opinion is put forward as to the meaning of the Aboriginal word ‘para’.)
The plan of the first subdivision referring to Paracombe is dated 3 November 1863 when Edward Mead
Bagot and Richard Bowen Colley laid out the village of Paracombe (see source notes for the variation to
‘Parracombe’) on section 5510, Hundreds of Yatala and Para Wirra. It was auctioned at the Inglewood Hotel
on 21 March 1863; earlier, the Register, on 13 March, described it as being:
Near the new bridge lately erected about one mile-and-a-half from the Breakneck Hill cutting.
The soil is excellent… It is not more than 13 miles from Adelaide to Paracombe on an excellent
road and the Para River affords a never failing supply of surface water.
The Paracombe School opened in 1910.
In 1922, it was reported that ‘some time ago Mr Reuben Chapman, an old resident, presented to the people
of Paracombe six acres for a recreation ground’:
Two tennis courts, a cricket and football oval have been formed and a kiosk and a shelter shed
have been erected. The ground will be officially opened by the Speaker of the House of
Assembly, Sir Richard Butler…
Photographs of young project workers are in the Chronicle, 2 July 1931, page 33.
Paradise - Joseph Ind (1809-1865) arrived in South Australia in 1837 and, after living in Hindley Street for
some time, acquired land near the foothills for gardening purposes. On 11 December 1850, he applied for
a licence to build a hotel in front of a cottage he called ‘Paradise Bridge Inn’, a name derived from a property
called ‘Paradise’ in the Cotswolds of Gloucestershire, from whence he came. In 1854, he leased additional
land, referred to as, ‘The Garden of Paradise on the Torrens’ in official records.
By order of the Central Roads Board, the southern branch of the Main North-East Road (now Lower NorthEast Road) was opened in 1854 and, in a document dated 13 July 1854, reference is made to the ‘Paradise
Bridge Hotel’. The bridge was opened, officially, on 13 August 1857 and named ‘MacDonnell Bridge’; now
known as ‘Paradise Bridge’.
The first ‘official’ subdivision to take the name of Paradise was in 1870, when Joseph Ind, Jnr, cut up part
sections 334-35, Hundred of Adelaide, portion of which Joseph Ind, Snr, had purchased from Arthur Hardy
in 1854. However, in 1864 it was said that the town of Paradise was to be auctioned:
At the Paradise Bridge Hotel on the following day, which was the Queen’s birthday… [It] is
adjacent to MacDonnell Bridge and in the immediate vicinity of the townships of Darley,
Thornden [sic] Park, Newton and Campbelltown. (See Shepley)
In 1914, a report respecting the existence of a coal seam 43 feet thick at a depth of 150 feet on the property
of the Paradise Coal Mining Company, awakened a good deal of interest in the city:
The bore was put down by the Mines Department… and samples of the core have been
forwarded to the Government Geologist and the School of Mines, where an analysis will be made
of the material… Some years ago a shaft was put down on Montefiore Hill… but an analysis
proved the substance was of no economic value. At Noarlunga, too, a similar bed was discovered
and this was actually worked for some time…
Paradise Hill - (See Hungry Hill)
Parafield - The Adelaide suburb was created by the SA Housing Trust in 1957 on sections 2199, 2210 and
2223-24, Hundred of Yatala and the name taken from the Parafield Aerodrome which, in turn, was adopted
from the Parafield Government Farm.
A photograph of the Ladies’ Hockey Club is in the Chronicle, 11 September 1909, page 30, Observer, 11
September 1909, page 32, of the staff of a poultry farm on 2 May 1914, page 31, of an air pageant on 3
December 1927, page 37, 16 March 1929, page 37, 15 and 27 March 1930, pages 34 and 31, of the ‘Southern
Cross’ on 1 September 1928, page 38, of the aftermath of a collision of two aeroplanes in the Chronicle, 28
June 1934, page 31.
Parafield Gardens was laid out in 1959 by Dayspring Development Co. Ltd on part section 2248. (See Para
Hills)
The Adelaide Aerodrome was opened on 5 August 1929:
[It had] been secured by the Australian Aerial Services Ltd [and] to date… involved an
expenditure of £11,000. It has an area of 147 acres with a clear approach in all directions and an
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excellent surface. The hangar has a clear space of nearly 10,000 square feet and is fitted with
electric light and power plugs. Adjoining the hangar are waiting rooms and a pilots’ dressing
room… (See Bolivar & Hendon)
Paralowie - This suburb of Adelaide, proclaimed on 27 November 1980, took its name from a farm
established, in 1894, adjacent to Waterloo Corner Road and the Little Para River. It was a euphonious name
given by Mr Frank A. Russell ‘to his splendid orangery which is situated close to the railway station. The
property embraces 121 acres…’ Its school opened in 1980.
Paraville - It was a 1921 subdivision of part section 97, Hundred of Yatala, by John Richard Baker and Herbert
Angas Parsons, solicitors; changed to ‘Pooraka’ in 1928.
Parakylia Hill - Near Kingoonya, where a post office operated from August 1884 to April 1898. A corruption
of the Aboriginal parakilia, the name applied to several species of indigenous succulent annual
portulacaceous plants, of the genus calandrina, found in the drier parts of South Australia. Its presence
permitted the use of camels in areas otherwise entirely devoid of water, the animals obtaining both food
and water from the fleshy leaves.
The land comprising the ‘Parakylia Run’ was held by A.M. Wooldridge (1841-1925) from 1876 (lease no.
2670), being named by T. Hogarth and J. Warren in 1872 (lease no. 2223).
The proprietors of Parakylia were the first station owners in the district to import camels from
India for their own use… It was on this station that that an Indian named Nutoo was sent with a
camel to take rations to an outstation and, while on his way, he was attacked by a bull camel
belonging to the Police Department, which was roaming about on its own. It first went for the
camel Nutoo was riding and then took to the man himself who made for the nearest tree which
he ascended like a wild cat.
For two days and nights he remained there, closely watched by Aggie, the camel. His
predicament was discovered by some station hands and they secured the animal and tied it
down until it had cooled off. A policeman was sent to take Aggie to Hergott but he was afraid to
handle it until the mail arrived, when Abernethy, the mailman, went into the stockyard, caught it
and tied a rope around its jaws so that it could not open its mouth… Later on this same camel
killed a black boy at Alice Springs and was destroyed…
Paralana - Corrupted from the Aboriginal padaardlanha - ‘hot springs’. In their legend two young warriors
fought for the love of a beautiful maiden; the victor, after vanquishing his opponent, reached into the sky,
captured a lightning bolt and drove his murder weapon, now converted into a fire stick, deep into the
ground. Thus, the springs were created in an instant. Apparently, the ‘Paralana Run’, pioneered by William
and John Jacob, was named by G.C. Hawker (see leases nod. 1503 and 1504).
However, when the Jacob brothers took up lease no. 715 as from 19 January 1859 it was described as being
located at ‘Parabarana’, corrupted, no doubt, from padaardlanha. In 1868, it was said that ‘Parrabarana’
(sic) was corrupted from the Aboriginal perrabarrina - ‘more water’.
The Parabarana copper mine on Parabarana Creek, ‘84 miles east of Farina and about two miles SE of
Parabarana Hill’ was worked in the latter half of the nineteenth century while the Paralana Mine was
worked ‘2 miles NE of Hamilton Mine’ at Mount Fitton - see Records of The Mines of South Australia (fourth
edition), pages 109 & 264 and Register, 11 November 1899, page 11a.
The Paralana Creek and Paralana Springs are east of Lyndhurst and, in 1873:
A mob of about 100 aborigines from the far outlying country on their return from getting their
usual supply of red ochre in the ranges here, robbed several of the huts belonging to the station,
bidding defiance to one shepherd who upon the bank of a creek, in which his hut stands,
observed them taking away his clothes and called out to them. Instead of ceasing their
depredations they bid him come down and said they would fight him… The overseer and others…
followed on track of the black gentry and returned on being satisfied that they had gone off to
their own region…
Photographs of the hot springs are in the Observer, 1 January 1927, page 34, 2 April 1927, page 52e, 15
September 1928, page 52e, Chronicle, 16 July 1927, page 37, of a water carrier on 3 December 1927, page
42.
The Paralana Post Office operated from 1871 until 1906.
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Paramatta - A railway station, near Wallaroo, named after a local copper mine ‘situated a little north of
Moonta, [it] was worked for many years, with a fair yield…’
The Paramatta Mine School opened in 1871 and closed, circa 1877, in which year it was conducted by E.M.
Pearce. The Aboriginal word para refers to a ‘river’ while ‘matta’ was taken from the name of a local mine.
(See Matta & Para Wurlie)
Parananacooka, River - Near Yankalilla; a corruption of an Aboriginal word panaranakuko meaning ‘excreta
and urine of the autumn star(s)’, so called because of the intense brackish water at the end of the river in
summer.
Parangal - A railway station near Port Elliot. Aboriginal for ‘pelican’.
Paranki Lagoon - The name was supplied by Norman.B. Tindale as the authenticated Aboriginal name for
this body of water in the Hundred of Duffield. (See Nadzab, Lake)
Parara - The name was adopted from pastoral lease no. 232 taken up by William Sharples in 1852 Aboriginal for ‘middle’. In 1858, there was a bushfire on ‘Messrs Bowman and Hartnell’s station, Parara…’
A meeting of the Parara Mining and Smelting Company was held in 1869; it was situated ‘on a small rise
about 2 miles North-West of Ardrossan a short distance from the beaten track between Clinton and Parara
at the head of a small gully surrounded on three sides by mallee scrub. There are six cottages, besides the
smith’s shop and Captain Tregoweth’s residence. The number of men in employ of the company is twenty…’
Point Parara is 8 km south of Ardrossan. (See Ardrossan)
Paratoo - An Aboriginal word given to a property held by Messrs Dare and Mundy circa 1858 (lease no.
1892); its meaning is unknown. The Hundred of Paratoo, County of Herbert, was proclaimed on 5 August
1880.
In 1900, a report of a duststorm read as follows:
The most wonderful thing in dusts I have ever witnessed … occurred here last Monday afternoon.
A north wind blowing all day kept up a steady dust which at half past five p.m. rose in an
impenetrable cloud of varied hues. This gradually excluded the sun, more intense than the
blackest night, for twenty minutes. The darkness was succeeded by a blood-red hue which faded
to pink and then to silver and ultimately daylight reappeared to the relief of all who happened to
be out in it. The layers of dust deposited on roofs were as thick as to render water in
underground tanks undesirable, the dust having been washed into the tanks by a light rain that
followed.
The Paratoo Post Office, 59 km North-East of Peterborough, opened in 1864. The Paratoo copper mine
stood on section 135, Hundred of Paratoo, ‘two and a half miles from Paratoo Railway siding.’
Parawa - Was the Aboriginal name for Cape Jervis. Today, the name is applied, specifically, to section 332,
Hundred of Waitpinga, while the Parawa Telephone Exchange stands on section 299, Hundred of Yankalilla,
11 km south of Yankalilla.
Parcoola, Hundred of - In the County of Young, proclaimed on 7 October 1915 and adopted from a sheep
run pioneered by J. White in 1871, namely, lease no. 2136. Aboriginal for ‘three’. The Parcoola shack site is
adjacent to sections 39 and 42. A photograph of a load of wool leaving Parcoola station is in the Chronicle,
5 April 1924, page 37.
Pareora Estate - Aboriginal for ‘winding water’. The estate was about three miles to the east of Port
Wakefield and adjacent to the railway line. It was owned by Mr A.G. Gebhardt where he ‘engaged in sheep
breeding and farming in its various branches.’ There was an area of about 10,000 acres in this selection and
‘much money has been spent on the property which originally formed part of Werocata Estate.’
Later, in 1911, it was said that it was ‘well known for its fattening and wool-growing capabilities, while the
wheat grown over a large area during the past few years attained a very high average… both rail and water
practically adjoin the property.’
Of interest is a report on the wrecking of the vessel Pareora on Althorpe Island in 1919. (See Althorpe Isles
& Mokota)
Parham - The town, 23 km west of Mallala, proclaimed on 27 July 1876, was named after John Parham
(1821-1897), an early settler in the district, who arrived in the Singapore, in 1839. In 1876, Mr George Baker
said:
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I have not known a port by that name for more than eight or nine months… but I have known a
place at the very identical spot called Dublin Shipping Place. I was the first person that shipped a
bag of wheat there in 1870 or 1871…
There are no attributes of a port about Parham. It is not worth its place on the littoral map. One
has to walk out three miles to get into five feet of water, yet 70,000 bags of wheat were put
upon ketches… last year…
The Unknown Port
I hear them speak of a jetty on land;
They call it Port Parham I understand;
Colton, Oh where on Australia’s shore,
Lieth that port never heard of before?
Is it where the Murray so deep and wide
In a line of foam meets the ocean tide?
-- Not there, not there, friend Blyth.
I have ne’er looked on a port so rare;
Neither schooner nor cutter can enter there;
Not a curve can be seen in the long straight beach,
And miles to seaward the sandflats reach;
Beyond Port Gawler where Cowan hath sway,
‘Twixt high and low tide, snug and out of the way
-- Is it there, is it there, friend Blyth?
Parilla - Aboriginal for ‘cold place’. The Hundred of Parilla, County of Chandos, was proclaimed on 4 January
1894. The first pastoralist in the immediate vicinity was J.W.D. Dening who took up pastoral lease no. 2290
as from 30 June 1873. He sold it to R.S. Crabb in the following year; it was subsequently abandoned because
of the ravages of wild dogs and the damage caused by rabbits.
A photograph of an 1893 parliamentary inspection party is in the Observer, 17 July 1915, page 29.
The town of Parilla, 26 km west of Pinnaroo, was proclaimed on 1 August 1907. Photographs are in The
Critic, 22 March 1911, page 18, 5 April 1911, page 16, of a football team in the Chronicle, 4 November 1937,
page 33.
Its school opened in 1909 and closed in 1945; Parilla North School operated from 1921 until 1945 and
Parilla Well School opened in 1915 and closed in 1943. A photograph of pupils is in the Chronicle, 14
November 1914, page 28.
The Parilla Forest reserve was started as an experiment in 1908 ‘when four acres were prepared and
planted in October… The total number of trees planted was 1,950…’ (See Peebinga)
Paringa - H.C. Talbot contended that the name was taken from that of a large waterhole, when the Murray
was low, opposite the original homestead, and means, ‘whirlpool’; this physical feature was active there
and represented the boundary between the Erawirung and Ngintait Aboriginal people; other sources say it
means ‘land near or about the river’ while H.M. Cooper, formerly of the SA Museum, said it meant ‘place
at the river’. (See Bullaparinga)
Daniel Michael P. Cudmore (1811-1891), with his wife and son, James Francis Cudmore (1837-1912),
arrived in South Australia from Tasmania on 11 October 1837. After being a brewer, maltster and farmer
near Modbury he was bequeathed property in Ireland and, after selling it, used the proceeds to buy more
land. By 1858, he had acquired a property called ‘Paringa’ on the River Murray, leased, originally, by
Frederick C. Hayes in April 1851:
Mr Cudmore shifted the homestead on to higher ground because it was prone to flooding at high
river. He told me he was more concerned about saving his piano, as it was a rare instrument to
be found on the river in those days.
The school near Renmark, opened in 1913, became ‘Wonuarra’ in 1920, in which year a new Paringa School
opened. Photographs are in the Chronicle, 10 October 1929, page 37.
The Hundred of Paringa, County of Alfred, was proclaimed on 15 June 1893, the Paringa Post Office opened
in 1912 while the town of Paringa was laid out in 1917 on part section 106, five kilometres east of Renmark,
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by William Stoeckel. Photographs are in the Observer, 22 January 1927, page 34, 12 February 1927, page
32, of a new hall in the Chronicle, 3 October 1929, page 38, of the bridge on 20 June 1935, page 38.
In 1880, James Francis Cudmore commenced building a palatial mansion called ‘Paringa Hall’:
The work, however, took two years and it was not until 1882 that the family lived there. The
house of 30 rooms was renowned for its woodwork and beautiful fittings. The stained glass
windows at the entrance hall depicted the Cudmore coat of arms. Entertaining was run on a
lavish scale… Many of the rooms had walls of embossed oak leaves and the Marshall wood
statuary, the wonderful pictures and china, and rare old silver kept connoisseurs in a state of
rapture…
The clock at the stables at Paringa kept the correct time for South Australia and a large bell,
which hung in a belfry outside, summoned the men on the place to meals and also did duty for a
timepiece… Both Mr and Mrs Cudmore died in 1912 and, in 1914, Paringa Hall was sold to the
Marist Brothers who have transformed it into Sacred Heart College. The old bell now does duty
as a summons to school and the gardens have become playing fields for the students.
In later years the name was perpetuated by two suburban subdivisions - Paringaville, cut up out of part
section 253, Hundred of Adelaide, by George Viney, chaff merchant of Parkside, in 1900; now included in
Parkside and Paringa Park, laid out by Anthony Zed on part sections 209-210, Hundred of Noarlunga, in
1918; now included in Somerton Park: ‘[It] is well protected from boisterous weather and will benefit from
the proposed foreshore improvements by the Glenelg Corporation.’ Photographs of Sacred Heart College
are in the Chronicle, 1 June 1933, page 37.
The name Paringa was given, also, to a small mining village three miles south of Kanmantoo and taken
from the Paringa Mining Company which took up the land under a special survey in partnership with the
South Australian Company; it was an alternative name for ‘Saint Ives’. A photograph is in the Chronicle,
20 November 1909, page 30. (See Kanmantoo, Cudmore Park, Cudmore Hill & Noarlunga)
This extensive [mining] property comprises 137 acres and was formerly worked by the Britannia
Company… At the former workings by Captain Cornelius, 700 tons averaging 22 per cent was
shipped to England, but on account of the high cost of land carriage and rate of freight,
combined with the want of local smelting, all ores under 16 per cent were deemed worthless,
which with more modern appliances will now be turned to good account… The present company
has been organised by Mr Alfred Hallett and Captain Richard Barker - the former gentleman
acting as manager and the latter as resident agent…
In respect of a subdivision of Paringa at Port Noarlunga (see under ‘Noarlunga’) the Register, of 6 September
1923, has relevant information on the change of name to ‘Port Noarlunga South’:
When the Chief Secretary… moved in the Legislative Council… that the names of Paringa and Port
Onkaparinga in the Hundred of Willunga, be altered to Port Noarlunga South, a little excitement
was caused… Mr Gordon pointed out that if Port Noarlunga became an important shipping
seaport in the future it would be confusing to ship masters. (Voices - ‘it’s only a shipping port.’)…
Eventually, the motion was carried.
Paringgelun - A camp of the Peregelindjeri people on section 20, Hundred of Bonney, and extending into
the township of Meningie. Derived from paring - ‘kangaroo catcher’ and kelu - ‘dingo’.
Paris Creek - Near Macclesfield. On 21 November 1859, Robert Paris registered the purchase of section
3339, Hundred of Kondoparinga, and the creek running through it bears his name which, in 1920, was
applied, also, to a telegraph office, 6 km south of Macclesfield. Records in the Department of Education
show that the Paris Creek School, opened by William Hayes in 1876, closed in 1948. However, in 1875 a
school was conducted there by Louisa Robinson with 39 enrolled pupils. A photograph of tobacco growing
on Mr W.A. Gordon’s property is in the Chronicle, 17 May 1924, page 38.
Parke Creek - Rodney Cockburn places it ‘in the interior’ and named after Mr E.W. Parke of Henbury Station,
River Finke.
Parkfield - This school opened in 1910 and closed in 1922 when Torrens Vale School opened.
Park Holme - This Adelaide suburb was laid out in 1913 on part sections 113-14 when the Nomenclature
Committee approved the name. It is a Middle English word meaning ‘a park near a river’. The subdividers
were Alexander H. McCormack, agent, William Morrow, tailor and Kossuth W. Duncan, miller.
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Parkin - The town, surveyed in August 1864, honours William Parkin (1801-1889) MLC (1866-1877) who
founded, in collaboration with the Congregational Church, the ‘Parkin Trust’, consisting of money and land
estimated at £10,000, with reversionary interests in his estate; he died at Plympton and ‘was widely and
affectionately known for his philanthropy’:
One who knew him well applied that appropriate description to Mr William Parkin whose
benefactions are said to have amounted to over £40,000… As the founder of the Parkin Trust he
will… never be forgotten…
The name was changed to ‘Venus Bay’ on 19 September 1940.
In her book Harnessing Horse Power, the life and times of the people within the Peake district, Elizabeth
Nicholls says that Parkin Hall School was opened by Gladys Wilkin who, when arriving on the first day,
found no students to enrol. Located at Coomandook, it ceased to exist on 28 February 1938 with the
students attending Coomandook Siding School when the hall continued to be used as a church.
Park Lands - As laid out, originally, by Colonel Light and surrounding the City of Adelaide, they were
supposed to contain 2,300 acres, exclusive of 32 acres for a cemetery. As for their spoliation, an Act of 1849
permitted the government to take 312 acres, this being practically all of its frontage to North Terrace; 60
acres were taken for the cemetery and 8 acres for other purposes. The process continued when 71 acres
were taken for the railway between North Terrace and the river.
Up until August 1838 people were still living on the Park Lands but an order on the 17th of that month
prohibited such intrusions. Several residents petitioned against this edict but the governor said that, ‘he
must not sacrifice public duty to the convenience of individuals possessed of ample means of support.’
Accordingly, he allowed wealthy people or those in comfortable circumstances, thirty days to remove their
goods and chattels, while others were compelled to leave by 30 June 1839.
In 1850, the City Commissioners appointed certain places on the Park Lands as receptacles for rubbish
which, previously, had been allowed to accumulate in the closer part of the city, greatly to the discomfort
of the of inhabitants:
At one of these, westward of the Cemetery, we have observed growing up a nuisance utterly
intolerable, and to which we beg the prompt attention of the authorities. The spot is indicated by
a board, announcing that ‘Stable manure and dry rubbish may be shot here.’ Passing one day
unluckily to leeward, our nose was greeted by an effluvium by no means to be accounted for
either by ‘stable manure’ nor yet ‘dry rubbish’; and directed by a swarm of flies almost obscuring
the sun as they rose, we easily traced both them and the scent to the body of dead horse…
In mid-1861, the tender of Mr W. Lines was accepted for the erection of new rifle butts. The existing fence
was continued from Goodwood Road to South Terrace, near the cemetery, and thence to meet that portion
then standing opposite Brown Street. Large gates were erected opposite King William and Brown Streets,
one on the north side, and near Goodwood and Unley Roads on the south, besides a number of footgates.
By October 1861 the butts were completed, ranges measured out, mounds raised and fencing finished and
it was hoped that three butts would be opened for practice:
Now that the colony’s money had been spent its credit was at stake, for public and private funds
had been drawn upon in connection with the volunteer movement and the colony was on trial
before the volunteers of the sister colonies and of England.
This new facility was a great convenience to the city volunteers who, henceforth, had no occasion to go to
Glenelg, Brighton or Semaphore for firing at long ranges. A regret was forthcoming that the government
had not fenced the range to prevent cattle and ‘daring passengers’, to and from Unley, crossing either range
during firing. Indeed, it was the Park Lands that were fenced - an abject error neither contemplated when
the money was voted by parliament nor authorised by that vote. Complaints were made that the cattle
nuisance was worse than it was before the fencing for then, ‘the cows, if let in, could walk out; but now,
once in, they remained in for, “like Sterne’s Starling” they “can’t get out”.’
A daring case of highway robbery, by a gentleman calling himself Captain Thunderbolt, in the vicinity of the
North Parklands was reported in 1866:
Richard Dawes, carpenter of Prospect Village, returning home… was… attacked by Captain
Thunderbolt… Mr Dawes [handed] him his purse, but on inspecting it [found] some few silver
coins of little value; [Captain Thunderbolt said], ‘Oh! I see you’re a poor man like myself and I
don’t want to injure you’…
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The said Captain continued his deprivations in the Payneham and Stepney area until the long arm of the
law ensnared him - for some entertaining reading see Register, 20 and 27 October 1866 and 7 and 30
November 1866.
In 1897, a controversy arose when a bowling green and a crematorium were proposed to be built on the
Park Lands and these two extremes of lively recreation and of gruesome associations were the subject of
lively debate both within and without our civic chambers. As to the former, the desire to enlarge the scope
of the existing regulations in order to admit of the Adelaide Oval being used for general recreation purposes
needed little advocacy, but the Editor of the Register, an apparent self-proclaimed non-adherent to the
infant game within South Australia, opined:
Why so many players of mature years should be so passionately devoted to the game of bowls in
other cities it would be difficult to say. It cannot be by reason of their superior capacity for
keeping their tempers; and yet some enthusiastic lovers of the sport aver that it affords an
excellent training in that direction. An old English proverb declares that ‘He that plays bowls
must expect a rub.’ Keen contests will, no doubt, take place as soon as two or three clubs have
been started...
As to the proposed crematorium and cremation, generally, it was said:
Notwithstanding all that has been uttered, and a great deal more that might be urged in favour
of the general principles of cremation as a part of funeral reform, we fail to see how any good
can be served by endeavouring to locate [it] in the vicinity of populated districts… The ‘lungs’ of
the metropolis will be dangerously congested.
A comment on Sunday sport on the Park Lands was made in May 1905:
Last Sunday [the sports meeting] attracted a crowd of not less than 300 persons, with embryo
bookmakers here and there shouting the odds… There ought to be no difficulty in nipping the
nuisance in the bud…
Finally, while having no reference to ‘spoliation’ or ‘Sabbath breaking’, in 1910, a concerned citizen opined
that ‘the loose behaviour of hundreds of couples lying about in all directions, especially on the evening of a
holiday or Saturday or Sunday, is not an edifying spectacle… It is often asked, ‘Why don’t the men marry’.
A look around our parks… will give a complete reply.’
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 15 December 1906, page 2 (supp.).
How the Parklands Were Saved
(Taken from A Colonial Experience by G.H. Manning)
Adelaide is famed today for its beautiful and health-giving Park Lands, but they were not retained without
an effort on the part of many pioneers. To Colonel Light must be given the credit of planning such fine
reserves, but Governors Hindmarsh and Gawler were the men responsible for saving them for posterity.
Adelaide’s Park Lands were included in the survey made by Colonel Light in 1837. Few people saw the
wisdom of the move and for some time the first settlers dumped their huts on the reserves. Government
House, then but a hut, was on portion of the Park Lands near where the present vice-regal residence is
situated.
Objection was taken by many to the setting aside of such a large area. But those with greater foresight
approved the action and, on 1 January 1838, it was ordered that no building could be erected on these
lands without the governor's permission. On 14 May 1838 a further notice was given that those occupying
buildings on the Park Lands had to remove same within two months.
Permission was also refused for any building to be erected on any account and that no works were to be
conducted thereon. This notice did not apply to the buildings for immigrants at ‘Buffalo Row’, which I have
described elsewhere. Governor Hindmarsh was strongly opposed because of his action, but he replied that
the habitations on these lands had defaced and despoiled the appearance of the reserve. The insinuation
was made that as he had acquired some country sections he was trying to drive poor people away from the
city to purchase his rural holdings.
As far back as 1 September 1838 there were complaints about the continued and systematic destruction
of ornamental trees in the parklands and a relentless fight was waged by an early newspaper editor to see
that this practice was stopped. Wisely, the governor agreed with this course and on 15 September 1838 it
was ordered that trees were not to be cut down. It was also decreed that no brick making or lime burning
was to take place there, a step which was met with some opposition at first.
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Up until August 1838 people were still living on the Park Lands but an order on the 17th of that month
prohibited such intrusions. Several residents petitioned against this edict but the governor said that, ‘He
must not sacrifice public duty to the convenience of individuals possessed of ample means of support.’
Accordingly, he allowed wealthy people or those in comfortable circumstances, thirty days to remove their
goods and chattels, while others were compelled to leave by 30 June 1839.
When Governor Gawler took office he was authorised to purchase the 2,300 acres of Park Lands and this
he did on a promissory note for £2,300. On 25 September 1838 it was learned that this note had not been
redeemed and the point was raised that the purchase had been only a mock transaction. However, although
there was much discussion, the purchase stood.
Another manner in which they were ‘tied up’ for citizens was by reserving them under the Waste Lands
Act, a quite legal proceeding. Since those early times improvements have been made in all directions, which
are now recognised by all as one of the greatest assets of the city. Football, cricket, tennis, golf and many
other sports are played on them and their presence gives picturesqueness to the city which might well be
lacking but for the determined attitudes of our first governors and other prominent pioneers.
As for the spoliation of the Park Lands, an Act of 1849 permitted the government to take 312 acres, this
being practically the lands to the north of the city; 60 acres were taken for the cemetery and 8 acres for
other purposes. In 1861 a Consolidating Act was passed and governed the municipality until the passing of
the Municipal Corporations Act of 1880.
Under the Act of 1861 the boundaries of the city were made the exterior limits of the Park Lands, and the
council, which took control, was given power to construct dams and reservoirs, form walks and carriage
drives and carry out such measures as would adapt the Park Lands to the recreative uses of the public. In
the Act of 1890, the government reserves appear to have been increased.
The Park Lands, as laid out originally, comprised 2,300 acres and of this area 312 acres are utilised for the
purposes of the University, Art Gallery, Museum, etc.; virtually all the Park Lands’ frontage to North Terrace.
The process of spoliation was completed by taking 71 acres for the railway between North Terrace and the
river.
Sport and the Park Lands
It may be fairly claimed that the Park Lands are the nursery of metropolitan sports in all seasons. At 1 July
1906 there were no fewer than 212 athletic clubs with permits to hold their games on these reserves. The
division was as follows: Cricket clubs, 122; football 42; hockey, 17; tennis, 21; lacrosse, 7; polo, 1; golf, 2.
The total licence income for the preceding year was £3,549 and the expenditure £4,098. In respect of the
‘Royal and Ancient’ game a non-devotee proclaimed:
I live in North Adelaide and walking across the north Park Lands recently a missile came whizzing
close to my head and directly afterwards a raucous voice yelled out ‘Fore!’ I turned around and
said, ‘What the devil do you mean?’ It was a wretched golfer, if you please… It is a barbarous
game which ought to be restricted to the wilds of some desert… I really don’t know what the city
is coming to.
A Controversy within the Corporation
In 1897, a controversy arose when a bowling green and a crematorium were proposed to be built on the
Park Lands and these two extremes of lively recreation and of gruesome associations were the subject of
lively debate both within and without our civic chambers. As to the former, the desire to enlarge the scope
of the existing regulations in order to admit of the Adelaide Oval being used for general recreation purposes
needed little advocacy, but the Editor of the Register, an apparent self-proclaimed non-adherent to the
infant game within South Australia, opined:
Why so many players of mature years should be so passionately devoted to the game of bowls in
other cities it would be difficult to say. It cannot be by reason of their superior capacity for
keeping their tempers; and yet some enthusiastic lovers of the sport aver that it affords an
excellent training in that direction. An old English proverb declares that ‘He that plays bowls
must expect a rub.’ Keen contests will, no doubt, take place as soon as two or three clubs have
been started…
As to the proposed crematorium and cremation, generally, it was said:
Notwithstanding all that has been uttered, and a great deal more that might be urged in favour
of the general principles of cremation as a part of funeral reform, we fail to see how any good
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can be served by endeavouring to locate [it] in the vicinity of populated districts… The ‘lungs’ of
the metropolis will be dangerously congested.
Some Personal Reflections
It would appear that the skimmings of the slums from the old country are being poured upon
us and safety of either person or property is fast becoming reminiscence… Our beautiful Park
Lands are the haunts of blackguardism; our pretty river banks conceal obscenity; the habit of
idleness grows rank by indulgence… Why do not the citizens organise for self-protection a city
and suburban guard… Where are our rifle volunteers? Shall our women be befouled and
degraded on our suburban roads and Park Lands while they sulk and their rifles rust?
(Register, 2 December 1884, page 7)
The idea of Park Lands being laid out around the city is a most beautiful one and after 60-odd years I never
walk through them without hallowing the memory of the gallant Colonel Light who, I believe, was primarily
responsible for their creation. His intention, of course, was that they should be for the exclusive benefit of
the citizens and that there should be no power to rob them of such right - With that understanding and on
those terms were the town acres offered for sale and bought.
Allow me to take you, the reader, back to 1870 and tell of the abuses perpetrated in respect of the Park
Lands over the preceding decades. At the outset, in consequence of the neglect of both government and
the people, a great portion of the beautiful timber and shrubs growing upon them had been cut down and
used as firewood, whilst the majority of the reeds, tea-tree and scrub growing along the banks of the
Torrens had been demolished, without the slightest effort to preserve it.
The next abuse was the appropriation, at different times, by both the government and corporation and
about 300 acres had been purloined - I will begin with the first that was taken, namely, a block of land at
the foot of North Adelaide Hill, formerly known as the old Government Iron Stores, on which stood a cottage
with a nice piece of land, fenced in; next, the paddock on the southern side of the river from the Hindmarsh
Bridge, along the Thebarton Road and up to the old slaughter house, which paddock had been used as a
farm for several years.
Then came a cottage near the sheep slaughter house; then the slaughter houses, with all their yards
attached; then the gaol, with its wheat paddock, gardens and plantations; then the Telegraph Observatory
and the Flagstaff on West Terrace. I would then mention the railway yards and station from the bridge over
the line opposite the Black Swan Hotel to Parliament House; the old Governor’s garden on the banks of the
river, the City Baths, Government Printing Office and Parliament House; the showgrounds, with its buildings
and yards, the Hospital and Lunatic Asylum and the large Police Paddock at the back of the Botanic Garden.
Add to those the old Botanic Garden on the northern side of the river, the waterworks’ yards opposite the
Lunatic Asylum and the cattle market on North Terrace on North Terrace. Thus it can be seen that the
majority of the frontage of North Terrace had been stolen from the citizens.
Conclusion
‘Hands off the People’s Parks.’ The lungs of the expanding metropolis cannot, in the
interest particularly of the poorer citizen, be judiciously circumscribed, even by means
which are lawful in themselves, and the idea of encroaching upon them by mere force
should be indignantly resented.
(Register, 11 October 1900, page 4)
As to the future, one does not know the conditions as to present holdings, but the corporation might direct
that all existing lessees (except clubs under Act of Parliament) be distinctly and officially informed that these
provisions apply: They are tenants at will; no locked gates, citizens must have free access at any time; no
charge for admission; also that any intended request must be advertised by the applicant, the corporation
undertaking to consider the request and any objections at the same time; citizens still to have the right of
demanding a poll. Acts of Parliament should be examined carefully and if necessary amended in the
people’s interests.
At the foundation of the city the Park Lands were established as a rich inheritance for countless thousands
of people through all generations - What a thing of beauty for the admiration of all observers! Much has
been done to hinder this, but many of us, I hope most of us, now realise the true position and say: ‘This
must cease. Get back to the original intention and stay there, not one inch further will we go.’
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Indulge in sports, of course, but be manly and vigorous about it. There is a lot of ‘sentiment and thoughtless
good-heartedness in the desire to get a bit of land for one’s association. We should sweep it away from
now on, and be loyal citizens first and good sportsmen directly afterwards. Let us become united, at least
in this, in a determination to in every legal manner possible to resist all future encroachments, lest in the
end it be said, reproachfully: ‘What fools those people were. The whittling is over, fling away the chips.’
Parkside - This Adelaide suburb, fronting the South Park Lands, was created by Charles Chamberlain
(ca.1800-1877), circa 1855, on sections 240 and 254, Hundred of Adelaide. An example of living conditions
appertaining to the working class was evident in 1876:
The death of the labourer, William Fanstone… has brought to light the existence of another of
those wretched hovels which disgrace our city and suburbs. The home… has a roof so rotten in
parts as to admit water and make two of the four rooms utterly untenable. The family consisting
of a man, his wife and three daughters, one of them a girl of 17, and two sons, lived in two rooms
almost destitute of furniture and filthy in the extreme. The daughters and parents all slept in one
apartment and the two sons in the other. The floors of this hovel were very damp and the whole
aspect of the place was most wretched and for this house they had to pay five shillings a week…
The tramway opened on 4 September 1882 and from a terminus in Pirie Street it proceeded along Hutt St,
Hutt Rd and Glen Osmond Rd to Fullarton Rd; subsequently extended to the Vine Inn on 14 January 1884
and to Cross Roads in March 1884.
Park View - A 1920 subdivision of part section 331, Hundred of Moorooroo, by John Dallwitz, estate agent
of Angaston; suburban to Angaston and comprising 15 lots along Yalumba and Evans Streets.
Parla Peak - On section 44, Hundred of Chandada, east of Streaky Bay, discovered by Stephen Hack in 1857
and, on 12 November of that year, the ‘Parla Run’ was established by Messrs Acraman, Main and Lindsay.
Aboriginal for ‘cold stone’. (See Lindsay Creek & Maryvale)
Parlko - (See Rhine Park & Rocky River)
Parnanga, Port - Derived from the Aboriginal pana - ‘together’ with ngga, the place names suffix. This is
one of the places linked with the mythological story of the Pleiades group of stars and their rising in the
autumn of the year. (See Stanvac, Port)
Parnaroo - The name was taken from a sheep run pioneered by G.S. Williams in 1854 (lease no. 400).
Aboriginal for ‘rain of little stones’. The Hundred of Parnaroo, County of Kimberley, was proclaimed on 31
October 1878.
In 1881, a traveller reported that ‘we reached Wickham’s comfortable eating house at Parnaroo early in
the evening and after a good supper and smoke, and yarn with the proprietor, sought an early couch…
Parnaroo lies in the heart of an extensive range of low well-wooded hills… The land hereabout has all been
resumed and judging by appearance none too soon…’
The Parnaroo School, 32 km east of Peterborough, opened in 1890 and closed in 1930; the Parnaroo South
School operated from 1895 until 1911.
Parndana - A town on Kangaroo Island, 40 km WSW of Kingscote, proclaimed on 31 May 1951; its school
opened in 1950. Aboriginal for ‘scrub gum place’ or ‘eucalyptus tree scrub’.
Parnggi Well - South of Terowie. Aboriginal for ‘deep water’. Until 1918 it was ‘Gottlieb’s Well’. (See
Terowie)
Parnka - In the Coorong. Aboriginal for ‘sandy beach’.
Parraba - Twenty-six kilometres west of Poochera; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Parrakie - A town, 26 km west of Lameroo, was proclaimed on 20 June 1907, and derived from the
Aboriginal perki - ‘a cave’ or ‘limestone sink hole’, often used as burial chambers. The flexed, desiccated or
mummified bodies, dried over smoke fires, and decorated with red ochre, were placed on their sides, on
ledges; at other times buried in bat guano, often found as accumulations on the floor - the so called petrified
men of Parrakie. (See Pinda) Its school opened in 1910 and closed in 1964.
In 1907, one of the early settlers, Mr Beelitz left Fords and ‘accompanied by his two brothers-in-law, Mr
Gus Schmidt of Point Pass and Mr Harry Traeger of Jabuk, landed at Parrakie among the earliest arrivals in
the district’:
The country when they landed on it was all scrub. They had to cut out and make tracks wherever
they went, for there were none but narrow survey lines there then. The trio exercised economy
in every way possible and, instead of each bringing a team of horses to roll the scrub in the first
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year, to get a start they relied upon one of eight horses in order to save feed, and crop as much
as possible… Mr Beelitz camped in an iron room on the nearest claypan holding water, until he…
put down a well…
Photographs of children on a farm are in the Chronicle, 2 July 1931, page 32.
Parrelum - A railway station on the Wanbi-Moorook line. Aboriginal for ‘to reap’ or ‘to cut’. The name was
changed to ‘Myrla’ in 1925.
Parrott Hill - A 473 metre high rise, 8 km east of Angaston, on section 560, Hundred of Moorooroo, so
named by early settlers because of the abundance of parrots found there. The reason for the additional ‘t’
is unknown, but a post office with the same designation existed from 1866 to 1880. The original survey map
by W. Jacob (p. 23, Book D), i.e., before the Hundred was named, shows ‘Parrot Hill’.
The Parrot Hill School, opened by Rudolph Miethke, in 1867, on section 322, Hundred of Moorooroo,
closed in 1875. The Aborigines knew it as moculta - ‘large hill’. Of interest is the fact that Charles Parrott
(1828-1883) took up the lease of section 1473, Hundred of Kapunda, about 33 km from Parrott Hill, in
February 1858. (See Moculta)
Parr - H.L.R. Parr, an early resident of Pinnaroo, has his name remembered by Parr Scrub Reserve on section
273, Hundred of Pinnaroo.
Parr Well is on section 70, Hundred of Apoinga, and recalls Robert Parr, poundkeeper of Apoinga, who
obtained the land grant on 6 April 1864.
Parry, Mount - West of Leigh Creek, discovered and named by the surveyor, Samuel Parry, in 1858.
Parryville - (See Herbert, Mount)
Parsons - Sir John Langdon Parsons, MP (1878-1893) MLC (1901-1903), born in Cornwall in April 1837, came
to South Australia in 1863 and, in 1867, became Pastor of the Baptist Church at Angaston, Minister of
Education in Sir John Bray’s Ministry in 1881 while, from 1894 to 1900, was Government Resident in the
Northern Territory. He died in office in August 1903. Hundred of Parsons, in the County of MacDonnell, was
proclaimed on 22 May 1884.
Parsons Beach, near Waitpinga, was named after Mr H.M. Parsons, whose family held contiguous land
during the 1850s. In 1982, the name was applied, also, to a subdivision of part section 267, Hundred of
Minlacowie: The ‘Parsons’ association with this section dates from July 1887 when lease 3933 was issued
to Joseph Parsons (1840-1924) who arrived with his parents in the Macedon in 1853.
Partacoona - A property between Hawker and Gordon.
The late Mr William Coumbe… was a great worker and by dint of sheer industry and
determination gradually forced his way to the front. I knew him best in the days when he held
Partacoona, before he had launched out across Lake Torrens and exploited the Woodford, a
portion of my old South Gap Station. He was the most dauntless man in the matter of wild dogs,
bad seasons and fairly heart breaking difficulties…
When he held Partacoona there was plenty of good stock water in the Willochra… but the wild
dogs in the hills harried the sheep incessantly by day and night. He fought them with poison and I
suppose beat them in the end… A big slice of Partacoona was made up of old abandoned farms
and one-chain roads and a township with a planning worthy of some great inland city… Years
before, when the north was booming and farmers were running to their ruin, scores of acres
were sold in the… vicinity of Partacoona homestead at 20 shillings an acre…
Partney Island - Named by Matthew Flinders in 1802. His wife, the former Ann Campbell, lived in Partney,
Lincolnshire, written as peartaneu - ‘Pearta’s island’ in 730 AD and derived, probably, from the Welsh partyn
- ‘a smart little fellow’.
Partridge, Mount - North-West of Lake Frome, discovered by Stephen Hack on 1 September 1857, the
commencement of the open season for partridge shooting in the British Isles.
Paruka - A property in the Coorong in the Hundred of Messent established by Michael Martin and a Mr
Bradford in 1851; see pastoral lease no. 226. (See Martin Washpool)
Paruna - The town, 35 km SSE of Loxton, proclaimed on 23 July 1914, opened its school in 1917; it closed in
1965; Paruna North School opened in 1925 and closed in 1941. Aboriginal for ‘stopping place’. Photographs
are in the Chronicle, 3 November 1932, page 34, 6 February 1936, page 33.
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Pasadena Estate - Laid out in 1927 on section 10 and part section 11, Hundred of Adelaide, by Alfred Charles
Branson of Hamley Bridge; now known as Pasadena and possibly imported from California, USA, where it
is a city North-East of Los Angeles; a local Indian word meaning ‘crown of the valley’.
Pascoe - Thomas Pascoe, MLC (1900-1933), born at White Hut near Clare in 1859, became Minister of
Agriculture in the Peake-Butler Ministry formed in 1909 and was ‘regarded as an authority on agriculture.’
He died in February 1939. The Hundred of Pascoe, in the County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 February
1910; its school opened in 1919 and closed in 1942. Point Pascoe, ‘a point of Venus Bay’, was named in
1910. (See White Hut)
Paskeville - The town, 19 km ESE of Kadina, proclaimed on 4 March 1880, was named after General Paske,
a brother-in-law of Governor Jervois. Its school opened as ‘Green Plains East’ in 1876; the change being
effected in 1897. An obituary of Thomas Price, the ‘father of Paskeville’, appeared in 1896.
In 1894, it was reported that ‘work in connection with the reticulation from the Paskeville Reservoir
towards Moonta, Wallaroo and Kadina are now complete’:
The supply at both the Barunga and Paskeville reservoirs is originally desired from Beetaloo, the
holding of the Barunga Reservoir being 11,000,000 gallons and of Paskeville, 10,000,000…
Photographs of farming scenes are in the Observer, 16 February 1907, page 29, of five generations of the
Hastelow family on 1 February 1908.
Pasley Creek - Near Mount Fitton in the North Flinders Ranges. General Sir C.W. Pasley (ca.1781-1861) was
a Royal Engineer and geologist and, as the nomenclator, B.H. Babbage, was a geologist, the name of the
creek may be explained by this professional link. His journal of 1856 says, ‘I came to another large creek, in
a granite range, in which the Aborigines… led us to a permanent waterhole… I shall call it Pasley Creek.’ (See
Fitton, Mount)
Pas(s)more, River - Discovered by E.C. Frome in 1843 and named after William Pasmore (sic), who arrived,
circa 1842, with the Royal Sappers and Miners. In 1847, he fell foul of his superiors and accused of
misbehaviour:
Had I the means of trying him before a court-martial I might perhaps render him again useful, but
he is now constantly in the habit of absenting himself from his camp. Owing to the numerous
public houses now scattered over the whole country it is impossible to keep him out of the way
of spirits.
Later, in 1851 when engaged with H.C. Rawnsley in surveys in the Flinders Ranges, ‘instead of returning to
his camp was 13 days absent… during which time… he was drunk; time has been lost by his conduct.’ H.S.
Price held pastoral lease no. 289 on the ‘River Pasmore’ (sic) from July 1853. In 1990, the Geographical
Names Board decreed that the name ‘Wilpena Creek’, be ‘applied to the feature from its source in the
Wilpena Pound to its junction with Siccus River. From this junction to Lake Frome the stream will be known
as Pasmore [sic] River.’ Of interest is the fact that George Milner Stephen’s mother was the former Mary
Ann Pasmore.
Pass, Point - (See Point Pass)
Pastoralist, Point - The North-Eastern extension of a promontory forming portion of the North-East body
of section 1143, Hundred of Pirie; gazetted 12 August 1976. Early pastoralists built jetties and landing stages
there and a cairn was erected at the point in their commemoration.
Pata - Aboriginal for ‘swamp gum trees’. The town, 16 km south of Loxton in the Hundred of Pyap,
proclaimed as ‘Muljara’ on 18 November 1915, had its present name adopted in 1929. Its school opened in
1919 and closed in 1955.
Pat Auld Vat - North of the Nullarbor Plain, named by R.T. Maurice ‘after a friend’, probably Patrick Auld, a
prominent vigneron. (See Auldana, Auld, Hundred of, Maurice, Lake & Stuart)
Patawalonga Creek - Discovered in October 1836 by Colonel Light who described it as, ‘the little river… [it]
was deep and it struck me that much hereafter could be made of this stream.’ On Light, Finniss & Co’s plan
of Glenelg it is called ‘The Thames’.
In W. Carew Hazlett’s book of English proverbs it is said that ‘he will never set the temse [sic] on fire’ and
the following note is appended:
‘The sieve employed in sifting the flour at a mill is so called in Yorkshire, and in Lincolnshire the
same class of utensil is in use amongst brewers to separate the hops from the beer’ The word has
been oddly enough corrupted into Thames which has no particular meaning.
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A poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’ says it means ‘swamp of snakes’. (See Pata) In a
1921 article on Aboriginal nomenclature N.A. Webb said, ‘Pata means “a swamp gum tree”, wilya means
“a branch”, pata-wilya-unga, “the place of the branches of the swamp gum”.’ Professor Tindale records
patawiljangk, where pata means ‘swamp gum’ and wilu ‘trees’.
An Essay on the Patawalonga
Brighton is an A1 fashionable watering place at home, and possibly some day it may be the same
here - that is if the fascinating influence of that health-invigorating creek at Glenelg should lose
its prestige…
(Register, 27 September 1861)
Introduction
At present there seems to be no particularly offensive smells at the Bay except the creek
at low tide when a north wind is blowing, and then, despite what good Dr Bayer said
about ‘ozone’ and so forth, I prefer Bagot’s boiling place ten times over to the Glenelg
Creek.
(Register, 22 July 1871)
In The Land of Promise, published in 1839 by Smith, Elder & Company, London, John Stephens recorded
that, in the middle of Holdfast Bay was ‘an inlet of the sea, in which boats can enter and discharge their
cargoes at high water; but at low water are at present obliged to discharge on the beach, owing to a bar of
sand at the entrance’:
This, however, will shortly be remedied by constructing a jetty; it will then be a valuable place of
debarkation…When over the bar, this inlet deepens; and with the exception of some occasional
obstructions from masses of sandstone and sea-weed, it is deep enough for boats to proceed a
distance of two or three miles up, first in the North-East, and then in a northerly direction.
The upper part of the inlet, in the winter, is fresh, partaking of the character of a fresh-water river,
having its source among the extensive lagoons in this neighbourhood. When cleared of obstructions
(which may easily be done) and a little embanking effected, it will present a safe navigation for boats,
and be of great importance to the colony…Holdfast Bay will, no doubt, always be the place for
landing and embarkation for passengers, saving the circuitous route to the port of landing.
This meandering tidal estuary, forming an outlet for the River Sturt, was known as the ‘River Thames’ to the
first settlers and, by 1876, place of resort for pleasure parties and amateur boatmen having, in itself, the
elements of an excellent river and ‘only required trifling improvements to make it an ornamental and
health-promoting stream.’ That it had not been done was, perhaps, not due to the expense of such a
scheme but to an indifference which, if not totally apathetic, was nonetheless unproductive of result.
Above the bar of seaweed near the St George’s Rowing Club boatshed, the stream deepened and, for a
mile higher up, there was a very fair channel that needed only little expense to transform it into a
magnificent sheet of water. The stream, the margin of which was clothed with verdure and studded with
mangroves, wound in curves for a long distance and the scenery along the creek repaid, amply, the lover of
nature the trouble of a journey.
The banks of the river were lined more or less continually with Melaleuca pustulata (frequently called the
‘ti-tree’), the bark of which grew in thin paper-like layers somewhat resembling cork, and besides being
supposed to make good paper, could be twisted as a cord. Here, also, were great clumps of knotty scirpus
doing excellent service in land-making, for it established solid islands in the sand, around and between
which material collected. The shrub Aster axilaris, in season, showed its young leaves, which fell off when
flowering, and gave place to much smaller ones. The native sarsaparilla was conspicuous on account of its
pleasing foliage, in one case climbing over a clump of ‘prickly pear’ trees. Buds, flowers, as well as the ripe
fruits and seeds, were noticed on this elegant plant.
A Field Naturalist Society’s excursion took place on 21 June 1886 and proceeded along the seawall to that
much-abused object - the Patawalonga Dam, which is discussed at length hereunder. However, its members
spent only a short time in criticising this work, ‘the unsavoury odour perceptible near the gates not
favouring a lengthy inspection.’ Many salsolaceous plants were present including Suseda maritima, which
was in flower, with its long succulent leaves and straight stems; Saleola kali, in flower and fruit, the pointed
scale-like leaves that required careful handling; Nitraria schoberi, a shrub with grey thick leaves about an
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inch long and having an oblong and curiously fitted the seed and Salicorina Australia, which, having no
leaves, was formed of short cylindrical fleshy joints, first green, then red, and finally woody - its fruit was
pointed out at the end of the joints.
Improving the Patawalonga
There was a time when residents of Glenelg boasted of the River Patawalonga as ‘a
beautiful pellucid sheet of water rapidly becoming the resort of those who delight in the
manly and healthy pleasure of yachting and rowing.’ In a letter to the press Mr W.R.
Wigley, former Mayor of Glenelg, quoted ‘The Lady of the Lake’ to describe feelings
aroused in him by the contemplation of the river…
(The News, 1 November 1928)
Ever since the formation of a settlement at Glenelg the nuisance of malodorous aromas from the creek was
constantly before its inhabitants, while from 1876 to 1884 a scheme for its abolition was debated amongst
them. The stench emanating from it was used to advantage by the promoters of development at Brighton
and they were only too pleased to inform prospective buyers that ‘no offensive creek gives odour to the
sea borne gale; the wished-for change from heat and dust is heralded by a blast whose clements and
invigorating affect bespeak a western origin.’
A Bill was introduced into the House of Assembly by Mr King in 1876 ‘to enable the Corporation of Glenelg
to improve the Patawalonga River near the town of Glenelg by the construction of a dam, with floodgates,
sluices and other works for the purpose of securing the entrance from the sea to which extended, for over
a mile upstream; for the purpose also of retaining the tidal waters for the use of yachts, boats and other
vessels as a dock; for the purpose of removing the nuisances caused by the present foul state of the bed of
the said river; and for the purpose also of public recreation, amusement, health and enjoyment.’
Unfortunately, the Bill was ‘ruled out by George Kingston’ and the matter remained in abeyance for another
seven years.
At this time the river was obstructed by a bank of seaweed and alluvial deposits about 20 feet deep. Beyond
this bank the river was shallow at low water and it was proposed, by removing much of this material, to
make the waters near the sea navigable at all times. It was suggested, also, to extend the sea wall to the
mouth of the river and to span the stream with a stone bridge wide enough for carriage traffic, thus
throwing the beach road to Semaphore open to vehicles.
During a parliamentary visit to the site Mr Gray was in attendance when he alleged that if the scheme was
undertaken his land would be inundated and depreciated in value. He was, of course, also Chairman of the
West Torrens District Council whose jurisdiction extended over the largest portion of the creek and
adjoining property. He claimed that the salt water would percolate the banks and damage adjoining land
and that the Glenelg Corporation did not have the power to construct a bridge over the creek because the
land was under his council’s jurisdiction. The forthcoming opposition was such as to ‘smother another Bill.’
Mr W.H. Gray’s protest attracted the attention of the resident satirist of the morning press, ‘Geoffrey
Crabthorn’ who, in the guise of ‘Miss Gushington’, burst into verse:
Miss Gushington on the Patawalonga Creek
Don’t you think, Mr Crabthorn, ’twill be a good plan, Sir,
To improve the Bay creek as a place of resort?
Mister Gray of the Reedbeds, should soon have his answer,
If I had my way, with a crushing retort.
I am sure he must be an unpleasant old party,
To stand in the way of improvements so good;
I always imagined that farmers were hearty
And jolly old fellows who helped where they could.
It is true they complain when the hounds and the horsemen
Go smashing their fences and crossing their land;
But the grumblers are only the grumpiah and coarse men,
The nice ones are always complying and bland.
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So why Mr Gray should resolve to petition
The house ’gainst improving that horrible ditch,
And want to maintain its existing condition,
Would puzzle, I’m certain, the cunningest witch.
He says that his fields and farmyard will be flooded
If Parliament alters the creek at the bay;
But he knows, if he e’er had philosophy studied,
To the wants of the many the one should give way.
In February 1882, at a meeting convened by Mr J. Lee, the Secretary of the Glenelg Institute, a committee
was appointed to make arrangements for a survey of the river and the preparation of plans having the
object of adopting a scheme to dam the Patawalonga River. If this was done it was estimated that the water
would be thrown back about three miles and, ‘as it was broad, and the views to be obtained of it were very
pretty’, it was hoped that the residents of the district would enter heartily into the scheme. This and other
projects were suggested, but failed mainly due to further objections from Mr W.H. Gray.
During 1883, Mr King, MP, the local member, impressed, forcibly, upon Mr Gray the advantage of a dam
and, having obtained his blessing, a Bill was placed before the House of Assembly in October of that year
and, finally, the question of improvement to the Patawalonga River, which had remained in limbo for so
long, was decided definitely in parliament on 4 December 1884.
A vigorous opponent of the scheme was James Penn Boucaut, a former Premier of South Australia, who
resided within a few yards of the river. He had six young sons; each of them owned a sailing craft and he,
himself, was a yachtsman. Among other complaints, that are discussed later, he accused the Glenelg Council
of not conforming to the private Act of Parliament that said that the weir gates were to be opened to allow
craft in and out of the lake when the water was above a prescribed datum.
Much correspondence between him, the council and Mayor ended with the accuser threatening legal
action; in summary, he characterised the scheme as a dismal failure. Boucaut was at a public meeting held
on 11 October 1883 and raised further objections but a motion was carried that ‘this meeting heartily
approves of the action.’
The matter was referred then to the Marine Board and, having received no objection from that body, the
Corporation of Glenelg sought the approval of rate payers at a poll. Great excitement was manifested in
the usually quiet town on the day and circulars representing the views of opposing parties were circulated
freely. There were many who were opposed to the scheme on the grounds that it would cost more than
was estimated, be a burden on the rate payers, benefit only the Saint Leonards Ward and district of West
Torrens - the latter of which paid nothing towards it - and would not form a harbour of refuge for larger
boats, as the bar could not be crossed, whilst a provision should be made for fishermen’s boats and small
yachts.
Placards canvassing for and against the proposal were well to the fore for several days preceding the poll
and, on one occasion, there was the unwanted spectacle of grotesquely attired men parading the streets
and of cabs scurrying to an fro, ‘which even an election could hardly cause amongst the ordinarily
phlegmatic inhabitants of this seaside resort.’
The authorising Act was passed following a report from a civil engineer, Mr G.R. Chamier, and it was
decided to build wharfs and a large weir at the mouth of the river and remove all seaweed behind the weir
gates, thus ridding the area of the odour of sulphuretted hydrogen caused by the decay of the weed. Mr
Chamier estimated the cost of the works to be £12,000 and at a special poll of residents it was decided, by
a large majority, to borrow £9,000 for the purpose. His suggestions comprised a sea wall in combination
with the one already facing the Colley Reserve, with lock gates, a substantial wharf extending from the
seawall to the existing footbridge and a second weir just above the junction of the River Sturt which would
prevent the salt water rising above that point.
The primary idea in damming back the creek was to improve the sanitary condition of the country over
which its water spread and, at the same time, provide for a boat harbour. The contract was let in two parts
on 24 March 1885 to Mr J. Wishart and Mr C.S. Baillie and, on 29 June of that year, the first pile was driven
by the Mayor, H.D. Gell.
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The work was proceeded with and, after several months, the river declared open for sailing and fishing
boats. Unfortunately, an employee opened the weir gates too quickly and much of the seaweed that had
been cleared away at a cost of £1,800, swept back and jammed the gates. This always interfered with the
operation of the weir machinery. Despite this setback the scheme was voted to be fairly successful and the
council looked forward to more than interest from its outlay in the form of yachting fees and other charges
to be levied for use of the river, or lake as it was called then.
On 17 April 1886, the sluices were opened and, there being a high tide, the water rushed in rapidly filling
the excavated basin to a depth of nine feet. The gates stood up well to the test and, when opened during
low tide, the water inside washed out to sea carrying seaweed and sand that formed the outside banks.
However, there was one matter for concern for, when the excavations started, it was hoped that enough
soil would be obtained from the bed of the river to reclaim the low lying land between Liverpool Terrace
and the wharf, but nothing like the quantity required was forthcoming. As to possible accruing benefits
from the scheme, there was not unanimity within the community as evidenced by a letter written by a
citizen of Glenelg:
The ridiculous embankment built for a wharf running east and west must be removed. It will never be
used for a wharf. No vessel that could ever use it for a wharf will ever be able to get in, nor would it
ever try to get in, if getting in were possible. This embankment is at right angles to the stream and
there is no length of run after it stops the flow of the river, consequently when the Sturt comes down
at high spring tide, either the embankment must be undermined, the town thereabouts flooded, or
the river break out through the sandhills into an altogether fresh place… The stinks are nastier than
ever. It is high time the corporation insisted on a stoppage of an expenditure which is daily proving to
be worse than useless… I recollect that the promoters were warned, before the Bill was passed, that
the scheme was an unsound one…
Further complaints were forthcoming inveighing against the corporation for what was deemed to be an
extravagance and suggesting that the expectations entertained by sanguine councillors and the engineer,
Mr Chamier, did not stand any chance of being realised. However, throughout the whole of the undertaking
the engineer was able to rely upon the hearty support of the corporation but, by June of 1886, this had
slackened, not because of any want of loyalty to him but rather because gentlemen, who had had ‘much
experience in such matters’, pronounced adverse opinions upon the works and because the works
themselves did not seem to have answered the expectations formed of them. Therefore, it was easy to
understand how the Corporation left its first love and inclined to think with those who lamented the amount
of money being expended on the works.
Most weight was attached to objections raised by Mr. Justice Boucaut and it must have been hard for him
to break the silence which his official position as a Supreme Court judge enjoined. Be that as it may, in a
letter to the corporation, he devoted himself to an elaborate and destructive criticism of Mr Chamier’s
latest report. However, although his integrity in this matter was undoubted, an editor of the morning press
chided him gently:
We have no inclination, even if we had the ability, to decide upon a nice point of engineering skill,
and therefore we are rejoiced to know that Mr Chamier has an opportunity of proving that the works
which he has superintended are likely to benefit Glenelg. But at the same time we cannot forget that
these works have been condemned by a man who has had a large acquaintance with matters of the
kind.
At a meeting of the corporation on 31 May 1886 it was decided ‘that the works certified as finished be
submitted to arbitration to ascertain whether they are completed in terms of the plans and specifications,
and if not, in what particulars.’ To all the charges, implied and otherwise, Mr Chamier responded suggesting
that the indictment of his work and ‘remorseless criticisms’ were certainly premature:
It is soon enough to attack a man after he has failed, but not on the mere supposition that he may fail.
The works were only completed and handed over by the contractor a fortnight ago… The people of
Glenelg may attach great importance to His Honor’s opposition, and to his large experience in lock
gates and marine engineering, but they will hardly be fools as to agree to the proposition for
destroying the work before it has had even the semblance of a trial.
On 2 June 1886, Mr Chamier superintended the opening and shutting of the gates. The day was fine, the
sea smooth and about 350 people were present. Just prior to the commencement an officious workman
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entered one of the chain boxes below the capstan and meddled with the chain connected with the south
gate. The chain gave way immediately and, as a consequence, the gate opened to the extent of about a
yard from its position.
At the same time it almost locked by jamming itself over the seaweed on the apron. It was of no use then
to test the power of the sluices, as the force of the water went between the gates. Finally, a passage of 25
feet was cleared and only one craft availed itself of the opportunity of entering the harbour. All in all, it was
not considered a fair experiment and so a further trial was arranged. Accordingly, on 3 June 1886 another
attempt was made and it was ‘only partially successful due to one of the pulleys giving way.’
The Damming of the Patawalonga
Oh! Down at the Bay, one unfortunate day,
Came a toiling over the sand, oh!
A brave Engineer, who exclaimed with a tear,
It’s more than a man can stand, oh!
He came to a creek that was sickly and weak,
With seaweed and rubbish all crammed, oh!
And muttered - ‘Dear me, how fine it would be
If the whole thing were properly dam’d, oh!
‘Sheet-piled at the south - lock gates at the mouth The bridge just a little bit stronger,
With Esplanade level, ’twould puzzle the devil
To equal the Patawalonga.’
Permission was won, the work at last done The locking, and filling, and piling But tho’ roughly used, the lock gates refused
To open for any beguiling.
In the low stagnant creek the seaweed did reek,
And the gates with the debris were jammed, oh!
And the engineer’s dream came true it would seem,
For the whole thing was properly damned, oh!
These events were a catalyst for Mr Boucaut to enter the fray again and implore his fellow rate payers to
get rid of their ‘white elephant’, while a newspaper editor opined that there were many who were prepared
to abide events and ‘defer their ultimate judgment until all hope of the undertaking proving even a partial
success has disappeared.’
In response to all this uproar and dissension Mr Wigley took up his pen in an effort to stem the adverse
criticism:
I have lived for nearly forty years on the banks of the creek and when the tide was out (and it’s
oftener out than in), from a mile from its mouth upwards it was a nauseous, festering, innavigable
bog of decayed vegetable and animal matter, the accumulation of ages belching forth the most
sickening and unhealthy fumes of sulphuretted hydrogen - its appearance hideous. Since that time
Governor Hindmarsh left its banks (possibly on account of its stench) for the distant, then
umbrageous gum tree, to proclaim this province, up to the finish of the improvements the creek, the
stench has been the only blot against Glenelg as far and away the favourite watering place of the
colony.
The statement that the smell is unhealthy is generally met with the reply, ‘But look how well you
Patawalongans always were.’ Our doctors and their bills prove a different tale, for seldom were we
free from sore throats, fevers and the other ills that follow in the wake of S. Hy… The universal
remark by visitors now is, ‘What a splendid sheet of water! Why, I scarcely recognise the place. It is so
improved. And no bad smell.’
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Whilst standing on the bridge at sundown the other evening I was reminded of Scott’s ‘Lady of the
Lake’:
An’ thus an airy point he won,
Where, gleaming with the setting sun,
One burnish’d sheet of gleaming gold
Loch Plats lay; beneath him roll’d
In all her length far winding lay,
With grassy hillock, creek, and bay.
The improvements proving a sanitary success I will show is abundantly proved, and surely this is
worth part of the money or rates to be paid thereon, for when it becomes known that the incubus
under which we have laid has been removed, will not the value of property increase, doctors’ bills
decrease and other benefits accrue to us therefore?…
As for the Upper Weir and Mr W.H. Gray, I see… that Mr Gray is going into litigation with the
Corporation for, inter alia, putting up the weir - cum bono? I think that astute and canny Scotchman (if
he will forgive me for calling him such) will hesitate before he sows his hard earned bawbees amongst
the members of the profession to which I have the honour to belong, after I have called his attention
to a modicum of his evidence before the Select Committee on the Bill of 1883…
Many years ago, when I was an MP and Mayor of Glenelg, I endeavoured to get an Act passed to do
this work and I thought I should have every assistance from Mr Gray, who is more benefited than any
one else, he being in the enviable position of holding hundreds of acres around this work. I thought it
would enable him to convert part of his unsightly, sandy dunes into a township… thereby coining
money with his double frontage to the sea and river, but when I found he wanted dams, and this, and
that, and the other, I threw up the sponge in disgust, but afterwards feeling the imperative necessity
for the work being done, Mr Gray was consulted as to what he would require, and from him emanated
an upper weir.
I considered at the time it was money thrown away on useless work and looked at it in the light [of it
being an appeasement] to our worthy Ingens Cerberus of the Patawalonga but, to protect my
conscience, inserted a clause in the Bill that the Corporation should have seven years to complete the
work intending, if I had anything to do with it, that the upper weir should be left for six years and six
months, feeling certain that Mr Gray would by that time feel the uselessness of the thing, or that
circumstances over which we mortals have no control might intervene to prevent the waste of the
money. However, it was one of the first things done and Mr Gray has already found out the folly of it. I
respectfully ask Mr Gray, before he allows us to cup his plethoric purse by bringing an action, if he will
peruse a very entertaining little book written by a barrister called ‘Farmer Bumpkin’s Pig’…
To this exposition a disgruntled resident, Mr George Hambidge, of Glenelg, responded:
Mr Wigley has the happy knack of bamboozling the public. The picture set forth by him comparing
the Patawalonga Dam to Scott’s Lady of the Lake is a good one, as well as the little piece of natural
history referring to the rara avi and the marvellous suffering endured by Mr Wigley for almost forty
years surpasses human experience, also the slaying of the dragon; in fact, the picturing business has
only been excelled by the gigantic failure of the Patawalonga itself…
[Following the recent storm] the wind blowing from the west brought a heavy sea in, and at high tide
sent the seaweed over the top of the gates and falling into the dam; not only did the dam suffer, but
the wall, a structure three feet higher than the top of the gates, had a clean breach made over it
depositing the seaweed at a still greater height… I am sorry such a millstone should hang on the necks
of the rate payers by the action of a few adventurous gentlemen…
Finally, Mr Boucaut aired his disapproval of the scheme and pointed out some defects in it:
All the yachts and three of the boats of the Yacht Club have been sent to the Port and last Monday 12
boats were on the beach - several of them having been there for weeks - because they were unable
to come in. The original machinery for working the gates is useless. The gates themselves are warped
and twisted so that they will neither keep all the water in nor seaweed out.
The basin, which had been partially cleared of seaweed by men whom I have seen working day after
day, occasionally three at a time, dragging and forking at it, sometimes in boats, and sometimes
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standing in the water, is again full up of seaweed, forced under or through the gates although the
sluices were shut… [He then recited perceived breaches of the law.]
For the breaches of the law, above referred to, legal proceedings will presently be taken to compel
the corporation to obey the law and open the gates; by myself, in order to stop the grievances I suffer
under, and by Mr Gray, in order to prevent his land from being ruined by the water which the
corporation dam backs thereon by illegally keeping the gates closed…
From the very first I warned my fellow-rate payers against this mad scheme… What would a wise
man do who had a white elephant that devoured his substance and brought in no return? He would
sell it. Supposing he could not sell it! He would give it away. Supposing no one would accept it? Why,
he would get rid of the beast in some other manner… Let [the rate payers] insist on every stick and
stone being promptly removed and sold for what they will fetch otherwise… their white elephant,
after swallowing the whole of the rates, will ever crave for more.
A ‘lively’ meeting of rate payers took place in the Glenelg Institute on 30 September 1886 when they were
told that the town’s ‘fathers’ were considering the imposition of a special rate of one shilling in the pound
or offering £12,000 worth of bonds to Glenelg rate payers and others to enable the contractor, Mr Wishart,
to be paid £5,500, for which he had obtained a Supreme Court judgement, and £6,500 owing to the
Commercial Bank. The chief protagonist at the meeting was Mr Boucaut who queried the legality of the
corporation’s proposals:
Privately, the Mayor [Mr H.D. Gell] is a most estimable gentleman. I could shake his hand and walk
arm-in-arm down Rundle Street with him tomorrow. But he ought to tell us whether or not this
meeting is valid and can carry a motion to levy a rate. I respectfully suggest this meeting is illegal and
I protest against it passing a rate…
At this juncture the corporation’s legal adviser, Mr Nicholson, agreed with Mr Boucaut. Finally, the meeting
adopted Councillor Muirhead’s proposal that no further rates should be levied for the present and that the
bonds be offered to rate payers, residents and others.
In January 1887, the gates were left open for a considerable time when ‘all scouring ceased, the whole
place got filled up with a deposit of seaweed, the basin became a stinking swamp and threatened to cause
an epidemic.’ The corporation then ‘got the gates properly closed, scoured away the seaweed, put all the
appliances in working condition, and were able to open and shut the gates without difficulty at any time.’
Then their care seemed to cease for no attempt was made to keep the gates in working order as
recommended, while the constant flow of the creek brought a considerable amount of silt to bear against
them and when a ‘freshet’ occurred they were closed and, owing to the enormous pressure of water and
accumulation of silt, it was impossible to open them.
The matter was resolved in June 1887 when the River Sturt came down in flood and collapsed the dam’s
gates and all that remained at this site were bare piles and sheeting. There had been a tardiness in opening
the gates and, by four o’clock in the afternoon, the dam was destroyed. The design of the work came into
criticism but definite blame could not be fixed at any one’s door.
However, it was not all a waste of money because the scheme enabled the reclamation of six acres of land
adjacent to the dam that was previously an unsightly waste, and in time it became a valuable municipal
property. The aquarium that was to have followed the construction of the dam never eventuated. Following
this debacle, opponents of the scheme were to the fore and one of them, Mr W. Hooper of Byron Street,
Glenelg, remonstrated with Mr Wigley:
In the Institute at Glenelg he said something about the wonderful success of the undertaking; how
thousands of millions of tons of the bed of the river would be sold and carted away by the market
gardeners for manure; how the banks would be lined with boat sheds; how the trains would be
crowded with people to see the beautiful and ornamental waters of Glenelg; how the railway
company would get their coals from Newcastle unloaded here and give employment to the poor
fishermen at our premier watering place; how Yorke’s Peninsula would send thousands of tons of
wood over here to be unloaded at the wharfs of the dam and how cheaply we should get it; how all
the wheat would be brought over from the peninsula and unloaded here and then sent to Adelaide
by rail; how the stink from the rotten seaweed would be absolutely gone (which is quite true).
Oh, this was a speech worth hearing and I remember how the knowing ones clapped their hands at
it… And to think that I was such a fool as to not vote for the building of this dam… And now to think
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that this grand dam - this ornamental water, this profitable undertaking - should be washed away in
ten minutes, and when it was washed away I heard a wicked vulgar man say that Mr Wigley ought to
be drowned. I am glad this did not happen. I thought of his wife and children and what a loss his
death would have been to the community. Oh that it had lasted so that Mr Wigley might have seen
his hopes matured and the profits made… While I am writing I feel as though I should weep, but
weeping would do no good…
Following the loss of the gates the corporation then levelled the sandhills south of the creek and to this Mr
Boucaut opined that this irresponsible action:
Caused the [basin] to fill up, because the lowered sandhills enabled the sand to blow freely inwards
which in a state of nature could not have happened. When the sandhills were there they blocked the
sand; when they were removed there was free access to the sand and I have seen thousands of tons
blown across the locus of the old sandhills…
The total cost of the scheme was £13,000 and, finally, the corporation imposed, ‘legally’, a special rate of
sixpence in the pound which, by 1910, had been reduced to fourpence, in order to defray the interest and
provide a sinking fund. The repayment of a ‘final set of bonds’ amounting to £2,600 fell due on 1 July
1912. By 1910, it was a matter of record that the Holdfast Bay Yacht Club’s fleet has almost been
annihilated by storms four times since 1890, while fishing craft had also suffered severe damage from
time to time. Therefore, a petition, largely signed by yachtsmen and owners of fishing craft, was
circulated for presentation to the council with a view ‘for the construction of an inner harbour at the
mouth of the Patawalonga Creek.’ Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in June 1886, pages 88-89.
Interested readers are referred to Historic Glenelg, Birthplace of South Australia, for an analysis of
improvements to the Patawalonga basin after 1910.
Patawarta Hill - Sixteen kilometres north of Blinman on which snow sometimes lies in winter. Aboriginal
for ‘snow country’. The ‘Patawarta Run’ was established in 1853 by Septimus Boord (1819-1905) who
arrived in the Enterprise in 1840. A photograph of the trigonometrical cairn is in the Observer, 12 February
1921, page 24.
Patawilya - (See Glenelg)
Patchewarra Bore - Information on and a photograph of the bore in the far North-East are in the Chronicle,
15 June 1912, pages 32-40d.
Paterson, Port - Near Port Augusta; probably recalls James Paterson, who obtained the land grant of section
907, Hundred of Woolundunga, on 5 May 1859 prior to the proclamation of the Hundred. The name was
given, also, to a subdivision of section 315, Hundred of Davenport, by F.C.G. and J.G.G. Hales in 1881; now
included in Port Augusta. (See Patterson Hill & Woolundunga, Hundred of)
Patonga - In 1920, it was advertised as 26 allotments ‘within 50 feet of the Old Gum Tree.’ It would appear
to have been corrupted from ‘Patawalonga’.
Patpa - A railway station on the former Willunga Line. Aboriginal for ‘south wind’.
Patpoori - The Aboriginal name for ‘Kaiserstuhl’, meaning, ‘big grass hill’. Giant yacca bushes grew there.
Patricia Johnson Hills - In the Far North-West named in 1964 after W. Johnson’s wife.
Pats Well - A school opened by Oscar A. Witt in 1891; name changed to ‘Pamatta’ in 1892.
Patterson Hill - On section 242, Hundred of Woolundunga, probably named after James Paterson (sic), an
early pastoralist. (See Paterson, Port)
Patterton Springs - A former stopping place on a coach route, 10 km south of Blinman, where
accommodation was provided. Now in ruins, the spring is used as a stock watering place by the lessee of
Gum Creek station. Probably corrupted from Archibald Patterson (ca.1823-1917), who arrived in the
Amazon in 1852 and, for a time, was a pastoralist in the district.
Paull Well - The name may have some association with ‘Paull’s Consolidated Mine’, worked from the 1890s
in the Mount Lyndhurst district.
Paupalthung, Point - On section 590, Hundred of Baker. Aboriginal for ‘top of the head’.
Payneham - The Adelaide suburb was named by and after Samuel Payne (ca.1803-1847) who arrived in the
Lord Goderich in 1838. The following year he was granted section 285, Hundred of Adelaide. His occupation
and address were given at that time as ‘Inn Keeper of Hindley Street’ where he owned Town Acre 47 at the
intersection of Hindley and King William Streets and bisected by Gresham Place, the site of the Old Exchange
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Hotel. He arrived in Adelaide in 1838 aboard the Lord Goderich and built his home ‘Payneham House’. No
evidence can be found to verify its locality, or if it is still standing.
The first subdivision, near the junction of Payneham and Portrush Roads, included the old Duke of
Wellington Hotel, the site being allotment 1 purchased by the licensee, Robert Elliott Thomas Allen, in 1840.
In 1926, a 19th century letter from Mr Payne was reprinted:
Mr Morphett has treated me most kindly in supplying me with bricks, timber, etc. I am now
completely on my legs and I hope for the future I shall be able to lay by money rapidly. My village
of Payneham rises in value. I sold an acre last week for £30 and one for £16 and four others for
£15 each. In all about 20 acres, leaving 84 unsold, many of which have been applied for, but since
part of it has been certified and looks so remarkably luxuriant that I have determined to raise the
price and reserve 20 acres in a block for myself, and not sell without I obtain a high price… It was
fortunate for me that the person who agreed to purchase the section off me about nine months
ago for £800 did not fulfil his engagement…
Of the original street names only Henry Street, Rosella Street, Arthur Street and John Street remain, others
being incorporated into those streets and others, such as Cook Street and James Street, being renamed
Marian Road and Ashbrook Avenue. The section was described as ‘the most beautiful land is finely
timbered, and the road from Adelaide to the New Tiers runs by it. The prospect to the Mountains is sublime;
and the occasion affords an eligible opportunity to gentlemen wishing to secure at a moderate price a spot
in the immediate vicinity of Adelaide for a country residence.’
Among the early buyers of allotments from Samuel Payne were Bridget Pallant, R.M. Lowe, John C. Abbott,
James Loader, William Mortimer and William Lomas. Loader Street in the adjacent suburb of Glynde is no
doubt named after that James Loader or a relation, associated with the area later. One allotment was
earmarked ‘Wesleyan’ but there is no record of this having been used for church purposes and that
allotment is now included in the Payneham Oval, most of which was set aside as a reserve in the original
subdivision.
A ‘Caution to Wife-Beaters’ was published in the Register on 30 August 1862:
[The citizens] formed a band of about 20 strong, each one of whom carried a musical instrument
in the shape of a tin kettle. They then made up an effigy of the wife-beater and, proceeding to his
door, burned the image amidst shouts and yells…
Photographs of the tramway are in the Chronicle, 15 May 1909, page 29, of a fire appliance on 30 December
1911, page 27, of James Marshall's home, Darroch, in The Critic, 18 August 1900, page 23, of members of a
cricket team on 3 March 1915, page 11, of a carnival in The Critic, 16 February 1916, page 14. of a Payneham
Village Fair in the Observer, 10 March 1917, page 25, for those of a patriotic carnival see 9 March 1918,
page 24, of ‘foxes at Payneham’ on 3 March 1928, page 38, of cycling events on the oval on 26 January
1924, page 32, 2 January 1926, page 32, Chronicle, 2 and 9 January 1936, pages 28 and 31, of packing apples
on 23 February 1933, page 32.
Paynes - On section 164, Hundred of Smith, takes its name from ‘Payne’s Bridge Inn’, once standing in the
North-Eastern corner of section 132.
Peachna, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 3 August 1916 and the Peachna
railway station, named on 27 November 1931, is 26 km south of Lock, An Aboriginal word, meaning
unknown.
Peach Springs - Near Nepabunna. The Aborigines know it as urtiyarlku - ‘straight peach’ (quandong); urti ‘native peach’, yarlku - ‘standing up’, ‘vertical’.
Peachy Belt - Near Salisbury, was sometimes, albeit incorrectly, written as Peachey Belt. The survey of the
area was made in 1849 and the plan is headed ‘Survey of Sections in the Peachy Belt’, while the diagram
shows the area to be covered, almost completely, by trees that were, no doubt, the native peach
(quandong).
In 1853, a meeting was held in the Peachey [sic] Belt ‘to consider the propriety of setting on foot a
subscription for the purpose of erecting a chapel in the neighbourhood’:
The population is increasing rapidly and the influential settlers have deemed it their duty to take
a lead in the matter… Mr Megaw was appointed treasurer, but the following persons, having
been requested to receive subscriptions, expressed their willingness to do so, viz., Mr Dunn, Mr
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Chivell, Mr Broster, Mr Megaw, junior, the Rev J.P. Buttfield and Mr Daniel Thomas. About £30
was subscribed at the first meeting…
Its school opened in 1856 and, in 1861, 44 pupils were under the supervision of James Talbot; it closed in
1873.
As for Peter Peachey, to whom its origin has been incorrectly ascribed; he arrived in the Siam in 1841 and,
for a time, was colonial agent for the Wheal Watkins Mine at Glen Osmond, prior to managing a pastoral
property for George Williams, his wife’s uncle; section 1284 at Glen Osmond was known as ‘Peachey’s
Section’. He died at Glen Osmond in 1849, aged 48. (See Penfield)
Peacock, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 19 April 1888. Caleb Peacock, MP (18781881), Mayor of Adelaide in 1875-77 was born in Adelaide in 1841 and died in 1896. His father, William
Peacock, came to South Australia in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839 and conducted a tanning and wool
scouring company, entering Parliament in 1851 as a member for Noarlunga.
Peake - Archibald Henry Peake, MP (1897-1920), three times Premier of South Australia, has his name
commemorated by the Hundred of Peake, County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 11 January 1906; its school
opened in 1909 in the Baptist Church and closed in 1964; Peake, a town 32 km east of Tailem Bend,
proclaimed on 8 August 1907.
By 1909, it was ‘the refreshment station and there was always a rush for the pie stall just along the line’:
The town shows marked signs of progress, although yet in the embryonic stage. The land has
been cleared, township allotments have been pegged out and several buildings are in the course
of erection. The most advanced is the Commercial Bank … a stone building. Close alongside a
battery is to be erected… There are several other iron and wood buildings, including a Baptist
hall…
A photograph of members of the district council is in the Chronicle, 18 October 1913, page 32, of a football
team on 14 November 1935, page 35.
Peake Bay and Peake Point, are North-East of Louth Bay.
Peake Creek, near Lake Eyre North, were discovered by John McD. Stuart on 6 June 1859 and named after
Edward. J. Peake, MP (1857-1859) SM, a son-in-law to John Chambers, one of Stuart’s patrons. The Peake
Telegraph Station operated in the vicinity in the latter part of the 19th century. (See Blood Creek) An 1895
sketch of the Peake Run is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
Peake-Jones, Point - On Lake Eyre North, recalls Mr K. Peake-Jones, who took a prominent part in
investigations made on behalf of the Royal Geographical Society (SA Branch) during 1950-56.
Peak Vale - A school near Orroroo. Opened in 1884, it closed in 1926.
Pearce - James Pearce, MP (1870-1875), MLC (1877-1885), born in Aylesbury, England, in 1826, arrived in
the Indian in 1849. A prominent churchman, ‘it was at Kapunda that the bulk of his life was spent and that
town and the Methodist Church owe much to his wise and self-denying labours.’ He died in November 1904
at Walkerville and the Hundred of Pearce, County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 4 December 1884,
commemorates his name.
Point Pearce, on Yorke Peninsula, 18 km south of Maitland, was named by Matthew Flinders on 7 March
1802 after an Admiralty Board member. Its Aboriginal name was pungja (or puggja) - a place where people
of the Kaurna and others gathered to practice the rites of circumcision. Later, the name was given to an
Aboriginal Mission which, in 1874, it was referred to as ‘Boorkooyanna’ whose ‘buildings are of stone situate
in a small plain of which Boorkooyanna is the native name. Boorkoo signifies a small shrub which grows
there and yanna “plain”.’
Within about three miles of the sea, the sandhills have a plentiful supply of fresh water. There
were 18 in the school or working at the establishment at the time of my visit, and two had gone
away to see their parents.
The institution, which is under the management of Rev W.J. Kuhn, is conducted mainly upon the
principle of self support and an important… part of the work is sheep farming. A commencement
was made with 100 ewes five or six years ago and now there are about 1,300… The mission,
originally, had one square mile which has all been enclosed with stake and brush fence; but three
years ago… the government granted the use of ‘The Point’ which has an area of… six square
miles…
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In June 1868 it was reported that ‘the poor creatures are ill-housed, ill-fed and ill-clothed and the only
consolatory set-off to these ills is the excellent instruction - secular and religious - which they receive…
Government has acted very shabbily towards the mission…’
A photograph of a football team is in the Observer, 25 October 1924, page 34, of native shearers in the
Chronicle, 28 December 1933, page 33.
Pearlah - A railway station 32 km NW of Port Lincoln adopted from the Aboriginal name of a local spring.
Pearson Isles - In the Investigator Group, at the eastern end of the Great Australian Bight, named by
Matthew Flinders on 13 February 1802, after the maiden name of the mother of Lieut. Robert M. Fowler,
Flinders’ brother-in-law. Baudin called them Les Enfans (sic) Perdus - ‘The Lost Children’, while Freycinet’s
charts show Is du Veteran. (See Fowlers Bay)
Today, they are a seal and wallaby sanctuary and a release of animals was reported on 27 May 1913:
[It] is said to be alive with wallabies of a breed different from the marsupials which inhabit the
mainland… The idea occurred to the President of the Marine Board to try their introduction on
some of the uninhabited islands. As an experiment two pairs were placed on Greenly Island,
about 40 miles from Pearson Island.
This was done two months ago. On a recent trip of the steamer Governor Musgrave, the vessel
called at the Cape Borda station and took therefrom five pairs of wallabies which had been
caught by the keepers there. Two pairs were placed on Althorpe Island and the others were
conveyed to the South Neptune group and liberated on the north island…
Photographs are in the Observer, 27 January 1923, page 29.
Peckham - An 1865 subdivision of part section 275, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company,
into eleven blocks of two acres; now included in Tranmere. To confuse the issue, in 1865 a town of Peckham
was advertised ‘following instructions from Dr Wark, 40 acres to be laid out…’ The name derives from either
the Anglo-Saxon peac-ham - ‘a house on the peak or summit of a hill’, or Œ beckham - ‘a place distinguished
for its becks (brooks)’.
Peck Waterhole - Two km North-East of Bordertown whose Aboriginal name was kolekarlaia - ‘many
sheaoaks’. (See Kolekarlaia).
Pedirka - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, 107 km north of Oodnadatta. Aboriginal
for ‘a meeting of two creeks’.
Pedler Creek - In the Hundred of Willunga, named after the ‘Pedler’ or ‘Pedlar’ family, who settled in the
district after arriving in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839. The ship’s manifest shows the name ‘Pedlar’, but
several official documents in the 1840s and 1850s show both versions. An article on the controversy
surrounding the naming of a bridge spanning the creek appeared in 1867.
Peebinga - Probably corrupted from pichinga, the Aboriginal name of a local rockhole meaning ‘place of
pines’. Under European occupation it was known as ‘Butcher Soak’, ‘Butcher Rockhole’ and ‘Butcher
Springs’.
The settlers of the district of Butcher’s Soak object to the name of the place, yet seem to be
unable to decide on anything else. ‘Pichinga’ is the native name of the rockhole or soak now
known as Butcher’s Soak. It is highly desirable that the aboriginal nomenclature should be
retained… Australian native names are both musical and unique in the fact that they identify
themselves with Australia… It is regrettable that in the suburban area of Adelaide there are only
three townships which bear native designation.
The Hundred of Peebinga, County of Chandos, was proclaimed on 26 September 1912, Land there was held
first by William (sic-Wilton?) Hack (1843-1923) in 1874, who named lease no. 2364, ‘Parilla’, and R.S. Crabb
who took up pastoral lease no. 2655 in 1876 ‘north of Scorpion Well’; he abandoned it in 1889.
The town of Peebinga, 42 km north of Pinnaroo, followed on 25 September 1924; its school opened as
‘Butcher’s Soak’ in 1922; name changed in 1922 and closed in 1965. (See Parilla)
Peecharra - A railway station 32 km, ENE of Peterborough. Aboriginal for ‘marshmallow’.
Peelaweela Bore - On section 52, Hundred of Tickera. Aboriginal for ‘eagle’s eyrie’. (See Alford)
Peep Hill - In 1877, it was said that ‘the claims of Peep Hill to a railway station are certainly not apparent
from a casual glance… I looked in vain for any sign of civilisation. Of mallee scrub there is abundance… Peep
Hill should be avoided and … a detour… made by way of Eudunda…’
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The Peep Hill Post Office opened, circa 1888, on section 214, Hundred of Neales, 8 km North-East of
Eudunda and its school was opened by Hermann Bartsch in 1883; it closed in 1939. (See Deep Creek)
Peeralilla Hill - On section 364, Hundred of Goolwa. Aboriginal for ‘beautiful hill’.
Peesey - The Peesey Hill trig point on section 222, Hundred of Moorowie, was known by the Aborigines as
pinalti and applied, also, to a swampy, low lying area separating the ‘leg’ of Yorke Peninsula from the ‘foot’.
Its Aboriginal name was pukawarawi which referred to a campsite on the southern portion of section 113,
Hundred of Moorowie. Further, it may be a corruption of pise, a clay used as a building material. There are
two towns called ‘Peasmarsh’ in England and, in Berkshire, it is said to have derived from pesemershe ‘marsh where peas grew’. (See Warooka)
A Peesey Range School was mentioned in 1877 and Rodney Cockburn says that the Peesey Range was
known to early settlers as the Pise Hut Range and ‘when one keeps in mind the correct pronunciation of
pise the evolution of the name to its present form is easily understood.’
Of interest is the fact that one of the first men to harvest salt in the area was Septimus Pizey in 1874 and,
in 1889, the Commissioner of Crown Lands:
Granted Mr S.V. Pizey, the discoverer of the alleged petroleum deposits, the exclusive right of
search over 10,000 acres on Southern Yorke’s Peninsula, at a peppercorn rental. It is alleged that
large quantities of resin of excellent quality similar to that obtained from kauri pine have been
found as well as valuable asphalt composition…
Peet, Point - On Thistle Island, was the location of a whaling lookout used by Thomas Peet in 1838. In a
letter he described the remains of three stone buildings he found there while employed by the South
Australian Company and claimed they may have been built in 1788 by shipwrecked sailors.
Peetatapucha - In 1887, it was described as an ‘eminence’ near Manna Hill and derived from an Aboriginal
word meaning ‘the highest of the high’.
Peindjlang - On a cliff edge at section 491, Hundred of Seymour and the former site of an Aboriginal camping
place; quarried in 1940, specimens are held in the SA Museum. The name refers to emus that went down
the cliff to drink.
Pekina - An Aboriginal word having reference to ‘creek water’. Land in the area was taken up first under
occupation licence by John and James Chambers, in 1844, and purchased two years later by Price Maurice,
following which it became one of the most profitable sheep runs in the Colony.
The Hundred of Pekina, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and surveyed by James Elder
and A.L. Mackay in 1872; in 1875, further subdivisions were made by Thomas Evans, V. Hanson, David
Lindsay and Stephen King, junior. Most of the land was taken up under credit agreement in 1873 at,
generally, from £1 to £2 per acre.
The size of the sections varied from 73 to 614 acres; the 1891 Council assessment records show that
Timothy Daly had increased his land holding to 419 acres but by 1898 it had been sold to Mr C.J. Wilsdon
who was ‘equally unsuccessful’. Other members of the Daly family were more successful for John and Austin
Daly each held 737 and 731 acres and by the mid-twentieth century three of their descendants had 1772,
2904 and 2876 acres respectively.
On entering their virgin land the farmer erected a tent consisting of a tarpaulin hung over a ridge
beam fastened down on each side with the butt of a tree, bags of chaff and house chests or
whatever else was at hand. Those who could use tools to advantage soon erected a log hut with
a fireplace and chimney, thus obviating the greatest curse of the colonial housewife - cooking on
an outdoor open fire. This building was roofed with either iron or long reedy grass growing on
the banks of the Pekina Creek - the iron was to be preferred on the account of safety from fire
and the rain water which could be caught from it.
By 1882, the Hundred was regarded as a very choice one for agricultural purposes and from known statistics
it was undeniably one of the most prolific wheat producing areas of the North and, apart from occasional
adverse seasons, local farming results have been systematically and almost uniformly excellent.
Pekina wheat was always in demand and millers and agents were always anxious to get hold of it, so
unusually and exceptionally marketable was the sample.
Many a snug and sequestered holding, composed of excellent arable land, found in the narrow
area between different ranges of hills, may have been viewed with admiration, and for many
persons to look upon those charming homesteads was but to covet them.
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On account of the numerous hills, creeks and deep ravines only two-thirds of the Hundred was brought
under cultivation. The flats situated between the hills were composed of rich soils and while it was not a
great timber producing country, pine, mallee and wattle trees were abundant. Some parts were well
supplied with water from wells sunk to a depth of from 40 to 60 feet, while the Booleroo Spring, situated
near the centre of the extension to the Hundred, was one of the finest supplies of water to be found
anywhere in the North - it was both strong and pure, sending forth an excellent stream which ran a
considerable distance before it lost itself below the surface. Because of the ample water supply many of
the farmers varied their operations and combined tilling and grazing to great advantage.
On a whimsical note a local farmer, with a grand sense of humour, put forward his views on the vagaries
of farming:
No sooner is a farmer out of one trouble than he is faced with another. He was scarcely through
with his much-delayed harvest work when he was involved in trouble with the tax gatherer, nor
can he flatter himself that he is out of that wood yet. And now he appears to be threatened with
an invasion of mice, at least these little pests are becoming so numerous that people are
beginning to compare notes and exchange vivid recollections of the great plague of 1893.
The horror of that visitation is still fresh in our minds, nor is it likely to fade while memory holds
her seat, for the marks of the teeth and feet of those 1893 mice are still plainly visible in many
households and even the most hardened and depraved Thomas cat must shudder when he
remembers that reign of terror.
Indeed, at the height of the 1893 plague a correspondent from the North described it in the following
humorous vein:
Traps, snares and poison are being freely used. Cats are taxed to their fullest holding capacity
which is, however, not nearly equal to the occasion, and there is a brisk demand for good
mousers, which are now worth from anything up to thirty shillings [$3] a dozen.
Small pigs have been chewed up in their sleep. Dogs have lost most of their bark, and roosters
are afraid to crow lest they should attract attention and worse things come upon them…
The town of Pekina 14 km south of Orroroo, surveyed by Thomas Evans, was proclaimed on 20 May 1875;
the Pekina Post Office opened, circa 1869. The Hundred of Pekina School opened in 1890 and became ‘Bully
Acre’ in 1932; the Pekina Extension School opened in 1884 and became ‘Wepowie’ in 1889.
Pekina Creek Irrigation Blocks was created out of sections 49, 53, 70-71, 73S, 73N and 74, Hundred of
Walloway, when 40 lots of 10 acres were subdivided in 1909.
In 1870, a shepherd aired his grievances:
I beg to let you know a few facts that occurred here last Saturday. It will show you how the poor
shepherds, who have to work hard for their living, are treated by the squatters. Not less than five
valuable sheep dogs have been poisoned here - Pekina Station - on the public road. It is a
discredit to the overseers or the managers of the station, as their shepherds have to work six
months for the value of their dogs.
If any of them were to go to a station and ask for a job, the first question asked would be ‘where
are your dogs?’ When he told them they got poisoned, they would turn around and laugh at him.
On the other hand if a shepherd takes half a pound of sugar, or is known to kill a lamb worth a
shilling, he is punished to the utmost extent of the law…
A photograph of a monument in Pekina Creek in memory of Rev James Maher is in the Observer, 18 April
1908, page 27.
By the close of the 19th century the vagaries of climate and rainfall were more than self-evident to the
farmers of Pekina and surrounding Hundreds and, in February 1901, a rural commentator in the Orroroo
district spoke in respect of the 1900 harvest and the capabilities of the area, generally:
A large portion of the south and western part of the district is inside Goyder’s line, while Orroroo
itself and the greater portion of the Hundreds of Walloway and Black Rock and the whole of
Erskine are outside. Pekina and Coomooroo are the two most favoured portions of the district,
Pekina in particular always coming up to the mark in the way of crops, and producing as a rule
most magnificent grain.
The crops in the eastern side, roughly divided from the better portion of the district by the
railway line, have almost utterly failed to produce anything calling a crop. Here and there a small
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patch under the hills or in that portion of the Walloway Plain which derived from soakage from
the Pekina Creek sufficient moisture without any rain to grow a crop of wheat has been
obtained; but the occupiers of that portion of the district generally have once more toiled in vain.
And yet in one hour’s drive from the centre of this drought and desolation one can be
surrounded with prosperous farms, rich crops, and fruitful soil.
The line of demarcation laid down by the late Mr Goyder will ever remain as a most striking
tribute of his wonderful powers of observation and judgement, as almost to the foot the
difference in the yield on either side is strikingly apparent. Yet there is no actual difference in the
soil, as in exceptional years, when summer floods have come and the eastern country has
received a good soaking, it grew crops averaging from 12 to 15 bushels to the acre, and the
question which puzzles all the occupiers is - Will these times return? …
Pelberre - A railway station near Gawler. Aboriginal for ‘fruit’.
Pelican - Pelican Lagoon was described by Matthew Flinders as ‘a hidden lagoon of an unhabited island’.
(See American River & Coal Mine Creek)
Pelican Point was a subdivision of section 373, Hundred of Kongorong, by J.M. Livingston, in 1960 and
named after the physical feature on the coast South-East of Lake Bonney, SE.
The Pelican Point School south of Morgan; opened in 1925, it closed in 1963; in 1977, this name was given,
also, to number 6 Berth at the new container terminal at Outer Harbor.
Pella - A subdivision of section 2007, Hundred of Freeling, into four allotments, by Johann F.T. Jaensch
(1831-1914) in 1860. The name occurs in South Africa, while the Kaurna people had a word pell referring to
opossums. (See Beltunga)
Pellaring Flat - In 1885, it was said to consist of a ‘tract of land low-lying land on the North-West bank of
the River Murray about 6 miles above Mannum. A large portion is swampy and showing signs of saline
efflorescence… Two creeks cross the flat and there [is] some splendid land up each valley…’
The school, 8 km WNW of Mannum, was opened in 1895 by Alice M. Day; it closed in 1936.
Pelorus Island - Three islets off Kangaroo Island named by Captain Harding of HMS Pelorus in May 1838; a
‘pelorus’ is a sighting device attached to a ship’s compass.
In 1890, it was reported that ‘the first mate said that at 9.30 p.m. on Saturday night the You Yang struck
the Pelorus rock on the outlying reef to the eastward… The Yatala arrived off the Semaphore… having on
board the crew who were in the first mate’s boat when it drifted into Kingston on Tuesday…’
Pelperiar Lagoon - On section 912, Hundred of Malcolm - ‘place for pipe clay’. This lake provided pipe clay
for making people ‘wild-looking’ when preparing for a fight.
Pen-Am-Bol Conservation Park - In the Hundred of Caroline, proclaimed in 1987. Aboriginal for ‘stringy
bark forest’. (See Penampenan)
Penampenan - On section 541, Hundred of Binnum; derived from penambol - ‘forest, timbered country’. In
the Mount Gambier area pena was the name applied to the red gum by the Aborigines. (See Penola)
Penang - In 1878, ‘the want of a Post Office at this place [was] very badly felt as we are about nine miles
from the Moonta Mines Post Office…’ The Penang School, between Cunliffe and Agery, was opened by John
T. Pryor in 1881; it closed in 1904.
In the same year, a temperance entertainment was held in the Bible Christian Chapel:
The place was crowded and several persons were unable to obtain admittance. Mr J. Hancock
presided. Mr Sisley, of Moonta, gave an interesting address and the following gentlemen
acquitted themselves well in recitations and dialogues: Messrs G. Staples, P. Allen, W.T. and J.
Andrewartha, J.Griffiths and R. Matthews. The following were excellent in their solos and
choruses: Messrs W. Wearne, W.T. Cornish and F. Mellor and Mesdames Staples and Cornish…
Penberthy, Port - In 1882, this place was said to be ‘one mile and a half north of Port Vincent’, being named
after ‘the holder of the land in that immediate vicinity’ - Probably, John Penberthy (ca.1826-1884), a miner
and mine manager who, for a time, lived at Port Vincent.
In 1882, he opined that ‘if the erection of a jetty at Port Penberthy is for my benefit’:
Seventy other settlers holding some 50,000 acres of land think it would also be for their benefit
to get a government jetty fixed in the best position and are willing to trust the government in the
matter of choice, resting assured it will not be at Port Julia, as a much better place exists. In a
matter of this kind, where the public convenience and accommodation are concerned, it is hoped
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that the government will carefully study the interests and benefit of the majority and not that of
a few individuals, as it will be observed that Mr Penberthy is the principal agitator in the matter
of jetty accommodation at Port Penberthy.
Pendleton - A subdivision of part section 360, Hundred of Yatala, between Ballantyne Terrace and Wallace
Street; now included in Blair Athol. Thomas Smith and George R. Selth, agents of Adelaide, laid it out in
1884. The name occurs in Lancashire and means ‘the town of Penweald’.
The Hundred of Pendleton, in the County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 21 January 1909 and named
after A.G. Pendleton, Commissioner of Railways.
Penfield - In 1851, the Penfield Post Office, 7 km north of Salisbury, was opened and corrupted from the
name of William Friend Penfold (1806-1884) who acquired section 4057, Hundred of Munno Para, in
December 1850 following his arrival in the John in 1840. He opened the ‘Plough and Harrow’ Hotel in 1853
and, on 1 February 1856, subdivided his section into a town called Penfield. The name ‘Peachy Belt’ was
applied, generally, to the area until 1858.
In 1864, Mr H.D. Murray held an inquest at Penfield ‘on the bodies of Thomas Friend Penfold and Sarah
Penfold who had died from poison the previous evening’:
Frederick Penfold [sic] stated that the deceased were his two children. The coroner’s verdict was
that they had died from eating a quantity of ant poison from a broken bottle in the yard of James
Hastwell, such bottle having been negligently buried by James Hastwell. (See Peachy Belt)
Its school opened in 1874 and closed in 1940.
Penguin Island - Near Beachport, is ‘a bold, rocky bluff which forms the northern head of the bay and is
separated by a very narrow channel from the mainland which is comparatively high and precipitous… It has
been proposed to fix a light on Penguin Island and proclaim a township on the northern shore of the bay…’
It was erected in 1878, lit for the first time on 13 August the same year and, in 1960, removed to Cape
Martin where it is fully automated. To service the light a jetty, about 37 metres long, was erected in 1880
and it still stands today along with its supporting tower and a stone hut.
Penguin Point - (See Kanarapa)
Penn - The town was named after Sir James Penn Boucaut, three times Premier of South Australia. (See
Oodlawirra)
Penneshaw - The town, 29 km east of Kingscote on Kangaroo Island, surveyed in 1881 by H.L. Beddome,
was proclaimed on 12 January 1882 and named by Governor Jervois, being a combination of Frederick F.
Pennefather (1852-1921), his private secretary from 1881 to 1883 and Miss Flora Shaw, later Lady Ludgard,
wife of the Governor of Hong Kong.
A correspondent to the Register on 10 January 1883 said that ‘the gentleman after whom Penneshaw is
named has also generously given the site for a church there.’ He was, no doubt, referring to Alfred Shaw a
physician at Cygnet River. This explanation must be dismissed as hearsay because an examination of the
Grants Book in respect of town allotments revealed no evidence to support the claim.
Its school opened as ‘Hog Bay’ in 1869; name changed in 1924.
In 1884, it was reported that ‘six hours steaming brought us to anchor under the bluff, known now as
Penneshaw and opposite the settlement of Hog Bay’:
Neither the name of the government township nor that of the original settlement can command
admiration in point of nomenclature, but fortunately what is lacking in name is fully
compensated by for by the presence of advantageous natural features… That Penneshaw must
eventually become the watering place par excellence of the South Australian coast I have no
doubt… There is a blacksmith’s shop, a sort of half-fledged store, a school with a daily attendance
of about 18, a few fishermen’s cottages and the usual farm houses in the vicinity…
Agitation for a jetty commenced in 1883 but it was not until October 1901 that approval was given for its
construction; it was handed over to the Marine Board on 17 March 1903. Apparently, it did not ‘prove to
be as satisfactory as anticipated’ because it was subjected to wind and wave action that made berthing
difficult. An extension, together with an L-head, was completed in 1908 for a length of 152 metres.
Pennington - In 1909, Captain Alfred Hodgeman subdivided part section 421, Hundred of Yatala, and named
it after his wife, the former Helen D. Pennington (1861-1934). Alfred and Helen Streets and Hodgeman Road
were named by him, also. The school was built in 1917 and declared to be ‘a fine structure, built of brick,
having eight classrooms, all well lighted and ventilated; seating accommodation has been provided for 480
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children… There are 300 scholars on the roll…’ The name occurs in England and means ‘penny town’,
referring to some tax or impost.
Pennington Bay, on Kangaroo Island, 10 km south of American River, was named by Captain Bloomfield
Douglas in December 1857 after Joseph Pennington who was lost in the scrub in the vicinity of Prospect Hill
(Mount Thisby) in December 1855. (See Haines, Hundred of)
A report on the finding of Mr Pennington’s bones and comment in respect of subsequent doubts on their
authenticity was reported in 1900:
On 28 December 1855 the steamer Young Australian started from Port Adelaide on an excursion
to Kangaroo Island, Mr Pennington, Chief Clerk in R.D. Hanson’s office, being one of the party.
The ship went down American River as far as Rabbit Island, when Messrs Heath, Andrews, R.
Stuckey, Prankerd, Carruthers, James [sic] Pennington and E.R. Simpson, took the ship’s boat and
rowed some distance further on and landed at Mount Tisby [sic], now called Prospect Hill, and
walked across to Osmanli Beach.
After a short time Pennington remained behind on a sandhill. The others, who were on ahead,
waved to him thinking he was tired and would wait their return; that was the last ever seen of
him. On their return a few hours afterwards, they made a search for him, in vain… including Buick
[see Buicks], a settler on the Island and a native woman. They did find his tracks, but lost them in
the sand; the search was continued long after the party returned…
Rodney Cockburn continues:
In January 1856, Corporal T. Coward and Trooper Dundas, with Aboriginal guides, proceeded to
Kangaroo Island in the Gunpowder to search for the body. They found the heel of one of
Pennington’s boots and evidence of his having scratched in the sand for water. Many years later
some human bones, a gold watch and brass trouser buttons were recovered, believed to be
identical with those of the ill-fated man.
Penny, Mount - On section 33, Hundred of Richards and probably named after Dr R.B. Penny; an article
titled ‘Famous Pioneer Doctor - Robert B. Penny’ is in the Advertiser, 5 January 1935. (See Doctor Penny
Well)
Penola - In 1844, William Wallace settled on Mosquito Creek upon a property that he called Elderslie and
‘while out exploring, discovered what is called the Penola Swamp, then perfectly dry, and on which he
galloped down an emu and killed it in the middle of the swamp. This swamp in 1855 was filled over its banks
and timber, 50 years old, perished in consequence.’
The Aboriginal word ‘Penola’ means, literally, ‘wooden house’ and appeared at various locations in the
district, presumably where the Pinchunga people found that the Europeans had erected wooden buildings.
Mrs Jessie Davidson, Christina Smith’s daughter, quoting ‘Yallum Jacky’ (see Yallum) wrote: ‘Penna-urla –
penna meaning “wood” and nurla “house” (rest here). Named after ‘Sandy’ Cameron’s [next word
obscured].’ In a similar vein, her half-brother Duncan Stewart wrote: ‘Penola - pena oorla; “wooden house”,
referring evidently to the original weatherboard Royal Oak public house.’
A reference to Panola (sic) Swamp, is to be found on Henry Wade’s 1848 survey map of the eastern
boundary and Professor Tindale links that place, declared as Water Reserve No. 2, to the Aboriginal word pano - ‘earth’, hence ‘earthy place’. Other sources suggest penaoorla - ‘big swamp’, or penajurla - pena ‘eucalypt’ and aurla - ‘forest’. (See Penampenan)
The Penola Swamp was, apparently, on Duncan Cameron’s Glenroy Run where there was a wooden hut
and on 20 November 1846 he mentioned the name ‘Penola’ in a letter to Charles Bonney in Adelaide. An
advertisement for ‘Penola Stores’ from Alexander Anderson appeared in the Portland Guardian on 14 May
1850 (apparently the first published reference to the town) and three days later the Reverend Mick Ryan
designated the location of a baptism as being at ‘Penola’ - previously, according to Catholic Church records,
on 5 May 1850 he had called the location ‘Limestone Ridge’.
The government town, surveyed in 1867 and named Penola North, was altered to Penola on 20 February
1941 so as to agree with the name of the railway station and private town laid out by Alexander Cameron,
circa 1850. The Aboriginal word for the town land and contiguous district was corartwalla - ‘frosty or snowy
country’. The Penola historian, Peter Rymill says:
Alexander Cameron, nick-named Black Sandy or Alexander Dubh in Gaelic because of his dark
hair, eyes and complexion, is one of the most intriguing characters to have been associated with
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the early history of Penola. Born in 1791 at Inverroy, Lochaber, near the confluence of the Rivers
Roy and Spean at the foot of Ben Nevis, he was the eldest son of Donald (Saor) Cameron and his
second wife, Christina Cameron.
His namesake and nephew, Alexander (King) Cameron, 19 years younger, was the son of Black
Sandy’s eldest half-brother, John, who in turn was also the son of Donald (Saor) Cameron and his
first wife, Mary.
King Cameron applied for a South Australian occupation license on 19 December 1845 for a 48
square mile run on the Limestone Ridge where Penola now stands, and had a substantial flock of
3,000 sheep, as well as 50 cattle and 3 horses on his run by 14 February 1846…
King Cameron succeeded in being granted a licence on 16 November 1848 that enabled him to
convert his original homestead hut into Penola’s first Royal Oak Hotel, around which he
proceeded to lay-out his private township of Penola…
Local legend has it that… Black Sandy [was found] lying dead beside the tin dish of whiskey. The
truth is perhaps less dramatic, but he did die on 23 April 1858 at Penola Station, aged 67. His
death certificate, dated three days later, gives the cause of his death as Morbus Brightii (kidney
failure) and Dropsy (consequent oedema). Although buried in Penola’s Old Cemetery, it was
reputed that his presence continued to haunt the old homestead:
Miss Cameron and a maid slept in Black Sandy’s room after he died, and after one night
they came out in a terrible state and they reckoned his ghost came in. [Similarly, some
time later, a visitor enquired] Where’s the gentleman I saw last night? He has not come
to breakfast this morning; he was in my room last night.
A satirical description of the town was given in 1866:
Penola is a beautiful town built in the centre of what, at this time of the year, is usually a
delightful swamp, but this being the dry season the swamp was necessarily dry too… The houses
I found much like other homes, built respectively of stone, wood and mud, the inhabitants
peaceful and quiet… There are two hotels in Penola the landlords of which (if they get paid) must
be doing well as the Penolaites like their beer; but from what I saw of business at Penola I
imagine the credit system must predominate. The only busy person I saw here was the bailiff of
the court and the doctor. These necessary evils were flourishing amazingly…
However, in 1867 credence was given to the imbibing propensity of certain inhabitants:
Penola [is] situated about 75 miles from Guichen Bay and the route was a most dreary one and
was lined with Chinese camps and remnants of clothing and manufactures of an oriental
character which were scattered along the line of the march reminding one of the debris of a
fugitive army. The town itself, at times, presented revolting scenes of intoxication and Father
Tenison Woods recalled a drunken spectacle that seemed to disgust the Celestials encamped
around the township.
He attributed this debauchery to the demoralising example formerly set by old convicts, who,
having nothing to live for, would expend all their earnings on stations in drink at the nearest
township. The custom thus continued to the present time… Whilst he was in the district 30
violent deaths occurred solely through intemperance…
In 1868, it was said that ‘the government [is] surely and successfully building up a landed aristocracy;
shutting the door against the bona fide settler and cultivator’:
Ride through the Penola country, and northward as far as the land is sold, and you will find it has
all been quietly swallowed up by the owners of the various runs and so all the best land of this
beautiful country has become absolutely shut up and is undisturbed except by the bleating of a
few sheep, enlivened occasionally by a solitary boundary rider, or the miserable tramp who ekes
out a wretched existence travelling from station to station begging for that daily bread for which
he had been denied the privilege of working… But farming - producing luxuries such as butter,
eggs, milk, etc., are, comparatively speaking, unknown commodities or only bought at uncertain
intervals from the Mount.
In 1866, the Rev J.E. Tenison Woods sought to clarify certain assertions made previously and to plea for a
radical change to the methods employed by the government in the treatment of the local Aborigines:
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Your correspondent has called attention to the sad state of the natives in this district. Well I say most
conscientiously that a more hideous crying evil does not exist among Christians. These poor savages
after being degraded and diseased by the vices of - shall we call it civilisation - are but to die, in our
midst, of starvation… I have seen them dying within a stone’s throw of abundance and luxury. I have
seen them so corroded by disease that they might be said to be rotting away even in life, and there
was none there to give aid. I have even found one lying in the water where he had been left by his
companions whose emaciated condition would not enable them to carry him further through the
morass. I have known them to die of cold, starvation and of drunkenness and all these things
amongst men who had grown rich on their lands and boasted of the Christian name…
I assert most vehemently that we are bound to do something for them if only to smooth their path to
the grave. True, the government does something but a more wretched inefficient system could not
be devised. Here is a specimen - The Crown Land Ranger [Mr Egan] lives with his son who keeps a
public house. It is a wayside inn far from any police protection - at least 18 miles. Here the rations are
kept and there the blacks congregate in numbers, and there also congregate the usual society of a
bush public house. Imagine the rest. Alas! I have often wished there were no rations at all.
Here is another instance. Blankets are, or should be, provided for the natives. The other day a poor
native dying at my place [and] suffered much from the cold. I applied for blankets for him. Yes, I was
told there are blankets but they were at Robe 25 miles away. Another instance. This native friend - a
good, poor lad with many fine points in his character, savage though he was, and I wished to have
him buried with some respect to his human nature and the thought that Christ had shed His blood for
him after all. Oh, yes, he could be buried at government expense but no coffin would be allowed!
What, then? A cart, could he have blankets? They were at Robe. Could he have any covering? The
government would not pay for it. Poor Tommy! He sleeps in an old cloak of mine; his pillow, I trust,
none the harder for the treatment of the more civilised brethren…
Oh, good people of Adelaide who respect your characters as men of humanity and wish your names
to go down to posterity with something better than execration for your treatment of this fast-fading
race, do something for them in the name of God. If you only saw their state, if you only saw their
rations - but I have said enough - for I feel sure better days are in store.
I should like to add the names of those settlers in the district who have distinguished themselves
above all others in their care for the blacks and their unfailing kindness to them - Messrs Lawson,
Bonney and McLeod in the Tatiara; Henry Jones, James Hunter and Andrew Watson for the rest of the
district.
The ‘system’ as it is seen at Naracoorte is still more remarkable. No rations are supplied there at all…
The camp contains about 30 blacks, three of whom are prostrate from sickness. I went to see them.
The same emaciation and the same cry for food met me at the outset. There was hunger and
starvation there beyond doubt. On enquiry I found that the only rations obtained were by the written
orders to the storekeeper from Mr Eyre, the Ranger - an officer who I believe means well towards the
natives and would do more if he could.
The storekeeper told me that for some time past all orders for rations had been refused. And what
wonder? The government won’t pay for what they have already and there on the books of a
storekeeper at Kincraig stands the name of Mr Wildman, Commissioner of Crown Lands, for a small
account, significantly small, of tea, sugar and flour supplied to the natives since October 1865.
Payment has been asked for and no reply received, so now the blacks live on the precarious earnings
which their poor services can obtain… The sick cannot work, the aged cannot work and it is not
everyone who can look for such heroism as I have known amongst them, where the son of an old
man worked for a day’s rations and took them to his father, going without himself…
Here, too, is an instance of an evil of another kind in which I conceal names and places for obvious
reasons. In compliance with a request from a charitable person I went to see a young lubra who was
dying in a hut on a certain station. She was in the last stage of consumption and by her side sat a
really beautiful little half-caste girl, about three years old. She was, however, smothered in dirt and
not even decently covered by a few squalid rags. The mother seemed proud to tell me that the father
of the child was a ‘gentleman’ of some little means who lived hard by and in whose service she had
been until she had fallen sick… And this ‘gentleman’ had thus consigned his offspring to the wretched
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squalor of savages, and had abandoned its mother, it might have been for aught he knew, to
starvation…
Good and abundant rations should be provided and not left at the townships but at such stations
where the natives are known to congregate. The settlers would gladly see to their fair and equal
distribution, for many of them have supplied food for years past without any government aid at all.
Blankets should be provided at the same places. These alone if left in the hands of settlers would be
of great service. Mr Lawson, of Padthaway, has no less than 20 natives at his station for two months
waiting for a promised supply of blankets which, as far as he knew, were still at Guichen Bay…
Above all stringent enquiries should be made in the case of half-caste children so that their fathers
should be forced to take some of the responsibility of the care and the education of children now
bidding fair to become the worst kinds of savages that we have. This is no light evil; nay, I can assure
my fellow colonists that it is a very grave one as any one can see who will take an account of the halfcaste children in this district…
I could not, in the interests of humanity, keep silence in the sight of so much misery which my voice
might probably help to alleviate, but I sadly feel that unless some at least of my suggestions are
carried out, what I have urged and what you have so ably advocated, and the present visit of the
Chief Inspector will be of no avail.
Another plaintive report regarding their plight in 1878 said:
It is hardly creditable to the government that these poor people, who have been despoiled of
their hunting-grounds, should be left to shiver in the cold and die of starvation while the white
population is reaping wealth from those very lands…
In 1879, the township was thrown into considerable excitement by a report that Ned Kelly and his gang
were in town following which ‘all the available force of policemen and detectives, together with their secret
aids were ruthlessly roused from their cosy beds’:
Mac’s Hotel was surrounded and revolvers were so freely pointed at the windows that, at one
period, matters began to assume a serious aspect, but it soon all ended in smoke and the
knowing ones enjoyed a hearty laugh at the expense of the blues. It appears that the Victorian
correspondent to the Border Watch, along with three other tolerably mounted-men whom he
had fallen in with on the road, galloped into the township at a late hour and hence the alarm…
In 1880, it was reported that ‘the loyal townsman who wishes to give a stranger a favourable impression
of Penola does not like him to enter from the Naracoorte side as the number of deserted wooden
tenements there tell too surely of a glory now departed’:
The wooden houses are numbered by the dozen and they remind the visitor of the time when
farming was extensively carried on about Penola and when the population was about 1,200. At
the present time there are not quite 1,000 persons within the district council area which
embraces about 22 square miles. The town possesses a few good public buildings including three
churches, two banks, a courthouse, a State school with about 150 scholars, two hotels and an
Institute containing the largest library outside Adelaide. During the past 14 years the football
club had played 60 matches, lost two and drew two.
A photograph of local flooding is in the Observer, 28 August 1909, page 31, the railway station in the
Chronicle, 5 February 1910, page 30, of tobacco culture on 21 April 1932, page 34, of members of the district
council on 21 June 1934, page 34; also see Observer, 29 August 1903, page 26.
The Hundred of Penola, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 29 August 1861 after resumption of Cameron’s
run at Limestone Ridge.
The Penola Fruit Colony School opened in 1895 and became ‘Coonawarra’ in 1897. (See Coonawarra)
The Penola Forest School opened in 1931 and closed in 1945.
Penong - A corruption of the Aboriginal poomong - ‘tea tree’ and applied to a town, 72 km North-West of
Ceduna, proclaimed on 28 April 1892; its post office opened in October 1891 and its school in 1893.
In 1911, it was reported that ‘we left Clare Bay at noon and anchored in Point LeHunte, the port of Penong,
at 2 p.m’:
The port, including the jetty, landing and shed, which were completed for the present harvest at
a cost of £8,000, are capitally illustrated in this week’s issue of the Observer… Wagons loaded
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with wheat and drawn by 11 horses were coming down the sandy decline to the landing… The
first young fellow I spoke too was Jasper Sticant who had brought his wheat 30 miles…
Photographs of floods are in the Chronicle, 8 March 1913, page 31, of the police station on 26 December
1914, page 28, of a wheat delivery by Mr Frank Richardson on 1 December 1932, page 34, of Mr Eric Walters
and a fox ‘kill’ on 1 November 1934, page 38, of the town and salt harvesting in the Observer, 29 May 1926,
page 31.
Penrice - Captain Richard Vounder Rodda, who arrived in the Brittania in 1846, laid out the town of Penrice,
2 km east of Angaston, and built its first flour mill, circa 1850, and he claimed that ‘its unfailing water supply
of the purest description, its magnificent quarries of stone, marble and lime fit it to become the capital of
an agricultural district, while its inexhaustible supply of iron ore of the richest kind, manganese and other
minerals, give fair promise of it becoming, at no distant day, a manufacturing town.’
He named it after ‘Penrice House’, about 3 km from St Austell in Cornwall; translated as ‘head of the ford
over the little river’, it was said that ‘for the last three centuries Penrice has been the home of the old
Cornish family of Sawle, until the last member of it to live there - Rosemary Cobbold Sawle - left the house
and estate to create an Old Folk’s Home.’
Captain Rodda died in 1860 and, until 1865, the mill was leased by his daughter, Harriet, to her brother-inlaw, E.W. Roberts; in November 1865 James and Edwin Davey purchased it. (See Daveyston) The village’s
‘Salem Lutheran Church’ is the second oldest surviving church in the Barossa Valley.
In 1852, there was ‘much activity for some time past in consequence of the large quantities of flour
forwarded to the diggings from the steam flour mills in this place. No less than 16 drays started from Penrice
during the two days preceding the 24th inst… While standing on an eminence near Penrice you may
command in an expansive view some 8,000 or 10,000 acres of wheat…’
Its school opened in 1862 and closed in 1865.
Penryn - A subdivision of part section 102, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Bernard (1812-1843), the
Assistant-Crown Solicitor, circa 1842. It has been ‘West Richmond’ since 13 March 1925. The boundaries
were Ralph Street, Marion Road, Passmore Street and included Trennery, Knight and Morley Streets. The
name comes from Cornwall, England while, in Wales, the name occurs as Penrhyn and translates as ‘head
of the spit’.
Penton Vale - On section 298, Hundred of Melville, recalls George Penton, who, from 1847, managed the
‘Gum Flat’ run for George A. Anstey and Thomas Giles.. A surveyor, he came out in the Rapid with Colonel
Light and died at Adelaide in 1856, aged circa sixty-one. In 1872, several selectors, some of them from
Morphett Vale, arrived on their land:
One or two have commenced ploughing, but the land is rather hard… A good deal of the country
is wooded with sheaoak and teatree… The nearest post office is at Weaner’s Flat where the mail
arrives every Sunday… (See Minlaton)
Pentonville - In 1840, it was reported that ‘this beautiful village opposite Hindmarsh Town and immediately
adjacent to Islington [was] laid out in building lots’:
Thus giving an opportunity for every person in the colony becoming a freeholder in a district
equidistant from the Old and New Port, Hindmarsh, North Adelaide and the City. The ground for
gardens is unexceptionable as can be seen by the beautiful crops in the neighbourhood and the
numerous wells sunk in all parts produce most excellent water.
Penwortham - A village laid out on sections 33 and 35, Hundred of Clare, 10 km SSE of Clare, the grant of
which was issued to Peter Horrocks on 22 August 1842. There is mention of a school being conducted in
1857 by Mr and Mrs Andrews in a wattle and daub hut constructed by John Jacobs - see Register, 3 May
1920, page 5d; its government school opened in 1860.
H.C. Talbot said ‘the son, John Ainsworth Horrocks, arrived in the colony on 22 March 1839 and settled on
what is now Penwortham and cut up a portion into a township that he named after his family seat in
Lancashire. - From his private journal kindly lent to me.’
The name is a hybrid and derives from the Welsh pen - ‘headland’ and the Œ worphamm - ‘enclosed
homestead’. A cairn and tablet erected near the Saint Mark’s Church in remembrance of his exploration
work was unveiled in September 1946. (See Gulnare & Horrocks Pass)
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The Penwortham Post Office opened on 21 October 1847 and closed on 1 November 1983, while Lands
Department records show that the first official subdivision of Penwortham was laid out in 1859 by Arthur
Ainsworth Horrocks (1819-1872) and Gavin D. Young on part section 33, Hundred of Clare.
A photograph of and information on Thomas C. Duke are in the Observer, 29 December 1906, page 30.
Penzance - Lands Department records show it as a subdivision in the Hundred of Wallaroo but no further
information is available. The name comes from Cornwall and means ‘holy bay’ - pen, ‘headland’ and sans,
‘holy’; a chapel dedicated to Saint Anthony once stood on the pier. Of interest is the fact that Samuel Higgs,
who was born in Penzance, took charge of the Wallaroo mine in 1870.
Percyton - A town in the Hundred of Cameron, proclaimed on 15 January 1880, was named by Governor
Jervois the most likely candidate for the honour being John Percy (1817-1889), a lecturer to artillery officers
at Woolwich, England, from 1864 until his decease.
The town of Percyton has been laid out in small blocks…, but two permanent way cottages, a
small wooden box station, and a platform, with a house on the left, fenced and tree surrounded,
having a few sheds near it, are the only signs of population. We are right among the hills which
are mostly bare with a few patches of small trees on the ridges. Hereabouts is Mr R. Barr Smith’s
Hummocks sheep station…
The town was renamed ‘Barunga Gap’ on 25 June 1942. Its school opened in 1883 and its name was changed
in 1944. (See Barunga Gap)
Perlubie, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin was proclaimed on 25 April 1895 and its school, opened in
1922, closed in 1942. The name was taken from a sheep run named by J.M. Linklater in 1867 (lease no.
1515), about 16 km north of the present-day town of Streaky Bay. At first, he took up the land with H.A.
Crawford on 29 May 1862 (lease no. 1090). Aboriginal for ‘white sand hill’.
Pernamo Hill - (See Sawback, Mount)
Pernatty Lagoon - The Aboriginal name of a local waterhole, South-West of Lake Torrens, discovered by C.
Swinden and party in 1858; H.J. Richman held the ‘Pernatty Run’ from 1871 and a sketch of the lease is in
Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
Perns Gully - Near Dashwood Gully and, according to the Register of 1 March 1892, named after William
Pern who arrived in the colony in 1837.
Perponda - A town in the Hundred of Vincent, 16 km North-West of Karoonda, proclaimed on 1 May 1919,
is a corruption of the Aboriginal peraparna - ‘rain water’. Its school opened in 1924; closed in 1942.
Periperitj Hill - Twin hills in the Hundred of Coolinong meaning ‘black shouldered kite’.
Peroona - (See Philcox Hill)
Perrichina - On Cooper Creek. Aboriginal for ‘pretty waterhole’.
Perrigundi, Lake - North of Lake Hope. Aboriginal for ‘beautiful pool of water’.
Perroomba - A railway station, 8 km WNW of Booleroo Centre. Aboriginal for ‘wattle blossom’.
Peroona - (See Philcox Hill)
Perry Bend - On the River Onkaparinga, north of ‘Old Noarlunga’ on section 323 and probably named after
Alfred Perry (ca.1813-1889) who arrived in the Dumfries in 1839 and obtained the grant of section 21,
Hundred of Willunga (District C), on 15 June 1847. In 1862, Mr Perry succeeded in ‘raising a small quantity
of native wheat from the seed brought in by Mr [John McD.] Stuart.’
Perth - An 1876 subdivision of section 1185, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Rosewater.
Randolph Isham Stow (1828-1878) laid it out and announced that, ‘it is close to the well-known townships
of Kingston and Rosewater [and] in close proximity to the Sailors’ Home and… the Port Adelaide railway
station… a very suitable retreat for summer weather.’
The name was applied, also, to a 1902 subdivision of section 22, Hundred of Pirie, by J. MacDonald; now
included in Port Pirie West. The name is of Scottish origin and derives from the Gaelic barr-tha - ‘height
over Tay’.
Petatz Hill - (See Peters Hill)
Peterborough - The Aboriginal name for the district was nalta - ‘the circle’, possibly from the situation of
the place within a circle of hills. (See Kooringa for another reference to ‘the circle’.) The land on which the
town stands was held first by Alexander McCulloch from July 1851 and known as ‘Eldoratrilla Station’.
The history of Peterborough begins with the coming to Australia of a German colonist, Peter
Doecke, for in 1875 he took up section 216, Hundred of Yongala, or to be strictly accurate it was
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taken up for him by his son-in-law H.H. Rohde. Doecke was at the time living at Kapunda and it
was his intention to farm the property.
However, the climate was altogether too severe for him:
He abandoned the idea of working the property himself, and proposed to put in J.H. Koch as
manager. Here, however, the government intervened. Doecke was informed he must occupy the
land himself. That being impossible, he sold it to Koch and there his active connection with the
still unborn town terminated. Mr Koch [1852-1930] decided to sell the farm. Nobody wanted it.
The 541 acres went begging at £1 an acre.
Mr Koch is quoted in the Register of 18 July 1919 as saying:
I came here in August 1876. It was a wild place and kangaroos were swarming as the rabbits are
now… As soon as the township began to spring up, about 1880, I called it Petersburg after Peter
Doecke… my house was built by Mr Doecke.’
The result was unexpected. He sold 33 acres for £1,700. The farm which nobody would buy for £545 realised
three times the money for just a fraction of its area and the owner had 512 [sic] acres to play with. In the
same year (1880) as the Koch farm was laid out as Petersburg, Heinrich Herman Rohde, the son-in-law of
Peter Doecke, subdivided his neighbouring farm into Petersburg North and Peter Liddy laid out Petersburg
West.
In 1916, a correspondent to the Register said that the name was ‘derived from a discussion between several
of the inhabitants and the surveyor… Mr Peters had bought land and erected a store (now Jenkins’ store),
calling it “Peters’ Store”, and the surveyor suggested that the town should be called “Peters’ Burg”. This
was the origin of the name.’
The name has been recorded as Petersburgh and Petersburg - this aberration can be explained by the fact
that, although the first subdivision was rendered in the English fashion, ‘burgh’ as in ‘Edinburgh’, some later
subdivisions were dubbed ‘Petersburg’, i.e., the German rendition. Petersburg was accepted as the official
form until German names were erased from the map in 1918 when it became ‘Peterborough’ - ‘Koch Street’
in Petersburg(h) suffered a similar fate. Earlier, in 1882, a comment was made that ‘the name Petersburg
does very well and will probably stick. It is as least satisfactory that the Northerners were spared another
addition to their already perplexing catalogue of “owies”.’
However, another correspondent was of a different persuasion and concluded that:
The memory of deadly battlefields and desperate sieges is preserved in the title of some
beautiful hamlet; while the scattered inhabitants of a secluded village rejoice in the borrowed
plumes of some crowded European city. English and colonial statesmen are immortalised in
hundred, river or agricultural area and royalty has not been forgotten… It is a matter for
gratitude that… some of the euphonious and appropriate native names have survived the ordeal.
Rodney Cockburn records that in the first report submitted by the Nomenclature Committee:
It was suggested that Petersburg be changed to ‘Cavell’ in memory of the martyred nurse, but
the Vaughan Government insisted upon native names for all those of enemy origin, whereupon
‘Nullya’ or ‘Nelia’, the native designation of a creek in the locality, was substituted. A storm of
protest was aroused and the Town Council suggested that a happy compromise would be
Peterborough, which was accepted by the Peake Government, who followed the Vaughan
Ministry in office…
Even Peterborough did not please a section of the people and a petition was prepared for
presentation to Parliament asking that ‘Petersburg’ should be retained. It was alleged that the
appellative Petersburg was given to the place from ‘the fact that a man named Peters kept a
small store on the site when the railway junction was made’ and it was argued that ‘burg’ was
just as much an English word as ‘borough’…
A history of the town and photographs are in the Chronicle, 26 January 1933, pages 37 and 46, of the railway
yards on 14 June 1934, page 38, of a tug-of-war team on, 23 November 1912, page 30. of a railway picnic
committee on 21 October 1911, page 33, of the school on 9 November 1907, page 29, of a school band in
the Observer, 16 November 1907, page 32, of high school students and teachers in the Chronicle, 26
September 1908, page 31, of flooding on 14 & 28 November 1914, pages 28 & 28, of council members on
15 July 1905, page 25, of the Baptist Church Choir on 26 June 1909, page 31, of a football team on 2
November 1912, page 32, Express, 25 June 1914, page 8, of Dr Smyth in his Oldsmobile motor car in The
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Critic, 23 May 1906, page 17. of ‘Children of the Workers’ in The Herald, 11 June 1904, page 3, of a football
team in the Chronicle, 12 June 1909, of members of St John’s Ambulance on 29 March 1934, page 33, of
the hospital on 15 April 1922, page 28. of Navy Day celebrations in the Observer, 22 December 1917, page
24, of the unveiling of the war memorial in the Chronicle, 19 April 1934, page 36, of a baseball team on 12
November 1936, page 37.
Peter Good Gully - In the Hundred of Woolundunga, named on 24 March 1988 after the Assistant-Botanist
of Flinder’s expedition of 1802.
Peterhead - The suburb was laid out in August 1875 by William Diverall (ca.1833-1913), land broker of Port
Adelaide, on section 1099, Hundred of Port Adelaide. The name was imported from Scotland from whence
Mr Diverall emigrated in the Atlanta in 1866. In early history it was recorded as petri-promontorium while,
by 1595, it was corrupted to peterpolle; poll - ‘a head’. Another source states it was written as petyrheid in
1544 and concludes - ‘the remains of the old Church of Saint Peter can still be seen.’
Peterlumbo Well - In the Gawler Ranges, where the ‘Peterlumbo Run’ was established by G. Hawson in
1864.
Peters Hill - Five kilometres South-East of Riverton and named after Peter Inkster (ca.1829-1917), an early
settler. Another version is that it was called, originally, ‘Petatz Hill’ because Mr Martin Petatz owned a
nearby property. However, his name cannot be located among landholders and Lands Department plans
indicate the recording of Peter’s Hill in 1846.
Of interest is the fact that Andrew L. Inkster, born at Riverton in 1857, and described as ‘of Peters Hill’,
married Mary Petatz in 1878. In 1890, the Inspector of Mines reported that a mining shaft, sunk to the
depth of ninety feet, had struck a well-defined lode of copper and lead at Peters Hill.
The Peters Hill Post Office stood on section 467, Hundred of Gilbert. According to records in the
Department of Education its school opened in 1918, following the closure of the German school in 1917; it
closed in 1957.
Petersville - A subdivision of section 48, Hundred of Yongala, by Franz Walter Peters in 1880; now included
in Yongala. The name was applied, also, to an area near Ardrossan. Hans Petersen, born in Denmark, came
to Queensland in 1876, aged 23 and, in the late 1870s, he and two brothers took up land on Yorke Peninsula
and called it Petersville. (See Cunningham, Hundred of)
In 1896, the Petersville Coursing Club held its first meeting at Petersville:
A large number of sportsmen from all parts of the Peninsula attended… Mr J. Koch acted as Judge
and his decisions were never questioned. Messrs J. Henderson and W. Wood officiated as
Slippers, while Mr A.E. Gordon made a very energetic Secretary… Hares were plentiful.
Peterton - An 1878 subdivision of sections 252 and 256, Hundred of Pirie, by Frederick Wright, agent of
Adelaide, adjoining ‘the government water troughs where teams travelling to and from Port Pirie must stop
for water’; now included in Solomontown There is a ‘Peterston’ (sic) in Glamorgan, Wales.
Petherick, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938 recalls Vernon Gordon
Petherick, MP (1918-1938). ‘Few men have been interested in so many matters in the South-East or to have
taken as active part in its development.’
Pether Rock - Near Beachport, recalls T. Pether, the holder of pastoral lease no. 195A of 1851, called
‘Coonunda’. (See Coonunda, Lake)
Petherton - In 1857 George Hiles (1817-1902), who arrived in the John in 1840, purchased a considerable
area of the ‘Willogoleechee Run’, near Mount Bryan, and called it ‘Petherton’ after his birthplace in
Somersetshire, England, derived from pereton - ‘town on the River Parrett’ called, in ancient times, ‘Pedder’;
tun - ‘an enclosure’. He died in 1902 and, in 1908, the property was acquired by the government for closer
settlement. (See South Petherton & Tungkillo)
In 1906, the Land Board was ‘kept busy… in taking evidence from applicants for blocks in the Petherton
Estate… The blocks vary in size from 231 to 1,157 acres…’ The Petherton School, opened by Mary E. Williams
in 1913, closed in 1949.
Pethick, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 11 July 1929, recalls Norman William Pethick,
Surveyor-General (1917-1921). ‘Mr Pethick Exonerated’ is in the Register, 18 May 1918: ‘The report…
completely vindicated the Surveyor-General… regarding allegations against him resulting from certain land
deals of the Vaughan administration…’
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Petina - Aboriginal for ‘place of pines’. The ‘Petina Run’ was held by W.A. Horn under pastoral lease no.
1638. The Hundred of Petina, County of Dufferin, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893. The Petina School
opened in 1915 and became ‘Hundred of Finlayson’ in 1915; closed in 1942. The Petina Post Office, located
on section 6, Hundred of Perlubie, 45 km north of Streaky Bay, opened in 1904.
In 1906, at Petina Well, Mr William Penna, late of Port Augusta, found himself established there ‘in
consequence of a check to his enterprise as an emigrant to Western Australia’:
He was on the move overland to the west with his family, with many oxen, horses, mules, goats,
a solitary ass and a miscellaneous collection of vehicles… when a change in programme was
dictated by the dry condition of the track. A… halt at Petina Well had expanded into permanent
occupation…
Petowar - A lake on section 70N, Hundred of Malcolm, where ferocious ants prevented the Aborigines from
living there.
Petrel Bay - Sooty petrels nested at this place on St Francis Island, west of Streaky Bay.
Pettawuppa - A property near Yunta; see pastoral lease no. 581. (See Chewings Nob)
Petwood - A railway station 5 km South-East of Nairne, took the name of the Governor’s (Sir Archibald
Weigall) estate in England.
Petworth - The suburb of Adelaide was given its name on 13 October 1977 because Petworth was the major
property and homestead in the area from the time of first settlement; it merged with the suburb of
Greenwith on 5 March 1987. There is a village of Petworth in Sussex, England, derived from the Œ pytt ‘gravel pit’; other sources opt for ‘open place in the village’ derived from peotas-worp - ‘homestead’.
The name Petworth was given, also, to a subdivision of section 57, Hundred of Clare, north of Armagh,
granted to T.M. Moon of Horsham, Sussex, England, on 21 February 1842. He subdivided it in 1850 naming
it after the town in his native County. It was advertised as being ‘on the Great North Road near the Emu
Flats… distance from the Burra Mine five hours journey.’
Peweena - About 13 km north of Mount Gambier. Aboriginal for ‘plenty of water’. In 1885, a government
inspection party ‘stopped on [their] way at Tarpeena where Mr Coles conducted… the examination of a
squatter whom the evidence seems to prove to have been guilty of assisting in dummying’:
When the party called at the public house Mr Coles called into the private room Mr Kennedy,
owner of Peweena Station, and charged him straightforwardly with having engaged a man
named J.W. Green to dummy sections 312 and 313, Hundred of Mingbool… Then the interview
closed and Green’s land will be duly forfeited.
Photographs are in the Observer, 28 January 1905, page 26.
Pewsey Vale -. The school, 6 km south of Rowland Flat, opened in 1863 and closed in 1909. Land in the
vicinity was laid out, originally, as portion of the ‘Twenty-Seventh Special Survey’, claimed by Edward
Rowlands and Joseph Gilbert on 17 July 1839. A resurvey was carried out by James Poole in 1842 and called
the ‘Wiltshire Special Survey.’
Joseph Gilbert was born in Wiltshire, England, in May 1800 where there is a ‘Vale of Pewsey’; in 880 AD the
name was recorded as pefesigge - ‘Pefe’s island’. (See Gilbert Field)
In 1875, Mr Joseph Gilbert had some excellent stock in his paddocks and stables, but his name had been
associated with racing since a very early period in the history of the colony:
The scenery about it is very fine, and while some of the oldest and grandest of Australian trees
are to be met with on the estate, cultivation has had a good deal to do nearer home in reducing
the wilderness to order. A fine vineyard, as extensive a wine cellar as can be seen anywhere,
grounds kept with success, and laid out with much taste, a deer park enclosing fully a hundred
head of deer, a pretty little church standing on the side of a creek in midst of garden enclosures
well supplied with shrubs and creepers, all furnish objects which have a pleasing effect upon the
traveller when they burst upon his view so far into the bush…
A photograph of an apiary is in the Observer, 4 July 1925, page 32.
Rodney Cockburn records that it was Mr Gilbert’s intention to call his property ‘Karrawatta’ but decided
against it because John H. Angas’s property nearby named ‘Tarrawatta’ may have caused postal confusion.
Pewsey Vale Peak is on the boundary of sections 2987-88, Hundred of Barossa. Its original name was
‘Mount Cone’ and appears on William Jacob’s survey map of 1840, while on a plan of the Wiltshire Special
Survey it is shown as ‘Mount Menge’.
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Pflaum, Hundred of - Since 1918 it has been known as the ‘Hundred of Geegeela’. F (‘Fritz’).J.T. Pflaum, MP
(1902-1915), born in Germany in 1846, came to South Australia in 1867, when he opened a general store
at Lyndoch, removing to Blumberg (now Birdwood) in 1886 when, with his brother, H.A.T. (‘Theo’) Pflaum,
he built up a successful business, adding a wattle bark mill and, later, a flour and chaff mill which, today,
houses a motor museum.
In later years he recalled:
I came from Germany when about 20 years of age, having to sacrifice home and the people dear
to me there, to get away from the tyrannical Prussian militarism with no opportunity for a future
in life and to get into a free country under the British flag… I would be most ungrateful if I did not
recognise the many blessings that have come to me and many other Germans in this free
country.
Mr John Guest, of Camberwell, Victoria, advised that:
[Friedrich known colloquially as] ‘Fritz’, as MP for the Hundred of Pflaum, named for him, was
unhappy about what the Nomenclature Committee was doing changing his electorate from
Pflaum to Geegeela, his Blumberg to Birdwood, and even the humble luncheon meat from fritz
to Austral sausage. I’m told he stood up in Parliament and demanded to know: ‘Am I, Fritz
Pflaum, henceforth to be known as Austral Sausage Geegeela?’
[My next] point goes back to Australia’s worst ever single action disaster, the battle of Fromelles
in France on the night of 19th July 1916 and its link to Waikerie. The shambles was covered up
until recent years: it was this country’s first action in Europe. Among the 5,533 Australian
casualties were two South Australians of the 32nd Battalion who died of their wounds as German
prisoners of war, Theo’s son, Pte Raymond Holstein Pflaum and my grandfather’s brother, Lt Eric
Harding Chinner.
Extracts from 1916 correspondence from T. H. Chinner of Petersburg and T. Pflaum of Blumberg read as
follows:
Pflaum Street [in Waikerie] was evidently named after the Pflaums of Blumberg, a family held in
high honour and esteem. Three or four sons of this family are bravely fighting the Hun in France
and some have fallen in this mighty struggle. The action of the committee [to rename the street
‘Chinner’] will commend itself to the public, but I would point out that great discretion is
necessary, lest in honouring our brave men we do so at the expense of men equally brave.
Re changing names of towns and streets on which your letter appears in today’s Advertiser, let
me tender you my sincerest thanks for your fine sympathetic spirit of altruism. It has warmed
and cheered my heart to feel that these people still exist in this fair land of Australia. My late
experience out here at this test of our Australian Nationhood by the referendum has convinced
me of the truth that the German congregations out here are loyal as far as it is necessary for
them to be so, but the heart is German – built up by our schools in Australia.
Our Ray is presumed to be wounded by shrapnel on the stomach in their attack July 19th/20 and
fell prisoner… So far cannot find any trace of him. We still hope on, though hope grows fainter.
Many German place names erased from the map during World War I have been restored; surely it is time
for ‘Geegeela’ to be replaced by ‘Pflaum’! (See Appendix 15)
Pheasant Creek - Rodney Cockburn says it was so christened by William Murray, CE, in 1858, when
examining the Mount Lofty Ranges for a railway route to the River Murray, because of the number of native
pheasant’s nests found there.
Phelptown - A school ‘in the mid-north’; opened in 1861 it closed in 1866. (See Philptown)
Phibbs, Lake - South of Lake Eyre South probably recalls a Mr Phibbs who was listed as a member of
Gregory’s exploration party of 1858. Rodney Cockburn says it was ‘named by Charles Gregory after G.
Phibbs, his brother‘s overseer, when in charge of Babbage’s exploring party in 1858.’
Philcox Hill - It lies about 300 metres from the railway station of the same name, 6 km south of Mount
Barker, and recalls Edward O. Philcox, who purchased section 3729, Hundred of Macclesfield, on 15 May
1841 following his arrival in the John in 1840. In 1924, it was reported that ‘an example of how virgin scrub
has been transformed into one of the finest orchards in the hills district is given not far from Philcox Hill.,
on the Victor Harbour railway line’:
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With the idea of taking up apple growing in 1910, Messrs Davidson brothers looked about for
suitable property [and] acquired land in the vicinity of Mr A.J. Barker’s property at Mount
Barker… and called the estate ‘Peroona’…
Philip - HRH, Philip, Duke of Edinburgh is remembered by Philip Highway, in the Elizabeth area. (See Glue
Pot)
Philip Ponds are North-West of Port Augusta and north of Pimba railway station. In 1885, it was said that
they were discovered by G.B. Richardson and named after one of his men, Phillip Hiern, who was born in
Barnstaple, Devon, in 1842; he arrived with his parents, Henry and Grace, in the Cleopatra in 1852. Official
records in the Department of Lands are at variance as to the spelling of the name. (See Hiern Hill & Hiern
Well)
Phillips - Phillips Gap is 7 km South-East of Hawker.
Mount Phillips, south of Hookina in the Yappala Range, has, from 1 May 1989, been known as ‘Mount Elm’.
John R. Phillips, managed and leased the Kanyaka run in the 1850s; born in 1831, in England, he arrived
from Western Australia in 1846 and died at Dulwich in 1917.
In 1908, Point Phillips was described as ‘a prominent headland on the coast between Cape Spencer and
Corny Point… commemorating the name of the late senior warden of the [Marine] Board [J.H. Plillips - 18501906].’
Phillipstown - Was described as a small agricultural township about half a mile North-East of Chain of Ponds.
(See Philptown)
Another Phillipstown, according to the Register of 12 July 1889, was ‘a comparatively new locality’ in
Mount Gambier.
Phillipson, Lake - North of Tarcoola, discovered by John Ross on 24 June 1874, recalls N.E. Phillipson of
Beltana station who was born in Adelaide in 1844 and died at Walkerville on 18 August 1898.
Philptown - A proposed school was discussed in 1855 when ‘a public meeting was held at the Wheatsheaf
Inn, Chain of Ponds, on 25 July to consider the subject of district schools’:
After a lengthy discussion it was proposed that ‘a male teacher be procured to take sole charge
of the Chain of Ponds School.’ A resolution was passed unanimously to erect a district school at
Philp Town; further; it was proposed to erect a school at the Chain of Ponds, “but no other
person supporting this, it fell to the ground’…
In 1860, the school was conducted by John Bates with 23 scholars on the roll and, in 1861, there is a map
showing it situated between Gumeracha and Inglewood; this may correlate with ‘Phelptown’ although the
Education Department’s location of ‘in the mid-north’ negates this to some extent. According to records in
the Department of Education the Phelptown (sic) School opened in 1861 and closed in 1866.
Official records in 1856 have an entry saying, inter alia, ‘all that Public House messuage and premises
situate at Philp Town, Chain of Ponds.’ The Philp family held the licence of the Morning Star Hotel for many
years, the first being Oliver Philp who arrived in the Lady Emma in 1837. From the available evidence it is
apparent that ‘Philp Town’ was an alternative name for ‘Chain of Ponds.’
Picardy - John Hector (ca.1788-1863) gave this name when he cut up section 5480, Hundred of Yatala, into
two blocks in 1852. There is a village of this name in Kent, England, derived from the French picards ‘pikemen’.
Piccadilly - Its nomenclature is tied up with the giant mythical creature called Wano (sometimes recorded
as Moanana) by the Kaurna people; picco - ‘the eyebrow’ and piccoddla - ‘the locality of the eyebrow’.
The honour of naming Piccadilly has been claimed for a servant, or a member of various families Hardy, Tomkinson, Young and Curtis. Usually, it is said, the name was given in jest, the locale
being so unlike London. What does seem likely is that the joke was suggested by the Aboriginal
name ‘Piccodla’ belonging to the ridge of hills east of Mount Lofty.
‘The Origin of Piccadilly’, by N.A. Webb, was published in 1927:
About a year ago a number of interstate and overseas journalists were looking at the fine views
from ‘Carminow’, which overlooks Piccadilly and the question was frequently asked, ‘But why
Piccadilly?’… I have for some time thought the name came from an entirely different source…
Now it is generally recorded by the early writers that the native name for Mount Lofty was Eure,
which means the ear… There were two place terminals, dlla and ngga. These indicated locality…
It occurred to me that if I could find a native name for the eyebrow I would know the native
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name for the ridge of hills behind Mount Lofty. At length I found that pico is the word meaning
‘eyebrow’… As Eure-dlla is the ‘place of the ear’, Pico-dlla is the ‘place of the eyebrow.’ It
requires much less effort to assume that the place derived its name from the native name of the
range than it does to assume that it acquired its name because it reminded some old lady of
Piccadilly Circus.’ (See Marino, Nuriootpa & Uraidla for further evidence of Wano.)
Rodney Cockburn, in his Nomenclature of South Australia in 1908 says ‘it was named by the late Mrs John
Young in about 1853 after her birthplace in London’ and goes on to say it ‘comprised the greater part of the
sections owned by the late Mr E.C. Homersham’, of ‘Eagle’s Nest’.(See Eagle-on-the-Hill) Research within
the State Library suggests that the 1893 article, and another of August 1907, were the sources for
Cockburn’s assertion, but as to why he neglected to consider the Aboriginal derivation remains unexplained.
The name Piccadilly was given to a post office in October 1901 and a subdivision of part sections 838-39,
Hundred of Onkaparinga, by Leonard Atkinson, in 1956 and Piccadilly Valley to the physical feature in 1995.
The English name comes from ‘Piccadilla Hall’ in Sackville Street, where piccadillas or ‘turnovers’ were sold;
‘turnovers’ is the name of the broad, flat, white linen band falling from the neck of a jacket.
In his reminiscences Arthur Hardy said that:
Immediately on my arrival [in 1850] I found that a comparatively significant, but most successful
undertaking had been arrived at, viz., a very considerable number of escaped convicts had found
their way into the Mount Lofty ranges, principally about what is now called Piccadilly. As
unofficial understanding had been arrived at, viz., that so long as no crimes were committed by
these men in South Australia, the police would not seek any of them, but, if any crime should be
committed, the guilty man should be given up to the police, failing which the whole of them
would be hunted down and returned to the colony from which they had escaped.
I do not remember that any complaint was made against any of them; but I do remember that
they were sought for by settlers at £1 per day wages (the same as emigrants could get for
fencing, etc.) And it was recognised that those settlers who secured their labour got more work
done by them than by emigrants, at the same wage, because they understood the work from
long practice. I saw many of them, and steadier men I never saw.
In May 1900, a deputation of residents asked the Minister of Education to provide a school at Piccadilly,
where there were 50 children of school-going age:
The nearest school was two miles away and it was greatly overcrowded. At present [our] children
returned home when it was pitch dark and sickness was prevalent in the wet weather as a result
of the exposure which the children suffered in going to school… The Minister said he did not
favour the opening of a lot of little schools, because the teachers were poorly paid in those
circumstances and therefore were not so competent to carry out the work… There was a
regulation that, outside of the Adelaide district, schools should be six miles apart, except there
were special circumstances to warrant otherwise…
Pichi Richi - Professor N.B. Tindale says ‘it is derived from pitjiritji to which is doubtfully inscribed by Mr
Cockburn the meaning of pitjuri, a native narcotic (duboisia) found in the north of our State’:
This poisonous alkaloid is used for stupefying emus, by baiting the water. Mixed with wood and
ashes and animal fur it is chewed as an intoxicant by many tribes, who obtain their supplies by
trading with the Wongkamala tribe on the eastern fringe of the Arunta Desert.
Apparently, the Pichi Richi Pass was, at first, called ‘Richman Pass’ after Henry John Richman who took up
pastoral lease no. 59 on 1 July 1851 at ‘Itali Itali, East of Punchbowl’. Hans Mincham in The Story of the
Flinders Ranges says:
There is no record of the Pichi Richi Pass ever having been officially defined but it is considered to
extend for approximately 3 km along the Port Augusta and Quorn main road commencing at a
point about 5 km from Stirling North in the Hundred of Davenport, extending North-Easterly
through portion of that Hundred and traversing the North-Western corner of the Hundred of
Woolundunga in easterly and northerly directions and extending for a few chains into the
Hundred of Pichi Richi. Generally, it may be considered to follow the direction of Saltia Creek.
(See Greenbush & Richman Creek)
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Its discoverer would appear to have been William Pinkerton for, ‘as near as can be ascertained, it was in
May 1853 that he left the West Coast [Wedge Hill?] with 7,000 sheep…’ while one of his companions
recorded that ‘a few days good travelling brought us to Depot Creek under the Flinders Ranges’:
We found a camp at Piche Riche [sic] creek and during our stay the weather was intensely cold.
Snow fell one day… Pinkerton went in search of a road across the range as at that time there was
no known track. Soon after we crossed over at a spot where Quorn is now situated…
From newspaper reports we can pinpoint the date as to when the snow fell as 2 October 1853. It was at
this time that William Pinkerton grazed his stock near the site of the present-day Quorn on the run
abandoned by the Brown family after the murder of James Brown in 1852. J.F. Hayward, of Aroona,
described how he traversed the Pass in taking his wool clip for the 1853 season to Port Augusta but the
tenor of his words - ‘a gorge called Pichi Richi’, indicates that he did not discover it. (See Hayward)
This statement comes from his reminiscences, written many years later and, accordingly, when he uses the
name ‘Pichi Richi’, it does not mean it was known as such in 1853. (See Pinkerton Plains)
In 1857/58 the Pass was referred to as ‘Peachey Ritchie’.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 4 August 1928, page 52, 12 December 1929 (supp.).
The Hundred of Pichi Richi, County of Newcastle, was proclaimed on 24 January 1878 and the private town
of Pichi Richi laid out in 1878 on part section 903 by John Hoskin(g) Pascoe (ca.1835-1878).
We come to the old Pichi Richi town. The first things to meet the eye are the ruins of the hotel
and brewery which was run for a long time by… Billy Beauchamp. We see the remains of
numbers of once happy homes for this used to be an old teamsters’ town. At the old hotel and
brewery Mr William Taylor (long since gone) did good business for many years. The big weeping
willow trees round the brewery, the ivy, green and fresh looking, creeping up the ruins of an old
chimney make a picture worthy of an artist’s skill…
The school opened in 1900 and closed in 1940.
Pickering - The town, 15 km ENE of Yorketown, proclaimed on 24 August 1876, was changed to ‘Wool Bay’
on 19 September 1940. The school opened in 1913 and became ‘Wool Bay’ in 1941.
This township is situated on the coast between Stansbury and Edithburgh, eight miles from each,
and although surveyed has not yet been offered for sale. The settlers in the Hundred of
Dalrymple, near Oaklands, after an application to have the township auctioned, received a
negative reply. A meeting thereupon decided to cut the bank to the water’s edge to enable them
to ship produce from the next harvest at Wool Bay, near Pickering… Messrs Anstey and Giles
shipped wool at the same place and constructed a narrow path to roll the bales down… (See
Wool Bay)
Parliamentary Paper 104/1876 said ‘if the township is sold, or rather offered, one or two allotments may
be sold, and the government will be at once required to construct a jetty for the accommodation of farmers
for four miles around …’ An abortive attempt to have a jetty built was made in July 1879 but it was not until
1880 that Frank George built one that reached 155 metres in length. Today, it is listed on the State Heritage
Register.
John Pickering, MP (1865-1888), arrived in the Asia, in 1839, and settled at Hindmarsh where he carried on
the trade of a carpenter. Fortune smiled upon him at the Victorian Goldfields and a few years later he gave
up active business life. He was a prominent worker in the cause of temperance and an active member of
the Congregational Church and died on 16 October 1891 in his 78th year ‘Although his name is not attached
to any great reforms on the Statute Book [he] did his best to liberalise the land laws…’
Pidinga - The Aboriginal name for a rockhole south of Ooldea recorded by Ernest Giles as having been visited
first by Thomas Richards, the first policeman stationed at Fowlers Bay.
Piednippie - The school near Venus Bay, opened in 1897 by Ann B. McCabe, was closed in 1945. Built at a
cost of £60 by Mr Tilney Cotton, it became a meeting place for the district and the venue for church
purposes and weddings. (See Chicanabie)
Moving on again we reached Piednippie with its little schoolhouse on the top of a rise. I was told
this was called the ‘Moseley’ school. It is 30 years since I was at Piednippie and my thoughts go
back to the time when this country was part of the old Kirkala station, the well on which was
equipped with an overhead whim… The first sports gathering in connection with the school took
place at Mr Campbell’s paddock and a very enjoyable day was spent, about 200 people being
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present… The judges were Messrs J. Gaze and J. Herreen; Mr W. Campbell, starter; Mr W.D.
Speed, handicapper and Mr J. Feltus, treasurer. (See Moseley, Hundred of)
Piers Richmond Bridge - Located at the Darley Road crossing of the River Torrens, in 1975, the Highways
Department advised the Geographical Names Board that it agreed that its name be ‘Piers Richmond Bridge’
instead of ‘P.A. Richmond Bridge’ as proposed originally by the department.
Pietsch Hill - In the Hundred of Jutland, recalls Christian Pietsch, an early settler.
Piggott Range - Near Clarendon; it recalls Charles Piggott (1818-1887) who occupied section 713 from 1862.
Piggy Flat - About 4 km west of Bowhill. In 1897, ‘sixty men were divided into six camps and placed at Piggy
Flat where they will be employed clearing a 3-chain road and in cutting stakes and posts in preparation for
the erection of vermin proof fencing…’ (See Bruillon)
Pike River - In 1910, it was reported that ‘adjacent to the Pyke [sic] for a distance of five or six miles was a
perfect forest of tobacco trees so dense and vigorous that nothing but bare soil is seen between… On the
other side of the road are several farms, fallow land, fair looking crops and an abundance of feed…’
On 1 September 1959, the name was applied to an automatic telephone exchange on section 20 and 87,
eight kilometres south of Paringa and, a year later, to a subdivision of part section 87 and section 88,
Hundred of Paringa, by T.E., J.C. and M.A. Frahn.
Pikkara - A railway station on the former Willunga line. Aboriginal for ‘south’.
Pilchera Bore - A telephone office on section 26, Hundred of McPherson, 5 km east of Wanbi. The school
opened in 1930 and closed in 1941.
Pildappa, Hundred of - In the County of Bosanquet proclaimed on 23 October 1913. The Pildappa School
opened in 1940 and closed in 1946. Aboriginal for ‘rock water’.
Pilgaru - At this place near sections 203 and 204, Hundred of Baker, Aborigines were hung after the wreck
of the Maria. Sometimes, the name was recorded as palgarang.
Pillana - A railway station 48 km north of Port Lincoln, was an Aboriginal name applied to a local swamp.
The school, opened in 1912 by Mary J. Garrett, closed in 1945.
Pillaworta - The ‘Pillawoorta (sic) Run’ was established by J. Bishop in 1851 and Pillaworta Creek is
contiguous to the property. (See Driver, Cape & Tod, River) Rodney Cockburn says the station was founded
by Charles Christian Dutton ‘whose operations were so hampered by the natives that he and four other
men cleared out on 20 June 1842. A detachment of English soldiers… accompanied the party for the first
day, but after that they were never seen again. The blacks massacred them…’
Piltenge - A railway station 5 km east of Wanbi. Aboriginal for ‘strong’.
Pimba - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line, 176 km North-West of Port Augusta. The school
opened in 1948 and closed in 1951. Aboriginal for ‘pine trees’.
Pimbaacla - A railway station 93 km east of Ceduna. The school opened in 1936 and closed in 1947.
Aboriginal for ‘many pine trees’.
Pimbanyerta - Shown on a map prepared by J.B. Austin in 1863; corrupted to ‘Benbonyathe’.
Pimpala - A railway station near Reynella. The school opened in 1975. Aboriginal for ‘place of native pines’.
Pinbong - An Aboriginal name of a local rockhole. The Hundred of Pinbong, County of Le Hunte, was
proclaimed on 26 October 1922. Pinbong Reservoir has been known as ‘Yumburra’ since 1922. The Pinbong
railway station is 32 km north of Kyancutta and Pinbong School opened as ‘Pygery Siding’ in 1923; name
changed in 1942.
Pinda - There is an Aboriginal word pindi meaning ‘den’, ‘ditch’ or ‘grave’. The Aborigines believed that the
souls of their deceased ancestors were retained in a large den. The first time they saw white men they took
them to be the souls of their own forefathers who, having changed their black colour to white, had come
back to see, once more, their native country. There is another Aboriginal word pinda-pinda - ‘having no
hair’, ‘bald’. (See Parrakie)
Originally, a sheep run of the same name was held by Messrs Grant and Stokes, and a subdivision of section
84, Hundred of Gregory, by Joseph James Stuckey (1843-1917) in 1878 was named Pinda; the Pinda Post
Office was opened in January 1878 and renamed ‘Amyton’ in April 1880; its school, opened in 1880, closed
in 1939; Pinda West School operated from 1893 until 1900.
The Hundred of Pinda, County of Frome, was proclaimed on 23 March 1876 ‘and the price agreed to be
paid for the land varied from £1 to £1.17.6 an acre, most of the holdings being taken up at the lower figure…
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In some instances the mode of farming has been very indifferent… With regard to water there is a
government whim, also one or two large government dams, but the supply is very inferior on the whole…’
Pine - The name Pine Creek was given to two schools, viz., near Auburn (1865-1875) and near Wirrabara
(1893-1937). In 1872, the former was conducted in a chapel by Marianne Kemp with 36 enrolled pupils the opening of a Bible Christian Chapel was reported in the Register on 29 September 1863.
Information on and photographs of the opening of a Lutheran parsonage at Pine Creek near Appila are in
the Chronicle, 20 July 1907, page 30, 5 October 1907, page 30. (See Dutton)
Pine Flat was a school near Bute; opened by Charlotte E. Jarrett in 1898, it closed in 1938. The opening of
a Bible Christian Chapel is reported in 1863; in 1874 there is a report on a chapel at Pine Flat, near Laura.
Pine Forest School, near Bute, was opened by Agnes J. Gregory in 1887; it closed in 1947.
Pine Grove, a school near Kadina; opened in 1884, it closed in 1885.
Pine Hill School, near Bordertown, was opened by Madeline A. Sweetapple in 1890; it closed in 1935. (See
Big Paddock)
Pine Hut was a combined school and church in the Hundred of Dutton on land given by George Fife Angas,
5 km north of Truro. The school, opened in 1866 by Frederick Meyer, closed in 1880.
Pine Hut Creek School, between Cambrai and Eden Valley, was opened by Duncan McKenzie in 1898; it
closed in 1916:
Mr James Hague, MP, waited on the Minister of Education (Hon. J.G. Jenkins) and presented a
petition from settlers in the vicinity of Pine Hut Creek asking that a school be opened in that
locality. It was explained that a large room conveniently situated was available at a small rental
and that the nearest school was at Rhine Villa…
The opening of a Congregational Chapel was reported in 1883.
Pine Park was a subdivision of section 76, Hundred of Mobilong, by Richard Sidney Bell, storekeeper, in
1913; now included in Murray Bridge.
The Aboriginal name for Pine Point was narnuworti - ‘pine point’. Resin from the trees called narnujako
was used by the Aborigines for shafting their stone knives. Its school opened as ‘Muloowurtie’ in 1901;
name changed in 1941 and closed in 1971. In 1904, a perturbed resident asked for ‘permission to call the
attention of the public in the Hundred of Mooloowurtie… to the injustice of the Marine Board’s action in
granting to E.C. May power to erect a jetty at or near Pine Point’:
In my opinion no such power should be granted to any private individual before calling a meeting
of ratepayers directly concerned and obtaining their views on such an important work… A wharf
at Pine Point was established by Mr J.F. Harvey who had vested interests in several ketches.
Over a period of five years he built five landings in the vicinity but eventually confined his
activities to Pine Point where he leased land from the Harbors Board. When the lease expired it
was not renewed. In 1927, the Harbors Board made extensive alterations by dredging berths and
channels, erecting a new shed and a cutting leading to the wharf. The new facilities were
completed in 1930. The wharf itself was 64 metres long and was last used commercially in 1967.
A photograph is in the Chronicle, 20 August 1931, page 32.
Pine Valley Post Office was on the ‘Pine Valley Run’, 150 km ENE of Burra, held by P. M. Murray from 1874.
In 1885, the annual sports were held on January 6 when ‘the weather was nearly all that could be desired,
but a slight shower fell just before the walking match and made the course rather slippery. There were
between 500 and 600 persons present during the day to witness the various events…’
Pinefield - The name was given to a school that opened in 1924 and closed in 1936.
Pinery - This name, applied in districts throughout South Australia wherever there were extensive clumps
of native pines flourishing on deep, sandy soils, was given, specifically, to a small pioneer settlement, 10 km
South-West of Owen, surveyed, later, as the town of Ferguson.
The Pinery Post Office, opened in June 1884, stood on section 429, Hundred of Dalkey, while its school,
opened by Harriet Millard in 1882, closed in 1971.
On 6 September 1887, a jubilee demonstration was held at the Pinery when ‘a procession, headed by the
Mallala Brass Band, left the Bible Christian Chapel at 12.30 and marched to the picnic grounds, kindly lent
for this purpose by Mr A.O. Laffer’:
Arrived there Mr Laffer made a lengthy speech in which he referred minutely to the history of
the colony and the progress which has been made during the past fifty years. This over, a very
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fair programme of sports was carried out, the principal event being a well-contested hurdle race,
for which there were 12 competitors.
A photograph of ‘Pinery Queens’ is in the Observer, 17 November 1917, page 23, of school teachers of the
Owen district in the Chronicle, 24 May 1934, page 32.
In 1904, the ‘Pinery Ghost’ reappeared in a more tangible form than previously:
Dressed in white and in human form it, suddenly, with uplifted arms, confronted a resident who,
accompanied by his wife, was out driving one evening. Both occupants of the vehicle naturally
became alarmed, especially the lady, and the horses, too, stopped and reared. In swerving
around they almost capsized the buggy and, to avert such a mishap, the driver needed all his
available skill and nerve in handling the reins. He found it necessary, however, to make a grab for
his wife, who was about to plunge head first out of the vehicle.
On managing somehow to pacify his frightened wife and steeds, the driver devoted his attention
to the ‘apparition’, but was only quick enough to see the ghost flitting into the shadows of the
adjacent scrub. He and a few more residents are now out nightly with shot guns, trying to come
across the troublesome individual whose pranks are causing [concern for] the farmers’ wives and
daughters, who are wondering if the ghost is in any way connected with the disappearance of
some of their fowls at night time. If anyone has a spring gun or a man trap, or even two, these
articles will be thankfully received by the residents of ‘The Pinery’.
The Pinery was the former name of ‘Draper’.
In the 1920s the land between Alberton and Grange was known as The Pinery. It consisted of ‘a sandy,
slightly raised ridge, a consolidated sand dune, stretching several miles, close to the east bank of the Port
River. It has very interesting flora and fauna and contains a few plants which are rare…’ The author of these
words went on to describe the many species of shrubs and grasses on ‘The Pinery’ that included drooping
sheaoak, silver banksia, black tea tree, South Australian blue gum and native pine; middle canopy shrubs
included quandong, golden wattle, umbrella bush, kangaroo thorn, boobialla and hop bush.
He pointed out that the Royal Adelaide Golf Club at Seaton was partly situated on these consolidated sand
dunes, although a little to the east of the area he had described. He continued:
There are still fringes of these paper-bark teatrees in places, and parts of the thickets still remain
in places between Glanville and The Grange. During the last two or three years, with the onset of
bad times, the greater portion has been cut down for firewood and the salt-water swamps left
without the protection of these trees.
Today, portion of ‘The Pinery’ is the site of the Grange Golf Club while, from the 1970s onward, the
remainder was swallowed up by suburbia in the form of the up-market suburb of West Lakes.
Much of the original vegetation still grows on the courses; the area now known locally as ‘The Pinery’ (the
fenced area between the 11th and 12th holes, East Course and the rough between the 1st hole, West
Course, and 16th hole, East Course, still preserves fine stands of these natives, as does the rough on the
north side of the 12th hole, East Course. However, there are only three black tea trees remaining, the largest
standing at the rear of the 1st green, West Course, and only two kangaroo thorn bushes. The greatest loss
has been amongst the lower layer shrubs and ground-cover species.
Nevertheless, an interesting variety still remains, including one species of bluebell, two species of Guinea
flower, paper flower, common everlasting, black-anther flax lily, a chocolate lily, muntries (one of the edible
Australian fruits), running postman and a character plant of the area, holly-leaved grevillea. There are also
four species of saltbush, two of bluebush and samphire (indicative of saline soils) and five species of native
grasses.
Of all the sand belt courses, Grange now preserves the largest representation of plants that once grew on
these red sand dunes. Its status is even greater when it is realised that no conservation parks are located
on any portion of these ancient bastions. This is only a handful of locations in the Adelaide region where
remnants of pre-European settlement vegetation can be found.
Bird life is also dependent on the vegetation and, during the period, 1992-1995, forty-eight species were
recorded on the course. Of particular note are the breeding populations of white-browed babblers (there
are only two other isolated breeding populations in the Adelaide region), Port Lincoln ring-necks and yellowrumped thornbills. These birds would not exist in the area without the habitat provided on the course. The
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lakes also provide an added dimension and a number of water birds now reside there and breed in the
fringing vegetation.
Photographs and information on the Pinery enquiry are in the Observer, 28 July 1917, page 23, 15
September 1917, page 19.
Pines - In 1919, the Advertiser described the subdivision of The Pines as taking its name from the home of
Miss I.H.H. Laurie and located where ‘the land is considerably elevated above the city, commands extensive
views and is a stone’s throw from the beautiful Tranmere Estate.’
The name The Pines was given, also, to a subdivision of section 160, Hundred of Para Wurlie, by James N.
Faggoter, in 1972.
Rodney Cockburn records The Pines as being on the Tarcoola track and christened by Henry A. Giles who
purchased surrounding pastoral leases from James Waddell.
Pinewood - This school near Balaklava opened in 1876 and closed in 1883.
Pinkawillinie - A corruption of the Aboriginal pingknoweileni - ‘place of many rabbit-footed bandicoot
burrows’. Gregory Hawson (1823-1885) held the ‘Pinkawillinie Run’ (lease no. 1653, formerly no. 1145), 29
km North West of Kimba, from 25 August 1863.
The Hundred of Pinkawillinie, County of Buxton, proclaimed on 1 June 1922 was, in 1923, described as
‘undoubtedly the finest tract of country I have seen throughout the mallee areas of the State and would
repay the government for the necessary expenditure on a line of railway to make it available for
settlement…’
The Pinkawillinie School opened in 1926 and closed in 1968; Pinkawillinie South School existed from 1930
until 1947. In 1929, the foregoing information, gleaned from the Department of Education, was refuted in
the Advertiser.
Pinkerton - An 1879 subdivision of section 210, Hundred of Pichi Richi, by Edward Manton, saddler of
Saddleworth. The name may have been adopted from Pinkerton Plains. (See below)
There is a town of ‘Pinkerton’ in East Lothian, Scotland, translated, probably, as ‘town near a little hill’;
Celtic penn - ‘height’.
Pinkerton Flat was applied to a former post office on section 181, Hundred of Grace, about 8 km NorthWest of Wasleys and named after William Pinkerton who arrived in the Rajahstan in 1838 and took out an
occupation licence on the River Light on 15 August 1844.
Pinkerton Plains School, in the Hundred of Grace, was opened in 1886 and closed in 1967. Rodney Cockburn
said of him that ‘he was one of the earliest members of the SA Agricultural Society’:
He judged the pigs at the Adelaide livestock show in October 1843 and won a prize for the best
milch cow. At the show dinner, he proposed the toast ‘Unsuccessful Competitors’ gave his prizemoney back to the society and advised all those inclined to ‘grouch’ to keep ‘pitiful complaints’
to themselves.
The Pinkerton Plains Saint Benedict’s Roman Catholic Church, 3 km from Hamley Bridge, operated from
1866 to circa 1900; its cemetery is still in use.
A grasshopper plague was described in 1872:
I had a fair opportunity of witnessing [their movements]. About 10.45 am they began coming in
numbers from a little north of west and in a few minutes had filled the air three feet from the
ground to as high as we could notice them… Thus they continued for three hours without a
break, then suddenly they ceased to pass.
Pinkerton Plains is in the Hundred of Pichi Richi and, in Quorn - A Living History, published by the local
Tourist Association, it is said that William Pinkerton is credited with being the ‘first man to explore and find
a route through the pass in the hills. He took sheep through the pass, which had been known for a long time
as Pichi Richi… to country near Port Lincoln.’ This statement, if correct, would no doubt apply to 1846 when
Pinkerton shifted his pastoral activities from the River Light to the Franklin Harbor district. (See source notes
for explanatory comments on Pinkerton and early pastoralists in the vicinity of Pinkerton Plains.) (See, also,
Pichi Richi Pass where a different set of circumstances is discussed, casting strong doubts on the above
explanation.) Pinkerton Creek, flowing through Quorn, bears his name.
Subsequently, Mr Pinkerton removed to New Zealand and, in 1868, he and his family went to California
and, later, to Mexico where he engaged in ranching.
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Pinky Flat - On the northern bank of the River Torrens, so named because, during the depression years of
the 1930s, it was used as a camp by the unemployed and ‘Pinky’ was consumed there. In 1904, this beverage
was described as ‘young, immature wine, with sugar or syrup added to sweeten, and enough raw spirit
thrown in to prevent fermentation.’
In 1933, it was reported that:
Adelaide’s village of forgotten men - the abode of river dwellers… from Morphett Street bridge it
sprawls along the south bank of the Torrens and the weir, then transfers to the opposite bank
and peters out about a quarter of a mile downstream. Its occupants - more than 60 unemployed
single men who are waiting for the time when an improvement in the labour market will allow
them to return to their respective avenues of work… They have little patches of ground and in
these thrive tomatoes, trombones, melons, lettuce, onions, potatoes and even strawberries and
chillies…
Pinnaroo - The Tindale papers at the SA Museum say it derives from pinaru, a Ngarkat tribal name for the
district and may relate to Ngautngaut, an ancestral being, who played a big role in the mythology of the
Ngartak people. Another source suggests it is a corruption of the Aboriginal peintaru - ‘limestone’. (See
Ngautngaut Conservation Park) Rodney Cockburn offers the following explanation: ‘[It] is a native word
which, curiously, runs through the vocabularies of nearly all the tribes, north and south, and the meaning
of which is variously stated to be “big men”, “big men in action”, “an old man” or “great men”; another
source says it is corrupted from pinjaru meaning ‘big or old man’.
The ‘Pinnaroo Run’ (lease no. 1852) was held by William Butcher from 1868 and, later, by W.H. and J.H.
Hensley until 1894 when the lease expired. It was not good sheep country and most of the lessees made
little out of it. The wool was carted over rough tracks either to the Murray, or to Kingston in the South-East.
In 1885, Mr Playford, then Commissioner of Crown Lands and the Surveyor-General, Mr G.W. Goyder,
examined the country and it was decided to throw it open for agricultural settlement and, in 1892, several
Hundreds were surveyed.
Mr H.M. Martin of Stonyfell described the country in 1903:
The whole of the 80 miles from Coonalpyn was silent, sombre and depressing. A great portion of
the tracks was over heavy sandhills and gullies, relieved here and there by abandoned sheep
stations. The stock had all been removed - such as had not died long before, and the empty huts
and weed-grown sheep yards made the plain a sort of abomination of desolation. The hills and
gullies were alike clothed with dark-coloured, unvarying, more or less worthless scrub, the pine
trees and mallees being crooked and misshapen.
Here and there a few sheaoaks made a welcome change, but the dense scrub, without any lights
and shadows, gave the one impression of a vast level plain. Fifty-six years ago I inspected the
Pinnaroo country and found it a worthless desert of white sand and drift. In 1865 I was again
there to witness a few sheep starving to death… It is to be hoped that the Legislative Council will
quash this extremely undesirable measure.
The Hundred of Pinnaroo, County of Chandos, proclaimed on 4 January 1894, was denigrated by a
correspondent: ‘If it has proved a failure to the wealthy why ask the poor farmer to go there…’
The town of Pinnaroo was proclaimed on 17 November 1904. In that year, and ‘following upon the recent
resumption of the Pinnaroo country, several applications for licensed houses were filed’:
The court granted a publican’s and billiards licence to Richard Walsh for the Settlers Hotel, WowWow, in the Hundred of Bews… An application by John J. Reynolds for a licence for a house to be
known as the Terminus Hotel at Pinnaroo township was withdrawn… but one by Frederick C.
Staer for the Land of Promise Hotel was proceeded with…
Its school opened in 1906; the Hundred of Pinnaroo School opened in 1920 and became ‘Yarrahville’ in the
same year; closed in 1943.
A photograph of the unveiling of a memorial tablet at the school is in the Chronicle, 31 July 1915, page 27.
of a settler’s home on 9 May 1908, page 32, of a football team on 9 September 1911, page 32, of the
Methodist Church in the Observer, 17 August 1912, page 32, of the district in The Critic, 1 March 1911,
pages 12 and 13, of members of the first district council in the Chronicle, 12 August 1911, page 30, of the
district in the Observer, 26 April 1924, page 34, of a Show on 7 October 1911, page 31, of the hospital in the
Chronicle, 13 April 1912, page 29, of a flour mill on 22 April 1922, page 27. of the laying of the foundation
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stone of the Anglican Church on 31 March 1923, page 32, of a sports carnival on 9 April 1927, page 40, of
the opening of the Mallee Highway on 23 July 1927, page 37, of harvest time on 11 February 1928, page 41,
of a coursing event on 24 August 1933, page 38, of a basketball team on 1 October 1936, page 32.
Pinpa, Lake - South of Lake Callabonna. Aboriginal for ‘native pine’ - many pines grow on the lake’s western
side.
Pinthaput Hill - Near Mount Wedge on Eyre Peninsula. The ‘Pinthaput Run’ was established by G. Hawson
in 1868 (lease no. 2142).
Pioneer - A school near Padthaway; opened in 1911, it became ‘Woodleigh’ in 1935. Pioneer Bend Post
Office on Kangaroo Island was located at the intersection of sections 23/25, Hundred of Cassini.
Pipe Clay Lake - In the Hundred of Santo. Its Aboriginal name is gerumgerum and in their mythology it is a
very sacred lake. The crow, an ancestral being, threw boomerangs on this lake and they flew with such an
erratic course, the shores of the lake cut out were sinuous. They placed the bodies of their dead in trees on
an island in the lake.
Pipeclay Well - (See Nudjali)
Pirie, Port - Its Aboriginal name was tapari (sometimes recorded as tarpari) - ‘muddy creek’. (In Reluctant
Harbour, Nancy Robinson contends it means ‘dingo headband’.) According to T.R. Bowman, joint lessee of
the Crystal Brook Run, the port was named by Governor Robe after Sir John Pirie, a founding director of the
South Australian Company, the owner of the John Pirie, the first ship to enter the port in 1845, following a
request by pastoralists for transport of sheep. Prior to closer settlement it was known as ‘Samuel’s Creek’;
probably a reference to Samuel Germein (1818-1886), a mariner, who came to the colony in the South
Australian in 1837. (See additional notes under Samuel Creek.)
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 2 March 1907, page 32, of the post office in the 1870s in the Observer,
23 May 1925, page 34, of flooding in the Chronicle, 23 August 1934, pages 31, 34 and 35, of hospital staff
on 3 March 1906, page 30, of nurses’ quarters on 5 June 1926, page 53, of nurses on 27 July 1933, page 31,
of a lacrosse team in the Express, 22 September 1911, page 6, Chronicle, 30 September 1911, page 21, of
members of the Pioneers’ Association. in the Observer, 17 July 1909, page 32, 23 August 1924, page 33, of
a lacrosse team in the Express, 22 September 1911, page 6, Chronicle, 30 September 1911, page 21,
The Critic, 23 September 1914, page 9, of the golf committee in the Observer, 18 August 1928, page 52, of
the police force on 9 May 1914, page 31, of the Alhambra Theatre in the Chronicle, 6 June 1914, page 30,
of Italian reservists marching down Ellen Street on 18 May 1918, page 26, of a street demonstration of the
unemployed on 19 February 1921, page 26, of the Women’s Memorial on 21 May 1927, page 40, of St
Mark’s football team on 25 July 1935, page 36, of the Adelaide Milling Company’s mill on fire in the
Observer, 1 November 1919, page 25, of a fire at shops and the Cooee Picture Palace on 22 March 1919,
page 27, of a brass band on 25 October 1919, page 26, of the Methodist Choir in the Chronicle, 20 April
1907, page 27, 5 March 1910, page 30, 2 July 1910, page 31, of the Port Pirie South Christian Church, which
was erected in one day, in the Observer, 19 and 26 October 1912, pages 24d-32, of the Methodist Choir in
the Chronicle, 20 April 1907, page 27, of the Methodist Church in the Observer, 17 August 1912, page 32,
of the smelters on May 1928, page 37.
A sketch of Dunn’s flour mill is in the Pictorial Australian in October 1880, Frearson’s Weekly, 13 November
1880, page 563, of the town on 28 December 1878, page 345, Pictorial Australian in June 1875, September
1889, page 129. Photographs and a history of the town are in the Chronicle, 3 November 1932, pages 31 &
42. Photographs of the town are in the Observer, 2 May 1914, page 30.
The government town of Port Pirie was surveyed in December 1871 by Charles Hope Harris on land held,
originally, by Messrs William Younghusband and Peter Ferguson under occupation licence and offered for
sale on 6 June 1872. Its main road, Ellen Street, was named after the second wife of G.W. Goyder, the
Surveyor-General. (See under ‘Solomontown’ for details of the private town of Port Pirie and ‘Source Notes’.)
The Hundred of Pirie, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 5 November 1874.
Pitcairns - This 1927 subdivision on Cross Road, Glen Osmond, was said to be, ‘midst charming rural settings
of beautiful trees… hedge-girt roads with a verdant background of rolling tree clad hills…’ The name occurs
in Scotland and means ‘croft with the cairn (barrow)’.
Pitfall Hill - Rodney Cockburn places it in the Barossa Range and as being named by Johannes Menge
because of its curious geology.
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Pittenweem - An 1871 subdivision of part sections 124-25, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Walter Watson Hughes
(1803-1887), derived from the Gaelic pittenwemyss - ‘land by the cave’. At the time of the subdivision the
following appeared in the Wallaroo Times:
The new township rapidly springing up to the South-West of Doora Mine is called Pittenweem,
after the birthplace of Captain Hughes [in Scotland]. At present all seems chaos and confusion
where Pittenweem is to be. A good many men are residing temporarily in canvas tents, others in
huts hastily constructed of boughs, etc., and a few have one room up with a chimney attached.
Men are busily employed clearing the mallee scrub away and sinking tanks in the survey
allotments, so in a short time traces of a township will be more apparent.
The allotments are let on building leases, having 30 years to run; and the amount of settlement
taking place is sufficient to show if need were, how greatly security of tenure is valued by the
miners. This although intended by the Legislature, the Cabinet, with scandalous neglect,
continues not to grant.
Pittenweem is a properly surveyed township in allotments sufficient for house, premises and
garden. The streets are wide and straight and as fast as rents come in they are expended on
works of public improvement. Nor is this all. There has been in these early days of the township a
school erected, which has been well conducted, and the building has served as a place of
worship, in which the Anglican Church service has regularly performed, the singing being much
assisted by one of the ladies of the mines taking charge of the harmonium.
The Sunday school, under the kind superintendence of Mrs Higgs, has also been well attended. A
Wesleyan Chapel is being erected at the township, the schoolroom serves as library and reading
room, one good store has already been opened and already the nucleus of a flourishing township
has been formed. One incident in its history occurred last week, when on the 3rd inst., the first
birth of the township took place, the wife of Mr George Burgess, presenting him with a son.
Of course many of the buildings are yet in an inchoate state; primitive looking shanties and tents
are to be seen; but looking around it is easy to believe that the fourth Peninsula township has its
foundation well and truly laid.
By 1888, ‘most of the tenants [were] in arrears with their rent and many… not occupying the land.’
The school opened in 1873 and closed in 1875 at which time it was conducted by Annie Quick with 75
enrolled pupils.
Pittosporum Head - On Lake Eyre North, was named by C.W. Bonython, circa 1954, when he found native
willow trees, Pittosporum phillyreoides, there. It has been ‘Willow Head’ since 1963.
Plank, Point - South of Murninnie in the Hundred of McGregor where a plank of timber was found in the
early days of the colony.
Playford - Thomas Playford, MP (1868-1901), the eldest son of the Rev. Thomas Playford (1795-1873),
arrived with his parents from England, about 1843, and, later, entered Parliament as a Member for
Onkaparinga. Associated closely with H.B.T. Strangways in the ‘Land Bill’ that gave farmers the opportunity
of buying land on a deferred payment system, he died in 1915, aged 78 years.
The Hundred of Playford, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 24 January 1878; its school opened in 1887
and closed in 1943. Playford Highway, the major East-West road on Kangaroo Island, was named after Sir
Thomas Playford, a former 20th century Premier. Family photographs are in the Chronicle, 6 February 1904,
page 42. (For information on the ‘City of Playford’ see under ‘Elizabeth’.)
Pleasant - A search at the Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages and a perusal of other records, reveal
that William Henry Kemp, born on 16 June 1830 at Walmer, Kent, England, to William and Pleasant Kemp
(nee Phillis) arrived in South Australia in 1855. Therefore, it can be concluded that Mrs Pleasant Kemp was
a sister of James Phillis (1797-1889) who arrived in South Australia in the Duchess of Northumberland in
1839 and, in 1848, purchased, jointly with Henry Bushell, his brother-in-law, section 7036, Hundred of
Talunga, which he called Pleasant. (Henry Bushell married Charlotte Phillis and arrived in the Africaine, in
1836.)
An extension of this nomenclature is in Reg Butler’s, The Quiet Waters By, where it is said that:
The undoubted attachment which the Phillis clan harboured for the name Pleasant may be
clarified with further research beyond the immediate scope of this history. At the time the
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Phillises emigrated to South Australia, a Francis Bushell owned Mount Pleasant Farm on the
lower branches of the famous hill in Kent…
Some aspects of this nomenclature are attributed to Henry A. Giles but Robert Melrose, another old
resident, said ‘long before Mr Giles came to Australia the derivation of Mount Pleasant was in the same
state of uncertainty as it is today [1908]…’
Another version of its nomenclature comes from Mr Brian Watkins who contends that it lies with the Leake
family:
The Leake’s country residence [in England] was closely situated between two promontories both
named Mount Pleasant… The first Mount Pleasant is no more, but was a primary signalling
beacon point (later to become military barracks circa 1770) and was just a few kilometres to the
east of Leake’s residence on the cliffs of the then fast establishing seaport of Ramsgate, in Kent…
The second and more lofty Mount Pleasant is… to the west of Ellington and was the second
beacon in a line of fire-box signalling points that appeared to home in on Greenwich via
Blackheath… Residents of Mount Pleasant township in South Australia are not fully aware that
the original settlers were basically from the younger sons of the Leake family that had settled
with merino sheep in Tasmania in 1822… the patriarch being John Leake (1780-1865)…
A personal friend of Osmond Gilles, John Leake’s son, Robert Rowland Leake, was directed to
ride alongside the SA Company’s surveyor, Johann Menge. Robert had intention to set up high
signalling points from the sources of the River Torrens’ interior to Adelaide and on to Glenelg, It
is doubtful they were successful, but it was, no doubt, Robert’s idea to name the actual Mount
Pleasant upon sponsor, John Leake’s behalf…
Robert [Leake] felt securely enough settled by 1838 with 2,000 sheep fast increasing around
Mount Pleasant and with pastoral lease in hand, soon purchased Mount Pleasant’s first Special
Survey 80 acre section… With his letters of invitation to his brothers in Tasmania he addressed
them from ‘White Hills’ (his original name for what became the Mount Pleasant township of
Talunga)…
The town of Mount Pleasant was laid out on sections 7045-46, Hundred of Talunga, by Henry Glover, circa
1856, and there appears to be no doubt that he adopted the name of the Phillis and Bushell property for
his creation. The school opened in 1859 and, in 1860:
This township would imply, from its name, that it is one of the prettiest, nicest and even quietest
in which you could settle yourself. This has been the case until lately, when even storekeepers
could retire to rest with their premises unfastened. But, alas, all that’s bright must fade… Early on
Sunday morning… certain young men, some recognised, amused themselves by going around
houses and knocking violently until they roused the inmates; several females were much alarmed
and made ill for a day or two. Calves were turned loose and pigs so ill-treated, or otherwise
abused, that they died a day or two after…
Parliamentary Paper 168/1870-71 has information on the local goldfield discovered in 1869 by William
Kendell, George Pim, Jonas Scholes and William Bartholomew, while in 1872 ‘Mr Richardson was fossicking’
and found a ‘fine prospect’:
Out of a handkerchief full of wash stuff, simply with a tin dish he obtained seven beautiful
specimens… Mr Cahill has also had good finds… [and] on Mr McLean’s property there seems to
be a splendid reef. A Company has bought a part and some of the quartz looks extremely rich...
By competent judges it is thought it will be the best paying reef yet found.
The Penny Gold Mining Syndicate was formed to work this claim on Crown Land and a small
battery was erected under the superintendence of Mr E. Buckland…The Excelsior is changing
hands [and] an English company is about to acquire this and adjoining properties…
Mount Pleasant was not put out by its more sensational neighbours and it was reported that ‘[it] has
pursued the even tenor of its way and every Saturday night has found it with as much gold to sell as the
Blumberg prospectors have wages to pay’:
The number of diggings rose at the same time to considerably over a hundred but it has
sustained a great reduction through the renewed rush to the Barossa… If the diggers could have
had equally free access to the adjoining gullies which are now freehold - those for instance that
penetrate southward into the dividing range between the Torrens and the Onkaparinga -
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hundreds might have earned a livelihood... The greatest progress has been made by the Mount
Pleasant Company…
Hundred of Talunga Sections 1287, 1288, 1280, etc., were situated a little over a mile south of Mount
Pleasant; known as the Mount Pleasant Diggings two long gullies were worked for alluvial gold:
Two men are at present engaged in fossicking… Mr Dutton, Manager of the SA Bank, Mount
Pleasant, informs me that from February 1870 to July 1873, 720 ounces of gold from these
diggings passed through the bank…
Photographs are in the Observer, 5 July 1924, page 32, of Mrs Stephen Castle and descendants in the
Observer, 17 November 1906, page 29, of ‘Blyth’s Cutting’ in the Chronicle,19 December 1908, page 10, of
the memorial Hall in the Observer, 27 November 1926, page 34, 23 July 1927, page 33, Chronicle, 23 July
1927, page 40, of shearers in the Observer, 17 November 1906, page 29, of aquatic sports on 6 January
1917, page 26, 5 January 1918, page 20.
There is, also, a Mount Pleasant on Kangaroo Island:
I arrived at Mount Pleasant or Thisbe [sic]. This is one of the highest points on the island, and
composed entirely of sand thrown up by some convulsion of nature.’ ‘[It] was a fancy name given
to a very pretty spot by Mrs Price… There is no mountain anywhere near; but there is a mound…
covered with a few mallee…
In 1910, one of the most enterprising and optimistic of the new settlers in this neighbourhood was Mr L.S.
Sanders, who ‘in partnership with Mr L.W. Engelbrech, secured last September the well-known Mount
Pleasant property, which they have since renamed Kaiwarra… Prior to going to the island Mr Sanders
resided in the Mount Gambier district where he took a deep interest in potatoes…’
The name Mount Pleasant was applied, also, to section 334, Hundred of Yatala, by John Lewis; now
included in Hampstead.
Pleasant Hill - (See Hoyleton)
Pleasant Park - (See Meredith, Mount)
Plush - Frederick Plush, an early mail contractor between Morgan and Wentworth, is remembered by Plush
Bend, near Renmark. Born at Angas Park in 1862 he died in Adelaide on 4 May 1944. This nomenclature
may be categorised as ‘partially correct’ because his brother, John Plush, was also a coach driver. Plush
Corner was the local name for a railway station, 5 km north east of Nuriootpa and, according to Rodney
Cockburn, named after an orchardist, J. Saddington Plush. (See Kyeema)
Plymouth - A subdivision of part section 1058, Hundred of Port Adelaide, bounded by Military Road, Beach
and Union Streets; now included in Semaphore. Philip Santo, MLC, laid it out in 1878.
In 1877, New Plymouth was laid out by Thomas J. Matters, draper of Port Adelaide, on section 957. The
same name was applied, also, to a subdivision of sections 43-45, Hundred of Pirie, by Henry Charles Warren
in 1891; now included in Port Pirie West. The name comes from England.
Plympton - In 1908, Rodney Cockburn in his Nomenclature of South Australia said that it was believed to
have been named by ‘Mr John Dunn who built a Wesleyan Chapel there.’ In response, writing from Orroroo,
John Ford said that ‘I am quite certain that the name was bestowed here by the late John Crews who died
some years ago… He was born in the village of Plympton… and went to school with my father. He had a
dairy farm on the Bay Road…’
However, an examination of primary land documents reveals that this gentleman did not hold land in the
area until 1849, when he took up a lease of part section 104, on which the Halfway Hotel now stands. Prior
to 1849, section 104, held by George Fife Angas, was not subdivided. (See Netley)
The original village of Plympton was a subdivision of section 108, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry Mooringe
Boswarva in association with John Bentham Neales in 1838: ‘… They beg now to offer the same to the
public… Applications for shares in the new town to be made… to Mr H.M. Boswarva.’ It was situated
between modern-day Marion Road and Whelan Avenue-Streeters Road. The English town was so named
because of its situation on the River Plym (Œ plyme - ‘plum tree’).
In his entertaining reminiscences held in the Mortlock Library, Henry Webb, who lived in the village about
1841, said, ‘my father bought a five acre allotment of land from Mr Boswarva in the suburban section now
known as Plympton which he [Boswarva] named in honour of his native town in Devonshire.’ (See Tam
O’Shanter Belt)
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Various areas of the district have carried the name Plympton over the years, but currently the boundaries
are, in the north, the former North Terrace to Glenelg railway line (Western Bikeway, McArthur Avenue),
Gray Street and Beckman Street in the east, the Glenelg tramline in the south to Paget Street, Myer Avenue
and Streeters Road in the west and then following Mooringe Avenue to Marion Road.
Plympton Park is situated between the Anzac Highway and the Glenelg train line and including Michel
Street (now Avenue) and Lindsay Street. North Plympton was a subdivision of part sections 107, 108, 88
and 154, Hundred of Adelaide. At various times some of the area has been known as Plympton, Plympton
North and North Plympton. Today the latter suburb lies on both sides of Marion Road and includes ‘The
Pines’, the former property of John Martin of the famous department store - it is now Southern Cross
Homes.
In the early days, Plympton was the headquarters of the Adelaide Pony Racing Association. However the
popularity of pony racing declined and, in 1896, under the leadership of John Creswell, the Plympton
Coursing Company was formed on the site, with greyhounds replacing ponies. Hence a ‘plumpton’ (coursing
facility) was formed at Plympton, thus causing some confusion regarding the suburb’s name. Plympton was
a railway station at the Marion Road crossing on the North Terrace to Glenelg railway line, and South
Plympton was the station on the South Terrace to Glenelg line.
In 1883, Mr John Martin, storekeeper, lived in the vicinity of Plympton:
And close to that beautiful group of native pine trees (Frenelias), which has to this day escaped
the destroying hand of the settlers, whose greatest ambition appears to have been to shave the
rugged face of their newly adopted country and give it a smug ‘civilised’ appearance. Although in
the times long past - that is about forty years ago - there was a thick black forest to the eastward
there was never any particularly strong growth of trees upon the land occupied by Mr Martin. Mr
Richard Patterson who is a landscape gardener, etc., … late the garden foreman at the
Melbourne Exhibition, undertook the task of beautifying the land surrounding [his] cottage…
A photograph of the school’s ‘Toy Band’ is in the Chronicle, 28 December 1933, page 30, 27 December 1934,
page 34, of the Bronzewing Poultry Farm in the Observer, 13 September 1913, page 31, of Methodist Tennis
Club members in the Chronicle, 28 March 1935, page 34.
Poanyadappa - On section 359, Hundred of Joanna. Aboriginal for ‘bat hole’.
Poeppel Corner - The name recalls August Poeppel (1839-1891), a surveyor who, in 1879, established the
eastern boundary line of South Australia from Cooper Creek to 26° latitude (Haddon Corner). Between 1878
and 1882, W.H. Cornish found discrepancies in the original survey and, later, Poeppel returned to the 26th
Parallel and rechained the line from the 138th meridian back to the 91st Mile Post.
On 17 February 1884, he reported his new chainage to the Surveyor-General and attached was a record of
his field work, in which he shows a point 1,575 links east of the original corner post and marked ‘position
to which corner post is to be shifted.’ The examination of this report showed that ‘the chain formerly used
was an inch too long.’
The post emplaced by Poeppel was described as being seven feet high and ten inches in diameter and being
the trunk of a coolabah tree, dragged by camels across salt lakes and sandhills from Mulligan Flats, sixty
miles to the eastward. Initially, the post was erected in December 1880.
I have the honour to report that I have completed sinking and timbering a native well, known to
the blacks as Mudloo. I find the position to be about 90 miles north of the corner and about five
miles west of the boundary… I have not as yet found timber sufficiently good for mileposting…
The party is in good health and the camels have improved in condition.
Lake Poeppel in the Far North-East honours his name, also.
In 1962, Mr R.C. Sprigg, of Geosurveyors of Aust. Ltd., informed the Surveyor-General that ‘during our
recently completed crossing of the Simpson Desert along approx. Latitude 26° from Mt Daer to Birdsville,
our traverse took us via Poeppel Corner’:
In locating the peg we used both the South Australian and the Commonwealth photomap series,
and these took us to the 186 mile peg. I noted a cut line extending back to the salt pan which we
call Poeppel Lagoon and upon investigation found the real Poeppel’s Corner post.
The post was lying down, vermin riddled and in an advanced state of decay. Most of the centre
had gone and generally it was in bad shape, so much so that I made the decision to bring it back
with me to Adelaide in order to preserve it, and have a decision made as to its future as a historic
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relic. I am taking the Corner post to the museum for safe keeping and preliminary consideration
as to ways and means of preserving it. I presume you will discuss it with other bodies interested
as to its eventual fate. Personally I would like to see it housed in a museum.
Today, the post is on public display in the Mortlock Library.
Poikang - On section 671, Hundred of Malcolm; Aboriginal for ‘fresh water shrimp place’ - poika - ‘shrimp’
and ang - ‘place for’.
Point Martin - (See Martin, Point)
Point Pass - A post office, 12 km NNW of Eudunda, opened in 1871 by R. Mullner, closed on 31 January
1982. Later, the name was applied to a subdivision of section 182, Hundred of English, by Albert F. Klaebe
in 1874 and extended as Point Pass West by William Richards in 1910.
The Point Pass School opened in 1891 and closed in 1945. The first settlers in the district were the Richards
family and, when asked to name the place, tradition has it that Mrs Richards, (probably, Anne Richards nee Callaghan (ca.1841-1880) - the wife of William Richards) said, ‘I came from Pointz Pass in Ireland and
here’s a point to pass, so let’s call it Point Pass.’ Pointz Pass is on the River Bann in Ireland and took its name
from Sir Toby Poyntz, who won a victory against the Earl of Tyrone’s forces in the 17th century.
In 1875, a meeting took place at Point Pass to ‘discuss the necessity of getting the main road to Kapunda
macadamised and to consider the rabbit question. Mr John Farley acted on behalf of the English and Mr
C.F. Fechner for the Germans present’:
The [rabbits] extended across a large tract of country north and east of the river over an area of
1,000 square miles… A dispute arose as to whether the rabbits could be buried alive in their
burrows, it having been found that the entrances to burrows when closed were opened again in
a few days. It was stated that outside rabbits would open the holes again…
A photograph of the golden wedding of Mr & Mrs J. Schutz is in the Observer, 6 December 1913, page 41c,
of the Lutheran college on 11 July 1914, page 4 (supp.).
Point Sturt - In 1872, the school was conducted in a chapel by Alfred Gray with 33 enrolled pupils; it opened
in 1860. Two names indissolubly associated with Point Sturt are those of Angas and Yelland:
The former in relation to the famous shorthorn cattle and the latter in connection with cattle
also, but chiefly the dairying breeds. The late Mr J.H. Yelland launched out at Point Sturt more
than 50 years ago… The grazing in the district is some of the finest in the State… Messrs Yelland
have a substantial… butter and cheese factory…
Point Sturt Estate was created out of several sections in the Hundred of Alexandrina, by C.H. Angas, J.A.
Thomson and L.W. Bakewell in 1913. (See The Point)
Polda - Aboriginal for ‘good water place’. The ‘Polda Run’ was held by Gregory Hawson (lease no. 1652),
originally no. 491, taken up on 27 May 1856. The Polda Post Office, 40 km west of Lock, opened in October
1895. Its school, opened in 1920, closed in 1933. In 1928, in order to test thoroughly the Polda area on Eye
Peninsula as an auxiliary water supply in the Tod River reservoir:
A number of wells were sunk to determine the most suitable situation for a pumping plant and to
record the effect of continuous pumping on the watertable… 12,000 gallons of water per hour
were delivered through 800 feet of piping… It was apparent that a much larger body of water
existed than was hitherto supposed…
Polda Rock is on section 47, Hundred of Wudinna.
Poldinna - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘rockhole’. Poldinna Rockhole is on section 9, Hundred of Minnipa,
about 56 km North-West of Kyancutta. The ‘Poldinna Run’ was held by J. Geharty from 2 September 1861
(lease no. 974). (See Geharty, Mount) The Poldinna School opened in 1927 and closed in 1931.
Policeman, Point - Eight kilometres South-East of Woods Well in the Coorong, once the domicile of a police
trooper (probably George Mason), who kept control of the Aborigines. A police station was erected there
in 1840. (See Mason)
Polish Hill River - Near Clare. During the 1840s Polish emigrants settled on the Hill River and the area, so
named, centred on the Church of St Stanislaus Kostka. On 26 June 1871 Paul Polomka transferred about
one acre of part section 158 to John Nykiel, Lucas Malycha, Paul Polomka and Jacob Nykiel for church
purposes. The local name for the settlement that grew around the church was ‘Old German Snowtown.’
Polkagee - Twenty-two kilometres north of Lock; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Polkdinney - The former name of a railway station on section 9, Hundred of Wannamana.
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Polly Well - On section 19, Hundred of Peake, sunk by John Whyte in 1877; it has since been filled in. In a
letter to the author in December 1990, the Jabuk district historian, Elizabeth Nicholls, said, inter alia:
Some people say it was named after an early settler. That settler was Mrs George Lee. George
was a worker constructing the new railway line that was opened in 1906. His wife, Polly, decided
to join him at the head of the line which was a camp at Polly’s Well… Also, while I was reading
through letters of John Whyte’s (the pastoralist) wife, she was explaining to her sister, Polly, that
she would not be travelling south due to the Murray drying up… Perhaps the well was named
after her because [it] was named well before 1906 according to my maps…
Further, it has been recorded that a horse named ‘Polly’ was employed in drawing water from it; it has been
suggested, also, that ‘Polly’, a cow, fell down it. (See Source Notes)
Poltalloch - Eight kilometres ENE of Narrung and derived from the Gaelic teallach - ‘stream of the smithy’.
Prof N.B. Tindale says it could be derived from poltoan, the name of an Aboriginal camping ground on a flat
beside the lake that extended into the eastern portion of section 924. On 30 August 1839 John and Neill
Malcolm paid £4,000, in England, for a special survey of 4,000 acres on the northern shores of what is now
known as Point Malcolm. The ‘39th Special Survey’ was made in 1841 and land grants issued in 1842.
It probably takes its name from Poltalloch, in Argyllshire, Scotland, which they acquired ‘with the object of
establishing peasants from the West Highlands in closer settlement’:
They declined the adventure and the Malcolm’s formed a cattle station on the choice land they
had secured. Sir Samuel Davenport acted as their agent until 1873-1874 when their interests
were purchased by J. and T.R. Bowman… (See McDougall Hill)
In 1919, Matthew Kropinyeri, a member of the coloured community at Point McLeay, said that ‘with the
exception of only half a dozen or so, all the inhabitants of Point Mcleay went to Poltalloch on Peace Day in
response to a very kind invitation from Mr and Mrs Bowman’:
On [arrival] the schoolchildren’s fife and drum band, under the direction of Mr Lawrie, the school
teacher, headed the procession to the grounds… A football match having been arranged, the
visitors stripped off to face a strong combination from different clubs… The good old mission
team proved more than equal to the conflict and scored a remarkably easy win… The peace
celebration was a red letter day…
Photographs of a Girl Guides’ camp are in the Observer, 15 October 1921, page 24, 28 August 1930, page
33.
Polygon Ridge - About 12 km south of Old Koomooloo Station and north of Cadell; named after a World
War I battleground in France. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Gebhardt Hills’; the name was restored on 13 November
1986.
Pomanda, Point - Located on the shores of Lake Alexandrina where the River Murray enters. Captain Sturt
recorded it as pomundi - ‘to fight’. Professor Tindale places it on section 377, Hundred of Brinkley, and says
it was the home of a mythical creature. (See Millowar)
Pompey Pillar - While surveying the Hundred of Moralana, in 1895, William Greig Evans named this hill in
the wall of Wilpena Pound after a black tracker who was with his party.
Earlier, in 1875, it was reported that ‘Mr Ball pushed his way through a desolate country to the northern
part of the Barrier Range and to the Grey Range’:
Here… Mr Ball found abundance of feed, but was frequently unable to obtain water. He had with
him during a portion of the time the native guide, Pompey, who attended and deserted Mr
Babbage and who played off a similar trick on Mr Ball. In consequence of the desertion of his
guide this gentleman was compelled to return much earlier than he had intended and he again
crossed Lake Torrens…
Pompoon Swamp - A school adjoining sections 173 and 230, Hundred of Mayurra, opened by Elizabeth P.
Sheppard (Sheppeard?) in 1880; it closed in 1967. In 1875, it was suggested that had ‘some of our northern
farmers a section of it near their wheat-sick holdings it would be a fortune to them, as it would furnish a
supply of manure for years’:
The soil consists of partly decomposed vegetable matter for three or four feet and is of such
combustible nature when dry that the earth thrown out from the cutting of the drains has…
taken fire and burnt away…
Its Aboriginal name was pampampanu.
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Pompoota - An irrigation area 14 km south of Mannum, derived from the Aboriginal pombulum - ‘flowing’
and puta - ‘end’ - tidal influence ceases at this point of the river, or panpota - pano meaning ‘ground’ and
pota ‘swamp’ or ‘swampy’.
In 1916, the SA Government established a farm there to train returned soldiers to settle on Murray lands.
H.R. Mack opened the post office on 17 July 1916; it closed on 30 June 1970.
Education Department records show its school being opened in 1937 and closed in 1947. However, the
Advertiser of 23 January 1917, page 9a has a report on the opening of a school while a photograph is in the
Chronicle, 13 August 1936, page 37.
In 1912, comment was made on trouble at the reclamation works:
On the Pompoota swamp where several days ago 12 men ceased work and demanded one
shilling and sixpence an hour for six hours a day for working on wet ground the Commissioner of
Crown Lands said, ‘… The work must proceed as desired by the expert officers who are
responsible for its successful conclusion. I regret the attitude of the men concerned.’
Pondalowie Bay - On southern Yorke Peninsula, 14 km west of Stenhouse Bay and derived from the
Aboriginal pandalawi - ‘stony waterhole’. In mythology an old wicked woman named Bulgawan was turned
to stone. The three rocks fronting the bay were called ‘Black Rocks’ by Flinders because in the forenoon the
dark coloured limestone on their western side appeared quite black when seen from the seaward against
the inland sandhills. (See Balgowan)
Ponde - A post office on section 627, Hundred of Younghusband, and taken from an Aboriginal for ‘Murray
cod’ or, more specifically, ‘a silhouette of the looping river likened to that of the great fish.’ (See Mason,
Neeta & Tailem Bend for the associated myth of ‘Ponde’.)
It was once an entry point along a tribal boundary for the Ngarkat people from the east who needed water
in times of drought - the Kungulaka clanspeople suffered them but kept them from camping near the water.
In 1931, the aftermath of flooding was discussed under the heading:
Dairy Settlements Being Crippled - Thirteen Ponde Farmers Lose Livelihood Overnight
Following quickly upon the bursting of the levee which had held the flood from the Cowirra
farms, the neighbouring settlement on the reclaimed Ponde swamp was submerged beneath
from two to ten feet of water… and 13 dairy farmers, some of whom had struggled to
comparative comfort in the years they had been there, lost their essential fodder crops… They
are in a desperate plight…
A photograph of flooding is in the Chronicle, 8 October 1931, page 33.
Pondooma - A telephone office, 21 km North-East of Cowell, established on section 26, Hundred of Warren,
on 5 October 1927. Its post office opened on 19 January 1929; closed on 10 September 1969. Aboriginal for
‘to tie’.
Pontarra - (See Mannum)
Poochera - The town, 64 km east of Streaky Bay, was proclaimed on 23 September 1920 and taken from
either an Aboriginal name for a hill in the area, the name of a tribal chief, or a corruption of putyednura ‘towards the mist or fog’. The name was also mentioned as the name of an Aboriginal woman who was the
wife of ‘Mangultie’, the murderer of John Hamp. (See Hamp Hill & Waterloo Bay)
Its school opened in 1920 and closed in 1976. A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 4
November 1937, page 37.
Poodra - An 1872 photograph of the property is in the Chronicle, 28 July 1932.
Pooginagoric - Aboriginal for ‘forgotten shells’, i.e., a camp now forgotten and derived from pudjinagorik implements have been found there on section 287, Hundred of Tintinara, 6 km South-West of Custon. The
Pooginagoric School was opened in the local church by Lilian C. Parker in 1888; it closed in 1950.
Pooginook - A corruption of an Aboriginal word pudjinuk meaning ‘place of good food’ and given,
specifically, to a cave and rock shelter about six metres above normal river level, east of Waikerie which
had inscriptions and dates of early white visitors, together with signs of Aboriginal occupation. The Hundred
of Pooginook, County of Young, was proclaimed on 7 October 1915 and the Pooginook Lagoon was a
favourite place to snare ducks and platypus. (See Taylor Flat)
Pool Flat - Near Second Valley, about 400 metres from ‘Cutter Flat’, where the vessel O.G. was wrecked in
1854; it was a 28 foot cutter of nine tons and altered to 35 feet and 12 tons in 1845. Sometime before 1840,
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a start to colonial shipbuilding was undertaken at Glenelg on behalf of the South Australian Company when
the OG, named after Osmond Gilles, the Colonial Treasurer, was erected and launched.
An eyewitness has left us with the following account of the proceedings:
A large tent was erected and crowded with invited guests who were liberally supplied with a
champagne luncheon. Every vehicle in and around Adelaide less heavy than a waggon was in
demand, and horses hitherto better acquainted with plough harness than a saddle were
promoted to be saddle horses for the occasion. The bonnets and dresses and bouquets that were
paraded on the Bay Road that morning would have done no discredit to Greenwich Fair.
About noon torrents of rain began to descend without intermission and forgot to leave off for
twelve hours. This persistent inclemency of the weather compelled close adherence to the tent
and the company’s excellent champagne. That and a profusion of bottled beer induced such
sunshiny radiance inside that the unceasing patter and splash without enhanced the enjoyment
rather than otherwise…
The time to separate at length came, or rather the proper time for proceeding homeward had
long passed. Still the sky was one ebony mass, the earth a shallow lake and as for the big, round,
cold raindrops, the popular comparison of ‘cats and dogs’, give no adequate idea of them.
Eventful were the occurrences of that night as a too bright morning rendered evident.
Horses arrived at their stables riderless, and some of their owners reached the same
neighbourhood a few hours afterwards. Vehicles were discovered unaccountably stuck in holes,
lodged against fallen trees, lying on their sides or backs, or in any other position inconsistent with
progress, while their previous occupants and the unhappy quadrupeds which had been
associated in the dilemma had slid, waded or scrambled somewhere or other.
It was a meeting place for Aborigines and the scene of many battles and they knew it as yarnuinga - ‘talking
place’; the Kaurna and Ramindjeri people met there to barter red ochre from ‘Ochre Point’. (See Gilles,
Potartung & Ochre Point)
Poolgara - A telephone office established on section 33, Hundred of Caralue, in December 1929.
Poolna - In 1870, it was the name proposed for a subdivision of section 171, Hundred of Mount Muirhead,
taking its name from Poolna Spring on section 425; it lies NNE of Millicent. No records were found in the
Lands Department regarding its survey but, in 1932, it was reported that:
An office genius in Adelaide first located it [Millicent] at Poolna in the bed of Colcallat Creek
where the water ran 10 feet deep in a wet winter and, had it stayed there, it would at times been
able to give Venice points and a beating in the matter of wetness. It [Millicent] was afterwards
located about two miles out on the Rivoli Bay South road. (See Millicent)
Pool of Siloam - Was the name of a pool in Jerusalem to which Hezekiah channelled water through a rock
tunnel from the Gihon Spring. Here Jesus sent a blind man for healing. (See 2 Kings 20:20 and John 9:7) Early
tourist brochures claimed that the lake, near Beachport, possessed therapeutic or healing properties.
Known today as ‘Lake Beachport’ or ‘Beachport Salt Lake’ in 1894 it was described as being ‘all too little
known’:
We make the following statement from a letter just to hand from Dr Campbell: ‘Pure water is
reckoned as 1, sea water 20·3 and Pool of Siloam 40… It is difficult to sink when in the water… If
your people wished to condense it you will have an excellent deposit waiting for you’…
In July 1909, the Beachport Tourists Association said in a pamphlet:
Persons suffering from rheumatism, sciatica and kindred ailments are advised to bathe in this
lake. The healing properties of these waters have had such beneficial effects upon visitors that
quite a number are prepared to bear testimony as to their efficacy.
In 1911, an effort was made to persuade the council to afford facilities for mixed bathing:
The Salt Lake there is reserved for male bathers during certain hours and for females at other
times. Several heads of families are endeavouring to have a couple of hours reserved each day
for mixed bathing, in order they may teach their wives and children to swim.
Poolyuruninna, Lake - In the Far North-East; Aboriginal for ‘where everyone got plastered with mud when
trying to get a drink.’
Poomong - (See Wiabuna)
Poona Water - On section 96, Hundred of Warrow. Aboriginal for ‘good water’.
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Poonana Creek - In the Hundred of Mann; Aboriginal for ‘place of good water’. Known, also, as ‘Windittie
Creek’. Rodney Cockburn records it as ‘Poonang Creek’.
Poonindie – In 1850 the name was given to an Aboriginal mission on Eyre Peninsula, 19 km north of Port
Lincoln, by the Venerable Archdeacon Matthew B. Hale (1811-1895), following his arrival in the Derwent in
1847; he failed to record the meaning of the word that probably has a reference to ‘water’. (See Poonana)
In February 1854, it was reported that ‘the Port Lincoln natives from Archbishop Hale’s are very fine young
fellows’:
They speak pure English, without the slightest dash of vulgarism; and are in truth far more
gentlemanly than many whose Anglo-Saxon or Celtic origin should give them a better title to the
epithet.
In 1873, there was a school there ‘where some of the pupils can show creditable specimens of penmanship,
etc.’:
Singing classes for practising sacred music are held in the church. Everybody looked fat, happy
and clean. One of the laws is that everyone must have a hot bath every Saturday evening and a
cold one as often as he or she likes. The curfew bell tolls a little later than under the Norman rule
and when it rings lights are put out and all retire to rest. Every Saturday boys with little carts may
be seen picking up all pieces of paper, rags, bones, etc., and taking them away for manure.
Every morning the men proceed to their rural avocations - some reaping, some shepherding,
some building… Meantime the wives are washing and cooking and the children learning and
playing and on Sabbath they listen in the beloved church to their pastor… It is impossible for any
thoughtful man to visit the Poonindie Institution without being deeply interested… It is an
immense step in one generation - from the ignorant savage life to the order and discipline
pervading this little self-supporting settlement.
The Poonindie Post Office operated from October 1900 to 31 January 1946.
A photograph is in the Observer, 26 March 1904, page 23.
Pooraka - By a special land order dated 24 July 1840, Sir Montague L. Chapman, through his agent, Captain
Bagot, purchased 2,200 acres of land straddling both sides of Dry Creek. He subdivided it into 53 various
size allotments; they were known, collectively, as ‘Montague Farms’ and, later, ‘Montague Village’.
It is an Aboriginal word, meaning ‘dry creek’; the local Aboriginal people also had a word cooracka meaning
‘a magpie’. The name was applied to a subdivision by William A. Tough, in 1952, when he cut up sections
548-50, Hundred of Yatala. (See Abattoirs, Gepps Cross, Montague & Paraville)
Poor Man’s Section - (See Enfield)
Pordia, Hundred of - In the County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 13 August 1925. The Aboriginal name of a
hill in the area.
The Ports of South Australia are listed in alphabetical sequence, eg, Adelaide, Port.
Portacoona - An obituary of W.D. Taylor, a manager of this pastoral property, is in the Observer, 11
November 1916.
Portana - Ten kilometres east of Sheringa; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown. Rodney Cockburn says it
is a corruption of the Aboriginal pertana - ‘bad water’.
Portbridge - An 1859 subdivision of part sections 908-9, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Alfred Watts and
Philip Levi; now included in Glanville and bounded by Carlisle, Hart and Sutherland Streets and Semaphore
Road. (See Glanville)
Portee - The name is corrupted from the Aboriginal porti, a camping place near Blanchetown which was the
best place for setting up duck nets where a swamp channel connected with the river.
Portee Station, Blanchetown, is a real piece of South Australian history. About July 1841 Edward
John Eyre was appointed District Protector of Aborigines at Moorundie. He was given a joint land
grant with Ian Oswald Gillies (sic) - [Osmond Gilles? - see Swan Reach] of the whole Portee river
frontage and by Moorundie Creek, where a township known as ‘Sturt’ was laid out but it appears
it was never sold.
There was a report of the sinking of the government cutter Waterwitch by the old Whipstick
Hotel. Subsequently, ‘Portee’ ownership passed to Messrs W.S. and Edwin Rogers from Eardley
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Thomas Louis Heyward, a noted River Murray pastoralist, Frederick Tennant and the present
owner, Louis B. Power and Murray Pastoral Company in 1946 who has been the largest owner.
The station currently has a frontage to the River Murray of about nine-and-a-half miles, covering
approximately 42,822 acres, and is being offered for sale on Friday next at 2.00 p.m. at Truro
Hall, Truro, as a whole or in four separate lots.
In 1887, Messrs Rogers and Company had to contend with rabbits:
As fast as they are cleared from the frontages so they come in from the bank. The opposite side,
Portee, although not so bad is not by any means free of the pest… The reaches after leaving
Swan Reach are very picturesque, especially where the water backs up to Portee Creek…
Portee Creek discharges into the River Murray at section 3, Hundred of Fisher.
Porter - Captain William Field Porter, JP, the first to take up the position of magistrate at Port Lincoln
following his appointment in March 1839 is remembered by Porter Bay, near Port Lincoln.
Porter Hill, on section 157, Hundred of Encounter Bay; remembers James W. Porter (1850-1918), who
farmed his property ‘Glenbrook’ in the near vicinity.
Porter Reserve, on section 656, Hundred of Encounter Bay, honours the same gentleman who was a south
coast pioneer in the sowing of subterranean clover and top dressing with superphosphate. A
commemorative tablet was unveiled by A.P. Blesing, Minister of Agriculture, on 25 August 1935. A
photograph of the unveiling of a memorial in commemoration of Mr Porter is in the Chronicle,
5 September 1935, page 45.
Porter Lagoon, near Burra was, according to Rodney Cockburn, named after Thomas Porter, a manager of
Koonoona Station. A fatal boat accident was reported in 1876 when it was reported that ‘with the deepest
feeling of sorrow and regret that I have to refer to the death by drowning of two of our respected residents;
I refer to Messrs W.E. Lunn, storekeeper and Charles Fuller, manager for Messrs Hill & Co. mail contractors
[during] a day’s shooting on Porter’s Lagoon, near Farrell’s Flat…’ (See Spalding)
Portland Estate - A subdivision of section 1130, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Port Adelaide.
Philip Levi and Alfred Watts created it, circa 1852, so naming it because it was laid out on ‘Port Adelaide
Land’. In 1855, 50 lots were offered for sale a ‘small distance from Custom House and nearly opposite the
railway terminus… Many of the lots are in the line of Tam O’Shanter Creek and the main road to the Old
Landing Place.’ It was known as ‘Simpson’s Swamp’ in the early days. (See Queenstown)
By 1867, it was pleasing to note the ‘great improvements that have been made to this district by the filling
up of the stagnant ditches which hitherto separated it from the Port Road’:
The greatest benefit resulting from this work is the removal of the effluvia which in hot weather
arose from these ditches… The ditches extended for about half a mile in length and have been
filled up with sand conveyed from the sandhills at the Old Port and covered with silt raised by the
dredges in the river. A tramway, more than a mile in length, was laid down for… conveying the
sand…
The laying of the foundation stone of the Bible Christian Chapel is reported in the Observer, 7 November
1868, page 16a.
Portraith - A subdivision of section 873 and part section 892, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Charles Drew (18361896), merchant of Moonta, in 1874. There is a Portreath (sic) in Cornwall, England, derived from treath ‘sand bay’.
Portsea - In 1881, it was said of this subdivision:
Portsea - with the light blue bounding sea flashing and sparkling in the radiant sunlight,
suggestive of health and coolness - a promise carried out in full, for over thousands of leagues of
southern seas come the brine-laden breezes, carrying vigour by day and cool repose by night.
In 1916, Portsea was a subdivision of sections 725-28, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by T.N. and A.T. Matters;
it was an unofficial name not recognised by the Department of Lands and was laid out as ‘Largs Bay Estate’.
Portsmouth - A 1903 subdivision of part section 771, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George Tall, dairyman
of Largs; now included in Outer Harbor. The name comes from England where, in the Saxon Chronicle of
500 AD, it was Portesmuth - the place where Porta, a Saxon chief, landed in order to assist in the subjugation
of the Belgic Province in England. Other sources contend that it derives from portesmupa; the Latin portus
means ‘harbour’.
Port Victor - (See Victor Harbor)
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Postmark Dam – North-East of Renmark where the ‘Postmark Run’ was established by H. Brook in 1875.
(See Bookmark, Danggali Conservation Park & Renmark)
Potangola - A swamp and waterhole on the boundary of sections 10 and 11, Hundred of Landseer. Ngola is
Aboriginal for ‘camp’.
Potartung - Corrupted from potartang, the Aboriginal name for ‘Red Ochre Cove’ on section 359, Hundred
of Willunga. The best ochre for body painting south of the Flinders Ranges was found there and visited
regularly for initiation and ceremonial activities of the Murray River and Lake Alexandrina people. (See
Ochre Point, Onkaparinga, River & Pool Flat)
Potawei - A camping place in the vicinity of section 727, Hundred of Parsons, adjoining the Glen Roy area,
is linked with the name of the whole Potaruwutj people who moved about in the mallee country in small
groups depending on nuts from mallee trees for sustenance. (See Padthaway)
Powell - This name, applied to Klemzig during the Boer War, commemorated the first South Australian
‘fallen soldier of that war’:
Poor Powell. One of the quietest, most useful and most popular men in the Australian Regiment.
A few branches had been placed upon him but that was the only attempt at sepulture [sic]. Near
him lay an envelope addressed to himself - a trifle which the Boers had discarded when they
robbed the dead. And just at his head was the little bulwark of stone which he had erected and
behind which he had found cover until that fatal moment when, a white flag being reported, he
rose to ascertain what it meant and was immediately killed by a Boer bullet… (See Klemzig)
Poynton - A 1913 subdivision of section 24, Hundred of Davenport, by Sydney Allen Wills, agent of Port
Augusta, suburban to that town. The name occurs in Shropshire and Cheshire, England, and means ‘Peofa’s
tun (town)’.
The Hundred of Poynton, County of York, was proclaimed on 25 April 1895 in honour of Alexander Poynton,
MP (1893-1901), who born in Castlemaine, Victoria, in 1863, filled several important positions in connection
with the Labour movement, and was a member of the short-lived Solomon Government.
Poyston - A 1915 subdivision of sections 91-92, Hundred of Davenport, by Elizabeth J. Newton, school
teacher; now included in Port Augusta, The name occurs in Pembrokeshire, Wales.
Prairie - A descriptive name given to the district, 3 km east of Paracombe; adopted from Mr W.T. Hoad’s
‘Prairie Estate’ near Millbrook. (See Hoad Hill)
Preamimma - Portuguese for ‘prize mine’ and given to a railway station in the Hundred of Mobilong, NorthWest of Murray Bridge, where there was a mine of the same name on section 13, Hundred of Monarto,
opened in 1854;. A letter written by a local resident, Robert S. Macdonald, in 1918, confirmed this
derivation: ‘The name is not even a native name but is a word from a European language and signifies “first”
or “prize mine”.’
In 1866, Messrs Price and Faulkner, the discoverers of the new quartz reef at Preamimma, on Section 13,
Hundred of Monarto, started from Nairne to work their claim:
They have sold the greater part of their interest in the claim to a wealthy company in Adelaide
for £1,200… I may mention that the discoverers have lodged their claim to the £5,000 offered by
the government for the discovery of a gold field. (See Pallamana)
Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to the Aboriginal word pirramimma, meaning ‘clouded sun’.
Precolumb - The name of a school situated on part section 1730, Hundred of Munno Para (near One Tree
Hill); opened in the 1850s, it closed in 1938. In 1863, services in commemoration of the erection of the
chapel and school at Precolumb were celebrated, when ‘besides the numerous maps of the school, through
the kindness of Mr Gaylard, the walls of the building were decorated with seed-burdened sorghum
tastefully arranged…’ Today, a district road recalls the name.
Preiss Landing - On sections 270-71, Hundred of Ridley, recalls Carl A. Preiss (1851-1920), who obtained the
Land Grant of sections 90 and 92 on 22 February 1913. His brother, Friedrich W. Preiss (1852-1930), with
others, got the Land Grant of section 101C, containing one acre for school purposes, on 18 February 1899.
Prelinna Spring - East of Wilpena Pound where the ‘Prelinna Run’ was established by Messrs Tennant and
Love in 1859 (lease no. 932).
Prescott, Point - On Lake Eyre North and named after Prof. J.A. Prescott who was with C.T. Madigan, in
1929. (See Madigan Gulf)
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Preston - A school near Balaklava opened by Edward P. Cordukes on section 540 in 1878; it closed in 1937.
(See Saints) In 1884, a deputation from Saints station:
Situate on the line of railway from Balaklava to Port Wakefield… waited on the Minister of
Education… in reference to the insufficient school accommodation at Preston. It was pointed out
that there were more than 35 children on the roll… The schoolhouse was built to accommodate
24 children, and the teacher and his wife and four children were living in two rooms adjoining the
school…
An English name derived from Œ preosta-tun - ‘the town of priests’.
Prewitt Springs - In the vicinity of the Siccus River and named in July 1843 by E.C. Frome after a policeman,
who was with his party: ‘Beautiful water oozed out of the rocks and fell into a circular basin. It supported
wild geranium in abundance.’ It does not appear on modern-day maps.
Price - This town, 18 km NNE of Ardrossan, named by Governor Jervois and proclaimed on 3 August 1882
was an inland anchorage on Wills Creek and named after Florence Annie Price, who married the Governor’s
son. In 1882, a small wharf was erected but, by 1964, the port was virtually closed and the wharf has now
been demolished. Its school opened in 1885. (See Wills Creek)
On December 25 1892 a large concourse of visitors witnessed the various sports which were energetically
carried out. The following was the programme of events:
Maiden race, 100 yards - Pavy, 1; Lennard, 2.
Sheffield Handicap - Grigg, 1; E. Bowman 2; Wilson, 3; W. Bowman, 4
Tilting - O’Grady, 1; Maloney and Patterson (tie) divided stakes for 2 and 3.
Putting the Shot - Fennisey, 1; J. Phelps, 2; O'Grady, 3.
Stockman’s race - one mile, dismounting at each furlong post, off saddle to ground, replacing same
and remounting - Maloney’s Invincible, 1; Davies’ Neddy, 2.
The Hundred of Price, County of Buccleuch, was proclaimed on 11 January 1906 and, in 1910, it was said
that:
Price was allotted four years ago and the highest valuation was 8 shillings per acre for a block
joining the railway station while the average ran from 3 shillings to 6 shillings, according to
position. These values have never since been considered too low. About 20,000 acres in the
extension of the hundred from four to eight miles south of the railway is now gazetted open for
application. Residents, however, are amazed at the exceptionally high valuation put on the land
which is absolutely out of all proportion to the present or prospective value of the Hundred of
Price…
Thomas Price, MP (1893-1909) and Premier (1905-1909), born in Wales in 1852, came to South Australia in
1883 and obtained employment as a stone cutter at the site of the National Mutual Insurance Building being
erected in Victoria Square; later, he helped in the construction of Parliament House. In September 1890 he
entered the Trades and Labor Council as a representative of the Mason and Bricklayer’s Society and, later,
became Chairman of the United Labor Party. Upon his death in 1909 he was eulogised as leaving behind ‘a
record of work which will place him in the front rank of the statesmen in this portion of the British
dominion.’
Price Island is near Avoid Bay; Baudin called it Isle du Passage (Fairway Island), while Freycinet’s charts
show I. Pingre.
Point Price - A ‘New Shipping Place’ at Point Price on Eyre Peninsula is discussed in the Chronicle, 19 June
1909, page 31 and information on a proposed jetty on 23 August 1913, page 13a, (See Gibbon, Port).
Price Hill is near Carrieton and named after Price Maurice who held the Pekina run. (See Pekina)
Prime, Port - The town, 8 km South-West of Dublin, proclaimed on 15 April 1880, was named after Joel
Prime, a district pioneer. Born in 1842 in Cambridge, England, he arrived with his parents in the Susannah
in 1849.
Primpun Bore - On section 53, Hundred of Peebinga, sunk on the then section 12 in April 1915 by Mr A.
Anderson, a contractor of Lameroo. By 1936, through lack of use and maintenance, the District Council
relinquished control of the water reserve. An Aboriginal word, meaning ‘springing up’.
Primrose Springs - Near Lake Eyre North, named by John McD. Stuart, after ‘John Primrose of Adelaide’, a
brewer and distiller, born in Glasgow, Scotland, circa 1803. A prospectus for the Primrose Union Brewing
and Malting Co Ltd is in the Advertiser, 14 April 1888.
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Prince Alfred Mine - A post office, 48 km NE of Carrieton, opened in 1872; it closed in March 1876. (See
Herbert)
In 1872, it was reported that ‘there appeared to be some covert influence at work to interfere with the
expressed desire of those interested in and who are gaining their livelihood by the mine’:
A memorial addressed to the Commissioner of Crown Lands was forwarded to one of the
members for the district praying that the township might be surveyed on the site upon which the
buildings are now erected. This memorial appears to have been perfectly ignored, although
signed by nearly 120 persons, such as teamsters, miners, woodcarters…
Information on a school is in the Observer, 14 June 1873, page 11b and 26 July 1873, page 11g.
Prince Creek - In July 1858, B.H. Babbage left his horse ‘Prince’ there and, later, reclaimed him.
Prince Town - In 1871, there was a report on the examination of scholars ‘attending Mr Yates Public Day
School, Prince Town, Inman Valley… The children numbering 41 were examined in the usual branches of an
English education… Songs, rounds and recitations were given at intervals…’ (See Princess Town)
Princes Highway - The Princes Highway was named in honour of Edward (1894-1972), Prince of Wales, who
toured Australia for three months in 1920, and was proclaimed, officially, in 1922. It was then defined as
that portion of the main road from Adelaide to Melbourne extending as far as the Victorian border, but in
1953 it became the name of the main highway from Adelaide to Sydney via Melbourne.
In South Australia since 1941, no geographical name has been officially acceptable in the
possessive form - a good general rule but one that does affect the sense of some names
previously applied. The removal of the apostrophe from the original name Prince’s leaves it in
the plural form, and from this some people have naturally but wrongly concluded that the
Highway (of which the Coorong was and remains an important section) was named after the two
princes who in 1881 travelled along the Coorong route by coach.
Originally, it was intended to extend from Rockhampton to Perth, but over long stretches of the
route the name was never used; it was not known at all in Queensland. The Prince of Wales
briefly succeeded his father King George V in 1936… but on his abdication to marry Mrs Wallis
Simpson he became the Duke of Windsor.
In 1935, there was ‘little doubt that were the Prince’s Highway bituminised over the whole distance from
the Victorian border to Adelaide, instead of half as at present, tourist would be attracted to South
Australia… The Highways Department which is responsible for the vast changes which have taken place has
removed difficulties which made a trip to Melbourne or Mount Gambier almost an adventure…’ (See
Renown Park)
A photograph of a sign post in Victoria Square is in the Observer, 18 October 1924, page 24.
Princess - Upstream from Donovan Landing, on the River Glenelg, are Princess Margaret Rose Caves named
after Queen Elizabeth II’s sister, following their discovery by Jack Hutchesson, in 1937.
Their interest lies in a unique limestone formation called hexitites. Almost unknown in other
caves throughout the world these formations defy the law of gravity and grow out at right angles
from the main stalactites down from the roof of the cave.
Rodney Cockburn designates Princess Royal as a pastoral and mining name in the Burra district and being
adopted during the reign of Queen Victoria.
In 1882, Horace E. West said he was ‘out riding on Saturday afternoon when he was met by Miss McBride’:
She told him a little boy [Frederick Beck] had fallen into a dam at Princess Town. He hurried to
the spot… [and] saw the deceased’s head above the water, went out on a plank and drew the
body out and laid it on the bank of the dam. He then rode to Kooringa for the doctor and the
police…
Sometimes recorded as ‘Prince Town’, it was a small village occupied by miners about two miles SouthWest of Burra.
Priscilla Creek & Priscilla Springs - Near Lake Eyre South. Rodney Cockburn says they were named by ‘John
McD. Stuart, after Priscilla Chambers’ - John Chambers’ daughter who was born in 1852 and died in 1924.
Prism Hill - An isolated peak and trig point, near Lake Blanche, with a prismatic shape. (See Vardna
Wartathinha)
Prongorong, - (See Shannon Landing)
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Prony, Cape - According to Freycinet’s charts it was a prominent headland on the North coast of Kangaroo
Island between Capes Forbin and Cassini but, apparently, has not survived due to difficulty in identifying it,
there being no relevant prominence in that area. Gaspard Prony, a brilliant French engineer, was employed
by Napoleon upon important engineering works, including draining the Pontine Marshes; he was created a
Baron and, later, a peer of France.
Proper Bay - About nine km south of Port Lincoln. A plaque marking the area of this bay, where Flinders
watered HMS Investigator in February and March 1802, was unveiled on 3 March 1939.
Prospect - On 25 July 1838, John Bradford (ca.1794-1868), obtained the land grant of section 373, Hundred
of Yatala, and cut it up into several eight-acre allotments. H.C. Talbot said, ‘it was so named from the
beautiful prospect, situated on the Adelaide Plains and being separated from North Adelaide by the
Parklands, beautifully timbered with gum trees, wattles, etc.’ Of interest is a report of a banquet in respect
of ‘the benevolent principle demonstrated in Sunday-school education’ at Prospect House in the Observer,
6 January 1849, page 2a.
The first anniversary of the Wesleyan Sunday School was reported in the Register, 5 July 1865, page 2d,
and the laying of the foundation stone of the Wesleyan Church on 16 September 1874, page 5a.
In 1865, a meeting of the inhabitants of Prospect Village was held in the schoolroom ‘to consider the
advisability of extending the waterworks to that locality. Mr N. Oldham occupied the chair… If government
would furnish the three-inch pipes the villagers would do the rest of the work…’
A photograph of a Minda Fair is in the Observer, 13 May 1905, page 24, of a cricket team in the Chronicle,
19 May 1906, page 28, Express, 5 June 1913, page 8, Observer, 14 June 1913, page 29, of an Australia Day
celebration in the Chronicle, 29 September 1917, page 24, Observer, 12 October 1918, page 25, of the
opening of a bowling green in The Critic, 5 November 1913, page 15, 16 May 1917, page 4 (committee), of
the bowling club committee in the Observer, 20 October 1923, page 30, 18 October 1924, page 34, of a
bowls team on 9 April 1927, page 34, of a patriotic carnival on 25 November 1916, page 26, The Critic, 22
November 1916, page 15, of whippet racing in the Observer, 23 December 1916, page 28, of a carnival on
1 April 1922, page 26, of a Riverside School sports day on 16 June 1928, page 36, of a Horses in Action
committee in the Register, 17 October 1927, page 10.
Prospect Hill, on Kangaroo Island, was named by Matthew Flinders on 4 April 1802 because of the
interesting view from the summit; in his ship’s log he described it as ‘a sandy eminence’. It is known locally
as ‘Mount Tisby’ (or Thisby) (See Haines, Hundred of & Pennington Bay)
The subdivision of the town of Prospect Hill on part section 352, Hundred of Yatala, was advertised by C.W.
Priest, land agent, in 1879. Its southern boundary adjoined St Johns Wood and was subdivided by B. Johns,
T.J. Trathen, F. Green, T.G. Gordon and C.W. Priest.
The name Prospect Hill (previously known as McHarg Hill) occurs, also, in the Hundred of Kuitpo and in
particular to section 51, six kilometres south of Meadows. In 1872, William Luffman sold one acre of it to
George T. Griggs (1842-1919), who built a ‘pug’ house forming the nucleus of the present range of buildings.
A store and post office were opened in the building in 1874 and, an early resident, Miss Cross, after seeing
the walls of a new church rising, the opening of Mr Grigg’s store and the commencement of a transport
service to and from Adelaide, suggested that ‘better prospects were ahead’ which may have some bearing
on its nomenclature - The laying of the foundation stone of the Wesleyan Church, ‘to be called Prospect Hill
Chapel’, was reported on 29 September 1873. (See Spring Grove) In the 1960s, the store became a local
museum, some of which was destroyed by fire on ‘Ash Wednesday’ in 1983.
The school opened in 1876 and closed in 1963. In 1910, an Arbor Day was held at the State school ‘when
the children planted several trees under the supervision of the teacher, Miss Holly. About 70 persons were
present, but unfortunately it rained the whole afternoon and outdoor games were impossible…’
Rodney Cockburn places Mount Prospect in the district of Coffin Bay and being named by Captain F.R. Lees,
during an exploration in the Nereus in 1839, because of ‘its commanding and extensive view’ that it
afforded.
Prospect Valley, in the Gawler Ranges, was named by Stephen Hack in August 1857 because it afforded a
vantage position for viewing the surrounding country.
Providence - In 1860, ‘the small chapel at Providence belonging to the Bible Christian denomination, prettily
situated in a valley in the Barossa Ranges, was reopened for divine service last Sunday, after having
undergone thorough repair.’
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Prupangawand - On section 24, Hundred of Glyde. It was there that Prupe, an aged blind woman, was killed
by the fall of a supposed meteorite.
Pualco Range - East of Peterborough, where the ‘Pualco Run’ was established by J. Taylor in 1856. (See
Vickery Creek)
Pub Lake - On section 394, Hundred of Waterhouse, so named because the ‘Bush Inn’ was adjacent to it.
Puckridge Well - In mid-Eyre Peninsula and named after the Puckridge family who have a long association
with Eyre Peninsula, the patriarch being John St G. Puckridge (1812-1898). He arrived in the Lady Nugent in
1854 and held pastoral lease 1185, North-East of Lake Hamilton, from 1864, while his son, Anthony (18451891), held lease no. 154 in the Hundreds of Ulipa and Kiana, in the 1880s.
Pugatharri - Probably derived from the Aboriginal pungkutu - ‘to kill, stab or bite’ and tarni - ‘in the direction
of’. If this is correct it could be related to the killing of J.C. Darke at this place on Eyre Peninsula. (See Darke
Peak)
Pullen - W.J.S. Pullen (ca.1813-1887), the Colonial Marine Surveyor, is remembered by Pullen Island, near
Goolwa, named by Governor Gawler on 15 September 1840. While acting in this capacity during his survey
of Lake Alexandrina he succeeded in sounding the sea mouth of the River Murray. At a meeting of the South
Australian Society in London, on 5 October 1841, a vote of thanks was accorded Pullen and the ‘gallant
members of his boat’s crew (John Duncan, Richard Foster, Francis Moore, Henry Hooper and George
Richardson) for the great honour and benefit they had conferred upon the colony… by the discovery of a
navigable entrance to the river.’
Rodney Cockburn says that ‘Pullen complained bitterly of Light’s failure to credit his discoveries… He
surveyed Port Elliot and assisted Captain Hart to bring a herd of cattle overland to Adelaide from Portland
Bay.’ Following his return to England, he became a Vice-Admiral and was with an expedition to the Arctic
region in search of Sir John Franklin’s remains.
Mount Pullen, east of Terowie, probably honours the same gentleman who arrived with Colonel Light in
the Rapid. Later; in 1849, he left for England to search for Sir John Franklin in the Arctic region north of
Canada. In time he became an Admiral and died in England in 1887. (See Ketchowla, Hundred of)
Port Pullen - (See Barker Knoll).
Punchs Rest - A trig station near Lyndhurst was, also, the name of Samuel Parry’s favourite horse. The
‘Punchs Rest Run’ was established in 1888 (lease no. 1219A).
Pungbulung - About 4 km North West of Woods Well on section 29, Hundred of Glyde, was an important
Aboriginal camping place and, offshore, two rocks represented the place where the ancestral Panitjari
seagull man frightened the salmon away.
Pungonda - An Aboriginal word for ‘fight’ given to a railway station 37 km east of Loxton. During the 19271930 droughts, with sand drifts over the railway line, a local resident, Mr Condon, renamed it, unofficially,
‘Gone Under’.
Punkulde - A railway station 3 km NW of Milang. Aboriginal for ‘fish spear’ or ‘wild geese’.
Punpunariang - A salt lagoon in the Hundred of Glyde where animal skins were pegged out to dry.
Puntabie - An Aboriginal name applied to a local rockhole and a railway station 48 km east of Ceduna. The
school opened in 1937 and closed in 1955.
Punthari - A school 13 km north of Mannum opened as ‘Finniss Vale’ in 1891; changed to ‘Hildesheim’ in
1892, at the suggestion of the local school teacher, it became ‘Punthari’ in 1918. Aboriginal for ‘scrub’. (See
Hildesheim)
Punthina Well - In the Far North-West was named after a clan of local indigenous people.
Punyelroo - A school, 8 km south of Swan Reach, opened by Alice Rosser in 1899 and closed in 1919, took
its name from a local homestead on section 113, Hundred of Fisher. Its post office opened in October 1893.
In 1927, Mr T.P. Bellchambers said the first time he visited the cave ‘was through the kindness of the late
Mr J. Brown, of Silver Lea, near Swan Reach’:
On two other occasions while a guest of Murray whalers I, with several others, explored its
depths. The entrance is picturesque and imposing. The walls and roof are thickly studded with
fossil shells and the cliff stone, which underlies a vast area of the mallee lands on both sides of
the Murray, is a sediment deposit, and lies on the black ooze of an ancient sea floor, a dead page
of a wonderful past…
Pura Rock - (See Wilgena)
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Purdie Isles - In Nuyts Archipelago, named by Matthew Flinders on 1 February 1802 after Robert Purdie, his
assistant surgeon. Baudin called them Les Compagnons, while Freycinet’s charts show Is du Geographe.
Pureba, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin, proclaimed on 27 April 1922; it was the Aboriginal name
for a hill in the area.
Purley Estate - A 1914 subdivision of section 265, Hundred of Adelaide, by G.C.C. Martens and taken from
a ‘garden estate’ in England; now included in Fullarton. Information on its nomenclature and a sketch of
the subdivision are in the Register, 16 March 1914. The name occurs in Surrey and Berkshire, England, and
derives from either porlei - ‘a wood or clearing frequented by snipe or bittern’ or pirlee - ‘pear tree
meadow’.
Purnong - Apparently, the ‘Purnong Run’ was named by T.W. and H. Scott (lease no. 2037C) and the land
held, originally, by G. Dunn from 1853. Aboriginal for ‘at the wide place’. The Purnong Landing Post Office,
35 km east of Mannum; opened in November 1898 and closed on 30 June 1975. The Purnong School opened
in 1902 and closed in 1983; the town in the Hundred of Forster, 30 km south of Swan Reach, was proclaimed
on 28 December 1911. (See Bookpurnong)
Photographs of baptismal ceremonies conducted by members of the Plymouth Brethren are in the
Chronicle, 7 April 1928; also see Observer, 3 July 1926, page 31.
Purung - (See Karang).
Putpa - Derived from putpajerta, the Aboriginal name for Lyndoch Valley - ‘good earth’.
Puttapa - Puttapa Creek, near Copley, was named after ‘Puttapa Bob’ an Aborigine accused of murder of a
white man in 1856. There is a railway station of the same name in the area, while Mount Puttapa is known,
also, as ‘Mount Bayley’. The ‘Puttapa Run’ was established by J.G.I. Kerr in 1864. Photographs of Puttapa
station are in the Observer, 16 October 1920, page 26.
Puturutjung - On section 106, Hundred of Coolinong, the camp place of Waijungara who, as a red-ochred
initiate, was seduced by a trick into embracing his elder brother’s two wives. In revenge the husband,
Nepele, set fire to the hut, but Waijungari and the women escaped into the heavens.
Pyap - The ‘Pyap Run’, named by R. Holland in 1868 (lease no. 1658), was corrupted from paiap, an
Aboriginal camping place on a bend in the River Murray at section 142, where it turns abruptly from south
to north west; another source says that it was a name applied by the Aborigines to a Murray River fish that
was edible, but full of bones. The Hundred of Pyap, County of Alfred, was proclaimed on 15 June 1893. In
March 1894, a large meeting of people interested in the projected village settlement at Pyap Reach ‘was
held at the Selbourne Hotel for the purpose of subscribing to the rules of the Settlement Association’:
Mr A.J. Brocklehurst occupied the chair and announced that two capable men were dispatched
on the previous day to Pyap Reach to select the ground that was to prove the field for the
operations of the Association…’ and the ‘Pyap Village Association’ was described as consisting of
100 male adults who applied for land comprising about 10,000 acres about 10 km WNW of
Loxton.
The Pyap Village School opened in 1895 and closed in 1944; the Hundred of Pyap School on Pyap West
Road, South-West of Loxton, was opened in 1918 by Constance Polle in a hall erected by local citizens; it
closed in 1944; Pyap West School opened in 1913 and closed in 1949. (See New Era & Ramco)
Pygery - Derived from the Aboriginal paitjariti - ‘fighting place’. The Hundred of Pygery, County of Le Hunte,
was proclaimed on 31 July 1913 and the town of Pygery, 24 km North-West of Kyancutta, on 4 May 1922;
it was diminished in 1944. Its school opened in 1919 and became ‘Pinbong’ in 1923 at which time the Pygery
Siding School became ‘Pygery’; it closed in 1942. See ‘Pinbong’ in an attempt to solve this puzzle. A
photograph of lambing time on Mr E.H. Edmonds’ farm is in the Chronicle, 4 July 1935, page 35.

Q

Qualco - A post office, 16 km North-West of Ramco, opened on 1 January 1908 by N. Morgan, it closed on
23 August 1909; reopened on 31 October 1922 on section 13 NW it closed in March 1965; a photograph is
in the Chronicle, 8 September 1928, page 40; its school opened in 1900 and closed in 1945.
The only available clue to its derivation is Qualco Hut that appears on early maps on section 13, Hundred
of Waikerie, and believed to have been used by shepherds on Thurk Station. Rooms were added and, about
1897, it became the home of Captain James Patchey and his wife, Martha (nee Brand).
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Quarpena Waterhole - On section 679, Hundred of Binnum. Aboriginal for ‘wood duck egg place’.
Queen Bend - North-West of Renmark where the name appeared first on a survey map of A.B. Cator’s
pastoral lease no. 95 of 1851. (See Renmark)
Queensbury - An 1882 subdivision of part section 425, Hundred of Yatala, by Charles David Aston, agent of
Port Adelaide; now included in Hendon. The name comes from Yorkshire, England, where it ‘is a late name
which seems to have been given in 1863.’
Queenscliffe - Laid out on part section 3, Hundred of Menzies, by E.D. Chapman in 1883 and on 19
September 1940 it became ‘Kingscote’. In support of its creation it was said that ‘owing to the almost total
failure of crops in the great bulk of the northern areas through the defective rainfall’:
The attention of South Australia is being more and more directed to Kangaroo Island in which a
rainfall of over 20 inches can be relied on every year in addition to heavy dews… It has been
quite common for many years past to reap crops of 30 bushels of wheat and 50 to 60 bushels of
barley to the acre…
In 1884, a correspondent said that there was one lodging house in Queenscliffe:
The proprietor of which has been granted a hotel licence, which, however, has not yet come into
force, but does not speak in very high terms of the accommodation provided… [It] exists largely
on paper, but it possesses a post and telegraph office, a butcher’s shop, an empty store, the
lodging house aforementioned, besides two or three private houses.
It is to have a police station and a church (curious that these should arrive simultaneously) and
the residents assert that there is to be a jetty. I had to hear the rival claims of Brownlow and
Queenscliffe to this last structure. The amount of jealousy which these two baby communities
have managed to develop on the question is surprising…
Its school opened in 1885 and became ‘Kingscote’ in 1904. (See Brownlow)
A photograph of the Flinders’ obelisk is in the Chronicle, 5 April 1902.
Queens Own Town - In the Hundred of Kondoparinga, surveyed in August 1867 and named by the ActingGovernor, Lt-Colonel Hamley, the Commander of the Queen’s Own 50th Regiment, who arrived in South
Australia on 9 August 1867 in the troop transport Haversham. It has been ‘Finniss’ since 1940 - The town’s
railway station was known always as ‘Finniss’.
In 1869, the opening services in connection with a new Wesleyan Chapel were ‘celebrated last Sunday
when sermons were preached morning and evening by our old and respected minister, Rev M. Wilson…
The building is of plain brickwork and is intended for the double purpose of chapel and day school…’ (See
Hamley Bridge)
Queenstown - On 5 July 1848 the following notice appeared in the Register:
Queenstown - This very desirable and valuable property is now being surveyed and laid out in
frontages to the new Port Road, in allotments suitable for residences or business purposes.
Selections having been already made, immediate application is necessary to Henry Simpson & Co,
Port Adelaide.
It was laid out into 209 allotments by Edward Stephens, manager of the South Australian Banking Company,
extending along either side of what is now known as Long Street and beyond the extent of this street to the
junction of the old and new Port roads. The original plan shows it as Queen’s Town and, no doubt, honours
Queen Victoria.
In 1857, a meeting of residents was held at Leslie’s school room:
To take into consideration the expediency of petitioning Parliament, now assembled, to erect
forthwith a Lock-up and also to appoint four policemen to protect the properties and persons of
the inhabitants… Disreputable characters were known to be located in the neighbourhood;
several cases of petty theft and one or two cases of sticking-up on the road had occurred…
Little Queenstown was laid out by Osmond Gilles on part section 341 in 1858. A further subdivision
adjoining Queenstown on part section 441 was created on 14 February 1855 by Osmond Gilles and, in 1858,
Richard Bowen Colley subdivided allotments 5, 6 and 9 to 12 inclusive of that subdivision.
The name Queenstown was applied, also, to a subdivision of sections 355-57, Hundred of Lacepede, in
1882 by James Cooke, but the plan is endorsed ‘not to be used.’ (See Kingston, SE)
Queerbiddie Waterhole - Near Innamincka is a corruption of the Aboriginal kuyabidi - ‘fish hole’. In this
instance bidi has a deeper significance referring to the hole or orifice of birth or emanation of the fish into
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local mythology. Hence, the true translation may be more accurately stated as ‘the original birthplace of
fish’.
Quin Rock - Near Cape Gantheaume on Kangaroo Island, named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas in 1857,
after Hugh Quin (1817-1896), a former Harbor Master at Port Adelaide, who arrived in the Cygnet in 1836.
Quirke, Hundred of - In the County of Chandos, proclaimed on 30 January 1969. P. H. Quirke, Minister of
Lands, born in 1899, came to Parliament as a Labor member in 1941, but resigned from the Party in 1948
following disqualification from Party membership for twelve months because of his attitude to a
referendum on price control. He continued as an Independent and, in August 1962, joined the Liberal and
Country League, following which he was rewarded with the portfolio of Minister of Lands in January 1963.
Quondong - A corruption of ‘quandong’, the native peach (Santalum acuminatum); the flesh of this fruit is
sweet and palatable and was eaten in great quantities by the Aborigines who sometimes pressed its flesh
into cakes. The ‘Quondong Run’ was established by Thomas Elder in 1869 (lease no. 1822) while Quondong
Post Office North-East of Burra; opened in September 1884 and closed in April 1907.
The need for a mail service for this district ‘110 miles North-East of Burra’ was discussed in 1884 when the
government was ‘urged that a weekly mail service, either by horse or coach, be established between the
Burra and Quondong about 110 miles to the North-East of the Burra’:
The pastoral leases to the East and North-East of the Burra had had no mail service at all,
although the country was permanently settled… The lessees who would be served held between
3,000 and 4,000 square miles of country… and there were six shearing stations, the clip from
which reached as high as 1,400 bales…
Quondong Vale - (See Gallagher Dam)
Quorn - The town, proclaimed on 16 May 1878, was named after Quorndon in Leicestershire, England,
written in 1246 as querendon - ‘hill where mill-stones were got’. Its school opened in 1879. The Oxford
Illustrated Dictionary says of the English namesake that the name was applied to ‘a celebrated pack of
foxhounds hunting in Leicestershire, named after “Quorndon Hall” where the kennels now are.’
Rodney Cockburn says that the Governor’s private secretary, Mr J.H. B. Warner, hailed from Leicestershire
and ‘succeeded to estates there during his residence in South Australia’ while the Adelaide press opined
that ‘the local tradition is that the name was chosen by a private secretary to Governor Jervois, who saw in
the northern country a similarity to the famous hunting country of the English midlands’:
Perhaps he did. But my imagination can picture no likeness between the dry north of South
Australia and the moist landscape through which the Scar meanders lazily, oblivious of the baying
of the famous hounds. My own opinion is that Mr Warner, the gentleman in question, suggested
the name to His Excellency because about that period he succeeded to the family estates in
Quorndon.
For many years after being opened up Quorn was the ‘jumping off’ place for northern exploring
expeditions. That is how Depot Creek close by got its name. The extension of the railway to Alice
Springs has robbed it of that distinction these times, but when I was there several overland
parties bound for The Granites goldfield were making it their headquarters. It was in the days
before the railway came that Quorn led the most romantic portion of existence - the days of the
teamsters.
Good fellows all, hard workers, hard drinkers, hard livers, masters of a lurid vocabulary, they
made the old town resound to the cracking of their long whips by day, and the strange melodies
of their raucous voices by night. With no thought of the morrow, they lived life as it was
supposed to be lived - Bohemians of the road, and masters of the trackless wilds.
One of the most tragic episodes of this country was the murder in 1852 of James Brown. He was
one of four brothers - the others were Thomas, Robert and Samuel - who had a station in the
vicinity of Mt Brown. James was a new chum as far as northern conditions were concerned. He
had been sent up from his father’s property at Willunga to assist his brothers, owing to the
absence of labour due to the exodus of men to the newly discovered goldfields in Victoria.
He had only been a short time on the property, and was minding a flock some distance from the
homestead, when one night his dog came home without him. That was an ominous sign. All
hands were turned out to search. His body was found without difficulty. He had been attacked by
natives who wanted the sheep, and had been beaten to death with waddies.
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The body was buried in the bush on the site of the crime. You may still see the decaying fence
around the grave, which marks the spot today. The murder created much indignation among the
whites. Neighbours from stations miles around turned out to hunt down the murderers. The
chase lasted several days over rough country before the pursuers came up with the enemy. The
blacks numbered 200 and their camp covered about two acres.
They had stolen 700 sheep. The camp was littered with the remains of slaughtered animals
where the savages had held a feast. As soon as the blacks saw the whites they made for the
rocks, where they hoped to escape pursuit in the rough country. But the whites were in no mood
for fooling. They tracked the murderers with grim determination. Fortunately for the niggers, a
police officer was in charge of operations and the party had to be satisfied with the apprehension
and execution of the actual murderer. Such punishment in the circumstances was too lenient.
But, of course, it was the law. (See Brown, Mount)
One of the early settlers of the district was Henry John Richman, who took up the pastoral run, ‘Itali Itali’
near Mount Brown in 1851. In 1879, it was resolved that the government be asked to place a sum upon the
Estimates for the erection of a police station at Quorn:
It was pointed out that the funds voted for a police station at Saltia might now be applied to one
here instead, the opening of the railway through the Pichi Richi Pass having driven very much of
the traffic off the road and caused a great decrease in the population and trade of that place…
The necessity of obtaining a piece of ground for a cemetery was next discussed. It was stated
that during two months only four persons had died and they had been buried in the cemetery to
the South-East of the township. Mr Harris, however, explained that the graves were situated on
the park lands, much too close to the township… (See Pichi Richi Pass, Richman Creek & a
reference under Pinkerton Plains.)
In an editorial of 12 May 1880 the Advertiser said:
Typhoid is not the only disorder that has risen at Quorn from the disgustingly unclean condition
of the township and the outrageous violation there of the most ordinary sanitary rules… There
were unpaved, filthy pigsties, accumulations of house refuse even in the streets, pigs and goats
at large, heaps of manure fresh and in all stages of decomposition, and not a single load of refuse
had been removed for two years. It was, in fact, the dirtiest township the inspector had seen for
several years.
‘Larrikinism’ was reported in the Register, 5 January 1911:
The offenders seemed to defy the police, threw stones, rang the Railway Station bell, upset the
footboards at the street crossings, threw bricks and stones on roofs… called out insulting remarks
to the two policemen, removed doorsteps and gates (including the one from the Court House),
old wheels, tanks, one reaping machine, sliprails, and so on, from yards into the street, upset
troughs, signboards, and anything movable they could lay their hands on, and some used
disgusting language and hooted… These were not a pack of boys, but mostly young men and
some were married men… Surely this matter will not be allowed to pass unnoticed.
Photographs are in the Observer, 19 March 1921, page 26, Chronicle, 14 July 1932, page 32, of the school
on 27 July 1933, page 37, 3 August 1933, page 37, 24 October 1935, page 32, of ‘Blondin at Quorn’ in the
Pictorial Australian in October 1894, page 169, of R. Thompson’s ironmonger’s shop in February 1895, page
21, of a football team is in the Observer, 4 August 1906, page 30,’Miss Quorn’, Miss Morna Brown, in the
Chronicle, 27 October 1928, page 41, of a band on 15 August 1935, page 34, of members of a rifle club on
9 July 1936, page 35, of a railway ambulance team in the Observer, 13 November 1920, page 24, of farm
houses destroyed by lightning on 17 September 1921, page 28, of the ‘Back to Quorn’ committee in the
Chronicle, 25 August 1928, page 56.

R

Rabbit Island - (See Owen Island, Pennington Bay & Koromaranggul)
Rabelais, Cape - In the South-East, appears first on Freycinet’s charts and, probably, named after Francois
Rabelais (circa 1494-1553), the celebrated French satirist and humorist who, in younger days, was a
Benedictine monk but departed from his clerical labours after a monastical quarrel to become a physician.
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Rabila - A railway station 5 km South-East of Murray Bridge. Aboriginal for ‘good hunting ground’.
Radium Creek - (See Echo Camp)
Radium Hill - Forty km South-West of Cockburn, where uranium was discovered in 1906; the mine closed
in 1961, while the school opened in 1953 and closed in 1962.
Radstock, Cape - On Eyre Peninsula, named by Matthew Flinders on 9 February 1802 after Lord Radstock
(1753-1825), an English Admiral. Baudin called it Pointe de la Chausse (Reef Point), while Freycinet’s charts
show C. Halle.
Raeburn - A school near Curramulka opened in 1929 by Lizzie Forsyth; it closed in 1940.
Raglan - A school, opened in 1884 as ‘Inkerman North’, became ‘Raglan’ in 1891, ‘Bowmans’ in 1905 and
was closed in 1972. Of interest is the fact that ‘Colonel Gawler owed the appointment as Governor of this
State to a letter written by Lord Raglan (then Lord Fitzroy-Somerset) and addressed to Colonel Torrens of
the SA Commissioners.’ (See Somerset)
Ragless Range - Near Kanyaka, it includes Mount Ragless, but its highest peak is ‘Mount Benjamin’, and
was named after Benjamin Ragless (1821-1898) one of the brothers who were pioneer pastoralists in the
district. A photograph of John Ragless and family is in the Observer, 14 January 1928, page 37. (See Tonsley)
Railway Estate - A 1915 subdivision of sections 331-333, Hundred of Davenport, by H.C. Daniel, investor of
Melbourne; now included in Port Augusta.
Railway Town – This 1879 subdivision of section 278, Hundred of Pichi Richi, was created by William
Greenslade, publican; it is suburban to Quorn.
Raleigh - (See Releigh)
Ral Ral - North-East of Renmark and named after the King of Aboriginal people within the district. In 1849,
mention was made of a proposal to establish a police station and this came about following a memorial
from pastoralists in the district because ‘depredators escaping from Adelaide… avoid Moorundie and make
the river by a shorter route and more convenient route.’ They suggested ‘Rallarall (sic) Creek’ as it ‘provided
great facilities for a police station as there are extensive flats close to it capable of furnishing good feed for
a number of horses.’
In 1849, a contract was let to erect a cottage but ‘the persons who contracted, originally, to build a police
station at Ral Ral were unfortunately thrown into prison… for some misconduct - new contractors are due
to start construction shortly.’ However, the work was delayed because of flooding and, in 1850, the project
was abandoned. Eventually, one was established at Overland Corner.
Ral Ral Paddock is shown on an 1894 pastoral lease map. The name Ral Ral was given to a subdivision of
Block A, Out of Hundreds, by Henry Hale in 1916 and, in 1920 ‘the States and Commonwealth were
concentrating upon the settlement of the returned soldiers and enterprise in connection with civilian
settlement had been suspended’:
Instructions had been issued to the irrigation officers to go into the whole question of the Ral Ral
scheme just above Renmark. This probably would prove to be one of the finest irrigation
schemes along the valley of the Murray…
A photograph of surveyors at work is in the Observer, 4 January 1908, page 29, of the old hotel on
17 March 1923, page 28.
Ramco - In April 1896, the name was given to a post office 5 km west of Waikerie, while section 9, Hundred
of Waikerie, was proclaimed as the ‘Village of Ramco’ on 1 July 1897, the trustees being W.J. Green, J. Mitty,
J.C. Young and J.C. Bull, who were appointed following an amendment to the Crown Lands Act, providing
that ‘any twenty or more persons of the age of 18 years upwards, could form an association for the purposes
of village settlement.’ The Ramco Village School opened in 1897 - a new school was erected in 1924.
The reason for starting such settlements was the great distress existing in Adelaide early in 1894 and, during
August of that year, twenty-three villagers settled in Ramco Village and the number of original villagers, on
the eleven villages so created, numbered 509. ‘Not all, however, were sufficiently stout of heart to stand
the strain and, in one instance, a number of Waikerie ‘villagers’ seceded and formed Ramco Village.’
From time to time disappointed villagers severed their association with the villages and voiced their
complaints in daily newspapers. Parliament began, also, to give indications of concern and, in 1895, a Select
Committee of Enquiry was appointed while, in 1900, a Royal Commission was appointed to enquire into the
settlements. In 1901, it recommended the subdivision of the settlements into blocks of not less than ten
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acres suitable for fruit culture and the leasing of land to individual settlers. Thus, an experiment in
communal living came to an end.
The Register, 18 March 1920 says:
It was intended to work [it] on communistic lines but the results did not, by any means, live up to
expectations. In 1902 the orchard land was cut up into 10-acre blocks and allotted to individual
settlers… Two pumping plants were installed… with a capacity of 120,000 gallons per hour…
There are about 40 soldier trainees in the district…
The district was included in the Waikerie irrigation area on 19 September 1912 and the modern-day town
of Ramco proclaimed on 19 December 1940.
In Manning’s Place Names of SA, published in 1990, it was said that Professor Norman Tindale suggested
that the name derived from Cobdoglo Rampko, a chief of the Overland Corner people. (See Cobdogla) As to
this proposition, Mr K.J. Mack of Loxton, in a letter to the author in 1994, said:
I refer to Cockburn [What’s in a Name], page 183 for origin provided by W.K. Mallyon, late of
Port Pirie. This Mallyon came from the Weston’s Flat pub ‘Rest and Be Thankful’, upstream of
Morgan, delicensed 1905. Now Weston’s Flat and Ramco are relatively close, whereas your
Overland Corner King Cobdoglo Rampko was a long way upstream, so, the connection must be
dubious. I far prefer Mallyon’s explanation. What say you?
Mr Mack, also, kindly provided a copy of a Lands Department docket no. 1528/1894 of 3 July 1894 in respect
of a dispute among Waikerie Village settlers that says, inter alia:
They called a meeting of single men [and] formed themselves into an association to be called
‘The Ramco Cooperative Village Association’, the name rising from the ‘Ramco Lagoon’ on the
property.’ [This, no doubt, led to the christening of the post office.]
In later correspondence, Mr Mack said:
Far be it for me to criticise Tindale. I don’t profess any expertise in this field… your word
‘probably’ (p.176) is less convincing than Mallyon’s… comments. Mallyon’s Accommodation
House was firmly entrenched in 1866 ([see] SA Gazetteer), so I guess it is reasonable that Mallyon
had close contact with the remaining Aborigine(s). To have invented the data is
incomprehensible…
Further information contained in Tindale’s papers, bequeathed to the SA Museum late in the 1990s,
discloses that the Aboriginal name for Ramco Lagoon was bokarampko, a name associated with mythical
beings from the north that came to drink there - boka - ‘strangers’, arampko - ‘track’ or ‘path’. In the
Hundred of Waikerie, also, is a place called pokoramko and the myth surrounding it says giant beings from
the north west made themselves invisible and caused trouble - derived from poko - ‘back’ or ‘behind’ and
arampko - ‘track’ or ‘path’. (See Cobdogla)
Ram Island - A reference to it is made in 1859 and, in 1910, it is described as being situated north of
Hindmarsh Island and belonging to ‘Mr Grundy and he has a dozen of his longwood rams on it.’ Photographs
are in the Chronicle, 16 April 1910, page 30, Observer, 3 November 1917, page 24, 8 March 1919, page 26,
5 March 1921, page 25, 26 February 1927, page 33.
Ramsay, Hundred of - In the County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 20 June 1872 and, supposedly, named by
Governor Fergusson after his first wife, formerly Edith Ramsay. However, Lands Department records show
it as honouring J.G. Ramsay, MP (1870-1878), MLC (1880-1890). A banquet for him at Mount Barker was
reported in 1878. Born in Edinburgh, in 1829, he came to Adelaide in 1852 and shortly thereafter
commenced a farming implement and machinery business at Mount Barker. Twice Chief Secretary in the
Bray and Playford governments, he met an untimely death when a lamp exploded in a railway carriage.
Randalsea - A subdivision of sections 1564-65 and 1556, Hundred of Yankalilla, by William Girling Randall,
circa 1857; now included in Second Valley. Born in Warwickshire, in 1820, he arrived in the Duke of
Richmond in 1846 and ‘bought land from the South Australian Company and laid out the beautifully situated
township of Burnside.’ He was a Councillor of the first District Council in the County of Hindmarsh and died
in 1898.
In 1863, this property consisted of about 1,500 acres and was ‘that portion of the Finniss Vale which is in
nearest proximity to the sea’:
The Rapid Bay jetty and wharf adjoin the farm [and] most of the wheat grown in the
neighbourhood finds its way by this means to Melbourne or Sydney direct… Upon one section
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the rock consists of a fine species of marble [and] Mr Kellett of Adelaide has polished some
specimens…
In her reminiscences his sister-in-law, Eliza Randall, told of the trauma of moving to Rapid Bay from
Adelaide:
While we were at Walkerville, my brother-in-law, William Randall, with his wife, my only sister,
went to live at Rapid Bay. Their first journey there was near ending in a serious accident. The
distance, sixty miles, over rough roads or tracks, was very fatiguing for a young mother with a
baby three months old on her lap. A nurse girl sat behind with little Annie Randall supported in
her arms. It was getting dusk, and William, who was driving tandem, was cheerily pointing at the
light to be seen in one of the windows in the distance, when all at once the horse and trap and
driver were precipitated over a steep bank to the ground.
It was a miracle they were not killed. The nurse girl and child were sent flying over the front
horse’s head - William was pinned to the ground by the wheels, scarcely knowing where he was,
and my sister and baby were fixed in the bottom of the trap, unhurt! In the dusk of the evening
William had lost his way, and got on an unused cattle track, so their escape was marvellous. They
simply kept quiet and cooeed till they were heard, and men came to their assistance. This was a
terrible introduction to their new home and my sister did not get over the shock for some time.
Randell - A subdivision of sections 90-92, Hundred of Eba, by Herbert D. Gouge, agent of Adelaide, in 1880,
bisected by Gouge St; now included in Morgan. Hundred of Randell, proclaimed on 19 April 1860, ceased
to exist on 30 June 1870; another Hundred was proclaimed on 25 April 1895 in honour of William Richard
Randell, the first man to place a colonial built steamboat on the River Murray, who was born in Devon, in
1824, came to South Australia in the Hartley, in 1837, and died at North Adelaide. As a reward for his
pioneering feats of river navigation he was awarded £300 by the government and a purse of sovereigns
from a grateful public.
A photograph of ‘Captains of the Murray’ is in the Chronicle, 21 January 1911, page 31, of Captain Randell
and his son and grandson in the Observer, 11 March 1911, page 30.
Randell Estate was a subdivision of section 6058, Hundred of Talunga, by the executors of W.B. Randell in
1877. Rodney Cockburn, we believe, records it incorrectly as Randall’s Estate and says it perpetuates the
name of David Randall who sold the estate to William Rounsevell who renamed it ‘Corryton Park‘. (See
Randalsea)
Rankine Ferry Hill - On section 522, Hundred of Nangkita, recalls James Rankine (1828-1897) who arrived
in the Fairfield in 1839 and, later, held occupation licences on Hindmarsh Island from 15 August 1844 and
near Lake Alexandrina. On the opposite side of the lake he built a house to accommodate his employees,
and from that side to the other ran ‘Rankine’s Ferry’.
In 1862, it was reported that ‘Mr James Rankine occupie[d] 2,400 acres of purchases land - 900 on the
mainland and 1,500 on Hindmarsh Island and two small islands adjacent thereto. He built stockyards and a
punt for the purpose of crossing stock, etc., from one side of the stream to the other, at well-known
Rankine’s Ferry…’
Ransford Hill - Rodney Cockburn locates it near Cape Jervis and says it was named after J. Ransford, the
owner of a local sheep station. However, biographical records show Frederick Ransford (ca.1815-1894)
arriving in the Fairfield in 1840 and occupied as a sheep farmer at Cape Jervis.
Rapid Bay - Nineteen kilometres South-West of Yankalilla and named after the brig Rapid, 162 tons, that
brought Col. William Light to South Australia, in 1836. Purchased by the SA Commissioners in London as a
surveying vessel, she was repaired and equipped thereby rendering her well adapted to the service:
The Surveyor-General, Colonel Light, having served many years in the navy as well as in the army,
has been placed in command of the vessel, with Messrs Field, Pullen and Hill as his 1st, 2nd and
3rd officers; Mr Pullen to act as an assistant-surveyor on arrival in the colony. The Rapid also
carries out Mr Jacob, one of the assistant surveyors, Mr Claughton, one of the junior assistant
surveyors, Mr Woodford [sic], surgeon, four steerage passengers (three surveyor’s labourers and
one female), and a crew of 13 well selected seamen. The Rapid has on board a very complete set
of surveying instruments, with provisions, clothing and other stores for 12 months, as well as
proper surgical instruments, medicines, etc.
The loss of the Rapid was reported in 1841.
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In 1922, it was said that a stone weighing between three and four hundredweight with the inscription ‘W.L.
1836’ upon it, was discovered by a lad in 1920:
This was the first part of the mainland touched by Colonel Light after his departure from
Kangaroo Island and it is surmised that the inscription on the stone was made by Colonel Light.
The stone is now in the Museum. The General Secretary of the Public Library… stated that the
matter was first brought under his notice in 1921 by a Miss Cole, who had been on holiday there
and photographed the stone. Mr Marshall visited the spot and suggested that if there was
nothing to disprove the theory that the stone was marked by Colonel Light that [it] be brought to
Adelaide and a replica be placed at the spot. This is now being done, a cast of the stone having
been made at the Museum and a replica made.
A proposed schoolhouse was discussed in the Register, 20 September 1860, page 3e.
In August 1921 it was reported that:
At the head of the valley there are two marble hills; the foundations of the Second Valley or
Finniss Vale Hotel are of that mineral, and marble sparkles in the stone of the excellent roads of
the district. North of Second Valley is Third Valley which was a great picnic resort of early days.
A sketch of Aborigines fishing is in the Illustrated Adelaide Post, 25 March 1871, page 9, a photograph of
council members is in the Chronicle, 12 August 1911, page 30.
Rathjen Gap & Rathjen Hill - In the Hundred of Tungkillo, recall Heinrich G. Rathjen (1823-1895) who arrived
with his wife and family in the Leontine in 1848; he is listed as a bootmaker and farmer and being domiciled
at Blumberg, New Mecklenburg and Palmer; later, several of his sons farmed in the district.
Rat, Mount - It got its name from the marsupial kangaroo rat that infested the area in the early days. The
Observer said in 1879 that ‘this place is at the intersection of the Minlaton, Maitland and Curramulka roads
which local settlers feel is the natural and inevitable site for a township.’ It stood on part section 7, Hundred
of Wauraltee, 29 km south of Maitland and was surveyed in 1881 for the owner, James A. Humberstone
(1831-1902); by 1907 it was deserted. The Mount Rat School was conducted by F.C. Humberstone in 1879,
while its post office operated from August 1876 to 1905.
In 1886, several cases of typhoid fever had occurred in a family at Mount Rat:
Dr Elphick who visited the area said the disease was caused by the drinking of impure water.
Copies of the printed instructions of the Board in reference to the prevention of the spreading of
the disease had at once been forwarded to Mr Pearce with a request that he would favour the
Board by handing them to his neighbours in the district… (See Minlaton)
A photograph of a portable windmill built by Mr E.C. Murch is in the Chronicle, 14 February 1935, page 33.
Rathmines - In 1856, this subdivision was advertised as ‘71 acres of land being the remainder unsold of
sections 2192-93, Hundred of Yatala, known as the town of Rathmines’; now included in Parafield.
Apparently, it is an alternative name for ‘The Levels’. The name occurs in Ireland.
Raukkan - The name, adopted for the Point McLeay Mission, in 1982, means ‘the ancient place’ and was
applied at the request of the Aboriginal inhabitants. (See McLeay, Point)
Ravendale - A railway siding on section 9, Hundred of Lincoln; taken from the name of a property held by
Andrew John Murray from 1855 and adopted from his home country of Scotland. (See Athelstone)
Ravenswood - An 1877 subdivision of part section 223, Hundred of Adelaide, by George Howell and bisected
by Mitchell and Clifton Streets; now included in Millswood. W. Raven and W. Dalwood were former owners
of portion of the land and, therefore, it may be a combination of their respective surnames, while in the
1840s Samuel Mills called an adjacent property ‘Ravenswood Farm’. (See Millswood)
The origin of the name is complicated by the fact that two gentlemen named ‘Mills’ had an influence in the
development of the district, viz, George Mills and Samuel Mills. However, its nomenclature is, no doubt,
explained in the 1913 reminiscences of Samuel Mills, junior:
My father and uncle [Robert] named the farm ‘Ravenswood’ after a place in the south of
Scotland, where they came from. The farm was known as Ravenswood Farm for all the time they
held it - nearly thirty years. My father and uncle carried on building contracts under the name, S.
and R. Mills. The first structure erected were a row of buildings in the east of Rundle Street
known as Tavistock Buildings.
In 1872, there was a report of a fire at the place known formerly as Ravenswood Farm, ‘belonging to Mr G.
Mills of Hill, Mills and Co’ which might have led Rodney Cockburn to his published nomenclature in respect
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of ‘Millswood’ but eluded him in respect of ‘Ravenswood’. George Mills donated the land on which the
Goodwood Institute stands and owned the land once occupied by ‘Ravenswood’. (See Goodwood)
Ravine Des Casoars - On the west coast of Kangaroo Island and discovered by Baudin - it translates as
‘Ravine of the Cassowaries’.
Rawnsley Bluff - Near Wilpena. H.C. Rawnsley was in charge of a northern survey in 1851, but Governor
Young dispensed with his services in 1852.
There is a certain irony in the name. In 1852 he was referred to as ‘Notorious Rawnsley’ and
being a man of very dubious qualifications. Referring to his survey in the north the Observer said,
‘he squandered many months of time, £200 of the government money, and did nothing but what
skill of the sappers and miners enabled him to do.’ (See Passmore, River for a problem Rawnsley
had with one of his staff.)
Rayleigh Town - A 1927 subdivision of sections 326 and 2061, Hundred of Yatala, by the South Australian
Company; now included in Greenacres and named after Mr Rayleigh, a director of the company.
Razorback, Mount - (See Mount Razorback)
Read Creek - In the Far North-West, named by Ernest Giles on 5 September 1873 after Samuel Read of
Wangaratta, Victoria, a subscriber to the expedition’s funds.
Reade Park - This recreation reserve at Colonel Light Gardens was named after Mr C.C. Reade, the first town
planner of South Australia, who was responsible for the conception of the whole garden suburb scheme. In
1928, members of the Reade Park Putting Club:
Opened last year by Mr C.D. Harris (then Garden Suburb Commissioner), are turning their
attention from tennis and croquet to golf with the approach of winter. The 18-hole putting
course is 300 yards long and is an excellent training ground for a golf course proper. The club
may be reached by the Hyde Park car, alighting at the tramway clock.
Reaphook Hill - In the North Flinders Ranges and so named because of its sickle-like appearance by E.C.
Frome in 1843. The name fell into disuse and became known as ‘Tooth’s Nob’; the original name was
restored on 5 September 1940.
Rebecca, Mount - North of Lake Eyre North discovered and named by John Ross (1817-1903) after either
his wife, the former Rebecca Affleck, who died in 1869 or his daughter, Rebecca Affleck Ross who was born
in 1854. (See Stevenson Creek)
Recovery Vale - There is a report of an expedition party that included Matthew Smith and Captain Johnson
of the migrant ship, Recovery: ‘We reached at about [45 miles] distant [from Happy Valley] a place which
they named “Recovery Vale”.’
Red – Red Bluff - (See Doctor Penny Well & Senior, Hundred of)
Red Camp School was conducted in a chapel by John N. Goymour with 39 enrolled pupils; Department of
Education records say it opened in 1873 and closed in 1874. However, another report in 1890 stated that it
had been conducted in a chapel ‘eight miles east of Mount Gambier, fronting the Portland Road’ and this,
no doubt, was the Red Camp Wesleyan Chapel - opened on Christmas Day 1869 it was erected at a cost of
£88.
In 1873, it was reported that ‘the time and trouble involved in a visit to Mr Kilsby’s hop garden near Red
Camp were amply compensated by the novel and interesting sight there presented’:
It is believed the Red Camp hops cannot fail to top the market this season… Mr Kilsby is
extending his plantation very considerably; he purposes giving his place a new name and
adopting a trade mark…
After the coming of the railway from Portland it became known as ‘Kromelite’. (See Kromelite)
Point Red Cliff is a descriptive name applied to a coastal feature near Nectar Brook; in the 1970s it was
proposed as a site for a petrochemical plant.
Red Creek Post Office, ‘48 miles east of Adelaide’, opened in 1867 and closed in 1883.
Red Lake, near Kingoonya, was named by B.H. Babbage in June 1858 because of the colour of its bed.
Redbank - This school, near Millicent, was opened in 1873; it closed in 1874.
Redbanks - This descriptive name was taken from the colour of the banks of the River Light at this place
and, in 1865, given to a subdivision of section 49, Hundred of Grace, 6 km South-East of Mallala, by Charles
Burney Young. Its post office, opened by Mr S. Gale in 1868, closed on 31 March 1971. The school opened
in 1880 and closed in 1937.
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Redfern - An 1882 subdivision of part sections 1 and 2, Hundred of Adelaide, owned by Daniel Garlick
(1818-1902) and Walter David Hewer and surveyed by Hugh Norman; now included in Cumberland Park.
There is a village of the same name in Warwickshire, England, derived from the Œ reod - ‘cleared land’.
Redhill - The original township of Redhill, surveyed in August 1873 by J.H. Packard, became ‘Keilli’ on 10
November 1875 and ceased to exist in 1966. The present-day town, 48 km SSE of Port Pirie, surveyed in
1869 as ‘Broughton’, became Redhill in 1940. Prior to the survey of the ‘original’ town (later ‘Keilli’), Red
Hill Hut was mentioned as a meeting place for settlers in the Broughton district and, therefore, may be the
source of the nomenclature for the Hundred of Redhill, County of Daly, proclaimed on 15 July 1869.
The township is situated on the North-West slope of the rise in the plain which is given its
designation. The vast area of agricultural land by which it is surrounded, and its situation at the
junction of the roads from Clare and Balaklava to Port Pirie, render it a matter of certainty that it
will become a centre of considerable commercial importance.
The laying of the foundation stone of a Primitive Methodist Chapel is reported in the Observer, 24
October 1874, page 7c; a proposed school is discussed in the Observer, 17 July 1875, page 5g; it opened in
1877.
A complaint about the miscarriage of mail because, ‘there is another post office in the neighbourhood of
Government Gums called Redhill’, was made in 1882.
A photograph of early settlers is in the Chronicle, 20 May 1911, page 30, of the town on 9 February 1918,
page 24, of a football team on 21 November 1925, page 40, of flooding on 23 January 1936, page 34.
Redruth - A town surveyed in 1849 and named after its counterpart in Cornwall, England, derived from
either re-druith - ‘the Druids’ town’, rhe-druth - ‘swift stream of the Druids’ or ridruth - ‘red ford’; altered
to ‘Burra’ on 19 September 1940. It comprised of 120 allotments centred on a reserve and containing a
police station, built in 1847. Of interest is the fact that Captain Henry Roach (1808-1889), manager of the
Burra mine until the early 1850s, arrived from the Cornish ‘Redruth’ in 1846 and this fact may account for
its nomenclature. (See Roach Town)
An account of the sale of allotments was reported in 1849 when ‘it soon became evident that the [Burra]
Company were determined to buy the whole of the township, if possible… The total amount for the 120
lots reached the amount of £5,900/10/-.’
In respect of the local gaol it was said in 1867 that the government of the colony:
Has often been declared parsimonious and cheeseparing… but whatever they have been or will
be, they have certainly been the means of making the hearts of a few poor bodies forget for a
brief period their durance vile and feel that:
Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage.
The inmates of HM Gaol at Redruth were regaled with good substantial fare in the shape of roast
beef and plum pudding washed down with very passable beer. The Governor, Mr T. Perry, called
for three cheers for the Queen which were given without any apparent difficulty, after which
three additional ones were given for HRH, the Duke of Edinburgh… The present unfortunate…
were as fine a looking lot of fellows as need be gazed at, with the exception of the aboriginal,
Bobby, a Cooper’s Creek native, who is working out his sentence for stealing stores from a
shepherd’s hut… The prisoners… are provided with employment in the shape of cutting
firewood… making bags, picking oakum, etc…
Redwood Park - A 1964 subdivision of part section 1593, Hundred of Yatala, by Realty Building Co. Ltd.
Reedbeds, The - It has been recorded that ‘it was the name given to a vast area of flat, swampy land, in the
Fulham-Henley Beach area. The River Torrens empties into it and these waters drain off by a few
watercourses, most of which flow into the Saltwater Creek or Thomas River, and by that means into the
Gulf of St Vincent, at Glenelg [sic].’
The Aborigines called it witongga - ‘reedy place’. It was once a camping place for Aborigines coming from
the country to receive a distribution of blankets from the government in Autumn. (See Fulham &
Moodlunga) In respect of floods, ‘in some places pigs had to be driven from their sties and valuable sitting
fowls from their nests in the middle of the night…’
In his reminiscences, Captain S.A. White (1870-1954) the son of Samuel White (1835-1880), who arrived in
the Taglioni in 1842 and settled at ‘The Reedbeds’, said:
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In those days the water hardly ever stopped running and if it did so for [only] a few days; very
deep rush and flag-fringed pools, hundreds of yards in extent, existed along the river’s course…
What a change has come over the scene. Not a hundred yards away from the writer is the same
old river, but it has been shorn of all its beauty for the water has been impounded for the
pleasures of the madding crowd. The rights of those below are naught in these times of pleasure.
Not a thought is given to the fauna and flora along the banks of the lower reaches of the
stream…,
while in 1919, a correspondent to the morning press lamented that:
A Roman Emperor fiddled while his city burned. Many Adelaide folk paddle on a full lake while
vegetable crops are burnt up this hot weather and the same people ask why vegetables are
dear? The birds are nearly all gone. It was painful this week to see three broods of fluffy little
black ducks, which had been carried by their parents from away back where they had nested, to
a few small stagnant pools in the river bed where they are trying to rear them. We hear not the
joyous note of the reedbird (the most beautiful of our songsters). He has gone for the reeds do
not exist. Other water birds have disappeared. Never will we see old and glorious sights again, for
now Millbrook is in operation, we will fare worse than ever.
A photograph of members of a rifle club is in the Chronicle, 14 September 1907, page 29, a sketch of a
capture of prize-fighters by the police in Frearson’s Weekly, 25 February 1882, page 41.
Reedy Creek - Nineteen kilometres South-East of Kingston, SE. The ‘Reedy Creek Run’ was established by
A. Pearson in 1851 (lease no. 216) and a school of the same name (known, also, as ‘Nettlina’) was opened
by Alice Robson in 1892, while its post office opened on 12 July 1849; it closed in 1920. (See Gillap Corner
& Kalaolok)
In 1869, among the many discoveries that rewarded the exertions of pioneer miners, one of the most
promising was in the immediate vicinity of Reedy Creek, a tributary of the Murray and situated many miles
southward of what is ‘now known as the township of Koolunga [sic]’.
The history of the Reedy Creek Mine, in modern-day Hundred of Tungkillo, dates back to the
period of special surveys when 20,000 acre blocks could be purchased at £1 an acre. London
speculators did not hesitate to spend a few pounds and, indeed, the cupidity of the capitalist
being fairly aroused, there was no reason to complain of a lack of enterprise on his part. In the
mid-1840s ‘South Australia was the supposed true El Dorado - the great mineral treasure house
of the southern hemisphere - a realization of the poetic description of another and more ancient
country “whose stones were iron and out of whose hills one might dig brass”.’
The workings were discontinued after a sum in excess of £60,000 had been expended and, for
about two decades, the mine was left desolate and the entire property turned into a sheepwalk.
Huts and houses were burned, the timbering of shafts fell in and at length the whole of the
machinery was disposed of to prevent its total demolition. To stray visitors the aspect of affairs
was forlorn and dreary enough, but those who knew the spot were confident that a renewal of
operations must take place… In 1868, Mr Bevilaqua, of Palmer, obtained a lease of the property
and a company was formed to undertake further mining ‘about sixteen miles from Blumberg’
and, within twelve months, ‘miners’ cottages were dotting the hillsides in all directions’ and
tenders called for the construction of a Bible Christian Chapel.
In 1874, the Reedy Creek School, near Tungkillo, was conducted in a chapel by Celia Richards with 49
enrolled pupils; it opened in 1868 and closed in 1876; a photograph of school students is in the Chronicle,
23 March 1918, page 24. (See Kalaolok)
The following anecdote is in the Observer, 25 November 1916, page 48d:
Native peaches were plentiful and the stones, when mounted in gold, took the form of a popular
scarf pin. In the engine house on Christmas Day a whole bullock was roasted and decorated with
ribbons. This was the custom, as there were several Cornish people at the copper mines.
Reedy, Point - On section 491, Hundred of Baker, called pelbaranalan by the Aborigines - ‘where all the
swans lay their eggs’. At the base of this peninsula is ‘Rupuli’, a little island upon which lives small beings
called Taikuni who appeared only at night, created confusion and caused you to lose your bearings.
Aborigines believed that the only way to keep them away was to smoke oneself over a fire, as this would
prevent them from worrying you.
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Reefton Heights - An 1883 subdivision of part section 5278, Hundred of Onkaparinga, 3 km east of
Woodside, by Joseph C.F. Johnson, located near the ‘Bird in the Hand Mine’ which showed early promise
as a gold reef mine. Discovered by Mr D. McCracken, the first mine manager in 1881, a company was formed
and the proposed township promoted as follows: ‘A great future undoubtedly awaits this pioneer of South
Australian golden cities - The future Sandhurst of SA…’ A post office operated there from 1 February 1884
until May 1900.
It was surveyed on the mine property, where the miners’ houses were, chiefly, wooden structures and
these have all been lost. A battery was erected on the site and steam engines and a winding plant installed
in large stone buildings with tall stone and brick chimneys. Extensive work was done to counteract the
problem of the influx of water but difficulties in raising finance for development led to the closure of the
mine in 1889.
It reopened during the 1890s and, subsequently, used as a water supply by the Commonwealth
Government for a ‘Defence Department Mobilization Store and Camp’ at nearby Inverbrackie; reopened
again in 1933, mining ceased in 1938.
Reepham - An 1880 subdivision of part section 368, Hundred of Yatala, by John Chambers, who gifted the
land on which the Islington Uniting Church stands and heralded it to be ‘the most flourishing of all our
suburban townships’ due to the building of a new hotel nearby and the fact that about 300 men were
employed at the Islington workshops; now included in Prospect. The name comes from Lincolnshire where
his sister-in-law, the former Catherine Redin, was born in 1809; it translates as ‘home on the rock’.
Rees, Hundred of - In the County of Burra, proclaimed on 18 September 1879. Rowland Rees, MP (18731890), born at Gibraltar in 1840, came to South Australia in 1869 and entered into partnership with Thomas
English as an architect. Later, on his own account, he was the engineer for the Holdfast Bay Railway, Minister
of Education in Sir William Morgan’s ministry and died at Parkside.
In 1873, an editor of the Adelaide morning press said that it was not his intention ‘to summarize the history
of the social and political scandal which has for the past two months given painful notoriety to the names
of Messrs Ebenezer Ward and Rowland Rees for we imagine our readers have had enough of it in reports
which have already been published. But there are some conclusions to be drawn…’
We can readily imagine how an uncandid critic like Mr Trollope would have gloried in giving an
exaggerated colouring to the facts that have transpired: ‘While I was in this colony’, our
imaginative hyper critic might have written, ‘two of the members of the Legislative Council were
awaiting their trial - the one for raking into the private life of his opponent, and publishing in his
newspaper such personal details as no respectable journal in England would ever dream of
printing; and the other for swearing to alleged untruths in his account of a petty squabble which
it was mutually admitted had taken place between these two exalted lawmakers in the public
room of a common pothouse…’
Over and over again evidence is given of open and undisguised gambling being carried on in this
house. Mr Ward called servants of the establishment who testified to their having seen gambling
both here [Globe Hotel] and at the Hamburg Hotel… It is incredible that both the police and the
Inspector of Public Houses could have been ignorant of the existence of practices… so frequent
and so open.
Reevesby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group named by Matthew Flinders on 6 March 1802; corrupted
from ‘Revesby’, a Parish in Lincolnshire, and derived from an Old Danish word raef, originally, the nickname
for a fox. Guano was mined on the island by William F. Haigh who, in 1898, formed the ‘Penguin Guano
Company’. A photograph of ‘the only tenement’ on the island is in the Observer, 16 February 1907, page
30.
Reeves - Samuel Reeves (ca. 1828-1905) discovered Reeves Plains, North-East of Two Wells, while in the
employ of the South Australian Company, of which his father was the manager; the name was given to a
subdivision of section 89, Hundred of Port Gawler, by William Smith, circa 1866.
In 1867, it was reported that the ceremony of opening the new school took place on the 15th October:
The building is very substantial and well finished containing a family residence for the
schoolmaster and the spacious schoolroom calculated to hold from 150 to 200 scholars. It is built
of stone with brick quoins and ornamental copings
In 1875, the school was conducted by Robert C. Gilmour with 63 enrolled pupils; it closed in 1966.
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Point Reeves is on Kangaroo Island and during an interview with Mr Augustus Reeves (1830-1905), the
oldest resident of the island, which took place only a few days before his death, ‘I was supplied with much
information of interest…’ ‘The last of the Tasmanians is buried… at a place called Springy Vale, near Stokes
Bay… (Mr J. Buick… has since corroborated this assertion)… He came to South Australia in the Minerva… [in
1839] and settled on the island in 1853…’ (See Beatrice, Point)
Reformatory Hulk - This name was given to a school on board the hulk Fitzjames that lay off Largs Bay;
opened in 1884, it closed circa 1891:
Though the hulk was designed to be a place of reformation, rather than punishment, during the
first decade of its operation education was somewhat neglected on board. By the close of 1884 a
schoolmaster was employed and the boys had the advantage of the Model School course of
instruction. Mr Weippert, the first appointee, was interested in his scholars of whose intelligence
and willingness to be taught he commented upon favourably. Corporal punishment was
necessary, the healthy tone in the school making reproof a sufficient check.
Sometimes, as an extraordinary measure, a boy was derived of his evening meal, which was
regarded by the inmates as being among the most severest inflictions. The behaviour of the boys,
generally, was good, as may be inferred from the fact that for months the dark cell was unused.
School opened at 9.30 a.m. and closed at 3.30 p.m, with a two hours interval; about 35 boys out
of a total of 60 inmates attended the school, including some ‘shop-boys’ on half time.
Notwithstanding that hardly any boy there above 14 years of age could pass the compulsory
standard; that most of the boys before being sent to the hulk were truant boys at the State
schools; and that the schooling on the hulk was, until Mr Weippert’s arrival, of an unsatisfactory
character, the boys above 14 were exempted from attending for even an hour a week the means
of instruction so close at hand. It was, however, to their credit that some asked the master for
lessons after school, which he was only too ready to give. As the education given was of a plain
and practical kind, it was considered desirable that all boys passed the standard or put in halftime until they did so.
Refuge Rocks - In the Hundred of Nilginee on Eyre Peninsula, east of Kimba, were discovered and named
by E.J. Eyre on 22 September 1840. The rocks provided water for him when he was in difficulties and
recorded that ‘they would be a refuge for other travellers.’ (See Nildjinna)
Regency Park - Formerly the site of the Islington Sewage Farm, and subdivided by the Crown mainly for
industrial purposes, it took its name from Regency Road, (formerly Rakes, Islington and Irish Harp Roads)
that was adopted, in 1954, following the first visit to South Australia by Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II.
Reggies Knob - On section 18, Hundred of Moralana, near Wilpena, named by the surveyor, W.G. Evans, in
1895, after his brother, Reginald Evans.
Reid - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line, recalls Sir George H. Reid, a former Prime Minister of
Australia. (See Barton)
Reid Town is an alternative name for Point McLeay (Raukkan) bestowed by Rev George Taplin after a
compatriot, Rev James Reid, who was drowned in Lake Alexandrina in 1863.
In 1869, it was reported that the native church at Reid Town was opened:
When services were preached to full congregations in the morning, afternoon and evening by the
pastor, Rev George Taplin. On Wednesday a tea meeting was held… Such a union of the natives
with the Christian colonists must exert a most civilising influence. One hundred natives were
regaled with an abundant tea on the occasion of the opening of their church… (See McLeay,
Point)
Rekarkung - Near Willunga. Aboriginal for ‘scrub with native well’.
Releigh - Newspaper reports alternate between the names Raleigh and Releigh and, in 1864, the ‘fourth
anniversary of the Releigh Chapel (at Belvidere, near Strathalbyn) was celebrated on October 23 and 24…
The superintendent stated that upwards of 2,000 verses of Scripture and poetry had been committed to
memory the last year…’
Remarkable, Mount - Near Melrose, called wongojara by the Aborigines; wongo - ‘high’ and jara - ‘hill’,
discovered by E.J. Eyre in 1839 and ‘from the lofty way it towered above the surrounding hills I named it
Mount Remarkable.’ (See Melrose for details of the school.)
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In 1846, an advance party from Adelaide started to take possession ‘of the splendid location and survey at
Mount Remarkable, fully equipped to unfold the mineral treasure of that vicinity’:
Instead of meeting a sterile range of mountains, or barren country, usual in mining districts, we
at once come upon what cannot be more aptly called than ‘Mount Remarkable’ … Mr Charles
Hare is entrusted with the charge of these pioneers… This splendid mineral property and
valuable adjunct to South Australian wealth is situate about 12 miles due east of Port Pirie lately
discovered by Captain Elder and others.
The foundation of a ‘village settlement’ was reported in the Register, 15 and 21 February 1894 ‘about a
mile north of Melrose… hidden from view by large gum trees and richly blossomed wattles, is a little
village of canvas huts with mud chimneys…’
Photographs of a soldiers’ training settlement are in the Chronicle, 8 September 1917, page 25, Observer,
8 September 1917, page 25.
Remarkable Rocks - They are a tourist attraction on the South-West coast of Kangaroo Island.
Remnah Place - A subdivision of part section 114, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Kensington. Edward
Phillips Meredith (ca.1851-1878) laid it out in 1877.
Rendelsham - The town, 13 km WNW of Millicent, surveyed in September 1879 by Stephen King Jnr, was
proclaimed on 22 January 1880. Its post office opened in January 1887 and its school in 1882. Closer
examination of the naming of this town by Governor Jervois does not support the assertion that it was
adopted from a town in Suffolk, England, spelt ‘Rendlesham’.
No link could be found between him and that place, but he did have similar qualifications to, and probably
knew, a Rendel family of engineers in England. Governor Jervois (1821-1897), a Lieutenant-General,
obtained a commission in the Royal Engineers in 1839. After service in South Africa from 1841 to 1848 he
returned to England and, in 1852, was involved in building fortifications at Alderney, one of the Channel
Islands. Later, he became an adviser to the British Government on ‘designs of the defences of dockyards
and naval bases at home and abroad’ and an associate of the Institution of Engineers.
James Meadows Rendel (1799-1856), who lived for many years at Plymouth, was an engineer who, in
addition to the construction of bridges and railways, reported on, designed and constructed harbours. In
1850, he commenced making a new harbour at St Peter Port, Guernsey. He joined the Institution of
Engineers, in 1824, and served as its president in 1852 and 1853.
He had four sons all of whom were engineers, while three were partners in the firm of Sir William
Armstrong at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, engaged in building naval vessels. Governor Jervois was in
England for some months in 1878 and, while there, shipbuilders approached him for they had heard that
the South Australian Government wanted a warship.
Accordingly, in 1882, he submitted a memorandum to the SA Government on ‘Vessels of War for the
Defence of South Australia’ in which he stated that ‘after due consideration of the proposals’ ‘by some of
the best shipbuilding firms in England’ submitted to him ‘about four years ago’, recommended that the
Agent-General be directed ‘to obtain drawings and a tender for the supply of the vessel… from the firm of
Sir William Armstrong and Co.’ Thus, at the time of the naming of Rendelsham on 2 December 1879, he had
been considering a proposal to which three of the Rendel brothers probably had contributed.
On 16 November 1882 the SA Government signed a contract authorising the construction of HMCS
Protector by Sir William Armstrong and Co. Therefore, it is believed that there is little doubt the South-East
town was named in honour of the Rendel family - ham is Old English for ‘home’; thus, the literal translation
of ‘Rendelsham’ is ‘Rendel’s Home’.
Information on Mr Rendel’s bridge building near Plymouth, England is in the Advertiser,
28 September 1858, page 3e and a trial of the Protector at Newcastle-on-Tyne is reported on 25 July 1884,
page 5d.
By 1893, the production of pure chicory for the colonial markets was of incalculable benefit to the district
and it was reported that ‘Messrs Harper & Co and Messrs Fowler & Co, of Adelaide, embarked in the industry
some years ago and they have found a rival in Mr J.B. Carr who has erected steam chicory works at
Beachport on Rivoli Bay’:
It might be well to produce by reference of the factory at Beachport to the capabilities of the
Rendelsham area for the growth of the chicory root. The swampy lands with their black, peaty
soil are peculiarly fitted for root crops… It was my pleasure to meet with the settler who first
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introduced chicory cultivation to Rendelsham. He started in a small way… last year he delivered
140 tons for £3.5s a ton in the trucks at Rendelsham under contract with Mr Fowler…
A photograph of a bridge over a drain leading to ‘Hallelujah Farm’ is in the Observer, 16 July 1927, page
34, of a chicory kiln in the Chronicle, 30 June 1923, page 32.
Renmark - For decades the name was declared to be a corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘red mud’.
However, a Lands Department note says: ‘Doubtful. Probably was, originally, an outstation of Bookmark
and named by the lessee. The mud at Renmark is not red.’ The result of research by Heather Bennett, as
published in Renmark Remembers, indicates that its nomenclature may lay elsewhere. A police report of
1864 referred to it as ‘Rennie’; later, a newspaper report showed ‘Rene’ - ‘A ship’s carpenter named William
Renny was yard building in the area in the 1860s. Maybe he built “Renmark Hut”… situated on the river
bank where the hotel was built in later years.’ To support this contention there is a ‘Reny (sic) Island’ near
Renmark, bounded by Ral Ral Creek and the River Murray; it appears on maps as early as 1877.
However, in all probability, the answer to its nomenclature is to be found in the Tindale papers in the SA
Museum which say that the Aborigines knew the area as rengmako, a name based on the presence of
outcrops of rock called chertmako and it was here that ‘Aboriginal men came on raids down the River
Darling to get supplies of such stones for spears and knives.’ (See Bookmark & Markaranka, Hundred of)
The land on which Renmark stands today was taken up first as a pastoral holding on 1 July 1851 by
Albemarle Bertie Cator (1826-1864) (lease no. 95); it was an extensive one and, after six or seven years,
Cator cut the property in two. One portion was transferred to William Finke, a friend of John McDouall
Stuart, and the other to John and James Chambers, supporters, also, of the overland explorer. Finke gave
the names ‘Bookmark’ and ‘Chowilla’ to his holdings on the Murray in 1859.
In 1862, James Chambers died and, in 1867, his brother John took over Bookmark and Chowilla from Finke,
being transferred next to Richard Holland who, on 30 June 1870, took up an area adjoining the river and
extending North-East from Spring Cart Gully. These three leases subsequently came into possession of John
Holland Robertson, William Robertson and Robert Robertson. (See Chowilla)
In 1887, the State Government set aside 250,000 acres as an irrigation area to be controlled by Messrs
George and William Benjamin Chaffey (in terms of an agreement under Act 397 of 1887). Under the terms
of the Act the Chaffey Brothers were required to spend £35,000 during the first five years in establishing a
settlement, £140,000 in the second five years, £75,000 in the third and £50,000 in the fourth five years. In
1892, the Chaffey Brothers went into liquidation and were succeeded by the Renmark Irrigation Trust.
(Renmark Irrigation Trust Act no. 578 of 1893.)
George Chaffey was the founder of the towns of Mildura (Victoria) and Renmark. Born at Brockville,
Canada, in 1848 he carried out several irrigation schemes in the Dominion and California and these schemes
attracted world-wide attention. Renmark had its origin on 14 February 1887; this was the date the
agreement was signed between the South Australian Government and Chaffey Brothers, under which the
latter undertook to found an irrigation colony in this State. The Chaffey Brothers selected the abandoned
station of ‘Bookmark’ to establish their new colony.
Photographs are in the Observer, 25 March 1911, page 30, 8 and 15 April 1911, pages 30 and 31,
Chronicle, 17 December 1931, page 32, of the hotel on 2 October 1930, page 38, of the laying of the
foundation stone of the Institute on 27 June 1908, page 32, of its opening in the Observer, 13 February
1909, page 32, of a low river in the Chronicle, 20 February 1915, page 28, of a ladies rowing crew in the
Observer, 23 March 1913, page 32, of local flooding on 3 November 1917, page 24, of the Wentworth mail
motor coach on 29 October 1921, page 25, of a Show on 28 October 1911, page 29, of a ladies’ horse race
on 15 February 1913, page 31, of a hospital carnival on 21 June 1913, page 32, the laying of the foundation
stone of the hospital in the Chronicle, 24 October 1914, page 28, of female residents in the Observer, 3 July
1915, page 29, of a visit by the governor are on 23 October 1920, page 24, of the Soldiers’ Memorial Hall in
the Chronicle, 26 May 1923, page 34, of Lock 5 on 24 October 1925, page 42, of a football team on 13 June
1935, page 36, 27 June 1935, page 38, of jubilee celebrations on 21 October 1937, page 31, of a citizens’
band on 28 October 1937, page 31.
Its school opened in 1888; the Renmark North School was previously known as ‘Block East’; Renmark South
School opened in 1929 and closed in 1944; Renmark West School opened in 1912. The laying of the
foundation stone of the Renmark North School was reported on 7 July 1928 and the opening of the High
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School on 1 June 1929. Photographs are in the Observer, 7 December 1912, page 30, Chronicle, 14 July 1928,
page 52, Observer, 14 September 1929.
Renown Park - The executors of John McQuillan created this suburb in 1920, on part section 374, Hundred
of Yatala, after the visit to South Australia by the Prince of Wales in HMS Renown.
Reoboth Chapel - On section 1016, Hundred of Waterloo; Hebrew for ‘The Lord hath made room’; now
known as ‘Pancharpoo Chapel’.
Retort Hill - In the Macclesfield district was the site of a charcoal burning retort.
Revesby Island - (See Reevesby Island)
Reynella - In 1854, the town was laid out by John Reynell, 20 km south of Adelaide, ‘owing to numerous
enquiries following on the success of the Southern Grist Mill.’ A pioneer vigneron in South Australia, he was
born in Devon, England, in 1809, arrived in the Surrey in 1838 and died at Adelaide in 1873.
In 1854, there was a ‘gala day at the township of Reynella on the occasion of the starting of the engine of
the mill, now completed’:
Mr Harwood from Adelaide, as also the engineers from the Messrs Crawford & Co and Horseshoe
Mills were present… The contract for fixing the machinery was performed by Mr W. Edwards,
assisted by Mr Gardiner, formerly of the Thebarton steam mill…
Mr A.T Saunders commented that Mr Reynell was a victim of Governor Gawler’s boom following which his
property was put up for sale by his assignees. He was one of the founders of the Agricultural Society in
Adelaide and, in later years, his son, Walter, revived the family’s fortunes. Education Department records
show its school opening in 1861. However, the Register of 7 May 1858 carries a report stating it occurred
in that year. In 1995, the name Reynella East was applied to the area bounded by Kenihans, Byards, Reynell
and Panalatinga Roads while the remainder became Old Reynella.
Photographs of vine pruning are in the Observer, 28 July 1923, page 29, of grape picking in the Chronicle,
27 June 1925, page 37, of cricket club members in the Observer, 8 April 1911, page 32, of the town in the
Chronicle, 20 June 1914, page 30.
Reynolds, Hundred of - In the County of Victoria, proclaimed on 18 February 1869; information on a
proposed school appeared in 1886; it opened in 1915 and became ‘Mayfield’ in the same year. Thomas
Reynolds, MP (1857-1873), born, circa 1818, was the colony’s first treasurer in 1857 and lost his life in the
wreck of the Gothenburg on the Barrier Reef, Queensland, in February 1875. A strict teetotaller, he was
nicknamed ‘Teapot Tommy’. (See Wattleville)
In 1855, he was addressed as follows:
In your poetic effusion… you were pleased to designate ‘teetotalism’ a ‘delusion’ and you
presumed on its being such, because you heard a lady remark that she would be afraid to say to
the Divine Being ‘Take back the vine’. To charge teetotalism with delusion and impiety… appears
to me as absurd and monstrous… Your proof and argument I can respect, but your assertions and
assumptions I can and do despise. Prove then your charges or lie under the stigma of uttering a
deliberate libel or of being yourself the subject of a ‘delusion’ more apparent that the one you
attribute to ‘teetotalism’.
In 1862, there was a report of a libel case - he lost and was forced to resign as Treasurer of the Colony and,
in 1868:
East Adelaide has made repeated attempts to explain to Mr Reynolds the altered state of her
affections… she called him out a few weeks ago for a special parade… when he and his
disaffected constituents abandoned the affairs of State for a little game of dirt-pies. Two mortal
hours were spent in turning up old sores and smearing each other’s faces with the bad blood
drawn from each other’s noses…
To exchange Reynolds for Cottrell - a financier for an ‘old hat’ - would be an unquestionable
mortification of the flesh… they have looked out for an Issaachan to represent them - ‘a strong
ass crouching down between two burdens…’ If the lost tribes be serious in their opposition… they
are making a mistake, for he is a hopeful proselyte, but an ugly antagonist…
An article headed ‘Mr Reynolds and the Victorian Land Act’ is in the Register of 5 October 1868 and says:
Here is a woeful effect of the adjournment. Mr Reynolds… has resumed his pen as a newspaper
correspondent… he still calls a spade a spade and considers the whole human race to be out of
temper with himself… He needs the inspiration of figures to raise him to the height of genius.
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Rheinfeld - A newspaper report of 1855 says the town of Rheinfeld was located on section 536, Hundred
of North Rhine (modern-day Hundred of Jellicoe).
Rhine - Rhine Flat is in the Hundred of Ridley. It has been ‘Wongulla’ since 20 July 1916.
Rhine Hill - (See Mons)
Rhine Park Post Office opened on the property of C.F. Starick on 21 December 1914 between ‘Black Hill’
and ‘Rhine Villa’ (now Cambrai); was renamed ‘Parlko’ in May 1916 and ‘Kongolia’ on 1 July 1918; it closed
on 2 January 1980. The name Rhine Park was given, also, to a subdivision of section 5 and others, Hundred
of Jutland, and section 148 and others, Hundred of Jellicoe, by J.E. Murray in 1951. (See Kongolia)
In its report to parliament on 7 November 1916 the Nomenclature Committee said that the River Rhine
was named by Johann Menge:
Not because of any similarity of this river to that in Germany, but because, ‘I convinced myself
that this valley will once yield a similar quantity and quality of wine as that in Germany as soon as
it… be cultivated.’ (See North Rhine River & South Rhine River)
In 1882, it was reported that ‘Mr Skinner occupied a hut with a conical villa front near the Rhine Creek… a
small township grew up around it…’ and Rhine Villa School opened in 1888 becoming Cambrai in 1918.
(See Cambrai)
On 16 February 1892, the Attorney-General (Hon R. Homburg) and Messrs F.W. Holder and T. Hack, MP’s,
drove from the city to Rhine Villa:
Where they assisted in the ceremony of opening the Rhine Villa Institute which had been erected
at a cost of about £400 without any subsidy from the government… [It] is about 20 feet by 50
feet and is a good lofty hall… It is intended to hold a school in the Institute there being no other
building in the locality adapted for the purpose. It will contain a library, accommodate public
meetings and religious services will be held… on Sundays…
Rhino Head - A remarkable pinnacle, about 8 km ENE of Cape Spencer, resembling a rhinoceros. A
submarine cable ran from the north side of it to Althorpe Islands lighthouse. Its Aboriginal name was Ngarna
- it was considered a memorial to this being, forming the profile of his body. (See Ngarna)
Rhynie - The village, 6 km west of Riverton, was laid out in 1859 on section 565, Hundred of Alma, by Robert
Milne (ca.1813-1866), of ‘Drumminer’ (sic), who came from Aberdeenshire, Scotland, where there is a
‘Rhynie’ near Balmoral Castle - Gaelic for ‘running water’. In some quarters it is believed that it was named
in honour of a Mr Ryan, the first storekeeper there. However, the distinctive spelling of the word makes
this doubtful. Prior to 1859 it was known as ‘Baker’s Springs’. (Australia Post records say the post office
opened in 1851.)
In 1860, it was reported that ‘there have been erected within the last few months three substantial
buildings, one a public house, one a store and the other intended for a store also’:
Mr Stevens will have a mill erected in it ere long… There is at present a first-rate opening for a
boot and shoemaker, a blacksmith and a carpenter; one of each would find ample work. Our
present butcher is about suspending business and leaves a very good opening for another…
The opening of the day school was reported in 1862; it closed in 1966, while examinations at St Joseph’s
school were reported in The Irish Harp on 10 October 1873 and a picnic on 20 February 1874.
Rice Creek - By a special survey, John Morphett claimed several thousand acres along the tributary of the
Upper Wakefield River for Messrs E.R. Rice and R.A. Slaney and the name was applied to a subdivision of
section 728, Hundred of Upper Wakefield, 8 km North-East of Auburn, by Francis Heaslip (ca.1838-1871),
in 1867. Its post office operated from 1872 until February 1879, while its school was opened by William
Schumacher in 1881; it closed circa 1924.
On 5 August 1897, Arbor Day in connection with the Rice Creek School was celebrated when ‘the parents
assembled at the school in the afternoon when a variety of trees were planted by the children under the
supervision of the teacher, Miss Brinkworth… A programme of action songs, musical drill and recitations
were creditably carried out by the children during the afternoon…’
Richard Desert – Rodney Cockburn, without giving its location, says it was named by Ernest Giles after ‘T.P.
Richards, a trooper of Fowlers Bay’.
Richard, Lake Sir - (See Sir Richard)
Richards, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938. Robert Stanley Richards,
MP, (1918-1949), was born at Moonta, in 1885, the son of a Cornish miner, and while at school he went to
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work selling newspapers, his first job, at 13 years, being a ‘picky boy’ on the ore-dressing floor of the Moonta
Mines. Premier for a short time in 1933, he ‘had outstanding leadership qualities, remarkable skill as a
debater, but was a modest man with great depth of human understanding…’ He died in 1967.
Richardson, Lake - South West of Lake Torrens, recalls Gilbert B. Richardson of Euro Bluff and Mount Fitton
stations.
Richman - Richman Creek and Richman Hill, near Quorn, were named after an early pastoralist, H.J.
Richman, who died on 2 August 1902, aged 77 years. Christopher Bray opened the Richman Creek School
in 1880; it became ‘Itali Itali’ in 1890. Its post office opened in 1879 and closed in January 1887. The Richman
Valley School, opened by Ellen Miller in 1886, closed in 1946. On 25 December 1880:
At Itali Itali, Richman’s Creek, a large number of people gathered to celebrate the opening of the
new church in connection with the Bible Christian denomination. During the day quite 300
people attended the public dinner and tea and the meeting in the evening was crowded… It is a
neat edifice the size being 30x28 with cement dressings and Gothic arches. (See Itali Itali, Pichi
Richi & Quorn)
Richmond – An advertisement alluding to a village of Richmond appeared in 1840 and South Richmond in
both 1840 and 1841. As to the former, it said: ‘Mr J. Roberts is instructed to lay out and sell in six acre
blocks, two eighty acre sections on some of the most valuable land about Adelaide … and adjoining the
invaluable estate of Mr McLean…’
Rodney Cockburn infers that, in 1839, Charles Gooch applied the name to his farm in the area; biographical
records show a Charles Gooch (1799-1881) arriving in the D’Auvergne on 21 March 1839 and it would
appear that the property owned by this gentleman, and known as ‘Richmond Estate’, was located ‘about
six miles from Adelaide on the banks of the Torrens’; an advertisement for its sale was advertised in the
South Australian on 19 January 1849. Further, biographical information shows him residing at Paradise
which would be consistent with the location of the aforementioned ‘Estate’; by occupation he was a ‘soft
goods merchant’ who was born at Benacre Hall, Suffolk, England. (See Benacre)
The nomenclature of the subdivision ‘west of Adelaide’ would appear to rest with Robert Fletcher
Bradshaw (ca.1800-1863), who was born at Halton Hall, Lancashire, obtained the land grant of section 94,
Hundred of Adelaide, on 4 April 1839, and, early in 1842, laid out portion of it into one-acre allotments as
the village of Richmond. When a further 36 acres of the section were divided into one-acre blocks, in 1854,
it was said that ‘shops and other stores have already been erected on the adjacent acres and Richmond will
in a short time be one of the most thriving villages…’
‘A Visit to Richmond’, situated ‘within about a mile of the west parklands’ and having once been owned for
so many years by the late John Chambers, was reported in 1890 and included a comment that it was a very
pleasant location :
Picked upon by Mr James Aldridge when he purchased Richmond, the property owned for so
many years by the late John Chambers… It must some day become very valuable as a site for a
suburb, but meanwhile it is being devoted to the double purpose of a homestead and a stud
farm…
The name comes from London, where it is a suburb adjoining Twickenham which situation appertains in
Adelaide. Its ancient name was ‘Sheen’, derived from the Œ sceon - ‘beautiful place’. Henry VII, who rebuilt
a royal palace which had been burnt down in 1499, called the place ‘Richmond’ from him having borne the
title of Earl of Richmond in Yorkshire. (See Twickenham)
The foundation stone of the school was laid in April 1898 and photographs of the school are in the Observer,
31 January 1903, page 24, of the school band on 11 August 1923, page 29; also see
Chronicle, 18 May 1933, page 37, of a Boy Scouts’ troop in the Observer, 9 February 1924, page 34,
winners in a baby competition in the Chronicle, 29 June 1933, page 34.
Richmond Blocks was a name given, generally, to the area set aside as ‘Workingmen’s Blocks’, being section
50, Hundred of Adelaide, and adjacent to the Richmond railway station. This area was referred to, also, as
‘Hilton Workingmen’s Blocks’.
South Richmond was a subdivision of sections 90 and 2031, Hundred of Adelaide, bounded by Richmond
Road, Grove Avenue, Galway Avenue and Marion Road. The first allotments were in Argyle Avenue,
Allington Avenue and Sutton Terrace; now included in Marleston.
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Rickaby, Port - North-West of Minlaton on Yorke Peninsula, recalls Thomas Rickaby, an early settler. Born
in Dublin, Ireland, in 1820, he arrived in the Marshal Pelissier in 1857 and died at Port Vincent, in 1916. A
jetty was erected there and opened in 1879, Mr Rickaby having, in June 1877, been the chairman of a public
meeting that agitated for its construction. A photograph is in the Observer, 6 April 1907, page 30.
Riddoch, Hundred of - In the County of Grey, proclaimed on 20 September 1883. A school of this name
opened in 1916 and became ‘Mount Graham’ in 1918. The name recalls John Riddoch (1827-1901), MP
(1865-1873) who was closely associated with multifarious debates, within and without parliament, on the
introduction of railways into the South-East. (See Beachport, Coonawarra, Kingston & Koorine)
A volume might be written about the various schemes that were proposed for the connection of the SouthEastern districts with the seaboard, and a halo of romance might be thrown around the story if the writer
recounted the bloodless battles fought over rival routes and told how, one by one, the schemes were fought
over and then abandoned for a time, only to be brought up again whenever railway extensions to other
parts of the colony were mooted. However, it can be stated positively that the railways in the South-East
were built without a definite plan and merely to appease local demands.
Mr Riddoch was not in accord with the majority of his fellow pastoralists for he held the view that such
railways ‘should serve the majority of the population, regardless of his personal financial interests.’
Consequently, ‘with the approval of the electorate and particularly the citizens of Naracoorte and Robe,
Parliament agreed in 1866 that Naracoorte should be joined with MacDonnell Bay by means of a railway.’
In 1867, various schemes commenced a checkered career under the auspices of Mr Santo who proposed
to connect Naracoorte with Mount Gambier, without giving either of them an outlet to the seaboard. In
that year a Bill was passed authorising a loan of £300,000 for its construction and, notwithstanding the
absurdity of making a town 17 miles inland the terminus of such a line, people were satisfied to attribute it
to inconsideration rather than injustice.
Another line from Lacepede Bay to Naracoorte was also promised at this time. In the next session these
proposals were shelved altogether and the district, after being cheated out of a year’s expenditure upon its
roads in this way, was only slightly better off as to its facilities for traffic at before the apparent, but delusive,
willingness to concede justice to the South East was proclaimed.
Earlier, the Editor of the Border Watch came down against an alternative proposal of a Naracoorte to
Kingston railway:
Everyone who has travelled the road between Kingston and Naracoorte and seen the intervening
country knows well that is of a very worthless description and that no amount of ‘developing’ will
ever render it valuable. It is destitute to a great extent of grass and even trees and, although
some few thousands of sheep find a precarious picking amidst its heath and scrub, it is not such a
country that any sane person would willingly spend money simply to open up… Kingston and
Narracoorte [sic] cannot as yet be regarded as the South East.
At the same time, Rev J.E. Tenison Woods, then domiciled at Penola, said:
A tramway from MacDonnell Bay to Penola would give the largest amount of
convenience to the settlers, while one from Guichen Bay to Penola would shut off a
large portion of the south end of the district because, ‘the most important part of the
district lies to the south of Penola.’ The most expensive tramway would, in his opinion,
be from Lacepede Bay to Penola because of the swamps that had to be drained, which
was essential, because a tramway built across them would dam up the whole of the
drainage that flowed to the north-west. The Lacepedians ridiculed the idea of making a
line from one inland town to another… and pleaded for the commencement of a line to
Lacepede Bay.
Mr Riddoch did not seek re-election in 1870 because of illness but, in 1872, was persuaded to stand again
on the issue of the railways and was ‘returned resoundingly by his electorate, which included both the
Upper and Lower South East.’ However, in Parliament he was subjected to vehement verbal attacks and
among his detractors was Sir George Kingston, the Speaker of the House of Assembly who, by a strange
coincidence ‘had established the town [of Kingston] as a “speculative plunge”, had named it after itself, and
used all his powers to gag Riddoch from debating the matter.’
Peter Rymill, the Penola historian, continues:
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Parliament, which at this time did not seem to know the meaning of corruption, was a veritable
imbroglio. As a contemporary pen recorded: ‘Parties are divided on particular subjects. There is a
squatting party and an anti-squatting party; a Government House party and a part opposed to
Government House; a religious endowment party and a party unfavourable to religious
endowments; but as to well-defined of political demarcation you might as well look for inkspots
on the moon. The want of party organisation produces a chronic state of ministerial instability.’
On one occasion, in November 1872, the overbearing Kingston locked the doors of the Assembly
to prevent unwelcome visits from the Governor and inadvertently excluded Riddoch and a
colleague as well. Not to be deterred, the doughty Riddoch kicked the door in and calmly
resumed his rightful seat.
Other opinions of our legislators at this period were expressed thus:
Some of the members bore about them the unmistakable stamp of self-seeking recklessness and
vulgarity. The qualities we have always held as belonging to men of honour and gentlemen
seemed to be set aside, and in their place came forward meanness, spite, evil speaking,
treachery, lying and dishonesty… We have often spoken together with admiration of the higher
character of man… but we must not seek it in the House of Assembly, as it is now constituted…
there is nothing but waste, noise and confusion.
Men are prone to stoop to successful duplicity. Intrigue and stratagem are called a ‘policy’. The
only qualifications required for a Minister are want of principle and great cunning. It is of little
importance that he is abhorred by the good and despised even by his own associates; has he
talent? will he serve the cause? are the only questions. Office is made a bribe, exclusive privileges
are granted to the dominant party. Party spirit wields the power of the province.
But, if the Government are beaten, where are the Opposition? They are beaten too. It is the
game of the Kilkenny cats over again. Everybody licks everybody, and there is annihilation on
both sides - nobody winning.
It is the usual fate of mortals to pass through the most momentous period of history without any
due realisation of the magnitude of the scene before them, or any correct conception of a future
which is always foreshadowed by a present. Never did this colony more urgently require wise
statesmanship and a bold, comprehensive policy than now…
By this time, the energetic representations of James Cooke of Lacepede Bay had acquired considerable
influence in parliamentary circles and, when later in the session the Ministry introduced a policy authorising
only the construction of a line from Naracoorte to Mount Gambier, they were met by active opposition and
the proposal was emasculated.
The ‘Lacepedians’ ridiculed the idea of making a line from one inland town to another because all plant
and material would have to be carted from MacDonnell Bay at the one end and, at the other, from Lacepede
Bay to Naracoorte, over a track almost impassable to heavy traffic. They pleaded, also, for the
commencement of a line to Lacepede Bay.
The labours of parliament were extremely arduous and most unprofitable, for no sooner did the members
approach a determinate result, but something cropped up to render them unavailing and the work had to
be laboriously gone over again. The word of promise conveyed to the residents of the South-East, and so
repeatedly broken, culminated in a surprise when, in 1872, an Act was passed authorising the construction
of a line from Kingston to Naracoorte.
The government of the day, like many of their predecessors declared themselves to be favourable to the
immediate construction of the railway, but ‘adopted the course that was calculated to delay its
commencement and gratify the members of the district, whose persistent opposition to the work was, to
say the least, peculiar.’
Following assent being given to the Act, Mr Riddoch resigned and his letter setting out his reasons is in the
Register, 25 June 1873 and, in a stinging editorial, the Observer castigated him:
Mr Riddoch’s aim was either to get the direction of the railway changed or to burke it entirely
and, had he succeeded, the settlers in the north, for all he cared, would have to whistle for their
means of reaching a nearer port than Rivoli Bay or Port MacDonnell… The Border Watch… has
not served Mr Riddoch’s cause by calling attention to the fact that he was evidently prepared to
throw his Naracoorte constituents overboard entirely… We may briefly allude to Mr Riddoch’s
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farewell manifesto to the electors of the District of Victoria recently published under his own
signature in which he reiterates the unwarrantable statements attributed to him.
Thus he repeats it is hopeless to expect to have any measures connected with the district in a
fair and impartial manner by the Assembly as at present constituted… As we have said before Mr
Riddoch went into the house with the settled purpose in his mind of defeating the Railway Bill
and, failing in that object, his work was done. It would not have answered for him to have openly
avowed the fact, and so he has raised this dust about injustice to the district to cover his retreat.
We hope to see his place supplied by an equally able but less unscrupulous man, who will show
by his acts that he cares for the interests of South Australia at large, as well as those of that
limited portion of it which lies at Yallum Park. (See Yallum)
In a lengthy response written in Melbourne Mr Riddoch said, inter alia:
I am accused of opposing the Railway Bill from interested motives but the [Observer] is quite
oblivious to this fact that ever since the subject of this railway was mooted the scheme has been
reprobated by every member for the district of Victoria and has been looked upon with disfavour by
the great majority of the inhabitants. I deemed a railway from Lacepede Bay to Naracoorte as
involving a useless expenditure of money…
Mr Rymill, commented on what he considered to be unwarranted criticism of Mr Riddoch:
The Lower SE centres of population didn’t want this line, and re-elected Riddoch in 1872 specifically
to oppose it. Incidentally, isn’t it ironical that this paper impugns Riddoch’s integrity by implying that
his railway policy was influenced by its propinquity to Yallum? The gutter press usually assumed that,
as a squatter, he would want the railway (and its concomitant selectors) to stay away from Yallum!
As a matter of fact, his comment was supported because many people thought that they were ‘heavily
handicapped by the construction of that monstrous absurdity’ from Naracoorte to Kingston - indeed, this
had been ‘cast in their teeth continually when government aid was sought for public works.’
Following the opening of this line, in 1878, 4,675 tons of goods and 5,002 passengers were carried the
revenue being £5,992 - the following year 5,710 tons and 5,349 passengers realised £6,837. In 1880, the
revenue was increased by only £217 and, at this time, it was announced that the railway did not pay at all,
for by the end of June 1879 it had cost £11,211 beyond interest on the original outlay of £190,212 and,
accordingly, steps were taken to improve this situation when Sunday trains were abolished, for a saving of
about £1,000 per annum.
It was never expected, of course, that the line would be profitable and its warmest advocates only looked
upon it as a means of bridging the swampy ground between Naracoorte and the seaboard and as a trunk
line from which would extend a branch into the Tatiara country, and perhaps another one southward. It
was quite a moot point whether the comfort of passengers, the saving of time in the conveyance of mails
and passengers, and the opening up of the land compensated for the £11,000 loss incurred by the close of
1879. As far as the settlers contiguous to the railway were concerned it gave Naracoorte a push forward
and to raise it, by 1880, to a town with 200 houses and about 1,200 inhabitants. (See Kingston & South-East)
In respect of the underhand practice of the ‘dummying’ of land, in January 1879 the Border Watch
published a letter from a correspondent signing himself ‘Short and Sweet’ of Lucindale, setting out his
accusations against the avaricious pastoralists:
… For instance, take a station near Naracoorte and see how many dummies are employed. Their
name is legion and yet their employers serenely smile because no action is taken against them, nor is
there likely to be until some person bestirs himself in this matter. Surely, the time has come for filthy
lucre to be dethroned, and for integrity to reign in its stead. It is not only a disgrace but a crime to
allow one or two individuals to monopolise the best of the land and those persons who do so should
be treated as criminals. They not only sin themselves, but cause the poor and needy to do likewise…
It is the duty of every person to stop monopoly of agricultural land and the only effectual way to do it
is to begin at the fountain from which the evil springs.
Further evidence of the practice which, without a doubt, was rampant throughout the South-East was the
following report in 1885:
We stopped on our way at Tarpeena where Mr Coles conducted… the examination of a squatter
whom the evidence seems to prove to have been guilty of assisting in dummying. When the party
called at the public house Mr Coles called into the private room Mr Kennedy, owner of Peeweena
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Station, and charged him straightforwardly with having engaged a man named J.W. Green to dummy
sections 312 and 313, Hundred of Mingbool… Then the interview closed and Green’s land will be duly
forfeited.
Among the alleged transgressors was John Riddoch who provided cash to place others on the land with a
view to his own future advantage - in this respect the circumstances of one case will suffice to show his
apparent chicanery; this was brought into the public arena by a citizen of the South-East under the
pseudonym of ‘Traveller’ in December 1881:
I beg, through your columns, to give publicity to a report current here which, if true, must tend to
show that the position of the big land proprietor relative to that of the small farmer in South
Australia savors more of the days of feudalism and serfdom than of the justice and freedom of a
civilized and enlightened land… A wealthy and influential squatter of this district is said to have
had recourse to dumdums on a large scale in order to effect his object and in the case of one of
these dummies the action taken by the said squatter deserves the publicity it has not hitherto
enjoyed.
The dummy, an ordinary station hand, but a true and honest drudge to his master, having served
over 15 years in his employ, is one day ordered to take up his abode on a portion of land pointed
out to him. That the object was to make a dummy of the man is obvious since the land was taken
up in his name and all expenses of house-building, cropping and improving settled by the
squatter’s cheque direct, and that the man knew he was performing dummy duty is also
apparent.
However, the term of occupation drawing to a close the squatter orders him to sign a deed of
acceptance for an amount that will not merely transfer the whole affair to himself, but will leave
the man further indebted beyond his due and, upon demurring, a summons to the Supreme
Court is served upon him.
The man, a penniless unfortunate with a large family, being totally unable to procure funds
necessary for the trip to town, cannot appear or have the case defended, a warrant of arrest (on
application by the squatter) is sent up the country and he is thrown into the local gaol, there to
await the lordly pleasure of the proprietor. To the knowledge of all resident here this man has
been languishing in prison for already seven months and no enquiry into the matter has been
held.
The family had to trust for support to the charity of those who were cognisant of the crying
injustice done them, until lately an application for government rations being sent in, these were
supplied them. It is an advantage to know that dummyism has received rather a shock in the
proceedings of the last assizes here; but I ask you, Sir, should not this report be enquired in to
and this man, said now to be in gaol without a likelihood of being heard unless with the consent
of the above mentioned landlord magnate, allowed at least a chance of clearing himself.
The Editor of the Register, incensed by the content of the letter, said in an editorial:
The persons referred to in the letter are Mr John Riddoch of Yallum and Mr William Mason, one
of the selectors whose case was enquired into in the recent dummyism investigation at Penola…
We have taken particular care to assure ourselves of the accuracy of our correspondent’s
accusations… and we call attention to them because it appears that a gross and cruel injustice
has been inflicted upon the unfortunate man, Mason…
Mr Riddoch asked Mason to sign an acceptance for £555.13s.11d, apparently the sum spent on
improvements, though Mason had never asked either that the work might be done or for the
money to pay for it and was working for Mr Riddoch when the latter asked him to sign. Upon
refusing to sign the acceptance Mr Riddoch stopped his rations and instituted proceedings
against him in the Supreme Court… Although the case appears to have been very loosely
conducted, the evidence seems to point to the most barefaced dummyism…
It is very clear that some one has been guilty of perjury and the case should not be allowed to
stop where it is… In whatever light, however, the transaction as to the land may be regarded, the
conduct of Mr Riddoch must strike everyone as being extremely harsh and cruel. When it is
remembered that Mason’s case is only one of several with which Mr Riddoch’s name is mixed up,
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the necessity for explanation is all the greater for if Mason has not been guilty of perjury, Mr
Riddoch, as an ex-legislator, owes to the public, if not to himself, to leave no stone unturned to
exculpate himself.
Following explanations being received from Mr Riddoch the Editor responded:
The public will draw their own conclusions as to the ulterior object of Mr Riddoch’s manager in
not directly forbidding the advance of some hundreds of pounds to Mason (the alleged ‘dummy’)
without consideration and without acknowledgment; but what ever suspicion may attach to Mr
Riddoch’s conduct, however greatly he may have violated the spirit of the law, we cheerfully
admit that the papers submitted to us for perusal tend to show that he stated what actually took
place between himself and his manager.
His evidence was not given in a satisfactory manner, but in effect is borne out by testimony from
two or three independent witnesses. In some respects the accusation brought against Mr
Riddoch by our correspondent of having treated Mason with great harshness is sustained by
further evidence… But in other respects a false impression has been created and we hasten to
remove it. It is nothing but the simplest act of justice to the owner of Yallum Park that he has
often shown himself generous to a fault. His action in incarcerating Mason, in allowing him to
remain in prison for six or seven months, and in turning a deaf ear to his appeals for release, is
therefore little in accord with his usual mode of action…
After reading the above narration on ‘dummying’, Mr Rymill proffered the following incisive comments:
The presentation would be more balanced if we could see what Riddoch had to say about the
Mason incident, but I’m not sure that the Register actually published his letter. It seems to have
just tried to squirm out of its accusations. I have often wondered what was really going on in this
episode - I might try to get to the bottom if it one day, as it does appear to be a rather
uncharacteristic blot on Riddoch’s escutcheon. [See Yallum]
The whole farce shows the futility in attempting to impose silly restrictions on freehold title.
Concerning dummying in general, I feel it has often been treated in a rather partisan way by
historians. It should be remembered that the government promoted ‘dummying’ with the
Substitute Resident Clauses of the Strangways Acts, which encouraged employers to use the
Credit Selection Clauses to install employees on new selections. I wonder if Mason was one of
these?
I also think it should be kept in mind that any illegal incidents of dummying would have pretty
quickly resulted in prosecutions, and I’m not aware of any (in the SE). [See his biographical essay
Penola Commemorative Biographies -The Founders.]
Dummying wasn’t initially a problem in SA, because the sections were sold by open auction. It
was much more part of the Victorian system, which offered allotments at the fixed price of ₤1
per acre by ballot. You can imagine the result! Every friend, really, and probably the odd dog
joined in. I recently discovered that a young Mary MacKillop was a dummy for Alexander
Cameron in three parishes on Mt Sturgeon Plains [in Victoria]…
Ridgehaven - This Adelaide suburb was laid out on part section 1577, Hundred of Yatala, by Goolwa
Subdivisions Ltd in 1960.
Ridge Park - The suburb, now included in Myrtle Bank, took its name from a property owned by Mr George
F. Shipster (ca.1807-1844) in the early 1840s - Rodney Cockburn says Shipster sold the property in 1843 to
Robert Miller, who named it. The ‘Ridge Park Nursery’ was advertised in 1846 and Ridge Park in 1856 as
‘now on the market for sale in blocks… the number of [which] is limited.’ (See Kensington Park)
In 1910, it was reported that ‘the want of a public recreation ground in the vicinity of Glen Osmond was
impressed on the residents of this suburb by the gradual disposal of portions of Ridge Park… A tea meeting
and entertainment held in the institute on October 13 contributed a substantial sum to the funds…’
The ‘official’ subdivision was laid out in 1924, when Percival A. Fraser, stationer, subdivided part section
270, Hundred of Adelaide, as Ridge Park Estate.
A photograph of a picnic party is in the Observer, 17 November 1928, page 38, of a Seventh Day Adventists’
Camp in the Chronicle, 1 March 1934, page 35.
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Ridgeway Hill - On section 363, Hundred of Waitpinga. The name was gazetted on 25 June 1942 and,
apparently, corrupted from Ridgway W. Newland (1790-1864), the pioneer Congregational Minister in the
Victor Harbor district, who arrived in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839. The misspelling was due to an error by
the Nomenclature Committee because its minutes of 26 March 1942 recommend the adoption of Ridgeway
Hill. Previously, it was known as ‘West of Newland’s Hill’. (See Newland & Yilke)
Ridgway - Eleven kilometres North-West of Owen, recalls John Ridgway who arrived in the Java in 1839 and
acquired land in the area in 1859; by 1899 he held 1,200 acres. He died in 1906, aged 77. (See Barunga)
Ridley - On 19 April 1860, the Hundred of Ridley, County of Sturt, was proclaimed, the first pastoralist in
the area being David Taylor (P.L. 277 of June 1853) who held the land until it was resumed for closer
settlement. It is presumed to be named in honour of John Ridley.
Originally, the present-day suburb of Ridleyton comprised part of preliminary section 371, Hundred of
Yatala, granted to Osmond Gilles on 7 March 1839, who transferred it to John Ridley of ‘Hindmarsh Town’
on 14 June 1842 for the sum of £275.
At the time, John Ridley was described as a miller, although within two or three years he was to become
famous as the inventor of the first stripper or reaping machine. In the Southern Australian he said that he
‘came out in the Warrior and arrived here on Good Friday last’:
I brought with me a steam engine part of the force of which I intend to appropriate to driving a
saw mill and part for the grinding of flour. Since then I have been busily employed at Hindmarsh,
in setting up the engine and making other necessary preparations… I am a hater of monopolies
and have no wish to create a monopoly for myself…
In 1873, he applied to bring portion of the land under the provisions of the Real Property Act and lodged a
plan of a subdivision over that area, naming it Ridleyton, some of the first purchasers of allotments being
George Bailey, Henry Pickering, Henry Hunwick, Mary Lennon, Thomas Henry Brooker, William Sugars and
William Tamlin. On 13 January 1845, E.C. Frome wrote to the Colonial Secretary and said, ‘I have the honour
to forward four plans of Mr Ridley’s Reaping Machine drawn by Serjeant [sic] Major Gardiner, Royal Sappers
and Miners, from measurements of the machine made by him in conformity with His Excellency’s directions
to me on the subject.
The simplicity of the machine renders unnecessary any description beyond that which is conveyed by the
plans and accompanying reference.
The machine is pushed forward by two horses and guided by means of a handle attached to the
end of the pole: It moves on tolerably level ground rather faster than a plough. Four horses are
required for a day’s work, each pair being changed every two hours. Two men attend the
machine, one to drive and steer, the other to assist in changing the horses, etc.; this latter man,
in addition to the assistance thus rendered, collects the grain emptied from the machine on a
tarpaulin and winnows it on the ground.
According to the statement of Mr Ridley’s foreman… the machine will reap and thrash about one
acre per hour including stoppages on an average, perhaps about 200 bushels daily, the quantity
depending of course upon the nature of the crop. To work the machine with advantage it is
evident that the corn ought to be dead ripe all over the field, of about the same height
throughout and the ground ought to be tolerably level. It appears to answer admirably on the
plains in this colony, but would not… be found available in any but a very dry hot climate.
Like most inventions considerable controversy followed. Its first trial took place at Salisbury and Captain
C.H. Bagot was one of the first to use the threshing machine and promoted a testimonial that was presented
to the inventor, but he brought a hornet’s nest about his ears when asserting that, with the use of the
machine, wheat could be grown profitably for one shilling and sixpence per bushel. Records show that in
December 1844 agricultural labourers in SA received only two shillings and sixpence per day.
In parliament, Mr John Harvey opposed a motion to vote Ridley a reward of £500 for his invention because
the general consensus of opinion was that he had already made a fortune out of his invention, and so the
motion was lost. Evidently, John Wrathall Bull claimed credit for inventing the stripper, but as no other
proof exists, ‘the umpires decision, the score book or, in this case, history and the encyclopaedia record the
final decision.’
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The village of Ridley, laid out by John Ridley on section 524, Hundred of Mudla Wirra, in 1873, and
advertised as: ‘Ridley Township - Wasleys Station - There are admirable sites for wheat stores and general
business adjoining the railway station platform and goods sheds’; now included in Wasleys.
Riggs Dams - Probably named after Messrs J. and H.J. Riggs, who held a pastoral lease ENE of Burra in 1876.
They arrived with their parents, Andrew and Elizabeth, in the Sir Thomas Arbuthnot in 1855 from Dorset,
England.
Riley, Point - The northern point of Wallaroo Bay, named after ‘a gentleman in Admiralty’ by Matthew
Flinders on 15 March 1802. On Freycinet’s charts it is shown as C. Condorcet.
Ripon, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 11 June 1885 and named after Earl of Ripon,
Secretary of State for the Colonies. A school of this name opened in 1909 and closed in 1911.
Rischbieth Creek & Rischbieth Well - About 66 km South-West of Marree; probably recall Charles
Rischbieth, who held several pastoral leases in the area from 1875. During 1888 gold was discovered near
the well, but no payable ore was mined.
Risdon Park - Alfred H.L. Goode, merchant, created this suburb of Port Pirie in 1916 when he subdivided
part sections 106 and 107. The name appears to be of Tasmanian extraction and Rodney Cockburn says the
name was bestowed by A.B. Cashmore after Risdon Cove, Tasmania, where he spent his honeymoon - ‘in
turn, Risdon Cove was named by Captain John Hayes in 1794, after a Devonshire family.’
Ritchie, Hundred of - In the County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 9 December 1909. George Ritchie, MP
(1902-1922), MLC (1924-1939), born at Goolwa, in 1864, followed his father’s occupation as a River Murray
trader and, two years after his parent’s death, in 1882, entered into partnership with two brothers, their
first vessel being the Pioneer. ‘In the development of the Murray [he] ranks with Hume, Cadell and Randell.’
Following his death in August 1944 the Premier, Thomas Playford, said of him, ‘he has occupied almost
every ministerial portfolio… and was always noted for his tenacity with which he stuck to his principles.’
Ritterville - A 1909 subdivision of part section 441, Hundred of Mobilong, into four allotments by Johannes
H.C.F. Ritter (ca.1838-1921); now included in Murray Bridge. In 1916, it would appear that it escaped the
notice of the Nomenclature Committee when it was given the task of recommending German names to be
deleted from the map of South Australia.
Rivers of South Australia are recorded in alphabetical sequence, eg, Murray, River.
Riverdene - A 1921 subdivision of part sect 411, Hundred of Mobilong, by Johann Wilhelm Thiele, farmer
of Murray Bridge; now included in Murray Bridge.
River Glen - The school opened in 1933 and closed in 1951.
Riverton - On 15 February 1840, James Masters (ca.1801-1861) obtained an occupation licence of a run
situated on the River Gilbert and, on 5 February 1845, purchased section 1282 (96 acres) ‘north of Riverton’,
surveyed by Corporal H. Ide in October 1844. On 11 April 1844, the government decreed that all licence
holders lodge a description of land held and official records in 1844 show ‘Masters and Maurice - River
Gilbert…’
In 1856, James Masters laid out the town on section 500; its school opened in 1857 and, in the same year:
The residents of this thriving township have come to the determination of erecting a church…
The site has been offered gratuitously and from the very handsome sum promised at the
meeting… a building will be erected… Public worship has for several years been conducted in the
neighbourhood - first, at the residence of Mr Masters, Saddleworth Lodge… But as the country
was opened up and the settlers became more numerous the cry ‘more room’ was heard and Mr
Masters, always anxious for the education of the young, erected a neat schoolroom, where
public worship has been conducted by the Rev. F.P. Strickland for nearly 12 months…
Information on the opening of a Bible Christian Chapel was reported on 10 October 1857, of the Primitive
Methodist Chapel on 6 December 1861, the laying of the foundation stone of the Wesleyan Chapel on 15
October 1870, while on 25 October 1871 ‘sermons were preached in Mr H. Bollenhagen’s wheat store…
one object being to secure funds for the building of a new [Bible Christian] Chapel…’
In an unpublished history, Mrs R.B. Scholefield said that ‘James Masters came to the Gilbert Valley…
accompanied by Charles Swinden, Dr Matthew Moorhouse and John Jubb Horner’:
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In connection with the naming of Riverton I quote from a letter from the late Gilbert Horner, a
grandson of J.J. Horner: ‘My grandfather often told us he named the town… Mr Masters
remarked that the Surveyor-General had written and announced his intention of laying out a new
town… and asked for a name to be recommended. “What about calling it Hornertown?”,
suggested Mr Masters. My grandfather, however, would not consent and said, “Call it after this
little river”. So the name of “Gilberton” was sent in [and refused] because the name had already
been chosen [for an Adelaide suburb]. Mr Masters then called on Mr Horner and again suggested
Hornertown [to which he replied] “If they will not accept Gilberton, call it Riverton”.’
John Jubb Horner was both the first flour miller and postmaster in the Gilbert Valley. (See Washington
Gardens)
Details of a holiday railway excursion from Adelaide on Good Friday were reported on 20 March 1875 and
this notice riled a few strait-laced citizens and two protest letters appeared on 23 and 24 March 1875:
Already our licensing system has been found subservient to intemperance and vice. It is to be
hoped that the public revenue will not profit by making our railways instruments of
multitudinous corruption. Carriages crammed with youth of both sexes… will not be favourable
to delicacy or purity.
Sketches of the town are in the Pictorial Australian in June and August 1879, Frearson’s Weekly on
30 August 1879, page 225 and photographs in the Observer, 30 January 1904, page 24. A history of the town
and photographs are in the Chronicle, 16 February 1933, pages 33 and 46, of the laying of the foundation
stone of the Institute on 2 April 1904, page 44, of the Women's Agriculture Bureau in the Observer, 24
November 1917, page 25, of female patriotic workers in the Chronicle, 7 September 1918, page 26 of the
Soldiers’ Memorial Hospital on 30 June 1923, page 34, of a football team on 10 October 1935, page 36, of
a basketball team on 9 July 1936, page 38.
River View - A 1913 subdivision of part section 69, Hundred of Mobilong, by George Gray, accountant of
Adelaide; now included in Murray Bridge. In 1921, the name River View was given, also, by E.T.N. and A.T.
Matters, land agents, to a subdivision of sections 726 and 731, Hundred of Port Adelaide.
Rivoli Bay - Named Baie de Quiberon by Baudin in 1802; on Freycinet’s published charts it is shown as B. de
Rivoli. The Duke of Rivoli was an army associate of Napoleon Bonaparte in battles near Verona, Italy;
alternatively, it may celebrate a French victory at Rivoli in 1797. The Aboriginal name for the bay was
weirintjam, a place where whales went to sleep - weiring - ‘whale’ and wilitj - ‘sleep’. The Hundred of Rivoli
Bay, County of Grey, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871.
In 1845, Captain Emanuel Underwood was the first white settler to examine ‘Rivoli Harbour’ where,
because of the reefs protecting it, he was able to sail about at leisure in a dinghy during a heavy gale, while
on the south side he reported that there was fine rising ground covered with grass and dotted with sheaoak
‘which forms a beautiful site for a town’. John McIntyre, manager of the Glencoe Run had a different
opinion:
We are unitedly of the opinion that if protection is not afforded by the Government to the
settlers at Rivoli Bay, they will be under the necessity of taking the law in their own hands to
protect their lives and property. I have to report to you that two battles I and my men have had
with the savages in this part of South Australia wherein one was shot and I believe two wounded.
They have attacked my flocks and men no less than eight different times, wounding one man and
spearing fifty sheep and carrying off twenty… A police force ought to be stationed in this part of
the province to protect life and property.
However, it is apparent that he had not presented all the relevant facts:
On this occasion when ‘the natives of the Rivoli Bay district and Glenelg [had] been treated in a
manner which can only be called atrocious’ it was reported that eight natives were shot and,
further, that damper had been poisoned with ‘corrosive sublimate’, while another method of ill
treatment was to ‘drive the natives from the only watering places in the neighbourhood.’
Further, the native women had been ‘sought after by the shepherds, whilst the men were driven
from the stations with threats.’
A review of these circumstances was made in Adelaide by the Commissioner of Police who advised that he
had:
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Taken steps to endeavour to obtain evidence from the men now in Adelaide sufficient to justify
me bringing a warrant to apprehend Mr McIntyre and others present with Mr Leake, although in
the absence of the bodies of the slaughtered natives it may be impossible to mount..... I consider
that the secrecy in which these transactions have been cloaked, ... although shortly afterwards a
Magistrate, Mr Evelyn Sturt was on the spot and could have investigated the facts had the parties
been desirous of relieving themselves of any intimation of guilt, leaves sufficient grounds
coupled with certain details which have reached me to justify me in believing that there has been
unlawful bloodshed. Should I issue warrants and no magistrate is to be found in the district to
investigate the charges, the only course [will then] be to bring the parties before myself.
At the same time the editor of the South Australian opined that ‘the value of Rivoli appears to been long
known to our good friends the Portland people and explains the anxiety which they have always shown to
run it down and their recent efforts to get hold of the town land’:
That a township will be formed is no longer doubtful… We firmly believe it would soon eclipse all
the ports on the south coast and become the Liverpool of South Australia… Captain Underwood
has made a neat plan of the township reserving the strip of high land terminating at Cape Lannes
for the government, for customs houses, bonded stores (adapted for which there is a natural
cavern), barracks, government house, etc.
By 1858, a debate was abroad as to the relative merits, or otherwise, of Rivoli and Guichen Bays and, in a
speech delivered at Mount Gambier, James Smith, a former employee of Captain Underwood at the former,
in respect of the future port for that town said:
There is plenty of fresh water to be found at Rivoli Bay and there is a swamp within 200 to 300
yards of the township and fresh water can be found all round the bay by digging a few feet in the
sand a little above the high watermark… I have repeatedly discharged and loaded a vessel
drawing 11 feet of water and no accident happened to any vessel in the Bay consigned to me
during my nine years residence there… A vessel going ashore in Guichen Bay is sure to become a
total wreck while at Rivoli Bay it would be swept onto a sandy beach where, by lightening the
vessel, it could be got off…
Following the opening of the Mount Gambier to Beachport railway, in 1878, Captain Underwood said that
‘it was about 1841 or 1842 when bound south in the good ship Governor Gawler of 15 tons, pressed near
the coast by contrary winds, I entered in the night’:
I saw it was a bay and remained there until daylight to examine its features, try the soundings for
anchorage (the water was very smooth) and I formed at once the idea that such a bay might be
made useful to settlers in the adjacent country for receiving stores and shipping wool…
Soon afterwards Captain Lipson was sent to examine minutely and report on its capabilities it
offered for the purposes I have named. His report was altogether unfavourable and mine
condemned and, at the time, I had to bear some wordy abuse for my crude opinions; and at the
time Guichen Bay was becoming a rival and received all the favours and attention of the
government at that period. Nevertheless, I stood up for Rivoli Bay.
I built a store there for the reception of goods… I planted a family there in charge of my venture
whose name has been honourably mentioned in the recent speeches at the Mount (Mrs Smith). I
met encouragement from the settlers and made a number of trips with stores bringing the wool
back in season. But I had to contend with the prejudices of those in high stations and there were
no facilities of any kind to forward my views, and that connected with mishaps, and one fatal
shipwreck, forced me to give up my project at great loss and for the time Rivoli Bay was
abandoned.
Time has tooled on; changes in opinions of men in power have taken place and Rivoli Bay, now
‘Beachport’, looms out prominently as a port in South Australia. I feel gratified at such an issue as
it has justified my humble opinion at that early period in our history… (See Beachport, Bevilaqua
Ford & Grey Town)
Roach Town - In 1858, Isaac Killicoat (ca.1808-1886) gave this name to a subdivision of section 2071,
Hundred of Kooringa, probably naming it after Henry Roach (1808-?), Chief Captain of the Burra Mine from
1847 to 1868. Mr Killicoat arrived in South Australia in the Abberton, in 1854, to take up the position of
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manager of the smelter operated by the English and Australian Copper Company at Burra; now included in
Burra.
Another candidate in respect of its nomenclature was reported in 1896, when: one of the oldest residents
of the Burra, Mrs John [sic] Roach died on February 22…
She arrived in the colony with her husband in 1847 in the vessel Cressy and proceeded at once to
the Burra… Mr Roach [1820-1881] built the Burra Burra Mill and lived at Aberdeen until his death
…
Contrary to this newspaper obituary, genealogical records state that they arrived in the Bussorah in 1848.
A sketch of Roach Bros. mill is in the Pictorial Australian in August 1885, page 160.
Robe - Governor F.H. Robe has his name commemorated by County of Robe, proclaimed on 23 July 1846,
The town of Robe, the site of which was selected by him, was surveyed in January 1846 under the direction
of Thomas Burr, Deputy Surveyor-General and offered for sale first on 17 October 1846. East Robe was laid
out by Thomas Hinckley and Richard McLure - see GRO Deposit 27/1857. The Port of Robe was proclaimed
on 18 February 1847.
Lt-Colonel Frederick Holt Robe was Governor from October 1845 until August 1848. Douglas Pike portrays
him as ‘unpretentious, quiet, kind hearted and devout in private life and punctilious in public affairs. He
was limited by his loyalties to understand the ambitions of his South Australian subjects and had little
sympathy for civil liberty.’
In an Editorial, in 1845, it was suggested that Major Robe’s apologists were adamant that if he was the
‘most experienced Governor in colonial business we ever had’:
Where, would we ask, did he gather his experience? In a slave-tainted atmosphere of Mauritius?
- whilst parading the ramparts of Gibraltar - or in pacing the quarter-deck of the Elphinstone…
When he received his appointment to succeed Captain Grey, he did not even know in which
quarter of the globe South Australia was situated…
John Stephens, Editor of the Register also castigated the Governor:
Whilst we both deplore and deprecate the ignorant, ill-natured bearing of the man to whose care
the destinies of this rich and rising colony are for the moment confided, we can scarcely find
language strong enough to express our detestation of the principles which could induce a
minister of the British Crown to impose upon an already sufficiently ill-used community as their
Governor one whose manners and understanding seem rather to qualify him for the office of
martinet than for the representative of the bright and friendly lady who now fills the throne of
England.
Further, a correspondent to the Register in 1847 went a little further:
You, a wayward bachelor in easy circumstances, probably came hither to see a portion of the
globe before unknown to you; the prospect of your short visit being rendered more agreeable by
a liberal salary, and the unwonted title of Governor. We, on the contrary, in our self-expatriation,
sacrificed European connexions and comforts in the hope of founding in a wilderness a free and
prosperous community… You have not one particle of a personal interest in [our] prosperity or
adversity.
Unfortunately, numerous facts attest that you are equally devoid of that mere human sympathy
which might have been expected from any one calling himself an Englishman… I have the
presumption to think, Sir, that there are men amongst us who possess greater common sense,
more principle, ability, and general information than yourself…
On the credit side, the SA Gazette & Mining Journal in 1848 recorded that, on his departure, almost every
magistrate signed a memorial acknowledging the noble fashion in which he had performed his duties. He
died in 1872.
After the recall of Robe not a few, both in England and the colony, would have liked to have seen Colonel
Gawler restored to the post; among others George Fife Angas was hopeful of this. The wish, however, was
not gratified, but in the successor the colonists found an ideal governor and a man after their own hearts,
namely, Sir Henry Fox Young, who in a famous speech said:
Let us whose mission it is a legislature to nurse this infant community in its advance towards the
rank of a nation, so act for the interests of the present and future time that our successors shall
not be able to associate our proceedings with the origin of any short-sighted or illiberal
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measures. In this honourable and responsible aim it will be my pride cordially to afford you my
best co-operation.
The Register of 23 January 1847 has a letter from Captain Underwood which commences with a lengthy
account of an altercation with the Collector of Customs whom he described as ‘a personage with all the
hauteur of an Emperor…’ He continued:
The social state of the community at Port Guichen [sic] is anything but enviable. There are three
government officials with little to do except quarrel with each other and wherever I went I heard
charges and counter-charges. The Collector has three half-starved hounds which go around to the tents
of the police or the doctor and rob them of their beef which is no joke where the supply is periodical;
and repetitions of robbery, of course, provoke threats of poisoning and shooting against the hungry
animals and bad feeling towards their owner who is not disposed to supply his dogs or keep them tied
up.
The servants are all dissatisfied with living in such a desolate spot and are clamorous to leave it. There
is a foundation laid for a house for the Resident; it is said to be sixty feet long and forty feet broad;
which dimensions in such a place serve for the foundation of a barrack or a fortress. There is a wooden
skeleton up for a hotel… and the top of this erection is the only thing visible at a distance that indicates
the presence of civilised man.
The bush is so thick around the township that the eye can scarcely command a distance of 50 yards in
any direction. The Court House, so called, consists of a few boards set up endways and meeting
overhead; the prison is a sheaoak, at the foot of which are a few bushes affording imperfect shelter to
two British subjects of sable hue, chained by the neck to each other and to the tree. These offenders
have been so confined, two or three weeks, for an attempt to injure a white settler named McKenzie.
A policeman, and sometimes two, has to watch night and day to prevent the escape of the blacks, and
supply their wants.
There are two patches of potatoes growing in the soil of the township being, as I suppose, the most
favourable spot that could be chosen at the time; they are growing, certainly, but are poor weed-like
plants. The extent of this cultivation is not more than a dozen rows of about 15 feet long. There are
several good looking cows and a few goats in the township besides several horses and a cart; a dray
also arrived from Adelaide while I was there.
At present the town of Guichen [sic] is, what it has the chance of remaining for a long time, a lonely
miserable spot; and Rivoli Bay is very little better, except that there is more trade there for wool and
supplies for the settlers; but the few buildings on the shore of Rivoli Bay present a somewhat inviting
appearance from the bay and there are good cabbages and potatoes growing to a limited extent.
At the same time, Mr G.V.Butler, the Government Resident, pleaded for the provision of a lockup
because:
During the time prisoners are in custody the three policemen are on duty night and day, that is to say
some man must always be on duty - the duty itself is not only extremely severe and onerous but they
are non-effective for general purposes during the period they are thus employed... I beg to add that if
some better shelter than a tent is not provided for the police before winter I much fear they will not
be able to endure it - the want of a court house is also much felt.
He went on to say that ‘the increase of population beyond the families of government officers consists of
three men, two women and two children’ and that one hut had been built by ‘a person who intends applying
for a licence to open a public house which is much wanted for people bringing their wool for shipment about 200 bales will be sent from this place during this season...’.
John Calder and George Ormerod were, ostensibly, the founders of Robe and they opened it up at the time
when Grey Town had been tried and condemned as a port. Mr Ormerod was a former owner of the
Naracoorte Run; he sold it to Mr William MacIntosh, and started business as a storekeeeper, shipper of
wool and general agent at Robe. Mr Calder was, apparently, the first storekeeper in the town and on 25
January 1849 Mr Butler, the Government resident, recommended his appointment as a ‘Commissioner of
the Peace’ while in May 1849 he applied for a licence for the Royal Arms Hotel.
He came to South Australia from Sydney on the John Pirie in 1839 as a surveyor, at the behest of Captain
Charles Sturt who, at the time was in the throes of taking up the position of Surveyor-General in South
Australia. Tiring of this occupation, Calder obtained a position in the Customs Department at Port Adelaide
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from which he resigned in 1846, while shipping notes indicate that he departed for Guichen Bay in
September 1848.
In 1856, Governor MacDonnell visited the district when, together with his wife and Miss MacDonnell,
embarked on the Yatala but squally weather and light winds, followed by rain, prevented the Guichen Bay
Obelisk being sighted for several hours:
Disembarking at Robe Town he was greeted with a 17 gun salute and welcomed by Captain
Brewer, the Government Resident, Mr Seymour of Mosquito Plains, the Messrs Ormerod, Mr
Melville, the Collector of Customs. Horses and equipage were provided by Messrs Seymour,
Stockdale and Leake. [Mr Peter Rymill of Penola suggests that the ‘Miss MacDonnell’ was not his
daughter as often suggested - it was his sister, Jane MacDonnell, who was being courted at the
time by Mr Carrisbrooke Lyon, who was on the trip. They married on 14 January 1857 and he
became the Mt Gambier Special Magistrate in 1859.]
At a later time, Sir James Fergusson, the Governor from 1869 to 1873, was so impressed with the
advantages of Robe as a refuge from the summer heat of Adelaide, especially as his wife was in ‘delicate
health’, that he adopted Karatta House as a retreat during his term of office and was in residence when he
received a call to the post of Governor of New Zealand. The house was built by Henry Jones of Binnum
Binnum Station on land he had purchased in September 1850 for £40; a subsequent owner Robert Stockdale
(1835-1881), a South-East pastoralist, went to Kangaroo Island and took up a run he called ‘Karatta’ in
partnership with Messrs B. and W.H. Taylor, while the steamer Karatta plied between Port Adelaide and
Kangaroo Island for many years during the 20th century.
Robe had an unenviable reputation for shipwrecks, but the residents were imbued with a strong faith in
the place. Protected by a natural headland it had a jetty with a sheltering breakwater. Once it was thriving
and the principal port of the South-East - that was when the overland travellers to the Victorian diggings
made their way there via Robe and, in one year, its export values totalled £200,000. In 1871, 9,500 bales of
wool were exported but, in 1872, this had been reduced to 5,000, due to the development of other roads
and ports. By 1885, this figure was inconsiderable for it sent away no wheat and comparatively little wool.
As far as Robe was concerned, the history of the port is a melancholy one for it missed the flood tide that
might have carried it on to prosperity and, accordingly, two other ports were, eventually, successful in
getting the incalculable benefit of railway communication. Overseas ships called there frequently but, from
1870, none disturbed the quiet waters of Guichen Bay, but SS Penola called regularly and the Coorong
occasionally.
In 1870, the inter-colonial exports exceeded £95,000 in value and, by 1879, this figure was reduced to
£16,240. By 1880, its future was ‘bound in shadows’ and comparative obscurity. There is no doubt that it
could have been the major port on the South-East and had a railway but its residents, led on by Mr Ormerod,
opposed it - presumably in the interest of the squatters.
At a meeting at Robe in June 1872 it was resolved that it was desirable to ‘bring under crop from
10 to 15 acres of flax as an experiment’ and for this purpose a company was formed. Accordingly,
the Robe people applied to the government for the use of land between Baker Range and Clay
Wells where about 40 acres were planted in late 1872. At the same time at Mount Gambier the
local agricultural society wrote to the secretary of the Chamber of Manufactures for a supply of
seed which was distributed by the firm of Fidler & Webb. However, by 1874 the Adelaide
distributor was informed that a 775lb. consignment of seed was ‘very dirty’ and the farmers were
loath to pay for it and, further, a conclusion had been reached that there was no economic
future in the growing of flax because of persistent attacks by grubs. (See Ormerod, Lake)
A photograph of local flooding is in the Observer, 18 August 1906, page 28, of the last two members of the
Robe tribe of Aborigines in the Chronicle,2 May 1908, page 30, of members of a Mothers’ Union on 27 April
1912, page 31, of drain digging on 28 September 1912, page 29, Observer,23 May 1914, page 33.
Roberts, Hundred of - In the County of Jervois, proclaimed on 5 September 1907; a school of this name
opened in 1913 and closed in 1951. By 1911, there were fully 40 farmers in the Hundred:
A number of them, especially Messrs A.T. Cowley (one of the first if not the first in the district),
McCallum, Smart, Nankivell, McCord, Beames & Sons, Sexton, Batland & Co, T.J. Whyte & Son and
Sanderson, have made big strides. This year they seeded altogether 6,000 acres.
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Following his service in the SA Parliament, E.A. Roberts, MP (1896-1908), was elected as the Member for
Adelaide in the Federal Parliament, Melbourne, where he died in Queen’s Hall, in December 1913, from a
heart attack.
Robert, Mount - Rodney Cockburn says it was named after Robert Kelly of the Pastoral Board but gives no
location. (See Kelly Hill Caves)
Robertson - John Robertson; born in Scotland, in 1809, arrived in Sydney in the Saint George, in 1838, and
took up the ‘Mosquito Creek Run’ in the South-East, from 18 January 1844 and held it until the land was
resumed in March 1868; in 1875, built the ornate ‘Struan House’:
A few miles out of Naracoorte we see the splendid mansion of Mr Robertson built, it is said, at a
cost of £20,000 and situated on the banks of a pretty creek amidst well kept gardens and
surrounded by park-like expanses of magnificent pasture lands: ‘I have seen no house in the
colony a bit like it; people ought to be prohibited from building such houses close to the Queen’s
highway; it makes one break that commandment which warns us against envying our
neighbour’s goods. However, the owner is, I am informed, renowned for his hospitality and is
known throughout the South-East as “Poor man Robertson”. I suppose he got his nickname
because he owns 100,000 acres of freehold land…’ (See Mosquito Creek & Struan)
The Hundred of Robertson, County of Robe, proclaimed on 24 October 1867, honours his name. Its school
opened in 1888, became ‘Bool Lagoon’ in 1925 and closed in 1965. Robertson Caves are on section 83,
Hundred of Joanna.
Robertson Swamp is on section 58, Hundred of Landseer, named by Prof. W.D. Williams on 6 October 1983
after a previous owner of the land.
Robertstown - John Roberts laid it out on sections 120-22, Hundred of English, 22 km north of Eudunda, in
1871. He was its first postmaster from March 1874 and its operation remained within the family until 4
March 1926. The surrounding district was known as ‘Emu Flats’.
In 1866, with regard to the alleged discovery of gold bearing quartz at Robertstown:
We have been informed that the place lies to the back of the township towards the Burra Creek
range of hills… As the alleged discovery has been made on private land, the Warden has received
no intimation of the fact and unless the new Mining Act is interpreted to read that subsidies shall
be paid for the discovery of gold on private lands the government will have no jurisdiction.
Its school opened in 1890; Robertstown West School opened in 1923 and closed in 1943.
A photograph of the committee of the racing club is in the Chronicle, 10 February 1912, page 31.
Robinson - The County of Robinson, proclaimed on 10 May 1883, recalls Sir W.C.F. Robinson, Governor of
South Australia (1883-1889), who came to South Australia following a term as Governor of Western
Australia. A patron of the arts, he turned a hand to composing poetry and wrote stirring, if not popular
widely, music to Mr Francis Hart’s ‘Unfurl the Flag’ and the sentiments of the poet are similar to those in
‘The Star-Spangled Banner’. It reads, in part:
Australia’s sons your flag unfold,
And proudly wave the banner high,
That ev’ry nation may behold
Our glorious standard in the sky,
Unfurl the flag that all may see
Our proudest boast is liberty.
Chorus Unfurl the flag, etc.
Rejoice in fruitful, teeming soil,
In fleecy flocks and noble kine;
Rejoice in fruits of manly toil,
For honest labour is divine.
Unfurl the flag, etc.
Robinson Hill is on section 419, Hundred of Encounter Bay. On 15 May 1854, Ezra Robinson (1824-1874) of
Yankalilla purchased section 8 of ‘Survey E’, calling it ‘Notting Vale’ following his arrival in 1848.
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Robinson Park, at Clare, remembers William Robinson (1814-1899), who took up occupation licences ‘West
of Mt. Horrocks Stockyards’ and at ‘Hill River’ from 15 August 1844; he obtained the land grant of section
600, County of Stanley, on 8 November 1845.
Roby, Hundred of - In the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 30 March 1899 and named by Governor
Buxton without any reason being given. There is a parish of Roby in Lancashire, England, taking its name
from an Old Swedish word raby indicating that it was ‘situated near a boundary mark.’ A school of this name
opened in 1919 and closed in May 1937 when its students transferred to Parkin Hall School at Coomandook.
Rochester – Edward Smith (ca.1804-1877), born in Kent, England, where there is a town of the same name,
arrived in the Norman in 1855 and farmed at ‘Murray Plains’ and ‘Lower Broughton’; he died at Port Pirie.
During 1869 and 1870 he purchased part of sections 347-348, Hundred of Hart, 6 km east of Brinkworth,
that were granted to Nathaniel Oldham and Allan McDonald in 1866 and 1865, respectively.
In 1873, he sold out to John Brodie Spence who laid out the village of Rochester, 20 km North-West of
Clare. However, it would appear that it emerged during Edward Smith’s occupancy of section 348 because
the Rochester Post Office opened in 1869 when ‘this township [was] just beginning to present an agreeable
appearance. There are two to three substantial buildings up and a blacksmith’s shop in course of erection.’
However, there is some doubt as to the true identity of Edward Smith because two certificates of title in
1869/70 describe him as a ‘storekeeper of Clare’ and, in 1876, as a ‘gentleman of Clare’ and this may relate
a man who removed from Strathalbyn in December 1858 and took out a 14-year lease on the ‘Travellers’
Rest Inn’. He was born in Monmouth, Wales, in 1819, arrived in the Gipsy Queen in 1850 and died at Hay,
New South Wales in 1884. (See further comment under ‘Source Notes’.)
A roving reporter had the following to say in 1875:
The village has little to boast of either in situation or appearance. It lies in a hollow and the few
houses look right into the opposite hill. There is a public house, not quite finished, and a store
but the storekeeper was gone to town and his wife out on a walk. A blacksmith hard at work
represented the active industry of the place and the balance of the visible population consisted
of a small boy who told us we had better go three miles further if we wanted accommodation for
the night. We were disappointed with Rochester for we had seen in a Clare newspaper an
account of a monster cauliflower that had been produced there and which had perhaps unduly
raised our expectations.
The name derives from the Celtic dour-briva - ‘water ford’. Its school opened in 1880 and closed in 1940.
Rockford - In 1891, the Minister of Education, Hon. J.G. Jenkins, drove to Rockford, ‘a township between
Aldgate and Echunga - for the purpose of consulting the blockholders on the question of opening a new
school there…’ which occurred in 1892; it closed in 1894. Apparently, the name was adopted from a home
of a pioneer merchant and politician, David Murray (1829-1907 - his wife was born in ‘Rockford’, Ireland),
a keen fisherman who stocked the nearby River Onkaparinga with trout. (See Banbury Creek)
Hop picking on his estate was reported upon in 1896:
[Mr Murray’s] success has been undoubted and the tall poles there are covered with hops which
are evidently as healthy as any to be seen in Kent or Tasmania. Hop growing will without doubt
become an important industry in the Hills districts as the local market is a large one and the risks
are not very great in this part of the world.
The Rockford Post Office opened in October 1884 and became ‘Mylor’ in July 1894. (See Gum Flat)
Rockleigh - A post office on section 393, Hundred of Monarto, in the vicinity of ‘Round Waterhole’, 32 km
North-West of Murray Bridge; opened circa 1885, with Miss Mary Muir as postmistress, it closed on 10 May
1952; prior to 1900 it was ‘Round Waterhole’. Miss Muir was, also, the first mistress of Round Waterhole
School from 1881; it became ‘Rockleigh’ in 1900 and closed in 1942; today, it is used by the local tennis
club. A homestead and church bore the name, also.
Rockwell Creek - Near Mount Partridge on Eyre Peninsula, probably named by Stephen Hack in 1858
because of a deep, rocky well in the creek bed.
Rockwood - A school two km from Tooperang Post Office. Opened in 1909 it became ‘Tooperang’ in 1941.
Rocky - Minlacowie School became Rocky Beach in 1922; closed in 1945.
Rocky Gully - (See Kinchina)
Rocky Plain School, near Robertstown, opened by Teresa Boylan in 1924, closed in 1943.
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Rocky River, near Crystal Brook, was discovered by E.J. Eyre in 1839 and so named because of its rocky
bed. The Aborigines called it wongabirie - wonga - ‘high’. (See Remarkable, Mount) Its school opened in
1877 and closed in 1878; reopened in 1891 it closed in 1921.
The Rocky River on Kangaroo Island probably took its name from a sheep-run taken up by B. and W.H.
Taylor in 1880. In 1916 the Nomenclature Committee suggested the name be changed to ‘Parlko’ - ‘stone’
or ‘rocky’.
Rocky Valley is located on part section 29, Hundred of Moorooroo, ‘next to Vine Vale.’ A photograph of
school children is in the Chronicle, 12 July 1924.
Point Rocky - (See Commodore, Point)
Rodney, Mount - Rodney Cockburn locates it at Cherry Gardens and says it was named by a Mr Cox after
the last ship on which he served prior to retiring from seafaring life.
Rodwell Creek - (See Woodchester)
Rogers Corner - A post office on section 316, Hundred of Dalrymple, opened 20 December 1939. (See
Bagnall Well)
Rogues Gully & Rogues Point - In the Hundred of Muloowurtie, south of Ardrossan. In 1929, the names
were changed to ‘Rogers’ in honour of William Rogers, a pioneer pastoralist of Yorke Peninsula. Of interest
is the fact that William Sharples took up pastoral lease no. 232 in July 1851, its location being described as
at ‘Rogue’s Gully’. In 1940, a plan was located antedating Mr Rogers’ occupation and showed ‘Rogues’;
accordingly the names reverted to their original designation.
It has been suggested that they were so named because Inspector Tolmer arrested escaped convicts there
in 1848. By a strange coincidence, the leader of the escaped Tasmanian convicts was a Mr Rodgers (sic), his
henchmen being Messrs Reilly, Lynch and Reynolds.
One morning in 1848 four suspicious-looking individuals turned up unexpectedly at Oyster Bay
[Stansbury]. They were half-famished, and told an extraordinary story. They were whalers, they
said. After harpooning a whale off Kangaroo Island, the animal had dragged them miles away
from their ship, until they found themselves in the vicinity of Oyster Bay. Thinking they might get
help on shore, they had made for the bay, and had then come on to the homestead at the
station. They asked for work, and jobs were found for them.
There were no telegraphs in those days, and a better place for hiding than the scrub-clad
country on Yorke Peninsula could scarcely be found. There was practically no population, the
country was wild and inhospitable, overrun by savages, and had no communication with the
outside world, except at rare intervals.
Unfortunately for the castaways, Mr Alfred Weaver, the owner of the station, was just about
that time leaving for the city. A few weeks later he encountered Inspector Tolmer in Adelaide. He
happened to mention the arrival of four strangers. The noted police officer pricked up his ears.
Tolmer told Weaver that he had just received information that four desperate criminals of the
bushranging type had escaped from Tasmania, and were supposed to be in the vicinity of
Kangaroo Island. Tolmer was convinced they were the strangers who had landed at Oyster Bay.
Tolmer’s story of the men was quite different from the version of the castaways. They were
wanted for murder. They had escaped from custody in Tasmania, he said, and made for Port
Sorell, where they shipped aboard a vessel as members of the crew. While at Port Sorell they had
cold-bloodedly blown out the brains of a police inspector who had happened on them innocently
without knowing who they were. So desperate did the Tasmanian Government rate them, that
they offered a reward of £100 each for their capture.
Tolmer decided to send a police scout to Oyster Bay. It was arranged between Tolmer and
Weaver that the police officer, disguised as a rouseabout, should accost Weaver on board the
boat as he was leaving for home, and ask for a job. They were to haggle about the pay in order to
avert suspicion, and eventually Weaver was to engage the policeman as a station hand. Needless
to say, the policeman carried an exact description of the bushrangers. A day or two later Tolmer,
with four other police, journeyed to the peninsula. They learned that the four wanted men were
working for Mr Bowden.
After a perilous ride through the scrub, guiding themselves by a compass, and sleeping out
without food, they captured two of the men at Bowden’s hut, having in the meantime been
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advised by their disguised comrade that the strangers were the wanted men. The remaining, and
worst, desperadoes were working at a hut seven miles distant. I have not the space here to give
you the full story of their apprehension, beyond saying that the police surprised and arrested
them while they were cooking their evening meal, and that Tolmer carried to his grave the marks
of the struggle which took place. It subsequently transpired that only three of the men were
criminals.
The fourth was a sailor they had forced to accompany them to handle the boat when they made
a sensational get-away from the ship in which they escaped from Tasmania. The fourth
bushranger was drowned when the little boat was smashed on the rocks of Yorke Peninsula, as
well as another sailor who had been impressed into their service. After their capture, when they
had tired of vilifying the police, they cold-bloodedly revealed what their plan had been to escape
from Oyster Bay.
There were two small ships lying off the coast, one of them, by chance, the very vessel in which
they had escaped from Tasmania. They had intended to seize this ship, murder the officers and
such of the crew as were deemed hostile, and then to make for Western Australia, where they
would abandon the ship, and pose as shipwrecked men. This was the plan Tolmer nipped in the
bud. The criminals were returned to Hobart under strong escort, and there paid the penalty of
their crimes on the scaffold. (See Kersbrook)
Rokeby - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows David Cowan, a farmer, residing at this place
and enrolled to ‘vote at Salisbury’.
Rolls, Point - On Kangaroo Island, recalls John Rolls, captain of the Cygnet, the fifth emigrant vessel in South
Australian waters on 11 September 1836; among its more notable passengers were G.S. Kingston, B.T.
Finniss, Thomas Lipson, John Morphett, Alfred Hardy and Thomas Gilbert. (See Bews, Point & Kangaroo
Island)
Romney Estate - A 1915 subdivision of sections 642-43, Hundred of Davenport, by Richard Raymond
Buxton, suburban to Port Augusta. The name occurs in Kent and Hampshire and derives from the Œ rumney
- ‘a spacious river’; other sources say it means ‘place of the sons of Ruma’.
Roolama - A school in the Hundred of Muloowurtie; opened in 1926, it closed in 1937.
Roonka - The ‘Roonka Roonka Station’ was established by Lachlan and Alexander McBean in the mid-1840s
under occupation licence. (See Dustholes) The name was applied, also, to an archaeological site of
international significance near Blanchetown and it refers to moth grubs, relished by the Aborigines, and
found abounding among the root systems of trees.
In 1902, a report on the one-time industry of rearing the Angora in South Australia appeared ‘to be reviving
and enquiries which are continually coming to hand for rams and ewes must be encouraging to Mr
Scammell’:
The Federal flock was founded at Roonka some years ago by Mr Scammell on careful selection
from Sir Samuel Wilson’s flock in Victoria and the Castambool (sic) flock of South Australia,
owned, originally, by the late Mr Price Maurice. Elder, Smith & Co. Ltd have shipped… to the
Department of Agriculture, Wellington, New Zealand, 20 Angora ewes and five rams at
satisfactory prices… (See Castambul)
Roopena - Nineteen kilometres North-West of Whyalla; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Roper Reach - In 1894, there was a report that ‘another scheme is on foot for a village settlement at Roper
Reach… between five and ten miles below Lyrup’:
Mr A.J. Brocklehurst is Chairman, Mr J.W. Rawnsley, Secretary and Messrs G. Bennett, A.G. Illman
and G. Attle the Committee. A… meeting was held at the Selbourne Hotel… It was decided to
form an association and apply for 10,000 acres…
Rosa Terrace - An 1880 subdivision of section 65, Hundred of Yongala, by John Pearce, suburban to Yongala.
Rosatala - Rodney Cockburn says it represents a combination of Rosewater and Yatala and effected when
these two localities were taken into the bounds of the Port Adelaide Corporation.
Rosaville - An 1863 subdivision of section 12, Hundred of Blanche, by Edwin H. Derrington (1830-1899),
who named it after his second wife, the former Elizabeth Rosa Ekers; now included in Mount Gambier. Its
school opened, circa 1864, and closed in 1875 when it was conducted by Josephine Holdsworth with 97
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enrolled pupils. In 1886, Dr Powell, Assistant Colonial Surgeon, Mount Gambier, reported that he had
‘visited Rosaville and other places where diphtheria had made an appearance’:
Isolation was not perfect as the occupier of the house where the patients were treated was
constantly with the patients and went about amongst his neighbours as usual… Seven children in
[another] family were attacked and three died…
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 5 September 1935, page 46.
The name Rosaville was given, also, to a subdivision of section 288, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Amery,
circa 1851. (See Beulah Park)
Rose - In 1866, a new Bible Christian Chapel at Rose Hill, Harrowgate (sic), was opened for divine service:
The Trustees intended to have the chapel plastered immediately and then it will be used for a
day and Sabbath school as well as for divine worship. A vote of thanks was passed to Mr Inglis for
superintending the building…
Mount Rose, in the North Flinders Ranges, was named after John Rose, manager of Moolooloo station,
who, in the early 1850s, accompanied John McKinlay on an exploration of the ranges. He died at Stirling
North in 1909.
He was well-known in the Far North 50 years ago as Johnny Rose, one of the head storekeepers
of John Chambers and he had a hard and dangerous position to hold while protecting his
employers’ cattle from the numerous blacks. It became necessary to send up a body of troopers
and they found a valuable friend in Mr Rose… The troopers frequently borrowed fresh horses
from Mr Rose when their own were knocked up and a fresh horse at that time was worth money,
but the deceased never charged a penny…
Rose Range, in the Far North, was named by John McD. Stuart on 28 August 1861 after ‘Hugh Rose of
Edinburgh.’
Rose Park was laid out in 1878 on part section 262, Hundred of Adelaide, by the South Australian Company
and named after Sir John Rose, chairman of the company for fourteen years in the latter half of the
nineteenth century. Born in Aberdeenshire, he went to Canada as a young man where he became a lawyer
and had a distinguished career at the Bar and in parliament. From 1860, until the time of his death, he
resided in London where he acted as financial agent for the Canadian government.
H.C. Talbot said, ‘[the name] Prescott was suggested as he had occupied the section from the earliest
times…’ Photographs of family members and Prescott’s farm are in the Observer, 28 July 1906, page 28.
Its school opened in 1893; a photograph is in the Pictorial Australian in October 1893, page 148, of the
school band in the Observer, 27 October 1917, page 26.
‘The Odours of Rose Park’ were cause for complaint in 1888:
Not only [were] the front gardens of the residents still pasture grounds and the vacant
allotments rendered perilous by the performances of loose horses of exuberant spirits, but the
smells are allowed free range by reason of the apathy of the Burnside District Council… For a
township so close to town [it] is much neglected,
while in 1889:
The incapacity and supineness of the Burnside District Council seems to be such that the
residents of Rose Park would do well to get the district out of its hands… The cows kept by the
two local milk people are a perfect curse to the place, breaking open gates, spoiling the gardens
and doing damage constantly… One does not always see these creatures until the damage is
done… The Ranger, if there is one, is useless and the cowkeepers laugh at the people whose
property they destroy…
Photographs of the Gartrell Memorial Church are in the Observer, 21 November 1914, page 27, 10 and 24
February 1923, pages 29 and 28, 14 February 1925, page 31, of Saint Theodore’s Church in the Chronicle,
14 February 1914, page 31.
Rose View School, near Manoora, was opened as ‘Wirrilla’ in 1915; name changed in 1919; it closed in
1925.
Rosetown - (See Kingston).
Roseville - The Roseville School, on Eyre Peninsula, opened in 1918 by Drossie M. Carlaw, closed in 1920,
while in the City of Port Adelaide’s Mayor’s Report of 1944/45 Roseville was defined as a subdivision of
section 1135, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George Howell; now included in Gillman.
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Rosebank Estate - A 1922 subdivision of section 1 and others in the Hundreds of Angas, Jellicoe and Jutland
by Alfred Augustus Scarfe, merchant, of Adelaide. Rodney Cockburn records the name Rosebank as being
applied to an estate in the Mount Pleasant district founded by George Melrose.
Rosebery - An 1878 subdivision of part section 474, Hundred of Yatala, by William Wadham; now included
in Collinswood. In 1897, a meeting of ratepayers of the district of Prospect was held at the Windmill Hotel
for the purpose of protesting against the establishment of the proposed crematorium at Rosebery. ‘Mr
Robert Lewis presided over a large attendance… The Chairman said it seemed to him that the crematorium
committee intended to ignore the Board of Health in the carrying out of their project…’
According to Rodney Cockburn, it was named after Lord Rosebery (1847-1929), author and statesman, who
visited South Australia in 1884; it must be noted, however, that the first subdivision predated his visit.
Winston Churchill said of him that he expressed three wishes, ‘to marry a Rothschild, to be Prime Minister
and to win the Derby. He realised all three, but remained a very dull man.’
Rosedale - The village, 8 km ENE of Gawler, was created by Johann G. Elix, on section 23, Hundred of
Nuriootpa, circa 1850. The district was included in a special survey taken up by Henry Dundas Murray, John
Reid and others on 31 January 1839. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Rosenthal’ a German word meaning ‘rose valley’.
The Nomenclature Committee suggested ‘Kombo’, Aboriginal for ‘rainbow’ but the government opted for
‘Rosedale’. (See Gawler & Rosenthal)
Rosefield - William Ferguson (1809-1892) arrived in the Buffalo, together with his wife, Rosina, in 1836, and
built a house in the area called Rosefield. The Cudmore and Ferguson families were prominent pastoralists
in South Australia. (See Cudmore Hill, Cudmore Park, Ferguson, Nurom & Paringa)
In 1882, ‘the William Jeffries Memorial Methodist Church, Carlton Street, Rosefield, was opened in the
presence of a large assembly… [It] is well designed and beautifully constructed of brick, stone and wood,
almost entirely of Australian origin… The church is designed for 350, but a congregation of 500 filed in to
attend the opening service… The total cost was £2,100…’ Photographs are in the Observer,
26 August 1922, page 26.
A photograph of Mr George White’s property in the 1870s is in the Observer, 18 August 1928, page 38.
The name Rosefield was given to an 1897 subdivision of part section 251, Hundred of Adelaide, by James
Francis Cudmore (1837-1912); now included in Highgate.
Roseneath - A telephone office, 26 km South-East of Loxton on section 17B, Hundred of Bookpurnong, takes
its name from a town in Dunbarton, Scotland, derived from the Gaelic ros-reimhidh - ‘cape of the sacred
meeting place’.
The subdivision of Roseneath was advertised in 1924 and comprised 8 allotments in Hughes Street,
Woodville - ‘the estate of the late John Drennan’, who arrived in the Corona in 1880.
In 1919, Roseneath Estate was reported to have been situated in Stephen Terrace, Walkerville, when it
was the ‘scene of a subdivisional sale. [It] had been in the continuous possession of the McDonald family
since 1845 [and] has been subdivided into 21 residential sites…’
Rosenthal - Its post office opened in 1864 and closed as ‘Rosedale’ on 30 May 1980. (See Rosedale) In 1910
it was reported that ‘rains have again made the ford through the North Para at Rosenthal impassable’:
Last season traffic was blocked for a considerable time through the government cart being stuck
in the mud on the middle of the track… Scores and scores of like adventures have been
experienced at this ford during the past 30 years… The records certainly testify the claim for a
bridge. (See Bergen Gully)
Rosetta - In a dispatch by Governor Hindmarsh on 3 June 1837 Governor Gawler said that Rosetta Harbour
was chosen by Samuel Stephens, manager of the South Australian Company who owed his position to
George F. Angas; thus it would seem natural for him to pay a compliment to his patron’s wife; this
explanation was confirmed in 1839. An Aboriginal legend as to its formation was recited in 1902.
In 1938, the government dedicated two sections of land in the area as a recreation and pleasure resort
reserve. Rosetta Head was named by Governor Gawler, in 1839, in honour of Rosetta Angas, the wife of
George Fife Angas. Known, also, as ‘The Bluff’ and ‘Cape Victor’ it is shown on Freycinet’s charts as C.
DeCaen, while the Aborigines called it kungkengguwar. The Bluff was used as a lookout for whales in the
early days.
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In 1855, it was reported that ‘some time ago there was a sum of money voted by the council for the
construction of a jetty at Rosetta Head and I believe that want of labour has been the cause of this work
not having been commenced’:
There has been a large influx of emigrants by the Flora, Lady McDonald and Northern Light [and]
I would recommend that 100 of them… be sent around by water to Encounter Bay and let them
be employed on these public works…
A plaque commemorating the meeting of Flinders’ and Baudin’s expeditions in Encounter Bay on 8 April
1802 was unveiled on 8 April 1902 on the initiative of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (SA
Branch).
Photographs of the planting of a tree in memory of a fallen soldier, Private John Bruce, is in the Chronicle,
21 August 1915, page 28.
Rosetta Park was a 1926 subdivision of part section 2, Hundred of Waitpinga, by Matthew Jagger (18611951) who, no doubt, named it after the nearby Rosetta Head; now included in Victor Harbor.
Rosevilla Estate - A subdivision of sections 1734-36, Hundred of Moorooroo. The grantee was George Fife
Angas and, no doubt, it was named after his wife, the former Rosetta French.
Rosewater - Philip Levi created this Adelaide suburb, circa 1855, upon section 1189, Hundred of Port
Adelaide. In 1945, the following appeared in a report from the Commissioner of Police, accompanying a
parcel of human bone and skull fragments discovered in Rosewater:
Mrs J. Ward, the owner of the property, where the bones were found, states that her father
arrived here 100 years ago; that the block of land upon which the remains were found and the
immediate surrounding locality consisted of sandhills; that there was a shallow well of beautiful
water, which was used by the teamsters carting copper ore from Burra to Port Adelaide.
Mrs Ward said the well was used, also, by the Aboriginals ‘who were very numerous in the district in those
days’ and by her father in the manufacture of sand bricks and that the water in the well was so pure that it
was named ‘rose water’ and he often remarked to her that the district derived its name therefrom.
Rodney Cockburn reported a conversation between Mr Levi and H.D. Gouge as follows: ‘The locality was a
swamp and the perfumes arising from the stagnant water were so offensive that I thought the name of
Rosewater would, to some extent, act as a corrective.’
In 1888, a deputation met Mr J.C.B. Moncrieff, the Resident Engineer for the South Australian Railways, at
the Port Railway station and ‘conducted him over the loop line to Rosewater where it was proposed that a
steam motor should be run for the convenience of the people living in the district. [They] suggested that a
station should be erected at Brown’s Crossing…’
The ‘Rosewater Unemployment Camp’ was reported upon in June 1929:
There are over 50 men in the camp and most of them are sleeping without blankets, or are
crouched over the fires all night for warmth, and are often without food.
Photographs of the replacement of ‘tall aerial masts’ are in the Chronicle, 30 May 1929, page 50.
Roseworthy - In 1867, Mrs Grace Gartrell (ca.1812-1868) laid out the village on part section 70, Hundred of
Mudla Wirra, 8 km north of Gawler at the time when the railway was being extended beyond Gawler to
Kapunda. She and her husband, William Henry Gartrell (ca.1812-1863), came from ‘Roseworthy’, Cornwall,
in the Trafalgar in 1847; the name derives from ros-wartha - ‘meadow heath’. Its school opened in 1863
and the Roseworthy Agricultural College in 1885 - it was the first of its kind in Australasia. (See Olive Hill)
Starved in its infancy by the meanest parsimony, its progress hampered by official neglect and
red-tapeism, can it be wondered at that it has not so far given universal satisfaction… [1887]
[It] seems to be born to trouble as the sparks fly upward. With slight exceptions its history has
been one of almost constant misunderstanding or of actual discord... One may fairly enquire
whether the general scheme of management of the [college] should not be either mended or the
institution ended. [1901]
A sketch of the college is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1886, page 181, of an 1892 parliamentary
visit to the college in the Observer, 25 December 1915, page 29. Photographs taken at the college are in
the Chronicle, 12 September 1903, page 41, Observer, 30 September 1905, page 27,
Observer, 23 July 1927, page 31.
Photographs of the college football team are in the Observer, 6 July 1907, page 29, of diploma students on
28 March 1908, page 31, of a cricket team on 13 April 1912, page 31, 28 March 1914, page 32,
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of students on 12 April 1913, page 30, of a ‘farmers’ day’ in the Chronicle, 21 September 1912, page 35, 14
March 1935, page 38.
Ross - Sir R.D. Ross, MP (1875-1887), born in the West Indies in 1827, arrived in South Australia in 1862.
Twice the Member for Wallaroo, he became Speaker in the House of Assembly and, as a practising
fruitgrower, President of the Royal Agricultural Society of SA; he died at North Adelaide in 1887 and is
remembered by the Hundred of Ross, County of Robe, proclaimed on 14 June 1877.
Lake Ross, east of Kingoonya, was named by Ernest Giles, in 1875, after John Ross, a member of an
exploration party who was born in Scotland in 1817, arrived overland from New South Wales in 1838 and
died at Norwood in 1903; Rodney Cockburn also records Ross Creek and Ross Desert as being named by
Giles after the said gentleman.
In 1875, the Ross Creek School in the Kapunda district was conducted by Mary A. Preaulx (sic) with 27
enrolled pupils; it opened in 1873 and closed in 1875:
Mary Ann Pointz [sic], having opened a school in this locality, asked for it to be licensed. Her
school, she stated, was situated three miles from any other government school and the number
of children under her tuition was 24… A letter was received from the Kapunda District Council
recommending her having a licence…
Rossiter Vale - On Eyre Peninsula north of Louth Bay and named after Captain Thomas Rossiter who died
at 82 Windmill Street, Sydney, at the age of 75 years; ‘the anniversary is of peculiar interest to students of
South Australian history.’ When he was exploring the Port Lincoln district in 1839 he discovered a fertile
valley upon which he bestowed the name Rossiter Vale, and he christened the stream that flows through
it ‘Mississippi’.
Unfortunately, these two names have fallen into disuse… He was commander of the French
whaler Mississippi the first foreign vessel to enter Port Lincoln since its settlement… On much
higher ground, however, does his name deserve to be perpetuated because Edward John Eyre,
and his faithful black boy, Wylie, after the murder of their overseer (Baxter), would probably
have perished in 1841 when they made the memorable journey from Fowler’s Bay to King
George’s Sound but for the assistance received from Captain Rossiter… (See Mississippi, River)
Rodney Cockburn records a Rossiter Bay and says it was named by Edward J. Eyre.
Rosslyn - A subdivision of sections 217, 219, 268 and 288, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in
Wingfield. John Wallace, solicitor of Port Adelaide, laid it out in 1877. The name comes from Edinburgh,
Scotland, and derives from the Welsh ros-celyn - ‘moor of hollies’.
In 1988, an article by William Reschke in the Sunday Mail entitled ‘How Your Suburb was Named’ elicited
a response concerning the suburb of Rosslyn Park from Mr Peter A. Lord who said:
As far as I know from conversation with Lord family members, the area was owned as homestead
and paddocks at Magill around the turn of the century by a John Lord, a Cornishman originally,
who I understand subdivided the property at one stage to pay off gambling debts and sold some
off to the Penfold family for the planting of a vineyard.
Alfred Lord, a subsequent owner of the now reduced property, used the good pasture as grazing
land to spell racehorses and assorted hacks and it was one of these racehorses, a ‘Miss Rosslyn’,
that the area became generally known by. ‘Miss Rosslyn’ was a winner of the Great Eastern
Steeple at Oakbank circa 1920 and this horse was so popular in its day that the Lord paddocks
became known as ‘Rosslyn’s Paddock’ or ‘Rosslyn’s Park’.
The facts surrounding the first subdivision to be named Rosslyn Park are that, in 1877, James Gartrell,
merchant, Thomas Gordon, accountant, William Taylor, draper and Alexander McGeorge and David
Tweedie, land agents, purchased part sections 286-88 and section 287. Hundred of Adelaide, from Thomas
Francis Hyland (no doubt he had some connection with the Penfold family) and, in 1878, laid out the suburb.
With the Scottish ancestry of some of the subdividers it would appear that its nomenclature lies in that
country and that the racehorse may have been named after the subdivision.
In 1909, the Light Horse School at Roslyn (sic) Park:
While to some extent handicapped by the continuing wet, is going well - it may be said almost
swimmingly - although the tents are sodden under grey skies and the ground oozes at every step.
There are 51 in camp - eight officers and 43 of other ranks - and the best is being made of the
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unfavourable conditions… A course of lectures embraces practically every evening, and Sunday is
earmarked in the syllabus ‘Read-up’. Camps are too expensive to waste opportunities.
Photographs of a cadets’ camp are in the Chronicle, 21 March 1908, page 29, Observer, 9 May 1908, page
28.
Rostrevor - Ross Thompson Reid, born in Newry, Ireland, arrived in South Australia in 1839, aged six years;
he accumulated wealth and built a magnificent mansion, naming it ‘Rostrevor Hall’ after ‘Rostrevor’, a
seaside resort in Ireland having the alternative name of ‘Rosetrevor’ and derived from Rose, youngest
daughter of Sir Marmaduke Whitchurch. After her marriage with Trevor, Viscount Dungannon, the family
seat of Iveagh Castle was called, invariably, ‘Rostrevor’ (sic).
It is positive that Ross Thompson Reid spelt the name as ‘Rostrevor’ because it appears as such in a family
bible and, therefore, Rodney Cockburn’s suggestion that it should be Rosstrevor appears to be apocryphal.
Further, Samuel Lewis in his Biographical Dictionary of Ireland published in the 1830s says: ‘Rostrevor or
Rosetrevor - a seaport… seven miles from Newry…’
In 1911, James S. Reid offered all of his property to the Verran Government for £20,000, which was tempted
to acquire it as a Governor’s residence, but the Opposition fought it in the Legislative Council and the
transaction did not take place.
After the collapse of the Verran Government the succeeding Peake administration accepted from Mr Reid
the gift of the hilly part of the present Morialta Reserve, containing the two lower waterfalls and purchased
the picnic ground for £2,500, while a newspaper report said that ‘when Mr J.S. Reid decided to sell Rostrevor
and make his permanent residence at Mount Macedon, Victoria, he generously offered to present 300 acres
of the estate which embraced the rugged gorge and waterfalls situated between the fine old homestead at
Morialta… to the government…’
Rostrevor Hall and some adjoining land were purchased by Mr H. Sewell, florist, while Rostrevor Estates
Ltd was formed to subdivide land to the west and North-West of Rostrevor Hall calling it Rostrevor Park
(sections 96 and others) in 1913. Today, Rostrevor Hall is part of Rostrevor College conducted by the
Christian Brothers as a Catholic school. A photograph of the college is in the Register, 3 May 1923, page
10d, Observer, 12 May 1923, page 30.
Rosy Pine - A school near Pinnaroo built on land owned by the Schiller family. The first teacher in 1910 was
E. Edwards; it closed in 1943.
Rotheville - Rodney Cockburn places it near Morphettville and says it was named by Henry Woodcock who
said he had in mind a man in his employ ‘who used to spend money so freely I called him Rothschild…’
Rotten Row - On a bank of the River Murray and occupied today by the Goolwa Camping and Caravan Park.
Derelict paddle-steamers were beached there and eventually dismantled, especially by members of the
Ritchie family. (See Ritchie, Hundred of)
Generally, the word is accepted as coming from the French route-du-roi - ‘the road of the king’. Scottish
nomenclators have a different opinion for they proclaim that, in 1283, the word meant ‘a row’ derived from
raton-ran; by 1452 it was recorded as vicus-ratonum - ‘village of rats’.
Rouge, Cape - A descriptive name meaning ‘Red Cape’ adapted from the ‘reddish granite of the coast’. It
lies south of Point Marsden on Kangaroo Island and was known as ‘Shoal Point’ until 1913 when it was
adopted following the visit to South Australia by Count Alphonse de Fleurieu in 1911. (See Fleurieu
Peninsula)
Rough, Mount - (See Kercoonda)
Round - Rodney Cockburn says that Round Flat was an alternative name for Waikerie and environs ‘in
consequence of the semi-circular appearance of the settlement due to the winding of the Murray.’
Round Hill Post Office on section 96, Hundred of Palmer, opened in December 1882 and closed in January
1908. Round Hill School, east of Quorn; was opened in 1881: ‘The parents of children attending [a meeting]
… petitioned for a public school, [which, at present,] could boast of an average attendance of 26 scholars
…’ It closed in 1905. (See Stephenston)
Round Waterhole - (See Rockleigh)
Rounsevell, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 19 February 1885 while its school
was opened by Miss Ivy Kenny in 1918 and closed in 1921 because of low attendances. Records show that,
in 1946, the school was renamed ‘Mortana’; it closed in 1967. W.B. Rounsevell, MP (1875-1906) was born
in Adelaide in 1842, the son of William Rounsevell, the noted coach proprietor, who left his two sons a
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considerable fortune thereby enabling William Jnr ‘to gratify those liberal instincts of his generous nature
and perform many public and private auctions which redound to his credit.’
He died in 1923, when old-time parliamentarians in South Australia were but few:
The death announced this morning of the Hon. J.B. Rounsevell means the removal of a former
notable politician of remarkably wide experience… As business man, farmer, squatter, wine
expert, sportsman, municipalist and politician he made friends and he was always ready to do
what service he might for the land of his birth…
Born in Pirie Street in 1841 [sic], the son of the late Mr William Rounsevell (who preceded the
firm of John Hill and company as the principal mail coach proprietors of the State) the deceased
lived through the transitional period when the traffic of the central state was being developed
from the hack and packhorse to the coaching… periods and thence to the railway, electric tram
and the speedy motor car…
Rouse - An 1880 subdivision of sections 61, 62 and 64, Hundred of Tatiara, by Edward Robert Peake (18441928), auctioneer of Naracoorte. Jane Peake (1804-1864), an aunt of the subdivider, married Joshua Rouse
(1803-1851). It is suburban to Bordertown. (See Betley)
Rowe - In 1843, E.C. Frome named Rowe Creek, near the Siccus River, after his party’s horse driver, John
Rowe whose ‘skill was particularly required in taking the cart over some rocky places where we were afraid
it would be impassable.’ Mount Rowe, near Copley probably honours the same gentleman.
Rowes Sugar Loaf - It stands on section 24, Hundred of Tungkillo, and recalls Edwin Rowe, an early settler.
Rowland Flat - Nineteen kilometres east of Gawler recalls Edward Rowlands, a partner with Joseph Gilbert
in the ‘Twenty-Seventh Special Survey’. The ‘s’ was deleted in the Government Gazette of 5 December 1940,
albeit in error. The village had its beginnings on section 2717, Hundred of Barossa when, in 1850, Carl Bauer
sold two blocks to Gottfried Schultz and Traugott Purschke. Its post office opened circa 1865 and closed on
16 August 1985. (See Pewsey Vale)
Education Department records show its school opening in 1861 and closing in 1967. However, in 1853,
there was a report of examinations at the Rowlands’ Flat School and, in 1886, diphtheria broke out amongst
the children:
Dr Altmann visited the school with an inspector and examined the children and found one boy
whom he thought advisable to send home. No children from any infected house has attended
the school… The doctor considered there was a great want of cleanliness in the teachers’
quarters…
Rowland Hill Highway - On Kangaroo Island, recalls Rowland Hill, who was Chief Executive of the Land
Development Executive Branch of the Department of Lands during the establishment of the War Service
Land Settlement Schemes in the South-East of Kangaroo Island and Riverland, etc., after World War II.
Roxby - About 1890, Norman Richardson leased land in the Far North where he bred horses used on mail
runs, and called the property ‘Chance Swamp’. After a ‘bumper’ season and ‘cashed up’ he went over to
Marree and purchased cattle brought down from Roxby, in Queensland, after which he changed the name
of his property to Roxby Downs. Later, he sold out to Mr Greenfield of the ‘South Gap’ station, some 150
km south of Roxby Downs and, today, the town of Roxby Downs stands on what was once the ‘Sunday Well’
block of the former ‘South Gap’ run. (See Nonalena & South Gap)
This exposition is confirmed, in part, by a newspaper report that said ‘in the early leases the name of Roxby
Downs was not to be found’:
The country on which it now stands was, originally, a portion of Andamoka (sic) known as Chance
Swamp. There on the edge of the teatree the Andamoka people had got a splendid well of good
water… Subsequently Richardson applied for and had allotted to him the most southerly paddock
of original Parakylia… and known as The Slaters. This adjoined Chance Swamp on the west. He
named it Roxby Downs and sold it to W.H. Greenfields [sic] at a good price…
Photographs are in the Observer, 23 July 1921, page 24. The Roxby Downs School opened in 1987.
Roxby Island is in the Sir Joseph Banks Group and its nomenclature may lay with the town of Roxby, in
Lincolnshire, Captain Flinders’ home County, or it may honour Lt H. Roxby who surveyed the south coast
from the Great Australian Bight to Cape Catastrophe. (See Beatrice Islets) The English town of ‘Roxby’ was
recorded as roucebi in the Domesday Book - ‘the red one’.
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Royal - In 1869, the Royal Oak School at Tothill Creek was opened and named after the local hotel, first
licensed as the ‘Nonmus Arms’ by Thomas Hornsby on section 1079, Hundred of Waterloo. (See Steelton)
The Adelaide suburb of Royal Park, laid out on part section 441, Hundred of Yatala, by William Shierlaw
and C.H. Matters in 1881, was a complete misnomer because, for many years, it was occupied by pig farms
and slaughter houses. When it was subdivided it was mostly swampy land, covered with scrub and infested
with mosquitoes.
For many years modern-day Royal Park, together with a contiguous part of Albert Park, rejoiced
in the name of ‘Piggery Park’. In July 1903 the members of the Woodville Council received an
eye-opener with regard to the rearing of pigs for market during their inspection of the piggeries
at Albert Park.
Later, several councillors proclaimed that they would never eat pork again. Several sties were
comparatively clean but the majority were in a disgraceful state while the abodes of the owners
of the animals were, in one or two instances, as bad as - if not worse than - the sties themselves.
Two of the piggeries inspected were the cause of many wry faces and the scent that assailed the
nostrils of the diligent inspectors was in marked contrast to eau de cologne - a drop of which one
councillor earnestly requested, but did not receive.
Happily for the pride of the British race the owners of these piggeries were not descendants of
John Bull, both being of foreign extraction. In a small two-roomed house, with scarcely room to
turn around, lived a man, his wife and seven children. The floor of the apartment in which the
children slept had unmistakable evidence of the recent presence of poultry and pigs. The state of
the house was a fair indication of the condition of the sties.
The other habitation was also a two-roomed house. The man and his wife occupied one of the
rooms, while five children slept in the other. The owners of these properties were served with
notices to abate the unsanitary conditions, while it was noted that most of the piggeries in the
district were as clean as man could keep them and earned for their owners the commendation of
the councillors.
In 1912, it was reported that ‘an old landmark on Findon Road, Royal Park Extension, was the scene of a
fire’:
The premises owned by Mr L. Conrad and leased to Mr R.D Vawser as a boiling-down
establishment, are of stone and have been in existence for a long period… [It] was erected by Mr
W.W. Shand in 1867 as a meat preserving establishment. The late Mr Frank Reynolds, of Port
Adelaide, was the contractor. The works were started in October 1868.
Photographs of storm damage are in the Chronicle, 2 January 1904, page 42, of the opening of a scout hall
on 31 May 1934, page 36.
In 1907, Patrick John Walsh, licensed victualler of Balaklava, gave the name Royal Town to a subdivision of
sections 96-99, Hundred of Balaklava; now included in Balaklava. Born at Strathalbyn, in 1863, he died at
Adelaide in 1928.
Royston - In 1802, Matthew Flinders named Royston Head, on South-Western Yorke Peninsula, after Lord
Royston, a son of Lord Hardwicke. (See Hardwicke Bay)
Royston Park was laid out, in 1909, by the South Australian Company on part section 282, Hundred of
Adelaide; there was no immediate rush for lots and, in 1910, its virtues were extolled: ‘For those requiring
a superior site or a profitable investment, buy one before it is too late.’ Its nomenclature, together with
that of Kings Park, was discussed in 1936: ‘While on a visit to England, Mr Stephen Parsons stayed at a place
called Royston. That is where the Royston in our Royston Park comes from.’ Rodney Cockburn says that Mr
Parsons’ wife went to school at Royston in Yorkshire. The name occurs, also, in Hertfordshire and takes its
name from a cross erected in the highway by Lady Roysia, Countess of Norfolk.
Rudall - The Hundred of Rudall, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 February 1910, the town of Rudall,
22 km west of Cleve, followed 4 June 1914, the Rudall Conservation Park being dedicated on 16 August
1973; Rudall Centre School opened in 1921 and closed in 1946; the Hundred of Rudall School opened in
1917 and closed in 1949; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 22 October 1936, page 32.
S.B. Rudall, MP (1906-1915), born at Gawler, in 1859, was the son of John Rudall, the first Town Clerk of
that town; for many years associated with almost every civic authority in the town; he was President of the
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Gawler Institute for a long period and an ardent Freemason having been Master of the Lodge of Fidelity. He
died on 3 January 1945.
Rufus, Mount - In 1855, ‘His Excellency [Gov. MacDonnell] and suite started early from Moorundee, rode
through the extensive scrub west of the Murray, and, crossing the Rufus Range, arrived at Truro…’ Mount
Rufus, near Truro, is mentioned in 1856 and, in 1868, there was a report of a gold discovery near Mount
Rufus on Mr Shannon’s run, ‘distant from Kapunda about 17 miles…’
A Mount Rufus School, in the Belvidere district, conducted by Richard Paynter, with 20 enrolled pupils, was
recorded in 1869/70; it opened in 1868 and closed in 1874.
Rodney Cockburn records a Rufus Creek that was named by Captain Charles Sturt, during his trip down the
River Murray, after the red hair of his companion George Mcleay. (See McLeay, Point)
Rugby - An 1883 subdivision of part section 279, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles and Richmond Baker; now
included in Payneham. The name comes from England, where it is a famous school and, coincidentally,
Richmond Baker was a schoolmaster, arriving in Adelaide in 1865. He died in 1908, aged 68. In 1200 the
name was recorded as rokebi - ‘Roca’s fort’.
Those readers, who are interested in the cause of education, will know of Dr Arnold, a former Headmaster
at the renowned English school, Rugby. In the Leaflet, a clever literary production edited by members of Dr
Arnold’s old school, there appeared some unpublished letters of the great disciplinarian of which the
following is the most interesting passage, referring as it does to his modus operandi in preserving order:
I have so far got rid of the birch, that I only flogged seven boys last half-year, and the same number
hitherto in this. I never did nor do I believe that it can be relinquished altogether, but I think it may
well be reserved for offences either great in themselves or rendered great by frequent repetition,
and then it should be administered in earnest.
For mere irregularities, if not habitual, I always thought a very slight imposition sufficient. I like to
have a good ascending scale of punishment before me to try successively if the offender be
obstinate; but never to exhaust one’s stock at once, and then to be left unprovided if the effect is
not in the first instant answered.
I have never found it necessary to assume anything of a school manner in speaking to the boys they mind one’s usual tone and manner, just as much it they know they cannot presume on it; and
you thus diminish something their notion of your acting from fudge - a belief which as far as it
prevails renders all moral influence in a master out of the question.
Ruglea Park - A 1922 subdivision of section 439, Hundred of Mobilong, by Heinrich A. Hennig; now included
in Murray Bridge.
Rumbalara - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line is derived from the Aboriginal
umbalara - ‘rainbow’ and ‘those who have seen the gorgeously coloured cliffs along the Finke River… will
realise how appropriate the name is.’
Rumpagunya Creek - On section 166, Hundred of Paringa. Aboriginal for ‘place of the wailing widow’.
Rumply, Point - On section 339, Hundred of Baker, is derived from the Aboriginal korompulinijandar - ‘a
rock noise’; korompilun - ‘noise’ and jandaru - ‘rock’’. With southerly winds, water beats against holes in
the rocks along the shore causing strange noises.
Rundleville - A 1910 subdivision of section 442, Hundred of Mobilong, by Joseph Daley; now included in
Murray Bridge.
Rupari - A telephone office 8km SSW of Narrung on section 106, Hundred of Baker. Aboriginal for ‘rounded
hills’.
Rupuli - A small island near section 492, Hundred of Baker, once the ancestral home of Taikuni, mythical
night people. While attending fish nets they were kept at bay by using the light of torches.
Ruralbotown - Near Victor Harbor; it is shown on a map in the Register, 18 January 1919.
Rushmore Estate - A 1914 subdivision of various sections in the Hundred of Kondoparinga, by Matthew,
John and William M. Rankine. The name ‘Rushmore’ occurs in Wiltshire and Suffolk, England, and derives
from the Œ risc - ‘rush’ and mere - ‘lake’.
Russell - Lord John Russell (1792-1878), Secretary of Colonial Affairs, secured the appointment of the
Imperial Select Committee that enquired into the affairs of South Australia in its infancy.
In domestic questions he cast in his lot with those who opposed the repressive measures of 1817
and protested that the causes of discontent at home should be removed by remedial legislation.
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When failure attended all his efforts he resigned his seat… He was considered to be the ‘Stormy
Petrel’ of politics and his leisure hours were spent compiling his Reflections and Suggestions
which was marked by the belief that all philosophy, political or social, was summed up in the
Whig creed of 50 years previously.
He is remembered by the County of Russell, proclaimed on 2 June 1842.
Russell Creek, near Marree, was named after Edward Russell, who held seven pastoral leases ‘east of Lake
Eyre’ at Kopperamanna and Lake Gregory from 1885.
Hundred of Russell, County of Hopetoun, was proclaimed on 7 November 1895. William Russell, MLC
(1894-1900), MP (1901-1905) and born in Scotland, in 1842, came to South Australia, in 1866, in the Peeress;
later, he worked on the land at Alma and Gulnare Plains, moving to Caltowie in 1873. He took a leading part
in carrying into effect the principle of the franchise of women, entered the Federal Senate in 1906 and died
in June 1912.
Ruths Flat - The Advertiser of 23 March 1867 mentions this place near Bridgewater.
Ruwarung Springs - On section 802, Hundred of Willunga. Aboriginal for ‘brackish water’.
Ryan Shaft - The first copper ore at Moonta, on the site of a wombat burrow, was discovered in 1861 by
Patrick Ryan; an inscribed stone marks the spot.
Rye - The town, proclaimed on 30 March 1882 at the site of the Walloway railway station, north of Orroroo,
was, in 1940, changed to ‘Walloway’. Its school opened in 1883 and closed in 1942. The name occurs,
frequently, throughout the United Kingdom and Ireland and derives from the Anglo-Saxon rithe - ‘a rivulet’.
One such town is a Cinque Port in Sussex was where the Danes landed in 893 AD.
Ryelands - Rodney Cockburn says it was the name of a sheep run near Kapunda run held by John Taylor, a
pastoral and mining magnate, who came from Ryelands in Herefordshire. (See Taylor Flat & Taylor Mound)

S

Sab-Aruma - The name of a holiday village near Walker Flat developed by the SA Brewing Co. Ltd (SAB) for
its employees. ‘Aruma’ is Aboriginal for ‘happy’. Every cottage has an Aboriginal name, Barook - ‘teal’;
Canara - ‘magpie’; Curringa - ‘black duck’; Doundoo - ‘black swan’; Goonyah - ‘a large fish’ and Narimba ‘pelican’.
Sabine, Mount - Near Kingoonya and named after Clement Sabine, an associate of the pastoralist, Price
Maurice, as his general manager. Born in Suffolk, in 1833, he arrived in the Derwent in 1853 and died in
1903. (See Ernest, Mount & Pekina)
Saddlebags, Mount - A trig point in the Hundred of Kuitpo whose summit represents a saddle, with a
saddlebag on each side.
Saddleworth - The Register of 16 September 1846 mentions ‘Saddleworth Hotel, on the Burra road, section
2803’ and, on 28 November 1846:
Passing north of Mr Master’s stations… we reached the before-mentioned incipient tavern, first
known as the ‘Stone Hut’ then as the Saddleworth Hotel; … and now appropriately called the
‘Miners’ Arms’ by those jolly operatives going to or returning from the Monster Mine. The main
building… is ready to receive the roof… In the meantime the business is carried on in the
extensive lean-to at the back by Mr and Mrs Uphill .
The Saddleworth Hotel ‘being now completed’ was advertised by its proprietor, Robert Harris, in 1847.
James Masters obtained the land grant of section 2803 on 25 February 1846 and on it built the ‘Saddleworth
Hotel’ which he leased to Robert Harris for 14 years (registered on 13 December 1848); an underlease was
given to William Coghill on 14 February 1850 - Coghill purchased the freehold of section 2803 from Mr
Masters on 26 July 1853. In 1859, the township of Saddleworth, better known to old colonists as the ‘Stone
Hut’ was beginning to show signs of enterprise, while the earliest memorial conveying an allotment in the
town is dated 14 December 1852.
Its school was opened in 1851 by Leonard Burton and examinations were reported on 30 December 1870
when the prize-winners were: ‘M.J. Wood, M. Foster, C. Wood, F. Munns, C. Maslin, A. Filmer, S. Harrold, J.
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Watts, M. Foster, J. Foster…’ A photograph of a ‘Hoisting the Flag’ ceremony is in the Chronicle, 24
September 1904, page 28.
The laying of the foundation stone of the public school was reported on 2 December 1876. (See Coghill
Creek)
Mr Masters was born at ‘Saddleworth Lodge’, Yorkshire, England, written in 1230 as sadelword-wort - ‘on
a saddle like a ridge’.
Sketches of the town are in the Pictorial Australian in August 1879, Frearson’s Weekly, 14 February 1880,
page 3 and photographs in the Observer, 2 January 1904, page 24, 15 February 1908, page 29, 28 March
1914, page 31. A history of the town and photographs are in the Chronicle, 23 February 1933, pages 37 and
46, 12 September 1903, page 24, 23 November 1907, page 30, 7 January 1911, page 42, of a Show on 17
October 1908, page 30, information on and photographs of Messrs Bee & Hill’s store in the Observer, 2
January 1904, page 24. A photograph of Mr L. Fisher’s exhibit at the Adelaide Show is in the Chronicle, 12
March 1904, page 44, 11 March 1905, page 30, Observer, 14 May 1904, page 25a, of a sheep sale in the
Chronicle, 27 August 1904, page 41, of Commercial Road, Saddleworth, on 10 December 1904, page 30, of
members of a tennis club on 29 July 1911, page 30, of an Australia Day celebration on 14 August 1915, page
29, of the Saddleworth Apiary on 26 May 1928, page 40, of ‘Back to Saddleworth’ celebrations on 12 April
1934, page 31, of a football team in the Observer, 18 October 1913, page 29,
Chronicle, 8 October 1936, page 35.
The Hundred of Saddleworth, County of Light, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851.
Saint A’Becket Ponds - Near Lake Torrens, named by Samuel Parry on 10 August 1858 after Archbishop
Thomas A’Becket. Unofficially, it has been corrupted to ‘Sandy Bagot Ponds’. In 1874 it was said that, ‘I am
at a loss to conceive why this place should have been named after the worthy Archbishop unless it was that
the person condemned to live at it must, necessarily, have been a brother martyr.’
Saint - In 1960, the Adelaide suburb of Saint Agnes was laid out on part section 211, Hundred of Yatala, by
Airflow Refrigeration Ltd. Dr William Thomas Angove settled in the area in the 1880s and founded Angoves
Pty Ltd, vignerons, distillers and marketers of St Agnes brandy. He died in Yorkshire, England, in 1912. St
Agnes is the patron Saint of Purity. It is, also, the name of a town in Cornwall, its ancient name being
Breanick, and on the southern-most of the Scilly Islands off the west coast of Cornwall; the remains of Saint
Agnes’ Well is to be found in the village and many stories are recorded of the miraculous cures accorded
from its water.
In 1856, Saint Albans was advertised as ‘portion of Mr Oscar Lines’ estate, frontages to the Reedbeds and
main roads… laid out into 4-acre blocks; rich in soil and pure in water [and] intersected by two main roads…’
Oscar John Lines was a farmer and publican, whose address was given as ‘The Reedbeds’. He arrived in
Adelaide in 1837. The exact location of this suburb has not been ascertained, but the Reedbeds related,
generally, to what is now the Fulham area and extending north towards Port Adelaide and east as far as
what is now Lockleys.
In 1886, it was said that ‘no article on the St Albans Stud Farm would [have been] complete without a few
remarks on the career of Mr James Wilson, the founder and the most successful trainer Australia has ever
known’:
Early in the 1860s, Mr Wilson was principally known in connection with Musidors and Ebor. In
those days the annual meetings in Adelaide were amongst the most important fixtures of the
year and both those horses ran on the Thebarton racecourse… (See Grey)
Cape Saint Albans, on Kangaroo Island, was named by Captain Thomas Lipson in March 1850 after a town
in Hertfordshire that honours an eminent citizen who suffered martyrdom; to commemorate his name a
monastery for 100 Benedictine Monks was erected in 793 AD.
In 1907, it was reported that ‘a few weeks ago when an attempt was made to put down trial bores on
Yatala Shoal, in Backstairs Passage, in order to determine whether an unattended beacon light could be
fixed there, it was found that the boring apparatus was not strong enough’:
What Captain Preston and other masters of mail steamers asked for was a light of some
description on Cape St Albans so that navigators would have the three lights - Jervis, St Albans
and Willoughby - to steer by in passing the treacherous points of the passage… Happily, there
appears to be some probability now of the St Albans scheme being given effect to at little
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expense. An enterprising settler has taken up the land [nearby] and offered to look after the light
on the cape at a small weekly remuneration…
A photograph of the light is in the Chronicle, 27 March 1909, page 31.
Saint Albyns was the name proposed for a subdivision in the Findon area, but refused approval on 17 April
1925. No reason was given but it may have been because of the existence of the ‘unofficial’ subdivision of
‘Saint Albans’ in the immediate vicinity.
In 1925, the name Saint Andrews was given to a portion of the Boolcoomatta run, North-West of Cockburn,
in honour of Andrew Smith, manager of the Mutooroo Pastoral Co, the father of the pioneer aviators, Sir
Ross and Sir Keith Smith.
Saint Andrews Park was a subdivision of part section 4, Hundred of Lincoln, by F.E. Clegg in 1928; now
included in Port Lincoln. Saint Andrew has been the patron Saint of Scotland since about the middle of the
8th century. The See of Scotland was, originally, called Mccross - ‘the boar’s head’. The dedication is due to
supposed relics of Saint Andrew that gave the church its importance.
Saint Annes was a 1922 subdivision of part sections 211-12, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Joseph E. Harris;
now included in Somerton Park. Saint Anne was the mother of the Virgin Mary.
Saint Bernards was an 1882 subdivision of part section 292, Hundred of Adelaide, by James R. Dobson;
now included in Rostrevor. (See Twyford) Apparently, the name was applied to the area at an earlier date
for, in 1848, an advertisement recited: ‘For Sale, an acre of garden ground at Saint Bernards, near Makgill
[sic]…’ Earlier, in 1841, William Malpas subdivided part of section 292 and, no doubt, this was the genesis
of the ‘official’ Saint Bernards, in 1882. Saint Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, was one of the most illustrious
preachers of the Middle Ages and, about 960 AD, founded Hospices near the summit of Alpine Passes for
the recreation of pilgrims.
Saint Blazey was a subdivision of section 73, Hundred of Kooringa, by Richard Goldsworthy (ca.1809-1866),
an innkeeper at Copperhouse, circa 1859. The name comes from Cornwall.
Saint Cecelia Creek got its name because on 22 November 1870 Christopher Giles of the Telegraph
Department, during the construction of the overland line, camped there on St Cecelia’s Day. She is the
patron Saint of Music and the Blind.
Lake Saint Clair, in the South-East, was named by Governor Grey, circa 1843 and, later, the name Saint
Clair was given to a school on part section 144, Hundred of Mount Muirhead ; opened in 1913 by Eleanor
L. Jordan it closed in 1958.
Saint Francis Island, in Nuyts Archipelago, discovered in January 1627, was named Isle St Francois, when
the Gulden Zeepard, under the command of Francois Thyssen, examined part of the South Australian
coastline. Matthew Flinders visited it on 3 February 1802 and named the group, comprising eight isles and
a rock, ‘The Isles of St Francis’, in the persuasion that the central one was named ‘St Francois’ by the Dutch.
While it is assumed, universally, that it was named after the Saint, (Saint Francis was born at Assisi in 1181
or 1182 and established the Franciscan order of monks), it is interesting to note that ‘Francois’ was the
Christian name of Captain Thyssen.
The pioneer pastoralist on the island was Thomas F.F. Lloyd of Kangarilla in July 1880 (lease no. 2948) and,
in 1914:
The produce from the islands [was] brought to Murat Bay in the Sunbeam, a ketch owned by
Messrs Lloyd & Arnold. St Francis Island has an area of four square miles. The soil is very rich the
result of the bones and eggs of millions of mutton birds. It will grow anything in the way of
garden stuff, including tomatoes, water melons and hay, so long as there is a fair rainfall…
A sketch of a 1927 pastoral lease is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
On 2 August 1858, Samuel Parry discovered Saint Francis Pool, near Marree. (See above)
Saint George Knob, 10 km south of Melrose, was named after W. St George, who built ‘Rosslyn House’ in
the vicinity, becoming known as ‘St George’s Folly’.
The suburb of Saint Georges was laid out in 1918 on part section 294, Hundred of Adelaide by W.J.A.
Barton, land agent and Joseph Cochrane, William M. Butler and Frederick G. Jones, farmers. Saint George
is the patron Saint of England. The land agent conducted a competition for an appropriate name and the
winner was Miss H.E. Lewis of Malvern.
Saint Helena Swamp, east of Lake Hawdon in the South-East, took its name from the ‘Saint Helena Run’
established by R.N. Fallon (Falloon?) in 1851 (lease no. 218B). Sometimes called ‘Helen’ she was a Roman
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empress who was the reputed discoverer of Christ’s cross. She was married to the Roman emperor
Constantius I Chlorus, who renounced her for political reasons.
Saint Helens Estate was a 1912 subdivision of part sections 348-49, Hundred of Yatala; now included in
Prospect and bisected by Koonga Avenue. F.W. Bullock created it and probably took the name from a local
residence for, during 1882:
The grounds attached to St Helens, Prospect, the residence of Mr Robert Dixon, MP, presented a
somewhat lively spectacle, nearly a hundred of the employees of the factory having responded
to an invitation to enjoy Mr Dixon’s hospitality…
The name occurs in Lancashire, England, where the ‘Chapel of Saint Helen’ was mentioned first in 1552.
Saint Ives was a subdivision of part section 2001, Hundred of Kanmantoo, 3 km South-West of Callington
by the Britannia Mining Company, circa 1856; known, also, as ‘Paringa’. The name comes from Cornwall
and refers to Saint Jia, an Irish virgin, who is said to have landed at the bay about 460 AD.
In 1884, the subdivision of Saint James Park was advertised as being located:
On Leason’s Farm… in the centre of the Reedbeds district and contains beyond doubt land quite
equal to the best in the locality, its fertility being proved by the many large and flourishing fruit
and market gardens…
Probably, its nomenclature is linked with ‘Saint James Farm’ owned by Joseph Johnson in the 1850s. An
1889 subdivision of the same name was created on sections 412-13, Hundred of Yatala, by Edward John
Keele - Joseph Johnson, of Reedbeds.
In the 1950s, the name Saint James Park was given, also, to an ‘unofficial’ subdivision, now included in
Panorama. Today, in 2005, a kindergarten of that name is conducted in Strathcona Avenue.
The name of Saint Johns was applied to a subdivision of section 1450, Hundred of Belvidere, six km south
of Kapunda. John Rodgers obtained the land grant on 5 May 1850 and, in 1865, sold a three acre block to
Richard Haimes, ‘of Saint Johns.’ The Roman Catholic church of St John the Evangelist was built in the vicinity
in 1854. The school opened in 1859, while its post office opened in 1867 and closed in 1879; a local history
says that a Josephite school opened there in 1869.
In 1874, it was reported that about three miles South-East from Kapunda:
Stands the substantial and picturesque little chapel of St John’s. As evidence of the former
importance of this locality, and as a monument of the enterprise of the first Catholic priests and
clergy of this colony, the subject of this sketch will not fail, I trust, to interest readers… Thirty
years ago it was considered St John’s would be the most central position in which to erect an
edifice … Owing, however, to mineral discoveries, the extension of agricultural interest, together
with it being made the terminus of a line of railway, Kapunda succeeded in monopolising the
commercial position it was thought Saint Johns would ultimately have attained.
Saint Johns Wood was a subdivision of section 351, Hundred of Yatala, laid out, circa 1852, by Samuel
Reginald Hall and Tom Cox Bray; now included in Prospect. The name comes from London, England, where
in ancient times it was thickly wooded district sheltering an ‘Abbey of holy virgins of Saint John the Baptist.’
(See Nailsworth)
In 1860, there was an advertisement for the town of Saint Kilda of 30 acres subdivided into lots:
‘Beautifully situated adjacent to the town of New Glenelg being part of section 203, known as Somerton.’
The ‘official’ town of Saint Kilda was surveyed by T. Evans and proclaimed on 31 July 1873. In June 1898 the
Licensing Branch received an application for a licence for a proposed hotel of sixteen rooms and it came to
the conclusion ‘that it would be a decided advantage to those who visited the watering place to be able to
secure accommodation for themselves and their horses.’ The first licence was granted to Matthew Lucas
on 13 December 1898. Its school opened in 1902 and closed in 1949.
The settlement, prior to the proclamation of the government town, was described in the Register on
29 September 1869:
I counted 16 houses of one to four rooms each. They form a sort of terrace facing a small sandy
beach - just the thing for a few family parties if the many stumps of cut mangroves were but
removed. Successful settlers are already having their wooden huts put in order for summer
dwellings and bathing,
and of interest is a comment in the Register on 25 March 1896 that said, inter alia, ‘Mr Harvey [the founder
of Salisbury] also started and named Saint Kilda.’ Further, Rodney Cockburn says that John Harvey, who was
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born in Scotland, is credited with having opened Saint Kilda as a summer watering place. (See Moilong &
Salisbury)
In 1928, there were a ‘few houses and leantos in the township but most of them were locked up and
shuttered for another day’:
At the back of the settlement are marshes with corroding fences… There are, however, two
redeeming features in addition to the rude healthfulness of Saint Kilda. The view of the foothills
and it is probably the best seaboard in the world for the capture of crabs…
A photograph is in the Observer, 24 November 1928, page 35, of the opening of the swimming pool in the
Chronicle, 19 April 1934, page 37.
The name was taken from Saint Kilda Island in the Hebrides, Scotland. There is no such Saint; it is mentioned
first in a charter of King Robert II, in 1373, by the name ‘Hertye’ meaning, possibly, ‘the isle of the far west’,
while another historian of the same time calls it ‘Irte’. In Mercator’s map of 1564, and in a map published
by Ortelius in 1573, it is shown as ‘St. Kylder’, ‘plainly a seaman’s carelessly ascertained form.’ In 1579, it
was recorded as ‘S. Kilder’ and, by 1698, had assumed its present form.
Saint Kitts was the name of a farming settlement, about 16 km east of Kapunda, and is an abbreviated
derivation of Christopher, the patron Saint of ferrymen, who assisted Christian pilgrims over a bridgeless
river. In the early days of settlement a phosphate rock quarry was worked a few miles south of the village
and, in 1904, it was reported that:
Mr Thomas Beard of St Kitts, near Truro, was born near Dunfermline. Scotland, on March 17,
1820… With nine brothers and sisters he arrived in the colony on December 4, 1837 in the
Navarino… The first work he engaged in was grubbing trees in Hindley Street…
The Saint Kitts Creek School was opened by Francis Ross in 1864; it closed in 1875, reopened as Saint Kitts
in 1919, closing, finally, in 1962.
The name Saint Leonards was applied to section 184, Hundred of Noarlunga, circa 1846, by Edmund
Trimmer; now included in Glenelg North. It was advertised as ‘a section at the Bay admirably adapted for
the formation of what is termed in England a fashionable watering place,’ In 1858, it was said that ‘it has
long been the favourite resort of citizens of Adelaide and now that the obstacles which have hitherto
retarded its progress have been removed [it] will shortly rank as the chief watering place of South
Australia…’
The name comes from Sussex, England, where it is a suburb of Hastings; in the early 19th century it was an
outlying hamlet with a chapel dedicated to St Leonard.
In 1857, visitors to the Bay would have ‘observed during the last day or two a huge machine erected nearly
opposite Government Cottage and a quantity of heavy timber lying adjacent thereto’:
The machine is for driving piles and the timber is for constructing a bridge to lead over the creek
at St Leonards to the peninsula opposite. It is intended, when the bridge is completed, to make
the beach of the peninsula a bathing place for males…
In November 1857, a public meeting was held at the Saint Leonard’s Hotel, Glenelg:
To take into consideration the most desirable means of celebrating on this spot, under the old
gum tree at Glenelg, the arrival of this colony at the twenty-first year of its existence… It is
desirable to commemorate the event by a public celebration under ‘The Old Colonists’ Tree’…
the name of the tree under which the colony was proclaimed.
At the time, no dissent was forthcoming from readers to this forthright statement. (See Old Gum Tree)
A photograph of the school is in the Register, 18 August 1928, page 13, Chronicle, 6 June 1935, page 31, of
a pet show on 23 October 1930, page 36, of a football team on 11 October 1934, page 49, 31 October 1935,
page 36, of a colts' cricket team on 25 April 1935, page 32.
Saint Margarets was an 1873 subdivision of part section 1048, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George and
Thomas Elder; now included in Semaphore South. The plan provided land for a convalescent home, later to
become Saint Margaret’s Hospital. Of interest is the fact that, on 20 January 1855, it was reported that
‘William Elder, late of Australia, has just purchased… the beautiful small estate of Saint Margarets situated
between Aberdour and Inverkeithing’ while an obituary of his wife, of ‘Saint Margaret’s, Queensland’, is in
the Register, 17 January 1907.
Queen Margaret was a Scottish Saint and Queen of Scotland; she died in 1093 and, in 1425, there is a
record of the construction of ‘Saynt Margretys Hope’ - ‘a haven or refuge of Princess Margaret’, thus
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forming a positive link with its South Australian counterpart. (The Scottish word ‘hope’ derives from the
Icelandic hop - ‘refuge’.) Messrs Elder hailed from Kirkcaldy, Scotland.
In 1874, it was reported that among the good work accomplished by the colonists”
It has often been found that those which have almost been done ‘by stealth’ - which have begun
without ostentation and carried forward with little display and no trumpet blowing - have proved
in no way behind others in usefulness… Another work of importance … is now added to the list The foundation stone of the Convalescent Hospital at St Margaret, near the Semaphore, having
been laid at noon on… September 14th by Mrs Musgrave…
Rodney Cockburn attributes the nomenclature to John Bristow Hughes who once represented the electors
of Port Adelaide and whose wife’s Christian name was ‘Margaret’ and goes on to say that he built St Clair
and St Margaret’s Church at Woodville.
Saint Marys was laid out on sections 8, 41 and 2084, Hundred of Adelaide, circa 1850, by John Wickham
Daw, who named it after the local Saint Mary’s Church of which he was a benefactor. (See Daw Park) Early
conveyancing documents describe it as ‘St Mary’s on the Sturt’. In 1856, the ‘Township of Saint Mary’s
situated on the South Road - 60 acres of section 67 where mails… pass twice a day’, was advertised. On 3
February 1872, races were held in a paddock adjoining the South Road belonging to Messrs W.V. Brown
and T.H. Jose:
The Secretary, Mr A.C. Daw, was indefatigable in his efforts to contribute to the success of the
day. The Plate was won by Mr A. Lyon’s, Mischief…
Saint Marys Peak, the highest peak in the Wilpena Pound, was recorded first on a map drawn by the
surveyor, Frederick Sinnett, in 1851, and therefore he must be credited with naming it. In 1937, at the
summit of St Mary’s Peak in the Flinders Ranges, 3,900 feet up was ‘a sealed bottle containing two visitors’
books. Those who sign their names at this altitude are usually convinced that Saint Mary’s Peak is the
highest mountain in the State… but claim to that honour is often made for Mt Woodroffe in the Musgrave
Ranges further north…’
It has been reported that ‘it is more frequently covered with snow than any other hill in South Australia’.
This has been refuted by Mr Hunt, lessee of the Wilpena run. On 4 June 1985 he said that he had only seen
snow on St Marys Peak once in the past sixty years when, in the early 1950s, snow stretched from the valley
floor to halfway up the peak on one side; there was no snow on the peak.
Saint Marys Pool is a body of fresh water in the bed of MacDonnell Creek discovered by B.H. Babbage, in
1856. A photograph is in the Chronicle, 7 April 1932, page 34. He lived in the suburban hamlet of Saint Marys
and, probably, this fact accounts for him naming it so.
Saint Michaels was laid out on section 301, Hundred of Adelaide, by John Richardson, circa 1847; now
included in Kensington. He came from Southwark, England, in 1838, in the Lord Goderich. It is a common
place name in England, Scotland and Ireland: ‘Canonisation must have been a painless process… for St
Michaels [in the United Kingdom] is named after a drunken Irishman, Michael Kelly.’
Saint Morris was laid out in 1913 on part section 302, Hundred of Adelaide, by Henry Woodcock. Charles
Thomas Saint (ca.1839-1877) and Frances Elizabeth Morris were married in 1862 and, following his death,
she married Henry Woodcock, who adapted her maiden and first married name for his creation.
In 1927, the new school was a ‘single storey structure of brick, consisting of six class rooms, facing south,
all with left-hand light’:
A verandah 12 feet wide along the whole side of the north side of the building gave excellent
shelter for the pupils, in addition to which a shelter shed 40 feet long and 20 feet wide was
provided to the north of the main block… The contractors for the work were Messrs F.S. Warner
& Sons…
A photograph of the opening of a playground is in the Observer, 3 December 1921, page 25, of the school’s
Arbor Day on 31 July 1930, page 31.
The land comprising the suburb of Saint Peters was granted to Robert Biddulph of Charing Cross, London,
in 1838-39. The earliest recorded subdivision was on 30 July 1878, when it was laid out as the township of
‘East Adelaide’. The first subdivision to have the name of Saint Peters was created on part sections 259 and
279 by Joseph Jackman (ca.1813-1908) in 1884, taking its name from the adjacent college when it was
reported that Mr Adam Adamson stated that the name Saint Peters was ‘my gift’:
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A couple of riotous meetings were held in the Maid and Magpie Hotel and the name of Stepney
was carried by a large majority. The good folks of College Park did not like the name and had the
present one given to it instead.
Photographs of council members and public buildings are in The Critic, 24 May 1911, page 18, 5 February
1919, page 12, of an All Souls’ Church fete in the Chronicle, 17 October 1903, page 43, of members of a
model parliament in the Observer, 28 September 1907, page 32, of a cricket team and officials on 15 June
1907, page 30, of the council’s steam-roller on 8 June 1918, page 26, of a Coronation Fete committee in The
Critic, 30 August 1911, page 5, of a garden fair committee for the blind on 6 May 1914, page 13, of a Babies’
Hospital in the Observer, 23 and 30 January 1915, page 27, of bowls teams, etc, in The Critic, 19 January
1916, page 15, 21 January 1920, page 15 (A.T. Sutton & P. Caterer), Chronicle, 10 April 1926, page 54, The
Critic, 22 October 1919, page 4, of members of a croquet club on 13 December 1916, page 33, of ‘Gypsy
Strollers’ on 21 March 1917, page 22, of a peace demonstration in the Observer, 23 November 1918, page
24, of a ladies’ hockey team on 28 August 1920, page 24, of croquet club members on 24 November 1923,
page 30, of Burchell’s Veterinary Hospital in the Register, 4 February 1922, page 9, of an All Souls’ Church
fete in the Chronicle, 17 October 1903, page 43, of a bowls team on 10 April 1926, page 54, of the laying of
the foundation stone of the A.V. Mitton Memorial Hall in the Observer, 17 April 1930, page 32.
In 1886, the site of the proposed oval was ‘inspected and found to be eminently suited for the object’:
The price asked by the vendor was £1,300 was in their opinion most reasonable… The offers of
the Norwood Cricket and Norwood Football Clubs to pay interest on the proposed mortgage and
debentures cleared the way in a marked manner…
The following committee was appointed to canvass the district: The Mayor and Councillors of St
Peters and Kensington and Norwood, Messrs W.R. Hunt, A.J. Diamond, J.H. Champion, J.
Bertram, G.W. Simpson, H.C. Burnet, M.S. Rowe, L. Suhard, J. Hammer, G. Esselbach, J.C. Sando,
H. Blinman, J.R. Gooden, W.O. Whitridge and R.E. Knight…
A sketch of the college is in the Pictorial Australian in December 1875, Frearson’s Weekly, 25 October 1879,
page 301, a photograph of the College football team is in the Chronicle, 28 June 1902, page 41 and
of students departing in a drag to an intercollegiate match on 20 July 1907, page 30; also see
2 March 1933, page 31, of a college fete in the Observer, 20 October 1923, page 28, of old collegians’
football and lacrosse teams on 26 July 1924, page 34, 1870s photographs of students on 23 July 1927, page
33, 6 August 1927, page 34, 26 May 1928, page 38.
Saint Peters Island, in Nuyts Archipelago, was named by Peter Nuyts in 1627, while aboard the Gulden
Zeepard. (See Saint Francis Island) Baudin called it Isle des Olives while Freycinet’s charts show I. Eugene.
The pioneer pastoralist on the island was R.B. Smith in 1864 (lease no. 1233). In 1717, a Frenchman, Jean
Pierre Purry wrote a proposal that ‘Nuyt’s Land’ be colonised, but without official backing his scheme
collapsed. Nine years later the Irish author, Jonathon Swift, wrote a book, inspired, no doubt, by Purry’s
proposal and, in Gulliver’s Travels, he tells of the unknown land of Lilliput, where the male population was
only six inches in height; the latitude and longitude of this land were shown to fall exactly on Saint Peters
Island. A photograph of a homestead is in the Observer, 5 June 1926, page 34.
Saint Stephen Pond, near Marree, was discovered by Samuel Parry on 4 August 1858. The ‘St Stephen Pond
Run’ was established in 1880 (lease no. 992).
Saint Vincent was an 1899 subdivision of sections 89-90, Hundred of Pirie, by Elizabeth H., Frederick W.
and Eustace A.A. Dunn; now included in Risdon Park. Saint Vincent was a deacon and martyr, whose festival
is celebrated on 22 January. It derives from a cape on the South-West coast of Portugal, where a monastery
perched on the lofty promontory is dedicated to Saint Vincent, who is said to have lived there. (See Vincent)
Saint Vincent Gulf was named by Matthew Flinders on 30 March 1802 after the Earl of Saint Vincent,
President of the Board of Admiralty who was known better as Sir John Jervis, having taken his title from his
victory at Cape St Vincent and succeeded Lord Spencer at the Admiralty. Baudin called it Golfe de la
Misanthropie - ‘mankind hater gulf’, while on Freycinet’s published charts it is Golfe Josephine, ‘in honour
of our august Empress’. The Aborigines called it wongayerlo - ‘overwhelming water where the sun sinks’.
The history of the gulf is not without tragedy for, on 8 February 1883 ‘a sad accident occurred in St Vincent
Gulf by which Messrs William King, senior, and Henry Dawson lost their lives’:
Captain Pennington of the yacht Haidee, the property of Mr Thomas King, MP, Mayor of Glenelg,
left Glenelg for the Neptune Islands… When they got well out it was found desirable, owing to
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the threatening weather, to make for Kingscote… A squall set in… A heavy sea washed the dinghy
overboard, also Messrs Dawson and King… (See Jervis, Cape)
Saints - Is a railway station, 8 km west of Balaklava. Its post office opened as Saint’s Station in September
1877. The name honours either John Saint, an early settler, who arrived in the Baboo in 1840 and died on
12 June 1869, or his son, John Saint (1825-1892). In 1880, when more accommodation was required ‘in the
vicinity of Saint’s Station, a meeting of residents took place at Mr William Eime’s residence on August 4. Mr
John Saint, who was voted to the chair, promised an acre of ground on his section 540 on which to build
school premises… the present school at Preston is far too small for the requirements of the place.’ (See
Preston)
Salem - A small Lutheran settlement contiguous to sections 1806-7, Hundred of Strathalbyn, for which
Gottlob Jaensch obtained the land grants on 14 January 1853. The word means ‘peace’. The village school
opened in 1865 and closed in 1936 and there is a ‘Salem Road’ in the near vicinity. In 1868, ‘the annual
examination of the Salem licensed school, conducted by Mr G. Neumann, was held, the examiners being
Pastor Strempel and Messrs Tiechelmann, Vaughton and B. Smith… The children at this school are
principally Germans, so that the examination was conducted in both English and German…’
Salem Valley, in the district between Angaston and Moculta, was named by Charles Flaxman in 1842. (See
Penrice)
There was a Bible Christian Church on the Gawler Blocks called Salem. (See Andrews Farm)
Salisbury - John Harvey (1821-1899) arrived in the Superb in 1839, purchased sections 2190-1, Hundred of
Yatala, on 11 August 1847 and subdivided portion of it in June 1848 as the village of Salisbury, naming it
after a former domicile of his wife, that is, the Salisbury Plain area in Wiltshire:
The High Road to the Burra Burra Mines and Gawler Town must command a traffic which will
raise this place to immense importance… The beauty of the immediate neighbourhood fully
entitles this section of the township to be called ‘Salisbury on the Pretty’.
During March 1856, ‘a very large number of electors of the District of Yatala assembled at Scott’s Salisbury
Hotel in a new room just erected, and intended to be used as an agricultural exchange and general auction
mart, under the direction of John Chapple, for the purpose of giving a champagne luncheon to Mr Arthur
Blyth, MLC for Yatala…’
It derives from the Anglo-Saxon sear - ‘dry’ and byrig - ‘town’. Memorial Book 26/273 shows Henry Martin
subdividing the eastern portion of section 3056 as Salisbury; today it is Salisbury North.
Photographs of storm damage are in the Observer, 25 October 1924, page 33, of motor cycle races on
17 October 1925, page 31, of the Coach and Horses Hotel in The News, 16 November 1936, page 6e.
The English town stood upon a hill where no water was available and it is apparent a similar set of
circumstances prevailed in South Australia for, in 1851, a roving reporter said:
Objection was made, originally, as to the site of Salisbury for the want of water and this objection
was increased by digging near the opposite hills to the depth of 130 feet, without success. Water,
it seems, however, was at last found, but it appears that the locality selected for trial was
injudicious, this necessary of life being afterwards discovered at much less depths north and
south of the spot in question.
This first difficulty damped the ardour of Salisbury, but we think, unjustly, for wells were shown
to us in the township, where good water, which we tasted, was obtained at a depth of 54 feet;
and it has been since got at 27 feet, it averages, however, everywhere no more than 45 feet.
This, we were told and believe but we must add that if water is so scarce in summer, which does
not appear to be borne out, we fear, on considering the situation of the township, that there
may be more than enough of it in winter.
Fifty years later a correspondent painted a different picture when he opined that it was a dream:
Hopeless of becoming reality, to look forward to a time when Adelaide will stretch forth in
alternate streets, parks and squares to Largs Bay… when Salisbury will be a suburb, affected by
the wealthy citizens, who will speed homeward by the electric car [tram], and when Parafield,
now the subject of such heated discussion as the site of a cemetery, will see some future
Alderman Tomkinson arguing that it is too near the commercial portion of the State capital? (See
Harvey, Mount)
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A school was conducted in 1851 with 30 to 40 children in attendance and a government school opened in
1861. Information on and photographs of a ‘Back to Salisbury School’ are in the Chronicle, 26 September
1935, page 56d, 3 October 1935. (See Saint Kilda)
Salt - An 1876 subdivision of section 42, Hundred of Pirie, by William Wood (1837-1900), storekeeper of
Yankalilla, who arrived in the Parthenous in 1858, was named Salt Bush, now included in Port Pirie West
and was descriptive of the surrounding country. According to the Register, 2 November 1891, page 7h it
was known also as ‘Young Town’.
Salt Creek is north of Tumby Bay and the ‘Salt Creek Run’ was established by John Tennant who held the
land under occupation licence from 24 September 1846. (See Driver, Cape)
The Salt Creek School, north of Cowell, was opened in 1903 by Margaret C.F. Sheridan; it closed in 1951.
Information on it is in the Register, 26 October 1911, page 5b (includes a photograph of some students).
The Salt Creek Post Office, ‘on YP’, opened in November 1873 and the same name was given to a school
near Yorketown that opened as ‘Troubridge Area’ in 1872 and closed in 1879. A report made on 29 August
1874 referred to ‘the necessity of surveying a suitable site for a township [at Salt Creek], about 6 miles from
Edithburgh…’ (See Coobowie)
In 1878, it was reported that ‘at Salt Creek (otherwise Coobowie) a large public house was erected some
time ago’:
This house, having starved out one or more of its tenants, was recently rented for the nominal
sum of one shilling per week, simply to prevent the occupier from becoming permanent owner,
though in another locality the building itself would be worth at least £1,000… Only the other day
the unfortunate was raging in delirium tremens, to the terror of the peaceful inhabitants of the
place, till seized by the police and confined. No sooner is he released, however, that his next
action is to attempt to commit a criminal offence upon a lodger… I ask is such a man competent
to hold a licence… (See Coobowie)
There is another Salt Creek, 61 km South-East of Meningie and, ‘early in 1866, Mr John Hodgkiss and others
formed a small company with a capital of £500 to test the value of a supposed discovery of petroleum made
near the notorious Malacha Martin’s house on the Salt Creek, by Mr W.H. Hamilton’:
Four men were sent out with 500 feet of boring rods and the oily substance which he had
described as scum upon the surface of the water was traceable in various parts of the creek.
Extensive claims were taken out and a company was formed to work a substance known as
mineral caoutchouc and Mr Eustace R. Mitford was dispatched there.
From Salt Creek southward the area of the South-East was equal to 7,600 square miles and, in
every wet season, one half of it was under water, the depth of which varied from one to six feet
and some of it was never dry, while many swamps extended from four to six miles.
It was argued, therefore, that any drain sufficient to carry off that immense body of water must,
practically, be navigable. Further, it was concluded that, to perfectly drain the district and lead
the water to its natural outlet, it would be necessary ‘to construct one main drain to Salt Creek
that could be used as a navigable canal. It would extend from Salt Creek right up to the
tablelands of Mount Gambier, with branches of equal magnitude… The Dismal Swamp is the
biggest and the water, at extreme times of flood, flows to the eastward and westward and it is
that that forms the source of the Reedy Creek’…
A photograph of scrub rolling is in the Chronicle, 30 December 1911, page 27.
The opening of the Zion Chapel at ‘Salt Creek, South Rhine’ was reported in the Register, 6 November 1865,
page 3d; ‘Greenoch Creek’ was known, also, as Salt Creek. (See Greenoch)
Salt Creek Cove - (See Arno Bay).
Salt Lagoon Post Office is on section 288, Hundred of Dudley, and the Salt Lagoon School, near American
River, opened by Emily L. Cameron in 1898, closed in 1920. (See Ballast Head)
Salt Lake School was opened by Matilda Goodland in the Hundred of Barunga, in 1884; it closed in 1943.
(See Cameron, Hundred of)
Saltash - The town, South-West of Cockburn, was proclaimed on 27 August 1891 and may have been named
after a town in Cornwall, near Plymouth; as late as 1316 it was only ‘Ash’ and the ‘Salt’ was added, no doubt,
because of saltworks in the vicinity.
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Salter - Mr A. Salter, a paymaster when the main road to Victor Harbor was constructed, when returning
on horseback from Victor Harbor with the payroll, called a midday halt and was last seen eating his lunch
on this rock. Neither he, nor the money he carried, were heard of again. Salter Rock, in the Mount Compass
district, recalls his name.
Salter Springs, 13 km North-East of Owen, recall William Salter, who held the land under occupation licence
from 26 March 1846; born in Devon, England, in 1804, he arrived in the Caroline in 1839. The spring was on
the southern portion of his sheep run and became the base of a village, surveyed in 1858. Its post office
opened in 1868 and closed on 18 December 1939; the school opened in 1867 and closed in 1956. (See
Mambray Creek)
In 1846, John Martin, an employee of Mr Salter, paid for the following letter to be published in the Register:
I engaged with Mr Salter of Angas Pass about six months ago as a bullock driver and shepherd
and was with him six weeks ago when, for his convenience, I became a hut-keeper. I was in that
employment five weeks when there was a deficiency of 18 pounds of meat in last week’s rations.
This he charged to me and would not pay me my wages without I consented to his deducting it.
Upon this I left his service…
Saltia - Charles Simmons purchased land at the entrance to Pichi Richi Pass and, in 1859, built a hotel.
Around it, in 1862, he laid out the town of Saltia on sections 901-2, Hundred of Woolundunga, 19 km east
of Port Augusta, adopting an Aboriginal name rendered thaltia by H.P. Minchin in 1855. (See Minchin Well)
It is derived from the Aboriginal thaltja - ‘the gums’. Early pastoral lease maps show ‘Saltire Creek’ and
‘Saltire Hill’. (See Greenbush & Pichi Richi Pass) Its post office opened circa 1869; the school opened in 1864
and closed in 1905.
Rodney Cockburn suggests that it ‘was christened by a former employee of Sir Titus Salt, a pillar of the
Congregational Church of England, who laid out the village of Saltaire, Yorkshire.’
The Saltia copper and coal mine was once worked about one mile NW from Saltia railway station; ‘the
inspector reported very unfavourably of the whole affair, as being worthless.’
In the early days, Saltia was the home of the teamsters’ wives and it was from there that ‘on their way to
and from the port, the men camped for days, and woke the sleepy little town to a sense of its existence’:
The journey from Quorn to Port Augusta was a hazardous one through the Flinders Ranges.
There was no water on the route - just rocks and hills, and rough dirt tracks. Because of the heat
and the absence of water, the journey was usually done at night. Coming back from Port Augusta
it was the custom to have a three or four days’ ‘spree’ at Saltia, before resuming the weary track
to Blinman.
In 1877, a resident found it difficult to refrain from drawing the ‘attention of the public to the state of affairs
as now existing at Saltia’:
Whilst at Port Augusta I heard of the murder of the man Bannan [sic]… In company with a friend I
went to Saltia and on drawing up in the yard of the hotel I could hear the wild yells of the
madmen in the bar. I walked into the back room and knocked for some time, but could make no
one hear and so, after waiting for 10 minutes, I went round to the bar. Here there were 32 of the
worst looking characters I have ever seen.
Three men, almost naked, were lying on the floor endeavouring to talk, but too drunk to do so.
Another was standing with his head on the counter and bleeding from the face. Half a dozen
more were discussing the probability of the murderer being hung… I then succeeded in talking to
the landlady and she said she was powerless to prevent such scenes. Indeed, it was only through
her exertions that the landlord had not been murdered the day before. She supposed the
authorities would send some policemen up soon, if not she would not stay in the place… I write
in order to clear the township of Saltia of the drunken lot. By today’s Despatch I see there has
been another stabbing case there and unless… measures are taken at once to prevent it there
will be another murder…
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in June 1882, page 89 and a photograph in the Observer, 22 August
1903, page 23.
Saltram - Laid out in 1877 on part section 204, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Algernon S. Clark and Matthew
Symonds Clark, merchants, Frederick O. Bruce, solicitor and Andrew McIntyre, surgeon; now included in
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Glenelg and bounded by Kent, Moseley and Pier Streets and South Esplanade. The name occurs in Devon
where, in 1249, it was written as salterham - ‘the salt worker’s home’.
Sam Island - On section 645, Hundred of Baker, recalls Sam Dodd, an Aborigine employed by Thomas Dodd.
(See Dodd Peninsula)
Sampson Flat - In 1876, mention was made of this place near One Tree Hill. John H. Sampson arrived in
William Money in 1849 and was recorded as residing at One Tree Hill. (See Snake Gully)
Samuel - A tidal inlet at Port Pirie named Samuel Creek probably honours Samuel Germein, one time master
of the Waterwitch and Hero, ‘who added considerably to the geographic knowledge of the coast.’ A.T.
Saunders says it was named after Samuel Wills who had discovered Germein Bay and, later, to be an early
settler at Port Pirie. However, this explanation can be discounted because Wills was not born until 1845.
Coincidentally, he was a nephew of both Samuel and John Germein, his mother being the former Eliza
Germein.
Mount Samuel is in the North Flinders Ranges. Hans Mincham, in The Story of the Flinders Ranges, says:
Mt Samuel itself is of particular interest, for there are two mountains close together of the same
name, the smaller one, which is the more northerly, being designated on maps as Mt Samuel
Proper… Unfortunately, there are numerous gaps in the naming of features… John McDouall
Stuart [did survey work in the ranges and] had a brother named Samuel, and at least one writer
has concluded that he named Mt Samuel after him.
This, however, is not correct. In 1858, Samuel Parry reported to the Surveyor-General that there
was some dispute among settlers as to which of the two peaks was Mt Samuel; he had chosen
the higher of them as a trigonometrical station.
Later, working southwards, he learnt from Septimus Boord, at Oraparinna, that Mt Samuel was,
in fact, the smaller one. This had been named by Frederick Sinnett in 1851, when he was laying
down the boundaries of Boord’s run. Mr Boord was with Mr Sinnett who named Mt Samuel and
Mr Boord pointed out the hill - a separate hill in the range north of the present trig. From his
run’s distance, whence it was named, it may seem as high but it is infinitely lower.
Sinnett’s map survives, and the most northerly feature upon it is ‘Mt Samuel’.
Sandalwood - The town, 27 km North-East of Karoonda, was proclaimed on 9 April 1914; the school opened
in 1919 and closed in 1944. Sandalwood trees grew profusely in the area. The name Sandalwood was given,
also, to a school in the Hundred of Oladdie, opened by Thomas C. Kildea in 1887, it closed in 1893. A
photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 26 March 1936, page 32.
Sandergrove - An 1849 subdivision of section 2723, Hundred of Kondoparinga, 8 km south of Strathalbyn,
by William Rogers (1818-1903), builder of Nairne, into seven allotments, the last of which was reserved for
a school that opened in 1859 and closed in 1952; its post office opened in 1851. He was the son of Francis
and Elizabeth Rogers (nee Sanders) and arrived in the Platina in 1839. Thus, it is more than likely the name
he gave to the subdivision honours his mother.
It was described once as an ‘important station for railway working purposes because the guard of the Victor
Harbor train had to telephone the Strathalbyn station to advise the arrival of the Victor train - the Milang
train could then leave Strathalbyn for Milang, diverging from the Victor line at Sandergrove.’
Sanders Creek - West of Frances recalls Benjamin Sanders who took up an occupation licence ‘fifty miles
east of Biscuit Flat’ on 24 July 1845; now known as ‘Morambro Creek’.
Mr Benjamin Sanders passed away [in 1899] within a few hours of reaching his 100th birthday.
He arrived in South Australia about the end of 1838 and was engaged for many years in sheep
farming near the Naracoorte Caves, which it is said he discovered… In 1856, he returned to his
native land, married, and settled down in the pleasant Vale of Taunton at Bradford, where he
remained until his death…
There appears to be some doubt as to whether Sanders Creek, in the Hundreds of Angas and Finniss, is in
fact correctly named. (See Sanderston where the problem is possibly resolved.) ‘The earliest Public Plan of
Angas (1860) shows the creek to be named Saunders. The Public Plan withdrawn in 1919 shows similar, but
the plan deposited in 1919 (withdrawn 1968) shows the creek as Sanders, although this has visibly been
altered from Saunders. The Public Plan deposited in 1898 shows the Sanderston Post Office, but no record
of this nomenclature can be found; shown, also, is the Sanderston Railway Station, added to the same plan
at a later date. South Australian Railways Chief Engineer’s Docket 3940-15 cites as a reason for this
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nomenclature the existence of Sanderston Post Office. The Public Plan of Finniss, deposited in 1873, shows
the creek to be named Sanders, as do all subsequent plans.
‘The Hundred of Finniss was gazetted in 1860 and the 1860-1873 Public Plan shows the creek as unnamed.
This area falls within Pastoral Plan no. 2, but the creek does not appear on the plan. However, the National
Mapping 1:250.000 sheet “Adelaide” shows Saunders Creek, as does the lease diagram of an 1851 pastoral
lease no. 106 (“Melrose”). The Diagram Book for the Hundred of Angas shows the creek as Saunders Creek
on pages 8 (Surveyor W. Pearson 1869), 9 (W. Pearson 1869), 26 (E.W. Krichauff 1882), 30 (E.W. Krichauff
1882) and 63 (A.T. Greenshields 1934).
‘Further, the 80 chain lithograph at the rear of the first volume shows the name Saunderston Post Office
and, in pencil, Saunderston Railway Station. No further confirmation of these names has been found.
‘The Diagram Book for the Hundred of Finniss shows Sanders Creek on pages 26 (L.L. Barrow, 1872) and 30
(L.L. Barrow, 1872). However, page 58 (E.W. Krichauff, 1882), shows it as Saunders Creek. Early survey
records show that the surveys were conducted in 1908 by a surveyor named Saunders, but the Chief
Drafting Officer stated that it is believed that his name was actually Sanders.
‘However, a check of the Diagram Books of Angas and Finniss shows no surveys conducted there by a
surveyor of either name and this, together with the date of surveys, would appear to make it irrelevant in
either case. The District Council of Marne, Hundred of Angas, have the creek signposted as Saunder’s Creek,
whilst the District Council of Mannum, Hundred of Finniss, have the creek signposted as Sanders Creek.’
It became, officially, Saunders Creek in May 1978 - this nomenclature is believed to be incorrect! (See
Sanderston, Saunderston & Saunders Creek)
In January 1888, interested parties visited Saunders’ Creek, Reedy Creek and the South Rhine following
which ‘the residents generally favoured the first named place’:
They asked the Commissioner to construct a dam across the creek and that pipes may be taken
five miles in the direction of the Murray Flats, the water being required for irrigation and
domestic purposes.
Sanderson Bay - On Kangaroo Island, recalls Frederick J. Sanderson, Collector of Customs, who was born in
Newcastle, England, in 1834, came to South Australia, in 1852, when he was appointed to a clerical position
in the Treasury. He died in 1903 and is buried in the North Road Cemetery.
Sanderston - A post office opened in April 1886, 18 km North-West of Mannum, probably honours William
Sanders (1801-1880), who held thirty square miles of country east of the River Murray; lease no. 833 of
1860 ‘East of Swan Reach’; the name was applied, also, to a railway station. (See Sanders Creek, Saunderston
& Saunders Creek) A photograph of school students is in the Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
Sandilands - A post office, 19 km South-East of Maitland, opened in March 1886 by J.W. Paech on section
80, Hundred of Muloowurtie. It closed on 5 August 1977 and recalls Robert H. Sandilands, a district pioneer,
who was born circa 1849 and arrived in the Oaklands in 1879. The school opened in 1914 and closed in
1945.
Sandleton - A post office on section 184, Hundred of Anna, 21 km ESE of Truro, and a school in the Cambrai
district; opened in 1909, it closed in 1941. The area was settled first by George Teasdale, near to a
government well sunk on section 178, Hundred of Anna. Two Lutheran churches were built there in 1881
and 1895. A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of a Lutheran Church is in the Chronicle, 7
November 1914, page 28.
Sandover, River - Rodney Cockburn does not give its location but says it was named after William Sandover
who ‘served in both Houses of the State Legislature.’
Sandown Park - A 1956 subdivision of part sections 425-26 and 431-32, Hundred of Pirie, by Stanley E.
Antonas; now included in Risdon Park.
Sandringham - An early subdivision’s name in the Plympton area. The approximate boundaries were
Hawson Avenue, Dingera Avenue, Raymond Avenue and Neston/Beare Avenues.
Sandwell - An 1878 subdivision of part section 916, Hundred of Port Adelaide, into building allotments by
the South Australian Company; now included in Birkenhead. About 1856, the company cut this land up into
various size allotments, from one acre upwards and of some interest is a clause in a contemporary lease
document that stated tenants could ‘convey water through, under, over and along Lot 2, until such times
as Port Adelaide is supplied with water.’ Was the water obtained from sandy wells on the property? Of
interest is a report made in December 1843:
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Somewhat more than two years ago, good fresh water was obtained in two wells on the
peninsula forming the western side of the harbour, through the instrumentality of two intelligent
natives, and the supply from the nearest of these wells became so abundant that the SA
Company was induced to get a section specially surveyed…
It has been recorded that Thomas Sandwell was a lessee of the section but, if so, he did not protect his
interests with registration (Rodney Cockburn says the lease was issued on 1 April 1853 and terminated in
1858). However, genealogical records show him as being born in Scotland, circa 1824, and arriving in the
Isabella in 1845, employed as a water carrier on Lefevre Peninsula and dying in 1860. He was also a milkman
in partnership with Robert Snowden (See Freshwater, Snowden Beach & Waterville)
Sandy Bagot Ponds - (See Saint A’Becket Ponds)
Sandy - The settlement of Sandy Creek, 8 km east of Gawler, grew around the ‘Irish Harp Hotel’ built, circa
1850, by Peter McKeown on part section 3019, Hundred of Barossa, bought from Wilhelm Temme in 1849.
The soil in the area is deep, loose sand and, in the past, the area was quarried for building sand. Education
Department records say that its school opened in 1861 but, earlier, on 7 August 1858 there was a report
stating that its opening was undertaken by Rev Charlesworth.
In 1928, workmen engaged by the Local Government Department on the bituminous penetration main
road, Gawler-Tanunda, and employed at Springbett quarries, Sandy Creek, had a remarkable escape from
death’:
An explosive magazine blew up with tremendous force as the lunch hour drew near. A powder
monkey, having arranged several shots to be fired, the men retired to the huts two chains away
from the magazine to have their midday meal. Suddenly, and without warning, a tremendous
sheet of flame shot up from the magazine, accompanied by a terrific explosion. The air was
darkened… and the horror was added to as men were cast about like ninepins, with several
structures tumbling around their ears…
Sandy Grove School in the South-East opened in 1899 and closed in 1944.
Sandys Hut Lake – It is on section 82, Hundred of Duffield, and was named by Professor W.D. Williams on
6 October 1983, after a nearby hut.
San Remo - A 1922 subdivision of part section 235, Hundred of Noarlunga, by the Executor Trustee and
Agency Co Ltd and Ernest Williamson; now included in Somerton Park. Probably, the name comes from
Italy, where it is a resort frequented by invalids.
San Souci - An 1862 electoral roll for the district of Yatala shows Thelima Aubert, a farmer, residing at this
place and enrolled to ‘vote at Salisbury’.
Santo, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 3 November 1864. Philip Santo, MP and MLC,
born in Saltash, Cornwall, in 1818, came to South Australia in the Brightman in 1840 and took up his trade
as a builder, being responsible for the erection of a building known as ‘Waterhouses’ at the corner of King
William and Rundle Streets. For a time he was a foreman at the Burra Mine before joining in the gold rush
to Victoria in 1851. Upon his return he went into business as a merchant and built a handsome block known
as Santo Building in Waymouth Street. He died in December 1889.
Sapphiretown - A town on Kangaroo Island proclaimed on 17 January 1878 and named by Governor Jervois
after the sloop Sapphire that brought him to South Australia.
Sarah, Mount - In the Far North, discovered and named by John Ross (1817-1903) after his eldest daughter
who was born in 1853. However, it should be noted that his mother’s Christian name was ‘Sarah’, also. (See
Rebecca, Mount)
Sassafras Estate - A subdivision of sections 1175-76 and 972, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in
Ottoway and Wingfield. Edward Parton laid it out in 1923.
Sauerbier Creek - A creek running through Aberfoyle Park, recalls Christian Sauerbier (1814-1893), baker of
Sydney who, arrived in the Dorset from New South Wales; he purchased sections 495 and 504 of ‘Survey B’
on 2 September 1844. (See Aberfoyle Park)
Saunders Creek - In 1889, a government representative, on a tour of inspection, said:
The sites visited were Saunders Creek, Reedy Creek and the South Rhine and the residents
generally favoured the first named place. They asked the Commissioner to construct a dam
across the creek and that pipes may be taken five miles in the direction of the Murray Flats, the
water being required for irrigation and domestic purposes… (See Sanders Creek)
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Saunderston - An 1883 subdivision of part section 80, Hundred of Angas, 20 km North-West of Mannum,
by Charles Royal (1841-1922), farmer of South Rhine who arrived with his parents in the Sir Edward Parry,
in 1849. It took its name from the nearby Sa(u)nders Creek. (See Sanders Creek & Sanderston)
Sawback, Mount - Named by David Lindsay (1856-1922) on 14 July 1893 because of its serrated appearance
from the east. It is shown, incorrectly, on maps as ‘Pernamo Hill’.
Sawpit Gully - In the Victor Harbor district. Boat building material was sawn in the gully.
Scab, Mount - North-West of Kingston, SE. This inauspicious name probably refers to a disease that, in the
early days, devastated flocks. From the outset those squatters in the South-East, with runs contiguous to
the coast, were confronted with another menace, namely ‘coast disease’ that ravaged a more or less broad
strip of country from the mouth of the River Murray to the boundary of Victoria on the River Glenelg.
For years complaints against this disease, that had hundreds of thousands of victims, were uttered and
reuttered in the public press. A remedy was suggested by Dr C. Muecke, of Tanunda, and Mr Archibald
Cooke of Kingston was one of the first to heed his advice and plough in ‘woody, barky plants’ and over sow
with ‘fine nutritious grasses.’ Further advice was that ‘each sheep or cattle owner ought, also, to fence in
all unhealthy hummocks and improve these by destroying the old cloth of verdure and sowing lucerne, wild
oats, etc.’:
Besides this he must place a water trough in the paddock into which he must dissolve some
sulphate of iron and a little citric acid, besides which he must pour in to it a few bitter drugs such
as juniper berries and then coal dust. In these paddocks the infected animals must be permitted
to recover…
Scaldwell - A subdivision of section 875, Hundred of Kuitpo, by John Bottrill of Eyre Flat, circa 1864. Born in
Scaldwell, England, he arrived in South Australia, in July 1838, in the Roxburgh. It derives from the Œ sceald
- ‘shallow’, thus ‘shallow stream’. (See Kangarilla)
Scarborough - An 1860 subdivision of part section 1051, Hundred of Port Adelaide (bisected by Albert
Street), by Richard Schollar (1803-1861) who named it after its English namesake; now included in
Semaphore; it means ‘a gap’ or ‘place cut’, or ‘rock fort’; carr - ‘rock’ and burgh - ‘fort’. He arrived in the
Platina, in 1839, and engaged in his profession of surveying.
In 1855, the name Scarborough was given, also, to a subdivision of sections 334 and 340, Hundred of
Willunga, by Philip Hollins, Alexander Birrell and John Vidal James. There is a plan of the subdivision of part
of ‘the old racecourse’ and designates it as the ‘township of Scarborough or Seaford.’ The name ‘Seaford’,
was adopted in 1941
Scarmanville - An 1891 subdivision of section 538, Hundred of Pirie, by Thomas Scarman, carter of Port
Pirie; now included in Port Pirie, bounded by Senate and York Roads and Charles Street.
Sceale Bay - The town in the Hundred of Wrenfordsley, 26 km south of Streaky Bay, proclaimed on 25
October 1888 as ‘Yanera’, received its present name on 19 September 1940 so as to conform with the name
of the bay, given by Captain Bloomfield Douglas, in 1858, after a former Royal Navy companion. The bay
itself was mapped incorrectly as ‘Scale’s Bay’ until 1921, while its post office was known as ‘Scale’s Bay’
from 22 July 1897 until circa May 1900.
This location was the shipping outlet for the nearby agricultural areas, particularly Calca. During
the late 1800s grain was despatched by sliding the bags down a plank from a cliff into lighters
and then to the waiting ketches. With the building of the jetty in 1910 [sic] the grain was placed
in the lighters by sling. Only small ketches, such as Harold, could tie up at full tide, take on half a
load, anchor out in deeper water and top up by the use of cargo boats which would ferry the
bags out…
It should be noted, however, that Parliamentary Papers in 1905-1906 state the jetty was completed in
March 1905. It was demolished in 1972.
During 1926, it was reported that ‘residents of the Calca district waited upon the Minister of Marine and
requested that they be free from paying tolls on the Scales [sic] Bay jetty’:
The cost of erecting the new jetty was £22,000 which would be better spent in railway facilities…
Sceale Bay is served only with a monthly boat service and sometime longer; vessels are not able
to get alongside the jetty but have to anchor several hundred yards out … Machinery has to be
landed either at Venus or Streaky Bay…
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Schank, Cape & Mount Schank - Named by Lt James Grant, of HMS Nelson, on 3 December 1800, after
Admiral John Schank who designed the vessel. The son of Alexander Schank of Castlerig, Fifeshire, Scotland,
he was born in 1740 and died in 1823. A suggestion was made several times that the name was of German
origin and should be altered, but the Nomenclature Committee took no action in the matter, because they
were aware that it was named after a British Admiral, the inventor of the sliding keel and the founder of
the society for the promotion of naval architecture.
Mr W.J.T. Clarke, of Mount Schank, received the following interesting letter from a descendant of the
Admiral of the Conservative Club, James Street, London’:
If the Government of South Australia will kindly refer to Burke’s Landed Gentry, they will see the
Schank pedigree in full, including the descent of the admiral. The spelling ‘Schanck’ is wrong. We
are an ancient British family from Kinghorn, Fifeshire, where Castlerig is situated… Tradition says
that we acquired Castlerig in 1319. One ancestor represented Kinghorn in the Scotch Parliament
in 1642. We still possess the lands of Castlerig and Kinghorn. My eldest sister is the present
owner. Our name is not a German or Dutch name.
Baudin called Mount Schank Le Colombier (The Dove Cote), while on Freycinet’s published charts it is Mt St
Bernard.
A 1923 report on the Arthur brothers of Mount Schank Station said that ‘they were related to the governor
of Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) and were among the earliest settlers in the district in 1844’:
The Aborigines and wild dogs were so destructive that before long they sold out to the Leake
Brothers who held it for some years before selling to John McIntyre, who had been Leake’s
overseer. Finally, it was sold to William John Clarke, who let the property to Captain Gardiner.
The Mount Schank Post Office was opened in a private home on section 108, Hundred of MacDonnell on
7 November 1930; it closed on 1 August 1977. (Australia Post records are at variance - others say it was
opened in the private residence of Mary Doman in November 1898.) Its school opened in 1892 and closed
in 1953.
During 1872 Messrs Fidler & Webb imported from England a few pounds of a new variety of potato named
‘Sutton’s red skin Flourball’ and it was said that ‘it had proved to be free from disease, kept well and had
splendid cooking qualities’:
Indeed, in the 1874 season it proved to be an excellent cropper in the Mount Gambier district
when it was estimated that 12,000 tons were raised in the district out of which 9,000 tons were
exported bringing to the community about £30,000. It was found by experiment that the only bar
to successful potato culture, the frost, could be avoided by planting in November.
Indeed, one acre of potatoes was reckoned as six acres of wheat under the cultivation clauses of
the Lands Act and many of the farmers took advantage of this and put potatoes in instead of
cereals. In 1877, the potato yield at Mount Schank was most satisfactory from a planting of 200
acres and in the following year 1,500 acres of the Mount Schank station was leased to farmers
who sowed 1,000 acres to wheat and 500 to potatoes and, in a magnanimous gesture the owner
only sort a proportion of the crop as rent.
In November 1880, a kangaroo hunt took place in a large paddock about two miles south of the head station
where ‘some 30 or 40 gentlemen took an active part in it’:
Game was not over plentiful and unfortunately the ground was rather thickly timbered so it was
difficult to get the leaping beauties to go in the direction wanted… Eight kangaroos were killed…
Unfortunately, Mr F. Davison, solicitor, sustained a severe accident
Schell Well - On section 56, Hundred of Allen. In 1873, Ernest Schell applied for a pastoral lease over the
land to the south and west of the well, but did not proceed and it was taken up, eventually, by James White,
in 1875, under lease no. 2506. Born in Hanover, Germany, in 1844, he arrived in the Patel in 1846 and died
in Western Australia in 1924. Its school opened in 1930 and closed in 1948; a photograph is in the Chronicle,
20 February 1936, page 38.
In 1909, it was reported that ‘at Schell’s Well, which with a depth of 100 feet, provides a good supply of
fair stock water we found M.A. Schultz who, with two other men, was clearing, fencing and cropping an
experimental plot of about three acres for Professor Angus, who is establishing these plots wherever he
can get anyone to work or to take charge of them…’
Its school opened in 1930 and closed in 1948. (See Shellwood)
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Scherk, Hundred of - J. Theodor Scherk, MP (1886-1902), born in Holstein, Germany, in July 1836, a son of
the chancellor of Kiel University, he came to South Australia, in 1862 and became a schoolteacher at
Tanunda and Lobethal. A founding member of the School of Mines, he was associated with that body for
twenty-nine years and died in 1923 and is buried at the West Terrace cemetery. Since 1918 it has been the
‘Hundred of Sturdee’.
Schiernel - This name was given to a place near Mount Gambier.
Schillings Gate - (See White Hut)
Schlink Landing - A shack location on section 154, Hundred of Ripon, recalls Anton Schlink (ca.1817-1895),
a pioneer pastoralist, who arrived in the Herman von Beckerath in 1847. (See Gibson Peninsula)
Schlinke Gully - On section 1937, Hundred of Moorooroo, recalls Daniel Schlinke (1807-1878), who arrived
in the Catharina, in 1839, purchased sections 1936-37 in the ‘Wiltshire Special Survey’ and, later, became a
miller residing in Tanunda.
Schoenfeld - A school in the Hundred of Light; opened in 1864, it closed in 1880 while, in 1881, ‘a deputation
requested that the school at Schonfelde (sic) might be reopened, as the distance for the children to travel
to school at Freeling was so great that it would interfere seriously with the attendance of the children and
consequently with their education…’
Schoenthal - It adjoined the North-West corner of section 5068, three km east of Lobethal, and had its
name changed to ‘Boongala’, meaning ‘shade’, in 1918; it was restored on 13 November 1986. (See Lobethal
& Shenthal)
Schomburgk - Dr Richard Moritz Von Schomburgk, Director of the Botanic Gardens, was born in Germany,
in 1811, and came to South Australia in the Princess Louise in 1849; he died in 1891; the Hundred of
Schomburgk has been known as the ‘Hundred of Maude’ since 1918.
The Schomburgk Post Office, opened in November 1904, closed in May 1906. (See Maude, Hundred of &
Buchfelde) Its school opened in 1886 and closed in 1906. On 30 July 1897, the Diamond Jubilee and Arbor
Day celebrations in connection with the Schomburgk School were conducted:
The children, 30 in number, and their parents and friends assembled at the school and, headed
by the school banner, the children marched around the school ground and formed a circle in
front of the building, when the teacher gave an address after which the ‘Song of Australia’ was
rendered. Then followed the planting of trees which had been provided by the Forest
Department. The afternoon was devoted to games and oranges and sweets were freely
distributed and songs enlivened the proceedings…
In 1982, the Geographical Names Board refused a request to change the name of the Hundred of Maude
back to the Hundred of Schomburgk because ‘the Hundred has been known as Maude for some 64 years
whereas it was only known for 38 years as Schomburgk. W.G. Schomburgk has also been honoured in many
different ways.’
Schonborn - This place in the Lyndoch Valley, near Gomersal, is mentioned in Applications nod. 4648 and
4649 in the General Registry Office.
School Creek - (See Lincoln Gap)
Schreiberhau - On section 15, Hundred of Moorooroo, named after a village in Silesia, Germany, and
deleted from the map, in 1918, and restored, on 17 April 1975, as Schreiberau. (See Warre)
Schuetze Landing - It was recorded that ‘pottering downstream on the River Murray at Mannum, just past
the Riverside Recreation Reserve, and tucked back against the age-old limestone cliffs is an imposing sight’:
It is ‘Leonaville’… built by early settler Gottlieb Wihhelm Schuetze… [He] bought land on the river
flat… [and] built a cottage and a private landing… In 1853, he built a grand house in the middle of
his garden, naming it ‘Leonaville’ after his second daughter Leona.
The name was given to a post office on section 52N, Hundred of Younghusband, in November 1898; it closed
circa October 1899. He arrived in South Australia in the Wilhelmina, in 1849:
Mr Gottlieb Wilhelm Schuetze, late of Bakewell Road, St Peters, who died at Loxton Hospital on
Good Friday, aged 79 years, was an early pioneer of the State, having arrived with his parents
from Machtenburg, Saxony, 73 years ago. He resided at Hahndorf first and moved, later, to
Blumberg, of which town he was the first postmaster; in 1874 he went to Mannum. Devoted to
flowers and music, he was able to play the piano up to within a few weeks of his demise.
Schulz Hill - In the Hundred of Jutland; Carl Schulz, an early settler.
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Scotstown - A 1917 subdivision of section 50, Hundred of Pirie, by Augusta M.M. Warner; now included in
Risdon Park. The name comes from Argyllshire, Scotland.
Scott - Edward Bate Scott, born in 1822, arrived in New South Wales, in 1838, and overlanded cattle with
George Hamilton in 1839, joined with E.J. Eyre in several explorations and, about 1845, formed a cattle
station at the North-West Bend. In 1847, he succeeded to a post vacated by E.J. Eyre as Magistrate, Subprotector of Aborigines, Inspector of Native Police and Returning Officer at Moorundie, positions he held
until abolished in 1857. His name is commemorated by Scott Bay and Point Scott near Fowlers Bay, named
by Captain B. Douglas on 30 March 1858.
Scott Creek in the North Flinders Ranges and Mount Scott, near Copley, were named by E.J. Eyre on 6 and
21 August 1840, respectively. An editorial about the ‘deplorable state of the Aborigines in the
neighbourhood’, i.e., in the Far North, appeared in 1868:
Several parties of them have lately come down from the North-West and although the weather is
bitterly cold ‘the men, women and children are as naked as when they were born.’ He says it is
most painful to see the lubras and old men - they are in such a miserable state…
There is another Mount Scott east of Kingston, SE and probably honours J. and D.C. Scott who took up an
occupation licence ‘50 miles east of Salt Creek’ from 26 February 1846. Rodney Cockburn assigns the
nomenclature to John and Charles Scott who held the Cannawigara Run in the Tatiara district. (See
Cannawigara & Scott Creek)
Following his arrival in South Australia in the Catherine Jamieson in 1838, with his brother, Charles, John
Scott was employed by Mr JohnWrathall Bull, who had sheep running on the River Torrens near what was
known as Beefacres - others in his employ were J. O’Flaherty, Mark Freeman and Hutchinson. Later, the
brothers settled at a place that became known as Scott’s Creek where they attempted to raise sheep but,
owing to various causes, they sold out to a Mr Hutchinson (John’s former workmate?) in about 1844/45.
They then took up new country in the Tatiara district where, in combination with Messrs John Binnie and
Loudon McLeod, he and his brother held a good deal of country there. Subsequently, John Scott took up
Cannawigara and, later, bought a station near Rivoli Bay and afterwards, with a partner, purchased
‘Manuwaukaninna [sic] station’ in the Far North. He then started a stock-station agency at Kapunda, but
subsequently sold out to ‘Nobbie’ White and went to Mount Brown to manage for Messrs Morphett and
Davenport and it was after this ‘he bought a property at Gunyah’, where he died in 1896.
Another Scott Creek empties into the River Onkaparinga and was said to have been named after John and
Charles Scott, second cousins to Sir Walter Scott, who came to the colony in the Catherine Jamieson, in
1838. Charles Scott was drowned accidentally in 1892 and his brother died four years later, aged 80 years.
In respect of its nomenclature, in September 1933 the Chronicle, in a comprehensive history of the
immediate district, said:
Some four miles south of Stirling is a picturesque strip of country called Scott’s Creek. It is named
after an early selector, but old time residents still wax indignant over the honour conferred on
Mr Scott, who was a comparatively latecomer into the district, where a number of families were
living when he arrived - W.R. Hill, pioneer and discoverer of the creek, George White, George
Mildwaters and Joseph Brown.
These men were all ‘squatters’. They settled on their properties, but had no legal tenure. That
was not their fault. They selected the land and applied for a grant. But things were done leisurely
in those days. Their shacks were built and their land cleared and cultivated before Authority
made up its mind about surveying the blocks and granting their applications… The natives called
the creek Wedendunga – ‘rapidly running water’.
In the first days of its existence Scott’s Creek was known for its big timber - red and blue gum
and stringy bark. The bush was so thick that men might almost be next door neighbours without
knowing of each other's existence. Indeed, there is a case on record of two old shipmates William and George Mackereth [see Almanda] - accidentally encountering each other in the city
after a lapse of years. Mutual enquiries led to the discovery that for the whole period they had
been living in the same locality - only three miles apart - each wondering what had become of
each other.
In the History of Scott Creek, Mr C.J. Hill asserts that the naming of the creek was an absurd piece of
nomenclature as Messrs Scott ‘could claim neither possession nor discovery’:
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My late father, William Rowe Hill, claimed that his were the first white man’s feet that trod the
upper reaches of the Wedenunga Stream, meaning ‘rapidly running water’. (See Chronicle, 14
September 1933 where this claim is supported.)
William Rowe Hill came to South Australia in the Royal Admiral in 1837, aged 22 years, and two years later
removed to what is now known as Scott Creek where, ‘by dint of hard work and the exercise of good
judgement, [he] prospered, educating and providing for a family of nine.’ In 1899, he was described as ‘the
only survivor of the four men who dug the open well in the centre of Leigh Street.’ It remained in that state
until the waterworks service was introduced to Adelaide in 1860. Both he and his wife died in March 1900
when it was said that:
The late Mrs. William Rowe Hill, one of those bravest of women pioneers who had nearly
completed her 86th year, died suddenly on [4 March] and on the following Tuesday her husband
passed away. His remains, with those of his devoted wife, will be laid in one grave at Cherry
Grove, where they resided for nearly sixty years.
The opening of Scott’s Creek Chapel was performed on Sunday, 31 October 1858 when two sermons were
preached morning and afternoon by the Rev M. Wilson;
On the next day a most sumptuous tea was provided by the ladies of Cherry Gardens and the
Creek… Mr E. Burgess occupied the chair at a public meeting in the evening when addresses were
delivered by Messrs J. H. Hart, J. and E. Jacobs, Chapman and Wilson. The attendance was so
numerous that a great many could not get in. It is gratifying to see to see so neatly finished and
substantial house erected in such a place appropriated to divine worship and a Sabbath school.
Total debt, £17.
Its school opened in 1893, closed in 1942. In 1899, it was described as a galvanised iron structure, badly
ventilated and unsuitable for the growing requirements of the district. The teacher’s residence was eight
miles from the school, while the average attendance was 15:
The light was such as to cause permanent injury in the eyes of both teachers and children and
they were always complaining of the deficiency in respect of its distribution. There were also a
number of young men in the district whose education had been sorely neglected who would
avail themselves of the opportunity of attending night school if a suitable arrangement could be
effected.
Photographs are in the Observer, 22 January 1911, page 30. The area was declared as the Scott Creek
National Park on 7 November 1985.
There was another Scott Creek in the Hundred of Kanmantoo; it has been ‘Dawesley Creek’ since 25 June
1942. (See Dawesley) In 1904, Felloe cutting had given profitable employment to a good many pairs of
sawyers from time to time for nearly 50 years:
The industry is now drawing to a close; only one pair of men remain and these are cutting the
last available sticks (sawyers’ term). The South Australian blue gum cannot be surpassed for
hardness and durability. It is to be regretted that many young trees as straight as a candle have
been ruthlessly rung and cut up for firewood. During the silver mining craze scores of splendid
young trees were cut for boiler purposes…’
Scott Hill, in the County of Derby was, probably, named after Abraham Scott, who held several pastoral
leases in the Flinders Ranges district in 1876. He arrived in the Appoline, in 1840, and died in England in
1903, aged eighty-six.
Scott Hill on section 262, Hundred of Tungkillo, probably honours William Scott, who, in 1842, took up land
in the ‘Eastern Sources of the Torrens Special Survey’. (See Scott Creek)
Hundred of Scott, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 6 December 1888 and probably named in
honour of Henry Scott, MLC (1878-1891), but no documentary evidence exists. Born in Devon, England, in
1836, he came to Adelaide, in 1854, and worked for 12 years in the office of his brother, Abraham Scott,
who conducted a wool broking business. In 1865, he became the sole proprietor and was elected Lord
Mayor of Adelaide in 1877: ‘It was largely owing to the energy and determination which he brought to bear
on the important problem that the deep drainage system was inaugurated with such conspicuous success.’
A director of the National Bank of Australasia he, at one time, owned ‘Eagle Chambers’ adjoining the
Adelaide Town Hall. He died at his residence at Mount Lofty in December 1913. A. Scott was a MLC (18571867) and W. Scott a MLC (1857-1863).
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Scotts Bottom - At the ‘bottom’ of Scott Creek. (See Dorset Vale)
Scottsburn - A property on sections 1921 and 1924, Hundred of Kanmantoo, took its name from Scott Creek
(now ‘Dawesley Creek’) that runs through it. (See Davidson Creek)
Scraper, The - A descriptive name applied to a shoal near Cape Willoughby on Kangaroo Island.
Scrub Pines - A former telephone office on section 56, Hundred of Kekwick. Prior to September 1929 it was
known as ‘Kekwick’ and ‘Eroonah Bore’.
Seacliff - The first suburb to bear this descriptive name was Seacliff Park laid out on sections 198-99,
Hundred of Noarlunga, by William A. Parsons in 1917. A deputation seeking the establishment of a school
was reported in 1927.
Photographs of a patriotic carnival are in the Observer, 30 November 1918, page 24, of a Girl Guides' camp
in the Chronicle, 22 April 1922, page 29, of the laying of the foundation stone of the Presbyterian Church is
in the Observer, 16 August 1924, page 35, of the Anglican Church on 25 April 1925, page 32,
of the foreshore on 19 November 1927, page 38, of the district in the Chronicle, 6 February 1930, page 36.
Seacombe - Edward Stephens, born in London on 19 October 1811, came to South Australia in 1837 as the
first manager of the South Australian Banking Company and purchased a property south of Adelaide, where
he built a home, calling it ‘Seacombe Villa’, meaning ‘short steep valley near the sea’. On 23 February 1844
he wrote to the Colonial Secretary:
I beg to inform you that I have reason to believe that smuggling is carried on in the
neighbourhood of my house at Seacombe. I have for sometime suspected this and a few days
ago my servants saw a cask landed into the interior in open day.
A roving reporter described the property in 1851:
This property consists of 1,100 acres…, five hundred of which are in a ring fence and all enclosed
with a four-rail fence of stringy bark and gum. The land is poor, except in a few spots; but the
greater part of it is admirably adapted for grazing in seasons of average description, the present
being greatly unfavourable in this locality. Water has not been found on this property; but a tank
has been formed underground to contain 17,000 gallons of rainwater, which is supplied above
ground by a pump in the courtyard, behind the villa.
This courtyard is of a most comfortable and English-looking character, enclosed on three sides
by the various domestic offices belonging to the residence, including the buildings used by the
gardener and his wife as a permanent dwelling, they being for the most part of the year the only
curators of the household portion of the domain.
The house was damaged by an earthquake in 1954 and subsequently demolished. The first suburb to bear
the name was Seacombe Park, laid out on part sections 200-201, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Thomas
Freebairn, in 1920.
Seaford - A subdivision of sections 334 and 340, Hundred of Willunga, by Wakefield Land Co. Pty Ltd in
1954. The land included part of the ‘Old Southern Racecourse’. It is a Cinque Port in Sussex, England,
incorporated by charter of King Henry VIII; in 1150 it was written as saford - ‘ford or passage by the sea’.
(See Scarborough)
Seaforth - A subdivision of part section 353, Hundred of Yatala, by Charles James Penny in 1900; now
included in Prospect; an earlier subdivision of this section was made in 1850 by Henry Francis Penny, who
was recorded as selling two lots to William Ewers and James Feltus. Born in Wellington, New Zealand, in
1843, he arrived with his parents, Charles and Mary Mounsey, in the same year. He died at Hackney on 24
December 1919. (See Apoinga)
The name occurs in Lancashire, England and Scotland, and translates as ‘sea fiord’ and was, in the latter
place, the name of a salt-water loch on the Isle of Lewis; W.E. Gladstone’s father borrowed the name for
his estate near Liverpool, Lancashire, on which the watering-place of ‘Seaforth’ is built.
Seal Bay - A descriptive name applied to a feature south of Parndana on Kangaroo Island; it appeared first
on Captain Sutherland’s chart of 1819.
Searcy Bay - Between Capes Blanche and Radstock and named after Arthur Searcy, President of the Marine
Board. Born near Mount Barker in 1852, he was educated in Adelaide by the late Rev W.S. Moore and
afterwards at Port Lincoln by Dr Sweetman. He was appointed to the Customs in October 1873, acted as
boarding officer until September 1874 when he took up an office under the Collector of Customs. In June
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1875, he was promoted to the Audit Office but returned to the Customs in November 1876. He died in
1935.
As the compiler of the Customs Handbook he showed himself to be fully acquainted with the
working of the intricate traffic and his knowledge of the Customs department generally is…
second to none…
Searletown - A 1910 subdivision of part section 472, Hundred of Balaklava, by Frank Searle Higham,
veterinary surgeon of Balaklava; suburban to Balaklava; it comprised 24 lots on either side of Higham
Avenue.
Seaton - A subdivision of sections 440-41, Hundred of Yatala, by the Home, Land and Mortgage Co. Ltd in
1883. The venture was unsuccessful and, today, the Royal Adelaide Golf Club occupies most of the land The relative plan is marked - ‘cancelled, see CT 2015-131’. Generally, it is accepted that it derives from the
Œ saetun - ‘farm town by the sea’. However, the name occurs in Scotland where, in 1296, it was recorded
as seytone being named after the ‘De Sey’ family. Rodney Cockburn offers two suggestions as to its
nomenclature - ‘W.C.P. Joyner planted it here’ and ‘Gifford Tate, a former secretary of the golf club,
bestowed the name after his birthplace in Devonshire.’
Seaton Park, now included in Seaton, was known, formerly, as ‘Grangeville’. The 20th October 1923
promised to be a red-letter day at Seaton Park and surrounding district:
In view of enterprising arrangements having been made by the local Progressive Association to
hold its first spring show at the Seaton Park Baptist ground and hall. Being the hub of a large and
important dairying, market gardening and poultry farming community the Progressive
Association representing the majority of residents of Seaton Park, Grangeville and Findon Park
decided that the time was opportune to hold a show. The committee was Mr H.S. Locke,
President; Mr D. MacKenzie, Vice-President; Mr H.G. Cox, Treasurer; Mr C.B. L. Lock, Secretary;
Mr A. Griffen and Mr A.P. Leamey…
The laying of the foundation stone of the Seaton Park School was reported in the Advertiser, 5 April 1929,
page 21d.
Photographs of the opening of the golf club are in The Critic, 30 May 1906, page 11, 4 July 1906, page 15;
also see 3 September 1908, page 18, Chronicle, 2 September 1911, page 32, of a ‘spring show’ in The Critic,
24 October 1923, page 18, of a school Arbor Day in the Chronicle, 6 August 1931, page 33.
Seaview - An 1880 subdivision of sections 140-42, Hundred of Davenport, by William Tardrew Perrers
(ca.1848-1897); now included in Port Augusta; it was a complete failure and the mortgagee foreclosed in
1890 and, in 1952, the land was purchased by the SA Housing Trust.
The name Seaview was given, also, to a school in the McLaren Vale District opened by Sarah K. Keeling in
1891; it closed in 1941. The name was adopted from a property owned by a Mr Luney and, opposite its
entrance gate, a chapel was erected for the Bible Christian Church, a secession movement that, later,
rejoined Methodism. Its first minister was Reverend James Way of Willunga, and the story is told that Mr
Luney persuaded him to allow his son, Samuel, to take up the study of law. Today, the chapel, wonderfully
restored and cared for, is occupied by the Chapel Hill Winery. (See Wayville & Way, Hundred of)
On 16 May 1902, it was reported that a concert was held in Seaview Chapel, the ‘proceeds of which were
devoted to renovating the chapel’:
The concert reflected great credit on the committee - Misses M. Bourne, E. Scott and E. Lawrence
and Messrs H. Whiting and A Pengilly. Over 100 people were present and Mr T. Shipway
occupied the chair… Miss E. Dungey presided at the organ…
Seaview Estate was laid out on part section 200, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Thomas Gilbertson in 1913; now
included in Seacliff.
In 1923, Seaview Downs was created by Thomas Landsdowne Brown, on part sections 186-88, Hundred of
Noarlunga:
The magnificent estate known as ‘Seaview Downs’ at the heights above Seacliff, which has just
been surveyed into 188 building sites on the most approved Town Planning lines, has been sold
privately in one lot and the… sale advertised for Saturday, 3rd February is therefore cancelled…
Sebastopol - The end of the Crimean War was marked by the capture of Sebastopol by Anglo-French forces
and it derives from the Greek sebastos - ‘majestic, royal’ and polis - ‘town’. Sebastopol Springs are on
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section 419, Hundred of Mount Muirhead and a telephone exchange of this name stood on section 52, 16
km North-West of Millicent; Sebastopol School, opened in 1881 by James F. Davey; closed in 1959.
Second Creek - Known, formerly, as Hallett Rivulet. The district and properties were described in 1893:
The gully traversed by Second Creek is situated below Brewer’s wine shop, the Pinch and
between the Black Hill and Green Hill. The portion of it immediately above Burnside was known,
formerly, as Clifton and Warland’s Bottom; afterwards either as Sismey’s, Knuckey’s or Slape’s
Gully from the name of the latter-day residents there… To Mr ‘Sandy’ Paterson belongs the
honour of being entitled the first settler long before the teatree, which formerly marked the
source of the creek, was ‘pulled down’.
The next to reside on the creek was the late Mr William Bell who planted the first garden there.
Its situation was just a little below Sismey’s, now the residence of Mr N.A. Knox and its principal
product was tobacco, from the leaves of which cigars were manufactured and sold by Mr Bell....
Near the head of the creek at Brandy Gully, Mr Slape has a fruit and vegetable garden of about
10 acres… Plenty of water for irrigation is supplied from the springs …
Mr Knox’s property was the site of a water divining experiment by Mr Gerber who said:
The rod gives convincing indications of its presence somewhere below. Here the experimenter
cut another fork from the bush, stronger and better than the last, and getting into position bade
us watch him carefully. Starting from the fence to the rear of the shaft, whence a beautiful view
of the hill and plain and distant sea unfolded itself, Mr Gerber began to walk slowly and
deliberately in the direction of a clump of gums which, rising from a glittering carpet of greenand-gold, loomed up on the other side of the sunken shaft.
A few feet before getting on a level with the shaft the point of the fork began to move from a
horizontal position to one more nearly approaching the perpendicular. With every step in
advance the point approached nearer to the perpendicular till the experimenter reached the
exact level of the shaft, when one of the prongs, which now stood straight up, snapped short
right in the face of the experimenter, as if it were being forced against an iron rail, and had to
break in order to allow that portion of it, which was contained in the hands of the operator, to be
carried through the rail to the other side.
I cannot see how anyone who had watched this experiment attentively, as I had done, could
have come to any conclusion but that, whatever the cause, there was a force of some kind or
another in operation altogether beyond the control of the operator, which had caused the
horizontal twigs, which were held right out in front of the experimenter, thus to rise up in his
very face as it were and to snap off. The peculiar manner in which the prongs of the forked rod
were held seemed to preclude all idea of the force exerted having proceeded from himself.
That very few people are practically acquainted with his force, that still fewer are sensitive to its
influence, and that, moreover, no one can explain its nature, cannot militate against the fact of
its existence… The value of such an expedient for discovering water to this colony alone would be
incalculable and now that the public attention has been again directly called to it, it remains for
those who have the interests of science and the welfare of the colony at heart to make further
enquiries, with a view to the elucidation of a matter about which such universal apathy and
almost universal ignorance prevails.
Second Valley - The district was called Rapid Bay; its post office, styled, officially, Second Valley, was opened
in 1867 by W.H. Limbert, 17 km South-West of Yankalilla; it closed on 30 November 1981 and the ‘local
name for that particular part of the valley was “Finniss Vale” of which “Randalsea” forms a part.’
There is a remarkable overlapping - perhaps a confusion of names in this part of the State which
can only be condoned on the ground of historical associations. The explanation is easy. The bay
where the brig Rapid anchored when the survey party under Colonel Light came across from
Kangaroo Island was named after the vessel.
This was the first valley they explored, and the next northward they explored they spoke of as
the Second Valley, but the name of the Deputy Surveyor-General - B.T. Finniss - was affixed to it.
{See Finniss Vale] Later on, Mr Randell [sic] settled in the vale at a charming spot near the pretty
little mount… and his estate was called Randalsea.
Its school opened circa 1874 and closed in 1955.
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In 1909, it was suggested that ‘something should be done towards developing such fertile lands’:
As to the land ever going back into large holdings, this will never occur if a jetty is constructed.
The jetty would increase the population to an inconceivable extent. It is safe to say that the value
of the south is not well understood. Its natural advantages are great and for stock raising, fruit,
wool, vegetables and wattle bark growing it is eminently suitable…
Professor Tindale says that its Aboriginal name meant ‘place of water’ and applied specifically to springs
near sections 1563 and 1564; another source says it was known as parananakooka - ‘river of the native pine
tree’. The town of Second Valley was laid out by Lionel Archibald Grundy, of Second Valley, in 1958. (See
Randalsea)
A photograph of the opening of the jetty is in the Chronicle, 19 November 1910, page 42d.
Secret Rock - In 1887, it was reported that ‘the Palmerston went to Fletcher’s dock on Wednesday… It will
be remembered that when he examined the injury in the forehold while the vessel was lying on the Secret
Rock the diver found a hole about two feet across…’
Section 372 - This name was applied to a school in the Hundred of Andrews conducted by James MacAskill.
Sedan - Thirty kilometres ESE of Angaston. Land in the area was held first under occupation licence from 25
September 1845 by George Melrose (1806-1894), who took up the ‘Rhine Run’ following his arrival in the
Palmyra in 1839. The Sedan Post Office was opened in 1872 by E. Homburg, while portion of section 52,
Hundred of Bagot, was granted to J.W. Pfeiffer (1825-1910) in 1873; he arrived in the Zebra in 1838 and
subdivided it in 1875 as the township of Sedan, extending it, in 1883, with the creation of Sedan East on
part section 46, surveyed by C. Von Bertouch. Its school opened in 1912 and closed in 1980.
The anniversary of the battle of Sedan in Europe and its affiliation with the German population in South
Australia was commented upon in 1884:
[It] has again come around [and] the Germans in Adelaide have not been behind in their
celebration of what will probably long continue to be a national anniversary. A large number of
ladies, at any rate, though the gentlemen were but few, assembled in the Albert Hall last evening
where they had the pleasure of listening to a musical and dramatic entertainment specially
composed in honour of the day and last, but not least, of taking part in a ball…
The town was described in 1909 as being ‘named after the battle of that name, in which the relations of its
present inhabitants had a slight interest.’ The name commemorates the battle fought in the Franco-Prussian
War of 1871, after which the entire French Army surrendered to the Germans.
Photographs of an Australia Day celebration are in the Chronicle, 14 August 1915, page 29, of the laying of
the foundation stone of the Institute on 3 February 1912, page 29, of centenary celebrations on 8 October
1936, page 34.
Seddon, Hundred of - In the County of Carnarvon, proclaimed on 30 January 1908, honours Richard Seddon,
Prime Minister of New Zealand. The name may have been suggested by the Premier of the day, Thomas
Price, who, no doubt, was an admirer of Mr Seddon, a Labor Prime Minister of New Zealand who ‘initiated
a range of progressive reforms which had aroused overseas admiration and served as models for some
Australian legislation.’
Seeliger Hill - In the Hundred of Moorooroo, recalls Friedrich Seeliger, an early settler.
Sefton - In 1908, Edward Charles Malone subdivided section 245, Hundred of Pirie, calling it Sefton Estate;
now included in Port Pirie.
Sefton Park was laid out by Samuel Dening Glyde, in 1883, on part sections 344-45, Hundred of Yatala.
Born in Somerset in 1842, he arrived in 1871, established himself as a miller and grain merchant and was,
at one time, Mayor of Norwood. The name ‘Sefton’ occurs in Lancashire, England, and derives from the Old
Norman sef - ‘sedge’, i.e., a coarse grass growing in swampy ground; in 1236 it was recorded as ceffton
while in the Domesday Book it is seffton - ‘enclosure (tun) where rushes grow’
Selinite, Point - Near Blanchetown. Selinite is a type of gypsum found on this River Murray site.
Sellicks Hill - The name recalls William Sellick (or Selleck) who obtained the land grant of sections 425 and
430, Hundred of Willunga, in 1847. A post office was opened there in 1851. In 1872, the school was
conducted by William Wiltshire with 71 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1866 and closed in 1941.
Sellicks Beach Estate was a 1925 subdivision of part section 665, Hundred of Willunga, by George A. and
Robert J. Herrick, farmers of Aldinga, into ‘glorious large coastal bungalow sites.’
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In 1921, it was reported that ‘few of the motorists who jazzed up and down Sellick’s Hill stopped to think
of the many and varied scenes that the grim old hill has looked upon’:
It was Johnny Ware when ploughing for Kemmis when he came upon a lump of coal as big as a
quart pot… The matter was referred to Governor Grey who thought it of such importance that he
offered to send a party of men to sink a shaft or two. His sudden departure for New Zealand
prevented this from being done… McRae of Sellick’s Hill is a name well-known in the football
world. Janet and Finlay McRae lie in the churchyard of St Stephen’s at Willunga…
A photograph of the Methodist Church jubilee is in the Chronicle, 17 February 1912, page 34, of motor
cycling in the Observer, 5 January 1924, page 34, 9 February 1926, page 33, Chronicle, 2 February 1924, 7
February 1925, page 37, of gliding are in the Observer, 28 August 1930, page 34.
Selwyn Rock - Situated in the Hindmarsh Valley and discovered and named by the geologist, A.R.C. Selwyn,
in 1859, it is the first recorded evidence of glaciation in Australia.
Semaphore - Both Rodney Cockburn and H.C. Talbot said it was ‘the site chosen for a signal station and
landing place about a year after the colony was founded. During October 1849 the adjacent land was
surveyed and several acres set aside for mail station reserves.’ ‘Semaphore flags’ are a signalling device.
In respect of its nomenclature a newspaper correspondent, A.T. Saunders, disputed that proposal: ‘[They
are] quite wrong. On Colonel Light’s first and subsequent maps and plans the signal station is shown on
Point Malcolm immediately west of the old Port, about a mile south of the present jetty.’ This contention
is supported in an article entitled ‘Historic Semaphore Signal Station’ in 1936.
In 1851, the Register has an informative article headed ‘The Semaphore Hotel’ and its content probably
explains its nomenclature; it says, inter alia:
At the nascent township which is intended to be the Scarborough of South Australia, Mr Coppin
has built a handsome and commodious hotel to be designated as above, and to possess as a part
of the establishment a Semaphore Signal Station, by means of which particulars of arrival,
departure, etc., will be transmitted from the Gulf to his hotel…
In 1929, an article on Semaphore says in respect of the hotel, ‘the [signal] was never put in position, but
the name [has] clung to the district until today.’
Of further interest is that George Coppin built a theatre and the White Horse Cellars at Port Adelaide in
1851 upon which was built a look-out that was used as a place to ‘signalize to the beach’ and facilitate
communication with vessels ‘lying at the lightship.’
Further, it was reported that Mr Coppin used maritime signal flags provided by Jacob Hagen to relay signals
about shipping movements across the sandhills and samphire swamps from the halyards of a signal station
he had erected on his Semaphore Hotel. Apparently, a proposal to erect a wooden semaphore signalling
apparatus was not proceeded with. (See Malcolm, Point)
Although Semaphore was, as early as 1837-38, used widely as a harbour, land in the vicinity was not sold
until 1850. The first recorded subdivision named Semaphore was in 1864 (57 lots on section 1054), the land
being purchased from the grantee, George Coppin, by William Blackler (1827-1896), a licensed victualler
who arrived with his parents in the Caroline in 1839.
These names are retained as street names, although Blackler Street was first called Semaphore Road. It
was advertised in 1864:
The beach at the Semaphore Township is admirably adapted for bathing and exercise and the
jetty affords an excellent breezy promenade… [It] will become the favourite seaside resort of
those whom health or inclination leads to desire a marine residence…
A report on seaside holiday excursions was made, in 1869, under a heading ‘Christmas on Semaphore
Beach’:
Train after train brought the pleasure seekers to the Port who found conveyances to the beach of
various styles, busses (sic), however, being most extensively patronised. There were also buggies
and gigs, drays and pairs, tandem and family trap, until the sands were trodden by crowds of gay
and festive people, who seemed to enjoy a peep at the ‘briny’ and some, more venturesome
than others, ventured afloat - for the day was delightfully fine - and the horse marine, a juvenile
well-known for his nautical proclivities catered for the public at a low rate.
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Picnic parties in all directions and dancing sets kept the good humour of the crowd at tip-top
pitch until it becomes late in the afternoon, when the beach resumed its wonted appearance. It
was worthy of note that the absence of drinking booths was a great advantage…
Originally, Semaphore Park was known as ‘New Liverpool’, then ‘Mellor Park’ after the land owners, J.F., J.
and T.F. Mellor.
In 1876, the commander of the P&O ship, Sumatra, was ordered by his superiors to examine the
Semaphore anchorage and decide if that place would be better adapted for the transhipment of mails.
Later, he called on the Premier and informed him that ‘he could see no reason for going to the Semaphore
in preference, but saw many for not doing so.’ An ardent ‘Glenelgite’, working himself into a sense of
excitement over the difficulties in landing the mails, especially as exemplified in the Sumatra’s visit in June
1876, sent the following poem to ‘Geoffrey Crabthorn’ of the Observer:
I don’t go for squaring the circle,
I can see that when P&O steamers
By Euclid I’m euchred and done;
Drop anchor some three miles away
No problem I ever can work’ll
In a storm, there’s a chance of some screamers
Give rightly the height of the sun.
In getting on board from the Bay.
I never was tutored at college
The stars with a glass to explore;
And of practical things I’ve no knowledge
Save what I pick up on the shore.

Yet it’s little that people need suffer
If the steamers would come within reach,
For e’en at Glenelg it’s much rougher
Outside than close to the beach.

But although no subtracter or adder
I can reckon up things as they go,
And manage to see through a ladder
As well as most folks that I know.

Full half of the Fairy’s disasters
Are due, I believe, to the fact
That the P&O company’s masters
Are wanting in smartness and tact.

I can see that Glenelg has small shelter
For vessels if storms will arise;
And if waves roll ashore helter-skelter
I do not give way to surprise.

They pretend to dispute the existence
Of good anchorage close to the Bay;
But if they would come half the distance
They’d find these areas we say.

The wind has a fanciful notion
Of playing up games with the sea,
And when waves are in mighty commotion
No boating, I thank you, for me.

Of such offerings we well may be wearied,
When the Pearl anchored inside the hulk
Within half a mile of the pier head A feat for a craft of her bulk.

Then let Wigley get up a memorial,
And pray the Pearl’s course they will follow!
If not Glenelg’s nascent glory’ll
Vanish in storm with the swallow.
A jetty was erected at Semaphore and completed in 1859; its original length of 561 metres was extended
to 652 metres in 1872. The baths, built in 1888, were washed away by severe storms in 1917 while the
kiosk, built in 1914, was partially destroyed by fire in 1947 and demolished in 1948.
Senior, Hundred of - In the County of Buckingham, proclaimed on 20 December 1906 and, a year later, it
was said to be North-East of Bordertown and part of which, in the past, was incorrectly named ‘The NinetyMile Desert’.
The rainfall is close to 20 inches and the country grows good grass once it is cleared… The old
Red Bluff Station well is situated in the centre of the new hundred and is down some 170 feet;
the water is of splendid quality and may be used for irrigation purposes…
William Senior, MP (1904-1912), born in Yorkshire in 1850, came to South Australia with his parents in the
Mermaid, in 1854. Following his service in the SA Parliament he entered Federal politics as a Senator in
1912 and, during World War I, joined with W.M. Hughes in the formation of the National Party; he retired
in 1923. As a young man he lived at Mount Gambier and gained an intimate knowledge of the State’s
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geology and ‘his vision caused him to be a strong supporter of afforestation.’ He died in November 1926
and is buried at Cheltenham. (See Doctor Penny Well & Ninety Mile Desert)
Sentinel Hill - In the Far North-West. Ernest Giles named it on 31 August 1873: ‘I named it Mount Carnarvon
or the Sentinel, as I soon found:
The mountain there did stand
To sentinel enchanted land.
Separation - Late in 1842, a party of volunteers and police left Adelaide to search for C.C. Dutton, who was
overdue with a stock drive from Port Lincoln. Disagreements developed and the police returned and
Separation Creek, west of Mount Remarkable, marks the parting of their ways.
Mount Separation, in the Gawler Ranges, was named by Stephen Hack in September 1857, because it was
the parting place from W.G. Harris, the surveyor attached to the party.
Seppelts - J.E. Seppelt, vigneron, who arrived in the Emmy in 1850, died at Seppeltsfield in 1868, aged 55.
When the change of ‘enemy’ place names was being considered in 1916, in respect of the ‘Seppelts’ railway
station, the local residents suggested ‘Vine Vale’, while the Nomenclature Committee opted for ‘Pinjetta’,
Aboriginal for ‘sugar and other sweet things’. However, in its paternal wisdom, the government decided on
‘Dorrien’; General Smith-Dorrien, was an English soldier of World War I. (See Greenock)
The Seppeltsfelde (sic) School, 5 km SSW of Greenock, opened in 1865 and closed in 1866.
The distillery was described in 1868 when ‘Mr J.E. Seppelt’s steam distillery and manufactory… [was] one
of the recognised establishments in the colony. The building which is 18 feet by 25 feet is… erected of stone,
roofed with iron and has a bonded store attached…’
Today, the general district is known as Seppeltsfield. Photographs are in the Observer, 4 April 1903, pages
24-25, Chronicle, 28 November 1908, page 32, of the 1851 cellar on 14 September 1933, page 59, of the
railway station in the Observer, 20 May 1911, page 28.
Serle, Mount - Discovered by E.J. Eyre on 27 August 1840 and, at the behest of Governor Gawler, named
after a friend. From 1896 there was a camel station there under the survey department and ‘previous to
this date was in the possession of Dr Browne and formed part of the run of 216 square miles’:
The present depot has an area of 30 square miles and is fenced in with posts and wire and
subdivided into six paddocks. The headquarters are the old homestead of the Mount Serle
Station and consists of a splendid four-roomed house, substantially built of stone, a stone
woolshed, men’s quarters and numerous buildings, besides very large cattle and sheep yards…
The present stock consists of 75 camels… The aborigines of the Mount Serle tribe, under the
supervision of the manager, handle the camels in a very skillful manner, and afford valuable
assistance when an animal has to be secured for operation… (See Athuurapanha)
A photograph of Aborigines at the camp is in the Observer, 2 November 1918, page 25.
Sesostris Reef - Off Cape Jaffa, discovered by Captain Drake of the Sesostris in 1826. (See Margaret Brock
Reef)
Settler Bend - Near Renmark, and named after a steamer that sank there on her maiden voyage; in 1862,
it was reported that the Settler is ‘again afloat and but little injured. Her hull, with the exception of the snag
holes - for there are two - is all right. The snag holes are both at the water line, since her cargo is out, and
by listing her a little we can put in new planks…’
Sevenhill - This Jesuit settlement, 6 km SSE of Clare, was established in 1851 by Father Aloysius Kranewitter
who arrived from Austria in the Alfred in 1848 and Brothers Georgius Sadler (ca.1814-1865) and John
Schreiner. A priest at the local Roman Catholic college so named it because Rome, in Italy, stands on seven
hills. The Sevenhill Post Office opened in 1851, while the first subdivision to take the name was circa 1867
by Father J. Tappeiner and Brother John Pallhuber, on section 91, Hundred of Clare.
Father Tappeiner was born in Austria in 1820 and, in 1846, the year of his ordination, sent by the Society
of Jesus to South Australia where he laboured so successfully that, within a few years, his superiors financed
the construction of a Jesuit College there.
In 1857, the first annual examination of the scholars of Seven Hill College was held in the college:
Rev Mr Pallhuber was the principal examiner and the answers of several of the boys truly
astonished the visitors and parents present. Masters Logan of Willunga, Counsells (two) of
Melbourne, Howley, of Hill River, and O’Brien, of Emu Vale, in the classics, were very good
indeed… In the junior classes Masters Briggs, Hegarty, Butler, Nolan, McCabe, Butler and
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McDiarmid were very good… The garden grounds are laid out in first rate style and the whole
place bears the mark of progress… Six years ago I passed over the same spot and it was then a
sheep yard…
A photograph of a roadside scene at a local ford is in the Chronicle, 10 June 1905, page 27.
The Seven Hill Village School operated from 1859 until 1956; the Seven Hill State School opened in 1872
and closed in 1956; the Seven Hill East School opened in 1886 and closed circa 1925.
Seymour - The name Lake Seymour is to be found in nomenclature records in the Department of Lands but
is not shown on modern-day maps but is presumed to have been in, or adjacent to, what is now the
Hundred of Seymour, County of Russell, proclaimed on 19 April 1860.
The first land sold in the area was portion of the ‘Wellington Special Survey’, claimed by John Morphett on
13 May 1839, and specially selected for ‘The Secondary Towns Association’ in England in the belief that a
town of major importance was certain to spring up, where the waters of the Murray joined Lake
Alexandrina. The survey was made by Messrs Cannan and Henderson in 1840.
Seymour Drain, in the County of Robinson, drains land subject to inundation south of Bool Lagoon. The
latter two names recall Henry Seymour (1799-1869), barrister and pastoralist, who arrived in the Siam in
1841 and took up an occupation licence at ‘Mosquito Plains’ on 18 March 1846 which, at a later date, he
named ‘Killanoola’; he died at Mount Benson and was buried at Robe. (See Killanoola)
Shackle, The - A telephone exchange on section 5, Hundred of Borda, opened on 5 August 1963. A ‘shackle’
is a telegraphic device.
Shady Grove - In 1872, this place was shown as a burial ground but no specific location was given but,
earlier, in 1865, there was a report of the opening of a schoolroom at Shady Grove, ‘near Hahndorf’ and an
early survey map shows the name as a property to the east of the Mount Barker Junction railway station.
In 1873, there was a report on the seventh anniversary of the Shady Grove Unitarian Church.
Shamrock Pool - Near Mount Lyndhurst, was named by ‘Mr McFarlane, who visited this part through my
[Samuel Parry] representation.’ Samuel Parry’s journal was reproduced in the press in 1858 when he said
that ‘it was discovered by Mr MacFarlane who visited this part some time ago…’
Shanahan, Mount - In 1899, it was said to be ‘about 105 miles east of Farina.’ where, in 1890, copper was
discovered by John Shanahan and John Gettens.
Shankton - After obtaining the land grants of sections 375, 392 and 393, Hundred of MacDonnell, on 9
August 1861, Charles Burney Young laid out Shankton in 1863. It has been suggested by Rodney Cockburn
that Thomas Shanks created it, but this contention is not supported by primary source evidence. As it
adjoins ‘Allendale East’ and because of its proximity to Mount Schank, it is, no doubt, a corruption of
‘Schank’ to ‘Shank’; both of these spellings were used, frequently, on early maps of the district. (See Schank,
Mount)
Shannan, Mount - On section 465, Hundred of Yadnarie and, according to Rodney Cockburn, named after
James Shannan, who was identified with that part of the peninsula in 1841.
Shannon - A report of the Dublin Show being held at Shannon, ‘6 miles west by north from Mallala’, was
reported in 1885. A photograph of a Shannon football team playing in the Great Flinders Association is in
the Chronicle, 11 November 1911, page 30.
The Hundred of Shannon, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 15 January 1903; its school opened in
1909 and became ‘Karkoo’ in 1937. (See Tent Schools) J.W. Shannon, MP (1896-1902), born at Moculta in
1862, on leaving school he farmed at Murray Flats before moving to Maitland in 1887, when he became
Chairman of the District Council. Entering the Senate in 1912, by filling a casual vacancy, he was defeated
in 1913, returned in 1914 ‘receiving the mass vote of the Labor Party’ and re-elected with the largest
majority known in South Australia. He died in 1926.
Shannon Landing, on section 68, Hundred of Ridley, honours his name, also; he purchased section 93 on
26 April 1892, when he resided at Prongorong, near Towitta.
The Shannon Landing Conservation Park was named in 1985.
Mount Shannon, on section 167, Hundred of Jellicoe, was named after Abraham Shannon (1820-1875) who
arrived in the John Pirie in 1843 and died at Moculta on 21 July 1875. (See Moculta)
Sharps Well - A school north of Bute, opened in 1879, became ‘Wokurna North’ in 1898 and closed in 1909.
In 1890, Messrs Gillen and Miller, the members for Stanley, waited on the Minister of Education (Hon. David
Bews) and asked that the school at Sharp’s Well be reopened because ‘the residents themselves have
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provided every convenience for the children and accommodation for the teacher…’ The Sharpes (sic) Well
Post Office was opened in April 1880 by N.C. Harry; it closed circa 1901.
Shaugh, Hundred of - In the County of Buckingham, proclaimed on 19 October 1939 and probably named
after Mount Shaugh, a local trig station, whose origin is unknown, but it may have been placed on the map
by the surveyors, Cannan and Winter, in 1841. (See Box Flat)
Shea-oak Log - Ten kilometres NNE of Gawler. Until 1844, the only well-defined road north of Gawler passed
through Captain Bagot’s pastoral property of Koonunga to the east of Kapunda and, early in that year he
marked out the first road between Kapunda and Gawler - this was the first copper road in South Australia.
Bagot, in a bullock dray with a plough attached and leading the first convoy of ore, followed a premarked
route from the mine to Gawler and, near the junction of the mine road and the Gawler to Kapunda road
(the present Gawler to Greenock road), the plough broke and was substituted by the limb of a sheaoak tree.
Mr C.H. Bagot’s personal account of the naming of the place was recorded in 1872. Later, an inn was erected
at the junction of the two roads.
The village emerged out of section 1685, Hundred of Nuriootpa, circa 1850, when John Cousins sold
portions of his land. He had built a hotel on the property, circa 1848; built of stone it ‘comprised of seven
rooms, an eight stall stable, stockyard, outhouses and a well.’
In 1856, travellers ‘were well accommodated and should have had nothing to complain of did the landlord
but exact… authority to refrain vociferous cursing and blasphemy in his bar. As it was, our ears were
annoyed for at least one hour by the most senseless volley of oaths… nor was there any part of the house
where we could escape the sound of our tormentor…’
Its post office, opened circa 1851, was closed on 6 March 1981. Its school opened in 1858; closed in 1957.
Shebbear - The town, proclaimed on 9 August 1877, was withdrawn from sale. A week later ‘a deputation
aired a grievance in connection with the declaration by the government of the new township of Shebbear’:
It was pointed out that members of the deputation had bought land in the government town of
Yarcowie where suburban lots might be sold now, but that the government, while not selling
suburban lots, had surveyed the town of Shebbear within five miles of Yarcowie and adjoining
the private township of Terowie…
It was named by Acting Governor, Sir Samuel Way, after a village in Devonshire, England, where his father
had established a school prior to coming to South Australia in 1850. It comes from the Œ sceaft-bearu ‘grove where poles were got’. (See Seaview & Terowie)
Sheidow Park - Laid out on part section 480, Hundred of Noarlunga, by ASL Developments Ltd in 1973.
Previously, in 1958, the name had been suggested by the City of Marion for a subdivision of sections 194,
453/463/480, 571 and 2103, portion of which was owned by the Sheidow family.
Shelford - The Shelford Primitive Methodist Chapel was erected, circa 1870, on part section 91, Hundred of
Neales. Its school, known, also, as ‘Government Well’ and ‘Murray Flats’, opened, circa 1870, in the chapel
and closed, circa 1875. (See Government Well & Murray Flats)
The name comes from Cambridgeshire, England, and derives from the Œ sceldu - ‘shelter’; thus, ‘sheltered
ford’. In 1873, the second anniversary in connection with the Shelford Band of Hope was celebrated by a
picnic held at a ‘nicely situated spot close to the foot of the ranges, near Foote’s Yards’:
This terminating the sports, a procession was formed, consisting of members of the band,
numbering about 50, headed by a handsome banner… At the Shelford Chapel an entertainment
was given in the evening…
Shellwood Well - A school South-West of Wanbi opened in 1930 by Eric C. Moore; it closed in 1940.
Probably a corruption of the name of the first applicant for a pastoral lease in the district, namely, Ernest
Schell. (See Schell Well & Wanbi.)
Shenthal - The South Australian of 2 April 1850 mentions this German village in the Mount Lofty Ranges; a
German word meaning ‘lovely or splendid valley’. (See Schoenthal)
Shephard Hill - On section 1887, Hundred of Kanmantoo, recalls W.H. Shephard, a former land owner. The
hill no longer exists due to quarrying. In respect of Shepherd Hill in the Mitcham district the Nomenclature
Committee’s Minutes of 22 September 1941 says, ‘from information supplied by Mr W. Shephard it was
recommended that the spelling of “Shepherd’s Hill” be altered to “Shephard Hill”. D.C. of Mitcham to be
advised.’ William Henry Shephard arrived in the Tam O’Shanter in 1836 and, on 20 April 1842, registered
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the purchase of section 8, ‘Survey B’, adjacent to the hill and mapped as ‘Shepherd’s Hill’. Apparently, the
modern-day road is a misnomer, also.
Shephard Well - (See Marananga)
Shepherds Inn - A post office, in the Upper Dry Creek area, opened early in 1856. Shepherds Rest - (See
Dawson)
Shepley - An early name for Paradise, applied by Alfred Hardy whose father was Lord of the Manor of
Shepley, Yorkshire, England. It translates as ‘sheep meadow’. (See Newton & Paradise)
Sheringa - A corruption of the Aboriginal word tjeiringa given to a type of yam plant flourishing near local
lagoons. The first land taken up in the area was held under occupation licence from 10 February 1848, when
William R. Mortlock’s run was described as ‘North by West of Port Lincoln’, while the ‘Sharinga (sic) Run’
was established by Price Maurice in 1851 (lease no. 135).
The town, 40 km South-East of Elliston, proclaimed as ‘Holsworthy’ on 19 April 1883, was altered to
‘Sheringa’ on 23 August 1883 following a petition from local residents requesting the adoption of ‘the wellknown native name by which the locality, ever since the settlement of Port Lincoln, has been and is still
known.’ (See Holsworthy)
The school, opened as the ‘Hundred of Way’ in 1886, became ‘Sheringa’ in 1906; it closed in 1953.
In 1898, it was reported that ‘the next place of mark along the road was the township of Sheringa,
consisting of a temperance hotel, general store and blacksmith’s shop under one roof, and a public building
which is used as a church, a school and a dancing room…’
Sherlock - Governor Buxton named the Hundred of Sherlock, County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 30 March
1899, after a friend. The town of Sherlock, 32 km east of Tailem Bend, was proclaimed on 8 August 1907;
the school opened in 1911in the Baptist Church and closed in 1970. A photograph of Mr D.E. Greig’s ‘house
on a wagon’ is in the Observer, 16 September 1911, page 31. (See Grasslands)
Shermfold - This name was applied to a place near Noarlunga.
Sherwood - A 1956 subdivision of part section 107, Hundred of Gordon, by K.F. and E.C. Johnson and L.B.,
E.L. and L.A. Proud, taking its name from the ‘Sherwood Irrigation Blocks’, established in 1921. It comprised
11 allotments bounded by Renmark Road and Sherwood Ave.
The name Sherwood was applied, also, to a subdivision of part section 585, Hundred of Noarlunga, by
Lindsay S. Booth in 1961; now included in Lonsdale.
The Sherwood automatic telephone exchange on section 87, Hundred of Cannawigara, was opened on 7
May 1958 and named after a base camp set up by the AMP Society on part block H, Hundred of Pendleton,
in 1950.
The AMP Development Scheme was inaugurated in 1948-49 and it began with the purchase of Mr Glen
Hawke’s ‘Brecon’ property comprising some 2,000 acres. Part of this property had been developed in
previous years and was used as ‘Headquarters’ where staff and employees were housed where extensive
workshops were established for maintenance of plant. Three schemes were instituted, viz., Brecon - 17 km
south of Keith; Sherwood - 16 km east of Keith and Inglewood - 17 km north of Bordertown (See McCallum,
Hundred of).
The work was done mainly by young men who were applicants for the allotment of blocks and employed
by the Society and paid award rates. These men were required to be between the ages of 23 and 35 years
and had to work for the scheme for a minimum of 5 years. The objects were to assist those with small
capital on to holdings of their own and provide the Society with an outlet and investment for its funds.
Sherwood Forest Post Office opened ‘72 miles NE of Adelaide’ in 1872, 8 km south of Sedan; it closed in
1873. In 1929, the name was adopted for a subdivision of section 799, Hundred of Jellicoe, by William Pope,
Joseph Keynes and Donald Kerr. The name derives from shirewood - ‘wood at the shire or boundary’.
Shields - Matthew Smith (ca.1793-1858) arrived in South Australia in the Africaine and, after residing on
Kangaroo Island for a short time, was appointed as resident magistrate at Port Lincoln. He took up a
property near Poonindie on the River Tod, naming it ‘Shields’ after South Shields in England, where ‘my
grandfather, Matthew Smith, my father and myself carried on a patent ropery.’
In April 1849, Henry James Smith (1821-1884), the son of Matthew Smith, purchased section 189, Hundred
of Louth, subdividing it, in 1865, into ten blocks of one acre and calling it ‘Shields’. (See North Shields)
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The name derives from the Œ shiellings and the Middle English schele - ‘fishermen’s huts’. After the
Norman conquest it was called Le Sheeles, or ‘shields’, from the sheds built along the shore by the fishermen
of the River Tyne.
Shirley Gardens - In 1923, it was described as 32 allotments, ‘planted with a variety of fruit trees now in full
bearing… opposite the Payneham Bowling Green.’
Shoal Bay - A school on Kangaroo Island opened by Helen W. Dunne in 1913; it closed in 1945. In 1928, the
school was ‘beautifully situated on a mound which is not only high and dry but is good basaltic soil’:
A large proportion of the school ground proper has been turned up and planted in a hundred and
one ways. It is really wonderful what has been accomplished as I understand there are only 18 on
the roll… The operations are divided into three sections: flowers, vegetables and agricultural…
Shoal, Point - (See de Marain, Cape)
Shoreham - This Kent and Sussex name, derived from scorham - ‘a notch’; (other sources say scoreham - ‘a
town on the seashore’), was applied to two subdivisions, namely, part section 241, Hundred of Noarlunga,
cut up by George F. Aston in 1854 and sections 1088-89, Hundred of Port Adelaide, subdivided by Robert
Burfield in 1878. They are now included in Seacliff and Largs Bay, respectively. Mr Aston advertised his
creation as being, ‘well known to all lovers of the turf as the Brighton Racecourse… the Volunteer omnibus,
a four-horse coach, and other public conveyances, pass this spot to and from Adelaide daily.’
Short - According to records within the Department of Lands the Hundred of Short, County of Grey, was
proclaimed on 20 September 1883 and, named after Arthur Short, MP, (1893-1896). Born at Salisbury on
18 June 1850, in 1869 his father took up land at ‘The Coconut’ at the head of Yorke Peninsula and three
years later moved to the Maitland district. He was the first Clerk of the District Council of Yorke Peninsula
and, when Maitland was proclaimed a municipality in 1883, the first Town Clerk; subsequently, he became
Mayor. Following his defeat at the polls in 1896 he departed for Western Australia where he did well in an
auctioneering business. Returning to South Australia in 1907, he died in 1933.
The preceding nomenclature must be regarded as more than suspect because the Hundred was proclaimed
some ten years before he entered parliament. Accordingly, it is more likely that it honours Reverend
Augustus Short, the first Bishop of Adelaide, who died in England on 5 October 1883; this contention is
supported by the fact that the ‘Hundred of Kennion’ (named after the second Bishop of Adelaide) was
proclaimed on the same day. (See Beaumont)
Lake Short, in the Far North-East, was named after the Right Reverend Augustus Short (1802-1883), DD.,
Bishop of Adelaide, who arrived in the colony in the Derwent in December 1847. He was a prolific dealer in
land and purchased freely at government auctions on a personal account or on behalf of the church. He
bought a site in North Adelaide for a bishop’s residence and for Pulteney Grammar School, an establishment
ostensibly created for the benefit of working-class children. By the end of 1851 his diocese comprised seven
parsonages, seventeen churches, with five more under construction. (See above and under Beaumont.)
Douglas Pike said of him:
The close tie that he maintained with the government jeopardised his popularity; his distaste for
colonial crudities appeared to independent settlers as an attempt to anglicise the community. He
was unquestionably a gifted leader, but he marched alone.
Short Watercourse, near Mingary, probably recalls Henry Augustus Short (1843-1903), who held the
‘Buttamuk Run’ (lease no. 1580) from 1868; he was the son of the Bishop of Adelaide.
Shueard Hill - On section 33, Hundred of Onkaparinga, recalls Robert Shueard (ca.1813-1896), who
obtained the Land Grant on 10 May 1853.
Siam Station - The school opened in 1965 and closed in 1972. It may relate to a pastoral lease of the same
name on upper Eyre Peninsula.
Sibsey Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802 after a
parish in Lincolnshire; in the Domesday Book it is recorded as sybeceia - ‘Sigebald’s island’.
Siccus River - In the North Flinders Ranges and named by E.C. Frome, in August 1843, is a tributary of
Wilpena Creek (Pas(s)more River) and flows into Lake Frome; a Latin word meaning ‘dry’. The Aborigines
called it arcoota. Price Maurice held pastoral lease no. 334 along the river from January 1854. (See
Pas(s)more River)
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In a diary held in the State Library, James Henderson says that it was deserving of a better name because
at the time it was named it showed evidence of heavy floods because debris was piled up to 30 feet high
along its banks giving rise to thoughts of the presence of an inland sea. (See Netherby)
Sichem - It is a biblical name applied by E.G. Traeger, circa 1865, and is to be found in the Hundred of Dalkey,
near Owen; locally, it was called ‘German Town’, because of the number of German families living in the
area. Sichem Well is close by and the Sichem School was opened in 1869 while, earlier, in 1868, it was said
that the Germans at Sichem had erected a ‘temporary place for worship… The school is well-finished, with
an apartment at one end for a schoolroom… An avenue in front was planted with pines, with that good
taste in which Germans excel.’ On 4 May 1869 it was stated that the school should ‘be reported upon by a
magistrate before a probationary licence [is] granted.’ It was closed in 1917 because of its German
affiliation.
Siegersdorf - In the County of Light, is a German word meaning ‘village of victory’. It was created by George
F. Angas on section 76, Hundred of Nuriootpa, circa 1846. From 1918 to 1975 it was ‘Bultawilta’.
Signal, Point - At Goolwa, was the site of a signal station used to communicate with ships negotiating the
Murray Mouth, when paddle steamer trade existed. In 1988, the name was given to ‘The River Murray
Interpretive Centre’, on Lot 89 in the township.
Silcrete Island - In Lake Eyre. The name was submitted by W.M. Rice in 1979, but it was recorded, originally,
by Mrs Roma Delhunty in her book The Spell of Lake Eyre, where she said ‘It had that shallowed, sullen look
of juri-crust, which it was, so we named it “Silcrete Island”.’
Sileby Park - In 1923, it was described as ‘a suburb with glorious views, occupying an unrivalled site to the
east of Burnside Road… with a magnificent background of hills and trees…’ The name occurs in England and
means ‘Sighulf’s by’ - the word by was used to describe parts of England where Scandinavians settled.
Silicate Beach - Laid out on part sections 735-36, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by W.G. Fuller, L.S. Inkster, K.
Roach and Alice M. Dawborn; now included in Taperoo. (See Koolena)
Siller Lookout - Near Arkaroola, in the Yudnamutana district, and named in 1970 by Mr R.C. Sprigg after
C.W. Siller, chairman of Exoil NL.
Silveracre - In 1926, it was laid out on frontages to Woodville Road and Glengarry Street as the ‘first
divisional sale of the historic “Silveracre Estate”, Woodville, which has been in the uninterrupted occupation
of the Simpson and Connor families for upwards of three quarters of a century…’
Silver Lake - (See Biggs Flat)
Silverton - A subdivision of part section 116, six kilometres SSW of Delamere, ‘near Campbell’s Creek and
Talisker Mine’, Hundred of Waitpinga, by John Wrathall Bull, in 1864. It took its name from the nearby
Talisker silver mine. (See Talisker)
In the early 1860s John McLeod, accompanied by a cousin of the same name, while searching for
gold at the foot of Fleurieu Peninsula (at that time unnamed) came upon specimens of minerals
that proved to be silver-lead ore. A mineral claim was lodged when his title was disputed but
eventually maintained when the Talisker Mining Company Syndicate was formed with ‘five or six
gentlemen’. The discoverers, who hailed from the Isle of Skye in Scotland, took the name from
their homeland - it derives from the Norman word hjalli-sker that translates as ‘shelf-like rock’.
At first the miners were provided with a large tent as living quarters, a blacksmith shop was built
where picks, etc., were pointed, while a substantial hut built of slabs served as both the
manager's residence, a store room and cellar and the miners’ eating apartment replete with a
spacious kitchen. Thirty-two men were employed and the first shipment of 17 tons of ‘first class’
ore was shipped to Port Adelaide in the cutter Breeze on 9 October 1862 from a small port
known as ‘The Fishery’ near Cape Jervis.
At Silverton, a hotel was the first building erected in the town and was followed by shops and an
eating house; by 1866 a dozen or more cottages were occupied by workers engaged in wood
cutting and the transport of ore. A Wesleyan Chapel was built and services were conducted there
for nine years until 1875 when the congregation had moved on. The town was serviced twice a
week by Rounsevell’s coach to Adelaide via Glenburn.
The company had commenced operations with a capital of £6,000 with two increases in 1865
and 1869 totalling £34,000 but all to no avail for, by 1872, water was flowing into the mine faster
than funds could be found to pump it out! Finally, in 1872 ‘the company was unable to finance
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further development and operation ceased’ leaving lamenting shareholders to ponder the fact
that during the company's lifetime no dividend had been paid.
But there were some entrepreneurs in mining circles who believed that hidden wealth was to be
exploited at lower depths in the mine and, in 1917, an Adelaide syndicate took over the property:
The company’s hopes for riches were soon dashed - after winning some 600 tons of ore the mine
closed in 1920. In 1924, the Department of Mines pumped out the water and its experts made an
inspection and reported that all seven shafts along the lode had collapsed - ‘two of them had
completely disappeared leaving no trace - and the stopes between the 42 feet level and the
surface have caved in… the mine workings are now completely inaccessible.’
Silverton and the Talisker mine are no more and the words of a visitor to the sites in the mid-20th century
are of interest:
Over this very ground the sweating teamsters with creaking bullock wagons had carted the
dressed ore… ; that here, where we now heard only the wind in the tree tops and the calls of the
bush birds, the street had resounded with the noise of children at play. Here the people had
touched their caps to all powerful mine captains, first, Captain Price, and later, Captain Tresize,
who I was told… firmly believed to the end that Talisker was a richer mine than Broken Hill…
I felt as if I was trampling on the broken hearts of the people, who came here some 90 years ago
with such high hopes, such rosy dreams of the future of the place… I well remember as I drove
back through the trees to the highway, the sobbing of the wind seemed like a call from the
ghosts of the past, an uneasy sighing redolent of faith misplaced and cherished hopes and
dreams unrealised.
Silver Vale - A school, known previously as ‘Nildottie’, was opened in 1915 and closed in 1935, when the
building was dismantled and transported across the river to an Aboriginal mission Later, when this
establishment removed to Gerard, it was used as a library at Swan Reach School.
Simarloo - South of Renmark, near Pike River, is a private irrigation area specialising in dried fruits. The
name was given, also, to a shack site on sections 81 and 261, Hundred of Paringa.
Simmonston - The town, 40 km South-West of Hawker, was proclaimed on 15 April 1880 and a two-storey
hotel and store were commenced but, before completion, word was received that the railway line was to
go to the east of the range. Thus, the town died before it lived. It was named by Governor Jervois after Sir
John L.A. Simmons, Field Marshal and Commandant of the Royal Engineers who received his first
commission in December 1837 and, after professional instruction at Chatham, embarked for Canada in
1839, at which time Governor Jervois was undertaking a course at Chatham Barracks.
Si(m)ms - The Sim(m)s family, the first professional fishermen in the district, are remembered by Sims Cove,
near Moonta; known, also, as Simms Cove The discovery and naming of the previously uncharted Sim(m)s
Rock near Thistle Island, was reported in 1905.
In 1910, the Minnie Simms was the second largest vessel engaged in the fishing industry.
Captain Rex Simms and a small party left in the cutter Minnie Simms on a shark fishing expedition
to Dangerous Reef last Thursday and returned the next day with three specimens of the shark
tribe measuring 15 feet, 14 feet 9 inches and 13 feet 6 inches respectively… The party on board
included Messrs W.T. Mortlock, Boxer Ware and T.J. Matheson who were armed with guns which
were used to dispatch the brutes when they had been hauled within range of the cutter…
Simpson - Simpson Creek was at Port Adelaide and, in June 1859, it was ‘hoped now that a sum of money
has been voted for filling up this creek at the Port’:
The condition of the side of the creek next Commercial Road is a source of constant annoyance
and danger to passers-by, particularly at night time. Many instances have occurred of persons
after daylight slipping down the miry chasm between the road and the piling and of narrowly
escaping from being smothered in the mud.
Probably, it was named after Captain Henry Simpson. (See Black Diamond Corner & Tenterdon)
Simpson Swamp was an early name for Portland Estate. (See Adelaide, Port)
Simpson Desert was named by Dr C.T. Madigan, in 1929, in honour of Alfred Allan Simpson, manufacturer
and one time president of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia, SA Branch Inc, who was, primarily,
responsible for raising funds for an exhaustive aerial survey conducted by C.T. Madigan; the results are in
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his book Crossing The Dead Heart. The western side ‘was explored in 1916 by Mr T.E. Day, former SurveyorGeneral of South Australia’:
Captain Barclay travelled along the northern side in 1878 and Winnecke traversed the eastern
side in 1884; a year later, David Lindsay pushed farthest into the southern portion…
This desert had turned back several of the greatest of Australian explorers but, in 1936, it was crossed from
West to East by Mr E.A. Colson, of Blood Creek. (See Griselda Hill)
Sinclair - James Stuart Sinclair (1806-1895), was a sheep farmer in the Port Lincoln district in the 1850s and
John McD. Stuart mentions him in his reports. Sinclair Gap, in the Hundred of Ash, and Lake Sinclair, in the
Hundred of Lincoln, honour his name. (See Uley) A photograph is in the Observer, 30 January 1915, page
27.
In The Streaky Bay the compilers say:
One of the first settlers to bring sheep to [the West Coast] was a Scotsman, James Baird, who
drove a large flock from the mainland [Adelaide?], with James Sinclair in 1847. His destination
was Warrow, where he intended to merge his flock with that of a friend J.P. Peters [sic].
The Observer of 31 July 1909 has his photograph and a reference to him being ‘taught’ by John McDouall
Stuart:
Born in 1845, and proceeding to the Coffin Bay district three months later, Mrs W.H. Hall, who
now resides at Norwood, is one of the oldest persons living who can remember the early
pioneering days on the west coast… Mrs Hall came overland from Mount Barker with her parents
and two brothers, James and Donald Sinclair. The journey was by bullock dray via the Gawler
Ranges… When Mrs Hall was about five years old the family moved to Uley where they came into
contact with John McDouall Stuart… At that time Stuart was engaged in station bookkeeping and
Mrs Hall is justly proud of the fact that the explorer taught her to repeat the alphabet…
He came out to Australia in the same ship as Stuart who ‘returned to visit the Sinclair’s whenever possible…
and they… [had] a fond remembrance of the man who lived with them in their early days of struggle on
Eyre Peninsula, helping with the stock in the daytime and teaching the children in the evenings…’ (See Green
Patch)
Point Sinclair and Sinclair Rocks, west of Ceduna, were named by Matthew Flinders in January 1802 after
Kenneth Sinclair, one of his midshipmen. Baudin called the rocks, Islets du Toreau (Isles of the Bull) while
on Freycinet’s charts they are Is. Rubens. The point was Pointe des Cordonniers (Skua Gulls Point) and Point
Vien, respectively. A photograph is in the Observer, 5 June 1926, page 34.
Sinnett, Mount - On Frederick Sinnett’s private survey map of 1851 the name was applied to a peak a few
kilometres distance from St Marys Peak, but was not shown an official map until 1986 when his name was
applied to a hill on section 148, Hundred of Edeowie. It is of interest to note the name appearing on a
pastoral lease map of Messrs Burnett and Fotheringham’s Run (nos. 392 and 425 of 1855), where it is
applied to a peak about 7 km north of Saint Marys Peak.
He was born in Hamburg, Germany, in 1831, and died in Melbourne. Coming to South Australia, in 1849,
he left for the Victorian Goldfields in 1851, returning in 1859 to manage an ice works which involved him,
eventually, in financial ruin. He became a Hansard reporter in Parliament and editor of a local newspaper
and, in 1865, went to Victoria where he edited the Melbourne Argus.
Sir Isaac, Point - A headland of Coffin Bay, named by Matthew Flinders on 16 February 1802 after Sir Isaac
Coffin. (See Coffin Bay)
Sir Joseph Banks Group - Comprises eighteen islands and two reefs named by Matthew Flinders on 26
February 1802, ‘In compliment to the Right Honourable, The President of the Royal Society…’ On Freycinet’s
charts they are shown as Isles Leoban. (See Banks, Cape)
Sir Richard Peninsula - On section 404, Hundred of Nangkita, while Lake Sir Richard in the Far North-East,
was discovered by John McKinlay on 31 December 1861 and named after Sir Richard MacDonnell. (See
MacDonnell)
Sir Thomas, Mount - In the Far North-West, named by David Lindsay on 10 July 1893 after Sir Thomas Elder,
the originator of the expedition. Mr Lindsay, born at Goolwa in 1856, became a surveyor for the
government, for whom he undertook an exploration in Arnhem Land in 1883. He died in Darwin in 1922.
Sismey Gully - (See Second Creek)
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Sixth Creek - The Adelaide Mine, on the Sixth Creek near Montacute, was discovered in the late 1840s and
made a rather brilliant spurt in 1863 when a rich, though limited, deposit of gold was found in the gossan
accompanying the copper ore, but on account of the ‘hardness of the country’ the workings were not
carried on, but a few years later the shares were bought up by wealthy men with a view to working it again.
However, operations were soon suspended and, ultimately, this freehold property was purchased by the
Messrs Scott.
In 1847, John Bentham Neales said that he employed a party to wash for gold in Sixth Creek where they
obtained four ounces, while in 1849:
He engaged other parties to wash on the ‘Brazilian system, with bullock hides’, and these
operations resulted in a yield of 14 ounces. In the early 1880s, the Scott brothers prospected
over the ground and, with a good supply of water in the creek, ‘five tons [of ore] were sold to the
E[nglish] & A[ustralian] Copper Company.
In 1866, it was reported that ‘the discovery that has attracted the most attention is that on Sixth Creek, its
exact position being at the foot of Montacute. It is known that gold has been found in the neighbourhood
20 years ago…’
The following year, gold was found in some refuse stone of copper ore from shafts and, as alluvial nuggets
were also found on the property, the Sixth Creek Gold Mining was formed and commenced crushing
operations in the neighbourhood of the old Victoria Mine at Montacute:
The advent of the Bendigo stamping machine has made a vast change in the gully since we
visited it in its fossicking days. Bullock teams are to be seen at every turn you take and the
population will soon be large enough to claim a township of their own.
Skilly Hills - Near Watervale. ‘Skilly’ is the name given to a thin gruel made from porridge and hot water.
Skillogalee Creek runs through the Hundreds of Clare and Upper Wakefield. (See Lower Skilly)
In 1877, it was reported that ‘Mr A.T. Uffindell, builder of Clare, drowned while attempting to cross the
creek in his buggy’:
He was accompanied by two other persons - Brown and Duffield… During the same afternoon a
farmer named Fitzgerald nearly met his death at the same place in attempting to cross on
horseback…
Rodney Cockburn says the creek got its name when John Horrocks and John Hope camped on its banks at a
time ‘when they had trouble with blacks.’ and they only had ‘skilly’ in ‘thin porridge to eat.’ In 1873, two
schools were designated Skilly conducted by Isaac Prior and Matthew H. Prior. Department of Education
records show a Skilly School, near Auburn, opening in 1912 and closing in 1942.
Skurray, Hundred of - In the County of Eyre, proclaimed on 19 April 1860. It was the maiden name of
Governor MacDonnell’s wife, namely, Blanche Ann Skurray.
Skye - This suburb in the foothills of the Mount Lofty Ranges, from which panoramic views of the Adelaide
Plains are readily available, was created out of part section 918, Hundred of Adelaide, by Skye Estates Ltd
in 1978. It derives from the Gaelic sgiath - ‘a wing’, from the shape of the Scottish island.
In 1869, Skye Town was said to be an alternative name for Kincraig/Naracoorte. (See Kincraig & Naracoorte)
Sladden Town - A subdivision of part section 443, Hundred of Mobilong, by Edith Sladden in 1909; now
included in Murray Bridge.
Slade - In 1918, William John Slade created Slade Park as a subdivision of part section 440, Hundred of
Mobilong; now included in Murray Bridge.
Point Slade, South-East of Cape Blanche, remembers W.E. Slade, Assistant Engineer of Harbours.
Slape Gully – This valley of Second Creek, near Burnside, was named after five brothers, James, John, Robert
Ralph, Thomas and William Slape who settled and farmed there circa 1860; they hailed from Wiveliscombe
in Somerset, England. In November 1894, the Inspector of Mines reported upon workings on sections 1051
and 1052, Hundred of Adelaide:
A tunnel had been driven 36 ft. on the course of a lode at Slape’s Gully ‘The portion of it
immediately above Burnside was known, formerly, as Clifton and Warland’s Bottom; afterwards
either as Sismey’s, Knuckey’s or Slape’s Gully from the name of the latter-day residents there…
(See Second Creek)
Sleaford - In 1802, Matthew Flinders named Sleaford Bay, near Port Lincoln, after a town in Lincolnshire,
meaning ‘ford over the River Slea’; other sources opt for ‘mullet river’ or ‘slow river’. Baudin called it Ance
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des Nerlans while on Freycinet’s charts it is Baie Lavoisier. A whaling station established there in 1837, was,
in 1839, maintained jointly by the South Australian Company and the firm of Hack & Co. and abandoned in
1841. The Sleaford School opened in 1919 and closed in 1920.
A photograph of ‘lunch among the sandhills’ is in the Chronicle, 7 March 1935, page 32, of ‘a strange west
coast hut’ on 6 August 1936, page 32.
The Hundred of Sleaford, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 10 August 1871; Sleaford Mere - (See
Kujabidni, Lake)
Sleeps Hill - The name remembers Samuel Sleep (ca.1821-1866), who owned section 1145, Hundred of
Adelaide, on which the hill is situated. In 1909, it came into prominence ‘by reason of the excellent
enterprise on the part of the Railway Department in spending £15,000 for the purchase of a quarry and the
erection of stone crushing works which will permit ballasting being undertaken in the future at less than
one half the cost entailed in the past’:
In time, Sleep’s Hill in its present state will disappear off the face of the earth because the works
in question are extracting 200 tons of rock per day… The hill perpetuates the name of Samuel
Sleep… His house stood near to the trig… erected on the top of the rise and neither the house
nor the trig remain.’ [A history of his life on Werocata Station follows.]
Sleeps Hill, near Mount Arden, was named after the same gentleman, who held a pastoral lease adjoining
Messrs Taylor, Gillies, Swinden and Loudon, in the 1860s. A photograph of Samuel Sleep is in the Observer,
24 July 1909, page 30.
Sliding Rock - ‘Reminiscences of Lively Days’, by an early resident, is in the Register, 29 June 1899, where
he explains its nomenclature:
On the opposite side of the creek, just north of the mine, are situated a stretch of very imposing
sandstone cliffs. In one place, to all appearances, a great mass of the formation fell away from
the cliffs and tumbled or slid down the steep declivity… (See Cadnia & Baratta)
Official records say the school was opened in 1874 by John Forsyth and a newspaper report in that year
states ‘the school conducted by Miss Marian Sinnett has been in existence ten weeks and 25 pupils were
now in attendance’; it closed in 1879. Its post office operated from 1872 to January 1903.
Smalley Pillar - A survey beacon on the SA/NSW border named in 2001 after George R Smalley, a NSW
Astronomer who worked with Charles Todd (SA Astronomer) in fixing the border of the two States. (See
South Australia)
Smeaton - T.H. Smeaton, MP (1905-1921), born in Scotland, in 1857, served an apprenticeship as a stone
cutter and afterwards worked in an architect’s office. He came to South Australia in January 1879 and, in
1883, started in practice as an architect, winning a prize in open competition for the design of the Adelaide
YMCA building. He did much in Parliament for temperance legislation and was associated with that
movement for 35 years. ‘With the proven persistence of his race, having shown a liking for military training,
he applied himself diligently and rose from the ranks to the position of Lieutenant-Colonel.’
The Hundred of Smeaton, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 February 1910. A school of this name
opened in 1919 and closed in 1935; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 22 December 1932, page 32. Smeaton
West School opened in 1932 and became ‘Kilroo’ in the same year.
Smedley Town - In 1882, Francis Smedley laid out this subdivision on part section 115, Hundred of
Coomooroo, when he declared that ‘this is an admirable site for a town as it will command the whole of the
trade from the east and west of the railway’:
It is confidently confirmed that this Station will be the point of junction of the railway from Port
Germein. Good water is obtainable in the township and an hotel is now being built…
The town never developed and the land reverted to broad acres; it was suburban to ‘Rye’ (Walloway).
Smedleyville - Was a subdivision of sections 420W, 421 and 435-36, Hundred of Mobilong, which according
to a Lands Department notation was ‘Not to be Used - LTO 595-1918’.
Smiler Mine - A uranium prospect in the Copley district. ‘Smiler’ was the nickname of Gordon Arthur
Greenwood (1889-1979), the son of the pastoralist, William Bentley Greenwood (1854-1920).
Smith - Harry Smith arrived at American River, in 1819, with a tent, gun and food. Later, he lived at Cygnet
River and, finally, set up a home at the bay now bearing the name Smith Bay. It appears, first on Captain
Bloomfield Douglas’ map of 1857.
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The Hundred of Smith, County of Robe, was proclaimed on 12 March 1885. Sir Edwin T. Smith, MP (18711893), MLC (1894-1902), born in Staffordshire, in 1830, came to South Australia in the California in 1853
and set up an ironmongery import business. Taking up the Chartist cause in such matters as adult suffrage,
voting by secret ballot, etc., during 1853-55, he was elected Mayor of Kensington and Norwood in 1867. On
entering Parliament he refused, persistently, to accept many offices in successive administrations believing
he could serve his constituents best as an independent member. He was regarded as the ‘Father of SA
Tramways’; an avid and staunch supporter of manly sports; a grandstand at the Adelaide Oval
commemorates him, as opposed to John Creswell, a long-time administrator of the game, whose edifice
has been supplanted by the ‘Sir Donald Bradman Stand’, a native of Bowral, New South Wales. (See Kent
Town)
Smith Island, near Port Lincoln, was named by Matthew Flinders, in 1802, after one of his seamen drowned
at Cape Catastrophe.
Smith Range was named by John McD. Stuart on 14 August 1860 after H.J. Smith (ca.1820-1884), a special
magistrate of Port Lincoln. Lands Department maps show it as ‘Bagot Range’. (See Shields)
The town of Smiths Creek was advertised in the Register of 23 April 1851 as being on section 3166, Hundred
of Munno Para and ‘the only spot where teams and horses can water after leaving the Para…’ (See under
Smithfield)
Smith Springs, south of Lake Eyre, were named by G.W. Goyder in August 1860 after one of his party.
Rodney Cockburn records Smith Valley as being in the Port Lincoln district and named after Charles Smith,
‘one of the founders of Port Lincoln.’
Smithfield - The proposed erection of ‘a commodious roadside inn with stockyards’ was reported in 1847:
Among the purchases made at the government land sale were three eighty-acre sections midway
between the Little Para and Gawler Town bought by Mr John Smith, the former landlord of the
Dry Creek Inn, who is about to erect forthwith a commodious roadside inn with stockyards and
every requisite on the new site that has been thrown open to the public. The want of water has
often been felt on this long stage by men and beast and this deficiency Mr Smith is determined
to supply by well or otherwise. The undertaking is very spirited and deserves success.
In 1848, John Smith (ca.1807-1877) purchased 1,200 acres and laid out Smithfield on part section 3165,
Hundred of Munno Para, North-East of Salisbury, circa 1854.
After a couple of hair-raising sorties during the Maori Wars in New Zealand - Farmer Smith and
his good wife were rescued by gunboat - they settled down to farming on the Gawler plains. An
astute businessman - he had been a general merchant for a short time - he built the Smith’s
Creek Hotel. The inn soon became the favourite stopping place for bullock drivers on their long
haul to Adelaide with copper ore from the Burra mines. Rich brown ale was 4 pence a pint and a
three-course meal one shilling. (See Malvern & Smiths Creek)
Photographs of a speedway are in the Chronicle, 23 October 1926, page 39, 23 April 1927, page 37,
of motor cycle races in the Observer, 26 February 1927, page 34, Register, 16 January 1928, page 11d.
The local post office, opened as ‘Gawler Plains’ in 1851, became ‘Smithfield’ in the same year. Its school
opened in 1857. Smithfield Plains School opened in 1968. West Smithfield was laid out in 1857 by Samuel
Crittenden on part section 3164, ‘immediately adjoining the railway station.’ (See Crittenden Park)
An editorial in the Register of 22 June 1855 under the heading ‘Right of Watercourses’ recites, inter alia,
the case of Samuel Crittenden accusing John Smith of having ‘erected a dam to prevent a certain creek from
flowing in its ordinary course...’ Mr Smith’s response is in the same newspaper on 29 June 1855.
Smithville - In the Hundred of Cotton, was named after Robert Neilson Smith who, in 1913, offered half an
acre of section 99 for a hall. The name was given, also, to a subdivision of part section 11, Hundred of
Encounter Bay, by William Wood Smith in 1896, suburban to Victor Harbor and bisected by George and
Charles Streets.
Smoky Bay - Forty kilometres South-East of Ceduna, named by Matthew Flinders, in 1802 because of the
smoke emanating from Aboriginal fires on the shore where ‘there was so dense a haze that the true horizon
could not be distinguished from several false ones and we had six or seven different latitudes from as many
observations.’ A post office opened there, circa 1863, while the town of Smoky Bay, proclaimed as
‘Wallanippie’ on 13 November 1913, was changed to Smoky Bay on 19 September 1940.
The school, opened in 1909, closed in 1968; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 4 December 1909, page 30.
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By 1924, there were many reasons why farms had been abandoned:
Five of my neighbours and their families left chiefly because there was no education here for
their children and for the same reason I and my family will leave when I can dispose of my
property… Some over-borrow and get into difficulties. Some would not be successful anywhere
and some find the life too monotonous… Adverse seasons have been a great factor… The vacant
farms have a depressing effect on the settlers remaining and they are discouraged from spending
money on their own holdings. The difficulties of destroying foxes, rabbits, etc. are increasing and
life made more solitary for those who stick…
A jetty was opened on 1 May 1912 and remained in commercial use until the early 1950s when bulk
handling and road transport made it more economical to take the grain to Thevenard.
A photograph of a scrubcutters’ camp is in the Chronicle, 3 November 1906, page 30, of a sports committee
on 17 August 1912, page 30, of the telegraph station in the Observer, 18 February 1911, page 32.
Snake Gully - In March 1873, a contract was let to James Crocker Coad (1829-1917), of Chain of Ponds, to
build a stone bridge over the Little Para River at Snake Gully; he arrived in the Navarino in 1849. For many
years the want of a bridge over the Little Para on the Golden Grove and Sampson’s Flat main road had been
felt by residents of the Teatree Gully district whose farms were situated near the stream because it was
‘the most direct road to the Barossa Diggings and the other goldfields in that vicinity’:
Wednesday, February 11th [was] the day fixed for the opening of the bridge… It is made
completely of stone and has a span of 24 feet… The foundation stone was laid by Miss McEwin in
May 1873…
Snappers Point - In 1845, G.W. Johnson, timber merchant of Adelaide, spoke of ‘a part of the road a little
above Mr Stephenson’s garden commonly called “Snappers Point”; the turn is so abrupt and narrow… the
carriage has broken and endangered the bullocks… and, also, that portion of the road called Breakneck Hill
being completely studded with large stones and trees.’
Snave Hill - Near Wilpena. Named in 1895 by the surveyor, W.G. Evans - it is ‘Evans’ spelt backwards.
Snelling Creek - On section 2, Hundred of Duncan, remembers Henry Snelling of the Middle River run, west
of Stokes Bay. He arrived in the Charles Kerr in 1840 and died in 1898, aged eighty. In 1861, a rumour was
circulated that Mr Henry Snelling had been lost in the bush on Kangaroo Island when the ‘news was brought
into town on Sunday last by Mr Wickham Daw… We are sorry to add that the missing man has a wife and a
large family dependent upon him…’
Snewin Rock - At Robe, recalls Captain Frederick P. Snewin, master of the coastal trading vessel, Penola. In
1861, passengers by the steamer Ant, during her last voyage from Guichen Bay under the command of
Captain Snewin, recorded a ‘gratifying testimonial to a well-known colonist and sailor’, in the advertising
columns of the morning press. He came to South Australia in the Catherine Pemberton in 1857 and died in
September 1891.
Snowden Beach - On the Port River. Robert Snowden conducted a hotel and dairy in the district and, in
September 1853, ‘an inquest was held on the body of Robert Snowden, dairyman, long resident in the
district.’ It was thought that he died from wounds received in a scuffle several weeks before, but the
evidence of his wife and others produced the verdict that he had died of ‘inflammation of the brain
accelerated by intemperance.’ (See Sandwell)
The first mention of him I find is in Tolmer’s reminiscences… in which Tolmer tells how, in 1844,
he headed a party of police who went to Kangaroo Island and arrested a number of criminals
[including a man] who had stolen one of Snowden’s boats… The building of Fletcher’s slip in 1850
induced Robert Snowden to lease part of the same section to build the Waterman’s Arms, which
opened in 1851, being the second on Lefevre Peninsula. The first was opposite the North Arm,
but it did not get the support expected and closed in a couple of years.
In 1917, it was said that ‘the only good sandy beach in the Port River 50 years ago was about two miles
downstream, or north from Port Adelaide, and was known as Snowden’s Beach’:
It is now gone, for the South-West wind blew sand from Lefevre Peninsula into the river where
the beach was after Mr Mullet destroyed the rushes and allowed the sand to drift… [it was said
that] Robert Snowden had a house and dairy near the beach and used the beach for his boat…
but Snowden does not appear to have owned or leased land at Snowden’s Beach…
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Snowtown - The town, proclaimed on 19 December 1878, was named by Governor Jervois. Thomas Snow
arrived in South Australia in August 1878 and was engaged as his private secretary on 15 August 1878, while
Sebastian Cosens Snow was appointed his aide-de-camp on 25 November 1880.
Its school opened in 1879; a photograph of the school band is in the Observer, 19 December 1914, page
28. (See Cleve & Franklyn for information on the Snow family.)
In 1885, Mr E.W. Hawker, MP, presented a memorial from 45 residents of Snowtown and district asking
that ‘a permanent supply of water, which is urgently required, might be provided in the locality’:
As no water fit for drinking can be obtained by sinking, the memorialists asked that a reservoir
might be made about two miles NW of the township on a creek well supplied with water from
the Barunga Range…
A photograph of a Show is in the Chronicle, 1 October 1904, page 27, Observer, 9 October 1909, page 32,
of the town on 17 February 1923, page 28, 13 October 1923, page 30, of the laying of a foundation stone
of the Methodist Church in the Chronicle, 10 July 1909, page 31, of a coursing meeting on 10 July 1909, page
32, of a recruiting train on 8 April 1916, page 25, of coronation celebrations in the Observer, 8 July 1911,
page 30, of a motor car bogged on the main road to Bute in the Chronicle, 1 September 1923, page 34.
Snug Cove - East of Cape Forbin on Kangaroo Island, named by Captain Bloomfield Douglas in 1857. In 1937,
it was said to be a ‘quiet little haven of blue water…’ almost land-locked, but ‘in safe weather small craft
can sail right in and tie up alongside a mass of broken rock on the edge of a sandy beach’:
Here in years gone by anchored the Governor Musgrave and many another craft now broken up
and forgotten… An added attraction of Snug Cove is the tradition that long ago some of the
desperadoes who made Kangaroo Island their headquarters, buried treasure at this Cove, and
although no one has as yet unearthed anything worth while, there is no telling when some
ardent searcher might not uncover a hidden chest as rich in treasure as anything found on the
Spanish Main!
Snuggery - A railway station on the Mount Gambier-Beachport line, 11 km South-East of Millicent. The
immediate district was described as being ‘in a beautiful valley, situated in somewhat uninteresting locality.’
A post office was opened there on 5 February 1951 and, on 4 August 1970, the Australian Paper
Manufacturers gave notice to demolish the company’s homes at Snuggery and at this time only ten families
used the post office; it closed on 31 August 1970.
Sod Hut - Takes its name from the ‘Sod Hut Inn’, leased by Daniel O’Leary (1815-1905) from G.S. Kingston
in the 1840s. He purchased the freehold (section 21, Hundred of Kooringa) in 1852, when it was said to be
‘a sorry halting place, it has been unroofed by the hands of wanton despoilers.’ There is a record of the ‘Sod
Hut Mine’ being worked in the early days of the Colony.
Mr O’Leary, a leather worker by trade, tanned the first hide ever so dressed in the Colony at
Hindmarsh, and later started business in the Mount Lofty Ranges in the gully at the back of the
Eagle-on-the-Hill. Then he speculated in bullock teams… About 40 years ago he opened the old
hostelry known as the Sod Hut at the Burra and ‘made a pot of money’ there. Then he built a
large mill in Clare which is still standing… He had a tannery at Wirrabara and after a typical life of
colonial enterprise retired with a competency… Mr O’Leary’s sight is not as good as his memory
and digestion, but he is a member of the Semaphore ‘No Blessed Worry Society’…
Solomon - V.L. Solomon, MP (1890-1908), born in Adelaide in 1853, was educated at J.L. Young’s Academy,
worked in the warehouse of Messrs. Donaldson, Andrews and Sharland and represented the firm at
Kapunda where he ‘developed a taste for amateur theatricals and made quite a reputation as a comedian.’
Inspired by visions of the possibilities of the Northern Territory, he joined a prospecting party and sailed for
Darwin and, like hundreds before him, was doomed to failure and returned to Adelaide ‘a poorer though
not exactly a sadder man.’
Later, he returned to the Northern Territory as a businessman.
He had a finger in every pie and pioneered many things. Sometimes he gained greatly, but
generally he lost heavily, for the fates seemed occasionally to be dead against him. As a
parliamentarian he had great debating power and could, upon occasion, be extremely sarcastic…
He delivered his hardest blows with an… absence of malice which, after the first impact had been
felt, robbed them of any rankling effect.
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He died in October 1908 and is remembered by the Hundred of Solomon, County of Buxton, proclaimed on
21 January 1909.
Solomontown - In May 1848, Matthew Smith and Emanuel Solomon (1800-1873) obtained the grant of
section 2, in the now Hundred of Pirie, which they subdivided; the Register of 29 October 1848 advertised
it as ‘Port Pirie Township’ which was to be known as Solomontown. Emanuel Solomon reserved a section
of land in the centre of Solomontown, referred to as the ‘Church Circle’, for religious purposes.
In 1871, the government town of Port Pirie was surveyed and gazetted in 1872, the first land sale being
held in August of that year. In the early days of settlement the Bible Christians had no permanent location,
but held services in private houses and other buildings, including the hall attached to the International Hotel
(then owned by the Hon J.H. Howe).
In the Register, 12 August 1926 A.T. Saunders said that ‘only eight lots, 35 to 42, were sold in 1848 and was
surveyed externally by H.C. Talbot in 1872, when only Bowman’s jetty and a woolshed existed and a small
home near the jetty. The unsold lots were auctioned on 8 January 1877 at Solomontown. There were
reserves for a church and parklands in the South-East corner…’
The Rev. W.F. James annexed the ‘circle’ block intended by Emanuel Solomon for church purposes. To carry
out the scheme successfully it was necessary to place a building on the land. The Beetaloo reservoir had
just been completed and many wooden buildings were being offered for sale, due to the breaking up of the
camp. A structure which had been used for institute and social purposes was removed from Beetaloo to
Solomontown and placed in the centre of the circle block. There, for many years, it was used for a Church
and Sunday school. In 1873, H.M. Addison of Adelaide resurveyed Solomontown and allotments were
offered by auction on 18 June the same year.
Its school opened in 1897; a photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 10 August 1933, page 32,
of a school band on 14 November 1935, page 31, 10 September 1936, page 36.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 23 November 1933, page 37, 25 July 1935, page 36.
Somerlea - A 1917 subdivision of part sections 234-35, Hundred of Noarlunga; now included in Somerton
Park. It was laid out by Henry Jeffries and Charles J. Chalk and sold by Messrs S.W.N. and F.E. Parsons in
1918. It takes its name from the adjacent suburb of Somerton.
Somerset - Isaac French (1800-1895) arrived in the Lady Emma in 1837 and, on 1 July 1848, obtained the
land grant of section 1687, Hundred of Nuriootpa, 6 km south of Freeling. Between 1850 and 1854 he sold
two portions of it and official maps show it as Somerset. It derives from the Anglo-Saxon Sumersoete - a
tribal name denoting the local inhabitants.
Probably, it had its origin in England, but of interest is the fact that Lt-Colonel Lord Edward Somerset was
the Commanding Officer of Colonel Light’s regiment, the Fourth Dragoons.
Another item of interest is that ‘Colonel Gawler owed the appointment as Governor of this State to a letter
written by Lord Raglan (then Lord Fitzroy-Somerset) and addressed to Colonel Torrens of the SA
Commissioners.’
Somerton - The name, imported from County Dublin, Ireland, whence the Walsh family emigrated, was
applied to an 1854 subdivision of section 206, Hundred of Noarlunga, by James Smith and James Walsh:
Situated between Glenelg and Brighton it is not too much to say that it possesses advantages
over both of those townships; over Glenelg in not having the creek odour and over Brighton in
respect of greater contiguity to Town…
The name occurs, also, in England and may derive from the Œ sumorton - ‘summer dwelling’, i.e., a town
only used in summer.
In 1878, it was reported that ‘Hastings, a pleasant sea frontage on the southern limit of Somerton, which
was cut up for a township some considerable time ago, remains a township but in name’:
The same may be said of various allotments between Somerton and the further end of Brighton
and of Victor, adjoining the Thatched House tavern; though at several points the Corporation of
Brighton are cutting approaches through the sandhills to the line of railway which runs along the
beach.
This line, which is convenient enough for casual visitors inclined to spend a day on the sea coast,
or to explore the hitherto almost inaccessible [Marino] ‘rocks’ to which locomotion now extends,
is undoubtedly constructed an inconvenient distance from the main portion of Brighton…
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Somme Creek - Took its name from the Somme River, in France, the scene of a World War I battle. It was
the ‘North Rhine River’ prior to 1918, when the name The Somme was adopted. It was renamed ‘North
Rhine River’ on 23 December 1971.
Sonneman, Lake - North-East of Lake Frome, recalls A.L. Sonneman who held pastoral lease 1892 jointly
with F. Little, circa 1900.
Sooty, Point - Near Port Lincoln. The red-bill oyster catcher bird (known, also, as sooty oyster catcher)
frequents the area.
Sour Flats - The original name for the Bagot Well district, so named because of ‘a kind of grass that used to
grow there.’ In 1858, there was a reference to ‘Mr Henry Kelly of the Sour Flats.’
South - Messrs Gleeson and Beare, both residents of Clare, were the first lessees of South Gap in 1872, but
‘they did nothing with it and after a short time they sold it to Grant, Thorold and Butler’:
W.H. Greenfield, who had just left Oakden Hills, was placed in charge… Shortly after they vacated
the place Greenfield and his brother, George H. Greenfield, took up a lease on the Sth. Tiffen and
the station paddocks upon which were the homestead and woolshed.
The South Gap School, near the western shore of Lake Torrens; opened in 1917 it closed in 1930. (See
Partacoona & Roxby Downs)
South Hummocks are about 18 km north of Port Wakefield. A post office opened, circa February 1869, by
E. Hamdorf; closed 31 August 1917, reopened in 1925 and finally closed on 30 September 1952. (See
Hummock, Mount & Sunny Hill)
The school opened in 1882 when ‘a deputation consisting of Messrs R. Forrest, William Young and J.F. Mills
visited the Attorney-General with reference to the provisional school’:
They had arranged with the owner, Mr C.A. Schultz, the owner of some land in the district to
convey to them a half an acre on which to erect a school… [that] was erected at a cost of £80.
Since then a dispute had arisen between Mr Schultz and themselves in which he had threatened
to appropriate the school and not carry out the agreement…
It closed in 1945.
The South Petherton Post Office opened circa 1869 and was renamed ‘Tungkillo’ in January 1907. Rodney
Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to John Baker, MLC, who hailed from South Petherton, in
Somersetshire. (See Petherton & Tungkillo)
The South Rhine Post Office opened in 1851 and closed circa 1865. Its school opened in 1865 and closed
in 1875. In 1867, it was said that ‘having heard many enquiries in this neighbourhood as to the expense
incurred in the transit of heavy goods per ton from Albury, NSW, to Melbourne, such as grain, cheese, bacon
etc., I am induced to ask… the information which I feel assured will prove beneficial to many of your
subscribers, especially so on account of so many anticipating leaving this and other parts of the colony…’
Hundred of South Rhine - (See Jutland) South Rhine River - (See Marne & Rhine, River)
Southam, Mount - On Eyre Peninsula in the Hundred of Cocata, named by John Charles Darke in 1844, ‘after
a friend.’ Probably John Southam (ca.1803-1855) who had ‘Millbank Farm’ near Payneham. (See Cocata,
Hundred of)
South Australia - For many years before the colonisation of South Australia was mooted, England was in a
very disturbed state and the condition of the working classes was deplorable. Both in politics and commerce
a spirit of selfishness prevailed. In this time of national distress some thoughtful, patriotic men turned their
attention to emigration and as the antipodes were vast tracts of waste lands waiting for the Anglo-Saxon
to come and occupy them. At the beginning of 1834 the South Australian Association was formed with the
intention of ‘planning a proposed colony on the south east of Australia’ while the public were informed that
a committee sat daily ‘for the purpose of giving information to persons disposed to settle in the colony.’
The 23rd of July 1834 was a memorable day for Robert Gouger, Colonel Torrens and others who had for a
long time been ‘trying to fashion and to float our province’. On that day Mr Woolryche Whitmore moved
the second reading of the South Australian Colonisation Bill that was passed, finally, on 5 August 1834. Its
safe and speedy passage through the House of Lords was due largely to the Duke of Wellington; indeed, for
his services he was told by three of the promoters that its capital would bear his name but this promise was
not fulfilled. The London Times did not take kindly to the scheme and from first to last that powerful paper
was one of the consistent and persistent antagonists.
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Before the Bill was introduced it expressed its ‘entire distrust of the whole character and tendencies of
such a project’ and a hope that it would be ‘strangled in its birth’. In the editorial eye the scheme was a
land-grabbing venture. The paper was against a movement ‘that had power to seduce the ignorant and
credulous beyond the jurisdiction and protection of the laws of Britain’ and that all such ‘crotchety
undertakings’ were ‘humbugs and something more’.
The name Australia, as Captain Sturt pointed out in 1833 had ‘of late years been applied to what had
previously been known as New Holland’:
In 1831, during the early negotiations with the Colonial Office, the colony was always spoken of
as being Southern Australia. As far as can be ascertained from the South Australian Archives, the
expression ‘South Australia’ occurs first in April 1832, when the prospectus of the South
Australian Land Company was submitted to the Secretary of State for the Colonies.
No copy of this first prospectus is available in SA, but in a later issue, printed between April and
July 1832, the objects of the Company are described as assisting the foundation ‘of a colony in
South Australia’. The expression South Australia is italicised. On 21 May 1832 the first meeting
was held of a provisional committee appointed by the promoters of the Land Company to found
‘a new colony in South Australia’.
The above information was obtained from a series of transcripts in the South Australian Archives, made
many years ago by James Bonwick, from manuscripts preserved in those days at the Colonial Office, London.
A later stage in the adoption of the name was reached in a letter dated 9 July 1832, addressed to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies by Colonel Robert Torrens as Chairman of the provisional committee of
the South Australian Land Company. The letter, printed on pages 1-16 of the Appendix to the ‘Second
Report of the Select Committee on South Australia (1841)’, enclosed a petition asking the King to erect the
territory between the 132nd and 141st degrees east longitude, south of the 20th parallel of latitude, ‘into
a separate and distinct province by the name of South Australia, or such other name as your Majesty may
think fit.’
The Disputed Victorian Boundary
(Taken from an unpublished manuscript by Geoffrey H. Manning titled ‘A History of the Lower
South East in the 19th Century’.)
He is a cool fellow enough this Sir Thomas Mitchell, Surveyor-General of New South Wales. His
proposition to extend the territory of that narrow and contracted settlement to within 40 miles
of Adelaide, seriously and, as it would seem, soberly made, is one of the rarest specimens of
effrontery we have ever met with and harmonizes amazingly with the habits and characteristics
of this very original gentleman.
(SA Gazette & Mining Journal, 13 February 1847)
Introduction
By the enabling statute under which South Australia was constituted a province, her eastern boundary was
fixed at the 141st degree of east longitude and, for a considerable time, no attempt was made to confirm
its exact position. For many years after the establishment of South Australia the River Glenelg was
considered the boundary between it and the Portland Bay district of New South Wales. It was the natural
line of demarcation, nearest to, and occasionally intersected by, the 141st degree of longitude - the
Parliamentary boundary of the province - and the mouth of this river was supposed, at one time, to be
within the territory of South Australia.
Governor Grey addressed Lord Stanley on the point and recommended that the eastern boundary line
should, for the future, be defined by natural landmarks, instead of by a degree of longitude and, in 1845,
the English authority referred the matter to the NSW government, when Sir Thomas Mitchell put forward
another proposal, but mutual agreement could not be reached and a recommendation was forthcoming
that the meridian should be established with certainty, to which the Editor of the SA Gazette & Mining
Journal proclaimed that ‘the unjust scheme of Sir Thomas Mitchell to lop off a monstrous cantle of the
fairest portion of this colony is finally baulked; and that the only natural line of demarcation - the Glenelg
River - will yet be adopted.’
Accordingly, before Victoria was constituted a separate province from New South Wales in 1851, Henry
Wade from that colony, and an assistant, Edward White, of South Australia, on the recommendation of
Captain E.C. Frome, Surveyor-General of South Australia, were appointed by the New South Wales
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government, with the concurrence of its South Australian counterpart, to fix, as near as practicable, the
141st meridian ‘between this province and Australia Felix’.
The data on which they proceeded in 1847 were observations as to the longitude of the entrance to the
Glenelg River, made previously by Captain Charles J. Tyers, a Royal Navy officer, who was seconded to
colonial service in 1839 when he was given the task of ascertaining the precise longitude at the mouth of
the Glenelg River so that a distance to the 141st meridian could be measured:
On an expanse of sandy beach he formed a broad arrow with limestone rocks and this became
known as ‘Tyers’ Mark’. It was used to determine the starting point for the border survey.
Tyers was the first to fix the boundary and he did so by triangulation with Melbourne, by chronometric
measurement from Sydney and by lunar observations with a sextant near the assumed boundary. These
observations were checked by Mr Owen Stanley, commander of HMS Britomart, but, within three decades,
were proved to be incorrect when Charles Todd established that the existing line was too far westward by
about 2½ miles and this land included the mouth of the Glenelg River. Later, New South Wales acquiesced
in the required alteration of its boundary but Victoria declined to cooperate and so started decades of
remonstrance that continued into the 20th century.
Wade and White’s survey continued until it reached the 30th parallel of south latitude, when a variety of
circumstances, such as lack of water and deep sand, forced them to return to Adelaide for more supplies
after completing the work for 124 miles, or about half the distance to the River Murray. The most northerly
point of the survey was called ‘Wade’s Termination Point’ at a place called Red Bluff, in the Ninety Mile
Desert, more of which will be heard later.
At the outset, the starting point was about a mile west of the mouth of the River Glenelg, from which the
line passed through Mr Niel [sic] Black’s run, named ‘Warreanga’. The boundary crossed the Mount
Gambier Road to Portland about 11 or 12 miles east of the Mount ‘leaving the premises of a notorious grog
seller about six miles within the Port Phillip boundary.’ North of the road the boundary ‘crossed the western
extremity of the cattle run of Mr Beilby, leaving the stations of Messrs Meredith and Curran in the province
of South Australia’ - Mr Meredith held the ‘Mingbool’ station at this time and his first hut was near ‘Dismal
Swamp’ on the Kaladbro road, but a wet winter compelled him to change his location so he built on a
limestone ridge and lived there until he sold out to a Mr Budd about 1852.
Northward, it was ‘expected it [would] skirt the rich country occupied by Mr Charles McKinnon, near Lake
Mundy’ - named after Lt. Mundy of the 21st Regiment in 1843; he accompanied Joseph Hawdon from
Melbourne by way of Charles Bonney’s earlier route of 1839:
Mr Wade was entrusted with the important duty and instructed to commence the line of
demarcation at a point equidistant from the extremes of previous surveys to determine the long
unsettled question which will be about 7 ½ [sic] miles west of… Tyers’ line and it is understood
will throw the whole of the Glenelg, independently, of its windings [into Victoria].
In 1849, a year subjected to a severe drought, Edward White set out to continue the line north and so
continue the survey:
His problems… were compounded by an unusually act of a pastoralist who allowed his horses to
drink the last of the water in Scorpion Soak. This cost the lives of most of the bullocks and almost
the lives of White and his men. Only White’s expert bushmanship saved them…
He was a determined and conscientious man and, despite all these setbacks, completed the survey in
December 1850. Of interest is the fact that he died in 1853, aged 36, and Henry Wade in the following year,
at 44 years, and there would appear to be no doubt that the privations of the survey cost them their lives.
In respect of Mr White, the Penola historian, Peter Rymill, says that:
John Smith’s sister, Barbara, who was actually living at Elderslie with her sister Mrs William
(Alice) Wallace at the time, fell madly in love with ‘Ned’ White. Tragically, he was a drunk (albeit
a competent surveyor, as you say) and her friends and family prevented the marriage throughout
seven years of anguish. She later married Canon W.B. Andrews of Mount
Gambier/Blakiston/Unley/St Peter’s Cathedral. (See Comaum)
As discussed previously, by 1864 it was discovered that the true position of the dividing meridian was 2½
miles to the east of the line laid down by Mr Wade and completed by Mr White, and a decade later a
correspondent to the Adelaide press opined that:
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The old boundary line of the colony was, at first, about ten [sic] miles away from the Glenelg
River but in the 1860s it was proposed to shift it westward to include the sea mouth within her
territory and some people were sanguine enough to envisage the formation of a port there and,
as the distance from Mount Gambier was only 22 miles, it was thought that it might supersede
Port MacDonnell as the port for the district.
Undeterred by this revelation, the South Australian government appropriated funds to extend the WadeWhite line to its northern boundary but, foreseeing a possible dispute, the New South Wales government
refused to become a party to the scheme. Finally, in 1868 the two governments agreed to utilise the
Adelaide to Sydney telegraph line to send accurate time signals, thereby enabling the precise line of the
141st meridian to be established,
Accordingly, Charles Todd set up an observatory contiguous to the elusive meridian:
Within a few weeks [he] had calculated that the meridian on which the northern section of the
border would be constructed was all but 2½ miles (3.6 kilometres) east of the southern section of
the border. What followed this revelation was many years of protest, negotiation, dispute, abuse
and bluff.
Todd’s observations brought to light the fact that not only that the territory over which New South Wales
had exercised jurisdiction overlapped South Australia to an appreciable extent, but, also, that Victoria had
been left in the quiet enjoyment of a strip of land which, according to the Imperial definition of the
boundaries of the colonies, properly belonged to her neighbour to the westward.
No action was taken until November 1869 when the South Australian Chief Secretary, Mr Bagot, learning
that the Victorian government intended to lay out roads upon the assumption that the recognised frontier
between the two colonies had been delineated correctly. He recommended that a voltaic determination of
distances should be made similar to that adopted the previous year in the case of New South Wales. The
then Chief Secretary of Victoria, Mr MacPherson, promptly assented to the proposal, but nothing was done
until 1873 when Mr Blyth resumed negotiations and his dispatch came before Mr Francis who declined to
proceed.
An impasse still prevailed at the close of the 1870s and this apparent stalemate elicited some forthright
statements from the South Australian press:
The question of defining the boundary line with Victoria was, by the generality of people,
regarded more from a scientific and speculative rather than from a business point of view. That it
had its practical side, was beyond doubt. Examinations that were delayed vexatiously, month
after month and year after year, were likely to result in the annexation to South Australia of a
strip of land two miles and a half in width upon which the townships of Lindsay and Apsley and
the mouth of the Glenelg River were alleged to be situated.
The conduct of the Victorian authorities, which during the earlier stages of the controversy was
vacillating and calculated to postpone indefinitely a settlement of the dispute, has continued
open to the same objections…
The frontier question cannot be allowed to remain where it is. There is no certainty as to which
line divides South Australia from Victoria and to allow matters to remain as at present is but to
prepare the ground for a plentiful harvest of border feuds and unneighbourly bickerings in years
to come.
At the same time the Melbourne Argus proclaimed that ‘South Australia has preferred a claim to no less
than 700 square miles of our already diminutive territory and that the value of the improvements, etc.,
involved is estimated at £800,000.’ Unmoved, the South Australian government suggested that the matter
should be determined by the Privy Council in London, but this suggestion left the Victorians in a similar state
of mind:
The chief blame of the delay rests with the Victorian authorities who have shown an amount of
vacillation, varied by contemptuous neglect and unneighbourly discourtesy which is, we should
imagine, almost unparalleled in the annals of colonial diplomacy.
The 1880s were barren years in respect of reaching an amicable settlement of the dispute. An agreement
was made between Mr Service of Victoria and Mr John Colton in 1885 to the effect that the dispute should
be submitted to the Privy Council, Victoria stipulating that she would not be required to account for moneys
received prior to the decision being recorded in respect of land sold in the disputed territory. The South
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Australian government thought this was a fair concession, as Victoria had borne the expense of
administering the territory, and as she had met South Australia fairly ‘by practically stopping the further
sale of any lands until the decision of the Privy Council was obtained.’
However, the draft of a joint case to be put to the Home authorities failed to be accepted by the respective
parties, while in the following year a despondent editor of Adelaide’s morning press said the situation was
hopeless and prophesised that a settlement would not occur ‘in the present century’:
It is not very much to the credit of he two adjoining governments that the question of the
division line between their territories should have been so long under discussion or dispute, and
that the revenues that might be, or are derived from the mile or so of good country, are not used
for making better roads than exist in the neighbourhood.
However, the boundary will be fixed one day and then the Victorian government will be assured
as to the limits of the territory which they may rule by their laws; but the profits will come to
South Australia unless the Victorians secure them by passing even more barbarous laws against
the commerce between the two colonies than at present exist.
[Victoria] is in possession and perhaps, as possession is nine points of the law, the explanation of
her want of interest in considering proposals for the final determination of the dispute is not so
far to seek… There are those who hold that the ‘territorial lust’ of South Australia is altogether
abominable…
Mr Zeal, [of Victoria], has even gone to the length of suggesting a possible claim on the part of
Victoria to the Northern Territory, or at least a payment by South Australia of such money as
Victoria may have spent in the work of exploration there. This impudent suggestion of a set-off of
course deserves no discussion.
Another confrontation occurred in January 1887 when, in a provocative mood, the Victorian government
advised the sale of land at Serviceton which was in the middle of the disputed land, but following a
communication from Mr Downer the Victorian Premier, Mr Gillies, withdrew the notice of sale and a
correspondent to the Adelaide morning press, under the pseudonym of St. Regulus, said:.
Serviceton is treated as a Victorian town, receiving the rents and licences, etc., as well as the
duties on all goods sold in the town… The businesses are all in the hands of Victorians, South
Australians being precluded from doing business by the harassing Border Customs regulations… I
would like to know to what extent South Australia participates in revenues Victoria is at present
drawing from Serviceton… Victoria has got the best of South Australia in ‘everything’ connected
with the Overland railway to Melbourne where the interests are mutual.
This confrontation continued into late 1889 when it was said that ‘and now from shuffling and vituperation
Victoria, represented by her Legislative Assembly, has descended to dishonesty - to a downright breach of
faith’:
When the arrangement was made that a central railway station should be built at Serviceton it
was on the distinct understanding that the question of the ownership of the soil on which it
stood should be determined by the Privy Council… and now Victoria has repudiated her
obligations…
Inasmuch as the attempts to act in concert with her have failed; inasmuch as she has resolved to
act an unneighbourly part - to mock this colony by cynically refusing to carry out engagements
entered into with her, and this after flouting and insulting her, it will be necessary to decide upon
the best means for bringing the subject before the Privy Council in defiance of Victoria.
In 1888, Mr Ebenezer Ward, MP, moved and succeeded in carrying a motion that no further expenditure
should be incurred and that the arrangement by which several South Australians lived there was
unsatisfactory and should be discontinued. A motion to that effect was submitted to the Victorian
legislature but was rejected in a manner ‘that was highly offensive to this colony.’
An ominous silence prevailed for the next five years until January 1893 when the question of South
Australian citizens living in Serviceton was raised again in parliament when it was declared that ‘the South
Australian staff [there has] to pay duty to Victoria upon everything they introduced from South Australia
although the station stands upon the area included in the disputed boundary.’ At this juncture it is worth a
mention that the value of ‘no man’s land’ was calculated to be between £450,000 and £500,000. Of the 600
square miles ‘about 23,000 acres valued at £60,000 had been sold by Victoria at that time (1887).’
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Seven months later Mr Ash suggested in parliament that a South Australian official should be sent to the
disputed territory to ‘sell goods without a licence or to introduce articles without paying Customs duty to
Victoria.’ Thus, the Melbourne authorities would be led to take legal proceedings against the officer and
that his case would eventually be carried by appeal to the Privy Council. This remedy was not accepted but,
strangely, a similar move in the 20th century was to bring the Victorian government before the High Court
of Australia.
In 1894, the Premier, Mr C.C. Kingston, advised the Premier of Victoria that in the opinion of his
government the question of the disputed boundary had been trifled with long enough and that he had
brought matters to a head by the issue of a proclamation in the Government Gazette declaring the invalidity
of Governor Robe’s proclamation with reference to the Wade survey.
A response from his counterpart in Victoria did nothing towards achieving a reasonable solution to the
problem:
I fail to see how [the proclamation] can affect position of affairs which has existed for almost 50
years. A declaration of war from South Australia in these dull times would be interesting.
The Premier then advised that he was seeking advice from the Imperial Government as to the manner in
which he could proceed and, in due course, was disturbed when informed that South Australia ‘could not
do so without the cooperation of Victoria’. Later, Kingston opined that Victoria ‘has meanly taken advantage
of this condition.’
There was little humour attached to this ongoing saga but an event in 1899 provided a little comic relief to
those who had grown weary and short tempered during preceding decades:
The land claimed by both colonies was known as ‘No Man’s land’ and a gentleman who resided
on this stretch of ground occupied a unique position in matters electoral. As both of them
claimed his vote, in 1899 he recorded one on a Friday at Nelson in Victoria and the following day
voted at Mount Gambier, both on the federal referendum…
In a conciliatory gesture, in April 1906 the Victorian Premier agreed that if South Australia would state a
case for the opinion of the Privy Council in a friendly suit he would consider it and, to this suggestion, a
pessimistic newspaper Editor in Adelaide said that ‘industrious statisticians might well yearn to know how
many similar promises have been made by Victorian representatives during the last generation.’
Later, Premier Bent acquiesced when he and a representative from South Australia signed a memorandum
of agreement that the latter would abandon all claims over the disputed territory in consideration of
receiving from Victoria the sum of £107,500:
If Victorian statesmen during the last 50 years had been cast in adequate damages for their
breaches of promise in relation to it, South Australia would have been awarded enough to pay
off the national debt…Will Mr Bent distinguish himself above a score of other Victorian Ministers
by doing the right thing even thus late in the day, with or without apologies for Victoria’s
shocking treatment of South Australia?
At this time the principal Victorian newspapers, apparently annoyed by the avoidance of long-pending
litigation between the states, seemed to go ‘mad with disappointment and chagrin’ and in a conciliatory
gesture an Adelaide counterpart said:
Certainly it might have been more generous on the part of South Australia to have forgiven little
Victoria the whole of its debt and if an earnest plea of necessity should be raised with such a
purpose South Australia may do that even now. But right will be right and business will be
business.
The ‘agreement’ in question was never submitted to the Victorian parliament because, in January 1909, an
incoming Premier declared that he had no intention of seeking its ratification.
The matter was finally brought to a head when South Australia informed Victoria that it proposed to survey
for allotment a portion of the disputed territory and the response was that it would treat our surveyors as
trespassers and protested against the attempt to ‘exercise jurisdiction of any kind over what [we] allege
ha[s] for upwards of 60 years been Victorian territory.’ This survey was not commenced but steps were
taken to have the dispute settled by the High Court of Australia and, accordingly, a writ was issued in
February 1909.
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The hearing began on 20 February 1910 and, upon losing its case, the South Australian government
appealed to the Privy Council where it suffered a similar fate. In layman’s terms the final adverse judgment
of 1914 was based on three main points:
1. Messrs White and Wade had used the best surveying technology known in the 1840s.
2. Their survey was done in good faith and both parties had agreed upon the boundary and,
3. Upon completion of the survey the border line had been used continually over ensuing
decades.
However, this was not the end of the bitter dispute that soured inter-colonial relationships over a period of
five decades, for we turn our attention now to the fencing of the border that began rapidly in the south but
ended at the edge of the Ninety Mile Desert. The history of the agitation for the erection of a dividing fence
between South Australia and Victoria to prevent the rabbit pest from spreading from either of the two
colonies is a rather curious one. In the 1880s the South Australian government invited the Victorian
authorities to join with them in the work, but the neighbours were not willing. The mallee country was
infested with vermin and formed a sort of recruitng ground for the growing army of rabbits in the south
eastern district of South Australia.
But, as Victoria was not then doing a great deal to promote the settlement of her western lands she was
not ready to go to the great expense for the benefit, as it seemed, of South Australia. However, by 1886 the
situation had changed, for the rabbit had practically annexed a large part of the Wimmera and Tatiara
districts and, with the growth of settlement in the western district of Victoria, the settlers forced a new and
different policy on the government of that colony.
Victoria, strange to say, became the suppliant for cooperation with her neighbour in erecting a vermin
proof fence along the border, but South Australia became unwilling, as once she was eager, to join in the
work. The result was that Victoria undertook, at her own cost, the estimated outlay being £8,000, the
erection of a fence from the 36th parallel of latitude northward to the River Murray.
In September 1886, the South Australia government relented and placed £3,000 on the Estimates for an
extension of some 30 miles to the north eastern corner of the Hundred of Binnum. This work was carried
out by Mr John Weymouth and completed by the close of 1887. Southward from this place, where the land
was in private hands, the owners erected such fences at their own expense.
It was not until an invasion of rabbits from Victoria across the unfenced section that, in 1888, Anthony Kelly
commenced to honour a contract with the South Australian government to continue the fence northwards.
At this juncture it must be remembered that, by this time, Edward White’s line of 1849-1850 had reverted
to its natural state and recut in the 1880s on account of the selection of pastoral leases.
Therefore, when fencing commenced, the contractor found that the line came to an abrupt end at Red
Bluff, because it had been surveyed for that purpose and not to define the border! Thus, those who were
attempting to erect a fence along the line of the border had no idea where it was located! At the same time,
on the other side, a Victorian surveyor, Mr Thomas Turner, had ‘cleared a line due north from the 36th
parallel’ and it was approximately 400 metres east of a point contiguous to Red Bluff, where the pastoral
survey had ended:
Consequently, the fencing contractors cut through the scrub at right angles and continued North
along ‘Turner’s line’. This is where the border is today, on Turner’s true North-South line, not on
the borderline as surveyed by White.
Therefore, it can be seen that a portion of the border line that exists today is approximately 600 metres to
the west of the fence for a portion of its length northward through the desert and beyond:
A number of surveyors have concluded that finding White’s original line is too difficult and that a
change of position of the legally defined border should be organised. This is possible but it
requires approval of the people, the States and Federal Parliament. The difficulties and cost
would be immense.
And so, in the 21st century, Edward White’s line has been denied its rightful place as the official border with
Victoria and the words of Bob Dunn in his book on the subject are, perhaps, a fitting close to this chapter
on the saga that has surrounded ‘White’s Line’ since the mid-1860s:
To leave almost half of the South Australian border lost and undeclared is an affront to the
surveying profession, an insult to the work of Wade and White, and mocks the heritage of
Australia’s first surveyed border.
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As regards the NSW boundary, Charles Todd, Observer and Superintendent of Telegraphs in South Australia,
made appropriate arrangements with his interstate counterparts and arrived at Chowilla on the steamer
Prince Alfred on 5 May 1868, when a temporary observatory was set up approximately on the northerly
projection of the SA-Victorian border.
Accordingly, on 8 December 1868, an obelisk was erected on the 141st meridian ‘on the slope of the scarp
forming the limit of the Murray floods’, adjacent to the Renmark-Wentworth Road. In 1911, immediately
prior to the opening of the ‘disputed’ case in the High Court between South Australia and Victoria, a party
was sent from Adelaide and the fixing of Todd’s obelisk was checked from a temporary observatory set up
at this site and connected by telegraph to Sydney and Adelaide. Observations were made between 14 and
21 February 1911, when the longitude of the obelisk was calculated to be 141 degs. 0 mins. 3.9 secs!
The statement that South Australia was a province and not a colony is purely pedantic as the two terms
were used with freedom of interchange by the colonising bodies.
South-East - Prior to the examination and charting of the coastline of the South-Eastern coast of modernday South Australia by Nicolas Baudin and Matthew Flinders, and the historical meeting of those seafarers
in Encounter Bay in April 1802, Lieutenant James Grant in HMS Nelson, en route to the convict colony in
New South Wales in December 1800, recorded in the ship’s log:
On the evening of 2 December 1800 one of those long flies, known by the name of horse
stingers, came on board and lighted on the mainsail where it continued for some time. This was a
stronger proof of land being near us than any we had yet seen, as this insect could not exist for
any length of time at sea. Though no land was seen I redoubled my watchfulness.
In the evening it came on to blow with much sea during the night which obliged us to keep a
very snug sail, in order to be enabled to haul, if necessary, close to the wind without losing time.
It continued to blow, with heavy squalls of rain, until 4 in the morning of the 3rd when we had
daylight after which I made all the sail I could.
At 8 a.m. saw the land from north to the east-north-east, the part that was right ahead
appearing like unconnected islands, being four in number, which on our nearer approach turned
out to be two capes and two high mountains a considerable way inshore. One of them was very
like the Table Hill at the Cape of Good Hope; the other stands further in the country. Both are
covered with large trees as is also the land, which is low and flat as far as the eye can reach.
I named the first of these mountains Mount Schank and the other Gambier’s Mountain. The first
cape I called Cape Northumberland, after His Grace, the Duke of Northumberland, and another
smaller but very conspicuous just off the land which we plainly saw when abreast of Cape
Northumberland, I named Cape Banks.
As for the first white men to see Mount Gambier from the landward side, Major Thomas Mitchell, when on
his celebrated expedition, saw what he thought was Mount Gambier from a hill on the banks of the River
Wannon and on 19 August 1836, the day on which he discovered the Glenelg River and Discovery Bay, he
‘confirmed that observation by climbing a tree on the banks of the Glenelg.’
In far-off England, Thomas Henty, banker and sheep farmer decided that some of his family should
emigrate so three of his sons, James, John and Stephen, went out to Western Australia in 1829 taking with
them 40 servants, together with horses, cattle and sheep. The settlement was a disappointment to them
so they decided to seek greener pastures and, accordingly, removed to Van Diemen’s Land in 1831 and it
was in that year that Thomas Henty decided to join his sons. Accompanied by his wife and three more sons,
Charles, Edward and Frank, he sailed for Australia. An examination of the holding at Swan River convinced
him that in seeking a change of locality his boys had done the wise thing, but, of course, this involved a
considerable loss of capital.
In 1833, Edward Henty sailed from Van Diemen’s Land to examine the South Australian coast where he
ventured as far as Port Lincoln and, on his return, called in at Portland Bay where a whaling station was
located. The place challenged his attention, but did not appeal to him as an ideal spot to settle. Returning
home, a short time later he returned to Portland in a schooner captained by John Hart and, in due time, his
father, Thomas Henty, inspected the place and the outcome was that, in 1836, the family decided to seek
their fortune there. Buildings were erected and other improvements made, according to historical research
by Rev John Blacket in the 1920s, to the extent of some £8,000. It was here that Thomas Henty died in 1839.
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At this time, a vast forest wilderness lay between the settled parts of Victoria and South Australia and
where the country was of tertiary limestone and, in most parts, covered with sand; thus it was for all
practical purposes, a desert. A rough wiry grass, some coarse timber, with an abundance of wild flowers
met the eye, but any prospective farmer would have turned despairingly from it. However, where the sand
disappeared and the rock showed itself, a greener, richer reward was found for there was soil of the most
fertile description. Trees of varied kinds grew in luxuriance and an oasis of beauty arose.
In 1839, another son, Stephen Henty, went on an exploring trip with two companions in the direction of
Mount Gambier, seeking suitable land for pastoral purposes and, finding a little rise in the vicinity of the
Valley Lake, he built a hut. In the fullness of time, at the behest of local citizenry, a suitable block of Mount
Schank basalt rock was inscribed with the words: ‘S.G. Henty, 1839, Henty’s Hut, 1841’ and unveiled at this
site.
At an address given on the occasion Mr Crouch intimated that Henty had another hut near the modernday Cave Garden Reserve in the centre of the city, and went on to say that the men who assisted him in
establishing the run, by driving livestock overland, were Jim Sneyd, Joe Frost, a native of Sydney named
McCoy and Paddy Hann, an old soldier, as cook.
At a later time, writing to the Governor of New South Wales Stephen Henty said:
To those who have not seen Mount Gambier it may seem strange when I say I ascended it on the
North-East side and was scarcely aware of my exact position until I reached the brink of an
enormous lake which I can never forget - quite beyond my powers of description. At this time I
was not certain whether this beautiful country belonged to the South Australian colony or I
should have applied for a special survey in that locality for at this time I believe no European had
ever seen the country but my own party.
Alexander Tolmer mentions the presence of Henty’s station in 1844 and of interest is the fact that on 25
July of that year an occupation licence was granted to Edward Henty; later, a complaint was made that he
was ‘depasturing sheep near Lake Mundy on the licensed run of L. & C. McKinnon,’ while a Penola historian,
Mr Peter Rymill, records that, in December 1845, E.P.S. Sturt advised Charles Bonney in Adelaide that,
‘through Mr Hunter, I succeeded in purchasing Mr Henty’s interest in Mount Gambier, which I now
occupy…’ and he continued:
Given [this fact], Stephen Henty’s later claim in a letter to Governor Latrobe that ‘we were
subsequently deprived by the chicanery of some unprincipled individuals’ is curious. Furthermore,
Edward Henty, from Muntham, seems to have been the brother most involved in the Mt Gambier
district (or perhaps the most prolific correspondent). There is no mention of Stephen from the time
of his initial 1839 reconnoitre until his sheep are taken to Lalee in 1849…
The Border Watch of 26 February 1879 reported that:
The first settlers made their camp at the Valley Lake which was then of smaller dimensions than
it is now. At that time there was no lake to the west of it and their first stockyard was made in
what has since become Dr Browne’s Lake and the remains of it may still be seen, for aught we
know, many feet under water. It will take several dry years to dry up this lake.
The first pioneer to really open up the South-East was Charles Bonney who, in 1839, in company with nine
Europeans and two Aborigines brought 300 cattle, several horses and two bullock drays overland and in the
process discovered and named Lake Hawdon, Mount Muirhead and Mount Benson. Water being scarce and
the weather intensely hot, the trip was exhausting and on one occasion the party had to kill a calf and drink
its blood to assuage their thirsts. Fortunately, the cattle smelt the waters of Lake Albert and made for it.
Charles Bonney’s passed through the district to Adelaide with cattle and it is known by old hands
what difficulties, distress and misery that gentleman experienced for want of water… Whilst on
the journey he sank a well to considerable depth without success in a lagoon well known as
Reedy Lagoon. This lagoon had never been known to be dry since settlement of white fellows in
the district, in 1846 [sic], until the last two or three seasons. Messrs Hamilton and Scott, and also
Captain Hart, passed through the district about a year after Bonney and found very little surface
water.
In 1841-42 ‘a party of three or four gentlemen from the Hopkins, Victoria’, explored the portion of this
district extending south from Morambro to Mount Gambier and reported on their return a magnificently
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grassed country but no surface water – ‘none in Dismal Swamp or elsewhere barring the craters on Glencoe
station and Mount Gambier.’
As regards some of the early settlers, and apparently quoting from a Victorian source, the Southern
Australian of 19 December 1843 said that:
There are several parties already across the SA boundary; among them Henty has a cattle station; a
Mr Arthur with sheep and cattle; also a Mr Wallace with sheep and cattle belonging to the Hon.
[Lord] Talbot. These are the principal settlers; others will shortly follow, as our runs are getting very
crowded.
In a letter to the Governor on 23 July 1842, the Colonial Secretary, Charles Sturt, reported that he had
received a letter from a Mr Whyte - he is assumed to be the occupier of Koonongwooton Station at
Coleraine, in Victoria:
I have much pleasure in forwarding a letter received just as I was leaving this [office] and which I did
not open until I got home … I need make no observation on the language of praise used by Mr Whyte
in discussing this tract of country but I am sure Your Excellency will be as glad as I am to learn that the
peninsula of Cape Jervis is not our only oasis in the desert. Would it not be as well to [search] under
the direction of Mr [Bonney?] as regards squatting licences for conflicting interests may clash when
the knowledge of such a valuable tract of land of country existing in so favourable a position becomes
generally known. The character of the country must be remarkable… and I have no doubt the country
Your Excellency saw in your late excursion to the southward is a continuation of that described by Mr
Whyte.
On 2 August 1842 the Southern Australian stated that:
It is with unfeigned pleasure we have to announce the discovery of a splendid tract of country
within the boundaries of the province, 90 miles in length by 30 miles across, stretching along the
western bank of the Glenelg and extending westwards as far as Rivoli Bay, the whole admirably
adapted for purposes of grazing or agriculture…
About 10 miles from Mount Schank there is a good harbour which the discoverer says must
eventually be the shipping place of Australia Felix. The whole of this splendid tract of country is
said to resemble a nobleman’s park on a large scale and is well watered.
From the description given to it cannot contain less than two million acres of available land or, in
other words, nearly as much as has been discovered in the province. Already parties from
Victoria are thinking of establishing themselves in this new territory and a further exploration of
it, we presume, will be immediately ordered.
The identity of the ‘discoverer’ was not recorded and it might be inferred that at that time there was no
pastoral settlement in the neighbourhood and even that Messrs Henty had not established themselves at
Mount Gambier.
In 1844, Mr Evelyn Sturt brought stock over from New South Wales, crossing Victoria to this
district and pitched his camp near Kalangadoo under the shady branches of the eucalypti,
thinking it a perfect paradise of a place. In 1854, a vessel drawing 8 feet of water could have
sailed over the spot very comfortably. The same year (1844) the Messrs Leake brought over stock
from Adelaide and settled at Lake Leake. They saw scarcely any surface water. (See Mount
Gambier)
Describing his experiences in the South-East, Sturt said:
When I fixed on the site for my new homestead I had not a shilling in the world but, thanks to the
success attending sheep farming, I outlived my difficulties… There was a singular feature in the
country. There were many holes and caves. The caves appear endless and it required some degree of
nerve to head an exploring expedition in those subterranean territories…
I never discovered any petrifications in these caverns, but I thought once to have discovered
something that would have handed down my name in posterity. In one of these niches I observed the
figure of a man, bent as in an attitude of thought, his elbows resting upon his knees… Anxiously I
examined it and took an arm and hand which were loose to the open air for inspection. I then found
it had more the appearance of a mummy, the skin having become hard dry and containing nothing
but dust. It, however, merited closer inspection, but I had some miles to ride and determined to defer
such examination to another time. Since then I never returned to the spot. (See Gambier, Mount)
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About the same time Messrs J. & W. Robertson settled on the Mosquito Creek. There was water in the creek,
but little, if any, on the plains:
John Robertson was granted an occupation licence on 18 January 1844 on the ‘Mosquito Plains’
and on 27 April 1844 the Portland Guardian reported that he was preparing to move his stock to
what is presumed to be modern-day Struan. In the same year E.P.S. Sturt took up his run he was
to name ‘Compton’ and two brothers, Edward John and Robert Rowland Leake, took possession
of Glencoe Station where, in the course of a few years, the former died and his brother became
the sole proprietor.
The same year Mr Wallace settled on Mosquito Creek [at Elderslie] and, while out exploring,
discovered what is called the Penola Swamp, then perfectly dry, and on which he galloped down
an emu and killed it in the middle of the swamp. This swamp in 1855 was filled over its banks and
timber 50 years old perished in consequence. This swamp has now been dry for the last three
years.
During the 1840s and into the 1850s, pastoral runs were taken up in what was then called the ‘New Country’
near the border and settled by squatters who came from either Victoria or trekked overland from settled
areas contiguous to Adelaide. They were more than pleased with what they saw and many of them and
their descendants remained there at the turn of the 20th century, having accumulated great wealth.
Other pioneers were Edward John and Alfred Henry Bates who took up Kaladbro in 1843, John Bowden (as
manager for the Austin Brothers) near Penola circa 1843, Robert Lawson at Padthaway in 1844, John Oliver
and Adam Smith at Hynam in 1844, Archibald Johnson at Mount Muirhead in 1844, Benjamin Sanders in
1845 ‘about 30 miles NNW of Lake Mundy’ and Duncan and Alexander Cameron in 1845 at Penola.
None but the grassy places were taken up by the first pastoralists, but even they were chosen with caution
because there was no running water to be found and most of the swamps showed signs of drying up in one
season of the year. Owing to these restrictions the actual amount of settlement was small because the good
grassy lands bore a trifling proportion to the actual area of the district.
These tracts were to be found on the Mosquito Plains, stretching in a width for ten miles from Penola to
Lawson’s at Padthaway, that is 64 miles, and along the banks of Reedy and Avenue Creeks for about a mile
on each side while, south of Penola, it was about five miles wide stretching down as far as the Mount Burr
Ranges where the volcanic tract of Mount Gambier opened out.
The first governor to visit the district was Governor George Grey in 1844 when he was accompanied by
Messrs Charles Bonney and Thomas Burr, the Deputy Surveyor General, Mr Gisborne and Mr George French
Angas. Also in the party were five mounted constables, two sappers and miners, together with two drays
loaded with provisions for two months. They started from the River Bremer on 10 March and reached
Mount Gambier on 5 April and, near Mount Schank, found a Mr Arthur, one of two brothers, who had
brought over a flock of sheep from New South Wales. ‘Mr Arthur received the party in a beard of twelve
months and, surrounded by his magpies, cockatoos and dogs, appeared to be a modern-day Robinson
Crusoe. He did not sit on a chair, for his stools and nearly everything else was carved out of the coralline
limestone.’
In July 1846, Charles Bonney reported that he had returned from the southern districts where he had
engaged in settling the boundaries of runs preparatory to the offering of occupation licences:
I have visited nearly all the runs in the district and have taken such notes of the boundaries as I will
hope enable me to prepare the greater part of the licences that have been applied for…
He talked on the necessity for defining the Victorian boundary because:
A number of bad characters resort to this [disputed] ground knowing that the police cannot interfere
with them until the question of jurisdiction is determined. In consequence of the swampy nature of
the country through which the boundary passes, I do not think that anything can be done in the
matter before the month of October.
In some parts of the district I found a good understanding existing between the settlers and the
natives, but along the coast the natives continue their depredations and will not hold any
communication with the settlers. These natives have the habit of killing horses which is very unusual
and which is more likely to exasperate the settlers against them than any other crime.
Many of the settlers expressed their willingness to contribute towards a supply of rations at stated
periods as the most likely means of [stopping] their depredations.
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This visit may have been prompted by a letter from Alexander Cameron, junior, dated 8 March 1846 from
‘Magil’, the native name for his run in the Penola district:
Since I took possession of my run Smith and Mr Nickle came and took up their quarters within half a
mile of my hut which I intend to keep as long as I can. About a week ago [a Mr Bowden] came and
stationed himself in the middle of my run… My stock is as follows: 3,000 sheep, 50 head of cattle and
3 horses. The extent of my run is 48 square miles. The sooner you will come Mr Bonney the better…
However, complaints continued to be made and, in October 1847, Mr Bowden was again the villain of the
piece when he was the subject of derision from Duncan Cameron:
I sometimes lose sheep and find some of my earmark in Bowden’s flock… If Bowden was a man
of good Christian character I would have less reason to suspect his honesty…When I was in
Adelaide in November 1845 you gave me leave to occupy three stations which would command a
run of 12 miles by riding two miles from each hut in every direction. I have now but 9½ by 4 or 38
sections which according to my number of stock is the smallest run in this neighbourhood. Still I
am perfectly satisfied with what you gave me and I trust in the honour of your protection against
my present tormentors. I have now to observe that my selection of a run was made and my
license paid 12 months before the Austin’s sent flocks.
From government statistics it is clear that, by the early 1850s, 470,000 sheep, 34,000 head of cattle and
1,000 horses were running on the stations, while 4,000 bales of wool passed annually through the hands of
the Portland Bay merchants. Stores, as a matter of convenience, were furnished to the settlers by the same
means and, thus, the trade and commerce of Victoria was supported.
However, there were superior natural facilities which, without any expensive improvements, could have
accommodated all the traffic to one of the harbours within South Australia for, at the time, Guichen Bay
was nearer and more accessible to the settlers than Portland Bay, but owing to the want of proper
conveniences for shipping goods at the former place, the wool was taken to Portland.
From the outset those squatters in the South-East, with runs contiguous to the coast, were confronted with
‘coast disease’ that ravaged a more or less broad strip of country from the mouth of the River Murray to
the boundary of Victoria on the River Glenelg. For years complaints against this disease, which had hundreds
of thousands of victims, were uttered and reuttered in the public press. A remedy was suggested by Dr C.
Muecke of Tanunda and Mr Archibald Cooke of Kingston was one of the first to heed his advice and plough
in ‘woody, barky plants’ and over sow with ‘fine nutritious grasses’:
Each sheep or cattle owner ought also to fence in all unhealthy hummocks and improve these by
destroying the old cloth of verdure and sowing lucerne, wild oats, etc… Besides this he must place a
water trough in the paddock into which he must dissolve some sulphate of iron and a little citric acid,
besides which he must pour in to it a few bitter drugs such as juniper berries and then coal dust. In
these paddocks the infected animals must be permitted to recover…
Immense difficulties were experienced until 1853 because sheep were almost valueless and wool brought
only a nominal price. Under these circumstances the value of station property did not increase and no new
leases were taken out, for it was as much as the early settlers could do to hold their own but, after the
excitement of the gold find in Victoria had subsided, a change came - wool rose slowly in price and, although
labour was dearer, there was a greater demand for meat.
By the close of 1853, due to the shortage of labour manifested by the gold rush to Victoria, the majority of
wool production was, of necessity, sent to Guichen Bay and arrangements made by the Portland merchants
to receive it on behalf of the pastoralists. A large outlay was not required in order to render that port a
convenient shipping place and it was at this time that George Ormerod settled there and opened up a large
business that added greatly to the development of the South-East. He was a member of an old Lancashire
family and, born at Rochdale in 1822, came out to Victoria in 1842 and was one of the pioneer squatters to
settle at Naracoorte in April 1846 on a property that became known known as Narracoorte [sic] Station
along Woorlirtina Creek.
Indeed, at that time many applications were made for the survey of land in this district and, as future
purchasers would have been unjustly dealt with, unless the Crown moiety of funds received from land sales
were spent on improvements within the district, it would have been most appropriate for the necessary
works to be undertaken. From 1853 to 1856 it could not be said that times were good. However, the
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squatters were able to relieve themselves from their difficulties, for there was not a single one who was
not embarrassed to some extent by the trials encountered in past years.
From 1857 to 1860 times were at their best for station property reached an immense price because of the
price of wool. During this period a half of the South-East district had not been taken up as runs, for it was
thought to be worthless and this ‘bad country’ was left open for selection in vacant places, sometimes in
the midst of a squatter’s run. But the great increase of value in squatting property made persons, unused
to the business, to lease these vacancies. There were general speculators in Adelaide who rented them
from the Crown and then sold them to inexperienced persons who thought they would become squatters
directly they obtained the lease.
By the early 1860s, the plough had not disturbed more than a few acres immediately surrounding
homesteads so, when it was decided to cut up the land for selection, instructions were issued by George
W. Goyder, a gentleman of ‘cyclonic energy with a way of imparting to his subordinates a desire to do their
best’, a team of surveyors mustered in Adelaide, where a four-horse team with a large German waggon was
hired and, together with the usual two-wheel government spring cart, all was ready for the surveyors to
commence their trek.
In response to this startling pronouncement, in September 1864 a South-East squatter expressed his
concerns at the audacity of the legislators in far-off Adelaide and, in particular, to a certain gentleman
representing the squatters and citizenry of the South-East:
Will you allow a South Australian of 26 years a space in your paper? I am one of the class who do not
trouble you in this way. We do not agitate much, or raise cries against any class. [We are] willing to
plod on quietly in our useful occupation if allowed to do so, but seeing the alarming state of things at
headquarters - for the political squatter-killing machine seems to be fast approaching - it makes me
even venture to expostulate a little, trusting that the government will not be influenced in any way by
those horrid people who would raise the country against us. What have we done to deserve such
usage? Our occupation has its fair share of hardship, toil and privations, such as many of the law
makers at headquarters little think of.
One old gentleman I see raises his feeble voice against us, who should be the last to do so. I expected
sympathy from him, as he made an attempt to become a squatter in this district, but as his sense is
about on par with the wisdom he displays now in a high position, he soon came to grief… I [now] give
a brief sketch of my experience…
About 11 years ago I purchased this station - an average one in the district - the former occupant,
from losses through scab, wild dogs and perhaps a want of diligence, … had to sell it; it was the height
of the gold digging time. After battling [with my predecessors problems] and want of men for three
years I found myself in no better position than at the commencement., frequently having to put all
my flocks together and shepherd them myself, camping out with only a few bushes for a breakwind…
The only assistance to be had was, now and then, one who was knocked up on his way to the
goldfields, and they stayed until able to proceed on their journey… I will jump on to the end of 10
years.
By this time things looked brighter but I had spent all my savings in making improvements on the
run; many having borrowed for the same purpose which will take them years to pay and they must be
prosperous years to enable them to do it. Now, Sir, what is to be our reward? It is true we may have
benefited the country by making our runs carry more stock, but from the political horizon how much
wiser it would have been to have acted like my neighbour who makes a slab hut with about £15
suffice. It is true he has not benefited himself or the country by making his run feed more stock, but
then he is saved the mortification of not only having his hard earned improvements confiscated but,
to crown it all, have to pay rent for them.
This makes me almost too ill to proceed or I should like to mention we were in hopes to have
commenced a system of draining, so much needed, for our losses from a superabundance of water is
equal to the losses in the North from a want of that element…
It was not until 1865 that the vast freehold estates began to accumulate for, in that year, a considerable
portion of the lands, for nearly 100 miles northward from Port MacDonnell, were surveyed and offered for
cash sale. They were bought up eagerly by the squatters until 1869 when Strangways Act was passed
inaugurating the credit system and limiting the area to be held by one person. But the desire of the
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pastoralists did not cease, for a lot of the land was taken up ostensibly for farming purposes, but many of
those who selected the land did so as ‘dummies’ for the large estate owners and, in time, it was added to
their existing holdings.
Reserves were made on behalf of Education, University and Forestry and a handsome revenue was
obtained therefrom. The Education Department had 50,893 acres of its land rented at almost two shillings
per acre, the University 8,929 acres at two shillings and eight pence and the Forest Board got 5½ pence for
its 42,391 acres, which were generally in poor, scrubby country or on land too thickly timbered to meet the
wants of squatters precisely.
Of course, many thousands of acres of land purchased by the squatters under the old system before
Strangways Act came into operation, remained in the hands of a few, and used primarily for pastoral
purposes. Regrets were useless that such enormous quantities of land became alienated from the Crown
only to form immense squatting estates - the evil was considered beyond reach and country, which would
have supported families in large numbers, was in the possession of a few men to whom the presence of the
farmer was, in most cases, positively obnoxious. (See Riddoch, Hundred of)
Indeed, the Border Watch suggested in 1868 that ‘the government [is] surely and successfully building up
a landed aristocracy; shutting the door against the bona fide settler and cultivator’:
Ride through the Penola country, and northward as far as the land is sold, and you will find it has all
been quietly swallowed up by the owners of the various runs and so all the best land of this beautiful
country has become absolutely shut up and is undisturbed except by the bleating of a few sheep,
enlivened occasionally by a solitary boundary rider, or the miserable tramp who ekes out a wretched
existence travelling from station to station begging for that daily bread for which he had been denied
the privilege of working… But farming - producing luxuries such as butter, eggs, milk, etc., are,
comparatively speaking, unknown commodities or only bought at uncertain intervals from the
Mount.
This state of inertia was destined to persist and only alleviated when owners deigned to cut their estates
into smaller blocks and lease them for farming purposes, at such a rate as to tempt would-be farmers to
take up this land, as opposed to the alternative of leasing selections from the government, with a view to
obtaining the fee simple at a later date. Unfortunately for the prosperity of this part of the colony, the
greater part of the land alienated by the Crown was held by capitalists, who exacted a heavy rental from
the tenants, the terms of some reaching as high as £1 per acre per annum.
During the 1880s no person with the slightest power of observation could visit the South-East without
being struck by the strong Victorian flavour there was is in everything in the border towns. Victorian papers
circulated widely, Melbourne travellers were ever on the alert to outbid their Adelaide rivals for the favour
of local storekeepers, while the squatters had an eye to each colony, though they appeared to prefer a
moderate degree of security of tenure here to the possible bursting up of their estates in Victoria. Many of
the farmers were so liberal that they were not above selecting as much land as they could obtain by credit
in the two colonies.
The government had neglected the South-East and a wide spread impression seemed to prevail that, with
the Ninety-Mile Desert on the north side and the Dismal Swamp on the south, all the good land had been
purchased by the squatters and, accordingly, passed for ever out of the hands of the agriculturists. In later
years, however, a complete change occurred because two railways were been laid down and a third, from
Naracoorte to the Tatiara district, was authorised in the late 1870s which, coupled with a comprehensive
drainage programme of the wet lands, appeased the settlers in the short term.
As for the two aforementioned physical features it was said:
It would really be a blessing for the poor string of homeless wanderers, who are ever on the track
of the government, could see their way clear to cut out and mark a route through the scrub of
the desert, and make a well say every 20 miles. This course would save many a poor fellow from
dying in the desert which has swallowed up so many victims. As it is they struggle along especially on the long stage from ‘Cold and Wet’ - until they arrive at Mr Knight’s at Cooke’s
Plains - in a state of raging thirst and absolute starvation and make his heavy drain and a big hole
in a larder. I know I did…
Whether or not [Dismal Swamp] will ever be drained, I do not know, but surely if it is there will
be a large block of splendid garden ground opened up with a depth of black, peaty soil running
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from a foot to six feet in depth. The healthy country adjoining is capable of producing very good
pasturage when cleared of the grass trees and other vegetation…
But although decided changes took place, a great deal of ignorance prevailed in Adelaide, and
throughout the colony, as to the condition and prospects of the South-East. Indeed, even within
the district itself diverse opinions existed as to the quality of the soil, its fitness for agriculture
and the length of time it would last before being completely worked out. In the Hundred of Joyce
wheat grown there had averaged about 13 bushels an acre, its quality was good and it overcame
the prejudice existing against South Eastern wheat and the highest market price was given for it.
At the turn of the 20th century the government, in its wisdom, started to acquire, compulsorily, the
extensive estates of the squatters, and Naracoorte furnished a patent instance of the benefits accruing from
the cutting up of estates for closer settlement. Before the Naracoorte Station was subdivided the place was
in exactly the same position as it had occupied for years past, but signs of animation became visible at the
time. When the estate was purchased from Mr Thomas Magarey the announcement of the sale gave
unbounded satisfaction to the residents of the district and the townspeople saw in it an expansion of the
town for which they had pined for many decades.
The estate was peculiarly situated as it not only surrounded Naracoorte in every direction but scattered in
small paddocks, and had the monopoly of the best suburban sites. The land was allotted under the covenant
to purchase system which offered the land outright for payment in 60 half-yearly installments or, as an
alternative, outright purchase at the expiration of six years.
By 1903, most of the land had been allotted and devoted to grazing and there was a large speculation in
cattle and sheep with profitable results in most cases. Other land was sown to wheat, oats and peas. The
subdivision introduced a percentage of new blood to the district and consequently new methods of farming,
The estate was divided into 105 blocks varying from about five acres to 1,250 acres the highest block selling
for £6.19s.1d. an acre.
The words of Norman Wallace, in his evocative reminiscences titled Bush Lawyer, may be a fitting closure
to this section of a history of the Lower South-East:
It is interesting to observe the difference between the people of the Tatiara, including their
neighbours of the Victorian Wimmera and those of the Lower South-East. It can be likened to the
differences which grew up between adjacent English counties, long settled into the fixed
communities of earlier times. Our first settlers were mainly Victorian, of Celtic origin - Scottish
sheepmen, and Irish dairymen and potato growers from their settlement on the western
Victorian coast.
The Tatiara was largely settled from Adelaide, the most English of all Australian cities. With the
English traders and yeomen had come a good proportion of sturdy farmers of German descent,
sons and grandsons of the immigrants who had settled around Adelaide before the turn of the
century. In the three counties south of the Gap the early squatters had built their stately
homesteads, where they lived for many years in the manner of lairds or county squires. Some,
like the Riddoch brothers, south of Penola, almost controlled the nomination of political
aspirants,
Early Economic Problems
The Border-land newspapers are warning us of an evil exodus from this colony. Ride
through the Penola country, and northward as far as the land is sold, and you will find it
has all been quietly swallowed up by the owners of the various runs and so all the best
land of this beautiful country has become absolutely shut up and is undisturbed except
by the bleating of a few sheep, enlivened occasionally by a solitary boundary rider, or
the miserable tramp who ekes out a wretched existence travelling from station to
station begging for that daily bread for which he had been denied the privilege of
working… But farming - producing luxuries such as butter, eggs, milk, etc., are,
comparatively speaking, unknown commodities or only bought at uncertain intervals
from the Mount.
(Register, 27 May 1867)
From the outset, it was apparent that the majority of the settlers were not enamoured with their distant
governing body in Adelaide; consequently, a concerned citizen castigated it:
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The enormous distance which intervenes between the prosperous and populous district from which I
write and Adelaide, its capital, would seem to imbue our paternal government with an apathy to our
social state and a culpable indifference to our requirements. Permit me therefore to assay the
somnolence of those ‘Sleeping Fat Boys’ of the State.
It would be well, indeed, if the Briareus-like power of the Press were to extend its salutary and
beneficial influence, if even but a little beyond the boundaries of Adelaide, the Burra Burra, or the
hundreds and investigate into the social welfare of the remote and dimly recognised inhabitants of
this Ultima Thule of the South Australian colony.
But, alas! While that palladium of British subjects is content to preserve our more fortunate fellowsubjects of Adelaide and the neighbouring districts from the neglect of our rulers, to award the meed
of praise to the deserving, or castigate delinquency, we of the far interior, who most need its
attentive consideration and effective advocacy, are left to shift for ourselves.
But that, indeed, we are reminded from time to time of our paternity by being kindly permitted to
contribute somewhat largely to colonial revenue, we should certainly forget our colonial origin and
the source whence we derive our social being…
By July 1861, the editor of the Border Watch was of a mind to express a similar view:
The sooner we are separated the better. Wherever the seat of government in a new province might
be, we are morally sure that we could be no more neglected or worse governed than we have been
by South Australia; at all events our government would be local and justice would be accessible to the
poor as well as the rich, without there undertaking a journey of 300 miles.
For a resident of Adelaide, the South East was as remote as a foreign country. Indeed, in the early days one
could not help feeling that Melbourne, rather than Adelaide, held the greater influence. It was, however, a
lone land for it was about two day’s hard travelling from either metropolis. The mails took 48 hours by
coach and anyone who made the journey was not anxious to repeat it.
An alternative means of transport was available by sea. The traveller, therefore, had a choice of evils; he
could be tossed about by either sea or land and neither could be recommended, for on land there were
only ordinary bush tracks, in the wet season up to the axles in water in many places; and on sea a small
steamer of about 250 tons, when exposed to the long wash along the coast, was able to dance about with
great liveliness and vigour.
In 1852, the Government stopped the mail runs; they were renewed partially in the following year, but it
went ‘no further than McIntosh’s’, leaving the township at Guichen Bay completely cut off and it was said
with a grim foreboding of events to come for many decades:
Unless the Government performs with promptitude those duties the settlers will be looking to
Melbourne instead of Adelaide as the metropolis of their country… Trade is now lost to this province
and the course at present adopted by the Government is certainly calculated to alienate their
sympathies also.
In 1866, the Roman Catholic priest, Father Tenison Woods, who had been domiciled in the Penola district
for a decade or more, feared that unless important and extensive alterations were made to mail
arrangements and passenger convenience the south eastern district would become, in all but name, a
Victorian Province:
It is a very rare thing to see a South Australian newspaper, but their Victorian counterparts were
anxiously looked for. The natural result of this is that the people are Victorian in their sympathies…
The rapidity of communication with Victoria, has, little by little, cut off all business with South
Australia and thrown it into the hands of Victorian merchants.
In the early days most people dealt with Adelaide for it then took from five to six days to communicate with
that place and the same with Melbourne but, in 1860, they got communication with Melbourne in three
days and at about the same time MacDonnell Bay had opened up. From that time Melbourne was all but
exclusive as a place of business:
It takes now 10 days with the best chance and making the best of arrangements to write a letter and
get an answer at Penola from Adelaide and it will take exactly five days to do the same with
Melbourne.
In evidence at a committee of enquiry, Mr J. D. Sutherland stated that most of the residents were Victorians;
their family connections were there and business relations were carried on with Portland and Hamilton.
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There were no inducements held out by Adelaide business people or by the Government of South Australia.
Dr Browne of Moorak agreed and said that his labour was almost entirely from Victoria.
In the coaching days, four and a half days were consumed in the transmission of mails from Adelaide to the
South-East; later it was shortened to about 45 hours and, following the opening of the railway in 1887, the
distance could be traversed in about a fourth of that time.
By 1887, there was no doubt that the sympathies of the people were largely with Melbourne. This was not
their fault, but due, in part, to their geographical position and the neglect of the legislature in respect of
that part of the colony.
As for railways, in the formative years of South Australia there was an oft-repeated assertion that the
colony lay to the north of Adelaide and, to this, the inhabitants of the South-East were in total
disagreement, for they maintained that their district had been neglected and that when they got a fair share
of aid from a paternal government, in the ways of roads and railways, it would be seen that a very important
part of South Australia was between 100 and 300 miles to the south east of the metropolis.
A volume might be written about the various railway schemes that were proposed for the connection of
the South-Eastern districts with the seaboard, and a halo of romance thrown around the story if the writer
recounted the bloodless battles fought over rival routes and told how, one by one, the schemes were fought
over and then abandoned for a time, only to be brought up again whenever railway extensions to other
parts of the colony were mooted. However, it can be stated positively that the railways in the South East
were built without a definite plan and merely to appease local demands.
By the turn of the 20th century, if one looked at the network of railways that covered Victoria, and had
their terminations abutting on the South Australian border, there was no doubt as to the policy of that
colony, namely, an open invitation to South-East settlers to trade with it and, further, that the proposed
removal of border duties following Federation would entice local producers to take up the implied
invitation:
In June 1901, a conference at Millicent urged the government to provide harbour accommodation on the
South East coast for overseas vessels and a fortnight later a meeting at Penola urged the government to
construct a railway from that town to Portland in Victoria. Clearly, the feeling throughout the entire district
was that if no effective seaport was provided the settlers must look over the border as a door for exporting
their produce. The South-East remained tied to Adelaide thanks mainly to a protective tariff.
To add further fuel to the ongoing wave of resentment against the authorities in Adelaide, in March 1862
a lecture was given by Mr R.H. Horne in Mr South’s ‘large room at the Farmers’ Inn’ at Mount Gambier on
the question of secession, namely, the advisability of separating the western portion of Victoria and the
eastern portion of South Australia, in order to form a separate colony to be called ‘Princeland’.
He was accompanied by Mr Richardson, proprietor of the Portland Gazette and Secretary of the Separation
League, the headquarters of which were at Portland. A week later a ‘counter separation’ meeting was held
in Long’s Assembly Room from whence a plea went out:
Let every disturber of the peace - every narrow minded person who for want of argument, or whose
mind is too bigoted to deign a reply, be quietly put outside by the police and kept there until the
business of the meeting is over.
The agitation for ‘Princeland’ was sustained feebly and underwent a protracted struggle for life, but soon
became a nuisance, even to those originally in favour of the object. All the energy attending its birth soon
died out and, by October 1862, its Utopian ideas had been put to rest.
For years the Ninety-Mile Desert presented a formidable barrier to free and constant intercourse with
Adelaide and, even after the establishment of regular communication by land and sea, the isolation of the
border districts continued, local sympathies became more and more estranged until nearly all the country
between the River Murray and eastern boundary ‘bade fair to become thoroughly Victorian at heart, if not
in name’; for Melbourne was easier of access than Adelaide. Successive governments, too, appeared
ignorant of the South-East, or unconcerned about its fate, and neglected to give it that prominent
consideration to which it was entitled on account of its productive capabilities.
However, it was not wholly to these causes that the delay in furnishing the several populous business
centres with connecting lines of railways could be attributed for, in the 1860s, both Robe and Port
MacDonnell refused, persistently, to support the government proposal to give them railways inland, but by
the early 1880s they were clamorous for what was once offered and declined by them.
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With the advent of 1866, the settlers in the South-East had derived little benefit from the large fund
expended in bringing out emigrants from England because, after arrival at Port Adelaide, complaints were
made that there were no reasonable means of reaching the district. Therefore, they asked that a proportion
of new settlers be sent to Port MacDonnell and a depot established for their reception at Mount Gambier.
Another grave concern was the want of regular administration of justice by the circuit courts and the
absence of a public hospital.
Further, in 1868, it was said that it had not received a fair share of public expenditure because, up to the
close of that year, the Government pocketed from the sale of Crown Lands in the Counties of Grey and
Robe, the sum of £703,796, while the total expenditure on roads, bridges and jetties amounted to about
£100,000.
At the same time a petition from merchants, traders and others in Adelaide was presented to parliament;
it pointed out that, under existing arrangements with the post office authorities, the mail contractor was
required to provide a seat for one passenger in the journey to Mount Gambier and, as a consequence,
commercial travellers from Adelaide were obliged, because of this regulation, to return home via
Melbourne.
Therefore, in consequence of the superior travelling facilities in Victoria, the trade was virtually closed to
South Australia. Accordingly, they requested more frequent mail communication and extended facilities for
transit to and from Adelaide by means of more comfortable passenger conveyances, thus being the means
of diverting trade, then all but exclusively Victorian, to this province.
The petition said, also, that it was considered most unfair that Crown lands in the vicinity should be sold in
Adelaide as it entailed great expense on farmers and other would-be purchasers and, further, it facilitated
the operation of speculative land-jobbers to the detriment and loss of the agriculturist.
To the citizens of the South-East, Adelaide was their metropolis in name only for they felt no pride in
claiming connection with it and took no interest in its progress. On the contrary, they regarded the capital
city with a positively unfriendly eye and looked upon it as an ancient Israelite in Egypt might have viewed
some of the splendid architectural monuments erected at his/her expense.
It was no satisfaction for them to know that its public buildings were a credit to the colonial capital and
institutions supported on a most generous scale. Indeed, each new grant of money for such improvements
was a source of jealously - a fresh insult to them in their destitution - a fresh occasion for alienating their
goodwill - fresh fuel to keep alive the agitation for severance from the colony. Smarting under the feeling
of neglect they forgot to do justice and bring charges against their rulers of self-favouritism.
By the mid-1870s, the yeomanry of the South-East was a long-suffering class. At the time it was common
throughout the colonies of the British Empire that communities, generally speaking, situated a long distance
from the seat of government, were, invariably, misgoverned or ignored. Indeed, within South Australia, the
local representatives in Parliament were snubbed alike by Government and Opposition - ‘that which they
sought not and did not require was granted and that sought and required was denied.’
Special grievances were the theme of frequent and bitter complaint in preceding years and it spoke ill of
the diplomatic capacity and administrative vigour of successive governments that nothing tangible was
done to remedy them. If promises went for anything, it was not the want of trying that those at the head
of affairs failed to get justice done, for over and over again they pledged themselves to use their utmost
endeavours to remove the disabilities under which the residents laboured.
These demands were reasonable and the inhabitants had good cause to be dissatisfied at the manner in
which their claims were neglected. It was shown, conclusively, in respect of the Border Duty question, that
the existing happy-go-lucky method of transferring goods landwise from one colony to another was
eminently unsatisfactory. A few importers of Victorian merchandise, less cautious, or may be less favoured
than their neighbours, were made examples of, while the proceedings of others were winked at quietly.
This system was grossly unfair to the public and unjustly put the Customs officers open to grave suspicion.
John Calder, a merchant in Robe Town, had this to say in respect of smuggling over the border:
I beg to call your attention to the extensive smuggling carried on in this district in the hope that some
measures may be adopted for its suppression and for the protection…of local merchants. Within this
district there are three public houses carrying on a large and lucrative trade [and they] receive all
spirits, wines and stores from either Melbourne or Portland and all this trade is carried on in open
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day and under the eyes of the police yet there has been no attempt made to put a stop to it as the
remedy is so simple.
But, moreover, this country is infested with hawkers - many of a very questionable character who
carry on an extensive… trade in everything and those settlers who receive all their supplies from
Adelaide complain bitterly of the nuisance and that they are unable to compete with them in price,
especially in tobacco and other heavy duty goods.
In addition to the three publicans alluded to, the fourth, who at present receives his supplies from
Adelaide, has been repeatedly urged to get them at Portland Bay under a written guarantee that he
would not have to pay thereon the duties payable in this province!
I state this fact merely to show that the parties have been permitted to carry on this system so long
that they think they can do so with the most perfect impunity. The loss to the revenue I cannot
calculate at less than ₤2,000 besides the manifest injustice done to the settlers and publicans who
receive all their supplies in the province.
As the system has been allowed to go on so long, perhaps it would be advisable to give say six
month’s notice - after which all goods imported across the border or otherwise - that had not paid
the duties… thereon would be liable to seizure.
The authorities in Adelaide disagreed with the assertion that the ‘remedy [was] so simple’ and remarked
that the boundary line was so extensive that it would ‘be expedient to regulate our overland trade by
legislative enactment.’
The vexatious Border question was of concern for the South Australian squatter because regulations in
Victoria in respect of the health of stock were not as rigid as those within their colony and, accordingly, the
mere possibility of sheep from this side mingling with those on the other, tended to depreciate the value
of the his stock.
For the three years preceding 1874, about 300 families shifted their quarters to Victoria where the land
laws were more attractive and prospects for success in agricultural pursuits as least as great as the place
they left. Some said that the panacea for this, and all the other woes, was to be found in throwing open to
settlement the swamp lands of the district which, they avowed, should be reclaimed. Further, many people
thought that they were heavily handicapped by the construction of that monstrous absurdity - the Lacepede
Bay and Naracoorte railway line - this was cast in their teeth continually when government aid was sought
for public works.
Farmers in the Hundred of Caroline who were, in the main, freeholders, had other valid reasons to seek
greener pastures because the struggle between them and the ‘flints, ferns and scrub (for which the district
was noted) resulted in a victory for the latter’ and the local press reported that ‘during the last two years
more than one half of the settlers have given up the hopeless task of getting a livelihood and have sought
new fields elsewhere - principally Victoria.’
The Editor of the Border Watch explained the situation as follows:
Mount Gambier had the misfortune to be early hemmed in by big estates. The squatters were wise in
their generation and when the government of the day took to ‘killing them’ by making them buy the
land they refused to be killed and bought all that was offered worth buying. The consequence was
that huge estates were created and this was an unhealthy state because with an increased
population and concomitant wealth there was no outlet and the result was that prospective farmers
emigrated to the Wimmera district and elsewhere.
The spirit of separation, which had manifested itself in a tangible form for some years, was not extinguished
totally by 1875 and the residents were all but in unison when they declared that, if the ruling powers desired
to see the South-East remain an integral portion of South Australia, a more liberal policy was needed to
guide their actions in the future than had been the case in the past.
By mid-1887, the Naracoorte to Mount Gambier railway was ready to be opened and its completion was
most important, because it not only united previously disjointed local systems into one compact and
harmonious whole, but it was to link, permanently, the rich districts of Mount Gambier and Penola to
Adelaide. Until then it was much easier for residents in those two towns to travel to Melbourne than
Adelaide and, of course, the post was proportionately much quicker with Melbourne. By year’s end there
was no doubt that the sympathies of the people were largely with Melbourne. This was not their fault, but
due in part to their geographical position and to the neglect of the legislature of that part of the colony.
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By the turn of the 20th century, and with the pending federation of the Australian colonies in 1901, the
citizens of the South-East were considering the desirability of seceding and becoming part of Victoria and
many grievances were aired in support of their desire. Firstly, they stated that if they had a broad gauge
railway all the way to Adelaide they could increase the productivity of their holdings, for the loss of time
occasioned by the break of gauge at Wolseley, and the double handling, were fatal to much of the
perishable products forwarded to the city markets.
If this was to be denied, they considered that a railway line to Victoria connecting them with Portland
would enable them ‘to transfer our business and our sympathies to Victoria.’ Indeed, in the late 1890s, a
cry for a railway extension from Casterton to Mount Gambier was taken up on the Victorian side, while at
the same time Portland was working hard in the same direction and Melbourne merchants were sending
their travellers to the district where prices were cut for the purpose of obtaining orders.
The district was referred to as ‘The Garden of the South’, but it was more than that for it also produced
livestock of the finest quality - cattle, horses, sheep and pigs and more time was being devoted to the
dairying industry, to say nothing of rabbits. With an assured rainfall of over 20 inches, splendid soil and a
good climate, there was no limit to which the stockowner or farmer should fear going, provided they had a
guaranteed outlet. Gradually, land holdings became smaller as some of the large pastoral stations were
subdivided and intense culture adopted where, previously, only a few sheep were running. County Grey
was the largest producer of cheese and potatoes in the colony and second in respect of the growing of oats
and, in one season about, 15,000 lambs were purchased for export.
The call went out - ‘Shall we hold what we already have, or let it pass into the hands of others?’ In other
words, should the trade of the South-East be retained by South Australia, which had for more than 60 years
been responsible for its public works, or should it be absorbed quietly by Victoria and become a perquisite
of Melbourne merchants?
Federation was to expose, both as a State and traders, the fullest competition on the part of neighbouring
rivals. The barriers were to be broken down and, in a commercial sense, the race was to be swift and the
battle strong. Fortunately, there was no fear that a united Australia would lose its colonies in the way France
lost Alsace and Lorraine but, as far as the trade of the South-East was concerned, it was all but certain that
unless improved facilities were provided for the encouragement of the flow of traffic westward, the
ultimate result would be much the same as if the most fertile province of South Australia had been overrun
and appropriated by Victoria. Indeed, merchants the world over found it necessary to employ some of the
methods of aggression described by Wordsworth over Rob Roy’s grave:
Because the good old rule
Sufficeth them, the simple planThat they should take who have the power,
And they should keep who can.
It was the last line of this rule that encouraged the citizens to enjoin the politicians and others within South
Australia to remember the enterprise of men like John Riddoch at Coonawarra, and the confidence he
showed in the future of intense culture was fully equalised by the enterprising firms promoting the dairying,
livestock and rabbit canning industries. While it must be said that the majority of the impetus for economic
growth came from Adelaide, if government cooperation was lacking there was every fear that Victoria
would annex the trade created by Adelaide enterprise.
At Mount Gambier there was ‘The Mount Gambier Branch of the Portland to Mount Gambier Railway
League’, while at Portland every effort was employed to see it becoming a reality. Indeed, the construction
of a new jetty at this time proved that it was a strong competitor to the trade of the South-East and, at
about the same time, a memorial containing 700 signatures from Mount Gambier residents was presented
to the government in Adelaide seeking the same thing. This project was not to be completed until 1917.
While the authorities pricked up their ears, the vigorous controversy promoted somnolence and was found
to be more congenial than definite action. And what was the sequel? - While the subdivision of large estates
had augmented the population, by 1906 trade with Adelaide decreased to the extent of one third, Victorian
steamers made regular calls at local ports and this business was highly profitable.
Thus, the feud between settlers and those in authority in Adelaide continued unabated for many years:
The outcry against the encroaches of Victorian tradesmen on the South Australian preserves has
died out and during the past 12 months they have made slow but steady strides into the business
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affections of local dealers. The alarmists imagined that they will ultimately oust the South
Australian merchants from their present custom, that the South-East will drift across the border
and some other catastrophes but the conservative inhabitants of the South-East have no desire
that such things will happen.
Their main lack is an outlet for their produce and they have set their hearts on Portland which, it
is popularly supposed, will eventually become the port of shipment for the South-East. Some of
the old dealers have loyally stood by their original suppliers, but the majority has met the
approaches of the Victorian houses while a small minority deals solely with Melbourne firms.
Perhaps, and in a lighter vein, a fitting closure could be a Naracoorte citizen’s eulogy delivered early in the
20th century which, at the time, was indicative of the working man’s antipathy towards the ‘squatter’, as
alluded to at the conclusion of the previous section of this history:
Memory may take us back to the early days when the vast timbered plains were known as Mosquito
Plains and recall how, as time went on, the name was changed to Robertson Plains and yet again how
the Scotch influence predominated in nomenclature, as in all else, until today, but little remains to
bring back such days save some of the old time buildings and the creek that still bears the name of
Mosquito. Of small holdings, when once clear of the township and the area known formerly as the
Naracoorte Station, there are very few.
The country for miles around still remains the breeding ground of the Merino sheep and if 60 years’
demand upon the grasses by this class of stock alone has not exhausted any of its wool growing
properties then those laws of nature that apply elsewhere must be singularly inapplicable here. There
are two problems seeking solution and the one which is immediately before the community is the
welfare of the 103 new settlers on the old estate of the late Thomas Magarey; the other is the
presence of that noxious and ubiquitous weed, the star thistle.
Ports of the South-East
The whole coast abounds in reefs and the break of the Southern Ocean upon these
during a gale is a sight which impresses itself upon the memory. Such places as the
Admella Reef, Carpenters Rocks and kindred localities are reminiscent of wrecks and the
loss of human life and the sight of them suggests a feeling of thankfulness in the
existence of such a grand institution as the light service Many of the lighthouses are
necessarily removed from intercourse with the outside world…
(Register, 10 December 1902)
Introduction
Although stinted by nature and snubbed by art, Port MacDonnell ranks next in
commercial importance to Port Adelaide and is therefore a much busier place than
Robe. As the anchorage is bad, vessels are compelled to lie at the moorings over a mile
from the shore, but a new era was inaugurated when a visitor reported that the
Gambier Lass, a ketch built on Lefevre’s Peninsula, had discharged and taken in cargo
alongside the jetty.
(Register, 20 March 1873, (supp.))
In the early 1850s there was only one recognised port on the south-east coastline and there, at Guichen
Bay, the whole import and export trade of the district converged. There had been an attempt at settlement
previously at Grey Town, on the south end of Rivoli Bay, but it was abandoned and other rival ports were
soon to be discovered. Lacepede Bay was found to afford good anchorage and sure shelter in all weathers
and was, at once, recognised as a formidable competitor with Guichen Bay for the trade of the country
north of Mount Benson and eastwards to the Victorian border.
By 1860, it had been a matter of regret and annoyance that a large part of the revenue, justly belonging to
the colony, was paid into the Victorian treasury from the simple fact of the border country having no seaport
on the South Australian side as easily accessible as that of Portland. Suggestions were made for the
establishment of an inland Custom House, but they were not acted upon because it was feared that the
system would have proved both vexatious and expensive.
Also, it was suggested that some arrangement should be made with the Victorian government for the
collection of duties on the colony’s behalf in the same way as they were received upon goods taken up the
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River Murray by steamers, but nothing was done upon that subject and the South Australian revenue
continued to suffer to the extent of some thousands of pounds annually for the want of available means of
collecting its own duties in the south eastern part of the colony.
About 1855, Captain Bloomfield Douglas, then Harbour Master of South Australia, was impressed with the
belief that a safe harbour might be found in the vicinity of Cape Northumberland and he attempted a survey
in company with Captain Freeling and Mr Dashwood. It happened, however, that a gale came up from the
South West and he was obliged to abandon the project.
When Mr Germein was stationed at the MacDonnell lighthouse, Captain Douglas instructed him to examine
the coast at the point indicated and his report induced the Trinity Board to request Captain Douglas to visit
the place in the Yatala and, in due course, he presented a report, together with a chart of the new harbour.
The importance of this port, only 17 miles from Mount Gambier, was considered to be a tremendous
advantage to the settlers because at the time they had to obtain their stores from Portland, a distance of
65 miles, the nearest South Australian ports being Rivoli Bay (60 miles) and Guichen Bay (85 miles).
Further, they had to pay Victorian duties that were 18 pence per pound weight and higher on tobacco and
one shilling per gallon higher upon spirits than those levied in South Australia. Thus, in 1860, MacDonnell
Bay came into use as a shipping place, if not a port, and the residents soon obtained the construction of a
good metalled road to their nearest seaboard.
With the exception of a few miles of macadam north of Mount Gambier, and near Guichen Bay, no other
works of development had been undertaken and so difficult was the communication with Guichen Bay that,
until the completion of the road to MacDonnell Bay, Portland did considerable trade with Mount Gambier.
At a Select Committee on the South East, Mr James Cooke, a resident of Kingston, extolled the advantages
of Lacepede Bay with its wide entrance of 18 miles:
When the lighthouse is up ships will be able to enter to enter with perfect ease on the darkest night
without a pilot. The works required were very small indeed compared with the immense interests
which such works would promote.
Mr G.W. Goyder, Surveyor-General, also spoke highly of this location, although other witnesses preferred
Guichen Bay which was agreed to be the safest harbour but, unfortunately, at a distance from the most
fertile parts of the country.
It was always a question whether a multiplicity of shipping places - and the constant scattering among them
of expenditure which, if concentrated, would be so much more effective - was really beneficial. By May
1869, there were three established sea ports on the coast line of the South East and the fourth in Rivoli Bay
at Beachport, although once abandoned, was revived with the draining of lands in the vicinity and the
coming of a railway from Mount Gambier late in the 1870s.
Another aspect in the development of the colony in its early days was the expenditure incurred on works
that could scarcely be expected to be reproductive for many years and the jetties fringing the long coastline
of over 2,000 miles amply testified to money both well and ill spent. With a desire to settle people on the
land the government wished to give all facilities possible for settlers to get their produce to market and
jetties were often built long before there was a population to be served.
The expense of collection of jetty dues was out of all proportion to the amounts received and,
consequently, the government decided in 1889 that the local authorities should have control of all jetties
within their boundaries. In this manner about 24 were handed over and, apparently, without any conditions
attached. In the 20th century the control was vested in the Harbors Board.
By the close of the 1870s, various parliaments had made many promises including one that means of
communication would be granted, whereby produce could be transported to the nearest, best and natural
seaport. For example, in October 1873 the Editor of the Border Watch made the following observation while
taking a tilt at the vacillation of the government:
All the nautical authorities agree in recommending Rivoli Bay North as the most suitable harbour, yet
the government, while concurring, will not take the consistent course of opening it and making it
accessible. They find they can go upon the tempting penny wise and pound foolish policy and it
would appear they now propose to spend a few thousand pounds in making a temporary port at the
south end.
At this time the regular traffic with all the south eastern ports was carried on, chiefly, by the Mount Gambier
Steamship Company of which Mr J. Watson was chairman - The citizens of the town had formed a steamship
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company in 1876 and contemplated purchasing a steamer, Emu, from a British manufacturer but, upon its
arrival in the colony, her owners ‘changed their minds’ and, although they put the vessel under offer as
agreed, it was at such a price that the local company declined to proceed and were obliged to make other
arrangements.
Eventually, it owned two vessels, Penola and Coorong. Purchased for £34,000, they made weekly trips
between Adelaide and Melbourne, calling at the south-eastern ports, but running more frequently in the
potato season, during which time up to 20,000 tons were shipped, together with flour, wattle bark and
kangaroo skins. Until about June 1880 the manager, Mr A.S. Wood, resided at Beachport after which he
removed to Port Adelaide
By 1880, Port MacDonnell and Beachport were rivals, but it almost amounted to a grim joke to see the
eternal feud between the two. Indeed, their respective newspaper correspondents to the Mount Gambier
newspapers reminded the readers of the Dickensian Eatanswill editors or the Kilkenny cats than anything
else witnessed in the South Australian press. However, with the establishment of the railway to Beachport
the importance of the other was reduced considerably and this was exacerbated by the want of protection
from the ever present South West winds and heavy seas.
Some of the loyal townspeople made light of this, but it was such a serious drawback it threatened to do
much harm to the port as the opening of the railway. Frequently, steamers were unable to land cargo or
take potatoes on board, unless they called twice at the bay, and some of it had to be taken three times from
Mount Gambier before it could be loaded. For example, SS Penola lost 11 days and 8 hours between 20
April and 30 August 1880 through being unable to do her work.
As long as Kingston was the seaward head of one railway line and Beachport the other, there was a
considerable traffic and those towns flourished, but when the Mount Gambier to Wolseley railway line
was opened the heads became terminals and, robbed of their traffic and the South East shipping, killed.
At Port MacDonnell, Beachport and Kingston there were warehouses, offices, sidings and loop lines
sufficient to transact half the business that was then being done at Port Adelaide.
As an aside to these comments that were taken from the Adelaide press, the Penola historian, Mr Peter
Rymill, said:
I seem to remember someone, maybe my father, telling me that the SAR intentionally introduced
a policy of reducing the freight rates from the SE inland towns to Port Adelaide, so that it was
cheaper to send goods there than to the local ports. Naturally, this only lasted until the SAR had
killed off the local ports and coastal shipping.
The past government policy of spending about £100,000 on four or five separate ports was a huge blunder
and proved detrimental to the profitable working of the district’s railways. Had that sum been spent on
developing one site there would have been no danger in the South East seceding to Victoria.
By the turn of the 20th century there existed a general feeling of discontent at the way in which the
development of the South East was neglected. In the interior, and particularly around Mount Gambier, its
chief cause was the mismanagement of the railways. Near the coast the absence of a port to accommodate
vessels of the deepest draught caused great concern because a good deal of the trade gravitated towards
Victoria.
Alternative schemes proposed by Mr Lindon W. Bates, ‘a harbour expert’, called for either an expenditure
of £1,990,000 at Kingston, £600,000 at Robe or £992,000 at Beachport. The cost of the work was out of the
question and, in looking around for other means of overcoming the difficulty, it was thought that a
suggestion made previously by Captain Weir could be considered, namely, the erection of a jetty in Rivoli
Bay under the shelter of the reefs. (See Beachport, Grey Town, Kingston, MacDonnell & Robe)
See Appendix 17 and 18 for essays on the social history of Mount Gambier and Naracoorte in the 19th
century.
The Coming of the Railway
In 1866, Rev J.E. Tenison Woods, then domiciled at Penola, said a tramway from MacDonnell Bay to Penola
would give the largest amount of convenience to the settlers, while one from Guichen Bay to Penola would
shut off a large portion of the south end of the district because, ‘the most important part of the district lies
to the south of Penola’. The most expensive tramway would, in his opinion, be from Lacepede Bay to Penola
because of the swamps that had to be drained, which was essential, because a tramway built across them
would dam up the whole of the drainage that flowed to the North-West.
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There never were railway schemes so stretched, twisted and inverted as those proposed for the South East
over several decades. In 1867 they commenced a chequered career under the auspices of Mr Santo who
proposed to connect Naracoorte with Mount Gambier, without giving either of them an outlet to the
seaboard. In that year a Bill was passed authorising a loan of £300,000 for its construction and,
notwithstanding the absurdity of making a town 17 miles inland the terminus of such a line, people were
satisfied to attribute it to inconsideration rather than injustice. Another line from Lacepede Bay to
Naracoorte was also promised at this time
In the next session these proposals were shelved altogether and the district, after being cheated out of a
year’s expenditure upon its roads in this way, was only slightly better off as to its facilities for traffic at
before the apparent, but delusive, willingness to concede justice to the South-East, was proclaimed.
Later that year, the Ministry of the day proposed a policy of development for the South East by means of
a comprehensive railway system, but without any connection to Adelaide. Their scheme was announced in
the last session of parliament when a Bill was passed to authorise the construction of that isolated abortion
and, in 1869, it was still on the Statute Book, but a little later in that year a “half moon scheme” was
propounded and recommended as comprising:
A new line from Lacepede Bay to the boundary, with a branch to Narracoorte [sic] and then via
Penola to Mount Gambier and MacDonnell Bay.
The legislature, in sheer despair how to adjudicate between two rival ports, lent itself to a magnificent logrolling expedient which would have tied the two ports together and told them to fight it out. In the first
instance local rivalry would have obliged, simultaneously, the railway to begin in the middle, but then the
pacifying idea was to begin at both ends.
In the semi-circular scheme there was a very strong mixture of the childish with the useful. It properly
consisted of two schemes, either of which by itself would have been highly commendable, but their
amalgamation, so far from improving them, wasted money to spoil them. The northern and southern
sections of the district had nothing in common with each other but a violent feeling of emulation, the
natural cure for which was not a forced union, but independence.
They were physically separated from each other by a broad tract of inferior country which hardly required
one, instead of a double, connection with the seaboard. The two ports which were so incongruously allied
had every prospect of finding sufficient trade without infringing on each other.
To these parliamentary machinations the Border Watch replied:
A Railway is promised; a Bill is passed; pretence made of surveying a line; then the project is
unceremoniously strangled! The prurient mountain brings forth only abortions. Ministers
doubtless chuckle at the success of their little game in the provinces and after the manner of
Cheap John they might advertise:
Sold Again and Got the Money! Great Success in the South-East!
£20,000 cash
Just Paid into the Treasury at Adelaide!
Proceeds of Last Land Sale,
Which will at once be laid out in beautifying
The Adelaide Park Lands,
And making another dam across the
River Torrens.
The new Bill before the House of Assembly endeavoured to stifle all future controversy by a crude
compromise and, in order to avoid the discomfort of leaving in suspense the respective destination of the
two railways, it ran them into each other and then boasted that both ends of the district were to be served
alike. This expedient might have calmed the local rivalries for a time, but that would have been its highest
success for the people of the South East would have soon discovered that it was a senseless and costly
experiment.
The Bill was rushed through the Committee stages and £305,000 was allotted to the Lacepede Bay to
Naracoorte line, £125,000 for Naracoorte to the Border, £320,000 for Naracoorte to Gambierton and
£100,000 for Gambierton to Port MacDonnell and to this the Editor of the Register opined:
How to select from these sections… is the last difficulty which confronts the Committee. The
discussion on Thursday foreshadowed a great diversity of choice - some going with Mr Riddoch
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for the southern line only and others with Mr Everard for the Lacepede Bay end. The two
sections which appear to us in greatest danger of proving premature are the branch from
Naracoorte to the Border and the middle link between Naracoorte and Penola…
By this time the energetic representations of James Cooke of Lacepede Bay, who had acquired considerable
influence in parliamentary circles and, when later in the session the Ministry introduced a policy authorising
only the construction of a line from Naracoorte to Mount Gambier, they were met by active opposition and
the proposal was emasculated.
The Lacepedians ridiculed the idea of making a line from one inland town to another as all plant and
material would have to be carted from MacDonnell Bay at the one end and at the other from Lacepede Bay
to Naracoorte, over a track almost impassable to heavy traffic. They also pleaded for the commencement
of a line to Lacepede Bay.
The government was unmoved and the Bill passed through both Houses, but the measure contained no
authority for issuing a loan for the cost of construction. In 1868 a party of ‘retrenchment’ was formed and
its leader, Mr H.R. Fuller, obtained leave to introduce a Bill to repeal the Act and only withdrew it when the
Premier, Mr Strangways, gave an assurance that no steps would be taken in the matter until after the next
meeting of Parliament.
Galvanised into action the Editor of the Border Watch entered the fray on behalf his ‘neck of the woods’:
Settlers of the South East and squatters of the Victorian border, do you long for the advent of the
‘good time’ when your wool is to be conveyed to the sea by the iron horse, finding its way to
Adelaide via that noble and placid bay, yclept [sic] Port Caroline! The projected railway from Port
Caroline to Naracoorte was insane enough in all good conscience, but that to the border via
Cockatoo Lake is infinitely more so. We defy the government to project a more ridiculous
undertaking.
We should like to be able to give at least a little tacit support to the Port Caroline and Border
Railway. But we must confess we are too intimately acquainted with the district to be able to do
so. We have grave doubts as to our railway projects, even under the most favourable auspices.
We think it is possible the Railway Commission will find that we have been attempting to get
along too fast…
But if railways are to be proceeded with, they should only be constructed where there was at
least some show to be made of returns… We say emphatically any system of railways for the
South East should start at Port MacDonnell, it would pay nowhere else in the South East… This
Lacepede Bay line starts from nowhere and goes nowhere…
In 1869, the Hon. John Colton, as Commissioner of Public Works, introduced another Bill for a line from
Lacepede Bay to MacDonnell Bay, via Naracoorte, Penola and Mount Gambier, with a branch to the border.
This Bill failed in the Legislative Council and a new House, elected in 1870, turned away from the proposal.
The Act of 1867, however, remained on the Statute Book until 1887 when the line, completed by Messre
Moore and Blanch, was opened from Naracoorte and Mount Gambier.
A few words on the action taken by Port MacDonnell end of the South East last session in reference to the
proposed railway - It did not originate (as the Wallaroo Times said) with an English company. It was entirely
a government scheme. They proposed what was thought to be absurd - a loop-line from one port to another
- and when the Bill came into the House of Assembly it was evident that the Port MacDonnell and Mount
Gambier people did not want it. Indignation meetings were held and their member primed to oppose the
Bill unless the line was granted for the whole distance. It passed the Assembly but lapsed in the Legislative
Council.
A Robe-ite, not comprehending that his town was doomed to isolation as far as the legislature was
concerned, expressed his opinions in December 1869 while a civil engineer passed a scathing opinion upon
the proposals:
For years past Guichen Bay has done a steady trade of some 8,000 bales of wool… At the present
moment a wool ship of 600 tons is loading direct for London and a schooner is alongside the jetty
taking in manure… Lacepede Bay is an excellent harbour of refuge but not a good port for it is
quite unprotected from the wind and is deficient in good holding ground… In the gale of May
1865 the Lacepede Bay jetty was injured in common with nearly every jetty along the coast. The
old rotten jetty at Guichen bay was unaffected and not a boat injured. At that time the
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Boomerang was ashore at Lacepede Bay and remained there until the following May.... Do not
let us add 60 miles of railway over sand, swamps and heaths in the vain notion that produce will
go westward that distance by land in order to come back by sea past the other end of the railway
on its way to the inevitable ultimate port of Melbourne; for who, would I ask, would dream of
shipping wheat to Adelaide? …
It appears incredible that this Bill should ever pass and it is quite time that the eyes of our
legislators should be opened before they are committed to such a monstrous piece of folly.
By 1872, the labours of parliament in respect of the Bill were extremely arduous and most unprofitable, for
no sooner did the members approach a determinate result, but something cropped up to render them
unavailing and the work had to be laboriously gone over again. The word of promise conveyed to the
residents of the South East, and so repeatedly broken, culminated in a surprise when, in 1872, an Act was
passed authorising the construction of a line from Kingston to Naracoorte. The government of the day, like
many of their predecessors declared themselves to be favourable to the immediate construction of the
railway, but adopted the course that was calculated to delay its commencement and gratify the members
of the district, whose persistent opposition to the work was, to say the least, peculiar. This line was formally
opened by the Hon. John Colton in 1877.
At the close of 1876, and with a Mount Gambier to Rivoli Bay railway mooted, the Border Watch became
staunch supporters of a railway to Casterton, a distance of about 40 miles:
With a railway direct from Rivoli Bay to Melbourne and a tolerably fast steamer between Rivoli
Bay and Adelaide, the capitals of South Australia and Victoria would be brought within 30 hours
of one another - thus effecting a saving of nearly a day on the sea route and over two days on the
present overland journey... Our Portland contemporary is somewhat alarmed at our proposal to
invade Victorian territory with the iron horse. Our scheme is set down as a daring attempt to tap
the Western District and to divert the traffic that ought to find its way to Portland, to Rivoli Bay…
It savours too much of the dog-in-the manger to advocate railway making merely to prevent
trade from finding an outlet at its natural port simply because that port happens to belong to a
neighbour.
About 1878, the people of Penola began agitating for a railway to Millicent which would place it within 56
miles of Beachport and in this, of course, they were supported by the Rivoli Bay shippers and others along
the line of route - they showed that about 17,000 tons of produce, etc, would go by rail instead of wearing
out main roads. But the loyal folk of Robe and Kingston were not to be induced easily to give up their claim
that the extension from Penola should come in their direction - here are their divergent views:
If Mount Gambier people wish to go to Portland, let them go; and if Penola people want to go to
Rivoli Bay, let them go and let them mind their own business. The question before the House was
how to connect Naracoorte with the seaboard… At one end of the Kingston line, too, there was a
sanguine and enthusiastic Mr James Cooke and at the other end the Naracoorte Herald writing
strongly in favour of the line to Naracoorte.
Then followed the construction of the Mount Gambier line to Beachport and the extension from
Naracoorte to Bordertown. Then the Adelaide to Nairne line was extended to the border and, at
Bordertown, the much-desired junction with the South Eastern system.
(See under Kingston and Naracoorte for additional essays.}
Southend - A subdivision of section 105, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Tennyson. Frederick E. Bucknall
(1835-1896), brewer of Adelaide, laid it out in 1880. Following his arrival in South Australia in 1860, and
with no apparent profession or training, it has been suggested that he relied on financial support from his
father in England. Over the period 1860 to 1869 he lived at Port Adelaide where he did much to encourage
an interest in boating activities and founded the South Australian Rowing Club. He built a boat shed near
the site of the Jervois Bridge that, in time, became the headquarters of the Port Adelaide Yacht Club.
Due, primarily, to his exertions a strong revival of rowing occurred at Port Adelaide; further, he was a firstrate swimmer and ‘a great advocate for the widespread teaching of that useful art.’ He was also adept in
‘the noble art of self-defence’.
In the late 1860s he was co-proprietor of the South Australian Boating Company at Port Adelaide that
operated ‘from an ancient malthouse in Grey Street’; it was there that boats were manufactured and
destined for aquatic events on the River Torrens.
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In 1869 he converted this shed into the Australian Club House Hotel and managed it for five years; it was
known locally as ‘The Kerosine Tin’ because its outer shell was galvanised iron.
The River Torrens venture promised a handsome return but, unfortunately, after the first dam was built
the fleet of boats he placed on the river were washed away during a flood.
In 1874 his fortunes changed dramatically when he married Rosa Haussen (nee Catchlove), the widow of a
well-known brewer, Henry H. Haussen. His wife brought with her to the marriage a sum of money reputed
to be in the vicinity of £40,000, together with nine children. The money did not last long and twelve years
later Bucknall was in serious financial difficulties from which he never recovered. Today, the evidence of
some of his liberal expenditure is still evident in the Grange district.
He gave financial support to the subdividers of the village of Grange and built Estcourt House at a cost of
at least £12,000, as an adjunct to his canal and harbour plan; it was here he entertained on a lavish scale.
He subsidised the building of the marine residences at the Grange, which are believed to have cost £20,000,
as a housing project for the men working for the Wharf and Land Company (they stand today on the
seafront about 100 yards north of the Grange Hotel) and in April 1877 he purchased section 903 from
George Serle - today the West Course of the Grange Golf Club graces this land. There is also evidence that
he provided funds to the syndicate that laid out the township of Henley Beach in 1877, namely, Arthur
Harvey, Henry S. Anthony and William P. Wicksteed.
However, he was not entirely dependent on his wife’s fortune for, following his marriage, he entered the
brewing firm of Haussen and Company:
One is forced to the conclusion that he was not a practical business man. But he was popular and
likeable and seems to have treated his step-children and his own very kindly and his
encouragement of boating among the youths of Port Adelaide showed him to be a public spirited
man.
The minutes of the Hindmarsh District Council from 1881 to 1883, during which he was mayor…
confirm this view of him. He was most energetic in council matters and throughout these three
years the meetings, under his chairmanship, were most harmonious and he was obviously
popular.
While the records of his participation in both the Wharf and Land Company and the subdividing of the
Grange township are not extant, the available evidence leaves no doubt that he had been heavily
committed financially to those undertakings. There is documentation of his close association with Arthur
Harvey, for when he was in England in 1886 a letter as received from that gentleman containing a most
naive proposal.
After telling Bucknall that both the Grange Land and Investment and the Wharf and Land Company were
in difficulties and would have to go into liquidation if no help were forthcoming, he offered to sell all the
assets of the latter company for £15,000! This letter also stated that ‘the marine residences are in a fix.’
The voyage to England was ostensibly for the purpose of raising money to further the canal scheme, but
shortly after his arrival news reached him of the depression that had struck the colony causing many
insolvencies which, coupled with recurrent droughts and the failure of The Commercial Bank of South
Australia, led to wide-spread unemployment and misery within the working classes. Bucknall returned
immediately to find himself a ruined man. He remained at Estcourt House until 1888 when he had to
abandon it and retire to North Adelaide, where he died on 4 June 1896.
Estcourt House, perched on the highest part of the sandhills, continued to stand in lonely splendour and
remained empty until 1894, being known as ‘Bucknall’s Folly’; in that year it was purchased for £3,000 by
the James Brown Memorial Trust as a home for aged blind persons and crippled children.
In 1880, it was reported that ‘Mr Bucknall supplemented his request to the Marine Board for permission
to erect two piers for a canal from the Semaphore to the Port River… The proposed canal would go through
section 105, Glanville… two miles south of the Semaphore jetty…’ (See Margate & Appendix 8)
On 21 October 1971, the name South End was applied to a settlement on the southern cape of Rivoli Bay,
known formerly as ‘Grey Town’. The Aboriginal name for the bay was weirintjam, a place where whales
went to sleep - weiring - ‘whale’ and wilitj - ‘sleep’. In 1970, the Progress Association asked that the name
of Grey be changed to Southend-on-Sea, but the Geographical Names Board considered it unsuitable and
that action would be taken to advertise the Board’s intention of adopting the name Southend to allow
public objection as provided for in Act.
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A body blow to the town was delivered, in 1871, when Captain Howard furnished a report to the
government stating that the south end of the bay at Grey Town was little better than an open roadstead
from which vessels would have to escape or stand a chance of going ashore when heavy gales prevailed
from the westward. (See Grey Town)
However, the northern end was described as a perfectly safe anchorage but would only accommodate a
limited number of vessels drawing not more than 15 feet. The great question to be answered was how it
compared with Lacepede Bay? An advocate of that place was only too happy to oblige with his considered
opinion:
I thought that after the division of the district all dissension would cease but I see that such is not
the case by the debates on the Rivoli Bay railroad question and the improper remarks made
about lighterage at Lacepede Bay being enormous… I am informed that any ship from 100 to
3,000 tons can be loaded there at less expense than Port Adelaide… The south end of Rivoli Bay
has been tried twice in the last 20 years… Three lines of railway or roads surveyed and marked on
the public maps and now about to be given up to the north end which has never been practically
tested and never can be a seaport for large ships…
At the time the Mount Gambier to Beachport railway line was opened in 1878, Captain Underwood,
informed his fellow citizens, and those in authority in parliament, that ‘it was about 1841 or 1842 when
bound south in the good ship Governor Gawler of 15 tons, pressed near the coast by contrary winds, I
entered in the night’:
I saw it was a bay and remained there until daylight to examine its features, try the soundings for
anchorage (the water was very smooth) and I formed at once the idea that such a bay might be
made useful to settlers in the adjacent country for receiving stores and shipping wool…
Soon afterwards Captain Lipson was sent to examine minutely and report on its capabilities it
offered for the purposes I have named. His report was altogether unfavourable and mine
condemned and, at the time, I had to bear some wordy abuse for my crude opinions; and at the
time Guichen Bay was becoming a rival and received all the favours and attention of the
government at that period. Nevertheless, I stood up for Rivoli Bay.
I built a store there for the reception of goods… I planted a family therein charge of my venture
whose name has been honourably mentioned in the recent speeches at the Mount (Mrs Smith). I
met encouragement from the settlers and made a number of trips with stores bringing the wool
back in season. But I had to contend with the prejudices of those in high stations and there were
no facilities of any kind to forward my views, and that connected with mishaps and one fatal
shipwreck forced me to give up my project at great loss and for the time Rivoli Bay was
abandoned. Time has tooled on; changed in opinions of men in power have taken place and
Rivoli Bay, now ‘Beachport’, looms out prominently as a port in South Australia. I feel gratified at
such an issue as it has justified my humble opinion at that early period in our history…
Southwark - It was laid out in 1881 by James Phillips, doctor, and George Crooks Shierlaw, draper, on section
1, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Thebarton. The name comes from London, and derives from the
Anglo-Saxon suthgeweorg - an earthwork made to defend the southern approach to London Bridge. Rodney
Cockburn wrote of the 1878 Annual Report of the National Building Society which alluded to section 1
‘becoming the centre of important suburban works and manufactures, it has been named Southwark.’
A photograph of the Foreman family is in the Observer, 14 February 1925, page 31.
Souttar, Point - On Yorke Peninsula North-West of Warooka. Captain Hutchinson, RN, named it after John
Souttar (ca.1838-1914) who married Joanna Wynne Daly, the Governor’s daughter. (See Dart, Point)
Sowden Hill - Rodney Cockburn does not give its location but says it was named by Price Maurice after Sir
William J. Sowden (1858-1943), long-time editor of the Register newspaper, one of its proprietors and ‘one
of the most brilliant journalists Australia has produced, the many patriotic movements with which he has
been associated entitle him to a much more prominent place in the geographical nomenclature of South
Australia.’
Spains Crossing - (See Tundroo)
Spalding - In 1876, part section 393 was subdivided into fifteen allotments by its owner, W.E. Lunn, who
was born in Spalding, Lincolnshire, England, in 1842 - it translates as ‘place of the descendants of Spalda’;
another source says it derives from spa, referring to a spring of chalybeate water in the town’s market
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place. He arrived in the Francis Ridley, in 1850, and was drowned in Porter Lagoon on 3 October 1876. (See
Porter Lagoon)
In historical notes compiled by the Rev W. Gray it is stated that the land around Spalding was
occupied by the following sheep runs - Bungaree, Bundaleer, Booboorowie, Canowie and Hill
River. In about 1869 the land was thrown open for selection. Mr Hugh McCallum (an early
selector in the district) and his brother-in-law, Mr Hopping, were the first to grow wheat in the
district.
Mr Hopping bought the three cornered section where old Spalding still stands, and on which the
hotel is built. Five acres of the section were sold to Mr Lunn (of Clare) who opened a store and
kept the post office. This was a great convenience, as hitherto the people had to go to Clare to
secure their mails.
Mr Lunn subdivided his property into building sites. Mr J.H. Angas subdivided part of section 349
into quarter-acre lots, also. John McLeod, the tailor, had two blocks facing the road that runs
south to the Broughton bridge. An eating house was conducted by Mrs McLeod.
On the third block further south, the settlers built a schoolhouse. North of McLeod’s property a
man named McPhail had a saddler’s shop, and on the road that leads to Yakilo Creek and the
present railway terminus Mr Hallett had his blacksmith’s shop. This constituted the village of
Spalding in 1880.
Mr Lunn was subjected to innuendos from some citizens who accused him of trading illegally; he responded
to his accusers in 1875:
Whereas some evil disposed citizens have maliciously circulated reports… that I sell grog on the
sly at my branch store… I give notice that if such reports are continued I shall take proceedings
against the suspected circulators thereof.
Its school opened in 1877 - this information from the Department of Education is disputed by a report in
1881 which said ‘there is no school at Spalding, provisional or otherwise’:
During 1877 a provisional school was opened at a place called Boree, a distance of over three
miles from Spalding; the same was discontinued during 1879; since then and up to a week ago a
female teacher has been officiating (provisionally) at a place over six miles from Spalding called
Hacklin’s Corner… (Editor’s note - We learn from the Inspector-General that the school at
Hacklin’s Corner is known in the Education Office as Spalding and that he was not aware that it is
so far away from the township…) (See Yakilo)
Photographs of the school are in the Observer, 27 April 1929, page 36, of a social and dance on 7 June 1913,
page 31, of the town in the Chronicle, 23 January 1916, page 28, of the opening of a convent on
7 May 1921, page 26, of a polo gymkhana in the Observer, 25 February 1928, of a cricket team in the
Chronicle, 9 May 1935, page 34, of a tennis team on 6 June 1935, page 34, of a football team on 29 August
1935, page 37, 17 October 1935, page 36.
Spalding Cove, on Eyre Peninsula, was named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a town in
Lincolnshire.
Spear Creek - West of the Flinders Ranges, near Port Augusta and where Aborigines attacked and speared
cattle.
Spec, Mount - (See James Winter, Mount)
Speirsville - A 1920 subdivision of part section 87, Hundred of Adelaide, by Harry Watson (1861-1950), clerk
of Plympton; now included in Plympton. It was bounded by Marion Road, Bay Road (now Anzac Highway),
the Glenelg tramline and Clayton Avenue and including Turner Avenue, Mabel Street and Evered Street now Lincoln Avenue).
Spence, Hundred of - In the County of Robe, proclaimed on 15 April 1886. John B. Spence, MLC (1881-1887),
born in Melrose, Scotland, in 1825, came to South Australia with his parents in the Palmyra in 1839. In 1864,
he became the first manager for the English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, a position he held for
fourteen years. He died at Glenelg in 1902 and is buried at Brighton.
Spencer Gulf - Named by Matthew Flinders on 20 March 1802 after Rt. Hon. George John, the Earl of
Spencer, President of the Board of Admiralty. In 1909, it was reported that it was about five years ‘since the
discoverer’s lease in connection with the valuable marine fibre deposits on the east shore of Spencer’s Gulf
[near] Tickera was granted to Mr S.H. Manners, a blacksmith…’ Baudin called it Golfe de la Melomanie
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(‘Music Mania Gulf’), while on Freycinet’s published charts it is Golfe Bonaparte. Cape Spencer has the same
derivation; on Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Pointe Mornay.
Spenderville - An 1859 subdivision of part section 240, Hundred of Adelaide, by Job Spender; now included
in Parkside - according to Rodney Cockburn he offered three allotments ‘for the purpose of a school house
in “the village of Unley.” The gift was declined on account of the locality of the land not being central
enough.’ Born in Wiltshire, England, on 20 March 1815, he arrived in 1850 and established himself as a
builder and architect. He died at Maylands on 9 March 1886.
Spicer Flat - Near Moonta, recalls Edward Henry Spicer and Edward Spicer, who owned four sections of land
adjoining the Moonta, Yelta, Mid-Moonta and Wheal James Mines. The name appears, also, on official maps
adjacent to section 19, Hundred of Koolywurtie and Edward Spice (sic) is recorded as taking out an
occupation licence on Yorke Peninsula on 1 July 1847.
Spike Gully - (See Barossa & Victoria)
Spilsby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802. John (later
Sir John) Franklin, a midshipman on the Investigator was born in Spilsby, Lincolnshire, derived from the Old
Norman spillir - a nickname for a ‘waster’ and by - a part of England where Scandinavians settled.
Spoonbill Swamp - On section 58, Hundred of Landseer, named by Prof. W. D. Williams in 1982 on account
of the abundance of spoonbill birds on the swamp.
Spotted Schist Pass - In the North Flinders Ranges. Metamorphic rock was encountered when a track was
made there in 1969.
Sprigg - In August 1972, the name Sprigg Inlet was proposed by Dr. Daly, Geology and Mineralogy
Department of University of Adelaide, for a small inlet between Cuttlefish Bay and Snapper Point on
Kangaroo Island in honour of R.C. Sprigg, the geologist, who mapped the area in 1953. However, the
Geographical Names Board adopted a policy of not naming geographical features after living persons except
in exceptional circumstances but, strangely, the name appears in official records.
Mount Sprigg, North-West of Manna Hill, was named after Henry L. Sprigg (1821-1882) and brothers who,
with Phillip Levi, held several pastoral leases in the district from 1856.
Sprigg Bluff - (See Manna Hill & Oulnina)
Spring - The Spring Creek School, south of Wilmington, situated about one kilometre from the Terka railway
siding; was opened in 1893 and became ‘Terka’ in 1941; it closed in 1955. (See Willowie)
The Spring Creek copper mine, ‘11 miles N from Melrose’, was worked from circa 1860, while, in 1868, the
Spring Creek Smelting Works ‘commenced operations and are likely (says our Melrose correspondent) to
prove a success, several tons of copper having already been sent to the Port for shipment.’ Photographs of
the creek are in the Chronicle, 13 June 1935, page 33.
Rodney Cockburn lists a Spring Creek without location and says it was named by E.J. Eyre from the
circumstance of a fine spring of water being found about halfway up it and ‘where a big Government water
conservation scheme may be constructed.’
On 2 June 1861, three opening sermons were preached in the Spring Grove Chapel, Meadows:
On the following day tea was provided… Suitable addresses were delivered by Messrs Thorpe,
Gadd, Jones, Burton and Hickman and responded to by liberal contributions… (The laying of the
foundation stone of a Wesleyan Chapel ‘to be called ‘Prospect Hill Chapel’ was reported in the
Chronicle, 4 October 1873.)
The Spring Head School near Mount Torrens was opened by William Strempel in 1868 and closed in 1877.
In 1873 it was said that, ‘Applications Preliminary - Berthold D. Lange, Springhead Farm.’ The school was
opened on March 10 and there was an average attendance which, it was hoped, would increase.’
Spring Hill School in the Hundred of Bonney; opened in 1908 it became ‘Waltowa’ in 1945; it closed in
1947.
Spring Hut Creek was a small settlement about 3 km North-East of Robertstown.
Springbank - Near Mitcham. The name comes from either Berwickshire or Staffordshire and was given to a
subdivision of part sections 259-60, Hundred of Adelaide, by Marshall MacDermott in 1849; now included
in Panorama. The land agent described it as lying ‘about four miles to the south and can be reached by half
a dozen roads. Each allotment is partly enclosed, containing from 5 to 10 acres of rich cultivated land from
which a fine view of the sea is enjoyed.’
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In 1858, the Primitive Methodists ‘opened for divine worship a new chapel [near Burra?) at Springbank…
on Sunday, March 21 when two sermons were preached to crowded congregations… On the following
Tuesday a public tea meeting was held, the expense of which was borne by Messrs Berriman, Holmes,
Boscence and Howe…’
The Springbank School, near Burra, opened in 1860 and closed in 1888. The refusal of a school licence for
Springbank, near Yankalilla, was reported in the Register, 10 December 1864.
Spring Cart Gully - The railway station between Renmark and Barmera, 5 km east of Glossop, was said to
have been named because Captain Charles Sturt abandoned a cart there. This nomenclature is taken from
a Presidential address given by John Lewis at a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society (SA Branch) in
1917; unfortunately, the source is not quoted. No mention is made in RGS Vol 17, page 105 or the South
Australian Gazette of 1 September 1838 of trouble with a cart during Sturt’s overlanding of cattle. Similarly,
no specific account of a like event is mentioned in his journal or Daniel Brock’s diary of Sturt’s 1844-46
exploration.
John Lewis’s father was a member of Sturt’s 1844 exploration party and, if the published nomenclature is
to be believed, we must accept that the alleged incident was conveyed, verbally, from father to son. In his
History of South Australia, the Reverend John Blacket says:
[Sturt’s 1844] expedition was provided with eleven horses, thirty bullocks, four drays, a spring
cart, 200 sheep and a supply of provisions for twelve months. The party also took a boat 22 ft.
long. The explanation was that some were of the opinion that in the interior of Australia there
was an inland sea.
In a Journal of an Experimental Trip by the ‘Lady Augusta’ on the River Murray, by James Allen, junior, it is
said that ‘this gully was named by Captain Sturt, in his exploratory voyage down the Murray, from him
having to leave his spring-cart there…’ However, Allen’s statement is suspect as to authenticity because
there is no primary source evidence to show Sturt in possession of such a cart while traversing what is,
today, the South Australian part of the River Murray. Its Aboriginal name was wilapananggalu, a site for
variegated flints and ochres - wilapa - ‘red ochre’ and langgalu - ‘swamp’.
Springfield - The Adelaide suburb takes its name from a house of the same name built in 1842 by Charles
Burton Newenham (1794-1887). Springfield Ltd created it in 1927 on part sections 891-92 and 1090-91,
Hundred of Adelaide, when they declared, in 1928, that it was Adelaide’s most perfect suburb:
Gently undulating, finely elevated and magnificently wooded green sward with its pretty winding
and well-made tree bordered roadways (with no unsightly poles to mar their sylvan charm), its
meandering creeklets spanned by rustic stone bridges, its quaint old English street lamps and
name signs, its wealth of verdant foliage, its abundant bird life, its surpassingly lovely vistas of
sea and landscape and its protective background of rolling hills.
By far the most momentous announcement made for some time in the real estate world of
Adelaide is that concerning the new residential community of Springfield … Conscientiously
aiming at a higher aesthetic standard of suburban development we have taken infinite trouble in
the creation of a self-contained residential community in which exceptional beauty of
environment will encourage all that is best in domestic architecture and garden design…
The name Springfield was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 1102, Hundred of Gilbert, and dates back
to 1850, when a hotel called the ‘Australia Arms’, about 2 km north of the present day town of Marrabel,
was kept by James Wisdom on section 1103, Hundred of Waterloo; it was licensed from 28 March 1850.
Rodney Cockburn says this name was imported from Surrey, England.
In 1861, there was a report on a ‘Murder at Springfield’, near Gawler, while in the Observer of 17 May 1856
tenders were called for the erection of a Bible Christian Chapel at ‘Springfield, Dirty Light, six miles above
Hamilton’ (the advertisement mentions ‘Mr Rollings, Springfield Farm’.) See Register, 29 April 1865 and 26
April 1869 where mention is made of ‘the property of Mr Warren, known as Springfield.’
There was a Springfield School, near Nairne, opened by Anne Mills in 1879; it closed in 1903. The name
‘Springfield’ occurs, also, in Ireland and Scotland. Springfield Estate - (See McCords Estate)
Springs - A subdivision of part section 102, Hundred of Clare, by Thomas Ninnes (1813-1894) in 1886; it lies
south of Clare. (See Ninnes, Hundred of) He named it after his property ‘Spring Farm’, at Sevenhill. In 1863,
he was a trustee of the Wesleyan Church at Stanley Flat. A school anniversary was reported on 1 May 1858.
The settlement was known, also, as Spring Town:
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We branched off and had a look at Springtown [sic] where several small settlers have taken up
land. Mr E. Noble has four or five acres of orchard, principally apples. Adjoining… three Poles
have each a small block…
Springton - Rodney Cockburn records that the town was so named because J.H. Angas conducted the
‘Springs Dairy’ in the district. Charles Edward Tidemann (1836-1895) laid it out in 1864 on sections 600-601,
Hundred of Jutland, 10 km North-East of Mount Pleasant.
In 1865, the first matches held by the ‘Coursing Club were continued on Saturday’:
The ground gone over was in some paddocks belonging to Mr W. Gilbert at South Rhine… and
also some land of Mr Forrest in the same neighbourhood. There was an excellent supply of fur
and some excellent courses were run, most being in full sight of the spectators. The hares were
shy owing to a great measure of noise made by the onlookers and the manner in which some
rode over the ground…
Its post office, opened in 1863 by R.C. Gregory, closed on 9 December 1979. Its school opened in 1868.
A photograph of the opening ceremony of the hall is in the Chronicle, 4 January 1908, page 27.
Springvale - Near Kanmantoo. On 30 November 1856 the Sabbath school anniversary in connection with
the Primitive Methodists was held at Springvale.
The next day there was a tea meeting the materials for which were most amply furnished by the
German families in the neighbourhood… In the evening there was a meeting on behalf of total
abstinence of which Mr Henry T. Scarfe… gave an address, at the close of which 21 persons
signed the pledge.
Springy Vale - (See Reeves, Point)
Square Mile - Three kilometres South-East of Mount Gambier, so named because an early survey occupied
a square mile. In 1870/71, the school was conducted by Chas. Galle with 67 enrolled pupils; it opened in
1865 and closed in 1958.
In 1867, it was reported that ‘a letter was received from Mr J.L. Ruwoldt on behalf of the trustees of the
new school house at Square Mile requesting that a condition might be introduced into the declaration of
trust to the effect that it is essential that the teacher of such school should be competent to teach in both
the German and English language…’ (See Willochra)
Square Waterhole - An opinion on its eating-place, near modern-day Mount Compass, was given in 1865:
The bus for Port Elliot was to start at six o’clock in the morning [and we were informed] that a
cup of coffee would be found at Square Waterhole. This information was not very encouraging,
for I had some years since tried the extent of the capabilities of that renowned house of call for
entertaining strangers, and I confess the prospect of breaking there was not a very cheering
one… On arriv[al] breakfast was provided, such as it was. Muddy coffee without milk - if coffee it
might be called which was nearly all chicory - cold, underdone beef, heavy bread and soapy
cheese constituted the repast… (See Compass, Mount)
Squaretown - An 1876 subdivision of sections 57 and 73, Hundred of Pirie, by William Square,
Superintendent of Water Works, Port Pirie; now included in Port Pirie South. (See Humbug Town)
Squire, Hundred of - In the County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 8 March 1894 in memory of Edward Squire,
Deputy Postmaster-General; born on 29 September 1837, he died at Adelaide on 7 October 1893.
Stamford Hill - In the Hundred of Lincoln, named by Matthew Flinders on 25 February 1802 after a town in
Lincolnshire, derived from the Œ stanfordbrycg - ‘stony ford’. Lady Franklin dedicated a monument to
Matthew Flinders on the hill in 1841 and she and her daughter brought it to South Australia from Hobart in
the Abeona. Captain Blackburn, the master, with two others, set it on the summit of the hill. The obelisk
was refaced with marble in 1866 and a new tablet affixed.
A bronze plaque reproducing the same inscription was placed on top of the marble one and unveiled on 9
March 1934. A common error found in secondary sources is the understandable reliance on the wording on
the original plaque for ascertaining the obelisk’s year of completion, often cited as 1842, whereas it was
not finished until 1844. The original marble slab is in the SA Maritime Museum.
Standish Valley - On section 262, Hundred of Jellicoe, recalls Thomas Standish, who once held the land.
Born in England, in 1802, he died at Truro in 1902.
Stanley - The County of Stanley was proclaimed on 2 June 1842 and the Hundred of Stanley, County of
Stanley, on 7 August 1851, recall Lord Stanley (1802-1869), Secretary of State for the Colonies, who
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sponsored a bill in the House of Commons in 1842 to make further advances to South Australia to enable it
to meet its liabilities.
Rodney Cockburn places Stanley Bridge ‘in the Mount Lofty Ranges’ and says it honours John Stanley who
died at Grunthal in 1854 - his daughter opened it. The Express of 30 August 1879, page 2d describes it as a
‘quiet little township…’ near Grunthal mine. (See Grunthal & Mount Stanley)
In an article in The Lasting Hills the author says:
Verdun’s [formerly Grunthal] hotel, the Stanley Bridge, was licensed in 1853, over twenty years
before the township was founded. It would have been a travellers; stop-over for those
journeying between Balhannah and Bridgewater.
Stanley Flat, three kilometres NNE of Clare, does not have any official sanction as a place name, but was
applied to the country surrounding section 117, Hundred of Clare, granted to Thomas Ashby (ca.1825-1899)
in May 1850, who transferred portion of it for Wesley Methodist Church purposes in 1857. The local school
was opened in 1861 by Henry Walker; it closed in 1970.
In January 1907, the annual race gathering instituted by the Clare Racing Club was held on the Stanley Flat
Racecourse about four miles from the township:
In the early days the sport was conducted on a flat at Bungaree, but of late years the racing has
taken place on the present site. As usual a fair number attempted to motor… Some of the cars
came through in splendid style, while others broke down and still more underwent exciting
experience…
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of a memorial hall is in the Chronicle, 15 July 1922, page
28.
A subdivision of Stanley was made on part section 253, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Parkside.
Henry Smith Cooper of Fullarton laid it out in 1877. It is a common place name in England and Scotland.
Stanley Tableland in the Far North, was named by Christopher Giles of the overland telegraph party in
November 1870 after his brother, Stanley Giles ‘of the National Bank’, who died at Nuriootpa on 5 January
1877.
Stansbury - In 1846, the immediate area was known as ‘Oyster Bay’ and given, also, to a sheep run taken
up by Alfred Weaver. The town of Stansbury, 26 km South-East of Minlaton, proclaimed on 31 July 1873,
was named by Governor Musgrave after a friend. (See Julia, Port)
The laying of the foundation stone for the Public School was reported in the Register on
30 October 1877, page 6c - it opened in 1878.
A jetty was erected there in 1877 but, by 1905, deemed to be obsolete, so a new structure was built, the
original being retained for recreational purposes but, gradually, it fell into disrepair and, in 1941, was used
as target practice by military personnel.
In 1882, it was reported that ‘the present arrangement - two mails per steamer - occasioned too much
delay in obtaining or sending replies to letters, the existing overland mail being only an annoyance, as letters
might as well lie in Adelaide until the steamer left than send on by it, bearing the impress of fourteen post
offices on it…’
In November 1886, Mr T.N. Stephens, appointed to enquire into the validity of the claims of Mr Fraser to
the discovery of an oyster bed near Stansbury, said:
There is no doubt that the bed claimed by Mr Fraser was set up by Mr Moore… simply a
rediscovery and not a discovery as the Act provides for reward… [his] claim to a discoverer’s
licence was made in good faith. (See Orontes Bank)
Photographs are in the Observer, 18 November 1905, page 30, 23 February 1907, page 32, 30 December
1911, page 32, 26 June 1926, page 33, 21 January 1928, page 35, of the opening of the jetty on 22 July 1905,
page 25, of the opening of the Institute on 16 April 1910, page 30, of the football team in the Chronicle, 26
October 1907, page 30, Observer, 5 October 1912, page 32, Chronicle, 12 November 1936, page 38, of the
Adelaide Cement Works at Farquhar Jetty on 26 June 1926, page 39, 6 June 1929, page 36,
of Mr A.H. Sprigg and his shark catch on 31 March 1928, page 42, of the salt industry at Mallee Lake on
10 May 1934, page 32.
Stanvac, Port - In 1958, when the name was first suggested it was refused approval and ‘Port Parnanga’,
Aboriginal for ‘autumn rain’, was recommended for adoption. The government interceded and, in its
wisdom, decided on ‘Port Stanvac’, the name of the ship that surveyed the refinery’s discharging point off
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Hallett Cove. ‘Stanvac’ comes from ‘Standard Vacuum Oil Co’, the proprietors of the refinery. On 26 March
1958 the government announced that a petroleum refinery was to be constructed; work commenced in
1961 and it was opened by Sir Thomas Playford on 10 May 1963; it closed in 2003. (See Morphett &
Parnanga, Port)
Staplehurst - A subdivision of part section 1107, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Ephraim Teakle, storekeeper
of Port Adelaide, circa 1853; now included in Exeter. He was born, circa 1817, in Gloucestershire and arrived
in the Katherine Stewart Forbes in 1837. The name comes from Kent, England, and derives from the Œ
stapol - ‘a stake, an upright post’. (See Davies Town)
Starkville - A 1914 subdivision of part sections 163-64, Hundred of Pirie, by William Stanley Stark; now
included in Port Pirie South.
Staughton - A mining village 5 km south of Kanmantoo on Special Survey, section 2001, County Sturt. The
village was not surveyed, but is shown on a plan dated 24 October 1856 as being located North-West of
‘Saint Ives’ on Nairne Creek. The name comes from England where it is a variant of ‘Stockton’ and means ‘a
homestead built of logs’.
Steedwick - The State Records Office has a plan of a subdivision of this name applicable to section 111,
Hundred of Alma.
Steelton - North-East of Marrabel, recalls Andrew Steele of ‘The Royal Oak’, Tothill Creek, who subdivided
section 1024, Hundred of Waterloo, and section 1023, Hundred of Saddleworth, in 1858. Born in Northern
Ireland in 1817, he arrived in the William Nichol in 1840 and died at Steelton on 13 February 1891. Its post
office opened in September 1861.
On 3 February 1866, a meeting was held at the Steelton Hotel ‘to elect officers and make arrangements for
the races’:
Judge, Mr C. Martin; Starter, Mr B. Watts; Stewards, Messrs D. Murphy, M. Gillick, R. Davison, M.
Connelly; Clerk of the Course, Mr T. Kilderry…
Information on a proposed school was published in 1863; it opened in 1865 and closed in 1879. (See Royal
Oak)
Steinau - A German name applied to a school in Flaxman Valley; opened in 1870 it closed in 1872. In 1871
it was conducted by Charles F. Otto with 51 enrolled pupils.
Steinfeld - In the Hundred of Anna, 19 km NNE of Truro, is a German word meaning ‘stone field’. It was
Stonefield from 1918 until 13 November 1986 when the name was restored. The suggestion of ‘Burnta’,
Aboriginal for ‘stone’, was rejected by the government in 1918. St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutheran Church
is the only existing building in the locality and is still in use and the associated cemetery is well maintained.
People bearing the name Steinart (the name believed by local people to be the source of the name
Steinfeld) are buried here, as are others of German descent. Tombstones are inscribed in German script
and numerous birthplaces listed are in Germany.
An examination of Lands Department records revealed that land, totalling 527 acres, in the vicinity of the
church, was selected by William Steinert on 12 April 1881 under Credit Agreement Number 13494. In a
letter dated 30 March 1885, William Steinert, who gave his address as Steinfeld, requested that the
Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration grant two acres of this land, being the portion on which the
church is located (section 252c, Hundred of Anna) to the Trustees of the Lutheran Congregation of Steinfeld
(as it was then known) for the erection of a chapel. (See Stonefield)
The District Council advised that local people believed that the name Steinfeld should be ‘Steinert’s Field’
(after William Steinert), as opposed to being a descriptive name.
The school at Steinfeld was one of the 49 German private schools ordered to be closed by the
Education Act Amendment Act of 1916. On 30 June 1917, the school was closed, and, on 1 July
Cyril S. Foale, was appointed to conduct [it] as a departmental school, Class IX. The school has
been conducted in a rented building ever since, until the erection of the present new building.
Towards the end of 1957 the Head Teacher drew attention to the condition of the old building
and urged that a new one be built. He was supported by the District Inspector. Approval was
soon given for a departmental building to be erected, and a site of two acres was purchased from
Mrs Koch, who kindly offered to permit the new building to be erected before the transfer of the
land was actually finalised. (See Stonefield)
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Stein Hill - A trig station south of Burra. James Stein (ca.1804-1877), who held surrounding country under
occupation licence as early as 1839 following his arrival overland from New South Wales. (See Burra) Later,
he helped to advance the pastoral industry in the South-East, where he ‘fell on hard times’:
I may state here that Mr Stein has been one of our oldest Magistrates, and I do believe, arrived
here many years ago with the Police Magistrate of Melbourne (Captain Evelyn P.S. Sturt). The
pound yards [Stein was the pound-keeper] are at The Springs (Mr Leake’s station) ten miles from
the township. Inspector Tolmer told George Glen, JP and John Riddoch, JP, he had met Stein at
Mount Gambier and that his clothes were almost threadbare.
This was about the time of the farewell to Donald Black and ‘Mac of the Schank’[John McIntyre]
and David Power; all of whom had sold their stations to Charles B. Fisher and Company. It was
arranged that to save Stein’s pride a suit should be tailored for him, by his former tailor at Mount
Gambier, who knew his measurements - the suit to be of the best cloth available.
This suit was to be placed in the window of the tailor’s shop in Commercial Street, when it was
finished. Messrs Glen and Riddoch arranged to meet Stein nearby, and when they passed the
shop they commented on the suit for sale. George Glen bet the others £5 that the suit would fit
him better than either of his friends. Riddoch and Stein both accepted the wager.
The suit was tried on, and of course only fitted Stein, both the other men being much larger. Stein
was declared the winner of the £5, and the owner of the suit, not knowing it had been made for
him by the kindness of his companions. In later years he was befriended by George Glen who
provided him with a hut and rations at Mayurra.
He died at Mount Gambier in 1877.
Stenhouse Bay - Fifty kilometres South-West of Warooka. Andrew Stenhouse was one of the principals of
the Permasite Manufacturing Co. Pty Ltd, the lessee of land north of Cape Spencer for gypsum harvesting
and builder of a jetty there in 1913. (See Inneston) Photographs are in the Chronicle, 11 October 1924, page
40.
Its school opened as ‘Marion Bay’ in 1919; name changed in 1933 and closed in 1974. The area was known
by the Aborigines as malkabalban (sometimes recorded as kalkapalpa) - malka - ‘white limestone’- balban
- a ‘hole’ or ‘cave.’
Stenness - The name of a post office in Esmond Road, Port Pirie, suggested by the Town Clerk of Port Pirie
in 1921. The name comes from the Orkney Islands, Scotland, and derives from the Old Norman steinn ‘stone cape’.
Stephens Creek - East of County Derby, recalls Dr J.R. Stephens, who held pastoral lease no. 26 (Glen
Warwick) South-West of Lake Frome from 1880. (See Eukaby)
Stephenston - A town in the Hundred of Palmer, 10 km north of Bruce, proclaimed on 17 July 1879, ceased
to exist on 11 May 1961. Its post office operated from November 1879 until 1904. Information on the
opening of a school was reported in 1881; it closed in 1915 while, in 1883, it was suggested that:
Steps [should] be taken to again bring the matter of the impassable state of the Stephenston and
Quorn road before the proper authorities [and] the advisability… to build a footbridge over the
Willochra, so as to enable mail to be carried in flood time…
It was named by Governor Jervois, and probably honours Robert Stephenson (1803-1859), a civil engineer;
the famous ‘Rocket’ steam engine was built under his supervision. He became a Member of Parliament, in
1847, and rarely spoke except on engineering matters. (See Brassey)
The area was judged to be capable of supporting a population far in excess of its actual ability. Today, the
only evidence of close settlement is a solitary grave, which is said to be that of a colourful character, who
gained for himself the title of ‘Moonlight Scott’.
Stepney - George Muller hailed from Stepney, England, where his father conducted the ‘Maid and Magpie
Hotel’ and, in 1850, created the ‘Village of Stepney’ out of section 259, Hundred of Adelaide, when he
advertised it as ‘adjoining the Maid and Magpie Hotel’:
[It] is daily becoming more valuable on account of its proximity to town and the College and
splendid water from 13 to 20 feet, with the Second Creek running through it.
The name derives from the Anglo-Saxon stebenhithe; stebb - ‘a stump of a tree’. It was probably a wharf
with a stump to which ships were moored. The Eastern Suburban Cricket Club was formed in 1861 with
Lavington Glyde, President, Perry Wells, Vice-President, Mr Morton, Treasurer, W. Hughes, Secretary, when
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arrangements were made to practice on ‘Shipster’s Section’ which had been ‘kindly placed at the disposal
of the committee by Mr Fenn.’
Its headquarters for the first two years was the Maid and Magpie Hotel and later the Kent Town Hotel.
Matches were played in Kent Town and College Town and on a piece of land known as ‘The Green’ at the
southern end of Elizabeth Street, where ‘after some hours of diligent scraping, cutting and levelling a pitch
was cleared…’; it was here that players assembled in ‘the orthodox tall hat’ and where play commenced
generally at nine a.m. - invariably the losing team was obliged to pay for either a luncheon or tea in the
evening.
Woodheap depredations were a frequent occurrence in the district and James R. Borthwick, of Stepney,
published this plaintive plea in 1879:
[They] are becoming so general and are of such frequent occurrence in our neighbourhood that it
is high time for some united action to be taken. No amount of police surveillance could entirely
stop the nuisance over such a large district.
It remains then for householders either to form vigilance committees or to take individual
action. I have adopted the latter course lately and should any of my nocturnal visitors have their
families decimated, or any of their limbs blown off, they may have themselves to thank.
Scattered indiscriminately through my wood pile are carefully prepared billets of wood highly
charged with dynamite and only distinguishable from others by marks known to myself and
family… Formerly they were contented with stray pieces of chopped wood; then their ideas
gradually expanded to larger logs, and now if none is ready they take away the wood axe.
During the past week or two no less than seventeen of my neighbours have lost their axes… My
axe went last Thursday night and on Friday morning I had to try at three of my neighbours before
I could borrow one, and that was only preserved by being thoughtfully chained to the dog kennel
overnight.
Then on Saturday, as all the portable wood had gone, these too-practical jokists borrowed my
wheelbarrow for the conveyance of timber and have not as yet returned it. I shall look forward
with fiendish joy to the first accounts in your columns of the mutilation of my enemies.
Stevenson Creek - In the North-West, named by Ernest Giles on 27 September 1873 after George Stevenson
of Melbourne, a contributor to the expedition’s funds. On 30 March 1860, John McD. Stuart applied the
same name to a stream north of Lake Eyre in honour of Charles Edward Stevenson, a partner of the firm
‘Hunter and Stevenson’, who arrived in the Hindoo in 1848. The railway station on the Marree-Alice Springs
line had its name changed to ‘Mount Rebecca’ in 1943.
Steventon Estate - A subdivision of sections 5500 and 5628-29, Hundred of Yatala, by John Stevens (18161871) circa 1853.
In 1855, it was reported that ‘a public tea meeting was held at Steventon in commemoration of the
anniversary of the Congregational Chapel. Between 300 and 400 persons sat down to tea, the tables having
been supplied with much taste and liberality. A public meeting, numerously attended, was held
subsequently, W. Peacock, MP, being elected to the chair…’
The Steventon Post Office opened in 1851 and became ‘Tea Tree Gully’ circa 1871; its school was
conducted first in the Wesleyan Church; it opened in 1856 and closed circa 1874. In 1889, Peter D. Prankerd
extended Steventon Estate when he laid out Steventon on section 5629; they are now included in Tea Tree
Gully.
Stewart - Point Stewart, on Saint Peter’s Island, was named after an Engineer-in-Chief.
Stewart Range, in the Hundred of Marcollat in the South-East, recalls either Donald Stewart, a pioneer
pastoralist, who took out an occupation licence at ‘Reedy Creek’ on 20 January 1848 or John Stewart. (See
under Stewarts) The Stewart’s Range Post Office opened in April 1890. The school opened as ‘Stewart’s
Range’ in 1885; name changed in 1941 and closed in 1945.
The town of Stewarts, in the Hundred of Spence, about 16 km west of Naracoorte, was proclaimed as
‘Tryon’ on 29 April 1886, its present name being adopted on 19 September 1940. Situated on land held
under pastoral lease by John Stewart from 1851 - leases 159A and 164 known as ‘Messemurray’; it was
held, originally, under occupation licence by George Garrie from 20 January 1848 and by Garrie and his
partner, H. Ward, under pastoral lease no. 164 which they sold to John Stewart. (See Stewart Range, Garrie
Swamp & Messemurray)
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Stewart Well, on section 251, near Terowie, remembers Alexander Stewart, a pioneer pastoralist of the
1850s. He arrived in the Prince George, in 1838, and died at Glen Osmond on 25 December 1902.
Stickney Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group and named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802 after
a parish in Lincolnshire which is between two streams that are almost parallel for a long way and form a
kind of island; this peculiar situation suggests that the ‘island’ was called sticca - ‘the stick’. Joseph Sawyer
of Port Lincoln leased the island in 1885.
Stirling - The town in the Mount Lofty Ranges was laid out, circa 1854, by Peter D. Prankerd and Robert
Stuckey and commemorates Edward Stirling Snr, MLC, a personal friend of Mr Prankerd. It was known first
as Stirling East to avoid confusion with ‘Stirling North’. (See below)
It was advertised in the Register of 27 February 1854 when it was said to enjoy a ‘cooler and more
salubrious climate, one approximating to the Spring temperature of our native land.’ Examinations at the
Stirling East School were reported in 1863 and the opening of the Stirling district schoolroom in 1864.
In 1900, it was reported that ‘in a dingy little room, brightened by the smallest ray of sunlight’:
Two Justices of the Peace… sat for nearly six hours hearing a charge laid by Oswald Peterson of
Mount Lofty against Henry John Pink, one of the district councillors, of having occupied the
position of councillor when he was not entitled to fill it, inasmuch as 13 persons who voted at a
supplementary election were not entitled to vote…
A photograph of a memorial grotto erected to commemorate Trooper A.S. Page is in the Register, 26
January 1903, page 4f, 2 February 1903, page 4h, a gala day in aid of the Soldiers’ Fund in the Chronicle,
4 September 1915, page 27, of the Masonic lodge in The Critic, 25 November 1914, page 12, 22 December
1915, page 14, of a football team is in the Observer, 27 September 1924, page 31, 31 October 1925, page
34, of a Stirling West football team in the Register, 21 August 1928, page 10.
In 1883, the subdivision of Stirling West was advertised as 21 allotments where ‘life becomes worth living…
where the labour and troubles of the day are soon lost sight of and overshadowed by the serene loneliness
and peaceful quiet so soothing to the mind pining after rest.’
The Hundred of Stirling, County of Buckingham, proclaimed on 18 March 1886, honours Sir Lancelot
Stirling, MP and MLC and his brother Professor Edward Stirling, the sons of Edward Stirling Snr.
The northern town of Stirling at Minchin Well was laid out by Robert Barr Smith in 1859, and named after
Edward Stirling, his business partner for a few years in the firm that became Elder, Smith & Co. Lands
Department plans show two towns, Stirling North on section 10 and Stirling South on section 870, Hundred
of Davenport, 8 km east of Port Augusta, both laid out by R.B. Smith in 1859 - Rodney Cockburn attributes
the nomenclature of Stirling North to Gavin Young who, he says, laid it out in 1849, naming it after a place
of the same name in Scotland. In 1916, the Nomenclature Committee suggested the name be changed to
‘Catninga’, a creek flowing in the area. The name of the Stirling railway station was altered to ‘Stirling North’
in November 1951.
In 1871, it was reported that ‘the Stirling North Pound was opened… and a lot of goats were among the
first inmates. Nearly every family in the neighbourhood of Port Augusta and Stirling keeps a few goats, cows
being very rare indeed and anything but a pleasant feeling prevailed when the milk-producers were trotted
off to the fenced enclosure.’
Information on a school is in the Register, 13 September 1860; in 1872, it was conducted in a dwellinghouse by Isaac Coventry with 33 enrolled pupils. (See Minchin Well)
Today, in 2008, ‘often considered to be part of Port Augusta, Stirling North acts as a satellite town and
links the Spencer Gulf city’s power station with the main East-West rail link; it also provides the rail link to
Leigh Creek. It has a population of 350, compared with the 14,000 who live in Port Augusta; it also boasts
of a school, hotel, tennis courts and a golf course.’
Stirling Dam is north of Cockburn and honours J.L. Stirling who, with W.H. Horn, held seven pastoral leases
in the area including ‘Mundi-Mundi’ from 1862.
Stockade - A post office on section 3038, Hundred of Yatala, opened in 1902 and closed in November 1907
and a railway station adjacent to the Yatala Prison.
In 1854, it was reported that ‘the first batch of convicts, numbering 24, was dispatched from the gaol
yesterday afternoon to the new depot at Dry Creek’:
They occupied three of Messrs Sims and Hayter’s conveyances and although the conspicuous
mark of the broad arrow upon the prisoners was quite explanation enough for the initiated, a
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few simple individuals might have been persuaded that those whom they saw surrounded by the
imposing array and bristling bayonets of the guards and mounted police, were prisoners of war;
and truly some of the good people of Hindmarsh and Bowden looked as if the Russians had really
come at last…
In 1869, a prisoner spoke of his incarceration:
[I was] ironed… with a 14 lbs weight and… kept in them for three years and four months and was
expected to perform the amount of labour as those prisoners that wore no irons… I have
witnessed some of the heart-rending, cruel and arbitrary treatment practised upon unfortunate
prisoners and yet, strange to say, Mr Howell was allowed to starve prisoners and bayonet them…
On one occasion I have known Mr Howell to confine a poor prisoner in the solitary cells for six
months at one time for saying there was a bug in his tea. It was styled mutinous conduct. (See
Yatala)
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in February 1888, page 21.
Stockdale, Mount - On Kangaroo Island, recalls Robert Stockdale who, with Messrs B. and W.H. Taylor, was
lessee of Karatta station. Born in England, in 1835, he arrived in the Planter in 1858 and died in 1881. (See
Karatta)
Stockport - Laid out on section 1283, Hundred of Light, by Samuel Stocks (junior) (ca.1813-1850) in 1845,
five km ENE of Hamley Bridge. Its post office opened in 1851 and its school in 1858; the latter closed in
1978. He was born in Stockport, Cheshire, recorded in 1188 as stokeport - ‘a port for stock’. Anciently, it
was a post or port on the Roman Way from Manchester to Derby and ‘in the reign of Henry III it was erected
into a free borough by Robert de Stokeport.’
In 1849 the village was extolled: ‘To master teamsters, this township is particularly recommended as there
are two waterholes in the township - one never failing - which will be reserved for the benefit of the public.’
In 1862, it was said that ‘a great many of our neighbours are very sanguine to the commencement of
tobacco culture; or, at any rate, sufficient for home consumption’:
The present ruinous prices necessarily drive people to other shifts. As an illustration of this fact, I
enclose a small piece of tobacco grown and so far prepared, which is no discredit, considering it
is just newly made. It is surely consolation to some extent to be enabled to have a ‘friendly pipe’
of one’s own ‘cutting and drying’. (A very fair specimen of tobacco and creditable to the colony
as a commencement - Editor)…
In 1863, the somnolence of the village was disturbed when a strait-laced citizen found a copy of a book
titled Arabian Nights Entertainment on public display in the Institute Library. Accordingly, he took up his
pen and informed his fellow colonists that ‘instead of improving the mind and benefiting the soul [it is]
calculated to lead the mind astray and sink the soul to hell and for which you must stand accountable at
the bar of God…’ In an explanatory response the librarian confessed that the offending tome was his own
personal property and he had, to his chagrin, left it inadvertently on a library shelf. His fate is unknown!
Stockwell - An 1856 subdivision of section 208, Hundred of Moorooroo, by Samuel Stockwell, 8 km NorthEast of Nuriootpa. Apparently, he fell upon hard times for a newspaper report said that, by order of court
appointed trustees, his business, mortgaged to the extent of £100, together with other goods and chattels,
were to be sold by public auction. He died at Prospect in 1863, aged 78.
The site of this new township is generally admired as the most suitable and pleasant ever
selected. On the foot of a well timbered range… [it] offers a splendid view over the Light and
Para Plains covered with farms on a frequented road to the Duck Ponds, Truro and Moorundee
[sic]… This township by its natural position alone is sure to surpass any of the old townships
surrounding it within a distance of four to five miles.
Its school opened in 1867 and closed in 1971. (See Hansborough)
In 1901, the residents witnessed a novel sight when ‘all the country and hills, as far as the eye could see,
were covered with snow to a depth of several inches in the shallowest parts’:
The leaves of trees, roof, fences and other objects out of doors were all snow-clad… Everyone
was excited, and although it was the Sabbath many indulged in snowballing…
Photographs of the laying of the foundation stone of the Institute and its committee are in the Chronicle,
17 June 1911, page 31.
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Stockyard Creek - A railway station in the Hundred of Dalkey, 5 km South-East of Owen, was the site of a
station stockyard used by C.B. Fisher of the Hill River run. A post office was opened there in May 1880 by
F.G. Belcher; it closed on 15 January 1972. (See Bartleville)
Stockyards, The - Near section 1522, Hundred of Yankalilla.
When the country was in pastoral occupation, a stockyard was built there and gave the name to
the locality. When farmers settled in the district and the stockyard had disappeared, it seemed
inappropriate, and at a public meeting in 1859, the name of ‘Glenburn’ was adopted.
A roving reporter of 1851 said that ‘after ascending several hills we came to an open locality, called the
‘Stockyard’, so-called from having contained the stockyard of one of the stations of Messrs Jones. Mr
Randall uses it at present for his sheep. This locality is settled by some small proprietors and leaseholders.’
(See Delamere)
Stokes - According to Rodney Cockburn, Stokes Bay, on Kangaroo Island, 19 km NNW of Parndana, got its
name from the first mate of the Hartley that arrived in South Australia in October 1837 - ‘Stokes settled
there and resided on Kangaroo Island for many years.’ However, Henry Stokes (ca.1808-1898) was a sealer
who lived on the Island in pre-colonial days, while John Stokes is recorded as arriving at Kangaroo Island in
1817 and living at Stokes Bay.
The name appears first on Captain Douglas’ survey map of 1857 and, therefore, the latter explanation
appears to be the more logical source of the name than that proposed by Cockburn. The name occurs in
Hampshire, England. (See Smith Bay)
An informative letter appeared in 1883:
It will perhaps be of interest… to learn that John Stokes, of Stokes Bay, for whom a public
subscription was taken up a few weeks ago… is not the man who landed on Kangaroo Island in
1838 (sic) and who lived at Emu Bay till a year or two ago, when some neighbours [reported] that
he was in a starving condition. The Fairy steam launch was engaged by the Destitute Board and
medical assistance and provisions were sent expressly to him, but upon arrival it was found that
he did not want for food…
As he was very old he was persuaded to come up to Adelaide and become an inmate of the
Destitute Asylum. He did not like the confinement, though, and asked to be removed to the
Reformatory Hulk off the Semaphore… A few weeks ago he was stricken down with a paralysis
and removed to the Adelaide Hospital, whence, after a few days, he was returned to the
Infirmary at the Destitute Asylum… [Signed] Albert Molineux.
Rodney Cockburn says Stokes Corner was the name of the proposed terminus of a branch railway from
Poochera or Chandada Siding on the Cape Thevenard line and it marked the locality of a store conducted
by Edwyn Stokes who was born at Norwood.
The Hundred of Stokes, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 21 November 1878 and its school opened
in 1905 and closed in 1946; Stokes, a post office ‘near Port Lincoln’, 19 km WNW of Tumby Bay, opened in
April 1895. Stokes North School existed from 1939 until 1955.
Francis W. Stokes, MP (1878-1881), born in Kent, England, in 1832, arrived in the British Empire in 1850
when he undertook the management of a station for Messrs Anstey and Giles; later, he entered in to
partnership with Messrs A.W.T. and F.A. Grant and held ‘Coonatto Station’ - pastoral lease no. 122 ‘on the
Willochra’ from July 1851. Stokes Hill, south of Moockra, honours his name, also. He was ‘extremely
unselfish in his disposition and beyond representing the district of Mount Barker for three years… took no
part in public matters.’ He died in England in 1889.
Rodney Cockburn records Stokes Creek as being named by Charles Winnecke after the same gentleman its location was not given.
Stone - Stone Hill is west of Gawler and north of the river; its school opened in 1860. On 30 September
1866 the 11th anniversary of the Wesleyan Chapel was celebrated:
Mr Dawkins who has been a liberal supporter of the church from the beginning was called to
preside… There were some interesting and soul-stirring speeches delivered by Messrs Jones, J.
Jones, W. Cock, T. Manley, J.C. Wilkinson and Rev J.O. Millard…
Stone Hut was a subdivision of part section 3522, Hundreds of Booyoolie and Appila, 8 km north of Laura,
by Robert Hall, of Jamestown, and John Henderson, of Glen Osmond, in 1874. Samuel and Frederick White
took up a pastoral lease in the vicinity containing eighty-seven square miles in July 1851 (see Wirrabara)
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and a stone hut stood on the property for many years as an abode for shepherds and later a mail coach
station. Its school opened in 1877 and closed in 1967; a photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 15 June
1933, page 32.
Few modern travellers realise the history that lies behind the small town of Stone Hut, situated
on the Main North Road to Port Augusta, midway between Laura and Wirrabara. It nestles at the
foot of the Flinders Range, and is skirted by the Rocky River. Stone Hut was, in the coaching days,
destined to be an active centre, and one may still see on the old mile posts between Clare and
Port Augusta ‘so many miles to S’ the ‘S’ denoting Stone Hut.
This is a relic of the coaching days when the famous Cobb and Co. ran four-in-hand from Port
Augusta to Clare, carrying mails and passengers, for the convenience of the early squatters - long
before the surrounding fields of today were broken by the plough.
There are residents still living here who can well remember the sounding of the trumpet to
herald the approach of the coach through the winding bush track - dusty in summer, slippery and
boggy in winter. How those passengers longed for the sight of the old ‘Hut’, where horses were
changed and the billy boiled.
This stone hut, which contained four rooms with barred windows and chimneys as a protection
against hostile blacks, was built by the early squatters, whose own huts were only slab. As this
was the only stone one it was always referred to as the ‘stone hut’.
Mrs Long was the first white woman to land at Port Pirie in 1852… Women were carried ashore
on the backs of the sailors… Mr and Mrs Long then journeyed to what is now Wirrabara in a
bullock dray and built the chimney stack of the old Charlton mine… Mr Long also erected what
was known as the Stone Hut, 5½ miles south of Wirrabara, which has given its name to the
township there…
Interested readers are referred to Rodney Cockburn’s What’s in a Name at p. 206 for another version of its
nomenclature. Early reports refer to the ‘Saddleworth Hotel’, and an incipient township, as Stone Hut and
there was a ‘Stone Hut Station’ on Yorke Peninsula. (See Saddleworth & Marion Bay)
Stonefield - St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutheran Church is the only existing building in the locality and is still
in use and the associated cemetery is well maintained. People bearing the name Steinart (the name
believed by local people to be the source of the name Steinfeld) are buried here, as are others of German
descent. Tombstones are inscribed in German script and numerous birthplaces listed are in Germany. An
examination of Lands Department records revealed that land totalling 527 acres, in the vicinity of the
church, was selected by William Steinert on 12 April 1881 under Credit Agreement Number 13494.
In a letter dated 30 March 1885, William Steinert who gave his address as Steinfeld, requested that the
Commissioner of Crown Lands and Immigration grant two acres of this land, being the portion on which
the church is located (Section 252c, Hundred of Anna) to the Trustees of the Lutheran Congregation of
Steinfeld (as it was then known) for the erection of a chapel. (See Steinfeld)
In 1896, it was reported that ‘a petition signed by eight farmers resident in the Hundred of Anna asked that
section 291 be repurchased for use as an experimental farm’:
It was pointed out that a farm for such a purpose has been a long-felt want in that dry district,
where the farmers have to combat against many difficulties… The present owner, Mr F.P. Hilbig is
willing to sell… (See Steinfeld)
Stonhouse, Lake - Rodney Cockburn locates it on Yorke Peninsula and says it was named after Edward
Stonhouse (1845-1931), an overseer for Anstey and Giles and, later, a director of the SA Farmers’ Union.
Stony - Stony Gap School near Burra was opened by Robert Z. Jones in 1864, while in 1871:
The fostering care of the Education Board towards the children of this sparsely-peopled
neighbourhood for several years is exhibiting results of the right sort. The corner stone of a tworoomed school was laid on August 23rd in the presence of a number of friends from Kooringa,
Aberdeen, Copperhouse, Black Springs and the immediate locality… The land was given by Mr K.J.
Flower… The Wesleyans… will worship there until the population and requirements of the place
necessitate the building of a chapel…; it closed in 1928.
The post office opened, circa 1865, and closed in 1866. Stony Grove School near Mannum; opened in 1925
and closed in 1938.
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Stony Pinch was the name given to an old coach road between Overland Corner and Ral Ral, the trail of
which was blazed by Harry Brand. An 1891 map shows it as ‘Old Morgan-Wentworth Mail Road.’ (See Nilkra)
Stony Point School, near Dublin, opened in 1879 and closed in 1905.
Stonyfell - The suburb of takes its name from ‘Stonyfell House’, originally a bluestone cottage built by
Charles Edlin in 1838. Henry Septimus Clark purchased the property in 1858 and planted grape vines and,
in 1866, Joseph Crompton married Mr Clark’s sister and extended the vineyards. Other business interests
arising from the Crompton’s of ‘Stonyfell’ were Crompton and Sons Ltd and the Bunyip Soap Company.
In 1874, it was said that ‘twelve months ago the public were invited to subscribe towards the formation of
an association to be termed the Stonyfell Olive Company’:
After inspecting the infant olive plantation, the visitors spent half an hour in taking stock of the
wines in Mr Crompton’s cellar and tasting some of his choicer kinds. The proprietor has now by
him about 40,000 gallons belonging to various vintages…
Another version of its origin is in The Stonyfell Vineyards - 1858-1898:
Henry Clark was affianced to Annie Martin, who had come to South Australia with her parents in
1851, but unfortunately died just prior to the impending marriage. Her younger brother was
Henry Maydwell Martin, who later became the owner of Stonyfell Vineyards. Annie Martin was
familiar with the barren slopes known in England as Fells and she named Henry’s property on the
slopes of the barren hill, Stonyfell.
In 1908, it was said that ‘the Stonyfell Olive Co. has its groves about one mile south of Magill, adjoining
the Grange Vineyard’:
The area planted is 100 acres, the number of trees, 9,900, and it is by far the largest olive
plantation in the Southern Hemisphere… All the oil is sold in South Australia and the
neighbouring States, and it is likely in the future to also do a large export trade.
Sketches of Dunstan’s quarries are in the Pictorial Australian in August 1890, page 108, photographs are in
the Observer, 17 September 1921, page 30, 3 March 1923, page 38d.
The suburb of Stonyfell was laid out on part section 907, Hundred of Adelaide, by S.E. Antonas, Trim’s
Investments Ltd. and Greenhills Investments Ltd. in 1959, while the first subdivision in the immediate
vicinity was ‘Bonnie View’ in 1922. (See Clifton)
Stortford, Mount - South of Lake Gairdner, named by Stephen Hack in 1857 after a friend.
Storm Creek - In the Far North-West, named by Christopher Giles (1840-1917) in November 1870 on
account of a thunderstorm occurring there while his party was present. The Aborigines called it Ilowadna.
Stow, Hundred of - In the County of Stanley, proclaimed on 26 June 1862. Randolph Isham Stow, MP (18611875), born in Suffolk, in 1828, came to South Australia with his parents in 1837 and, in 1859, set up his
own legal practice and was one of the first three barristers in South Australia to be appointed as a Queen’s
Counsel. He was Attorney-General in three ministries and, in 1864, brought down the Ayers’ Government
with a no confidence motion, but was then unable to form a cabinet. For a brief time he was a judge and
his forensic skills ‘had never been surpassed in Australia.’
Stradbroke Estate - A 1914 subdivision of part section 294, Hundred of Adelaide, by Walter F. Walkley; now
included in Rostrevor. In 1840, Thomas Astbury Forrest (ca.1811-1842) arrived in the Georgiana in 1839 and
built a house on section 294, calling it ‘Wardend’; by 1844 the property was owned by a solicitor, Howard
Frederick Bayne (1809-1875), who doubled the size of the four-roomed creek-stone house and renamed it
‘Stradbroke’ after Charlotte Maria, Dowager Countess of Stradbroke of Suffolk, England, for whom he was
an accredited agent.
In 1851, Richard J. Beetson (ca.1820-1882), a pastoralist, purchased it from the estate of the late Henry
Metcalfe (ca.1813-1849). The Adelaide Times of 24 December 1853 talks of a property known as ‘South
Stradbroke’ on section 341 [see Stradbrooke] ‘adjacent to the church at Magill… A handsome school house
and parsonage is now being erected on the property… The estate [134 acres] will be disposed of in blocks
to suit purchasers.’
In 1885, it was reported that ‘the hounds met at Stradbroke by invitation of Mr Swan’:
There is no more favourable bit of hunting ground, for the turf affords splendid going and a good
take-off and landing at each fence, while the scenery and view is the finest to be got in the
neighbourhood…
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Stradbrooke - As evidenced by conveyancing documents this was the name given to a subdivision of section
341, Hundred of Adelaide, by Richard Beetson (ca.1820-1882), circa 1855. Supposedly, the name was
corrupted from the Countess of Stradbroke, who donated money for the erection of St George’s Church,
Woodforde. John Finlay Duff, who created the village of Woodforde, gifted the land on which the church
stands. A ‘Rural Fete’ held at the residence of Mr R. Beetson at ‘Stradbroke [sic] Park’ was reported in 1869.
(See Stradbroke)
Rodney Cockburn says that Stradbroke [sic] Park was the home of Henry Metcalfe who was reputed to be
connected with the Stradbroke family.
Strait Gate - In 1872, it was recorded as a burial ground but no location is shown; however, it no doubt
refers to the settlement of Light Pass where, in 1860, ‘a breakaway group established what was to become
the Strait Gate Church.’
Stranges Creek - The northern branch of the River Gawler near the sea coast named by G.M. Stephen after
his attendant, Frederick Strange, an ornithologist.
Stephen who was a ‘gentleman that loved to hear himself talk’ has left us a very pretty account
of an arduous voyage of discovery, or rather of rediscovery of an ideal site for a Special Survey the future Milner Estate, in fact: the preamble, we fear, must be taken for granted, that we may
the better concentrate on the discovery. ‘Here commenced’, wrote the ex-Acting Governor,
‘beautiful alluvial banks on either side, running out from one hundred yards to three-quarters of
a mile, adorned with the most magnificent red and other gum trees that I have met within the
three colonies.
‘The same rich alluvial soil to the depth of 30 to 50 feet, as we thought by the opposite banks,
with a succession of ponds, continued for about seven miles, when the Gawler ended in an
extensive flat of many hundreds of acres, studded with immense trees, and in which also we
have been informed there is water; and to which indeed, we saw a path made by the Aborigines.
‘About one quarter to half a mile from that spot, we came upon a salt water creek, flowing into
the gulf and which His Excellency has permitted me to name “Strange’s Creek” after my
attendant who led us to it, and had discovered it about two years ago in a boat, when a
fisherman.
‘I should mention that at about three miles from the outlet of the Gawler, Strange recognised
the spot as the place to which he had accompanied Captain Sturt last year, and which the latter
had described to the South Australian Company and strongly recommended for a Special Survey;
but which the Manager did not inspect, or it would not have been my good fortune to possess it.
‘We were tired, and therefore did not proceed far up the salt water inlet, being satisfied that
large boats could discharge cargo upon the alluvial flat itself, but at all events upon dry land, and
trusting to Strange’s description of its entrance and short course from the gulf. That description
is abundantly confirmed by the written report of Captain Sturt to the Company…
‘Strange informed us that the creek so abounds with fish, that to use his own graphic description
“the boat actually laid upon their backs” and his last haul in it, before he became a landsman
amounted to 99 dozen, which he sold to other fishermen at Port Adelaide for £13 odd. Obviously
fisherman-temperament had shown no signs of change in the progress of years.’
Strangways - According to biographers, Henry Bull Templar Strangways (1832-1920) had a long and
distinguished career in Parliament from 1857 to 1870 and, as Premier, was primarily responsible for the
building of the overland telegraph to Darwin. However, early in his political career an opinion was ventured
that ‘Mr Strangways is not popular at present’:
He is most unquestionably looked upon as an element of weakness in the Reynolds
administration; he is disliked by many, and doubted by more. He is regarded essentially as a fault
finder; as a man who is captious, fractious and unpractical; as a man who has hitherto
distinguished himself by his indiscriminate opposition to everything and everybody.
His name is commemorated by Strangways Springs, near Lake Eyre South, discovered by P. E. Warburton
on 28 October 1858; the ‘Strangways Springs Run’ was established by Messrs Hogarth and Warren in 1862
(lease no. 1501). Photographs of the station are in the Pictorial Australian in February 1891, pages 21 and
28
Lake Strangways in the Far North-East was discovered by John McKinlay on 3 January 1862.
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Strathalbyn - The Aborigines knew the district as jolori, meaning ‘stringy bark tree’. They used its powdered
bark as tinder in fire lighting and traded it, along with iron pyrites, for striking a fire. Much has been written
on the origin of this name and the most authentic would appear to be in the book They Built Strathalbyn by
H.J. Stowe:
Matthew Rankine, who came from Scotland with his uncle, Dr Rankine, when publishing his
memoirs in the Southern Argus in 1912 said he had written to his aunt in Scotland who was the
doctor’s widow. She said strath was Gaelic for ‘a valley with a river running through it’, but albyn
was not a Gaelic word. The doctor had been a main shareholder in the ‘Albion Iron Mills’ in
Glasgow and he wanted to associate the business with the new settlement he had created in
South Australia, not liking ‘Strathalbion’, he made it ‘Strathalbyn’. (See Strathneath)
Of further interest is a letter written to the Register in 1907 by Ms Winnie Fairweather:
Most of my childhood holidays were spent at ‘Dalveen’ with that grand old Scottish pioneer, the
late Mr William Richardson, and I well remember him telling me that the name meant ‘valley’ or
strath of the Scots. I also remember Byron’s description of Waterloo:
Then wild and high Cameron’s gathering rose,
The war note of Lochiel which Albyn’s hills
Have heard, and heard too, have her Saxon foes.
As to the foundation of the village; on 16 November 1841 William Rankine and James Dawson received the
land grant of section 2600 and, shortly thereafter, subdivided it, the first sale of allotments being registered
on 10 January 1844. In 1850, it was said that ‘between Strathalbyn and the Murray, a distance of about 34
miles, lies a vast extent of unwatered country; two creeks only as far as I saw, retaining water at this season’:
The land is low and the surface of the river not perhaps much above sea level. A canal, therefore,
from Wellington would have no outlet and would require no locks and meet with no obstacle,
difficult, or expensive to overcome, from that point to Strathalbyn…
A sketch of the town is in Frearson’s Weekly, 12 April 1879, page 65, a sketch of ‘on the road to Strathalbyn’
is in the Pictorial Australian in July 1884, page 121, a photograph of the unveiling of a war memorial is in
the Observer, 20 August 1921, page 23, of the laying of the foundation stone of the high school in the
Chronicle, 15 May 1926, page 39; its opening in the Observer, 13 March 1927, page 33, of the opening of a
branch of the Savings Bank of SA in the Chronicle, 25 December 1930, page 32,
of a ladies’ basketball team on 17 September 1931, page 34, of a Queen competition on 26 October 1933,
page 38, of a football team on 1 August 1935, page 38, of a tennis team on 26 March 1936, page 36.
The Hundred of Strathalbyn, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 12 December 1850.
Strathmont - A 1925 subdivision of part sections 504, 507 and 2060, Hundred of Yatala, by Alfred H.W.
Limbert, ‘on the Main North-East Road beyond Hampstead in an open, healthy elevated position…’
Strathneath - The name given to a school opened in 1932, on the South-East corner of section 151, Hundred
of Tickera, by Jean M.A. Little; it closed in 1947. The land was donated by its owner, Mr W. Philbey, while a
previous owner, Mr A.D. McDonald, came from Strathneath, Scotland, where strath is Celtic for ‘valley’.
Strauss Hill - In the Hundred of Finniss, probably recalls Carl W. Strauss (1825-1915), who settled in the
district, circa 1860. Johann A. Strauss purchased section 462, on 11 September 1876.
Strawberry Hill - On Eyre Peninsula. The name appears first in records on the plan of the pastoral lease no.
97 issued to Arthur Hardy in 1851.
Mr J.D. Somerville has suggested that Messrs S. and F. White, sons of Samuel White-White, are
responsible for naming Strawberry Hill and, probably, this is correct. According to Rodney
Cockburn, Samuel White-White held estates at Charlton Marshall, in Dorset, and at Farncombe,
and Godalming in Surrey.
The latter places are about 20 miles from Strawberry Hill in Middlesex and there is a Charlton
Gully just east of Strawberry Hill on Eyre Peninsula. It would appear that both names were given
by the Whites and that these names persisted from the time the Whites left early in the 1840s
until the land was again taken up in 1851.
Edward J. Eyre recorded that he visited Mr White’s homestead, ten miles from Port Lincoln, in 1840 while
in What’s in a Name Cockburn says that it was once the property of Governor MacDonnell and that the
name comes from Middlesex.
In 1943, a correspondent went a little further:
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Has Strawberry Hill, near Port Lincoln in the country recently purchased for soldier settlement,
any connection with Strawberry Hill in England? The English writer, Horace Walpole, purchased
Strawberry Hill there in May 1747. We read of his ‘genteel Gothic cottage’ built there, and we
read, too, of ‘Walpole pouring out his wealth to build and furnish Strawberry Hill.’ Walpole was a
friend of the poet Gray, the two having toured Europe together before Walpole bought
Strawberry Hill. It was to Walpole that Gray gave his ‘Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard’ in
1750 and it was Walpole who circulated the poem.
H.C. Talbot says, ‘it received its name from the simple fact that a bullock bearing the appetising name of
“Strawberry” was lost… his carcass was found on the hill.’ This nomenclature was repeated in 1898.
Strawbridge - The Hundred of Strawbridge, County of Buccleuch, was proclaimed on 14 February 1901 and
Point Strawbridge is on Kangaroo Island and both names recall William Strawbridge, ISO, Surveyor-General
(1894-1911):
Born at Bristol, England, in 1843 he came to South Australia in 1852 and on 1 June 1862 entered
the Survey Department as a cadet. In 1877, he was appointed Chief Draftsman, in 1884-85 was
Acting Deputy Surveyor-General and on July 1, 1886 appointed Deputy Surveyor-General. In July
1894, upon the retirement of Mr G.W. Goyder he was appointed as Surveyor-General. He was
Chairman of the first Land Board in South Australia in 1887 and subsequently, Chairman of the
Western, Northern and Midland Land Boards and… the Central Land Board and the Pastoral
Board…
Streaky Bay - Discovered and named on 5 February 1802 by Matthew Flinders because ‘the water was much
discoloured in streaks, at less than a mile from the ship.’ On Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Louis while
the Aborigines called it cooeyana, which name is applied to a well near Streaky Bay, known, also, as Eyre
Waterhole, because E.J. Eyre used it on his epic crossing from east to west. The well is now preserved as an
historic site.
The town of Streaky Bay, surveyed as ‘Flinders’ in 1865, was offered for sale on 14 June 1866; the name
was changed on 19 September 1940; the beginning of the town ‘was the erection of the Maryvale woolshed
and two stone huts’:
There was a struggling township in 1866. William Campbell put up a little store about 1863. He
cut a hole in the cliff just near the old landing and put a roof on it. That was the first store there.
The first private subdivisions were made in 1912 when A.B. Steinle cut up sections 122-23 as Streaky Bay
South Estate and W.H. Betts created Streaky Extension out of sections 96 and 104. (See Gibson Peninsula)
The opening of a school conducted by the Richardson family was reported in the Register, 3 March 1869,
while, in 1873, a school was being conducted in a dwelling-house by James Bell with 17 enrolled pupils; it
opened in 1872.
In 1878, a reporter dismissed the town as being ‘small and insignificant. Two or three small stores, two
public houses, a telegraph office of exceedingly moderate dimensions and a few private cottages… [It]
appears to a stranger a veritable sleepy hollow…’
A photograph of Aborigines prepared for a corroboree is in the Chronicle, 20 April 1907, page 20, of the
town in the Observer, 22 August 1908, page 31, 30 December 1911, page 32, 12 January 1929, page 35, of
a horse race meeting on 25 March 1911, page 30, of the first show in the Chronicle, 21 October 1911, page
32, of wheat loading on 30 June 1906, page 27, of the town and local councillors on 6 August 1910, page
30, of a mail coach on 15 April 1911, page 31, of wheat carting on 12 April 1913, page 29, of a carnival on
26 April 1934, page 35, of a football team on 8 November 1934, page 33, of Miss G.M. Steven’s private
hospital in the Observer, 16 July 1910, page 32, of a football team on 23 March 1913, page 32, of the hospital
on 4 April 1914, page 31, of a stranded whale on 21 September 1918, page 28, of St Canute’s Church on 13
June 1925, page 34, of the post office in the Chronicle, 11 July 1929, page 36.
Streich Hills - In the Far NW. Victor Streich, a geologist with the Elder expedition in 1863.
Streitberg Ridge - In the North Flinders Ranges named, in 1968, after an engineer in charge of uranium
exploration for Exoil NL
Strepera Falls - On section 42, Hundred of Duncan, on Kangaroo Island, named by J.W. Mellor on 20 October
1905 after the only bird found nesting in the area, the grey currawong (black-winged crow shrike - Strepera
melanoptera). Photographs are in the Observer, 23 December 1905, page 30.
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Struan - In the South-East, 17 km south of Naracoorte, was the name of a property held by John Robertson,
a member of the Scottish Struan clan. He was granted an occupation licence on 18 January 1844 on the
‘Mosquito Plains’ and on 27 April 1844 the Portland Guardian reported that he was preparing to move his
stock to what is presumed to be modern-day Struan. The school opened in 1896 and closed in 1923. (See
Robertson Caves)
In 1898, it was reported that:
A sale of station property… was conducted at Scott’s Hotel, Melbourne, on 24 November…
[including] the Struan Estate, comprising 4,345 acres… The estate was taken up 40 years ago…
The opening bid was £8.10s. per acre from John Huxley of Portland who ultimately became the
purchaser at £9.15s. per acre after spirited bidding…
In 1911, 22,450 acres of the estate were purchased by the government for closer settlement while, in 1946,
a further 7,550 acres were resumed, portion of it being utilised for war service land settlement. (See
Mosquito Plains)
Strzelecki Creek - Discovered by Captain Charles Sturt on 18 August 1845 and named after Sir Paul Edmond
de Strzelecki (1797-1873), explorer and scientist, who was born on 20 July 1797 at Gluszyna, near Poznan,
Western Poland, the son of poor gentry without land or title:
As Poznan was then under Prussian control, he was a Prussian citizen. He left school without
matriculating, spent a short time in the Prussian Army and left Poznan after an attempt to elope
with a young neighbour, Aleksandryna (Adyna) Turno, to whom he wrote for many years. He was
a complex character. He was energetic and ambitious, a capable and thorough scientist, an
excellent administrator, a man with a gift for friendship, but resentful of injury and not quick to
forgive those … whom he thought had treated him badly.
He came to Sydney in 1839 with letters of introduction to Governor Gipps who treated him with some
reserve and to P. P. King (qv) and Stuart Donaldson, who became his close friends. In August 1839 he told
Adyna Turno he planned a geological survey of the country and in December, after a visit to the BathurstWellington district, stated to the geologists, W.B. Clarke and J.D. Dana, that the local mineralogy was ‘very
tame’, a surprising statement in the light of later events. The field-work for his geological map took him in
zigzags across New South Wales and the Australian Alps, where alone he ascended what he considered the
highest peak, calling it after the Polish democratic leader, Tadeusz Kosciuszko.
Stuart - John McD. Stuart, the eminent explorer and surveyor, has his name commemorated by Stuart Creek
(known, also, as Chambers Creek), south of Coward Springs, named by B.H. Babbage on 11 October 1858 (a
railway station of this name is now ‘Curdimurka’); The ‘Stuart Creek Run’ was established by J.H. Angas in
1869 (lease no. 1846). (See Sinclair Gap)
Stuart Highway runs from Port Augusta to Alice Springs; Stuart Range, is west of Lake Eyre South; Hundred
of Stuart, County of Young, was proclaimed on 19 April 1860; its school opened in 1897 and closed in 1908;
Central Mount Stuart (in the Northern Territory - see Sturt); Mount Stuart, 20 km east of Beltana. (See
Head Range)
Stuart was born at Dysart, Fifeshire, Scotland in 1815, educated in Edinburgh and, at the age of 23,
emigrated to Australia. Six years later he travelled with Captain Charles Sturt in the capacity of draughtsman
on Sturt’s expedition into the interior. From this point on he dedicated his life to exploration. His tenacity
can be likened to that of Robert Bruce and the spider because it was not until his sixth attempt that he
achieved his ultimate ambition.
On 5 November 1858, the government resolved that a pastoral lease of 1,500 square miles be issued to
Stuart for a term of 14 years, the first 7 years to be rent free and the land to be declared stocked at the end
of the first 4 years. This concession was as a reward for his discoveries of new country on the North-West
side of Lake Torrens. He was to mark the site of his lease on the map of his exploration before 1 January
1859 but, from other records available, it does not appear that one was ever issued to Stuart, nor does he
appear to have ever owned land in South Australia.
His return to Adelaide on 17 July 1859, after one of his expeditions that had penetrated to the 26 degrees
south latitude (approximately the border of South Australia and Northern Territory), coincided with a
session of Parliament. In order to encourage him, or another explorer, to cross the continent a sum of £2,
000 was voted as a reward for the accomplishment of this feat. Stuart, quietly and unostentatiously, made
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his preparations and, with a small party, set off again for the interior but, because of hostile natives and the
lack of water, was forced to return.
His journal gives some idea of the dangers and difficulties encountered:
After making the centre I was assailed by that dreadful disease, the scurvy, which completely
prostrated me. We were 111 hours without a drop of water under a burning sun and heavy sandy
soil to travel on. The position in which I was then placed - my horses tired and weary, the men
complaining six weeks before this of being so weak from want of sufficient food that they were
unable to perform their duties.
These were among the ample reasons inducing him to turn back and it was fortunate he did so for, on his
return journey, he found the waterholes dry. The furthest point he reached was about the nineteenth
degree of south latitude, or about 2,300 km from Adelaide in a straight line. His return saw him and his
party greeted with a great public demonstration and the government voted him the sum of £2,500 to fit
out an expedition for another attempt; he set out again on 2 November 1860 and this time almost
succeeded; he did not reach the northern coastline but did penetrate to the same latitude as the head of
the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Naturally, the SA Government was disappointed but showed its confidence in him by giving financial
support to another attempt. He set out on his last expedition early in December 1861 and his final approach
to the Indian Ocean can be told in his own words:
Crossed the valley and entered the scrub… stopped the horses to clear the way whilst I advanced
a few yards on the beach and was gratified to behold the waters… in Van Diemen’s Gulf before
the party with the horses knew anything of its proximity… I dipped my feet and washed my face
and hands in the sea as I had promised the late Governor Sir Richard MacDonnell… I returned to
the valley where I had my initials cut on a large tree (JMDS), as I intended putting my flag at the
mouth of the [River] Adelaide. Thus I have, through the instrumentality of Divine Providence,
been led to accomplish the great object of the expedition…
In 1863, he was described as follows:
[His] stature is short, his face long, thin, and sallow, with an enormous beard, and with a bright
and intelligent eye; his body and limbs are of the sparest and most attenuated form, and he would
seem hardly capable of walking one mile… [he] has a nose like a horse, for he can find water where
no one else can. In his journeys he is silent, cautious and vigilant, but when in town affable and
communicative.
The recrossing of the Continent was fraught with difficulties: the hostility of the natives, the weakened state
of the horses and, finally, the severe illness which overtook Stuart made the return journey slow and
hazardous. In 1865, it was suggested that a further reward be made to Stuart, who was then a resident of
Scotland with broken health as a result of his explorations; he died there in 1866. Parliament resolved on
14 June 1865 that £1,000 be paid to Stuart’s trustees, Messrs Bonney, Finke and Neales.
An 1865 letter from Mr Stuart stated ‘that in exercise of the usual right of explorers [I] have named the
portion of the continent of Australia recently discovered… Alexandra Land, in honour of the Princess of
Wales.’
A poem by C. Carleton was published in 1872 (she wrote the words of the now but all-forgotten The Song
of Australia - music by Carl Linger); the last verse reads:
His dream is all fulfilled,
Responsible echoes ring
Around the circling earth,
Sped on the lightning’s wing
And what hath he? - a distant grave,
Emblazoned in his name;
And what have we? - a beaten path
To honour, wealth and fame.
An interview with Benjamin Head, a former member of one of Stuart’s exploration parties, is in the Register,
16 January 1897, page 7a where he said, inter alia:
However foolish he may have been in town, there is not a man in Australia can say a word
against him as a leader in the bush… He was a born leader of men…
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A statue in his memory was unveiled in 1904:
The public memory has miserably blurred the story of the explorer’s invaluable national services.
The taxpayers have paid for memorials of politicians who were mere carpet knights compared
with such men as McDouall Stuart and Colonel Light…
For reasons obvious to those who have followed the controversy during the preceding week or
two, the ceremony was devoid of much of the eclat that would ordinarily have been attached to
it. The survivors of the Stuart Expedition were not present, neither was any member of the
Ministry nor any official representative of the Royal Geographical Society, while many chairs in
the reserved enclosure were empty.
Studley - In 1841, William Pinkerton purchased sections 803-4 and 806-808, Hundred of Adelaide, on the
south bank of the River Torrens, and called it Studley. He sold it in 1848 and, in 1852, a portion of it was cut
up into allotments and called ‘Athelstone’ by Thomas Shepherd. The name occurs in Oxfordshire, England,
and derives from the Œ stod-leah - ‘pasture for horses’. (See Athelstone & Pinkerton Plains)
Stun’sail Boom River - On 7 November 1836, Robert Fisher and others found a stun’sail boom at its mouth
and in 1885, the government received ‘a small sample of stream tin which has been discovered at Stunsail
Boom River on the South-East coast of Kangaroo Island. An analysis made by Mr Goyder, junior, shows it to
contain about 70 per cent of tin - a very good result… Fifteen claims for the right to search have been
lodged…’ (See Karatta)
Sturdee, Hundred of - In the County of Hopetoun, proclaimed as ‘Scherk’ on 21 January 1892, took its
present name in 1918.
Admiral Sturdee gained great distinction by reason of his having been in command of the British
fleet which destroyed a German squadron off the Falkland Islands in 1914, after the enemy
vessels in question had sunk Admiral Cradock’s flag ship, the Good Hope, in the Pacific Ocean…
An alternative name of ‘Pintumba’, an Aboriginal well, was rejected by the government.
Sturt - South Australia’s greatest explorer was Captain Charles Sturt of the 39th. Regiment of the British
Army, who came to New South Wales in 1827. Keen to explore, Governor Darling listened to his desires of
tracing inland rivers, he discovered the Darling, and then did the epic journey down the Murray to the
Murray Mouth, near Goolwa, in 1830.
The chronicles of this journey, published in London, were an incentive for the colonisation scheme of South
Australia. Sturt, who was not in the best of health, sold his army commission, tried farming in NSW then,
after bringing cattle overland to Adelaide, bought property calling it ‘The Grange’, in 1841. He lived there
until 1853 when, with his family, he returned to England. He died there in 1869. ‘[He lived] on town acre
288 [in] an isolated house near Lady Bray’s home in Hut Street. The clue to this was supplied by the fact
that Sturt left his city rates unpaid for the year 1840.’ (See Grange)
His name is remembered on the map of South Australia by County of Sturt, proclaimed on 2 June 1842;
River Sturt, discovered and named by Capt. Collet Barker on 21 April 1831 - the Aborigines called it warriparri - ‘throat river’ (see Marion & Warradale), in reference to the mythical being Wano (sometimes
recorded as Moanana). (See Nuriootpa & Piccadilly) By 1913, the Sturt River was becoming very prolific in
trout and ‘many fine fish have been taken there with rod and line, but miscreants have been dynamiting
the pools from the outlet of the river to its source at Upper Sturt, trespassing on private property in the
process…’
An Essay on the River Sturt
Introduction

My older brother and sister were engaged by Captain Davison of Blakiston at No.1 station on
the River Sturt and I stayed with them until Mother came and took me home as there was
only one small hut of two rooms; the Boss and his wife and three children filled one and the
servant girl and I had to sleep on the floor of the kitchen on a bag; little bedding and our fare
was ship biscuits, rice and milk with damper and mutton twice a week for a change - the two
men slept in a watchbox at the sheep yard.
(Reminiscences of George Pike - copy in MLSA.)
Discovered and named by Captain Collett Barker on 21 April 1831, it gave the corporation a deal of
trouble with its vagaries, for every winter, instead of getting steadier as it grew older, it seemed to
become wilder and wilder and more unreliable, often striking out a new course for itself and doing
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much mischief. Settlers in the vicinity, wishing to reach Adelaide with their produce, had to take it to
the Lady MacDonnell Hotel to enable them to cross the creek but, in 1840, they completed a bridge
and, although a small structure, it was well built with an arch effect and the pride of all residents.
However, in constructing another bridge alongside it, the government engineer pulled the old one
down, for the sake of the materials. Thus, without a bridge the citizens were compelled to perform
their daily pilgrimage of some two or three miles along heavy country to reach their home.
Solid workmanship was put into this work and, for decades, it withstood the torrent of the river when
in flood. The advent of the motor car and lorry, however, made their mark and one of the longitudinal
beams above the arch became badly cracked.
Furthermore, with the increasing traffic, the bridge formed a bottleneck as two vehicles could not
cross it simultaneously and, in addition, was about six feet out of alignment. In 1928, the Marion District
Council called for tenders for a new structure and one designed by Messrs Edwin J. Beaumont & Co.
was accepted. As much as possible, stone and bricks taken from the old bridge were utilised in the new
work.
Generally, it was considered that the course of the stream was too narrow, too crooked and too much
obstructed by trees, driftwood and shrubbery to allow a free flow of water and, unless it was widened
and straightened, Glenelg would, inevitably, suffer periodical swamping.
Aftermath of Floods
The throat or windpipe [of Wano, the mythical creature of the Kaurna people,] would be
the Sturt River… [Its] native name is wariparri - ‘the wind river’.
(The Mail, 14 May 1921.)
By 1862, recurrent flooding during the winter months prompted the Mayor, John J. Barclay, to report
to the council that metal surfaces on roads had been washed away and that consequential fissures
were a menace to traffic; in an attempt to alleviate the situation nine men were engaged to dig a
channel across Wigley Reserve. As the years progressed, and with a larger population, the suffering
inflicted by flooding increased and became a regular item on the agenda of the Central Road Board. In
1873, residents complained as floodwaters entered their homes in Canning, Sturt and Mary Streets
from that part of the river within the boundaries of the West Torrens District Council which body was
not inclined to offer remedial assistance.
The winter of 1875 brought torrential rain and, with a coincidental high tide, the River Sturt overflowed
its banks and flooded the country surrounding Glenelg:
The Elder [modern-day Morphettville] Racecourse is in a fearful mess and on Sunday a whaleboat
might have been sailed about it; in fact, it has been suggested that a regatta on that course
should be substituted for the May races of the jockey club…
Flowing from this inundation, a report, submitted to the House of Assembly, said, inter alia, that ‘trees,
fennel and rushes in the creek bed provided obstruction and debris transported in the rushing torrents
accumulated at bends in the stream. Thus the water was dammed back. The bridges over the stream
on the Adelaide and Morphett roads constricted the channel’:
In April 1876, a deputation waited upon the Commissioner of Public Works and asked for steps to be
taken to prevent the flooding because, during wet seasons, water ‘lay about in great quantities at Saint
Leonards and the people in the neighbourhood of Moseley’s were inconvenienced when the water
flowed down the line of railway.’ Further, cellars that were ‘perfectly dry a few years previously were
full of fresh water that crept up the walls and destroyed the paper.’
A few months later, the river flooded many parts of the town and late rains caused it to come down
bank high, thereby inciting consternation amongst those unfortunate rate payers who lived within
range of its depredations. Vagrant streams from the Mount Lofty Ranges fed the Sturt and, when heavy
downpours occurred, the narrow channel failed to accommodate the flow and, consequently, the
water ran over the flats, rushed down the Glenelg railway and along the Bay Road to cover the lowlying portions of the town.
As it was half a mile from the corporation’s boundary it had no power to interfere with persons who
interrupted the flow of the river running through the districts of West Torrens and Brighton and one of
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the deputation, Mr Wigley, opined that ‘when the census was taken at Glenelg last month 2,029 people
slept at Glenelg which was about double the number recorded at the previous census’:
These people, who had been inconvenienced by the floods and affected by sickness, have a claim
to have the works they needed done before any of those proposed by the government, even the
importation of immigrants, or the making of railways to various parts of the colony - because it
was a matter affecting their health…
I have been told by practical men that if the bends in the creek were made straight the danger
would be in a great measure done away with… If a channel was cut from near the bridge into the
Patawalonga Creek, near the Government Cottage, so as to assist the water into it - if the bed of
the river was cleared and the fennel cut, the overflow of the water would, we believe, be
prevented.
In April 1877, a public meeting was held in the Pier Hotel in an attempt to secure the sum of £1,000
passed by the House of Assembly, by the making of a special rate or otherwise. Following this meeting
another deputation approached the Commissioner for Public Lands seeking an urgent remedy to the
flooding problem and pointed out the illegality of the Corporation if it attempted to call a rate for a
work to be executed over a mile from the boundaries of the township. Accordingly, they asked for the
grant to be made unconditionally, but the Minister was unsympathetic and suggested that the
corporation consider extending its boundaries. The deputation retired and ‘it is understood that steps
should be taken to carry out the suggestion of the Commissioner…’
On 22 May 1877, the stream started running a torrent and, in its natural course, it passed under the
railway bridge at Morphett’s Crossing and spread over the land adjoining, while the sides of the railway
afforded additional watercourses and there the flood rushed down in a stream at least 15 feet wide
and three deep in places until it got to a railway culvert about 400 yards above Miller‘s Corner, from
whence it passed on to the vacant land on the northern side known as ‘Sanderson’s [sic] Corner’ where
it made a small inland sea.
At the Morphett Arms, the water covered the crown of the road by more than a foot in some places,
while at the Morphett Bridge, that crossed the Sturt on the Bay Road, the water was level with it and,
further down, overflowed into Sir John Morphett’s estate. In consequence of the volume of water
coming down so suddenly the river became divided into at least half a dozen streams that took the
various directions referred to.
Fortunately, the rains did not last long and, unquestionably, the diversion caused by the cutting made
by the Glenelg Railway Company above Morphett’s Crossing prevented a greater rush of water down
the line towards the eastern side of Glenelg, but it had the effect of sending the floodwaters along each
side of the road towards the Reedbeds.
In September 1877, the Surveyor-General made a report to parliament as to the best means of
preventing the overflow and, in it, he suggested the problem could be remedied in two ways, namely,
by building a new bridge on Brighton Road with a sufficient waterway, and where the channel
decreased at Sir John Morphett’s boundary, the surplus water should be carried off by drains south of
and adjoining the line of railway and the main road, the waters from which would be intercepted by a
cross drain leading into the river by an old flood channel of the river in section 183. The total cost was
estimated to be £5,174.
The second part of the plan was to carry the whole of the excess waters by a cutting north of and
adjoining the Brighton Road bridge, taking the water to the west side of the road and reducing the fall
by a culvert and thence taking it by the railway culvert, a culvert under the main road, and cutting
through the sandy rise between sections 171 and 152, Hundred of Adelaide, District of West Torrens,
and by a drain thence through sections 169 and 187 to the Patawalonga Creek. The report was
considered at a meeting of the corporation on 6 October 1877 and, following an inspection, it was
agreed that it was imperative that early action be taken to remedy the nuisance:
High on the banks lay great quantities of debris which the late floods had deposited and the
adjacent fields showed unmistakable evidence of the inundation… The owners of the land, of
whom Mr W.H. Gray is the principal, offer to give the area required for the drains at a nominal
price…
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Problems then arose with the acquisition of land, etc.; the Brighton District Council objected to the
construction of the drain and modifications to be made, while the Glenelg corporation, in the same
vein, said that it would interfere with the width of its roads. Later, the Surveyor-General found out that,
by going through land belonging to Sir Thomas Elder, Mr Gray and Dr McHenry, the difficulty could be
overcome.
Discussions took place and land was purchased from the first two named for £60 and £30 per acre,
respectively, but the doctor’s agents wanted £100 per acre. After delicate negotiation the price was
reduced to £80 and the Surveyor-General proceeded to take the necessary steps to undertake the
works. However, a little later the doctor was asked to pay a ‘little lawyer’s bill’ that did not apply in the
cases of Sir Thomas and Mr Gray - the bill was paid after a variety of demands were made.
However, further claims were forthcoming from Dr McHenry when floodgates and a double line of
fences were asked for and refused. Later, a Bill was placed before the House of Assembly but was
‘thrown out’ because the Speaker ruled that, as it was a private one, notice should have been given to
owners of the land affected by its provisions.
The Bill was finally prepared but it was again ‘thrown out’, to which the Commissioner of Public Works
commented that when increased demands were made:
He would not have done the right thing had he acceded to them and he felt sure the residents of
Glenelg would suffer a little inconvenience rather than see public money wasted and given to a
man who had absolutely no right to it. A new Bill will be presented to enable the government to
buy the land at a fair price for such works and this power would not only apply to Glenelg but to
other townships where similar works were required.
Eventually, the sum of £1,000 was voted by parliament and, in March 1878, the Surveyor-General
visited the Sturt and ‘finally decided on the steps to be taken to obviate the overflow of that river.’ All
this display of human frailty and greed prompted Mr W. Hitchcox to lodge a protest on behalf of the
Glenelg citizenry:
‘While the grass grows the steed starves,’ and while the Government Surveyors, Hydraulic
Engineers and sundry corporate bodies are squabbling, the inhabitants of Glenelg are
inconvenienced and annoyed by periodical floods arising from the overflow of the Sturt.
Everyone riding or driving down the Bay Road must have noticed the luxuriant crop of fennel
which grows on the banks and in the bed of the creek… and it must be patent to everybody that
the inevitable effect of this rank vegetation must be to narrow the bed of the stream by
intercepting the large quantity of earth and sand brought down by the current.
Most people would have said that the best and surest way of meeting the difficulty would be to
remove the obstructions and let the water find its way by means of its proper natural course.
This plain common sense… is, however, far too simple and inexpensive for those who have the
management of our affairs.
It has been decided upon to cut a circuitous unsightly ditch through private lands… and this said
ditch, even if it answers the purpose intended, will undoubtedly get filled up in a short time some
other method will have to be adopted. My house, together with others, is completely
surrounded by water and cannot be reached without the aid of a horse or some wheeled vehicle.
The construction work was commenced by the contractor, J.H. Cobb, in February 1879, when 50 men
were engaged, besides eight drays and some ploughs. The drain excavated was 18 feet wide by an
average depth of five feet and ran from Patawalonga Creek in a north-east direction, through Sir
Thomas Elder’s land, towards his stables. It was hoped that the work would be completed before winter
set in but this was not to be for, in July 1879, a steady downpour brought such a volume of water down
from the hills that the natural watercourses and artificial drains failed to cope thoroughly with the
currents, with the result that many low-lying places along the line of the watercourse were partially
flooded.
However, the near-completed drain was, undoubtedly, the means of saving Glenelg from another
experience such as it had undergone in previous winters, for the great volume of water that came down
was diverted safely by the newly-cut channel;
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The government seem to have spared no expense to have the drainage works designed to
intercept the floodwaters… properly carried out. The drain does not actually tap the Sturt
but takes the overflow over adjacent landholders and on to Saint Leonards and Glenelg…
The wisdom of the undertaking was evident in 1883 when ‘but for it Glenelg would have looked not
unlike the modern Venice and the people would probably have been compelled to shift from their
houses and resort to boats.’ However, it was insufficient to give vent to the strong current that poured
from the hills and causing the river to overflow its banks on the eastern side and completely submerge
surrounding country.
Conclusion
In 1917, a Bill was prepared to finance a scheme costing £45,000, provision being made for the people
to pay five per cent on the capital cost but, evidently, the Bill, being unsatisfactory to the bodies
concerned, was not presented. In July 1922, the annoyance and damage caused by floodwaters in the
vicinity of Morphettville, Plympton and Camden were brought under the notice of the Commissioner
of Public Works by members of the District Councils of West Torrens and Marion and various local
progress associations.
They were informed that he had called for a report that stated that it would be necessary to construct
a new bridge on Tapley’s Hill Road at a cost of about £1,600 and to enlarge and construct a new channel
at a cost of about £6,000, to enlarge the railway bridge and, possibly, escape drains for the floodwaters.
Although the river was to be a perpetual source of nuisance to the residents of Glenelg and elsewhere
for many years, at times it afforded a deal of pleasure to those addicted to the sport of trout fishing. In
1880, 5,000 trout ova from Tasmania were received by Mr Minchin, the Secretary of the Acclimatisation
Society, and hatched in tanks by Mr D. Murray, J. Dunn of Mount Barker and W.J. Magarey, MP, prior
to being released into local streams.
Slowly, but surely, the foundation was laid for many a fine day’s fishing in local streams and, to
facilitate the sport, hatching boxes and a spawning pond, 60 feet by 40, were set up in the Thorndon
Park reservoir where the young fish were fed on a diet of grated sheep’s liver impregnated with wax.
The river became prolific with trout and many fine fish were taken with rod and line but, in April 1913,
some miscreants dynamited the pools from its outlet to its source at Upper Sturt and destroyed far
more than they actually stole and an objector to this barbaric practice said that he had learned they
were ‘following the same method at some of Adelaide’s reservoirs.’
In conclusion, the modern-day storm water drainage of the district was commenced in the 1960s when
additional drains to the east of the River Sturt were constructed and the Sturt channel realigned while,
within the Patawalonga basin, its banks were straightened. Interested readers may find further
information in Historic Glenelg, Birthplace of South Australia.
Sturt Bay on Yorke Peninsula, was named by Governor Robe on 24 March 1847 while, in 1872, the SurveyorGeneral ‘cancelled the survey of a township… being laid out as Sturt Bay.’
Point Sturt, named by Messrs Strangways and Hutchinson on 6 December 1837. (See Point Sturt Estate)
Sturt Ponds, discovered by John McKinlay on 12 January 1862;
Sturt Highway runs from Gawler via Renmark to the Victorian border.
Central Mount Sturt (In N. T.) In July 1927, it was announced that ‘the motor tour organised by Mr A.G.
Bond will leave Adelaide next Tuesday morning’:
The party will strike further north to Central Mount Stuart in the very heart of Australia… It is
presumed this is meant to be Central Mount Sturt. On Saturday April 21, 1860, John McDouall
Stuart arrived in the dead centre of Australia… The same evening Messrs Stuart, Kekwick and
Head climbed up this hill and erected a cairn of stones. Mr Stuart then wrote a memo on a small
piece of paper recording the proceedings and the locality and called the hill ‘Mount Sturt’.
In his original diary of 22/4/1860 he refers to the above proceedings and states ‘I will name it Mount Sturt,
after my excellent and esteemed commander of the expedition of 1844 and 1845 - Capt. Sturt.’ It became
such a common practice for the public to refer to ‘Central Mount Sturt’ as ‘Central Mount Stuart’ that, in
1915, the SA branch of the Royal Geographical Society approached the Surveyor-General on the matter
who promised that ‘in future it would be known as Central Mount Sturt…’
The Suburb of Sturt, was laid out on part section 120, Hundred of Noarlunga, by John R. McNeil and Rupert
H. Hastwell in 1925. (The original plan shows ‘Hillsview’.)
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In 1874, Sturt Light School was conducted in a dwelling-house by William Sealy with 11 enrolled pupils; it
opened in 1873 and closed in 1877. The name, no doubt, refers to Cape Willoughby whose lighthouse was
known, originally, as ‘Sturt Light’.
On 21 December 1839, the SA Register advertised Sturt Village:
This delightful and picturesque estate is only one mile from Holdfast Bay and half a mile from the
River Sturt, situated on the Great Plain in front of the Bay. It is only necessary for any person to
examine the spot at once to acknowledge its beauty and advantages over any other situation
offered to the public and from the superior arrangement of the owners of this valuable property,
it must soon become one of the most healthy and uniform villages on several acre plots, 200
square feet which have been purchased by most respectable tradesmen in Adelaide intending to
reside thereon as soon as the buildings are finished for their reception.
The Village is only 3 miles from Town, and is to be sold out in acre plots, 200 feet square with a
good house with two rooms the same composed of the following materials and description; pise
walls of a superior description, 7 feet, 6 inches high, 21 feet long and 12 feet in breadth, with
brick chimneys and brick partitions, roofed with sawn timbers and covered double with paling
shingles, with panelled doors, clocks, sashes, colouring and all other accessories complete - for
the sum of £52, payable at ten shillings or one pound per week, as it may suit parties’ names and
receive all monies from those who may wish to become freeholders in this unrivalled
speculation. Excellent water is found at eighteen feet. The owners will give every
accommodation to persons visiting the village where they will see land in a high state of
cultivation.
The village of Sturt (usually called ‘Moorundie’), was laid out into forty-one allotments in 1842 by E.J. Eyre.
The 96th. Regiment was quartered there, together with a police detachment and a police magistrate. In
1843, Eyre built a house around 300 yards from the police station, from stone quarried from the cliffs on
the eastern side of the river. A creek divided his house from the police station which, when the river was in
flood, required to be crossed in a canoe. He built, also, walls and sluices to several creeks for irrigation
purposes and is said to have spent no less than £5,000.
James G. Hawker bought some allotments from Eyre in 1843, and put up a reed hut with the assistance of
a corporal from the 96th Regiment, and built a stone chimney to it, the lime for which he obtained by
burning mussel shells obtained from the river. It was laid out on section 33 of the Special Survey, applied
for in 1839. (See Moorundie)
An advertisement for the sale appeared in 1842 when the price of each allotment was set at £8, with
purchasers having the right of buying for every such allotment, five acres of land for cultivation (without
water frontage) in the alluvial flats, at an upset price of £2 per acre.
Mount Sturt, on Eyre Peninsula was discovered and named by E.J. Eyre on 19 September 1839.
On 31 October 1839 Governor Gawler applied the name Sturtia to the territory between the Murray and
Lake Alexandrina, Encounter Bay and St Vincent and Spencer Gulfs, excepting Yorke Peninsula. (See Upper
Sturt)
Photographs of a memorial on Hindmarsh Island are in the Observer, 25 January 1930, pages 32-33.
The ‘New’ City of Charles Sturt
In 1996, I engaged in a debate as to the proposed name for a new ‘city’ following a merger was to take place
between the Hindmarsh, Woodville and Henley and Grange councils.
There is no doubt that since the foundation of South Australia many outlandish names have been
taken to designate certain spots but, unfortunately, the majority of them were not at all
appropriate. The complaint went on to say; ‘To name rivers, counties or streets after Australian
Governors may be pardonable, but the evil is the extent to which it is carried, and the same may
be said of all other names affixed to places, for surely the inventive genius of the country must
be dormant.
Look at the name ‘LeFevre Peninsula’ and its Aboriginal name mudlinga – which rolls so
comfortably from the tongue. The English title was bestowed in 1837 and commemorates a
gentleman who was connected with the foundation of the colony in London. The Aboriginal word
means ‘place of the nose’ and its derivation comes from a north to south view of the area that
holds a striking resemblance to a hooked and flattened nose…
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In looking for a name for the new authority the research, following discussions with the
Aboriginal population, should encompass the names applied to the district. In this respect
Professor Norman Tindale’s map of the area, showing such indigenous names should be
consulted. For example - karra-wirra-parri - ‘red gum forest river’ - River Torrens;
karraundongga - ‘red gum spear place’; tambawodli – ‘a camp on the plain’; wongayerlo - ‘the
water where the sun sinks’ - Saint Vincent Gulf; mikawomma - ‘the plain; etc.
Other research should include an investigation into the early ‘European’ names applied to farms,
etc, within the district. These are to be found in British parliamentary paper, Colonies – Australia,
a copy of which is held in the Mortlock Library. One such name that comes to mind is
‘Tenterden’, a farm held by R. Cunningham in 1840 on section 409 of the ‘Adelaide District’ near
‘The Half-Way House’.
To conclude, one can do no more than invite our 19th century friend to have the last word:
‘Would it be too much to ask of the namers, that any district having already a suitable native
name may be allowed to keep it.
On 30 October 1996, the Weekly Times announced that the new name was to be ‘Charles Sturt’ - ‘Hot
favourite ‘Adelaide West’ was the first choice but in the final round only made it to second place after
adjudicators ruled an earlier decision out of order. My response was published in the Advertiser on 8
November 1996 and a condensed version in the Weekly Times on 27 November – the former read as
follows:
The name, Charles Sturt, is commemorated in South Australia by many physical features and
others such as the County of Sturt, while a recent pronouncement heralded the birth of a new
city which will carry his name.
To many, Charles Sturt stands out as a folk hero in Australian history where he has been
described as ‘modest and retiring’, ‘chivalrous’, ‘high-minded’, ‘brave as a paladin’, etc.
Essentially, most of the literature on Sturt is uncritical.
Edgar Beale, in his book The Chipped Idol has subjected old evidence to closer scrutiny and his
findings bring many surprises. For instance:
His Murray voyage, its results half-anticipated, was no eye-opening revelation; he
falsified identities of some of his men and allowed history to neglect most of them; his
input to Australian exploration was largely a product of obsession and selfishness. This,
and his alleged blindness, ill-health and poverty were symptoms of what eminent
modern opinion confirms medically to have been a queer psychological make up in him.
Beale continues:
So badly did he contradict himself, indeed, that he betrayed himself… His mental state
made him generally oblivious of any consciousness of guilt…
This and other revelations in the book lead to the conviction that, while Sturt carried out his
government duties in a responsible manner, his contribution to the progress of SA to say the
least was minimal during his years of intermittent residence here from 1839.
Over the past 160 years SA has shown a deplorable lack of originality in its selection of names,
especially those of suburbs. Aboriginal names, with the exception of two, have been entirely
discarded in favour of imported appellations which have destroyed the identity of the place…
In respect of local authorities, the names ‘Munno Para’ and Mudla Wirra’ are welcome
exceptions to mundane British names prevailing in this field of nomenclature.
Are we to left burdened with the ‘City of Charles Sturt’ which smacks of Anglophobia? Can’t we
find a melodious Aboriginal name appropriate for the district?
To this end I implore the authorities to reconsider the name and consult with the Geographical
Names Board and to examine Professor Norman Tindale’s files of Aboriginal names at the SA
Museum.
In any event, can ratepayers be told the logic underlying the choice of the name by the
propounders?
To my mind, in today’s multicultural society and with many descendants of the original
inhabitants (the Kaurna people) living in the district west of Adelaide the name is most
inappropriate.
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Two responses were published, the first being from a Henley & Grange councillor who suggested the while
the name was not ‘original’, it was ‘neutral in the sense in that it is not a combination of or use of a suburb
name within the council area. It is also relative because Sturt lived and housed his family at grange for a
time’ – I wonder whether the councillor was aware of the fact that he arrived at Grange in 1840 ‘under a
cloud’ because he left his city rates unpaid for the year 1840!
In respect of an Aboriginal name the response was indicative of a certain indolence within the municipal
servants, paid and unpaid alike:
If an Aboriginal name was to be considered, there was a need for a volunteer with time and
energy to do the research to produce a list, with supporting comments, of suitable names. As no
such person was forthcoming and there was little support for an Aboriginal name, we were left
with those that came from the research of the volunteers/councillors [a strange comment,
indeed, in view of his previous remark?] of both councils…
To this laissez-faire approach I said:
May I ask if the committee conducted a broad enquiry into suitable names or relied solely on
their own internal resources which, to my mind, would have been a most invidious approach to
the subject and deserving of censure from concerened ratepayers?
In direct contrast… the Jamestown Council executive officers, and others engaged in merger
discussions, have sought advice from an historian. Accordingly, after appropriate research in the
State Library and elsewhere, they have been provided with a discussion paper containing
appropriate names drawn from Aboriginal vocabularies, 18th century pastoralists and explorers,
prominent citizens born in the area, etc.
The second response was from a gentleman living at Macclesfield who said:
I was surprised to read Geoffrey Manning’s article where he denigrates Charles Sturt to further
his opinion that a new city should not bear his name, Why not just say that the name Sturt is
more than adequately represented in this State. To this extent I agree, at the same time, pointing
out that Aboriginal names are well represented far and wide.
In using the iconoclast Edgar Beale to attack Sturt’s reputation is disappointing. Beale’s The
Chipped Idol was written nearly two decades ago as a revelation that would besmirch Sturt and
his many achievements. This it failed to do being only Beale’s obsessed interpretation of known
material.
One of the discarded suggestions, St Vincent, I thought a fine sounding name but it
commemorates a British naval victory and that would never do as Mr Manning would like this
even less.
My immediate reaction was to deduce that this ‘opinion’ was laced with a copious dose of rhetoric coupled
with a paucity of substantive evidence and that the sarcasm in the concluding paragraph demanded a
response. Accordingly, I forwarded the following to the Advertiser but it was refused publication:
In branding Edgar Beale as an iconoclast I believe that [the writer] was a little unkind. Edgar Beale
is a noted author and holds a doctorate in literature from the University of Wollongong and, in
respect of the unsustained accusation levelled against him has ‘previously gone on record’ as
saying Sturt had ‘the finest character of all the Australian explorers’.
However, Beale had a change of heart, for after reading the revelations of Daniel Brock upon
Sturt’s conduct and character and, complemented by opinions from Dr J.H. Browne, he
concluded: ‘The conflicts of evidence were found to include many anomalies and contradictions,
most of them from the pen of Sturt himself at varying stages of his life, that he was in danger of
qualifying as a rank liar.’
To give but one example documented by Beale: Sturt claimed that he had joined ‘Hill’s division
in the Pyrenees before the Battle of Garris [15 February 1814] and fought through the remainder
of the campaign…’, but Army lists show that he was still in England in April 1814. Sturt’s name
does not appear in the regimental medal rolls and ‘with his lifelong hunger for distinction’ it can
only be concluded that ‘he did not apply… because he was not entitled…’
This apparent shameless lie is substantiated by Beale from named primary sources. Behind all
the rhetoric emanating from Sturt’s admirers none of them have, to the best of my knowledge,
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produced any substantive rebuttal of Beale’s findings since the book was published in 1979 by
the Sydney University press.
[The writer’s] gentle sarcasm and forecast as to my probable response to the suggested name of
‘Saint Vincent’ for the new city are accepted without rebuke for I declare, publicly and fervently,
that I disapprove of the ‘Anglophile tradition’ of place names which, as I have said before, has
‘destroyed the identity of the place.’
In deference to his ‘nomenclature’, my research suggests that ‘Saint Vincent Gulf’ honours the
Earl of St Vincent, a title bestowed upon Sir John Jervis whose name is already on our map in the
form of ‘Cape Jervis’ and, in my opinion, is not worthy, in titular form or otherwise, of a further
memorial.
Indeed, at the risk of being accused of xenophobia. I would commend Wongayerlo, the
Aboriginal name for the gulf (meaning ‘the water where the sun sinks), as a most appropriate
substitute for [the writer’s] ‘fine sounding name’.
Sturton - Historical records show it as the name of a chapel near Gawler on section 4031, Hundred of Munno
Para. On 30 April 1865, the Primitive Methodist Chapel was reopened ‘when services were preached to a
good congregation by Reverend A. Pithouse…’
Sugarloaf Well - A school about 13 km north of Terowie opened by Rachel Coon in 1885; it closed in 1910.
In 1879, a traveller reported that he had occasion to go to this well on the travelling stock road and upon
arrival:
There were two waggons loading water; accordingly, I waited my turn… I drew up to the troughs
for my own load. A person present told me I should get none before his flock of sheep was
watered. I could see no sheep about. I got on the bank near the well to see where they were and
found they were feeding in a stubble paddock about a mile from the well… The troughs were
near full and I offered my horse to work the whim and at the same time assist him… ‘No, I am
damned if you do, you are a stranger here.
‘You did not pay anything for the well and I am not to be humbugged by you or your equals.’
Strong words passed between us… Previous to leaving I learned this man’s name - Mr Thomas
Fogarty of Gumbowie… [who] is in possession of a large tract of land and has a great number of
sheep and cattle running close to the well and monopolises the same. I hope for the benefit of
strangers, travelling teamsters… the government will place some civilised Christian in charge of
this well…
Suicide Bridge - A dangerous bridge on an old coach road adjacent to Lake Limbra in the Chowilla district.
Sullivan - A rural locality in the Hundred of Lincoln between Coomunga and Boston, north of Port Lincoln.
The name was changed to ‘Tootenilla’ in 2004.
Mount Sullivan, South-East of Lake Howitt, recalls Richard Forbes Sullivan, who held the ‘Kanowna Run’
(lease no. 3022) from 1882.
Sulphur Peninsula - On Lake Eyre North, named by C.W. Bonython because of the deposits of native sulphur
found there.
Sultana, Point - On Yorke Peninsula; it derives its name from the fact that ‘on the night of 27th September
1849 the Sultana, a cargo ship from London was running for St Vincent’s Gulf, under close-reefed topsails…
and about half past four she grounded upon Troubridge Shoal. Subsequently, the ship was lifted over the
first reef into deeper water…’ Built at Whitby, in 1837, she was on a voyage from London to Port Adelaide.
(See Lannes, Cape)
Summerfeldt - In the Hundred of Tungkillo, 13 km west of Mannum. The school opened in 1881 and became
Summerfield in 1918 after the Nomenclature Committee had suggested it be changed to ‘Worlatti’,
meaning ‘summer’; it closed in 1967; a photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
(See Tepko)
On 23 November 1904, it was reported that a new Lutheran Church was dedicated:
After worshipping in their old building for a period of 31 years [it was decided] to erect a new
edifice in a more central position… The preachers in the morning were the local pastor, Pastor
Alpers, and Pastor Harms of Blumberg… The church choir under the leadership of Mr Hausler
contributed excellent selections of sacred music…
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Summer Hill - The name of the ‘Caroline East’ School from 1913; it closed in 1917. It took its name from a
local homestead.
Summertown - The town, near Uraidla, was laid out by Charles Smith (1831-1911), on sections 6 and 8A,
Hundred of Onkaparinga, in 1874, when he advertised it as an ideal situation for city dwellers to escape
from the heat of summer. A different version is given in a local history - when postal authorities were
requested to begin a post office they asked ‘what to name the town’ and Tom Percival, the storekeeper
suggested ‘Summertown’ because he thought it an ideal place to live in the summertime as the temperature
was approximately 10 degrees cooler than the city. Its post office opened as ‘Summerton’ in 1874; changed
to ‘Summertown’ in 1876.
In 1884, a deputation of residents was introduced to the Chief Secretary ‘for the purpose of urging that a
police trooper be stationed at Summertown’:
It was urged that Summertown, being about half way between Uraidala and the new hotel
erected on the site of the old wine shop, it would be better to have a trooper at that place. It was
represented that there was some amount of larrikinism in the township, the Bible Christian
minister being twice interrupted in his sermon by a disturbance at the door of the church…
Thomas Percival built an imposing two-storeyed 15-roomed Mount Lofty Hotel as a temperance
establishment in 1884-1885 and licensed it in March 1887:
When it generally became impossible to have a new hotel licensed in the city, the suburbs or the
Adelaide Hills, because the market had become saturated with too many hotels, the South
Australian Brewing Company resorted to a kind of mischief-making when the hotel came up for
sale in March 1914. It bought the hotel merely to strip it of its licence and transfer it to Murray
Bridge where business was brisk. Having obtained the licence in this way, the brewery then sold
the Mount Lofty Hotel. It once again operated for a few years as a temperance hotel and then
became a private residence.
A photograph of the ‘Gates of Memory’ is in the Chronicle, 2 August 1919, page 30.
Sunbury - The Sunbury Chapel, 5 km west of Yorketown in the ‘Troubridge Area’, was opened on 25 January
1874 when it was intended ‘to use the building as long as required for a day school’; this came to pass in
1877; it closed in 1942. The name was taken from a local homestead which, in turn, may have been taken
from Sunbury in Middlesex, England.
In 1876, it was reported that leading medical practitioners of the metropolis:
[Were] driven to their wits’ end lately to find a quiet seaside retreat for their patients, Glenelg
and Brighton having become fashionable resorts to such an extent that privacy and repose can
no longer be endured. One of the principal of the gentlemen has, we believe, fixed on Sunbury…
as a place to which to send his patients… We may rest assured from its climate and resources it is
destined to become a very popular portion of the province.
A photograph of a women’s football team is in the Register, 4 September 1928, page 10, of a cricket team
in the Chronicle, 25 May 1933, page 37.
Sunday, Lake - On section 475, Hundred of Melville. Rodney Cockburn says Charles Parrington discovered
it on a Sunday. He arrived in the Cygnet in 1836 and, for many years, was in the employ of Alfred Weaver,
a pioneer pastoralist on Yorke Peninsula, where his abode was described as ‘the most miserable hut I ever
saw… the chimney was constructed of sheep skins and the roof as well ventilated as could be desired.’ He
died at Coobowie in 1882, aged sixty-nine.
The late Joseph Williams, who was District Clerk for 32 years, said that Parrington was a most curious man,
from a good family in England, who shunned civilisation and found peace and contentment in the
wilderness of Yorke Peninsula, where he lived in close association with the Aborigines. The Lake Sunday
School was opened in 1881 and closed in 1942. The Aborigines knew the lake as Taliwonko.
An obituary and photograph of Mrs Mary Parrington are in the Observer, 15 November 1902, page 25a.
Sunlands - A descriptive name given to a subdivision of part section 610, Hundred of Waikerie, 10 km SouthWest of Waikerie by Waikerie Extension Co. Ltd in 1916.
Sunning Hill - In 1866, there was a report of an anniversary of the Sunning Hill Wesleyan Chapel, near Chain
of Ponds., while in 1905 a sale of gifts and strawberry fete was held in the Methodist Church:
The opening ceremony was performed by Mr F.V. Allbright to whom a hearty vote of thanks was
moved by Mr R. Northey. The following were the stall holders - Drapery, Mesdames W.T.
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Wiltshire, R. Northey and W. Bartley; Book, Mr F.V. Allbright; Lolly, Mrs Player; Strawberries and
cream and refreshments, Misses Allbright, Ward and Elsie Giddings; Temperance drinks, Mr C.
Stokes…
Sunnybrae - A school opened in 1891 by Alice Dobney as ‘Hundred of Yongala South’ and changed to
‘Sunnybrae’ in the same year; it closed in 1942.
Sunnybrae Farm was a 1915 subdivision of part section 383, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Kilburn.
James E. Braund, Howard J. Braund, farmers of Islington, and Walter F. Brownsworth laid it out taking its
name from an historic farm near Islington which ‘supplied dairy produce for the whole State in [the] early
days.’ Earlier, it was advertised ‘For Sale as a Going Concern - ‘Sunnybrae’ Dairy and Poultry Farm, Islington’:
The farm contains in all about 70 acres, 10 acres of which (facing the main road) has been sold
for building sites… The farm is surrounded on three sides by the Government Sewage Farm, the
overflow channel from which passes along the whole of the ‘Sunnybrae’ western boundary,
affording an unlimited supply of water impregnated with most valuable fertilising properties…
Sunny Hill - A school opened in 1882 as ‘South Hummocks’; name changed in 1896 and closed in 1969. The
Sunny Hill Post Office opened in December 1911. Photographs of the aftermath of a cyclone are in the
Observer, 23 March 1913, page 30.
Sunnymeade - A subdivision of part section 252, Hundred of Adelaide, into 12 allotments bisected by Fern
Avenue; now included in Fullarton. Joseph Hitchcox, accountant of Fullarton laid it out in 1880. The name
occurs in Oxfordshire, England.
Sunnyside - An 1862 subdivision of section 37, Hundred of Wallaroo, laid out by its owner P. D. Prankerd;
now included in Wallaroo. In 1922, the name was applied, albeit ‘unofficially’, to an Adelaide subdivision in
the form of an auction of ‘80 elevated building sites [at Sunnyside with] glorious views over the city and
gulf.’ (See Beaumont, Byethorne & Milne) Photographs of a motor cycle hill climb are in the Chronicle, 5
November 1931, page 34.
In 1981, the name Sunnyside was approved for the subdivision of a private shack area near Murray Bridge.
In 1925, Sunnyside Glen was advertised as ‘Mr T.C. Wollaston’s beautiful property just above the
[Bridgewater] Old Mill… 30 acres of commanding knolls and rolling grassy undulations, dotted with
magnificent white gums and clumps of smaller variety, is now in process of subdivision…’ (See Sunny Spring
Glen)
Sunny Spring Glen - This subdivision near Bridgewater was described in 1926:
Those who are acquainted with the manifold delights of the picturesque hills resort of
Bridgewater will be interested to learn that portion of Mr T.C. Wollaston’s beautiful property just
above ‘The Old Mill’ between the railway and the old Mount Barker road, is now in process of
subdivision into spacious blocks… These radiate from and overlook a delightful central reserve
nestling in a sheltered gully in which there are… gum trees and a spring… (See Sunnyside Glen)
Sunny Vale - A school opened as ‘Tiparra East’ in 1885; name changed in 1887 and closed in 1943. In 1892,
‘at Little Kalkabury and Sunny Vale the Inspector-General met a number of parents’:
At the latter place the parents asked that a stove should be provided to keep the room warm
during the cold months; but it was agreed that a new room at the back of the chapel, which is
used for school work, would be preferable…
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist Church is in the Chronicle, 16
November 1912, page 30, of Mr H.J. Coote’s son and his ‘two faithful dogs’ on 3 July 1915, page 29, of
‘house moving’ by tractor on 12 April 1924, page 38.
Sunrise Cliffs - On Thistle Island; its 400 foot cliffs glow in the morning sunshine.
Sunshine - A school near Terowie opened in 1907 by Johanna M. Kean. In 1926, a protest was made against
its proposed removal from section 369 to section 80, in the Hundred of Whyte, when a deputation was
introduced to the Minister of Education by the Hons. W. Morrow, W.G. Mills and A.P Blesing:
The speakers were Messrs T. Farrell and G. McGregor who pointed out the proposed alteration
would result in many of the settlers being placed at a great disadvantage. It was intended… to
shift the school a good three miles further west.
It closed circa 1928
Surfers - In 1957, this subdivision, adjacent to a beach, was laid out by Robert C. Chapman, in the Hundred
of Goolwa, on part sections 2248 and 2257.
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Surfleet, Point - Near Port Lincoln; named by Matthew Flinders on 25 February 1802 after a parish in
Lincolnshire, written in 1212 as surfliet - ‘sour stream’.
Surrey - Summit Developments Ltd laid out Surrey Downs in 1960 on part section 2129, Hundred of Yatala.
In 1841, Thomas Lucas was shown holding a property named ‘Surry (sic) Vale on section 499.
The suburb of Surrey Farm, proclaimed on 13 October 1977, takes its name from a farm established by
Richard Smith, who came to South Australia in the Somersetshire in 1839. Born in Southwark, Surrey,
England, circa 1796, he died at Golden Grove in 1863; now included in Golden Grove and Wynn Vale.
Surveyor, Point - On Yorke Peninsula, was once used as a survey point. (See Vincent, Port)
Sutherland - In 1879, Frederick W. Frampton and Thomas Sutherland Horn gave this name to a subdivision
of part section 372, Hundred of Pichi Richi; now included in Quorn, while Hannah Gray Sutherland
perpetuated her name in 1916 when she cut up section 196 and part section 197, Hundred of Mount
Muirhead; now included in Millicent.
Sutherland Shoal is off Kangaroo Island and was named after Captain George Sutherland, commander of
the brig Governor Macquarie and, in 1819, he reported that there were several Europeans assembled on
Kangaroo Island ‘who had run away from ships that traded for salt, others from Sydney and Van Diemen’s
Land who were prisoners of the Crown’:
These gangs joined after a lapse of time and became the terror of ships going to the island for
salt, etc., being a little better than pirates.
The are complete savages living in bark huts like the natives, not cultivating anything but living
entirely on kangaroos, emus, and small porcupines and getting spirits and tobacco in barter for
the skins which the lay up during the sealing season. They dress in kangaroo skins without linen
and wear sandals of seal skins. They smell like foxes.
They have carried their daring acts to an extreme, venturing on the mainland in their boats and
seizing the natives, particularly the women, and keeping them in a state of slavery, cruelly
treating them on every trifling occasion.
Sutherlands - A railway station 14 km east of Eudunda named after William Sutherland, who took up
sections 245 and 250, Hundred of Neales, in July 1881. He was born in Scotland in 1845 and, following the
death of his parents in 1860, emigrated to Tasmania, subsequently coming to South Australia. He married
at Mount Torrens and 14 children were born in following years; he died in November 1928.
In 1879, he took up 2,000 acres where the siding now stands and he used it to load wood for the firm of
Sutherland, Crocker and Co., North Tce, of which he was a partner. He opened a post office there in August
1882. The school opened in 1889 and closed in 1953.
In 1909, the opinion was proffered that ‘the chief production of this place appears to be children and
firewood, both of which were strongly in evidence:
There are some fairly promising crops in the vicinity of the line, but as the district is rather more
noted for breach of promise than otherwise in this respect, it is somewhat risky yet to speculate
on results.
Suttons - A railway station 24 km north of Mount Gambier reminds us of the Sutton brothers, Anthony and
John, who held adjacent land. (See Dismal Swamp)
Sutton Town - An 1860 subdivision of section 259, Hundred of Blanche, 6 km north of Mount Gambier by
Charles Burney Young. He probably named it after the village of Sutton in his native County of Devonshire
from whence he emigrated in the Flora Kerr in 1855. It comes from the Anglo-Saxon suth-town - ‘south
town’; it was, also, the ancient name for Plymouth in England. Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature
to a relative of Mr Young. The school opened in 1869 and, in 1873, was conducted by Joseph Cadwallader
with 56 enrolled pupils. Photographs of and information on the school’s calf club members are in the
Chronicle, 4 and 11 August 1932, pages 32 and 7. (See Templeton, Mount)
Swallow Waterhole - In the Far North-West, named by Christopher Giles in November 1870; swallow nests
were found there on the rocks.
Swan(n), Mount - On section 254, Hundred of Tarcowie, recalls H.C. Swan(n) who held a pastoral lease at
Walloway Hill in 1854. He arrived in the Norna in 1854 and died at Aberdeen, Scotland, in 1908, aged
seventy-four. The Mount Swan School opened in 1924 and closed in 1939. In 1870, ‘about 30 gentlemen
met in Faulkner’s long room, North Blinman Hotel, to present Mr Swan, SM, of Angorichina, who is leaving
the district, with a testimonial’:
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In parting with you we lose an able, impartial and prompt administrator of our laws, a kind,
judicious and firm friend and counsellor and an active and generous promoter of our local
institutions.
Swanport -The Aboriginal name was kanggarungang - ‘home of the spirits or dead’ for it was a noted burial
place and used for generations. It was here that many people died, probably of smallpox, when an ancestral
being Kulda beckoned to them by passing across the sky like a bright meteor. Known once as ‘Thompson’s
Crossing’, the name Swanport was given to an 1865 subdivision of part section 52, Hundred of Mobilong, 6
km SSE of Murray Bridge, by Frederick (1815-1885) and William May(1816-1903) who came from
Oxfordshire, England, in the Anna Robertson in 1839. Its school opened in 1923 and closed in 1932.
In 1876, Swanport was known best as a crossing place, the government having established a ferry there.
Foot passengers were conveyed in a boat across the river at one penny each and the punt was used, on
easy terms, to transfer horses, cattle, sheep and other stores either way.
The place has a small post office, a few cottages, two wine shops and a depot (Mr A. Tonkin’s) for
storing goods for the up-river steamboats. The butcher, who supplies the residents, lives at
Nairne… On our visit there was an abundance of duck and teal on what is called the lagoon… (See
Thompson Crossing)
Swan Reach - The land taken up first in the vicinity was portion of the ‘Moorundie Special Survey’ claimed
by E.J. Eyre and Osmond Gilles and extending from a mile north of Blanchetown to four miles north of Swan
Reach, including E.J. Eyre’s ‘Moorundie Station’ in the neighbourhood of Portee. The survey was claimed in
1839, shortly after Eyre’s return from an unsuccessful northern expedition during the course of which
unfavourable drought conditions, almost complete deficiency of both water and grass, had driven him back,
eventually, in an easterly direction until he made contact with the Murray River at latitude 34·16, which
point it will be observed he subsequently made the northerly starting point of his ‘River Murray Special
Survey’.
The first pastoralist in this area was Archibald Jaffray (sic), who took out an occupation licence on 24
February 1845 on the ‘right bank of Murray, eight miles below Moorundie.’ The ‘Swan Reach Run’ was held
first by E.T.L. Heyward (lease no. 1544C).
The town of Swan Reach, 30 km east of Sedan, was surveyed on part sections 3, 4 and 62 by C.J. Sanders
on behalf of Paul Albert Hasse in 1899. Born at Lobethal in 1856 he died at Swan Reach in 1911. An extension
was made by Messrs M.B. Hasse and Edwin Rodgers in the same year. The name is descriptive; there were
numerous black swans on the river in the early days of settlement.
A local history says that the ‘first school in the region was at Kooloola Station in the 1890s where a Mr
Brecht accepted students to his straw-roofed shed if the parents could afford to pay his fees.’ Later, ‘a heavy
thunderstorm washed the roof away and terminated formal learning until 1905 [sic - believed to be 1902]…
In that year … Swan Reach saw its first Government School…’ A photograph of students is in the Observer,
26 October 1907, page 30.
In 1897, it was reported that ‘Messrs Paul Hasse and P.A. Beck waited upon the Treasurer and presented a
petition signed by 85 residents of Nildottie, Bakara, Fisher and Sedan’ when they asked that a punt be
constructed at Swan Reach:
On account of the rapid settlement of the hundreds on the eastern bank of the river the
necessity for a punt had become very apparent and Swan Reach naturally claimed to be the most
suitable place where a ferry should be made. Owing to the present low state of the river the
works could be carried out in a substantial manner and at small cost…’ The Treasurer, in reply,
said he had before him the claims of Mannum, Walker’s Flat, Blanchetown and Swan Reach…
A photograph of the ferry is in the Chronicle, 8 January 1910, page 30, of a Show in the Observer, 17 October
1908, page 32, 28 October 1911, page 29, of the town in the Observer, 26 October 1907, page 30, of ‘high
water’ in the Chronicle, 2 April 1910, page 31, of Murray cod catches on 29 April 1911, page 29, 3 June 1911,
page 29, of the wharf on 20 May 1911, page 30, of flooding in the Observer, 13 October 1917, page 23,
Chronicle, 27 August 1931, page 32, 28 January 1932, page 33, of Mr B. Schwarz and his Murray cod catch
in the Observer, 3 June 1911, page 32. of the laying of the foundation stone of the Congregational Church
on 11 April 1914, page 30, of an Aboriginal Mission in the Chronicle, 9 May 1929, page 40, of an Aboriginal
camp in the Observer, 10 December 1927, page 8 (supp.).
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Swanscombe - An 1875 subdivision of section 234, Hundred of Caltowie, by Charles Burney Young; now
included in Caltowie. He married Nora Creina Bacon in Swanscombe, England, in 1851. It means ‘Sweyn’s
camp’ - the Danish King Sweyn erected a fortress there to preserve a winter station for his ships. In 1925,
the sale of Swanscombe, being 6 allotments ‘out of property owned by Mrs C.B. Young in Fuller Street,
Walkerville’ was advertised. (See Templeton, Mount & Sutton Town)
Swansea - In 1867, Alfred France, auctioneer and David Bower, timber merchant, cut up section 17,
Hundred of Wallaroo, naming it after its namesake in Wales; it derives from swinesea – ‘from the number
of porpoises with which this part of the channel abounded.’ Born in Yorkshire in 1818, Alfred France was a
London broker who was caught up in the railway mania of the mid-1840s and, following its collapse, he
came to South Australia in 1848 and became a mining promoter and, subsequently, a broker again.
In 1875, Swansea was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 1047, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George
D. Green, W. Peirce, J.C. Lovely, H.H. Mildred and H.C. Swan; now included in Largs North: ‘In addition to
the valuable timber on the blocks… [it] is situated within a few hundred yards of the harbor and within
walking distance of the Semaphore and the Port…’ Rodney Cockburn suggests Mr Swan’s name was utilised
for the name. The name of the Swansea Railway Station was changed to ‘Largs North’ in July 1945.
In 1923, eleven men arrested at the Swansea sandhills:
On Sunday afternoon, appeared before Mr G.W. Halcombe, SM, … charged on the information of
Sub-Inspector J.E. Noblet, with having been on an open paddock near to Swansea on January 7th
where the unlawful game of ‘two up’ was in progress. John S. Garrick, carrier of Port Adelaide,
Edward Hall, labourer, Adelaide, Percy Douglas Dean, traveller, Adelaide, George Goodwin, John
Davis, George Nelson, labourers, Robert Norrie, painter and Charles Clarke, barman, all of Port
Adelaide, pleaded guilty…
A fine of £5, with 15 shillings costs, in default 14 days imprisonment, was ordered. A charge
against Ross Bonnington, labourer, of Exeter, was heard ex parte. Mr Noblet said defendant had
telephoned to him that morning, stated he admitted his guilt, but he was too ‘crook’ to attend
court after the long run he had on Sunday .(Laughter.)… An order was made for the confiscation
of the tarpaulin and kips.
Swede Flat - North of Padthaway, in the South-East. The story is told that:
Here was a solitary hut belonging to a young Swede who had been a runaway sailor and came to
this… country and went sheep farming, saving his wages, kept his eyes open and found this flat
and even country, applied for and got a lease of it… Years afterwards I heard the history of this
man… One Christmas he went down to Guichen Bay to sell his wool and there fell victim to drink,
spent all his money, pawned and sold his sheep, his lease, everything he had, turned sailor again
and disappeared.
His name is unknown, but it was reported that he was there in 1849 and, as such, should have held the land
under occupation licence, but no record of it is to be found in the Government Gazette; therefore, it appears
likely that he was, at best, manager of the property. William MacIntosh, who established the village of
Kincraig, recalled that when he visited the place:
He found a Swede alone in a hut doing his shearing and cooking all in the one room and there
was no person except blacks within miles of him. The man was doing his daily work faithfully,
with the blacks all round him, but he had no fear.
The ‘Swede Flat Run’ was held by Patrick Kelly from July 1851 (lease no. 153); at that time it was shown as
‘Ingle’s Flat’ and called Swede’s Flat, also. Its post office opened in November 1883; closed in October 1886.
Further information on the Swede gentleman is to be found in What’s in a Name, page 210 and the
published reminiscences of Henry Holroyd.
Swinden - Laid out in 1879 by Edward Swinden (ca.1851-1920) on part sections 925-26, Hundred of
Woolundunga, on the plains near Horrocks Pass, where its main building was the ‘Pass Hotel’, today, a pile
of crumbling masonry on the roadside. The Swinden Town School operated from 1901 until 1903; Swinden
School opened in 1912 and closed in 1920.
In 1907, it was said that ‘a hotel was erected there when there were a great many teams on the road carting
to and from Wilmington to Port Augusta. During Sub-Inspector Field’s term at the Port a tragic occurrence
took place between the Swinden Hotel and Lillywhite’s Garden, close under the Flinders Range.’ A lengthy
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tale followed surrounding a rabbit trapper named Leech who held a posse of police at bay for many days
before committing suicide.
Swinden Crossing, at the southern extremity of Lake Torrens, was named after Charles Swinden (ca.18271865) who, with Murdoch Campbell and D. Thomson, explored the area in mid-1857. (See Elizabeth Creek)
He took up country west of the Gulf and Lake Torrens where he ‘made a track for teams and stock to cross.’
His journal was published in 1857 and a preface by the editor said:
The party consisted of Mr D. Thompson [sic] of the Tatiara, Mr Murdoch Campbell of Mount
Remarkable and Mr Charles Swinden of the Gilbert. During a portion of the route they were
accompanied by Mr Edwin Stocks. (See Lincoln Gap)
Swindon - An 1859 subdivision of section 112, Hundred of Light, by David Guthrie Catcheside when, in
expectation of a ready sale, he enticed prospective purchasers by providing a special train from Adelaide
and a champagne lunch. By August 1860, when sales of lots were at a low ebb, he reminded colonists that
his creation ‘adjoins the Freeling railway station [and], from the number of converging lines…, it must
speedily become the principal place of business between Adelaide and Kapunda’; now included in Freeling.
He arrived in the Sea Queen in 1850, returned to England in 1864, where he died in 1883, aged fifty-nine.
The name comes from Gloucestershire, England, where his wife was born. It means ‘town on the River Swin’
and, in 1205, was written as swinedon - ‘pig hill’.
Sydenham - John Edwin Gameau (ca.1802-1872), a solicitor in London, came to South Australia with his
wife and family, circa 1850. In 1874, his sons, Thomas Edwin and Victor, purchased sections 311 and 333,
Hundred of Adelaide, upon which they built a house calling it ‘Sydenham’, no doubt after their parents’
association with a place of that name in London which came into prominence in the 1600s on account of a
mineral spring supposed to possess peculiar medicinal virtues. In 1881, they sold portion of the land to Sir
William Milne who subdivided it in 1882 as Sydenham; now included in Paradise. The name translates as
‘south home’.
In 1880, a report on Mr E.B. Heyne’s Sydenham Road nursery said ‘it would be well to state, first, that
unlike the establishments we have spoken of previously, it is simply an adjunct to the proprietor’s seed
business and cannot be reckoned as a prime factor in his source of income’:
At his seed shop in Rundle Street he keeps up a good display of window plants… Jumping on the
Norwood and Kensington tram car we were soon conveyed to the Old Colonist Inn, where we
alighted within a few yards of the residence and garden of Mr Heyne… [He] is not only known as
a seedsman and plant merchant, but also as the author of a valuable little work on gardening
entitled the Amateur Gardener in South Australia… As secretary of the Vignerons’ Association he
has done excellent service in conducting their correspondence in French…
Sydney Park - (See Allan Park & Jordan Park)
Syleham - This village is now part of Robe. Charles Reeves gave this Suffolk name to a subdivision of section
219, Hundred of Waterhouse, circa 1856; in 950 AD it was recorded as silham - ‘home in a gully’.
Symon, Hundred of - In the County of Grey, proclaimed on 12 March 1855. Sir Josiah H. Symon (1846-1934),
MP (1881-1887), was one of the foremost members of the Federal Convention of 1897-98 that drafted the
Commonwealth Constitution. A skilful barrister he became a Queen’s Counsel in 1881, the year he began a
brilliant political career.
The Song of Symon
I’m a patriot bold
Like the heroes of old,
Though you thought them all buried, or nearly,
And though strange it may be
For a doughty QC,
Yet I love it - my country - yes, dearly.
Not an axe, bear in mind,
Do I carry to grind;
And I’m not a pen-pecked politician;
Just a barrister cit,
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Having not the least bit
Of Premier’s perky ambition.

What, to me, is a name
Or the weathercock’s fame?
These can never my doctrine determine,
Though it’s true that I may,
On some possible day,
Wear the Federal judicial ermine.
Let us calmly unite,
Ere we’re forced to, by fight;
It’s worth living for, aye, even dying.
Yet, to take guineas three
Every day for one’s fee,
Half a year, I admit, is less trying.
Popularity! Nay,
With the bug-bear away;
That’s for Kingston, and Reid, and for Turner,
While the crown dynamo
Gives their arc lights a glow,
I am only a private gas burner.
I’m a patriot bold,
Caring nothing for gold;
(That’s the man that the country is needing!)
For her weal I would live
And my blood I would give,
(Phew! it’s she that is in danger of bleeding).

T
Table Lands - A government school near Eudunda; opened in 1895, it closed in 1920. Earlier, circa 1870, a
Lutheran school of the same name was conducted on section 248, Hundred of Julia Creek, taking its name
from a ‘table’ or plateau of flat land north of Saint Kitts.
Tabor - In 1850, this German village in the Mount Lofty Ranges was reported as being named after a town
in Bohemia, Germany.
Tailem Bend - In the early 1840s George Mason was a police trooper at Wellington (later, he became Subprotector of Aborigines) and it is recorded that he said, ‘the scrub blacks called the place “Thealem”, which
probably means “bend”.’ (See Marmon Jabuk & Mason) Of interest, also, is the fact that Donald Gollan
called his sheep run ‘Taleam’. Professor N.B. Tindale says it derives from teigalang; teigai - ‘to miss aim’ for
it was here Ngurunderi failed for a second time to kill the giant Murray Cod, Ponde.
On 19 February 1846 the Government Gazette recorded that occupation licences had been issued to Messrs
Archibald Cooke, John Morphett and John Gifford over land in the near vicinity. (See Cooke Plains & Gifford
Hill)
The town was proclaimed on 28 July 1887 and its school opened in 1902; a photograph of students is in
the Observer, 10 October 1908, page 3. (See Mason & Ponde)
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A photograph of the town is in the Chronicle, 2 March 1912, page 29, of residents on the Queen is in the
Observer, 27 July 1912, page 30, of a new wharf in the Chronicle, 28 June 1913, page 32, of Miss Bleeze
stripping a crop on her brother’s farm on 17 February 1917, page 30, of the bandstand on 31 May 1934,
page 36, of the opening of a post office in the Observer, 6 December 1913, page 30, of Empire Day
celebrations on 30 May 1914, page 30, of members of a rifle club on 20 May 1916, page 26, of a football
team on 15 October 1927, page 37, of railway cottages in the Chronicle, 8 May 1926, page 39.
Takkarang Swamp - On sections 39 and 289, Hundred of Bonney. An Aboriginal word for ‘marsh watercress
place’; flowering cress was a sign that youths should be subjected to initiation into manhood.
Talbot Creek - Runs through section 484, Hundred of Tungkillo and probably recalls David Talbot, who took
up land at ‘The Eastern Sources of the Torrens’.
Taldamatarang - An Aboriginal camp at sections 26 and 28, Hundred of Glyde, where the ancestral being of
the Marutandi clan replaced the spearing of ducks by developing nets (ngering). It was he who made the
Coorong, its lagoons and fresh springs.
Taldra - Aboriginal for ‘kangaroo’. The Taldra School, opened in 1919 by Theresa Kelly; was closed in 1957
and in 1920 the name was given to a subdivision of part section 18, Hundred of Gordon, by W.H. Bruce Ltd,
32 km ENE of Loxton. In 1923, Taldra boasted of a football team that was ‘leading in the district association.
The Boss went to see the match against Noora. Footballer and runner in his younger days, he retains his
enthusiasm. He is a most ardent barracker…’
Talia - Aboriginal for ‘near water’. The ‘Talia Run’ was named by J.H. Browne under pastoral lease no. 1596
on land held, originally, by J.T. Symes from 2 January 1856 at ‘Wedge Hill’ (lease no. 453). A sketch of the
lease is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia. The Hundred of Talia, County of Musgrave, was
proclaimed on 22 September 1881 and the town of Talia, in the Hundred of Downer, on 17 May 1883.
In 1906, it was reported that ‘at the back of the old Talia station Mr J.L. Higgins farms some 1,500 acres in
a better class of sheaoak and limestone country’:
This settler is a great respecter of the indigenous timber and, believing strongly in leaving the
process of destruction to the influences of time alone… Talia Station is held by Mr Thompson
who carries some 7,000 sheep thereon… Four miles south of Talia a younger branch of the
ubiquitous Kenny family is established…
The Talia School, opened as the ‘Hundred of Downer’ in 1889, had its name changed in 1906; it closed in
1941; a photograph of the school is in The Critic, 19 February 1908, of Valentine Roberts on the way to
school in the Observer, 13 June 1925, page 34. The Talia Post Office, 26 km South-East of Port Kenny,
opened circa 1862. (See Higgins Landing & Kenny, Port)
Talisker - John McLeod found silver lead ore on section 1554, Hundred of Waitpinga, 7 km SSW of Delamere
and, on 5 July 1862, obtained a mineral lease for 14 years at an annual rental of £40. Shortly thereafter he
assigned his interest to ‘The Talisker Mining Co’ which commenced mining operations and provided housing
for its miners.
A hotel was the first building erected in the town, followed by shops and an eating house; by 1866 a dozen
or more cottages were occupied by workers engaged in wood cutting and the transport of ore. A Wesleyan
Chapel was built and services were conducted there for nine years until 1875, when the congregation had
moved on. The town was serviced twice a week by Rounsevell’s coach to Adelaide via Glenburn.
By the close of the 1860s the two bugbears associated with mining were evident - paucity of finance and
lack of adequate pumping equipment to cope with an abnormal influx of water into the mine. The Mine
Captain was adamant that ‘all that is required to properly develop the resources of the mine is an increase
of funds… [It] has not yet paid a dividend… due solely to the mine being imperfectly worked owing to the
want of funds…’
His advice did not go unheeded - the company had commenced operations with a capital of £6,000 with
two increases in 1865 and 1869 totalling £34,000 but all to no avail for, by 1872, water was flowing into the
mine faster than funds could be found to pump it out! Finally, in 1872 ‘the company was unable to finance
further development and operation ceased’ leaving lamenting shareholders to ponder the fact that during
the company’s lifetime no dividend had been paid.
Hedley Brideson visited the area in 1958 and recorded that hidden among the trees and undergrowth:
Was a mass of rusty ironwork - what once had been the machinery of the Talisker Silver Lead
Mine - a mine that in the 1860s was regarded as a bonanza… A little further on we came to what
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had been the main street of Silverton, a township that grew up alongside the mine now
overgrown with trees 20 to 30 feet high… It was hard to realise that over this very ground we
were standing on, the sweating teamsters with creaking bullock waggons had carted the dressed
ore to… Cape Jervis for shipment overseas.
The Talisker Post Office operated from February 1865 until 1878, while the Talisker Conservation Park was
dedicated in 1985. In 1872, its school was conducted by William Price with 56 enrolled pupils. The name
comes from the Isle of Skye, Scotland, and derives from the Norman hjalli-sker - ‘shelf-like rock’. (See
Silverton)
Tallala - An Aboriginal word for ‘my home’ or ‘my country’ applied to a pastoral run held by Samuel and
Frederick White in the 1840s until they sold out to John Tennant in 1847. A tablet commemorating John
Tennant’s droving feats of 1845-46 was erected at the entrance to ‘Tallala’ on the Port Lincoln-Tumby Bay
Road and unveiled on 8 November 1946. The name Tallala was applied to a telephone office on section
20A, Hundred of Sturdee, and renamed ‘Sturdee’ in 1924. Tallala School was opened in the Hundred of
Scherk (now ‘Sturdee’) in 1902 by Annie Hunt; it closed in 1927.
There are six provisional schools in this district, two only being full-time schools. According to
population Tallala can hold its own, excepting Penong, and so far as I can see is as fairly titled to
‘full-time’ as any other…
A photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 22 November 1913, page 32.
In 1911, Agnes Kanaley gave the name Tallala to a subdivision of part sections 252-53, Hundred of Adelaide;
now included in Parkside and Fullarton.
Talpeinang - A place for snaring ducks and swans on the border between sections 944 and 945, Hundred of
Malcolm. The Aborigines used small clumps of vegetation to conceal themselves while swimming towards
the prey.
Taltabooka - Aboriginal for ‘kangaroo pass’. A gold field at this place was described in 1894, the principal
workings being located near Manna Hill about two miles South-East of Taltabooka Well where ‘several trial
holes have been sunk… both blocks have been worked since November last and at the Main Shaft I was
pleased to meet Mr Sam Waterhouse, son of Mr F.G. Waterhouse, who accompanied J. MacDouall Stuart
as naturalist…’ (See Dlorah Downs)
Talunga, Hundred of - In the County of Adelaide, proclaimed on 29 October 1846. Aboriginal for ‘creek
waterhole’. In 1886, gold workings were described upon sections 1287, 1288, 1280, etc., situated ‘a little
over a mile south of Mount Pleasant and known as the Mount Pleasant Diggings’:
Two long gullies have been worked for alluvial gold on these sections… two men are at present
engaged in fossicking… Mr Dutton, Manager of the SA Bank, Mount Pleasant, informs me that
from February 1870 to July 1873, 720 ounces of gold from these diggings passed through the
bank…
In 1896, the Talunga Goldfields Development Company was floated in London by Captain Treloar and it
acquired seven sections containing 442 acres in the Hundred of Talunga and situated three miles north east
of Blumberg - at the outset their operations were confined to what was known as Scott’s Reef. By November
1896 it was expected that ‘two other mines will be working with London capital within a few weeks…The
great Talunga is the most advanced in the district where a new battery [is] nearing completion.’ A
photograph of the mine is in the Chronicle, 2 September 1899 (supplement).
Tambelin - A railway station near Gawler. Aboriginal for ‘selective’.
Tamblyn, Lake - In the North-East, discovered by E.A. Colson and named after ‘John Tamblyn, late of the
Education Department.’ A 1936 letter from Edward Colson reads, in part:
Today (August 20) I received a telegram saying that he had passed away. I think he was nearing
his 85th milestone, 40 of which were spent in the SA Education Department… It is one of the
proudest moments of my life that I should ask the authorities to consent to my suggestion that
an uncharted lake I found in crossing the Simpson Desert is named Lake Tamblyn. I feel sure that
hundreds of his old students will thank me…
Tam O’Shanter Belt - A subdivision of sections 379, 392 and 397, Hundred of Yatala, named after the ship
Tam O’Shanter that ran aground in the Port River in December 1836; now included in Kilburn and Regency
Park. In 1838, the grantee of these sections, Henry Mooringe Boswarva, formed the ‘Tam O’Shanter Land
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Company’ and subdivided the land, many lots being transferred to shareholders. (See Plympton) Its school
opened in 1861 and closed in 1868.
In 1887, ‘the Adelaide Cooperative Society’s dairy farm at Tam O’Shanter Belt comprises eight acres of land
in one block, six of which are used for… growing hay… The dairy was started in July 1886…’
Tamundee South - An 1850 subdivision of part sections 633-34, Hundred of Moorooroo, by William Koch
and Alfred Reynell.
Tanba - A railway station near Belair. Aboriginal for ‘view’.
Tanderra - A ‘saddle’ below St Marys Peak in Wilpena Pound. An Aboriginal word meaning ‘resting place’.
Tangari - In the Hundred of Kuitpo. Aboriginal for ‘edible gum’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Friedrichstadt’;
according to Rodney Cockburn it was, originally, ‘Paech Town’.
Tangoran - Near Renmark. In the early days white settlers crossed the river in boats made of animal hides.
Aboriginal for ‘skin’ or ‘hide’.
Tantandang - A waterhole in the Hundred of Glyde derived from tandan - ‘little people’ and dang - ‘clan’ or
‘horde’. (See Tantanoola).
Tantanoola - Regarding its nomenclature, the Tindale papers in the South Australian Museum contain two
possible derivations: ‘One of the last South-East Aborigines told me that the name of the district was
“tentunola”, meaning “boxwood hill” or “boxwood camp”.’ In a later explanation he says tantangola was
the ‘name of a camp near the town and derives from tantan - “little people” and ngola - “camp”. Similar
names implying an elusive dwarf are spread widely in Aboriginal myths.’ (See Tantandang)
In 1908, a ‘South-Eastern correspondent, well informed in native lore’ wrote:
Forty years or more ago a shepherd’s hut situated a mile or so South-East of the town was known
by that name. The latter half of the name may mean, according to the way it is used, a shelter
constructed of brushwood, a bird’s nest or a house. Therefore, I paraphrase the meaning of
Tantanoorla as a ‘shelter constructed of brushwood’.
At the same time another correspondent went off on a different tangent and proclaimed that some of the
old residents stated:
It was the native name of the peeweet or magpie lark, but a gentleman well-versed in Aboriginal
lingo and lore said that at a certain time of the year the tribes foregathered there to indulge in a
general interchange of wives and other innocent amusements for the promotion of goodfellowship.
The town, 15 km South-East of Millicent, proclaimed as ‘Lucieton’ on 10 July 1879, received its present
name on 4 October 1888, while the first cheese factory in South Australia was erected there and reported
upon in the Register on 18 December 1886 when it was said that there would be no doubt that that it would
be ‘the pioneer of many others… The first consignment of cheese was received and opened on Thursday,
December 16 at the rooms of Messrs Sandford & Co., Currie Street, in the presence of the city merchants
and leading grocers…’
Its post office was opened as ‘Tantanoola’ in 1881 by John Telfer; it became ‘Lucieton’ in April 1888 and
‘Tantanoola’ in 1889. Its school opened in 1888.
As regards the famous ‘Tantanoola Tiger’, which Rodney Cockburn declared to be ‘a man [Robert C.
Edmonson], whose criminal bent was the illicit collection of sheepskins’, that gentleman was brought to
trial in January 1911 and his portrait appears in the Observer on 15 April 1911, page 31.
The following version of events was gleaned from newspaper reports: in 1893 it was said that, ‘judging
from the accumulated testimony of many reliable residents… there seems to now no reason to doubt that
a genuine Bengal tiger is infesting the neighbourhood…’, while a year later it was declared to be either ‘a
tiger, a Chinaman, a neglected house dog, [or] a dingo of gigantic proportions, but the latest idea is that he
is a cheetah - the hunting leopard of India.’
Round Kalangadoo there’s a hula-baloo and panic at Penola;
From the Gulf to the Bight,
They’re taking fright, at the thing they call the Tiger.
Down by Dismal Swamp, over by Tarcoola
Prowls that fearsome beast,
That thing from Tantanoola. (See Donovans)
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Finally, in 1895, the ‘tiger’, then proclaimed to be a European wolf, was shot by Thomas Donovan at Mount
Salt on the Mount Schank station and, in 1947, he sold the stuffed and mounted creature to V.A. Willshire,
the proprietor of the local hotel.
Photographs of a Show are in the Observer, 2 December 1911, page 29, Chronicle, 21 November 1935, page
34, of the hotel in the Observer, 15 April 1911, page 31, of district council members in the Chronicle,
3 February 1912, page 31.
Tanunda - In 1843, it was said that ‘part of the [German] emigrants… have leased from Mr Angas seven
hundred and twenty acres in Angas Park, through which runs a stream called by them the Kedron’:
[Its] native name is Tanunda and it has an abundance of good water the year round. Along its
banks the Germans have built their village of Bethany…The name of Tanunda is not, as many
supposed, German, but a native appellation and has reference to the waters that skirt the place
the year around.
The village was laid out by Charles Flaxman, circa 1848, and a plan lodged at the General Registry Office, in
1854, is headed: ‘Situated on the banks of the River Gawler and Angas Park the property of Chas. Flaxman.’
A roving reporter said of the town in 1851:
The township of Tanunda gives its name to the district. The township is a rising one, but itself not
yet very populous; but undoubtedly the surrounding neighbourhood, with the villages of Bethany
to the east, and Langmeil to the west, has a very large number of inhabitants; larger perhaps
than is generally supposed. The district was quoted to us, authoritatively, as containing 500
souls.
Whether that number included the inhabitants of the country extending to the Light Pass, we
could not make out; but this tract is thickly populated with Germans from one end to the other.
Tanunda proper, in the Hundred of Moorooroo, contains about sixty tenements, among them
several good looking stores.
There are butchers, bakers, shoemakers and other usual tradesmen… There is a steam flour mill,
belonging also, as we understand to a German, with a lively engine of six horsepower. We can
testify to the tenacity of its vigour, as it is not thirty yards from the Inn; after being ceaseless in
noise all day, it began to work day and night; and as there was no possibility of closing our
windows from the state of the weather, we had its running accompaniment of puffs and blows
constantly in our ears.
It is curious, however, that the engine, like all Germans, being an excellent timeist, its monotony
was forgotten in its very regularity. Jones introduced his street lamp to our notice as his own
invention, and a very good beacon to be seen from the Barossa hills. It consisted (he said) of a tin
pot, with a central cylinder.
It certainly gave a strong light, but on our observing the Tanunda Hotel at night flaring up in the
same manner, he said his brother innkeeper had pirated his tin pot system on an inferior scale.
We confess we could not see much difference, both lamps used to go out, and both tin pots were
replenished at ten o’clock.
In 1856, a gold find was reported at Tanunda Creek, near Angaston, where B.H. Babbage had traced the
course of this stream in August of that year, ‘examined the ranges forming the basin of its upper portion,
and explored the Kaiser Stuhl and surrounding “dykes” from Jacob Creek on the South-West.’ These diggings
were 1,700 feet above sea level and high hopes were held out in respect of their likelihood to yield gold
but, with the exception of a few specks, none was found.
However, in mid-July 1856 four elated diggers, Messrs Thomas Lawson, Edward Callaghan, Richard Dean
and Peter Brady, informed the Adelaide press that they had sunk a shaft to 13 feet, seven miles to the northeast of Tanunda Creek and, from one tubful, washed 2 ozs. 4 dwts. It was at this time that government
stated that the £5,000 reward, promulgated previously by John B. Neales, Chairman of the Gold Research
Committee, was still payable - namely, on condition that upon any alleged gold field 600 licences at £1 per
month should be taken out for five months consecutively, Universally, a cry went out - ‘We must look out
for a larger and more hopeful find than Echunga.’
On 22 August 1855, some 60 Germans assembled in the large room of the Tanunda Hotel to discuss the
present political position of the South Australians speaking the German language:
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Dr Muecke… spoke with great warmth and eloquence about the position of Germans in their
adopted land; pressed upon all Germans to give up, if they had any, their party interests, and to
become South Australians, and proposed, as a means of promoting political knowledge, to form a
club.
Photographs of a brass band contest are in the Observer, 21 October 1911, page 29, 18 October 1913, page
31, 25 October 1919, page 26, Chronicle, 18 October 1924, page 37, concerning ‘Tanunda brandy’ on 12
September 1896 (supp.), of Murray Street on 12 September 1896 (supp,), of new Year’s Eve in the Observer,
7 June 1913, page 32, of Mr Carl Hoffmann’s orchard on 17 January 1903, page 25, of a brass band contest
on 21 October 1911, page 29, 18 October 1913, page 31, 25 October 1919, page 26, Chronicle, 18 October
1924, page 37, of the Tanunda and Truro tennis teams on15 June 1912, page 30, of the vintage on 19 April
1913, page 31, of a recreation park on 7 June 1913, page 32, of the town in the Observer, 20 May 1911,
page 28, 7 September 1912, page 30, of the main street in the Chronicle, 5 March 1927, page 40, of the
town in the Observer, 11 September 1926, page 34, of the inners of the Tanunda Kingship Rifle match in
the Chronicle, 20 June 1908, page 29, of a skittling club in the Observer, 16 November 1912, page 31, of
grape farmers waiting at a crushing mill on 19 April 1913, page 31, of a tennis team on 21 April 1928, page
38, of a war memorial in the Chronicle, 14 February 1920, page 25, of a school’s basketball team on 20
August 1936, page 38 of a football team on the 7 October 1937, page 37.
Tapanappa Creek & Tapanappa Rock - In the Hundred of Waitpinga. Aboriginal for ‘wives water’. An
opening in the rocks formed a water catchment and, in Aboriginal legend, made by the two wives of the
ancestral being Ngurunderi, when they were fleeing from the River Murray to the Pages Islands. (See Chiton
Rocks)
Taperoo - Rodney Cockburn suggests it means ‘calm’ while there is an Aboriginal word tapurro meaning
‘opossum skin’ which item was used as drums at corroborees. The suburb was laid out in 1925 on sections
733 and 740, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Wilkinson Watkinson. Its school opened in 1953. (See Yombo)
Taplan - Aboriginal for ‘grass tree’. The town on part section 15A, 32 km ESE of Loxton, was laid out by
Henry George, farmer of Kadina, in 1914. Its post office operated from 1 July 1914 until 14 May 1982. A
new school was opened in 1927 by the Minister of Education who said that it had ‘started in the local
institute in 1917 with an average attendance of 10 children… the school committee comprises Messrs B.G.
Rayson, secretary, W.T. Fogden, Obst and Moffatt and Mesdames Fogden and Moffatt…’ It closed in 1967.
A photograph of the opening of a hall is in the Observer, 5 April 1924, page 32, of a football team in the
Chronicle, 17 October 1935, page 36.
Tapley Hill - Thomas Tapley arrived in the Rajahstan on 16 November 1838 and took up land on which the
hill stands. He died in 1856, aged 66, and is buried in the West Terrace cemetery. In 1856, a few residents
met at the Victoria Hotel and ‘the general feeling of having these [horse] races held as soon as possible’:
The following gentlemen were named a committee to collect subscriptions and make
arrangements for the meeting: Messrs R. Smith, W. Parker, J. Tapley, F. Brockmuir, F. Back, A.
Noffkee and F. Pearce…
An 1844 Directory shows that he was the licensee of the Victoria Hotel that stood at the top of the hill. (See
Dunrobin)
A photograph of horse racing is in the Observer, 19 February 1916, page 25.
Taplin Landing - On section 636, Hundred of Baker, and named after George Taplin (1831-1879), a
missionary; the Aboriginal name was mi:kandjeram. (See McLeay, Point)
Tappa Pass - Near Angaston. Aboriginal for ‘path’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘German Pass’.
Tappara - On section 69, Hundred of Howe. Aboriginal for ‘black duck’.
Tapton - In 1863, a fire consumed ‘all the grass on section 1295, Hundred of Strathalbyn, and destroyed
much timber… An inquest was held at Tapton’:
The jury returned the verdict that the fire was lighted by some person or persons unknown, but
that a strong suspicion attaches to some of the Tippett family, viz., John and a younger brother
and sister. The jury is much dissatisfied at the evidence given by George Tippett and his son,
John.
Taragoro - A town, 13 km south of Rudall in the Hundred of Rudall, proclaimed on 30 July 1914, it ceased
to exist on 4 February 1960. Aboriginal for ‘small black cormorant’.
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Taralee Wildlife Sanctuary - Taken from a local homestead, in 1992, the name was applied to section 15,
Hundred of Beeamma and sections 22, 25, 32 & 78, Hundred of Geegeela.
Taratap - A school 24 km North-East of Kingston, SE; opened in 1923 it closed in 1927. The name was taken
from an Aboriginal waterhole in the Hundred of Peacock and adopted, also, for a local homestead. (See
Minakainji)
Tarcoola - The town, 416 km NNW of Port Augusta, proclaimed on 21 February 1901, took its name from
the Tarcoola goldfield named by A.W. Cocks and H.Y.L. Brown (Government Geologist), after the winner of
the 1893 Melbourne Cup. The horse was bred on the River Darling, at Tarcoola Station where a tribal word
meant ‘river bend’. Its school opened in 1904. (See Tent Schools)
In 1900, in respect of a proposed port for the town it was said that ‘one of the most practicable routes is
from Fowler’s Bay via Bookabie, Euria Water and Mount Finke, a distance of about 150 miles’:
Mr J.C. Riddel, who is now on the Tarcoola field, has made several trips on this route and assures
me there would be no difficulty in opening a track… Later, two other camel teams have gone
through, viz., Mr R.T. Maurice’s and Mr A.P.C. Murray’s… Taking all things into consideration…
Fowler’s Bay should be considered as the port for the Tarcoola fields…
The 1922 reminiscences of L.C.E. Gee, a mining warden read as follows:
In 1893, an old goldminer was employed at Yerda, on the Wilgena Run as a boundary rider. He
considered the country to be gold-bearing and arranged to go out prospecting after shearing
with Nichols, a shed hand. He eventually exhibited some alluvial gold and a rumour reached
Adelaide that a find had been made in the district. It was afterwards proved, however, to the
satisfaction of A.W. Cocks, then manager of the Wilgena Station, that the gold displayed had
been purchased from one of the shearers and came, originally, from Echunga.
In September 1893, Nichols, with the assistance of Mr Cocks, started prospecting by himself,
taking Yerda as a base. Shortly afterwards Messrs H.D. O’Halloran, L. Bonnar and J.K. Acraman
reached Wilgena, having come up on account of the rumours before mentioned. They joined
with Nichols and did a general prospecting trip over the run and, at the end of October, Bonnar
and Nichols brought to Yerda some dirt from Glenloth which, on being washed, showed colour.
This was the first… find of gold in the district. (See Glenloth)
In 1915, N. Simons, the auctioneer and mining agent at the Tarcoola Goldfields, wrote to the SurveyorGeneral in Adelaide requesting that the government extend the town in a southerly direction and stated
that most of the allotments in Tarcoola were purchased by speculators and blocks for the genuine home
builders were difficult to purchase.
Another reason was the East-West Railway line, which was originally thought to pass through Tarcoola,
was now to pass approximately one mile south and therefore expansion would occur in that direction. This
speculation is indicated clearly in a report supplied by the Crown Lands Ranger on 25 September 1915,
showing that of 116 allotments sold in Tarcoola only 15 had buildings erected thereon.
After an extensive investigation, the Surveyor General recommended that a small town be surveyed
adjacent to the Tarcoola Railway Station. The main reasons for not extending the town of Tarcoola
southwards were:
(a) The land immediately south of and adjoining the town being too rough and stony.
(b) The Government Battery Reserve should be kept intact.
(c) The well sunk alongside the Glory Quayle Rock by the government for the townspeople of
Tarcoola should be kept as free as possible from pollution.
Following that announcement that a new town was to be surveyed there were repeated enquiries for
allotments to be made available immediately. However, because of a shortage of surveyors, brought about
by enlistment for war service, the town was not surveyed until January 1919. (See Earea Dam)
A photograph of the coach leaving Port Augusta is in the Chronicle, 16 April 1904, page 44, the gold escort
on 1 May 1909, page 30, of the Blocks Mine on 20 June 1914, page 31, of a sports day on 17 October 1908,
page 31, of a mail coach in the Observer, 18 February 1911, page 32.
Tarcowie - Derived from the Aboriginal takawi - ‘mouth water’, so named because of the shape of the local
watering place. The Hundred of Tarcowie, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and the
town of Tarcowie, 33 km west of Peterborough, on 20 May 1875. The Tarcowie School opened in 1878 and
closed in 1961; the Tarcowie East School operated from 1878 until 1881 (See Hornsdale); the Tarcowie
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West School opened in 1884 and became ‘Willsden’ in 1891 and ‘Wilsdonville’ in the same year; it closed
in 1964.
A photograph of the laying of the foundation stone of the Institute is in the Chronicle on 2 December 1905,
page 28 and its opening on 31 March 1906, page 29, of a phosphate discovery on 8 February 1908, page 30,
of a snow fall on 8 August 1908, page 31, of a football team on 31 October 1935, page 30.
Taringa - A railway station on the former Willunga line. Aboriginal for ‘in the middle’. Willunga and McLaren
Vale are, approximately, midway between Adelaide and Encounter Bay. Deposited Plan No. 501/1856 and
Memorial 18/7 show the name as Tarranga.
Tarkaroola, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘many waterholes’.
Tarlee - Thirty-eight kilometres north of Gawler. Land in the area was held first under occupation licence
by George A. Anstey in 1845, while sections adjacent to the present day town were taken up by Messrs E.
Prescott, James Lewis, P. Conway and Thomas Colbert in 1866. By 1868, section 987 was owned by Edward
Prescott (1829-1910) which he subdivided into 85 allotments ‘adjoining the terminus of the Roseworthy
and Forresters Railway… being the very nucleus of the lines of northern traffic…’
The auction was advertised to take place at the ‘Forresters’ Hotel at Gilberton (sic) on 15 June 1868. (See
Gilbert Town) Of significance is the fact that one of the streets was named ‘Oldham’ by Prescott, and, in
August 1869, when an extension was made to the town, all lots (nos. 86-118) were purchased by Nathaniel
Oldham. These facts suggest a close friendship between Prescott and Oldham who had a family connection
with Ireland and, therefore, it may have transpired that Oldham suggested the name ‘Tralee’ to Prescott
who, as an expatriate Englishman, corrupted it to ‘Tarlee’.
To give further credence to the ‘Irish influence’ Prescott named another Tarlee street ‘Hallet’ (sic) and John
Hallett was a co-subdivider of nearby’ Navan’, also a town in Ireland that is in close proximity to ‘Tralee’.
The ancient name of Tralee in Ireland was Traleigh - ‘the strand [shore] of leigh’ and derived from its
situation from the point at which the River Leigh discharges itself into the broad sandy bay of Tralee.
Rodney Cockburn says that, in 1908, Mr J.O. Taylor asserted that it was a contraction of the Aboriginal word
tarralee and referred anyone in doubt to Mr Prescott who laid out part of his farm as the town of Tarlee.
However, he preferred the following explanation:
Tarlee is a name which has given considerable trouble in tracing. It is believed to be a misspelling
of Tralee, the chief town in County Kerry, Ireland. ‘Tra’ is Irish for ‘strand’ or ‘beach’ and the Irish
Tralee is built on the River Lee[sic] and the tide goes up as far as the town. There is a popular
ballad entitled ‘The Rose of Tralee’… Navan and Tralee are close to one another in Ireland and so
are Navan and Tarlee in South Australia, which gives colour to the suggested derivation of the
latter.
In May 1869, the village was described as comprising ‘an inn, blacksmith’s shop and Methodist Chapel.’
The school opened in 1870 and, in 1877, was conducted by William Fogg with 93 enrolled pupils.
A photograph of the showground is in the Observer, 27 October 1906, page 27, of a Show committee in the
Chronicle, 24 October 1908, page 30, of Mr L. Fisher’s implement factory in the Observer, 11 March 1911,
page 32.
Tarlton - The Hundred of Tarlton, County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 6 December 1888. Robert Alfred
Tarlton, MLC (1873-1888), was born in England, and as a young man studied for the Ministry and entered
the Congregational Church and, in South Australia, was in business as a member of the firm of G.& R. Wills.
His name is remembered, also, by Tarlton Knob, north of Lake Torrens, where he held several pastoral
leases.
Tarndatjongar - A sand bank in Lake Alexandrina between Points Sturt and McLeay; derived from an
Aboriginal word meaning ‘resting or sleeping place’.
Tarnijundingga - An Aboriginal camp on Aldinga Creek near section 392, Hundred of Willunga, - tarni - ‘salty’
and jundi - ‘always’.
Tarnma - Nineteen kilometres WNW of Eudunda. Aboriginal for ‘honey suckle’; the honey contained in the
blossom of this tree was a favourite nourishment for the Aborigines. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Friedrichswalde’;
its school opened under that name and was changed to Tarnma in 1918; it closed in 1947.
Tarooki - A railway station near Goolwa. Aboriginal for ‘seagull’.
Tarparrie - The Aboriginal name for Port Pirie means ‘muddy water’. (See under Pirie, Port where another
derivation is canvassed.)
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Tarpeena - Derived from the Aboriginal tartpeena - ‘large red gum tree’. The town, 24 km north of Mount
Gambier, surveyed in October 1860, was offered for sale on 25 July 1861 and, by 1869, it ‘comprised,
besides the hotel, an eating-house and wine shop conjoined and one or two nondescript erections.’ The
deprivations of bushrangers in the area were reported in 1905:
They made him turn his pockets inside out, but luckily his stock of money was limited to one
penny, which the bushrangers magnanimously declined to appropriate and allowed him to
proceed…
Its post office operated from 1862 until June 1905; its school opened in 1864. (See Egan Hut)
A most explicit account of the state of the general well being of the South East Aborigines, following two
decades of infiltration by squatters and others, is to be found in a series of correspondence in the Register
in mid-1866 from which a discerning reader might be enabled to deduce the truth. At the outset, in May of
that year a report was published which read, in part, as follows:
The second grievance is the state of the aboriginal population which is a disgrace to a Christian
community. The Crown Lands Ranger, Mr Egan, [of Tarpeena] is the nominal Protector of the
blacks and under him the police at various places dispense the rations. The whole thing,
however, is done in a clumsy and perfunctory manner. The police are the worst persons the
government could appoint to give out the rations as the poor blacks have a natural dread of
these gentlemen.
A case recently occurred here when some of the natives obtained grog and got drunk and
because they would not inform the police where they obtained the drink the rations of the whole
company were stopped for a fortnight. Father Woods heard of the case and visited the poor old
fellow and gave him some medicine, but he was too far gone - the man died of sheer inanition
[sic]… The protection of Aborigines in the South East I am assured is a mere farce and the
question is asked why Dr Walker does not come down frequently and look after them.
A few weeks later the Rev J.E. Tenison Woods sought to clarify certain assertions made previously and to
plea for a radical change to the methods employed by the government in the treatment of the local
Aborigines:
Your correspondent has called attention to the sad state of the natives in this district. Well I say
most conscientiously that a more hideous crying evil does not exist among Christians. These poor
savages after being degraded and diseased by the vices of - shall we call it civilisation - are but to
die, in our midst, of starvation… I have seen them dying within a stone’s throw of abundance and
luxury.
I have seen them so corroded by disease that they might be said to be rotting away even in life,
and there was none there to give aid. I have even found one lying in the water where he had been
left by his companions whose emaciated condition would not enable them to carry him further
through the morass. I have known them to die of cold, starvation and of drunkenness and all these
things amongst men who had grown rich on their lands and boasted of the Christian name…
I assert most vehemently that we are bound to do something for them if only to smooth their path
to the grave. True, the government does something but a more wretched inefficient system could
not be devised. Here is a specimen - The Crown Land Ranger [Mr Egan] lives with his son who keeps
a public house. It is a wayside inn far from any police protection - at least 18 miles. Here the rations
are kept and there the blacks congregate in numbers, and there also congregate the usual society
of a bush public house. Imagine the rest. Alas! I have often wished there were no rations at all.
Here is another instance. Blankets are, or should be, provided for the natives. The other day a
poor native dying at my place [and] suffered much from the cold. I applied for blankets for him.
Yes, I was told there are blankets but they were at Robe, 25 miles away. Another instance. This
native friend - a good, poor lad with many fine points in his character, savage though he was, and
I wished to have him buried with some respect to his human nature and the thought that Christ
had shed His blood for him after all.
Oh, yes, he could be buried at government expense but no coffin would be allowed! What, then?
A cart, could he have blankets? They were at Robe. Could he have any covering? The government
would not pay for it. Poor Tommy! He sleeps in an old cloak of mine; his pillow, I trust, none the
harder for the treatment of the more civilised brethren…
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Oh, good people of Adelaide who respect your characters as men of humanity and wish your
names to go down to posterity with something better than execration for your treatment of this
fast- fading race, do something for them in the name of God. If you only saw their state, if you only
saw their rations - but I have said enough - for I feel sure better days are in store.
I should like to add the names of those settlers in the district who have distinguished themselves
above all others in their care for the blacks and their unfailing kindness to them - Messrs Lawson,
Bonney and McLeod in the Tatiara; Henry Jones, James Hunter and Andrew Watson for the rest of
the district.
Tarqua Lagoon - Near Glencoe in the South-East, corrupted from the Boandik tribal words tart - ‘red gum’
and wall - ‘watering place’. (See Tarpeena & Wall)
Tarqua Lagoon was [a] sheep wash. Pens were made nearby, the men standing in the water to
receive sheep that had been swimming about for some five minutes; they are then passed from
man to man, and each rubs them well, and rinses out the dirt from the fleece; they are last
allowed to swim to land at some convenient place, on a grassy spot, selected to keep them clean.
A photograph is in the Chronicle, 26 August 1905, page 30.
The Tarqua School, opened by Sarah E. Oakley in 1902, became ‘Glencoe West’ in 1920.
Tarrangower - Aboriginal for ‘a rough high hill’ and applied to the district lying between Grassmere and
Mount Bold and, according to Rodney Cockburn, adopted in 1918 because it was appropriate for the
physical features of the locality.
Tarrawatta - On section 409, Hundred of Moorooroo. The name comes from the native name of the country
where Collingrove, the home of the Angas family, was situated and is an Aboriginal word meaning ‘plenty
of water’. Tarrawatta School, opened in 1875, was changed to ‘Mount McKenzie’ in 1909; in 1877, it was
conducted by E.E Brooke with 36 enrolled students. Its post office operated between January 1876 and
1882.
On Christmas Day 1903, the people of Tarrawatta gathered at a picnic to welcome home Mr. & Mrs Angas:
The gathering took place in one of the paddocks and it was a most successful affair. A number of
Angaston residents were present, by invitation, and the Federal Brass Band enlivened the
proceedings… Among those who have been employed by Mr. Angas for a lengthy period are
Messrs Glastonbury (23 years), P. Tate, 20 years and Harrison, coachman, (17 years) …
In the morning a rifle match was fired by the Tarrawatta Rifle Club special prizes being presented
by Messrs J.E. Swann and G. Clark… Until a fortnight ago, when his score was equalled, E.S.
Matthews held the record for the highest score made in a small bore match in South Australia…
In the afternoon a cricket match was played against Keyneton the result being a win for the
home team by 60 runs to 30…
Later, in 1906, it was reported that ‘at Tarrawatta, which is next to Collingrove, are situated a fine set of
golf links in the midst of the most picturesque parklike surroundings. A few teasing bunkers have been
created… The links are a popular resort of the neighbourhood as owing to the generosity of Mr C.H. Angas
golf enthusiasts are made welcome…’
A photograph of members of a rifle club is in the Observer, 10 January 1903, page 24.
Tartanga Lagoon - In the Hundred of Ridley was the island home of the mythical being Tjeiri who was skilled
in catching Murray cod (punmonka), had magical powers and formed the country of the Nganguruku. He
was killed and buried there by the crow man, Wal, with whom he had fought.
Tartura Swamp - South of Lake Leake derived from tart - ‘red gum’ and tura - ‘flat’. (See Tarqua)
Tassie Creek & Tassie Well - Near Port Augusta, recall Alexander D. Tassie, the district manager for Elder &
Co. from 1854. J.F. Hayward, in his reminiscences, described him as ‘an agreeable young fellow. He went
about without his shoes or stockings, it being all sand.’ Born in Scotland, in 1832, he died on 26 January
1873:
Mr Tassie was the oldest resident in this town and so deep an interest did he take in its
prosperity that he might truly be called the father of Port Augusta and to some extent the north
country. He was one of those men so rarely to be met with - sanguine in business, but with
eminent ability and great foresight; of an immeasurably self-denying, noble-minded generous
disposition, whose sound advice and purse were ever attainable by all in the most quiet and
unostentatious manner…
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Tateham’s Waterhole - (See Auburn)
Tatiara - The first occupation licence issued for the district was granted to J. Williamson on 5 February 1846
at ‘Tatiara Creek’. Later, pastoral lease no. 54 of 1851 to B. Cousins (sic) and John Allen was named Tattiarra
(sic) on the original plan, while lease no. 310 of 1853 to Bryan Cussen shows Tatiara, derived from the
Aboriginal tatiari meaning ‘good country’ - the Ngarkat people applied the name to the region of sandhills
covered with mallee extending north of Bordertown. (See Binnie Lookout & Custon)
The Hundred of Tatiara, County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871.
In 1886, a resident commented on the ‘chief inspector’s report of his rabbit destruction parties and the
wonders achieved by his good management and the immense saving to the country compared to the old
system of scalp money’:
His report reminds me of a story that an immigrant wrote home that he had secured a
government appointment in the diamond trade and the meanest thing in his domicile was a glass
chandelier. The actual truth was that he was breaking stones on the road and the chandelier was
a slush lamp in a broken bottle… Now what is required is to have one or two men with dogs
continually on the travel through all sections, bisulphating any hole they come across…
The town of Tatiara, proclaimed on 8 May 1884, was altered to ‘Wolseley’ on 20 February 1941, so as to
agree with the railway station and private town.
A photograph of a football team is in the Observer, 10 September 1910, page 32, of ‘Kitty’, the last survivor
of the Tatiara tribe, in the Chronicle, 4 July 1925, page 39, of harvest time on 17 December 1927, page 41.
Tatkana - A railway station South-East of Sevenhill. Aboriginal for ‘robin redbreast’.
Tatta-Wap - A landmark near Yunta; Aboriginal for ‘breasts’ - ‘the crest of the hill viewed from certain points
bears further testimony to the appropriateness of the nomenclature.’
Taunto - (See Beevor, Mount)
Taunton - Lord Taunton, Secretary for the Colonies, is remembered by the County of Taunton, proclaimed
on 18 January 1877. The town of Taunton, was laid out on sections 560-561 and 568-69, Hundred of
Moorooroo, by Thomas Matthews in 1864; born at Taunton, Somerset, in 1811, he died at Coromandel
Valley in 1867; for a time he farmed near Angaston. The English town got its name because of its situation
on the River Tone.
Tauragat Well - Sunk in 1876 on what is now section 48, Hundred of Livingstone. The surrounding area was
held under pastoral lease no. 2322 by Richard H. Butcher, Edward Austin and Thomas Urquhart Scrutton
from 1 January 1874.
Tauwitchere Island - In Lake Alexandrina; Aboriginal for ‘female bartering place’.
Tavistock - A subdivision of part section 2001, Hundred of Monarto, 5 km north of Kanmantoo by the
Britannia Mining Company, circa 1856. It has since reverted to broad acres. The name comes from Devon
where the River Tavy flows past it; stoc means ‘a monastery’.
Tawatakauwe Springs - (See Towitta)
Taylor - Taylor Caves and Mount Taylor are on Kangaroo Island. B. and W.H. Taylor were lessees of Karatta
station (lease no. 1296). (See Karatta & Stockdale, Mount)
Taylor Flat, in the Hundred of Cadell was named after John Taylor who held Pooginook station in 1851.
Taylor Gap, a school near Kapunda; opened in 1892, it closed in 1919.
Taylor Island, near Port Lincoln, was named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February 1802 after one of his
midshipmen, William Taylor, who was drowned near Cape Catastrophe.
Taylor Mound, near Wilpena, remembers. John Taylor who held several pastoral leases in the area from
1851. He died in May 1865.
Taylor Waterhole is on section 290, Hundred of Tatiara, and recalls Thomas Taylor, who held pastoral lease
no. 228 from July 1851 over land ‘fifty miles North-East of Guichen Bay.’
Taylorville - Its post office, 11 km north of Waikerie, was opened by F.G. Taylor on 13 April 1915, it closed
on 31 July 1967. He tendered, successfully, for the mail contract from Morgan to Renmark from 1 January
1914; its school opened in 1922 and closed in 1946. Until 1908 the district was known as ‘Boggy Flat’ (See
Boggy Flat)
Teal Flat - A post office on section 14, Hundred of Ridley, opened in October 1889. Its school opened in
1890 and closed in 1931. Teal duck were once found there in abundance.
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Teakle Town - Now part of Mount Barker, ‘in the vicinity of Hill and Cherington Streets and Hawthorn Road
[and] named after Mr Teakle who owned the land from Adelaide Road to Dunn’s run where the freeway
now sits…’ Probably named after David Teakle (1810-1895) who is recorded as being a storekeeper, farmer,
builder and weaver who, in 1880, leased part section 4482, Hundred of Macclesfield (40 acres), from F.C.
Smith, buying the freehold in 1882. This land is adjacent to the modern-day freeway.
Tea Tree Gully - The growth of this area was attributed to the track through the gully; constructed in 1841,
in 1854, it became the extension to the proclaimed North-East Road. This road was favoured by travellers
and carried more traffic across the ranges than the Glen Osmond route because of the easier gradients, the
existence of springs in the gully and a more direct route to Port Adelaide.
The first building to be erected in Steventon, in 1853, was the ‘Tea Tree Gully Steam Flour Mill’ situated on
the North-East Road, just past the hotel, built in 1854. ‘John Stevens named the village [Steventon] in 1854
when he acquired section 51 at the entrance to the gully.’ The Steventon School opened in the Wesleyan
Chapel shortly after its completion in 1855; its name was changed, officially, to Tea Tree Gully in 1874.
Examinations were reported in 1863. Photographs of an Arbor Day are in the Observer, 13 August 1910,
page 31, Chronicle, 12 August 1911, page 32, 16 August 1913, page 29. (See Steventon Estate)
On Christmas Day, 1861 ‘the particular form which the recreation assumed was that of a picnic, varied with
the amusements of rifle shooting, etc.’:
The company numbered over 200 persons and the tents and other extemporary arrangements
were of the very best description. The practice ground of the Tea Tree Gully Volunteers is
situated about a mile and a half north and a walk to it is… picturesque; the track leads through
the scrub and is well-known to every tourist…
A photograph of the opening of the Baptist Church is in the Observer, 31 January 1914, page 30.
The first subdivision called Tea Tree Gully was laid out in 1951.
Teerkoore - Near Robertstown. Prof. N.B. Tindale says it probably derives from the Aboriginal words tirike
‘laughter’ and kuri ‘to play’. Prior to 1918 it was known as ‘Vogelsang’s Corner’ which name was restored
to the map on 13 November 1986. Rodney Cockburn says it is an Aboriginal word for ‘love birds’ while the
German word translates, also, as ‘love birds’.
Teetulpa - A name Aborigines applied to an adjacent hill and taken from John Chewings’ 1863 pastoral lease
no. 1693. The land was held, originally, by Messrs Levi and Williams ‘North-East of Black Rock’ from 27
August 1853 (lease no. 303); Rodney Cockburn ascribes the discovery of Teeetulpa Hill to J. and G. Williams
and said that, upon ascending it on 14 April 1853, they placed a record of their occupation in a bottle.
In 1886, gold was discovered there by Thomas Brady of Lancelot and Thomas Smith of Broughton and,
following the arrival of miners, their bodily hygiene was commented upon:
When John Wesley was alive and moving about… one of his suggestions was to hang up the
clothes worn by them in their work all night, so as to allow a free current of air to circulate
through them and so sweeten them. Our men at Teetulpa might adopt this plan and hang their
sweaty clothes to the ridge-pole of their tent during the night… Teetulpa’s worst enemy is this
phase of uncleanness; I refer to Nature’s own demands…
The Teetulpa Post Office opened at the goldfields in January 1887, about 7 km north of Yunta, and closed
in January 1908; the school opened in 1888 and closed in 1890. Hill and Co. provided a daily coach service
to the field ‘where provisions are dear and it will cost one man about 16 shillings [$1.60] a week to live;
firewood is rather scarce.’
A ‘Sketch of Teetulpa’ is in the Advertiser, on 5 November 1886, page 7d. Sketches are in the Pictorial
Australian in November 1886, pages 168-169, December 1886, page 189, January 1887, page 4, cartoons in
The Lantern, 30 October 1886, page 24, 4 and 18 December 1886, pages 21 and 11, photographs of a
patriotic carnival in the Observer, 26 January 1918, page 26, of the old police station in the Chronicle, 19
February 1927, page 39.
Teigalang - At Tailem Bend near the Harbor’s Board Reserve. Ngurunderi, the ancestral being missed aim at
Ponde, the giant Murray cod, at this place. (See Tailem Bend & Mason)
Teilta Creek - East of Lake Frome; named after ‘Teilta Station’ in New South Wales.
Telechie - North of Olary. Aboriginal for ‘presence of saltbush’. (See Telowie)
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Telford - A railway station on the Stirling North-Marree line; Mount Telford, east of Lake Torrens, was
named by Samuel Parry in 1858 after Thomas Telford, an English civil engineer and architect. (See Leigh
Creek)
Telford Scrub Conservation Park is on section 134, Hundred of Young and recalls James Telford (ca.18081884), who settled in the district in 1864 and owned sections 131-133. He arrived in the Platina in 1839.
Telowie - Derived from the Aboriginal delowie - ‘saltbush waterhole’. This plant once covered extensive
areas of the district; surrounding land was held first under occupation licence by William Younghusband
from 10 April 1845, while J. Haimes established the ‘Old Telowie Run’ in July 1851 (lease no. 137) and A.
Campbell took up the ‘New Telowie Run’ at the same time (lease no. 138).
Photographs of Mr J. Spain’s property are in the Chronicle, 20 November 1909, page 30.
The Hundred of Telowie, County of Frome, was proclaimed on 31 December 1874. The Telowie Post Office,
8 km South-East of Port Germein, opened in January 1878 and was renamed ‘Broad Creek’ in November
1878. The Telowie School opened in 1878 and closed in 1925; Telowie Creek School operated from 1909
until 1971.
Temora - A school opened as ‘Mobilong West’ in 1904; it became ‘Temora’ in 1907 and ‘Pallamana’ in 1921;
closed in 1939.
Temple Bar - Two hills at the western end of Macclesfield, presumably named by an early settler, who,
probably, had in mind the ‘Temple Bar’ that guarded the City of London. The name appears also south west
of Beltana and comprises a gap between two cliffs through which a creek runs.
Templers - Lies on section 2002, Hundred of Nuriootpa, 14 km north of Gawler. In 1839, William Templer
arrived in South Australia in the Buckinghamshire and established a carpentry and sign writing business in
Hindley Street. He then proceeded to the place now bearing his name, where he built the ‘North Star Hotel’
that was conducted by the Templer family for over forty years. The Templers Post Office opened in 1851,
while the laying of the foundation stone of the school was reported in 1858; it opened as ‘Ashwell’ in 1859,
name changed in 1878 and closed in 1951. (See Ashwell)
A reporter said, in 1851, ‘eleven miles from the Gilbert Arms brought us at last to Templar’s [sic] North
Star, making our stage thirty-four miles, and finishing the week; as here we quietly rested man and beast
on Sunday’:
This inn is allowed by all judicious travellers to be the best on the road between Gawler Town
and the Burra. If this be not great praise, we must add that in some respect it is almost the best
inn in the colony.
We do not say this because those who keep it are old colonists and old acquaintances, but
because there is more comfort and cleanliness found here than in nine out of ten inns in the
whole province, with a landlady who certainly understands her business, and has every desirable
qualification as a hostess.
More rooms are building here as elsewhere, and we may generally remark that in almost every
way - we might say, in every case - the accommodation of the inns of this road, and throughout
the north, are increasing; so that those who may have the luck to follow us in a few months will
find good lodging and diet, and civil treatment everywhere; the charges being on the same scale
as those in the south for accommodation.
Templar [sic] has good stabling, and a well-managed farm, supplying all his wants, except, alas!
good water, which has to be brought all the way from Gawler Town. Of water acceptable to
cattle there is plenty; a well has been sunk, after various efforts, which gives an ample supply
through a force-pump worked by a pony whim.
It was reputed to be ‘a favourable camping spot; 20 bullock teams were there at any time’:
Many a poor wayfarer still has cause to remember the hospitality received from the hostess. Her
remains rest in the Willaston cemetery and the funeral procession was one of the largest ever
seen out of Gawler. Mrs Templer is described by people who knew her as an exceptionally good
housekeeper. Her place was a favourite resort for honeymoon couples. Stuart’s party dined at
this hotel going and coming on the occasion of the expedition across Australia.
By 1903, so far as the town was concerned, it didn’t really matter which council claimed it:
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The local trades’ people (who total two only) were equally indifferent. Although unpretentious in
appearance the town is surrounded by productive and valuable country… Mr A. Robinson, who
conducts the only general store and officiates as post master, is also a butcher and grazier…
Templeton, Mount - By application no. 160/1851, Philip Butler and Alexander W.T. Grant took up pastoral
lease no. 123 of 27 square miles covering portions of the present-day Hundreds of Everard, Goyder and
Stow. (See Mallala) During 1853-54, a trigonometrical survey was made in the area by Richard J. Loveday
and his survey maps show a trig point as ‘Mount Templeton’. By 1862, all but four square miles of the
original lease had been resumed and held by Edmund Bowman ‘at Mount Templeton’ and, as to its
nomenclature, research has failed to find a definitive answer.
However, during 1868 Charles Burney Young obtained the land grants of 27 sections within the Hundred
of Everard and, in her reminiscences, Mrs Charles Burney Young says of her husband, that ‘among the
stations he established was “Mt Templeton”; this has now been cut up for closer settlement and he would
have been delighted to see the farms which now flourish there.’
These remarks must refer to his large holdings in the Hundred of Everard, the majority of which he
consolidated into one certificate of title and sold to John Young, Gavin Freebairn and William Henry Hall on
27 June 1884. At this point we encounter a perplexing coincidence, for C.B. Young hailed from Devon,
arriving in South Australia in the Flora Kerr in 1855; there is a town of ‘Templeton’ in that County that refers
to ‘a place belonging to the Knights of the Temple’. (See Sutton Town, christened by C.B. Young after a town
in Devon.)
At a meeting of residents circa 1871, i.e., about three years after Mr Young established his ‘Mount
Templeton Station’, the name was adopted for a post office 19 km north of Balaklava, opened in 1872 on
section 81, Hundred of Stow - Rodney Cockburn says this meeting was held in the dwelling of Thomas
Gravestocks and concludes that the name was taken from the trigonometrical station in the vicinity.
Accordingly, the question remaining to be answered is whether the local citizens adopted the name from
the trig point, Edmund Bowman’s run at ‘Mount Templeton’ or C.B. Young’s ‘Mount Templeton Station’?;
the answer may well be with the latter. Its school opened in 1873 and closed in 1951. (See Woodlands)
In 1907, it was reported that:
Today Mr Robert Young, late of Mount Templeton, will leave by special train for the estate he
has taken up in conjunction with Mr Ralli near Young in New South Wales… [It] conveys not only
Mr Young but 60 people - men, women and children - who are going forth to make their homes
in the eastern colony…
A photograph of a cricket club picnic is in the Observer, 18 January 1913, page 30.
Tenafeate - By 1857, the name was applied to an area that straddled the Hundreds of Para Wirra and
Munno Para and owned by T.J. and William Williams and it was adopted for a school near One Tree Hill
opened in 1937 by Leonard C. Burman; it closed in 1951. Tenafeate Creek flows through section 1633,
Hundred of Munno Para.
Tennyson - An editorial on the land speculation in the area by Messrs David Murray, John Brodie Spence
and Arthur Harvey is in the Advertiser, 25 September 1879. (See Grange) The Adelaide suburb was named
after the Rt Hon. Hallam, Baron Tennyson, and Governor of South Australia from 1899 to 1902. In 1885,
Miscellaneous Lease 2105 over section 108, Hundred of Yatala, was issued to John Brodie Spence, who
transferred it to Mrs Louise Marrett in 1889.
On 25 October 1893, the Superintendent of Public Buildings inspected the section and reported as follows:
The Reserve… contains approximately 64 acres. Military Road running north and south divides
the section unequally leaving about 10 acres, roughly speaking, of sandhills cut off to the
westward from the main section. The section, including the sandhills, was let on a 21 year lease. I
would here most respectfully submit that the policy of allowing cattle to be grazed on the
sandhills is very unwise as while the government obtains £1 per annum for the lease the cost
through shifting sand, and consequent work in keeping Military Road clear, may possibly be
estimated at fifty times the amount received, including the cost of the tarring the road in the
immediate vicinity of the loose sandhill. I have no hesitation in saying that the cattle are solely
responsible for the shifting sand and notice should be given at once to the leaseholder of
resumption on the part of the government to prevent further damage and consequent expense.
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Following this report the government gave notice to resume the whole of the lease vide Government
Gazette of 9 November 1893, but amended the resumption on 30 November 1893, to cover only the portion
west of Military Road, comprising sixteen acres and this remained as Crown Lands until the town of
Tennyson was surveyed in 1902 by George McCoy. However, it was redesigned and resurveyed by Henry
Jacob in 1904 and offered for sale on 16 February 1905, following proclamation on 5 January 1905.
In 1899, the name of Tennyson was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 537, Hundred of Pirie, by
Henry Crabb and Emily Taylor; now included in Port Pirie West.
Tenterdon - In 1839, Nathaniel Morphett obtained the land grant of section 409, Hundred of Yatala,
subdividing it prior to 1844 as Tenterdon and naming it after his family home in Kent, England, that
translates as ‘swine pasture’. He, himself, remained in England; his two sons, George and John, being his
colonial agents - in 1840, ‘R. Cunningham and others’ were reported as occupying part section 409, the
location being known as ‘Tenterden [sic] or Half-Way House.’
Information on the first Half-Way House is in the Register, 25 February 1878:
[It] was built of pise and covered with thatch from the Reedbeds… A great sensation was caused
when a spring of water was tapped close to the house. Hitherto the Port had been supplied from
Torrens Island - just soakage through perforated casks sunk in the sand…
The Tenterden School opened in 1859 and closed in 1861. In later years, Henry Simpson built ‘Tenterden
House’ on part of the section, naming it after his steamship Tenterden; now included in Woodville Gardens.
(Morphett’s original plan shows ‘Tenterdon’.) The Mail of 1 March 1919 has a photograph of a house named
‘Tenterton’ (sic).
Tent Hill - The name was applied to a sheep run North-West of Port Augusta by H.J. Richman in 1862; later
to be called ‘Carriwillia’. North Tent Hill and South Tent Hill are in the vicinity. The name was given to a
railway station on the Trans-Australia Line in 1951.
Tent Schools - In the ‘Official List of Schools of 1909’, appearing in the Education Report of 1908, a
provisional school at Hundred of Shannon is listed as a ‘Tent School’. This school was opened sometime
after January 1908 and must have closed several months later as it does not appear in subsequent official
lists. No further details are given of this school. (See Shannon, Hundred of)
The report for 1909 contains the following paragraph headed ‘Tent Schools’:
Directly the Land Board had allotted the land at Monteith, the settlers began to arrive with their
families, and in a short time there were between 30 and 40 families on the settlement. Naturally
anxious that their children should lose no school time, the parents at once petitioned for a
school. As it was impossible to provide a permanent building at once, an order was given for a
tent, and within a few weeks the tent was in position on the school reserve and the school in full
swing. The tent (provided under the supervision of the Superintendent of Public Buildings) is 24
feet square, and is supplied with a fly 30 feet square, three windows, two doors, and a firm
wooden floor.
As a temporary expedient, the structure has been found to serve the purpose fairly well. A
similar tent is in use at Murray Bridge, where the attendance has rapidly outgrown the capacity
of the school. It is proposed to erect a new school at an early date to meet the needs of this
growing town. In some outlying settlements the teachers share without complaint in the
disabilities which accompany pioneer work. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining suitable lodgings,
the young teachers at Monteith and Tarcoola are obliged to live in tents supplied by the
Department.
Tepko - A railway station 13 km South-West of Mannum. Aboriginal for ‘hill’. Until 1 March 1921 its post
office was known as ‘Summerfield’. The name Tepko was given, also, to a property west of Cockburn; see
pastoral lease no. 1108.
Teringie - A suburb adjoining Woodforde was gazetted on 13 July 1978 and took its name from an early
homestead in the district; it stands on section 851, Hundred of Adelaide.
Terka - A town, 8 km south of Wilmington, in the Hundred of Gregory, proclaimed on 18 December 1924
and closed on 25 August 1983. The school opened as ‘Spring Creek’ in 1893, name changed in 1941 and
closed in 1955. Aboriginal for ‘kangaroo’.
Terlinga - (See Gunn Waterhole)
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Termination Hill - The most outflung point of the Copley Spur, named by E.J. Eyre on 3 August 1840. It did
not mark the actual termination of his explorations, but the end of his hopes of finding good country. After
climbing the hill he wrote, ‘wherever I turned or whatever way I looked, the prospect was cheerless and
disheartening.’ However, he pushed on past Mount Nor-West to within about 10 km of Lake Eyre before
deciding, on 14 August, that he had ‘no alternative but to turn back from so inhospitable and impracticable
a country.’ (See Nor-West, Mount)
Terowie - Derived from the Aboriginal word tirawi - ‘bitter water’. The government town, 24 km south of
Peterborough, proclaimed as ‘Shebbear’ on 9 August 1877, was withdrawn from sale. (See Shebbear) In
1878, John Aver Mitchell (ca.1833-1879) laid out the private town of Terowie on section 158. Prior to this
time the location, called ‘Gottlieb’s Well’, was the business place for the district and served as a coach
station for the Blinman service. Its school opened in 1877; an Arbor Day was reported in the Chronicle,
21 August 1897; Terowie East School opened in 1881 and closed in 1905.
The Hundred of Terowie, County of Kimberley, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871.
The Register of 6 March 1885 carried a complaint about the Salvation Army ‘whose aggravating conduct
of marching and playing through a private yard belonging to the hotel [caused] two teams of horses to
take flight from their feeders and become lost to their owners…’
In 1891, the pleasures prevailing within railway refreshment rooms were discussed:
I desire to say that I have never sat down to dinner at the Terowie refreshment rooms without
hearing complaints from my fellow travellers of the unique annoyance they are put to by being
unable to get a wholesome drink of their own choosing to wash down the meal of the day. There
are probably about 30,000 people every year pass through this station and it is a very singular
condition of affairs that the Licensing Branch have been able to exercise their restrictive power
to the inconvenience of a large proportion of this number…
The refreshment room lessee has applied more than once for a licence for his dining room… he
was advised to apply, at the suggestion of a member of the Bench for the so called ‘shanty’ on
the other side of the railway platform, but was advised that had he applied for it at the dining
room instead of the ‘shanty’ it might have been granted…
Rodney Cockburn recorded that ‘Terowie was originally the name of a small creek upon which Messrs
Chewings and Hiles’ station was established. The genesis of the township was the building of a public house
by John Mitchell who called it the ‘Terowie Hotel’.
A history of the town and photographs are in the Observer, 21 September 1929, page 18, Chronicle, 2
February 1933, pages 33 and 46, of flooding on 23 January 1936, page 38, of council members on 1 July
1905, page 27, of district pioneers on 6 April 1912, page 31, of the Royal Hotel on 19 July 1934, page 37, of
the town in the Register, 11 September 1929, page 12.
Terre - The name is corrupted from the Aboriginal tira, - ‘hidden’ or ‘concealed’ - applied to a concealed
watering place; other sources suggest it means ‘sunbeams’. Apparently, the ‘Terre Run’ was named by John
Bascombe, circa 1864, (lease no. 1924), when he bought lease no. 521A issued to John Chipp Hamp in 1856.
The Terre Post Office, opened on 1 June 1919, changed to ‘Lock’ on 1 January 1923. Its school, opened as
Terre Siding in 1919, became ‘Lock’ in 1935; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 26 January 1933. (See
Bascombe Rocks & Lock)
Terrible, Mount - On section 541, Hundred of Willunga and named by B.T. Finniss in 1838. In the early days
it presented a ‘formidable obstacle’ to bullock drays on the track to Encounter Bay. Rodney Cockburn
records another Mount Terrible on Yorke Peninsula and says it marks the location of the habitation of
‘Terrible Jack’, a hut keeper.
Terryville - In 1849, Thomas Terry purchased part section 240, Hundred of Adelaide, fronting Greenhill Road
between Unley and Glen Osmond Roads and subdivided it; now included in Parkside.
Thalia - A school North-East of Murray Bridge opened in 1887 and closed in 1907. It took its name from a
local homestead.
Thaxted Park - An unofficial name given to a subdivision south of Adelaide with a golf course of the same
name; the name occurs in Essex, England, where it derives from thael-stead - ‘place for thatching material’.
Theakstone Crevasse - On section 11, Hundred of Sleaford, probably named after J.C. Darke’s second in
command, William Theakstone, who arrived in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839. His son Charles, born in 1847
was, no doubt, named after the explorer. (See Darke Peak)
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Thebarton – The present suburb of Thebarton includes the first section of land surveyed outside of the City
of Adelaide, i.e., South Adelaide and North Adelaide, being preliminary section 1, granted to Colonel Light
of Adelaide on 12 May 1838 and it takes its name from Colonel Light’s house, built in late 1838, and lived
in from January 1839 until his death on 5 October of that year. (See Appendix 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 & 34)
It was located in the vicinity of Winwood and Cawthorne Streets and called ‘Theberton Cottage’ after a hall
in Suffolk where he spent his youth. Colonel Light was born on the island of Penang in Malaysia; his father
Captain Light, having spent many years in the region where he married a Malay Princess, did much to
develop the island and was greatly loved by the inhabitants. Thus, Adelaide and Penang became sister cities
and the bond between the two was further strengthened by the efforts of Premier Don Dunstan. H.C. Talbot
says:
When William Light was a boy, his father sent him to England from Penang to be educated to his
trusted friend, George Doughty of ‘Theberton Hall’, in Suffolk… He built a home on section 1,
Hundred of Adelaide, calling it ‘Theberton House’.
The acceptance of Thebarton with an ‘a’ instead of an ‘e’ is credited to a typographical error and not the
view, some time held, that it was a corruption of ‘The Barton’ based on the Œ bere-tun meaning ‘barley
farm’. When Colonel Light’s cottage was advertised to let in January 1841 it was described as ‘commanding
a fine view of the bay.’ Colonel Light willed all of his property to his housekeeper, Miss Maria Gandy, but
following her marriage to George Mayo in July 1840 the cottage soon passed to him and, by 1878, the
following had been occupiers: Edward Gandy, David Solomon, Henry Warren, John Temple Sagar, John
Taylor and the Reverend John McEwin.
In 1910, a Mr Cocking purchased the property and it was demolished in 1926. In 1927, a plaque was
unveiled in Cawthorne Street commemorating Colonel Light and ‘Theberton Cottage’. (See under ‘Grey’ for
information on the Thebarton Racecourse.)
Upon his removal to Theberton Cottage, William Light encountered some problems; firstly, the
Aborigines were to become a nuisance and he expressed his concern to Dr William Wyatt, the Protector
of Aborigines:
It is with reluctance I now write to complain of the natives, after requesting my friend Mr Jacob
the other day to inform you of the annoyance I meet with from them as well as the danger my
property is in from wilful burning. On Wednesday last a firebrand was thrown in the dry grass
immediately to windward for the purpose of setting fire to my house. There is hardly an hour in
the day they are not either lopping down branches, or burning some tree, and it is in vain
speaking to them, and at this moment another fire has been kindled under an old tree which I
have been obliged to send two men to put out. Last night several garden palings were torn down
by them, and a sack of potatoes, the property of Mr Wm Lawes the gardener, stolen. Many of
the natives were seen early this morning with potatoes on the end of their spears. They have
some days encamped on my property where they were perfectly welcome as long as they
conducted themselves quietly and did no injury.
Secondly, he was in acute financial difficulty and, in attempt to alleviate this matter, decided to subdivide
his land; the timing was propitious because land in the City was subject to speculation and attendant high
prices. Accordingly, in February 1839 he advertised ‘acre sections to be let on building leases on Number
One Section, now called Theberton.’ The plan shows that 24 allotments each of one acre were for sale. The
response was less than encouraging because before his death only one parcel of land comprising four-fifths
of an acre was sold, the purchaser being Robert Bristow. The other sales were one acre to Richard Jacques
‘of Light's Village’ on 9 October 1839 and two lots of half an acre to Thomas Toole on 10 and 27 December
1839.
Later that year the unsold land comprising about 21 acres was cut up as ‘Theberton’ into 252 allotments of
30 feet by 104 feet and offered for sale at a price which averaged about £8 each, thus bringing ownership
within the range of a working man. After his death Maria Gandy was to extend the village for ‘being
possessed under the will of seven acres to the north of the said twenty-one acres [she] hath divided seven
acres into 92 small allotments numbered 253-344…’ Its boundaries were - to the north, Light Terrace;
southwards, South Terrace (now Kintore Street); eastwards, the Port Road and to the westwards, West
Terrace (later Bean’s Road and now Dew Street); the core of the village was Chapel, George and Maria
Streets.
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However, there was one problem that was not to be remedied for about twenty years - the lack of northsouth streets. In respect of the plan of the village the following comment lodged in Application No. 19251
in the General Registry Office is of interest:
I have seen Dr Mayo and he says the only record of sales at Thebarton was a plan kept by Mr Smart,
solicitor, which has long since been lost and that no one can trace to whom the land was sold
without the conveyance.
The allotments were sold by Henry Nixon and Boyle Travers Finniss on behalf of Colonel Light, the plan not
being lodged with the General Registry Office until 1854.
In 1843, a ploughing match was held on the section chosen by Colonel Light:
There were 12 regularly entered competitors for the prize… Mr Harkness obtained the first prize
of £4 from Messrs Frew, Hamilton and P. Auld; the second was awarded to Mr Smith; the third to
Mr Stacey; the fourth to Mr Bouse and the fifth to Mr Bowman. Stacey ploughed his allotment
with four oxen only in the short space of three hours and a half…
At the conclusion… the associated promoters and friends of the institution repaired to Mr
Payne’s Auction Mart tavern where a sumptuous dinner was provided… Mr Harkness and other
successful candidates spontaneously relinquished the prizes awarded to them with a view to
augmentation of the South Australian Agricultural Society…
Initially, New Thebarton was a subdivision of section 94, Hundred of Adelaide, in 1878, extending from
Henley Beach Road to the River Torrens, with East Street forming the eastern boundary and West Street
the western. At a later stage the northern part of the subdivision was called New Thebarton Extension, an
extension of the New Thebarton subdivision north of Ashley Street. The south/north running streets were
extended with changed street names. West Street became Hutchinson Street, Clifford Street became
Minchin Street, Jervois Street became Bellingham Street and East Street became Tolley Street. Meyer Street
and Ashwin Parade were unchanged and an east/west street, north of Ashwin Parade, between Hutchinson
and Minchin streets was called Bank Street. (This northern part of the extension did not eventuate.)
West Thebarton was a subdivision of portion of section 46, Hundred of Adelaide, to include an industrial
area once supporting several tanneries and associated works. Taylors Road (now South Road) was the
western boundary, with the River Torrens forming the northern extremity. Walter and Randolph Streets,
Beans Road, West Thebarton Road and Queen Street were the other boundaries. A small part of the
subdivision was called Thebarton West, also; now included in Thebarton. (See Torrenside)
A little over twelve months from the ‘proclamation’ ceremony under the Old Gum Tree, on the plain at
Holdfast Bay, the infant colony’s first horse race meeting took place on a ‘paddock at Thebarton [which]
was far removed from the animation and excitement of Epsom Downs…’
The progenitor was James Hurtle Fisher, the Resident Commissioner, a keen horseman, who was
supported by Colonel William Light, Surveyor-General; John Brown, Emigration Officer; Dr Cotter,
Colonial Surgeon; John Morphett; Samuel Stephens, Colonial Manager of the South Australian
Company and Dr Wright, Medical Officer. An improvised track was cleared in the vicinity of the
modern-day police barracks and the sponsors advertised a programme for a two-day meeting on
1 and 2 January 1838.
By 1845, the public ‘houses of entertainment of the Port Road [were] literally crammed with the knowing
ones from “rosy morn till dewy eye”’ heralding a colonial interest in prize-fighting and one which, according
to a newspaper editor, should only be reported upon in a like manner to duels, robberies and murders, he
being convinced that publicity, in a right-minded community, was always the best corrective for such
atrocities:
He suggested that a taste for prize fighting had long been the reproach of the populace of
England and feared that it fondly lingered ‘amongst the degraded and polluted sections of the
lower classes in the mother country’ and hoped and prayed that the industrious and thriving
labourers of South Australia would, one and all, ‘set their faces in flint against this horrible, this
debasing vice.’
In December 1845, a Thebarton chairmaker, Charley Barnett ‘stood up’ against Johnny White ‘at
the back of Hindmarsh’, the stakes being £20 a side - ‘Charley stood up admirably, but strength
of arm and science were said to be too much for the chairmaker who was compelled, how ever
reluctantly, to give in.’
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To Thebarton goes the honour of being the venue for the first wrestling match in South Australia for in
January 1848 an event took place on the Thebarton Racecourse when a reporter proclaimed that:
We could not… but admire the pluck of Marrs, an old veteran at the same game in England and
the founder of this imitation of English customs in South Australia… There was no ‘lanky-kicking’
or ill-usage throughout, and, considering this a first essay, it came off very well.
Photographs of a sports day are in the Observer, 25 May 1929, page 32, of a charity fete on 28 August 1930,
page 30, of a school’s pet show in the Chronicle, 23 April 1931, page 38, of the opening of the Catholic
Church on 19 February 1916, page 27. of a flying machine invented and constructed by Mr G. Richardson
on 20 November 1909, page 31, of a Mayor’s social in the Observer, 6 August 1910, page 28, of a new fire
station in The Critic, 10 January 1917, page 11, Chronicle, 13 January 1917, page 29, of local flooding in the
Observer, 16 June 1923, pages 28-29, 29 September 1923, page 29, of a Red Triangle Day on 8 September
1917, page 24, of the oval on 29 October 1921, page 24, 5 November 1921, page 27, of a sports day on 21
August 1930, page 32, of a fete on 6 November 1930, page 34, of the Western Suburban Society’s Show on
the Thebarton Oval in the Chronicle, 7 April 1923, page 34.
For historical essays see Appendices 27 to 33.
The ‘New’ City of West Torrens
In 1996, the merger of the Thebarton and West Torrens Councils was mooted and once again we entered
the fray - Initially, two letters were forwarded o the Advertiser:
… It is hoped that before the civic authorities place a selection of proposed names before the
ratepayers that the officers of the councils pause and consider most carefully the reason(s)
behind their collective choice. Having devoted some 15 years to nomenclature research within
South Australia, may I make a small contribution to the debate in respect of the name to be
applied to the new civic authority?
Over a century ago, a disgruntled citizen took exception to the parlous method of naming
physical and man-made features and he concluded that:
South Australia has shown a deplorable lack of good taste and originality in her selection
of names, especially those of suburbs. Native names, with the exception of two,
Medindie and Cowandilla, are entirely discarded in favour of imported appellations
which destroy the identity of the place. If South Australia must import her names, let
her select those not likely to induce a Babel of increased confusion,
I received support from a councillor, Holly McNamee:
The pre-amalgamation discussions of Thebarton and West Torrens Councils obviously include the
choice of the name for the new city. The lack of originality in suburb names of which Mr Manning
speaks is depressingly evident in these deliberations. Names presented include ‘Torrens’ (simply
removing the ‘West’) and ‘West Torrens’ (indicating a complete subsuming of Thebarton).
Thebarton Council has indicated an interest in exploring the use of a Kaurna name… The
Aboriginal community has taken the exploration of a Kaurna name for the new council very
seriously, indeed as one step in the reconciliation process.
Later, a petition from 400 residents petitioned the Thebarton Council to take on the name of ‘West
Torrens’ but ‘the origins of [it], which was left on the front counter are a mystery, with no one, including
the first signatory, owning up to being the organiser’:
At its latest meeting [the council] took little notice of the petition, instead discussing a report
outlining Aboriginal names for the amalgamated council. The report’s author, Kaurna Heritage
Society, had suggested Kaurna words for unity like inbarendi and taikurendi, but Cowandilla, a
misspelt Aboriginal name for the area, received the greatest support.
In due course and, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the name ‘West Torrens’ was adopted without
the recitation of any public notice of the reason behind the decision!
The Fountain - (See Fountain, The) The Levels - (See Levels, The) The Myrtles - (See Myrtles, The) The Olives
- (See Olives, The) The Pines - (See Pines, The)
The Point - A post office of this name, near Woods Point on section 1098, Hundred of Brinkley, was opened
by Percy J. Bailey on 1 November 1921; it closed on 31 August 1981.
Thevenard, Cape - Named Cap Bon Fond (Cape Good Anchorage) by Baudin, while on Freycinet’s charts it
is C. Thevenard and recalling Antoine Jean Marie, Comte de Thèvenard (1733-1815), a French Minister of
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Marine and the recipient of honours bestowed by both Napoleon and King Louis XVIII. The town of
Thevenard, 3 km South-West of Ceduna, proclaimed on 3 January 1924 opened its school opened in 1925;
it closed in 1927 and, in that year, it was said that a few years ago:
Cape Thevenard was little known, but since the construction of a substantial pier there 1,170
feet long at which overseas vessels may berth, the port has provided an outlet for the produce of
an immense farming district… At Kowulka, about 50 miles inland, there are almost inexhaustible
supplies of gypsum… Hume Steel has been established for a little over a year and engages in the
manufacture of steel pipes for the Tod River waterworks…
Photographs of the railway are in the Observer, 16 January 1915, page 27, 9 February 1924, page 33, of the
jetty in the Chronicle, 28 June 1919, page 28, 29 May 1926, page 40, of the gypsum on 29 May 1926, page
40, on the arrival of water from the Tod River system on 30 June 1928, page 28, of the town in the Observer,
29 May 1926, page 31.
Third Creek - Originally, it was named ‘Todd Rivulet’ by Colonel Light. Immediately below Grove Hill were
the ‘sites of two of the well-known establishments which, in their day, were frequently patronised by the
dwellers of the plains’:
The one was Rock Tavern and the other Baier’s Tea Garden. [The latter] was in the first instance
cultivated by Mr John Baier and vines for the most part were grown there. Subsequently, his
homestead was transformed into a public house and licensed in opposition to the Rock Tavern
under the name of the Sanitarium [sic] Hotel… Its licence was allowed to lapse. Its doors were
closed, only to be reopened in the cause of temperance as a tea garden and as such it was,
perhaps, better known… (See Grove Hill)
Thisby, Mount - A local name for Prospect Hill on Kangaroo Island. Legend has it that a Mr Thisby (Tisby?)
had a camp on the hill. (See Pennington Bay & Prospect Hill)
Thistle - In January 1878 Thistle Beds Post Office opened on section 134, Hundred of Baldina; a well of the
same name is located on section 121, 21 km east of Burra. The Thistle Beds School was opened in 1889 and
closed in 1908, taking its name from a local homestead.
Thistle Island was named in honour of John Thistle, Master of the Investigator, who was drowned at Cape
Catastrophe on 21 February 1802. In 1838, it was reported that the fishing station on Thistle Island<
At the mouth of Spencer’s Gulf, the establishment of which has been the subject of so much
congratulatory fanning by the manager and ‘his retained legal adviser’ has been abandoned by
the men before the season was half over! The whalers complained of starvation; the beef was
said to be rotten, and the biscuit such as hungry pigs would loathe. The men, therefore, refused
to remain in such employment and escaped. Here, then, is another dead loss of from two to
three thousand pounds to the Company, and a fresh instance of the admirable mismanagement
of the commercial department.
The pioneer pastoralist on the island was J. Pollitt in 1851 (lease no. 227A). In 1986, the island was sold to
a company that created a subdivision of some 30 allotments along a coastal strip behind Whalers Bay and,
at the same time, Mr Ron Foster erected a jetty about seven metres long.
Thomas - Josiah Thomas (1824-1885), who took up land in the ‘Meadows Special Survey’ in May 1849 after
his arrival in the Phoebe in 1846, is probably remembered by Thomas Gully, on section 322, Hundred of
Kuitpo.
In 1918, it was said that Mount Thomas, North-West of Lake Frome, near Umberatana Creek. was named
after James Thomas who was on the Umberatana Run from 1857 until 1864, while J.W. and J. Thomas held
pastoral leases in the area at ‘Burt Hill’, ‘Mt Thomas’ and ‘Dingo Hill’ from July 1857 (lease nos. 544, 566
and 686). (See Umberatana Creek)
Thomas Plains School, east of Kadina, opened in 1892 by Isabella A. Matthew; closed in 1947. It stood in
the North-East corner of section 12, Hundred of Ninnes.
Cape Thomas, north of Robe, was probably named after Godfrey Thomas, stepbrother of Governor Grey.
(See Godfrey Islands)
Thomas Ewens Spring Ponds - (See Ewens Ponds)
Thomas, River - (See Reedbeds, The)
Thompson - On 22 August 1861, John McD. Stuart named Thompson Creek, in the Far North ‘after Mr
Thompson, the saddler of the expedition.’
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Thompson Crossing was the former name of Swanport and recalls James Thompson, who obtained the
land grant of section 52, Hundred of Murray (now Mobilong), on 6 July 1855.
In 1886, it was said that ‘the punt appeared to be well and substantially built and of superior lines to any
on the river’:
Two o’clock having been fixed for the [opening] ceremony from 50 to 60 people were collected…
The ceremony of christening was then performed in first-rate style by Miss Fuller, breaking a
bottle of rosy wine on the punt and naming her the ‘Royal Shepherdess’… (See Swanport)
Thompson Flat and ThompsonWell, near Streaky Bay, remember James Thompson who took up several
pastoral leases in the area, the first being no. 816 on 24 April 1860. (See Gibson Peninsula)
Thorndon Park - In 1838, land in this area was granted to William Henry Francis, Lord Petre, and the
Honourable Henry Petre, of ‘Thorndon Hall’, near Brentwood, Essex, England. The Thorndon Park Reservoir
was built in 1857 as the first public works on a grand scale to provide a water supply to Adelaide, the
government having purchased land from the Petre’s and the South Australian Company to achieve its
purpose and, in 1881, it was ‘well worth the while of the inquisitive in such matters as fish culture to visit
the new trout ponds of the Acclimatisation Society at Thorndon Park reservoir where Mr Sanders, the
caretaker, devotes his little leisure and great intelligence to the supervision of the society’s pets…’
A sketch is in Frearson’s Weekly, 26 April 1879, page 81, Register, 23 December 1924, page 11a, Observer,
3 January 1925, page 16a.
The name Thorndon Park was applied, also, to a subdivision of part section 298, Hundred of Adelaide; now
included in Newton. Edward C. Gwynne and Henry Gilbert laid it out in 1855: ‘The timber is large and
abundant and the whole estate commands a fine view. It will be subdivided into blocks to suit purchasers
of about 5 acres each.’
Thorngate - John Batt(e)y Thorngate of Gosport, Hampshire, England, was the grantee of sections 2062 and
2064-66, Hundred of Yatala, in 1840, and when he died, in 1867, the land passed to his brother, William B.
Thorngate. The suburb was created in 1913, when G. and W.E. Churcher subdivided part of section 2064
into fifty-nine allotments. (See Fitzroy)
Thorn Hill - Near Templers. In 1865, ‘our Primitive friends held their anniversary services at Thorn Hill
Chapel… The evening meeting was presided over by Mr J. Bush, of Kangaroo Flat…’
Thornley Creek - On Reedy Island in Lake Alexandrina; it was here that salt water flowed from the Murray
mouth through a channel that now bears the name; the Aboriginal name was wa:nandanw.
Thornton - A town in the Hundred of Cavenagh, 48 km ENE of Orroroo, proclaimed on 1 December 1881,
ceased to exist in 1963. The Thornton Post Office operated from April 1887 until 1889.
The name Thornton was applied, also, to a subdivision of section 906, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by George
and Thomas Elder in 1872, bounded by Hart, Carlisle, Catherine and Waite Streets; now included in
Ethelton. The name comes from England and means ‘village with thorn trees’.
Thorny Passage - Between Thistle Island and Eyre Peninsula, named by Matthew Flinders on 21 February
1802, because of the difficulty he had in navigating it.
Thorpe Spring - In the Hundred of Hutchison, recalls Charles Thorpe, who purchased section 517, ‘near
Harvey’s Bay, County Flinders’, from John Bishop on 17 May 1861.
Thowville - A subdivision of part section 397, Hundred of Yatala, by Alexander and Paul T. Scott in 1885. It
was renamed ‘Laurel Park’ in 1926; now included in Woodville Park. While, perhaps, having no bearing on
its nomenclature, a Mr Thow was the Locomotive Superintendent of the SA Railways in 1883. This
suggestion is given some credence by the events of 1885 when he was cleared of charges laid by his
superiors.
Three Brothers - In her reminiscences held in the State Library, Jane Sanders, daughter of George Sanders,
says that the survey was so named after ‘three grassy hills, spurs of the main stringy bark range…’ Further,
in contradiction to C.H. Harris’s suggestion (see below) that it was named after the three sons of George
Sanders, the overseer for Hack, it is evident that he had four sons and engaged in agricultural pursuits on
land purchased from Hack along the Echunga Creek. In the years prior to his death he ‘had been agent for
Jacob Hagen’s Echunga Estate.’
The following is an extract from a report by Charles Hope Harris dated 17 May 1915 on the history of the
Three Brothers Special Survey:
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The name was given to a special survey applied for by John Barton Hack either late in 1839 or
early in 1840. Mr Hack was the pioneer settler in this district and, together with Messrs F.H.
Dutton and G.F. Angas, selected the greater part of the survey. A little later a Mr Jacob Hagen
took over Mr Hack’s interests and became the principal land owner in the district. This special
survey extended from the present day townships of Hahndorf and Echunga, southward and
eastward. The name of the survey was derived from the three brothers, Jonathan, William and
Benjamin Sanders, early settlers on Echunga Creek.
Their father, George Sanders, was local overseer for Mr Hack who, in the year 1838, held a
licence to graze cattle and sheep over a considerable stretch of country there. Section 3531,
Hundred of Kuitpo, had been known as the ‘Three Brothers Sections’ from the earliest times, the
farm being situated near a bend of the Meadows Road, a little over a mile South-West from
Echunga and was bought by the late Mr Hackett a good many years prior to 1915.
In the 1841 census the ‘Village of Three Brothers’ was reported to have a population of 481.
Three Lakes - A school near Elliston opened in 1893 by Jessie Cheyne; it closed in 1943. The name comes
from a local homestead.
Three Well River – (See Cygnet, River)
Thrington - A town in the Hundred of Kadina, 13 km South-East of Kadina, proclaimed on 4 September 1879,
remembers F.W. Thring (1837-1908), a member of John McD. Stuart’s overland party. The surrounding
district was known as ‘Greens Plains’ and the local school opened as ‘Greens Plains West’, name changed
in 1942 and closed in 1959. A photograph of Clydesdale horses on Mr Petherick’s farm is in the Chronicle,
12 April 1924, page 40.
Thrushgrove Estate - The unofficial name for a housing estate in the Noarlunga district and taken from
Thrush Grove, the name applied to a farm owned by John and James Turner, in 1840; his descendants
believe it was the name of a family property in Kent.
Thurk - A government town, proclaimed on 21 November 1918, became ‘Kingston, OM’ on 19 September
1940. The name was taken from an old property ‘Thurk Station’ and derives from an Aboriginal word
meaning ‘the mouth’ - a deeper gorge of the River Murray commences at about the North-West Bend.
Thurlga - A post office south of Lake Gairdner; opened in April 1894 it closed in May 1906. ‘Thurlga Station’
was pioneered by John Acraman and G. Mann, circa 1868. A photograph of wool from the property is in the
Chronicle, 8 September 1932, page 34. (See Acraman, Lake)
Tickera - An Aboriginal word for ‘place of marsh mallows’. The Hundred of Tickera, County of Daly, was
proclaimed on 31 December 1874 and, in 1897, it was said that:
For many years previous to the completion of the Beetaloo scheme farmers in this Hundred had
been battling away, trying year in and year out to get a few fruit trees or vines to grow, but with
little success. Since there has been a good supply of water, however, things have worn a very
different aspect and it is now really a treat to visit the gardens. The trouble now arises - what is
to be done with the fruit…
The Hundred of Tickera School opened in 1901 and became ‘Cairn Hill’ in 1909. The town of Tickera, 16 km
North-East of Wallaroo, was proclaimed on 5 October 1882 and its school operated from 1884 until 1958;
Tickera West School opened in 1883 and became ‘Brucefield’ in 1885; photographs are in the Chronicle, 29
July 1911, page 31. (See Cairn Hill)
A photograph of a Mellor Brothers Pony Reaper is in the Chronicle, 12 February 1916, page 25.
Tiddy Widdy Wells - On Yorke Peninsula, derived from the Aboriginal titewitewite (or tittawitta) - ‘bartering
place’. It was north of here that the boundaries of Kaurna and Narangga people joined and visitors from the
former, carrying red ochre, skin cloaks and other trade goods, came there to barter. Evidence of a copper
find at the well was reported in 1872 but abandoned because of lack of capital:
We have reason to believe that copper ore has been found on the sections leased by the Tidde
Widde Mining Company on the Parara Run and that men have commenced sinking on the part of
the lode where it was found. A party from Moonta went to the run to look around the
surrounding country last week
Nearby was a place called matewaltu, an important flint mine, from which the Narangga took stone, trading
it with the Kaurna at the border camp of titewitewite.
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Tidnacoordooninna - A post office opened in July 1892 by Miss Emma Gates west of Lake Gregory. (See
Kopperamanna fo ran explanation of its nomenclature.)
Tiers - The forests of the Mount Lofty Range, called, facetiously, ‘Tiers D’etat’ by Samuel Stephens. (See
New Tiers)
Tietkins - C.G. Winnecke named Mount Tietkins, in the Far North-West, after the explorer, W.H. Tietkins
who was born at Islington, England, in 1844, arriving from New South Wales in 1859; he died on 19 April
1933 and was buried at Lithgow, New South Wales.
Tietkins Birthday Creek, named by Ernest Giles on 30 August 1873 in honour of Tietkins 29th birthday and
Tietkins Wells, about 70 km north of Ooldea. Two wells were sunk; one was abandoned at a depth of sixty
feet and the other at 120 feet. The latter produced only a small supply of salt water and the whole
undertaking was abandoned. The site of the wells was traversed by the Giles expedition of 1875, of which
Tietkins was a member.
Tiger Bore - In the Hundred of Pyap. In 1909, it was suggested that, ‘the man who saw the beast [and named
it] had been to Loxton that night and is not quite sure now how many tigers he saw…’
Tilcha Creek - Near Lake Callabonna where the ‘Tilcha Run’ was established by W. Crozier in 1875.
Tilka Hut - On Kangaroo Island. On 16 November 1928 the death occurred at Cygnet River of Mrs Marie
Tilka, aged 90 years:
Born at Brandenburg, Germany, she and her husband, the late Mr Martin Tilka, came to South
Australia in 1870 in the City of Adelaide. After residing at Klemzig and Riverton they moved to
Kangaroo Island [in] the early eighties…
Tilley Swamp - It lies 48 km north of Kingston, SE and the Aborigines knew the district as kopanopintar kopan - ‘one’ and pintar - ‘stone axe’. On 1 July 1851, William Tilley took up pastoral lease no. 199
(previously an occupation licence issued to him on 22 April 1847) calling it ‘Tilley’s Swamp’; he sold out to
James Thompson in February 1854. H.C. Talbot talks of ‘Tilley’s Accommodation House’ conducted by
William Tilley and that it was ‘one of the stages on the Overland Road to the Victorian diggings…’ and is
shown as such on early pastoral lease maps. The school opened in 1958 and closed in 1965.
Rodney Cockburn attributes its nomenclature to Thomas Tilley ‘who succeeded John McIntyre as manager
for the Leake brothers at Glencoe. Later he joined George Ormerod in pastoral partnership which included
a lease of the Avenue Range run and other properties…’
A sketch of pastoral lease no. 1181 showing the location of the home station, together with numerous
waterholes is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
Tillite Gorge - Part of the Arkaroola Gorge frequented by Sir Douglas Mawson and students. There are
outstanding exposures of glacial tillite in the gorge, estimated to be 720 million years old. (See Mawson)
Tilti - A railway station near Gawler. Aboriginal for ‘native cherry’.
Timburru Peak - In Wilpena Pound; named by the ‘Adelaide Bush Walkers’ in 1959. Aboriginal for ‘steep’.
Timor - A subdivision in the Chaffey Irrigation Area; taken from a hut and dam shown on maps of an
adjoining pastoral lease.
Tinbalang - A railway station near Goolwa. Aboriginal for ‘musk duck’.
Tinga Tingana - A property east of Lake Blanche; see pastoral lease no. 2357.
Tinjella Track - In the Kuitpo District. Aboriginal for ‘spiny ant eater’.
Tinline - In 1857, Captain Bloomfield Douglas named Point Tinline, on Kangaroo Island, and the Hundred
of Tinline, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 22 September 1881. Both names honour George Tinline
(1815-1895) of the Bank of South Australia who, in 1852, was mainly responsible for the passing of the
Bullion Act. There is a Mount Tinline on section 140, Hundred of Hart.
Tinpot - In an 1852 journal of ‘E. Manuel, William O’Brien & Co’, who was exploring for gold in South
Australia, it was said:
Friday, May 7th - Left Harriott’s station and proceeded on to the Tin Pot Ranges as
recommended by Mr Tolmer and others. Tried several gulleys and inlets of creeks on the east
side, but which gave us no gold. Saturday, May 8th - On the west side tried several hills and
gulleys… We fell on a large iron lode running near the Mount Barker mineral survey, near the
section marked 2209. Tried several hills and gulleys between this and the Mount Barker township
which we reached the same night and pitched our camps on the north side of the hill…
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The same newspaper carried a report on ‘alluvial land’ on 1 December 1859 while, earlier, in 1856, it was
said that ‘until a comparatively recent time the little settlement called Woodchester bore the ugly name of
Tinpot’:
That was not complimentary to Woodchester’s 200 souls - so they changed it. And I don’t blame
them. But behind the unmusical designation is a story. In the days when all this country
extending from Echunga to the limits of eternity was one immense cattle run, without a single
fence to restrict the liberty of the bovine subject, everybody’s cattle roamed with everybody
else’s just where their fancy took them. It was the job of the cattlemen to sort these animals out
at periodic intervals, and some nice disputes there were sometimes in the process.
One day three of Hack’s stockmen - Sam Steele, Tom Hayward, and another whose name has
passed from memory - set out to round up some strays which had gone as far as Langhorne’s
Creek. When they got to where Woodchester now is, it was agreed that one man should stop
there to boil the ‘billies’ and prepare dinner, while the others pushed on after the missing cows.
Soon the smoke blackened ‘billies’ were swinging over the camp fire, and the cook was
engrossed in the mysteries of Mrs Beeton, when he was roused by a series of the most
bloodthirsty yells that ever struck terror into a white man’s heart.
He looked up to find a big mob of ebony-coloured warriors bearing down on him with every
evidence of breaking the Kellogg Peace Pact. There being no League of Nations to appeal to, the
cook did the next best thing - he mounted his horse with an alacrity that did honor to his agility,
and, abandoning his tin pots to the ruthless mercy of the enemy, he set out for the Echunga
homestead at a pace which would make the late lamented Phar Lap look silly. From that day the
spot was known as Tinpot - and Tinpot it remained until years later when the residents thought
that Woodchester sounded a much more pretty name.
In 1915, and in less flowery language, it was reported that:
Then they [Mr & Mrs W. Brook] removed to Woodchester which bore the peculiar name of
Tinpot, because of the fact that a camper, in earlier days, had left a tin pot behind him when he
proceeded on his way. For some years the country thereabouts was held as a sheep station by
Mr Herriot and Mr Wood brought a square mile of country from the government. He was the
first man to undertake clearing operations in the district and to break up the land for cropping…
Rodney Cockburn says, under the heading ‘Dalveen’, that the name was ‘bestowed because a swagman
with a tin pot was found dead in the locality; but why the billycan and not the swagman was honoured in
nomenclature it is difficult to say.’
In 1861, it was said that the Tin Pot Special Survey 1788, ‘comprising 500 acres of the richest alluvial land
in South Australia, will be divided into small farms and the Township of Woodchester…’
The Tinpot Pound stood on section 1792. (See Dalveen, Everley & Woodchester)
There is a Tinpot Hill on section 1368, Hundred of Strathalbyn, while the Tinpot Post Office, opened in
1858, became ‘Woodchester’ in 1859.
Tintinara - In 1868, the Tintinara Post Office opened, while the town, 38 km North-West of Keith, was
proclaimed on 30 August 1906. The school opened in 1907 with 12 students and Miss Maud Jackson as
teacher, In his reminiscences, J.H. Boothby said he had a smart young Aborigine in his employ with a name
that sounded like ‘Tin-tin’ and the suffix ara was added to it. (There is an Aboriginal word tinyara meaning
‘boy’, ‘lad’, ‘youth’.)
However, a more convincing explanation was propounded by John P. Gill in a lecture on the vocabulary of
the Kaurna people in 1841 when he said that it was derived from tinlinyara, the Aboriginal name for stars
in ‘Orion’s Belt’, described in Aboriginal mythology as a number of young men hunting emus, kangaroos
and other game on the great celestial plain in the sky. (See Boothby, Mount)
Lands Department file DL 2935-36 contains the following:
The name was chosen by Mrs Boothby, wife of Thomas Wylde Boothby, who settled there and
established a sheep station, and when the question of a name for the place came up, Mrs
Boothby suggested that Tintinara, the cognomen of a blackfellow, who used to loaf about the hut
was a pretty one, so it was adopted.
Known facts tend to disprove this statement in respect of its founder. The first lease issued to T.W. Boothby
(jointly with J.H. Boothby) was no. 993 on 2 July 1860 when it was described as ‘near Salt Creek, S-E District.’
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The name was used first, officially, when W.G. Harding established the ‘Tintinarra (sic) Run’ circa 1864 that,
previously, was lease no. 826 taken up by R.B. Smith and Stephen Hack on 2 July 1860 ‘West of Salt Creek.’
(Note that the dates of Smith’s and Hack’s occupation are contemporaneous with Messrs Boothby.)
Therefore, it is most unlikely that the Boothby’s named it. In his reminiscences published in 1919, J.H.
Boothby states therein that the property he once occupied ‘is now known as Tintinara’ and this statement
tends to disprove the assertion that it was named by Mrs Boothby. In 1921, in respect of supposed
petroleum deposits:
The late Mr William Brayley… always maintained that sooner or later oil would be found at
Tintinara. As a boy he worked with the original owners of the old head station and they then
used to get a substance indicative of oil somewhere North-West of the head station… I certainly
think for the welfare of our state some big effort should be made to follow up the indications
that have lately been found in the district. [Signed] - Alfred C. Catt. (See Alfred Flat)
Photographs of the district are in the Observer, 7 October 1905, page 29, 19 October 1907, page 29, of Mr
Helling and his pastoral station on 19 March 1904, page 25.
Tintara - The name of a vineyard at McLaren Vale and, according to Rodney Cockburn, it represents a
shortening of ‘Tintinara’. (See Bankside)
Tiparra - The name was taken from the Aboriginal name of local springs, south of Moonta, and situated in
low sandhills. The Hundred of Tiparra, County of Daly, was proclaimed on 12 June 1862; The Tiparra School
was opened in 1884 and closed in 1890. It reopened as ‘Winulta’ in 1891. Another source says that it opened
as ‘Hundred of Tiparra’ in 1884; name changed in 1891 to Winulta and closed in 1950. Tiparra East School
opened in 1885 and became ‘Sunny Vale’ in 1887; Tiparra West School operated from 1920 until 1938. The
Tiparra Post Office operated from August 1881 until April 1891.
Rodney Cockburn says that the name came into prominence when the proprietary rights of the copper
country were in dispute - ‘The “Tiparra leases” came before Moonta and the “Tiparra light”, for navigators,
shines, when the glory of the copper romance is dimmed.’
Tirari Desert - In the Lake Eyre district, takes its name from the Aboriginal people once occupying a major
part of the area.
Tisby, Mount - (See Thisby, Mount)
Tiver Well - North of Paratoo railway station, recall James Tiver, JP, who held pastoral lease no. 1190 he
titled Tiverton. Born in Bristol, England, on 11 June 1829, he arrived in the David Malcolm in 1855. He died
in 1909, at Aberdeen, and is buried in the Burra cemetery:
From an early age he worked at the trade of a mason and came to Adelaide in 1854 [sic]. He
continued his trade and then went in for contracting. Subsequently, he took on sheep farming
and acquired a large area of country near Hallett and more near Netley. Then he conducted a
storekeeper’s business at Aberdeen and finally retired some years ago…
Tobacco Flat - In 1858, it was said to be located on sections 4162-63, Hundred of Kuitpo.
Tod - Robert Tod, a member of an exploration party from the schooner Victoria in 1839, is remembered by
the River Tod, on Eyre Peninsula. He was chosen by the share holders of the ‘Port Lincoln Special Survey’
to explore the surrounding unknown country and some of his party discovered a river they named in his
honour. At one time he was Auditor of Public Accounts and Deputy Postmaster at Port Adelaide, while
Governor Gawler described him as ‘decidedly irritable.’
The Tod River School opened in 1880 and closed in 1881. In 1923, the reservoir at Tod River, and the weirs
on the Tod River and Pillaworta Creek and the service reservoir on Nott’s (sic) Hill, were completed.
The first 40 miles [of] steel pipes made by Mephan Ferguson Pty Ltd had already been shipped to
Port Lincoln and railed to the various stacking grounds… Tenders were due about February 27 for
the laying of the first two sections… (See Cowan Vale & Knott Hill)
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 23 June 1928, page 13, 5 November 1931, page 32.
Tod Highway runs from Kyancutta to Port Lincoln.
Tod Hill is near Milang. An attack on Mr Tod’s station by Aborigines was reported in 1842 and, in 1855, it
was said that ‘it forms a Government Reserve and is marked by a flagstaff.’
The pastoralist who had the greatest connection with the area that ultimately became the town
of Milang was Patrick James Tod. In the earliest records his name is spelt ‘Tod’, but in later times
the spelling has been corrupted to ‘Todd’ One description of his occupation licence area was the
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termination of the Angas and it is therefore certain that Tod’s sheep grazed over the land that it
is now the township of Milang. In the 1840s Tod’s station and Tod’s Hill were well-known, the
latter as a landmark for boats sailing in the western waters of Lake Alexandrina.
Todd Rivulet - Now known as ‘Fifth Creek’ and said to be ‘named by Colonel Light after a pioneer settler’;
however, it probably refers to James R. Todd, a director of the South Australian Company.
Todmorden, Mount - In the Far North, 16 km north of Oodnadatta. The name was taken from a nearby
pastoral run:
It was in 1875 that Alan Breaden first saw the Finke… with the late Richard Egerton Warburton…
There is no name… that is so indissolubly linked with that old and dying river, as that of Mr
Breaden… [Biographical records show a Joseph Albert Breaden (ca.1857-1924) employed as a
‘stockrider’ and residing at ‘Peake’.]
They have left their mark on rockhole and range,
In the deserts silent and grim,
Their names to the ‘man in the street’ are strange,
Their deeds are unknown to him.
Not they the ‘explorers’ and ‘pioneers’
Whom journalists loudly acclaim,
Whose ‘names shall echo down the years’
From the brazen trumpet of fame.
Just simple bushmen who, unafraid,
Trekked, hunger, thirst undismayed,
Death lurking on every side,
Blazing a trail sans fee or reward
For the men of the year to be,
Cutting a track, distant and broad
For the feet of posterity.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 20 June 1908, page 32, Observer, 15 October 1921, page 26.
There is a town of ‘Todmorden’ in Yorkshire that translates as ‘Totta’s boundary valley’.
Tola - A school near Kimba; opened in 1924 it closed in 1945. The name was taken from Tola Tank, on
section 34, Hundred of Solomon. The Tola Conservation Park was proclaimed on 28 January 1988.
Tolderol, Point - Near Wellington, derived from the Aboriginal tolderank, a clan of the Waiki people, whose
country extended from Salt Creek, west to Bagley Bridge. Rodney Cockburn quotes a Captain Walter
Woodrow who recorded the name as talderal, meaning ‘place where snakes are plentiful’. The Tolderol
School was opened in 1881 and closed in 1892.
Tolmer - On Dukes Highway, adjacent to the South Australian and Victorian border and south of section
879, Hundred of Tatiara, is the Tolmer Rest Area, proclaimed on 27 January 1977 and named after Inspector
Tolmer, of gold escort fame. Tolmer Rocks are on section 10, Hundred of Colebatch, and Tolmer Well, in
the Hundred of Glyde. Tolmer, a telephone exchange on section 39, Hundred of Colebatch, opened on 8
November 1962.
A report of Tolmer’s first gold escort was recounted by Thomas Frost:
Mr Tolmer, with four troopers and one for a driver, arrived one day with a spring cart and a pair
of horses, together with a small iron safe. Notices were nailed on trees and two days were spent
in receiving the gold. Mr Tolmer took up quarters in a tent next to ours. Mr Carleton, whose wife
was the author of the Song of Australia and our party had the honour of supplying him, and the
trooper (Mr Cusack) he had with him as a guard…
By the afternoon of the second day the safe was pretty full and Mr Tolmer decided to start off
that night. Orders were sent for the troopers and cart just after tea and they drew up in front of
the tent amidst a great crowd of diggers who line the road on both sides for some distance, the
Victorians shouting, hooting and groaning, and the Adelaideans replying with cheers… The driver
kept his seat while the others carried out the safe and bolted it securely to the cart. The Mr
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Tolmer called out ‘Mount my lads’ and then shouted ‘Draw’, and their sabres flashed in the
moonlight…
Following the publication of Alexander Tolmer’s reminiscences one of his former subordinates in the police
force, T.A. Naughton, took his veracity to task and suggested that ‘if Mr Tolmer adhered to the truth I would
be content to let my acts and myself sink into oblivion, but although I am three score and twelve I will not
allow him to write falsehoods in connection with my name’:
In [his] book he slanders all the men who did the work that he now claims credit for… Mr Tolmer
has the same effect on men that a hot wind has on the vegetable world - they are sure to suffer
from the contact… I have perused his book and, barring Baron Munchaussen, it is the most
wonderful book I ever read, but it lacks one ingredient in its facts… (See Rogues Gully &
Wialapiangg)
Tom Brown - In the Nullarbor region, named after an early settler and surveyor who was born in 1836,
arrived from Victoria, circa 1855 and died in 1919. (See Higgins Landing)
During the earlier periods of his life he was a surveyor in the North-Eastern districts of Victoria
and… a personal friend of Burke and Wills before they started on their ill-fated expedition…
Subsequently, he was one of the pioneers of the far western boundaries… and he secured a
considerable area on the Nullarbor Plain…
His station was an extension of a run held by Robert Barr-Smith, William Swan and James Armstrong
which was based at Yalata. After a succession of owners, in 1964 M. and D. Thomas took it over and
developed a roadhouse and motel complex after the Eyre Highway was realigned in 1976.
Tomkinson - Samuel Tomkinson, MLC (1885-1900) was, for many years, manager of the Bank of Australasia
in Adelaide and in his parliamentary career was instrumental in effecting reforms in social and political
matters.
His curiosity as to why every man charged with an offence is not proved guilty has indeed
appeared insatiable. He has a terrible fear that our judges do not know their business, and that
juries are led by the nose, to the great scandal of the administration of justice.
A comment made in 1889 suggested that he was ‘noted for his resistance to reforms, for his incapacity to
perceive the direction and gauge the strength of public opinion and for his prejudicial views on all public
questions.’
The Hundred of Tomkinson, County of Burra, was proclaimed on 18 September 1879. Tomkinson Ranges,
in the Far North-West, were named by William Christie Gosse on 22 August 1873.
A resident of Glenelg, Samuel Tomkinson declared that he had always looked upon the sandhills as a
‘breastwork of defence for our riflemen when engaged against the enemy attempting to land.’ and to his
eyes they were ‘coast lines of beauty’, but while making an ‘amateur reconnaissance’ at Glenelg in
November 1877 he proclaimed:
An improving municipality, proud of its Institute and fountain, recklessly discards its strength
without considering that a few shots from a ship in the offing may knock the place and its
pretensions into a cocked hat. I call attention to this very possible event happening to arrest in
time the further destruction of the sandhills between the mouths of the Port and Patawalonga
creeks. I was grieved to observe that the sandhills - our natural bulwarks - are gradually
disappearing; they are being levelled.
Lines of rails are laid and carts employed to remove the sand in order to beautify Glenelg and
expose the ornamental villa residences now building to the shell of the enemy… I think it most
unfortunate that our governments have parted with the ownership of the foreshore because a
demand for marine building sites will soon convert the rough-and-ready protection which Nature
has given to us into artificial smooth croquet lawns and strawberry gardens.
Tonsley - John Ragless arrived in South Australia in the Eden, in 1838, and when the ‘pine forests near
Enfield became too close to the city’ one of his sons, Richard, journeyed about 12 km south of Adelaide and
took up a property he named after ‘Tonsley Hall’, in England, which he had much admired. It is now the site
of the Mitsubishi motor car works.
Mr Ragless was just verging upon manhood when he arrived… After a preliminary stay in the
embryo city he started a farm at Enfield in conjunction with his father and brother. Upon this
property one of the first strippers manufactured in South Australia was employed… Afterwards
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Mr Ragless, with his brother, erected the Montacute Flourmills at Gepp’s Cross… [In 1869] the
estate at Tonsley Park was secured…
Tonyunga - Near Myponga. See Application no. 1490 in the General Registry Office.
Tookayerta - A railway station 5 km south of Loxton. Aboriginal for ‘swampy land’. Tookayerta Creek is ‘14
km from Goolwa, on the Strathalbyn Road.’ (See Double Bridges)
Tooligie - The town, in the Hundred of Peachna, 37 km SSW of Lock, was proclaimed on 30 May 1929;
probably derived from the Aboriginal tadlitji - ‘boiling or bubbling water’ The Hundred of Tooligie, County
of Jervois, was proclaimed on 3 August 1916. The Tooligie Siding School opened in 1935 and closed in 1961;
Tooligie School opened in 1933 and became Tooligie Hill in 1935 before closing in 1965.
Toolunka - (See Waikerie.)
Toopawarinna Waterhole - East of Marree. Aboriginal for ‘yellow’.
Tooperang - A post office, 16 km north of Goolwa, opened in 1910 in the Hundred of Nangkita. Prior to
1941 the Tooperang School was known as ‘Rockwood’; it closed in 1961.
Toopoora - A railway station 7 km South-West of Kimba. Aboriginal for ‘lizard’.
Toora - A railway station 8 km North-East of Murray Bridge. Aboriginal for ‘coot’ or ‘mallee hen’. It has been
‘Yappara’ since 1917, so changed to avoid confusion with ‘Toorak’. (See Graeber)
Toorak - In 1909, the suburb of Toorak Gardens was laid out by the South Australian Company on part
section 275, Hundred of Adelaide. In 1914, it was reported that ‘if it had been known to the public that…
Mr A.B. Cox was going to attempt to fly over Toorak and Marryatville by monoplane a large crowd would
have assembled’:
The scene of the intended flight was Ferguson’s paddock, Toorak. The machine was constructed
by Mr Cox… A few minutes after the appointed time for the flight Mr Cox touched a lever and the
engine started to throb. The machine ran along the ground for a few yards and just as the aviator
thought it was going to ascend something snapped and the propeller came off…
Photographs are in The Critic, 22 January 1913, page 13, 2 June 1920, page 4, 10 November 1920, page 13,
Observer, 31 October 1925, page 33, 10 February 1923, page 28, of a bowls team on 19 March 1927, page
33.
Toorak Gardens, a ‘New Garden Suburb’, was advertised in 1917, while in 1925 the Advertiser discussed an
‘unofficial’ subdivision of Toorak as comprising 29 allotments along Sprod Avenue, where ‘the land for sale
is almost 100 yards south of Grant Avenue and the Toorak Bowling Green’:
Many of the people who live in Toorak - it is hoped the name will never be sanctioned by the
authorities - will have the advantage of looking at the backs of the cottagers’ dwellings not so
very far away.
With a few exceptions the place names of this state are a disgrace and a reflection on good
taste, judgement and sense and show a deplorable lack of originality on the part of the authors.
The Aboriginal torrak means ‘tea-tree springs’, while toora means ‘coot’ or ‘mallee hen’. Rodney Cockburn
suggests that a subdivision named Toorak was made in 1912 by Parsons and Wilcox and that a complaint
was made in the House of Assembly of the lack of originality which characterised its christening. Toorak
Park was a subdivision of sections 78-79, Hundred of Davenport, by S.A. Wills in 1913; now included in Port
Augusta.
Tooriara Well - On section 286, Hundred of Seymour. Aboriginal for ‘place for mallee wood clubs’.
Tootenilla - A rural area between Coomunga and Boston, north of Port Lincoln, and named after one of the
first farms in the area; prior to 2005 it was known as ‘Sullivan’.
Tooths Nob - In the North Flinders Ranges. It has been ‘Reaphook Hill’ since 1940. Rodney Cockburn records
the name of ‘Tom Tooth’, a stockman employed by John Chambers, as the source of the nomenclature.
Another candidate could have been George Tooth who was born, circa 1832, and died at Hookina on 8 July
1877.
Tootla - The name suggested for a post office on section 14, Hundred of Inkster, in 1939. Its school, built
south of Chandada in 1931, was opened in 1932 by Clyde Brereton; it closed circa 1944. (See Inkster)
Top-Gallant Isles - In the Investigator Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 10 February 1802. He said, ‘it
is of little extent, but high and cliffy and there are three rocks on its south side, representing ships under
sail.’ Baudin called them L’Hamecon (The Fish Hook).
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Torrens - Colonel Robert Torrens was Chairman of the South Australian Colonisation Commission and his
name is perpetuated by Torrens Island, near Port Adelaide, named by Governor Gawler in 1837. In 1887,
the island was proclaimed as a quarantine ground for vessels, passengers and crews, while in 1891 the
whole of the island, with the exception of sections 882 and 883, was proclaimed as a quarantine ground for
dogs. By the same proclamation part of section 2016 was declared a quarantine ground for cattle, sheep
and stock imported into the colony.
In 1915, it was reported that ‘the Torrens Island Quarantine Station was taken over six years ago by the
Commonwealth Government. The price at which this is finally to become Commonwealth property has
been in dispute during that time…’
Lake Torrens was discovered by E.J. Eyre in October 1839 and the name was used, originally, to denote
various areas of water in the north of South Australia. The separate lakes were differentiated and the
present Lake Torrens defined in 1862. (See Callabonna, Lake) An 1860 editorial has, inter alia, a reference
to the mythical ‘horseshoe’ configuration of this lake.
River Torrens was discovered by Lt W.G. Field, G.S. Kingston and John Morphett on 6 November 1836. The
Aborigines called it karrau-wirra-parri - ‘red gum forest river’; it was subsequently dubbed the ‘River
Torrens’ by Governor Hindmarsh on 3 June 1837. In her reminiscences Helen Mantegani said that ‘the
discovery of the river belongs to Mr Kingston’s dog that was out with his master when surveying and being
thirsty, smelt the water and showed the way’:
What they saw was a chain of large water holes bounded by large gum trees and scrub; these
holes varied in size the largest being over 200 yards in length, some of which were so deep that
even the most daring of divers could not bottom them. It was not long, however, before the
colonists cut away every vestige of timber along the banks and carted away the gravel for road
making and home building.
With the loss of its natural surface the watercourse was destroyed as the banks between the
water holes gradually washed away and deposited in the said holes - the process of levelling
began and continued until the river assumed its present desolate appearance which, by 1878,
was commented upon in condemnatory terms: ‘Those who have recently arrived in the colony…
can scarcely be made to believe that there were ever deep clear pools, or shady corners of finny
inhabitants in the unsightly chasm at present known as the River Torrens, whose waters are
black with sewage of the town, and whose odour is not only offensive but injurious to health…
‘It is as well that the early pioneers were not squeamish and, in retrospect, there is little wonder
that ‘colonial fever’ and dysentery were prevalent. The wonder of it was that they were not
stricken by a dozen plagues, for the Torrens was the common sewer of the town, the urchin’s
bathing pools and the cattle’s cooling stream. Then, too, dogs swam around in it, cats and sheep
were drowned in it, brickwork’s and tanneries flourished on its banks, sheep skins and hides
were left immersed in its pools and, in summer, the water was in a wretched state.
‘In a day when hygiene was grand in its Oriental simplicity, such lack of water made people
doubly chary of wasting it in baths. There were no showers in that age and, when the boys were
tubbed on Saturday night, the same tins of warm water had to serve them all and, as a prelude to
baptisms at the Church of Christ in Grote Street, a deacon took his son to the well and drew up
great drums full on the windlass.
‘Thence the water was carried in smaller buckets to a gutter head and run to the baptistery by a
spouting under the floor. To counter the contagion emanating from the polluted water the
colonists were advised to make and use water filters. The directions for manufacture of these all
but ineffective devices were: ‘Take an earthen jar or barrel and turn the narrow end downwards;
insert a tap near the bottom; insert a piece of slate or lead perforated with holes; put in four
inches of clean, washed gravel, the size of peas; add four to five inches of clear sand; add four to
five inches of clean, washed charcoal; add another layer of sand.’
The Reverend John Blacket in his History of South Australia narrates experiences encountered within the
early settlement formed on the banks of the river:
The huts were scattered about without any attempt at regularity or uniformity. Every man had
built his house on the spot where whim and choice pointed out, or where material was easiest got;
the consequence was that a collection of as primitive-looking wigwams as can well be imagined
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soon lined the banks of the Torrens - some of them facing east, some to the west; in fact, every
point of the compass might have claimed one or more facing it. They stood just as though a mad
bull had been playing his antics among them and had tossed them hither and thither.
Nor was the appearance of the dwellings less amusing or extraordinary than their general position.
Most of them possessed an aperture to afford egress and ingress; but few, if any, could boast of a
window of any kind. A fireplace was not deemed essential, though several had an opening at one
end, surmounted by an empty pork cask, deprived of its ends, to serve as a chimney. A great
portion of the immigrants, however, contented themselves without a fire, except outside, where
it might be seen blazing with a pot hung over it ‘a la gypsy.’ It was not an unusual thing in hot or
showery weather to see a lady watching the kettle or camp oven under an umbrella.
Fishing in the River Torrens
It seems to me very anomalous that if any juvenile with a smack of Izaak
Walton in his nature should be caught fishing… he is at once handed over to
the tender mercies of Mr Beddome [magistrate], whilst every morning at
sunrise numbers of shags may be seen busily engaged gobbling up every fish
that comes within their range of vision…
(Register, 30 October 1879)
The first settlers saw the river as a chain of large water holes bounded by large gum trees and
scrub; these holes varied in size the largest being over 200 yards in length, some of which were
so deep that even the most daring of divers could not bottom them; one, known as the ‘Death
Hole’ was situated at the back of the Botanic Gardens below the Hackney Bridge. It was not long,
however, before the colonists cut away every vestige of timber along the banks and carted away
the gravel for road making and home building.
With the loss of its natural surface the watercourse was destroyed as the banks between the
water holes gradually washed away and deposited in the said holes - the process of levelling
began and continued until the river assumed a desolate appearance which, by 1878, was
commented upon in condemnatory terms:
Those who have recently arrived in the colony… can scarcely be made to believe that
there were ever deep clear pools, or shady corners of finny inhabitants in the unsightly
chasm at present known as the River Torrens, whose waters are black with sewage of the
town, and whose odour is not only offensive but injurious to health…
In the first decade following European settlement large numbers of sweet little ‘slipperies’
(Galanias sp.), that seldom ran beyond three inches in length, were caught in the River Torrens;
also ‘scalers’, a species of cod, from 8 to 10 inches long that lurked beneath logs. Boys in those
days were too poor to buy hooks so they resorted to bent pins, strong thread and a stout reed,
and when they got a bite the fish was snatched up and swung around the head until the young
fisherman could vacate the log, from whence he was fishing, and dash his prey upon the shore
before it could wriggle off the barbless pin.
It was a paradise for the children of Adelaide, Hindmarsh and Thebarton because yabbies were
secreted in deep holes and, when cooked, hawked around for a profit of a few pennies, while, for
small recompense, native women were persuaded to dive for mussels. Such offerings from the
river were a welcome addition to the frugal dinner tables of the working classes of Adelaide and
adjacent suburbs.
Mount Torrens, laid out by George Dunn in 1853 on section 6506, Hundred of Talunga. Earlier, in 1848, he
built a tavern on his land calling it the ‘Barton Springs Hotel’; (‘Barton’ derives from the Anglo-Saxon beretun - ‘a barley yard’); later, the name was changed to ‘Cornish Arms Hotel’ and became a staging house for
bullock teams travelling from Mannum to Adelaide. The deeply indented wagon tracks can still be seen on
aerial maps. Once the town was surveyed, in March 1859 James Bond established the Mill Inn in the main
street:
But not to be outdone, local bigwig Dunn closed down his first hotel and built and licensed the
Mount Torrens Hotel which opened in March 1862. It still continues to trade… In 1870, the Mill
Inn closed.
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Education Department records show the Mount Torrrens School opening in 1861. However, the Register of
10 November 1859 has a report of school examinations while on 22 April 1862 there is a comment on the
opening of a new schoolroom.
In 1850, it was reported that ‘three armed bushrangers entered the house of a farmer named Simms and
‘bailed up’ himself, his wife and another person ‘while two of the ruffians stood guard the third rifled the
house of money and property’:
A person named McDonald and two others were arrested in town yesterday morning… They are
supposed to be the parties who stopped and robbed a German on the Glen Osmond Road…
[They] are very insignificant and repulsive in appearance and seem both dogged and indifferent
as to the result of the proceedings…
In mid-1870 there was a small gold rush for claims on government land within a mile of the township of
Mount Torrens and the first on the field was a Mr Ashton, a genuine digger, who bottomed the deepest
hole at the Barossa and was one of the last to abandon the South Rhine. He pegged out a claim in the scrub
adjoining Mr Dunn’s farm but, not having completed the formalities of taking possession, was ‘jumped’ by
a party of local prospectors.
Later, in 1888 the Mount Torrens Goldmining Company acquired a property worked previously as the
Criterion and Captain Pfitzner from the New Era Mine at Woodside took command of operations. Small
specimens were treated at the Dry Creek Smelting Works and gave a trace of silver, as well as a good return
of gold. By 1894, owing to the ‘inability to save the fine gold’, the mine was abandoned. Gowland’s Reef in
the vicinity was worked from about 1893, while Burton’s Reef, situated within one mile of the cyanide
works, had been acquired by Messrs Wilkinson & Harrison of Adelaide - ‘the gold is very fine just such as
the cyanide is intended to save.’
The following were named in honour of Sir R.R. Torrens, the son of Colonel Torrens, the father of the Real
Property Act in South Australia which has been adopted throughout the world. Torrens Park, laid out as a
resubdivision of ‘Blythe Woodville’ by T.E. Barr-Smith in 1917; a photograph of the staff of a military hospital
is in The Critic, 23 May 1917, page 13.
Photographs of Scotch College are in the Observer, 12 January 1924, page 33, 11 August 1928, page 35,
3 July 1930, page 31, Chronicle, 23 March 1933, page 35, 9 August 1934, page 33.
Torrens Vale, 8 km South-East of Yankalilla, was the name given to a subdivision of section 1602, Hundred
of Yankalilla, by John Gardner, circa 1860 - In 1916 the Nomenclature Committee recommended the name
be changed to ‘Wolyerra’, Aboriginal for ‘tree branches’. Its school opened as ‘Dairy Flat’ in 1858; name
changed in 1908 and closed in 1954.
Cape Torrens, on Kangaroo Island, was named by Capt. B. Douglas in 1857.
In 1938, the archivist, G.H. Pitt, said:
He came of a family which had lived in Ireland since the latter part of the seventeenth century.
He himself was born at Cork in 1814. His father was Colonel Robert Torrens, who is best known
to South Australians as the chairman of the board of Colonization Commissioners appointed by
the British Government to superintend the founding of South Australia.
He graduated as a Master of Arts at Trinity College, Dublin. In 1839 he married a niece of Mungo
Park, the famous explorer, and in the following year came to South Australia, where he was
appointed Collector of Customs. In 1852 he became Treasurer and Registrar-General.
In 1857, at the first elections held after the granting of responsible government, he was chosen
as one of the representatives for the city of Adelaide. He was Treasurer in the first ministry and,
upon the resignation of his government in August 1858, he became Leader of the Opposition. He
was Premier for thirty days in September 1857.
In 1858 the famous Real Property Act, of which he was the father, was passed, and he resigned
his seat in Parliament in order to devote himself, as Registrar General, to the administration of
the Act. The new system proved cheaper and safer than the old, and the measure was popular
with all classes except the lawyers.
The success of the Real Property Act attracted the attention of the other Australian colonial
governments and Torrens drafted bills which were adopted by the Parliaments of Queensland,
Victoria and Tasmania. The Torrens system of registration of title has long been famous all over
the world and has been adopted by many countries. Torrens left South Australia in 1863 to live in
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England, where he was subsequently knighted. He represented Cambridge in the House of
Commons from 1868 to 1874. He died on 31 August 1884.
Torrensdale -This school, near Mount Gambier, was opened by Edward Myers in 1868; it closed in 1870.
The name is reported to have been introduced by James Mitchell ‘after Torrens of Real Property Act fame.’
The surrounding district was known as ‘Drop Drop’.
Torrensfield - In 1910, was described as a subdivision near the Henley Beach Road with ‘the electric tram,
within 2½ miles of the city, two-penny tram fare, most healthy locality…’
Torrensford - Information on the Torrensford Sand and Gravel Pits appears in 1927 and, in 1928, it was
reported that ‘in glorious weather and in the presence of 500 visitors the Torrensford links were officially
opened… On a grassy flat at the top of a high bank of the Torrens… Mr C.H. Greenland welcomed members
and visitors on behalf of the club… The 18 greens were a testimony to attention from Mr R.A. Bidgood, the
greenkeeper…’
Photographs are in the Observer, 16 June 1928, page 38.
Torrenside - This subdivision of part section 46, Hundred of Adelaide, was made by David Reid Tanner in
1878; now included in Thebarton; this land fronts the River Torrens, hence the name; Stirling Street, West
Thebarton Road, Queen Street and Reid Street bound it. The nearby woollen mills used the name
‘Torrenside’.
Torrensville – This subdivision was laid out in 1904 on section 47, Hundred of Adelaide by F. Wainhouse,
R.L. Parker and C.E., P. S. and W.F. Danby, contiguous to the River Torrens and this fact may account for its
nomenclature. In 1904, it was reported that ‘the tramway Bill, now having passed the House of Assembly,
will undoubtedly soon become law and the Henley Beach line will certainly be one of the first roads to be
electrified:
[There will be an] important subdivisional sale of the southern portion of section no. 47, Hundred
of Adelaide, immediately opposite West Adelaide and laid out as the township of Torrensville
bounded on the east by Taylor’s Bridge Road and on the south by the Henley Beach Road along
which the tram runs. [It] has been subdivided into 105 allotments with frontages of 60 feet…
A photograph of the opening of the Methodist croquet grounds is in the Register, 30 March 1928, page 10,
of flooding of the Henley Beach Road in the Observer, 16 June 1923, page 28, 29 September 1923, page 29,
Chronicle, 11 June 1931, page 37, of the demolition of a chimney at the Adelaide Chemical Works in The
News, 25 June 1936, page 11.
Torreston - An 1870 subdivision of part section 417, Hundred of Hanson, by James Torr (ca.1816-1894),
farmer of Mintaro, contiguous to the town of Farrell Flat. He got the land grant on 19 January 1866 and,
two years later, portion of it was transferred to the Commissioner of Railways.
Tortachilla Hill - On section 381, Hundred of Willunga, 6 km WSW of McLaren Vale derived from an
Aboriginal word turtotjalangga meaning ‘red earth ending’ - turto - ‘red earth’, tjala - ‘end’ and ngga - ‘at’;
probably inspired by its geological structure exposed along the cliffs of the section.
Torville - John Torr, born Devon, England in 1815, came to South Australia in the Hooghly in 1855 and, in
1878, applied this name when he subdivided sections 36 and 37, Hundred of Yongala; it is suburban to
Yongala. He died at Redruth on 14 February 1884.
In 1895, probate was granted of the will of James Sampson Torr, brother of John, who farmed at Mintaro.
The amount of his estate was sworn as being under £31,500 and the bequests contained in his will were as
follows:
Ten freehold sections in the Hundred of Walloway, four sections in the Hundred of Yongala, two
sections in the Town of Yongala, the interest of the deceased in three credit selections in the
Hundred of Walloway and his interest in three selectors’ leases in the Hundred of Walloway are
left to his daughter-in-law Ann Torr, widow of James Sampson Torr [1839-1890], of Yongala, for
her lifetime…; 22 sections in the Hundred of Hanson and freehold allotments in the town of
Wetherston are bequeathed to his grandson, Sidney Torr; nine sections in the Hundred of
Mannanarie go to his grandson, Albert Torr… and one section in the Hundred of Black Rock
Plain… are left to his grandson, James Ernest Torr…
A photograph of Mrs John Torr and her sons is in the Observer, 21 April 1906, page 30.
Tothill - Charles Tothill held land in modern-day Hundred of Waterloo under occupation licence from 12
January 1843 and Tothill Belt and Tothill Creek, 13 km east of Saddleworth, recall his name. On 6 January
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1848, James Candy got the land grant of section 1078 and, by July of that year, had erected the ‘Light Arms’
Hotel which he leased to William Donnelly before selling the freehold to Abraham Wren in May 1849.
By 1866, it was an ‘incipient township somewhere on the old Burra road [and] proves that population and
capital are both beginning to accumulate’:
Most of the farmers are German who migrated from Mount Barker eight or ten years ago when
the soil there began to show symptoms of wearing out. They have done well and bought their
farms… The shamrock also has a considerable number of representatives… The two nationalities
do not coalesce well; but so long as their antipathies are confined to the negative and innocent
course of each minding his own business, they may be left safely to themselves… (See Apoinga &
Horsham)
The Tothill Creek School (known, also, as Tothill Belt School) was established in the 1860s, when Henry
Evans sold one acre of section 201. In 1872, the Tothill’s Belt School was conducted by William Heithersay;
it opened in 1871 and closed in 1927, while the Tothill’s Creek School was in charge of Stephen Daly and
conducted in a chapel where he had an enrolment of 29 students; it opened in 1862 and closed in 1963.
The Tothill Belt Post Office opened in 1871; closed on 16 February 1931. (See Royal Oak)
Photographs of the opening of St Edmund’s Church and its committee are in the Chronicle, 2 August 1913,
page 32.
Totness - A village, now included in Mount Pleasant, was laid out in 1859 on section 7044, Hundred of
Talunga, by Henry Giles who named it after a town in Devon, England, where his wife was born. It is an Old
English word meaning ‘town of foxes’; other sources say it derives from Totta’s ness [headland].
In 1862, it was reported that Mr Giles, who purchased a mill at Lobethal:
Has set to work with great energy to re-establish it here, and the foundation stone of the Totness
Mill was laid about a fortnight ago, amidst general rejoicing. This office devolved upon… two of
our oldest settlers - Messrs Phyliss [sic] and Thyer… The christening was performed in a mixture
of ginger beer and wine. A band of music passed up and down the main road with a banner
flying. A stranger might have imagined the elections had been protracted beyond their usual
time…
Examinations at the Totness Grammar School were reported in 1868.
The same name, Totness, was given by William Hannaford when he cut up section 2963, Hundred of
Macclesfield, in 1861 by issuing seventy year leases with right of purchase that started to be exercised in
1871. He was born in Totness, Devon, in 1825, and arrived in the Emma in 1845. The surrounding area was
known as Little Totness.
Totness Park was a subdivision of part section 72, Hundred of Mobilong, by William G. Hannaford,
storekeeper, Murray Bridge, in 1913; now included in Murray Bridge. He was the son of William Hannaford.
Tournefort, Cape - Named in 1913 following a visit to South Australia of Count de Fleurieu, it honours
Joseph Pitton de Tournefort (1656-1708), a French botanist. (See Fleurieu Peninsula)
Tourville Bay - Near Denial Bay, named in 1802, presumably, by Baudin after Comte de Tourville (16421701), a French Vice Admiral and said to have been born at Tourville in Normandy. He was a great favourite
of King Louis XIV despite failures in naval skirmishes with the English Navy. (See Nadia)
Tower Gap - (See Ogilvie, Mount)
Tower Hills - The Register of 11 February 1858 (supp.) locates them as ‘west of Penwortham.’
Towitta - A town, in the Hundred of Jellicoe, 6 km North-West of Sedan, proclaimed on 1 June 1876, was
‘surveyed on a stock travelling reserve’:
The site chosen on account of its proximity to a large and excellent water reserve, and as
sufficient room is required for stock travelling on this track it would be most undesirable to
extend the survey of the township any further either way… The strip of land which will be left
between the proposed suburban sections will be admirably adapted and be found very
convenient as a camping ground to all stock travelling through here, leaving plenty of room in the
water reserve without molesting the residents of the locality.
Its school opened in 1880; closed in 1957. One source says it takes its name from ‘Tewitty Creek’ meaning
‘reedy swamp place’, while Tawatakauwe Springs has an analogous derivation - tawata - ‘much’ or ‘plenty’
and kauwe - ‘water’. It was a stopping place on the Aboriginal walking route to Adelaide for the distribution
of blankets by the government.
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A photograph of the opening of a new school is in the Chronicle, 18 March 1922, page 30, of a motor-car
driven winnower in the Chronicle, 23 February 1924, page 38.
Townsend, Hundred of - In the County of Robe, proclaimed on 11 April 1878. William Townsend, MP (18571882), born in Surrey, England, in 1821, came to South Australia in 1853 in an old Dutch Ship the Fop Smit.
F.J. Botting, a brewer and auctioneer, advised him to become an auctioneer because of his smart
appearance and ready wit.
Turning a deaf ear to these overtures he got work in a boot shop as a salesman and tiring of this,
heeded Mr Botting’s advice and joined that gentleman in his business, trading as Townsend,
Botting & Co. Despite his lack of education (he signed his marriage certificate with a mark) he was
a fluent and forcible speaker and a popular public lecturer.
A spirited advocate of Chartism in its milder form, he fought for many years for payment of
members of parliament. He was a lay preacher in the Congregational Church and Mayor of
Adelaide, the Town Hall being opened on 20 June 1866 during his term of office.
He was a strong supporter of the Deaf, Dumb and Blind Institution, which culminated in the
opening of a home at Brighton in June 1878.
But like all other mortals, including his parliamentary colleagues, Mr Townsend was not free from human
foibles, as indicated in the following extract from a satirical piece written by ‘Geoffrey Crabthorn’ in the
local press in 1877:
It’s all up with the Register. Its doom has gone forth. In the opinion of Mr Townsend, MP, it has
ceased to represent public opinion and that unparalleled patriot has promised if it does not mend
its ways, and if its contemporary does not follow suit, to start a paper himself… I am sorry for the
Register, however. What a pity it did not take the other side and support the present Ministry…
Mr Townsend knows his mighty power and has sternly resolved not to hold his hand. He has been
appealed to by mutual friends with tears in their eyes, but he is inexorable. He says he regards
himself as a modern Brutus or a Marius among the ruins of Carthage - he is not certain which. He
knows that
---- it is excellent
To have a giant’s strength;
But it is tyrannous
To use it like a giant;
but at the call of duty he will even be tyrannical, and so his giant’s strength is to be put forth and the
poor old Register, with all its belongings - proprietors, staff, type machinery and premises - is to be
knocked into a cocked hat. At one stroke of Thor’s hammer they will be ‘going, going, gone…’
He died at Mitcham in 1882 when a contemporary, G.F. Loyau, wrote ‘now he is gone many might feel
proud to leave behind them a record so full of proofs of public spiritedness, liberality and love to his
fellow man, as he has done.’
Townsvale Estate - A 1909 subdivision of part section 2093, Hundred of Dalkey, by John William Kennedy,
farmer of Balaklava. It was contiguous to the railway between Port Wakefield and Auburn.
Tracy - This town, in the Hundred of Mongolata, 18 km NE of Burra, was proclaimed on 8 September 1881.
By 1904, in the ‘surveyed township of Tracy, or Mongolata, with the exception of Dr Steven’s house’:
Nothing but pegs mark the spot where, in days gone by, some pictured in the dim future a
thriving little township supported by an agricultural population… The rabbits are a little
troublesome just now and a gang of men are digging out, trapping and dogging. For the past
month they have accounted for 6,000 of the pest…
As it was named by Governor Jervois it, no doubt, honours a friend or acquaintance.
Tranmere - In 1842, David Wylie (ca.1798-1853) owned section 273, Hundred of Adelaide, and named it
‘Tranmere’ after his former domicile in Liverpool, England; in 1260 the name was written as tranemor ‘cranes’ sandbank’ (Old Norman trani - ‘crane’ and melr - ‘sandbank’).
Shortly after selecting the land, Mr Wylie built a home and school house… For many years [he]
made his talents available in the education of the youth of Adelaide, and with the greatest
success, for he himself was not only a rare and excellent teacher, but possessed, in an eminent
degree, the art of communicating knowledge to his pupils…
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A photograph of the opening of a bowling green is in the Chronicle, 7 February 1925, page 36.
The name was applied first to the subdivision of Tranmere Park by A.S. Jackman and C.H. Treloar in 1914.
However, while having no connection with David Wylie’s property, in 1872, there was an advertisement for
the sale of ‘lots 86 and 87 on [Lefevre] Peninsula to be laid out as Tranmere.’
Transcontinental Estate - A 1915 subdivision of sections 601-602 and others, Hundred of Davenport, by
H.C. Daniel; now included in Port Augusta. It refers to the transcontinental railway that was under
construction at the time.
Traversbrook - A description of B.T. Finniss’ water mill ‘at Traversbrook on the First Creek’ was given in
1843, when it was believed to be the oldest in the colony ‘having been commenced by Mr John Cannan, in
1839’:
[He] used the machinery that he erected solely as a saw mill. In the end of 1840 it was purchased
by Mr Finniss who took the original building down and had it completely rebuilt and altered into
a flour mill. It has been used as such since April 1842… The mill is strongly built of red gum
timbers and covered outside with stringybark paling…
The first milled flour in the colony was completed in March 1842; subsequently, Mr Finniss altered the
name of the property to ‘Finnissbrook’.
Travers, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 27 January 1910. John Travers, MP (19061918), born at Mintaro in May 1867, became interested in the pastoral industry and farmed in the districts
of Pekina and Mannanarie and was a councillor in the Orroroo District Council.
Trebilcock - James Trebilcock accompanied E.J. Eyre on his exploration of the area and Trebilcock Gap,
North-West of Beltana in the Mount Bayley Range, was named after him; it was the site of the ‘Qantas
Opera in the Outback’ in 1988. Its Aboriginal name is yarldakarranha.
Trebilcock Gully, near Fifth Creek, recalls John Trebilcock who owned land in the district. In 1893: ‘The next
orchard is that of another well-known gardener, Mr John Trebilcock, a worthy sire of worthy sons… Its area
is 15 acres which extends to what is known as Trebilcock Gully…’
Trebilcock Hill, west of Lake Frome, was named after Mr Trebilcock who, with Messrs Deeble and Burnett
held pastoral lease no. 636 west of Mt Falkland from 15 January 1858.
Tregarthen - A school in the Summertown area; opened in 1869 it closed in 1870. ‘It is worthy of mention
as being one of the earliest of the hills settlements. It was christened years before the township of Uraidla
or Summertown and Mr James Trenorden was its godfather.’ It is remembered today by the Tregarthen
Reserve and a local road. In 1893, it was said that ‘Mr T. Spencer has about six acres of fruit and vegetables.
He came to South Australia in 1854 and settled at the “Sheepyards” as Tregarthen used to be called.’
Tregolana - A property north of Whyalla; see pastoral lease no. 1094.
Tregu - A town, in the Hundred of Nackara, proclaimed on 2 July 1891. The name comes from Great Britain
and may derive from the Welsh trev - ‘homestead, village, town’. It has been ‘Nackara’ since 19 September
1940.
Trehele - (See Modbury)
Treloar, Mount - In the Far North East, recalls A.E. Treloar, a member of F.R. George’s exploration party.
Trelyn - An 1878 subdivision of part section 395, Hundred of Andrews, by Francis Trezize, farmer of Clare;
now included in Spalding. He came to South Australia with his parents in the Utopia in 1864, aged 12. It’s a
combination of his surname and that of his wife, the former Miss Tamblyn, a sister of William Lunn’s wife.
In October 1875, a meeting was held as Spalding ‘to consider the best method of getting a bridge or crossing
over the River Broughton at Flag Quarry Reserve… The place was so bad that nothing but a bridge would be
of service or outlast a single winter.’ In 1976, lots 10 and 11 were dedicated as a Memorial Park to the
district’s pioneers. (See Spalding)
Treuer, River - Near Lake Eyre North and named by John Ross after A. von Treuer, who was born in 1822 in
Bavaria and came out to the Bendigo goldfields in 1853. Shortly afterwards he came to South Australia,
taught languages in private schools and, about 1864, entered the service of Sir Thomas Elder and R. BarrSmith as their confidential secretary. In 1883, ‘a presentation was made at the German Club… to Mr A. von
Treuer, who has… resigned his position as Consul in South Australia for the German Empire…’ Its alternative
name is ‘Macumba River’.
Trevale - In 1866, this place was said to be near Williamstown.
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Trevalsa - The name of a farm established by William Pedler in the Hundred of Yatala about 1850. Born in
Cornwall, in 1804, he arrived in the Royal Admiral in 1838 and died at North Adelaide on 8 April 1881. It is
Cornish for ‘home on the hill’. (See Cobbler Creek)
Trezona Range - In the North Flinders Ranges, near Blinman, on land held under pastoral lease from the
1850s. As an entomological guess, a pastoralist may have named it after Richard T. Trezona, chemist and
druggist, of Port Pirie.
Trial Bay - In 1845, Captain Irving described the entrance into Trial Bay, ‘25 miles SE of Streaky Bay, as
accessible enough although heavy breakers are seen on either hand; the bay itself affords good anchorage
in which vessels of 200 tons may ride secure from all winds.’
Trial Hills - A reference to this place near Lyndoch Valley is to be found in the General Registry Office,
Memorial Book 164, folio 350.
Trinity - Trinity Dam, near Cockburn, was named from a mine prospected by H.C. Crocker in 1887.
The subdivision of Trinity Gardens was laid out on part section 287, Hundred of Adelaide, granted to the
trustees of Holy Trinity Church, viz., Osmond Gilles, Charles Mann and James Hurtle Fisher, as Glebe lands,
on 28 March 1840. The name occurs in Scotland where ‘Trinity Lodge’ was built in 1873 on lands of Trinity
House, Leith, a house for seamen.
In 1920, much interest was aroused ‘over the prospective sale of what has long been known as the “Trinity
Glebe” - 40 acres of magnificent land… with a frontage to the Magill Road’:
This land was given as a ‘glebe’ to Trinity Church by Mr Pascoe St Leger Grenfell and the
indenture is dated 25 August 1836… The indenture provides for a cemetery of six to eight acres
but, unfortunately, for Trinity Church, this was not taken advantage of.
Had it been, there would have been no North Road Cemetery. For many years the land was used
for grazing purposes… The rector, on behalf of the trustees, received offers of a substantial
nature some years ago, but the trust deed would not permit of a sale.... The government desired
to acquire it in 1911 for an Old Folks’ Home… and an Act of Parliament to enable the purchase
was in the course of preparation when there was a change from Labour to Liberal power…
In 1920, the Church brought the land under the Real Property Act and, simultaneously, subdivided the land
and bestowed the name: ‘[It is] admirably located at an elevation with extensive frontage to the Magill
tramway.
Trott Park - A 1974 subdivision of part section 463, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Australian Mercantile and
Finance Co. Ltd, and named after James Trott, who bought four sections of land in the area in 1890.
Troubridge Shoal & Point Troubridge - In Saint Vincent Gulf, were named by Matthew Flinders on 24 March
1802 after Admiral Sir Thomas Troubridge; a baronetcy was bestowed upon him in 1799 for services in the
Mediterranean.
[He] was the brother officer and friend of Lord Nelson, sharing with him in many a glorious sea
fight, in one of which he commanded the Culloden… [Later] he commanded the Blenheim and
performed many deeds of valour… His fate, alas, was a melancholy and tragic one. [He] and his
crew went down in a cyclone off the coast of Madagascar in 1807…
The Troubridge Agricultural Area was declared and defined in 1869 when rural land was offered at £2-100 per acre until 4 October 1869. The lighthouse was lit permanently for the first time on 1 January 1856,
the cost of erection, including keepers’ cottages, being £9,396. The Troubridge Area School opened in 1872
and closed in 1873 - ‘it was probably renamed “Salt Creek”.’
A photograph of stranded porpoises is in the Chronicle, 2 April 1910, page 31.
Trunch, Hundred of - In the County of Hopetoun, named by Governor Buxton on 24 December 1896 after
a village in Cornwall, England, where he was a substantial landholder. In the Domesday Book it is recorded
as trunchet, ‘probably a name transferred from France.’ Rodney Cockburn locates it in Norfolk.
Truro - The town, 48 km North-East of Gawler, surveyed in 1847-48 for J.H. Angas by Thomas Burr and
Frederick Sinnett, was named after a town in Cornwall, England, derived from either tre-rhiew - ‘the
dwelling on the slope’, or tre-ru - ‘the castle on the water’. In 1849, the land was ‘a rich garden mould,
watered by ever flowing streams in the neighbourhood… limestone [is] easily procurable on the sections
and in the immediate vicinity firewood without limit…’, while in February 1850 it was said that ‘the working
of the mine has commenced with pre-eminent success and as a natural result the allotments for sale are
daily becoming fewer’:
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Several buildings are already in course of erection and the fact that no really fresh water exists
near the mine, except at Truro, ensures to that township rapid growth and permanent
prosperity.
The town, resurveyed in 1860, was according to its original surveyors, situated on ‘portions of two sections
as marked, originally, off in what are termed as Flaxman’s Surveys.’ (See Angaston)
In 1865/66, the residents petitioned for the establishment of a police station: ‘… the health of the
inhabitants is often seriously endangered by the prevalence of nuisances such as dead beasts lying about,
while there is no one possessing authority to compel their removal…
The school opened in 1851 when it was conducted in the Independent Chapel but, by 1877, the want of
proper school accommodation at Truro was felt severely:
No government assistance had been rendered in this particular for 25 years and the
accommodation provided was quite inadequate for the wants of the place… The building was in a
very dilapidated condition and was not weatherproof. Several families had been refused
admission owing to the lack of room and school furniture… About 100 children were taught in
the Congregational Sunday School and there were many children of Roman Catholic and German
parents who might be got into the public school if proper provision for their reception were
made.
Tryon - A town in the Hundred of Spence, proclaimed on 29 April 1886, has been ‘Stewarts’ since 19
September 1940. At the time of the town’s creation, Rear-Admiral Tryon was in command ‘of the Australian
Station’ and, prior to its proclamation, had visited South Australia in HMS Nelson when he strongly
impressed upon the military authorities the need of having a fort at Glenelg. ‘Without it’, he said, ‘a hostile
vessel would be able to lie out of range of the other forts and shell Adelaide.’ (See Stewarts)
Tsong Gyiaou - The name of a young ladies’ school established by Mary Ann Aldersey and her sister Eliza in
1868. Their aunt, Mary Ann Aldersey, was a missionary in Ningpo, China, and, retiring to McLaren Vale, built
a house named after a former preaching station. The name is an anglicised form of ‘San Ch’iao’ (pronounced
‘Song Jow’). It is now part of the ‘Southern Districts War Memorial Hospital’.
Tuckaby Well - In the County of Hopetoun, derived from kujabbi, meaning unknown.
Tuckey Tanks - In the Hundred of Rudall, 17 km west of Rudall. According to Rodney Cockburn the name
remembers Thomas Tuckey, a ganger with the Engineer-in-Chief’s Department.
Tuckingmill - An 1874 subdivision of section 888, Hundred of Wallaroo, by Charles Drew (1836-1896),
merchant of Moonta; now included in Port Moonta. The name comes from Cornwall where it means ‘a
fulling mill’.
Tucock Cowie - On Yorke Peninsula north of Sturt Bay. Derived from takok-awi - ‘muddy water’ or ‘boggy
watering place’ and taken from the name of James Coutts’ pastoral lease no. 111. (See Para Wurlie)
Tuitt Hill - Rodney Cockburn locates it at Mount Gambier and being named after John Tuitt [Tuite?], a tenant
of William Vansittart. (See Mayurra & Vansittart Park)
Tujalkilky - A property north of Burra; see pastoral lease no. 1747.
Tulka - Thirteen kilometres South-West of Port Lincoln. The ‘Tulka Run’ was established by A. Hardy in 1851
(lease no. 98).
Tulkinera - A post office on section 531, Hundred of Baker, 16 km WNW of Meningie, opened in March
1925.
Tulkun - A legendary country to the NNE of Lake Alexandrina, ‘whence came a great fire which threatened
to destroy all people who fled before it. The Murray River sprang up from a cleft in the ground and
extinguished the flames around them.’
Tumbulawar Spring - In the Hundred of Coolinong - Aboriginal for ‘evergreen place’.
Tumby Bay - Named by Matthew Flinders, in 1802, after a Lincolnshire village close to the Parish of Revesby;
‘Tumby’ is an Old English word, meaning ‘fenced village’. In 1840, Governor Gawler, in the course of an
exploration, named it ‘Harvey’s Bay’. It was renamed by Governor Tennyson during his term of office (18991902) when the town of Tumby was proclaimed on 15 November 1900; it became Tumby Bay on 14 June
1984. Its school opened as ‘Tumby’ in 1881; changed in 1907.
On 8 May 1912, the new Tumby Bay Golf Club held its inaugural meeting and ‘there was a representative
gathering on the links. The play was well up to the average.’
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A photograph of school students is in the Observer, 18 April 1908, page 30, of a fancy dress football team
is on 1 June 1912, page 32, of the opening of the Catholic Church in the Chronicle, 7 September 1912, page
30, of an Australia Day celebration on 14 August 1915, page 29, of the unveiling of a war memorial on 26
June 1926, page 40, of a race meeting on 19 February 1931, page 31, 18 February 1932, page 32, of wheat
awaiting shipment in the Observer, 13 December 1913, page 8 (supp.), of winners of a rifle match on 31
October 1925, page 32, of the unveiling of a war memorial on 19 June 1926, page 32.
Tundroo - A railway station near Belair. Aboriginal for ‘pretty colours’. Prior to March 1946 it was known as
‘Spain’s Crossing’.
Tungketta, Lake - East of Elliston, where the ‘Tungketta Run’ was established by W. Tucknott, circa 1897
(lease no. 1911A) on land held, previously, by Price Maurice under lease no. 934 from 1861.
Tungkillo - A corruption of the Aboriginal word tainkila meaning ‘ghost moth grubs’, .i.e, the larvae of a
large moth which feeds on the roots of the red gum, or derived from taingkilo - a foul smell of water located
on the border between the Peramangk and Ngaduri people. The name was applied to a mine south of
Palmer about 1847 and, late in 1848, a town was surveyed there. The present-day town, 5 km south of
Mount Pleasant, was laid out as ‘South Petherton’ by Samuel Patten on section 266 in 1861. The two names
were still used interchangeably as late as 1936. The name of ‘Petherton’ comes from Somerset, whence the
Patten family emigrated. (See Petherton) Its school opened in 1861 and closed in 1970.
Hundred of Tungkillo, County of Sturt, was proclaimed on 7 August 1851. The history of the Reedy Creek
Mine, in modern-day Hundred of Tungkillo, dates back to the period of special surveys when 20,000 acre
blocks could be purchased at £1 an acre. London speculators did not hesitate to spend a few pounds and,
indeed, the cupidity of the capitalist being fairly aroused, there was no reason to complain of a lack of
enterprise on his part. In the mid-1840, it was contended that South Australia was the supposed true El
Dorado - the great mineral treasure house of the southern hemisphere - a realization of the poetic
description of another and more ancient country ‘whose stones were iron and out of whose hills one might
dig brass.’
In an essay in The Lasting Hills the author says:
When the Tungkillo mines were established in 1847, there followed the licensing of two hotels.
One was built next to the mines in 1847 as the Campbell Arms which became the George Inn in
1850. When the township was surveyed in the early 1860s the licence was transferred to the
new one that was known as the District Arms.
Late in December 1865, Mr Alfred Jones found a quartz deposit on the eastern slopes of the Bremer Ranges
in the Hundred of Tungkillo, six miles to the east of Harrogate. Unaware of its value he gave specimens to
Mr T.A. Woods who was struck with their similarity to some specimens he had in his possession from the
Clunes Reef in Victoria After heeding advice from gentlemen, such as Mr Hargraves, the morning press in
Adelaide declared that ‘it would be unwise to indulge in any very extravagant notions as to the results of
these discoveries. It is better to moderate our expectations. But from all we can learn the data already
offered will warrant the conclusion that a new industry is about to be established amongst us…’
Photographs of a landslide are in the Chronicle, 20 August 1931, page 34.
Tungurungangal - Granite rocks at section 189, Hundred of Malcolm, where a prohibition existed against
spitting and urinating, thus avoiding an illness; it was a place where totemic dances - tunguri - were held.
Tuni - A railway station on the former Willunga Line. Aboriginal for ‘sand’. (See Tunungenggal)
Tunkalilla Creek - It is a corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘place of bad smells’. (See Tungkillo) It
runs through the Hundred of Waitpinga and, in early colonial days, offal from a whaling station at Encounter
Bay found its way into it, causing pollution and bad odours. In 1935, under the newspaper heading: ‘Salvage
Romance of South Coast - At Tunkalilla Beach’, the place was described as ‘one of the strangest towns in
the Commonwealth’:
It has street names, but no town name. It has been built and furnished almost solely with
salvaged odds and ends from the motor ship Victoria. It has a toll gate and a smithy, but no
horses. It has an approach road so steep that only the most experienced drivers will tackle it and,
to cap it all, virtually the whole town is in bond…
Tunungenggal - A sandy camping place in the Hundred of Malcolm - tuni - ‘sand’ and the dual suffix
ngengall. (See Tuni)
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Tuohy - A railway station near Redhill, recalls John Tuohy who took up section 295 in 1878. As H.C. Talbot
surveyed this section in 1872 his name was suggested but it was refused because the name was in use in
other states. It has been ‘Wurilba’ since 1936.
Turlongo - This name is recorded in General Registry Office Memorial Book 315/26.
Turner Hill - East of Farina. In 1899, it was said it was ‘nearly 400 feet high… found to contain copper ore
many years ago by John Turner and this is where all the work is centred…’
Turnerville - In the Hundred of Wiltunga and named after Joseph Turner, a storekeeper of Snowtown, who
was born at Gawler in 1852 and died there in 1925. A school of this name was erected, in 1901, on the
North-East corner of section 92, where its first teacher was Edith E.M. Reed; it closed in 1919.
Turretfield - In 1843, Henry D. Murray, of the Gawler Boiling Down Works, inserted an advertisement in the
local press saying that ‘this establishment is now removed to Turretfield six miles from Gawler’:
The run adjoining has this season been preserved free from stock and will afford pasture for the
sheep which may be sent to be boiled down. Shepherds’ huts and hurdles are provided.
The house standing on this land, built in 1854, had a low square tower surmounted by an octagonal turret;
today it is an agricultural research station. His advertisement predated the house and this fact suggests that
the property was known as ‘Turretfield’ in earlier days because ‘a nice house was erected on this estate but
was burnt down many years ago and never rebuilt’:
This portion of the farm was let for years to the late Mr Lucas of Gawler Belt. He used to assert
that the ruins were haunted. Mr William Barrett, of Whitelaw Farm near Gawler… and Mr Jim
Martin, well-known in show rings as a horse lover, were lessees of this estate for years…
Rodney Cockburn associates Richard Holland (ca. 1815-1881) with the erection of the house and says he
engaged in stock breeding on the property and was followed by the Robertson brothers.
Photographs are in the Observer, 13 November 1909, page 29.
Turrung - A railway siding near Angaston. Aboriginal for ‘hill or slope’ or ‘big trees’.
Turton, Point - On Yorke Peninsula, 10 km North-West of Warooka, and named after H.H. Turton, (ca.18321889), manager of the Savings Bank of SA, who married Governor Daly’s daughter. It was named by Captain
Hutchison, RN, Commander of the survey schooner Beatrice in the 1860s.
A jetty was constructed there and, following its completion in October 1877:
The Glenelg, having discharged cargo, left Edithburgh and arrived at Point Turton on Sunday
about noon. Being the first steamer that had put in at the Point she was an object of curiosity to
many of the settlers, but as her visit had been anticipated and some preparations made for
celebrating the occasion, the Glenelg became the scene of a most festive gathering… The farmers
with their families flocked in from the Peesey Ranges [and] a brass band from Warooka enlivened
the proceedings…
A post office opened there in May 1907, while the town was laid out on part section 70, Hundred of Para
Wurlie, by F.B. Taheny in 1965. Its school opened in 1908 and closed, circa 1923.
Photographs are in the Observer, 25 March 1905, page 25, 24 February 1906, page 28, 9 March 1907, page
30.
Tuscan - A town, 32 km South-West of Loxton, proclaimed on 21 October 1926, named after a type of wheat
grown in the area. It ceased to exist on 6 August 1964.
Tusmore - In 1839, William Rogers (1799-1879) purchased land east of Adelaide, naming it ‘Tusmore’ after
his birthplace in Oxfordshire, England, derived from the Œ prys-mere - ‘lakes haunted by a giant or demon’.
The first subdivision with the name was Tusmore Park, laid out on part section 298, Hundred of Adelaide,
by William G. and E.P. Auld in 1911. (See Rogues Gully)
In 1897, an annual meeting of the Acacia Football Club was held at the Robin Hood Hotel and ‘on the motion
of Mr F. Cluney, it was decided in future it would be known as the Tusmore Football Club’:
The following officers were elected: Patron, Mr H. Hardigan; Vice-Patron, Mr Peter Wood;
President, Mr John Dunstan; Vice-Presidents, Messrs R. Binnie, A. George and D.R. Goldsmith;
Captain, Mr C. Bridgwood; Vice-Captain, Mr E.E. Hill; Secretary and Treasurer, Mr E.E. Hill;
Committeemen, Messrs Jagoe, Cluney and Ferguson.
Photographs of a hall are in the Observer, 17 April 1926, page 32.
Tweedvale - This name supplanted ‘Lobethal’ in 1918 and refers to the Onkaparinga Woollen Co. Ltd, a mill
operator in the town. (See Lobethal)
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Twelve Mile - A school opened in 1913 and closed in 1914; previously, it was titled ‘Hundred of Boothby.’
Twenty Mile Hill - So named by G.W. Goyder, circa 1860, because it was twenty miles true north of
Termination Hill.
Twickenham - An 1839 subdivision of part section 103, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in West
Richmond. Robert Smith Breeze (ca.1810-1849) laid it out, taking the name from his native town in
Middlesex, derived from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘an enclosure’. (See Richmond) There must have
been a faulty survey of the original subdivision for, in 1840, he announced that ‘the proprietors of several
allotments in this village are hereby informed that the land has been resurveyed and the surveyor will be
on the land Monday next… for the purpose of pointing out their several purchases.’ It was extended by John
Holman in 1879.
Twighams Lead - Rodney Cockburn places it near Mount Bryan and being the site of a gold find in 1929:
‘The story is that a small party of prospectors got lost and were found in the locality by searchers, one of
whom pointed to them and exclaimed “twig-’em”.’
Two Mile - Near Port Wakefield and where an athletics meeting was held there in 1870 when ‘the whole of
the games were conducted in a quiet, orderly manner and in the evening dancing was largely engaged in.’
Two Wells - In the early of days of settlement two Aboriginal wells, 38 km NNW of Adelaide, were used by
settlers for domestic and stock water supplies. The town was laid out on section 455, Hundred of Port
Gawler, by John Bullock and Charles Farr, circa 1864. Its school opened as ‘Port Gawler’ in 1865; name
changed in 1866.
On 13 February 1868, a public dinner was given by Mr Cowan to celebrate the opening of the Two Wells
Inn:
Situated at the west end of the township [it] is a two storey building of limestone and brick… It
contains in all 18 rooms… The dining room is 16 feet by 34 feet. This room is also to be used as a
Court House… Connected with the inn are commodious stockyards, both for small and large
cattle… The Post Office is in front and the daily conveyance stops at the door… (See Kapinnie)
Photographs are in the Observer, 13 October 1906, page 30, Chronicle, 12 October 1907, page 31, Observer,
16 October 1909, page 32, Chronicle, 9 October 1930, page 37, of the main street on 15 February 1908,
page 32, of boring an artesian well in the Chronicle 12 August 1905, page 29, of the Anglican Church in the
Observer, 6 February 1909, page 30, of a football team on 1 June 1912, page 30, of a fancy dress team on
26 October 1912, page 31, of a flooded main road on 17 July 1915, page 29, of the opening of a war
memorial in the Chronicle, 12 November 1921, page 28, of ‘old residents’ in the Register, 27 August 1927,
page 10.
Twyford - A subdivision of part section 292, Hundred of Adelaide, by William Malpas in 1841 and derived
from the Œ twifyrde - ‘double ford’. (See Saint Bernards)
Tyrone - A subdivision of section 40 and part section 41, Hundred of Pirie, by the executors of James Cowan,
in 1899; now included in Port Pirie. The name comes from County Tyrone, Ireland, where his mother,
Margaret, was born in 1812.

U
Ucolta - In the Hundred of Coglin, 10 km east of Peterborough. According to James Thyer (1829-1896), who
lived in the district, it is a corruption of eucolta, the Aboriginal name of Flagstaff Hill. Its school opened in
1899 and closed in 1938.
In 1913, it was reported that ‘much unnecessary correspondence has been indulged in by the Ucolta
correspondent because the Education Department no longer rents an old iron building 2 miles from Ucolta’:
The school has been removed to suitable stone building on my [R.A. Bohme] grounds… nearer to
the township… The owner then offered the old building to me for £22, so your readers can
decide as to what sort of a structure it would be, I declined his offer…
Photographs of the opening of the war memorial hall are in the Chronicle, 15 April 1922, page 30.
Uden, Point - On Flinders Island; named after ‘the late veteran signalman at the Semaphore’, namely,
William Thomas Uden; he died on 26 July 1898 and was buried at Woodville.
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Udna Mukurti Rock - Near Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘hard dung rock’.
Ulanggarra Ngarnbatanha Cliffs - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘dancing praying mantis’.
Uleybury - Moses Bendle Garlick (1784-1859), a weaver in the village of Uley in Gloucestershire, England,
fought against Napoleon in the Peninsula War. On returning to England he found that machine-made cloth
had displaced the product of the handloom and so he decided to migrate to the new colony of South
Australia in the Katherine Stewart Forbes in 1837. Here he took up land in the hills that reminded him of his
native Cotswolds and named the district Uley-bury - a bury being the Gloucestershire name for a treecovered plateau.
In 1851 he built the Uley Chapel - then the only Baptist Church outside of Adelaide - and was instrumental
in obtaining a subsidy of £150 from the government which, with money raised locally, was used to build the
Uley-bury School opened in August 1856 - the school and a residence of three rooms were built for £400.
In 1855, about 26 parents and friends and scholars assembled at the residence of the teacher to witness
the half-yearly examinations; prizes were awarded:
Conduct, Eliza Martin; Writing, Agnes Campbell, Elizabeth Hewston; Reading and Spelling, Eliza
Martin; James Campbell and Elizabeth Hewston; Ciphering, Thomas Hewston, James Campbell
and John Nourse. Second Class - Spelling and Reading, James Schram. A. Campbell, S.W.
Robertson, S. Nourse and Hugh Eskin; Conduct, Eliza Schram. Third Class - Reading, Jessie
Patterson; Spelling, Robert Patterson…
The SA Directory of 1864 lists ‘W.A. Garlick, farmer, Uley Bury.’
In 1942, the name was abandoned as a separate postal district because so much of the residents’ mail was
directed to Unley and, in 1943, it was recommended that ‘Uley School’ be changed to ‘One Tree Hill School’.
The suburb of Uleybury was laid out on part section 3264, Hundred of Munno Para, by a syndicate in 1974.
(See Uley, Hundred of)
Uley, Hundred of - In the County of Flinders, proclaimed on 11 August 1871 and, supposedly, named by
Governor Fergusson after a town in Gloucestershire, meaning ‘yew wood’. (See Uleybury) It is probable that
the Uley sandhills are identical with the ‘yellow hills without vegetation’ appearing on Flinders’ charts,
running parallel with the coast South-East of Coffin Bay. The ‘Uley Run’ (lease no. 70) was held by James
Sinclair from July 1851 and of interest is a poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’, appearing
in 1893. The last lines of one stanza reads:
Euly (by the land-locked bay),
We gathered oysters here.
Reasonably, this can be interpreted as referring to Coffin Bay and the palatable mud-oysters indigenous to
‘the land-locked bay.’ Thus, the fact that the pastoral lease was designated ‘Uley, Port Lincoln’, in 1851, it
is evident that it is an Aboriginal name adopted by Governor Fergusson when naming the Hundred. James
Stuart Sinclair (1806-1895) hailed from Scotland, discounting any suggestion of an affiliation with ‘Uley’ in
Gloucestershire.
A photograph of the ruins of a house built by J.McD. Stuart in 1852 is in the Chronicle, 20 May 1905, page
26. (See Sinclair Gap)
Ulgar - A railway siding near Belair. Aboriginal for ‘grass’.
Ulgera Gap - (See Watchanie Dam)
Ulibibbie - On Eyre Peninsula. Aboriginal for ‘south water’.
Ulipa - An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown. The Hundred of Ulipa, County of Flinders, was proclaimed
on 18 September 1879. The Ulipa School opened in 1919 and closed in 1938.
Ulooloo - Aboriginal for ‘permanent stream’ or ‘meandering creek’ and applied to a creek, 10 km north of
Hallett, by Captain E.C. Frome, Surveyor-General, in 1843. In the 1860s, surrounding land was held under
pastoral lease by Messrs Chewings and Hiles and, in 1869, there was a gold rush; however, the find never
produced any sensational results.
By the end of 1871, the town comprised of tents, huts made from pine timber cut from the banks of the
creek and a store conducted by Mr Simmons from Burra; the population was about 250. A licensed shanty
served as a hotel and was reported to dispense up to ten hogsheads of beer weekly but some residents
objected to ‘crowds of idle people’ and ‘scenes of debauchery’ and called for the presence of the police so
that law and order could be preserved.
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It is a curious coincidence that Chewings also owned the station at Teetulpa on which gold was
found in 1885. The biggest parcel ever won from Ulooloo was £18,000 sent through the Hallett
Post Office. It is recorded that in the early seventies the favourite pastime of the Chewings’
children on a Sunday was to go along this creek picking out the gold. They used to be rewarded
by fair finds. They were great friends with the miners, who never objected to their taking
whatever gold they found.
In September 1871, the foundation stone of Ulooloo Goldfields Wesleyan Chapel was laid on land presented
by Messrs Brayley and Stephens, at whose stations religious services had been held for about the preceding
ten years. In January 1872 the ‘Reverend Mr Leggoe from Fiji preached twice to large congregations - a large
concourse gathered from the diggings and surrounding country to manifest their appreciation of the
creature comforts provided and show their sympathy with the effort to meet the spiritual and educational
wants of the neighbourhood.’
In 1872, there was ‘one store and one public shanty and two blacksmiths’ forges. The grog shop when first
started … was a good speculation, disposing of 10 hogsheads of beer weekly, whereas now it scarcely pays.’
Its post office, opened in 1882 by Fanny Roach, closed on 24 March 1972.
Ulooloo Creek was not a continuous stream but a chain of water-holes and water could be obtained
anywhere by sinking through the surface shingle. At first the prospectors pegged their claims along the
creek - an ordinary alluvial claim was not to exceed 10 yards square; ordinary creek claims included a creek
frontage of 20 yards and a similar depth on both banks, while prospectors’ working claims were from 30 to
200 yards square, increasing in size with the distance from any previously ‘officially known worked diggings’.
The greatest drawback was the scarcity of water in the tributary creeks which only ran during winter rains;
this made it necessary to cart the washdirt a long distance.
By the end of the 1870s, all that remained of the settlement was the church; in 1881 a newspaper report
caused great excitement when it announced that ‘a reef may have been found at last.’ Many men came but
left in despair and it was left to a mining engineer to declare that ‘without capital’ the Ulooloo goldfield
would be a failure. In 1882 a company ‘of 30,000 shares’ was floated to locate the El Dorado - it lost its
money!
In 1886 a government party sunk a shaft on both sides of the creek and put in a 70 feet tunnel which was
declared to be ‘nothing but a farce’. Undeterred, the government had a party of men working there in 1894
on a sustenance allowance - ten shillings a week and whatever gold they could find; their work was a failure
as all they did was turn over ‘old ground’.
The Ulooloo School was opened in 1872 and closed in 1940; Parliamentary Paper 36/1873 shows the school
being conducted by William. G. Torr. Born in Devon England, in 1853, the son of John and Ann Torr, he
arrived in the Hooghly in 1855 and married Charlotte Chewings (1854-1885). (See Torville)
In 1925, it was reported that ‘Jessie Bryce (now Mrs Wall) remembers as a small girl travelling to
Waurkungrie station where her father was, for many years, a shepherd under the owner, Mr Chewings’:
Dingoes abounded then and fences were so rare that every night the flock had to be yarded. Part
of her morning work … was to carry to the pastures the baby lambs which were too weak to walk
so far… When it was decided that a school should be opened at Ulooloo the parents chose a
teacher, as was the custom in those days.
There were several applicants, all men, and the general opinion was that Mr William Torr was
too young, he then being but 18 years of age. However, on Sunday evening he preached in the
building which was to serve the community as a day school, Sunday school and church, and his
preaching gave the good folk such a high opinion of his earnestness and ability, that at the
selective meeting on the following day he was chosen by a large majority…
Photographs of flooding are in the Observer, 14 February 1925, pages 32-33.
Ulundi - An 1879 subdivision of section 64, Hundred of Davenport, by Frederick Doswell, land agent; now
included in Port Augusta and bisected by Langdon Avenue. The subdivider probably had in mind a battle at
Ulundi in South Africa, on 4 July 1879, when a British Army destroyed the incumbent Zulu power, following
a severe reversal at Isandhlwana on 22 January 1879, when 800 British soldiers fell.
Ulyerra, Hundred of - In County of Musgrave, proclaimed on 24 September 1925. Aboriginal for ‘good’.
Ulymah - A school near Brinkworth; opened in 1920 it closed in 1940.
Umaroona - A property in the Far North-East; see pastoral lease no. 2832.
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Umberatana Creek - East of Lyndhurst; derived from ngumbadatanha meaning ‘roaring’ referring, no
doubt, to earth tremors occurring, from time to time, along a local fault line. The ‘Umberatana Run’ was
held by John Taylor and Walter and Thomas Gill in 1857 (lease no. 527). A large hill on the property named
‘Mount Thomas’ has the following engraved on a stone - ‘James Thomas, founder of this station, 1857’.
Therefore, it would appear that he was the manager for the lessees, Messrs Taylor and Gill. (See Thomas,
Mount)
A photograph of a government prospectors’ camp is in the Chronicle 2 September 1899 (supp.), The Critic,
29 July 1899, page 19.
Umeewarra - The name applied to a mission school, near Port Augusta, in 1962; it closed in 1968.
Umpherston Cave - It lies a few kilometres east of Mount Gambier and, in 1895, it was said that a report of
the shark in the Blue Lake was not true:
The creature has been identified by several reliable perjurers as the ‘bunyip’; its lair is in
Umpherston’s cave, but it fishes in the Blue Lake… The creature was spotted all over with stripes
and when seen was carrying off a wotisit alive. The monster’s footprints have been found in the
water about the centre of the lake. They are about the size of the Premier’s foot tracks.
According to Mrs Smith, the Aborigines knew the cave as balambool - ‘the buttercup flower’. Baudin called
Umpherstone Bay Ance des Peceurs - ‘Fisherman’s Cove’. The names recall James Umpherston, an early
pioneer of Mount Gambier in the 1860s and the addition of an ‘e’ is unexplained but it appears as such on
maps as early as 1877. Born in 1812 in Scotland, he arrived in the Ariadne in 1839. (See Up and Down Rocks)
Unalla Hill - The name of a property south of Lake Gairdner; see pastoral lease no. 1821.
Undalya - The name given by the Aborigines to a waterhole in the River Wakefield, 10 km west of
Saddleworth, while the surrounding district was known as kercoonda, meaning ‘camp near water’. The
village was created by William Haysom on section 285 and, in 1859, he sold one quarter of an acre for a
chapel and school; in 1864, he cut up three blocks of about half an acre for residential purposes.
A year later it was reported that:
A beautiful Catholic chapel has been built and opened free of debt; a neat store built and
opened; and two schools under the auspices of the Board of Education; a hotel is now in progress
which will be a boon to teamsters there being good paddock accommodation, which Auburn at
present is deficient of. This prosperity and advancement - all in about twelve months - is very
cheering…
In 1872, the school was conducted in a chapel by Herman G. Allert with 41 enrolled pupils; it opened in
1860 and closed in 1955.
A photograph of a bridge is in the Chronicle, 17 August 1907, page 29, together with one of the Catholic
Church.
Underdale - Created by John Symonds Williams on section 96, Hundred of Adelaide, circa 1853. Probably,
it alludes to ‘a dale under or near Adelaide.’ The land was given over, largely, to vineyards from the 1840s,
Hardy’s, Norman’s and Holbrook’s being early grape growers. Originally, the suburb extended from Hardy’s
Road in the east to Holbrooks Road in the west and from Henley Beach Road in the south to the River
Torrens. Its school opened in 1914.
One Sunday morning in 1882 it was reported that ‘the police succeeded in a remarkably neat capture and
a number of persons who had assembled in Mr Hardy’s vineyards at Underdale for the purpose of
witnessing and taking part in a prize fight’:
The names of the offenders are Charles Nurse and George Reardon, the two principals, Richard
Morris, Thomas Inglis and Jas. Castle. To all appearances it seems a most fortunate thing that the
fight was stopped so early, as Nurse was quite a slim young fellow, while his opponent was
chiefly remarkable for his size. Morris and the man who escaped acted as seconds. (See
Bankside)
A photograph of the committee of management of the Anglican Church is in the Chronicle, 15 May 1915,
page 27.
Undertown - This name was applied to a place near Houghton on section 5497, Hundred of Yatala, by James
Hall.
Undoolya - In the Hundred of Fox. Aboriginal for ‘shadows.’
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Undoo-oopina Waterhole - Near Arkaroola in the North Flinders Ranges; Aboriginal for ‘a sacred white
wallaby’.
Ungarra - A name given by the Aborigines to a waterhole, 32 km NNW of Tumby Bay. The town was laid out
by Hedley Thomas Pedler, in 1912.
Union Bridge - (See Ledgard Bridge)
University Blocks - By Act 11 of 1875 the Governor was given power to reserve waste lands of the Crown
and grant same to Education authorities, any income to be used for educational purposes. During 1875, the
Education Bill was passed and provided, among other things, ‘for setting apart certain portions of the Crown
lands for education purposes… The annual rental ought to produce something handsome towards meeting
the cost of our national system of education…’ To assist the University of Adelaide, section 3, Hundred of
Tatiara, section 2, Hundreds of Parnaroo and Gumbowie and section 1, Hundred of Wirreanda, were
alienated under the provisions of the Act. (See Green Gap, Custon & Wirreanda)
Unley - It has been recorded that ‘on 23 December 1835 the Colonisation Commission issued to Thomas
Whistler land orders for three town acres and their accompanying country sections’:
[He] was allotted country sections 236, 237 and 238… Whistler brought with him in the Fairlie a
two-roomed wooden hut which he erected on the banks of Brownhill Creek in that part of his
section 236 which is slightly south of Heywood Park…
Soon after his arrival [he] subdivided section 238[circa 1846 - see Memorial Book 7, Folio 276]
into one acre lots and gave the village the name of Unley, the origin of which has given way to
considerable surmise. Mr Robert Foreman, whose grandfather arrived in the province in 1837,
was told by him that the name was ‘Undley’ but that in local speech the ‘d’ was omitted. Whistler
came from a small town in Suffolk called Lakenheath… and as he used a number of Suffolk names
in his subdivisions it is very probable that he had Undley, a hamlet in the parish of Mildenhall and
Lakenheath in mind when naming his village.
By 1851, the Unley road had been for several years the worst in the vicinity of Adelaide and ‘endeavours
to improve it had been made by the inhabitants, but any funds they could raise were totally inadequate for
the purpose’:
They had in vain endeavoured to obtain efficient aid from the government and the road was now
in such a plight as to be impassable for vehicles and almost so for horses or foot passengers… Mr
Styles said many were, from their inability to work their teams, almost destitute, being obliged to
carry themselves through the winter by obtaining credit for the necessities of life. Several had
remarked that to him that they and their families must have starved had they not been able to
obtain credit at his store…
A photograph of the station is in The Critic, 17 February 1909, page 9, of the Miller Memorial on10 May
1905, page 23, of council on 15 January 1919, page 5, of Unley City Parliaments on 29 July 1914, page 19, 7
April 1915, page 14.
As regards the later subdivision of Unley Park; by 1904 it could lay claim to being ‘the most rural suburb of
our fair city’:
There, with infinite pleasure, the warbles of the blackbird could be listened to, blended with the
carols of Australia’s queen of song, the magpie, and the twitterings of another native songstress,
the ‘willy wagtail’… The charms of rurality are now being rudely displaced by the torpedo-like
puffings of motor cars…
About the first motor car used in this State was owned by a resident of Unley Park. In it he was
wont to fly down Wood Street, the northern most portion of which is so ‘cribbed, cabined and
confined’ as not to allow of the existence of construction of footpaths, and where, should his
panting motor have happened to meet a horse, that animal would have assuredly attempted to
climb a tree as a means of self preservation…
Photographs of homes are in The Critic, 15 January 1913, page 15, of preparatory work being undertaken
in connection with the Unley Park Sports’ Club ground on 29 August 1923, page 22, of the croquet club in
the Register, 20 October 1927, page 12a, of the Cross of Sacrifice in the Observer, 6 December 1924, page
34, of the opening of the Soldiers’ Memorial Arch in the Chronicle, 6 December 1924, page 35, ‘The Battle
Tank at Unley’ in The Critic, 11 September 1918, page 23, of the aftermath of a hailstorm in the Chronicle,
19 May 1917, page 23, of local villas on 28 May 1904, page 43, of a lacrosse team on 3 August 1912, page
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31, The Critic, 20 September 1911, page 13, 31 July 1912, page 13, of the hospital’s staff in the Observer, 3
June 1911, page 31, of the ‘ministry of the Unley city parliament’ on 9 December 1911, page 30, of Mr &
Mrs John Burton and family on 1 August 1914, page 2 (supp.), of a drill hall on 20 March 1915, page 27, of
a garden fair committee for the blind in The Critic, 6 May 1914, page 24, of ‘Gallipoli Day’ on 19 April 1916,
page 20, of the committee of a Sturt Tennis Club in The Critic, 30 September 1914, page 21, of an All Nations
Fair committee on 23 June 1915, page 15, of a picnic for soldiers’ wives and children in the Observer, 22
December 1917, page 26, of a working-bee on 19 April 1919, page 24, of entrants into a Queen Competition
on 12 July 1919, page 29, of Captain Butler at Unley on 30 August 1919, page 25, The Critic, 27 August 1919,
page 9, of a baby show on 9 October 1920, page 24, of ‘Unley’s Highway’ in the Observer, 16 July 1921, page
26, of an Armistice Day ceremony in The Critic, 16 November 1921, page 12, Observer, 18 November 1922,
page 28, of a visit by the governor on 7 August 1920, page 24, of Girl Guides on 25 August 1923, page 29,
of tennis courts on 21 August 1930, page 33, of Heywood Park in The Critic, 14 December 1921, page 50, of
the laying of the foundation stone of the Masonic lodge in the Register, 22 September 1926, page 5d,
Chronicle, 2 October 1926, page 40, of an Empire Day celebration is in The Critic, 31 May 1922, page 14,
infant school students on 7 February 1935, page 31. of a Kyre College sports committee in The Critic, 22
September 1909, page 15, 31 August 1910, page 18, of an old-boys’ committee on 16 October 1912, page
16, of a sports day on 1 September 1915, page 15, 3 October 1917, page 13, of the Unley school’s football
team in the Observer, 6 October 1923, page 30, of the school on 6 June 1925, page 34, of the school
committee, teachers and pupils on 12 August 1916, page 26, of Empire day celebrations and a school band
on 31 May 1924, page 33, of a basketball team in the Register, 24 December 1927, page 10, of ‘Successful
Unley Students’ on 31 March 1928, page 10, of the Sturt Rifle Club in The Critic, 25 August 1915, page 12,
of
several
cricket
teams
on
21
March
1915,
page
14,
16 January 1915, page 13, 26 April 1916, page 5, of the football club in the Observer, 28 March 1903, page
23, 4 April 1903, page 23, of the Sturt Electorate Cricket Club in The Register, 9 May 1903, page 6.
A sketch of the Sturt football club’s opening ceremony is in Pictorial Australian in September 1892, page
145. of a team in the Chronicle, 19 July 1902, page 42 and The Critic, 13 June 1906, page 10, 30 June 909,
page 12, of the opening of the oval on 22 December 1906, page 30, of the pavilion in the Observer, 28 March
1903, page 23.
Uno - A property on Upper Eyre Peninsula is described in the Observer, 1 December 1894.
Unyungganha Hill - East of Lyndhurst; ‘rotting dead person hill’.
Upalinna Waterhole - East of Wilpena Pound. The ‘Upalinna Run’ was established in 1880.
Up and Down Rocks - The death of one of the last survivors of the Booandik people at this place near Mount
Gambier was reported in 1883:
The Aboriginal natives of this district are gradually dying out. Last week two of them disappeared
from this mundane sphere. One was an aged member of the Booandik tribe, well-known in the
district as Old Tom, who died at the Up and Down Rocks… [He] was always an abstainer from the
white man’s ‘firewater’ and to this fact he was in a great measure indebted for his length of days.
His last request was one to Mrs Smith, the local protectress, to give his blanket, etc., to a young
native attendant who was his nurse for a long time… (See Tarpeena)
Upper - Upper Dry Creek - (See Greenwith)
In 1920, Upper Sturt was a subdivision of part section 962, Hundred of Adelaide, laid out by Ernest G. Butler
and Alfred L. Wyly, near the Sturt River called warriparri by the Aborigines - ‘creek fringed with trees’. Its
school opened in 1877 and, in 1906, its head teacher had ‘evolved from the annual Arbor Day celebration
an institution of much wider scope which deserves the attention of all lovers of order and of beauty in
country townships’:
… A rather neglected grave yard was nearby and she resolved to improve its appearance…
Operations began early on Saturday morning when about 40 workmen quickly cleared the
overgrowth…’ (See Marion & Warradale)
The Hundred of Upper Wakefield, County of Stanley, proclaimed on 14 November 1850, takes its name
from the River Wakefield. The Upper Wakefield School opened in 1921 and closed in 1956. In September
1857, the opening services of the Bible Christian Chapel on the Upper Wakefield took place and ‘after the
tea a public meeting was held, presided over by Mr S. Roberts and addressed by Messrs Hillman, Ridelift,
Jolly and Blatchford…’
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Uraidla - A corruption of the Aboriginal jureila - ‘two ears’. In Kaurna mythology the Mount Lofty Ranges
was the body of a gigantic prostrate being while Mount Lofty and Mount Bonython represented its ears.
(See Marino, Nuriootpa, Willunga & Piccadilly for further evidence of the creature.)
An amusing article on its nomenclature appeared in 1925:
In a reminiscent vain, Mr W.J. Cobbledick, told his companions how Uraidla got its name. His
father coined it. The native name was pronounced Uree-idla and the veteran’s parents evolved
the word Ureidla [sic] out of this. On one occasion when he had taken his van to the Plough and
Harrow stables in Adelaide - the chief rendezvous of market gardeners in those days - Mr
Blinman, the proprietor, saw the name printed on the vehicle and remarked, ‘What is the
meaning of that?’ Mr Cobbledick readily responded, “UR An Idle Damned Lazy Animal”.’ This
reply greatly amused Mr Blinman, who said, ‘Make one out of mine and I will give you a drink.’
Mr Cobbledick promptly seized the offer and replied, ‘Be Liberal IN Measuring A Nobbler.’ ‘And
he was, too’, added Mr Cobbledick.
The opening of its school was reported in the Adelaide press in 1879, but Education Department records
show this date as 1871 and occurring after the closure of Mount Lofty School; a photograph is in the
Observer, 12 April 1919, page 26.
The town was laid out in 1881 on part section 12, Hundred of Onkaparinga, by George S. Cotton, Edward
A.P. Opie and William Wotton.
Photographs of the Show are in the Observer, 27 February 1904, page 20a, Advertiser,2 March 1907, page
31, 29 February 1908, page 31, Register, 19 February 1923, page 7g, of the showgrounds in the Observer,
27 February 1904, page 25, of men’s and ladies’ committees in the Chronicle, 20 February 1915, page 28,
of the hotel in The Critic, 28 October 1914, page 10, an Australia Day celebration on16 August 1916, page
14, of the unveiling of the War Memorial in the Chronicle, 1 April 1922, page 30, of the opening of the
hospital in the Observer, 31 October 1925, page 34, of a football team on 31 October 1925, page 34.
Several gold reefs were found in the district and, in 1882, Mr Terrell came across some promising
indications in a market garden belonging to Mr Squires. Two tons of ore were crushed with a yield of 1½
ounces per ton. During the search the prospectors came across a black metal that proved to be tin and,
within a few months, the Uraidla Gold and Tin Mining Company was floated and a meeting of shareholders
held on 28 September 1882:
The whole patch of land on which cabbages were grown is richly impregnated with tin, but up to
the present time no lode has been discovered… The existence of two or three springs of water,
with an abundance of timber all round, render the site of the discoveries a favourable one for the
erection of machinery.
Urania - An 1872 map shows ‘Urania Homestead’ in the Hundred of Maitland. The name is derived from
the Greek ouranios - ‘heavenly’; in Greek mythology ‘Urania’ was the Muse of astronomy. Urania School
was 17 km south of Maitland; opened in 1883, it closed in 1942.
In 1886, it was considered ‘a great injustice that the people between Mount Rat and Maitland, a distance
of 18 miles, should, after having a mail three times a week, be deprived of it and be obliged to go to Port
Victoria or Maitland to obtain and post letters’:
He had counted 60 houses between [those two places]… The people of Urania had been paying
for a mailbag for over three years and the letter returns at Maitland would tell how many letters
had passed through the Urania bag. Then a large number of letters were handed to the driver of
the mail; in fact, more than were sent in the bag… They had waited long enough for a post office
and meant to agitate until they got it…
Photographs of a pet show are in the Chronicle, 12 November 1931, page 32, of ‘coursing men and their
greyhounds’ on 24 July 1909, page 20, 5 August 1911, page 31, of a cricket team on 6 July 1933, page 37.
Uro Bluff - South of Lake Torrens where the ‘Uro Bluff Run’ was established by W. Fowler in 1868.
Uroonda - An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown The feature Uroonda Hill appears on a survey map of
pastoral lease no. 74 of 1851 held by Hugh Proby ‘at the Mookra (sic) Range’, about 32 km NNE of Carrieton,
and this, no doubt, was its source. The Hundred of Uroonda, County of Granville, was proclaimed on 18
January 1877. . The Uroonda School opened in 1886 and closed in 1947; a photograph of students is in the
Observer, 25 June 1927, page 31.
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Urrabirra - Corrupted from the Aboriginal jurabira; it is not a local name and may be linked with the Kaurna
ancestral snake monster being named Yura, while Day’s Railway Nomenclature says it means ‘swallow’ Rodney Cockburn recorded that ‘it was intended to be used for a stopping-place where refreshments were
obtainable.’ The name was proposed for a town near Lameroo but discarded because of the conflict with
‘Wirrabara’. ‘Nelsonville’, after its oldest inhabitant, was considered (Francis Nelson, who arrived with his
parents in the Sibella in 1852 and died in 1936, aged 87), but rejected because of its similarity to ‘Nelson’,
on the River Glenelg in Victoria. (See Mulpata)
Urrbrae - Prior to 1859, Robert F. McGeorge built a home in the immediate district, calling it ‘Urrbrae’ after
his native town of ‘Urr’ in Scotland and his daughter said that he added the word’ brae’ because there was
‘a burn running through the town’. Mr McGeorge lost his life in the wreck of the Royal Charter in October
1859 and the property changed hands several times until it was purchased by Peter Waite and, no doubt,
this fellow Scot perpetuated the name derived, probably, from the Old Norman orr - ‘swift’. The Register
announced an ‘unofficial’ subdivision of Urrbrae in 1883: ‘… It is celebrated for its uninterrupted view of
the hills, plains and sea… is exceptionally picturesque, healthy and the drainage is all that can be desired.’
Peter Waite was born at Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire, in May 1834, and apprenticed to an ironmonger in Edinburgh
and Aberdeen:
Arriving in Port Melbourne in 1859… he proceeded to Pandappa Station [near Terowie]. A man of
faith and vision, Peter Waite, recognising the great potentialities of our pastoral country,
acquired extensive interests in properties… He was actively connected with the management of
Beltana, Murnpeowie, Mount Lyndhurst, Blanchewater, Kanowna, Cordillo Downs, Lake Charles,
Mulyungarie, Mutooroo, Lilydale and Moomba in New South Wales…
Exemplifying the need of encouraging the primary producers by the application of science to the
land, [he] made a magnificent gift to the State in October 1913. He intimated to the Premier and
the University authorities his gift of Urrbrae House and grounds near Mitcham, embracing an
area of 134 acres, half the land to the University for agricultural and kindred studies and the
balance to be a public park under the University’s control.
He likewise handed over to the government 114 acres adjoining Urrbrae for an agricultural high
school. In 1915, he further demonstrated his public spiritedness by purchasing the Claremont
estate of 53 acres and 12 acres of the Netherby estate, both joining Urrbrae, for transfer to the
University. His total public benefactions exceeded £100,000, and when he died on 4 April 1922
he was deeply mourned…
In 1926, when the Waite Institute was founded ‘in the stables and coach house of the old Urrbrae estate,
its only woman worker was Miss Winifred Peake, daughter of Mr A.H. Peake, a former Premier of South
Australia’:
Her duties were purely clerical. It was not until 1931 that a woman scientist appeared. Miss
Phylis Rountree, M.Sc. of Melbourne, who specialised in bacteriology. She was followed by
several young botany students ‘sorting grasses’- the work of clever fingers and quick eyes. Today,
a staff of 15 women - mostly girls - is in daily attendance…
The first ‘official’ subdivision to take the name was Urrbrae Park, laid out on part section 893, Hundred of
Adelaide, by Cyril Edward Hockney, in 1928.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 13 October 1928, pages 40-41, 4 December 1930, page 35.
Utera - Utera Plain School in the Hundred of Minbrie, 16 km north of Cowell, was opened as Utra in 1896
and shown as Utra Plains in 1897. It became Utera Plain in 1914 and closed in 1929. Utera Springs were
described in 1888 and Utera Plains on 16 November 1906:
The Water Conservation Department has had a party of five men for the last two months
engaged in laying a 2-inch water main pipe from the Utera Springs to the public road, a distance
of 1 mile 44 chains. The springs are situated in a gorge at the foot of a very high hill… The supply
is about 5,000 gallons per diem but this could be greatly increased by constructing a weir across
the creek… [It] will be a great convenience to the settlers and travelling public.
Uworra - This Aboriginal word for ‘road’ was given to a town, 40 km North-West of Ceduna in the Hundred
of Catt, proclaimed on 25 October 1928; its school opened in 1931; see under ‘Charra’ for information on
it.
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V
Many of the changes that have already taken place show that, despite early or local
associations, improvements are commonly welcomed and gradually prevail.
(Advertiser, 17 September 1900, page 4d)
Vadhalinha Gorge - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘like a grub’.
Vailima Court - A subdivision of part section 256, Hundred of Adelaide, by Carl H.W. Nitschke, licensed
victualler, in 1918; now included in Hackney. Originally, the plan showed ‘Elm Court’.
Vale Park - Takes its name from ‘Vale House’, purchased by Philip Levi in November 1856. In November
1947 the last surviving member of the family, Constance Levi, offered the house and ten acres of land to
the Walkerville Corporation for the purpose of a public park, known, today, as ‘Levi Park’.
In 1838, at the age of sixteen years, Phillip Levi arrived in Australia from Surrey in the Eden. His
first job was taken with the Customs Department, but he soon combined pastoral activities with
mercantile pursuits. He opened the commercial house of Philip Levi & Co. at the corner of King
William and Grenfell Streets, Adelaide, where the old Imperial Hotel stood.
That locality was known for many years as ‘Levi’s Corner’. For more than half a century Philip
Levi, who in his early youth devoted much time and work to opening up the north, was one of
the most familiar figures in Adelaide. Grazing his first flock of sheep over the now thickly
populated suburbs of Prospect and Walkerville, Levi… acquired ‘Dust Holes’ near Truro.
A man of remarkable energy and financial ability, with a daring speculative spirit, tempered with
sound judgement, Levi, most of whose ventures were brought to a successful issue, speedily
made a large fortune. Developing his pastoral operations to a colossal scale, he eventually
became one of the largest stockholders in the colony.
In conjunction with interests in the Parnaroo run, he held an immense area of country in the
north and North-East and on Eyre Peninsula. One of his principal freeholds was Gum Creek run
which he owned in conjunction with George Williams and Henry Short. Philip Levi’s interests also
included Booleroo, Moolooloo, Mount Margaret, Callana, Marachowie, Wadnaminga, Dust
Holes, Wirrealpa, and Mangalo or Franklin Harbor. In partnership with H.L. Sprigg he held
twenty-five leases comprising 820 square miles known as ‘Oulnina’, where 30,000 sheep were
carried.
This property, afterwards worked by his trustees, was purchased, eventually, by Sir W.W.
Hughes for his nephew, the late Sir Walter Duncan, MP. Altogether it is estimated that in the
halcyon days of his career, Philip Levi owned approximately 172,000 sheep, besides cattle.
However, like so many of the worthy colonists of the day he fell victim to the drought of the
1860s. The fall in prices of cotton and tobacco resulting from the American Civil War further
contributed to the dwindling of this pastoralist’s fortune. Following financial losses, a number of
the properties were submitted to public auction in the early 1870s. He died, a bachelor, at ‘Vale
House’, Walkerville, on 13 May 1898 at the age of 76.
The suburb of Vale Park was laid out in 1939, by the executors of Frank Hagger Downer, on part section
478, Hundred of Yatala; an earlier ‘unofficial’ subdivision was advertised in 1922.
Valley Lake - At Mount Gambier. (See Browns (Brownes) Lake)
Valley View - It was a descriptive name given to a subdivision of part section 3035, Hundred of Yatala, by
Pleasant Hills Estates in 1960.
Vansittart Park - Mr Thomas Williams (1837-1899) (late manager of Dr Browne’s Moorak Estate) owned
section 9, containing eighty acres in the Hundred of Blanche, adjoining the town of Mount Gambier and on
its western side:
Mr Williams had this section subdivided into 235 allotments in August 1885, generously reserving
20 acres of it for a park and recreation ground. He named it ‘Vansittart Park’ after the Rev
William Vansittart, who, originally, owned the section.
Mr Vansittart was a clergyman of the Church of England and arrived in South Australia in the David Malcolm
in 1847 when he joined Samuel Davenport and George Glen in the occupancy of a station known as
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Mayurra. Later, he purchased eight sections of land at Mount Gambier and expressed his intention of giving
one to found a scholarship at St Peter’s College, but made no will to that effect. He was passionately fond
of a good horse and, in November 1854, went on horseback to transact some business at Guichen Bay and,
when about four miles from Robe, the stirrup leather of his saddle broke. The spirited horse he was riding
took fright, bolted and dashed the rider against a tree. The blow was fatal and in a few hours he passed
away and was buried at Robe.
His property went to his brother, Captain Spencer Vansittart, who gave effect to his brother’s wishes when
two scholarships were provided for covering board, lodging and full instruction at the college. A controversy
over this bequest was aired in 1887 when a dispute arose ‘between G. Glen and the Governors of St Peter’s
College in reference to the late Mr William Vansittart’s Scholarship at the college’:
Having myself known [him] and his broad, liberal and philanthropic views, I feel sure his intention
was to leave it open to the district at large… The suggestion of the Bishop confining the
scholarship to boys born and resident south of the Murray brings [its] scope rightly within [his]
intention.
Contrary to the remarks made in respect of Thomas Williams, and his part in the creation of Vansittart Park,
another report says that, ‘Captain Vansittart gave 20 acres of land to the Corporation of Mount Gambier
and Vansittart Park perpetuates his name.’
Varcoe Island - On section 474, Hundred of Nangkita, recalls John, Robert and William J.R. Varcoe, early
landholders in the district.
Vardna Wartathinha - A hill east of Beltana, known, also, as ‘Prism Hill’ or ‘Young Nob’. Aboriginal for
‘goanna down below’.
Varlkurraawi Gorge - West of Beltana. Aboriginal for ‘willow water gorge’.
Vasey Island - ‘A rocky island off the Hundred of Ulipa’, named after a warden of the Marine Board.
Vaudan - A post office on Hindmarsh Ireland at section 10, Hundred of Nangkita.
Vauquelin, Cape - Its present day name is ‘Cape Wiles’. Baudin called it Pointe du Bastion (Bastion Point),
while on Freycinet’s charts it is ‘Cape Vauquelin’.
Veitch - A town in the Hundred of Allen, 8 km north of Alawoona, proclaimed on 8 June 1916, takes its name
from a well sunk by Mr Veitch in 1882. The Veitch School opened in 1919 and closed in 1946. The local post
office perturbed a GPO Inspector in its early days:
I have to report that my inspection of the Veitch allowance office on the… disclosed a most
unsatisfactory state of affairs… On the occasion of my former inspection it was found that the
office was conducted in a piano box. On the promise of the Postmaster that an improvement
would be effected, the facility was continued… however, the conditions are worse than in the
days of the piano case…
On the occasion of my visit the door was unlocked; letters for delivery as well as those posted
locally, also letter cards and stamped envelopes to the value of 3 shillings and 11 pence, [39
cents] were lying about at the mercy of any passer-by who cared to walk in and help himself. The
place was indescribably dirty, parcel bills, stationery and forms of various descriptions, some of
which had been partly eaten by mice and others smeared with obliterating ink, were lying about
in all directions, indicating a most astounding indifference on the part of the person to whom the
conduct of the office is entrusted.
An Experimental Farm at the well was described in 1910 as being in the ‘midst of unsurveyed country’:
When the property was taken up by the government two years ago, eight acres were planted
with wheat, simply as a ‘trial’ experiment and gave such a good return - 14 bushels to the acre that last season it was decided to crop 21 acres… The aggregate yield was 21 bushels per acre…
recently there have been erected a substantial dwelling house of six rooms and commodious
stables and outbuildings…
Vennachar, Point - On Kangaroo Island, where the vessel Loch Vennachar was wrecked. The ship’s name is
derived from the Gaelic bhana-choir - ‘fair valley’; it is, also, a place name in Scotland.
Venus Bay - Venus Harbor (now Venus Bay) is a small indenture on the coastline on the west coast forming
part of Anxious Bay, the latter being charted and named by Matthew Flinders in 1802. He assigned no name
to this little harbour, but his chart of the above date, with additions made by Commanders Wickham, Stokes
and Lipson in later years, shows ‘Venus Harbor’.
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In 1893, Charles Hope Harris, in a speech to the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science,
said that it was named in 1840 following a marine survey in Anxious Bay ‘by Mr Cannan during 1839 in the
Waterwitch and it is supposed that the name is connected with that vessel.’ Previously, partial credence
had been given to this statement when, on 11 January 1840, in a despatch from Governor Gawler to the
Colonisation Commissioners, it was said that ‘Venus Bay was surveyed in the Ranger and not the
Waterwitch.’
Later, Mr A.T. Saunders said that in the Register and Observer on 9 August 1847:
The arrival from Encounter Bay at Port Adelaide of Mr Venn’s new schooner Venus is recorded…
the Observer of 13 May 1848 gives an account of the discovery of Venus Bay by the above Venus
and a good description of the bay. The reason why the bay was thereafter known as Venus Bay is
obvious…
This report said, inter alia, that ‘the Venus which arrived yesterday from Flinders Island reports having
discovered a new harbour, bar bound, in Anxious Bay.’ About two years afterwards ‘the schooner Venus
was despatched to this little land-locked harbor, doubtless taking supplies and returning, as previously
stated, with a cargo of wool.’
Venus Bay, and surrounding country, was occupied first under pastoral conditions during the years 1855-7
by John Tennant, James Gerharty, J.T. Symes, Adam Borthwick, Anton Schlink and others. James Gerharty’s
application for pastoral country was dated 9 October 1856 for ten square miles on the shore of what is now
Venus Bay (lease no. 625).
In 1909, an opinion was made that it was ‘destined to rise from a position of comparative insignificance to
one of considerable importance’:
A discovery of sponges is expected to effect the transformation. In this land-locked harbour it is
stated that sponges grow and can be cut like cabbage and a large quantity can be obtained at a
minimum cost… The government… has granted a discovery lease… At present Australia depends
upon Europe for its sponges… Messrs C.H. Goode, L.H. Scammell and P. Habib were elected
directors of the syndicate.
The town of Venus Bay, surveyed as ‘Parkin’ in 1864, and offered for sale on 22 June 1865, was changed on
19 September 1940 to agree with the name of the bay; its school opened in 1939 and closed in 1955.
A jetty was erected there in 1880 following the presentation of a petition to the government in August
1877 by Mr P.B. Coglin. (See Coglin)
Verdun - This name of a World War I battlefield in France superseded ‘Grunthal’ in 1918 after the
Nomenclature Committee had suggested ‘Tumbeela’ meaning ‘evergreen’, but this was vetoed by the
government. Its school opened as ‘Grunthal’; name changed in 1918 and closed in 1970. (See Grunthal &
Stanley Bridge)
Vermont - This Adelaide suburb was created by William Towers Waterhouse, merchant of Adelaide, in 1879,
when he subdivided part section 91, Hundred of Adelaide, bounded by Daly and Wheaton Streets, Marion
Road and Tower Terrace; now included in South Plympton. The name occurs in both Limerick and Galway,
in Ireland, while, in England; it derives from the French vert-mont (correctly mont-vert) - ‘green mountain’.
Verran - Hon. John Verran, MP (1901-1918), born in Cornwall in July 1856, came to South Australia with his
parents in 1857 in the Burlington, when they settled at Kapunda until removing to Moonta in 1864 and,
aged nine years, he went to work in the mines. By 1906, he was Leader of the Labor Party and, two years
later, became Premier. During World War I he took issue with his party over conscription issues and became
an outcast and joined the National Party, of which he became President in 1922, in which year he,
unsuccessfully, contested the Senate; in 1927 he filled a casual vacancy in that House only to be defeated
fourteen months later at a general election. ‘Bluff in manner and speech, he never minced words,
characteristics which earned him the sobriquet “Honest John”.’ He died in June 1932 and is buried at
Moonta Mines.
The Hundred of Verran, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 17 September 1908, and life there discussed
in 1910:
Last September Mr Smith with his wife and family of nine children… caught the steamer
Investigator at Port Adelaide [and] they were safely landed at Arno Bay. Thence they trekked to
their selection by means of a bullock dray… The absence of any water on or adjacent to Mr
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Smith’s section became a matter of great anxiety… for months they have carried it in buckets
from the Mindura Soak, a distance of six miles…
The town of Verran, 24 km South-West of Cleve, proclaimed on 30 July 1914, ceased to exist on 29 October
1970. The Verran Siding School opened in 1913 and closed in 1941. Point Verran, on Saint Peter’s Island,
was named in 1910.
A photograph of the Prettyjohn family leaving the district for Quorn is in the Chronicle, 17 September 1931,
page 34, of a tennis team on 28 June 1934, page 34.
Veteran Isles - In the Pearson Islands Group. Baudin named them Les Enfan (sic), ‘The Lost Children’, while
on Freycinet’s charts they are Is. du Veteran. In 1965, the Nomenclature Committee said it recommended
the ‘adoption of the name “Veteran Isles” for the two small islands in the Pearson Islands and “Dorothee
Island” for the southernmost island in this group’:
It is with some reservations that the Committee makes this recommendation as these names
were used first on the chart of Captain Baudin’s voyage prepared by F. Peron and L. de Freycinet
and difficulty is experienced in relating islands shown in this chart to the present day Admiralty
Chart but as these names do not appear on modern charts this recommendation is a means of
perpetuating them in the general area of the first use of the names.
Vickery Creek – It lies south of Yunta and recalls George F. Vickery who emigrated in the Buckinghamshire
in 1839, held the Pualco run in 1857 and died at Meadows in 1898. (See Meadows & Pualco Range)
Victor - In 1879, it was said to be at Brighton:
Hastings, a pleasant sea frontage on the southern limit of Somerton, which was cut up for a
township some considerable time ago, remains a township but in name. The same may be said of
various allotments between Somerton and the further end of Brighton and of Victor, adjoining
the Thatched House tavern…
Victor Harbor was, originally, known as ‘Victoria Harbour’ but was changed by Captain Richard Francis M.
Crozier of the Victor when he called it Port Victor while surveying the environs in 1837. Governor Gawler
named it Victor Harbor in 1838 and, in 1865, it was gazetted as Port Victor, but this was repealed and the
port enlarged in 1893. However, as time went on, it reverted to Port Victor until 1921, when it became
Victor Harbor. In 1915, a proclamation was issued altering the boundaries of the port. The intention of the
Harbors Board was that, at the time, the name should be changed to Victor Harbor, but in the drafting of
the proclamation this was overlooked.
On 2 January 1921, the French barque Eugene Schneider narrowly escaped shipwreck at Port Victoria. Her
master had been given orders to proceed to Port Victor but, confused by the similarity of the names, took
his vessel to Port Victoria, where he struck the Eclipse Reef. Subsequently, the change to Victor Harbor was
effected.
The first subdivision to include ‘Victor’ was Port Victor, laid out on section 16, Hundred of Encounter Bay,
by Richard Bowen Colley in 1863 when he declared that ‘the great natural advantage of Port Victor as the
key to the Murray trade have been recognised by the government, who are expending on a tramway and
jetty upwards of £20,000 to connect it with the Murray… the tramway runs through the section and has a
terminus in the township of Port Victor…’
Mount Victor, north of Yunta, was discovered by E.C. Frome in August 1843 and named after a fellow
officer. H.C. Talbot says:
The Register of May 1894 says the hill was named after Victor Grant, whose dead body was
found near it. This is quite wrong… Frome named it, probably after a friend… In 1853 James
Grant and Captain Roberts started from Coonatto Station for Bendleby Hut, sending a man in
advance. The man arrived at the hut, but they never did. Their watches were found hanging on
the bushes, under which they perished.
In 1894, it was said that ‘Karlinka, as Mount Victor was called by the natives, when approached from the
head station has a razorback, rugged appearance’:
Its neighbourhood has been prospected for many years, particularly when the silver boom was
on; but gold was found in the vicinity of Karlinka some time before that. The obsession of the
pegging out of claims, which of late have been the object of considerable attention, was the
discovery of gold by a prospector named Henry Kirkeek on what is now known as the Treasure or
Reward Claim in January last…
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Victoria - On 3 December 1841 ‘The Land and Secondary Town Association’, by its agents John Morphett
and John Hill, selected 9,000 acres in the ‘River Light Special Survey’. The survey of these lands, including
the town of Victoria, was carried out by Corporals Ide and William Smith of the Royal Sappers and Miners
in October 1841. It is suburban to Kapunda and the name, no doubt, honours Queen Victoria. A 1907 report
says:
You mention that in 1842 Mr Morphett had acquired special surveys and the township of Victoria
on the Light River, and that the latter had not apparently thriven. May I mention that in Kapunda
on the River Light there is a portion known as Victoria township… I was born [there]… About 20
years ago the old Victoria Hotel (situated on the Burra road a hundred yards north of the present
North Kapunda railway platform) was demolished…
In 1849, there is a report of a village of Victoria ‘situated on the Adelaide side of the Gawler River and
connected with Gawler Town by a government bridge… [it] must… become the great focus of trade for the
rich northern districts…’ and to confuse the matter, in 1857, there was an advertisement saying:
George Warren will lay out into a township and sell, on a day to be named, section no. 984,
Barossa, adjoining Victoria Hotel. The land is good with permanent water.
In 1867, it was said that ‘the town of Victoria was located at the head of [Spike Gully] on Victoria Hill…’
(See Victoria Creek)
The Adelaide Times of 24 January 1857 advertises the sale of the Victoria Hotel:
The Victoria Creek a never failing stream of excellent water runs through the property… It is
situated on the main road from Gawler Town to Gumeracha, the South Rhine, the Chain of
Ponds, etc.
Rodney Cockburn says that ‘Williamstown’ started its history as Victoria Creek when Thomas Adams held
the land and traded it to a Scotsman named Johnstone - the second owner of the hotel was George
Snellgrove who ran it from 1856 and 1869 and went on to licence the newly built Williamstown Hotel in
June 1869; the Victoria Hotel ceased to trade in 1870. (See Barossa, Victoria & Williamstown) (See under
‘Waukaringa’ for a reference to a ‘Victoria Mine’.)
The County of Victoria, proclaimed on 1 October 1857, honours Queen Victoria.
Lake Victoria was named by Joseph Hawdon; it was the former name of Lake Alexandrina.
Victoria Park was laid out on section 263, Hundred of Adelaide, by H.M. Addison and Walter Duffield in
1876, adjacent to the racecourse bearing the same name. Both names honour Queen Victoria. (See Dulwich)
While recorded history insists that the ‘real’ starting venue for golf in Australia was Sydney, a
nostalgic article in the Advertiser in January 1935 began with the statement that ‘Very few
people today are aware that Adelaide had one of the first - if not the first - golf courses in
Australia.’ Yet it is a fact, although all traces of the old tees, greens and bunkers have vanished.
Readers are left to make up their own mind as to whether South Australia may lay claim to that
honour of having the first golf club of any substance or longevity. It is of interest to note that The
Guinness Book of Golf Facts says: ‘1870: The formation of the (Royal) Adelaide Golf Club, the first
in Australia.’
In 1869, two devotees of the game from the ‘gentry’ of the colony, the Governor, Sir James
Fergusson and the Hon. David Murray, a member of the Legislative Council, decided to introduce
the game to South Australia. With the assistance of a fellow expatriate Scotsman, a course was
laid out in the vicinity of the modern-day Victoria Park Racecourse. David Murray was elected
captain, John Gordon, secretary/treasurer and James Hall, John Lindsay and J.T. Turnbull,
committeemen.
In 1839, a party (Messrs Hughes, Cock, George James and others) from the ‘Adelaide Survey Association’
explored modern-day Port Victoria and named it after the schooner Victoria in which they sailed: ‘In a few
days the plans will be out for the Township and Port when [I] will be empowered to offer several Town Lots
at a reasonable rate.’ The port was proclaimed on 21 November 1878. (See Vincent, Port)
The town of Port Victoria, proclaimed on 31 August 1876 as ‘Wauraltee’ was changed on 19 September
1940. The school opened in 1879. Information on it and the teacher’s residence - ‘a miserable pigeon-box’
- was reported in 1885. Its jetty, built by John Wishart, was opened on 26 January 1878 and, today, is on
the State’s Heritage Register.
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A photograph of Mr P. Argent, ‘a champion wheat lumper’, is in the Chronicle, 6 April 1912, page 32, of
Australia Day celebrations on 14 August 1915, page 29, of a flour mill in the Register, 3 May 1928, page 10,
Chronicle, 5 and 12 May 1928, pages 18 and 13, of sailing ships on 9 February 1933, page 37,
15 February 1934, page 33, of salt scraping on 15 February 1934, page 31.
Victoria Square - An interesting account of its early history appeared in 1874:
In the map of the original surveys to be found in the Land Office two narrow allotments fronting
north, and south and running the whole width of what is now Victoria Square, are shown… On
one of the acres, that to the northward, have been sketched in the outlines of a cathedral, a
piece of gratuitous ornamentation on the part of the draftsman which in process of time led to
one of the most famous causes celebres to be met with in the annals of the province. No hint is
given as to the purpose to which the other acre was to be applied… The remainder of the square
is left blank… In a map… printed by the House of Commons and published by John Arrowsmith…
on February 18, 1839 the reserve is differently represented…
Today, a statue of the late Queen, presented by Sir Edwin Smith, graces the square.
Victorville - Was laid out by Thomas Victor, in 1858, on section 1677A, Hundred of Nuriootpa, purchased
on 11 June 1850; now included in Greenock. He was a miller at Greenock having settled in the district in
1844; he died there in 1880.
Viewbank - A subdivision of part sections 265-66 and 271, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Fullarton.
This descriptive name was applied by Harold M. Addison in 1884: ‘The healthiest, highest, coolest and most
salubrious suburb… no hi-falutin advertisements, no aesthetic invitation cards will be required to induce
people to attend the sale.’
Ville St. Louis - About 1856, George Louis Liptrott applied the name to a subdivision of section 2248,
Hundred of Goolwa; now included in Port Elliot. Born in England, in 1818, he arrived in the Anna Robertson
in 1839. (See Louisville for a possible explanation of this quasi-French name.)
Vimy Ridge - Five kilometres east of Aldgate, named after a battleground of World War I. Prior to 1918 it
was ‘Germantown Hill’. The Nomenclature Committee suggested ‘Yarluke Hill’ meaning ‘a track’, but, in its
wisdom, the government decided otherwise. A 1918 Government Gazette did not define the place being
renamed accurately and public usage has retained ‘Germantown Hill’ for the road up the hill, leading from
Hahndorf (the German town), but Vimy Ridge still refers to the ridge and the trig station.
Vincent - An 1851 subdivision of sections 7012 and 7084, Hundred of Tungkillo, (sometimes recorded as
‘Saint Vincent’) South-East of Tungkillo, by Archibald MacDougall in association with ‘The Adelaide Survey
Association’. It may have been taken from the ‘Vincent Survey - Eastern Sources of the Torrens.’ It never
developed and reverted to broad acres.
Hundred of Vincent, in the County of Buccleuch, proclaimed on 22 September 1898 and named by
Governor Buxton, who gave no reason for his choice.
Port Vincent takes its name from the ‘Port Vincent Special Survey’ of 1839; in May of that year Robert
Cock, with James Hughes and some attendants, made an exploratory trip to Port Vincent and across Yorke
Peninsula to Port Victoria on behalf of the ‘Adelaide Survey Association’. In June 1839, a special survey was
taken by J.B. Hack and J. Russell, ‘on the western side of St Vincent’s Gulf, at the bay… Port Vincent…
extending to the westward and… to the southward.’ James Hughes was employed in carrying out the survey.
The ‘Adelaide Survey Association’ had land, also, at Port Victoria and, possibly, envisaged a road linking
Port Victoria and Port Vincent, for in a letter of Robert Cock published in 1839, it is stated: ‘At Port St Vincent
the party of men is making good progress with cutting the road through to York Valley…’ York Valley was
said to be about 17 km east of Port Victoria. The town was laid out in 1877 on part section 5, Hundred of
Ramsay, by Luke Michael Cullen, solicitor of Adelaide and the point on which it stands is known as ‘Surveyor
Point’ taken from the 1839 special survey.
In April 1877, Mr Cullen, on behalf of a company of ‘enterprising capitalists’, applied to the Marine Board
for permission to erect a jetty and this project was completed a short time later; portion of it was
demolished in 1918, and again in 1956, at which time only a small landing stage remained. Its school opened
in 1881.
In 1882, Mr Telfer, chemist of Wallaroo, ‘bought a lease of a salt lake near Port Vincent and he has lately
erected works there for the manufacture of all qualities of salts used in this colony’:
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The building comprises a stone dwelling house, drying room and store room… Through
considerable trouble and exertion Mr Telfer has been enabled to make over 150 tons of coarse
and fine salt per month.’
Photographs of the town are in the Observer, 20 October 1906, pages 28-29, 16 and 23 February 1907,
pages 29 and 32, Chronicle, 17 June 1911, page 32, 21 and 28 January 1928, pages 39 and 40, 9 February
1929, page 42, of the opening of the Institute in the Observer, 28 November 1908, page 31, of a farm in the
Chronicle, 11 December 1930 (supp.), of a locally made road yacht on 7 May 1931, page 36.
The name Vincents View was applied to section 183, Hundred of Noarlunga.
Vineton - A 1905 subdivision of part section 544, Hundred of Pirie, by John Henry Claxton, postal clerk of
North Adelaide; now included in Port Pirie West and named after a former associate, W.E. Vine.
Vine Vale - An historic settlement about 5 km South-West of Angaston. The school, opened by the Premier,
Hon. L.L. Hill, on 18 March 1927 was ‘composed of a single class room, 24 feet square, having cloak and
shelter accommodation and provision for the teaching of woodwork…’ A photograph of the school’s mouth
organ band is in the Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 36.
Virginia - Daniel Brady (ca.1797-1889) laid it out in 1858 on part sections 3035 and 176, Hundreds of Port
Adelaide and Munno Para, naming it after his native town in County Cavan, Ireland: ‘It will command the
whole of the traffic from the Hundred of Port Gawler, the Lower Light and the Lower Wakefield which
districts are being occupied rapidly.’ In the same year it was extended on section 3049 by Thomas Saint,
who arrived from New South Wales in the Emma. Its school opened in 1861.
Photographs of and information on the jubilee celebrations of the Church of Assumption are in the
Chronicle, 19 August 1911, pages 30-44b, of Mr Beaglehole’s property in the Observer, 14 March 1903, page
27.
Vista - In 1928, this descriptive name was given to a subdivision of part section 5627, Hundred of Yatala, by
Agnes H. Buckley.
Vivian, Mount - A post office on the ‘Mount Eba Run’. An 1889 report refers to a Mr Vivian associated with
the Sliding Rock Mine at Cadnia. (See under Eba, Hundred of)
Vivonne - Sixty-four kilometres South-West of Kingscote is Vivonne Bay, named by Baudin after either ViceAdmiral, Louis Victor de Rochefort, duc de Mortemart et de Vivonne (1636-1688), a French Marshal, or
Catherine de Vivonne, Marquess de Rambouillet (1588-1665). The town of Vivonne, Hundred of Newland,
was proclaimed on 13 May 1909.
In 1850, it was reported that ‘Mr Trewartha’s guide… conducted him to Vivonne Bay where he found the
whole of the circumjacent surface composed of limestone and on the beach several hundredweight of
bitumen in large and small fragments’:
The bitumen is more inflammable, more odorous and more brilliant in its fracture than the
cannel coal with which we compare it… the resemblance is quite enough to justify the
presumption of natural affinity and the expectation of finding coal of a highly inflammable and
useful kind in abundance at Vivonne Bay.
A jetty was completed there in November 1911 and, in terms of vessels and cargo handled, it was probably
the most expensive landing place in South Australia. During World War II an 18 metre gap was made in the
jetty to counter it being used during a Japanese invasion while, in 1958, the outer end was demolished and
the restoration of the shore end commenced. Photographs are in the Observer, 9 April 1910.
Vogelsang Corner - A road junction, near Robertstown, in the vicinity of section 133N, Hundred of Bower,
was owned by Franz Vogelsang from 1911 to 1945 - ‘Vogelsang’ translates as ‘bird song’. It was known as
‘Teerkoore’ from 1918 until 13 November 1986 when it was reinstated.
Von Doussa - A. Von Doussa, MLC, had his name commemorated by the Hundred of Von Doussa in
recognition of the part he played in opening up the Pinnaroo lands but, since 1918, it has been known as
the ‘Hundred of Allenby’ after the substitute name of ‘Winikberick’, the Aboriginal name of a local spring,
was rejected by the government. The Von Doussa School opened in 1910 and became ‘Allenby’ in 1918.
(See Lameroo)
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Wabricoola - A property North-East of Black Rock; see pastoral lease no. 1634.
Waddikee - A town, 32 km South-West of Kimba, proclaimed on 14 July 1927, took its name from the
adjacent well and rock called wadiki where J.C. Darke was killed by Aborigines on 24 October 1844. Its
school opened in 1942 and closed in 1945. Aboriginal for ‘wattle’. (See Darke Peak, Pugatharri & Koongawa,
Hundred of)
Waddington Bluff - On section 98, Hundred of Waroonee, probably recalls James Waddington, described
as an overseer of Waukaringa.
Wadella - A school near Tumby Bay in the Hundred of Hutchison opened on 1 July 1914 by Jessie Ormiston;
it closed in 1926.
Wadjalawi - A tea tree swamp in the Hundred of Coonarie, west of Point Davenport; an Aboriginal word
meaning ‘bull ant water’.
Wadmore - G.W. Goyder named Wadmore Hill, near Lyndhurst, after George Wadmore, a survey employee
who was born in Plymouth, England, arrived in the John Woodall in 1849 and died at Woodside on 7 August
1918.
W.R. Wadmore, Mayor of Campbelltown, was honoured in 1972 when his name was given to Wadmore
Park in Maryvale Road, Campbelltown.
Wadnaminga Dam - South of Manna Hill where the ‘Wadnaminga Run’ was established, circa 1888 (lease
no. 1253); gold was discovered there in 1888, when 105 acres were resumed out of lease no. 976 held by
E.J. Andrews for the purpose of building sites and a school that opened in 1893 and closed in 1900. Its post
office operated from January 1891 until October 1901.
In 1929, it was said to be ‘more picturesque than the usual North-East country, of low ridges, timber lined
creeks and sandy stretches of saltbush and mallee’:
The gold bearing reefs were discovered 40 years ago and were worked with a certain amount of
vigour until 1895-96… The original plants were financed from Melbourne… It was once a
flourishing township with hotel and stores… (See Wadnamingyana)
Sketches are in the Pictorial Australian in April 1895, page 52.
Wadnamingyana - Near Lake Eyre South; Aboriginal for ‘crooked cave’.
Wagrien - The sale of this town was advertised in 1887:
On Wednesday, September 7 - To speculators, capitalists, tradesmen, etc, new township on the
Silverton line of railway… Ernest Siekmann will offer for sale by auction under instruction from
Mr John Rasmur, part of section 82, Gumbowie, laid out as Wagrien on the Silverton line of
railway and about 8 miles from Petersburg.
This station must take the produce and trade of five large Hundreds - Gumbowie, Cavenagh,
Coglin, Paratoo and Nackara - and is bound to become a place of considerable importance. The
country about is known to be highly auriferous of both gold and silver and valuable discoveries
may be made at any time… there will be room for all sorts of tradesmen and also for speculation.
Its post office, ‘162 miles north of Adelaide [at] Dawson Road crossing on [the] Terowie to Broken Hill
Railway’, opened in April 1888 and closed in January 1891.
Wahlerts Rest - Thirteen kilometres north of Blinman is the burial place of Charles Lewis Wahlert, who died
there on 9 August 1940.
Wahpunya - The former name of ‘Yumali’; a corruption of the Aboriginal wahgunyah - either ‘crows’ resting
place’ or, according to Professor N. Tindale, ‘place of strangers’. A photograph of an Arbor Day at the school
is in the Observer, 29 August 1914, page 32.
Waikato - A subdivision of part section 5116, Hundred of Onkaparinga, by Arthur and Clara C. Russell in
1921 into 16 allotments along Jeffrey Street; now included in Lobethal. Probably, the name comes from
New Zealand and translates as ‘flowing water’.
Waikerie - A corruption of the Aboriginal weikari (or waikere) given to a species of ghost moth that, at a
certain season each year, appeared in thousands among the river red gums, at which time they provided
valuable food for the Aborigines. The word refers, also, to the actual flight of the moths. Land in the area
was taken up first under occupation licence from 25 September 1845 by Samuel Reid of Gawler, who sold
out to E.B. Scott in July 1851 (lease no 96). Application no. 24248 in the General Registry Office suggests
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that the Aboriginal name for the district was ‘Toolunka’, while, in 1882, ‘Waikerie’ was adopted by W.T.
Shephard for his pastoral lease.
The ‘Waikerie Village Association’ was founded in 1894 by forty-two married couples and twenty single
men. By 22 March 1894 six of its original members had left the village because ‘some differences have
arisen and relations have not been so harmonious as could be wished.’ In 1910, the Waikerie and Ramco
settlers surrendered their leases to enable their holdings to be included in the Waikerie Irrigation Area.
The Waikerie Village Settlement School opened in 1895. The Hundred of Waikerie, County of Albert, was
proclaimed on 15 June 1893; the town of Waikerie followed on 17 March 1910. (See Ramco & Round Flat)
Photographs of the State school are in the Observer, 20 September 1913, page 6 (supp.), of the ‘commune’
on 30 April 1910, page 27, Chronicle, 18 March 1911, page 31, Observer, 29 March 1912, page 32. A history
of the town and photographs are in the Chronicle, 21 July 1932, pages 34 and 42, of the Anglican Church on
31 August 1912, page 30, of digging a pit for a pumping plant in the Observer, 3 August 1912, page 31, of a
Methodist Sunday school kindergarten on 12 August 1916, page 26, of the town in the Chronicle, 4 July
1925, page 40, of school students in the Observer, 23 September 1916, page 25,
of a vice-regal visit on 4 August 1928, page 38. Information on and photographs of a settler leaving the ‘City
for Waikerie’ in the Chronicle,15 October 1921, page 26-41c, of Boy Scouts on 4 August 1928, page 42, of a
kangaroo hunt on 6 September 1934, page 32, of a football team on 8 November 1934, page 33, of a
basketball team on 15 November 1934, page 34, of tennis teams on 18 April 1935, pages 31 and 34, of a
cricket team on 9 May 1935, page 33, of a basketball team on 4 July 1935, page 37, of the opening of a
swimming pool on 13 February 1936, page 35, of ‘The Old Swimming Hole’ in The Mail, February 1937,
page 26.
Waite Hill - On section 8, Hundred of Hardy, named in 1940 after Peter Waite. (See Urrbrae) Rodney
Cockburn records a Waite Creek that was named by C.G.A. Winnecke after the same gentleman.
Waitpinga - Aboriginal for ‘windy place’. The Hundred of Waitpinga, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed
on 29 October 1846. One of the first visitors to the district was Henry Alford who, with two special
constables (Anderson and Hately), went to Victor Harbor to arrest a man called Morgan for complicity in
the attempted murder of Sheriff Smart. The Waitpinga Post Office operated from 1867 until 1886. The
school opened in 1931 and closed in 1943.
Wakarla Adpaindanha Cave - East of Beltana. Aboriginal for ‘painting of the crows’.
Wakefield - Port Wakefield takes its name from the River Wakefield, discovered by William Hill in 1838,
who named it after Edward Gibbon Wakefield; on Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Baie Caroline. As to the
port, in 1849 it was said that ‘an important discovery has been made at the head of Gulf St Vincent by Mr
Buck, lighterman, being nothing less than the existence in that quarter of an available harbour for coasters…
with good natural accommodation for… loading and discharge.’
In 1850, ‘Port Henry’ was renamed ‘Port Wakefield’ ‘by command of His Excellency’:
The change of name is in good taste and complimentary to the gentleman upon whose system
the colony was founded, as well as appropriate to a locality known as the embouchure of the
River Wakefield… A township is to be laid out on section 2030… Leases of the corresponding
water frontages will be offered to public competition…
Rodney Cockburn suggests that ‘Port Henry’ was possibly named after Henry Ayers, Secretary of the SA
Mining Association, and goes on to say that, at one time, it was proposed to call the place ‘Port Young’ but
‘as the locality was then so unattractive in appearance… his Excellency demurred.’ The government town
of Wakefield was prompted by this discovery, being surveyed on section 2138, Hundred of Inkerman, in
April 1850 and offered for sale first on 16 May 1850.
Sketches and information on the town are in the Pictorial Australian in June 1876, December 1880.
Frearson’s Weekly, 11 December 1880, page 627 and a supplement, 12 February 1881, page 9. A sketch
showing the boring of water is in the Pictorial Australian in January 1881, page 29. Photographs and a
history of the town are in the Chronicle, 11 August 1932, pages 34 and 42, of the Institute and its committee
on 25 December 1909, page 31, of a stranded whale on 3 October 1925, page 37, of a recruiting train is on
8 April 1916, page 25, of a war memorial in the Chronicle, 24 September 1927, page 57.
The Port Wakefield School opened in 1866, the Wakefield School opened in 1883 and closed in 1897; the
Lower Wakefield School opened in 1879 and closed in 1883. (See Upper Wakefield)
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Wakpul - Two granite boulders on the shore about 20 km north west of Kingston, SE, - wak - ‘crow’, pul ‘dual place’ (‘where we go, a place we all go’).
Wakuli - A meeting place on section 2, Hundred of Coonarie, where articles of economic worth, such as
resins and flints, were exchanged for clothing, etc. The act of trading was called wakuinja.
Waldaree Park - Aboriginal for ‘acacia’ and given to a 1927 subdivision of part section 97, Hundred of Port
Adelaide, by George Paxton Bruce of Toorak Gardens; now included in Gepps Cross where the name is
retained in ‘Waldaree Street’.
Waldegrave Islands - In the Investigator Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 10 February 1802. Sir
Richard Waldegrave, the Lincolnshire representative in the House of Commons. Baudin called them Isles du
Pelicant (Pelican Isles), while Freycinet’s charts show Is. Morio. The pioneer pastoralist on the island was
J.C. Hamp in 1876 (lease no. 2614).
In 1915, it was said that ‘the baying of seals mingled with the wild music of the waves, for on Little
Waldegrave lives a colony of hundreds of seals’:
Some 40 years ago guano was shipped from the island and today may be seen rusted tools, the
framework of a barrow, the upturned skeleton of a dray, a leaky square iron tank, pieces of
timber and the ruins of an old hut…
Waldoona Spring - In the Far North-West was the name of local Aboriginal people.
Walkaby - A private school near Bute conducted by the Lutheran Church.
Walker - J. Walker, who held pastoral lease no. 91 of 1851, is remembered by Walker Creek that flows into
the River Murray South-West of Monash; its alternative name is ‘Katarapko Creek’ or ‘Cragg’s Creek’. (See
Katarapko, Hundred of)
Rodney Cockburn records Walker Dam as being mentioned frequently during the agitation for the
Moorook railway. Walkers Dam School opened in 1925 and was changed to ‘Wunkar’ in 1926. Rodney
Cockburn says that the former was named after a shepherd of that name employed on Thurk Station, but
see ‘Walker Creek’ for another possible explanation of its nomenclature. (See Wunkar)
Walker Flat, 20 km south of Swan Reach, was named after Benjamin Walker (ca.1805-1884), who built a
flour mill at Mannum, in 1876, when, ‘carried by steam boat, camel train and bullock team, his flour gave
the pioneers between Mannum and the Queensland border their daily bread.’ He arrived in the Cromwell
in 1849 and died at Mount Torrens in 1884, aged 79. Its post office, opened in October 1889 by John Prosser,
closed on 31 January 1984. Its school opened in 1914 and closed in 1958.
In 1887, it was reported that it was considered the ‘cream of agricultural country’:
The farms range from 300 to 1,000 acres… The residents are applying for a punt and, as there is
no crossing place on the river between Mannum and Blanchetown, think their request is not a
very unreasonable one. There is lack of stock, however, in the immediate vicinity which will tend
to go against their request being granted… the native currant abounds on either bank and sends
forth a peculiar odour after a tropical shower…
A photograph of a wedding group on the punt is in the Chronicle, 17 September 1910, page 30.
William Robert Loxton gave the name Walker Flat to a subdivision of part section 299, Hundred of Ridley,
in 1956.
Walkerville - In December 1838 John Hindmarsh (1820-1902), a surveyor and son of the Governor, and his
wife Susanna Wilson Hindmarsh ‘sold section 476, “Survey A”, to Arthur Fydell Lindsay, surveyor, for £1,100
and, jointly, they surveyed 100 blocks, sold at prices ranging from £25 to £50’:
In 1839, several meetings of land owners were held at Mrs Lawes ‘Walker’s Arms Hotel’ to
discuss such things as fencing properties, appointing two trustees and taking steps towards the
erection of a place of worship. John Walker was recorded as chairman at these meetings and it
would appear that the syndicate, on whose behalf Lindsay was voting, named the village in his
honour.
In 1838, at a meeting of the proprietors of the preliminary section on the Torrens:
Immediately adjoining North Adelaide, purchased from Governor Hindmarsh [sic] for £1,100, and
now laid out by Messrs Hindmarsh and Lindsay, surveyors, as a village, containing 100 acre
allotments, it was proposed that the name of Walkerville should be given to the property, in
compliment to our excellent colonist Captain [James John]Walker, RN, who is, also, a
considerable proprietor. The proposal was agreed to unanimously, and Walkerville promises
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speedily to rival Hindmarsh Town and become the most delightful suburb of Adelaide.
Allotments, we are informed, are selling in both villages at from £25 to £30 each, according to
situation.
Upon his death an obituary appeared in the Launceston Examiner on 9 January 1855.
Records reveal that the first hotels in Walkerville were the ‘Saracen’s Head’ in William Street (now
Walkerville Terrace) and the Walker’s Arms (Main North-East Road) both of which opened in 1839. Charles
Powell, licensee of the ‘Saracen’s Head’, was imprisoned for debt in 1841 and the name ‘Walker’s’ or
‘Walkerville Arms’ again came into use. In June 1852, almost certainly influenced by the Victorian gold rush,
the hotel was further renamed to that of ‘Gold Diggers Inn’ - a short-lived innovation - for in December of
the same year the licensee, John Munday, sold to Francis Mitchell, who revived the original name of
‘Walker’s Arms’.
This hotel existed at the corner of the Main North-East Road and Fuller Street until 1970 when it was
demolished to be replaced by the present modern premises. The ‘Sussex Arms’ opened in 1843, a little east
of the present ‘Sussex Hotel’ and the well-known ‘Buckingham Arms’ began serving the public at a strategic
road junction in 1849.
The Catholic Orphanage was opened on 16 August 1866 immediately opposite the Buckingham Arms and
was known as ‘Oberon House’:
The rooms were capacious and lofty - one large room, 24 feet by 18, acted as a dining hall and
schoolroom and was bright and cheerful-looking with simple means of ventilation. Next to it was
a dormitory for younger children and, at the outset, was equipped with six iron cots in addition
to the matron’s bed. The next room was for older children and had the same number of cots,
together with a bed for a nurse. Upstairs there were two bedrooms in which some 18 children
could be accommodated if necessary.
In July 1880, John Darling, MP, produced statistics in reference to the number of illegitimate births in
Adelaide and expressed an opinion that a great number born out of wedlock came to an early death. With
a view of securing the proper treatment of such children and enabling their mothers to retrieve their
positions, which they could not obtain while they had infants to mind, he proposed that a suitable hospital
be established.
Following a public meeting on 9 December 1880 an inaugural meeting was held in the Church Office on 26
January 1881 when it was resolved ‘that a house be rented as soon as possible and the institution be
started.’ Accordingly, the House of Mercy at Stephen's Terrace, Walkerville, also known as the Adelaide
Retreat for Women, sprang into existence.
Ostracised by society, abandoned by their destroyers, shunned by all but their wretched
companions in vice, their degradation was terrible and complete… Today, legislators, moralists
and philanthropists view with horror the march of immorality… Optimists will tell us with a shrug
that the selfish passions of ‘dissolute man’ cannot be checked… There is at present a Bill before
the Legislative Council for its object the better protection of young females, but laws can only
deal with public offences, and these are merely drops in the stream of vice…
In 1887, through the energy of a number of benevolent women, a children’s home was established at
Walkerville with the following objects in view:
1. To provide a home for parentless children, where they can be fed, clothed, tended, educated
and
have a foster mother' scare until they are of age to be placed in some useful walk of life.
2. To rescue children of vicious parents; at the same time making careful provision against the
encouragement of vice.
The ladies’ committee rented two homes adjoining St Andrew’s Church Day School and the children were
taught there free. The institution was conducted by Miss Denny Scott and, at the outset, ten children were
admitted as inmates under a medical certificate from the honorary medical attendant, Dr Cawley.
A small charge was made for the maintenance of each child proportionate to the circumstances, care being
taken that no encouragement was given to immorality, but where destitution ruled, no charge was made.
This institution did not clash with the Orphan Home in Carrington Street, where orphan girls only were
taken in, but was intended to succour little street waifs, whether girls or boys.
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On a happier note, the first Christmas tree seen in South Australia was ‘brought to the Saint Andrew’s Day
School, Walkerville, by Mrs Kent Hughes; it was a small olive tree. After it had served its purpose it was
planted in the rectory garden where it grew and flourished.’
Further, Christmas carols arrived in Adelaide for the first time in 1850 and were sung in Walkerville where
Mr Bach, once a chorister at St Thomas’s, Exeter, trained a few adults and several juveniles; they started
off on Christmas Eve with lanterns, the carollers being accompanied by Mr Bach with his violin:
The first place visited was the home of the Messrs Macdonald on Stephens Terrace - one
brother, Alexander, was manager of the Union Bank and the other, James, secretary of a copper
company and was married to a sister of Mr Edmund Bowman, of Enfield. The next place visited
was Mr Fordham’s on the North Road, where the family gave the carol singers cakes and cool
drinks. When they got on to the North Road near the Windmill Hotel they found a number of
people waiting, who asked them to sing again, as it reminded them of England.
A photograph of an Arbor Day celebration is in the Observer, 29 July 1905, page 29, of a ‘Hoisting the Flag’
ceremony on 18 May 1901, page 36c, of jubilee celebrations in the Chronicle, 6 September 1934, page 31,
of an ‘Almond Blossom Dance’ in the Observer, 1 September 1906, page 29, of a garden fair committee for
the blind in The Critic, 6 May 1914, page 13, of a ladies’ rifle club in the Observer, 21 April 1917, page 27, of
the unveiling of a war shrine on 8 December 1917, page 26, of ‘Paddy Market’ workers on 24 August 1918,
page 25, of the opening of a children’s playground in the Observer, 24 June 1922, page 23, of the Belt
Memorial Fountain in the Register, 21 March 1925, page 12f, Observer, 28 March 1925, page 34, of
prospecting on the river banks on 6 February 1931, page 34, of St Andrew’s Church on 14 February 1914,
page 29.
A sketch of ‘Cottage Homes for the Poor’ is in the Chronicle, 5 September 1896;
Walkley Heights - This Adelaide suburb, proclaimed on 5 September 1991, honours John Walkley, an early
settler.
Wall - Ten kilometres south of Mannum. In England the name appears in Cornwall, Northumberland and
Staffordshire, while the Boandik people had a word wall meaning ‘watering place’. (See Tarqua Lagoon) To
support this nomenclature, Rodney Cockburn, under the heading of ‘Monarto’, says ‘J.W. Bull, in Early
Experiences… refers to a tribe that occupied a piece of country on the banks of the Murray called by them
Wall…’ but contradicted himself under the heading ‘Wall’ by saying that it was not of Aboriginal origin,
The first recorded occupier of ‘Wall Station’ was John Baker, in 1853, who was born at Ilminster,
Somersetshire; therefore it may be assumed, reasonably, that he had no part in naming it from some past
affiliation with the place of that name in England; the Northumberland town of ‘Wall’ refers to the nearby
ancient Roman wall.
In 1866, Wall in the County of Sturt was described as an agricultural settlement near Reedy Creek and
situated between Tungkillo and Mannum and inhabited by a few farmers engaged in the culture of wheat
and other produce. The school opened in 1919 and closed in 1971 as Wall Flat; a photograph is in the
Chronicle, 24 August 1933, page 31.
In February 1917, it was reported that ‘a number of returned soldiers, now in training at the Pompoota
Training Farm, will be placed on blocks of their own on the Wall reclamation area. Each soldier will occupy
an allotment consisting of 10 acres of swamp and 10 acres of high ground for fruit growing and will be
supplied with six cows in full milk…’
Wallabrook - A telephone exchange on sections 616-17, Hundred of Binnum, 13 km west of Frances,
opened on 22 March 1929. A homestead of the same name stands on section 617. The school, opened in
1917, became ‘Wattle Grove’ in the same year. The name comes from England and derives from the Œ
weala-broc - ‘the brook of the Welsh’. (See Wattle Grove)
Wallace Gully - Near Mount McDonald in the North Flinders Ranges where, in 1894, ‘a few prospectors
have for many months past been working in the neighbourhood of the Daly mine and at a place known as
Wallace’s Gully, about a mile from the Daly Well, a considerable amount of nuggetty gold has been taken
at different times. John Wallace, the discoverer of the gully, has worked in the locality for a long time…’
Wallala - An Aboriginal word taken from the name of pastoral lease no. 1610 established by J.H. Browne,
circa 1866. Originally, the land was held by F.W. Frampton from 20 August 1861 (lease no. 972). The
Hundred of Wallala, County of Dufferin, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913. The Wallala School, opened
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in 1927, closed in 1938; Wallala West School operated from 1933 until 1941. Wallala Rocks - (See Paney
Bluff)
Wallanippie, Hundred of - In the County of Way, proclaimed on 31 August 1893, is an Aboriginal name
taken from pastoral lease no. 1720 established by T. Elder and R.B. Smith, circa 1870. Originally, the land
was held by Messrs Heath and Wooldridge from 6 April 1861 (lease no. 796). (See Smoky Bay)
Wallarano Vale - A 1928 subdivision of part section 5469, Hundred of Yatala, by Allan F. Buckley, grazier of
Adelaide; now included in Yatala Vale:
Located past Modbury, facing an offshoot of the Golden Grove Road, is Wallarano Vale, the
name given to a settlement which comprise the Buckley Patriarchal Scheme. Mr Frank Buckley is
the originator… [It] is divided into blocks on which are erected shacks of various descriptions. It is
ideal country for growing vegetables and most of the settlers have obtained a copious supply of
water from the bores.
The first settler questioned [said]: ‘I receive rations from the government and my son and
daughter live with me. I came two months ago without a penny and when Mr Buckley visited my
block a little while ago was surprised at the improvements made’ The man and his boy are
cultivating the sandy loam to the best advantage and have planted maize, onions, rhubarb,
melons and potatoes. He has no bore on his block, but hauls water from a well which is fed by a
perpetual spring…
Wallaroo - The land on which the town stands was held by Robert Miller from 1 July 1851 (lease no. 147)
over 104 square miles, stretching from a point 3 km south of Point Riley, South-East beyond Kadina, thence
south to include Moonta, finally rejoining the coast at Tiparra Spring. In 1857, he surrendered the lease
when it was taken up by Walter Watson Hughes (1803-1887).
The Aborigines called the district wadla-waru - wadla - ‘wallaby’ and waru - ‘urine’ - and his station became
known as ‘Walla-waroo’, but this name was too long to be stencilled on wool bales and so it was shortened
to ‘Wallaroo’. Edward Snell spent several months of 1850 on Yorke Peninsula and he has recorded that the
Aboriginal word for wallaby was wallah, while wallarue allimaree meant ‘come on’.
On 17 December 1859, James Boor, a shepherd, discovered copper ore at the entrance of a wombat burrow
on the property and it soon became apparent that a town should be established. Accordingly, the
government town was surveyed and offered for sale on 21 February 1861 while the private town of
Wallaroo was laid out by Messrs Hughes and Elder on section 36 in 1862.
In 1860, it was reported that the miners were domiciled in pine huts and calico tents:
A house of accommodation is being erected at the mines by a person named Searle, whose wife
seems to be a model of cleanliness and activity. The wilderness, where a few months ago the
solitary shepherd traversed, has now assumed a very altered appearance - a store, lodging
house, butcher’s shop, smithy and assay office are now giving the place a business-like aspect…
Captain Hughes, the owner of the mine, has erected a distillery which supplies the inhabitants
with sufficient fresh water for drinking… The Primitive Methodists have chosen a site for a
chapel… A doctor has taken up residence…
A few months later the Register suggested that ‘Wallaroo wants organisation’:
There is no police protection, no Local Court, no accommodation equal to the wants of the
township. It is a large dusthole in which every mental, moral, and sanitary consideration gives
place to… copper.
By 1864, it was reported that many of the inhabitants there found it ‘much to their advantage to keep milch
goats’:
Indeed, many of their children must have died owing to the bad quality of the water, if it had not
been mixed with the milk of the goats. All this time nobody imagined they were doing anything
wrong… in pasturing them on Crown lands, or what we considered was Captain Hughes’ run…
However, on Friday last we were shown our error by the Crown Lands ranger driving as many
goats as he could get to go to the pound, costing the owners one shilling a head, with the
intimation that it would be necessary to register every goat…
Hughes, with Sir Thomas Elder, made a significant contribution to the development of the copper mines on
Yorke Peninsula, the former becoming the largest shareholder in the Wallaroo and Moonta mining
companies and a generous subscriber to many town projects. (See Pittenweem)
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Photographs of the mine are in the Chronicle, 2 September 1899 (supp.) and a sketch on 2 August 1902,
page 31, a photograph of an eight-hour day demonstration in the Chronicle, 15 September 1906, page 31,
of the Wallaroo Mines football team on 30 November 1907, page 32, of the post office on 5 June 1909,
page 32, of a gala day on 15 January 1910, page 29, of the laying of the foundation stone of the Methodist
Sunday School on 6 August 1910, page 29, group photographs of elderly citizens on 2 January 1915, page
29, of a fair to raise money for the Soldiers’ Fund on 28 August 1915, page 17, of the manufacture of electric
motors on 27 April 1918, page 24, of the shark-proof baths on 11 January 1934, page 30, of a children’s
Christmas treat on 19 December 1935, page 35, of a football team in the Observer, 4 October 1919, page
27, of the new jetty in the Chronicle, 16 January 1904, page 42, of shipping on 20 January 1923, page 27.
The Wallaroo School was opened in 1861 by J. Lloyd; Wallaroo Mines School opened in 1862; the Hundred
of Wallaroo School operated from 1900 until 1906. The Port Wallaroo School opened in 1862.
The Hundred of Wallaroo, County of Daly, was proclaimed on 12 June 1862. On Freycinet’s charts Wallaroo
Bay is shown as Baie Pascal.
Wallerberdina - The name of a pastoral lease taken up in May 1860, North-West of Mount Eyre, by Robert
Bruce (lease no. 984). Aboriginal for ‘willy wagtail’. Born in Surrey, England, in 1835, he died at North
Adelaide on 4 November 1908. (See Coondambo) A photograph of Mr F.C. Conrick and his children is in the
Observer, 5 February 1927, page 34.
Wallis, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 27 January 1910. F.S. Wallis, MLC (19071921), born at Macclesfield in November 1857, was apprenticed to the printing trade in 1872 and, on
completion of his indentures, joined the Register as a compositor; his services were terminated abruptly
during the strike of 1888. In the early 1890s he was active in the formation of the United Labor Party, later
becoming President of the Trades and Labor Council. He was Chief Secretary in the Price-Peake Ministry in
1909 and in John Verran’s Ministry in 1910.
In 1918 it was said that, ‘certainly, no other South Australian has served the Labour cause longer or more
devotedly’:
No other has been less regardful of his own concerns and comfort while organising and building
up the Party, but, like other trade unionists of the old school, Mr Wallis adopted counsels of
moderation and kept clear of the rapids of syndicalism. He preserved, also, his political self
respect and, by his fairness towards opponents, won their esteem. His ejection from the Labour
party, as it is now controlled, is a fine tribute to his constancy and straightforwardness.
Upon his death in November 1939 he was given a State funeral.
Walloway - An Aboriginal word for ‘wild turkey plain’. Price Maurice held pastoral lease no. 311 at
‘Walloway Hill’ from September 1853 and on a survey map of his Pekina run the name appears as
‘Wallaway’. The Hundred of Walloway, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 17 June 1875 and the town
of Walloway, 11 km north of Orroroo; was proclaimed as ‘Rye’ on 30 March 1882 and changed to
‘Walloway’ on 19 September 1940. Its demise was traversed in 1904 when ‘even the hotel and store have
given up the fight.’
Its school opened in 1880 and closed in 1942; Walloway East School opened in 1881 and closed in 1903;
The Hundred of Walloway School operated from 1900 until 1906. (See Smedley Town)
In May 1881, some settlers who had a dead horse or bullock, ‘pulled it out on to the road and there let it
lie - a most dreadful nuisance to every one passing that way.’
Wallyalla - On section 423, Hundred of Clinton; Aboriginal for ‘place for radish-like roots’.
Walpuppie, Hundred of - In the County of Dufferin, proclaimed on 23 October 1913. An Aboriginal word,
meaning unknown.
Walsden - The opening of the Walsden Primitive Methodist Chapel ‘on the upper part of Allen’s Creek’ was
reported in 1864 and, in 1866, the name was applied to a Primitive Methodist Chapel where Reverend
Whitfield from Willunga preached ‘to a large congregation.’
Information on its school appeared in 1871 when ‘A. Pagenstecker wrote applying for a licence, stating that
Walsden was situated 3½ miles North-West from Allendale North on the western side of the Burra road. He
commenced school three months ago… He also taught 10 young men at night.’
Walsh Bore - On section 103, Hundred of Bandon, probably recalls Michael J. Walsh who, with others, got
the grant of part section 59 (one acre) for school purposes at Copeville, on 11 February 1921.
Walteela - In the Hundred of Townsend. Aboriginal for ‘wallaby place’.
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Walter Hill - In the North Flinders Ranges near Wilpena, named by W.G. Evans, the surveyor, after a cadet
surveyor, Walter Rogers.
Walterton - An 1880 subdivision of section 596, Hundred of Pirie, by Frederick C.G. and James G.G. Hales;
now included in Port Pirie and bounded by Greenwood Street, The Terrace and Coombe Road and named
after their late brother, Walter Joseph G. Hales (1855-1876).
Waltham - Henry Edward Bright was born in London, England, in 1819 and, following his marriage to Jane
P. King in 1841, settled at Chelmsford, Essex, where his first son, Henry Edward Bright, junior, was born in
1843. He arrived in South Australia in 1849 and, in 1878, laid out Waltham on part section 134, Hundred of
Mudla Wirra. He died on 18 February 1904 and his second son, Thomas R. Bright, as his executor, created
Waltham Abbey, in 1907, as an extension to Waltham.
The name was adopted from a town in Essex and derived from either the Anglo-Saxon wealtham ‘enclosure in the weald’ [wood], or weald-ham - ‘a forest homestead or enclosure’. They are now included
in Gawler. T.R. Bright recalled that his father’s first employment on coming to Australia was driving a bullock
team from Gawler to Burra and that he was born at Gawler on March 15, 1852:
My father advanced until, in the 1870s, he became the Father of the House of Assembly and
subsequently entered for the Legislative Council as a colleague of the late Sir George Kingston,
the pair of them representing Stanley when it stretched from two miles north of Gawler to Port
Pirie. Under 200 votes were sufficient to return a man in those days…
Walton - This place, about 2 km South-East of Seppeltsfield, was the site of prefabricated cottages shipped
from England in the 1840s. Walton Palace Creek is on section 53, Hundred of Angas and Mr E. Roberts’
farm was described in 1862:
[It is] at Walton on the Greenock Creek about midway between Sheaoak Log and Tanunda. The
land is undulating of good quality, principally red loam, but the sticky soil inclined to ‘Bay of
Biscay’ is interspersed here and there with the red land. The holding consists of eight sections…
The vineyard consists of about five acres…
The name derives from either the Œ wealaton - ‘farm of the serfs’ or waelletun - ‘town by a stream’.
Waltowa - An Aboriginal camping place on sections 36 and 37, Hundred of Bonney. The name of the whole
swampy area became Limpindjeri, a name linked to the banded plover. Waltowa School was located 16 km
NW of Meningie; prior to September 1945 it was ‘Spring Hill’.
Wanbi - Prof. N.B. Tindale says it is based on wandi, meaning ‘wild dog’, used by the Koamu people of southcentral Queensland while another source says ‘it is a local name for dingos and comes from wangarkat
meaning ‘wild dog place’. The earliest recorded land settlement in the vicinity was in 1873, when Ernest
Schell applied for two pastoral leases. (See Schell Well) His application lapsed and James White of Kapunda
received the first lease, no. 2506, named ‘Shellwood’. The lease was cancelled on 15 September 1882 for
non-payment of rent. (See Shellwood Well)
The town, 53 km North-East of Karoonda, was proclaimed on 9 July 1914, while Thomas E. Wheaton opened
its post office 1 July 1922. The school opened in 1916 and closed in 1966. A photograph of a basketball team
is in the Chronicle, 14 October 1937, page 32.
In 1915, the new Institute Hall was opened by Mr O’Connor, MP, who was introduced by the Secretary, Mr
K.G. Hummel. ‘About 10 persons attended a public tea that followed. At a concert later Mr O’Connor was
in the chair. Dancing concluded the proceedings…’ The school opened in 1916.
Wanborough - An 1874 subdivision of part section 2137, Hundred of Inkerman, by William Smart Phillips,
‘of parts beyond the seas’; it was situated, ‘close to the projected line of railway from Port Wakefield to
Wallaroo… and adjacent to the town of Port Wakefield.’ Rodney Cockburn says it was named after the
subdivider’s only son, while Wanborough Fisher, well known in Adelaide musical and share broking circles,
was a relative. The name occurs in Surrey and Wiltshire, England, where in 1231 it was written as waneberg
- Wenna’s hill’.
Wandalla - In 1903, the first point of enquiry for a government party was at the Burra:
Where the site of a proposed reservoir, from which the present town supply might be
augmented, was inspected. The place, which is called Wandalla, is about nine miles in a SouthEasterly direction… It is proposed to dam up the water by throwing an earthen bank across a side
creek.
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Wandana - The name was corrupted from the Aboriginal wandunya - ‘iguana water’. The Hundred of
Wandana, County of Way, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893 and the town of Wandana, 16 km North-East
of Ceduna, on 7 February 1929. The school opened in 1913 and closed in 1932. (See Wandunya)
Wandearah - Aboriginal for ‘big trees’. The Hundred of Wandearah, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on
31 December 1874. The earliest record of occupation in the area shows William Younghusband taking up a
run on the River Broughton, in 1847. The Wandearah East School opened in 1880 and closed in 1971;
Wandearah West School opened in 1880 and closed in 1928; Wandearah North School operated from 1898
until 1968 and Wandearah South School from 1898 until 1930.
A photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 24 May 1934, page 32.
Wanderview - A school opened as the ‘Hundred of Bandon’, changed in 1927 and closed in 1945. A
photograph of school students is in the Chronicle, 10 August 1933; it took its name from a local homestead.
Wandilla - The name given by John Hallett to the southern portion of his Willogoleechee run; Aboriginal for
‘black water hole’.
Wandilo - A railway station 13 km north of Mount Gambier. The school opened in 1904 and closed in 1970.
Derived from the Aboriginal words - wandi - ‘crane’ and lo - ‘place’.
Wandilta - Information on the mine is in the Advertiser, 18 May 1912.
Wandra, Point - On Greenly Island. In December 1947, the cutter Wandra landed a party there.
Wandsworth Estate - This 1848 subdivision was advertised as comprising section 284:
Beautifully situated on the southern bank of the Torrens, bounded on the east and south by the
main roads to Walkerville and Payneham… divided into blocks of two-and-a-half acres each… The
auctioneer particularly requests intending purchasers to judge for themselves and for that
purpose to visit the estate previously to the auction, as they are convinced that ocular
demonstration will confirm their opinion that it cannot be surpassed in salubrity of situation…
the bracing hill, sheltered dale or the secluded river frontages are all open to choice.
This section is recorded, officially, as comprising the subdivision of ‘Finchley’; the name translates as
‘Wendel’s worp (homestead)’. (See Finchley)
Wandunya - An Aboriginal spring. An alternative spelling is wandana - ‘iguana water’.
Wangaraleednie - A fertile valley in the Franklin Harbor district. Aboriginal for ‘hill of the west wind’. Peter,
James and Donald McKechnie applied the name to the first sheep run in the district. Wangaraleednie Creek
is situated on section 77, Hundred of Mann.
Photographs and other information are in the Chronicle, 21 July 1932, pages 34-42.
Wangary - Aboriginal for ‘crow’s talk’. The Hundred of Lake Wangary, County of Flinders, proclaimed on 16
February 1871. Its post office opened, circa 1862, closed on 28 February 1976.
The town of Wangary, 43 km WNW of Port Lincoln, was offered for sale on 20 July 1882. In 1884, the lake’s
waters were ‘fresh and well stocked with a species of mullet [but] the fish are fastidious in their tastes and
no bait has yet been found sufficiently attractive to make them take the hook. We reined up at the Lake
Wangary Hotel and had the pleasure of conversing with Mr Hawson who arrived in the schooner, Aboena,
in 1838…’
A photograph of ‘Lord Byron’s Carriage’ is in the Observer, 30 September 1905, page 29, Chronicle, 25
December 1909, page 32
The Lake Wangary School opened in 1881 and closed in 1922.
Wangayerio - The Aboriginal name for Saint Vincent Gulf meaning ‘overwhelming water where the sun
sinks’.
Wangianna Creek - A railway station 41 km west of Marree. Aboriginal for ‘hill of the plain’.
Wangolina - A school, 16 km south of Kingston, SE, took its name from a local homestead; opened in 1890,
it closed circa 1916. In 1925, the published reminiscences of Rev F. Slaney Poole said it was a ‘small place
of one or two shanties, the changing or halting place en route to Adelaide… The buildings were of the
lowliest form, mostly weatherboard structures.’ (See Woolmit)
Wangkondanangko - A lagoon and salt pan, near Sellicks Beach. Aboriginal for ‘opossum place’ - skins were
laid out there for drying.
Wanilla - Aboriginal for ‘water spring’. The ‘Wanilla Run’ was named by G.W. Bagot circa 1888 (lease no.
181); previously, the land had been held by Price Maurice and W.R. Mortlock (leases nod. 1900, 1956 and
1978). The Hundred of Wanilla, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 10 August 1871 and the town, 40
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km North-West of Port Lincoln, surveyed by H.J. Cant in 1882. The school opened in 1950 and closed in
1990. A photograph of the railway siding is in the Observer, 10 February 1912, page 32.
Wannamana, Hundred of - In the County of Le Hunte, proclaimed on 31 July 1913. Aboriginal for ‘abounding
in grass grubs’ and given to the ‘Wannamana Run’, about 6 km South-East of Wudinna, established by W.
Tucknott in 1871 (lease no. 2153) on land taken up, originally, by J. Hosking and J. Bryant, in 1863.
Wanna Well - Near Sleaford Bay. The ‘Wanna Run’ was established by W.J. and J.H. Browne in 1851.
Wappilka - A town, 21 km south of Kingston OM, proclaimed on 3 March 1927, ceased to exist on 4 February
1960. The school, opened in 1927, closed in 1932. Aboriginal for ‘hot’.
Waramawanap - A smoke signal launching place where columns of air could be varied to carry information
- warama - ‘light’ - wanap – ‘fire’. Known, also, as kuneiwara. (See Coonawarra)
Waranda Well - A post office ‘about 12 miles from Mudamuckla’ was opened in May 1910 by W.H. Sedgely;
it closed on 16 April 1921. Waranda Tank - (See Carawa)
Waraweena - A property near Mount Andre; see pastoral lease no. 476.
Warawurlie - On section 27, Hundred of Kilkerran; an Aboriginal word meaning ‘ancient hut’.
Warburto - On Yorke Peninsula 8 km south of Wallaroo. Aboriginal for ‘a spring of water’.
Warburton Range - North of Tarcoola, named by G.W. Goyder on 2 August 1866 after P. E. Warburton,
explorer and Commissioner of Police, who was born in Cheshire in 1813 and arrived in South Australia in
1853, having retired from the British Army on a captain’s pension.
In 1879, John Bowyer Bull said:
I am glad to note that Mr Coates has published an account of his trip through my country. I call it
my country because Mr T. McFarlane and myself were the first two white men who explored it, a
long distance beyond J. McDouall Stuart’s furthest point North-West of Lake Gairdner, the
Warburton Range, so named by him, being the furthest point in that direction. It is 14 years since
Mr McFarlane and I travelled through it… We [had] to turn back for want of rations and through
Mr McFarlane being very ill…
Warcowie - The name was taken from an Aboriginal word for ‘crows’ water’ and applied to the Hundred of
Warcowie, County of Hanson, proclaimed on 7 March 1895. The Warcowie run, pastoral lease no. 1502,
was held by R.A. Hankey, from 1862, about 32 km North-East of Hawker and was a consolidation of three
leases held by W.J. and J.H. Browne (no. 233 - ‘SE of Lake Torrens’, no. 260 - ‘NW of Watts Sugarloaf’ and
no. 343 - ‘East of Chace Range’) and two held by P. Butler (no. 271B - ‘East of Chace Range’ and no. 417 ‘South of Rawnsley Bluff’). The Warcowie School opened in 1899 and closed in 1947. (See Craig, Mount)
Ward - James Ward, arrived in South Australia with his wife in the Olivia, in 1853, and died at Hawker on 7
October 1901, aged 71. His name was remembered when, in 1874, the foundation stone of a new Primitive
Methodist Chapel at Ward Belt, 6 km west of Gawler, was laid by Mr James Sparshott, who ‘delivered a
suitable address, placing £5 on the stone… [He] gave the land occupied by the chapel, together with the
building materials…’
The Ward Hill School, near Port Broughton; opened in 1891 and closed in 1949.
The Hundred of Ward, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 22 June 1876. Ebenezer Ward, MP (18701890), born in Essex, in 1837, migrated to Victoria in 1859, where he was associated with the Morning
Herald and, in 1861, joined the ‘Hansard’ staff in Adelaide; in 1863 he became sub-editor of The Daily
Telegraph, entered Parliament in 1870 and, in later years, was twice a Minister of the Crown introducing
the Education Act ‘in a speech of great power and effect.’ (See Meningie)
In an 1875 editorial headed ‘A Parliamentary Retrospect’, it was said:
Mr Ward has often reminded us of a faithful bulldog who follows submissively at his master’s
heels, while at the same time you have an uneasy feeling that at the slightest sign from the
master there is nothing he would enjoy so much as pinning you by the leg
and, in 1877, under ‘The Ministerial Knight Errant’:
He certainly is consistent in one thing, for he never fails to exhibit the most boundless admiration
for himself. He is the central orb around which the whole political system must revolve. He is the
incarnation of unselfish patriotism, of unswerving fidelity to principle. A faithful representative of
the people is one who supports Mr Ward, in office and out of it; all his opponents are traitors to
their country, wretched tricksters, miserable conspirators, fossils, tools of the squatters, bloated
capitalists, and in fact everything that is contemptible, vile and abominable.
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Following his retirement from politics an opinion was ventured that ‘the member for Gumeracha is superior
to the impulses of modesty and the restraints of good taste’:
The effrontery which has stood him such good stead throughout his career may well sustain him
to the last… In spite of many vagaries, much slipperiness and many changes of front, he has
played no mean part in beneficially revolutionizing our land system… The ruling motive of his
career has been selfishness. [His] glorification… has been the key to his action, the substance of
his patriotism.
Ward Crossing, according to Rodney Cockburn, connected the district councils of Melville and Warooka and
the swamp that it bridged was very difficult for traffic to negotiate and Mr Ward was instrumental in having
the swamp metalled, while his wife opened the new highway calling it ‘Ward’s Crossing’.
Captain Matthew Flinders christened Ward Isles in the Investigator Group, after the maiden name of his
mother.
Mount Ward, east of Lyndhurst; was named in 1911 by Sir Douglas Mawson after Dr L.K. Ward.
Ward Town was a subdivision of section 1101, Hundred of Port Adelaide, bisected by Christie Street; now
included in Largs Bay. Sarah Ward (1827-1917), the wife of the late John Ward (1816-1875), created it in
1875 and declared that ‘a better investment could scarcely be desired, as the almost certainty that the
Semaphore will become the Port places it beyond mere speculation.’ Rodney Cockburn, apparently in error,
attributes the nomenclature to Captain John R.H. Ward, a pioneer Portonian who arrived in 1839 and was
‘a licensed marine surveyor and helped to survey the coastline from Port Lincoln to Franklin Harbor. He died
in 1903, aged 85 years;’ his wife was the former Jane Best (ca.1821-1887).
Wardang Island - In Spencer Gulf west of Port Victoria and derived from the Aboriginal wordang - ‘wombat’.
The first recorded occupation of the island was by George A. Anstey in 1851 and, after 1 April 1861, Stephen
Goldsworthy (lease no. 965). A covenant was included in this lease giving Aboriginal inhabitants and their
descendants ‘full and free right of ingress, egress and regress into, upon and over’ the said island and to
‘the springs and surface water thereon and to make and erect such wurlies and other dwellings as they
have been heretofore accustomed, to make and erect and to take and use for food, birds and animals of a
wild nature.’
Goldsworthy transferred the lease to the Yorke Peninsula Aboriginal Mission Inc. on 8 April 1884 for £400
and, on 10 March 1887, a proclamation was published reserving the whole of the island for the use and
benefit of the Aboriginal inhabitants of the province; this followed the granting of Aboriginal lease no. 136
to the Mission for twenty-one years from 1 January 1887.
In 1927, it was reported that Mr Andrew Golly has spent more than 40 years on the island:
He went there in childhood with his parents and for many years has lived there alone, but he is
now about to return to the civilised world. This year Mr Littlety has taken over the island… The
only vessel that arrives there is the light-boat which comes to tend the automatic lighthouse on
the island every three months. For years horses have been bred there for the military in India…
There are thousands of goats which have run wild… There are also hundreds of pigs… Turkeys
which were introduced three years ago are plentiful… There are no animal pests though the wild
pigs are likely to destroy young turkeys and their eggs.
Its school opened in 1878 and closed in 1971.
In 1900, a number of mineral leases were issued over portions of the island and fifteen additional leases
were taken up by the Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty Ltd for a term of twenty-one years from 30 June
1918. A jetty was erected, circa 1915, by the company for the purpose of loading sand barges; it was
remodelled in the late 1930s and today it stands, in poor condition, over a length of 120 metres
In 1937, it was said that ‘the limelight of notoriety about [the] bunny is at present fiercer than usual
following the decision of the SA Government to make available portion of Wardang Island for experiments
in the use of a deadly virus to destroy him and his fellows’:
The virus myxomatosis will be used… An area of 30 miles will be fenced … It is used by the Point
Pearce Mission Station… There is a small settlement on the island and the lonely folk are kept in
touch with the outside world by radio. Three or four times a week the launch from the mission
crosses from the mainland…
Until 5 December 1940, the island was known as both ‘Wauraltee’ and ‘Wardang’. Baudin called it Isle Sterile
(The Arid Isle), while on Freycinet’s charts it is Is. Dalberg. (See Wauraltee).
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Wardlaw Vale - Near Belair, recalls A.G. Wardlaw, who owned several sections in the district. He died in
Adelaide on 9 September 1894.
Wardle - A road from Hindmarsh Valley to Encounter Bay crossed the river by way of Wardle Bridge at
Michael Wardle’s farm and the name was perpetuated when the structure was replaced in 1961. Prior to
building the original bridge, travellers had to wait until low-tide and then cross the Hindmarsh River on the
sandy beach, while a traveller, in 1861, complained that river crossings were dangerous, even when the
water was comparatively low.
In 1888, Mr Wardle (1810-1893) informed the public that, as the bridge was partly on his land, he had
closed it and intended doing so until he was compensated for the land of which he had been deprived. This
action was not well-received by the travelling public and one expressed his concern:
Having had occasion to cross the Hindmarsh I was very much taken by surprise to find the bridge
closed by a quantity of logs placed in the centre… It was constructed by the government and paid
for from the public Treasury, consequently … it belongs to the public… and why should a private
party be allowed to close it… Yet such is the case…
His son, George Wardle (1849-1905), is remembered by Wardle Dam, on section 90, Hundred of Yalpara,
He held the land from 1879 and when he left the district, in 1889, local settlers used his dam that, usually,
held water for most of the year. In 1957, it was enlarged and water pumped 10 km to Yalpara homestead.
Wardnuwartanha, Mount - East of Lyndhurst, is the Aboriginal name for ‘Nepouie Peak’. (See Nepouie
Spring)
Wark Well - On Cooke Plain, recalls David Wark, who held the area under pastoral lease. Born in Scotland,
in 1807, he arrived in the Welcome, in 1839, and died at Magill on 3 March 1862.
Warla - A railway station 20 km west of Murray Bridge. Aboriginal for ‘daylight’.
Warland - Facing the causeway at Victor Harbor is Warland Reserve, named in March 1946 and, probably,
honouring Edward Warland who was born at sea in the Singapore, in 1839; he died at Victor Harbor in 1922.
‘He was an old Victor Harbor identity, whose influence was a great factor in getting the railway extended
to that place’:
A dedicated townsman, [he was] founder of the Port Elliot Institute, and for years on the
committee of the Victor Harbor Institute. In about 1883 he joined the District Council of
Encounter Bay. He was a hard worker for the railway and interested in local politics, being
described as ‘a thorough going liberal with a distinct sympathy for the Labor Party as it was then
constituted.’
Rodney Cockburn records the name Warlands as lying between Mylor and Victor Harbor and being named
after his father, William Warland (ca.1802-1867). (See Warrakilla)
Warland Bottom - (See Second Creek & Slape Gully)
Warman Well - Named by C.G. Winnecke on 19 August 1883 after the expedition’s camel man.
Warn - On section 641, Hundred of Binnum; Aboriginal for ‘spear’.
Warnertown - The town, 13 km South-East of Port Pirie, proclaimed on 15 November 1877, was named by
Governor Jervois after his private secretary, John Henry B. Warner:
The new township lately surveyed and laid out at Government Dam, Napperby, and called
Warnertown is to be sold next month… But judge our surprise when we are informed that the
present site or platform is to be removed 1½ miles away from the township and adjacent to
private property, where the government have alienated the land on both sides of the line of
railway so if the station is removed, as at present anticipated, many intending purchasers in the
new township will absolutely refuse to buy allotments or settle down there at all…
The school, opened in 1878, closed in 1971. (See Quorn)
Warooka - The Tindale papers in the SA Museum say that it derives from waruka - ‘frog’ and goes on to say
that the name has fathered several meanings - ‘as warukadle it is “wild dog”, as wariuka (warriooka) it could
have been applied to a foreign ship, while wiruka is a local swamp [“muddy waterhole”].’
Rodney Cockburn suggested in 1908 that that it was a name given by Tom Giles to pastoral country taken
out in the early 1850s and said to be the ‘native appellation of a parrot with beautiful plumage.’ At the same
time J. Vigar of Warooka proclaimed that Warooka was first used by Messrs John Young and the late Mr
Thomas Robertson as the name for a post office:
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They both told me that it was a native designation of a swamp or lagoon on an adjoining section
which the blacks called ‘Warook’. The only native now living here told me it meant ‘mud’.
The town, 20 km west of Yorketown, was laid out on section 200, Hundred of Moorowie, and part section
20, Hundred of Para Wurlie, by James Angas Johnson of Lindsay Villa, near Angaston, in 1876; he obtained
the grant of section 200 on 17 November 1870 and advertised his creation in the following terms:
The attention of tradesmen and any looking for a safe investment is directed to this new
township. The site… secur[es] the whole of the trade by its proximity to the site selected for the
government jetty at Hardwicke Bay…
Rodney Cockburn’s recital of the town’s foundation is misleading, as evidenced by primary source
documents, and is in error when he says that Player ‘sold most of the allotments to the first residents there.’
Nicholas Player was employed by J.A. Johnson at Angaston and, in 1870, removed to Yorke Peninsula to
assist Mr Johnson in fence construction, etc.
On 26 October 1870, Johnson leased section 200 to John Chandler for five years who underleased it to
Player on 26 August 1872. On 23 January 1879, Player purchased 14 allotments in Warooka and 92 acres of
section 200. Prior to this, Player purchased section 114, Hundred of Moorooroo, in February 1872 and held
this land until his death. In respect of section 20, ‘Nicholas Player jnr of Angaston’ obtained the land grant
on 23 September 1875 but, prior to its issue, sold it to J.A. Johnson on 9 September 1875.
A proposed school was discussed in 1878; it opened in 1879.
On 22 May 1879, ‘a telegraph station and a new piece of road [to] Yorketown were formally opened’:
The necessity for the latter is quite evident. Warooka is situated on the crown of the Peasey [sic]
Range… at the base of which a salt marsh or swamp called the Moorowie Swamp, extends right
across the Peninsula from Hardwicke Bay to Sturt Bay, Formerly, the crossing of this marsh in
winter entailed a great deal of labour and difficulty on the part of settlers when conveying stores
across it…
A photograph of the town is in The Critic, 25 April 1903, page 7, of council members in the Observer, 23
March 1907, page 32, of the aftermath of an earthquake, etc, on 4 and 11 October 1902, page 23 and 34c,
of the opening of the Methodist Church in the Chronicle, 3 August 1907, page 30, of members of a rifle club
on 5 July 1934, page 33.
Waroona - A property in the Gawler Ranges; see pastoral lease no. 1589.
Waroonee, Hundred of - In the County of Herbert, was proclaimed on 5 August 1880. An Aboriginal word
meaning ‘place of burning’ and this is made intelligible in a myth that tells of the burning of the crow by his
opponent, the eagle, after he had trapped him in a cave on Waroonee Hill.
Warpoo - A railway station 10 km east of Gawler. Aboriginal for ‘plenty’.
Warrabillinna, Mount - In the Far North-West; the Aboriginal name for a local water soakage. Prior to 1918
it was ‘Mount Ferdinand’.
Warrachie - A railway station, 11 km south of Lock, on the Port Lincoln to Thevenard line. The school,
opened by Bridget McDonald in 1928, closed in 1951. Aboriginal for ‘emu’.
Warradale - The Warradale Post Office opened on 1 December 1917 at the Oaklands railway station and a
requisition for the name to be changed to ‘Warradale’ is to be found in 1923.
In 1940, a letter from Mr A. Hiscock reads:
The advent of the railway [in 1913] immediately gave rise to increased settlement… by 1917 a
Post Office became imperative. The Postal Department banned the name ‘Oaklands’… Our
committee appointed the late Mr George H. Hamilton and me to select a name and after much
research he chose ‘Warradale’ [his home was named ‘Warracowie’] and I chose ‘Ashmore’. Mr
Hamilton’s real preference was ‘Warraparinga’. He stated it was the Aboriginal name of that part
of the Sturt River in this neighbourhood. He, however, considered Warraparinga would be too
long to become popular and substituted ‘dale’ for ‘paringa’. The toss of a coin determined
Warradale…
The first subdivision to bear the name was Warradale Park laid out by Jessie D. Freebairn, in 1921, on part
section 181, Hundred of Noarlunga. (See Marion)
The need for a school was canvassed in 1926 when the Minister of Education was ‘asked to provide school
accommodation at Warradale (Oaklands)’:
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The district was growing rapidly and there were 60 children of school-going age. These were
forced to go to either Brighton or Glenelg… A block of land had been purchased by the
department and they asked that the construction of a school be expedited…
Photographs of Girl Guides are in the Observer, 31 July 1930, page 32, of a women’s athletics meeting in
the Chronicle, 27 November 1930, page 38.
Warrakilla - Rodney Cockburn says it means ‘a timbered locality’ but does not give its location. Fortunately,
Tom Dyster has recounted the history of William Warland and the Wheatsheaf Inn near Biggs Flat and, in
the course of an evocative essay, said that George Woodroffe Goyder, the Surveyor-General, remarried in
1871 and ‘went to live at Warlands’. (See Goyder)
Goyder renamed the old inn ‘Warrakilla’ (place of changing winds) and set about developing it into
a gracious residence. It commanded a fine view looking across the river flats which were studded
with beautiful big white gums… [He] died in 1897 [and] for more than three quarters of a century
his old home ‘Warrakilla’ lived on as one of his monuments. It was later to become the home of
the distinguished Crafter family from which came leading sportsfolk as well as a cabinet minister
in the Bannon government.
In 1983, the house succumbed to its second ordeal by fire, the horrific assault of the second Ash
Wednesday. Even so, gutted internally as it was, its stout walls stood firm as a reminder of the
strength and beauty that was once the home of a man who helped to build Mylor and South
Australia…
Probably, the name was adapted from a nearby gold mine as evidenced by the following report:
It is impossible to say, with any degree of accuracy, what amount of gold was found at Echunga
but, in 1896, it was estimated about £300,000 had been realised and, at that time, Bell’s lease
and the Warrakilla Mine were being worked with good returns near Donkey Gully, the site of the
initial ‘strike’.
As for the Wheatsheaf Inn, ‘William Warland worked for John Barton Hack at Echunga [following his arrival]
in the Singapore on 11 November 1839’:
A man of energy and ambition he soon sought land on his own account. In May of 1841 he
obtained a grant of 80 acres comprising section 3825, Hundred of Noarlunga, near the river and
close to the track taken by Hawdon and his overlanders. He was soon at work carting great loads
of water-worn pebbles from the river bed with which on his elevated site he built a substantial
residence…
Warland’s house was well placed to become a refreshment stop for tired and hungry carters and
farmers. [He] opened up a licensed inn and began to do very well. He was not to know it then,
but ten years later his Wheatsheaf Inn was to get an enormous boost to its trade. For gold was
discovered in the vicinity in 1852. Business was brisk for a few years after that!
After the 1860s, when mining began to decline, … [it] fell on less prosperous days. This too was
the era of increasing observance of the Wesleyan doctrine of total abstinence and the
Wheatsheaf became a temperance house. Those who wanted it could find other places to get
themselves a noggin or two, so trade at the old Wheatsheaf dwindled away. William Warland
had made his pile from it and gone to live at Victor Harbor. Other publicans carried on there till
at least 1876 when it still registered in records as a public house… (See Jupiter Creek & Warland)
Warrakimbo, Hundred of - In the County of Blachford, proclaimed on 6 December 1888 and taken from an
Aboriginal word applied to pastoral lease no. 1659 held by R.B. Smith in the 1860s; originally, it comprised
five leases taken up by Samuel Sleep from January 1856, described as ‘North-West of Mount Eyre.’ (See
Marrachowie & Cotabena, Hundred of)
Warramboo - An Aboriginal name for a ‘lake’, so called because of the prevalence of samphire swamps in
the district. The Hundred of Warramboo was proclaimed on 31 July 1913 and the town, 13 km south of
Kyancutta, on 19 July 1917; its school opened in 1920.
Warratta - Opened in 1881, the Warratta Vale Post Office stood on section 72, Hundred of Yaranyacka, 17
km North-East of Tumby Bay. The Warratta School, opened on section 454 in 1905 by Victor J. Mazzone,
closed in 1947. The name was taken from a local homestead. (See Yalluna)
Warre - Near Tanunda; Aboriginal for ‘high up’. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Schreiberhau’. In 1975, the name was
restored as ‘Schreiberau’, an ‘h’ being dropped at the request of local citizens.
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Warreanga - Derived from the Aboriginal wareanda, a collapsed cave and camp close to section 319,
Hundred of Caroline.
The pastoral country in which Mr W.E. Gladstone and the late Neil [Niel?] Black were interested
was situated in the South-East. In the early 1840s, Neil and Donald Black took up pastoral country
south of Mount Schank in what was then known as the Port Phillip district of New South Wales.
Neil Black’s run, Warreanga, contained 101 square miles and adjoined the State boundary and
running along the coast westward to Port MacDonnell…
Donald Black held the adjoining run of 45 square miles calling it Kongorong which is corrupted
from the native name Koongernoong, meaning ‘the corner of it’. Mr Buchanan managed the
Black’s cattle station and lived at Warreanga and a nephew of Mr Gladstone was obtaining
colonial experience under him…
This station was connected with what is believed to have been the first murder of a white man in
the southern portion of the South-East district, that of Captain John Broadfoot, of the ship Jane
Lovat which ran ashore near Port MacDonnell in 1853. On the adjoining run were two shepherds,
Crawford and Stevens, both convicts, who began to pilfer the cargo, and killed the captain. They
were arrested; Crawford escaped and was never rearrested.
Warren - Warren Gorge is derived from the Aboriginal waran, a name they applied to the place.
Coincidentally, or otherwise, Messrs Lovis and Edgar Warren occupied a home about 3 km miles south of
the gorge; the former was a Member of Parliament from 1907 to 1910.
The Hundred of Warren, County of Jervois, was proclaimed on 12 December 1895 and named after John
Warren, MLC (1888-1912). Born in Scotland, in 1831, he came to South Australia with his parents in the
Iona in 1842. Practically the whole of his life was spent in pastoral and agricultural pursuits and, as early as
1862, he was interested in a sheep station on what was to be the route of the Overland Telegraph Line,
holding it in partnership with his brothers-in-law, the Messrs Hogarth. He died in September 1914 at Mount
Crawford. As a pioneer colonist he expressed to the full the dangers and difficulties of opening up an
unknown country.
In 1910, a report on Warren Beach appeared but its location was not given:
Even when the wheat has been stacked [there] the shipping difficulties are extreme. The wheat
has to be pulled into shallow water by horse or bullock teams to open boats, which in turn take
the wheat to the ketches lying further out. Is there any wonder that the government is being
approached for more road grants and other facilities?
Warrenben, Hundred of - In the County of Fergusson, proclaimed on 24 January 1878 and derived from an
Aboriginal waterhole called warilbin, at the north east corner of section 20, meaning ‘windy place’; wari ‘wind’ and bina - ‘great’ or ‘big’. The ‘Warrenben Run’ was established by W. Burrage in 1853 (lease no.
314).
Warrengie - West of Meningie and the name of a lake-side sheep station where a woolshed and jetty were
built in 1873.
Warriapendi - The name given to a school at Glandore in 1980. Aboriginal for ‘to seek’ or ‘to find’. It was,
formerly, Moore Street Alternative School.
Warrimoo - Aboriginal for ‘eagle’. Laid out on section 1286, Hundred of Adelaide, by E.G. Butler, in 1926, it
was the former name of ‘Leawood Gardens’, adopted on 20 September 1941.
Warrina - A railway station on the Marree-Alice Springs line, 97 km NNW of William Creek. Aboriginal for
‘giving’. According to Rodney Cockburn the name was applied by Mr Mann, an engineer in charge of
construction of the line, who said it was applied by the Aborigines to the depot and camp near there. The
town of Warrina, surveyed in 1890, and taken out of pastoral lease no. 2489 held by J. and C.M. Bagot, was
never proclaimed. The school opened in 1889 and closed in 1891.
In 1889, a visitor there said ‘it is a native name, but of course I did not ask its signification!’
The settlement is one of the most important and bustling north of Hergott. It is the head camp
and will remain so unless another Bill should be passed authorising the continuation of the
railway, as it is only 54 miles from the extreme point to which the rails can be laid with the
money now available… Already in anticipation of the traffic being opened, station buildings and
officers’ quarters of weatherboard have been erected, but the other structures are of canvas and
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if the line continues beyond, or if the line is stopped, the inhabitants will literally ‘fold their
tents’, like the Arabs, and as silently steal away.
Warrinatta Well - East of Venus Bay. The ‘Warrinatta Run’ was established in 1888.
Warriner Creek - West of Lake Eyre South, named by B.H. Babbage in 1858, after Thomas Warriner, a
member of his party, who was born circa 1810 and died at Wilmington on 21 March 1887. An 1858 list of
the members of Babbage’s party records the name as ‘Warrener’.
Warringee, Point - On the southern shore of Lake Albert on section 367, Hundred of Bonney, near the bluff
at the South-Eastern end. Aboriginal for ‘place of initiation’. Karlowan was the last Yaralde man to be
initiated there. (See Karlowan)
Warrio Gap - About ‘5 miles South-East of Pernatty Lagoon’ named by Charles Swinden on 7 August 1857,
when he described it as ‘a remarkable gap in the ranges [named after] the blackfellow who showed the
country to Campbell’s party last January.’
Warrioota Station - The school opened in 1920 and closed in 1923. A photograph of school children is in
the Observer, 7 May 1921.
Warripari - The Aboriginal name for the Sturt River - ‘creek fringed with trees’. (See Marion & Warradale)
Warrow - Aboriginal for ‘violent storm’. An 1893 poem entitled ‘Aboriginal Nomenclature - By a Native’
reads:
Warrow - yes, its still warrow,
Meaning ‘loud voice of storm’;
Spirits rushing down the gullies,
Unfolding Wilto’s form.
In 1846, Messrs George, Elder and Peter applied for an occupation licence near Marble Range, while the
name appears first in connection with their pastoral lease no. 73 of 1851. A photograph of the pastoral
station is in the Observer, 3 November 1906, page 30.
The Hundred of Warrow, County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 15 July 1869. The Warrow Post Office, 29
km WSW of Cummins, opened in 1862 by R. Cotton, closed on 31 January 1981. Information on a proposed
school appeared in 1873; it opened in 1880 and became ‘Coulta’ in 1906.
In 1884, the so-called town of Warrow was not noted for the extent of its trade as the only building it could
boast of was a house of a settler who performed the functions of postmaster.
Energy and enterprise, however, [were] not dead in the vicinity as some two miles from Warrow
Mrs Germein has established a tomato sauce factory… she hopes in another year or two to try
her chance in the markets of the world…
Warru Hills - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘clay pan hills’.
Wartaka - A property north of Lake Gilles; see pastoral lease no. 2034.
Wartunagarika - A boggy spring near Bordertown meaning ‘waterhole where magpies fly over’ - wartu ‘swamp’ and garik - ‘white-backed magpie’.
Warturlipinha Hill - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘ring necked parrot egg’.
Warunda - A railway station 8 km north of Wanilla. Aboriginal for ‘swamp’. The Warunda School, opened
in 1908 by Catherine McCabe, closed in 1913. The Warunda Creek Post Office opened in October 1910. In
1909, members of the Australasian Ornithological party ‘who had been camping for nearly a fortnight at
Warunda… returned to Adelaide…’ [A lengthy and comprehensive report of their activities follows, including
information
on
Aboriginal
relics.]
Photographs
are
in
the
Observer,
23 October 1909, page 31, Chronicle, 6 November 1909, page 32.
Warwick - John Warwick (1835-1911) and James Warwick (1843-1903) held a pastoral lease from 1880 and
Warwick Dam is on the property South-East of Lake Torrens.
Warwick Estate was a 1912 subdivision of part section 237, Hundred of Adelaide, laid out by the executor
of James Pinchbeck; now included in Hyde Park. The name comes from England and derives from the Œ
warop - ‘shore, bank’ and wic - ‘dwelling place, village, town’.
Warwick Knob, North-East of Kanyaka, remembers William Warwick (ca. 1809-1864), the first lessee of
‘Holowilena Station’, who arrived in the Fairfield in 1839. (See Holowilena)
Wawirra - A property on the ‘eastern plains’; see pastoral lease no. 1057A.
Washington Gardens - A subdivision of part section 270, Hundred of Adelaide, when ‘special attention [was]
directed to the ideal bitumen road which leads direct to the city, making transit to and fro a pleasure’; now
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included in Myrtle Bank. It was laid out in 1924 by Emily M. Moorhouse whose ancestor, Washington
Moorhouse, the son of Dr Matthew Moorhouse, arrived in the Sir Charles Forbes in 1839; he died in 1901,
aged 53. (See Bartagunyah & Riverton)
[He] started a business with the late Mr Oliver Horner as miller and wheat buyer at Riverton. He
then moved to Port Pirie… and built a mill… he was an auctioneer and estate agent [and] after
leaving Gladstone he secured the contract with Mr Jesser to build the railway line from Farina to
Hergott. He was in a serious railway accident near Quorn when he was building this line…
Washpool - A waterhole in the Baderloo Creek, 13 km north of Spalding, in which sheep were washed prior
to shearing. Mary Cleary opened the Washpool School in 1913; it closed in 1953. (See Booyoolie) A
photograph of a Washpool tennis team is in the Chronicle, 21 March 1935, page 34.
Wasleys - Joseph Wasley, who arrived in South Australia in the Royal Admiral in 1838, is remembered by
the Wasleys Post Office opened in 1869, while the town was laid out in 1873 on part section 513, Hundred
of Mudla Wirra, 13 km north of Gawler, by George Thompson, printer of North Adelaide. The school opened
in 1874 and an Arbor Day is reported in the Chronicle, 14 August 1897, page 37a.
In 1904, it was reported that ‘a novel match was played on the local pitch between a team of single ladies
and gentlemen’:
The latter appeared in the most fantastic attire, including skirts and batted left-handed. The
game was bravely contested, but the sterner sex held their own, the result being ladies 33,
gentlemen 61. The side of an immediate haystack formed a grand stand and under its kindly
shade afternoon tea was provided by a committee of ladies…
A photograph of delivering wheat to the railway station is in the Chronicle, 29 January 1910, page 30, 3
March 1932, page 34, of hay stacks in the Observer, 1 March 1913, page 31, of Dr H.F. Altmann in the
Register, 17 October 1927, page 10, of ‘Back to Wasleys’ celebrations in the Chronicle, 28 October 1937,
page 36.
Watch, Mount - Near Glencoe in the South-East and described as ‘another historical spot’ and being the
highest grassy peak in the stringy-bark range between The Bluff and Mount Frill, ‘the first named so called
through Mr Robert [Leake] losing his watch there; I don’t think it was ever found’:
When riding through this part a spot was pointed out to me by him, where a number of sheep
were found that had been stolen and driven there by the blacks. A good few had been killed for
their immediate wants, and those found alive all had their legs broken, to prevent their getting
away; and in order that they could get some as required later on.
Watchanie - Watchanie Dam is on section 104, Hundred of Miltalie. The Watchanie Post Office stood on
section 12 and opened on 18 January 1906 when August B. Grund carried mails from that place to ‘Ulgera
Gap’, where he met the Cowell-Cleve mail once a week. The Watchanie School, opened by Mary C. Brennan
in 1909, closed in 1938; a photograph of school children is in the Chronicle, 6 August 1931, page 32.
Watchman - On section 116, Hundred of Stow, 11 km NNW of Balaklava. Weary teamsters built a hut there
and, as they slept, employed a man to watch their bullocks. At the time of survey, in 1874, there was erected
upon it a ‘pine hut with paling roof, very bad state of repair, 8½ feet by 13½ feet, value £2.’ Mention was
made, also, of sheep and cattle yards by the hut. In 1925, the name was applied to a post office on section
158.
In 1877, Watchman Plains School was conducted by Matilda C. Lear with 20 enrolled pupils; it opened in
1876 and closed in 1880.
Waterfall Gully - The first fall was called majunamarte by the Kaurna people and said to be a memorial to
a giant of their clan who was transformed by an evil being named Melarpi. The second fall, mimini, was a
memorial to the wife of Mayu, an ‘ancient giant of the Adelaide tribe’ who was transformed into a female
kangaroo by the aforesaid evil being. The third fall was named mulala as a memorial to the daughter of
Mayu; she was transformed into a crested pigeon.
In 1884, a tragedy was reported when an inquest was held at the Bath Hotel:
Into the circumstances of the death of a boy named Frederick Clisby who was drowned at
Waterfall Gully… On reaching the falls they proceeded to gather ferns… The deceased attempted
to jump across the rocks near the third waterfall and in so doing slipped and fell into a deep
waterhole below…
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Photographs are in the Pictorial Australian in January 1892 (supp.), of the kiosk in the Chronicle, 9 November
1912, page 29, Observer, 10 December 1927, page 8 (supp.).
In 1908, it was reported that ‘a path from the first fall leads to the famous Eagle-on-the-Hill where the
mountain scenery is truly exquisite’:
Within such a short distance from the city can thus be seen at small cost, falls, hills, glens, flower
gardens, unequalled, and when the electric trams run there - which, no doubt, in the near future
they will - in place of hundreds of cyclists and parties in vehicles visiting the waterfalls, there will
be thousands of citizens flocking to this really delightful place.
The name was applied to a subdivision of part section 268, Hundred of Adelaide, by Friedrich F. Brecht in
1912.
Watergate - Records of the Primitive Methodist Church show it as the site of a chapel near Mount Barker.
In 1854, there is mention of a flour mill operated by a Mr Marks, at Watergate and, in 1860, the opening of
a chapel ‘at Battunga, near Macclesfield.’ (See Battunga)
Waterhouse – George M. Waterhouse, MP (1857), MLC (1860-1864), born in Cornwall, in 1824, arrived
from Tasmania in 1843, where he, and his parents, had resided since 1839. He entered Parliament, in 1857,
as a Member for East Torrens and was a vigorous opponent of State aid for religion. He went to New Zealand
in 1864, entered Parliament and, for a time, was Acting-Governor. The Hundred of Waterhouse, County of
Robe, was proclaimed on 18 April 1861 and Waterhouse Bay and Point Waterhouse, on Thistle Island,
named by Governor MacDonnell in January 1862
Waterloo - In the early days, Waterloo Bay was known as Horn Bay and not shown on maps as ‘Waterloo’
prior to June 1865 when the Surveyor-General, G.W. Goyder, and Captain Bloomfield Douglas were in the
vicinity in the government vessel Flinders. Therefore, it is probable it, together with Points Wellington and
Wellesley, were so named to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the British victory over Napoleon at
Waterloo under the command of the Duke of Wellington, the former Arthur Wellesley. Local legend has it
that, following the murder of John Hamp by two Aborigines, the local indigenous people were rounded up
and driven to the bay, where they jumped over the cliff to their death.
The following extract is taken from Across the Bar to Waterloo Bay:
Records show that John Hamp, who was murdered on 23 June 1848, was speared first by
Malgalta and then by Mingalta. Both natives were brought to trial before acting Judge Cooper
and sentenced to death. However, proof of their guilt had not been established, and both were
subsequently reprieved.
The killing of John Hamp is considered to be the beginning of the legend of the native massacre
at Waterloo Bay, as already told in this book. Mr Daniel Myers’ words of Hamp’s murder and the
following events were: ‘Such a grim and dreadful happening caused great wrath and indignation
among the white folk in this isolated part of the State.’
Police and settlers scoured the country on horseback, collected many of the natives and drove
them towards Waterloo Bay, frightening them thoroughly. ‘Nowadays, this drive is known
throughout South Australia as the Waterloo Bay massacre and the results have been
exaggerated, the early settlers being loathe to speak of it.’ [Written in 1931].
It is said that, on 28 May 1849, some Aborigines raided Horn’s Lookout and killed three white settlers and
that the whites retaliated by killing three natives near or on the cliffs. Some people believe that this was
how the story of the massacre originated. There are many versions of the massacre, but nowhere is it
recorded, officially. Historians say it never occurred, while others believe that there is some foundation to
the campfire stories that have persisted for over a century.
In 1970 to coincide with the Cook Bicentenary Celebrations held in Sydney, The Aboriginal
Progress Association of South Australia and The Federal Council for the Advancement of
Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders requested permission from the Elliston District Council to
erect a cairn to commemorate the deaths of the Aborigines, on the cliffs of Waterloo Bay. The
Council would not agree to the cairn being erected to Aborigines who died in the alleged
massacre for lack of definite proof, but consented to one being commemorated to ‘Those
Aborigines who lost their lives in the early development of the area.’
The cairn was never proceeded with but, in 1971, ‘a plaque in memory of John Hamp marking the site of
his death was unveiled by Mr P. Penna…’
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In Fatal Collisions, the authors say:
Was there a massacre? There seems to be no direct evidence of any ‘crusade against the natives’,
in the official documents from the period 1848-1850. The out-letter book kept by Charles Driver
still exists, but there is no description of a massacre to be found in any of the many letters Driver
sent to the colonial secretary’s office in the period in question… Similarly, there is no direct
evidence in the memoirs written by individuals who were involved in the events of 1848-1849.
None of the policemen involved (Geharty, Tolmer and Henry Holroyd) has anything to say about
a massacre on the scale described in the legend… (See Horn, Lake)
The Alleged Massacre of Aboriginals at Waterloo Bay
A Long-Lost Story of the Murders of John Hamp and James Beevor

For nearly 100 years historians, both amateur and professional, have produced reams of conflicting
stories surrounding the murders of Messrs Hamp and Beevor on Eyre Peninsula on 23 June 1848 and 3
May 1849, respectively. Hereunder is another version, abridged from an account of the tragedies by
‘Betty Mac’ who declared that it ‘is as accurate as I can get it after much investigation’:
Practically all my life I have lived within 20 miles of the scene. I have heard most versions of that
day's work and have most vivid recollections of the ‘sandhill blacks’ as this tribe was called.
In what follows it is apparent that after Mr Hamp’s murder the so called ‘massacre’ was enacted and within
twelve months, in an act of vengeance, the perpetrator of the first murder repeated, according to the white
man’s law, the offence upon Mr Beevor.
Introduction
Mangultie was seeking his next meal [with his lubra, Poochera] when her shrill voice was a
screech and her finger pointed to the west… from the sandhills and from the cliffs those naked
savages viewed with superstitious awe the alarming creation as it sheltered behind Waldegrave
Island. A new era had begun, although those primitive folk knew it not, for it was the Investigator
with Captain Flinders on board… the long open bay in which he had sheltered had a new name by
which even some of the natives came in time to call it… It was Anxious Bay… The years passed by
bringing with them vast changes. White men mounted on strange animals an driving before them
other alien creatures, had come from the East…
The white men expected the Aborigines to work for food. But why work? Sheep were more
easily killed than a kangaroo or wallaby and the shepherds’ wives would always give food if
asked. Sometimes, argued the wise old men of the tribe, if they did work they would be whipped,
and here would be shown markings on thin, scraggy arms and legs… on half-naked bodies… And
so misunderstandings arose. Some unfortunate Aborigines were ill-treated, some innocent white
folk were killed, and for this crime the blackfellows paid… Nature and the continual hunt for food
had made the Aborigines cunning - and they were content to wait.
The Murder of Mr Hamp
On the shores of Lake Newland was erected a little hut, near the sheaoak trees, and in it lived a
shepherd and his two sons. Sometimes the boys would guard the sheep, yarding them at
nightfall, and the father would have the evening meal ready when the little lads' work was
done… One evening… the boys came home ready and hungry for their ‘tea’, but instead of their
father they saw a blackfellow at the hut. Mangultie with an exultant gleam in his eye, pointed
towards the camp oven. ‘Tea in there’, he said. And on lifting the lid the little lads beheld the
head of their father, and some distance away his body…
The police were informed, the troopers from their various far apart posts of duty came together,
and the whole district was aroused. Something had to be done. From North and East and South
came horseback riders armed with rifles… Separating and moving inland in various directions
those riders with their baying and barking dogs set off. Near and far they searched, gathering
together from the hills and the little lakes, from the waterholes, and from the wurlies by the
sandhills, the hunted Aborigines. Driving ever before them, those frightened men and women
and children towards the south, adding a few here and there, the strange journey went on…
Mangultie, with Poochera, hiding in a sandy wombat hole under a ledge of a rock, heard [them]
… A trooper came along [and] pulled the matted grey hair of her head, and she, too, joined the
hurrying throng of people - blackfellows with but one object, and that to escape from their
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pursuers… and ever onward were hurried a remnant of a tribe, and up and up, until the blue sea
was seen… booming and splashing unceasingly… unheeding the puny dark forms above, and
those, too, which clung to the very face of the cliffs. ‘The blacks have had a great fright - and they
will never forget it’, agreed that little handful of white folk that night as they dispersed from the
cliffs at Waterloo Bay.
When the stars were shining and the curlews, with eerie cries ran over the hills, Mangultie crept
out of his hiding place and to the east he sped… From afar he selected a suitable clump of trees,
and from these he chose the strongest, straightest bough he could find… Afterwards it was said
among the blacks that Mangultie’s spear was the best of all, but Mangultie said but little - he
would shake his greying head and mutter to himself…
The Murder of Mr Beevor
[Mangultie’s] wurlie was apart from the camp and mostly he dwelt alone… near Mount Joy… His
chief interest centred round a tiny shepherd’s hut in that vicinity... As the white man sat at his
little window… a small aperture in one wall… [and] unused to the bush, the shepherd’s ear was
not attuned to catch a tiny discordant note… But the blackfellow's naked feet touched softly…
Mangultie with his bitter memories and with his spear in his hand, a lean and aged figure, crept
quietly, softly towards the hut… Mangultie’s spear was ever sure… At Parkin, on the shores of
Venus Bay, at the gaol to the east of the township, Mangultie was hanged… Parkin is but a
memory, for among the drifting sands of this half-forgotten town the houses have fallen and the
old gaol, too, is but a heap of crumbling stone…
*****************
Corroborating Evidence
Mr W. A. Barns who retired from pastoral activities on the West Coast in 1920 commented on the
‘massacre’:
Yes, they were driven over the cliffs. I had one of them in my employ. He was known as Downhip
Jimmie. He was only a boy of 12 or 14 at the time and when he went over the cliffs his hip was
put out and it never got right again.
In 1868, John Hamp’s son, John Chipp Hamp (1835-1905), told of how he discovered his father’s body and
of the rally made by the few settlers then in the district and of how they roused up the natives and how
they made for the coast, where many of them were driven over the rocks and perished in the sea.,
Michael S.W. Kenny went to the West Coast in 1876 and ‘lived fifty years behind the bar’ of the Colton
Hotel where he ‘heard most things’. In his reminiscences he recalls talking on many occasions with a former
policeman, J.W. Ger(h)arty (1816-1897) - Mr Kenny records the name as ‘O’Garaghty’ - who was a trooper
in the district from the 1840s until taking up a pastoral run near Venus Bay in 1856. Mr Kenny concluded
that according to this informant:
There was nothing in that yarn about the settlers driving the blacks over the cliffs at Waterloo
Bay… One lubra might have fallen over the cliffs, but the wholesale massacre is all moonshine.
There is another Waterloo Bay, North West of Troubridge Hill, Hundred of Melville.
The village of Waterloo was advertised in 1840:
Osmond Gilles… has appropriated the section 14… The site is favourably chosen on the fine sheet
of water connected with the [Onkaparinga] river, called Lake Osmond and is intersected with the
main road from Adelaide to Sydney, Mount Barker, etc and within an easy distance of the rising
village of Hahndorf…
The Hundred of Waterloo in the County of Light, proclaimed on 7 August 1851, was named by Governor
Young after the Battle of Waterloo.
The town of Waterloo, on part section 100, laid out by William Mahood, in 1865, and probably christened
to mark the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo; it is a Flemish word meaning ‘watery marsh; the
‘Waterloo Inn’ once stood at the corner of St Kilda and Port Wakefield Roads while the town was said to
have:
Many natural advantages, surrounded by rich agricultural land, a never-failing supply of water,
abundance of wood on the east and western ranges and stone for building purposes of the very
best quality. The first sale of allotments was held on the 20th… I am happy to say that there is a
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certainty of this place going ahead. Already the new inn is in progress and this week a gentleman
from the Woodside district is to commence the erection of a mill, which will give the first great
impulse to the township…
The Waterloo School on the Adelaide Plains opened in 1868 and closed in 1970. Waterloo Corner was laid
out by Southern Estates Ltd, in 1960, on part section 5028.
A photograph of jubilee celebrations of the Lutheran Church is in the Chronicle, 30 November 1907, page,
30.
Waterport - An 1865 subdivision of part section 105, Hundred of Goolwa, by Edward Wright. There was no
suitable underground water in the vicinity of Port Elliot, but there were several good quality springs in the
‘Government Paddock’ or ‘Waterport’. A reticulated system, the first in South Australia was constructed in
1852-53.
In 1855, it was said to be on ‘the only section in the neighbourhood where good fresh water can be
obtained’:
26 acres… have been purchased by the government to secure a supply of water to their township
and wells have been opened in various parts of the portion now to be disposed of where water
of the best description is readily obtainable at a depth of from four to seven feet. The situation is
delightful and commands a view of two bays with a background of beautiful woodland scenery.
The distance from the sea gives… advantages of its sea breezes without the annoyance of its
storms.
Watervale - A descriptive name taken from a creek of the same name flowing into the River Wakefield and
applied to a town, 14 km south of Clare, created by David Davies in 1851 on section 146, Hundred of Upper
Wakefield. Shortly after its foundation a visitor described it as being ‘very prettily situated; two public
houses; mobs of drunken bullock drivers; large gardens and cottages generally covered with bark, a
favourite covering in the north.’ Education Department records show the school opening in 1853 and the
opening of a schoolroom is reported in 1859. Its post office was opened by Charles Greenslade in 1850.
In 1851, a roving reporter said ‘Watervale and its neighbourhood are pleasing, but the village is by no
means as picturesque’:
It lies in a flat, through which runs a creek, or should run, to join the Wakefield, to which we
came soon after leaving Watervale. It is a populous place for its size, containing, perhaps, thirty
houses, and a hundred inhabitants. At the entrance from Penwortham, Dr Moreton, a medical
gentleman, resides in a good-looking house. Near it is one of the two inns in the village, that kept
by Bleechmore; the other is at the opposite extremity of the High Street, which contains stores,
butchers’ and blacksmiths’ shops, and… other necessary trades.
A photograph of a golf course is in the Chronicle, 31 May 1934, page 38, of a football team on 12 September
1935, page 37.
Waterville - A subdivision of section 1108, Hundred of Port Adelaide, now included in Glanville. Henry Giles
laid it out, circa 1857. (See Freshwater & Sandwell)
Waterwitch Channel - Near Streaky Bay, named after the government cutter Waterwitch that engaged in
marine surveys off Eyre Peninsula while, earlier in 1840, she provided supplies along the west coast as far
as Fowlers Bay for Edward J. Eyre and party during their epic trek to King George Sound, in Western
Australia. (See Moorundie)
Waterworks Town - An 1876 subdivision of sections 237, 258 and 260, Hundred of Pirie, by William Wood
(1837-1900), storekeeper of Yankalilla, who arrived in the Parthenous in 1858; now included in
Solomontown. It was the site where water was received from the Nelshaby Reservoir.
Watherston, Lake - West of Lyndhurst, discovered by two pastoralists, Messrs Bunn and Watherston
(sometimes spelt Weatherstone), who held a pastoral lease near Mount Coffin from 1858. Alfred P. Burtt,
Corporal of Police, mentions that, while out looking for Babbage in 1858, he steered for some water
discovered by Messrs Bunn and Watherston in July 1856.
It would appear from known facts that the lake should be named ‘Watherston(e)’. Pastoral lease no. 575
of 14 October 1858 recites the name of ‘John Weatherstone’ throughout the document but, clearly, he
signed it ‘John Watherstone.’ See, also, under ‘Leigh Creek’ where Messrs Bunn and Weatherstone are
shown as occupying a run near Leigh Creek, in 1857, and selling it in 1859.
In a letter to the SA Archivist in 1939, J.D. Somerville of the SA Museum said, ‘in Pastoral Pioneers Vol.
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2, John Weatherstone is referred to… “I think the spelling should be ‘Watherston’… Alex Watherston [18101887, who arrived in the Hooghly in 1839] was appointed to take charge at Poonindie”.’ Mr Somerville went
on to say that in a box of Poonindie Mission papers there was a bill with a printed heading ‘Debtor to John
Watherston, North Hotel, dealer in wine and spirits.’ The bill was dated 1866 and endorsed ‘Received
payment, John Watherstone’ (sic).’ [Born ca.1835, he arrived in the Hooghly in 1839 and died on 31 March
1893 when he was described as a ‘publican at Port Lincoln’.] (See Leigh Creek)
To confuse the issue further the following appeared in 1887 in respect of Alexander Watherston(e):
Available evidence suggests that there were two men with similar names for it would appear to
be impossible for ‘Mr Watherston’ to discover the lake in 1856 and at the same time manage the
Poonindie Mission.
He arrived by the ship Hooghly in 1839 in charge of the first imported bull sent out for the South
Australian Company. He was one of the first to cross the Murray and manager of the Point
McLeay and Albert Runs for the company. From 1852 to 1858 he was in charge of the Poonindie
Mission Station and afterwards overseer of the Port Lincoln Roads Board…
Further, biographical records show a James Watherston (ca.1835-1896) arriving in the Hooghly in 1839 and
residing on Boston Island and George (1857-1946) and William Watherston (1856-1905), sons of Alexander
Watherston, residing at Port Lincoln.
Watraba - Aboriginal for ‘a plain’. The town in the Hundreds of Bagster and Catt, 13 km west of Uworra,
was proclaimed on 25 October 1928. The school, opened in 1931, closed in 1942.
Watson - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line 293 km west of Tarcoola. John Christian Watson, a
former Prime Minister and first leader of the Federal Parliamentary Labor Party. (See Barton)
Watson Bluff and Watson Park, near Strathalbyn, were named after John Rankine’s father-in-law. His wife
was the former Mary Miller Watson. (See Strathalbyn)
Watson Gap, in the Hundred of Goolwa, probably honours Rev. John Watson who obtained the Land Grant
of section 2289 on 11 September 1851. A tramway bridge was built there in 1864, the contractor being a
Mr Redman (probably David Stott Redman (1828-1914), farmer, of Hindmarsh Valley).
Watson Glen, in the Far North-West, was named by Ernest Giles on 10 September 1873 after J.B. Watson
of Sandhurst, Victoria a contributor to the expedition’s funds.
Mount Watson, in the same area, was named by David Lindsay on 7 July 1891 after Professor Archibald
Watson, MD, of the Adelaide University, ‘as an appreciation of his kindness in assisting as Sir Thomas Elder’s
agent in the formation of the party.’
Wattle - Wattle Flat Post Office on section 417, Hundred of Myponga, operated from 1888 until 30 June
1956. Its school opened in 1859 and closed in 1948. A photograph of the celebration of the golden wedding
of Mr & Mrs Charles Symonds is in the Chronicle, 22 July 1937, page 34.
Wattle Grange School on Kangaroo Island was known previously as ‘Wattle Grove’.
Wattle Grove School near Binnum opened as ‘Wallabrook’; name changed in 1917 and closed in 1954.
Wattle Park was a descriptive name applied to an Adelaide suburb created by Simpson Newland and J.H.
Luxmoore, in 1882, when they subdivided part section 289, Hundred of Adelaide. Possibly, the name was
taken from ‘Wattle Grove, a home built on Kensington Road by William Robert Cooke in 1850’:
The original 17·2 hectare site included a scullery, dairy, stable and servants’ cottages. The
mansion was extended in the 1880s and purchased by the Education Department in 1956, when
it became the ‘Wattle Park Teachers’ College’.
In 1973, it became a Resource/Conference Centre. The property was sold for $2·3 million on 18 August
1989.
Wattle Range is north of Millicent and the ‘Wattle Range Run’ was established by J. McIntyre in 1851 and,
later, held by Ewen Cameron (lease no. 212). A school operated in the vicinity on a subsidised basis and,
apparently, existed in 1945 only. (See ‘Source Notes’ under ‘Lochaber’ for more detailed information on
Ewen Cameron.)
Wattle Vale School in the Kadina district opened in 1887 and closed in 1893.
Wattle View School was opened in 1928 in rented premises on part section 14A, Hundred of Stokes, by
Dorothy O.A. Hall; it became ‘Cockaleechie’ in 1930 and closed in 1943.
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Rodney Cockburn says Wattleville was the locality of a new service in connection with the metropolitan
water works and once densely clothed in wattle trees. It marked the residence of Thomas Reynolds, a
Premier of South Australia. (See Reynolds, Hundred of)
In February 1881 it was said that ‘Messrs Hanton & Dalton’s jam factory at Fullarton is unquestionably one
of the most important of the many establishments in this colony devoted to the industry of jam making and
fruit preserving’:
It is many years since Wattleville jams were first introduced to the public of the colony by the
manufacturer, the late Thomas Reynolds. After the Wattleville estate passed out of the hands of
his representatives the jam making industry was carried on with varying success, but it was not
till the present proprietors came into possession that it began to take the prominent position
that it now occupies.
Wattleville, as it was formerly called, lies on the Fullarton Road, about three miles from
Adelaide. It is 29 acres in extent, over ten of which are planted in fruit trees. During the regime of
the former occupiers the orchards and other parts of the property were allowed to sink into a
general state of neglect, but Messrs Hanton and Dalton having secured the property on very
favourable terms have spent large sums of money in labor and improvements to bring it back to
its pristine condition of cultivation.
Wattlebury Estate was described in 1926 as 27 allotments in Wattlebury Road, Lower Mitcham.
Watts - Watts Bridge was adjacent to a property owned by Henry Watts on section 63 ‘on the south road.’
Watts Gully, near Forreston, was named after James Watts who discovered gold there in 1884. According
to the Register of 23 May 1885 the co discoverer was Gustav de Boursier. The field was opened up early in
1885 when ‘a large number of men, who were doing nothing elsewhere, hastened to the field’:
Within a short time 200 of them had congregated and two stores and three blacksmiths were in
full swing. Mr Watts secured a couple of reef claims and asserted that he had perfect faith in its
wealth and predicted that more gold would be taken out of the gullies in the neighbourhood
than could be imagined. He was a first class practical miner with an almost intuitive knowledge of
where to sink for gold but met with an accident and had to have his leg amputated.
Mrs Watts stayed on with her crippled husband and five children. Like others on the field they
lived in a tent and, when the crowd thinned and feeling the need for a home, she built a hut with
her own hands, working every day for months. To keep the family going she went out washing,
walked seven miles into Gumeracha, washed 27 dozen items for four shillings and walked back
home. To augment her income she cut down gum trees and split them into posts and, for 150 of
them, received one pound.
Her husband died in 1922. Accordingly, with the aid of her eldest son, she kept her home at Watts Gully
and her interviewer concluded with the comment that ‘an elderly white horse draws her to Gumeracha
when she goes out’:
Her little garden with its blur of morning glories keeps her busy and the sounds of the picks rising
and falling after gold in the valley below keeps her happy. Watts Gully may be coming good
again.
Watts Range was a school near Bundaleer opened by John O’Connell in 1881; it closed in 1915.
Watts Sugarloaf, on section 104, Hundred of Cudlamudla, honours C. H. Watts who, with Hugh Proby, held
the country prior to 1851, when it was named by H.C. Rawnsley. (See Rawnsley Bluff)
Watulunga - Rodney Cockburn records this name but gives no location of it. Aboriginal for ‘place of the
eagle’.
Watunga - The name of the Shannon homestead on section 129, Hundred of Belvidere. (See Duck Ponds &
Moculta)
Waukaringa - An Aboriginal name taken from George Hiles’ sheep run (leases nod. 171-72) of the 1860s. In
July 1873, while tending a flock of sheep on the run, a shepherd named Watson discovered some quartz
bearing stone on what was to become known as the Waukaringa Reef; following crushing at a battery near
Stirling North it yielded very encouraging results. A few months later, some seven kilometres from this site,
gold was found in the same reef and, by the close of the year, the field resembled a racecourse with white
flags in rows extending the whole length of the reef from east to west.
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In August 1874, the Alma Gold Mining Co was formed; it erected a stamping battery of ten heads in a gully
where water was plentiful; however, in time it was realised that the gold produced was not covering
working expenses. This, together with the mining depression, occasioned the collapse of the Northern
Territory ‘bubble’ and caused mining in the district to be discontinued. In 1879, the Victorian Gold Mining
Co commenced working on the field and, in 1881, it amalgamated with the Alma company.
Official records show that up to 31 March 1890 it was estimated that over ₤142,000 was spent on the Alma
and Victoria mine for a return of a little less than ₤92,000 in gold production.
The Waukaringa Post Office, 35 km north of Yunta, opened in 1875 in the County of Lytton. The district
was the scene of a gold rush in the late 1880s and the town, proclaimed on 1 November 1888, ceased to
exist on 8 July 1982. By 1894, it had a population of about 250 and a roving reporter claimed that it had the
largest crop of babies in proportion to its population he had ever seen; it boasted of a post office, telegraph
station, State school (opened in 1886, it closed in 1944), a twelve-bed hospital, two stores, a hotel, a
Democratic Club where drinks were supplied to members, two butchers, a Wesleyan Church and a
policeman.
[In 1892], the police station - two rooms and a kitchen; the said kitchen being used as a
courthouse… There is what the Government calls a hospital, not fit to stable a horse. It is not
windtight or watertight.
A correspondent talked of the ‘Neglect of Waukaringa’ in 1892:
In Waukaringa you have only to see the neglect of the Government. First there is our school, with
an attendance of 75 children, only big enough for 40, both sexes mixed up together; it is simply
disgraceful. Then the schoolmaster’s residence is a tin shanty, 8 by 10 [feet], to live and sleep in.
The school building is without a fence, but perhaps the Government think it does not matter, as
the children only belong to working men. Then there is the policeman - two rooms and a kitchen,
the said kitchen being used as the courthouse.
The front is to the east and there is no verandah. The place is simply an oven on a hot day. There
is what the Government calls a hospital, not fit to stable a horse in. It is not windtight or
watertight, and by the look of the place has been in use several generations… [The hospital
premises were transferred from Teetulpa where it was established in 1886; as from the time of
transfer a doctor was at the field whereas, previously, the Government paid £12/12/0 per visit
for a doctor to visit from Peterborough.]
Again, some time ago a water trust was formed to get pure water. The Government asked £50
per annum for the mudholes then in Waukaringa… Now let us see the state [of them] - Cox’s dam
was made by the Government but they forgot to finish it, for it never held any water from the
day it was made… No, 2 mudhole, called a tank, the Government had in use nine years and never
once cleaned it… At last to save fever breaking out, our mine manager and his men are working
day and night cleaning [it], Sunday included, but they get no beer, because they are forbidden to
drink beer on a Sunday in this Christian country. The men have taken 40 tons of filth out of this
tank…
By 1905 both the mineral wealth and the town had declined and were being kept alive by station
hands, prospectors and drovers ‘in a dreary sort of suspended animation.’ Indeed, it was said the
town almost justified the local policeman in arresting it for having no visible means of support. Its
arrest, however, was effected by another agency, namely, the total cessation of mining
operations - A most weird look of decay is visible everywhere. Chimneys of all shapes amply
confirm that the town consisted at one time of 600 to 700 inhabitants. Three huge chimney
stacks, a handsome stone house for the manager, and the large dump heaps everywhere mark
the site of the once rich and famous Alma and Victoria Mine…
Waukaringa residents still live in hopes of this rich shoot, or vein, being again found to the
salvation of those who still remain… Mr John Davey, an old theatrical identity, and later a wellknown coach driver, keeps the local hostelry… The government maintain a police station here… It
is hard to justify such expenditure, as the ordinary layman would conclude that a trooper’s time
would be wasted in such a small community. The post and telegraph office is a small galvanised
iron and weather board structure which does not add to the beauties of the street in which it is
in. I was informed that the telegraph facilities were about to be replaced by a telephone…
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Mr J.E. Holliday keeps a store and boarding house. A butcher’s shop and a few private dwelling
houses, all of iron, make up the rest of the settlement, though unsightly ruins in every direction
attest the fact that the place is in a dying condition. The schoolmaster’s residence is a tin shanty,
8 by 10, to live and sleep in… The police station - two rooms and a kitchen; the said kitchen being
used as a courthouse… There is what the government calls a hospital, not fit to stable a horse. It
is not windtight or watertight.
In 1932, Mrs S.D. O’Reilly was caretaker of the tank, receiving half fees for sales; the charges were:
Camels per drink 2d
Horses or cattle per drink 1d
Sheep (not exceeding 50) 6d
Sheep (not exceeding 100) 9d
Each additional 100 9d
For domestic purposes per 10 gallons ½ d.
Photographs of donkey races are in the Chronicle, 18 May 1933, page 36, of a horse race meeting on page
38.
Wauraltee - Originally, the name was applied as waralti to an Aboriginal camp on section 245 between
Mount Rat and Port Victoria - ‘bandicoot island’. The Hundred of Wauraltee, County of Fergusson, was
proclaimed on 31 December 1874. The Wauraltee (now Wardang) Island was taken up under pastoral lease
no. 14B by G.A. Anstey in 1851. The Wauraltee Post Office, 26 km SSW of Maitland, opened in June 1877
by James C. Leonard, closed on 31 October 1955. The school opened in 1879 and closed in 1946. In 1907 it
was described as ‘a little hamlet comprising a handsome red-roofed Wesleyan Church, a strongly built
Institute, a weatherboard public school, a general store and some private houses…’ (See Victoria, Port &
Wardang Island)
A photograph of coursing dogs and their owners is in the Chronicle, 20 August 1910, page 30.
Waurkungrie - (See Ulooloo)
Waverley - An 1880 subdivision of section 963 and part section 934, Hundred of Adelaide, by Walter B.T.
Andrews and James Miller Anderson; now included in Crafers and Upper Sturt. It was said that, ‘its altitude…
ensures a remarkably cool climate… which combined with the glorious views of hill, dale and ocean
obtainable from every part… must make it the most charming of summer resorts.’ The name occurs in
Surrey, England and is derived, probably, from the Œ waver - ‘brushwood’; Mr Andrews was born in London,
portion of which is in Surrey. Rodney Cockburn attributes its creation to the aforementioned gentlemen
and that J.H. Packard said Mr Andrews was a great admirer of the Waverley novels and this fact accounted
for the name.
In 1908, May Vivienne, in her history book titled Sunny South Australia, says that Waverley Ridge was ‘one
of the most delightful walks in the district.’
Wawirra Creek and Well - Fifty-six km NE of Yunta; taken from an adjoining pastoral run.
Way - Sir Samuel J. Way, Chief Justice (1876-1916), was born In Hampshire on 11 April 1836, ‘arrived in
Adelaide on 6 March 1853’ [sic]:
He became very interested in law and immediately began to study. At the age of twenty-five he
had passed all his examinations and was admitted to the Bar. In his very first year he more than
proved his ability as a lawyer, for the way in which he handled the dispute called ‘The Moonta
Mining Case’ brought young Samuel Way into great prominence. In 1875, prevailed upon to
contest the District of Sturt seat in the House of Assembly, he was successful and became
Attorney-General. Then, in the following year, at the age of forty, he was appointed Chief Justice
for South Australia.’ (See Hatherleigh & Seaview)
The Hundred of Way, County of Musgrave, was proclaimed on 22 June 1876 and its school opened in 1886
and closed in 1906. The County of Way was proclaimed on 17 January 1889. The Way Post Office, 40 km
from Elliston, was opened in September 1882 and closed in April 1912.
In 1899, the South Australian Company created the suburb of Wayville on part sections 221 and 239,
Hundred of Adelaide, in memory of Reverend James Way, the father of Sir Samuel J. Way, who conducted
‘Way College’ in the district. Born in Devon, in 1804, he came to South Australia in the Anna Maria in 1850
[sic]; he died at Noarlunga in August 1884.
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A photograph of residents playing cricket on the Parklands is in the Observer, 2 October 1909, page 29, of
the Methodist Ladies College in the Chronicle, 30 March 1933, page 31.
Weaner Flat - On part section 87, Hundred of Melville. According to Rodney Cockburn it was a weaning
station when the locality was in pastoral occupation. The name was given, also, to a subdivision of part
section 87, Hundred of Melville, by Edward Jacobs, storekeeper, in 1875; now included in Yorketown. In
1874, ‘a German and English School’ was opened by E.S. Schroeder. The location of Weaner’s Flat School
cannot be given but, on 2 May 1877, William Gregor, the owner of section 288, transferred one acre, one
rood and fourteen perches of the section to Edward Jacobs, Theodor Lohrman, Adolph Frost, Herman
Aldenhoven and George Heaney.
These persons, on 6 September 1877, transferred the land to the Council of Education. Whether this area
was used for school purposes prior to transfer is unknown. Further portions of section 288 were acquired
later. In 1918, the school area was increased by the dedication of section 417.
This section was formerly portion of section 288, of which a considerable area was repurchased by the
government about 1891. Portion of sections 288 and 417 are now known as the ‘Yorketown School’ and,
from records, have always been known as such. Plans for the erection of the first building were prepared
and signed in January 1878 and are in the Architect-in-Chief’s Office. On a diagram survey of April 1869,
‘Weaner’s Flat’ is shown as being on the southern portion of sections 291 and 294S. A hut is shown as being
near the South-East corner of 291 and a well (now a reserve) near the North-Western corner of the section,
now numbered 583.
Wearing Gorge - In the North Flinders Ranges. In 1854, John H. Angas employed Alexander Wearing to drive
2,000 sheep from Mount Remarkable to ‘Old Wirrealpa’ on the eastern plains of the central Flinders Ranges.
Later, he took his wife and family there and started a new life in the wilderness. Today, the only memorial
to the Wearing’s as pioneers is the Wearing Gorge on the road from Blinman to Arkaroola where, today,
the ruins of the homestead to the left of the road, a well and the lonely graves of two of their children may
be seen. Another source says it is derived from an Aboriginal word wirringya - meaning unknown.
Weathered Hill - (See Mirage Creek)
Weaver Lagoon - On section 180, Hundred of Dalrymple, recalls Alfred Weaver who took up an occupation
licence on 2 July 1846. Born in Bristol, England, in 1801, he arrived in the Katherine Stewart Forbes in 1839,
died in 1891 and is buried at Saint Marys. (See Stansbury)
The name Weavers was given to a school opened as ‘Hundred of Dalrymple’; name changed in 1925; closed
in 1941.
Webb Beach - In 1972, following a request from the District Council of Mallala, the Lands Department
subdivided an area of Crown Lands about one mile south of Port Parham into holiday home sites. The
Council requested that the area be named ‘Webb Beach’ as ‘the name of Webb has been associated with
Port Parham for many years and one descendant of the original family still resides at Port Parham.’ Charles
Webb (ca.1841-1928) arrived in 1865 in the Coldstream and is buried at Dublin.
Webling, Point - Near Port Broughton was where ‘Mr Webling figured in a disagreeable experience which
resulted in the name’:
He was left on a peninsula near to Port Broughton, with a week’s supply of food, while the
schooner visited other sections of the coast. The vessel grounded in a storm and when it
returned, several days overdue, Mr Webling’s food supply had vanished and he was keeping
himself alive by catching fish and cockles. The spit of land was thereupon named after him. (See
Althorpe Isles)
Weblyn - In 1927, this subdivision was ‘bounded on the east by the main Victor Harbor Road, on the south
by the Government Remount Farm and Marino Golf Links on the western boundary.’
Wedge - The largest of the Gambier Isles in Spencer Gulf is Wedge Island, named by Matthew Flinders on
24 February 1802 because of its shape; on Freycinet’s charts it is shown as Isle Marengo. The pioneer
pastoralists on the island were J. and J.W. Daw in 1859. Surveyed into nine sections by Arthur Chamberlain,
in December 1883, it was gazetted for sale by credit on 24 April 1884. During World War II it was utilised as
a radar base for the RAAF and approximately 40 personnel were stationed there and, among other duties,
they exterminated the goat population and erected a 50 metre long jetty, still in good order on the northern
coast.
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Mount Wedge 30 km North-East of Elliston, was named in September 1839 by E.J. Eyre on account of its
shape. The school, opened in 1915, closed in 1970.
In 1906, it was said that ‘the granite outcrop of the mount [was] responsible for some richer slopes of land
and one is not surprised to find the crops more advanced and indicative of higher yields, than among the
limestone flats. The Dinnison family have been settled here since 1883 and farm some 30,000 acres…
Superphosphate has only been used in two years and no fallowing has been attempted…’
Weedna - The Weedna copper mine, ‘42 miles NE from Leigh Creek and 1½ miles from Weedna Springs’,
was discovered by S.C. Gubbin, in 1898. The Weedna Post Office, ‘415 miles north of Adelaide via Leigh’s
Creek’, was opened in May 1900; it closed in October 1900.
Weekeroo - A property near Port Augusta; see pastoral lease no. 431.
Weepowie Spring - Near Parachilna. Aboriginal for ‘ant water’.
Weeroona - The BHP holiday resort, Weeroona, situated near Point Lowly, was established for its
employees and is an Aboriginal word for ‘resting place’. (See Bonython) The gift of the resort, located ‘two
miles beyond Point Lowly’, to the Port Pirie council was reported on 23 December 1927.
Rodney Cockburn says that a resort for employees of Associated Smelters was established at False Bay,
near Whyalla, and a competition organised for the choice of a name and about 3,000 suggestions were
received the joint winners being H.J. Campbell, W.J. Muldoon and G. Hinks. The name ‘Restoria’ secured
the second prize for H. Schroeder and D. Bayley was awarded third for ‘Port Frolic’. At the outset it was
announced that ‘Weeroona’ would be a dry area, the use of intoxicants being absolutely forbidden.
By 1918, a relocation had occurred as evidenced by the following report:
The health resort in the course of construction by the Associated Smelters across the gulf at
Rocky Bay has been spoken of as a camp… The camp is just a makeshift arrangement and there is
an absence of the ordinary conveniences of life, but at a beach, 18 miles from Port Pirie, the
preparations for the holiday makers are on more permanent lines. Water has to be carried from
Port Pirie, but two tanks, each with the capacity of 20,000 gallons, will be ample for all needs…
The attractions of the resort are felt elsewhere and the company has received an application
from a distant organisation to permit 300 visitors to enter the camp at Easter…
The removal of the ‘rest camp’ from Weeroona to Mount Fergusson (sic) was discussed in 1929 (in 1926,
there was a report of a Broken Hill Associated Smelters employees holiday park ‘18 miles from Port Pirie’).
This site was on Weeroona Island, a low mound on Germein Bay, 12 km north of Port Pirie, known formerly
as ‘Benjamin Hill’, ‘Price Nob’ and ‘Port Flinders’. (See Mount Ferguson)
Weeroopa - An Aboriginal word for a ‘crested parakeet’. (See Bismarck & Garfield)
Weetara - A property west of Lake Acraman; see pastoral lease no. 1716.
Weetootla Springs - East of Lyndhurst; corrupted from the Aboriginal wirtiurdla - ‘wild honey place’, i.e., a
sap found under red river gum bark and bullock bush.
Weetulta - In the Hundred of Tiparra, 11 km west of Arthurton. Aboriginal for ‘reedy place’, (witu - ‘basket
reed’). The school was opened in 1887 by Henry E. Marcus, while its post office opened as Weetulpa in
November 1879, the change being effected in April 1885; it closed on 31 January 1989.
Weigall - Rodney Cockburn says it was the former name of ‘Woolshed Flat’ the change being effected by
the Trustees of the State Bank as a compliment to Sir Archibald Weigall, Governor of South Australia.
Welcome Springs - South West of Marree. ‘When you… sight the spring, you fancy that water was never
more welcome, nor springs better named.’ Its Aboriginal name is callana.
Welcome Well - (See Wilgena)
Welland - William Stuckey (1816-1856), who arrived in the Anna Robertson in 1839, was an extensive
landholder ‘from the Port Road, south beyond the River Torrens, and as far as modern-day Henley Beach
Road.’ On 30 December 1846, Rev Thomas Q. Stow officiated at his marriage to Emma Bunkin, whose
mother was the former Mary Ann Welland; their second daughter, Ada Welland Stuckey was born in 1855.
In 1907, their son, William Bunkin Stuckey (1849-1925) and daughter, Catherine H. Fis(c)her (1857-1915),
as proprietors of part section 373, Hundred of Yatala, bestowed the name upon this subdivision.
In 1923, a newspaper report said that ‘the Commissioner of Public Works was waited upon by a deputation
representing brickmaking interests around Welland regarding the damage done along the banks of the
Torrens by the recent floods’:
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The brickmakers realised that unless the breaks were mended it would be absolutely impossible
to proceed with the manufacture of bricks. The average output of the concerns represented was
about 400,000 bricks a year…
A photograph of the opening of the school is in the Observer, 16 April 1927, page 31, of a pet show on
14 August 1930, page 33,
Wellesley - In 1883, Christopher Giles, junior, laid out Wellesley Avenue as a subdivision of part section 279
(Block 54 of Bakewell Town), Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Campbelltown.
Point Wellesley, near Elliston, was probably named after the Duke of Wellington, the former Arthur
Wellesley. (See Waterloo Bay)
Wellington - The town, 10 km South-West of Tailem Bend, surveyed in 1840, was named by John Morphett,
agent for the ‘Secondary Towns Association’, after the Duke of Wellington. (See Seymour, Lake) In a report,
the association said that ‘the directors applied to His Grace, the Duke of Wellington, for permission to
present to him a map and plan of the survey, which was kindly accepted and the directors hope that if the
circumstances occur to require it, the association will receive His Grace’s support.’
A proposed school was discussed in 1855; it opened in 1861 and closed in 1944; the Wellington East School
opened in 1869 and closed in 1876; Wellington West School operated from 1871 until 1875.
In 1867, a coach trip from Adelaide to Wellington was described; of the town it was said, ‘[it] has long borne
the merited repute of being the most disagreeable place of residence that the colony can produce…’
Further, in 1869 it was said that ‘Wellington is achieving a “bad pre-eminence” as a place where persons
are frequently getting drowned.’
Point Wellington, near Elliston, was probably named, in 1865, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
Duke of Wellington’s victory over Napoleon in 1815. (See Waterloo Bay)
Wells, Hundred of - In the County of Cardwell, proclaimed on 10 February 1938, remembers Lawrence Allen
Wells, OBE, explorer and former member of land and pastoral boards.
Welsh Creek – It runs through the town of Burra and was named in January 1989 to commemorate miners
of the 19th century who came from Wales.
Welstead - In 1875, it was described as allotments in ‘Freshwater, on section 1065, one mile north of
Semaphore jetty.’ This English name translates as ‘spring place’.
Welwyn - An 1842 subdivision of section 99, Hundred of Adelaide, by Charles B. Fisher; now included in
Brooklyn Park. It was the site of the ‘Bonnie Owl Inn’, located near Henley Beach Road, west of today’s
Marion Road and derives from the Œ welig - ‘willow’. When naming the subdivision Mr Fisher would, no
doubt, have recalled that, in 1840, section 99 was occupied by ‘J. Dunford and others [at] Welwyn.’
Wembley - A school South-West of Gawler took its name from a local homestead and was opened in 1924
by Marion Richards; it closed in 1946. The name occurs in England and means ‘Wemba’s leah (meadow)’.
Wemblyn - This proposed subdivision at O’Halloran Hill was described in 1927.
Wepar - A railway station 3 km south of Kalangadoo. Its school opened in 1930 and closed in 1970.
Photographs of the opening of a new school are in the Chronicle, 19 August 1937, page 34.
There is an Aboriginal word wipa meaning ‘curlews’, a bird abounding in local swamps. Professor Tindale
says it is the basis of the name of a clan of the Booandik people.
Wepowie - Aboriginal for ‘reedy water’. In 1897, the title of the Wepowie run was transferred to the
executors of the late John Dunn, purchased by the government at public auction and, in 1910, laid out for
sale as the ‘Wepowie Closer Settlement Estate’. Its school opened as ‘Pekina Extension’ in 1884, becoming
‘Wepowie’ in 1889; its post office opened in 1890 when a coach ran between Melrose, Booleroo Centre
and Orroroo.
The Wepowie silver-lead mine, ‘7 miles from Blinman’, was ‘owned by a syndicate’ and situated ‘off the
Parachilna road to the right amongst the ranges’:
There is a big outcrop on the side of a hill and a shaft has been sunk 70 feet… As showing the
bracing nature of the climate here, the captain informed me that the morning before there was
ice an inch thick in the washing basin that stood outside the tent…
Weritabatinyana - (See Bosworth Creek & Well)
Werocata - Two local waterholes, 5 km North-West of Balaklava, were called wirukutj by Aborigines - ‘the
place of cuckoos’. (See Balaklava)
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Werocata has an interesting history… It was acquired by the founder of the Bowman family who
started sheep farming in Tasmania in 1835, and came to this state in 1839 taking up land at
Enfield, Dry Creek and, later, forming stations at the head of the Wakefield, Werocata and
Martindale. The well-known Martindale flock was founded in 1850 and managed for years by the
late Mr William Bowman… Mr Edmund Bowman was accidentally drowned in the creek near
Werocata… [today] the greater part is divided into farms which are settled upon for grazing and
wheat growing…
In May 1903, the District Council of Balaklava approached the local member with a view to approaching the
government to repurchase the estate for closer settlement and, in 1906, twenty-five lots were sold to 19
individual purchasers one of whom, Stephen S. Ralli, applied the name Werocata Estate to a subdivision in
1906, of section 380 and others, Hundred of Balaklava.
He was born in London, in 1863, and educated at Eton where it was alleged he ‘devoted many of his leisure
hours away from the playing fields to acquire practical knowledge of smithy work and of the carpenter’s
bench.’ Prior to purchasing the land he spent two years on ‘Nockatunga Station’ in order to familiarise
himself with the Australian pastoral industry. Ralli employed about 40 men on the estate including two
Chinese gardeners, and imported thoroughbred Arab stallions, thereby breeding ponies for polo.
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 21 July 1906, page 30, 7 December 1933, page 82.
Wertaloona - Photographs of Jack Connors, boundary rider, are in the Observer, 2 October 1923, page 34,
of the pastoral property in the Chronicle, 23 and 30 July 1931, pages 32 and 32.
Werta-Werta Waters - Named by G.W. Goyder on 2 June 1857 after the Aboriginal people occupying the
plains north of Lake Lady Blanche.
West - The ‘Township of West Adelaide, laid out on section 48 and, in 1883, was advertised with, ‘glorious
views, unequalled soil, macadamised roads, level surface and capital drainage…’
Photographs of the Methodist Church are in the Chronicle, 1 August 1914, page 29, Observer, 10 July 1915,
page 29.
In 1908, the Anglican Church of St James, under the charge of Rev S.S. Moncrieff, was without a choir, the
‘singers having been disbanded by Mr Moncrieff’:
In a sermon [he] said that [in future] the congregation would be expected to take the place of the
choir, the organ only being used to lead the singing… [He said] that choir management was not
quite in accordance with the usages of the Church of England. The monopolising of the chancel
by choirmen and boys naturally shuts out from that part of the church many others, who are, or
should be, engaged there in divine service, giving undue prominence to the choir element…
The discussion continued, at length, including the following: ‘The choir work has been carried on
inefficiently for many months past. The relation of its members to card playing had to be considered…’
Earlier, in November 1890 the Reverend S.S. Moncrieff, the head teacher of All Saint’s Grammar School,
Moonta, was charged with unlawfully assaulting and beating Horatio Abrahams, aged 11 years. In giving his
version of events he said that, while examining the work of teachers and classes, he noticed the writing of
young Abrahams in an exercise book to be ‘bad and blotted’ and so applied his cane to the hands of the
offender.
The reverend gentleman continued:
I told the boy to begin his work again, but he refused by leaning his head on his arm over the
copy book and crumpled it. I told him several times to begin work again and he did not do so. The
boy is habitually stubborn, most careless and adept at idling time. He disobeyed repeated orders
to come out of the desk and I then brought the cane down to his shoulders several times. Again
called him out.
He did not obey, but scrambled under the desk and kicked violently against the desk. I caught
him around the shoulders, lifted him up and set him on his feet without any unnecessary
violence. He would not stand, but struggled to kneel down… Gave him another caning on the legs
and sent him to his place. He received altogether about 20 strokes of the cane… I deny having
committed an assault on the boy within the meaning of the law and it was my duty to punish
him.
Mrs Abrahams was incensed and took her son to Mr W.H. Wilkinson, a local magistrate, who examined the
lad and found a severe bruise on the hip, a large bruise on the thigh and several on the back. The boy
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complained most of a blow on the back of the head from which the skin was removed. The matter
proceeded to the local court where Rev Moncrieff was fined two pounds, plus costs, for the magistrate was
of the opinion that ‘the punishment inflicted was unreasonable.’
The defendant was not enamoured with the verdict and told the court that he would rather go to gaol than
pay the fine and, if necessary, would go to the Supreme Court with the case ‘as he had not got justice.’ A
few days later Rev Moncrieff telegraphed the Adelaide press to the effect that ‘the following gentlemen
have represented to me that the public are shocked at the verdict and they have subscribed the fine…
[several names were appended].’
A little later the attention of Bishop Kennion of Adelaide was drawn to the case and so the Venerable
Archdeacon Farr proceeded to Moonta to enquire into the whole circumstances of the matter. He heard
depositions from wardens of the church, while Mrs Abrahams declined to be present. The finding was that:
It did not appear that Mr Moncrieff had been to blame in the matter. The punishment inflicted
on the boy was severe, but the boy’s stubborn resistance was the cause of the severity. Mr
Moncrieff was indiscreet… [but] the punishment was not excessive. I am happy to say that
wherever I heard the matter mentioned sympathy was with Mr Moncrieff.
This partisan assembly, lacking in Christian benevolence, said nothing of the injuries inflicted on the boy
and declined to comment on the court’s decision and it is interesting to read two opinions emanating from
the public:
I think most people who have read the evidence… are astonished at the verdict and regret that
the defendant, instead of accepting the sympathy of those who subscribed the fine, did not
appeal to the Supreme Court. Surely, no sane man who understands much about the
management of refractory lads would uphold the decision of the bench. Corporal punishment
should not be common in schools… but in extreme cases… it is absolutely necessary to keep on
thrashing the boys at intervals until he comes to his senses…
In my own experience I know of at least half a dozen lads, very bad indeed, upon whom kindness
had been exercised by many teachers in vain until eventually a sound good thrashing was
administered and resulted in the making of them.
I am quite at a loss to understand what other course Mr Moncrieff could have adopted. No
amount of kindness or talking would have cured this lad… What will be the effect of this verdict
upon the other boys at All Saints and with boys generally throughout the various schools in the
colony? They will simply laugh and defy their teachers…
Certainly the boy may be a thoroughly bad one and yet who is to say if he was a bad and unruly
lad or whether it was one of those sound good thrashings that [the above correspondent] speaks
of that made him bad. I have known of more than one boy who has got four or five cuts across
the hand with a cane for such offences as talking or looking about the room, but instead of ‘being
the making of them’ it had a tendency to make them stubborn.
Most masters have their favourites in school and their ‘black sheep’. They take every
opportunity of caning for the least breach of the regulations. I have seen a boy caned so severely
as to bring blood from his hand for merely talking in school… Is that what [your correspondent]
means by a sound thrashing? Perhaps he was one of the favourites when he went to school and
never was subjected to a thrashing, hence his letter. I sincerely hope that Mr Moncrieff’s case
will be a lesson to schoolmasters in general and I would ask them to bear in mind that schoolboys
have feelings as well as their masters.
The seaside suburb of West Beach was laid out on part sections 227-28, Hundred of Adelaide, by Sir John
L. Stirling, Sir Frank Moulden and Arnold M. Moulden, in 1929, as trustees of ‘The Settled Estates of F.J. and
P. J. Gray.’
This estate which in future will be known as ‘West Beach’ at present consists of high undulating
sandhills. The party inspected the work accomplished. This comprised the continuance to the
sea, the distance of about a mile, of the Richmond Road, which previously stopped at the
Tapley’s Hill Road; the grading and topdressing of the sandhills, involving the removal of 200,000
tons of sand, and the building of an esplanade and three roads connecting it with Military Road,
which was raised 8 feet and remade. The whole of the work was carried out under the order of
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the Supreme Court… [It] was laid out under the approval of the town planner (Mr W. Scott
Griffiths) …
West Island, west of Rosetta Head, is, today, dedicated as a Conservation Park. During the construction of
Parliament House, in 1893, granite from the island was used as a base and quarrying continued for the later
additions in 1936. In 1960, the SA Field Naturalists Society engaged in tree planting there and the
Underwater Research Group of the SA Museum used it as a base for marine ecology research; a hut was
refurbished and a small jetty built - this was replaced in 1988 and remains today. (See Wright Island)
Another West Island is situated in Nuyts Archipelago.
In 1969, private enterprise created suburban land, a lake and Delfin Island, by dredging the upper reaches
of the Port River and established West Lakes under the provision of The West Lakes Development Act. In
September of that year the Dunstan Labor government introduced a Bill into the House of Assembly:
To ratify and give effect to an indenture made between the State of South Australia, the Minister
of Marine and Development Finance Corporation Ltd to the development of a portion of the
State to be known as West Lakes…
Initially, the plan included a lake (180 acres) and housing and commercial subdivisions (1,250 acres) for
which the developer paid $1,060,000. The total development was over 1,630 acres of swamp land between
Semaphore and Grange, while the developer was made responsible for ‘incorporating “public benefit
features” such as waterways for sport and public recreation, open space reserves, a major oval, a yacht
harbour, the flushing of the Port River and the effective disposal of storm water entering the locality from
nearby suburbs.’
In August 1970, the Geographical Names Board accepted, generally, the submission by the principals of the
West Lakes Development Scheme but considered that the whole area should be West Lakes and not two
suburbs - ‘West Lakes’ and ‘West Lakes Island’. (See Kings Town)
West of Newland Hill - (See Ridgeway Hill)
West Smeaton School opened in 1932 and in the same year became ‘Kilroo’. (See Kilroo & Smeaton,
Hundred of)
The subdivision of West Terrace Estate, in the city of Adelaide, was advertised in 1850
Westall, Point - On section 4, Hundred of Ripon, discovered and named by Matthew Flinders on 5 February
1802, after William Westall, a landscape painter, who was on the Investigator. Baudin called it Cap des
Mesanges (Tit Mice Cape) while Freycinet’s charts show C. Fernel.
Westbourne Park - In 1881, J.C. Lovely laid out the suburb on part section 253 on behalf of the owner H.
Rymill, who purchased it from John Hance, in 1879. Its school opened in 1914. The original plan of the
subdivision shows ‘Westbourne’ which is, also, the name of a village in Sussex, England. James Chapman
Lovely was born in London, England, in 1844 and died at Semaphore on 12 November 1915.
In respect of its nomenclature, the name is derived from ‘a river which, as East and West Bourne, formerly
lent picturesqueness to Paddington, but is now diverted underground…’ The Œ word bourne means
‘stream’; in 1259 it was recorded as westeburne - thus, ‘western stream’. (See Knightsbridge)
In 1928, it was reported that ‘to foster an Empire spirit was the object of the Westbourne Park School in
sending to Westbourne School, Westbourne Park, England, an Australian flag’ and that school responded
as follows:
What a fine idea it was of yours to write us and express the wish to encourage Empire
friendship… We shall love and honour your flag and cherish it… If a Union Jack will be acceptable
to you I shall be delighted to send one…
A photograph of a school fair is in the Observer, 24 April 1926, page 31, of a school show in the Chronicle,
28 April 1928, page 54, Observer, 17 April 1930, page 32, of the drum and fife band in the Chronicle, 22
August 1929, page 38, of the opening of the infants’ school on 3 July 1930, page 35, of an Arbor Day on 9
July 1936, page 33, of the Methodist Church in the Observer, 21 February 1925, page 33, of a pet show on
7 March 1925, page 32.
Westbury - An 1859 subdivision of section 53, Hundred of Kooringa, by George Vickery and advertised on
13 March 1860 as being located ‘about one mile from the Burra Burra and Bon Accord Mines, bounded in
the south by a direct road to Clare, Riverton, Mintaro and Kapunda, on the north by that to Mount
Remarkable. The Great Northern Railway is planned to run close to the South-East boundary.’
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It was contiguous to Copperhouse and Lostwithiel and is a common place name in England meaning
‘western fort’.
Mr George Vickery died at Meadows [in 1898]… On reaching South Australia he resided at
Bowden where he was head clerk in Ridley’s mill. From there he went to Borrow & Goodiar,
builders, with whom he was also head clerk. He then went farming for a short time near Adelaide
and then opened a grain store in Rundle Street, after which he went to Meadows where he has
resided ever since, except for a few years in the north. He had a flour and saw mill and also
owned a large quantity of land in the district.
Western - In 1912, Western Estate was a subdivision of section 246, Hundred of Pirie, by Edward Charles
Malone; now included in Solomontown.
Western Flat is 24 km south of Bordertown; the ‘Western Flat Run’ was established by T. Brown in 1868
(lease no. 1850).
Western Flat Creek, near Mount Barker, runs through sections 3783, 3724 and 3727; see the reminiscences
of Joseph Ryder held in the Mortlock Library.
Western River School on Kangaroo Island opened in 1901 and closed in 1903.
Westland – This 1921 subdivision of section 408, Hundred of Mobilong, was created by William Alfred
Highett, carrier; now included in Murray Bridge.
Weston - ‘Weston’s Cattle Station’ is shown on an 1851 survey map of lease no. 96 held by E.B. Scott and
Weston Flat was a subdivision of section 14, Hundred of Stuart, 8 km east of Cadell, and where a line of
accommodation houses on the old ‘Sydney Road’ used by overlanders and mail coaches, were named after
Harry Weston, an early occupier of the land; the post office stood on block 1 and operated from circa 1869
until January 1906. In 1887, it was said that, ‘there appears to be nothing of interest except a wood pile
until we reach Weston Flat, on the overland mail route, where a public house is soon to be erected in place
of the old one recently destroyed by fire…’
Weston Point was a subdivision of sections 86-87, Hundred of Yatala; now included in Semaphore Park.
William Bartley cut it up in 1876, probably naming it after a parish in Cheshire, England. Born in the adjoining
County of Lancashire, in 1801, he arrived in the Lysander, in 1839, and died at Adelaide, in 1885.
Westward Ho - The gold mine near Manna Hill was discovered by Messrs Holmes and Radford in 1886 and
its name given to a post office that opened in January 1888 and closed in January 1891.
Wetherston - An 1870 subdivision of part section 431, Hundred of Hanson, by Patrick Wethers, farmer of
Mintaro; now included in Farrell Flat. He declared that ‘a more important property was never offered in
South Australia.’
Wetunga - The name of John White’s property at the Reedbeds; corrupted from the Aboriginal witoingga ‘reedy place’. (See Reedbeds)
Weyland, Point - A cliffy point at the end of Cape Radstock named by Matthew Flinders on 10 February
1802. Its nomenclature remains unexplained but there is a place of the same name in Dorset, England, and
means ‘land near the River Wey’.
Weymouth - A subdivision of section 1112, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Semaphore. Alfred
Watts created it circa 1852. The name comes from Dorset, England, where in 1258 it was recorded as
weymuthe - ‘mouth of the River Wey’.
Whalebone Head - On Kangaroo Island. The skull of a whale was found there.
Whalebone Hill - It is north of Salt Creek and named on account of a racehorse of that name being buried
there.
Wharminda - A railway station 32 km south of Rudall. Aboriginal for ‘a range of hills’. Its post office opened
in 1914 and the Wharminda Siding School in the same year.
Wheatleigh - A school opened as ‘Hundred of Wauraltee’ in 1882; name changed to ‘Wheatleigh’ in 1921
and closed in 1947.
Wheetelande - A school near Farrell Flat; opened in 1908, it closed in 1931.
Whidbey Isles - Matthew Flinders named them on 17 February 1802 after ‘my worthy friend, the former
master attendant at Sheerness.’ Baudin called them Isles du Corp de Garde (The Guard House Isles), while
on Freycinet’s charts they are Is. La Condamine. Today they are a dedicated Conservation Park.
Point Whidbey has the same derivation. Baudin called it Cap du Detour (Cape Detour) while on Freycinet’s
charts it is C. Brune.
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Whitby - A subdivision of part section 1049, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Semaphore South.
William Paxton, who was born at Whitby, Yorkshire, laid it out in 1872 when he was described as ‘of
Kensington, near London.’ ‘Paxton Street’ is shown on the original plan and described as being ‘within a
quarter of a mile of the Semaphore jetty [and] having frontages to the sea.’ Of further interest is the fact
that Captain Cook’s ship the Endeavour was built in Whitby as well as the Adventure and Resolution of his
second voyage of exploration. (See Brompton & Willaston)
Rodney Cockburn says that it was named after ‘the birthplace in England of William Paxton, of Paxton,
Graves and Hay… on whose land the township was created.’ It appears the gentleman to whom he credits
its foundation was Alfred William Paxton, the son of William Paxton; the latter, according to records in the
Department of Lands, laid out the subdivision. Biographical details of Alfred W. Paxton, ‘a member of the
firm A. Graves and Paxton’, and his untimely death in Sydney are in the Register, 26 September 1898.
From these facts, and known movements of his father, it can be deduced that he was born in Adelaide,
circa 1855. The Register, 14 July 1855 talks of W. Paxton’s departure from the colony. The name appears in
the Domesday Book as witebi derived from an old Scandinavian personal name ‘Hviti’ - literally ‘Hviti’s
homestead’; other sources suggest it comes from the Anglo-Saxon hwit-by -’white town’.
Whitcombeville - Section 46, Hundred of Yongala, owned by John Whitcombe was surveyed by F.G.
Richardson in 1880; now included in Yongala. Born in Somerset, England, circa 1845, he arrived in the Sir
John Lawrence, in 1862.
White - The physical feature of White Cliffs is on section 65, Hundred of Booleroo, where clay from the hills
was used at Port Pirie for making fire bricks to line the smelter’s furnaces. White Cliffs Post Office, opened
in November 1876, was renamed ‘Arwakurra’ in 1906; its school, opened in 1900, became ‘Arwakurra’ in
1908 and closed in 1951. (See Arwakurra) An athletics sports day was held at White Cliffs in the paddock of
Mr McKean on Easter Monday, 1878:
The secretary was Mr J. Miller, Messrs E.B. Allen and J. McEvoy acted as judges and Mr W. Barber
as starter. A refreshment booth was on the ground and seemed to do a good trade, though no
one overstepped the bounds of sobriety.
In 1879, a Booleroo correspondent said that ‘the inebriates, who at times are not scarce, find lodgings in
the reaping machines at the local machinist’s. Now, Sir, I presume it to be very plain he means the White
Cliffs where the wine shop and machinist are, and I am very sorry to know that it is at this place the post
office is kept…’
In 1926, White Estate was described as ‘42 choice bungalow sites at the corner of Fullarton Road and
Wattle Street.’
White Flat Post Office was opened by David McNair in November 1897 on section 224, Hundred of Louth.
Its school, opened by Eileen G. McMahon in 1912, closed in 1948. (See Charlton) The ‘town’ of White Flat
on Eyre Peninsula was described in 1915 and said to be ‘not without its honours. It consists of a post office
and local hall which does duty as school, church, dancing hall and lecture room… The inhabitants of the
town are less than a dozen…’ River White is near Tumby Bay and its post office opened circa 1863; it closed
in 1872. Its school was opened in 1888 on section 250, Hundred of Louth, by Naomi Elson while, in 1906,
‘there [was] an apology for a school at White’s River, a miserable two-roomed cottage, privately owned,
with accommodation for about twelve children in which thirty are packed’; it closed in 1957 when the
school building was transferred to Bookabie. (See Strawberry Hill)
Information on White Forest School appeared, in 1867, when ‘Henry Mason wrote, complaining of the
want of a suitable residence, of the miserable and dilapidated condition of his school house, and asking the
Board for assistance’:
He stated that the people were very poor, that since the closing of the Burra mines many of them
were without employment, that they had large families and were quite unable to pay school
fees.
He detailed the difficulties and hardships of bush teaching, the ignorance he had to contend
with and expressed his belief that no plan will succeed in the thinly populated, areas unless the
teachers itinerate and carry their instruction to the homes of the settlers, that the whole family
may have the advantages of teaching…
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The name was recorded sometimes as Whites Forest and, in 1869/70, its school was said to be in an
‘outlying area’ conducted by Henry Mason with 21 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1867 and closed in 1870. It
was, probably, in the Wirrabara area. (See White Gate)
The name White Gate was mentioned twice in newspaper reports; firstly, as a railway siding near Balaklava
in 1870 and, secondly, as a place near Wirrabara Forest in 1885. (See Balaklava & Whites Forest)
White Hut was a descriptive name applied to a former mail station and telephone office in the Coorong,
within the Hundred of Duffield.
The name White Hut was given, also, to a school in the Clare district opened by Robert Willshire in 1861;
it closed in 1952. Information on it appeared in 1888, while, in 1893, working men’s blocks being surveyed
‘near White Hut township’, in the Hundred of Clare, were discussed. The White Hut church and cemetery
are situated on section 228, Hundred of Clare, granted to Thomas Pascoe in May 1855. In May 1860, he
sold one acre to the Trustees of the Wesleyan Church for ten shillings and the church was built in that year.
Thomas Pascoe and his wife, Fanny, had 15 children and he, and a number of his children, are buried there.
His second son, Thomas, elected to parliament in 1900, was Minister of Agriculture for a number of years.
To the east, across the road from the church, lies section 3044, that was called the White Hut
Block in land records as early as 1852. It is said that a shepherd named Capper, who worked for
the Hope family, frequently whitewashed his home and this gave the name of White Hut in the
area… Presumably, Capper’s Hut was down in the valley near White Hut Creek as shown in the
Stanley Wine Company plan.
There was a White Hut on section 207, Hundred of Jellicoe, known, today, as ‘Schillings Gate’.
The name occurs, also, on Yorke Peninsula as a pastoral run and was known to the Aborigines as
garganjaka, a reference to the hawk kestrel. (See Egan Well & Kalawi Waterhole)
Mount White, North-West of Mount Arden, was named after. Edwin White, an early pastoralist.
White Park was a 1921 subdivision of part sections 219 and 2027, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in
Lockleys. The land, originally in possession of William White, was laid out by the executors of Eliza Mellor
who said that the property was ‘noted for its indigenous trees and shrubs the whole of which were planted
many years ago by members of the [Mellor] family…’ Willingale and Strathmore Avenues formed the
nucleus of this residential suburb, which extended to the Kooyonga Golf Course.
It is an absolute revelation, after proceeding a few yards down the newly-metalled and
picturesque undulating tree-bordered Willingale Avenue, to find oneself in the heart of a
profusion of native trees and shrubs… the public will be offered the opportunity of purchasing
home sites at auction on Saturday …
During the 1860s the name White Park was given, also, to an important station belonging to the English
and Australian Patent Copper Co, situated on sections 271 and 272, about 2 km north of Tothill Creek.
Before the Burra railway was opened, in 1870, it was a major stopping place for teams travelling from Burra
and the railhead at Kapunda.
In 1858, it was said that White Peg Gully was contiguous to section 1409, Hundred of Strathalbyn.
Whites Gully is on section 229, Hundred of Willunga. ‘… Another edifice on voluntary principles was
opened for worship in White’s Gully, near Willunga, on Sunday October 8th… the place will accommodate
about 100…’ The name remembers Samuel White, farmer and flour miller. He had two streamers one of
which was named ‘Aldinga’ that traded between Adelaide and Melbourne. Near his mill he erected a tower
that overlooked the sea and it was there that signals were received from his vessels concerning wheat prices
in those two capital cities. In 1853, ‘Mr White had introduced a thrashing machine which yielded to none
in excellence’:
But his active mind did not stand still with that - a mill was wanted and he built one. He [Mr
Charles Hewett] believed in his own heart that it was owing to that mill that the price of wheat
had kept up in the district… The district of Willunga had taken the lead in resisting the enormous
price once demanded by the millers for grinding - three shillings a bushel. Mr White was the man
to come forward and offer to do it for eighteen pence…
In 1851, under the heading ‘Supposed Incendiarism’ there is a report of a letter being found and addressed
‘Hungary Guttess [sic], Mortgaged Mill, Cut-throat Gully - for White’; it reads:
Since our commencement to put a stop to your undermining, unmanly, swindling ways, has had
no effect, we have at last thought we would give you another month before we proceed any
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further… If we cannot do it by fire, on account of your insurance, we will do it other ways. You
shall find every horse in your paddock stiff within 14 hours of the time the dose is given them.
White Soak - (See Moody, Hundred of)
White Well School, North-East of Carrieton, became half-time with Cavenagh East in 1903; it closed in 1906.
In 1873, ‘Richard Jarman asked for a licence. He had opened a school on April 21 and had now 25 pupils…
The school at present was conducted in the Wesleyan Chapel until a schoolroom and teacher’s residence
were erected.’ In 1878, ‘on arriving at the White Well government township between Hookina and
Willochra’:
We found the inhabitants to consist of a man and his family with about 100 goats. The buildings
consist of pine huts whitewashed inside and out with a kind of chalk obtained from the well. The
buildings are used as an accommodation house, wineshop and store. The proprietor rents the
well and charges two pence per head for cattle… This is… where the railway engines will have to
be supplied with water…
Whiteman Gully - ‘Whiteman and his mate… got three-quarters of an ounce in one tub and during a single
week earned one pound a day.’
Whiteville - Was a subdivision of part section 1169, Hundred Port Adelaide; now included in Ottoway. James
Ernest White, land agent of Port Adelaide, laid it out in 1911.
Whitington - Under the heading of ‘Woodley Estate’, Rodney Cockburn locates this soakage on Eyre
Peninsula and says it was named by Price Maurice after Ernest Whitington.
Whittel Creek - In the Far North-West, named by W.C. Gosse on 28 October 1873 after Dr Horatio T. Whittel
of Adelaide, who was Chairman of the Central Board of Health in the 1880s and died at Adelaide on 21
August 1899, aged 73.
Whittleby, Point - Rodney Cockburn says it was formerly ‘Low Point’.
The change was made by the Marine Board upon the suggestion of the harbor master at Streaky
Bay (Mr Keating). It was thought that Whittleby sounded ‘rather nice’ and seemed more like an
English than an Australian name.
He concluded with a contradictory statement, namely, ‘the nomenclature of Whittleby has been explained
to the board by Mr Keating who said it was a native root like a carrot which, when roasted, cooked like a
potato.’
Whitwarta - Aboriginal for ‘fresh water’ and given to a post office opened in August 1876, 10 km NorthWest of Balaklava, and a subdivision of part section 2148, Hundred of Stow, by Richard T. Wilson, farmer of
Point Sturt, in 1879. The school opened in 1879 and closed in 1951; photographs are in the Observer,
19 August 1911, page 31.
The name was applied in the area at a much earlier date than those mentioned above - see Register of 11
February 1858 where the name is recorded as ‘Whitwater’.
In 1885, there were two wells from 12 to 15 feet deep situated ‘on a government reserve and a waterhole
on the Wakefield; it was mentioned that good water could be obtained on the cemetery reserve, while the
water from the wells was brackish and only fit for stock.’
In 1922, the bathing habits of people at Whitwarta were a matter of concern to the Council because ‘despite
warning placards regarding dress, men were sometimes to be seen with the scantiest of linen covering,
waving and calling to girls who were passing.’
Photographs of a bridge are in the Chronicle, 29 August 1914, page 31, Observer, 11 August 1923, page 30.
Whyalla - Before the town was proclaimed on 16 April 1914, a hill, about 3 km from the town, was called
‘Whyalla Hill’. Prof N.B. Tindale disagrees with the suggestion that it means ‘place of water’ and said that
‘an Aboriginal tribe near Port Pirie had a word wajala meaning “west”, while a tribe near Port Augusta had
waila, meaning “I don’t know”.’ Education records show the school opening in 1916 as ‘Hummock Hill’;
name changed in 1919. However, in 1906 it was reported that ‘Hummocks (sic) Hill’ was situated on the
western side of Spencer Gulf where there was ‘a small contented community consisting almost entirely of
workmen employed in connection with the BHP company’s ironstone quarries at Iron Knob’:
A provisional school conducted by a young lady and consisting of about 20 scholars is one of the
institutions of the place… On Empire Day the school was visited by… who delivered suitable
addresses…
A photograph of the school is in the Observer, 19 October 1918, page 23.
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Whyalla-Jenkins and Whyalla-Stuart were gazetted on 22 September 1977; Whyalla-Norrie and WhyallaPlayford, on 2 September 1977; they commemorate a former Minister of Lands, Governor, Premier and a
nineteenth century explorer, respectively.
In 1937, it was reported that ‘There was a dramatic turn in the Assembly yesterday in the debate on the
Whyalla blast furnace’:
The vital clause is that which seeks to give the Broken Hill Proprietary Co a 50 year tenure of its
mineral leases at Whyalla… The company stated… that it was not prepared to go ahead… without
such tenure… The Premier said the Bill will pass as a sufficient number of members of his party
realised how disastrous it would be [if it was defeated]…
Photographs of the war memorial are in the Chronicle, 22 April 1922, page 29, of shipping on 24 April 1930,
page 38.
Whyte - John Whyte (ca.1825-1902), pastoralist and a member of the grocery firm, Whyte, Counsell & Co
who came from Kinross, Scotland and married Louisa Counsell, circa 1854, is remembered by the Hundred
of Whyte, County of Victoria, proclaimed on 18 February 1869 and a school of this name that opened in
1934 and closed in 1955. (See Whyte-Yarcowie) Mount Whyte, east of Lake Torrens - he held pastoral lease
no. 96 from 1880,
Whyte Well is on section 121, Hundred of Marmon Jabuk. The school, opened by Ida B. Coulls in 1916,
closed in the same year. (See Marama)
The town of Whyte-Yarcowie, 32 km south of Peterborough, proclaimed on 28 May 1874 as ‘Yarcowie’,
was altered to ‘Whyte-Yarcowie’ on 5 September 1929, so as to conform with the name of the local railway
station - the prefix ‘Whyte’ alludes to the same gentleman, while yarcowie is Aboriginal for ‘flood’ or ‘great
waters’.
In 1872, ‘most of the habitations [were] of a temporary character’:
A few farmers have got as far as building pine or stone huts but many live for the present in
‘burrows’ or in frail shanties hurriedly run up to serve until there is leisure for building more
substantial structures. Wells have been successfully sunk on some of the farms… [The water] is
slightly brackish but still perfectly usable… There is a pretty fair road to the Burra but a few
cuttings are wanted to make it easier for travel and some creeks need attention to make them
safer…
In 1885, it was said to be ‘a small village containing about 26 houses, which are considerably scattered, with
a population of about 100. The water is obtained almost entirely from tanks supplied with rain water from
the roofs. There are two or three wells but the water in them is not used for drinking…’
The school opened in 1880 and closed in 1971; photographs are in the Chronicle, 8 July 1911, page 30.
Photographs of coronation celebrations are in the Observer, 8 July 1911, page 30.
Wiabuna - A town, 32 km North-West of Ceduna in the Hundred of Moule, proclaimed on 7 February 1929.
Aboriginal for ‘tea tree’. The name ‘Poomong’ was suggested for the local railway station in 1919.
Wialapiangg - A camping place on an ancient Aboriginal track from Woods Well to Naracoorte. Along this
track, now a road, Alexander Tolmer was led by Momankeindjeri clans-people.
Wiawera Creek - Near Olary. The ‘Wiawera Run’ was established in 1888 (lease no 1170B).
Wickham Hill - A trig station in the Hundred of Kuitpo and a post office on section 55, ten kilometres ENE
of McLaren Vale. The school opened in 1912 and closed in 1935. Benjamin Wickham, born in Somerset, in
1791, arrived in the Africaine in 1836 and purchased the land in 1842. An army veteran, he fought with the
Duke of Wellington at Bajados in Spain, where he received several wounds and was discharged on a
pension. He died at Kangarilla on 22 December 1875.
The first school Daniel Wickham attended was on the spot now occupied by the Adelaide Railway
Station… [Later, the family] removed to McLaren Vale where the father had taken up a sheep run
which on his death… was transferred to the son…
A photograph of ‘The Soldiers’ Cabbage Patch’ is in the Observer, 18 August 1917, page 26.
Wicklow - A subdivision of part section 942, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Wingfield. William
Wadham, land agent of Port Adelaide, created it in 1881 taking the name of an Irish County. It means ‘the
place of Vikings’, so called because they mostly came from the great vik or bay between Sweden and
Norway. Other sources say it is a mixture of Swedish and Irish - vik - ‘a bay’ and ough - ‘an arm of the sea’.
Wida Murrumurri - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘rough gum tree’.
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Widawarlpa Vari Creek - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘gum tree rubbish creek’. It is the Aboriginal name
of ‘Doctor Chewings Creek’.
Wigley Flat - In the Hundred of Moorook, recalls T.H. Wigley (1825-1895), an early pastoralist in the area
with William and Richard Reid. He drove cattle overland from Queensland and, finally, emigrated to New
Zealand, where he died on 17 June 1895. (See Moorook)
Wilbertam Tanks - Now known as Butler Tanks, recalls William Gilbert Cowley, in whose house the first post
office was conducted in the Port Neill district in 1909. ‘Wil’ from his Christian name; ‘bert’, the latter part
of Gilbert and ‘am’, the last two letters of William.
Wilcherry, Hundred of - In the County of Buxton, proclaimed on 18 December 1924. An Aboriginal name
for a hill in the vicinity, adopted by A.D. Sawers in 1874 for his pastoral lease, 32 km north of Kimba.
Wilcowie - A property South-East of Lake Torrens; see pastoral lease no. 683.
Wildeloo - A railway station on section 16, Hundred of Cummins, 6 km north of Cummins.
Wilderness, The - In 1887, this place was said to be near Mount Gambier: ‘There is a State school here, and
there are many settlers around.’
Wild Dog Creek - Captain John Watts took out an occupation licence there in September 1846 and, in 1851,
it became a pastoral lease held by G.B. Yeates.
Bishop Short… made regular visits to the northern runs and noted in his diary that he called on
the Yeates at Wild Dog Creek on 1 November 1858. He found George and his wife less than
cheerful and feeling the isolation of being far from medical help. The nearest doctor was at Port
Augusta or Clare and the only transport was by horseback or in a buggy. The Yeates’ baby was
sick and they were worried about the rise in rent for the lease…
By 1868, the run was held by Messrs Tinline and Murray and ‘the same fire which we mentioned as having
commenced on the Wirrabara Run broke out again on Christmas day and extended northward down the
Wild Dog Creek Run.’
T he name was given to a school opened by Miss Thomas in 1886; it closed in 1892.
There is another Wild Dog Creek near Arkaroola. (See Wiltajowie Waterhole)
Wild Horse Plains - Named, circa 1870, by Thomas Day who found wild horses grazing there:
I and the late Mr J. Hewitt of Peachey [sic] Belt when looking for country in the mallee scrub
between the River Light and Port Wakefield came across a small egg-shaped plain with about 20
wild horses grazing on the north end… Several yeas later I took a Government contract for
cutting a road through the scrub… The first plain I reached I called Mitchell Plain and then I came
to the spot where I had previously seen the wild horses and I christened it Wild Horse Plains.
Born at Prospect, in 1841, he farmed at Port Gawler and Reeves Plains and died on 23 August 1920. Its post
office, opened by P. McDonald in July 1878, closed on 20 December 1978.
The town, north of Dublin, was laid out on part section 20, Hundred of Dublin, by Harold Mayo Addison,
surveyor, and William Paddock, agent, in 1881. The school opened in 1882 on Lot 52 of the township and
closed in 1938.
In 1889, it was reported that ‘Mr J. Chard, driver for Hill & Co on the North road, appears to have had a
somewhat sensational experience of the floods having had to lead a sort of Robinson Crusoe existence for
fourteen hours on an island on the road between Wild Horse Plains and Two Wells.’
A photograph of a stripper at work on a farm is in the Observer, 20 November 1923, page 27.
Wildoto - This name is recorded in Application no. 8837 in the General Registry Office.
Wiles, Cape - Near Sleaford Bay, named by Matthew Flinders in February 1802 ‘after a friend in Jamaica.’
Probably James Wiles, Captain Bligh’s botanist in 1791-1793. (See Vauquelin, Cape)
Wilford - A school near Bordertown; opened in 1919 it closed in 1931. In 1926, Wilford was described as a
subdivision of part section 96 fronting Hardy’s and Stoward’s (now Ashley Street) Roads, and comprising
‘the South-Eastern portion of that magnificent property “Wilford, Underdale” which has been in the
continuous ownership and occupation of the Holbrook family since 1852’; now included in Underdale. No
suburban development resulted at this time. The name occurs in Nottinghamshire, England, and translates
as ‘willow ford’.
Wilgena Hill – It lies sixteen kilometres ESE of Tarcoola and is derived from wiltjina a summit hill in the
Warburton Range. The ‘Wilgena Run’ (lease no. 2840) was held by Messrs Main, Sells, Stokes and Acraman
from 1878; a photograph is in the Chronicle, 24 March 1932, page 31.
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The 1917 reminiscences of A. Beviss say:
From Pura Rock I packed a portable forge, 10 gallon buckets, explosives, and a whole well
sinker’s outfit on horses out to where Welcome Well is on Wilgena. I took the bullocks 30 miles
back to Kingoonya for water and by the time I got the teams out to Wilgena the well was down
40 feet. I got 6,000 gallons (drinkable) at 108 feet. There was no survey when I got there. The
explorer, Charley Winnecke did it for me…
The Wilgena Post Office operated between May 1892 and May 1907.
Wilhelms Garden - At Caloote in the Hundred of Finniss, probably recalls Friedrich Wilhelm who purchased
land there from 1882.
Wilkatana - A railway station, 42 km north of Port Augusta, the name of which was taken from an adjacent
homestead. Aboriginal for ‘wild dog place’. A photograph of ‘motoring outback’ is in the Chronicle, 28 March
1935, page 32.
Wilkawatt - Aboriginal for ‘wild dog’. The town, 14 km west of Lameroo, was laid out on part section 39,
Hundred of Cotton, by Patrick McArdle, Frank McArdle and Walter Standley, in 1908. The school opened in
1909. Formerly, the site of the Mallee town was known as ‘Cotton Bore’. On and after 1 May 1908 the
railway siding named ‘Cotton’ became ‘Wilkawatt’. (See Cotton)
Wilkins Crossing - Near Back Valley Creek, on section 565, Hundred of Encounter Bay, recalls Frederick
Wilkins, who owned section 312 between 1851 and 1864.
Willalo - A telephone exchange on sections 472, 474-75, Hundred of Anne, 11 km South-West of Hallett,
opened on 24 August 1954. Originally, the country about Willalo School was part of the great Booborowie
Station, taken up in 1843 by two brothers, J.H. and W.J. Browne, both doctors; it was opened on 7 October
1912, under the name of ‘Booborowie North School’ and conducted in the dining room of the residence of
Mr J.J. Sullivan on section 480, Hundred of Anne. It was moved to the Institute building on 11 November
1912, and the name changed to Willalo in March 1913, at the request of the local residents. The first teacher
was Miss Frances I. Heard. In 1910, the station was bought and surveyed for closer settlement by the
government.
A photograph of the Methodist Church is in the Chronicle, 17 March 1928, page 58, Observer, 24 March
1928, page 10a.
Willalooka - The name was taken from the adjacent Wilaluku Waterhole in the north east corner of the
Hundred of Petherick, reputed to have been an Aboriginal mining area for edge-ground stone axes.
Corrupted to Willalooka, it was given to a property about 29 km south of Keith. The Hundred of Willalooka,
County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 3 March 1921.
Willamba - A railway station on the Angaston line. Aboriginal for ‘black cockatoo place’.
Willamulka - A railway station, 13 km ENE of Kadina, and a post office opened, in 1883, and adapted from
an Aboriginal word wilamulka, applied to copper-green stones. Its school, opened in 1885 by Miss E.J.
Middleton, closed in 1950.
In 1919, it was reported that an occurrence reminiscent of the notorious ‘Tantanoola Tiger’ episode had
stirred the residents of Willamulka and Kadina:
For more than nine months there has been a scourge in the neighbourhood that has played
havoc with the flocks. The animal responsible has been variously described as a wolf and as an
immense fox. Awful wolf-like howls were heard from time to time and it is alleged that the
animal attacked farmers on several occasions during the hours of darkness…
At last Mr Tully was able to dispose of the brute… The animal weighed fully 70 pounds, was 4
feet six inches long and stood about 2 feet three inches in height… Nothing like it has ever been
seen in the district… Mr Tully intends to take his ‘tiger’ to the Adelaide Museum.
Willara, Lake - In the Far North-East. Aboriginal for ‘rock’ or ‘stone’.
Willaston - In 1848 and 1849, William Paxton and Samuel Stocks (junior) obtained the land grants of part
section 1 of the ‘Gawler Special Survey’, being ‘part of a public highway found unsuitable for such purposes.’
Following Stocks’ death in 1850, Mr Paxton laid out the village of Willaston ‘adjacent the recently erected
substantial government bridge crossing the North Para…’
In 1850, it was reported that ‘the Adelaide hounds met at Wollaston [sic], the property of W. Paxton…’ It
has been said that it was named after William Paxton’s home town in Cheshire, but this contention appears
to be false because he was born in Whitby, Yorkshire.
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However, there is a ‘Willaston’ in Cheshire and, probably had some association for the Stocks family, who
were merchants in Manchester prior to coming to South Australia - Samuel Stocks (junior) was born in
Stockport, Cheshire, circa 1813. In 1086 the name was recorded as wilavestune - ‘Wiglaf’s farm’. The school
opened in 1863 and closed in 1879.
In 1862, it was said that ‘a drinking fountain erected jointly by the Council and public subscription was
opened on 3 November 1862 in the presence of the Mayor of Gawler, Mr James Mold, by Mr Scown, …
Some water was drawn from the fountain and drunk by those present…’ (See Brompton, Stockport &
Whitby)
A photograph of a suspension bridge is in the Chronicle, 1 February 1908, page 28.
William Creek - Near Lake Eyre North, 215 km WNW of Marree, named by John McDouall Stuart in 1858;
the school opened in 1901 and closed in 1913; however, a school was discussed in the Observer, 25
September 1897, page 28e.
William Springs, in the same locality, was named by Stuart on 10 November 1859 after William Chambers
(1850-1930), the youngest son of John Chambers.
Williams - Williams Dam, north of Mingary was named after George Sibley Williams (ca. 1825-1902), who
arrived in the Taglioni in 1844 and held the Parnaroo Run from 9 May 1855 (lease no. 400).
Williams Island, south of Cape Catastrophe was named by Matthew Flinders on 20 February 1802 after a
crew member who was drowned in the vicinity.
Mount Williams, near Booleroo Centre, remembers John Williams, who held an adjacent pastoral lease in
the 1860s. Born in 1824, he arrived in the Platina in 1839 and died at North Adelaide in 1890.
Williamstown - In 1854, Williamstown was advertised as being ‘situated on the Main North Road near the
inn well-known as the Old Spot on the Para River’:
The want of a township upon this leading branch of the North Road has long been felt, but
peculiar circumstances have hitherto prevented its foundation…
In an essay in The Lasting Hills the author says:
Although there were advertisements for the new township of Williamstown in 1854 at the
junction of several roads leading to Lyndoch, Kersbrook, Gawler, One Tree Hill, Springton and
Mount Pleasant, it was 1858 before the township eventuated. In anticipation… Thomas Adams
built and licensed the Victoria Hotel in 1854…
In May 1857, Lewis Johnston(e) purchased section 984 and part 985, Hundred of Barossa, from Thomas
Adams, farmer of Victoria Creek, South Australia and, in 1858, created the village of Williamstown, 16 km
South-East of Gawler, naming it after his son. (See Victoria Creek) Rodney Cockburn suggests that the name
recalls William Symons, ‘to whom the original grant was issued.’
One of the earliest discoveries of gold in South Australia was made, in 1849, about 3 km from Williamstown,
when a Mr Coleman turned up a lump of gold-bearing quartz while ploughing his land.
The laying of the foundation stone of the school was reported in 1858; according to Department of
Education records it opened in 1861. However, a complaint was made about misuse of a schoolroom in
1859 when ‘Mr Hiles and the teetotallers took forcible possession of the schoolroom and retained it,
drinking tea and advocating their peculiar opinions from half-past 6 until half-past 10 when they
separated…’
In 1870, it was reported that ‘Mr Gilbert’s Wangalere’s property suffered severely, all the lower part of the
vineyard being submerged and the trellises were washed down and thrown in a heap against Dine’s, while
on the slopes the vines have been covered with mud and other debris…’
A photograph of a ‘working bee’ party at the school is in the Chronicle, 24 July 1915, page 30, of a gem
discovery on 7 August 1909, page 30, of five generations of the Stanley family on 17 July 1909, page 32, of
grape picking on 16 April 1927, page 39, ‘Cottage Gardens’ in the Register, 26 January 1910, page 5f, of the
laying of the foundation stone of the Institute the Chronicle, 29 April 1911, page 29, of the opening of a new
hall on 20 September 1924, page 37, of an old settler’s home on 24 April 1930, page 36, of male members
of the Grigg family in the Express, 23 June 1911, page 4, of the opening of a recreation ground in the
Chronicle, 2 January 1930, page 33, of apples for export on 23 April 1931, page 36.
There were three other subdivisions named Williamstown, namely, on section 80, Hundred of Kooringa,
created by William Oliver, circa 1858; near Copperhouse; on sections 116-17 and 122-23; Hundred of Pirie,
laid out by A.E. Knapman in 1914 and probably named for his father, William Henry Knapman; now included
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in Port Pirie South; on section 74, Hundreds of Port Adelaide & Yatala, subdivided by Thomas F. Mellor, A.C.
Evans and Sidney Malin in 1881; now included in Semaphore Park.
Rodney Cockburn records a Williamstown, east of Mount Gambier, as being named after Thomas Henry
Williams, a flour miller.
Willippa - A property east of Lake Torrens held by John Bosworth. A photograph of the homestead is in the
Chronicle, 24 March 1932, page 31. (See Bosworth Creek & Well)
Willochra - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘a flooded creek, where green bushes grow’. In The Story of the
Flinders Ranges, the author, Hans Mincham says:
In 1858 a few pastoralists (including the Grant brothers of Coonatto and J.H. Angas of Mt
Remarkable) were able to buy sections and gain the freehold of land immediately around their
station headquarters. The most northerly purchase was made by the Ragless brothers on
Balcarrie whose section, larger than most, was known as the Square Mile. The bed of the
Willochra Creek ran diagonally through it and the main north road crossed the creek within the
Square Mile.
Apparently one reason for buying it had been to divert the heavy dray traffic that ran near their
headquarters. After its survey but before the sale, pastoralists beyond Balcarrie Station, including
Hayward, complained to Surveyor-General Freeling that the survey denied them the best
crossing of the creek bed.
Ben Ragless contended there was an even better crossing just north of the Square Mile but the
opposition prevailed. So, prior to the sale, a public road was surveyed through the block and,
further, a reserve (about four hectares) was included where water in the creek bed could serve
teamsters in winter, but was too brackish to use in summer. Thus Ben and his brothers were
permanently stuck with a situation they had hoped to avoid.
These details are reviewed only because of their bearing on the survey in 1860 of the first
government town in the Flinders. The township of Willochra had its origin in an incident that
occurred in the Square Mile on a hot and dusty day in December 1859 when Deputy SurveyorGeneral Goyder was returning south after months of surveying in the newly discovered country
between Lake Torrens and Lake Eyre.
His party, with extremely thirsty horses, arrived at the Square Mile during a blinding dust storm
and as Goyder was pumping water from a well on the private property ‘the dust happened to
clear away for a few moments and the party was seen from the house and a person sent down to
prevent water being used on the plea that they had a good many sheep to water.’
Back in Adelaide, an extremely indignant Goyder completed his report to Freeling with, ‘I really
must respectfully urge upon you the propriety of surveying allotments at that inhospitable abode
with the least possible delay.’ Freeling acted promptly. A notice of resumption of seventeen
square kilometres of the pastoral lease held by Benjamin, George and Joseph Ragless was issued
in January 1860 and Corporal James Elder (who had laid out Port Augusta) was directed to survey
a town of 132 allotments against the Square Mile.
But, in the land sale in July, only eight allotments were sold. And so the township of Willochra
[19 km North-East of Quorn] originated as a ridiculous over-provision of surveyed land in country
where sales could not cover the cost of the survey and achieved nothing to meet the
summertime needs of thirsty horses or bullocks, but led, indirectly, to the provision of infinitely
better drinking facilities for thirsty men. In 1860 another Ragless brother, Richard, erected the
Willochra Inn on the Square Mile close to the ‘town’. This served until 1901. Today a cairn by the
roadside marks the site.
In 1878, a traveller reported that he ‘passed the night at Willochra’:
The hotel is situated on the bank of a dry gum creek close to Ragless’s station. The walls of the
best rooms are adorned with two full-sized skeletons intended, I suppose, to represent what
farmers who settle in the neighbourhood are likely to be in a few years…
The Willochra Post Office operated from circa 1862 until 17 March 1955 and the Hundred of Willochra,
County of Frome, was proclaimed on 17 June 1875. The private town of Willochra South of 105 allotments
was advertised in 1879 The Willochra School opened in the Methodist Church in 1880 and closed in 1956,
while the Hundred of Willochra School opened in 1889 and became ‘Yapoona’ in 1890.
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A photograph of a cricket team is in the Chronicle, 11 June 1936, page 35.
Willogoleechee - Near Mt Bryan and the name of John Hallett’s pastoral lease. Aboriginal for ‘powerful or
strong eagle’. (See Wandilla)
Willoughby, Cape - On Kangaroo Island, named by Matthew Flinders on 7 April 1802 after either a village
in Lincolnshire, meaning ‘at the willows’, or Captain Sir Nesbit Willoughby, RN. The State’s first lighthouse
was built there in 1852 and named ‘Sturt Light’. In the mid-1850s the government stated that the £5,000
reward, promulgated previously by John B. Neales, Chairman of the Gold Research Committee, was still
payable - namely, on condition that upon any alleged gold field 600 licences at £1 per month should be
taken out for five months consecutively.
Universally, a cry went out - ‘We must look out for a larger and more hopeful find than Echunga.’ Within
three months of this pronouncement an Aboriginal woman, known on Kangaroo Island by the Christian
name of Betsey, sent in a preliminary claim to the Government reward and it was duly lodged with the Gold
Research Committee, accompanied by testimonials and joint claim of no less a person than Captain Cadell
who stated that the discovery had been made in the Cape Willoughby Ranges.
Willow - The Willow Bank School, near Blanchetown, opened in 1919 and closed in 1934.
Willow Plains Post Office opened in July 1881 on section 71A, Hundred of Arkaba, 19 km North-East of
Hawker. The school was opened in 1883 by Maude R. Webb; it closed in 1937. A photograph of a cricket
club is in the Chronicle, 11 April 1935, page 35.
Willowie - Derived from the wilawi - wila - ‘green branches’ and awi - ‘water’. The name was taken from a
pastoral run established by Alexander Campbell and Malcolm Gillies at the foot of Mount Remarkable in
1846. (See Glenorchy & Bangor)
‘Sandy’ Campbell formed his first camp at Willowie Springs, a mile and a half from Spring Creek,
as there was no water where the present station is… After he sold the run to Mr Angas he took
up land in the special survey. The first camp he made in there was called Glencoe. Some time
after he built a house for his mother and father further south and called it Glenorchy, where they
and himself died…
The Hundred of Willowie, County of Frome, was proclaimed on 8 July 1875 and the town, 32 km north of
Booleroo Centre, on 28 March 1878. Its post office, opened in 1876, was renamed ‘Booleroo’ in December
1876 and ‘Willowie East’ in October 1880.
A sketch of the pastoral property is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1890, page 24 and a photograph
of a cricket team in October 1894, page 169, of a ‘Sample of Wheat’ in the Chronicle, 3 November 906, page
29, of Mr D.E. Greig and ‘his house on a wagon’ on his way to Sherlock in the Observer, 16 September 1911,
page 31.
The school opened in 1880 and closed in 1967; a photograph is in the Pictorial Australian in September
1894, page 153, Chronicle, 17 October 1935, page 38. The Hundred of Willowie School opened in 1900 and
closed in 1947.
In 1882, it was reported that a Mr Bayly moved the following motion:
As the present Ministry have promised to obtain a supply of water for Willowie and seeing that
the trial pits for the dam were not satisfactory, and they having sent a geologist to report upon
the prospects of boring, and that report being favourable, the meeting respectfully urge upon
the government the necessity of sending the diamond drill now at Wilmington to Willowie as
soon as finished there…
The following humorous anecdote appeared in 1912:
The local store is more briskly run than when I last purchased there many years ago. At that time
I timed one assistant with a stop watch. His velocity was eighteen-and-a-quarter inches per hour.
Tradition has it that the youth was so dilatory in exhibiting some summer goods that the lady
customer when leaving found winter had arrived.
Wills Creek - On section 408, Hundred of Cunningham, probably recalls William Wills (ca.1840-1920) who
came to South Australia in the Sumner in 1857 and later, settled in the Maitland District where he was a
local councillor in 1906-1908.
In 1881, it was reported that ‘a public meeting was held to consider what steps should be taken to get
wharfage at Wills Creek’:
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The Surveyor-General had reported that the surrounding country was all scrub, as it had been
when surveyed, instead of which there was a large extent of land now under cultivation… Mr
Paterson proposed that a clause be inserted in the petition stating that if the government would
not undertake the work the residents would do it if the government would survey and hand over
to them the allotments of a township on a site to be selected…
The Register of 15 September 1868, page 2h says, ‘Messrs Wills, Reid, Heath and Willimott of Port
Adelaide have secured leases of all the principal salt lagoons on Yorke Peninsula with a view to supplying
the colony with this useful article; the salt in its coarse state is well adapted for pickling’ while in 1880
there was an article on Well’s (sic) Creek ‘a natural harbor between Ardrossan and Clinton…’ The Register
of 28 March 1882 at page 6e says: ‘The residents were desirous that a township should be laid out... a
mistake has been made when... Clinton, six miles distant, had been laid out...’ (See Price)
Willsden - In 1915, Hubert Clive Daniel, investor of Melbourne, applied the name to a subdivision of sections
131-33 and 149-150, Hundred of Davenport; now included in Port Augusta. Its school opened in 1954. There
is a Willesden (sic) in Greater London, translating as ‘hill with a spring’. (See Wilsdonville)
Willson, River - On Kangaroo Island, 14 km south of Penneshaw, named by the secretary of the Marine
Board on 12 March 1885 after Mr T.W. Willson, the first Justice of the Peace on the island. He arrived in the
Francis Ridley in 1850 and died on 2 October 1907 and is buried at Penneshaw. Formerly ‘Hog Bay River’,
its school opened in 1900 and closed in 1941.
Willtanna - A subdivision of section 110, Hundred of Pirie, by the executors of William Bosomworth in 1921;
now included in Risdon Park.
Willunga - Generally accepted to be a corruption of the Aboriginal wiljaungga - ‘a place of green trees’ as
promulgated by Mr Day in his railway nomenclature, circa 1915. Other sources link it to the mythical
creature Wano (sometimes recorded as Moanana - see Piccadilly) and claim it derives from willingga - ‘place
of the chest’. Further, in the vicinity, the Aborigines called a place warekilangga - ‘strong wind place’ derived from ware - ‘wind’, kila - ‘strong’ and ngga - ‘a place’, while Norman Tindale records the name
wilangga - ‘place of dust’ where wila means ‘dust’. Is it a ‘green tree place’, a ‘strong wind place’ or a ‘dusty
place’?
In 1844, a comprehensive article was published on an excursion through District C and it mentioned the
Aboriginal name of a gully near modern-day Willunga that is of special interest, viz, wilyahowkungga - the
European tongue could, conceivably, have corrupted it to ‘Willunga’.
The first survey of the district was carried out in 1839 under John McLaren. The Government
Reserve on which the old Courthouse stands was shown as occupying land on both sides of the
road linking Adelaide and Encounter Bay. This reserve played an important part in the early days
of Willunga for it served as a tentage area for early immigrants, a supply depot for government
personnel and displaced Aborigines and a building site for the Police Court House, Post Office
and surveyors’ huts.
This village is portions on sections 258 and 268 which were bought from the Crown by Edward
Moore, grants issued 30 January 1840… the village was surveyed by R.S. Welsh; Moore, in his
will, left the above sections to his friends, Sir Henry Webb and E.W. Jerningham and appointed,
as his attorney, Henry Johnson, of Smart, Webb, Johnson and Baynes. There was great trouble in
getting titles to the allotments…
Mr Martin of Willunga told me he had paid twice over for his allotments… a slab hut was put up
in December 1839 by William Atkinson and called the Bush Inn’ on what are now lots 6 and 7…
Evelyn Sturt, brother of Captain Charles Sturt, had sheep there a year or so before the village was
cut up (told to me by Isau [sic] Martin of Willunga on 1 September 1894).
The town of Willunga South, surveyed by W.G. Evans in 1879, was proclaimed on 4 March 1880 and the
Hundred of Willunga, County of Adelaide, on 29 October 1846.
Photographs of slate quarries are in The Critic, 30 November 1921, page 21, Chronicle, 3 December 1921,
page 27, Observer, 3 December 1921, page 24, of a football team in the Chronicle, 11 November 1911, page
30, Observer, 8 September 1923, page 28, of the railway on 24 May 1913, pages 30-31, 20 December 1913,
page 29, 13 June 1914, Chronicle, 30 January 1915, page 27, The Critic, 27 January 1915, page 14, of the
cricket team in the Chronicle, 29 February 1908, page 32, of a group of pioneers on 17 October 1903, page
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43, of haymaking on 8 December 1932 (supp.), of a basketball team on 15 November 1934, page 33, 31
October 1935, page 32, Advertiser, 30 November 1934, page 30d.
The town of Port Willunga was laid out by Thomas Martin, publican of Aldinga, circa 1851, on section 386
and extended by the South Australian Company, in 1856, on section 391. Its Aboriginal name was
kunanjapilba - kuna - ‘excrement’ and pilba - ‘earth’.
In 1850, the first vessel loaded wheat for England: ‘The settlers [are] glad to find such an easy access to the
place of shipment… The parties who were engaged in shipping the wheat have decided upon the name, and
called it Port Willunga.’
The wreck of the Star of Greece at this place, in 1888, and a history of its jetties are told in The Tragic Shore,
by G.H. Manning:
As was her usual custom Fanny How rose early about 6 a.m. on 13 July 1888; she was taking cold
ashes from her kitchen stove for depositing in the primitive ‘outhouse’ which stood in isolation
from the house. To her surprise, she saw three masts sticking up over the cliffs and with ‘wind
and rain swirling around her she suddenly realised the full horror of what she saw. She went
inside, took out a red ’kerchief, tied it on her head and went down to her brother-in-law, Thomas
Martin’, who had been a former harbor-master at Port Willunga before being compelled to
resign because of the cheese-paring policy of Sir John Downer’s ministry.
Thomas Martin at once proceeded to the scene and, with the aid of a telescope, saw four men
and a boy in the mizzen-rigging and one man standing on the break of the poop. The sea at the
time was making a clean breach over the stranded vessel, with spray flying over the topsail
masts. He then got his horse and galloped to the Aldinga telegraph station…
See Register, 13 October 1888, for a letter from its owners:
We have read with indignation of the apparent indifference of the authorities as to whether
sailors were drowned or not, and of the inadequate life-saving appliances they provide… (See
Castine, Hundred of)
During 1860, it was reported that ‘the inhabitants of this usually quiet place were thrown into a state of
alarm at the appearance of a great body of water rolling down the gully. In a few moments the whole flat
was covered with four feet of water and at noon… it reached six feet. At the mouth of the creek where
boats were usually moored for safety, four belonging to Mr S. White were swept to sea…’
Photographs of the jetty are in the Observer, 22 and 29 May 1915, pages 27 and 28, of relics from the Star
of Greece in the Chronicle, 20 July 1907, page 31, of a shark caught from the jetty on 11 January 1908, page
29, of the village in the Observer, 23 & 30 January 1915, pages 26-27.
Willyama, Point - Between Rhino Head and Marion Bay; named after ‘the ill-fated steamer of that name.’
Willyara - The Willyara Primitive Methodist Church stood on section 264, Hundred of Saddleworth, on the
Manoora-Waterloo Road. In 1857, there was a report of a new chapel at the head of the River Light ‘24
miles from the Burra’ and in, 1868, upon its Sunday school’s first anniversary.
Willyaroo - Two kilometres South-East of Strathalbyn. Aboriginal for ‘to invoke a good harvest’. Prior to
1918 it was ‘New Hamburg’, laid out on sections 2608 and 2612, Hundred of Bremer, by John Bentham
Neales, circa 1853. A photograph of Mr Laurence Collett delivering mail is in the Chronicle,
21 February 1935, page 38.
Wilmington - The town, 35 km South-East of Port Augusta, surveyed by Charles Wells and W.E. Harcus in
March 1876, was proclaimed on 13 April 1876. Previously, the district was known as ‘Beautiful Valley’.
Governor Musgrave named it after some association his wife had with a place of that name in the United
States of America; the name occurs, also, in Devon, Shropshire and Somerset, England, where, in 1156, it
was recorded as welmendona - ‘spring near a meadow’.
Land in the immediate vicinity was taken up first by J.H. Angas in 1851 (lease no. 121).
He was a mere boy of twenty when, one day in 1843, he stepped ashore from one of the
‘magnificent wooden liners’ which in those days got you from Europe to Australia in something
under six months if you were lucky, or made a present of you to the fishes if you were not. His
father’s affairs in Australia, which were already large and complicated, and were managed by
agents, had become a bit mixed on account of the responsibilities to which the principal had
been committed. Angas the elder had not yet reached this country, and had deputed… his
second son, to find out what was wrong and to put it right. Angas junior did. Young Angas’
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inaugural experience of pastoral life was sharing a six by three hut with a shepherd. Nowadays
we would be ashamed to house a dog in such a microscopic shelter.
Angas stayed here ten years acquiring colonial experience, and methodically plotting out the
policy which he followed with such conspicuous success in later years. As I see it, the kernel of
that policy was to purchase large tracts as principal stations, with smaller properties between
them and the metropolitan markets for use in travelling stock, to ensure that they reached
market in first-class condition, with corresponding profit to the owner. Of course, you could not
do it now. But the opportunity was there in the days of Angas - and he had the brains to seize it.
When he died in 1904 at the age of 81 he was enormously wealthy - and he deserved every
penny that he had.
In 1877, as there was no grass anywhere in the North to assist the farmer he had to buy chaff:
Bad as things are, the sons of toil are not to be denied the privilege of trying to do their best, for
the roads leading in every direction are literally lined with waggons carrying chaff to their
respective scenes of operation. We are at last to have… an impounding yard… to be our
protection from stray waifs. Considering the splendid well that is attached and the central
position of the yard, it cannot fail to meet the requirements of the district…
A public meeting in connection with the need for a school was reported in 1877; it opened later that year.
Photographs are in the Observer, 23 May 1908, page 30, of hare shooting in the Observer, 22 June 1907,
page 31.
Wilpena Pound - ‘Has been described as a huge amphitheatre, a wonderful mountain basin, an immense
natural fortress, and a vast rock dimple, but the pastoral pioneers who first knew it were struck by its
general resemblance to a pound - the enclosure used for confining stock. They applied to it the name Pound
which, short and appropriate, has endured.’
There are conflicting records as to the possible meaning of the Aboriginal word ‘Wilpena’- one, ‘the place
of bent fingers’, the other, ‘the hut’ or ‘wurlie place’. Hans Mincham ventures the opinion that ‘the former
has been interpreted as signifying the place where the cold freezes the fingers in winter’:
Certainly snow occurs on the peaks on rare occasions, but as a slight cupping of the hand and
partial clenching of the fingers makes a fair miniature of the Pound, that interpretation is open to
question. The name, rendered Wilpeena, appears on the first map ever drawn of the area where
it is applied to the creek that drains the Pound and to a hill outside the Pound.
The Aboriginal wilpi was used widely for wurli - ‘camping shelter’, so ‘Wilpena’ may mean ‘wurli place’.
Another derivation, likely to be closer to the truth, is that the ‘Elder Range’ was called woodna-wolpena by
the Aborigines - ‘great mountain’. A sketch of the Pound is in Romance of Place Names of South Australia.
According to Aboriginal legend the Pound is the place where an evil power called Muldarbie forced a
serpent or crocodile Kaddikra that had ravaged the country for several generations to go underground.
Muldarbie then piled earth and rocks over Kaddikra.
The rumbling sounds caused by earth tremors, so often heard between Lake Torrens and the Flinders
Ranges, were attributed to the subterranean burrowing of Kaddrika. In 1851, a new pastoral country was
discovered North of Mount Eyre:
It is a mountainous country and the ranges rise to a height of about two thousand feet. There are
several streams some of which are said to run the whole year. A well-known surveyor lately
visited the country with reference to a dispute not yet decided as to the right of run between
Messrs Brown [sic] and Bagot.
He described a very singular locality - a piece of level land capable of depasturing five hundred
head of cattle, surrounded by perpendicular rocks which rise to a height of a thousand feet, and
there is only one point of ingress or egress, a narrow swampy gorge which cattle will not… pass.
It has been named the Pound. Mr C.N. [sic] Bagot claims the honour of discovering this new
country… From the hills a good view was obtained of Lake Torrens.
A search through records of the Commissioner of Crown Lands provides evidence to support the
view that Chace explored Wilpena before Bagot. The Brownes - Chace’s employers - applied for
leases in the locality in December 1850; Bagot did not apply until April 1851. There is, however,
the possibility that a stocking difficulty held up Bagot’s applications and that he may have
explored the country some time before he applied for leases.
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A squatter had to be in a position to stock without delay any run that he applied for. The
Brownes, with their strongly established Booborowie and Canowie Runs, were strategically well
situated to place the necessary number of stock on to any run in the north within the required
three months after application. Hayward, who with W.J. Browne and George Marchant was
turned back by heavy rain while exploring towards Wilpena in 1850, refers to Chace. He says that
Chace, ‘piloted by natives pursued the course we had to abandon’, and that he ‘within fifteen
miles of our last camp found the Wilpena and Arkaba Creeks of running water, and a few miles
north of Wilpena the Willowwilcannia and other fine creeks… also the Aroona run 22 miles north
of Wilpena.’
It has been said that C.M. (sic) Bagot, son of Captain C.H. Bagot, discovered the pound. In 1846, with Francis
Dutton, he applied for an occupation licence between Mt Arden and Mt Eyre, but there is no evidence that
he ever took up the run; details of any exploration undertaken by him has not been recorded.
In 1882, it was reported that ‘one of the hands employed on the Wilpena Run (Thomas Sawtell) died about
three miles from the head station. He was found dead in a gutter, evidently having only expired a short
time’:
The Stipendiary Magistrate from Blinman, who was at Wilpena at the time, made the usual
enquiries and gave an order for the burial of the body, which order was carried out by chucking a
few shovelsful of dirt over the body where it lay. There are not nine inches of soil covering it and
from its position the first rain must fully expose it… I have seen and heard of many burials in the
bush, but such a disgraceful affair as this, I will hope, is without parallel. (See Pas(s)more River)
A photograph of the pastoral station is in the Chronicle, 8 September 1928, page 40.
Wilpoorinna - Near Marree. Aboriginal for ‘place of a hut’. A sketch of the station homestead is in the
Pictorial Australian, February 1884. (See Wilpena Pound)
Wilpy - A railway station 8 km north of Karoonda. Aboriginal for ‘to make a camp’. (See Wilpena Pound)
Wilsdon - A 1920 subdivision of section 159, Hundred of Pirie, by Robert William Coleman; now included in
Port Pirie South and bounded by Hilda Street and Major and Harris Roads.
Wilsdonville School, near Apilla; was opened in 1926 and closed in 1971. Records are at a variance in
respect of the school – another source says it opened as ‘Tarcowie West’ in 1890, changed to ‘Willsden’ in
1891 and to ‘Wilsdonville’ in April 1891; closed in 1944. A photograph is in the Chronicle, 28 June 1934,
page 34. (See Willsden)
Wilsford - The Register of 23 February 1863 at page 3b describes it as ‘12 miles from Adelaide on the Great
South Road’; ‘Wilsford Garden and Vineyard’ was the property of Thomas Young.
Wilson - The town in the Hundred of Cudlamudla, 19 km South-East of Hawker, proclaimed on 6 January
1881, was named by Governor Jervois after a compatriot, General Sir Charles Wilson
Writing on 22 October 1880 the Kanyaka correspondent stated that ‘since I last wrote the government
have begun surveying another township about three miles north of this place in about as waterless a spot
as they could have picked’:
It really is a great folly to survey townships so close together. This was the origin of Wilson in the
North-Western corner of the Hundred of Cudlamudla, known for some time as Kanyaka Siding.
The railway station is a ‘minor summit’ and is situated at an elevation of 1,161 feet above the
sea level. A neat hotel, with something of a villa appearance, has been erected and will soon be
ready for occupation. This with a store and one or two houses form the nucleus of a township.
Wilson is the outlet for the Cradock district and the southern portion of the Hundred of Arkaba…
In December 1881 it was reported that ‘while Kanyaka had been appealing for a siding, the people of
Cradock had petitioned for one to serve their area at a place about halfway between Kanyaka and Hawker.
The government chose, finally, a site halfway between Cradock’s choice and Kanyaka township.’
In 1882, there was a report on the confusion caused because the railway station was often called ‘Kanyaka
Siding’, while the Wilson School, opened in the same year, closed in 1942. In the early 1880s, farmers
purchased land in the area at the relatively high price of £1 per acre. Following a run of seasons with below
average rainfall, culminating in the disastrous drought of 1928-29, most landholders either sold out or
became pastoralists. By 1942, the surrounding country had been consolidated into two holdings under the
control of the Rowe family.
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Wilson Hill, a trig station on section 281, Hundred of Encounter Bay, was named after a fallen soldier of
World War I who had held adjoining land. Prior to March 1942 the District Council of Encounter Bay and
the Returned Servicemen’s League erected a Memorial Tablet on a reserve near the trig. Its former name
was ‘Sheaoak Hill’.
The Hundred of Wilson, County of Buccleuch, was proclaimed on 1 December 1910, and named after J.P.
Wilson, MLC (1906-1918). Educated in Sydney, he became apprenticed to a bootmaker, but, tiring of the
trade, joined his father in several mining ventures. He came to Adelaide in 1902, joined the Labor Party and
declared that the ethics of Socialism were, to him, the same as Christianity ‘and they were to him a deep
religious conviction.’ He resigned from the Labor Party in 1918, because he refused to decline an
appointment on the Railways Standing Committee.
Lake Wilson, in the Far North-West was named by Ernest Giles, on 26 September 1873, after Sir Samuel
Wilson of Horsham, Victoria, a munificent contributor to the expedition’s funds.
Point Wilson, near Eucla, was named by E.A. Delisser in November 1866 after ‘Professor Wilson of
Melbourne, the acclimatizer’, and was mapped as Wilson Bluff. It is an important archaeological site as
translucent honey coloured flint was mined there by the Aborigines before European settlement.
On 7 December 1991, a plaque was unveiled there to commemorate the exploration journey from Adelaide
to King George’s Sound by Edward John Eyre, with companions Wylie and John Baxter, in 1840-41. It was
placed by the Institution of Engineering and Mining Surveyors (Australia), Department of Lands - SA and the
Dept. of Land Administration - Western Australia.
Rodney Cockburn says that ‘Edward and Samuel Wilson… allied themselves closely with the acclimatization
movement in Victoria and each one could claim to be the “acclimatizer”. It is hard to say which one Delisser
had
in
mind
as
neither
was
officially
styled
“Professor”.’
Wiltajowie Waterhole - It lies on a branch of Wild Dog Creek, near Arkaroola, and was the watering place
of the mythical wild dog wiltja; thus, ‘wiltja’s water’.
Wilton - A school near Angaston; opened in 1926 it closed in 1971. The Hundred of Wilton, County of
Jervois, was proclaimed on 18 March 1897 and named after C.R. Wilton, a journalist of Adelaide. Born in
Brunswick, Victoria, on 25 May 1855, in 1877, with Messrs J.C.F. Johnson, D. Magill and W.J. Kennedy, he
was associated with the production of the Adelaide Punch.
In 1890, he became sub-editor of the Advertiser, and, subsequently, leader of the Hansard staff. In the
House of Assembly, he was one of the best known figures in the press gallery and his humorous comments,
and his store of anecdotes, made him sought after as a critic and raconteur. He died on 8 March 1927.
Regarding the Hundred, in 1910 it was said that ‘the hardships endured years ago by these pioneer
pathfinders are made light of when they have garnered their plentiful harvest’:
Coaxed by the phosphate, and helped by the up-to-date farming methods practised of late, the
land has this year, with only an ordinary rainfall of 10 inches, produced more wheat than ever
before.
A photograph of a bullock team is in the Chronicle, 2 February 1933, page 38.
Wiltoria - An alternative name for ‘Pancharpoo’.
Wiltunga - A corruption of the Aboriginal wiltonga - ‘place of the eagles’. The Hundred of Wiltunga, in the
County of Daly, was proclaimed on 31 December 1874. In 1895, a traveller drove through the Hundred and
found that ‘surrounding the town of Bute was a large strip of country that had been reserved… for travelling
stock purposes. This has now been divided up into working men’s blocks and small homesteads are to be
encountered…’
The Wiltunga School opened in 1887 and closed in 1945.
Wilyerpa - A post office on Wilyerpa Station, NE of Hawker; opened in 1895 it closed in 1908.
Wilyutana - A school near Elliston that closed in 1936. Aboriginal for ‘meeting place’.
Winceby Island - In the Sir Joseph Banks Group, named by Matthew Flinders on 26 February 1802 after a
Lincolnshire village, derived from the Old Scandinavian vinds-byr, a mythical name.
Winckel Bridge - On the Gawler by-pass road, recalls Friederich Ernest Winckel, who was born at Gawler on
30 March 1857 and died there on 16 July 1946. The name was applied, officially, in 1980.
Windabout, Lake - North-West of Port Augusta, named by B.H. Babbage on 14 May 1858 ‘on account of its
twisting in and out among the hills’.
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In 1904, a newspaper report stated that ‘a splendid government tank is located [here] and is well named.
It is overlooked by numerous little knobs like forts and the lake itself is simply a huge artistic pattern in salt
that flew up and hit one in the eye as the horses spanked across the hard surface…’
Windermere - Rodney Cockburn says it was an early name for Grunthal. (See Grunthal)
Windittie Creek - Aboriginal for ‘plenty of water’. The ‘Windittie Mine’, in the Hundred of Mann, was
known, also, as ‘Arno Bay Mine’. (See Arno Bay)
Windsor - This name was applied to three subdivisions, one country and two suburban, firstly, in the
Hundred of Dublin, 27 km NNW of Two Wells, on part sections 17 and 33 by George Baker, farmer of Port
Gawler, in 1876; its post office was opened by W. Temby in August 1877 and closed on 7 August 1982.
In 1904, it was reported that ‘there was a daily mail that is received and distributed by Mr H.H. Everett,
storekeeper, in his capacity of postmaster’:
The village blacksmith is Mr W. Simmons and Mr W.J. Hollands conducts a thriving fruit and
vegetable business. Mrs Longson is the schoolmistress and Mr H. Slater acts as honorary
secretary to the Institute… Winegrowing and general farming are followed by the residents of the
district…
The public school opened in 1878 and closed in 1971. Prior to this a school was conducted by Miss Temby,
a daughter of the first storekeeper: ‘She used a room of the verandah at the store as a schoolroom. When
the church was built, the school moved to the church and remained there until the public school was
opened…’
A photograph of Australia Day celebrations is in the Observer, 7 August 1915, page 29.
Other subdivisions named Windsor were made on section 494, Hundred of Yatala, by David Randall in 1849
and sections 193-94, Hundred of Port Adelaide, by Richard Gimbert Wilkinson, bank manager, in 1877.
The former subdivision’s nomenclature was explained by Nathaniel Hailes: ‘With Windsor, in England, I
have been well acquainted these forty years, and the resemblance of section 494, in extent of prospect and
some other particulars, suggested to me the name.’
Mr Randall advertised his creation as ‘raised above all neighbouring sections, [it] commands an almost
unbounded extent of mountainous, marine and woodland scenery’:
The extreme richness of the soil is attested by corn which, even at this early period, has attained
the height of from four to five feet … Excellent building stone exists near the river and an
adequate proportion thereof will be excepted from sale and made common property of the
purchasers who will thus be supplied with building materials worthy to constitute a South
Australian ‘Windsor Castle’.
In the 11th century it was written as windelsoran - ‘river bank with a windlass’; other sources suggest it
comes from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning ‘winding shore’.
Windsor Gardens was a subdivision of section 501, Hundred of Yatala, by Edward C. Mills in 1929.
Wingamin - A railway station 7 km west of Karoonda. Aboriginal for ‘sowing’.
Wingfield - The suburb, surveyed by A. King and E.B. Jones, was proclaimed on 26 April 1877 and named
after R.W. Wingfield, clerk of the Executive Council:
The township consists of 72 allotments of one rood each… The first sale was held on May 26
when town allotments realised from £2.15.0 to £7.10.0 each. It is believed that on completion of
the St Vincent Street to the South Australian Company’s property, Wingfield will in the course of
time be thickly populated. As the land appears to be well adapted for garden culture it has been
suggested that the spot would be suitable for a recreation ground for Portonians.
The school opened in 1882 and closed in 1885; Wingfield Camp School opened in 1951 and closed in 1952.
Photographs of a military camp are in the Chronicle, 24 March 1923, page 34.
Wingundjerang - In the Hundred of Bonney, was the name of a high lookout point used by clansmen for
smoke signals - derived from winkum - ‘windy’ and tjerang - ‘camp’.
Winifred - A 1906 subdivision of part section 128, Hundred of Pirie, bisected by Elizabeth St, by Albert
Pearce, who named it after his daughter; now included in Port Pirie South.
Winicke Berick Well - In the Peake District. Probably corrupted from the Aboriginal byrlung byrleck - ‘the
sea’. (See Box Flat & von Doussa, Hundred of)
In 1905, a report said that, ‘in 1849, my late father and family went through the Long Desert with sheep’:
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We camped on Nalang where two men… were sinking a well. It was 80 feet deep and there were
beautiful sea shells on the bottom which as soon as they came to the top, fell to pieces. The sea
was 30 miles from there… An Aboriginal, Kropingeri told us that in his great-grandfather’s
(Goorapee) time it was all covered with the sea (Brylung Byrlech)…
He told us of his god, Mananoo [see Adelaide & Nuriootpa], and spoke of death with great fear
(Nurooken). We went back 10 miles to Barick Barick [sic], now Mount Monster Long Desert, and
settled between there and the sea, where there was another tribe who told us the same thing.
That has been a puzzle to me ever since. (See Lameroo)
Winkie - Aboriginal for ‘a flat’; John Chambers held the land under occupation licence in 1846 and most of
the Winkie irrigation settlement is contained in that part of the run known as ‘Wink Wink Paddock’ The
school opened in 1919, while the town, 6 km South-West of Berri, was proclaimed on 27 July 1953.
Winklers Crossing - Between Riverton and Saddleworth.
Winnecke - (See Oodnadatta)
Winnininnie - The name given to a sheep run established by Messrs Duffield, Harrold and Hurd in 1863
(lease no. 1112) and applied to a railway station, 19 km North-East of Yunta, and a post office open from
circa 1866 to circa 1870. Aboriginal for ‘running water’; Rodney Cockburn says it means ‘a gathering place’.
Winninowie - The name was adapted from the Aboriginal wininawi meaning, literally, ‘the vanished water’
- winin, ‘lost’ or ‘gone away’ and awi, ‘water’. The Hundred of Winninowie, County of Frome, was
proclaimed on 21 November 1878 and the Winninowie Conservation Park, South-East of Port Augusta, in
1987, having been named, originally, the ‘Chinamans Creek Conservation Park’.
In 1881, a public meeting was held to ‘consider the matter of school accommodation’:
There were within a radius of four miles more than 30 children of school going age [and it was
decided] that the government reserve adjoining the North-West corner of section 48 was the
most eligible site…
The Winninowie School opened in 1899 and became ‘Nectar Brook’ in 1938; it closed in 1939.
Winnowie - A post office near Beltana; opened in July 1888 it closed circa April 1889. The name was adopted
from pastoral lease no. 523.
Wintanerta - A school near Wallaroo; opened in 1886 it closed in 1912.
Winnu Swamp - On section 272, Hundred of Dalrymple; Aboriginal for ‘edible swamp roots’.
Wintabatinyana - A property near Lake Torrens; see pastoral lease no. 1538.
Winterfield Springs - On section 331, Hundred of Kongorong, recalls John Winterfield, who settled in the
district in 1862 and obtained the grant of the section on 16 April 1885.
The name Winterfield Creek was given to a creek rising from the springs and flowing to the coast, north of
Point Douglas.
Winter - Benjamin Pratt Winter, the surveyor of Port Lincoln in 1839, is remembered by Winter Hill, the
highest hill behind the harbour; he died at Portland, Victoria, in 1844, aged 36 years.
Winter Water, in the Far North-West, was named by Ernest Giles on 8 September 1873 after Mr S.P. Winter
of Murndale, Victoria, a subscriber to the expedition’s funds.
Winterslow - The subdivision was advertised in 1877 as being ‘about half a mile from the Windmill Hotel
on the North Road.’
Wintrena - A railway station 5 km north of Alawoona. Aboriginal for ‘great’.
Winulta - The school opened as ‘Hundred of Tiparra’ in 1884; name changed in 1891 and closed in 1950. Its
post office opened in October 1889 on section 180, Hundred of Cunningham, 10 km east of Arthurton.
Aboriginal for ‘swamp root place’. (See Tiparra)
Wipipippee - A property near Lake Gairdner; see pastoral lease no. 2705.
Wire Paddock - A school near Mount Gambier, opened in 1868 by John Hogarth and closed in 1875, it took
its name from a local homestead.
Wirha - A railway station 21 km north of Lameroo. Aboriginal for an ‘acacia plant’.
Wirlpana - A railway station 5 km north of Goolwa. Aboriginal for ‘broken’.
Wirmalgrang - The Aboriginal name for the Beachport district - ‘cave of mopokes’. (See Beachport)
Wirpa - A railway station near Gawler. Aboriginal for ‘ant’.
Wirrabara - Derived from the Aboriginal wirabara meaning ‘river forest’. In 1901, a report said, ‘the real
name is wirrabirra meaning “much water”.’ Mr J. Curnow, well posted in nomenclature, is the authority,’
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while in Day’s railway nomenclature it is said that it comes from wirrabirra, literally, ‘gum forest with
running water’, but Professor Tindale does not agree. Land in the area was utilised by Messrs Samuel and
Frederick White, when they took out an occupation licence on 13 November 1845.
The town, 28 km north of Gladstone, was proclaimed on 13 August 1874. The school opened in 1879;
Wirrabara Forest Reserve School was opened in 1881 and became Wirrabara Forest in 1892; it closed in
1967; photographs are in the Observer, 16 April 1910, page 30, Chronicle, 16 April 1910, page 32 and
of an Arbor Day on 27 August 1910, page 29, of students on 15 June 1933, page 32. (See Murray-Town)
Photographs of the ceremony of laying the foundation stone of the Anglican Church are in the Chronicle, 5
December 1908, page 31, of a ‘social centre’ on 12 August 1937, page 38, of a fancy-dress football match
on 14 August 1909, page 31, Observer, 7 October 1911, page 32, of the opening of the Institute in the
Chronicle, 14 September 1912, page 32, of harvesting on Mr J.W.G. Seaman’s property on 12 March 1927,
page 40, of a football team on 25 October 1934, page 36, of a hockey team on 13 August 1936, page 32, of
‘old’ residents on 26 November 1936, page 38, of the unveiling of the war memorial on 24 December 1921,
page 28, of a football team in the Observer, 23 October 1926, page 31, Chronicle, 22 October 1927, page
25, 29 October 1936, page 34.
Wirramatya - The Aboriginal name for the Laura district - ‘gum tree flat’.
Wirraminna - Aboriginal for ‘gum tree water’. The ‘Wirraminna Run’ (lease no. 2727) was held by Messrs
Green and Short from 1877 and, three years later, it was reported that ‘Wirraminna Station, belonging to
Messrs Green, Short and Scott is situated south of Coondambo and on the east of Lake Gairdner’:
Here a regular station is formed, civilisation shows itself, large contracts of fencing are going on
and as a reward of enterprise several splendid wells of water have been obtained at shallow
depths, estimated to carry 30,000 sheep.
The Wirraminna railway station is 71 km west of Pimba; the school opened in 1967 and closed in 1969.
Wirrappa - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line, 140 km NNW of Port Augusta, was the Aboriginal
name for a local waterhole.
Wirrawilla - A railway station 71 km north of Copley. Aboriginal for ‘green trees’.
Wirra Wirra - Near Willunga. Wirra is a Kaurna word meaning ‘in the midst of red gum trees’.
Wirrealpa Creek - Aboriginal for ‘on the open plain’. The Chambers brothers held the Wirrealpa run in the
1850s, east of Blinman, before selling out to Philip Levi. The Wirrealpa Post Office operated from January
1880 until circa May 1908. About 1880, when the North was suffering from protracted drought, a pelican
settled down in a small waterhole near Wirrealpa station:
There was no fish for it to feed upon, so instinct prompted the solitary bird to make friends of
the station hands and it walked up to the kitchen where it was fed, skilfully catching meat when
pitched to it… At night he roosted in a heap of firewood… When the manager left the station the
pelican stayed and mourned his loss for a while and then disappeared, never to return again…
Wirreanda - The name is derived from the Aboriginal wirienda - ‘giant trees’; other sources say it comes
from wirra - ‘gum tree’ and ando - ‘rock wallaby’ and applied to the ‘Wirreanda Run’, established by B.
Booth in 1851 (lease no. 82). Wirreanda Creek is in the Hawker District; the Hundred of Wirreanda, County
of Granville, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877. (See Gordon)
In 1883, it was reported that ‘a paper was laid before the Assembly pursuant to a motion by Mr Henning
giving full information with regard to the land leased as an University grant’:
15,000 acres were granted on December 16, 1876, its quality as agricultural and grazing purposes
being favourably reported upon by the Surveyor-General. It shows further that the land was
leased, originally, to F.W. Stokes and H.A. Short on July 1, 1876…
The Wirreanda School near Cradock opened in 1891 and closed in 1944.
In 1977, the name Wirreanda was a name proposed for a school at Morphett Vale in honour of one of the
original properties in the district. It was refused by the authorities because of the presence of a Hundred
with the same name but, in May 1978, it was accepted following representations from the Education
Department.
Wirrega - John Binnie applied the Aboriginal name, said to mean ‘dwellers in the open forest’, to the
pastoral run he established on 26 February 1846. While Professor Tindale acknowledges this nomenclature
as deriving from wirega, he proffers another district name wirigara and goes on to say that, ‘Wanagan, a
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Marditjali man from Victoria had matrimonial troubles there in the 1870s and is remembered for a song he
sang explaining why he went to the Coorong and married a Tangane woman.’
The Wirrega railway siding is 24 km south of Keith and its post office opened in 1911. (See Wonga Vale)
The school opened in 1925 and closed in 1946.
The Hundred of Wirrega, County of Buckingham, was proclaimed on 26 January 1882.’ In 1886, ‘a public
meeting was held at the council chambers, Mundalla [sic], on Tuesday, August 24’:
Mr R. Hood, who presided, explained the object of the meeting was to ask the Commissioner to
readvertise certain education land… in separate sections as there was no doubt that small
capitalists were unable to compete when put up in large blocks as at present… (See Binnie
Lookout)
Wirrigenda - A school on Eyre Peninsula; opened in 1928, it closed in 1935.
Wirrildie - Rodney Cockburn records it as an Aboriginal word meaning ‘wattle in blossom’ but does not give
a location.
Wirrilla - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘to make haste, to be quick’. This former school, near Manoora, took
its name from the Wirrilla Estate, of 1136 acres, owned by Mr D.H. Power, and subdivided in 1914 - a copy
of the sale notice was held in the former State Bank Archive, Adelaide:
Some of the finest agricultural land in the State is that in the neighbourhood of Manoora… The
government has purchased 4,000 acres of Mr David Power’s Wirrilla between that township and
Mintaro with the object of dividing it for closer settlement… (See Rose View)
Wirrina - A holiday village near Yankalilla - Aboriginal for ‘place of rest’.
Wirrulla - Aboriginal for ‘rockhole’. The town, 55 km NNE of Streaky Bay, proclaimed on 8 June 1916:
Was originally the South-Eastern boundary of the huge 900 square mile Port [sic] Brown pastoral
lease extending through Courela, Petina, Haslam, Flagstaff, Point Brown, southern Smoky Bay,
inland towards Chinbingina and then back to the current-day Wirrulla site. In those days Percy
and Gordon Roberts of ‘Oakvale’, south of Streaky Bay, used to ‘winter’ their horses on the
speargrass plains there.
An immediate problem was dingoes. When they camped in 1906 on the stony knob at the back
of where the hall now stands, (Gordon declared), they were forced to use their saddles and
bridles as pillows to prevent them being devoured! But while the wild dogs were a constant
hazard to the few ration sheep the brothers brought with them, a bountiful supply of bush
turkey, wombat and kangaroo ensured that starvation was [not a] problem.
Its school opened in 1919 and, in 1926, ‘Wirrulla [was] a west coast wheat growing centre on the railway
line, 60 miles from Thevenard’:
Last season 30,000 bags of wheat were delivered at the siding… The farmers have wisely banded
together to form a local branch of the Agricultural Bureau… With Messrs J.M Souter and H. Doley
as President and Secretary, respectively, the society has progressed steadily…
In an effort to attract tourists, the construction of a jetty was undertaken by the local Progress Association
and, using old piles from the Haslam jetty, it was opened in July 2001, being surrounded by beach sand,
etc., and utilised for the 5th tee of the local golf course.
Photographs of the memorial Hall are in the Observer, 21 March 1925, page 33, of a donkey team in front
of the hotel in the Chronicle, 26 March 1931, page 38, of the children in the Burke family on 21 April 1932,
page 32.
Wirukurumung - In the Hundred of Bonney. It was here that the last smoking was done of an Aborigine
prior to a ‘rack burial.’
Wirtungaunha Gorge - East of Beltana - Aboriginal for ‘with honey’.
Wisanger - On Kangaroo Island, 19 km WNW of Kingscote, and named by Henry Partridge (1845-1915), who
took up land there, after ‘Wisanger Manor’ near Stroud, Gloucestershire, once owned by his forebears.
Rodney Cockburn says it was named after the estate of H. Partridge, near Bisley, England, and that its
correct name was Wishanger. Its post office opened in December 1882. Photographs of the property on
Kamgaroo Island are in the Observer, 20 January 1906, page 27.
The name Wisanger was given, also, to an 1869 subdivision of section 1175, Hundred of Yankalilla, by
Septimane (or Septimus) Herbert, who hailed, also, from Gloucestershire. Earlier, in 1854, he sold portion
of the section to Trustees of the Wesleyan Methodist Church.
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Early documents spell it as ‘Wissanger’ and Wissanger School appears first in a list of schools in 1860; the
inspector’s remarks were as follows:
This school, a moiety of the cost of construction of which was defrayed from funds at the
disposal of the Board, is situated between the townships of Yankalilla and Normanville, and is
conducted as successfully as can be expected where the sexes are taught together, under a
mistress alone, and where the attendance is so irregular.
In 1862, the examination of scholars ‘at Wissanger [sic] School… took place. This school has been for the
past 15 months in charge of Mr & Mrs Poole… [A list of prize-winners is appended.]
Wishart Gully - On section 253, Hundred of Jutland, probably recalls John or Alexander Wishart who settled
in the district during the 1840s.
Wistaria - A post office opened ‘100 miles north of Adelaide’ in January 1910; closed circa 1911.
Wistow - Five kilometres south of Mount Barker. The name occurs in Huntingdonshire, Leicestershire and
Yorkshire, derived from the Œ wicstow - ‘dwelling place’.
On 9 April 1853, William Fidler (1813-1883) obtained the land grant of section 2896, Hundred of
Macclesfield, (17 acres) and, in 1859, sold fifteen acres to William Jackson while, in 1862, a small part of the
residual two acres was sold as a burial ground. He retained the remainder, calling it Wistow, until December
1868, when he sold it to Sarah E. Mattinson. W Gratwick opened the post office in January 1867. The school
opened in 1867 and closed in 1967.
Its nomenclature is a mystery, but it can be said that it is most unlikely, as Rodney Cockburn asserts, that
it has any reference to the Reverend T.Q. Stow, who was born at Hadleigh, Sussex, on 7 July 1801, educated
for the ministry at Gosport and, before leaving for South Australia in 1837, was a minister at Halstead, Essex.
On 6 December 1883, it was reported that ‘an important parrot shooting match took place at Wistow’:
The prizes offered were very valuable … Some exceptionally good shooting was made during the
day, Mr Bleechmore’s record in the first match being quite phenomenal. The arrangements were
in the hands of Messrs Edward Yates and Daniel Kingsland… First match - First prize, doublebarrelled breech-loading choke-bore gun, with case and fitting complete, valued at £31.10.0 …
Conditions - Eleven birds each, 21 yards rise; 80 yards boundary, one trap; guns limited to 12
bore, 1¾ ounces shot or less; powder unlimited; unrestricted use of both barrels…
Witchelina - A railway station on the former Marree-Alice Springs line, taken from the name of a sheep run
established by J. Ragless, in 1873. (See Tonsley) In 1887, W.J. Ragless reported that ‘Mr Ives says that the
squatters cannot get men and that the five learners and chattersnaggers are chopping the wool about
dreadfully. In the first place I can inform Mr Ives that we have quite enough men this season and that they
are as good an average lot of men as I have ever had anything to do with…’
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1884, page 25, photographs in the Observer, 15 September
1906, page 29, Chronicle, 7 November 1935, page 34.
Witera, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 17 December 1891 was an Aboriginal word
taken from pastoral lease no. 2020 held by Anton Schlink in the 1860s; originally, this land was held by
James Thompson from 22 October 1860 (lease no. 799). The school opened in 1919 and closed in 1925.
Witjawit - A rockhole with ever present water in ‘porcupine country’ about 16 km east of Blanchetown.
Dwarf people were said to have lived there.
Witjerawar, Point - A long point at the northern end of section 918, Hundred of Seymour; named after a
very tall man eight feet in height.
Witjira National Park - ‘Witjira’ was the name applied by the Wangkangurru people to the Dalhousie Springs
area.
Witto Creek - (See Caroona Creek)
Witton Head & Witton Bluff - The brig David Witton was wrecked at the mouth of the River Onkaparinga
on 17 March 1839. Baudin called the former Pointe Pitoresque (Picturesque Point), while on Freycinet’s
charts it is C. Stephanie. From its wreck the foremast was used as a semaphore at Glenelg, while the trading
vessel Onkaparinga was built from its timber and a steam flour mill erected at Noarlunga. (See Port
Onkaparinga)
Wizzo - A telephone office on pastoral lease no. 2837 near Roopena Station, east of Whyalla, opened on 28
July 1963.
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Woakwine Range - In the Hundred of Waterhouse. Aboriginal for ‘my arm’ or, as suggested by Norman
Tindale, more realistically - ‘my home’. In a later explanation he says it derives from wukain - ‘laughing jack
camp’ - a waterhole on section 32, Hundred of Symon. Alexander Cameron of Penola applied the name to
his sheep run, taken up in the 1840s. Mount Woakwine - (See Hope, Mount)
Wokurna - Aboriginal for ‘to arrive’. The Hundred of Wokurna, County of Daly, was proclaimed on 31
December 1874 and the town of Wokurna, about 15 km SSE of Port Broughton; on 26 July 1888. (See Sharps
Well)
Wolowa - The former name of the railway station at ‘Malpas’. The school was opened in 1921 by Annie
McQuillan and became ‘Malpas’ in 1922; it closed in 1944.
Wolseley - In August 1882 Messrs Berry, Smith and Sons opened a general store on a leased portion of
section 353, adjacent to what was to be the Wolseley railway station and, by late 1883, Messrs Grice and
Paterson subdivided section 332, north of the railway yard into allotments, the survey having taken place
in August 1883. In 1884, it was advertised as being ‘in the centre of the great wheat producing districts of
Wimmera and Tatiara being larger than the whole of the Northern areas and infinitely more fertile. Nearly
all the wheat and wool must come to Wolseley.’ The town was named after Sir Garnet Joseph Wolseley
(1833-1913) who, as Baron Wolseley, was Commander-in-Chief of the British Army.
The government town of ‘Tatiara’ was surveyed early in 1884 into 168 allotments, south of the Wolseley
railway station, and proclaimed on 8 May 1884 and its school opened the same year. Subsequently, on 20
February 1941 it was changed to Wolseley so as to conform with the name of the railway station and private
town which lies on land once comprising the ‘Nalang Run’ taken up by Loudon Hastings McLeod on 26
February 1846 under occupation licence.
Ironically, the name of ‘Wolseley’ is best remembered in Australia by Frederick York Wolseley, younger
brother of Sir Garnet, who came to New South Wales in 1854, experimented with machines to replace hand
shears and, by 1877, patented a shearing machine.
In 1883, it was reported that ‘the Custon to Bordertown railway should have been completed now, but as
far as Wolseley is concerned there is little cause for dissatisfaction, as, thanks to the foresight of the resident
engineer, provision was made for receiving and storing wheat in the station yard, and this week regular
communication was commenced between here and Custon. The first special goods train was brought up by
Mr Mann on Tuesday last (23rd) and every truck obtained from the traffic department has been sent away
filled with wheat…’
Photographs of the railway station are in the Observer, 1 June 1912, page 32, of farming at Wolseley in the
Chronicle, 20 April 1933, page 36, of the unveiling of the war memorial on 13 August 1927, page 39.
The name Wolseley was given, also, to a subdivision of part section 375, Hundred of Yatala, by David
Tweedie in 1883; now included in West Croydon:
[It] has been named after England’s greatest General, Sir Garnet Wolseley who so successfully
commanded the English soldiers in the recent Egyptian war resulting in the capture of Arabi Bey
and many of his followers.
Wolta Wolta - Aboriginal for ‘good water’. John Hope, a pastoral pioneer, gave the name to his home on
Koolunga station. Born in Ireland, in 1808, he arrived in 1839 from Western Australia and died in Adelaide
on 20 January 1880.
Womma - A railway station north of Elizabeth. Aboriginal for ‘the plain’.
Wondoma, Cape - Near Streaky Bay, the Aboriginal name for a local well. It was named ‘Cape Bauer’ by
Matthew Flinders in 1802 and restored in 1948. (See Bauer, Cape)
Wondoominta Bore - Near Copley. Aboriginal for ‘good water’. Apparently, Rodney Cockburn records the
name as Wonaminta.
Wonga - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘west’. Wonga Shoal lies at the extreme western end of a sandbar
running out to the south of Semaphore. On 17 November 1912:
The well-known Wonga Shoal Lighthouse, about two miles out from the shore at the Semaphore,
was knocked over by the sailing ship Dimsdale. The old lighthouse was never reconstructed. In its
place there have been, as a makeshift, a light ship and a glorified beacon, but now a new
lighthouse is nearing completion…
Wonga Vale School, near Bordertown; was opened in 1920 by Ellen Flannigan and named after a farm
owned by A.W. Jones. The building was shifted to Wirrega in December 1924.
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Wongolina - This school in the South-East opened in 1921 and closed in 1928.
Wongulla - A post office on section 291, Hundred of Ridley, 17 km south of Swan Reach; opened on 17
August 1910 it closed on 31 January 1980. Aboriginal for ‘hungry’.
Wongyarra, Hundred of - In the County of Frome, proclaimed on 7 August 1851, adapted from the
Aboriginal wongojara, applied by them to Mount Remarkable; wongo - ‘high’ and jara - ‘hill’. The earliest
landholder in the area was Colin Campbell, who took out an occupation licence on 12 June 1845, about 8
km north of present-day Wirrabara. (See Glenorchy & Willowie)
The school opened in 1895 and closed in 1966. A photograph of the school committee is in the Observer,
6 September 1924, page 34, of students and a committee on 22 June 1929, page 32.
Wonna - The name is probably corrupted from the Aboriginal wana - ‘two’. The Hundred of Wonna, County
of Kimberley, was proclaimed on 31 October 1878.
In 1888, it was reported that ‘Mr James Eglington… has a special knowledge of the rabbit nuisance’:
He is a leaseholder there of nearly 4,000 acres adjoining the Ketchowla Run… The rabbits have
been dying off in thousands… Their decimation has not begun recently, but has been going on for
months…
Wonna Wells - (See Ketchowla, Hundred of)
Wonoka - An Aboriginal word meaning ‘daughter’, was a name given to a pastoral run by John McKinlay in
1851 (lease no. 141). The Hundred of Wonoka, County of Blachford, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877
and the town, 19 km NNW of Hawker, on 13 September 1883.
In April 1876 a storm of thunder and rain was excessively heavy about Wonoka and four waggons and two
drays were washed away by the flood. ‘The sufferers were Messrs Wilson, Murray, Henry Jordan James
Henniker and Michael Sherry.’
The initial euphoria in respect of the district was expressed by one optimistic farmer:
There are disadvantages to cope with. Hot winds, locusts and red rust at intervals may do
damage. Yet supposing a man has 400 acres of wheat… and loses 100 acres by such, it brings him
the handsome sum of £900; i.e., 300 acres, fifteen bushels to the acre at four shillings - a low
price for wheat which is worth here today four shillings and four pence.
We may note that a few years ago people would have considered the man rash and lacking in
commonsense who endeavoured to grow wheat so far from Adelaide as Wonoka, but that was
owing in great measure to a notion they had that rain did not fall north of an imaginary line that
was drawn across the country.
This idea has been proved fallacious; better crops have been obtained this last season in the
North than in the southern and older agricultural areas. We only need average seasons, not
extraordinarily good ones, and we will prove our case without a doubt to those who still remain
dubious as to the fertility of the north.
One fact has been much observed ever since a plough was first driven through colonial soil.
Heaven helps those who help themselves. Rain follows the plough. Providence aids the farmer.
The wilderness and solitary places are glad for them and the desert doth rejoice and blossom as
the rose. (See Hookina)
A photograph of the grave of Douglas Bruce is in the Chronicle, 29 June 1933, page 34.
Wonuarra - A railway siding 6 km SE of Paringa. Aboriginal for ‘wait a while’; formerly ‘Koora’. The school
opened as ‘Paringa’; name changed in 1917 and closed in 1919.
Woocalla - A railway station on the Trans-Australia line 106 km NNW of Port Augusta. Aboriginal for ‘crow’.
Photographs of the railway station and post office are in the Observer, 13 July 1918, page 25.
Woodbury - An 1882 subdivision by David Murray of part sections 2797-98, Hundred of Noarlunga; now
included in Crafers and Stirling. The name occurs in Devonshire.
Woodchester - In 1841, section 1788, Hundred of Strathalbyn, about 8 km east of Strathalbyn, was
purchased by Edward J. Peake, as attorney for William Leigh of ‘Woodchester Park’, Gloucestershire,
England, who subdivided it in 1856; in February of that year it was announced that at Lows’ Hotel, Mount
Barker:
E.J. Peake will offer the celebrated Tin Pot Special Survey comprising 500 acres of the richest
alluvial land in South Australia together with section 1791 adjoining. This matchless property will
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be divided into small farms, and the town of Woodchester [will be] laid out on Rodwell’s Creek
with the gift of a site for a church and school from the proprietor.
Fifteen months later an auction of an extension to the village was advertised:
At Everley’s Inn adjacent the Tin Pot Special Survey… already the town of Woodchester is a fact, a
good store, comfortable dwellings and a smith’s shop are among the beginnings of the place… [it]
is in the centre of an important mineral district.
In 1915, it was said that when Mr & Mrs W. Brook removed to Woodchester it bore the peculiar name of
Tinpot:
Because of the fact that a camper, in earlier days, had left a tin pot behind him when he
proceeded on his way. For some years the country thereabouts was held as a sheep station by
Mr Herriot and Mr Wood brought a square mile of country from the government. He was the
first man to undertake clearing operations in the district and to break up the land for cropping.
In 896 AD, it was written as wuduceaster - ‘Roman fort in a wood or built of wood’
According to records in the Department of Education the school opened in 1859 and closed in 1941. The
opening of a new schoolroom is reported in the Register, 19 June 1862.
A photograph of the unveiling of a Roll of Honour is in the Chronicle, 2 December 1916, page 30.
In an article in The Lasting Hills the author says:
Had a road and railway bridge at Wellington been successful instead of at Murray Bridge more
prosperity may have come to the Woodchester area. Instead, the increased usage of Edwards
Crossing near Murray Bridge brought prosperity there with increasing traffic also coming from
Callington. This effectively saw Chauncey’s line sink into obscurity and the Woodchester locality
locality becoming a quiet backwater.
Of interest is that, today, Woodchester House still stands in Leigh Street, Adelaide. Built in 1910 by Julius
Cohn & Co., leather merchants, two upper storeys were added in 1920. . (See Everley & Tinpot)
Woodcroft - A suburb of Adelaide, the boundaries of which were proclaimed on 21 November 1985, takes
its name from ‘the early-day Woodcroft Farm’; in 1163 it was written as wudecroft - ‘croft in or by a wood’.
Woodfield - A 1913 subdivision of part section 252, Hundred of Adelaide, by the executors of Joseph Fisher;
now included in Fullarton.
Woodfield now… 78 Fisher Street was built to take advantage of the beautiful views of the sea to
the west and the hills to the east and faces Fullarton Road, which was the eastern boundary of its
grounds until the land was subdivided in 1922. The house is an incorporation of two buildings, a
plain but substantial dwelling erected about 1853 and the imposing two-storey structure built in
1883.
Joseph Fisher bought the property at the time of his marriage in 1857 and when in the course of
time he wanted a house consonant with his public and business standing, he wisely decided to
retain the existing dwelling and add another building to it on a more elaborate scale.
The walls of the first house had been erected by J.C. Verco, who was a sound businessman,
being a Director of the Commercial Bank and Chairman of the Imperial Building Society, while his
public spiritedness resulted in his election to the Adelaide City Council and to the House of
Assembly. He died at the age of 76 on 2 February 1891.
Woodford - The name given to ‘a portion of my old South Gap Station.’ (See Partacoona)
Woodforde - Some authorities suggest that the suburb was named after Dr John Woodforde, who arrived
with Colonel Light and, later, became City Coroner, but it is more likely that John Hallett, the first owner of
the land named it Woodford, (sic) prior to the subdivision, after his birthplace in Essex, England, written in
1225 as wudeforde - ‘ford by the wood’; the ford was probably across the River Rodney.
The ‘Village of Woodforde’, as recorded in early conveyancing documents and, in an advertisement in the
Register on 28 August 1850, was laid out by John Finlay Duff on section 342, Hundred of Adelaide, granted
to John Hallett, a close business associate of Captain Duff, (see Hallett) and there appears to be no doubt
that Captain Duff adopted the name for his creation corrupting it to Woodforde.
In 1839, this suggestion was confirmed: ‘Woodford Estate… from and after 31 December next the road to
Stringy Bark Forest, through the property of Messrs Hallett and Duff… will be closed…’
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In 1859, the subdivision of Woodforde was advertised as ‘including building allotments, dairy stations,
quarries of slate and building stone, land thickly timbered, running water through the land all the year. A
lunch will be provided at Gepp’s public house at Macgill [sic].’
To confuse the matter further, in 1853 the Register said:
Woodford [sic], section 341 [sic] adjoining Magill. The soil is admirably adapted for gardens and
vineyards and the gentle and regular slope of the ground ensures that perfect drainage so
desirable for building sites, whilst the elevation of the land renders the air cool and bracing,
fanned as it is by sea breezes.
The Woodforde Post Office ‘293 miles west of Adelaide’ opened in December 1880; it closed in May 1905.
Woodhouse - When he bought the property in 1850, Richard Davies Hanson named it after a town in
Yorkshire, England. (See Hanson) Known as ‘Woodhouse Estate’, it consisted of fifty-eight acres, with a
residence and cottage, and was purchased by the Boy Scouts’ Association in 1957 for the sum of £20,000.
It was opened on 9 November 1957, by the World Chief Guide, Lady Baden-Powell, GBE, as a memorial
training and camping centre, perpetuating the memory of Scouts who died whilst serving in World Wars.
When they purchased Woodhouse, the Boy Scouts’ Association acquired more than a house and
landed property. With it went the wraiths of former owners, who played their part in the drama
of colonial settlement, and left a legacy of achievement to enrich the lives of their successors.
Woodhouse is rich in associations. It claims amongst its former owners, two men who were
destined to act as Lt.-Governor of the colony.
It witnessed attempts to establish within its one-time boundaries the manufacture of iron ore,
and the cultivation of fragrant flowers for the distillation of scent. It nestled on the banks of Cox’s
Creek, a name perpetuating the memory of Robert Cock, who in June, 1838, with a party of five,
sought to discover a track from the Tiers to Mount Barker. Perhaps the most cherished memory
is that of the felicitous home life of a man who served his country as Advocate-General, Premier,
Chief Justice and Lieutenant-Governor, and in a gracious domestic atmosphere, devoted his
leisure to the study of theology.
Woodhurst - A subdivision of sections 223 and 237, Hundred of Adelaide; now included in Hyde Park. It was
laid out in 1884 by the landowners, Harvey E. Astles, Wilhelm E. Henning and Charles A. Hornabrook. The
subdivision to which Cockburn refers probably relates to Deposited Plan No. 1290 which is marked ‘not to
be used’; it was advertised in the Register of 20 October 1882 when it would appear that ‘Woodhurst’ was
the name of the home of Mr H.A. Wood, the Official Receiver.
Woodlands - An Adelaide suburb laid out in 1922 on sections 395-96, Hundred of Yatala, by James Henry
Williams; now included in Beverley and Woodville South. An earlier subdivision of this name comprising 75
allotments ‘between Kilkenny and Woodville stations’ was advertised in 1920.
Photographs of the Adelaide property are in the Observer, 18 February 1922, page 26, of the school’s
hockey and basketball teams on 21 August 1926, page 32, of a sports day on 28 August 1930, page 31.
The name Woodlands was given, also, to a school near Blyth, opened in 1883 by John Wauchope; it closed
in 1939 - The Register of 22 March 1883, page 5c has a report of the opening of the Woodlands Presbyterian
Church erected on land given by Mr C.B. Young, near Hoyleton.
About 1881, the Rev R. Mitchell commenced holding services every alternate Sunday at the residence of
Mr Duncan McKinnon, a selector in the scrub country of the Hundred of Hall.
As there was no place of worship within a considerable distance there was a very good
attendance at the meetings, so much so that that about six months ago a start was made to
collect funds and arrange to get a piece of land on which to build a small church. Finally, a site
was selected at the junction of several roads and Mr C.B. Young gave an acre of land for the
purpose. Subsequently, a tender was let to Mr D. Smith and the opening services were held on
Sunday and Monday last…
In 1913, Woodlands Park Ltd subdivided sections 55-56, Hundred of Adelaide; into Woodlands Park taking
its name from ‘Woodlands’, a house built on section 56, by Alfred Weaver in the early 1840s and named
after a family estate in England; now included in Edwardstown.
Woodleigh - A post office open from April 1898 until May 1905 on section 1, Hundred of Smith, 40 km east
of Robe. The school opened in 1935 and closed in 1939. (See Pioneer)
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Woodley - In 1843, Osmond Gilles built a home at Glen Osmond, naming it ‘Glen Osmond Villa’ and, during
February 1844, his brother Lewis, with his wife and family, arrived from Tasmania and took up residence
there. In 1823, Lewis Gilles had married Mary Woodley Horne, who died in September 1844. Accordingly,
there can be little doubt that Osmond Gilles renamed the house ‘Woodley’ in memory of his late sister-inlaw. In 1882, the name was applied to a subdivision called Woodley Estate by C. Gill, T. Gill and C. Willmott
(part section 295, Hundred of Adelaide); now included in Glen Osmond.
In February 1888, Mr J.H. Parr offered for sale the Woodley estate at Glen Osmond which included the Glen
Osmond Silver Mine:
It was formerly the residence of Mr L.W. Gilles… The bidding was very brisk, starting at £8,000
and terminating at £8,600, Mr A. Sanders of New Zealand being the buyer.
In 1908, it was reported the ‘Woodley Vineyard’ was ‘one of the most beautiful in the State.’ It was
conducted by Mr H.V. Pridmore ‘whose untimely and regretted death only three weeks afterwards came
as a great shock to his friends’:
[He] was a much travelled man, and had settled down at Woodley with his dear young wife and
little children to enjoy a happy life when the grim Reaper cut him down… Mr Gilles started the
vineyard and olive groves sixty years ago…
Wood Pile - A landing on the River Murray ‘near Mason’s Rock.’
Woodroffe, Mount - Located in the Musgrave Ranges, is the highest point in South Australia (1,440 metres
above sea level) and sighted first on 20 July 1873 by William C. Gosse from the summit of Ayers Rock, 130
km to the North-East, and named after George Woodroffe Goyder, Surveyor-General of South Australia
from 1861 to 1894.
Woods - In 1879, Richard Wood senior (ca.1815-1889), chairman of the District Council of Dalkey, was
instrumental in having the Woods railway station, 5 km North-West of Owen, erected in the district; later,
Thomas B. Miller and William J. Hinde gave the name Woods to a subdivision of section 238, Hundred of
Dalkey, in 1884. The local school opened as ‘Dalkey Hill’ in 1883, changed to Woods in 1923 and closed in
1987.
In 1904, ‘at Woods Siding there was a store and post office combined - the former being owned and
occupied by Mr Amos Alderman and the duties of post mistress are fulfilled by Mrs Annie Alderman…’
Woods Flat Post Office opened in 1901 on section 2, Hundred of Murbko, 25 km South-East of Morgan. In
1916, the Nomenclature Committee suggested the name be changed to ‘Noraliff’, ‘the name of the
legendary native who killed the serpent believed by the Aborigines to have established the course of the
Murray.’ Professor Norman Tindale ascribes the legend to ‘Ngurunderi’. The school opened as ‘Murbko’;
name changed in 1913 and closed in 1945. (See Mason & Tailem Bend)
Woods Point was a subdivision South-East of Murray Bridge, by Woods Point Ltd, in 1945. Thomas Woods
was an eccentric man who, in the 1840s, kept the Ferry Hotel. Another version given in 1928 says that ‘in
those days a portion of the land was leased by one Jimmy Woods who built a hut on the point and is said
to have lived by somewhat doubtful means.’ Its Aboriginal name was wirrawar - ‘high gum trees’. The school
opened in 1913 and closed in 1972. Photographs of a dairy farm are in the Chronicle, 14 May 1931, page
37.
Woods Well is in the Coorong, SSE of Meningie. Thomas Burr, the Deputy Surveyor-General, met a party
there, ‘which was led by a Mr Woods.’ (Probably Thomas Woods of Woods Point and Murrabinna, who died
at Robe in 1862.) A telephone and telegraph office of the same name was opened on 15 February 1924 on
section 24, Hundred of Glyde.
Woodside - On 6 April 1850, James Johnston (1818-1891), brewer, of Mount Barker, obtained the land grant
of section 5030, Hundred of Onkaparinga, and in the following year laid out the village of Woodside,
extended as Woodside West by the South Australian Company on section 5031, circa 1858.
Its school opened in August 1857 and the Woodside Camp School in 1949; it closed in 1962. It is a common
place name in Mr Johnston’s native Scotland, one in particular being in close proximity to Oakbank, their
place of employment prior to departure for South Australia.
A sketch is in the Pictorial Australian in February 1890, page 25, photographs of a Show in the Chronicle,
27 November 1909, page 29, Observer, 22 November 1902, page 24, Chronicle, 27 November 1909, page
29, Observer, 4 March 1911, page 30, of an electric light station on 21 February 1925, page 33,
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10 October 1925, page 32, a sketch of the hospital on 3 November 1928, page 19 and
photographs on 9 March 1929, page 37.
A roving reporter said in 1851, ‘we now came into the long straggling, but interesting village of Woodside,
called so, we suppose, from its forming a continuous line at the foot of the woody ranges, which runs, or
perhaps at present stands, the river’:
There is a good inn at this place called the Woodside Inn, kept by Anderson, where the traveller
will meet every civility and attention from the landlady. The village itself is peopled almost
entirely by Germans with the usual accompaniments of costume and hard-worked women. Few
of the females are good-looking, even when young; their characteristic being a sort of roundfaced humour.
The old ladies we have seen were invariably of the homeliest pattern; not however, so extremely
withered, shrunk up, and ugly as the women of the north of Italy (commencing even at Domo
D’Ossolo), where coarse locks, without covering, were fastened up with showy Milanese bodkins.
Every farm at Woodside seemed to have produced a favourable crop, in process of thrashing and
winnowing. There is a small church here, and there are also several stores; and the population
must be considerable, as we counted sixty or seventy tenements along the line and otherwise,
scattered about.
In 1863, there was a report of a payable gold field being found at Woodside a ‘few hundred yards beyond
the township and near the residence of Mr Ferry’ and Mr Charles Brown, one of the candidates in a former
election in the Onkaparinga district, was believed to have obtained 20 small nuggets on the property. The
Register sent a reporter to the scene of the ‘rush’:
At a cutting at the 23rd mile post he saw one man with a barrow clearing up clay that had been
scraped from the side of the cutting by gold seekers who had either abandoned the search or
had gone to the river to wash selected portions of the auriferous earth. A party of well-dressed
women was watching with evident amusement a number of children who were scraping the
earth in the hope of finding nuggets… At the Bedford Inn our reporter saw Dr Baruh testing, for
the satisfaction of a number of villagers, some of the so-called nuggets… [he] supposes them to
be sulphurets of copper…
To this report the Editor responded and advised his readers that it was his duty:
To warn all intending gold diggers that were the prospects of success greater than we have
described them - were they such to warrant an abandonment of ordinary remunerative
employment - it would not be prudent to do so until the owners of the land have stated, first,
that they will allow it to be worked for gold, and, secondly, upon what terms they will allow the
right to search for and remove the precious metal.
In March 1881, at Woodside, an ‘experienced man’ picked up a conglomerate stone with gold in it from his
ploughed paddock that had been cropped for 20 years. Thereupon, he made a diligent search over the
paddock and got £600 worth of gold out of it and, by July 1881, there was a general feeling in the colony
that with ‘energy and capital the large district of South Australian territory would prove remunerative to
gold miners’, to which an observant correspondent retorted:
We reached that point long since and we have stayed very near it a great deal too long… A failure
or two, swindles more numerous, inexperienced attempts, in some cases no genuine attempts at
all, lavish expenditure for a slight object, slight expenditure where a large disbursement was
needed, brought us upstanding and the memory of these things has kept us in that position…
This discovery was not the only one in that district for, in July 1881, Mr D. McCracken located a ‘good reef’
and with the help of a few Adelaide gentlemen it was opened up to an extent that justified them in asking
the public for capital. Thus was established the Bird-in- the-Hand Mine which led ultimately to the discovery
and opening up of other mines nearby.
The discovery of this extensive reef at Woodside caused a revival of enterprise in the hills reefing districts
and, despite that most of the Woodside lands were owned privately, a fair amount of capital was
forthcoming and for some time that neighbourhood was the home of genuine mining. While these mines
were at work the Government established a Geological Department of Mines to regulate the granting of
subsidies to mining companies deserving of assistance.
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The dealings in Woodside mining scrip broke up the unsatisfactory assemblage of speculators calling
themselves the Adelaide Stock Exchange and this led to the establishment of a ‘real exchange on a genuine
basis.’ Names destined afterwards to become connected inseparably with the Broken Hill mines belonged
to the Bird-in-the-Hand directorate and it was through this connection that many South Australians had an
early and profitable interest in the great silver boom that reestablished the financial conditions of South
Australia.
The Bird-in-the-Hand Mines were located, mainly, on sections owned by the South Australian Company the monopolists of the district - on the western face of the Hay Range and, towards the southern end, in
property utilised for farming purposes for many years. The northern-most mine was the Two-in-a-Bush; the
next Bird-in-the-Hand and then followed in order the Bird-in-Hand Extended, the Ridge, the Nest Egg, the
Fountain Head and two or three other little prospecting claims of which, in 1882, Mr W. Thomas was the
worker. In total, about 200 men were employed. The Bird-in-the-Hand mine was purchased by an English
company, the Eukaby, in 1891, and nine weeks later closed down when the company went into liquidation
through an adverse action in the English courts. (See Reefton Heights)
The story of a ghost scare in the Inverbrackie Road, just outside the township, in 1891, and how the ghost
eventually got it in the neck, or more correctly speaking, in the legs. Mr Pulleine, a resident of the day, told
this story:
In March 1891, I was collecting statistics in the Hundred of Onkaparinga, and in the course of my
duties had to call on Tom Meddal, who lived near Nairne, and who described himself as
bootmaker and ‘Poet Laureate of the Hills’. He was a very interesting old man to converse with.
Tom used to do his shopping at Woodside and occasionally went there on Saturdays.
Having completed his business, he would spend a few hours with friends and start on his long
walk home towards midnight. Tom was told of the risk he took for many people had been held
up by a ghost at Inverbrackie and advised him not to make his usual trips to Woodside. Tom
agreed that it would be dangerous, but he intended to risk it.
The ghost had an intelligence service and got the tip that Tom was in Woodside and would be
late in returning. Passing the late Tom Hutchens’s house, Tom descried a white figure, but did
not flinch. As he came nearer a stentorian voice called, ‘Prepare to meet your doom.’ In answer,
Tom fired five shots into the apparition from his revolver and picked up the white sheet.
The ghost had flown. Sergeant Keating of the police force was in charge at Woodside at the time
and his wife gave me some details of the confrontation and subsequent court case: ‘Thomas
Meddal, described as a shoemaker and poet, told the court that… he was startled by a figure in
white coming out of the Wesleyan cemetery. On it approaching him, it uttered the words,
“Thomas Meddal, I claim you.” He struck at it with a stick and a scuffle ensued, during which a
sheet was dragged off the “ghost” and Meddal identified the defendant, who paid into court a
sum of money for his joke.’
Here is a sample of Mr Meddal’s doggerel that he sent to Queen Victoria:
Coming home from Woodside
Which quickly uncovered the ghost
One starry night from the post,
And showed his face to view,
A figure stood before me,
Who danced about quite lively;
Which just looked like a ghost.
Also Tommy Meddal too.
It issued from the Wesleyan Church, It really made him stagger,
All purely covered in white;
Throwing off his winding sheet,
It looked quite awful solemn
For he thought old Satan had him
Upon a calm and quiet night.
For being a perfect cheat.
Chorus Young man be careful how you act
To Men of genius sight,
For they will sure to overcome
Their enemies in the fight.

He then sprang wildly at me
Without a word or mutter;
Then again went down my stick,
And we both fell in the gutter.
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I stood surprised with open eyes
We scrambled about together,
With my mounted stick in my hand;
But he did not like the treat;
When the ghost said-I do claim you.
Then he shook himself together,
Then down went my stick so grand.
And ran down Moffat Street.
Woodville - In 1839, the grantees of the land comprising the suburb of Woodville were Jonathan Crowther
of Halifax, York, Jane Fooks, a widow of Weymouth, County of Dorset, and Captain Thomas Lipson, RN, of
Adelaide, with Robert Richard Torrens of Adelaide receiving his grant in 1841. The first recorded subdivision
referring to Woodville was laid out in 1849 and sold by Emanuel Solomon and Judah Moss Solomon, as
trustees of Captain Thomas Lipson. Lipson Street, Port Adelaide is no doubt named after that gentleman.
The selling agents described the subdivision in a press advertisement:
Section 405, on the Port Road, opposite Riseley’s Halfway House, will be offered for auction. The
section possesses unusual advantages and attractions as a township, commands every varied
prospect the imagination can desire of mountain scenery, is surrounded by productive farms; the
soil itself, equally productive, is richly wooded, and will at all times yield an endless supply of the
purest spring water, with the most luxuriant growth of timber being the source from which the
Port has been supplied with pure water for years. The township of Woodville’ has been surveyed
with judgement and care, embraces a number of frontages to the Port Road and North Arm
Road.
The interior is laid out into villa sites, where the citizen and gentleman may retire within its
umbrageous shelter from the cares of business and the heat of climate. As the township of
‘Woodville’ has many eligible sites there is little doubt that a railway station will be formed in the
immediate locality, where fresh water is so easily attainable, which will eventually reduce the
distance to about 10 minutes’ ride to the city, and afford to speculators a first-rate opportunity
of realising a fortune by establishing a railway tavern.
A road has also been laid out through the centre of the township, which communicates direct
with the North Arm Road, and saves a distance of three miles in the passage to the Para and
other districts. The allotments vary from a quarter of an acre to a block of five acres, which
places it within the attainment of moderate capitalists. The terms are liberal. A marquee will be
erected on the ground, and refreshments provided. In conclusion, the auctioneers beg to remind
the public that so eligible or desirable an opportunity for investment or occupation has never yet
been presented to their notice.
The town was named, no doubt, because, before closer settlement, it was a well timbered locality; however,
a ‘Woodville’ does exist in Derbyshire, England. John Bristow Hughes, who became a speculator at
Woodville in the 1850s, gave land and built, entirely at his own expense, St Margaret’s Church of England
in thanks for the birth of one of his sons. (See Saint Margarets) He built, also, the railway station at
Woodville and presented it to the government as an inducement for them to build a train line from the City
to Port Adelaide. St Clair, a well-known name at Woodville, was used by Robert Torrens for his homestead.
Built in 1842 and 1843, council rates for the house, stables, offices and 70 acres of land amounted to £710-0. After John Bristow Hughes acquired Robert Torrens’ property some years later, he built a larger
homestead and adopted, also, the name St Clair. This house was located in the vicinity of the present St
Clair Youth Centre. (See Tenterdon)
Larrikinism in the village was the cause for complaint in the Register, 16 June 1877:
[We are] greatly troubled by unseemly behaviour on the part of larrikins arriving on late trains,
especially on Saturday nights. They give annoyance by their foul language and also considerably
interfere with the safety of pedestrians by placing fencing wire across the streets,
while on 23 December 1881 a complaint was made against the Council:
The members of the Woodville District Council seem to be emulating in a small way the Yankee
fondness for ‘financeering’. Their code of ethics with regard to money matters is evidently very
lax and accommodating.
A photograph of council members is in the Observer, 11 July 1903, page 27, of the Methodist Church and
its Fair Committee in the Chronicle, 2 November 1912, page 31, of St Margaret’s Church on 12 June 1915,
page 27, of St Mary’s Church in The Critic, 9 June 1915, page 15, of a cricket team on 24 March 1915, page
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10. Photographs and information on the use of Mareeba Hospital as an army hospital are in the Chronicle,
5 and 12 August 1916, pages 30 and 43d, Observer, 12 August 1916, page 25, of a repatriation pageant in
the Chronicle, 3 March 1917, page 27, of a novelty cycle race on 13 December 1934, page 34, of a patriotic
pageant in The Critic, 28 February 1917, page 13, Observer, 3 March 1917, page 25, of a Scottish sports day
on 18 February 1922, page 24, of the bowling club on 24 February 1923, page 30, of a nurses’ fete is on 23
February 1924, page 32, of an Arbor Day in the Chronicle, 22 July 1937, page 33.
For information on the ‘City of Sturt’ see under ‘Sturt’.
Woodward Park - A 1935 subdivision of part section 108, Hundred of Pirie, by Harold William Goode, grocer
of Port Pirie; now included in Risdon Park.
Wookata, Hundred of - In the County of Hopetoun, proclaimed on 13 March 1902. A corruption of the
Aboriginal woggurda - ‘a valley’. The ‘Wookata Run’ was established by Messrs Davenport, Baker and Ross,
in 1880, (lease no. 2951 about 19 km west of Fowlers Bay). The school opened in 1919 and closed in 1939.
Woorkoongoree - (See Chewings Nob)
Wool Bay - A town, 14 km ENE of Yorketown, proclaimed as ‘Pickering’ on 24 August 1876, assumed its
present name on 19 September 1940.
Messrs Anstey and Giles formerly shipped the wool at this place and constructed a narrow path
to roll the bales down; it was intended to ease the gradient of this cutting and, as the levels had
been taken a few days previously, men superintended by Messrs R. Anderson and S. Kruger set
to work in earnest. By the evening a cutting 12 feet wide was nearly finished and next day
completed… Much valuable time is lost in striving to get the government to construct the
necessary work…
For a considerable distance along the coast there is a sandy beach, but within 100 yards of the
shore there is 1½ fathoms of water, so that vessels can lie near; but although much wool has
been shipped at the place in former years nothing has been done in the line lately. Judging by the
number of settlers who attended to cut the approaches the place will be a success, but time will
show.
Eventually, a jetty was erected in 1882 and served the district for many years, the last vessel loading there
in 1969; today, it is listed on the State’s Heritage Register.
The school operated for one year in 1877 and reopened as ‘Pickering’ in 1913; changed to ‘Wool Bay’ in
1941 and closed in 1942.
A photograph of a cricket team is in the Chronicle, 28 May 1936, page 35.
Wooldridge Creek - In the North-West, recalls Andrew Morris Wooldridge, who held a pastoral lease in the
1880s. Born in Adelaide in 1841, he died at Goodwood Park on 28 November 1925.
Wooley, Point - On section 40, Hundred of Lake George, and named after a man who squatted on a small
area of land near the point - probably William Wooley (ca.1825-1897), who came in the Sea Queen, in 1850.
Woolmit - A pastoral property near Kingston. SE. There are two conflicting accounts of its nomenclature:
To pioneer settlers there is something pathetic in the passing of the old-time stations… On
Thursday, Woolmit, with its 7,129 acres of freehold and 23,483 acres of lease near to Kingston,
will pass under the hammer… the fine property has been in the possession of the Morris family
since the early days and will fall into alien hands. When the estate was originally taken up black
cockatoos used to swarm on the adjacent swamps and it was from ‘Weelup’, the native
appellation for these sombre birds, that the property received its name…
Mrs Thomas Hayes of Wangolina Station dissented:
The first person who selected Woolmit in the early fifties was my grandmother, the late Mrs A.
Dunn, of Mount Benson… It was never held by the Morris family before Mr H.A. Morris bought it
from the Union Bank, about 10 years or more ago. Woolmit was named after the property of the
late Mrs Dunn’s father (the late Captain McKenzie) in Leith, Scotland… (See Bagdad Station &
Conmurra)
Woolpolool, Lake - Near Renmark. A corruption of the Aboriginal julurupuluru - ‘place of milk like mud’.
Woolpunda - The name applied to the largest elevated tank of its kind in Australia and a pumping station
near Waikerie; completed in 1921 it was demolished in 1979. The school opened in 1921 and closed in 1940.
Today, the name is given to a shack location adjacent to section 447, Hundred of Moorook, about 19 km
North-West of Waikerie. A photograph of the water tower is in the Observer, 27 July 1929, page 5c.
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Woolshed Flat - A school near Halbury; opened in 1905 by C. Hannam, it closed in 1923. It took its name
from Woolshed Flat Creek, where sheep from William Salter’s property (Hermitage) were shorn. The same
name occurs, also, 19 km SSW of Quorn, adjacent to the former sheep run ‘Itali Itali’ conducted by H.J.
Richman from 1851. (See Richman Creek & Hill & Weigall)
Woolsheds - A school, in the Hundred of Alma, opened in 1865 by Mary K. Wilson; it closed in 1872. In 1865
an examination was held at the Woolshed School:
Mr and Mrs Howard, Mr and Mrs Barber, Mr and Mrs Kemp, and several other parents who take
an interest in the school, were present. The school has been established for 12 months… Mr
Hopkins conducted the examinations… and expressed the opinion that Miss Wilson had devoted
great attention to her pupils… [A prize list is appended.]
Wooltana - A name applied to several features in the Flinders Ranges and given, also, to a sheep run near
Lake Frome, 106 km east of Copley, by J. McTaggart in 1868 (lease no. 1757); originally, he took up the land
in partnership with J. McCallum on 22 July 1857 (lease no. 560).
In 1923, it was reported that ‘speaking further upon his Wooltana volcano venture, Mr Montague stated
that he held a mineral lease over 80 acres enclosing the bounds of the hill in the name of himself and his
partner, Mr J.S. Carr’:
It was proposed at first to float the proposition into a company… It was proposed to put a tunnel
into the hill from the ground level to cut the sulphate rock… No treatment was needed to make
the sulphate of ammonia ready for market as it could be bagged and sold to farmers and
gardeners off the trucks…
It is derived from the Aboriginal uldanha - ‘a bunch of leaves’; the motivation is unknown, but Uldanha
Waterhole is in the immediate vicinity. A post office was conducted at the station from 1906 until July 1910.
Photographs of ‘On the Wooltana Mail Track’ are in the Observer, 2 November 1918, page 25, of the station
on 18 February 1922, page 25, of a ‘flourishing garden’ at the station in the Chronicle, 18 February 1922,
page 30
Woolumbool, Hundred of - In the County of MacDonnell, proclaimed on 19 April 1888. Professor Tindale
says it was the name for the district contiguous to the Tatiara homestead, 6·5 km from which was a cave
burial site called papinju.
Woolundunga, Hundred of - In the County of Frome, proclaimed on 8 July 1875. The Aborigines gave the
name to springs near Mount Brown claimed by the Aboriginal people of the same name while the
‘Woolundunga Run’ was established by J. Pat(t)erson in 1851 (lease no. 32).
In 1871, it was reported that ‘the following information has been elicited from Mr Watts in respect to the
spring at Woolundunga’:
The estimated daily flow is 12,000 gallons; the cost of the water to consumers for domestic
purposes is 20 shillings per 1,000 gallons; steamboats and to the boiling down works, 10 shillings
per 1,000 gallons; horses and bullocks, 2 pence each, sheep, 15 shillings per thousand…
The school opened in 1898 and became ‘Richman’s Valley’ in 1901.
Woolyana, Hundred of - In the County of Blachford, proclaimed on 5 August 1880. The ‘Woolyana Run’ was
established by P. Butler and W.B. Sells in 1866 (lease no. 1681), out of lease no. 606 taken up by Philip
Butler, ‘West of Rawnsley Bluff’ in 1857.
The school opened in 1897 and closed in 1915.
In 1899, a cricket match was played ‘on the Hookina Oval between Hookina and the Woolyanna boys’:
Woolyanna, first innings, 28; M. O’Connor, 9. Hookina, first innings, 21; P. Hogg, 8, H. Mayo, 7.
Woolyanna, second innings, 47; F. Modystach, 18, S. Stone, 7, Z. O’Connor 6. Hookina, second
innings, 19, P. Hogg, 7, D. Huddleston, 4…
Woomera - The site of a former rocket range, 183 km North-West of Port Augusta, is the name of an
Aboriginal throwing stick.
Woorlo Hill - Near Wirrega and known as ‘Black Hill’ until 24 March 1943. Aboriginal for ‘black’.
Woorong Boolong - A school on Eyre Peninsula in the Streaky Bay district opened by Winifred Wood in
1929; it closed in 1937.
Wooroora - This Aboriginal name for the Adelaide Plains, about 90 km north of Adelaide, was adopted for
sporting and community associations and, at one time, an electoral district and, in 1877, the first ploughing
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match and exhibition of stock of the Wooroora Agricultural, Horticultural and Floricultural Society was held
on 23 August when ‘the ground selected for the match was in Mr T.H. Ayliffe’s paddock and from its central
position was well adapted for the purposes of the meeting’:
The population of these places mustered to the extent of about 250 and the visitors from Tarlee
ran up the number of people to a little over 300… [A lengthy dissertation follows on all events of
the day.]
Wootoona - South of Minnippa. Aboriginal for ‘to shine’; known locally as ‘Moonlight Flat’.
Worlds End Creek - In the Hundred of Baldina, 32 km South-East of Burra; the name was taken from the
‘World’s End Run’ held by D. McDonald (lease no. 7 of 1851). As it lies outside ‘Goyder’s Line’ the generally
semi-arid condition of the country, no doubt, suggested to early pastoralists that to venture beyond this
place was to court disaster. The name was given to a post office on section 18 (opened October 1876 by J.
Duell - closed circa 1970); the school was opened in 1888 by Cecelia Taylor and closed in 1944.
The town of ‘Lapford’ was surveyed on either side of the creek with 104 housing allotments but never
developed. By 1905, the phosphate industry had become popular in this district and ‘the claims near
World’s End, held, originally, by Messrs J. Lewis, P.F. Ellicoat, S. Baker, W. Prior, T. Rosewall and others had
got into the hands of a Melbourne syndicate…’
Worrolong - Eight kilometres NE of Mount Gambier; an Aboriginal word, meaning unknown.
Worthing - A name given to section 2901, Hundred of Macclesfield, by William Fidler, circa 1881, near
Mount Barker. A town of the same name is in Surrey, England.
Worturpa Creek - Near the Gammon Ranges. The name is derived from the Aboriginal wartapa - ‘shadow’.
In July 1889 gold was discovered there by B. and H. Stubbs and a post office operated from October 1899
until May 1900.
In 1899, it was reported that ‘the instructions which Mr Gee took with him were that if he was satisfied of
the genuineness of the find he should at once proclaim a provisional goldfield under the title of the
“Worturpa Goldfield”’:
This is the name of an adjacent spring and was selected as a euphonious native appellation… The
result of declaring a goldfield is that prospectors can thereafter only take up claims of 100 feet
along the line of reef by 600 feet wide, instead of claims of 40 acres, as is possible on an ordinary
mineral field… (See Illinawortina Creek)
Wow Wow Plain - North-East of Coonalpyn and corrupted from wauwauwe, meaning ‘female kangaroo’.
The ‘Wow Wow Run’ was established by R.H. Bateson in 1869 (lease no. 1862). In 1904, following upon the
resumption of the Pinnaroo country several applications for licensed houses were filed and the court
granted a publican’s and billiards’ licence to Richard Walsh for the ‘Settlers Hotel, Wow-Wow’, in the
Hundred of Bews. (See Karoonda)
As to its nomenclature, in 1904, it was said that ‘at Wow Wow, surrounded by the well-grassed plain… one
may observe any evening small gatherings of farmers, each with his bucket or billy, conversing over the
events of the day’:
On the southern portion of the plain, dotted here and there, are the white survey pegs marking
out the township block… The rabbits will cause some trouble as they are numerous… The
Saturday mail comes to the survey camp on Dingo Plains…
A month ago or so… the few settlers called a meeting and signed a memorial requesting that the
name of Wow Wow should be changed to Lammeroo (sic). Wowell, which is the proper name of
the plain, as it was first called by the natives, would be a popular name. Wow Wow is a mistake
and no one seems to know how it came to take the place of Wowell.
Another source says that it derives from wauwaue meaning ‘female kangaroo’.
Wrattonbully - In the Hundred of Joanna. The Wrattonbullie (sic) run was established by William Wallace.
(See Elderslie) Its post office, 8 km North-East of Mount Gambier, was opened on 27 February 1952 and
closed on 28 May 1980. A corruption of an Aboriginal word meaning ‘place of rising signal smokes’. Other
sources say it derives from wratambali (or wuratambali) - ‘March fly plain’ or wratenbulle - ‘bare abdomen’.
Wrenfordsley, Hundred of - In the County of Robinson, proclaimed on 19 February 1885 and named after
Sir Henry Thomas Wrenfordsley, Chief Justice of West Australia in the 1890s who, apparently, was a
personal friend of the Governor of South Australia, Sir William Robinson, at the time the Hundred was
named. The Lantern of 11 May 1890 said:
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[He] is not welcomed very warmly at Perth by partisans of Acting Judge Stone, who thinks he
ought to have had the billet which Sir Henry has got. Sir Henry sticks to Sir William Robinson
closer than a brother and the way in which he has managed to work into appointments in
different places is wonderful.
Wright - Wright Hill was named after E.A. Wright, who held a pastoral lease ‘North-East of Truro in the
Murray scrub’ in 1876.
A hill of the same name stands on section 2019, Hundred of Nangkita and possibly recalls Edward Wright,
who purchased land in the area in 1853.
Hundred of Wright, the County of Robinson, was proclaimed on 18 May 1893 and named after G.S. Wright,
secretary to the Commissioner of Lands and Mayor of Henley Beach; its school opened in 1901 and closed
in 1916.
Wright Island, in Encounter Bay, was named after Captain Joseph Wright, who was connected with the
South Australian Company at Rosetta Head. He arrived in the South Australian in 1837 and died at Adelaide
on 17 July 1853. Early charts apply the name to what is now ‘West Island’, while Wright Island, as we know
it, is unnamed.
Wrights Plain - (See Ninnes, Hundred of)
Wudinna - Mr Gerald Kenny, formerly of the Lands Department, states that ‘Wudinna’ was a
misinterpretation in head office of the surveyor’s correspondence, wherein he names the Hundred of
Weedinna, after granite rocks, called ‘Weedinna Hill’. The Hundred of Wudinna, in the County of Le Hunte,
was proclaimed on 31 July 1913 and the town on 9 March 1916.
In 1926, ‘an illustration of some of the difficulties experienced by settlers was provided in the meeting
along the road of a woman driving a pair of horses in a buggy’:
It was ascertained that she was proceeding six miles to school to bring her young son home. She
had driven him to school in the morning. While at Wudinna Rock an inspection was made of a
modern method of making a catchment area of the hillside… Another elaborate scheme was
seen at Polda Rock…
The school opened in 1919; the Wudinna East School opened as ‘Goodville’; name changed in 1926 and
closed in 1938; the Hundred of Wudinna School opened in 1924 and became ‘Goodville’ in the same year
and ‘Wudinna East’ in 1926. Land in the area was taken up first by Robert Standley in 1867 under pastoral
leases nod. 1584 and 1585. Previously, he had lodged a claim for a lease on 13 August 1861 for ten square
miles surrounding ‘Weedinna Hill’.
H.C. Talbot said it was derived from woodna, meaning ‘boomerang’ while, in a published district history, it
is said that:
According to legend, the name arose from an occasion, perhaps hundreds of years before the
white man arrived, when a group of youths, the future hunters and warriors of the tribe, were
practising for their proficiency in spear throwing. This was in readiness for their acceptance into
manhood by the elders of the tribe. The exercise was to throw their weapons to the opposite
end of a clearing and then to go down and retrieve them.
On this particular day, when one of the young potentials found his spear he excitedly exclaimed
‘Cudji weedi deena tuna’. This, when translated from the dialect of these people means ‘spear
stick into snake’. Apparently, he had pinned down a snake by a chance shot and caused a great
deal of excitement, so much so that the place became known as ‘Cudji weedi deena tuna’. As
time went on it became abbreviated to ‘Weedideena’.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 24 October 1935, page 36, of a cricket team on
7 May 1936, page 38, of a tennis team on 14 May 1936, page 33.
Wudnalowie Spring - On section 97, Hundred of Yarcowie. Aboriginal for ‘rush water’.
Wukain - A prison farm at Cadell established on 26 June 1958. Aboriginal for ‘to educate’.
Wunkar - A town, 27 km west of Loxton in the Hundred of Mantung, ‘at Walker’s Dam’, proclaimed on 3
March 1927. The school opened as ‘Walker’s Dam’; name changed in 1926 and closed in 1974. Aboriginal
for ‘grass’. A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 17 October 1935, page 36.
Wurilba - A railway station near Redhill. Aboriginal for ‘gum tree’. Prior to 1936 it was ‘Tuohy’.
Wurtun - A railway station known formerly as ‘Tailem Bend West’; the alteration was made in 1940.
Aboriginal for ‘warm’.
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Wusser Knob - Near Leigh Creek; mapped as ‘Karun Knob’ from 1918 it was restored on 27 January 1983.
Wyacca, Hundred of - In the County of Newcastle, proclaimed on 16 December 1880. An Aboriginal word,
meaning unknown. The name may have been taken from the ‘Wyacca Mine’, worked on the present-day
section 1, Hundred of French (formerly ‘Basedow’), circa 1860.
Wyatt Flat - At Moonta and named after G.F. Wyatt (1833-1900), the accountant of the Moonta Mines from
1864. His classic sketch of the Moonta Mine in 1862 is the earliest pictorial record of the mine.
Wye - In the Hundred of Caroline, comprises allotments of four to ten acres in sections 475, 476, 479 and
others. The subdivision was done at the behest of Elizabeth A. Hunt of ‘Wye’ and David Skene of ‘Krongart’
in 1927. The word is Welsh for ‘water’. Other sources say it derives from the Anglo-Saxon waeg - ‘a wave’.
The Wye Post Office opened circa 1870; the Wye School opened in 1880 and closed in 1882.
Wylde, Mount - In the Far North-East, named by John McKinlay on 14 January 1862 after Paul Wylde, a
member of his party.
Wynarka - Aboriginal for ‘a strayer’. The town in the Hundred of Hooper, 16 km South-West of Karoonda,
was proclaimed on 9 January 1913. The school opened in 1914 and closed in 1940.
In October 1929, Wynarka was en fete on the occasion of the annual show:
The officials were: President, Mr G.W. Campbell; Hon. Secretary, Mr M.N. Blacket; Committee,
Messrs, C.J. Blight, R.B. Campbell, J. Joyce, L. Henderson, A.J. Denton, J. Norsworthy, A Hood and
C. Gore…
Wynbring - A railway station, 88 km west of Tarcoola, takes its name from a rock water hole discovered by
Ernest Giles on 31 March 1875.
Wyndaba - In the Hundred of Tarcowie. Aboriginal for ‘owl water’. The school was opened in 1925 and
closed in 1928.
Wynella - A school on Eyre Peninsula opened in 1934 by Doris R. Noske; it closed in 1939.
Wynflete - A school in the Wepowie district named by a Mrs Dunn from two Scottish words, wynd - ‘winding’
and flete - ‘stream’. It opened in 1904 and closed in 1955. Mrs Dunn was the daughter of the Honourable
John Lewis, who lent money to have the school erected.
Wynn Vale - A subdivision of part sections 2127 and 2132, Hundred of Yatala, by Mount Adam Estate Pty
Ltd in 1973. The name was taken from the firm of S. Wynn and Co. that conducted a vineyard on land
fronting ‘Yatala Vale Road’ (formerly ‘Surrey Road’).
Wyomi - A 1952 subdivision of part section 19, Hundred of Lacepede, south of Kingston, SE, by Joseph Nash.
Wyrie Swamp - Probably derived from the Aboriginal wairi - a reference to hunting with boomerangs. The
name appears on survey maps of the 1860s, applied to a post office on section 184, Hundred of Mayurra
and, in 1868, ‘it [was] about two and a half miles wide by nearly four miles long and has heretofore been
almost useless for any purpose; but when the drainage is completed it will be one of the richest spots
reclaimed…’
Wyrie Town was a subdivision of section 562, Hundred of Mount Muirhead, 6 km south of Millicent, by
Francis Davison, solicitor of Mount Gambier, in 1899.

Y
Yabmana - Taken from the name of an Aborigine charged with the murder of James Beevor in 1849; ‘in
1864, when Mr McKechnie held this country, known as Yabmana… water was very scarce and [he] would
not allow any travelling stock to have a drink at any of his wells…’ The post office, opened in 1886 by J.K.
Frost on section 153, Hundred of Hawker, 19 km west of Cowell, closed circa 1962. The school, opened in
1896 by Ida E. Nicholson, closed in 1947. (See Beevor, Mount).
Photographs of farming operations are in the Chronicle, 2 July 1931, page 32, of the school and students
on 22 December 1932, page 32.
Yacka - The name was adapted from the Narranga tribal word jakara - ‘plain country’. (See Yaranyacka)
The town, 16 km north of Brinkworth, surveyed into 104 allotments, was offered for sale on 20 October
1870. George Charles Hawker of Bungaree purchased the first lots (36 and 59) on 24 November 1870 at a
total cost of £8-11-6. The school opened in 1877.
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Mr Burford visited Yacka in December 1873 and was disheartened by its barren appearance.
There were no other settlers in the locality which was overrun by sheep and the only building in
the place was a hotel which was built by Mr Witcomb [sic]. As the Act required owners to take
possession within three months he erected a shanty on the place to show that the land had been
occupied and in July 1874 took up three teams of horses and a man… He grew the first wheat in
Yacka and it was a bountiful harvest…
Photographs of the town are in the Observer, 20 August 1904, page 24, of soldiers’ mothers in the Observer,
24 November 1917, page 25, of a tennis team on 2 July 1927, page 34, of Mr A.O. Badman’s experimental
farm in the Register on 4 December 1926, page 34, of the opening of the State Bank in the Chronicle, 22
August 1929, page 38.
Yackamoorundie, Hundred of - In the County of Stanley, proclaimed on 18 February 1869. Derived from
the Aboriginal jakaramurundi - ‘sandy plain country’. Yackamoorundie Creek, a major tributary of the River
Broughton, rises north of Caltowie.
Yackie Waterhole - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘white quartz’.
Yadlamalka - A railway station, 54 km north of Port Augusta, derived from the Aboriginal mulka - ‘to talk’
and taken from a sheep run held by Henry Scott (lease no. 1568). Photographs of the station are in the
Observer, 17 November 1917, page 26.
In 1876, it was said that ‘Yadlamalka [was] the limit of rains from the south and very rarely gets anything
but a flying shower from that quarter, though the rains extend for some 20 miles further north in the
ranges’:
Its only chance of grass for the summer is from September thunder showers which are the
exception, not the rule. The rains, it depends on to fill its tanks, fall in January, February and
March and are the tails of tropical rains… What makes Yadlamalka pay well is that after heavy
summer rains the proprietor is able to buy store sheep and fatten them quickly, having his dams
to fall back on when the claypans dry up… (See Loudon Hill)
Yadnarie - An Aboriginal word, meaning unknown. The Hundred of Yadnarie, County of Jervois, was
proclaimed on 24 January 1878. The Yadnarie School opened in 1913 and closed in 1948.
Yadnina Spring - East of Lyndhurst; derived from the Aboriginal idninha - ‘distant’.
Yahl - A corruption of the Aboriginal jial - ‘flat rush’, referring to a plant growing profusely at a nearby
spring; in 1862 it was recorded as Yhall. The settlement, 8 km South-East of Mount Gambier, was created
when a block of land near Koop’s wine store at Yahl Paddock, being part of section 422, was cut up into
town allotments and offered for sale on 10 December 1869. Its post office was opened in December 1872
as ‘Yahl Paddock’ and the school had the same designation when it opened in 1868; name changed in 1944.
In 1868, Mr Thomas Williams tried ‘the experiment of growing hops in the Yahl Paddock’:
He has just received a parcel of 1,000 prime plants from Tasmania and these will be set out on a
suitable piece of ground under the direction of an experienced hop grower. The result of this trial
will be watched with much interest.
He commenced hop picking on 18 March 1870 and his produce was commented upon favourably by the
Adelaide Press:
These Yahl hops are in excellent order and have the most fragrant odour… [He] has arranged for
the sale of the whole of his season’s growth at two shillings and two pence per pound… If other
agriculturists do not follow his example they deserve to have their pockets empty forever. There
is no fear of overstocking the market.
His success was such that in 1871 several nearby farmers were induced to commence cultivation and,
accordingly, ‘10,000 poles [were] carted this season from the Kilbride Run, 25 to 30 miles distant, for the
hop gardens here.’ By 1872, he had built a double drying kiln on his property, measuring 38 by 18 feet on
the floor at a cost of £300, and ‘we should like to see the experiment Mr Williams has carried out so patiently
and satisfactorily taken up and worked out in other likely localities.’ The picking was done by women and
children who were paid at the rate of three pence per bushel and they earned about five shilling a day.
In 1878, it was reported that ‘a new quarry of “superior building stone” was opened at Yahl and became a
great advantage to the local people because, hitherto, it had been unobtainable in the district’:
The red dolomite in the district attracted attention in Adelaide and small quantities had been
used for effect in several new public buildings. Mr Mackintosh was the owner of the section and
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he hoped that when the railway was completed and a cheap means of exporting the stone was
secured a large trade was sure to arise.
Photographs of participants in fund raising for the Institute are in the Chronicle, 22 September 1932, page
38.
Yakilo - A school near Spalding opened by Esther Batten in 1930; it closed in 1950. Yakilo Creek is in the
near vicinity. (See Spalding)
Yalanda, Hundred of - In the County of Buxton, proclaimed on 26 July 1917 and taken from the ‘Yalanda
Run’, held by J. Sinclair from 1872 (lease no. 2182). The Aborigines applied the name to a hill in the district.
Yalata – It is the Aboriginal name for Fowlers Bay, meaning ‘oyster place’ and it was here, in 1840, that a
government vessel landed supplies to E.J. Eyre on his overland journey to King George Sound in Western
Australia. Land in the area was taken up first by Robert Barr Smith and William Robert Swan, in 1861, who
called it the ‘Yalata Run’. Today, it is the name of an Aboriginal mission near Penong.
The town of Yalata, surveyed in 1867, was resurveyed and proclaimed on 10 July 1890 and, in 1916, the
Nomenclature Committee recommended it be changed to ‘Tarombo’, the Aboriginal name for a well in the
vicinity, so as to avoid confusion with ‘Yatala’. It was renamed ‘Fowlers Bay’ in 1940.
In 1896, it was reported that ‘a cricket match was contested here between the formidable Glen Boree team
and the Yalata shearers, which if not of Homeric dimensions rivalled in interest old Athenian games, or the
more modern Dingley Dell and Muggletonian struggle. Owing to recent rains the Yalata cricket ground - a
huge swamp ordinarily hard and true for cricket - was quite unfit on this occasion…’
Photographs of wool carting are in the Observer, 4 January 1913, page 32, of the homestead in the
Chronicle, 29 May 1926, page 40.
Yalkuri - Six kilometres SSW of Narrung where a school was opened in 1927 by Baden V. Ayres; it closed in
1940. Aboriginal for ‘rushes’.
Yallamurray - A school in the Tatiara district opened in a cottage near the Yallamurray homestead in January
1919; it closed in 1934.
Yallum - A property, near Penola, derived from the Aboriginal caracal yalthum - ‘white cockatoo’. (See
Kupmun) Professor Tindale records that it was the home of Jalam Jacky who, in 1901, was estimated to be
about 80 to 90 years of age. George and John Riddoch (junior) came with their parents from Scotland, about
1851, and settled in Victoria for a time before coming to South Australia when they became owners of a
few stations, including one purchased by John Riddoch (senior), near Penola he named Yallum, from the
Wells family, pioneers of the South East and Trustees of Christ Church, Mount Gambier. (See Koorine &
Riddoch, Hundred of)
It was here that ‘Adam Lindsay Gordon gave to the world some of the choicest gems with which his works
abound’:
It was in the branches of an old gum tree, the stump of which is still to be seen, only 50 yards
from the house, that the poet, who was frequently Mr Riddoch’s guest, committed many of the
wayward fancies of his lofty soul to paper.
Mr John Riddoch (senior), recalled, in 1895, that when Gordon wrote ‘The Stockrider’ at Yallum:
He climbed up a gum tree near my house, as he often did when he wanted to be quiet, and
composed it there… Of course he was a highly educated man, notwithstanding his joining the
police force and going in for horse breaking. His eyesight was remarkably good at night and he
could read the finest print by moonlight. I remember on one occasion he inscribed the Lord’s
Prayer on a four-penny bit. Of course that was in the daytime.
In 1868, an improved sheep wash was in full operation and ‘turning out work not to be surpassed’:
The wool is white and clean as it is possible to be made… It is one of the first washes in the
district and is a facsimile of that used by Mr J.L. Currie of Darlington, Victoria… They cannot claim
the honour of having first used them in South Australia inasmuch as at Baldina Station, near
Kooringa, the Messrs Cowper, if not others, have had hot water washing apparatus on this
principle in use for a longer period…
The Penola historian, Peter Rymill has recorded that:
For over forty years a corner of the garden was also the home to the last survivors of the Pinchunga
Tribe, Yallum Jackey and Yallum Kitty. Jackey had been a good worker in his youth and once had
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even dispatched an unwelcome suitor of Kitty’s by drowning him, with the aid of a long forked
stick, in the aptly named Dead Man’s Swamp.
As they grew older in their retirement Riddoch supplied them with a bullock wagon, driven by
John Childs, to move their camp wherever they wanted on Yallum, although they usually returned
to the homestead during the cold winters. Many years later, two month’s after Riddoch’s death,
Yallum Jackey, an old widower too, would go on his last walkabout saying ‘now that his good
master [John Riddoch] had gone, and all the young ladies, there was no friend left to care for him.’
He died, destitute, not long afterwards.
In 1875, it was reported that Yallum Park contained a large proportion of good agricultural soil:
For a number of years prior to 1875, was farmed to a considerable extent by tenants who paid at
the rate of 15 shillings per acre with the right to purchase at £5. Mr Riddoch also farmed
considerably but the activity of his tenants was discontinued and when hearing of the rich land at
Horsham, obtainable in fee simple for ten annual payments of two shillings per acre, became
impressed that they could do better at that than paying Mr Riddoch 15 shillings per acre which
cost the ‘magnanimous tenderer’ only £1.
Rodney Cockburn says the contiguous land was held first by Solomon, Josiah and Thomas Austin who, in
1845, stocked it with the progeny of Spanish and German merinos.
The following is taken from a history of the Austin Family:
James Austin … [worked] as a farm labourer and, facing a bleak future, Austin and a childhood
friend and first cousin, John Earle reasoned that the only way to break free from their povertystricken lives was to create a new life in Australia. But without any money to pay for their fares,
the only hope of getting there and of a better future was to be convicted of a crime and
transported.
On what has become known in the family as the ‘night of the beehives’, under the cover of
darkness [they] stole six straw beehives ain 100 pounds of honey from Peter Higgens, the brother
of Austin’s mother. Higgens, a magistrate, on hearing the case, sentenced the young labourers to
be transported to a ‘place beyond the seas. [They] left England in April 1803…
Gaining his freedom in January 1809 he was granted 82 acres of prime land beside the Derwent
River… This venture was to make him a wealthy man… Tainted by his convict background, Austin
vowed never to marry as he did not want his children to carry the stigma of having a convict
father. Rather, he sent for members of his family in England with two nephews, Solomon, 25, and
Josiah, 17 who arrived to help him and become heirs to his estate…
With their futures seemingly assured, Josiah left for England in 1831 to collect his parents, John
and Nancy Austin, as well as William, their third son, James, the fifth son, Thomas, the sixth son
and daughter Anna. A grand family union was planned but James died in 1831 before the Austin
party arrived in Hobart. James Austin paved the way for his nephews to pioneer considerable
land in Victoria and South Australia…
Yalluna - A school west of Tumby Bay opened in 1874 and named after a local homestead.; it closed in 1880.
In 1898, it was the ‘largest sheep station on the West Coast of Spencer Gulf [and] owned by Mr W.T.
Mortlock, MP. This property, including Waratta Vale, comprises some 43,000 acres and it is under the
management of Mr C.W. Dutton…’
Yallunda Flat - On Eyre Peninsula, 24 km west of Tumby Bay, probably derived from the Aboriginal yalla ‘hasty’ or ‘violent’. Its post office opened prior to 1917 and closed in 1977. The school opened as ‘Koppio’
in 1905; name changed in 1906 and closed in 1951.
In 1926, the annual show held at Yallunda Flat by the Central Eyre’s Peninsula Show Society, was known
popularly as ‘the Onkaparinga of the west coast’:
The drive to the ground from Tumby Bay leads through grand scenery over the hills and on show
day the fixture attracts visitors from all over Eyre Peninsula. The ground itself is situated in a
hollow fringed by big gum trees and surrounded by a creek, which makes it an ideal picnicking
ground…
A photograph of a Show is in the Chronicle, 15 November 1924, page 36, of the general store/post office on
16 February 1933, page 36, of a tennis team on 24 May 1934, page 32.
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Yalpara - The Hundred of Yalpara, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 23 March 1876. The Yalpara
Post Office, 32 km North-East of Orroroo, opened in December 1880 and closed on 30 April 1917. B.J. and
Richard Ragless leased about 200 square miles of country, formerly part of the ‘Pekina Run’ - lease no. 668
of 30 July 1858, ‘North of Black Rock’; part of it was resumed for closer settlement on 31 December 1867.
Ninety-three square miles were retained in lease nos.1682-3 called ‘Yalpar’ (sic); this land had all been
resumed by 21 August 1878.
As for its agricultural prospects, in 1882 an opinion was given that it was a ‘miserable country’:
I would not be excessively surprised if any one ever grew anything like a good crop upon the salt
swamps which have been taken up. I interviewed a farmer who was rather advanced in years and
has a son who helps him cultivate the land. Where there is a bit of a rise he gets a little grain, but
upon the lower ground his labour is all thrown away…
The school opened in 1883 and closed in 1903.
Photographs of flooding are in the Chronicle, 14 December 1933, page 34.
Yalumba - In the Barossa Valley. Aboriginal for ‘surrounding country’. In 1873, it was reported that Mr
Samuel Smith had been ‘making wine some 18 years, employs three men and a lad constantly and 25 hands
during vintage… He exports to New Zealand and Melbourne and the demand is steady. Yalumba wine cellar
is a strong, stone building 60 feet long by 40 feet wide…’
Photographs are in the Pictorial Australian, May 1891, page 76, of Walter Smith with the SA Treasurer, Mr
Butler, in The Critic, 28 November 1903, page 11.
Yamba - A railway station 11 km South-East of Renmark. The school opened in 1920 and closed in 1939.
Aboriginal for ‘camp’.
Yampoori - The Aboriginal name for the Barossa Range - ‘little grass hill’.
Yanatunkinna, Lake - North of Lake Hope. Aboriginal for ‘stinking of yacca’.
Yancannia - Photographs of the station are in the Observer, 18 February 1922, page 25, of shearing season
at the station in the Chronicle, 5 February 1931, page 36.
Yandiah - Derived from the Aboriginal word jandia - ‘camp of much talk’ and applied to a railway station,
13 km south of Booleroo Centre. Its post office, opened as Yandia on 1 November 1919 was changed to
‘Yandiah’ in May 1923 and closed on 30 October 1971. The school opened as ‘Appila North’; name changed
in 1924 and closed in 1968. A photograph of the opening of a hall is in the Chronicle, 22 March 1924, page
38.
Yandina Hill - Near the Gammon Ranges. An Aboriginal name for a local spring. Prior to 1918 it was ‘Muller’s
Hill’.
Yandra, Lake - Near Lake Frome. Aboriginal for ‘hill’, from the low hills on the northern side.
Yanera - (See Sceale Bay)
Yangoona Hill - East of Beltana; corrupted from the Aboriginal yanggunka - ‘left hand hill’.
Yangya - Aboriginal for ‘wide place’. The Hundred of Yangya, County of Victoria, was proclaimed on 15 July
1869. The Yangya School, near Gladstone, opened in 1878 probably ‘to serve the miners and railway
workers operating the Siberian Flux Quarry…’; it closed in 1923 but the building ‘continued in use as the
local Methodist Church until 1954.’
Yaninee - A corruption of the Aboriginal janani - ‘to go, walk or travel’ and given to the ‘Lake Yaninee Run’,
established by A. Baird in 1865 (lease no. 1204). The Hundred of Yaninee, County of Le Hunte, was
proclaimed on 31 July 1913 and the town of Yaninee, 20 km North-West of Wudinna, on 23 March 1916;
its post office was opened by J.J. McCarthy on 6 March 1918. The school opened in 1919 and closed in 1945.
In 1926, it was said that it was a ‘go-ahead settlement with its store, garage, wheat sheds and other
buildings’:
A fine hall has just been completed. The surrounding country is mainly devoted to wheat and
sheep farming. Last season 50.000 bags of wheat were delivered at the siding… A telegraph line
is being constructed along the railway line from Port Lincoln to Thevenard…
A photograph of a tennis team is in the Chronicle, 4 July 1935, page 41.
Yankalilla - Differences of opinion regarding the origin of the name prompted a spate of letters to the
Register, each writer giving different versions. Professor N.B. Tindale said:
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It is derived from the Aboriginal word jankalan, meaning ‘falling’, from an incident in the myth of
Tjilbruke, whose sister’s [sic] mummified body began to fall into pieces here, as he was carrying it
from Brighton to Cape Jervis for burial.
The story of Tjilbruke is of particular interest to those who know the east coast of St Vincent’s Gulf:
It was said of Tjilbruke that he rose from the ground near Mt. Hayfield in Parawa where two
dominant hills represent the two men who shared his camp. When news reached him that his
sister’s son had been killed for breaking a tribal taboo near the Sturt River at Marion, he hurried
to the scene. Tjilbruke carried the smoked body of his nephew from near Brighton to Cape Jervis.
Wherever he rested and gave vent to his grief, springs of fresh water were created which served
the Aborigines who later journeyed there. They are still to be found near Hallett Cove, at Port
Noarlunga and near Red Ochre Cove. South of Port Willunga jetty there is a spot where he
rested, weeping on the damp sand while the tide was out.
To this day fresh water can be found by digging in the sand at this point. Further springs from
Tjilbruke’s tears may be found on the beach near Sellick’s Hill and just south of Carrickalinga
Head and again near a small creek at Second Valley. Tjilbruke travelled on to Cape Jervis then
turned northward along the cliffs to a cave called Janarwing, where he placed the remains of his
nephew on a platform of sticks and continued into the hill until he saw the light shining from a
high crevice. He climbed up and emerged near a swampy lagoon where he was turned into an
ibis.
In an informative article, in 1921, Mr N.A. Webb offered the following nomenclature: ‘Nganki is a woman;
alya is an explanation of grief. Ngangkalya would refer to the tragedy of the woman and ngang-kaly-illa
the place of the woman’s tragedy.’ A correspondent to the Register in 1928 mirrored this exposition:
‘Ngangka means ‘woman’, alya signifies “tragedy’’ illa [means] “a place”…’ [thus] ‘The place of the woman’s
tragedy.’ ‘It was from Yankalilla that some degenerate whites from Kangaroo Island stole several lubras and
took them… to [Kangaroo] Island.’ A latter day contention from Professor Tindale is that it derives from
jangkaljila - jangkala - ‘hill’ and ila - ‘at’.
The Register, 27 October 1928, offered a comment that ‘Ogle’s book on Western Australia dated in London
21/9/1839… [says] Yooungalilla was the native name of a place which has been frequented by sealers and
Americans and barbarously turned into Yanky Lilly…’
The laying of the foundation stone of a public school was reported in 1857; records in the Department of
Education show it opening in 1861, while a proposed new schoolhouse was discussed in 1862.
In November 1870, 14 miles south of the town of Yankalilla, Mr Mole, junior, and party located gold bearing
quartz and six tons were sent to the Blumberg crusher:
The earnest hope of the district is that a payable permanent gold field has been found at last.
There is no intention to form a public company but should the discovery prove payable
machinery will be erected on the spot.
Photographs are in the Observer, 18 January 1908, page 29, of a fire at Paltridge & Sons bark mill on 16 April
1910, page 29, of the Illman family on 13 January 1917, page 26, of a farming scene on 11 December 1926,
page 7 (supp.), of the opening of the golf course in the Chronicle, 9 June 1928, page 23, of ‘Back to Yankalilla’
on February 1929, page 49, Observer, 2 March 1929, page 37.
The Hundred of Yankalilla, County of Hindmarsh, was proclaimed on 29 October 1846 and the town laid
out on sections 1180-81 by Thomas Willson circa 1857; he arrived on the Francis Ridley in 1857. On
Freycinet’s charts Yankalilla Bay is shown as Baie Hortense.
Yankaninna - A photograph of an ‘outback washing day’ on the station is in the Chronicle, 12 July 1934,
page 32. (See Grindell Hut)
Yantanabie - The Aboriginal name for a local well.
From the time the first well was sunk in the 1880s to find good, fresh water at 190 feet, the
location became a crossroads and meeting place for travellers and settlers, both black and white.
Not only did the water supply cater for its own Hundred of Walpuppie, but the surrounding
Hundreds of Cungena and Tarlton as well.
The Hundred of Yantanabie, County of Dufferin, was proclaimed on 23 October 1913; the town of
Yantanabie in the Hundred of Walpuppie, 24 km South-East of Wirrulla, on 7 March 1918. By 1926, it was
the ‘centre of a wheat growing district 37 miles inland from Streaky Bay’:
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The annual wheat average delivered at the siding for the past ten years has been 36,000 bags…
The township itself is comprised of a school, hall and two business premises… Messrs Jones &
Penhale opened a general store in the town in 1919 and now handle wheat, super, wool,
machinery and insurance agencies, as well as supervising the post office and telegraph business.
Just recently Mrs M.R. Tynan opened a general store and boarding house and travellers are now
catered for. The Western Flinders Football Association is comprised of four teams representing
Yantanabie, Wirrulla, Poochera and Chandada…
The Yantanabie School opened in 1918 and closed in 1951.
Yantaringa - A railway siding 2 km north of Verdun derived from the Aboriginal jantaringa, meaning ‘big
lookout’. Rodney Cockburn records that it was recommended to be the name substituted for Hahndorf
during World War I but the Peake government rejected it and opted for Ambleside, ‘despite the fact that
almost within a hop, step and a jump was and is the old-established town [sic] and railway station of
Ambleside.’ (See Hahndorf)
Yanyarrie - Aboriginal for ‘eagle feathers’ - Rodney Cockburn records it as ‘Yanyarie’ and says it means
‘place of emus’. The ‘Yanyarry (sic) Run’ was established by A.W.T. and F.A. Grant and F.W. Stokes in 1868
(lease no. 1630). Originally, this land was leased by Hugh Proby from July 1851.
The Hundred of Yanyarrie, County of Granville, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877; the Yanyarrie Post
Office opened in June 1878 and the school in 1873; it closed in 1954; the Hundred of Yanyarrie School
opened in 1882 and closed in 1954.
The Yanyarrie Whim Post Office, opened in 1877 between Eurelia and Yanyarrie on the Hallett-Blinman
postal line, was renamed ‘Carrieton’ in April 1888. In 1884, Messrs Burgoyne and Coglin, MP’s, presented
to the Minister of Justice and Education (Hon. R.C. Baker) a request from the residents of Yanyarrie that a
new school should be provided because ‘the building in which it is now carried on is most unsuitable. One
of the settlers is willing to give a piece of land on section 168 for a site…’
Yanymali Creek - East of Beltana; Aboriginal for ‘mallee’.
Yapoona - A school opened as the ‘Hundred of Willochra’ in 1890; it closed in 1903.
Yappara - A railway station, 8 km east of Lameroo. Aboriginal for ‘a camp’. The school opened in 1919 and
closed in 1943. Its former name was ‘Toora’.
Yaralin - A post office in the Hundred of Waikerie, opened in 1922, is Aboriginal for ‘running or flowing’.
(See Klemzig)
Yarandale - A post office opened in November 1873 on section 219, Hundred of Yaranyacka. It became
‘Lipson’ in 1909.
Yaranyacka, Hundred of - In the County of Flinders, was proclaimed on 20 June 1872 and corrupted from
the Aboriginal yakkara (or jakara) - ‘plain’ or ‘level country’. The school opened in 1881 and became ‘Lipson’
in 1909; it closed in 1950. (See Yacka)
Yararoo - Derived from the Aboriginal jaro - ‘wide’ and ruwe - ‘place’ and applied to pastoral lease no. 77,
pioneered and named by William Sharples in 1851 ‘at the head of St. Vincent Gulf’; he sold out to William
Fowler, circa 1859. The Yararoo School opened in 1889 and closed in 1891; reopened in 1928 as the
‘Hundred of Clinton’ it closed in 1938. (See Fowler, Lake & Yarroo)
Yarcowie - The school, opened in 1877, closed in 1880. In 1872, ‘most of the habitations were of a
temporary character’:
A few farmers have got as far as building pine or stone huts but many live for the present in
‘burrows’ or in frail shanties hurriedly run up to serve until there is leisure for building more
substantial structures. Wells have been successfully sunk on some of the farms… [The water] is
slightly brackish but still perfectly usable… There is a pretty fair road to the Burra but a few
cuttings are wanted to make it easier for travel and some creeks need attention to make them
safer. (See Whyte-Yarcowie)
Yardea, Mount - On Upper Eyre Peninsula, about 80 km North-East of Minnipa, was discovered by Stephen
Hack in 1857. Aboriginal for ‘place of rushes’. The ‘Yardea Run’ was held by J. Acraman and G. Main from
1868 (lease no. 1773).
In 1872, because many overseers and others had to ride a long distance to the post office at Yardea:
It has caused much trouble and annoyance as several parties are visiting their winter runs with
large flocks of sheep and have to ride a long distance to Yardea for the mail. The blacks have
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been troublesome here lately, robbing tents and huts and cleaning out the poor shepherds of
rations and clothes…
A photograph of a mail coach is in the Observer, 18 February 1911, page 32.
Yardlityanha Waterhole - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘one of the males (animal)’.
Yarinda - A property near Lake Gairdner; see pastoral lease no. 1774.
Yarldakarranha Gorge - (See Trebilcock Gap)
Yarna Water - A spring west of Lake Acraman. The ‘Yarna Run’ was established by A. Baird in 1872. (See
Haslam)
Yaroona - A town in the Hundred of Kuitpo, about 2 km north of Kangarilla, proclaimed on 15 November
1894. Aboriginal for ‘whirlwind place’. It consisted of 16 allotments but was not successful because of the
lack of surface water and the inferior land on which it stood. It lies on sections 17 and 18 and, in 1886,
working men’s blocks, sponsored by G.W. Cotton, MLC, were surveyed around Yaroona to help alleviate
the plight of the poor in the community; in 1890, these holdings were offered with perpetual leases.
Yarrah - A word the Aborigines applied to a variety of trees. The Hundred of Yarrah, County of Newcastle,
was proclaimed on 16 December 1880. The town of Yarrah, 24 km North-West of Quorn and surveyed in
1863 was offered for sale on 21 July 1864; its school opened in 1892 and closed in 1919. Yarrah Vale School
existed from 1886 until 1888 while Yarrahville School opened as the ‘Hundred of Pinnaroo’ in 1920; it closed
in 1943. ‘The little galvanised-iron church at Yarraville [sic]’ is mentioned in the Register, 18 October 1924,
page 11g.
Yarrama - A school in the Streaky Bay district was opened in 1928 by Doris R. Noske; it closed in 1949;
photographs are in the Chronicle, 29 August 1929, page 37.
Yarrawarra - The City of Port Adelaide’s Mayor’s Report of 1944/45 defines it as a subdivision of section
1172, Hundred of Port Adelaide; now included in Ottoway, while the Department of Lands records show it
was created by George Howell in 1913.
Yarroo - This name was given to a property on Yorke Peninsula by William Fowler and described in 1874:
In getting to the spot from Maitland the traveller has to pass through some 25 miles of almost
unbroken mallee scrub, and having to follow the one track, which is the only feasible way save to
an experienced bushman… Mr Fowler’s house is situated in an opening in a range of hills… the
houses at Port Wakefield are visible in the morning and evening when the sun’s rays fall
obliquely upon them. Mr Fowler had last year 1,000 acres under crop with wheat and reaped
nine bushels per acre… (See Yararoo)
Yarrowie - The year of 1877 held high hopes when it was concluded that, ‘the township [now known as
Appila] bids fair to become eventually as large as any in the north’ while the Areas Express opined that,
‘Yarrowie wants a daily mail; [it] is the centre of a large and wonderful agricultural district and its
commercial importance entitles it to immediate attention to its wants’, but a local historian concluded that
‘a combination of circumstances precluded it from achieving the measure of relative success that eluded all
but a few centres’:
The policy of the government in placing a town in each Hundred (and in the Hundred of Appila
there were two) meant that each town had to compete to win the trade dominance of a larger
area than its immediate surroundings. Those that lost out in the struggle had no other course
than to stagnate, or die out completely.
For a few years the presence of wheat buyers in the town held the brightest hopes for its
growth, and indeed helped it achieve a fair measure of prominence. With the loss of the
expected railway, and the growth of Port Germein at a time when its farmers were struggling to
exist, the decline began. A glance at the map reveals the blighted hopes of those towns that were
by-passed by the ‘iron horse’; almost without exception they were relegated to the status of
bystanders, doomed to watch while a few neighbouring centres prospered.
By 1878, there was ‘a large hotel, bank, saddler’s shop, store, mill, blacksmith, a large and handsome Roman
Catholic Church and a Wesleyan Chapel, a school and other buildings’:
Yarcowie looks forward to being connected to the rest of the world by railway… Between 70,000
and 80,000 bushels of wheat have already been purchased this season in Yarrowie either for
milling or transmission to the railway…
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However, by 1889, the Laura Standard said that it was ‘unfortunately one of the decaying townships of the
north.’ (See Appila) The school opened in 1876 and became ‘Appila-Yarrowie’ in 1880 and ‘Appila’ in 1918.
A photograph of debutantes is in the Chronicle, 15 June 1933, page 34.
Yartoo - Derived from the Aboriginal jartu, meaning ‘one big grass’, and applied to pastoral lease (no. 1775)
held by A.M. Wooldridge, South-West of Lake Acraman from 1868.
James Hiern was granted the first lease and he sold his rights to John Hirst, with whom A.M.
Woodridge was associated; eventually, the lease was forfeited and gazetted for application. At 10
o’clock when the government offices opened G. Main of Acraman & Co and A.M Wooldridge were
both there and simultaneously made application. They had to draw lots for the lease and
Wooldridge was successful… he named it Ÿartoo, a native word meaning ‘good, very good’.
Yarwondutta Rocks - On section 27, Hundred of Minnipa. Corrupted from the Aboriginal yuwangdutu ‘where the land rises up’.
Yarwood - A subdivision of part sections 2249-50, Hundred of Kooringa, by Anthony Forster and Samuel
Nelson, circa 1858. (See Millerton)
Yatala - A Kaurna tribal word possibly connected to the verb yatun, meaning ‘to steal’. Recorded, also, as
jartala, possibly derived from jerta - ‘land, earth or country’ or yertala/yattala - ‘cascade waterfall or creek’.
Two subdivisions bear the name Yatala, - section 422, Hundred of Yatala, cut up by Osmond Gilles circa
1848 and sections 191-92, Hundred of Port Adelaide, subdivided by Samuel D. Young in 1877. Osmond Gilles
described his creation as ‘the future point at which railways must diverge from Adelaide to the Port and to
the mining districts of the north; these sections must become of enormous value. The spirited proprietor
proposes to devote a large proportion of their produce towards local purposes and improvements. In
addition to the ground now occupied by the Smelting Company an allotment has been set aside for the
‘Phoenix Hotel’ and Yatala will soon become among the most flourishing townships…’
In an editorial comment it was said that the land ‘we believe alluded to is on sections 422 and 2072
immediately north of Albert Town.’ The smelter in the ‘Village of Yatala’ is described in the South
Australian, 26 September 1848 while Parliamentary Paper 24/1874 says its school was being conducted in
a dwelling-house by Kate G. Cooney with 48 enrolled pupils; it opened in 1873 and closed in 1876. (See
Chinedower & Stockade)
In the course of erection by a company, for the purpose of our townsman, Mr Davy’s patent
invention for smelting copper ores. Mr Osmond Gilles presented to the company ten acres of
land, near Albert Town, for the purpose of building the works. These are situated close to the
present road from the northern mines to the Port…
Yatala Vale is an Adelaide suburb standing on section 5462, Hundred of Yatala, the boundaries of which
were gazetted on 18 May 1978.
The Hundred of Yatala, County of Adelaide, proclaimed on 29 October 1846, (See Yattalunga)
Yatala Shoal, in Backstairs Passage and Yatala Reef south of Fowlers Bay, were both named after the
government schooner Yatala.
In respect of the Yatala Labour Prison, in 1857 it was said that ‘in August last the government was
embarrassed by the large number of able-bodied destitute men requiring relief through inability to gain
employment’:
[A scheme was approved] and it consisted simply in making a road to and stripping a vast quarry,
and quarrying stone and preparing metal for sale at Northfield, north of the convict quarry at the
Dry Creek, where I erected five large booth tents, capable of containing 250 men with raised
sleeping bunks, tables and seats…
Yatala Harbor is a popular fishing area west of Nectar Brook.
Yatala Blocks - (See Challa Gardens).
Yates Range - Charles and Sarah Yates, landholders in the ‘Mount Remarkable Special Survey’. Following
the death of her husband Mrs Yates married John Howard Angas.
Yatina - This Aboriginal name of a black rock in the vicinity was given to a town in the Hundred of Black
Rock Plain, 24 km south of Orroroo, proclaimed on 16 July 1874; the school opened in 1879 and closed in
1952. A photograph of students is in the Chronicle, 10 August 1933, page 32. (See Black Rock)
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In 1876, a meeting of selectors was held in Nott’s Hotel, Yatina, ‘to ascertain the… intentions of the
government towards the farmers as regards the payment of the instalment of interest falling due next year,
in view of the lamentable failure of the crops in the district this season’:
Mr R. Nutt [sic] said that the cost of land in the district had averaged about 30 shillings an acre to
the farmers and the squatters had their land much cheaper.
While the farmers had to pay from £20 to £40 per square mile for their land, the squatters got it
for something like 10 shillings per square mile… Mr Jamieson said it was disagreeable to plead
poverty, but if the Commissioner of Crown Lands would take a trip there he could see for himself
that there was good and sufficient cause for such a plea this year…
Yatta - This place, ‘about six miles from Gawler’, was mentioned in 1857, while, in 1861, a report says a
picnic was conducted there by a temperance society. (See Yattalunga)
Yattagolinga Creek - In the Hundred of Mann. Aboriginal for ‘winter river’. The name was applied, also, to
a lead and copper mine at Rapid Bay discovered by H.W. Phillips in February 1844.
Yattalunga - In the Hundred of Munno Para and derived from the Aboriginal yertala or yattala - ‘cascade
waterfall or creek’ and unga or nga - ‘place’ or ‘locality’. (See Yatala)
In a paper entitled ‘Aboriginal Rock Paintings, South Para River’, by N.B. Tindale and H. Sheard, is the
following statement: ‘The Upper Yattalunga Shelter is situated on the northern bank of the South Para
River… at the lower end of a river flat… above the junction of Tenafeate or Star’s Creek.’
The discovery of the Aboriginal drawings was reported in 1902:
A remarkable discovery has recently been made by Mr Percy Ifould, a student of the Adelaide
School of Mines. During a prospecting tour in the Humbug Scrub, near Onetree Hill, he came
across an aboriginal shelter which, upon examination, he discovered contained drawings of birds
and other hieroglyphics, some of them probably of symbolical meaning… (See Yatta)
The name was given to a subdivision of part sections 4175, 4178-9 by C.R. and J.M. Viney in 1978.
Yedlakoo Creek - Aboriginal for ‘far off’. (See Bartsch Creek)
Yednalue - An Aboriginal word; the ‘Yednelue (sic) Run’ was, apparently, named by F.W. Stokes in 1869
(lease no. 1627), about 16 km east of Cradock. Originally, it was held under four leases issued to the Browne
brothers from 1851, the location of which was described as ‘East of Watt’s Sugar Loaf’ and ‘South of
Rawnsley’s Bluff’. The Hundred of Yednalue, County of Granville, was proclaimed on 18 January 1877. The
Yednalue School opened in 1887 and closed in 1926.
In 1885, it was reported that ‘all the spinifex or porcupine grass which affords both food and shelter for
the rabbits was systematically burned so the rabbits… became an easy prey for dogs’:
These efforts are supplemented by the use of poisoned wheat, traps and snares, all three of
which are very useful in rocky country, where the dogs cannot run very well. The party of 30 men
is divided into six camps… a headman, a cook and three men, with a number of dogs to each
camp…
Yeelanna – It was the Aboriginal name of a local spring and the town, 16 km north of Cummins, was laid
out on part section 1B, Hundred of Shannon, by Lancelot B. Smith in 1952 and comprised 15 lots along Bell
Terrace. The school opened in 1909 and closed in 1972. (See Bellwood)
Photographs of the arrival of the railway are in the Chronicle, 24 April 1909, page 32.
Yellowman Creek - Near Murray-Town, and named after one of Alexander Campbell’s bullocks that died
there.
Yelta - This Aboriginal name of a small animal was given to a railway station, 3 km ESE of Moonta, and taken
from the Yelta copper mine in the vicinity. In 1910, it was considered not unreasonable:
To suppose that the Yelta mine may, with energetic and able management when fully manned,
become proportionately a rival of its nearest neighbour. Or are we to believe that the richer
lodes of the Moonta mines were designed by Providence to end abruptly within the boundaries
of the holdings acquired…
Yeltacowie - Near Lake Torrens and a corruption of yolticowie, the Aboriginal name of a waterhole in
Pernatty Creek, seen by John McD. Stuart on 15 June 1858. The ‘Yeltacowie Run’ (lease no. 2433) was held
by J. Maslin from 1874.
Yeltukka - A railway station 16 km North-West of Cummins. The school opened in 1934 and closed in 1942.
Aboriginal for ‘new place’.
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Yerda Well - (See Glenloth & Tarcoola))
Yerila, Mount - A trigonometrical station about 35 km west of Lake Callabonna, and taken from the
Aboriginal name for a creek in the vicinity. (See Ehrenbreitstien, Mount)
Yerlo – A railway station that, in 1981, was closed and replaced by North Haven. (See Outer Harbour
Cottages)
Yettie Creek - Contiguous to sections 27/29, Hundred of Barossa.
Yetto - A railway station on the former Willunga line. Aboriginal for ‘good’. The Yetto East School opened
in 1980 and became ‘Coorara’ in the same year. (See Coorara)
Yilke - Aboriginal for ‘salt or sea water’. Yilki Town was laid out on section 10, Hundred of Encounter Bay,
3 km South-West of Victor Harbor, by Ridgway W. Newland, circa 1840 and advertised as Yeilkey.
Yinkanie - An Aboriginal word for ‘giving’ applied to a town, in the Hundred of Moorook, 16 km south of
Kingston OM, proclaimed on 24 February 1927. It ceased to exist on 31 March 1960. The school was opened
in 1936 by Florence E.C. Horwood and closed in 1941.
Ynoo - Samuel Rogers’ sheep run on Yorke Peninsula. Supposedly, Aboriginal for ‘sweet water’. (See
Minlacowie, Hundred of)
Yombo - A name proposed for the Taperoo railway station. Aboriginal for ‘a porpoise’.
Yongala - Is derived from the Aboriginal janalakawi - ‘wide water’, so named because of the presence of a
wide reedy swamp. In an interesting article on Aboriginal nomenclature in 1921, Mr N.A. Webb says the
name is corrupted from yungulya - ‘a brother’.
The Hundred of Yongala, County of Dalhousie, was proclaimed on 20 July 1871 and the government town
of Yongala, 13 km South-West of Peterborough, on 1 June 1876; it stands on what was, originally, pastoral
lease no. 61, taken up by Thomas B. Marchant on 1 July 1851 and called ‘Mannanerie’ (sic). (See Cudmore
Hill & Mannanarie)
A proposed school was discussed in 1877 and 1878; it was opened by William S. Heithersay in 1879 and
closed in 1975; Yongala Blocks School opened in 1904 and became ‘Canowie Belt’ in 1905; it closed in 1967.
The Hundred of Yongala School existed from 1887 until 1902, Yongala South School from 1891 until 1942,
Yongala North from 1880 until 1881; Yongala Vale opened as Yongala Woolshed in 1903 and reverted to
Yongala Vale in 1905; it closed in 1939.
Daniel Cudmore held lease no. 107 at ‘Yongala, Browne’s Hill’ and the drought of the 1860s brought hard
times upon him for, in 1865, he addressed the Commissioner of Crown Lands:
We have sustained heavy losses. Out of 5,200 ewes we had only 800 lambs and 700 of the ewes
perished… we have had 50,000 travelling sheep besides horses and cattle across this run since
last August and from the proximity of the Beniah water on Marchant’s Mannanarie Run they
usually remain one night and part of two days on this run destroying the best of our feed…
On expiration of the lease in 1871 the station was resumed and auctioned under the provisions of the
Strangways Act.
A photograph of the opening of the council chamber is in the Observer, 11 October 1913, page 29, of a war
memorial on 22 October 1921, page 24.
Biographical details of Mrs Lynch, who was born in 1799, are in the Observer, 11 February 1905, page 26a;
a photograph appears on 8 April 1905.
York - The ‘Township of York’ was laid out by John Finlay Duff, on section 394, Hundred of Yatala, circa
1840; now included in Beverley:
The frontages of York are both sides of Mr Grey’s Halfway House, adjoining on one side Beverley
and opposite Kilkenny. The allotments abound with first class brick clays. Good water is obtained
at a moderate depth.
It is, no doubt, of English origin where it was the capital of Roman Britain; the Anglo-Saxon for ‘men of York’
was eoferwic-ceaster and the Danes made eoferwic into jorvik; the translation to ‘York’ is easy. (See Allenby
Gardens)
The County of York was proclaimed on 25 April 1895 in honour of the Duke of York, later King George V.
Yorke - On 30 March 1802, Matthew Flinders named Yorke Peninsula after Right Honourable, Charles Philip
Yorke of the Admiralty. Baudin called it ‘Cambaceres Peninsula’ after Jean Jacques Regis Cambaceres, Duke
of Parma (1753-1824) who, in 1799, was appointed Second Consul of France and after the downfall of
Napoleon was exiled and, later, pardoned.
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To escape opprobrium in Adelaide boxing matches were conducted on Yorke Peninsula and, in
1863, the steamer Young Australian was chartered to convey contestants and fans across Saint
Vincent Gulf to Surveyor's Point where they landed to witness a bout described as ‘undecided’;
however, on the trip home two intoxicated would-be ‘pugs’ had a set-to on the deck. A return
match for the two professionals took place a few weeks later at the foothills where they
belaboured one another until one of them ‘felt or feigned an indisposition’ to continue the
contest.
The Aborigines knew the vicinity of Yorketown as karinja - kari - ‘emu’ and nja - ‘place’. Part section 85,
Hundred of Melville, was surveyed into allotments by J.C. Lovely on behalf of the landowners, Charles
Frederick Beaumont and Frederick Stanley, in 1872. The original plan shows Yorke Town, but was
advertised as ‘The Town of Yorke’, taking its name from Yorke Peninsula.
On 26 September 1872 it was reported that ‘Mr Krichauff asked whether the government intended to lay
out a township at or near Pentonvale, the head station of Messrs Anstey and Gile’s run on Yorke’s Peninsula
and the Commissioner of Crown Lands replied that he had received an extensively signed memorial on the
subject’:
We find that the Crown Lands Office is forestalled by Messrs Green & Co, who advertise for sale
on the 25th of this month another township to be called Yorke situated on the southern portion
of section 85, about 3½ miles in a straight line from the head station… The South-East corner of
this township is at the junction of five roads… about this junction are the Melville Hotel, a post
office, a store and blacksmith’s shop, so that the nucleus of a little town exists there already.’
(See Weaner Flat)
A photograph of the main street is in the Chronicle, 14 January 1905, page 25 and of an elephant parading
in same on 11 September 1930, page 35, of salt farming in the Observer, 3 March 1917, page 25, of members
of the municipal council on 6 February 1904, page 23a, Chronicle, 16 January 1904, page 42, of a horse sale
on 10 December 1904, page 30, of an Australia Day celebration on 14 August 1915, page 29, of a Boy Scouts’
Camp on 7 April 1932, page 33, of members of a musical and elecutionary group in the Observer, 12 October
1907, page 30, of the Methodist Church on 22 May 1909, page 28, of members of a Young Men’s Club on
11 October 1913, page 30, of a football team on 20 August 1921, page 25, of ‘Miss Yorketown’, Miss Gertie
Aldenhoven, in the Chronicle, 27 October 1928, page 41.
Yorke Valley was a post office on Yorke Peninsula; opened in 1873 it closed in 1874; its exact location is
unknown. The school opened in 1884 and closed in 1946.
Yorke Ville was an 1883 subdivision of section 50, Hundred of Davenport, by Thomas Moyle; now included
in Port Augusta.
Yosemite Park - The name was imported from the United States of America and, in 1910, applied to a
subdivision of part section 336, Hundred of Noarlunga, by Charles W. Neville, real estate operator of
Victoria; now included in Bridgewater.
In 1909, it was reported that ‘in order to meet the convenience of a great number of people and to give
everyone the opportunity of securing one or more Lots in this beautiful estate’:
We have decided to sell, for one week only, your own choice of any lots including those with a
frontage to the main Mount Barker Road on the following remarkable terms. Prices will remain
as previously advertised… payable at a rate of 10 shillings per month - No deposit - No interest No extra charges… You do not have to build - You do not have to fence…
The following appeared in 1905 and was taken from a pamphlet circulated in California, USA:
South Australia offers many attractions. As a health spot Adelaide hills, with wild floral fragrance,
pure air, water, and eucalyptus are unrivalled. People eat, sleep and enjoy life better, live longer
there than in many parts of California. Nature seems to have made it a disease-resisting land.
There is no rank vegetation, no malaria, no alkali, no poison oak, no catarrh, no rattlesnakes to
disturb the day’s outing…
With its ‘rugged and picturesque mountain scenery’ the district was said to resemble the ‘lovely
Yosemite Valley in California.’ It might well be called the ‘golden valley’ with its gullies in the
springtime a golden bowers of our national flower - the wattle… Having a delightful climate,
coupled with a heavy rainfall during most of the year, excellent fruit and vegetable crops are the
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rule. Blackberries, which grow luxuriantly in the valleys, are at this time of the year in great
demand, people from the city visiting the place every weekend to gather them.
The environs of Bridgewater are full of interest to the visitor. The natural flora, varied bird life
and mountain scenery are features as attractive as those of any district in the State. Its
importance from a suburban residential point of viewpoint has been greatly enhanced by the
recent provision of electric lighting and power services, an improved railway service and a ‘better
road’ programme…
Young - Sir Henry Fox Young was Governor of South Australia from 1848 to 1854 and his name is
commemorated by the County of Young, proclaimed on 19 April 1860 and the Hundred of Young, County
of Grey, on 1 April 1858. One of the most important events of his regime was the passing of the Bullion Act,
thereby saving the colony from bankruptcy at the time of the rush to the Victorian goldfields that
commenced in September 1851.
He was almost paranoid in his belief that Port Elliot was destined to become a huge port on account of the
River Murray trade and spent in excess of £20,000 of government money on facilities at this place which
proved to be fruitless. On leaving South Australia he succeeded Sir William Denison as Governor of
Tasmania, where he presided from January 1855 to December 1861.
Mount Young, in the Hundred of Randell, was named by Matthew Flinders on 8 March 1802 after Sir
William Young (1751-1821), one of the Lords of the Admiralty from 1795 to 1801.
Young Rocks - (See Mitchie Reef)
Younghusband - William Younghusband (ca.1814-1863), merchant and politician, was a member of the
Legislative Council from 1851 to 1861 and his name is perpetuated by Younghusband Peninsula in the
Coorong, surveyed first in 1875; Cape Younghusband on Kangaroo Island, named by Captain B. Douglas in
1857; Hundred of Younghusband, County of Russell, proclaimed on 18 October 1860 - it is part of the
former ‘Hundred of Murray’ - its school opened in 1889 and closed circa 1949; Lake Younghusband near
Kingoonya and Mount Younghusband near Streaky Bay
Youngville - In the 1870s it was described as a small village one mile north of Reynella.
Yudlamoora, Mount - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘rough flintstone’.
Yudnapinna Hill - Seventy-one kilometres North-West of Port Augusta. The ‘Yudnapinna Run’ was
established by Thomas McT. Gibson in 1864 (lease no. 1648). Photographs of the station are in the Observer,
7 February 1925, page 33. The Yudnapinna Post Office opened in January 1902.
Yudnamutana Creek - In the North Flinders Ranges. Aboriginal for ‘stony country’. The Yudnamutana Post
Office opened circa 1862.
In 1864, it was reported that ‘the Yudanamutana [sic] races took place on New Year’s Day when about 120
persons assembled to witness the sports’:
As the races were hurriedly got up the stakes were of course small… Horses of all sorts and sizes
were there, from the broken down old screw without a sound leg to stand upon up to the wellbred racehorse. Every ‘Cousin Jack’ who had a horse to ride, rode him there; and although the
country was uneven and hilly not an accident, nor even a single ‘burster’, occurred to mar the
day’s proceedings. The ground chosen for the course was a piece of road between the mine and
Umberatana… three quarters of a mile in length… Captain Terrell officiated as judge…
Photographs are in the Chronicle, 17 March 1917, page 25, 28 October 1922, page 32.
Yukurla Spring - (See Awi Yukurla)
Yuluna Creek - A tributary creek flowing into Aroona Gorge, north of Wilpena Pound. In Aboriginal legend,
Yulu the kingfisher drank from a spring feeding the creek.
Yumali - A railway station 40 km South-East of Tailem Bend. The school opened on 11 September 1938 with
Winifred Head as the teacher and closed in 1960. Derived from the Aboriginal juramalda - ‘our country’. Its
former name was ‘Wahpunyah’.
A photograph of a football team is in the Chronicle, 14 November 1935, page 35.
Yundi - Eight kilometres South-East of Willunga is an Aboriginal word for ‘feathers’. In the 1930s it was an
aptly-named settlement for poultry production on sections 151-2, Hundred of Myponga,. By 1933, there
were 19 families, totalling 130 men, women and children at Yundi, selected from the unemployed persons
in Adelaide. The camp was under the control of the Employment Promotion Council and financed by grants
from the Federal and State governments. ‘Three months ago the valley was virgin scrub but today each
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settler has a three-roomed galvanised iron house and a poultry shed… A school has been erected and will
open in the New Year with 45 scholars…’ It closed in 1963.
Yunkunga - A school near Mount Barker conducted by Henry Bonnar from 1853.
Yunta - The town, 80 km North-East of Peterborough, was proclaimed on 13 January 1887; its school opened
in 1891. Mr Coombe of the SA Museum said:
To the tribes of Lake Eyre the word meant a ‘bullroarer’, that is, a piece of wood attached to a
string of human hair which, when swung rapidly, with a circular motion, produced a penetrating
sound. To the Dieri tribe the word yuntha meant a certain piece of wood used in ceremonial
dances.
Pastor Schurmann, a Lutheran missionary, recorded the words yanta and yarnta as meaning ‘there’ or ‘at a
place’. Pastor Meyer described the word yunte as meaning ‘together’ or ‘to assemble’. Prof N. B. Tindale
said it is derived from junta (pronounced yunta) - ‘female genital organs’. Let us allow Horace Cobden Talbot
have the last word in respect of the puzzle surrounding the meaning of yunta; ‘it is modestly defined as
referring to a woman’s anatomy.’
Thus, as he and Mr Tindale are in unison, we let the matter rest. As a postscript to this nomenclature, in
latter day records Tindale says it derives from jarnda - ‘the plain’, while Rodney Cockburn associates it with
a spring ‘three miles from the township.’
In 1885, rabbit killing was the ‘favourite sport, as the men kill them in numbers and thus add a little to their
earnings’:
They are paid the usual rate for scalps and also provide themselves with cheap meat. Those who
do not keep dogs… take their spades and dig the rabbits out of their burrows. One cute man at
Yunta has no less than five dogs… and I am told he makes a very good thing out of them…
Photographs of Aboriginal carvings near Yunta are in the Observer, 25 June 1927, page 34.
Yura Cave - East of Beltana; ‘Aborigines’ cave’.
Yurgo - A railway station, 19 km SE of Karoonda, and a post office operating from 1 July 1926 until 29
November 1969. The school opened in 1926 and closed in 1946. Derived from jurgo, Aboriginal for ‘a long
way’.
Yuwanyinha Spring - East of Lyndhurst; Aboriginal for ‘standing up’.

Z
Zadow Landing - Near Caloote, probably named after Johann L. Zadow (1836-1891), who arrived in the
Heloise in 1847 and settled in the Hundred of Tungkillo, in 1857; during 1878 he purchased land in the
Hundred of Finniss.
Zanuckville - Daryl F. Zanuck, who produced the film ‘Kangaroo’, most of which was shot in the Port Augusta
area. In 1950, twenty temporary homes were built to provide accommodation for the 20th Century Fox film
unit.
Zerah Bore - Thirty-five kilometres south of Alawoona. A Hebrew word meaning ‘sunrise’.
Zion Hill – Located near Wistow, the name was taken from the Zion Chapel built at the foot of the hill by
Reverend John Baptist Austin (1827-1896) and his congregation in the 1840s. The Zion Hill School was
opened in 1859 by William Edward Mattinson (1835-1911) who conducted it until 1864; from 1865-1873
the teacher was his mother Sarah Mattinson; the family arrived in 1837 and her husband died in 1849. (See
Wistow)
The name may have been adopted from a church in England and in 1921 it was said that ‘one of our
churches was called Mount Zion; it was really on a bit of a mountain and near to a vast moorland. On the
fringe of this moorland stood Haworth, the parish in which Charlotte Bronte spent most of her life… In this…
church John Wesley had spoken.’
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In 1864, the anniversary of the Primitive Methodist Sunday School at Wistow was held and ‘a public
meeting followed presided over by Mr William Wallis who called upon Mr T. Cornelius to read the report.
Although death has removed several of the scholars during the past year an increase was reported; the
present number being 60; teachers 15. Addresses were then given by Messrs Dodd, Neate and Jenkin…’
Another Zion Hill stands on section 201, Hundred of Howe. The Holy city of Jerusalem is built on several
hills, one of which is ‘Zion Hill’.
*************************************

Nomenclature of the Streets of Adelaide
The following explanation of street nomenclature in Adelaide is taken from The City of Adelaide Year Book,
1939-1940.
When the streets and squares delineated on the first plan of Adelaide were to be named, the duty
was entrusted to a competent and influential Committee which introduced a valuable historical
element in the performance of its task. Thereafter any person who subdivided a piece of land and
established a new street had the privilege of naming the thoroughfare, with the result that, in the
absence of official control, the derivation of many of the less important street names is lost in
obscurity.
The first Governor (Captain John Hindmarsh, RN) and the Resident Commissioner (Mr J.H. Fisher)
each claimed as his special prerogative the duty of naming the original streets and squares, and,
according to the letters of John Brown (Emigration Agent), the appointment of the Committee
represented a compromise between the opposing factions. That body was comprised of Governor
Hindmarsh, Sir John Jeffcott (Judge), Mr Robert Gouger (Colonial Secretary), Mr (afterwards Sir)
James Hurtle Fisher (Resident Commissioner), Mr John Barton Hack, Mr (afterwards Sir) John
Morphett, Mr Edward Stephens (banker), Mr T. Bewes Strangways, Mr Thomas Gilbert (Colonial
Storekeeper), Mr John Brown (Emigration Agent) and Mr Osmond Gilles (Colonial Treasurer).
The names for the squares and the original streets delineated on Colonel Light’s plan were chosen
on 23 May 1837 and gazetted on 3June of the same year. The following extract from the letters of
John Brown makes it clear on whose side he was on in the squabble that occurred between the
rival factions:
The Governor brought a pocketful of Royal Navy heroes, but, afraid of proposing them himself,
got Sir John Jeffcott to try. King William Street and Victoria Square were assented to by all, but
when he got to ‘Duncan’ and ‘Howe’ as the proposed names of the next streets we divided, and
‘Grote’ and ‘Wakefield’ reigned in their stead. I am rather ashamed of myself of having any hand
in this business, but votes were wanted, or it would have been a journal of our Governor’s life
and adventures.
As to this business, however, he cannot keep quiet. He sent Gouger the other day to Mr Fisher
to know whether he had any objections to one of the names ‘Willoughby’ being changed to
‘Archer’ Street. Fisher objected on the ground that it was trifling with the proceedings of the
Committee appointed. Thus he will meddle, let the trifle be what it will. Archer Street is inserted
contrary to the vote of the Committee, and contrary to the Colonial Secretary’s orders.
The condition of Adelaide’s streets in 1839 was described in a humorous anecdote appearing in the Register
on 15 January 1878:
One very rainy evening I was proceeding to my home in Gilbert Street from the residence of Dr
Nash in Grenfell Street, duly furnished with a lantern as well as an umbrella, when I unexpectedly
walked into a cold bath, the surface of which just failed to reach my chin-from the uncomfortable
sensation I experienced I sincerely hoped that I was the first bather therein-a hope no doubt well
founded for no previous rain had fallen since the removal of my predecessor in the hole-an
enormous gum tree. I forgot what became of my lantern and umbrella, but scrambled out
somehow.
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By 1840 their state of repair was still a concern for on 19 September the Editor of the Register was to
proclaim:
It is certainly disgraceful to see the principal streets in such a beastly condition-next to
impossible for either man or horse, while large parties of labourers, paid from the funds of the
Colony, are uselessly employed in raking the sand off North Terrace, where there is not onetenth of the traffic there as in Hindley Street. We trust a number of the labourers will
immediately be put upon Hindley Street, to put into such a state of repair that carriages may at
least pass along without being in danger of being overturned in the gullies which at every few
yards cross the street.
A correspondent to the Register on 19 December 1846 gave his impressions and concluded on a happier
note:
My first impression of Adelaide was of a long straggling street, very red, very sandy, and very hot.
The sand, which was of a very red colour, seemed to have stained the houses, the bullocks, and
even the very inhabitants. Drays were tagging slowly along the street. The people were walking
at a rapid business-like pace, passing each other with slight nods, as if time were precious. They
all had a jaunty-like faded air. Several horsemen were riding along through unpaved street that
was beaten and trodden into a solid crust equal to any macadamized road in England.
By 1888 the Council was pleased to report:
The streets were regularly watered to lay the dust… nearly the whole of the City streets, on
which ten years ago there was not an average thickness of two inches of road metal, have been
covered since that time with a good working coat and brought to a thoroughly efficient state, so
that constant complaints which were at one time received throughout the wet season are now
never made, and the streets of Adelaide are from their quality as well as their beauty the subject
of the unqualified praise of every visitor from other cities.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
The South Australian Association - Formed in London early in 1834 for the purpose of obtaining a charter
from parliament to establish a colony in the land discovered by Captain Collet Barker and Captain Charles
Sturt.
Board of Commissioners - The SA Colonisation Act was introduced into the House of Commons by William
Woolryche Whitmore and into the House of Lords by the Marquis of Normandy and received the King’s
assent on 15 August 1834. The Act provided that the affairs of the Colony should be conducted by
Commissioners until the population reached 50,000, when the King would establish a representative
government. Six Commissioners were appointed but, with a change of government at the end of 1834, all
but one (Col.Torrens) resigned. On 5 May 1835 nine additional Commissioners were appointed, with
Rowland Hill as Secretary.
The South Australian Company - Formed on 15October 1835 with a subscribed capital of £20,000, with G.F.
Angas as chairman and ten directors.

STREETS OF ADELAIDE AND NORTH ADELAIDE
Abbott Lane - Off Kermode Street, recalls Giles Abbott, who arrived in the Buffalo and was in business in
Pennington Terrace. His son Giles Abbott jnr. was first licensee of the Queen’s Head Hotel at the junction
of Kermode Street and Abbott Lane and he obtained the land grant of Town acre no. 720 in Kermode Street.
Angas Street - George Fife Angas sometimes, albeit incorrectly, described as the founder of South Australia.
He was a successful speculative merchant, who found an outlet for his energies in promoting the
new colony to which his commercial instincts had attracted him. His capital was largely tied up in
his South Australian speculation and for him to further the interests of the Colony was solipsistic
rather than philanthropic. (Charles H. Bright, The Confidential Clerk).
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Archer Street - Thomas Archer of Tasmania, who made a present of eight merino sheep to Governor
Hindmarsh thus prompting that gentleman to override the proposed name of ‘Willoughby Street’. (See
Mortlock Library Research Note no. 76 and comments under the above ‘Introduction’.)
Bagot Road - Captain C.H. Bagot, pioneer pastoralist. (See under ‘Bagot Well’ & ‘Shea-oak Log’ in
nomenclature text.)
Bank Street - The Bank of South Australia’s North Terrace office abutted on to this street.
Barnard Street - Edward Barnard, MP, a SA Commissioner and an investor in the Australian Agricultural
Company. A complicated man, for he supported shorter terms for parliament and removal of Bishops from
the House of Lords but opposed the admission of dissenters into Universities and emancipation of Jews.
Bartels Road - A.H.F. Bartels, a Mayor of Adelaide.
Barton Terrace - John Barton Hack, a member of the committee appointed to name the Adelaide streets.
Bentham Street - John Bentham Neales, a city commissioner prior to the election of the first City Council
after its revival. (See nomenclature text under ‘Neales, River’.)
Bewes Street - Thomas Bewes Strangways, an early Colonial Secretary of the Colony.
Blenheim Street - Named after the memorable battle. (See Churchill Street)
Blyth Street - Arthur and Neville Blyth, who had an ironmongery shop at the corner of this street and
Hindley Street.
Botanic Road – So named because the Botanic Gardens abuts on to it.
Bowden Lane - Jacob Bowden, who was a practising herbalist in Gilles Street.
Brougham Place - Lord Brougham, a famous Lord Chancellor and founder of London University.
Brown Street - John Brown, Emigration Agent and member of the first City Council.
At thirty he was an out-and-out radical, notorious in his own circle for violent criticism of the traditional
order. His mastery of ridicule made him a man to be feared… [He] had a clearer understanding than most
of the principles on which the colony was founded; although never quite certain that they were practicable.
From his secure position [he] treated his colleagues with mischievous impertinence. (D. Pike, Paradise of
Dissent, pp. 106-7.)
Bundey Road - William Bundey, a Mayor of Adelaide.
Buxton Street - Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, MP, President of the Aborigines’ Protection Society whose
descendant, Sir T.F. Buxton, was Governor of South Australia from 29 October 1895 to 29 March 1899.
Among his many pronouncements on the Aboriginal question in South Australia was the following:
It might be presumed that the native inhabitants of any land have an incontrovertible right to
their own soil; a plain and sacred right, however, which seems not to have been understood.
Europeans have entered their borders, uninvited, and when there, have not only acted as if they
were undoubted lords of the soil, but have punished the natives as aggressors if they evinced a
disposition to live in their own country,
Byron Place - Lord Byron, the famous poet; formerly, it was called ‘Byrom Place’ the change being effected
on 25 February 1924.
Cairns Street - Sir W.W. Cairns, Administrator of South Australia in 1877; later, he became Governor of
Queensland.
Cannon Street - Possibly corrupted from the name of one of Colonel Light’s assistant-surveyors a Mr
Cannan.
Cardwell Street - Viscount Cardwell, Colonial Secretary in London.
Carrington Street - Robert Smith (1752-1838), a member of a famous banking family who as a member of
parliament represented Nottingham in five successive parliaments and was elevated to the peerage in 1797
as ‘Lord Carrington’; he was a parliamentary associate of the Duke of Wellington when he was declared to
be ‘without reproach and his fortune ample’ but he was considered to possess ‘no parliamentary talents’.
Centenary Street - In North Adelaide. (See the explanation of the subdivision of ‘Centenary Estate’ in the
nomenclature text.)
Chancery Lane - Named after the famous street in London.
Charles Street - Charles Hornabrook, the licensee of the York Hotel standing at the South-Eastern corner of
Rundle and Pulteney Streets. (See York Lane)
Chesser Street - Captain W. Chesser of the Coromandel that arrived in South Australia on 12 January 1837.
Childers Street - J.W. Childers, MP, a member of the committee of the South Australian Association.
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Churchill Street - John Churchill, the first Duke of Marlborough, who won the battle of Blenheim.
Clarendon Street - The ‘Clarendon Hotel’ was located in the near vicinity.
Clubhouse Lane - It was once the site of the Clubhouse Hotel.
Cocks Lane - Alexander John Cock, who owned the Saracen’s Head hotel at the corner of the lane.
Coglin Street - Patrick Boyce Coglin, MP. (See under ‘Coglin’ in the nomenclature text.)
Coromandel Place - (See Chesser Street)
Corryton Street - A name associated with the Rounsevell family. (See under ‘Corryton’ & ‘Rounsevell’ in the
nomenclature text.)
Cravens Lane - John Craven and Co. Ltd., drapers and clothiers, once conducted a business at the NorthEast corner of Rundle and Pulteney Streets.
Crippen Street - Charles Crippen of London, the grantee of Town acre no. 54 on the northern side of Hindley
Street.
Crowther Street - Jonathan Crowther, grantee of Town acre 191 on the southern side of Waymouth Street.
Currie Street - Raikes Currie, MP, a radical banker and member of the South Australian Association, who
was said to be ‘more ready to gamble than to do the serious business of banking’. (D. Pike, Paradise of
Dissent, page 88.)
Cypress Street - Off Wakefield Street; a cypress tree once stood at the Wakefield Street corner.
Daly Street - Sir Dominic Daly, Governor of South Australia, 1862-68.
Deviation Road - Is descriptive of its function.
Divett Street - Edward Divett MP, Chairman of the SA Banking Company in London who, in 1848,
complained to the Colonial Office about the moral character of Irish emigrants. (D. Pike, Paradise of Dissent,
p. 378.)
Ebenezer Place - The Ebenezer Chapel once stood there.
Elder Street - Sir Thomas Elder who founded the Workmen’s Homes in the vicinity.
Eliza Street - Eliza Randall, wife of David Randall, who owned land in close proximity.
Featherstone Place - Michael Featherstone whose history appears in The Mail on 8 April 1923.
Fenn Place - Charles Fenn, a prominent member of the Adelaide legal profession.
Field Street - Lieutenant W.G. Field, RN, of the Rapid and grantee of Town acre 403 in the vicinity.
Finniss Street - Boyle Travers Finniss. He arrived in the Cygnet on 11 September 1836. After working as a
surveyor he became Surveyor-General and Police Commissioner, a member of the Legislative Council, and
became the Colony’s first Premier under representative government in 1857.
Fisher Place - James Hurtle Fisher, Resident Commissioner of Lands, who arrived in the Buffalo. When he
was removed from office he practised as a solicitor. He was first Mayor of the municipal council and a
member of the Legislative Council. He was knighted in 1860.
Flinders Street - Captain Matthew Flinders, navigator and explorer.
Franklin Street - Sir John Franklin (1786-1847), Governor of Tasmania (1837-1843) and, formerly, a
midshipman on Matthew Flinders’ Investigator. He lost his life while searching for a North-West passage in
the Arctic region.
Frome Road and Frome Street - Captain E.C. Frome of the Royal Engineers and Surveyor-General of South
Australia. Frome Street was known once as Tavistock Street, derived from the ‘Tavistock Bank’ owned by
John Rundle, MP, a director of the South Australian Company.
Gawler Place - Governor George Gawler. (See nomenclature text.)
Gilbert Place - Henry Gilbert, a lawyer, had an office there. He was a brother of Joseph Gilbert of Pewsey
Vale.
Gilbert Street - Thomas Gilbert who was chosen by the SA Commissioners as Colonial Storekeeper. ‘A
somewhat unobtrusive bachelor, he was constantly at the mercy of well meaning families intent on
dispelling his loneliness, and because his friends were chosen for him he was often regarded as an honest
man misled.’ (D. Pike, Paradise of Dissent, p. 109.)
Gilles Street - Osmond Gilles, first Colonial Treasurer. Born in Soho, London, on 24 August 1788, on leaving
school he found work with a merchant bank which he left and joined Philip Oakden in conducting a shipping
business in Hamburg, Germany; later, he married Oakden’s sister. He returned to England in 1833 and was
a foundation member of the South Australian Literary Association. When the SA Commission was
established he advanced £21,000 to meet preliminary expenses and, in due course, was appointed Colonial
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Treasurer and arrived in the Colony in the Buffalo. He was described as ‘of the most singular compounds.
With an unbounding confidence in his own opinion, he has no courage to act upon it alone and
unsupported’ (D. Pike, Paradise of Dissent, p. 107), and more harshly as a ‘mischievous fool’. His common
expression was ‘I have the support of Wakefield and Torrens and care not a damn for any bugger of the
Colonial Office…’. (Pike, op cit, p. 107.) Governor Gawler removed him from office in 1839 when he ‘retired’
to take stock of his personal affairs.
Glover Avenue - Charles Richmond J. Glover, first Lord Mayor of Adelaide.
Gouger Street - Robert Gouger. The fundamental principle of Wakefield’s so called systematic colonisation
dates from January 1829 when Gouger first met Edward Gibbon Wakefield. (Pike, op cit, p. 52.) Over the
next seven years he worked assiduously for founding a free settlement in Australia by studying colonial
conditions, lobbying influential men and distributing pamphlets. He was duly appointed as the first Colonial
Secretary and arrived in the Africaine on 6 November 1836. (See Mortlock Library Research Note no. 53.)
Gover Street - William G. Gover, the grantee of Town acres 66, 136, 261, 262, 490 and 680. He was a director
of the SA Railway Company.
Gray Street - William Henry Gray, a grantee of Town acres.
Grenfell Street - Pascoe Grenfell, MP, an antislavery advocate.
Gresham Place - Sir Thomas Gresham, founder of the Royal Exchange, London. The famous ‘Gresham Place
Loo Case’ was heard in the Supreme Court in 1930 and, subsequently, went on appeal to the High Court of
Australia. It involved the vexing question of when a public convenience was a nuisance!
Grote Street - George Grote, a banker and SA Commissioner, who held out that autonomy was essential to
the success of the Colony and that Colonial Office control would ‘damn all prospects of raising the necessary
funds’. (Pike, op cit, p. 68.)
Gunson Street - Dr J.M. Gunson who owned land in the vicinity.
Halifax Street - Corrupted from ‘Hallifax’, a member of the banking firm of Glyn, Hallifax and Mills of
London.
Hall Court - Samuel Reginald Hall, who owned land abutting the street in 1864.
Hall Place - Thomas Hall who came to South Australia in the Calabar in 1853 when he purchased part of
Town acre 693 between Gilbert Street and South Terrace.
Hamley Street - Lieutenant-Colonel F.G. Hamley, Administrator of South Australia, 1868-69.
Hanson Street - Sir Richard Davies Hanson, a distinguished member of the Australian Literary Society of
London and Secretary to the Governor of Canada. He was ‘a thorough going utopian socialist believing that
the growth of many minds in England was deliberately restrained by the privileged’. He was an associate of
Robert Gouger and Gibbon Wakefield and helped them with his knowledge of legal history ‘supplying the
SA Land Co. and the Association with the charters and precepts of the seventeenth century colonists in
America’. (Pike, op cit, p. 111.)
Hill Street - Sir Rowland Hill, Postmaster-General and one time opponent of emigration on the grounds that
it was needless and costly when surplus unused land was awaiting development in England. (See Pike, op
cit, p. 33). He was secretary to the SA Board of Commissioners in 1835. The offices of the Commission were
in Bishopgate Street close to the Bank of England. (See under Hazelwood Park) To confuse the nomenclature
of this street one Matthew D. Hill was a member of the SA Association.
Hindley Street - Charles Hindley, MP and member of an influential group calling themselves ‘The Friends of
South Australia’, who defended the proposed colony against criticism and ‘to breathe confidence into the
Colonial Office when South Australian affairs seemed hopeless’. (Pike, op cit, p. 130.) The following is taken
from G.H. Manning’s, A Colonial Experience:
Finally, we saw a long, straggling street which, we were informed, was dubbed ‘Hindley’ - very red and very
sandy - the colour seemed to have stained the houses, the bullocks and even the inhabitants. Drays moved
slowly down the thoroughfare, while the people walked at a rapid, business-like rate, passing each other
with slight nods, as if time was precious. They all had a ‘jaunty-like and faded appearance.
Several horseman rode through the unpaved street, which was beaten and trodden into a solid
crust. We saw ‘wild-looking creatures’, bearded, belted, booted and spurred, some with broadrimmed straw hats, some on horseback and some on foot. They reminded us of pictures we had
seen of Spanish bullfighters!
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A few of the more sartorial horsemen wore blue or red flannel shirts, cabbage-tree hats with
broad black ribbons, corduroys and boots, with spurs attached. We were told that in such garb
one might meet an Oxford or Cambridge man. The cabbage tree hats were made by the Imperial
soldiers - they were beautifully pliant and soft. Their weapons, however, were not dangerous to
man and consisted of enormous whips, some with thongs about twelve feet long, held in a coil in
the hand, with short, thick handles.
Posts, split and warped by the heat, were placed at intervals to protect pedestrians and heat
seemed to be the order of the day. A group of half-naked Aborigines clustered around a
storekeeper who was standing in his doorway looking for customers. Others of the tribe were
lounging down the street, with spears and waddies in their hands, ‘filthy, slimy and greasy,
leaving behind them an odour that would turn the stomach of the stoutest dog.
As to the dress of other British citizens it must be said that they were in the primitive state of
society at that time. Men were not estimated by the cut of their clothes, or respected for the
goodness of their hats. Gentlemen were to be seen in all kinds of dress, each having consulted
his own fancy and chosen clothing adapted to the climate.
The sun was without mercy and we all streamed at every pore. We were told that the summer
had been unusually dry and every vestige of vegetation had been scorched, revealing the dry,
parched land. The poor brick cottages built at the western end of town, partly in a state of ruin,
standing on a sloping bank of bright red clay, gave the place the appearance of a superannuated
brick kiln. Indeed, all around us the view was the perfection of desolation and wretchedness.
Hindmarsh Square - Captain John Hindmarsh, RN, first Governor of South Australia who arrived in the
Buffalo on 24 December 1836. Shrewdly, he contrived to obtain the position by lobbying members of the
SA Commission with the object of rescuing himself from impending penury, because his half-pay from
Admiralty, at the time, was barely sufficient for his needs. ‘His quarter-deck manner, when irritated, also
aroused fears that South Australia had acquired an autocrat.’ (Pike, op cit, pp. 103-4.)
Hutt Street - Sir William Hutt, MP; a SA Commissioner and close associate of George Grote. An intellectual
rebel and fresh from Cambridge University, he entered parliament in 1833 and perceived colonisation as
the cure for pauperism, without cost to the British taxpayer. Accordingly, he was only too ready to support
any measure ‘designed to supply the colonies with labour in order to increase Empire production’. (Pike, op
cit, p. 85.)
Hurtle Square - James Hurtle Fisher, Resident Commissioner, who was described as ‘a wily attorney, the
very worst class of person that could have selected for the office…’ (Pike, op cit, p. 105.)
Hyde Street - James Hyde, Colonisation Commissioner and an original director of the South Australian
Company.
Imperial Lane - The Imperial Hotel that once stood on the corner of King William and Grenfell Streets.
James Place - George James, the licensee of the Norfolk Arms Hotel.
Jeffcott Street - Sir John Jeffcott, the first Judge in South Australia. He graduated in Law in 1826 and, in due
course, was appointed Chief Justice of Sierra Leone. He returned to England in 1832 and in July 1836 was
appointed to South Australia. He embarked on the Isabella and arrived in Adelaide on 6 February 1837. He
was drowned while attempting to negotiate a crossing of the River Murray mouth in company with John
W.D. Blenkinsopp and others in December 1837.
Jerningham Street - Edmund Jerningham, a London banker connected with the SA Colonisation scheme and
the grantee of Adelaide Town acres nod. 270 (Flinders St), 338 (Wakefield St) and 358-9 (Angas St).
Kermode Street - Robert Quayle Kermode, whose daughter was engaged to Sir John Jeffcott. (See Jeffcott
Street)
King William Street - The Duke of Clarence, later King William IV, the third son of King George III. The city
of Adelaide was named after his wife, Amelia Adelaide, eldest daughter of the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen.
Kingston Terrace - George (later Sir) Strickland Kingston, Deputy Surveyor to Colonel Light, arriving in the
Cygnet on 11 September 1836.
Kintore Avenue - Earl of Kintore, Governor of South Australia, 1889-95.
Lefevre Terrace - John Shaw Lefevre, SA Commissioner. One commentator described the Board of
Commissioners as one made up ‘of amateurs drawn from Whigs and Tories, destructives and conservatives,
radicals and moderates’. (Pike, op cit, p. 98.)
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Leigh Street - William Leigh, grantee of Town acres 85, 404, 524, 525, and joint applicant for the Hutt River
Special Survey on 22 October 1839. He offered land to the Archbishop of Canterbury to build a church and
Bishop’s residence in Adelaide at his own cost. (Pike, op cit, p. 254). After much wrangling his offer lapsed
when he converted to the Catholic faith. (See under ‘Woodchester’ in the nomenclature text.)
Light Square - Colonel William Light, the first Surveyor-General, who laid out the city of Adelaide. When he
resigned his position he went into private practice with William Jacob. He died on 5 October 1839 and was
buried in Light Square.
Lindes Lane - H. Linde, distiller and coppersmith.
Logan Street - Richard Logan, the grantee of Town acre 550 in the vicinity.
Mann Terrace - Charles Mann, the first Advocate-General and Crown Solicitor. Prior to leaving England he
married Maria Josepha Brown, the sister of John Brown, the first Emigration Agent. (See Brown St.) His ‘legal
priggery brought the work of the Legislative Council almost to a standstill’, prompting Governor Hindmarsh
to consider his suspension which Mann forestalled by resigning. (Pike, op cit, p. 226.) He then joined E.C.
Gwynne in a legal partnership and, with J.H. Fisher, started a newspaper in opposition to the Register.
Martin Place - Thomas Martin, benefactor of the Adelaide Hospital.
McKinnon Parade - William Alexander McKinnon, SA Commissioner.
McLaren Street - David McLaren, manager of the South Australian Company. Born in Perth, Scotland, in
1875, it was his intention to enter the ministry of the Presbyterian Church and, with this end in view,
entered the Glasgow University. Finally, he chose a commercial life and came to South Australia in 1837
and departed in 1840 when a banquet was given in his honour, he died on 22 June 1850:
It was he who gave the first warning against State aid to religion and who planned and carried
out the construction of the Port Road and the building of the wharves, as well as other works of
utility in connection with the primitive settlement. (John Blacket, History of South Australia)
Melbourne Street - Lord Melbourne, Prime Minister of England.
Mildred Road - Probably George Mildred, RN, boatswain of the Rapid and grantee of Town Acre 760 in the
vicinity
Mills Terrace - Samuel Mills, member of the SA Association - ‘A retired financier and a person of great
weight from his high character and million of money’. (Pike, op cit, p. 87.) To confuse this suggested
nomenclature a J.R. Mills was a director of the SA Company.
Mocatto Place - S. Mocatto, a Jewish citizen lived there in the early days.
Moger Lane - Edward Moger, brewer and maltster in Pirie Street in the 1840s. He arrived in the Moffatt in
December 1839.
Molton Street - Augustus Samuel Molton who, in October and November 1875, advertised a mask ball in
the Town Hall, giving his address as 3 Flinders Street, opposite Stow Church.
Moore Street - Edward Moore, a grantee of Town acres 411, 412 and 413 in the vicinity.
Morphett Street - John Morphett, with his brother George, were agents for influential friends, who were
attracted by the huge profits to be made from land speculation (see, for example, ‘Wellington’ and
‘Seymour, Lake’.) He formed an alliance with James Hurtle Fisher, the Resident Commissioner, when he
married Elizabeth Fisher in August 1838. One observer said of Morphett - ‘The most perfect specimen of a
snob I ever met…’ (Pike, op cit, p. 114.)
Molesworth Street - Sir William Molesworth, member of the SA Association and of the Select Committee
appointed by the House of Commons in 1841 to consider the conditions of the Colony..
Montefiore Road - Jacob Montefiore, who outlived all the Colonisation Commissioners; he was one of the
donors of the City Council’s silver bowl.
Morialta Street - Sir R.C. Baker owned much land in the area and his home was called ‘Morialta’.
Myers Street - It was previously known as Liverpool Street, the change being effected on 9 December 1901
as a result of a memorial to the council from 19 citizens; Councillor Alfred Myers who owned land in the
vicinity.
Newmarket Street - Previously named ‘Market Street’, owing to the proximity of cattle markets standing
on the Parklands opposite. The Newmarket Hotel is in the vicinity.
Norman Street - Robert Norman, a dentist who arrived in the Colony in 1844 and, later, founded the village
of Normanville, near Yankalilla.
O’Connell Street - Daniel O’Connell, the celebrated Irish politician.
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O’Halloran Street - Major Thomas Shuldham O’Halloran, Commissioner of Police. ‘Vested with the title
Commissioner, he now had charge of both civil and military forces in the colony. During his administration,
this dual role… would confuse the nature of a civil police force, arousing bitter community debate, especially
in regard to O’Halloran’s handling of native disturbances. But strong leadership was demanded and
O’Halloran filled the bill.’ (Robert Clyne, Colonial Blue, p. 38.) These remarks are much kinder than those
expressed by Douglas Pike in his monumental work Paradise of Dissent. (See under ‘O’Halloran Hill’ in
nomenclature text.)
Page Street - Samuel Page, the grantee of Town acre 335 on which it stands.
Palmer Place - Colonel George Palmer, SA Commissioner and one of the donors of the City Council’s silver
bowl.
Peacock Road - Caleb Peacock, Mayor of Adelaide.
Peel Street - Probably after the English statesman, Sir Robert Peel.
Penaluna Place - John Penaluna, a prominent builder.
Pennington Terrace - James Pennington, SA Commissioner, who replaced John Wright in November 1835.
Philip Street - Philip Santo. It was previously named ‘Hawdon Street’, who brought the first livestock to
Adelaide overland from New South Wales. The name of the western end was changed on 26 January 1891
and the eastern end on 30 September 1935.
Pirie Street - Sir John Pirie, Alderman of the City of London and director of the SA Company.
Ponder Avenue - W.D. Ponder, legislator and member of the Adelaide City Council. During World War I he
moved the resolution in the House of Assembly to change ‘enemy’ place names in South Australia.
Pulteney Street - Admiral Sir Pulteney Malcolm, a friend of Governor of Hindmarsh and who recommended
that gentleman to the authorities in England for that position.
Register Street and Lane - Named after the Register newspaper that had its office there.
Roberts Place - Josiah Roberts, SA Commissioner, who replaced George Fife Angas when that gentleman
resigned upon formation of the SA Company. (See under ‘Sir Edwin Smith Avenue’.)
Rosina Street - Rosina Ferguson nee Forsyth, who married William Ferguson and arrived in the Buffalo in
1836; they first lived in this street. (See under ‘Rosefield’ in nomenclature text.)
Rundle Street - John Rundle, MP, director of the SA Company.
That particular smell on North Terrace comes upon us in the dark to stifle us in our beds and, like
Macbeth, to murder sleep... [It emanates from] those arch-defilers of the midnight air - the city
nightmen - in the discharge of their filthy nocturnal duties… (Register, 31 January 1883, page 7)
Sellar Avenue - J. Zimri Sellar, legislator and member of the Adelaide City Council.
Sir Edwin Smith Avenue - Sir Edwin Smith, five times Mayor of Adelaide. Sections of it were previously
named ‘Avenue Road’ and ‘Roberts Place’, after Josiah Roberts, a retired American merchant, who
succeeded George Fife Angas on the Board of Colonisation Commissioners. The name survives in ‘Roberts
Gardens’ in the vicinity.
Sir Lewis Cohen Avenue - Sir Lewis Cohen, seven times Mayor and twice Lord Mayor of Adelaide.
Stanley Street - Hon. E.G. Stanley, Earl of Derby. He was Secretary of State for the Colonies until he resigned
in April 1843.
Stephens Place - Edward Stephens, first manager of the South Australian Banking Company. He was born
on 19 October 1811 and arrived in South Australia shortly after the foundation ceremony at Glenelg. He
was a protestor against the site that Colonel Light chose for the city of Adelaide and declared that on the
site chosen ‘a great commercial city could never be built.’ (Rev John Blacket, History of South Australia)
St Johns Street - From the name of the church in the vicinity.
St Lukes Place - Named after a church in the vicinity.
Strangways Terrace - Thomas Bews Strangways, who arrived in the Buffalo on 24 December 1836.
Sturt Street - Named by Governor Hindmarsh after Captain Charles Sturt, explorer and one time Colonial
Secretary.
Surflen Street - Edward Surflen, customs officer at Port Adelaide and grantee of Town acre 487.
Symonds Place - R.G. Symonds, a surveyor on Colonel Light’s staff. (See under ‘Newhaven’ in the
nomenclature text.)
Synagogue Place - The Jewish synagogue is situated there.
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Tam O’Shanter Place - A ship of 360 tons in command of Captain Thompson that arrived on 26 November
1836.
Toms Court - Thomas H. Atkinson, a chairman of the Public Relief Board and brother-in-law of Charles R.J.
Glover, first Lord Mayor of Adelaide.
Topham Street - Now closed. Thomas Topham Petheridge, the grantee of Town acre 138 between Currie
and Waymouth Streets.
Tucker Street - George Henry Tucker, owner of the land abutting the street.
Twin Street - William Cox, who owned part of the land, was the father of twins; he was a member of the
Adelaide Council for six years.
Tynte Street - Colonel Kemeys Tynte, of Wales, a friend of Colonel Light.
Vaughan Place - Richard Vaughan, an early director of the East End Market Company.
[An objection is made to] the presence and practice of a number of fallen women and girls in the
East End Market and its vicinity. Their brazen conduct and imprudent profligacy cannot be abashed
or ashamed. From early evening to the first streaks of grey in the east they are constantly about…
(Register, 1 November 1890)
Victoria Square and Victoria Place - Queen Victoria.
Waymouth Street - Henry Waymouth, director of the SA Association. In early colonial days the name was
often written as ‘Weymouth’.
Wakefield Street - Daniel Wakefield, member of the SA Association and brother of Edward G. Wakefield. In
1834 he drafted a Bill in respect of the formation of a Colony in South Australia that was accepted by the
Secretary of State for the Colonies with only four provisos. (Pike, op cit, p. 68.)
Ward Street - Henry G. Ward, member of the SA Association and of the Imperial Select Committee that
investigated South Australia’s affairs.
Wellington Square - The Duke of Wellington, who supported the foundation of South Australia as ‘a
speculation which called for serious consideration’. (Pike, op cit, p. 72.) He rendered valuable assistance to
Robert Gouger.
Whitmore Square - William Woolryche Whitmore, MP, SA Commissioner and director of the East India
Company. He was described as a ‘tract writing land owner and agriculturist’. (Pike, op cit, p. 88.)
Wilcox Street - Charles Wilcox, Mayor of Adelaide.
Wilson Street - Thomas Wilson, barrister, and member of the first City Council; it was known once as ‘Coglin
Street’.
Winifred Street - Winifred Boucaut, daughter of a former Premier, Sir James Penn Boucaut.
Woodsons Lane - G. Wood and Son Co. Ltd. once conducted a grocery and general import business on North
Terrace opposite the railway station.
Worsnop Street - Thomas Worsnop, Town Clerk of Adelaide from 1869 to 1898.
Wright Street - John Wright, SA Commissioner. (See under ‘Bowden’ in nomenclature text.)
Wyatt Street - Dr William Wyatt, Protector of Aborigines and grantee of the Town acre on which it stands.
(See under ‘Kurralta Park’ in nomenclature text.)
York Lane - The York Hotel occupied a site on the South-Eastern corner of Rundle and Pulteney Streets.
Young Street - Sir Henry E.F. Young, Governor of South Australia, 1848-1854.
****************************

Sources and Notes

The interpretation of place names is not so simple as it looks and it is easier
to criticise other people’s derivations than to find better ones.
(Henry Jenner – Handbook of the Cornish Language)
Abbreviations used in Sources and Notes
A
Application to bring land under R.P. A.
ADB Australian Dictionary of Biography
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AP
Records held in Australia Post Museum
CSO Colonial Secretary’s Office letters
CT Certificate of Title, e.g., CT 12/34 (Vol 12 Fol 34)
DL Department of Lands Docket (held in Public Records Office)
DNB Dictionary of National Biography.
DP
Deposited Plan held in the Lands Titles Office
EB
Lands Department Enquiries Book
ED
Education Department historical records
Enc.B Encyclopaedia Britannica (State Reference Library)
GEB General Registry Office Enrolment Book
GG Government Gazette
GR Biographical Index of South Australians
GRG Government Record Group
GRO Plan of subdivision held in the General Registry Office
HB Department of Lands History Book
LI
Department of Lands loose Leaf index of place names and nomenclature
Loy Not G.F. Loyau, Notable South Australians
Loy Rep G.F. Loyau, Representative Men of South Australia
LR Department of Lands records of occupation licences and pastoral leases these include:
1 Pastoral Records Card Index, 1851-ca.1890
2. Index of Occupation Licence Holders
3. Return of Pastoral Leases - PP 38/1865 and 21/1875
4. Application for Survey of Waste Lands - PP 87/1869
5. Pastoral Leases -Alphabetical Index from 1851 to 1879
.6. Pastoral Leases under the Crown - PP 148/1883
7. Corrected Return of All Existing Pastoral Leases - PP 118/1884
MB General Registry Office memorials, e.g.[, 56/78 (Book 56 Folio 78)
NCM, Nomenclature Committee Minutes
PP Parliamentary Papers
RGS Royal Geographical Society Proceedings (Book and page number)
RN Mortlock Library Research Notes
SRO State Records Office
T H.C. Talbot’s nomenclature books held by the Department of Lands
Explanatory Note on Schools
Information concerning schools has, in the main, been obtained from loose leaf indices in the Department
of Education; however, a computer printout supplied by the Department of Education to the Department
of Lands contains conflicting information, while some local histories and newspaper reports have
information in contradiction to both of those sources. Accordingly, I have endeavoured to ‘glean the wheat
from the chaff’ but, in so doing, have some qualms as to whether I have deduced the truth.
The dates of closure of schools are not recorded in a uniform sequence in official records, e.g., if a school
closed at the end of the school year of 1944, it could be recorded as either 1944 or 1945. Accordingly, no
attempt has been made to correct same.
Aboriginal Names
The origins of these names were taken from the following sources and when at variance
with Professor N.B. Tindale his nomenclature was preferred.
Cooper, H.M., Australian Aboriginal Words
Kenyon, J., The Aboriginal Word Book.
Reed, A.W., Aboriginal Words and Place Names.
Schurman, C.W., A Vocabulary of the Parnkalla Tribe.
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Smith, Mrs James, The Boandik Tribe of South Australia.
Tindale, Norman B., Nomenclature notes held by the S A Museum and the Department of Lands
(Geographical Names Section).
Tyrrell, J.R., Australian Aboriginal Place Names and Their Meanings.
Names Implanted from the British Isles and Other Countries
The meaning of these names were taken from the following sources and
there have been many differences as to some origins as expressed by various nomenclators.
Charnock, R.S., Local Etymology.
Cooper, H.M., The Unknown Coast - French Exploration in South Australia, 1802-1803.
Dexter, T.F.F., Cornish Towns.
Ekwall, Eilert, Oxford Dictionary of English Place Names
Johnston, James B., The Place Names of England and Wales, The Place Names of Scotland
Lewis, Samuel, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland; A Topographical Dictionary of England.
Matthews, C.M., Place Names of the English Speaking World.
Room, Adrian, Place Names of Wales
Taylor, Isaac, Geographical and Topographical Nomenclature.
Quotations from Newspapers
The majority were taken from an unpublished manuscript titled
Toponymical Tales of South Australia - Copy lodged in the State
Library of SA. This document contains further references to place
names not considered germane to this study.
Names and Their Histories
Wagner, Leopold, Names and Their Meanings
Dates of Subdivisions
Unless otherwise stated dates cited in the nomenclature text in reference to subdivisions
under The Real Property Act are, for the sake of uniformity, taken from the
surveyor’s certificate on the deposited plan.
Aaron Creek - MB 114/47; Register, 2 December 1920.
Abattoirs - NCM, 21 October 1940; LI; Register, 13 May 1911, 19 October 1911. The opening of the public
school is reported in the Register, 18 October 1924.
Abbeville - T p. 8; LI; AP; Mortlock Library pamphlets nod. 994.232 N817b, 994.232.S726.
Abbotsford - Observer, 20 July 1878.
Abbotshall - Register, 19 April 1913.
Abbots Track - LI; Observer, 6 January 1866.
ABC Range - J.B.Austin, The Mines of South Australia (1863).
Abercwn - GG, 26 April 1860, p. 365.
Aberdeen - GRO 328/1855; A 18071; LI; Register, 17 & 19 January 1849. A graphic description of a mail
coach trip from Pekina to Aberdeen is in the Register, 18 October 1870.
Aberfoyle Park - DP 3524; CTs 1370/84, 1452/45-47; HB 27/19; LI; Advertiser, 10 July 1926.
Abminga Creek - T p.8; LI; LR; H.M. Cooper, Australian Aboriginal Words and their Meanings.
Acacias, The - DP 2709; CTs 12/114, 628/79, 929/61; Advertiser 17 April 1920.
Accommodation Hill - HB 12/15; LI; GG, 13 February 1851, p. 114; PP 88/1862 has a map showing the
location of the yard.
Ackland Gardens - DP 3703; CT 765/89; Register, 14 July 1919.
Acraman, Lake - T p. 124; LI; His obituary is in the Register, 24 June 1907.
Adams Creek - MB 2/172, 50/308, 96/165, 171/111, 404/74-76.
Adams, Hundred of - Register, 8 June 1926.
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Adare Heights - DP 3492; CT 720/40; RN 269; Observer, 10 May 1924.
Adare Park - DP 4074; CT 1795/27.
Addison, Hundred of - Advertiser, 30 July 1915; Register, 30 & 31 July 1915.
Adelaide - HB 5/21. G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience. The controversy surrounding Light and Kingston
is traversed in The Adelaide Review, July 2004. Comments on the plan of Adelaide are in the Advertiser, 8,
9 & 13 November 1934, The News, 2 November 1934. Kingston’s recall of events is in the Register, 21 May
1877. (See Appendix 14) Rodney Cockburn, The Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Adelaide, Port - HB 4/20, 4/31; Register, 18 June 1918; the accounts of Captain Barker are taken from
Charles Sturt’s Two Expeditions into the Interior of South Australia, Vol II, p. 237. For an account of Captain
Jones see C.J. Napier, Colonisation, p. 251. Captain Duff’s letter appears in the Adelaide Times, 30 January
1854 and a memorial from citizens supporting him is in the same newspaper on 13 February 1854; GG, 12
April 1923, 30 September 1926.
Admella Dunes & Flats - RN 28, 572; T p. 124; LI; HB 13/92.
Aero Park - LI.
Aftonville - DP 2494; CT 1101/189.
Agars, Lake - LI; LR.
Agery - LI; ED; AP.
Agincourt Bore - HB 17/29; ED; LI; Sunday Mail, 25 February 1967.
Agnes Creek - LI.
Airedale - DP 2509; CT 1111/61.
Airlie Park - DP 2039; CT 932/101; 1908 Directory, p. 899.
Aitken Dam - GR.
Ajax Creek - Record of the Mines of South Australia
Alawoona - Rodney Cockburn designates it as a railway station whereas it is also a government town. This
is one of many such instances throughout his work. Observer, 1 August 1914.
Alberga, River - LI.
Alberrie Creek - LI.
Albert, Lake - Cockburn’s inference that it was discovered by Frome and Pullen is disproved in RN 291.
Also see RGS 5/94; G. Taplin, Native Tribes of South Australia; Southern Australian, 19 January 1841;
Express & Telegraph, 27 December 1866; Register, 4 March 1867, 4 August 1866.
Alberton - GRO 410/1854; A 7379, A 21131; MB 8/88; HB 30/19; Register, 15 August 1840, 5 March 1917,
6 April 1926, 11 June 1866; 19 September 1908.
Albert Park. - DP 628; CT 945/60. It was advertised in the Register of 6 October 1877. Mr Cave’s obituary
is in the Register, 7 July 1916, 23 July 1903.
Albro - DP 3122; CT 1329/24.
Alderley - DP 425 is dated August 1875 which contradicts Cock burn’s statement of an auction on 30
September 1880.’ He, no doubt, was referring to a later sale of lots which was advertised in the Register
of 11 September 1880; CT 211/201 also confirms our version of events.
Alderman Dam - LR; GR; Register, 19 September 1883.
Alderson - DP 3569; CT 1451/67.
Aldgate - DP 1264; CT 376/125; RN 486B; Register, 27 October 1882, 18 December 1916; Chronicle, 7
September 1933; Advertiser, 10 April 1922.
Aldinga - A 6137; HB 5/1; LI; Observer, 13 April 1844; Chronicle, 1 June 1933; Register, 11 October 1893.
Cockburn’s reference to ‘James White’ is incorrect. See under ‘White’s Gully’ for reference to the miller,
Samuel White. .Information on the school is in Register, 29 August 1856, 31 July 1874.
Aleck, Mount - LI; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges.
Alexander, Mount - LI; RGS Proceedings, Vol 8, p. 15; the nomenclature is confirmed by extracts from
Alfred Giles’ records on p.17.
Alexandra (Park) - DP 110; CT 1/240; DP 1236; CT 411/127; HB 4/36; Anthony Laube, Settlers Around the
Bay. The subdivision of ‘Alexandra Park’ is advertised in the Register of 13 October 1882.
Alexandria - DP 1256; CT 408/52.
Alexandrina, Lake - RGS 1/61, 15/309; T p. 124; GG, 26 February 1844; Field Book no. 149, pp. 130-131
held in the Department of Lands; Register, 11 November 1903.
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Alford - HB 5/25 12/19; RN 510; Register, 24 November 1882.
Alfred Flat - LR; LI; Hans Mincham and T. McCourt, The Coorong and Lakes of the River Murray, pp. 110112.
Algebuckina - Cockburn is astray when he says ‘Gov. Buxton christened the town in 1898.’ It was surveyed
in 1890 taking its name from the local railway station. See G.H. Manning, Romance of Place Names of
South Australia p. xxix for a map which supports our contention. See Record of the Mines of South
Australia (fourth edition); Register, 21 November 1903.
Aliceburgh - LI. It adjoined the eastern boundary of section 405.
Allandale - HB 28/23.
Allanville - DP 1791; CT 254/94.
Allenby - Register, 20 November 1919.
Allenby Gardens - DP 2918; CT 994/101; HB 4/44; Advertiser, 20 May 1922, 3 June 1922.
Allen Creek - ED; GG 1856, pp. 149 & 1860, p. 371; Loy Rep, p. 25; MB 24/213,49/447; CSO 65/1848;
Register, 8 July 1868.
Allendale East - CT 22/39 refutes Cockburn’s assertion that W.A. Crouch was the cofounder of the
subdivision; CT 37/6, 1601/ 49-50. DP 75; LI; T p. 13; DR 5092/1939; ED; see CT 34/86 which details
Crouch’s purchase of allotments in’ Allendale’.
Allendale North - A 1985; MB 167/118; LI; Advertiser, 27 December 1867.
Allen, Hundred of - LI; Advertiser, 23 October 1925; Register, 24 October 1922, 28 October 1925.
Alligator Gorge - It is described in the Observer of 2 February 1909 with accompanying photographs.
Allison Estate - DP 2007; CT 923/7.
Alluring Hill - LI.
Alma - HB 8/16; ED; PP 26/1875; Register, 30 October 1875; Advertiser, 20 August 1870; Life Around the
Light.
Almanda - DP 243; CT 128/7; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 163. Register, 18 June 1868,
24 October 1868.
Alta Mira - DP 3095; CT 1321/28; CT 371/232; Advertiser, 6 October 1923; Register, 11 October 1923.
Althorpe Isles - RN 421; LI; NCM, 5 June 1950; Advertiser, 3 March 1934. Cockburn is in error when he
says Baudin called them ‘Archipelago Vauban’; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Altona - DP 190; CT 73/155. DP 1990; CT 880/163; GR 3/1017.
Alum Creek - Register, 11 March 1848; LI.
Alverstoke - MB 95/147. Frances Cumming, Claremont, Glen Osmond. See Observer, 25 May 1895 for
further information re a later owner, Carrington Smedley.
Ambleside - Advertiser, 31 December 1923.
Amen Corner - LR.
American River - DP7761; CT 1430/96; RGS 8/56-57, 10/108 & 114, 25/86 & 105; Register. 11 March 1848,
17 February 1904; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Amy, Lake - LI; LR.
Amyton - LI; Register, 20 December 1905. A photograph of the town’s main street is in the Observer of 22
January 1910.
Amphitheatre, The - GG, 19 January 1978.
Anama - ED; LI; Register, 5 August 1904.
Andamooka - RGS 1/86; ED; T p. 124; LI; LR; NCM, 7 August 1939; Observer, 10 March 1877.
Anderson Creek - PP 65/1861; T p. 123.
Anderson, Mount - PP 169/1861.
Andrews - HB 4/14; T p. 8; LI. A controversy over the declaration of the Hundred is in the Register, 9
December 1864.
Andrews Farm - An obituary of W. Andrews, an early settler, is in the Observer, 26 May 1928.
Andrewville - DP 1314; CT 434/108; LI; Loy Rep, p. 42. It was advertised in the Register of 12 October
1882.
Angas Inlet - GG, 3 June 1837; T p. 124; LI.
Angas Park - Observer, 13 December 1884.
Angas Plains - LI.
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Angaston - HB 4/49, 7/15; T p. 124; LI; A 12044; GRO 322/1857; Register, 27 March 1856, 7 June 1856;
Chronicle, 4 August 1932; Advertiser, 7 March 1925.
Angas Vale - DP 2000; CT 876/113.
Angelgrove - Observer, 6 November 1875; Advertiser, 22 August 1871.
Angel Gully - LI; John Spencer purchased part section 706, Survey B, on 29 April 1851.
Angepena - LR; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 83.
Angle Park - DP 6149; CTs 1215/5, 121/239; LI.
Angle Pole Waterhole - LI; Register, 27 December 1913.
Angleton - DP 1461; CT 210/40.
Angle Vale - DP 230; CT 121/239 (it shows the subdivision as ‘Angel Vale’); LI; see A9449. The settlement
and district are described in the Register, 13 August 1867; PRG 268 in the Mortlock Library.
Angorichina - NCM, 1 July 1927; LR; Register, 24 August 1868; the meaning of the name comes from Prof.
N.B. Tindale.
Anlaby - HB 7/26; T p. 124; LI; Register, 3 November 1866.
Annabel Island - LI.
Anna Creek - Register, 26 April 1888.
Annadale - DP 1145; CT 357/222; LI; Genealogical Society ‘Cemetery Index’.
Anna, Hundred of - The published reference is taken from Dept. of Lands’ loose leaf nomenclature file.
Cockburn’s versions would appear to be either hearsay or conjecture.
Anne, Hundred of - HB 16/42.
Annie, Point - Cockburn would appear to be in error when he refers to Annie Egan. Mrs. T.W. Rogers was
the former Mary J. Egan and her daughter Ann(ie.) died in 1873 aged five years. See GR 3/1830.
Anstey Hill - LI; Register, 29 December 1851.
Anthony Hill - LI.
Anzac Highway – LI; Register, 5 October 1866, Observer, 5 June 1869.
Apamurra - DP 2644; CT 1266/84; T p. 8; Cockburn omits to record the existence of the private town.
Apoinga - MB 17/166, 81/57; A13146; LI; E.M.Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 122. The sale of the
smelter, hotel, etc, is advertised in the Register of 11 September 1854; Adelaide Times, 25 September
1850; Register, 7 November1873.
Appealinna Hill - LR; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 22; Register, 10 July 1897.
Appila - HB 17/31; RGS 29/87 (reminiscences of life on Appila Station); LI; Chronicle, 7 February 1880;
Advertiser, 22 August 1904.
Appleton - DP 52; CT 534/48; A 10891 (conveyance of 7 May 1866), 21664, 21751; MB 33/350, 35/428,
430, 431, 432; a sketch plan of the ‘Kapunda’ subdivision appears on MB 33/350, while a description of
four blocks in it is to be found in the Register of 11 April 1867; Register, 18 June 1859.
Appleton Bend - LI.
Approdinna Attora Hill - NCM, 9 September 1936.
Archibald, Hundred of - ADB 3; see Advertiser, 21 January 1910 for ‘Point Archibald’.
Arcoona Bluff - Register, 3 March 1886.
Arden, Mount - ED; LI; EB p. 83; LR; Register, 15 July 1849 & 22 August 1849 (supp.) Louise Neal, An Earl’s
Son, p. 59; Advertiser, 4 October 1894.
Ardno - Advertiser, 13 May 1887.
Ardrossan - LI; Register, 28 June 1882, 9 October 1901; Advertiser, 17 February 1934; an obituary of Mr
C.H. Smith, a ‘co-inventor of the stump-jump plough’, is in the Register on 31 July 1901.
Ardtornish - RN 7 & 8; T p. 124; LI; ED. The ‘Ardtornish Estate’ is described in the Register, 14 September
1878; South Australian, 13 April 1848; Observer, 29 April 1854.
Ardune - Border Watch, 4 September 1878.
Ariel Lookout - LI; Ronald Parsons, Ketches of South Australia, p. 66; Observer, 7 April 1928.
Arkaba - RGS 29/116; RN 103; LR; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 44. The run is described
in the Register, 1 August 1863; Chronicle, 20 September 1879; Register, 31 October 1896.
Arkaroola - HB 23/5.
Arltunga - See Mortlock Library Research Note no. 15 for information on the Arltunga goldfield from
1896-1905.
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Armagh - GRO 377/1859, 30/1860, 219/1861; GEB 39/103, 40/32; R.J. Noye, Clare, A District History;
Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland; Adelaide Times, 23 May 1850 & 11 November 1850;
Register, 22 November 1858; Advertiser, 10 December 1864; Cockburn is in error when he credits E.B.
Gleeson with christening the township.
Arno Bay - HB 7/18. Cockburn’s assertion that John and Alfred Hallett ‘held country around Arno Bay’ is
not supported by land tenure records. See map no. 2002-009 held in the Dept. of Lands which supports
our conclusions. Also see Survey Diagram Book Vol I, p. 26 for an 1864 map showing ‘Ano’. Cockburn’s
apparent error may be attributed to confusion between ‘Arno Bay’ and ‘Arno Vale’, John Hallett having
been associated with the latter place. A mineral lease named ‘Arno’ near Franklin Harbor is cited in the
Register, 26 March 1877 under the heading ‘Auctions’; Register, 5 April 1869, 6 January 1911.
Arno Vale - Southern Australian, 2 March 1841.
Aroona - Observer, 22 March 1913.
Artemia, Point - LI.
Arthur Hill - LI.
Arthurton - HB 10/34; LI; Register, 3 May 1904.
Arwakurra - HB 12/10; LR; AP.
Ascot Park - DP 2236; CT 1008/162; Register, 18 October 1912, 5 February 1913; The Mail, 28 September
1912.
Ascot Vale - See Register, 20 September 1881.
Ashbourne - DP 163; CT 78/232; A 6749; HB 7/35; Register, 24 January 1867. It is true as Cockburn asserts
that John and Samuel Kirkham and C.S. Keeling owned sections 2337 and 2339 because they purchased
them from the grantee, P.V. Agnew, in 1853. However, Cockburn errs when he states that those
gentlemen laid out Ashbourne for, by 1865, the sections were owned by C.S. Keeling.
Ashby - DP 13; CT 8/97; A 87; Register, 17 August 1858.
Ashford - DP 175; CT 106/81; DP 1736; CT 807/2; MB 6/373; Register, 14 March 1867. A later subdivision
is advertised in the Advertiser, 29 July 1922; Register, 20 November; RGS Proceedings, vol. 32, p. 44
(footnote 14); an obituary of Admiral Hawker is in the Register, 14 August 1860.
Ash, Hundred of - ADB 7.
Ashleigh - Register, 10 September 1925; Advertiser, 15 August 1925.
Ashton - DP 212; CT 111/236; LI, Register, 14 July 1868.
Ashville - Register, 26 April 1895.
Ashwell - Register, 27 January 1859; Chronicle, 31 December 1864; PP 119/1872.
Astoria - DP 2508; CTs 342/194, 1111/60.
Athelney - DP 2452; CTs 414/149,415/61. E. Warburton, St. Peters - A Suburban Town. Cockburn’s
explanation lacks authority and is misleading when he says it was ‘originally’ the town estate of H.B.
Hughes. A photograph of ‘Athelney House’ is in The Mail, 6 October 1917.
Athelstone - Complete Peerage, State Library ref. 929.721; RGS 28/59; ‘Papers Relative to the Affairs of
SA’ - 1840 - copy in Mortlock Library; A7724; Register, 16 July 1845; MB 18/442; MB 40/85, 66/102; A
9912; The following items in the Public Records Office show the name as ‘Athelstane’ in 1849 - SRO - GRG
24/4 (A1880/1849) and GRG 24/6 (Q545/1849). The Register of 23 & 24 September 1850 records the
name as ‘Athelstane’. Adelaide Times, 20 September 1850. The Athelstone house and mill are described in
the Register, 2 April 1855, 15 June 1855; The Mail, 13 June 1931; Observer, 7 September 1872.
Athenna - Register, 15 June 1855. Samuel Gason, The Manners and Customs of the Dieyerie Tribe of South
Australia.
Atherley - DP 116; CT 42/211.
Athol Park - DP 2164; CT 718/82; DP 5121; CT 2214/77; LI.
Attamurra - ED; P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 68.
Auburn - HB 4/22, 8/2; GRO 520/1856 (the plan is signed by T.H. Williams); E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper
and Corn, pp. 140-41; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland. MB 19/46 & 21/422 record the
land grant and sale of the first allotment by Williams. Cockburn’s explanation would appear to be based on
hearsay. ‘East Auburn’ is advertised in the Register of 6 January 1855; Register, 24 November 1923
(reminiscences); Observer, 2 January 1904; Advertiser, 29 January 1936.
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Audley Estate - DP 2468; CT 1099/113; Observer, 16 November 1895. An obituary of F.D. Beach, of Audley
House, Prospect, is in the Advertiser, 18 November 1895. A photograph of the house is in The Mail, 6
October 1917.
Audrey Park - DP 1840; CTs 369/163, 614/14.
Augusta, Port - Chronicle, 17 November 1932; T p. 124; Register, 30 May 1918.
Auldana - LI; Burnside and Norwood News Review, 1 December 1979; May Vivienne, Sunny South
Australia.
Austral Brindisi - DP 1132; CTs 375/73, 239/36-39.
Australia Plains - LR; AP; Advertiser, 12 June 1917.
Avenel Gardens - DP 1578; CT 656/90.
Avenue - RN 238; LI; LR; Robert Foster, Rick Hosking and Amanda Nettlebeck, Fatal Collisions, The South
Australian frontier and the violence of memory.
Avenue Park - DP 2685; CT 1203/38.
Avis Park - DP 1646; CT 707/39; GR 3/1061.
Avon - T p. 8; LI.; Observer, 8 August 1914.
Avon Downs - Observer, 29 January 1927.
Avondale Estate - Advertiser, 5 & 26 June 1920.
Avon Park - Advertiser, 14 February 1925.
Ayers Flat - Adelaide Times, 25 January 1851.
Ayers, Hundred of - Register, 15 November 1848; Our Commonwealth, 8 January 1887; Loy Rep, p. 48; LI;
Register, 28 December 1875, 18 July 1877, 25 August 1877, 22 September 1877.
Ayliffe Crossing - Register, 13 August 1883.
Ayliffe Hill - Register, 30 July 1895.
Babbage, Mount - PP 25/1858; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; Register, 21 April 1923.
Backstairs Passage - Register, 5 December 1871.
Back Valley - HB 7/23; Eric Richardson, The Echoing Valley; Register, 15 November 1892.
Backy Bay - Register, 15 March 1913.
Backy, Point - LI.
Bagdad Station - HB 28/25.
Bagley Bridge - MB 168/96.
Bagnall Well - T p. 126; LI; CSO 1424/1850. The immediate district is described in The Life and Adventures
of Edward Snell.
Bagot, Hundred of - HB 4/50; Loy Rep, p. 48; Register, 30 July 1866.
Bagot Range - In The Journals of John McD. Stuart, Hardman (ed.) at p. 241 is the entry - ‘This I have
named after the Hon. Commissioner of Crown Lands.’ Therefore, Cockburn’s explanation would appear to
be hearsay.
Bagot Well - MB 260/45; A 19568, A 22085; AP; Register, 22 April 1885; Kapunda Herald, 13 May 1904.
Bagster, Hundred of - Observer, 21 October 1893.
Bailey Gardens - DP 487; CT 185/95; R.F.G. Swinbourne, Years of Endeavour; Register, 16 May 1876.
Descriptions of the ‘Hackney Nursery’ are to be found in the Register of 30 August 1858 & 11 February 1861;
Fifty Years History of Kensington and Norwood (1902), p. 23; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience; Observer,
3 June 1922.
Baird Bay - RN 225, 227; T p. 126; NCM, 14 October 1940; GG, 30 January 1851 pp. 72-79. An essay by Mr
J.D. Somerville entitled Murder of Baird of Baird Bay is contained in HB 11/36; PP 25/1851; (See under
Beard Bay).
Bakara, Hundred of - HB 7/45; LR.
Baker Flat - Adelaide Times, 10 October 1850; Register, 11 August 1855. Information on land usage by
villagers is in the Register, 10 September 1902.
Baker Gully - Advertiser, 5 May 1868.
Baker, Hundred of - Register, 31 August 1863.
Baker Range - Pastoral lease Diagrams, Vol 4, p. 200; LR.
Baker Sandhill - Register, 5 July 1922.
Baker Springs - LI; Register, 25 March 1904, 21 May 1907.
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Baker, Hundred of - HB 8/20; Loy Rep, p. 49.
Bakewell Town - A 12284, A 11701, A 19489; GRO 7/1866. William Bakewell’s obituary is in the Register,
26 January 1870.
Balaklava - Chronicle, 2 1 September 1961; LI; Advertiser, 7 May 1877; Register, 13 September 1869.
Balcanoona - Chronicle, 18 February 1899.
Balcombie Estate - Advertiser, 3 April 1926.
Bald Hill - Bailliere’s SA Gazetteer (1866); LI; LR; Register, 7 October 1858.
Baldina - Observer, 31 October 1868; PP 57/1865-66, p. 16.
Baldon - Advertiser, 8 June 1932.
Baldry - DP 390; CT 201/220; Register, 7 January 1875; Dr Charles Davies’ diary held in the Mortlock
Library, p.173; PP 34/1877.
Balgowan - HB 22/25; N.W. Pethick’s Field Book no. 1028 of 11/7/1878-23/1/1879; Mortlock Library
pamphlet no. 994.2302.F529.2; Observer, 23 August 1879; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Balhannah - A 3754; RN 116, 164; Register, 21 December 1839; Chronicle, 28 September 1933; Register,
25 January 1840 & 16 May 1840. A plan is in A 28426 - also see MB 91/496. The Register of 21 December
1839 spells it as ‘Balhanna’. Cockburn’s recital of Thomson’s diary, i.e., ‘calling it after my mother (Belle)
and sister (Hannah)’ is a misquote. The correct version has been reproduced in our text - the diary is held
in the Mortlock Library. Information on a proposed school is in the Register, 29 January 1858 and its
opening on 3 November 1858.
Ballara Park - DP 2099; CT 957/173; Register, 16 November 1912.
Ballast Head – Register, 29 December 1838; Observer, 18 June 1927; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South
Australia.
Ballville - Adelaide Times, 11 November 1850.
Balmoral - A 1368; GR 2/810; Adelaide Times, 7 August 1850; Register, 17 September 1850; Advertiser, 11
March 1922.
Bandon, Hundred of - LI; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland.
Bangham - LI; LR; Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years; Register, 13 August 1880.
Bangor - RN 500; HB 7/30; GEB 18/123; A 23803; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland;
Register, 3 February 1853; Advertiser, 22 August 1904.
Banks, Cape - Express & Telegraph, 9 June 1886.
Banksia Park - DP 8385; CTs 3496/155-166.
Bankside - Register, 19 November 1866.
Barabba - HB 8/16; LR; AP; Register, 30 October 1875; Advertiser, 14 March 1868.
Baratta - The Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Bardini - DP 1056; CTs 328/21-23; RGS 37/28.
Barker Knoll - Register, 27 June 1883, 10 January 1860.
Barker, Mount - HB 3/53, 5/34; RN 116, 157, 187; T p. 126; LI; Register, 23 November 1839; Chronicle, 23
March 1933; Observer, 2 September 1843; Register, 27 January 1847; Observer, 4 October 1862; Register,
6 September 1854, 9 August 1877; article by P. Sumerling in The Lasting Hills; May Vivienne, Sunny South
Australia.
Barmera - HB 4/4; T pp. 8 & 84; LI; Register, 10 July 1913; Advertiser, 6 August 1921; Register, 17 October
1924, 20 & 21 September 1888.
Barna, Hundred of - LI.
Barndioota, Hundred of - Hans Mincham, Hawker - Hub of the Flinders, p. 72.
Barnoolut Estate - DP 2638; CT 1170/62; Mortlock Library ref. no. A488.4.
Baroota - HB 4/41; EB p. 60; LR. Cockburn is, apparently, in error when he claims that Messrs. Davenport
and Morphett first adopted it for one of their properties. J. Morphett, S. Davenport and M. Forster took
up pastoral lease 1636 by application 102 of 1865 which incorporated leases 15, 426A and 632 previously
held by W.T. Salter and J & S Yeates. While lease 1636 was called ‘Baroota’ the name appears on lease
maps at a much earlier date. The run is described in the Register of 9 October 1866 at page 4c; Register, 8
March 1898; Pastoral Lease Diagram Book Vol 1, p.4.
Barossa - DP 197; CT 27/110; RN 228; T p. 126; Royce Wells, The Barossa Goldfields; SA Gazette & Colonial
Register, 27 April 1839; South Australian, 3 March 1848; Register, 18 January 1870, 12 July 1870.
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Bartagunyah - RN 199; Register, 28 November 1865.
Bartlett, Hundred of - HB 19/29; Advertiser, 10 July 1915; Register, 27 September 1911.
Bartleville - DP 1058; CT 370/244.
Barton - MB 33/2; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 111. The SA Mining Journal of 29
December 1849 carries an advertisement in respect of its foundation; Register, 22 August 1850.
Barton Vale - DP 2976; CT 1269/185; LI. Cockburn’s version is misleading. It was the name of a house
erected by Edmund Bowman. Hubert (sic) Bowman was a son of Edmund Bowman; The News, 8 April
1925.
Barunga - HB 12/17, 12/31; Register, 1 May 1876.
Barwell, Hundred of - ADB 7; Register, 8 March 1921.
Bascombe Rocks - LR.
Baseby - LI; G.A. Bevan & M. Vaughan, Mannum Yesterday.
Basedow, Hundred of - LI; T pp. 103, 105; Loy Rep, p. 156; Chronicle, 11 August 1877.
Bsham Beach - MB 129/285; Loy Rep, p. 56; Observer, 13 July 1907; H.Y.L. Brown in Mines of South
Australia.
Basham Village - MB 2/267.
Basket Range - Advertiser, 1 October 1935; G.F .Angas, Strange Life and Scenes in Australia; Rodney
Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Bassett - A 7902, 15828; MB 131/124; Register, 23 October 1857; PP 26/1875; GRO 131/1858; Observer,
17 April 1909.
Bassington - DP 814; CTs 261/188, 441/155.
Batchelor, Hundred of - LI; ADB 7, p. 206; Register, 9 October 1911.
Bath - A 4055; MB 59/294; LI.
Batt Bridge - Register, 16 June 1890.
Battersea Park - LI; Register, 6 January 1910.
Battunga - T p. 125; Observer, 5 September 1896.
Battye, Lake - LI.
Baudin - LI. Under this heading Cockburn is in error when he says that Baudin named Capes Bernouilli and
Buffon. (See notes under respective headings.)
Bauer, Cape - GG, 5 April 1948.
Bawley Plains - LI.
Baxter Range - RN 254; LI; Observer, 24 March 1883. J.W. Bull, Early Experiences in South Australia, p. 305.
Bayah - LI.
Baynton Bluff - MB 210/143.
Bayville - Register, 5 & 17 December 1849.
Bayswater - DP 457; CT 204/113; GR 3/1018.
Bayville - Register, 5 & 17 December 1849.
Beachport - HB 22/2; LI; T p. 126. For historical details see South-East Times, 4 June 1929; Register, 9
January 1911; The Mail, 4 July 1925.
Beaconsfield - CT 1072/53. An earlier subdivision of ‘The Township of Beaconsfield’ which, apparently,
was not recognised officially by the Department of Lands was advertised in the Register of 1 January 1878;
Register, 28 June 1917; Advertiser, 1 & 19 August 1878. A plan of a suburban subdivision is in SRO - GRG
59, Series, while a ‘Beaconsfield meeting’ at the Town Hall is reported in the Advertiser, 1 & 19 August
1878.
Beare, Point - G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience.
Beatrice Islets - Observer, 23 August 1873; G.H. Manning, A Social History of Glenelg, 1836-1936 - copy in
the State Library.
Beard Bay - (See Baird Bay) Cockburn’s remarks on Adam Beard are not supported by facts. His ‘John
Baird’ was in fact ‘James Baird’.
Beatty - HB 8/8.
Beaufort - Royal Engineers’ Journal, 2 May 1898 p. 2 (Copy in PRG 124- Mortlock Library); Burke’s
Peerage, 1970, p. 211; G.E. Cory, The Rise of South Africa, (Longmans, 1910, Vol. I, p. 286, Vol. 2, p. 147);
C.M. Matthews, Place Names of the English Speaking World, p. 239.
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Beaumaris - DP 2932; CT 1254/86.
Beaumont - A 24906, A 7238; MB 6/453; GEB 19/77; HB 7/40, 22/23; PRG 40; DNB, Vol IV, pp. 64-65;
James Lewis, Topographical Dictionary of England, Vol. 3, p. 469b. It was advertised in the Register, 14
November 1849. ‘Beaumont West’ is advertised in the Register, 4 January 1882. In respect of the Yatala
subdivision Cockburn errs or, at best, is misleading, when he says it was ‘sold’ in 1876; DP 319 confirms
our date of 1872. He was, no doubt, referring to a later sale of lots advertised in the Register on 9 October
1876; also see 6 October 1877 when it was described as being ‘opposite the Port Adelaide Recreation
Ground.’ Observer, 9 September 1848; Chronicle, 13 July 1907.
Beda Creek - RGS 1/86; Chronicle, 8 March 1890. The Register of 24 August 1857 reproduces the journal
of Charles Swinden.
Bedford Park - DP 9184; CT 3639/85; HB 16/23; LI; Advertiser, 2 December 1965; Register, 17 March 1916.
Beefacres Estate - MB 67/414. We do not dispute Cockburn’s statement regarding the 1853 purchase but
‘Beefacres’ refers to a later purchase. The property is described in the Register, 25 April 1862. The sale of
‘Beefacres Estate’ comprising 2211 acres was advertised in the Register of 19 December 1876.
Bee Springs - T p. 126; GR 1/104.
Beer Town - A 27989, GB 428/48.
Beetaloo - Primary source evidence in the Dept. of Lands refutes Cockburn’s statement that the Reid’s
were responsible for naming the sheep run; Advertiser, 15 November 1907; PP 21/1875.
Beevor, Mount - LR; Register, 29 November 1906.
Belair - HB 5/5, 7/9; RN 140, 205, 441; ED; Chronicle, 13 July 1933; SA Naturalist, 30 December 1939;
Register, 5 April 1858; Observer, 23 July 1859; Register, 27 December 1860; Blackwood Magazine, June
1914; The News, 2 May 1935.
Belalie - DP 375; CT 181/240; HB 4/11; AP; Advertiser, 2 November 1923.
Bella Vista - Advertiser, 15 May 1926; the property and garden are described in the Register, 29 May
1875.
Bell Landing - MB 101/65.
Bellevue - A 9125, A 17771; ED; Advertiser, 23 January 1877.
Bellevue Estate - DP 1760; CT 821/43; Advertiser, 8 November 1924.
Bellum Bellum - RN 554; Register, 5 July 1878, 26 March 1862; CT 33/ 213, 35/29.
Bellwood - DP 1897; CT 884/180; From Sea to Mallee; Register, 1 August 1927.
Belt Bay - LI.
Beltana - LI; LR; AP; Register, 24 May 1899, 23 August 1899; opinions on its nomenclature are in the
Register, 6 & 11 August 1924, 22 June 1928.
Beltunga - T p. 165; Adele Pridmore, The Rich Valley.
Belvidere - GRO 199/1876; CTs 42/180, 1196/136-138; Register, 23 November 1867; Cockburn is in error
when he places the ‘Belvidere Range’ in the Hundred of Bremer.
Ben, Mount - T p. 126; PP 65/1861; Register, 16 January 1897.
Benacre - DP 3149; CTs 1107/105, 1339/180; Marjorie Scales, An Alchemist’s Dream, p. 45; Advertiser, 23
February 1924; Jensen, Colonial Architecture, pp. 70, 512.
Benalick Hill - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 28; Register, 4 November 1899, 24 June 1899.
Benara - Chronicle, 8 July 1899.
Benbourni - HB 5/36. ‘Bumburnie, near Clare’ is mentioned in the Register, 27 October 1874 as being
located on sections 253 and 257, Hundred of Clare; Advertiser, 23 October 1862; Chronicle, 13 October
1932; Mortlock Library ref. no. 1324/175; Register, 23 September 1904.
Bendleby, Hundred of - LR; Register, 28 November 1907.
Bennett Springs - PP 169/61; LI.
Benson, Mount - RGS (London) Journal, Vol 15; Observer, 7 November 1925.
Bentley - Observer, 3 January 1863.
Bentley Hill - Chronicle, 22 December 1932.
Bentley Ville - DP 2688; CT 1184/51; Register, 3 March 1892.
Benton Square - DP 1689 & CTs 774/36-37 show Cockburn’s nomenclature to be apocryphal.
Beresford - A 7313; MB 153/157; HB 5/48; Register, 13 September 1893.
Beresford Hills - T p. 126; PP 151/1858.
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Bergen Gully - See GRO indices of land holders, etc, for various references including MB 525/52.
Berkeley - DP 3078; CT 1316/54; Advertiser, 16 February 1924.
Bernoulli, Cape - See note under ‘Baudin’ and Romance of Place Names of South Australia p. xxxvi.
Berrett Estate - DP 1816; CT 849/6; GR 1/117.
Berri - HB 4/1, 4/4, 5/11; LI; Observer, 18 August 1906; Advertiser, 26 July 1909, 6 December 1940,
Register, 9 April 1915.
Berry Bay - LI.
Bertha - GRO 252/1854; A 8277, 24115; MB 50/67-71; Register, 26 June 1854.
Berwick - Southern Australian, 24 November 1838; Register, 18 May 1839.
Beryl - CT 37/160; Register, 9 June 1880.
Bessington - DP 937; CT 25/78. It was advertised in the Register, 21 May 1880 & 11 April 1881.
Bethanien - A 12684; MB 132/162; T p. 8; GRO 245/1858; A Brief History of the Barossa Valley by Barossa
Valley Archives and Historical Trust; Adele Pridmore, The Rich Valley; Observer, 8 January 1848.
Bethel - RN 352, 515; ED; Mortlock Library ref. D4687(L); Register, 22 December 1849, 7 November 1851.
Bethel, Mount - Register, 8 October 1864.
Betley - Register, 9 February 1882.
Beulah - A 9870.
Beulah Park - DP 2028; CT 925/174; DP 2128; CT 969/72. Register, 1 February 1912, 17 July 1912 & 1 April
1913c; Register, 5 August 1912.
Beverley - A 9471; EB 28/35; GRO 74/1896; HB 4/13, 10/12, 17/12; G. Hogg, Market Towns of England;
Express & Telegraph, 28 January 1874.
Bevilaqua Ford - MB 260/190; Border Watch, 26 June 1876.
Beviss, Lake - The reminiscences of Mrs John Beviss are in the Register, 31 July 1896 and Archibald Beviss,
‘A Pioneer Pastoralist’, on 17 December 1902. The latter’s obituary appears on 26 October 1926.
Bewley Hill - H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 159.
Bews, Hundred of - HB 4/44; LI.
Bexley - DP 2991; CT 1276/.
Bibaringa - DP 9493; CTs 3489/35-52.
Bice, Hundred of - ADB 7; Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Biddicott Park - DP 2351; CT 1032/85.
Bideville - DP 1979; CTs 743/16, 908/182.
Biggs Flat and Gully - Register, 10 March 1877.
Big Water Hole Creek - A 67.
Billeroo Creek - LI; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 129.
Billiatt, Hundred of - T p. 125; LI; Observer, 31 May 1913.
Billy Goat Flat -Advertiser, 20 December 1977.
Bimbowrie Hill - Maxine Withers, Bushmen of the Great Anabranch; Observer, 19 July 1873. An obituary
of Edwin Crozier is in the Register, 23 November 1906.
Binnie Lookout - T p. 127; LI.
Binnum, Hundred of - LI; LR; ED; Observer, 30 March 1907.
Birdwood - DP 48; CT 18/2; A 1933; T p. 105; LI; Advertiser, 21 January 1931.
Birkenhead - GRO /1864; A 25520; MB 326/191; Observer, 7 November 1885, 22 May 1915; the town is
described in PP 66/1886; Register, 16 December 1861, 10 December 1886.
Birksgate - Observer, 24 April 1869.
Birthday Reef - Register, 5 December 1885.
Birthday Well - The Mail, 7 July 1928.
Biscuit Flat - LI; LR; Kathleen Bermingham, The Gateway to the South-East, p. 63.
Bismarck - CTs 702/111-3, 711/164-8; ED; LI, GG 10/1/1918. Observer, 28 June 1873 (Bismark).
Blachford, County of - Enc. B.(1911), Vol IV, p. 18.
Blacker, Hundred of - Advertiser, 24 November 1913.
Blackford - LR, ED.
Black Forest - GRO 183/1856; MB 26/342, 27/283; DP 1271; CT 389/113; Register, 9 March 1909;
Advertiser, 17 February 1954.
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Black Hill - Observer, 18 June 1870.
Black Point - LI; LR; Observer, 2 & 16 June 1877; Chronicle, 29 September 1877.
Blackpool - GRO 29/1855; Register, 7 November 1854.
Black Rock - HB 17/3; LR; LI; GG, 5 January 1843; Chronicle, 9 August 1890; GG , 4 September 1873; The
town of ‘Black Rock’ was nonexistent as such until 1940 contrary to what Cockburn said circa 1930. He
omits its correct designation at that time, viz., ‘Dalton’.
Black Springs - HB 7/8; ED; LR; Register, 28 November 1846. A description of the settlement in 1851 is in
E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn.
Black Swamp - Register, 15 November 1887.
Blackwood - DP 1207; CTs 250/10, 405/39; HB 16/16; ED; ‘Blackwood Park Estate’ is advertised in the
Register of 8 April 1882, while ‘Blackwood’ followed on 19 September 1883, ibid, p. 8e - 56 blocks
adjoining the Blackwood railway station; Chronicle, 13 July 1933. There appears to be no doubt that
Burfield’s ‘Blackwood Inn’ was the genesis of the modern-day suburb and not ‘Blackwood Farm’ as
proposed by Cockburn. The Register, 7 October 1884 describes in detail ‘Blackwood Farm’, ‘the estate of
the late Robert Burfield’ and this could have been Cockburn’s nomenclature source. Register, 29 October
1878, 7 October 1884.
Blackwood Gully - Register, 18 March 1899.
Blair Athol - DP 2379; CTs 994/22, 1041/84; LI; Register, 14 October 1867 (shipping list); Observer, 14
November 1891; CTs 476/236, 157/ 205, 729/75; Chronicle, 25 October 1913; The News, 2 January 1934;
‘Blair Athol House’ was known, formerly, as ‘Livingstone House’; built in 1851 it was extended by the
Magarey family in 1858 - it was demolished in 1961 to make way for housing development.
Blakeney - DP898; CT 270/56; it was advertised in the Register, 21 February 1879.
Blakeview - Geographical Names Board’s Minutes, 3 September 1990.
Blakiston - DP 74; CT 8/124; MB 181/320; HB 5/45; RN 116 & 175; T p. 98; Register, 1 January 1851.
Blanche - HB 5/14; RN 292; T pp. 126, 127, 144; PP 120/1858, 48/1874, 70/1860; LR; LI; Register, 27
August 1883; Register, 10 June 1865; Chronicle, 8 August 1868.
Blanchetown - Chronicle, 28 July 1932; Register, 12 July 1855; RN 601; EB 24, no. 22; CT 942/164
(‘Adelaide’ subdivision).
Blenkinsopp, Point - LI.
Blesing, Hundred of - HB 18/11; Advertiser, 3 March 1949.
Bletchley - The Dept. of Lands records it as a subdivision of sections 1454/1457 but CTs 23/50, 38/179,
420/182 & 4/84 do not reveal any part of the land being subdivided. E.H. Hallack in Our Townships, Farms
and Homesteads (p. 62) says of Bletchley in 1892 -‘The church and its surroundings burial place is… met
with, the land for both having been presented by the Hon. J.L. Stirling…’ Mr Stirling never owned section
2655 to which the name was applied but between March and May of 1883 he purchased sections 1454
and 1457 (CTs 4/84 & 38/179). Thus, it would appear that both the Dept. of Lands and Mr Hallack are in
error; Register, 10 September 1856.
Blewitt Springs - LI; GR 1/476; Chronicle, 4 March 1937.
Bligh - Register, 28 February 1924; Pelham Warner, The Book of Cricket.
Blighton - DP 2275; CT 972/185.
Blind Creek - A. Harvey, Mankind (May 1943).
Blinman - T p. 127; LI; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; Register, 4 June 1863.
Blood Creek - T pp. 126, 127; LI; DL 60/1942; Register, 10 January 1905; Cockburn’s derivation would
appear to be either conjecture or hearsay.
Bloomfield, Mount - T pp. 95, 127; LI.
Blue Lake - LI; LR; Register, 27 January 1856.
Blumberg - HB 4/7; ED; LI.; Register, 1 October 1910.
Blyth - DP 431; CT 214/87; HB 11/44; ADB 3; Register, 17 August 1875; Advertiser, 19 August 1875; Irish
Harp, 16 March 1872.
Blythewood - Advertiser, 6 November 1920.
Blythe Woodville - DP 94; CT 45/119; Chronicle, 26 January 1889; the Blythwood Hotel is discussed in the
Register, 13 November 1865.
Blythville - DP 946; CTs 70/10, 343/37.
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Blythtown - A 26234.
Boatswain Point - DP 10540; CT 4108/453, Fiona Ritchie, The Chinese Trek for Gold.
Bobs Well - Ern Carmichael, The Ill Shaped Leg.
Boggy Flat - Register, 19 November 1908.
Bold, Mount - LI; Register, 22 July 1893; The News, 26 June 1933.
Bolivar - DP 5741; CT 2679/99; HB 36/4; GR 4/1666; ‘Learning to Fly - Trials at Bolivar’ is in the Register,
14 March 1910; Register, 2 January 1904. Cockburn’s derivation would appear to be apocryphal;
Bollard Lagoon - MB 307/13;. Observer, 4 May 1878.
Bondleigh - GEB 2/51-56.
Bonealla - Observer, 8 November 1913.
Bonney - HB 4/4; RN 130, 133; T p. 126; LI; PP 65/1861; LR; GG, 1 July 1982; John Bull, Reminiscences;
Advertiser, 22 December 1859; Advertiser, 11 February 1913; Register, 18 February 1907.
Bonnie View - DP 2979; CT 1271/134; Advertiser, 13 December 1924.
Bonython, Mount - NCM, 25 November 1935.
Bonython, Port - LI; GG, 2 June 1983.
Booborowie - HB 5/27; Register, 20 December 1911, 12 March 1912.
Bookabie - HB 22/18.
Bookmark - HB 4/2; EB p. 90. The Chaffey brothers proposed irrigation scheme at Bookmark is discussed
in the Register, 21 May 1887.
Bookpurnong - See Advertiser, 19 August 1912 for information on a proposed school and 23 August 1921;
Register, 6 October 1874.
Boolcoomatta - Express & Telegraph, 2 September 1870.
Boolcunda - Chronicle 5 December 1896.
Booleroo - HB 4/41; LR; DP 1222 (unnamed); CTs 382/21-22; DPs 1350, 1393; CT 387/13; The
reminiscences of Mrs T. Staude, edited by Rev John Blacket, are in the Advertiser, 6 November 1929; GG,
6 December 1881; Register, 22 November 1928.
Bool Lagoon - Observer, 8 January 1927.
Boomerang - DP 1943; CT 752/25.
Boon Boona Beach - NCM, 17 January 1927.
Boongala - LI; GG, 13 November 1986.
Boord Flat - Advertiser, 12 March 1886.
Boor Plains - GR 1/142.
Boord, Mount - LI; LR.
Boothby, Hundred of - HB 7/18; Loy Rep, p. 64; Register, 26 August 1880.
Booyoolie - HB 4/11, 4/48; LI. Gladstone - A Meeting of Creeks- A Breaking of Gauges; Register, 22
October 1870; PP 24/1874.
Borda, Cape - Register, 17 April 1855.
Bordertown - LI; GG, 5 April 1979; Register, 21 June 1865, Observer, 13 January 1880, 1 September 1900.
Boree - Register, 8 October 1881.
Borthwick Range - LI; LR; GR 1/46.
Boskenna - DP 507; CT 237/156; It was a resubdivision of Lots 11, 12, 27 & 28 of Kensington Park (GRO
69/1865). A later sale of lots was advertised in the Register, 22 October 1877.
Bosworth Creek and Well - LR; Loy Rep, p. 66; Observer, 13 June 1891.
Bosworth Park - DP 3284; CT 1381/104.
Boucaut Folly - Roma Mattey, Deceptive Lands; LI; LR; Mortlock Library ref. 97/379 of 28 August 1874;
Pasquin, 17 August 1867.
Boucaut, Hundred of - T p. 8; HB 23/20; Loy Rep, p. 66; The News, 8 February 1924, Register, 13 November
1926.
Boucaut Plains - Observer, 4 December 1875.
Boundary Creek - LI.
Boundy, River - H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 36; GR 1/151.
Bourne, Mount - T p. 126; LI.
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Bovagh Estate - DP 1640; CT 733/39; A 24856; GR 2/1929; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary Of
Ireland.
Bowden - MB 5/454; GEB 88-13-125; A 455, 3907, 12008, 18215. The grantee of section 354 was John
Wright (MB 68/289). Thus, Cockburn’s reference to ‘Jack Bowden’ must be dismissed as hearsay; Register,
23 March 1905; a resurvey of the village was announced in the Register, 9 October 1848; Register, 1 April
1848.
Bower - HB 7/24; LI; Loy Rep, p. 69; Register, 10 February 1883.
Bowhill, Hundred of - HB 8/24; Advertiser, 8 October 1898.
Bowman, Lake - PP 25/1858.
Bowmans - DP 2936; CT 1254/100; LR; Register, 29 May 1923.
Box Flat - HB 12/12. Plan DR 8-5 dated 1843 held in the Department of Lands.
Brachina - D.Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges Dreaming.
Bradbury - Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of England.
Braeburn - CT 560/31.
Braemar - DP 1413; CT 301/82; LR; GR; Register, 9 June 1890.
Braendler Scrub - CT 109/46; MB 298/22; Observer, 9 March 1907.
Bramah Lodge - DP 7840; CTs 3425/148-200.
Bramfield - LR; GR 2/775; Register, 7 August 1879.
Brandonville - Register, 26 August 1904.
Brankup - Register, 24 May 1861.
Brassey - RGS 3/154; DNB Vol 6 (1886), p. 232.
Braybourne - Observer, 10 April 1858.
Bray, Hundred of - LI; Loy Rep, p. 70; Register, 19 April 1884.
Brayville - DP 2284; CT 1022/69; GR.
Breakneck Hill - LI. See Torrens Valley Historical Journal, March 1984, for an interesting article on bridges,
etc. within the district.
Breckan, Mount - DP 2068; CT 949/160; Anthony Laube, The Hays of Mount Breckan; Advertiser, 12 April
1919; Observer, 16 May 1914.
Brecon Park - DP 1025; CT 359/17; GR 1/378.
Bremer Plains - Register, 25 March 1862.
Bremer, River - HB 3/53; T pp. 127, 145; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 34; Register, 5
March 1874; GG, 27 June 1839.
Bremerton - A 3913; GRO 59/1854; CSO 2780/1855; Register, 27 December 1853, 18 January 1854.
Brenchley Estate - DP 2950; CT 1257/68; Advertiser, 16 September 1922.
Brenda Park - Register, 27 March 1856, 3 April 1926.
Brennan - LI; GR 1/170.
Brentwood - LI; ED; HB 36/17; AP; Register, 5 April 1879, 6 December 1910; Chronicle, 14 August 1897.
Briars, The - DP 2156; CTs 690/186, 973/86; E. Gunton, Gracious Homes of Colonial Adelaide; Observer, 29
November 1913.
Bridgeport - DP 1295; CTs 414/205, 407/51; Register, 29 January 1883.
Bridgetown - A 12646; GRO 610/1855; MB 100/317; Register, 29 November 1854.
Bridge View Estate - DP 3433; CT 1412/141.
Bridgewater - GEB 24/17; MB 23/126, 81/41, 83/62; A 20167; HB 5/10; RN 155, 558; Loy Not, p. 11; G.S.
Fowler, History of Bridgewater. Cockburn errs when he attributes its christening solely to John Dunn snr.
and his statement that ‘one hundred blocks… were disposed of in 1883’ is misleading when the first
subdivision was created in 1859; Register, 6 February 1856; Register, 9 March 1905.
Bright, Hundred of - Observer, 27 February 1904; Chronicle, 1 & 29 February 1868.
Brighton - GP 147/1857, GEB 5/41-42; A 18413; MB 4/283, 14/165; DP 422; CTs 152/110, 137/188; E. M.
Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 6. Cockburn’s statement that it was laid out by Matthew Smith
distorts the truth for, in fact, he was one of several registered proprietors of the land. Register, 12 December
1849. ‘New’ and ‘Old’ Brighton are advertised in the Register of 11 March 1854; Observer, 26 August 1843;
Southern Australian, March 1839; Register, 25 October 1843; A 22755 (North Brighton).
Bright Outlook - ED; Change and Challenge.
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Brightwood - Register, 7 March 1890.
Brinkley Bluff - PP 65/1861; T p. 125; LI.
Brinkley Landing - Lands Grant Book.
Brinkworth - DP 1506; CT 575/155; DP1519; CT 576/38; HB 4/51, 16/34; Register, 5 March 1892;
Advertiser, 5 August 1910; Chronicle, 20 October 1932.
Bristol - DP 543; CT 179/172; Register, 9 March 1877. A later sale of allotments was advertised in the
Register, 22 January 1880.
Britten-Jones Creek - HB 10/28. His reminiscences are in the Register, 9 February 1914.
Broad Creek - LR; ED; GR 1/77; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia, p. 153.
Broadbent Gully - Lands Grant Book; GR 1/78.
Broadview - DP 2417; CT 1072/53; DP 1872; CT 883/28; HB 4/11; Advertiser, 24 September 1921.
Broadway Estate - DP 2943; CTs 44/73, 1256/194; Advertiser, 19 September 1923, p. 28.
Brockley - Register, 18 April 1840.
Brockman Reef - Register, 4 September 1920.
Brodrick - Burke’s Peerage 1970 (London); London Times, 12 June 1809.
Bromley Estate - Advertiser, 5 January 1918.
Brompton - A 18361; GRO 314/1854; MB 24/6 & 267; Adelaide Times, 18 June 1849; Register, 27 October
1849; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of England. Cockburn’s suggestion that the subdivision
took its name from a place in London would appear to be suspect in view of the fact that the cosubdivider, William Paxton, hailed from Yorkshire where there is a ‘Brompton’. ‘Brompton Park’ is
advertised in the Register, 17 December 1874 & Advertiser, 18 December 1874; Express & Telegraph, 13
January 1866; Register, 17 December 1877.
Brookesville - DP 1778 (unnamed); CT 826/125.
Brooker, Hundred of - HB 7/31; Advertiser, 12 July 1927; Register, 12 July 1927.
Brooklyn - DP 659; CTs 383/159-60; Register, 23 September 1881. See the Register, ‘Letters to the Editor’
columns of 5 September 1885 and following days for alleged ‘suppressions’ by Mr Gartrell.
Brooklyn Park - DP 1127; CTs 383/159-160. It is advertised in the Register, 12 November 1881. The
‘dispute’ mentioned under this heading by Cockburn relates to a subdivision some kilometres away (see
above). Express & Telegraph, 5 September 1898.
Brooks Gully - MB 30/464.
Brothers Islands - Register, 25 April 1902; Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Broughton - HB 9/6, 11/50, 12/31; RN 331; T p. 126; LI; GG, 27 April 1871, 19 June 1873; Register, 3
September 1926.
Broughton, Port - The names of those who purchased town allotments are in the Observer, 9 August
1879.
Broughton, River - For the naming of the river see Edward Eyre’s Autobiographical Narrative, 1832-1839,
Caliban Books, Great Britain, 1984, page 197.
Brown, Mount - T p. 112; LI; LR; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; The Mail, 23 May 1931.
Brown Hill Creek - T p. 199. The Register of 21 September 1854 has an editorial on ‘The Brownhill Creek
Reserve’, while on 10 November 1858 there is a report on a public meeting re local government reserves;
Register, 13 November 1847, 17 January 1856, 24 August 1875.
Brownlow - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232.B853; Advertiser, 1 March 1884.
Brown, Point - DP 6252; CT 2605/66; LR.
Brown, Mount - J.W. Bull, Early Experiences of Life in South Australia, p.98.
Browns Beach - LI.
Browns Lake - Register, 20 March 1873.
Browns Well - Advertiser, 17 October 1928.
Bruce - Philip Magnus, King Edward V11; Observer, 31 October 1896.
Brucefield - LR; GR 1/193; Mrs Bruce’s obituary is in the Advertiser, 26 June 1924.
Bruce Well. - LR; GR 1/193; Observer, 22 May 1897; his reminiscences are in the Observer, 14 June 1902
and an obituary in the Register, 6 November 1908.
Bruillon - LI.
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Brukunga - DP 4724; CT 2293/130; LI. The Nomenclature Committee’s Minutes of 16 October 1952 record
the name as ‘Brukanga’.
Brunskill Town - A 7347; CT 103/150; ED; GRO 284/1858; later sales of allotments are advertised in the
Register of 21 February 1859 & 24 March 1859.
Bryan Creek - Julia Gawler’s diary is held in the Mortlock Library; Register, 14 November 1879; Observer,
25 May 1878; Department of Lands, Draw 27, Plan 2; Register, 26 May 1916; Department of Lands docket
455/1953.
Bryan, Mount - HB 3/53, 7/22, 30/1; Register, 4 January 1840, 29 December 1902; CTs 273/1, 275/225.
Bryant Plain - LR; GR 1/195.
Brynn Estate - DP 3028; CT 1301/93. The plan is headed ‘Clareville’.
Buccleuh - DP 2024; CT 904/76; HB 4/9.
Buchan Creek - ED; Lands Grant Book.
Buchanan, Lake - T p. 125; LI; see G.H.Manning (ed.) Memoirs of Thomas Frost for information on Mr
Buchanan; Register, 22 May 1865.
Buchfelde - ED; GG, 19 April 1852, p. 509; LI; Register of 17 December 1850.
Buckingham - Lands Grant Book; GR 2/857; Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years, 1845-1985, pp. 145148; Register, 6 September 1906.
Buckingham, County of - LI; Enc.B. (1911), Vol IV, p. 722.
Buckland Park - LI; GR; Register, 7 December 1894; Chronicle, 20 July 1901.
Buckleboo - LI; LR.
Buck Bay - DP 4246; CT 1955/50.
Buck Flat - LI; Edward Holthouse, Reminiscences of the Old Port (held in Mortlock Library); Register, 29
January 1883.
Buddville - DP 1855; CT 602/143.
Buffalo Row - LI; Ronald Parsons, Hindmarsh Town.
Buffon, Cape - Under the heading ‘Baudin’ Cockburn incorrectly attributes its nomenclature to Baudin.
Bugle Ranges - DP 1279; CT 410/204; Register, 6 November 1882; G.H. Manning, Hope Farm Chronicle;
Register, 3 August 1855; Observer, 16 August 1862; Adelaide Times, 31 December 1849; Rodney
Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Buicks - LI; LR; GR 1/199; Observer, 25 February 1905.
Bullaparinga - PP 118/1866-67; Register, 12 October 1867.
Bull Creek - Loy Rep, p. 70; G.H. Manning (ed.), The Memoirs of Thomas Frost; Chronicle, 1 June 1872.
Bull Island - LI.
Bullington - DP 1992; CT 720/57.
Bulloo Creek - LR.
Bumbunga - RN 349; T p. 8; Register, 28 January 1886.
Bunawunda - A 9026; GRO 400/1858; Register, 4 March 1858.
Bunda Cliffs - RGS 19/128; LI.
Bundaleer - HB 4/11, 4/22; LR; Register, 2 June 1903.
Bundey, Hundred of - Loy Not, p. 14; Register, 17 July 1885.
Bungala, River - Claude H. Shuttleworth, The Family of Claude Shuttleworth; Observer, 11 March 1922;
Register, 26 June 1856.
Bungama - NCM, 22 March 1929.
Bungaree - DP 3351; CTs 935/108, 1396/131; HB 5/26; T p. 126; LI; Chronicle, 20 October 1932.
Bungawarrina - Observer, 26 October 1889.
Bunn Springs - LR.
Bunyeroo - LI; LR.
Bunyip Reach - HB 27/18; LI; Ian Mudie, River Boats; Register, 1 March 1902.
Burdett, Hundred of - LI; Enc. B (1908), Vol IV, p. 810; Chronicle, 5 October 1901. Her obituary is in the
Register, 1 January 1907.
Burford Gardens - DP 2904; CT 1235/102; Advertiser, 15 July 1922; Chronicle, 26 September 1896. The
final quotation was made by Douglas Pike.
Burgess Lagoon - LR.
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Burgoyne - DP 2367; CT 1042/46; ADB 7; LR. In respect of the subdivision at Port Augusta Cockburn’s
derivation appears to be a half-truth; Register, 10 June 1907.
Burkitt Hill - LI; LR; A 56/1871.
Burleeyung Cave - Register, 8 January 1861.
Burleigh Estate - Advertiser, 15 May 1920.
Burnalta - DP 2744; CT 1202/49; Advertiser, 2 October 1920.
Burnbank - Observer, 12 October 1861.
Burnett, Mount - LR.
Burnsfield - T p. 8.
Burnside - There appears to be no doubt that Cockburn settled on his nomenclature because the District
Clerk informed him that ‘the township was laid out by the late Mr Anderson’ (Nomenclature of South
Australia (1908)-p.20). Page 19 of this book reproduces W. G. Randall’s letter as mentioned in our text but
Cockburn chose to ignore it. See RN 663, A 11121 & GRO 54/1858 which support our version of events.
Also see Register, 25 August 1849, 29 August 1849 & 12 October 1850; Express & Telegraph, 4 January
1898. For information on Peter Anderson see SA Almanack for 1844 compiled by James Allen and
Observer, 3 March 1924.
Burr - RN 77; T p. 127; LI; RGS (London) - 15/176 of 7 May 1844.
Burr, Mount - Advertiser, 15 July 1868; Southern Australian, 18 June 1844.
Burra - HB 14/81; Chronicle, 9 February 1933; T p. 127; E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier, pp. 158-9;
Observer, 29 November 1851; Observer, 7 July 1849; Register, 25 April 1846; Observer, 28 December
1850.
Burrawing - ED; The History of Tumby Bay and District; Express & Telegraph, 2 November 1871.
Burridge Well - LR.
Burslem Hill - T p. 126; LI; Southern Australian, 17 September 1841.
Burt Hill - H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 30.
Burton - DP 285; CTs 146/64, 2832/90; RN 444; ED. Forty unsold allotments were advertised in the
Register of 15 February 1883; Register, 18 March 1871, 30 September 1862.
Burtt Crossing - LR; GR 1/212; Register, 24 August 1858. Information on Corporal Burtt, to whom Rodney
Cockburn suggests its nomenclature alludes, is to be found in the Register, 24 August 1858.
Burwood - DP 1700; CTs 786/186-7.
Butcher Gap - GR 1/214.
Butcher Soak - Register, 31 July 1912; Observer, 23 March 1912.
Bute - HB 4/37; Observer, 6 August 1927.
Butler, Hundred of - HB 16/2; ADB 7; LI; Advertiser, 21 January 1910, 23 October 1909.
Butler, Lake - LI.
Buttamuck Hill - MB 123/277 has an entry dated 27 July 1857; Register, 7 December 1891.
Buxton, County of - Official records in the Department of Lands refute Cockburn’s nomenclature.
However, Buxton St, North Adelaide, was named after an ancestor of the Governor. His obituary appears
in the Register, 29 October 1915.
Byethorne - GRO 23/1858; A 6447; MB 19/440, 37/118; GR 1/285; an essay by Jan Polkinghorne in Views
from the Hills.
Byngville - Register, 15 November 1882.
Byre Homestead Blocks - DP 2332; CT 1027/66.
Bywell - DP 1564; CT 638/25.
Cabra Estate - DP 1826; CT 554/138. The plan is dated June 1909 and earlier in that month part of the
land was sold to the Dominican Convent Inc.; the sale of the first allotment shown on the plan was
registered on 3 October 1910. In mentioning a sale of lots in November 1911 Cockburn is, apparently,
referring to a subdivision of blocks 15 to 22 and others which was advertised in the Register of 2
November 1911. The opening of the convent by Dr Reynolds, the Roman Catholic Bishop, is reported in
the Register, 25 January 1886.
Cadbury Spring - Observer, 16 March 1912.
Cadell - HB 4/24; RN 23, 74A; Loy Rep, p. 74; Register, 27 July 1922; Register, 15 August 1884; a letter
from his father seeking a payment of a reward to his son is in the Register, 20 October 1862.
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Cadnia - EB pp. 31, 50; LR; Register, 23 March 1875; Cockburn’s ‘Lake Cadnia’ is nonexistent; it should
read ‘Cadnite’, which he refers to on p. 38 of What’s in a Name.
Cadnite, Lake - LR.
Calca - Register, 23 & 28 November 1883. Records of land tenure do not support Cockburn’s
nomenclature.
Caldwell, Hundred of - Register, 3 November 1909. ‘A Peninsula Poet’, is in the Register, 25 February
1922.
Caliph - T p. 8; LI; NCM, 13 August 1926.
Callabonna, Lake - T p. 129; Register, 4 November 1892. For details of the ‘breaking of the horseshoe’ see
Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges (1983 edition), pp. 42-43.
Callanna - LR; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 39.
Callawonga - Register, 11 February 1858; Observer, 8 April 1911.
Callington - A 1150, A 8842; MB 98/196, 99/103; RN 350; HB 5/12, 14/14; Observer, 31 October 1868.
Calnan Well - LR; GR 1/228; Register, 14 February 1870.
Caloote - DP 1402; CT 469/120; RN 365.
Calperum - HB 4/2; NCM, 5 June 1925.
Calton Hill - LI; GR 1/228; R.E. Teusner, A Short History of the Barossa Valley.
Caltowie - DPs 655, 797; Chronicle, 23 December 1876, 5 January 1933; Register, 21 August 1878.
Cambalapien Well - LR.
Cambrai - DP 1133; CT 302/92; Advertiser, 4 May 1926.
Camden - DP 1901; CT 875/132; DP 2238. ‘Campden’ is advertised also in the Register, 13 October 1879;
the ‘official’ subdivision of ‘Campden Estate’ is advertised in the Register, 15 September 1913; Register,
16 October 1879, 14 December 1880, 12 January 1920.
Cameron, Hundred of - HB 4/37, 12/18; Ken Preiss & Pamela Oborn, The Torrens Park Estate.
Camilla Bay - LI. ‘Venus Harbour or Port Camilla?’ is in the Observer, 3 January 1920; Register, 3 May
1917.
Campbell Bald Hill Range - LR; GR 1/233.
Campbell, Hundred of - ADB 7; Register, 31 October 1898; information on a memorial window at the
Queen Victoria Home for Convalescent Children at Mount Lofty is in the Advertiser, 6 November 1899.
Campbell, Lake - HB 13/70; T p. 129; PP 25/1858.
Campbell, Point - LI; Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Campbell Range - T p. 129; LI; Southern Australian, 28 October 1842. See Edward Eyre’s Autobiographical
Narrative, 1832-1839, Caliban Books, Great Britain, 1984, p. 197 where he says he named it ‘after my
friend Mr Campbell…’
Campbelltown - MB 118/280; T p. 129; Adelaide Times, 26 November 1849, Register, 23 September 1857,
Observer, 16 November 1861.
Campden - Register, 16 October 1879. Information on wooden houses at Camden, or ‘Campden’ as it was
called then, is in the Register, 18 September 1928; Register, 16 October 1897.
Cannan Reef - RGS 11 (supp.)/ 110, 121, 127; LI.
Cannawigara - HB 7/11; LI; LR.
Canowie - HB 4/11, 16/42; LR; Register, 17 April 1867; PP 22/1871.
Cantara - LR; LI.
Capel Sound - RGS 18/5; GG, 6 & 20 January 1838.
Capietha - HB 17/30.
Cappeedee - HB 7/22; Chronicle 2 February 1901.
Carawa, Hundred of - Advertiser, 4 April 1904.
Carclew - Register, 19 March 1859, 21 June 1870; Bartholomew’s Gazetteer; Life Around the Light; MB 26/
327; GG, 26 April 1860.
Cardwell, County of - Enc. B (1911), Vol V, p. 327; LI.
Carew - ED; LR; May Vivienne, Sunny South Australia.
Carey Gully - HB 12/40; LI; GG, 5 December 1940; Register, 9 November 1864, 4 March 1893.
Carlton - DP 2848; CT 777/34; DP 1014; CT 360/154. The ‘Adelaide’ subdivision is advertised in the
Register, 16 October 1880, 5 October 1881 & 7 August 1883.
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Carnarvon - DP 2961; CT 1263/149.
Carnarvon, County of - Enc. B. (1911), Vol V, p. 360.
Carnegie Park - DP 3242; CT 1367/16.
Caroline, Hundred of - Register, 30 January 1868, 23 October 1880.
Caroline, Port - Register, 13 June 1866.
Caroona Creek - Observer, 21 May 1904.
Carpenter Rocks - The wreck of the Flying Cloud is reported in the Observer, 16 April 1870; Cockburn’s
nomenclature would appear to be apocryphal.
Carr, Hundred of - Advertiser, 7 June 1929, 30 March 1878; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders
Ranges. For background information on the reason for its creation see Register, 24 May 1876.
Carribie, Hundred of - HB 5/29.
Carrickalinga - Register, 27 May 1843.
Carrieton - HB 17/3; Register, 10 July 1885.
Carriewerloo - Advertiser, 1 March 1912. An account of sheep droving from Bungaree to Carriewerloo is
in the Advertiser, 10 April 1875.
Carrington - Observer, 12 & 19 August 1843; British Parliamentary Papers - Colonial, 1842-1844, pp. 100131
Carrondown - DP 131 & CT 60/119 show Cockburn to be incorrect in respect of the subdivider and date of
same. He is, apparently, referring to an advertisement which appeared in the Register of 14 April 1872 in
respect of a sale of broadacres -‘… known as “Carrondown Estate” comprising 118 acres of splendid land
and the residence known as “Devenish Hall”, the property of Patrick McCarron’; Observer, 17 September
1864; Register, 23 June 1856, 13 December 1865.
Carrow - In July 1851 John Tennant took up P/L 13 at ‘Salt Creek’, while in 1860 and 1861 he applied for
leases nod. 842 and 1065 ‘NE and N of Hutchison’. These three leases were taken over by Andrew
Tennant (nos. 1941, 1943 & 1945) circa 1865, when they were described as at ‘Salt Creek, Port Lincoln
District’, ‘Tumby Bay’ and ‘NW of Lipson Cove’. See 1851 Pastoral Lease Diagram Book Vol I, p. 3a for the
location of ‘Tarrou’. Register, 4 April 1851; The Register of 2 July 1910 has information on the local place
and ‘Carrow’ in Norwich, England - obviously, this report is the source of portion of Rodney Cockburn’s
nomenclature as recorded in What’s in a Name.
Carruthers Hill - The News, 8 April 1937; Advertiser, 9 April 1937.
Carswell - DP 1568; CT 555/107.
Cash Hill - Observer, 27 February 1909.
Cassini, Hundred of - Register, 21 March 1908, Rodney Cockburn, What’s in a Name.
Castambul - NCM, 23 March 1926; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 40; Observer, 24 June
1871.
Castine, Hundred of - Advertiser, 14 June 1939.
Castle Ranges - Register, 7 October 1859.
Castleton - GRO 55/1854; Register, 28 October 1853, (supp). Unsold allotments were advertised in the
Register of 11 January 1855 (supplement) - ‘This suburban land possesses an abundance of limestone
suitable for building purposes.’
Casuarina Island - Chronicle, 31 January 1885.
Catherine - MB 126/330, 100/89; GRO 23/1865; GR 1/24.
Catt, Hundred of - Loy Rep, p. 75. A lengthy letter traversing his performance in parliament appears in the
Register, 19 October 1887 and he is upbraided by an elector on 10 September 1889. An obituary is in the
Register, 29 October 1919.
Caurnamont - Register, 28 March 1896: The Register of 8 February 1860 describes in some detail
‘Cornomont (sic) Station’ - ‘previously known as “Chamber’s Horse Station”.’
Cavan - GR 2/572; Register, 1 February 1856.
Cavenagh, Hundred of - HB 10/46; Observer, 12 January 1895; Express & Telegraph, 10 January 1889.
Caversham - A 24779; HB 4/13.
Caveton - The South-East District in 1880, p. 18; Register, 23 October 1880, 26 April 1894.
Cayley Well - NCM, 3 June 1936; LI; GR 1/253.
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Ceduna - HB 12/22; EB p. 23; LR; Register, 21 January 1908; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town.
Centenary Estate - GEB 47/116; GRO 307/1857; Advertiser 25 May 1935.
Centennial Park - DP 7556; CT 3212/43.
Chace Range - Register, 14 October 1848; HB 13/88; See T p. 112 which contradicts Cockburn’s suggestion
that he was a ‘doctor’. (His nomenclature records the name, incorrectly, as ‘Chase’ - see under Chace
Range in text.)
Chaffey - Observer, 26 March 1927.
Chain of Ponds - MB 299/28; CTs 101/70, 514/37. For the demise of the town see Advertiser, 4 December
1970 and The News, 3 & 5 December 1970; Register, 3 May 1856; Register, 10 December 1853; GG, 2
March 1854; see MB 100/152 for a memorial dated 7 May 1856 which describes ‘all that public house
messuage and premises situate at Philp Town, Chain of Ponds’; Adelaide Chronicle, 12 January 1842;
Register, 27 March 1856.
Challa Gardens - DP 4530; CT 2112/118; ED; NCM, 1 July 1927.
Chambers Creek - LI; Observer, 9 July 1853, Register, 5 July 1898..
Chances Garden Corner - Royal Geographical Society Proceedings, volume 7, page 61. An obituary of
Louisa Ann Chance ‘the founder of the factory’ and after whom ‘the corner was named’ is in the Register,
16 June 1896. Mrs Chance’s recipe for orange marmalade is in the Advertiser, 2 August 1869. William
Chance’s (senior) obituary is in the Register, 26 April 1905; 4 January 1881.
Chandada, Hundred of - LR; ED; LI; Advertiser, 23 May 1934.
Chandler Hill - RGS 7/64; T p. 129; DP 7674; CT 3335/39; Express & Telegraph, 24 March 1884.
Chandler Waterhole - LI.
Chandos - DP 2038; CT 811/47.
Chapel Valley - Observer, 4 & 18 February 1893.
Chapman Hill - B. O’Neill, In Search of Mineral Wealth, p. 32; Register, 28 May 1885, 11 June 1896.
Chapman, River - LI.
Chapmanton - Advertiser, 20 August 1936.
Chapman Well - Lands Grant Book.
Charcutt - Penola Historical Selections, Vol VI.
Charlcome - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges, p. 176; Harmsworth World Gazetteer.
Charles, Mount - LI; G.H. Manning, Hope Farm Chronicle, pp. 52-56; Register, 13 September 1900.
Charleston - A 19277; MB 153/89, 312/54; T p. 8; Register, 30 April 1856. Cockburn’s ‘confusion’ was
resolved by reference to primary source documents held in the GRO which, hopefully, have led us to the
truth of the matter. An account of its school is in the Register, 30 December 1859. The Government
Gazette of 7 November 1963 at page 1425 states that the name ‘Charlestown’, as applied to plan no. 340
of 1857, was in the future to be ‘Charleston’.
Charleston, Hundred of - ADB 7; The Mail, 31 January 1914.
Charlesworth Park - DP 3579; CT 1455/47; Register, 2 October 1926.
Charleys Swamp - Register, 20 September 1904.
Charlton - LI; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 42. Information on a school and chapel at the
mine is in the Register, 5 July 1858; Farmer’s Weekly Messenger, 5 June 1874.
Charra - Advertiser, 4 March 1904.
Chaunceys Line - HB 9/9; RN 509. Public meetings to discuss a possible diversion of the line ‘to the Tinpot
and Langhorne’, etc, are reported in the Observer, 19 July 1856.
Chauncyville - Register, 1 August 1840.
Chellaston - A429, A1003; Register, 5 December 1849.
Cheltenham - HB 16/48; A 1741, A 4901 & MB 21/245 show Cockburn’s nomenclature to be apocryphal.
See Register, 3 November 1849; Register, 13 July 1908, 7 February 1913.
Chepstow - Adelaide Times, 8 November 1850.
Cheriroo - LR; CSO 2966/1852; Register, 30 June 1862.
Cherry Gardens - DP 8158; CTs 3225/123-134; RGS 7/64; LI; Register, 28 March 1849.
Cherry Vale - Cotter’s Almanack of 1844.
Cherryville - RN 343; Chronicle, 23 April 1898.
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Chesson, Hundred of - Advertiser, 14 July 1948.
Chesterfield - CT 1072/53. A later sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 12 November 1881.
Chewings Nob - Register, 30 July 1861; Observer, 24 December 1892.
Chicago - Cockburn ascribes its foundation to T.J. Matters which is disproved by DP 1515, CT 555/143 & CT
583/77. He may have been referring to the second ‘Chicago’ subdivision in 1911 in which J.B. Matters and
C.H. Matters were involved. Also see NCM, 24 April 1930 & GG, 31 July 1930; AP; Register, 1 & 13 July
1915; Isaac Taylor, Names and Their Histories.
Chichester Gardens - GEB 9/128-29.
Chinedower - Register, 2 November 1853.
Chingford - A 242; CT 3/204; RN 342; Bailliere’s Gazetteer, 1866; CT 121/118; Register, 18 March 1871.
Chiselhurst - Register, 27 October 1880.
Chiton Rocks - Advertiser, 16 May 1936.
Chowilla - DP 1155; CT 315/181; HB 16/17; Register, 16 October 1883; Stock Journal, 8 September 1965.
Christie Creek - DR 278/59; John Arrowsmith’s map of 1841.
Christies Beach - DP 3074; CT 1316/25; LI; Advertiser, 26 January 1924; Register, 3 February 1927.
Chucka Bend - HB 8/24; LR; 1851 Pastoral Lease Diagram no 67; Return of Pastoral Leases (1874).
Clairville - A 19130; MB 22/281, 74/20; Register, 18 August 1854.
Clapham - MB 98/244, 102/98; Register, 15 March 1856 & 15 March 1858; Adelaide Times, 29 March
1856. A later ‘Clapham’ subdivision is advertised in the Register of 31 October 1881, p. 8e; Register, 23
November 1911. Information on ‘dodgers’, courtesy of Mr A. Strempel, North Balwyn, Melbourne.
Claraville - DP 782; CT 278/151; Register, 4 November 1864; Cockburn errs in respect of the Mount
Gambier ‘Claraville’- it is officially ‘Clareville’; PP 26/1875.
Clare - A 8386,18613; HB 4/22; RN 126; T p. 8; Chronicle, 13 October 1932; South Australian, 19 January
1849; SA Gazette & Mining Journal, 25 January 1849, Register, 1 & 11 September 1866.
Clare, Port - LI; Register, 16 January 1893.
Claremont - Frances Cumming, Claremont, Glen Osmond; Register, 4 November 1891, 18 October 1915.
Clarence Park - DP 2694; CT 1191/88; DP 2673; CT 1177/74; Advertiser, 1 April 1920, 16 & 16 July 1921;
Register, 25 January 1892; The Mail, 10 April 1920.
Clarendon - Cockburn’s version was, apparently, derived from a letter written by S.H. Curnow which
appears on p. 33 of his Nomenclature of South Australia (1908). Interested readers are referred to HB 8/1this narrative includes a recital of Cockburn’s nomenclature and is noted - ‘This detail is all hearsay’ which
is confirmed by MB 50/332. Also see A 6598 & GRO 168/1882 and Samuel Lewis, A Topographical
Dictionary of England and English Historical Documents, Vol 8, p. 913 - State Library ref. 942.E58; South
Australian, 17 July 1849; Register, 4 October 1859; Advertiser, 23 January 1929.
Clare, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Clareville - DP 66; A 2675; CTs 27/202-214; Register, 4 November 1864; PP 26/1875. (See note under
Claraville.)
Clark Hill - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay, p. 20; Barbara Kenny, Kirby of Encounter Bay.
Claude Pass - LI.
Claypans - Advertiser, 7 July 1928.
Clayton - LI.
Clearview - DP 2964; CT 1264/188.
Cleland Hills - T p. 112; LI; Advertiser, 15 May 1969.
Clement Gap - Observer, 13 December 1890.
Cleve - LR; LI. Laurel Spriggs, Cleve on the Yadnarie Plains, pp. 1-2; William White, White’s Devon.
Clevedon - DP 392; CT 270/194. A later sale of lots ‘adjoining Buck’s Flat Reserve’ is advertised in the
Register of 22 January 1880.
Clifton - A 26765; Register, 12 October 1839; South Australian, 5 June 1839; Adelaide Times, 12 December
1850; DP 318; CT 168/26.
Clinton - Observer, 1 November 1884.
Clonlea - LI.
Clovelly Park - DP 3034; CT 1300/150.
Clover Hill - Register, 30 December 1881.
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Coalshed Creek - Register, 25 August 1891.
Coates Hill - The Observer of 4 October 1879 has a letter from E. Coates and J.B. Bull reciting Coates’
exploration with T. McFarlane.
Cobbler Creek - LI; Observer, 30 January 1909.
Cobbler Hill - Register, 11 February 1858.
Cobbler Sandhills - RGS 24/33.
Cobdogla - HB 4/1, 4/4; T p. 84; Register, 7 March 1924; George Woolmer, The Barmera Story. An
obituary of James Trussell who managed the run for 45 years is in the Register, 6 December 1895;
Register, 7 December 1916. The Nappers of Lake Bonney, an article in the Murray Pioneer, 20 December
1929; Max Lamshed, The River’s Bounty.
Cobera - LI.
Cobham - Observer, 23 September 1882.
Cobham Gardens - DP 3819; CT 1552/86; LI; Register, 23 June 1926.
Cocata, Hundred of - CSO 2966/1852; Register, 27 December 1919.
Cockaleechie - LR; Register, 5 June 1884; A.N. Day’s Railway Nomenclature (1915).
Cockatoo Valley - GG, 17 March 1838.
Cockburn - HB 12/36; T p. 112; Register, 3 February 1890, 6 & 17 February 1893; Chronicle, 29 December
1888.
Cocoanut - Observer, 28 August 1875; Register, 2 January 1864; Record of the Mines of South Australia
(fourth edition); John Lewis, Fought and Won, pp. 36-38.
Coffin Bay - DP 6174; CT 2567/66; Adelaide Times, 11 October 1849; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South
Australia.
Coffin, Mount - RGS 3/63; T p. 129; Advertiser, 5 March 1917 (reminiscences of Mr J.H. Howe); see John
Lewis, Fought and Won, pp. 42-43 for further information on Tom Coffin.
Coffin Springs - Register, 14 January 1865.
Coghill Bend - RGS 18/55.
Coghill Creek - Chronicle, 23 February 1933; LI; Savings Bank of South Australia mortgage tender no. 222
of 1854; CSO 383/1847, 1815/1848, 2953/1850; Observer, 12 & 16 November 1861; PP 22/1871.
Coglin, Hundred of - HB 10/46; Observer, 30 July 1892; Register, 3 July 1862.
Cohen, Hundred of - ADB 8.
Colbert, Cape - Marine Board Docket 811/911.
Cold and Wet - Information on the station is in the Observer, 4 December 1880; Register, 1 May 1894;
Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Colemanton - DP 1487; CT 249/122.
Coles, Hundred of - ADB 8; Observer, 26 February 1876, 4 March 1876.
Coles, Point - LI.
College Park - DP 371; CTs 194/38-39; A 17643, A 17736; MB 19/8; Adelaide Times, 5 February 1849,
Register, 21 February 1849, 19 November 1913, 3 December 1913.
College Town - G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience; Register, 18 November 1879(supp.).
Colley - ED; Advertiser, 22 May 1912; G.H. Manning, A Social History of Glenelg, 1836-1936..
Colleys - GRO 369/1854; CTs 102/22, 19/50; GRO 476/1854 (21 blocks from 1 to 4 acres.)
Collingrove - HB 24/12; LI; T p. 129; GRO 1/1914; Chronicle, 3 January 1903.
Collins Cave - CT 26/106.
Collinsfield - DP 405; CT 205/146; NCM, 1923; T p. 8; LI; Register, 5 September 1874.
Collinsville - Register, 11 April 1904.
Collinswood - DP 952; CT 341/73. It is advertised in the Register, 22 April 1880; 27 October 1883.
Colonel Light Colony - HB 23/35.
Colonel Light Gardens - HB 23/8; Register of 20 November 1919; Advertiser, 21 February 1920; see the
Advertiser of 27 April 1973 for a comprehensive history of the suburb.
Colton - Loy Rep, p. 80; Across the Bar to Waterloo Bay; Register, 4 December 1876, 25 May 1901. A
summary of John Colton’s parliamentary career is in the Observer, 7 September 1878. See Register, 20
March 1877, page 5 for a satirical comment on the beleaguered gentleman. Register, 13 November 1879,
Observer, 5 March 1881.
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Commodore, Point - Register, 1 March 1856.
Company Section - CT 586/172.
Company Tiers - - Parliamentary Paper 174/1860.
Compass, Mount - DP 4333; CT 1995/177; HB 12/41; GG, 16 December 1867; Chronicle, 25 March 1899.
Compton - HB 14/81; RGS 21/120; Register, 7 November 1862; The Mail, 9 May 1925; PP 34/1877.
Concordia - ED; CT 61/12; Register, 15 April 1863; Chronicle, 2 April 1898; in the Register of 9 November
1854 at page 4b ‘Concordia Section’ (no. 3038) is described.
Condowie - Observer, 1 November 1879.
Cone Estate, Mount - DP 2751; CTs 1220/29, 1078/156.
Coneybeer, Hundred of - ADB 8.
Conglima - Advertiser, 22 May 1912.
Conmurra - LR; RGS 21/124; H.C. Talbot, History of the South-East. (The last two documents recite
information about Frederick Vaughan which is not substantiated by Lands Department records - they
show that the said gentleman did not hold ‘Conmurra’). Cockburn’s statement that it ‘designates a
township’ is incorrect.
Connieton - DP 1667; CT 741/36.
Constance Bay - LI -This entry casts strong doubts on Cockburn’s nomenclature. GR 3/1830 and elsewhere
reveal no ‘Constance’ in the Rogers’ clan.
Conway Town - DP 1095; CT 314/88; Register, 6 December 1883.
Coober Pedy - Register, 3 May 1919, 19 July 1927.
Coobowie - RN 374; T p. 129; Observer, 24 August 1878. Information on the school is in the Register, 16
September 1887.
Cook - Neville Collins, The Nullarbor – A History.
Cooke Plains - LI; Chronicle, 11 January 1896; PP 24/1874; Register, 26 April 1883.
Coolinga - Register, 1 April 1846.
Cooltong - NCM, 5 & 26 June 1925.
Coomandook - DP 2002; CT 909/195; Express & Telegraph, 16 March 1899; The ‘Koomandook (sic) Run’ is
described in some detail in the Register of 13 August 1862.
Coombe - LI; ADB 8.
Coomooroo, Hundred of - Observer, 1 April 1882.
Coonalpyn - HB 18/26; RN 566; LI; The Mail, 5 April 1913.
Coonamia - NCM, 22 March 1929.
Coonatto - HB 8/11; Register, 6 February 1926; PP 24/1874; Cockburn records it incorrectly as ‘Coonatta’.
Coonawarra - HB 12/2; RGS 21/127; LI; Register, 4 January 1893, 29 January 1902; Advertiser, 24 March
1931; DP 1468; Chronicle, 31 December 1892
G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Coondambo - Observer, 27 February 1897.
Coonunda, Lake - RGS 21/123; T p. 13.
Cooper - LI; A.W. Reed, Place Names of Australia; Observer, 27 July 1878.
Coorabie - HB 22/18.
Coorong, The - T p. 129; LI; Tom McCourt and Hans Mincham, The Coorong and Lakes of the Lower
Murray; Register, 9 January 1883, 31 January 1866, 12 March 1866. The reminiscences of Richard Clode
are in the Mortlock Library.
Copeville - T p. 8 & 83; LI.
Copley - RN 292; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; The Mail, 8 September 1928.
Copper Hill - Register, 14 September 1872.
Copperhouse - MB 138/201; Observer, 25 May 1861; Register, 30 November 1892; PP 36/1873; it is not
an alternative name for ‘Lostwithiel’ as suggested by Cockburn.
Copper Mine Creek - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition); Advertiser, 28 July 1921.
Coralbignie Hut - Express & Telegraph, 25 September 1872.
Corio - GRO 341/1857, 476/1853; A 5699; DP 323; RN 31; Register, 25 August 1857.
Cornish Well - RGS 21/66.
Corn Hill - Information on the Wesleyan Chapel is in the Chronicle, 24 November 1866.
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Corny, Point - DP 5578; CT 2542/146; LI; Observer, 23 December 1911.
Coromandel Valley - DP 4995; HB 5/15; T p. 128; Chronicle, 13 July 1933. For an account of its early post
office see Coromandel Times, 28 February 1974; Adelaide Times, 28 December 1850; Advertiser, 12
January 1914.
Corratum - RGS 21/125; Observer, 22 December 1923.
Corryton - DP 599; CT 160/2545; MB 343/66 describes Rounsevell’s estate near Mount Crawford.
Corunna North - Register, 18 May 1887; RGS Proceedings, 66/92.
Cotton - DP 2898; CT 1231/146; HB 4/44; T p. 128; LI; GG, 4 May 1893, 19 April 1894; Surveyor-General’s
Office docket 8219/09; Register, 17 & 19 December 1892.
Couedic, Cape du - Observer, 23 December 1905; Cockburn designates it incorrectly as ‘Couedie’.
Coubert Creek - SA Births Data Base, 1842-1906.
Coulta - Register, 28 December 1887; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Coutts Lagoon - Register, 30 October 1852.
Cowan, Hundred of - ADB 8.
Cowandilla - A 8730; T p. 128; Register, 1 August 1840; it appears as ‘Cowiandilla’ on Arrowsmith’s chart
of June 1841.
Coward Springs - EB p. 43 ; T p. 129; LI; Observer, 27 March 1897; PP 88/1860; Register, 6 July 1905.
Cowarie Hill - HB 12/37.
Cowell - HB 11/28, 13/82A. For an account of the district and early post office see Scope, June 1974.
Cowiealunga - Advertiser, 19 September 1870.
Cowirra - LI; pamphlet entitled The Aboriginal Culture Landscape of Lower Murray Valley (SA Museum,
1978); Register, 3 March 1926.
Cox Creek - RN 155; T p. 128; CSO 2324/1852, Jean Schmaal, Tales of the Troopers; Register, 19 April
1862; The Pioneers of SA - Records, Vol. 1, no. 7.
Cradock - LI; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, pp. 54-55, 71; Chronicle, 3 August 1878 ,
Register, 26 January 1882, 20 July 1887; Chronicle, 5 April 1879.
Crafers - DP 909; CT 65/167; DP 919; CT 351/242; RN 113; T p. 128; Chronicle, 7 September 1933; AP.
Crafers Summit is advertised in the Register of 26 March 1880, Crafers Park on 6 April 1882, Crafers on 30
August 1883 - ‘On part section 19 - section 19 was the first selected in the locality and was formerly held
by Mr Crafer’ and Crafers Springs on 14 January 1884; SA Record, 21 November 1840; Register, 24
October 1840.
Craggs Creek - Register, 2 June 1883, 14 May 1894.
Craig, Mount - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 26.
Craigburn - MB 10/400, 236/210; CT 146/29. The ‘unofficial’ subdivision, advertised in the Register, 16
November 1882 as ‘the seaview height of Blackwood’ is, no doubt, is the subdivision to which Cockburn
alludes. However, his statement re Mr Gooch is not correct; Register, 21 September 1868; Register, 9 July
1881.
Craigdarroch - Chronicle, 1 November 1862; State Library of SA, ref. no. 994.c; British Parliamentary
Papers - Colonial, 1842-1844, pp. 100-131
Craigholme - DP 2469; CT 1096/68; Advertiser, 14 February 1920.
Craiglee - The Governor’s visit to the factory is reported in the Register, 11 April 1867.
Craigmore - DPs 10488/9; CT 4077/508; LI. An ‘unofficial’ subdivision of ‘Craigmore’ was advertised in the
Register, 28 November 1881; see, also, MB 129/507.
Craig Springs - LI; PP 169/1861.
Craike Lea - DP 2481; CTs 653/79, 934/180.
Cranbourne - A 9657; MB 31/191; GRO 141/1863.
Cranbrook Estate - DP 3161; CTs 498/157, 1342/75; GR 3/1376.
Craneford - DP 162; CTs 78/89, 78/94-5, 128/94; Register, 27 November 1865, 20 October 1914.
Crawfish Creek - Register, 11 February 1858.
Crawford Landing - LR.
Crawford, Mount - Adelaide Chronicle, 2 March 1842; The Mail, 1 July 1933; Recollections of Travel in New
Zealand and Australia (1880), p.17; James C. Hawker, Early Experiences in South Australia, p. 65; Register,
15 September 1911 has biographical details.
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Crayford - A 25837, A7173; MB 141/102.
Crecy Bore - HB 17/29.
Cress Creek - Register, 27 October 1880.
Creswell, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910. Biographical details of John Creswell are in the Observer, 5
December 1896, page 16a; an obituary is in the Register, 25 March 1909, pages 4d-5f, Observer, 27 March
1909, page 38c, Chronicle, 24 April 1909, page 39e. Information on a memorial is in the Register, 21 April
1909, page 7c; also see 8 November 1911, page 13b.
Crest Alta - DP 1148; CT 338/21. It was advertised in the Register of 14 March 1882. An earlier
advertisement is in the Register, 7 March 1881.
Crispinville - DP 1555 & CT 232/194 disprove Cockburn’s statement that it was created by Silas Crispin.
Cromer - Royce Wells, The Barossa Goldfields.
Cropley - Observer, 9 April 1887.
Cross Fell - DP 924; CT 354/196. It is advertised in the Register of 22 December 1879, 23 October 1882.
Cross Keys - DP 2045; CT 941/9; GR.
Cross Roads - PP 73/1872.
Crower - HB 23/1; LR. Kathleen Bermingham, Gateway to the South-East; the property is described in the
Register, 21 January 1885.
Croydon - A 7255 & MB 60/113, 83/104 contradict Cockburn’s exposition of the suburb’s creation. Also
see GR 3/968. Adelaide Times, 28 February 1855; Observer, 4 November 1865, Chronicle, 25 October
1890.
Francis, Hundred of - LI; Loy Not, p. 154.
Crystal Brook - DP 417; CT 209/86; LR; HB 4/22; Chronicle, 10 November 1932; Growing with Crystal
Brook, 1873-1973; Register, 23 June 1847, 11 October 1893. A sketch of the ‘Village of Crystal Brook’ in
1851 is to be found in Pastoral Lease Diagram Books, p. 81; Advertiser, 29 December 1892.
Crystalville - DP 1933; CT 515/85.
Cudlee Creek - DP 4827; CT 2383/173; T p. 129; Chronicle, 10 November 1866.
Cudmore Hill - LI; LR; 1851 Pastoral Lease Diagram Book, p. 54.
Cudmore Park - DP 3280; CT 1379/44; Advertiser, 10 December 1924.
Culburra - DP 2314; CT 970/41; LI.
Culford - DP 2470; CT 1098/181.
Cumberland - DP 2114; CT 960/198.
Cumberland Park - DPs 3832/3; CTs 743/59, 1564/158.
Cummins - DP 1860/1; CTs 867/19-20; LI; Observer, 16 March 1907. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
private town.
Cungena - HB 17/30.
Cunliffe - DNB, Vol 42 (1895), p. 413; Register, 24 February 1881.
Cunningham, Hundred of - HB 14/85, 17/19, 22/25; LI. Cockburn’s version would appear to be conjecture
when he suggests it might honour Hastings Cunningham, whom he and other historians wrongfully
proclaim as the founder of the town of Mount Gambier (Gambierton - Gambiertown).
Cunyarie, Hundred of - The district is described in the Register, 6 November 1926.
Curdimurka - NCM, 17 June 1929; LI.
Curramulka - HB 4/45, 5/24; RN 87; Register, 24 March 1886.
Currency Creek - A 26564; T p. 129; GRO 141/1863; GG, 20 January 1838; ED. Reminiscences of Y.B
Hutchinson are in the Register, 7 July 1866; Register, 26 July 1843.
Custon - LI; Register, 15 February 1882.
Cut Hill - PP 16/1859.
Cygnet, River - ED; T p. 129; Register, 17 April 1855.
Da Costa Park - DP 3010; CTs 1091/138, 1282/166; HB 3/10, 14/63; Advertiser, 19 May 1923; Register, 30
March 1869.
Dairy Flat - E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 33; Register, 13 December 1858.
Dalhousie, County of - HB 17/3; Enc. B (1911), Vol VII, p. 764; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South
Australia (1908).
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Dalhousie Springs - HB 22/28; T p. 138; LI; J.B. Richards, Overland Telegraph Line, p.13; Mr Stuckey’s letter
is reproduced in RGS Proceedings, Vol 62, page 42-43; Observer, 23 September 1905.
Dalkey, Hundred of - HB 8/16; LI; Chronicle, 2 September 1871.
Dalrymple, Hundred of - LI.
Dalton - DNB Vol 13 (1888), p. 428; Frederick Boase, Modern English Biography, Frank Cass & Co, London,
1965, Vol 1, p. 808 & Vol 5, p. 776.
Dalton Springs - EB p. 32.
Dalwood Park - DP 2981; CT 1271/50.
Daly, County of - LI; Loy Not, p. 271.
Damper Hill - Dorothy Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges Dreaming.
Damper, Mount - NCM, 10 December 1925.
Darby, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Dare Hill - His obituary is in the Register, 19 May 1892.
Daringa Swamp - Adele Pridmore, The Rich Valley; Register, 11 October 1893.
Darke Peak - HB 3/44; T p. 131; LI; Register, 24 August 1844.
Darley - A 18559, A18602; GRO 286/1857; Register, 6 March 1856.
Darling, Hundred of - ADB 4; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience.
Darlington - A 27504; GRO 242/1857; Register, 30 October 1856, 28 September 1896; Observer, 24 May
1884.
Dart, Point - RGS 8/49, 51.
Darwent Waterhole - LR.
Dashwood Gully - RN 317; T p. 131; LI. An article titled ‘The Dashwood Family - Curious Experiences’ is in
the Register, 29 March 1926.
Davenport - DP 589; CTs 162/8-10; T p. 131; LI; PP 151/1858; Register, 19 May 1849; Register, 2 February
1887; The ‘Hundred of Willochra’ subdivision is advertised in the Register of 26 February 1876 as ‘All that
well placed land situate near the well-known eating house, “Beautiful Valley”.’ GG, 25 August 1887, p.
441; Register, 14 April 1893.
Daveyston - MB 72/131; CTs 27/173, 30/184; Register, 2 September 1862; See Advertiser, 23 March 1971
for details of its post office; PP 34/1877.
Davidson Creek - LI.
Davies - HB 7/34; LI; Observer, 4 May 1872; Cockburn is 18 years astray when he declares the town as
‘beginning in 1883.’
Davies Town - A 11836, A 21783; CTs 1/395, 97/190-1, 542/54; Register, 22, 25 & 28 December 1852, 7
December 1855.
Davington - DP 398; CT 204/13; Advertiser, 9 August 1919, Register, 31 May 1879.
Davis Park - DP 4865; CTs 2417/61-2.
Davis Town - Observer, 6 November 1880.
Davoren Park - GG, 11 November 1893.
Dawesley - A 21255; GRO 163/1858; T p. 130; NCM, 22 September 1941; Register, 29 June 1892; for an
account of its post office see Mount Barker Courier, 5 June 1974; PP 26/1875.
Dawlish - HB 12/44.
Daw Park - DP 699; CT 2278/12; LI; Express & Telegraph, 6 July 1872.
Dawson - HB 10/46, 22/26; RGS 11 (supp.), pp. 131-34, 145; RN 340; DNB Vol 14, (1888), p. 228; Observer,
22 September 1883.
Dawson Dam - LR.
Day, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Days Hill - CT 205/198; LI.
Dead Horse Gully - An essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the Hills.
Deadman Flat - RGS 7/79.
Deadman Pass - RN 148; Southern Australian, 16 January 1839; Chronicle, 8 May 1869.
Deaf Mans Swamp - Register, 25 July 1859.
Dean Reserve - LI.
Death Rock - J.B. Austin, The Mines of South Australia.
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Deberg, Point - GR 3/1380.
Deception, Lake - LI.
Decoy Hill - LI.
Decres Bay - DP 2112; CTs 886/125, 963/109; Register, 9 November 1909.
Deering Hills - PP 8/1874; LI.
Delabole Hill - Register, 18 July 1868.
Delamere - A 4040; ED; Register, 20 April 1892.
Deloraine - Register, 11 September 1871.
Delusion, Mount - LI.
De Mole, Point & River- PP 120/1858; LI; Express & Telegraph, 14 August 1872; Register, 17 April 1855.
Denford - DP 885; CT 329/35.
Denial Bay - Observer, 19 September 1903.
Dennis Bridge - MB 15/336.
Dennis, Mount - LI.
Densley Park - DP 4861; CTs 1004/200, 2412/35.
DePledge Bridge - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay, p. 10.
Dequetteville Terrace - GRO 226/1854; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience.
DeRose Hill - LI; GR.
Derby, County of - Enc.B (1911), Vol VIII, p. 68. An obituary of the Earl of Derby is in the Register, 24 April
1893.
Dernancourt - DP 3073; CTs 813/29, 1314/42; it was a subdivision of part of ‘Balmoral’. See Appendix 16 &
Journal of the Historical Society, no. 27, 1999, pages 125-141 for an article by G.H. Manning.
D’Estrees Bay - Cockburn errs when he says it was named by Baudin.
Devils Corner - LI.
Devils Elbow - The corner and realignment of the road are discussed in the Register, 28 April 1868.
Devils Garden - Reminiscences of the area are in the Advertiser, 22 June 1933.
Devils Gully - LI.
Devils Peak - Text by courtesy of Mr Hans Mincham.
Devlin Pound - HB 4/54; Register, 16 June 1847.
Devon Downs - The Chronicle of 11 March 1905 reports, under the heading ‘Devon Downs’, upon a new
German Church.
Devon Park - DP 2641/2; CT 1187/50; DL120/1943; Register, 17 December 1928.
Dewson - LI; GR. A report headed ‘An Escort Veteran’, Isaac Bewson (sic), appears in the Register, 13 June
1892; Observer, 16 October 1852.
Diamantina, River - Express & Telegraph, 17 January 1899.
Diamond, Lake - Observer, 7 December 1872.
Didicoolum - Register, 28 October 1896; Mining Records of South Australia (fourth edition).
Dimchurch - The published account was confirmed by a descendant, Andrew Peake.
Dingabledinga - Register, 1 December 1909; a description of the ‘village’ and information on the deCaux
family appears on 30 June 1914.
Dingley Dell - DP 1340; CTs 434/121-2; Advertiser, 27 September 1924; Register, 21 April 1911.
Diprose Caves - NCM, 19 September 1947; LI; Department of Lands docket no. 1132/1987.
Direk - DP 7879; CTs 3451/100-107; T p. 8.
Dismal Swamp - LR; EB p. 13; GR 4/1566; P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 84; Register, 30 January
1883.
Dixacres - Register, 13 April 1917; a photograph of the house ‘Dixacres’ is in The Mail, 7 October 1916.
Dixson, Hundred of - HB 10/80; ADB 8; Advertiser, 21 September 1906.
Dockville - DP 1174; CT 320/157. It was advertised in the Register, 3 June 1882.
Doctor Penny Hill - Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years.
Dodd Peninsula - G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South-East in the 19th Century.
Dombey, Cape - See RN 149 for information on the erection of an obelisk at the site.
Donington, Cape - Register, 28 October 1904.
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Donnybrook - A 28210 shows Cockburn’s explanation to be hearsay. GRO 1/1855; Register, 14 July 1854;
Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland.
Donovans - DP 4388; CT 2024/114; Register, 27 April 1926.
Doora Mine - Chronicle, 3 June 187; Advertiser, 2 April 1873.
Dorisville - DP 1647; CT 720/194.
Dorset Vale - NCM, 9 December 1937.
Doughboy Creek - Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Douglas - PP 151/1858; Register, 14 June 1878, 20, 21 & 22 December 1854.
Dover - DP 642; CT 270/115. It was advertised in the Register of 5 October 1877.
Dowlingville - Beryl Neumann, Salt Winds Across Barley Plains, p. 39; Register, 16 February 1882, 3 May
1904.
Downer - LI; Loy Rep, p. 91.
Downings - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232.M657; Register, 14 July 1906; Observer, 1 January
1876.
Downingsville - DP 194; CT 95/87; HB 5/1.
Draper - DP 2789; CTs 991/159, 1240/165; T p. 8; LI.
Drik Drik - AP; Advertiser, 2 July 1971.
Driver, Cape - T p. 130; LI.
Drop Drop - P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 121; Les R. Hill, The City Around a Cave; Observer, 8
May 1869.
Drummond - DP 1176; CT 370/80; it comprised 144 lots of one rood and is advertised in the Register of 25
August 1881. A notice of the death of Rev. Ralph Drummond and an account of his funeral are in the
Register, 29 & 30 April 1872.
Drunken Gully - LI.
Dry Creek - DP 223; CT 43/244; ED; Register, 23 January 1856, 27 July 1857, 9 September 1858; PP
91/1855-56.
Dublin - Register, 3 October 1840; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland; MB 4/465. For
further information see Observer, 9 November 1878 and Life Around the Light.
Duck Ponds - LI. Mr A. Shannon’s farm is described in the Register, 8 May 1862.
Dudley - DP 1850; CT 860/114; DP 1749; CTs 758/130-31, 812/122; HB 8/4; LI; the Hundred and some of
its settlers are described in the Register, 8 April 1905.
Dudley Park - Register, 30 October 1909.
Dufferin, County of - LI; Enc. B. (1911), Vol VIII, p. 644.
Duffield - DP 710; CT 260/199; HB 28/23; LI. The town near Hamley Bridge is advertised in the Register of
15 August 1878.
Duff, River - GG, 8 July 1837, 12 August 1837, p. 6, 16 September 1837, p. 6.
Duguid, Mount - LI; GG, 12 August 1976.
Dukes Highway - RN 574; LI; NCM, 1 December 1941; Observer, 6 August 1927.
Dulwich - MB 83/405, 80/414; A 13662; GRO 302/1855; NCM, 21 October 1940. Cockburn’s statement of
it being auctioned in 1873 is misleading as the village was created 19 years before that date - see Register,
6 May 1854. Details of a later subdivision appear in the Register of 1 October 1881; Register, 13 January
1871, 28 December 1901.
Duncan, Hundred of - ADB 4.
Dundas - DP 742; CTs 295/229-230. See Register, 8 November 1878.
Dunfield - A 16872; GRO 297/1857.
Dunleath - DP 3258; CT 1371/157; DP 3349; CT 1395/49; LI; Advertiser, 14 February 1925; The News, 23
March 1925.
Dunluce Estate - DP 2129; CT 969/87. See Register, 17 April 1913. A later subdivision is advertised in the
Advertiser, 11 March 1922.
Dunn Bridge - MB 36/489; Register, 13 May 1869, 19 September 1878.
Dunoon Park - DP 2399; CT 1063/3.
Dunrobin - DP 72; CT 23/250. Cockburn’s entry is misleading and inaccurate in respect of the creation of
the subdivision - he was, no doubt, referring to a later subdivision that was advertised in the Register of
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15 February 1884. The original subdivision is advertised in the Register of 28 March 1862; Register, 7 June
1867; Observer, 29 August 1874. PP 222/1877 contains a petition from Mr Sutherland seeking
recompense from the government for services rendered in the past for which he had received no
remuneration.
Dunvegan - DP 193; CT 70/133.
Durham - A 13598; MB 2/305, 99/239.
Dustholes - A 3540; CT 35/146; LR; Register, 27 March 1856.
Dutchmans Stern - Portion of text by courtesy of Mr Hans Mincham; Observer, 1 September 1849.
Dutton - DP 184; CT 93/211; T p. 130; LI; Register, 17 October 1866; Adelaide Times, 24 June 1851, 25 July
1851; Chronicle, 7 December 1878.
Duttonton - HB 5/48; Southern Australian, 10 May 1839.
Eagle Nest Hills - RGS 26/112.
Eagle-on-the-Hill - Register, 27 January 1883, 11 May 1893.
Earea Dam - H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, pp. 307, 311; Register, 14 June 1900.
East Adelaide - Register, 14 December 1871, 23 May 1884; Chronicle 18 May 1901.
Eastern Well - Register, 29 May 1909.
East Park - DP 1209; CT 303/49.
East View - DP 1122; CT 378/204; GR. See Register, 19 October 1881.
Eastbourne - DP 1092; CT 377/25. An advertisement for the sale of 45 unsold lots appears in the Register,
23 November 1881.
Eastville - DP 2042 (unnamed); CT 900/146.
Eastwood - DP 427; CT 211/153; GR 4/1674; Register, 30 September 1886.
Eba, Mount - Observer, 8 March 1924; Observer, 11 March 1911.
Ebenezer - LI; Register, 13 March 1914
Eccleston - LI.
Echunga - A 17494; GRO 239/1856; HB 8/3; Chronicle, 24 August 1933; Register, 24 April 1854, 11 October
1893; PP 24/1874. Information on Henry Hampton, ‘the discoverer of the Echunga goldfields’, is in the
Advertiser, 11 June 1895, Observer, 12 July 1873.
Edenbridge - Register, 9 May 1863.
Eden Hills - DP 1296; CT 426/15; NCM, 4 February 1949; HB 27/11; LI; Register, 17 March 1883 & 3
November 1883, 28 February 1913, 19 August 1880.
Eden Valley - DP 177; CT 87/19; GR 3/973; Register, 8 October 1866, 1 December 1903; an essay by G.H.
Manning in Views from the Hills.
Edeowie - LR; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 33. Cockburn is misleading when he says the
run was founded in 1859; in fact, it was named at that time; Observer, 9 April 1864.
Edgarley - Advertiser, 26 July 1924.
Edgerton - DP 950; CT 314/98; Register, 23 September 1865.
Ediacara - LR.
Edilillie - HB 10/42, 35/18.
Edithburgh - T p. 110; Chronicle, 23 September 1876, 25 May 1901, 29 September 1932; Advertiser, 27
November 1876; Register, 28 April 1877.
Edithville - DP 957; CT 322/187.
Edward, Lake - T p. 133; E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier.
Edwards Crossing - LI; see PP 148/1864 for a report on ‘Murray River Crossings’.
Edwardton - Adelaide Railway Times, 22 August 1849.
Edwardstown - SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 10 November 1838; A 23754; HB 19/6; Minutes of the SA
Banking Company held by ANZ Bank, Melbourne (See G.H. & H.R. Manning, Worth Fighting For). The
Chronicle, 8 February 1873; school examinations are reported in the Register, 26 December 1857, a
proposed school discussed in the Register, 10 May 1892 and a report on the laying of its cornerstone on
28 June 1898. Information on its water supply is in the Register, 14 April 1883.
Egan Hut - P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 148.
Egan Well - GR 3/1830.
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Elder Range - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges. Thomas Elder did not arrive in South
Australia until 1854 and, therefore, Cockburn’s derivation is untenable because the name appears on
Frederick Sinnett’s private survey map of 1851. Alexander Elder’s departure from South Australia is
reported in the Observer, 17 November 1849.
Elderslie - CSO 579/1848; Register, 24 August 1880.
Eldoratrilla - HB 12/48; Chronicle, 10 August 1901.
Elgin - DP 1473; CT 545/96; GR 2/630; Advertiser, 4 February 1929.
Elim - Register, 29 October 1863. See Advertiser, 29 November 1883 in respect of ‘Elim Farm’ on Yorke
Peninsula.
Elizabeth - SA Housing Trust booklet, 1955; copy in Mortlock Library.
Elizabeth Creek - HB 13/70; PP 25/1858; T p. 133.
Eliza, Lake - The ‘Lake Eliza Run’ is described in Pastoral Survey Diagram Books, Volume 1, p. 26a.
Ellaville - DP 1641; CT /60.
Ellendale - DP 1480; CT 550/190.
Ellenville - DP 863; CT 325/95. Register, 3 October 1879. A later sale of the subdivision is advertised in the
Register of 17 November 1881; Register, 25 May 1891.
Elliot, Port - HB 4/26, 14/17A; RN 6; T p. 132; GRO 285/1854; CSO 359/1850; Register, 29 May 1854;
Register, 23 April 1856.
Elliston - GEB 33/62; MB 23/179; LI; Across the Bar to Waterloo Bay, pp. 1-3; DNB, Vol 17 (1889), p. 290;
DNB, Vol 18 (1889), p. 202. D.A. Cumming & G. Moxham, They Built South Australia, p. 112. See Rodney
Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908) for a letter from G.S. Simmonds and his story of the alleged Elliston
massacre.
Elmwood - DP 31; CTs 10/33, 39, 65. A sale of lots ‘near the village of Marion’ is advertised in the Register
of 9 July 1858. A 1101 shows the subdivider of the earlier subdivision to be John Howard.
Elver Park - DP 2097; CTs 957/71-81.
Elwomple - T p. 8 & 78.
Emerald Hill - DP 1715; CT 618/141.
Emerald Rise - ED.
Emeroo Range - LI.
Emerson - T p. 8.
Emu Bay - Chronicle, 7 January 1899.
Emu Belt - MB 294/163.
Emu Downs - Observer, 16 May 1914; Advertiser, 12 June 1917.
Emu Flat - Advertiser, 31 October 1887; Express & Telegraph, 25 March 1887.
Emu Flats - Register, 21 August 1850, 12 September 1864; Observer, 16 September 1871.
Emu Vale - Register, 9 & 15 April 1863; PP 41/1866-67; the Register of 28 June 1870 has a report on the
opening of a Wesleyan Chapel.
Emuville - A 18456; GRO 15/1860. The ‘Emu Hotel’ is described in the Register of 30 March 1854.
Encounter Bay - DP 269; CT 47/9; HB 4/36; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, pp. 57-8. Also see SA
Gazette & Colonial Register of 24 February, 7 July & 10 November 1838 for further information on the
early subdivision; information on a school is in the Observer, 3 February 1872.
Enfield - A 20161; GEB 11/78; HB 16/25; H.J. Lewis, Enfield and the Northern Villages. Cockburn’s ‘Mr
Hecox’ should read ‘Hickox; Adelaide Times, 16 April 1849; PP 40/1874. Information on a school is in the
Observer, 12 February 1859; A Pioneer History of South Australia.
English, Hundred of - LI; Loy Not, p. 101.
Ennis - The founders were Thomas John and Michael Cunneen as evidenced by DP 302 & CT 157/23 and
not John Cunnan as recorded by Cockburn. Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland. A later
sale of allotments is advertised in the Register of 24 July 1872.
Enterprise Colony - HB 23/35.
Ephraim, Mount - Chronicle, 4 October 1873.
Ercildoun - DP 1599; CT 221/143.
Eric Island - LI.
Erickville - DP 2090; CT 954/97.
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Ericville - DP 1719; CT 526/175.
Erindale - The 1908 plan is unnamed. DP 1801 (May 1910); CT 592/120. Cockburn’s date of 1912 is
incorrect; The Mail, 14 July 1928.
Erith - ER: GR 4/1673; Balaklava - Change and Challenge; AP; Register, 16 October 1884.
Ernaballa - T p. 167; RN 223; The News, 8 April 1937 & 14 June 1938; Register, 20 May 1897.
Ernest, Mount - Loy Not, p. 126.
Ernies Flat - CSO 65/1848.
Erskine, Hundred of - HB 12/44; LI; Observer, 13 May 1893; Mennell, Dictionary of Australian Biography,
p. 502. For information on early settlers in the Hundred see Register, 21 March 1882.
Erudina - Register, 20 August 1923.
Esmond Park - DP 2531; CT 1124/118.
Ethelton - DP 384; CT 196/197; Advertiser, 16 July 1874. For biographical notes on Dr Phillips see RN 275.
Eton Park - DP 1331; CT 251/246; Register, 7 November & 5 December 1849.
Ettrick - Register, 13 September 1864, 22 June 1867, 24 January 1879. The Register of 24 July 1852 has a
letter on the subject of ‘Landlord and Tenant’ from ‘A Farmer from Ettrick - Inverbreckie’ [sic]. A proposal
for a school to be conducted in the chapel is reported in the Advertiser, 22 November 1866. See Ben
Evans, From Weavers to Wapstraws and Advertiser, 8 August 1935.
Ettrick, Hundred of - Advertiser, 10 February 1911; Observer, 20 January 1912.
Eudunda - DP 322; CT 156/29; Chronicle, 14 July 1932; T p. 133. An obituary of John Hannan is in the
Register, 19 July 1928; Irish Harp, 15 August 1873; Register, 11 February 1891.
Eucla - Chronicle, 12 October 1867; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Eukaby - Chronicle, 3 March 1888. The discovery of silver-lead ore ‘48 miles E. of Hawker by Dr Stephens
on his sheep run…’ is discussed in Mining Records of South Australia.
Euler, Cape - Cockburn errs in attributing its nomenclature to Nicolas Baudin. However, under ‘Fleurieu
Peninsula’ he acknowledges the later nomenclature.
Eurelia - HB 17/3, 23/15; Chronicle, 19 April 1879; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia
(1908).
Eurilpa, Hundred of - RN 512; Register, 3 January 1884.
Eurimbla - DP 2883; CT 1225/122; Register, 19 April 1921; Advertiser, 14 August 1922.
Euro Bluff - Observer, 12 January 1924.
Euromina - GG, 10 August 1865; Maurice B. Keain, From Where the Broughton Flows.
Evandale - DPs 476, 1708; CT 638/117; GRO 7/1866; DPs 1123, 2404; James W. Warburton, Garden
Village to City. For information on ‘Evandale’ near Angaston see Savings Bank of SA mortgage tender no.
123. See Register, 20 January 1881, p. 8b; Register, 26 August 1868.
Evans Caves - HB 14/58; EB p. 101.
Evanston - A 17575; GEB 36/80; GRO 44/1854; MB 27/72; Register, 14 November 1855.
Everard - HB 12/17.
Everard Park - DP 2836; CTs 994/21, 1204/29; T p. 132; Chronicle, 3 July 1915, - obituary of C.J. Everard
(1882-1915) who died of pneumonia at Renmark; he was a great-grandson of C.G. Everard; Advertiser, 15
June 1921.
Eversden - Register, 30 December 1867.
Everley - Observer, 22 August 1857.
Everton - DP 677; CT 279/152. See Register, 28 March 1878.
Ewen Hill - Observer, 10 April 1886.
Ewens Creek - NCM, 10 July 1939; LI (letter from District Council of Port MacDonnell); Border Watch, 31
October 1877, 11 November 1952.
Exeter - A 15395, A 19097; DP 1228; CT 402/142; GR 3/954; Cockburn’s explanation is clearly
‘nomenclature by association’ and is false as evidenced by the foregoing documents. ‘Trains and Trams at
Exeter’ is in the Register, 30 May 1917.
Eyre - In respect of Lake Eyre Cockburn errs when he says it was discovered in 1839. Eyre Flat- HB 5/52;
Port Eyre -T p. 132; Mount Eyre (town)- Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 68; Lake Eyre-RN
292; T p. 133; Register, 12 July 1902; for land held by E.J. Eyre in SA see HB 6/8. Advertiser, 30 December
1859; Eyre Flat - Observer, 17 November 1860.
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Fairbanks Estate - DP 2852; CTs 245/165, 1215/92; Advertiser, 17 September 1921.
Fairfield - DP 2529; CT 1124/68; Observer, 23 May 1885.
Fairford - Mr W.H. Trimmer’s vineyard is described in the Chronicle, 21 June 1862.
Fairview Park - DP 9077; Register, 30 November 1860.
Falmouth - DP 2448; CT 1093/105.
False Bay - NCM, 14 October 1940.
Fanny, Point - G. H. Manning, A Colonial Experience; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia
(1908).
Farina - HB 7/3; LI; Advertiser, 6 October 1891; Chronicle, 22 June 1878; Register, 16 February 1898.
Farncombe - DP 1419; CT 467/177.
Farnham - The sale Cockburn mentions in November 1849 was of a subdivision near Gawler and not at
Port Adelaide as claimed by him. The first subdivision near Port Adelaide to be called ‘Farnham’ came 25
years later - see DP 387 & CT 189/75. The Gawler subdivision is evidenced by MB 19/207, Register, 7
November 1849; CT 627/38; G. Hogg, Market Towns of England.
Farrarville - DP 1105; CT 378/201; HB 4/11.
Farrell Flat - HB 7/34; T p. 135; LI; Register, 6 February 1841; Express & Telegraph, 17 June 1871; Douglas
Pike, Paradise of Dissent, p. 253; Robin Harris, Farrell Flat; Day’s Railway Nomenclature supports Talbot’s
nomenclature. See GG, 22 March 1849, p. 126, for information on James Farrell, the shepherd; Express &
Telegraph, 16 November 1875.
Federal Town - DP 1622; CT 698/152; Dianne Gillman, The Custodians-District Council of Elliston; Register,
21 November 1901.
Felixstow - DP 3068; CT 1311/75; HB 14/28A; MB 33/415; Advertiser, 12 November 1861.
Felton Court - DP 2153; CT 972/186. It is advertised in the Register on 17 July 1913 & 26 July 1913 as a
‘subdivision of Felton Court Estate owned by Thomas Goode.’
Feltwell - Chronicle, 14 October 1871.
Ferguson - DP 1334; CT 369/131; LI; PP 169/1861; Nancy Robinson, Reluctant Harbor, p. 98; Register, 18
September 1873, 6 October 1877, Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Auistralia (1908).
Fergusson, County of - LI; Loy Rep, p. 19; Register, 30 October 1871.
Fern Hill - DP 1219; CT 410/234. It is advertised in the Register of 3 & October 1882. The district is
described in the Register, 27 April 1893.
Ferryden Park - DP 3144; CT 1020/163; GR.
Ferryville - DP 611; CT 243/15; Register, 27 October 1877.
Field, River - DR 278/59; Cockburn errs when he says W.G. Field discovered it in 1837 - Captain Collet
Barker achieved that honour in 1831.
Fifth Creek - PP 26/1875.
Finchley - A 4458; MB 74/391; Register, 7 December 1853. This subdivision occurred 28 years prior to the
date put forward by Cockburn.
Findon - A 17994; MB 15/62 & 63, 37/33, 62/231, 128/253. Land Grant Books do not support Cockburn’s
date of 1852. Indeed, the section was subdivided by Cortis prior to that time as evidenced by Register, 11
November 1848; Observer, 28 April 1849, Express & Telegraph, 25 July 1899. The ‘south coast’ Findon is
advertised in the Register, 27 April 1857.
Finke, River - T p. 134; Register, 28 April 1891.
Finniss - ED; T p. 134; PP 151/1858; LR; Register, 28 September 1887; Register, 7 March 1856.
Finniss Brook - Advertiser, 17 March 1925.
Finniss, Lower - PP 26/1875.
Finniss Point - PP 19/1869-70; Register, 10 August 1907.
Finniss, River - Register, 13 December 1879.
Finsbury Park - DP 789; CT 302/164; HB 7/36; C.M. Matthews, Place Names of the English Speaking
World, p. 323. See the Register of 4 October 1877 for details of the first sale and 19 October 1882, p. 7c
for a reference to unsold allotments in the subdivision; Register, 18 May 1914.
Firle - DP 1080; CT 369/204; Register, 7 March 1881.
First Creek - Register, 2 February 1856.
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Fisher, Hundred of - HB 7/45; Douglas Pike, Paradise of Dissent, p. 106; Register, 29 January 1875.
Fisher Park - DP 2418; CT 1075/126.
Fisherville - MB 74/88.
Fitton, Mount - See Map no. C77 in the Mortlock Library.
Fitzgerald Bay - GG, 16 December 1937.
Fitzroy - GRO 25/1882; A 26197; CTs 974/152-54; HB 5/48; Register, 2 January 1882; Express & Telegraph,
1 October 1888.
Flagstaff Hill - DP 7929; CT 3482/180; LI.
Flaxley - NCM, 1 November 1924; ED; Chronicle, 20 September 1902.
Flaxman, River - Arthur J. Perkins, An Agricultural and Pastoral State in the Making, p. 232.
Flaxman Valley - T p. 134; GG, 25 July 1839; RN 26; Advertiser, 18 February 1984, p. 32 of ‘Saturday
Review’.
Fleming Bridge - DR 278/1959; LI.
Fleurieu Peninsula - Marine Board docket 508/1912; RGS, Report of General Meeting, 7 July 1911;
Advertiser, 11 February 1913.
Flinders - DP 3091; CT 1320/85; GEB 18/123; HB 11/42; GG, 11 & 18 July 1839; Register, 3 February 1853;
Advertiser, 23 February 1924; Register, 13 September 1926, 12 October 1900, 22 March 1902, 22 May
1884; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Floraville - Chronicle, 15 February 1873; E.M. Yelland (ed.), Colonists, Copper and Corn (1983).
Florieton - Observer, 26 October 1886, 12 July 1890.
Folkestone - DP 657; CT 166/10.
Forbes - DP 1227; CT 401/109. John Lysikatos, The Forbes Story.
Fords - LI; GR; MB 154/313 records the sale of seven acres and two roods in June 1859; Register, 18 May
1910; PP 18/1870-71.
Forest - ED.
Forest Gardens - DPs 2462/3; CT 1096/153.
Forest Range - RN 525; Geoffrey H. Bishop, Stringy Bark to Orchards; Advertiser, 10 July 1886; essay by P.
Sumerling in The Lasting Hills.
Forest Village - Observer, 15 December 1849, 7 November 1863.
Forestville - DP 2458; CT 1099/199.
Forrest - DP 61; CT 20/83. The ‘Township of Forrest’ is advertised in the Adelaide Times of 3 April 1858.
For details of a legal dispute in respect of its post office see The Guardian and Northern and North-Eastern
Advertiser, 15 June 1872. An essay by P. Sumerling in The Lasting Hills.
Forster, Hundred of - LI; Loy Not, p. 141; Register, 19 June 1920, 3 July 1920.
Fountain, The - RN 546; Register, 22 May 1884, 30 January 1890.
Fowler, Lake - Chronicle, 22 September 1932; Register, 15 September 1864.
Fowlers Bay - Register, 5 December 1890.
Fox, Hundred of - HB 10/72; Advertiser, 12 April 1901.
Fox Creek - An obituary of Mrs Ruth Fox is in the Observer, 10 August 1918.
Fox, Lake - LI; Kathleen Bermingham, Eleven Tales of Robe.
Fox Plains - Advertiser, 7 January 1870; Register, 15 September 1866.
Frances - LI; GG, 20 July 1871; Chronicle, 13 January 1906.
Franklin - DP 1561; CT 641/59.
Franklin Harbor - HB 7/10; RN 138; Observer, 11 & 25 April 1914.
Franklin Parade - LI.
Frankton - ED; AP; CT 299/39; GR.
Franklyn - Bryan Little, Portrait of Exeter.
Frayville - ED; Education Gazette 1934, p. 27.
Freeling - Register, 4 March 1867. His obituary is in the Register, 30 March 1885; Chronicle, 23 January
1869; Register, 26 September 1857, 18 August 1891.
Freeman Peninsula - LI.
Fremanton - DP 1730; CT 806/30.
French Creek - Register, 29 November 1867.
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Frenchman Rock - HB 18/17; RGS 8/56.
Freshford - Chronicle, 12 April 1862; Register, 4 January 1869.
Freshwater - A 7662; MB 92/487; GEB 17/130; Register, 15 December 1854.
Frew Hill - HB 10/79; LR.
Frewville - DPs 124, 128; CT 61/175. Cockburn errs when he talks of the brothers James and John Frew; it
should be James and Robert. John Frew was the son of James.
Fricker, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Friedrichstadt - LI; Register, 10 August 1892.
Friedrichswalde - LI; CT 42/228.
Frimley - DP 2599; CTs 1164/77-79; Register, 21 October 1919.
Frome - T. p. 134; RGS 15/171 (London). The discovery and naming of Lake Frome in the North-East is
taken from Talbot (HB 13/90). It must be noted, however, that the name did not appear on maps until
circa 1872; Register, 20 September 1843.
Fulford - MB 9/52; South Australian, 31 January 1851.
Fulham - DP 691; CT 87/180; Observer, 19 June 1869; Register, 23 October 1877, 31 October 1908;
Advertiser, 11 November 1884.
Fullarton - A 5432; GRO 120/1854; Register, 21 April 1849, 14 August 1880.
Furner - Register, 25 June 1912.
Gairdner, Lake - T p. 137; LI; Register, 20 August 1858.
Galga - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Gallipoli Gardens - Advertiser, 2 0 May 1922, 3 June 1922.
Gall Park - GR; LR; Hans Mincham and Tom McCourt, The Coorong and Lakes of the Lower Murray;
Register, 19 December 1907.
Gallwey - H.C. Wilkinson, Bermuda From Sail to Steam, Vol 2, p. 861.
Galway - DP 2432; CT 1081/8; DP 2800; CT 1213/14; T p. 73; The Mail, 16 July 1921.
Gambier, Hundred of - HB 5/14.
Gambier, Mount - HB 9/7, 14/80, 14/84; T p. 94, 138; ED; Register, 20 November 1847, 4 December 1900
& 28 April 1904. Cockburn’s statement that Hastings Cunningham laid out Mount Gambier is either
hearsay or taken from H.C. Talbot’s History of the South-East - MB 14/321 disproves the assertion; MB
153/307, 166/187; CT 17/91; A 1727; Register, 3 & 11 February 1875; GRO 57/1858. G.H. Manning, A
Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th century.
Gammon Ranges - LI.
Gandy Gully - It is described in the Advertiser, 14 September 1912.
Gardner Creek - A. Harvey, Mankind (May 1943).
Garfield - Five CTs are relevant to section 99, Hundred of Adelaide, viz., 245/89, 595/62, 383/159-160 &
687/80 and none show any subdivisions that would relate to ‘Garfield’. Therefore, it would appear it was
a name applied by the selling agents and not recognised, officially, by the Department of Lands; Register
of 14 October 1882.
Garrick Bore - NCM, 20 September 1925.
Garrie Swamp - GG, 20 January 1848. Cockburn errs when he talks of ‘Garey and Ford’; it should be
‘Garrie and Ward’; Observer, 28 July 1877.
Gaskmore Park - Observer, 20 May 1854.
Gason, Mount - GR 2/552. See the Register, 3 November 1904 for an account of his demise and burial at
Gibson’s Camp in 1897.
Gawler - HB 3/17-18; GRO 138/1863; A 6680; T p. 136; LI; HB 14/48; Chronicle, 16 June & 23 June 1932
respectively. In claiming that Messrs Strangways and Blunden discovered the Gawler River it would
appear that Cockburn accepted the findings of Gwenneth Williams in South Australian Exploration to
1856, p. 37. Register, 1 December 1838, 26 January 1850, 20 January 1855, 18 June 1887; 16 October
1911; Advertiser, 28 December 1909; GRO 420/1857, 51/1858.
Gedville Estate - DP 2085; CT 372/211.
Geegeela, Hundred of - T p. 85; Pastoral Lease Field Diagrams, Vol 6, p. 251.
Geharty, Mount - LR; GR 2/560. His obituary is in the Observer, 22 January 1898:
Gelland - DP 2772; CT 1206/155; The Mail, 1 October 1921.
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Gellerton - DP 853; CTs 321/12-3. The plan shows ‘Gillerton’. Cockburn incorrectly records it as
‘Gellerttown’.
Geltwood Beach - RN 504; Register, 7, 8, 11, 13 & 17 July 1876, Chronicle, 15 July 1876; Border Watch, 12
July 1876, 5 October 1876, 2 December 1876, 9 May 1877.
Gemmell - T p. 138.
George, Lake - HB 22/3.
Georgetown - HB 4/11; RN 604; Chronicle, 20 October 1932; Advertiser, 29 December 1970; Express &
Telegraph, 5 August 1875; Civic Record of South Australia (1936).
Gepps Cross - LI; GR 2/559; CSO 1870/1848; Chronicle, 29 December 1894.
Geranium - The Price of History. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
German Creek - Chronicle, 16 September 1865.
German Flat - PP 73/1872.
Germantown Hill - It is described in the Register, 8 May 1871 in respect of an accident and in PP
166/1873.
Germein, Port - DP 1149; CT 351/27; HB 4/41; RN 102; LR. See Colonial Secretary’s letter of 11 August
1840 which refers to a gratuity of paid to John Germein ‘during his voyage to and from the head of
Spencer’s Gulph (sic).’ The private town of ‘Germein’ was advertised in the Register of 11 November 1880;
Register, 13 October 1926. For its naming see Government Record Group 35/1, docket no. 1155 of 1878 in
the State Records Office.
Gibbon, Port - Advertiser, 11 October 1924.
Gibraltar Rocks - Register, 20 September 1879.
Gibson Camp - Register, 23 July 1885; a photograph of the hotel is in the Register, 12 November 1924;
Register, 4 September 1906.
Gibson Peninsula - LI; LR.
Gidgealpa - LI; Advertiser, 23 May 1967.
Gilbert - A 24146; MB 125/314; HB 4/27; LI;
Gilberton - A 4166; GEB 13/109; MB 98/93; HB 5/40. Cockburn’s statement that it was subdivided ‘in the
early 1870s’ is incorrect. Unsold allotments were advertised in the Register of 29 May 1871; 5 November
1888, 6 August 1923.
Gilbert Town - A 9110; EB 13/78; GRO 50/1856; Register, 2 January 1854, (supp.) & 20 February 1854;
Advertiser, 17 August 1861; Register, 28 September 1867.
Gilberts - MB 99/482, 108/53.
Giles Corner - See Ben Evans, From Weavers to Wapstraws; Register, 9 July 1866.
Giles Flat - It is mentioned in the Register, 11 February 1858.
Giles, Hundred of - ADB 9; Loy Rep, p. 116.
Gillen, Hundred of - ADB 9; Register, 16 September 1902.
Gillenton - MB 493/126.
Gilles - T p. 137; LI; A 3755
Gilleston - Register, 21 April 1858 - a later sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 28 November 1867.
Gilles Flat - Register, 11 February 1858 (supp.).
Gill Island - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Gill, Lake - T p. 137. See the Register of 28 August 1858 for an account of an exploration in the Far North
by Thomas and Walter Gill.
Gillman - DP 4507; CT 2096/119. Biographical details of Mr Gillman are in the Advertiser, 25 January 1933.
Gilpin Hill - Alexandrina Shore, p. 132; GR 2/573.
Gip Gip Rocks - HB 12/32.
Gladstone - HB 4/11, 4/48; RN 180; Chronicle, 27 October 1932; Mortlock Library pamphlet no.
994.232.S729; Advertiser, 23 April 1874; PP 134/1877; Advertiser, 14 January 1885; Observer, 24 February
1877.
Glandore - DP 1324; CT 439/81; GR 3/1207; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland. It was
advertised in the Register of 25 October 1882; Register Street Guide, 1929.
Glanville - DP 147; CT 64/71; HB 27/20. Unsold allotments are advertised in the Register of 6 December
1872. Later subdivisions are advertised in the Register of 21 February 1878 & 25 August 1881, the latter
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being described as ‘Glanville Football Ground for sale in allotments’; Register, 6 February 1872, 12 June
1884.
Glass Well and Hut - LI; GR 2/575; Chronicle, 18 November 1916.
Glebe - DP 2017; CT 902/74; Register, 18 March 1912.
Gleeville - HB 7/40, 13/46, 13/88; LI; Register, 22 May 1841.
Glenalta - DP 7048; CT 3005/131.
Glenbank - DP 3841; CTs 1562/113-4.
Glenburn - ED; Register, 3 January 1870, 18 December 1866.
Glenburnie - DP 2653; CT 1206/98; Advertiser, 21 February 1920. Information on the school is in the
Observer, 3 February 1872, 9 & 23 November 1872.
Glencoe - DP 1582; CT 658/114; Register, 20 & 27 May 1851, 10 January 1893.
Glencoe West - DP 4464; CTs 1134/146, 2075/132; Register, 22 November 1911.
Glendambo - LI.
Glendore - GRO 9/1860; A 9991; Register, 9 May 1863; PP 24/1874.
Glendower - Chronicle, 26 May 1866.
Gleneagles - HB 27/31; LI; DP 3285; CT 1381/102; Advertiser, 26 July 1924; Register, 2 April 1925.
Glenelg - HB 1/1, 2/4, 27/13; RN 50; T pp. 82, 136; Register, 12 April 1877; G.H. Manning, A Colonial
Experience.
Glenelg, River - RN 156; Chronicle, 5 April 1879; Advertiser, 28 December 1937 - For a summary of the
dispute see Mortlock Library research note no. 156.
Glen Ewin - Advertiser, 20 February 1912; Register, 29 March 1867, 13 November 1876.
Glengowan Estate - Advertiser, 18 October 1920.
Glengowrie - DP 3934; CT 1674/72
Glengrove. - DP 148; CT 72/74; Register, 28 April 1862.
Glen Iris Estate - Advertiser, 16 August 1919.
Glen Lossie - DP 3627; CT 1471/7; Register, 11 February 1905.
Glenloth - EB p. 62; LI; Register, 1 November 1904, 17 February 1905.
Glen Osmond - A 10111, A 26226, A 29447; GRO 216/1857, GRO 261/1857; Observer, 29 June 1844, 10
August 1844; his obituary is in the Register, 24 September 1866.
Glen Roy, Hundred of - HB 7/27; Observer, 15 February 1879.
Glenside - Express & Telegraph, 12 May 1877; GG, 20 February 1941; DP 15/1941.
Glen Taggart - Register, 7 & 11 November 1893.
Glenthorne Estate - DP 2064; CT 945/81. Mr Norman Brookman’s stud farm is described in the Register,
25 November 1907. A historical background of the property appears on 23 March 1910.
Glenunga - DP 2113; CT 968/186; Register, 31 May 1856; the 1882 subdivision was laid out as ‘Knoxville’.
A photograph of ‘Old Glenunga House’, built by D. Ferguson in 1847, appears in the Register, 1 May 1919;
Register, 17 April 1919.
Glen View - DP 2256; CT 938/159.
Glory Crossing - Chronicle, 7 July 1932.
Glossop - HB 4/1.
Gloucester - A 4296; MB 36/373; GEB 34/12; Register, 6 November 1850. A later sale of lots was
conducted at the Devonshire Hotel - see Register, 28 May 1857; Observer, 12 May 1877.
Glue Pot - HB 9/10. It is described in the Register, 28 November 1846.
Gluyas - NCM, 13 August 1926; T p. 8.
Glyde, Hundred of - HB 5/55; Loy Rep, p. 117; Observer, 21 October 1871.
Glynde - A 12574; GRO 121/1854, 233/1856; Register, 16 July 1866; A Legal Heritage, 150 years of
Practice in Law.
Glynn, Hundred of - The Mail, 1 March 1913.
Gnadenfrei - HB 5/8; T p. 168; GG, 16 July 1918; LI.
Gnalta Hamlet - Advertiser, 5 March 1921.
Gnurlung, Point - LI.
Godfrey Creek - RGS 26/93.
Goldfields - PP 18/1870-71.
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Gold Diggers Village - A 17162; GR 4/1490.
Golden Gate - Chronicle, 2 February 1907.
Golden Grove - HB 10/84; T p. 137; LI; GR 3/1367; Observer, 30 March 1850.
Golflands - DP 2938; CT 1233/69; Advertiser, 26 August 1922; Register, 3 July 1920; G.H. Manning,
Glenelg, A Social History - 1836-1936.
Gomersal - HB 35/18; LI.
Goode, Hundred of - ADB 4; Observer, 3 June 1911.
Goodiar Creek - PP 5/1861, 169/1861; T p. 136.
Goodwood - MB 8/12; A 6344, A14712; GRO 275/1857, 265/1865; A 3793; Register, 21 August 1841. See
RN 183 for information on Messrs Borrow & Goodiar; Register, 4 January 1913, 27 January 1853, 27 March
1841.
Goold, River - The New British Province of South Australia (1834).
Goolwa - HB 3/48, 5/4, 5/29; RN 6; Chronicle, 27 April 1933. ‘North Goolwa’ and ‘Upper Goolwa’ are
advertised in the Register of 6 February & 3 March 1854; Advertiser, 2 August 1858; GRO 82/1858;
Register, 3 December 1904.
Gordon - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 61; Advertiser, 21 February 1881.
Gordon, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Gordon Lagoon - LI; see RN 30 for details of A.L. Gordon’s service in the SA Police Force.
Gosse, Hundred of - LI; PP 48/1874. An article written to commemorate the 50th anniversary of his death
is in the Advertiser, 15 August 1931.
Gould Creek - RN 239; an obituary is in the Register, 2 March 1870.
Government Dam - Register, 15 May 1877.
Government Gums - Chronicle, 21 October 1876.
Government Well - Advertiser, 29 November 1870.
Goyder - Loy Rep, p. 118; HB 2/58, 4/32, 12/39; Observer, 10 December 1864; see The Mail, 2 April 1927
for an article on ‘Goyder’s Line’ and an essay in Views from the Hills by Tom Dyster.
Grace, Hundred of - HB 8/16; Register, 23 September 1867.
Graeber - Register, 13 February 1913.
Graetz Creek - MB 98/149, 152/349.
Graham - GRO 60/1875; his obituary is in the Register, 5 January 1877.
Grand Junction - Register, 6 September 1851; PP 18/1861; historical information on the school is in the
Advertiser, 28 June 1870.
Grainger, Mount - Register, 16 October 1895, 29 May 1900.
Grange - DPs 1188, 712; HB 2/62, 13/97A, 27/16; RN 161, 162; Register, 24 June 1878. Cockburn errs
when he states the date of construction of Sturt’s cottage as 1842. ‘Grangeville’ was advertised in the
Register of 4 April 1882; see Register, 3 April 1883 for background information on education in the
district; Advertiser, 12 March 1898; Observer, 23 February 1901; Register, 13 April 1882. G.H. Manning,
The Grange Golf Club; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Granite Island - John Arrowsmith’s plan of 15 February 1832 shows the feature which predates Sturt’s
plan as mentioned by Cockburn. Information on the construction of the breakwater in 1882 is reported
Register, 24 January 1910.
Grant Gully - Chronicle, 27 July 1933; LI.
Grant Hill - Information on the school is in the Observer, 4 July 1885.
Granville, County of - LI; Enc. B (1911), Vol xii, p. 362. An obituary is in the Register, 2 April 1891.
Grassmere - DP 1569; CT 648/120; NCM, 14 May 1926; Register, 17 April 1899; Advertiser, 8 September
1923.
Grassy Flat - Register, 4 February 1868, 12 March 1870; MB 29/313, 85/398.
Graveyard Cave - Neville Collins, The Nullarbor Plain – A History.
Graymore - DP 3568; CT 1452/63; LI. An obituary and other information is in the Register, 7 & 19
September 1896.
Graytown - DP 1564; CT 609/165.
Greenacres - DP 2545; CT 1129/124. A history of section 488 (Greenacres Estate) is in the Register, 10
April 1919.
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Greenbush - DP 887; CT 358/167; Chronicle, 17 November 1932.
Green Gap - GG, 16 March 1876, p. 469.
Greenhill - DP 4802; CT 2362/39.
Greenly Island - Register, 11 April 1913.
Greenock - A 19938; RN 519; CSO 317/1847; Register, 11 November 1884.
Green Patch - Register, 21 April 1883 (supp.).
Greens Plains - LR. In his Nomenclature of South Australia (1908) at page 53 Cockburn says - ‘Called after
John Green who held the locality as a sheep run in the forties’, with which we concur. He gives no
explanation for his change of heart as published by his son in What’s in a Name in 1984; Observer, 12
February 1910; Register, 22 February 1911; PP 24/1874.
Greenwich - GEB 18/45 (plan of the subdivision).
Greenwith - LI; Observer, 5 December 1863.
Gregory, Hundred of - HB 4/41; Advertiser, 26 November 1858; An editorial on the explorations of A.C.
Gregory is in the Register, 16 July 1858.
Grey - CT 739/169; A 22190; HB 4/26, 5/14; T p. 137; LI; Loy Rep, p. 15; Register, 13 September 1882, 25
July 1876.
Grindal Island - Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Grindell Hut - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; Dorothy Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges
Dreaming.
Grosvenor Park - DP 3143; CTs 1337/106-7; Advertiser, 19 April 1924.
Grotegut - Advertiser, 11 January 1865.
Grove Hill - Register, 22 March 1856; an essay by P. Sumerling in The Lasting Hills.
Grunberg - A 12633, A 13284, A 17753; LI; ED; Register, 28 October 1872.
Grundy, Hundred of - Loy Not., p. 145.
Grunthal - DP 437; CT 236/34; Register, 26 July 1881.
Guichen Bay - Register, 3 July 1860; Cockburn errs when he names Baudin as the nomenclator.
Guildford Park - DP 1955; CT 894/19.
Guilford - DP 2078; CT 923/91.
Gulf View - DPs 3198, 3481; CT 1357/103; DP 468; CT 225/242.
Gulnare - DP 358; CTs 189/85-6; HB 4/11, 14/34; T p. 137; Observer, 6 June 1874; PP 24/1874; Rodney
Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Gum Creek - DP 2049; CT 943/23; Register, 6 October 1871; Chronicle, 11 July 1874.
Gumbowie - Register, 23 September 1913.
Gumeracha - DP 57; CT 25/58; T p. 136; Register, 26 March 1853; Observer, 29 March 1856; information
on the school is in the Observer, 29 July 1876; The Mail, 14 May 1921; Observer, 21 May 1853.
Gum Gully - Observer, 3 October 1885.
Gumville - ED.
Gundry Hill Lookout - LI; Chronicle, 27 September 1924.
Gunson, Mount - Register, 30 June 1905.
Gurrai - NCM, 12 October 1928.
Guthrie, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Gwendale Estate - Advertiser, 15 April 1922.
Gwennap Vale - Observer, 2 March 1867; MB 280/68.
Gypsum Mound - Register, 27 August 1858.
Habel Landing - Register, 7 February 1907.
Hack Bridge - Loy Rep, p. 121; Register, 9 July 1850, Observer, 26 April 1884.
Hackham - A 5158; GRO 284/1856; T p. 8; GR 1/249; The Early Days of Morphett Vale (1932 pamphlet);
Register, 14 January 1856. Edward Castle purchased section 25 from William Tyler on 23 November 1850
(MB 30/310) and not from James Kingdon as recorded by Cockburn. MB 13/365 records a land transaction
by Mr Castle in January 1849 when he was described as ‘of Hackham’. Cockburn’s version would appear to
be hearsay as evidenced by his Nomenclature of South Australia (1908), p. 64; The Mail, 20 July 1929.
Hacklin Corner - CT 169/154.
Hackney - Register, 18 July 1884.
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Haggart Island - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Haggerstone - Register, 3 June 1926.
Hague, Hundred of - His obituary is in the Observer, 19 August 1916.
Hahndorf - A 8042; GRO 287/1857; T p. 138; RN 116; details of a private school is in the Register, 30
December 1859; Chronicle, 21 September 1933; Register, 18 September 1914; Advertiser, 5 December
1914. For interested readers, a concise history of the town appears in the Chronicle of 21 September
1933.
Hailes Valley - Register, 11 February 1858.
Haines, Hundred of - Observer, 14 June 1902; Chronicle, 26 April 1884.
Halbury - Register, 24 December 1885. Information on the township and its rivalry with Hoyleton is in the
Register, 20 October 1884.
Hall - T pp. 138,140; LR; Loy Not, p. 236. Apparently, the fact that there were two ‘George Hall’s’ active in
public affairs in early South Australia escaped the notice of Rodney Cockburn. See Douglas Pike, Paradise
of Dissent (1967), pp. 236, 429, et al. In respect of GR Vol 2, p. 646 - the entry under ‘George Hall’ appears
to be a conglomerate of both men; Register, 21 March 1923.
Hallett - T p. , 140; LI; LR; Register, 7 January 1889, 5 February 1877.
Hall, Hundred of - (See notes under ‘Hall’.)
Halliday Dam - Register, 8 January 1877.
Halligan Bay - Advertiser, 17 February 1922.
Halton Gardens - DP 2456; CT 1092/97; GR 4/1679; Advertiser, 27 November 1920. Cockburn’s statement
that it was originally Halton Brook is incorrect; in fact it was the name of Mr Waterhouse’s home. The
Register, 17 February 1855 shows a house called ‘Halton Brook’ being in possession of Charles Fenn;
Register, 10 & 12 October 1885.
Hamilton - A 4995; Register, 4 April 1840, & 3 March 1856; GRO 586/1855; A 11017; GEB 26/47; PP
151/1858; GRO 174, 175, 176/1855; A 8898; MB 93/154; HB 7/26; T p. ; LR; E.M. Yelland, Colonists,
Copper and Corn, p. 117; Register, 5 June 1866, 7 May 1857, 4 June 1858. Sale of lots in the ‘Adelaide’
subdivision appears in the Register, 28 July 1854 7 & July 1856.
Hamilton, Lake - Observer, 6 February 1875.
Hamley - DP 596; CT 262/81. A later sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 7 December 1881;
Advertiser, 6 & 19 September 1877.
Hamley Bridge - DP 270; CT 122/73; LI. See Observer, 1 August 1868 for details of the foundation and the
opening of the line across the bridge; Observer, 13 July 1878.
Hamlin Gully - LI; Mortlock Library pamphlet, ref. no. Z622.342. The ‘Township of Hamlin’ is advertised in
the Register, 11 December 1874.
Hammersmith - DP 1517; CT 588/31; GR 2/918; A 28509 contains Hudd’s statutory declaration.
Hammond - The town was first offered for sale at the Land Office-see GG, 6 November 1879. Cockburn’s
statement of the sale being on 18 January 1884 is misleading - apparently, he was referring to the
‘private’ subdivision of ‘Hammond’ advertised in the Register on 4 January 1884.
Hampden Grange - DP 1787; CT 642/27.
Hamp Hill - Register, 11 April 1904.
Hampstead - DP 129; CT 1205/91; Register, 11 June 1866.
Hampstead Gardens - DP 3045; CT 1303/106.
Hampstead Heath - MB 17/118, 98/32. The plan is in A 17435 - the size of lots do not agree with those as
advertised. Adelaide Times, 12 June 1850; Register 30 May 1854 (supp.). A later sale of lots is advertised in
the Register of 18 October 1865.
Hampton - A 17058; GRO 293/1857; MB 163/226; GR 3/1305.
Hanging Rock - G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Handyside, Hundred of -Observer, 28 May 1904. Biographical information is in the Observer, 12 July 1890.
Hannahville - DP 359; CT 189/166; GR 2/565. Unsold allotments are advertised in the Register of 2
January 1882.
Hannigan Gap - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges (1983), p. 63.
Hansborough - Register, 27 July 1928.
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Hanson - HB 7/34; LI; PP 25/1858, 65/1861; Observer, 4 March 1876. It is not ‘curiously mixed up on
different plans’ as suggested by Cockburn.
Happy Valley - DP 6452; CT 2683/46; Observer, 14 October 1843, 4 March 1871; Observer 3 November
1923.
Harben Vale - Loose leaf indices of place names held by the Department of Lands.
Harbor Park - DP 3246; CT 1367/195.
Harbor View - DP 2885; CT 1227/122.
Harcourt Gardens - DP 2860; CT 1221/36; Advertiser, 3 October 1921. The Register of 17 October 1881
carries an advertisement for a subdivision of ‘Harcourt’ comprising 45 allotments on section 89 but it did
not go to sale because CTs 124/148, 465/167 & 1191/66 show that there was no subdivision of the land
until 1922 (‘Harcourt Gardens’).
Hardwicke - DP 544; CT 243/38.
Hardwicke Bay - DP 711; CT 162/130; LI. A later sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 4 October 1882.
Hardy, Cape - The events of Arthur Hardy’s life are recorded in the Observer, 17 July 1909.
Hardytown - CT 62/186.
Hardyville - DP 2414; CTs 1068/192-4.
Harlestone - LI; NCM, 9 December 1937.
Harriett, River - DP 7018/9; CT 2052/92; T p. 95. Cockburn is, possibly, in error when he says that Miss
Douglas’ husband was the Governor’s secretary. GR 1/367 shows his son, Dominick Gore Daly, as his
secretary
Harriott Hill - GG, 8 August 1844; Register, 22 April 1843.
Harris - DP 854; CT 247/150.
Harris, Lake - HB 16/6; T p. 139; Advertiser, 18 February 1921.
Harris Range - PP 34/1877.
Harrogate - A 4568; GRO 297/1858; Register, 17 June 1910; PP 26/1875.
Harrow - DP; CTs 69/46, 70/240; A 17345; LI; GR 3/1131; Register, 30 January 1847. In respect of the
Wongyarra ‘Harrow’ Cockburn’s derivation would appear to be a considered guess.
Harrrow Hill - DP 53; CT 18/7; A 1707.
Harrowville - DP 1023; CTs 284/211-212, 290/90.
Harry, Lake - LI; GR 1/393. A proposed date palm plantation is reported in the Register, 12 February 1895;
the lake is described on 24 April 1897.
Harry, Point - LI.
Hart - RN 51; T pp. 138, 140; HB 4/51, 23/19; PP 25/1858, 134/1858; Register, 9 December 1864; CT
97/.15, 168/183; Beryl Neumann, Salt Winds Across Barley Plains, p. 6; Hart Island is described in the
Register, 16 August 1887; Register, 12 June 1847; Observer, 2 June 1877.
Hartley - DP 904; CT 302/160; A 3694 shows section 1801 was brought under the Real Property Act by
Henry Cross. See Rob Linn, The Discovery and Settlement of the Fleurieu Peninsula & the Angas, Bremer
Region, 1802-1861. The ‘Brighton’ subdivision is advertised in the Register of 14 November 1879;
Register, 26 May 1858. It and the surrounding district are described in the Register, 22 June 1892; see
Observer, 5 October 1889 for information on a proposed school; Register, 24 May 1928.
Harvey Creek - MB 81/495; Jean V. Moyle, The Wakefield - Its Water and Its Wealth.
Harvey, Mount - Observer, 1 July 1899.
Harveys Return - T p. 140.
Harveyton - DP 1545; CTs 620/158-164. Information on Lt-Colonel Lovely’s army career is in the Register,
13 November 1885.
Haselgrove, Point - LI; GG, 1 September 1983.
Haslam - LI; GR 2/693; The Streaky Bay, p. 209; Register, 9 May 1898, Observer, 27 June 1891.
Hastings - DP 541; CTs 83/32, 439/193. The ‘Hove’ subdivision was advertised in the Register, 18
November 1878.
Hastwell - DP 1501; CT 308/187.
Hatherleigh - HB 12/25; Observer, 25 July 1914; GG, 20 November 1879. See SRO - GRG 35/1 in the State
Records Office; International Genealogical Index - Devon.
Hatherley - DP 2096; CT 966/103.
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Hawarden Estate - Advertiser, 28 February 1920.
Hawdon – Register, 7 April 1838; Cockburn’s ‘John Menge’ should read Johannes Menge.
Hawker - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, pp. 58-9. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town; Observer, 31 October 1896.
Hawker Creek - LI; PP 169/1861; Lands Dept. map no. 8-003.
Hawker, Hundred of - Register, 13 November 1906.
Hawkes Creek - A 15986
Hawkeston - DP 1160; CT 398/182; Loy Rep, p. 132.
Hawklea - DP 4161; CT 1918/49.
Hawkshaw - D.A. Cumming & G. Moxham, They Built South Australia, p. 112; DNB (supp), Vol 2 (1901) p.
402; Allen Andrews, Wonders of Victorian Engineering; Register, 2 November 1875.
Hawson Range - LI; Southern Australian, 23 October 1840; Observer, 3 June 1911.
Hawthorn - DP 926; CTs 303/74-75; Register 1 September 1880 & 9 May 1884; Observer, 20 January 1883.
Hawthorndene - DP 3385; CT 1404/169.; Advertiser, 19 September 1925 & 12 November 1927, Register, 3
June 1922, Advertiser, 14 November 1936.
Hay - DP 1024; CT 358/11; HB 5/47; LR. Hayborough is advertised in the Register of 11 November 1880;
Advertiser, 20 September 1924; Observer, 26 August 1871.
Haycock, Point - Alas, for the Pelicans (Wakefield Press, 2002), p. 163; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South
Australia.
Hay Flat - Register, 15 December 1916.
Hay Range - Taken from an essay written for the Mount Lofty Ranges Historical Society by G.H. Manning
titled There’s Gold in ‘Them Thar Hills’ - Prospecting in the 19th Century in The Lasting Hills.
Hay Valley - PP 18/1861.
Hayhurst - DP 473; CT 224/62; LI. See Register, 11 February 1876.
Hayward - LR; majority of text by courtesy of Mr Hans Mincham; Observer 22 March 1913; Robert Foster,
Rick Hosking and Amanda Nettlebeck, Fatal Collisions, The South Australian frontier and the violence of
memory; Adelaide Times, 24 May 1851.
Hayward Park - Advertiser, 25 September 1876.
Hay Valley - Chronicle, 23 March 1933; RN 58; Observer, 12 November 1859.
Haywood Park - Register, 19 July 1873; Chronicle, 11 July 1908.
Hazelwood Park - DP 2359; CT 1042/158.
Head Range - LI; biographical information is to be found in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of SA, Vol.
62, p. 4; Register, 16 January 1897.
Heatherdale - Advertiser, 29 March 1919.
Heathfield - DP 3470; CT 1425/53; ED; Advertiser, 5 May 1955. Cockburn’s nomenclature appears to be
conjecture.
Heathpool - DP 1027; CT 326/136; GR 3/1336. Cockburn’s statement that in 1840 ‘the village boasted a
well…’ is not supported by GRO records. Section 290, Hundred of Adelaide was purchased by George Reid
in September 1859. (MB 158/314). It was still unsubdivided in July 1862. (MB 184/220); Observer, 21 April
1923.
Hebron - DP 1777; CTs 827/21-2.
Hector Island - LI.
Hector Pass - LI.
Hectorville - A 10997; GRO 197/1857; Observer, 7 June 1856. MB 142/330 refutes Cockburn’s claim that
Coglin was agent for ‘a gentleman in England.’ Also see Register, 12 July 1858; Observer, 9 November
1872.
Hedley Park - DP 1989; CT 912/99; MB 199/265, 216/223, 295/90; the estate of the late John Frew is
discussed in the Register of 9 May 1899 -‘Hedley Park’ is mentioned and that part section 425 of 60 acres
was to be offered in 4 lots. Hedleyville may have been an unofficial name applied to a subdivision of
section 1102, Hundred of Blanche, by Alexander Mitchell in 1864. (See DP 65 & CT 17/91 and source notes
under ‘Gambier, Mount’); Observer, 7 August 1875. The Lands Department has no record of a subdivision
of Hedleyville and the land dealings of Helen Mitchell as recorded in the General Registry Office do not
support Rodney Cockburn’s contention.
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Heggaton, Hundred of - Advertiser, 16 December 1948, 25 June 1914.
Heidelberg - DP 1147; CT 381/183; Register, 13 November 1865. See Register, 5 January 1882 & 16 June
1882.
Helen, Mount - LR; GR 2/604; Louise Neal, An Earl’s Son; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges,
pp. 58-63.
Helenslea - DP 1029; CT 330/41; GR 4/1433.
Helling Well - Register, 8 December 1899.
Helmsdale - DP 1875; CT 1206/177; Register, 2 March 1911.
Helston - A 16865; GEB 8/135; LI; DP 366; CT 186/5.
Hemington – DP 346; CT 165/105; GR 2/716; Loy Not, p. 134.
Hemming, Mount - Observer, 7 June 1902.
Henderson Creek - RGS 26/100,122.
Hendon - DP 2791; CT 1198/155; Advertiser, 29 January 1921.
Hendreton - DP 209; CT 47/201; HB 5/33.
Henley Beach - DP 553; CT 180/95; Bailliere’s SA Gazetteer (1866), p. 100; Register, 27 January 1860;
Register, 9 May 1874. CT 11/200 & A 1124 disprove Cockburn’s proposition in respect of the initial history
surrounding the subdivision; Observer, 27 October 1877; Advertiser, 16 December 1921; Neville Collins,
The Jetties of South Australia.
Henley Park - DP 1357; CT 409/237; Register, 23 February 1884; Register, 22 August 1885, 2 September
1885.
Henry, Port - Register, 15 April 1850.
Hensley Flat - Register, 27 February 1893; Observer, 18 September 1875; MB 283/ 95 refers to him
holding lease no. 218A in the South-East, while MB 284/132 alludes to him leasing ‘Avenue Range
Station’.
Herbert - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 44
Herbert, Mount - Advertiser, 11 April 1881.
Hermitage - A 29371; LI; ED; GRO 218/1859. ‘Hermitage Estate’ is described in the Register, 8 July 1854;
Observer, 5 June 1930.
Hermit Range - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges, p. 42; PP 151/1858; Register, 23 January
1860.
Herrgott Springs - T. p. 140; HB 9/25; Observer, 28 April 1888.
Heywood Park - Advertiser, 20 March 1920.
Higgins Landing - RGS 21/90; Observer, 13 November 1909; Neville Collins, The Nullabor Plain - A History.
Highbury - DP 1225; CT 50/30; Register, 14 May 1851; the ‘Prospect’ subdivision was advertised at a later
date on 11 October 1883 in the Register. Details of the 1851 subdivision are to be found in A 4789 & MB
34/76; Express & Telegraph, 30 October 1872.
Highercombe Estate - DP 2270; CT 1093/5. A later subdivision is advertised in the Advertiser, 8 July 1922.
A history of ‘Highercombe Estate’ is in the Register, 6 April 1871.
Highgate - DP 1111; CT 371/75; Register, 25 August 1881; Register, 21 July 1923.
Hiles Lagoon - LI; Register, 4 February 1889.
Hillbank - DP 7091; CT 3024/120; Geographical Names Board Minutes, 1 June 1987, 7 September 1987.
Hillcrest - DP 4769; CT 2325/75.
Hill, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Hill, River - For the naming of the river by E.J. Eyre see Edward Eyre’s Autobiographical Narrative, 18321839, Caliban Books, Great Britain, 1984, p. 205; T; Observer, 16 November 1918.
Hillside - DP 1017; CT 324/7; NCM, 12 December 1929.
Hillsley - Rob Linn, The Discovery and Settlement of the Fleurieu and the Angas/Bremer Region 1802-1861,
which appears in the Journal of the SA Historical Society.
Hilltown - HB 8/22A.
Hill View Park - DP 1100; CT 374/16.
Hill View Slopes - DP 3006; CT 1279/121.
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Hilton - MB 16/339; GRO 386/1856; DP 1944. A16274 does not support Cockburn’s contention that the
proper name is ‘Hillton’. ‘Hiltonia’ is advertised in the Register, 5 October 1912 & Advertiser, 27
September 1919; Observer, 6 November 1852; Register, 8 & 21 July 1862.
Hincks, Hundred of - GG, 28 August 1941, 5 December 1957, 9 November 1967; Advertiser, 1 January
1960. For details of early pastoralists in the Hundred see HB 18/27.
Hindmarsh - HB 5/14, 9/8; T p. 140; ED. See SA Gazette & Colonial Register of 16 June 1838 for a report on
its foundation. Cockburn claims it was ‘the first town laid out in SA’, which is correct, but on p. 217 of
What’s in a Name the same claim is made under ‘Thebarton’. SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 27 July 1838;
Register, 6 &7 April 1868.
Hindmarsh Island - Observer, 20 November 1856, 3 December 1859.
Hindmarsh, River - Register, 6, 13 and 17 January 1919.
Hinton - DP 2546; CT 1130/75.
Hoad Hill - LI.
Hoadville - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232.A132.
Hobbs Estate - Advertiser, 5 May 1923.
Hodgkinson, Lake - LI; Loy Rep, p. 134.
Hoffnungstahl - E.C.V. McKenzie, Hoffnungstahl, 1847-1972; CT 35/70.
Hogarth, Mount - Observer, 9 September 1893; Register, 12 February 1863.
Hog Bay - ED; LI; LR. A meeting of residents interested in the establishment of a public school is reported
in the Register, 11 January 1865; Report of the Central Board of Education for 1869; Register, 17 April
1855; J.W. Bull, Early Experiences in South Australia.
Holden Gardens - DP 3165; CT 1349/13; Advertiser, 12 April 1924; Register, 1 February 1926.
Holden Hill - DP 4795; MB 166/318; Advertiser, 29 March 1979. Apparently, Robert Halden fell upon hard
times for a notice in respect of his insolvency appears in the Register, 10 November 1862, page 4b. An
obituary of Mrs Robert Halden is in the Register, 5 November 1896.
Holder - HB 4/24; ADB 9; Register, 17 July 1895.
Holloway - LI; MB 217/150; A.N. Day, SA Railways Nomenclature (1915).
Hollywood - The Australian Homes and Gardens of September 1929; an article entitled ‘Hollywood in
Adelaide’ is in the Advertiser, 5 October 1929.
Holmes Creek - It is described in the Register, 4 August 1859.
Holmesdale - DP 1041 & CT 173/40 disprove Cockburn’s version of events. See Register, 16 May 1881.
Information on, and a history of, the vineyards are in the Advertiser, 2 April 1862. Information on a private
school is in the Advertiser, 20 December 1905.
Holowilena - Register, 31 July 1924; Pastoral Lease Diagram Vol. 2, p.2.
Holyrood - DP 661; CT 207/209; HB 4/11.
Homburg, Hundred of - ADB 9; Chronicle, 12 August 1893.
Homburg, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Home Park - HB 7/39; GRO 124/1855; Register, 5 February 1857.
Honeyton - A 21334; MB 107/3, 130/236, 141/30; GRO 261/1858. These documents do not support
Cockburn’s contention that Richard Honey held an interest in the land; PP 24/1874.
Honiton - HB 18/29; Advertiser, 26 February 1886.
Hookina - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges (1983), pp. 102,167,170; Chronicle, 31
December 1881.
Hooper, Hundred of - HB 4/9, 11/3; ADB 9; Register, 10 October 1911.
Hope - DP 852; CTs 323/162-3; GR 2/614.
Hope Forest - HB 23/35; LI; The Mail, 23 July 1932.
Hope, Lake - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges (1983), p. 43; Register, 2 March 1860.
Hope, Mount - T p. 144; LR; Advertiser, 22 May 1912; Chronicle, 4 August 1906, Register, 9 June 1893.
Hopeless, Mount - Register, 16 April 1861.
Hopetoun - LI. For comment on the change of the town’s name to ‘Innamincka’ see Register, 29 February
1892.
Hope Town - MB 86/120; Observer, 11 September 1897..
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Hope Valley - DP 2372; CT 1034/141; HB 35/2; T p.139; Adelaide Times, 21 September 1850; Register, 12
October 1897; Observer, 10 November 1849, Register, 3 January 1851; Register, 25 May 1866.
Horatios Nob - Observer, 5 April 1924.
Horncastle - DP 2907; CT 1236/30; Register, 6 April 1921, Advertiser, 29 March 1922.
Horndale - ‘The Horndale Distillery’ is in the Chronicle, 13 & 20 April 1907.
Horn, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Horn, Lake - Port Lincoln Govt. Resident’s letter book, 1 July 1849, held in the Mortlock Library.
Hornsdale - RN 339; ED; Register, 21 November 1882.
Hornsey Park - DP 2866; CT 1222/116.
Horrocks Pass - T p. 139. It is described in the Register, 21 February 1878.
Horsham - MB 2/402, 16/291; A 13023; CTs 184/73, 636/114; Register, 7 November 1849. G. Hogg,
Market Towns of England.
Horsnell Gully - T p. 138; Register, 17 June 1893.
Houghton - A 518; GRO 184/1854; MB 3/447; HB 35/3; RN 328. Cockburn’s version would appear to be
apocryphal. Information on the first school erected in the 1840s is in the Register, 24 November 1875. The
Register, 16 November 1855 has a report of a public meeting in respect of enlarging the school house; see
Observer, 16 February 1878 for an account of the laying of the foundation stone. Essay by P. Sumerling in
The Lasting Hills.
Hove - DP 4131; CT 1893/7; T p. 8.
Howard Rock - His obituary is in the Register, 11 October 1892.
Howe - HB 18/28; ADB 9.
Howellton - DP 1492; CT 552/189.
Howitt, Lake - T p. 140; LI; Mary Howitt Walker, Come Wind and Weather; personal reminiscences of A.W.
Howitt written in 1909 (copy in Mortlock Library).
Hoyleton - DP 267; CT 102/155; HB 16/26; Register, 11 September 1871. Cockburn’s statement that ‘Mr
Hoyle… held that part of the country in the early fifties’ is not supported by LR and GRO records; GRG
24/6 - 1960/1849; Register, 13 January 1851, 1 September 1866, Observer, 5 June 1869, 22 November
1873; PP 24/1874.
Hudd, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Hughes, Port - Chronicle, 16 September 1865.
Hulkes Hills - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges (1983), p. 38. Information on the
exploration of Messrs Oakden and Hulkes is to be found in the Register, 15 September 1851 & 23 March
1858.
Hull - DP 615; CT 265/122.
Humbug Reach - Observer, 30 September 1893.
Humbug Scrub - RGS 3/63; The Mail, 23 July 1927, Register, 12 July 1881; Observer, 27 March 1875;
Register, 28 April 1876; PP 26/1875.
Humbug Town - DP 570; CT 233/124.
Hummock Hill - Register, 28 May 1906.
Hummock Mount - GG, 4 November 1847.
Hungry Hill - LI; Murray Valley Standard, 10, 24, 31 July 1959.
Hungry Swamp - Register, 9 & 15 November 1887.
Hurd Hill and Lake - HB 5/15; LR; Observer, 5 June 1869.
Hurtle Vale - MB 62/147; T p. 140; Chronicle, 17 September 1864.
Hutchison, Hundred of - HB 10/53.
Hutchinson Town - MB 256/148.
Hutley Estate - DP 2371; CT 1040/191.
Hutton Lagoon - Register, 25 May 1889.
Hutton, Mount - RN 292.
Hutton Vale - MB 136/335; Register, 28 August 1875; Reg S. Munchenberg, Valleys of Smithys, Schools
and Spires.
Hyde Park - DP 247; CT 83/61; DP 605; CT 261/244. DP 247 of November 1867 suggests that Samuel Chiles
named Westall Street; other streets on this plan are Esmond St. and Jones Road (now Park St.). Chiles was
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born in Essex in 1825 and therefore could have had some association with Hyde Park in London. Cockburn
attributes the name to John Hyde - MB 2/311 shows him purchasing land in the Willunga district on 9
September 1840 and, in view of the facts presented in respect of the subdivision of the suburb his
derivation, is suspect as to its authenticity. The ‘Albert Park’ subdivision is evidenced by CTs 185/107 &
390/76; Advertiser, 1 March 1895.
Hynam - Register, 16 February 1886, 18 March 1876.
Ilfracombe - MB 230/67/, 201/181/, 193/335/; Observer, 15 January 1870, 26 August 1871.
Illusion Plains - PP 52/1858; LI; T p. 141.
Illinawortina Creek - An interview with a former lessee of the run, Mr J.B. Jones, is in the Advertiser, 10
July 1899.
Ingle Farm - Chronicle, 1 September 1923.
Inglewood - MB 128/ 34. A suggestion as to its nomenclature, similar to that espoused by Rodney
Cockburn, is in the Advertiser, 20 February 1912; Observer, 28 January 1865.
Inglis, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Inkerman, Hundred of - HB 5/16; Register, 14 January 1904, Observer, 14 May 1892.
Inkster, Hundred of - HB 18/35; Register, 1 April 1907.
Inman, River - Loy Rep, p. 142; Register, 17 July 1862.
Inman Valley - Observer, 23 September 1854; Register, 23 December 1863.
Innamincka - HB 9/17; LR; Observer, 21 January 1888; Advertiser, 27 November 1891; Rodney Cockburn,
Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Inneston - LI; Advertiser, 26 October 1927.
Inverbrackie - GG, 28 July 1853, p. 494; Chronicle, 5 October 1933; RN 448; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper
and Corn, p. 51. Its nomenclature is referred to in the Register, 7 November 1928. Reference to its school
is in GG, 28 July 1853; South Australian, 23 January 1849; Observer, 2 August 1856.
Inverness - K.L. DeGaris, Cameron Country; Penola Historical Selections, Vol VI; SRO - GRG 4/83.
Irish Harp Road - LI.
Irish Town - Bailliere’s SA Gazetteer (1866); Express & Telegraph, 23 June 1884.
Ironbank - DP 8037; CT 3048/14.
Iron Baron - DP 3948; Register, 25 August 1900.
Iron Knob - HB 8/10; EB pp. 47, 93; LR. ‘The Great Iron Mountain at Caroona’ [sic] is in the Observer, 4
June 1892.
Iron Mine - Register, 6 October 1871.
Isabella, Mount - LI; ED.
Island Beach - DP 5721; CT 2267/4.
Island View - DP 3600; CT 1464/62.
Islington - A 20950, A 26265; Register, 6 April 1839; South Australian, 15 June 1840, 4 September 1840;
Register, 16 & 18 November 1886; Advertiser, 8 July 1893.
Ive, Mount - PP 1857/8.
Ivy Cave - LI; NCM, 19 September 1947.
Jabuk - DP 1770; CT 825/177; NCM, 10 March 1941; Register, 3 September 1910.
Jacky White Swamp - Register, 21 January 1885.
Jacob Creek - LI.
Jacob, Mount - William and John Jacob were the pioneers of Paralana. Cockburn errs when he names
John Jacob, solely.
Jaenschton - DP 1729; CT 815/72.
Jaffa, Cape - DP 10459; CT 4053/376. Cockburn errs when he names Baudin as the nomenclator.
James, Hundred of - ADB 9.
James, Mount - Register, 8 November 1904.
James Well - Beryl Neumann, Salt Winds Across Barley Plains, p. 45.
James Winter, Mount - LI.
Jamestown - Observer, 25 October 1873; ‘A Trip from Hanson to Jamestown and Back’ is described in the
Advertiser, 18 July 1874; Observer, 22 March 1879.
Jamesville - Register, 5 January 1881.
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Jamieson, Hundred of - Observer, 19 October 1912; Advertiser, 16 October 1912.
Jarvis Creek - Observer, 25 April 1863.
Jean Park - DP 1484; CT 325/164.
Jeffcott, Mount - LI; Jean Schmaal, Tales of the Troopers.
Jeffries, Hundred of - Advertiser, 16 September 1963.
Jenkins, Hundred of - ADB 9. An obituary is in the Advertiser, 24 February 1923.
Jerrys Flat - ED; Register, 14 July 1908.
Jervis, Cape - DP 4816; CT 2290/159. Baudin named it Cap de La Secheresse and not ‘Cape Dupleix’ as
asserted by Cockburn. On Freycinet’s charts of Baudin’s voyage ‘Cape Dupleix’ is applied to what today is
known as ‘Porpoise Head’. (Baudin called it Port de La Misere - Misery Point). Chronicle, 31 December
1864; PP 96/1869-70; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Jervois - HB 10/38; RN 516; Advertiser, 11 September 1956, 16 November 1929.
Jessie, Hundred of - Border Watch, 18 August 1877.
Jibilla - NCM, 23 October 1944.
Johnburgh - RN 377; The names of the purchasers of town allotments are in the Observer, 9 August 1879;
Observer, 3 January 1885; Register, 9 February 1901.
Johnston - DP 1625; CT 681/144.
Jollytown - Information on it is in the Advertiser, 17 July 1937; Progress in Australia (magazine).
Jonah, Mount - Register, 12 October 1857.
Jones Island - His reminiscences are in the Register, 31 January 1914 and biographical details on 1 July
1914.
Jordan Park - Express & Telegraph, 26 March 1889.
Joslin - DPs 1593/4; CTs 668/99, 673/50; Advertiser, 24 July 1900 & 28 January 1921.
Joyce, Hundred of - G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Joyce Park - DP 1841; CT 861/62 - it shows the subdivision as ‘Audrey Park’.
Julia Creek - HB 7/26.
Julia, Port - Cyclopedia of South Australia, Vol 2, p. 681; Register, 2 May 1883, 29 September 1882.
Junction Gully - Yorke Peninsula Country Times, 29 October 1975.
Junction Road Estate - DP 3313; CT 1386/67; Advertiser, 2 May 1925.
Jupiter Creek - LI; Chronicle, 24 August 1933; Register, 14 December 1868; PP 45/1869-70, 159/1871,
159a/1871.
Jutland, Hundred of - HB 5/32.
Kadina - Chronicle, 18 August 1932; Advertiser, 12 September 1918.
Kadlunga -Register, 23 July 1853; May Vivienne, Sunny South Australia.
Kainton - CT 250/72 resolves the doubt as to its nomenclature as expressed by Cockburn; Register, 23
October 1903, 24 January 1923.
Kaladbro - Register, 15 December 1923.
Kalanbi - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Kalangadoo - RGS 21/125, Advertiser, 17 August 1904.
Kalawi Waterhole - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narangga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Kalbeeba - DP 6559; CT 2725/107.
Kaliwi - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narangga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Kalkabury - GG, 14 March 1872; PP 26/1875.
Kallioota Spring - Register, 2 May 1903.
Kalyan - NCM, 4 September 1933. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Kalyra - HB 14/78; Register, 5 May 1849, 20 June 1849 & 18 October 1906. Also see Watts Newland’s
letter to the Editor of the Register, 7 September 1906.
Kanappa - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition); Chronicle, 23 December 1865.
Kangarilla - HB 5/52; RN 435; LI;. Cockburn is in error when he says E.J. Eyre once owned the land. See
under ‘Eyre’ in text and notes. The name is spelt ‘Kungirilla’ in the South Australian 17 March 1843.
Kangarilla Historical Records; Observer, 4 October 1862, 9 August 1873.
Kangaroo Flat - Register, 23 January 1904; PP 26/1875.
Kangaroo Head - Register, 22 February 1905.
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Kangaroo Island - Cockburn is wrong when he says Baudin called it ‘L’Isle Decres’. G.H. Manning, A
Colonial Experience; Express & Telegraph, 20 January 1899; A Pioneer History of South Australia.
Kanmantoo - A 19860, A 24265; GRO 96/1859; Register 11 November 1849; South Australian, 27 July
1849; Register, 1 March 1879.
Kanni - LI; ED; The News, 14 September 1927.
Kantarli - NCM, 7 September 1942.
Kanyaka - T p. 144; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 130. In asserting that Mr Probin (it
should be ‘Probyn’) was present at the time of Hugh Proby’s drowning in the Willochra Creek is another
instance of the acceptance of hearsay by Cockburn. John Probyn’s diary is extant and the entry for 4
September 1852 reads in part: ‘How shall I tell it. This afternoon came the overwhelming news that Hugh,
my early and dearly loved friend, has been called away to another (I trust) better world…’ - see Louise
Neal, An Earl’s Son, p. 79; Register, 8 November 1900.
Kapinnie - LI.
Kapunda - Chronicle, 30 June 1932; G.J. Drew, Australia’s Earliest Mining Era; Kapunda’s Centenary
Celebrations (pamphlet, copy in Mortlock Library); The Mail, 14 May 1921; Register, 30 May 1860.
Karatta - Register, 19 January 1897.
Karcultaby - HB 5/26, 7/32; RN 122. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Karinya, Mount - NCM, 10 March 1941; Lands Dept. docket no. 6642/1940; Register, 26, 28 & 31 January,
28 February, 16 April, 8 & 9 May, 6 June, 1857.
Karkoo - The Names of South Australia Railways (1915).
Karkulto - Register, 27 October 1858. See H.Y.L. Brown, Record of the Mines of South Australia, 1908.
Karlowan - LI.
Karoom - NCM, 25 October 1927.
Karoonda - HB 4/9; LR. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town; Advertiser, 13 August
1931.
Karte - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Katarapko, Hundred of - LR. For a reference to ‘Craigie’s Creek’ see Register, 2 June 1883 and ‘Cragg’s
Creek’, Register, 14 May 1894.
Kawi-Padla - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Keejara - NCM, 3 June 1936.
Keilli - HB 9/6, 12/31, 22/7; Observer, 22 & 29 June 1878, 31 August 1878.
Keith - Chronicle, 4 March 1911.
Keiti - Advertiser, 30 May 1961.
Kekwick, Hundred of - An obituary is in the Observer, 19 October 1872.
Kellidie Bay - DP 5346; CT 2372/69.
Kelly Hill Caves - LI.
Kelly, Hundred of - Observer, 3 May 1890; Advertiser, 7 March 1910.
Kelmscott Estate - DP 1966; CT 520/143. ‘Kelmscott’ is advertised in the Register, 17 January 1912.
Kelynack - DP 1045; CT 304/182; GR 3/1243. Biographical details of Rev W. Kelynack are in the Register,
16 March 1877, 14 May 1881.
Kenilworth - DP 528; CT 236/110. The plan is dated February 1877 but the sale of the first allotment was
registered on 24 November 1876. See Register, 24 August 1876; The News, 10 August 1923.
Kenmare - Advertiser, 28 October 1867.
Kennion, Hundred of - LI; Loy Not, p. 217.
Kenny, Port - Observer, 15 September 1906.
Kensingdale - Advertiser, 19 & 26 June 1920.
Kensington - GEB 25/85; A 4420; GRO 258/1854; HB 18/16; Express & Telegraph, 15 March 1886. The
‘Township of Upper Kensington’ is advertised in the Register of 2 July 1877.
Kensington Gardens - DP 1789; CT 833/98; Register, 30 April 1923.
Kensington Park - MB 4/190; A 16068; GRO 69/1865; Register, 22 March 1865.
Kent - A 4203/4; GRO 35/1861.
Kenton Valley - A 26982; Register, 7 March 1850; PP 26/1875.
Kent Reserve - LI; The News, 19 November 1945.
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Kent Town - A 6206; GRO 226/1854; T p. 144; LI; RN 58; Register, 22 May 1854 (supp.).
Keppoch - HB 7/27, 7/28; NCM, 25 October 1938.
Kercoonda - LI; LR.
Kersbrook - Register, 24 December 1881. Information on its school is in the Register, 26 May 1858.
Kerkanya - LI.
Kersaint, Cape - Cockburn is in error when he claims Baudin was the nomenclator.
Kerta Weeta - DP 2243; CT 609/161. See Register, 9 December 1913.
Keswick - DP 1288; CT 409/128-9; G. Hogg, Market Towns of England. It was advertised in the Register of
16 October 1882; Express & Telegraph, 2 February 1886; Register, 24 February 1911.
Ketchowla, Hundred of - HB 16/24. The run is described in some detail in the Register, 24 December
1859; 29 May 1880.
Kew - DP 385; CT 195/10. The sale of 71 unsold lots is advertised in the Register of 23 November 1881.
Keyneton - DP 826; CT 313/200; Loy Not, p. 74; GG, 15 June 1843; Chronicle, 5 September 1885.
Kidman Park - DP 4852; CT 2408/63; Register, 16 December 1902.
Kielpa - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Ki Ki - HB 7/1. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Kilbride - G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Kilburn - DP 2344; CT 1029/152; GG 30 July 1930; NCM, 24 April 1930. Cockburn’s statement that it was
not recognised in the Lands Titles Office until 1930 is incorrect as evidenced by DP 2344 which is dated
1915. Register, 30 August 1894.
Kildare - Register, 5 December 1849.
Kilkenny - A 10881; GEB 13/17; HB 4/13; Register, 6 August 1885; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical
Dictionary of Ireland; Adelaide Times, 27 August 1849. See Adelaide Railway Times of 22 & 29 August 1849
- the former advertises the subdivision as ‘Edwardton’; Register, 1 October 1889.
Kilkerran, Hundred of - HB 16/20, 22/25; Chronicle, 26 August 1882; Register, 5 October 1882.
Killalpannina - Information on the mission station is in the Observer, 8 August 1896.
Killanoola, Hundred of - Observer, 2 June 1866.
Killarney - DP 969; CT 263/71.
Kilroo - LI; ED.
Kimba - HB 4/39; the town and district are described in the Register, 25 May 1926.
Kinchina - Register, 21 September 1927.
Kincraig - A 11587; GRO 310/1860; MB 111/174, MB 191/170, EB 244/235, A10632, A 2406, CT 96/114,
DP187. Cockburn errs when he says it was an alternative name for Naracoorte; in fact, it was a private
subdivision predating the government town of Naracoorte; Observer, 5 January 1861.
Kinedana - DP 3570; CT 1451/76.
King Beach - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay, p. 15.
King, Hundred of - Advertiser, 22 November 1886; LI.
Kingoonya - Register, 10 November 1882.
Kingscote - G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience; Rev John Blacket, History of South Australia. Advertiser,
29 June 1904.
Kingsholme Estate - Advertiser, 12 February 1927.
Kingsley - A proposal for a new school is in the Advertiser, 2 May 1866; the Register, 17 April 1867 says
‘the schoolhouse is now completed’; Register, 14 January 1863.
Kings Park - DP 1645; CT 657/162; Register, 2 February 1904.
Kingston - HB 14/99; Loy Not, p. 150; HB 12/14; Observer, 27 February 1858. Register, 1 June 1861, 9 May
1873. In respect of Kingston, SE, Cockburn must have relied on hearsay when he claims the town was
named by Governor MacDonnell (he may have been confused with the government town of Kingston
which was proclaimed during the Governor’s term of office - see text). The Register of 28 April 1885 at
page 8b lists Archibald Cooke’s land holdings in the town of Kingston and elsewhere. A historical
background of its settlement and reference to the subdivisions comprising the modern-day town is in the
Register, 26 July 1880.
As regards Kingston OM, Cockburn’s statement that the Nomenclature Committee was unsuccessful in
1916 in getting it altered to ‘Thurk’ is inexplicable when the ‘Town of Thurk’ was proclaimed two years
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later when he was a member of that committee; Register, 29 & 30 March 1894, 13 June 1866; Lacepede GRO 129/1866; Hundred of Willunga - GRO 20/1855, A 17452, CT 313/213, GEB 15/31, MB 19/367, MB
46/367, Register, 16 March 1854; Port Adelaide - GRO 672/1855, A 5783, MB 111/14; Port Pirie - DP 2538,
CT 657/66, DP 1079, CT 226/41, DP 2433, CT 785/36. Advertiser, 7 May 1921.
Kingston Park - Advertiser, 1 July 1929.
Kings Town - GRO 327/1855; MB 89/189; Register, 17 October 1854, 27 December 1898; G.H. Manning,
The Grange Golf Club, p. 45.
Kingsville - DP 1843 (unnamed); CT 820/ 83.
Kingswood - DP 1652; CT 738/68; Register, 27 October 1916.
Kinnaird - ED; Register, 26 January 1880.
Kintore - DP 1520; CT 591/154. See Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition). Biographical
details of the governor are in the Observer, 29 December 1888; Register, 11 April 1889.
Kirkala - Register, 24 December 1926.
Kirkcaldy - CT 261/44; Observer, 1 January 1870.
Kirkpatrick, Hundred of - HB 7/1; ADB 9; Weekly Herald, 8 May 1896.
Klemzig - LI; L.B. Grope, The Garden of the Lord. Christine Petschel, Life at Klemzig in the Late 1840s.
A description of the village in 1839 is in the Southern Australian, 1 May 1839 & Register, 30 January 1878,
16 July 1900; Border Watch, 10 January 1862.
Knightsbridge - A 15990; MB 17/237. A later sale is advertised in the Register of 28 February 1879;
Express & Telegraph, 26 March 1891; Register, 26 February 1923.
Knight Well - NCM, 27 May 1929; Advertiser, 16 August 1922.
Kollyowha - Information from Mrs E.A. Bellman of Saddleworth.
Knott Hill - ED; Kangarilla Historical Records (copy in the Mortlock Library).
Knowles Cave - NCM, 19 September 1947.
Knoxville - DP 1114; CTs 380/216-7; NCM, 21 October 1940; Rodney Cockburn talks of a family link with a
place of the same name in the USA - the history of that town is that it was founded in 1787 as a frontier
outpost and named ‘White’s Fort’; it was renamed in 1791 after Henry Knox, Secretary of War in George
Washington’s cabinet. See Register, 12 November 1881; A Legal Heritage, 150 Years of Practice in Law;
Register, 9 March 1909.
Knuckey Gully - HB 18/4; PP 48/1874.
Kolballa Hill - NCM, 2 August 1929.
Kondoparinga, Hundred of - Observer, 12 May 1894; GG, 2 March 1854, p. 174; Register, 21 December
1863; PP 18/1861, 18/1864.
Kongal - Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years, 1845-1985, pp. 149-150.
Kongorong - RGS 21/124; Register, 23 July 1920.
Koolunga - Colonial Secretary’s Office letter 1482/1846; Observer, 21 August 1875; Register, 6 June 1914,
21 February 1883.
Koonibba - Cockburn omits the fact that it is also a government town.
Koolywurtie - HB 7/46; Register, 14 July 1880.
Koonalda - Neville Collins, The Nullarbor Plain - A History.
Koonamore - Observer, 26 July 1924, 22 September 1928.
Koongarra Park - DP 3022; CTs 1293/174-75.
Koonibba - Advertiser, 13 August 1929; Register, 27 September 1913.
Koonoona Estate - DP 3858; CT 1570/22; Register, 18 March 1915.
Koonowla - Chronicle, 23 May 1896; Register, 5 April 1907.
Koonunga - HB 3/17; Register, 8 March 1879.
Koorine - Observer, 1 November 1919.
Koo-owie Estate - DP 2882; CT 1226/99.
Kooringa - HB 4/29; T p. 144; LI; G.J. Drew, Australia’s Earliest Mines; Register, 28 November 1846, 24
February 1912; a comprehensive account of a ‘Kure Corroboree’ is in the Register, 15 June 1844. A plan of
the town is in SRO - GRG 59, Series 41.
Kooringibbie Well - Observer, 22 July 1899.
Koorooma - Observer, 8 February 1913, 15 November 1862; Register, 25 March 1863.
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Kopi - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Koppamurra - NCM, 27 April 1927.
Kopperamanna - The quotation is from an article in the SA Bank Officials’ Journal, 24 December 1945, p.
68.
Koppio - Register, 24 November 1902.
Korra - NCM, 10 January 1946.
Krichauff - LI; Advertiser, 19 November 1929; Register, 13 June 1868.
Kringin - Advertiser, 18 May 1991; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Kroemer Crossing - CT 99/244.
Kromelite - Register, 6 March 1917.
Krongart - Kathleen Bermingham, Gateway to the South-East; Penola Historical Selections, Vol VI.
Kronsdorf - A13355, A 16329, A 16330.
Kuitpo, Hundred of - HB 5/43, 5/54, 8/1; Register, 7 April 1930; Advertiser, 6 October 1932.
Kulkami - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Kulpara - HB 7/29; Register, 21 August 1879; Record of the Mines of South Australia (4th. edition).
Kunoth Shoal - LI.
Kurlana - NCM, 24 August 1928.
Kurilla - Observer, 11 October 1862.
Kurralta - CT 325/94; T p. 72; Register, 25 August 1849, 15 March 1898. A history of Karrulta (sic) is in the
Register 26 February 1923.
Kurralta Park - DP 2478; CT 1114/32; T pp. 62, 72; Advertiser, 12 January 1918.
Kyancutta - Chronicle, 2 December 1937.
Kybunga - DP 986; CT 355/4; Register, 26 October 1891.
Kybybolite - HB 4/3; Register, 28 April 1926; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Kyeema - NCM, 11 June 1926; Advertiser, 18 May 1937.
Labatt, Point - Register, 3 April 1906.
Lacepede - HB 12/4; Register, 9 May 1873; Lacepede Bay was not named by Baudin as asserted by
Cockburn.
Lady Alice - Advertiser, 18 October 1977; H.Y.L. Brown, The Mines of South Australia, p. 261; Register, 11
November 1875.
Lady Edith - An essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the Hills.
Laffer, Hundred of - ADB 9; an obituary is in the Advertiser, 8 December 1933.
Laffin, Point - LI; GG, 22 February 1872, p. 250; Advertiser, 29 February 1960; Express & Telegraph, 23
February 1871.
Lake Plains - Observer, 3 April 1926.
Lake View - Advertiser, 14 January 1926.
Lalirra - NCM, 8 August 1927.
Lamb, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Lameroo - HB 4/44; RN 294; LR; Observer, 13 February 1915; Register, 29 November 1904.
Lancaster - DP 1838; CT 847/119.
Lancelot - ED; GG, 18 May 1877, p. 1232; Register, 20 February 1880; Chronicle, 19 August 1937.
Landseer, Hundred of - ADB 9.
Laneville - DP 1735; CT 799/162.
Langhorne Creek - A 2979; GRO 211/1854; RGS 40/73; RN 36, 460; Register, 18 January & 6 March 1854;
Peter D. Verrier, The Town That Welcomes Floods; Register, 5 January 1860; information on a school at
Langhorne’s Bridge is in the Observer, 3 July 1858; Register, 24 July 1861, 10, 24 & 31 July 1841; Southern
Argus. 19 July 1869.
Langmeil - A 12640; MB 52/453; LI; Rev John Blacket, History of South Australia.
Langport - DP 311; CT 164/91.
Lannes, Cape - It was not named by Baudin as Cockburn asserts.
Lanosa - NCM, 24 March 1943.
Lapstone Gorge - RGS 29/29.
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Largs - DP 341; CTs 183/156-7; Register 17 July 1873 - these documents disprove Cockburn’s recital of the
subdivision. An extension to ‘Largs’ was advertised in the Register, 20 September 1873; Advertiser, 3 June
1882; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience; ‘School for Largs Bay’ is in the Advertiser, 6 February 1918;
according to official records it opened in 1924; see Register, 22 January 1924.
Laura - HB 4/18; T p. 145; Chronicle, 29 December 1932; Irish Harp, 23 January 1874.
Laura Bay - T p. 96; GR 1/423; Chronicle, 28 May 1927.
Lawson Range - GG, 26 March 1846.
Leabrook - DP 1356; CT 452/71; Cockburn’s data in respect of John Watts’ marriage appears to be
incorrect - GR 4/1684 shows him married to Jane Campbell in Scotland in 1823.
Leackly - Bailliere’s SA Gazetteer, (1866).
Leake, Lake - HB 5/14; T p. 145; LI; Mortlock Library ref. no. A 488.4.
Leamington - DP 356; CT 177/7.
Leasingham - A 17958; MB 29/94, 76/307; GRO 159/1855, DP. 407/1856; Adelaide Times, 22 June 1850;
Observer, 6 June 1914.
Leawood Gardens - DP 3646; CTs 1270/94, 1464/193; R.F.G. Swinbourne, Years of Endeavour; Register, 29
March 1870, (supp.). Cockburn records the name of George Stevenson’s mother-in-law as both ‘Gordon’
and ‘Gorton’ - the latter is correct. George Stevenson’s obituary is in the Register, 20 October 1856.
Ledgard Bridge - RN 273.
Lefevre Peninsula - G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience, Chapter 8; Register, 15 February 1860, 7 August
1871, 26 May 1890, 23 January 1892; Advertiser, 7 January 1870.
Le Hunte - Register, 2 February 1911.
Leigh Creek - HB 12/13; T p. 83; RN 292; LI; Advertiser, 2 February 1889, 25 April 1890; Observer, 26
August 1905.
Leighton - ED.
Lenswood - HB 4/10; RN 525A; Register, 17 February 1917.
Lesleyville - CT 771/5; Private Town Plan Book, no. 2, p.100.
Lester - DP 1619; CT 699/45.
Levels, The - DP 1107/8; memorandum of transfer no. 133074; Advertiser, 9 August 1919; Register, 10
August 1883.
Leven Beach Conservation Park - Register, 16 November 1889.
Levenger Creek - LI.
Levisham - Register, 31 January 1868.
Lewis, Hundred of - ADB 10.
Lewiston - MB 95/481; GR 3/969; F.W. Cox, Three Quarters of a Century; Mortlock Library, Society Record
Group no. 95/131/3 Vol 1; Southern Spectator, 1857-1858. School examinations are reported in the
Register, 30 October 1867. According to records in the Department of Education the school was known as
‘Port Gawler East’ until 1876. The schoolhouse was demolished after it closed in 1945; Register, 17 May
1909.
Light - HB 3/53; GG, 21 April, 11 May & 25 May 1839; DL 62/1942; DP 331; CT 149/237 (Light Town);
Register, 20 February 1860 - in respect of this proposed subdivision, A 15067 & A 17411 show that it did
not eventuate; Observer, 27 September 1919; Advertiser, 14 November 1892; SA Colonist, Vol. 1, no. 14;
Register, 5 March 1860; PP 24/1874.
Lily, Mount - An essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the Hills.
Limestone Ridge - Register, 3 February 1853.
Limestone Well - Register, 13 July 1886.
Lincoln Gap - LR; ED; Advertiser, 20 April 1898.
Lincoln, Port - Chronicle, 15 June 1933. For a list of proprietors of the government town see GG, 15 August
1839; A Pioneer History of South Australia.
Linden Park - DP 1372; CT 462/155; H.C. Gillies, Place Names of Argyll. Cockburn suggests a Bavarian
origin, but in view of Alexander Hay’s Scottish background and his tendency to ‘plant’ his country in South
Australia (see, e.g., ‘Linwood’) the explanation is open to debate. Logic, of course, discounts a Germanic
origin. The Register of 18 October 1882 has an advertisement for the subdivision. The land was sold to the
subdividers on 13 September 1882 by Robert T. Moore and Charles Day (memorandum of transfer no.
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150756) and DP 1372 is dated 1884. The first sale of part of DP 1372 was registered on 6 October 1884
(CT 373/195) and, strangely, the subdivision was then sold to P. G. Charley who did not sell any lots until
1907 (CT 769/139).
Lindfield - Register, 8 September 1849, 30 January 1851, 7 November 1851.
Lindsay - Advertiser, 13 May 1887.
Lindsay Creek - PP 169/1861; T p. 144; Observer, 21 May 1898.
Lindsay Crossing - E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier, pp. 147, 173; HB 5/14.
Ling, Lake - LI; Kathleen Bermingham, 6th. Eleven Tales of Robe.
Linwood - A 4946; Register, 18 November 1903; PP 26/1875; Cockburn’s nomenclature appears to be
hearsay.
Lion, Mount - E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier, p. 112.
Lipson - LI; an obituary is in the Observer, 31 October 1863; Register, 11 January 1878.
Litchfield Hut - Observer, 8 October 1910.
Little Adelaide - MB 3/306; GEB 16/68; HB 5/48; South Australian 8 May 1849.
Little Dublin - Register, 21 January 1846.
Littlehampton - A 7502; RN 176; HB 4/55; GRO 28/1857. MB 39/145 & 40/106 disprove Cockburn’s
assertion that Benjamin Gray was solely responsible for the subdivision. It was advertised in the Adelaide
Times of 26 January 1857; Register, 24 December 1891; Observer, 19 December 1874.
Little Hell - Chronicle, 15 December 1932; T p. 145.
Little Swamp - Register, 25 November 1898.
Liverpool - DP 1681; CT 730/190.
Livingston, Hundred of - HB 7/1; ADB 10.
Llandower - DP 1985; Memorandum of Transfer no. 554825; James W. Warburton, Garden Village to City.
Llwchr - A 19000; GRO 88/1875; CT 425/105.
Lobethal - HB 5/8; Chronicle, 12 October 1933; A 7235; GRO 172/1857; Observer, 16 July 1870; Advertiser,
19 November 1929.
Lochaber, Hundred of - HB 9/1; Register, 27 August 1886; Rodney Cockburn says that ‘the name was
planted in the South-East before the proclamation of the Hundred, by Ewen Cameron, a native of the
Scottish Lochaber…’ We do not dispute the Scottish association, but an examination of pastoral leases
throws some doubts on the suggested nomenclature.
Of nomenclatorial interest is the fact that this Hundred was the home of Ewen Cameron (Lake Roy), northwest of Naracoorte, and D. J. & W. Cameron at neighbouring Morambro. Further, Duncan Cameron was at
Glenroy Station (Estate) in the Hundred of Comaum, near Penola and, before coming to South Australia,
acquired a 16,000 acre property in Melbourne that he called Glenroy; his mother, Christina, was born at
that place in Scotland, while he arrived into this world in January 1800 at Inveroy, Scotland, that is where
the River Roy flows out of the glen; he died at Glenorchy, near Horsham, in January 1860. Earlier, in 1859,
Ronald McDonald acquired this lease and, to complicate matters, he was born at Fort William. (See
Inverness)
To add to the confusion there were three Scots with the name of Ewen Cameron, all of whom were
pastoralists in the same district one of whom took up a run at ‘Lake Roy’ to the south of what was to be the
Hundred of Lochaber; he removed to the ‘Krongart Run’, circa 1856, In 1849, Duncan Cameron sold 25
square miles of the southern portion of his run that finally came into the hands of John Riddoch who utilised
it when he founded the Coonawarra Fruit Colony in 1890.
Governor Fergusson, also had Scottish affiliations and, accordingly, some doubts must be raised as to the
time of its first appearance in the South East. Although a search has been made for a reference to ’Lochaber’
during the first of the aforementioned gentlemen, no evidence was forthcoming in respect of him applying
the name. However, following his death his wife held the leases for some years and this fact and the family’s
connection with the Scottish ‘Lochaber’ may have been brought to the Governor’s attention. However, this
is conjecture and the fact that Governor Fergusson implanted other names from Invernesshire. (See Glen
Roy and Lochiel) leads one to conclude that ‘Lochaber’ was his creation.
Lochiel - HB 4/37, 12/17; RN 349; T p. 8; Register, 28 January 1886.
Lock - HB 19/7; LI.
Lock No. 2 - Register, 1 August 1927.
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Lockleys - DP 1138; CT 233/77; RN 284. It was advertised in the Register, 4 February 1882.
Loftia Park - DP 4085; CT 1815/78.
Lofty, Mount - A 5382, A 6159; MB 216/127; LI; GRO 299/1857; HB 2/63, 13/8A; T p. 144; Chronicle, 7
September 1933. For a description of an ascent of the Mount see SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 8 July
1837. Information on the 1840 cairn and an obelisk is in the Register, 15 December 1900. See 22 January
1868 for an account of the erection of a ‘very neat building of timber on the summit [some years ago].’
Register, 26 July 1871, 20 October 1859, 2 December 1861.
Logan Creek and Gap - LR; Roma Mattey; Deceptive Lands.
Logan Flat - PP 174/1860; GG, 10 August 1854; Observer, 19 October 1861.
London - Register, 11 January 1879.
Lone Gum - NCM, 10 February 1928; HB 4/1; LI. A photograph of the ‘lone gum’ is in The Mail, 18
December 1920 ‘The Sentinel at Lone Gum Camp’ is in the Advertiser, 15 July 1921.
Long Flat - Observer, 31 October 1914.
Long Gully - The Register, 2 September 1864. The installation of a railway station is reported in the
Advertiser, 13 January 1911. Its former name was ‘Minno’; see Advertiser, 22 August 1912.
Long, Mount - See RGS Proceedings, Vol 58, p. 15.
Long Plains - For additional information see Life Around the Light, p. 131. The village is described in the
Register, 8 January 1904.
Long Valley - Observer, 7 October 1905. The Observer of 15 October 1864 has a report of examinations
held at this school conducted by Miss Fanny Stanley.
Longwood - DP 5920; CTs 2827/158-164; RN 527; Chronicle, 7 March 1903; the founder’s name was
‘Colbey’ - not ‘Colby’ as recorded by Cockburn.
Lonsdale - Information by courtesy of the District Council of Noarlunga.
Lorne - Register, 14 January 1904.
Lordstown - A 8884; GRO 405/1856.
Lostwithiel - A 28145; GRO 97/1859. It is not ‘another name for Copperhouse’ as suggested by Cockburn.
Loudon - DP 658; CT 9/58.
Loudon Springs - HB 14/59.
Louisville - GRO 458/1857; Register, 1 August 1840, 27 April 1857.
Louth - HB 11/2.
Loveday - LI; Observer of 2 July 1927; Cockburn’s nomenclature would appear to be hearsay.
Loveday Bay - Register, 24 August 1910; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Lovely Valley - Register, 11 February 1858, 29 November 1861, 1 March 1866.
Lowan - Observer, 14 August 1909.
Lowan Vale - HB 7/11; NCM, 22 November 1943.
Lower Finniss - Register, 17 March 1863.
Lower Light - CT 51/139; Register, 8 January 1904; for information on earlier private schools in the area
see Life Around the Light.
Lower Skilly - Register, 4 August 1866.
Loxton - HB 9/4, 14/60; Observer, 8 August 1908.
Lubitan - Southern Australian, 20 May 1842.
Lucas, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Lucindale - HB 12/26; Register, 8 January 1889.
Lucky Bay - Register, 17 April 1905.
Luff, Point - Register, 19 December 1902; Observer, 30 September 1893.
Lungley Gully - T p. 144; PP 48/1874.
Luton - DP 182; CT 84/196.
Lyndhurst - T p. 145; Register, 2 December 1899.
Lyndoch - GEB 19/46, 19/19, 40/70; A 7309; RN 228; T p. 145; Register, 29 June 1910, 1 October 1861. As
to its christening it would appear that Cockburn relied on hearsay when he attributed it to Governor
Gawler; Observer, 3 November 1849; GG, 23 August 1855; Register, 31 October 1863, 3 March 1864.
Lynton - DP 2308; CT 1017/28.
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Lyrup - HB 24/1, 35/13; Register of 8 February 1894. Information on the foundation and conduct of the
village settlement is in the Register, 6, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 & 22 February 1894, 26, 29 March 1894, 17, 30
April 1894, 14 May 1894.
Lytton, County of - Enc.B. (1911), vol xvii, p. 186. His obituary is in the Register, 26 November 1891.
Maaoope - Advertiser, 29 November 1937.
Macaw Creek - PP 174/1860; RGS Proceedings, vol. 6, pp. 68-69; Register, 19 September 1856.
Macclesfield - HB 5/34; T p. 145; GEB 12/100; Samuel Lewis, Topographical Dictionary of England;
Register, 19 November 1857.
MacDonnell - HB 5/14, 10/86; LI; Register, 19 February 1855, 8 December 1855, 11 February 1860, 8
October 1867; Observer, 26 December 1863.
MacFarlane, Lake - PP 25/1858, p. 37; LI.
MacGillivray, Hundred of - Advertiser, 17 January 1939.
Mackay Town - DP 1763; CT 823/60.
Mackinnon Swamp - LR; Observer, 20 October 1888.
Macumba, River - LI; LR; ‘Life on Macumba Station’, the reminiscences of Mrs E.R. Kempe, are in the
Advertiser, 5 February 1935.
Madigan Gulf - Biographical details are in the Advertiser, 13 December 1910.
Maduburawi - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Magarey, Hundred of - Observer, 18 December 1920.
Magarey Park - DP 3969; CT 1711/26; MB 176/13.
Magdale - PP 193/1870-71; a meeting of the Mudla Wirra North Council ‘at the Council Chambers,
Magdala’ is reported in the Observer, 31 March 1877; Trevor Sykes, Two Centuries of Panic (1988);
Chronicle, 23 April 1904.
Maggea - Observer, 22 February 1930; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Magill - A 16276; GRO 408/1855; HB 7/39; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 13 October 1838, Register, 29
July 1903, 20 April 1854.
Magpie Creek - Register, 26 March 1877; 3 December 1884.
Magrath Flat - T p. 146; GG, 17 July 1845, p. 173; Register, 6 June 1866.
Maidstone - A 4383; GRO 383/1858; HB 14/90; Register, 6 July 1858; Observer, 14 August 1915.
Maitland - HB 4/15, 17/24, 22/25; Chronicle, 25 July 1874, 8 September 1932; Register, 4 November 1868.
Makin, Hundred of - Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years.
Malakhoff - Chronicle, 10 September 1892; Register, 1 October 1855.
Malcolm Flat - Register, 11 February 1858; RGS Proceedings (Vol XLIII, pp. 13-15).
Malcolm, Hundred of - Observer, 2 September 1893.
Malcolm, Point - RN 248; T p. 145; LI; GG, 3 June 1837; Register, 5 March 1872, 4 January 1928; RGS
Proceedings, Vol. XLIII, p. 14; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Malkai Gap - Dorothy Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges Dreaming.
Mallala - Advertiser, 17 July 1931; Register, 23 June 1880; Chronicle, 6 January 1877; for further
information see Life Around the Light, p.134. Apparently, Cockburn is wrong on two counts - P. Butler was
not the sole proprietor of the pastoral property and DP 286 & CT 79/217 discounts any suggestion that
H.L. Rowe named the town. Also see T p. 8. Register, 23 January 1904, 11 February 1910, 25 November
1880.
Mallee Corner - Register, 6 June 1914.
Mallett - Observer, 5 April 1902; Register, 20 September 1890.
Malpas - T p. 8.
Maltee - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Malvern - DP 1153; CT 370/1; Register, 6 October 1881 & 14 June 1848; A 20952; MB 18/112; CT 512/196.
Mambray Creek - Register, 30 November 1883.
Mamungari National Park - Neville Collins, The Nullabor Plain - A History.
Manatoo - ED; Gladstone-A Meeting of Creeks, a Breaking of Gauges.
Manchester, County of - Register, 24 December 1888.
Mangalo, Hundred of - Register, 17 October 1911.
Mankara - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
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Manna Hill - RN 417; Register, 25 August 1884, 2 July 1885; Correspondence in respect of ‘Manna Hill
Farm’ is to be found in the Register, 22 September 1884.
Mannanarie - DP633; CT 267/70; HB 4/11; LR; Register, 5 November 1872.
Mann, Hundred of - Loy Rep, p. 164; Register, 6 December 1880.
Manningham - DP 7739; CT 3366/139; HB 28/26; Register, 11 August 1930.
Manning Vale - Advertiser, 20 November 1872; Chronicle, 19 July 1884.
Mannum - DP 272; HB 7/42; The Aboriginal Culture and Landscape of the Lower Murray Valley (SA
Museum pamphlet, 1978 ); Register, 20 March 1877, 29 November 1877, 21 June 1878, 22 March 1878.
Manoora - DP 218; CTs 112/137-8; RN 342; T p. 147; LI; Register, 7 October 1886.
Manse Estate - DP 3063; CT 1312/56.
Mansfield Park - DP 3071; CT 1311/195.
Mantung - Observer, 10 October 1914.
Manunka - Advertiser, 16 December 1904.
Manxtown - ED. The Manxtown School is mentioned in the Register, 30 December 1859, 11 October
1875.
Marama - HB 17/9; RN 590.
Marananga - HB 14/43.
Marble Hill - HB 16/49; RN 321; ED; Observer, 27 March 1897; Register, 1 April 1893; Advertiser, 20
February 1932.
Marchant Creek, Hill & Springs - PP 169/1861; T p. 145; PP 12/1862; LR. In respect of the creek and hill
Cockburn is in error. McKinlay’s 1861 expedition commenced at Blanchewater on 21 September and at no
time was he in the vicinity of the two features. T.B. Marchant held PL 282 from 11 June 1853 when its
location was described as ‘North of Marchant’s Hill’ predating McKinlay. When Cockburn mentions W.L.
Marchant he is obviously confused between the ‘creek and hill’ and ‘springs’, the latter not being included
in his recital of nomenclature.
Marden - A 4570; GEB 13/36 - this document disproves Cockburn’s statement that ‘two Wiltshire men’
were responsible for the subdivision. A plan of the subdivision is in SRO - GRG 59, Series 47; Register, 18
April 1889.
Margaret Brock Reef - RN 185; GG, 7 April 1853, p. 222; HB 4/26; LI; Sydney Gazette, 1 April 1826;
Register, 6 December 1867.
Margaret Creek - PP 151/1858.
Margaret, Point - LI.
Margate - DP 2251; Register, 16 November 1882, 11 November 1882; CTs 512/84 & 254/161.
Maria Creek - LI; GG, 10 September 1840; Register, 15 August 1840.
Maringa - Details of the competition for naming the subdivision are in the Register, 23 February 1922.
Marianville - DP 858; CT 316/130; DP 956; CT 361/194. The ‘Port Augusta’ subdivision is advertised in the
Register of 27 November 1880.
Maringa - DP 2909; CT 1238/20; Advertiser, 18 March 1922.
Marino - Southern Australian, 19 November 1841; DP 2173; CT 958/143; HB 14/99; SRO - GRG 45/13/1, p.
24 - record of licence for the Marino Hotel (Kingston House); T p. 8; the Register of 10 July 1841 says
‘section 244 “Marino” Robert Bristow - on this section are an Inn, Hotel and fashionable bathing
establishment.’ Register, 9 October 1847 - the plan of this subdivision is to be found in A 23712
(conveyance dated 15/2/49-Smith to Calton); N.A. Webb, Place Names of the Kaurna Tribe.
Marion - A 10504; GRO 145/1856; RN 320; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 10 November 1838; Register, 4
November 1895; The News, 31 March 1932.
Marion Bay - RN 89, 677; Register, 1, 2, 4 & 19 August 1851, 23 July 1862, 18 December 1903;
Nomenclature of South Australia (1908), p.89; RN 89.
Marionville - DP 461; CTs 219/89-90.
Markaranka - Register, 7 March 1924 - see under ‘Native Names’; Register, 31 March 1903.
Marleston - Cockburn’s version is obviously hearsay. See DP 865, CT 157/80 & Register, 29 November
1879 which support our conclusion; Register, 28 June 1910.
Marmon Jabuk - HB 4/9; T p. 78; Hundred Boundary Diagrams, p. 51; Observer, 10 October 1909;
Advertiser, 12 July 1911;. Alfred N. Day, SA Railways Nomenclature.
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Marrabel - DP 19; CTs 8/25, 18/232; the death of John Marrabel is reported in the Register, 26 August
1873; Advertiser, 6 February 1923.
Marree - RN 292; HB 9/25; Register, 6 June 1893.
Marryat - PP 48/1874; T p. 145; Loy Rep, p. 167.
Marryatville - A 19425; GEB 10/14; - these documents disprove Cockburn’s version of its foundation.
Register, 23 September, 1848. Apparently, Mr Brunskill fell upon hard times for his insolvency was
announced in the Register, 20 September 1858; South Australian, 18 July 1848; Register, 23 September
1848, 16 January 1929; The Mail, 14 April 1923.
Marshfield - DP 3023; CT 1293/176; Register, 13 March 1899; Advertiser, 24 March 1923; Register, 20
November 1919.
Martin, Cape - Register, 26 February 1842.
Marum Island - Advertiser, 21 July 1909; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Marybank - MB 72/106.
Maryland - DP 2408; CT 1064/179.
Mary, Mount - HB 8/8, 13/47; T p. 95; Register, 16 September 1885.
Marysville - DP 479; CT 221/123.
Maryvale - LR; LI; RN 150; HB 4/52. Cockburn’s nomenclature is not borne out by primary source
evidence. Information supporting the tenure of land comprising ‘Maryvale’ as expressed above is in the
Register, 22 February 1910; see Advertiser, 7 February 1898 for reminiscences of ‘Mr Horn’s Maryvale
Station’ in the 1860s; PP 38/1865.
Maryville - DP 2434; CT 1077/70; Register, 2 November 1891.
Mascotte - DP 2582; CT 1140/147.
Maslin Beach - DP 6201; CT 2576/23; HB 33/27; GG, 13 February 1975.
Mason - Register, 21 January 1859; PP 45/1862; Observer, 14 June 1862.
Massacre, Lake - T p. 145. See E. Bonython, Where the Seasons Come and Go, p. 2 where a different
explanation is given; Register, 7 December 1861.
Matta Flat - EB p. 100. Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition). The mine is described in
the Register, 16 June 1863, 1 May 1868.
Mattawarrungalla Creek - Advertiser, 15 December 1934.
Maurice, Lake - Observer, 26 April 1909; 1 May 1909.
Mawson Lakes - GG, 8 January 1998.
Maylands - DP 521; CT 238/165. The plan is dated January 1877 and the first sale of an allotment was
registered on 26 January 1877; See Register, 4 September 1876, 2 July 1877, 30 October 1878 & 4 June
1884, 24 March 1924. If they are to be believed, the records of the Registrar of Marriages disprove
Cockburn’s statement that William Wadham was twice married; Observer, 18 January 1913.
May Town - DP 1609; CTs 337/242, 1687/132; Register, 27 November 1894. Cockburn’s reference to King
George V ascending the throne appears to be a little remote because that event occurred in 1911, i.e., 10
years after the subdivision of ‘Maytown’ was created.
Maynard Well - See F.C. Waterhouse, Childhood Memories of Life on a Sheep Station and Register, 5
December 1925 for an interesting story of his life and times.
Mayurra, Hundred of - See PP 55/1874 for correspondence in respect of the sale of lands there.
McCallum, Hundred of - LR; Alan Jones, Tatiara - The First 140 Years.
McCallum, Mount - LR.
McCords Estate - Advertiser, 19 May 1923.
McCulloch, Hundred of - Observer, 18 October 1890.
McDonald, Hundred of - Register, 25 April 1890.
McFarlane Hill - Information on ‘Wellington Lodge’ is in the Observer, 22 October 1898, 24 October 1903.
McFarlane, Lake - T p. 146; LI.
McGorrery, Hundred of - HB 12/49. His obituary is in the Register, 10 January 1914.
McGregor, Hundred of - ADB 10; Register, 17 October 1911.
McHarg Creek and Hill - GR 3/1069; G.H. Manning (ed), Memoirs of Thomas Frost.
McIntosh, Hundred of - Advertiser, 16 November 1960.
McIntyre, Mount - E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier, p. 102; Register, 1 March 1882.
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McKenzies Block - DP 1806; CT 858/73; HB 36/6; RN 188; Observer, 22 August 1891; in 1970 a cairn was
erected on the site at the request of his descendants. The early settlement is described in the Advertiser,
24 December 1909.
McKinlay, Lake & Mount - Dorothy Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges Dreaming. John McKinlay’s obituary is in
the Register, 1 January 1873.
McLachlan, Hundred of - Observer, 8 October 1904.
McLaren Vale - HB 5/6; T pp. 145, 147; Adele Pridmore, The Rich Valley; Observer, 2 June 1877, Register,
21 July 1847.
McLaren Flat - Chronicle, 8 January 1898.
McLeay, Point - HB 8/20; T p. 153; Register, 19 November 1859; PP 151/1860, 165/1860 & 210/1862.
McPherson, Hundred of - Observer, 18 December 1897.
McVittie Flat - HB 7/22.
Meadows - DP 21; CT 3/199; HB 5/43; RN 27, 168; T p. 146; Chronicle, 10 August 1933; Register, 28 April
1864; Register, 9 May 1863. The whole sorry saga of the burial ground is recounted in the Register, 21
May 1860, 9, 25 & 30 June 1860; Register, 1 June 1865.
Meadowside Estate - DP 3445; CT 1419/48.
Meaford - Advertiser, 2 May 1866.
Measday Hill - MB 94/496; GR 3/1089.
Mechanics Town - A 28512; GRO 268/1856.
Media Irrigation Area - HB 9/13; RN 563.
Medindie - GRO 308/1860 & HB 5/41 show Cockburn’s explanation to be hearsay. Also see A 9394 & A
14820 for references to ‘Medinde’; Observer, 13 May 1882. Information on the Misses Brown’s school is
in the Advertiser, 16 December 1896.
Meldreth - DP 1677; CT 51/108; GR 3/1137.
Meldreth Park - DP 2030; CT 720/58; GG, 23 July 1942.
Mellor Park - NCM, 24 April 1930; GG, 31 July 1930; DP 808; CTs 308/117, 1199/48, 282/203.
Melrose - HB 4/41; GEB 18/123; A 7311; Register, 3 February 1853; Chronicle, 15 December 1932; RN 199;
T p. 8; R.W. Munro, Gazetteer of Scotland. GRO 128/1856; Register, 28 November 1853; GG, 3 March
1859.
Melrose Park - LI; Advertiser, 26 April 1989.
Melton - For its naming on 10 April 1878, see SRO - GRG 35/1, docket no. 505 of 1878; Chronicle, 24 June
1882.
Melville - DP 455; CT 207/103; Advertiser, 29 November 1883 (supp.); PP 91/1889.
Memory Cove - RN 86.
Menadue - DP 363; CT 96/212.
Menge, Mount - Register, 16 May 1846; Adelaide Chronicle, 23 September 1840.
Menges Island - Register, 2 July 1842, 24 July 1841.
Mengetown - CSO 2658/1855.
Meningie - HB 16/27; RN 291; Tom McCourt and Hans Mincham, The Coorong and Lakes of the River
Murray, pp. 114-5; Register, 29 June 1869, 26 July 1871; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia; G.H.
Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Menzies, Hundred of - Advertiser, 8 May 1884.
Mercunda - Advertiser, 6 April 1922.
Merildin - T p. 14.
Mernmerna - Chronicle 17 April 1897; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 59. Cockburn’s
‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Merrindie - ED; C.R. Kelly, Merrindie-A Family’s Farm.
Merriton - DP 765; CT 282/203; Register, 16 November 1874; Observer, 24 October 1914.
Mersham - MB 202/208.
Messemurray - RN 240. Cockburn is somewhat confused in his interpretation of events as recited under
‘Messemurray’ (subheading of ‘Murrabinna’); the facts are that the land was held, originally, under
occupation licence by George Garrie from 20 January 1848; in 1851 Garrie, in partnership with H. Ward,
leased it under pastoral lease no. 164 subsequently selling out to John Stewart. Therefore, his statement
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made under ‘Stewarts Range’ that John Stewart was ‘the original occupier of Messemurray’ appears to be
false. This aberration probably caused the Nomenclature Committee to opt for the name ‘Stewarts’ when
the government town of ‘Tryon’ was renamed in 1940; if our summation is correct the town of ‘Stewarts’
should have been dubbed ‘Garrie’. Note that under ‘Garey’s Swamp’ Cockburn designates the names of
‘Garrie and Ward’ as ‘Garey and Ford’.
Messent, Hundred of - The News, 10 July 1931.
Middleton - GRO 506/1856; RN 6; GR 2/735. Cockburn’s suggestion that it has its origins in Ireland is more
than suspect. The mention of ‘Middletown’ is to be found in Mortlock Library ref. A 1122; Register, 21
May 1853, 25 May 1899; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland. The reminiscences of Mr
Higgins are to be found in the Register, 8 February 1899.
Milang - HB 17/21; GRO 368/1854; A 11179; CSO 2932/1853. See MB 74/48, 97/255 & 117/47 for details
of W.J. Parker’s land and references to ‘Memalang’; Register, 16 August 1854, 13 October 1855; Observer,
6 September 1856; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Mile End - DP 47; DP 883; CT 295/114. Cockburn states the date of subdivision as 1884 and was, no doubt,
referring to an advertisement in the Register of 17 January 1884; there were subdivisions named ‘Mile
End’ following the original one, and the Register of 12 February 1880 & 3 November 1881 advertises sales
of lots in ‘Mile End’ thus predating Cockburn’s assertion of 1884; Observer, 15 March 1902; Register, 23
September 1865.
Milendella - RN 362; George Taplin, Native Tribes of South Australia Including the Narrinyeri; Register, 20
July 1881.
Milford - HB 7/38; MB 103/235, 103/307, 148/86; Register, 11 March 1856.
Milford Estate - DP 1336; CT 365/131; Register, 2 December 1882. Cockburn’s nomenclature would
appear to be hearsay.
Millar, Point - J. Cronin, Chandada Run, p. 199.
Millbank - Observer, 29 July 1848; Register, 2 January 1878.
Millbrae - Chronicle, 30 July 1910.
Millbrook - A 6131, A 7639; GRO 67/1857; MB 116/51, 145/6; DP 529; R. Sedsman, They Sowed the Seeds.
The sale of the ‘Millbrook Mill’ is advertised in the Register, 20 March 1868. The date of 1856 quoted by
Cockburn may relate to the ‘Adelaide’ subdivision - see Register, 2 May 1856, 14 November 1890.
Mil-Lel - RN 613; P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 68; PP 36/1873.
Miller Corner - LI.
Miller Creek - Advertiser, 23 January 1919.
Miller, Hundred of - Advertiser, 23 September 1919.
Millerton - DP 2; CT 1/154; DP 2169; CT 986/97. The ‘Burra’ subdivision is advertised in the Register of 22
July 1858 & 2 August 1858.
Millicent - DP 666; CT 267/231; HB 5/14, 16/35, 18/10; T p. 147; Observer, 13 June 1874; The Mail, 25
June 1932.
Millswood - DP 1141; CT 378/166; MB 7/107, 16/92, 103/234. See Register, 17 November 1881, 11
November 1882, 4 January 1913, 12 December 1855; Advertiser, 18 October 1917.
Milne - HB 5/28; T p. 8, an essay by Jan Polkinghorne in Views from the Hills.
Milner - Southern Australian, 17 April 1839; The Bunyip, 4 June 1864; Rev John Blacket, History of South
Australia.
Milner, Point - The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell (Angus & Robertson, 1988). Sketches of the point
are on pages 127 & 128 and a map on page 150 shows it near Stansbury.
Miltalie, Hundred of - Chronicle, 17 September 1910.
Milunga - Register, 23 November 1920.
Milungar - G. Taplin, The Native Tribes of South Australia.
Minbrie, Hundred of - Register, 17 October 1911.
Minburra, Hundred of - HB 12/27; Register, 13 February 1912.
Minchin Well - Register, 10 May 1858, 30 April 1861.
Mindarie - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a Goverment town.
Miltalie, Hundred of - HB 7/10.
Milunga - MB 21/412, 93/135; RGS 7/59; Register, 21 April 1851.
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Minchin Well - CSO 3088/1855.
Minecrow, Hundred of - T p. 99; GG, 12 March 1846; LR; RGS 21/118. Cockburn’s explanation would
appear to be hearsay.
Mingary - EB p. 99; Register, 4 June 1884.
Minkie - NCM, 11 June 1926.
Minlacowie - DP 4232; CT 1948/38; Advertiser, 29 November 1877.
Minlaton - HB 2/25, 17/7; GG, 22 July 1847. Information on a proposed school is in the Observer, 30 June
1877; Chronicle, 15 September 1932; Register, 18 April 1882.
Minnerton - Register, 27 July 1881.
Minno - Advertiser, 22 August 1912.
Minnipa - The News, 5 March 1927; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Mintaro - MB 23/2 disproves Cockburn’s statement surrounding its creation. Also see HB 8/27, 13/69
14/61; GRO 274/1855; T. p. 147; Register, 7 November 1849, 4 June 1851; Rodney Cockburn,
Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Miralyirra - DP 1809; CT 821/39.
Miranda - Register, 17 January 1881.
Mirreen - DP 2935; CT 1254/127. These documents support our version of events vis a vis Cockburn;
Advertiser, 15 July 1922.
Mitcham - A 15566; HB 5/22. The Register of 2 November 1840 has an advertisement regarding the
proposed subdivision. The ‘Town of Mitcham Lawn’ is advertised in the Register, 11 March 1856; Register,
9 January 1850. ‘Lower Mitcham’ is advertised in the Adelaide Times, 7 July 1850. See Ken Preiss & Pamela
Oborn, The Torrens Park Estate; Register, 25 September 1854, 20 January 1896; Advertiser, 24 November
1888.
Mitchell Estate - Advertiser, 19 February 1927.
Mitchell Flat - Register, 6 & 10 January 1852, 11 June 1895; an essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the
Hills.
Mitchell, Hundred of - Advertiser, 31 July 1906, 4 October 1926.
Mitchell Park - DP 2058; CT 510/103; Register, 17 September 1912; Advertiser, 13 August 1921.
Mitchells - Cockburn’s version would appear to be conjecture.
Mitchell Springs - Advertiser, 9 July 1877.
Mitchellville - Observer, 1 December 1906.
Mitchie Reef - PP 134/1858.
Moana - NCM, 17 & 19 January 1921; DP 3752; CT 1521/141; T p. 8; Register, 21 November 1927;
Advertiser, 7 January 1928, 24 &28 January 1928. A photograph of male topless bathers is in The News, 20
January 1936. This practice was forbidden on other suburban beaches at the time - see G.H. Manning, A
Social History of Glenelg - 1836-1936.
Mobilong - There is some doubt as to whether the private subdivision preceded the government town see GG, 6 March 1884, p. 793 & Register, 3 March 1884; also see DP 1346; CT 446/181; HB 11/45.
Register, 11 February 1858, (supp.), 12 March 1884, 10 February 1885; Advertiser, 3 November 1909.
Mochatoona - Observer, 28 May 1859; Register, 30 March 1860.
Moculta - DP 169; CT 85/57; Register, 18 October 1865, 18 March 1898.
Modbury - DP 4819; CT 2372/132; HB 35/4; T p. 146. Cockburn’s suggestion that it was named in 1840
appears to be spurious. MB 171/39 of December 1860 records the first transaction in respect of the ’Town
of Modbury’- a lease of two acres to William Stoneham, licensed victualler. Prior to this Mr Kelly sold
three quarters of an acre of section 841 in October 1857 (MB 127/82); apparently, this was the genesis of
today’s Modbury; Register, 1 September 1862; SA Gazetteer of 1866.
Mole Hill - PP 151/1858. Corporal Burtt’s journal is reprinted in the Register, 13 December 1858.
Molesworth - Register, 4 February 1856.
Molineux, Hundred of - LI; GR 3/1124.
Mona - LI; R.M. Paterson and E.L. Price, From Stumps to Stubble. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a
government town.
Monalta Park - DP 2856; CT 1216/51; Register, 2 October 1875; Advertiser, 1 October 1921 & 6 October
1923; Observer, 28 June 1884; 1870 Almanack, p. 86; Advertiser, 18 April 1862.
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Monarto - HB 5/12; RN 461A; LI.; Chronicle, 28 October 1871.
Monash - HB 4/1; LI.
Monbulla - Penola Historical Collections, Vol VI.
Mongolata, Hundred of - LI; Ruth Stolte, Razorback, Range Country; The Mail, 26 September 1931;
Register, 27 February 1882.
Monreith Estate - CT 811/178; Register, 3 April 1919.
Montacute - HB 7/37; Centenary of Montacute (1946); RN 220; Observer, 22 December 1849; PP 73/1872.
Montague Farm - HB 33/19. Register, 24 September 1856, 26 July 1858; PP 174/1860; GRO 198/1858.
Information on the Montague family, etc, is in the Register, 15 November 1928.
Montarra - HB 5/52.
Monteith - HB 14/36; LI; Register, 10 September 1910; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government
town.
Montefiore Hill - Register, 21 May 1906; A Pioneer History of South Australia; Manning’s Data Base of SA
History - see www.slsa.sa.gov.au/manning .
Montrose - DP 1117; CT 319/32; an essay in Views from the Hills by Jan Polkinghorne.
Moockra - Chronicle, 5 December 1896; Cockburn omits the fact that the town was proclaimed, originally,
as ‘Coonatto’.
Moodlunga - Register, 30 July 1860.
Moody, Hundred of - Register, 5 May 1915.
Moolooloo - Advertiser, 8 March 1898.
Moomba - Advertiser, 23 May 1967.
Moonah - NCM, 25 March 1927.
Moonaree - Register, 1 June 1909.
Moongi - NCM, 24 February 1932. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Moonta - DP 314; CT 89/95; HB 7/21; RN 197; LI; Chronicle, 1 September 1932; Register, 14 January 1867.
Moora Hill - G. Taplin, The Native Tribes of South Australia.
Moorak - LI; The Boandik Tribe of SA Aborigines; Express & Telegraph, 16 November 1891.
Moorlands - Advertiser, 25 January 1894; the name was taken from John Whyte’s pastoral run and as he
was born in Scotland it is unlikely that the name comes from Somersetshire as suggested by Cockburn.
Moorook - HB 30/16.
Moorooroo - HB 4/49; T p. 147; Register. 26 January 1886.
Moorowie - Advertiser, 7 December 1877; PP 135/1875; Chronicle, 8 December 1877; Cockburn states
that there are two Hundreds of this name - official records do not support this contention.
Moorundie - HB 7/45, 24/2, 27/7; T p. 147; LI; Register, 12 July 1855.
Mootabarringar - HB 4/36.
Mootatunga - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Moppa Hill - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 249; Register, 28 October 1903.
Moralana, Hundred of - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 104; Observer, 27 July 1878, 31
August 1878, 7 September 1878; Register, 17 August 1872.
Morambro Creek - Observer, 28 November 1903; Advertiser, 7 December 1882.
Morchard - HB 10/57; Chronicle, 19 April 1884.
Morella - DP 2958; CT 1263/49.
Morgan - HB 7/17; T p. 145; LI; Chronicle, 7 July 1932; Loy Rep, p. 178; Register, 16 August 1880.
Morgan, River - LI; see Samuel Stephens’ papers and Captain Morgan’s Log in the Mortlock Library; Rev
John Blacket, History of South Australia.
Morialta - DP 2115; CT 972/113; HB 4/19; T p. 145; Register, 22 October 1875, 18 January 1929;
Advertiser, 25 March 1931.
Morn Hill - Register, 3 September 1864, 20 November 1867; Advertiser, 5 June 1867.
Mornington - DP 2658; CT 1171/109; Advertiser, 28 February 1920, 20 March 1920; also see Register, 11,
18 & 25 March 1920 (includes a photograph of the house).
Morphett Vale - NCM, 24 February 1927; DP 2187; CT 982/142; T p. 145.
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Morphettville - DP 1268; CT 340/211; LI. The earlier ‘Township of Morphettville’ is advertised in the
Register, 16 January 1872; Advertiser, 17 January 1872; Register, 14 November 1904; G.H. Manning, A
Social History of Glenelg, 1836-1936.
Morphetville Park - DP 1956.
Mortesstown - DP 635; CTs 617/126, 240/122 (Land Grant).
Mortlock, Hundred of - ADB 5.
Moseley, Hundred of - Advertiser, 12 July 1937.
Moseleyville - DP 772; CT 302/113; GR 3/1138. See the Register, 2 January 1879.
Mosquito Creek - Observer, 1 August 1914.
Mosquito Plains - Chronicle, 16 August 1862; Observer, 5 January 1861.
Mottled Cove - Advertiser, 21 January 1910, Observer, 18 June 1910.
Moule, Hundred of - HB 19/29; Advertiser, 23 March 1912.
Mount Razorback - Register, 5 December 1871.
Mount Stanley - MB 105/329; GRO 282/1858; Express & Telegraph. 30 August 1879.
Mount View - LI.
Moy Hall Swamp - Advertiser, 17 June 1886; SRO - GRS 3570/1.
Moyle Town - DPs 640, 2843; CT 247/92; GR 3/1141;
Moytown - HB 4/48; Register, 3 November 1875.
Muckanippie - Register, 23 January 1909.
Mudamuckla - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Mugg Hill - HB 5/22; GR 3/1145.
Muirhead, Mount - Register, 4 December 1872; PP 55/1874 contains correspondence in respect of the
sale of land in the Hundred.
Mulgundawar - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232.A132; Register, 10 April 1867.
Muljarra - GG, 10 October 1929, p. 854.
Mulka Hill - ‘Waters on Stock Routes-Out of Hundreds’ - Two volumes held by the Department of Lands;
SA Bank Officials’ Journal, 24 December 1945; Register, 15 February 1919.
Mulligan Springs - T p. 146; Register, 19 September 1893.
Mulpata - NCM, 20 September 1928.
Mundoora - HB 22/7; Chronicle, 24 September 1881.
Mundowdna - Register, 5 November 1868.
Mundulla - Observer, 15 February 1879.
Mundy Creek - LI; Eyre’s Expedition, Vol I, p. 116.
Mundy, Lake - Advertiser, 13 May 1887.
Mungaroo Hill - A photostat copy of the plate and caption is in the Mortlock Library - refer PRG 412.
Mungeranie Bore - EB p. 54.
Munjibbi(e) - Register, 7 April 1877.
Munno Para, Hundred of - DP 4843; CTs 429/74, 2398/43; Observer, 17 September 1853; Register, 8
January 1858.
Munro Siding - Register, 12 April 1916.
Murda Hill - G. Taplin, The Native Tribes of South Australia.
Murdoch Hill - MB 172/158, MB 323/203; GG, 15 August 1844; Register, 7 August 1841, 23 May 1865, 2
November 1865, 1 July 1879.
Murlong, Hundred of - HB 18/27.
Murninnie Tanks - Register, 30 May 1865.
Murnpeowie Waterhole - Register, 4 December 1909.
Murphys Wash - LI.
Murrabinna, Hundred of - Observer, 21 November 1925.
Murrawa - T p. 95.
Murray Bridge - HB 11/45; Chronicle, 19 October 1933; Register, 28 July 1868; Observer, 28 May 1864;
Advertiser, 24 February 1872.
Murray Flats - Advertiser, 28 June 1886; Chronicle, 15 February 1902.
Murray, Hundred of - HB 3/25, 4/24; ADB 5.
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Murray Park - DP 764; CT 295/200; HB 2/65, 24/5. See Register of 10 October 1879.
Murray, River - T p. 146; LI; DNB Vol XXXIX, p. 363; Observer, 1 July 1843; The Register of 31 January 1896
has a report on a proposal to plant willow trees ‘in order the better to define its course in flood time and
thus facilitate navigation.’ ‘First Willows on the Murray’ is discussed in the Advertiser, 9 & 23 August 1934,
27 September 1934.
Murray-Town - DP 1433; CT 487/40; HB 2/65, 7/30; Heather Sizer, Run North Wild Dog; Farmer’s Weekly
Messenger, 5 June 1874; Advertiser, 24 August 1908.
Murray View - Observer, 8 February 1913.
Murrimbum - CTs 407/4, 513/36-37; Observer, 19 May 1888.
Murtho, Hundred of - Register, 11 June 1894.
Musgrave - Loy Rep, p. 22; Register 21 January 1882.
Mutooroo - Advertiser, 10 April 1929; Record of the Mines of South Australia.
Mutton Cove - Advertiser, 20 February 1917.
Mylor - HB 5/51; Chronicle, 14 September 1933; T p. 147; Register, 5 December 1892.
Mypolonga - HB 8/21, 12/47; Register, 4 May 1910.
Myponga - DP 4005; CT 1738/12; A 1481; CT 20/150; HB 5/38; Register, 10 February 1923; Observer, 7
April 1923; Advertiser, 19 September 1870, 17 May 1866.
Myrleville - DP 1815; CT 846/82.
Myrtle Bank - DP 2437; CT 1086/95; GR 4/1423; Advertiser, 12 July 1924; The Mail, 9 July 1932.
Myrtle Grove - Register, 10 September 1856.
Myrtleholme - DP 733; CT 288/75; Advertiser, 11 April 1885.
Myrtle Park - DP 2130; CT 810/44.
Myrtles, The - DP 2600; CT 1181/59; Advertiser, 6 December 1919; Register, 6 December 1919.
Nackara - T p. 15; Observer, 9 April 1887; Cockburn omits to record that it is also a government town.
Nadzab, Lake - DL 2378/1981.
Nailsworth - Contrary to what Cockburn says the first land purchased by Enoch Fry in the vicinity of presentday ‘Nailsworth’ was on 31 January 1845 - part section 349 from Samuel East (MB 4/315). MB 34/123
disproves Cockburn’s suggestion that he alone was responsible for the subdivision. Also see GEB 17/99; A
8133; HB 5/48, 27/21; Register, 17 November 1884, 7 August 1926.
Nain - MB 75/23; RN 515.
Nairne - A 6112; GEB 4/45, 14/113, 4/28; GRO 27/1859; RN 18, 19, 116 & 201; Register, 23 November
1839, 18 January 1840; Southern Australian, 29 September 1840; See GRO 174/1857,145/1859. The laying
of the foundation stone of the public school is reported in the Register, 4 November 1875.
Nalang - HB 14/86; Observer, 19 November 1910.
Nalawort - NCM, 12 September 1928.
Naljawi - See D.L.& S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Nalyappa Springs - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 101.
Nangari - DP 3485; CT 1409/126.
Nangkita - Chronicle, 6 January 1906; Register, 23 January 1926.
Nangwarry - RN 571; Observer, 15 February 1879; SRO - GRG 35/4 (1847).
Nantawarra - Register, 19 September 1914; PP 24/1874.
Nanyah Dam - NCM, 13 February 1948.
Napper Bridge - HB 4/4, 4/5; CT 38/76; Register, 25 August 1891, 25 October 1892.
Napperby - HB 4/47; RGS 29/170; Register, 22 September 1879, 21 March 1881.
Napper Merrie - A photograph is in the Chronicle, 14 January 1911.
Naracoorte - HB 5/56; CT 124/12, DP231; SGO outward letters 222/1860, 327/1860 held in the State
Records Office; Advertiser, 18 August 1868, Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Aiustralia (1908).
Narridy - HB 4/11; RN.
Narrung - A history of the Narrung Station is in the Register, 21 January 1904. The district, after closer
settlement, is described on 3 May 1909; GG, 25 July 1844, 15 August 1844; Advertiser, 20 May 1929.
Nash, Hundred of - Observer, 26 April 1890.
Nason Hill - Register, 13 February 1858; the obituary of an S.G. Nason is in the Observer, 11 June 1910.
Nation Rocks - PP 29/1859.
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Native Valley - Advertiser, 24 June 1873.
Naughton Well - Register, 27 July 1892.
Navan - A 16483; GRO 342/1857; Chronicle, 26 October 1872.
Neale Flat - Chronicle, 21 July 1894.
Neales, River - HB 10/87; Loy Rep, p. 182; Register, 18 November 1890.
Nectar Brook - Register, 11 June 1884.
Neds Corner - Maxine Withers, Bushmen of the Great Anabranch; Mortlock Library - D 6434(L).
Needles Island - HB 12/30.
Neeta - Chronicle, 17 September 1921.
Neill, Port - Register, 28 July 1911; GG, 19 September 1940; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Nelshaby - Observer, 11 September 1875.
Nelson - A 14665; GRO 344/1858; Register, 6 September 1858.
Nepean Bay - T p. 148. Letter by C.S. Hare, a passenger on the Emma - cited in G.H. Manning, A Colonial
Experience.
Nepouie Spring - - See Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Neptune Islands - Register, 29 November 1876; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia..
Netherby - DP 2103; CT 959/75; RN 688; Samuel Lewis, A Topographical Dictionary of England. The plan is
dated October 1912 and the first sale of an allotment was registered on 21 July 1913. See Register, 5 July
1890, 1 March 1913, 7 April 1913; The Mail, 9 June 1928.
Netley - DP 2210; CT 987/52; T p. 148; GR 1/102. See Register, 23 July 1913, 20 July 1897.
Neukirch - MB 220/44-45.
Neville, Hundred of - ADB 3.
Newhaven - South Australian, 11 December 1849; Register, 5 October 1858.
Newcastle, County of - Enc.B (1911), Vol XIX p. 471.
Newark - DP 912; CT 272/140.
Newenham - A 14839; GRO 363/1855. A later sale of lots is advertised in the Register, 14 February 1870.
An obituary of C.B. Newenham is in the Register, 30 November 1887.
New Era - Register, 23 March 1894. (See Ramco).
New Hamburg - A 21142; GRO 129/1856; MB 59/313; Register, 19 August 1850; Observer, 25 July 1874.
Newhaven - A 19589; MB 18/221; GEB 8/5; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 10 November 1838; Adelaide
Times, 13 December 1849; Register, 1 January 1850, 16 April 1851. The Register, 6 October 1858 carries a
notice in respect of the insolvency of Mr Symonds.
Newland - HB 4/36; Register, 9 July 1917.
Newland, Hundred of - ADB 11.
Newland, Lake - HB 14/56; T p. 148. The local salt industry is discussed in the Register, 1 April 1902.
Newland Park - DP 3288; CT 1381/3.
New Liverpool - Register, 11 March 1875.
New Luxemberg - GG, 29 September 1887, p. 693; Register, 24 December 1888.
Newmarket - DP 1889; CT 881/154.
New Plymouth - DP 630; CT 253/27.
Newport - Advertiser, 22 November 1875.
New Residence - Register, 7 July 1927.
Newstead - DP 1984; CT 904/125. Cockburn’s date of 1917 is disproved by the plan dated February 1912
and the registration of the sale of the first allotment on 12 April 1912; Advertiser, 24 June 1929.
New Tiers - GRO 309/1857.
Newton - A 17675; DP 3599; CT 1461/99; DP 2392; CT 1062/92; R.L. Moore, Pride of the Hills, p. 27,
Register, 27 December 1856.
Newton Creek - Minutes of Geographical Names Board, 6 April 1987.
New Town - DP 301; CT 149/194.
Nicholls, Hundred of - HB 18/27.
Nichols Nob - Advertiser, 8 July 1899.
Nildottie - DPs 7144/5; CT 3048/137; HB 7/45; Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Nillinghoo - Register, 20 April 1894.
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Nilpena - Register, 8 July 1910; Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Ninety Mile Desert - Register, 4 August 1852; PP 142/1865-66 - this paper describes the region; Chronicle,
7 October 1882; G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South-East in the 19th Century.
Ninnes, Hundred of - HB 4/12.
Ninnes Plains - T p. 149; Register, 8 December 1894; Reminiscences of Thomas Dunstone, Mortlock Library
ref. no. Z920.D926; Advertiser, 24 October 1884.
Noarlunga - A 21261; GRO 319/1855; GEB 11/20; HB 5/3; Register, 2 May 1840, 22 November 1853;
Adelaide Times, 26 November 1853; Chronicle, 8 June 1933; The Mail, 14 May 1921; GG, 4 October 1923;
Register, 14 August 1851, 3 August 1885. (See Register, 24 August 1885, page 3d for details of a return
match in Adelaide and 7 April 1886, page 3f.) Express & Telegraph, 18 August 1876; Information on a new
public schoolhouse is in the Register, 30 November 1860. School sites at Noarlunga are discussed on 21
March 1912; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Nonalena - Register, 22 June 1928.
Noocoona - T p. 7.
Noora - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Nora Creina Bay - HB 9/16, 14/65, 14/66; RN 200.
Norahville - Cockburn’s statement that ‘who Norah was has not been recorded’ was disproved by DP 964,
CT 347/165 and records at the Registrar of Marriages.
Norbiton - DP 516; CT 209/119; Register, 23 November 1876.
Norfolk - DP 2080; CT 840/160.
Norman Park - The Mail, 12 April 1913.
Normanville - A 4605; GRO 306/1857; RN 114; Register, 2 June 1849. The Observer of 19 April 1851 says,
inter alia, that Mr Norman … ‘was about to lay out a township on his property and, in anticipation of its
success, was building a blacksmith’s shop and a public house of stone.’ The first sale of an allotment was
registered in August 1853 which suggests that his plans of 1851 were put aside for a couple of years - see
Register, 11 May 1853, 6 October 1862.
North Adelaide - Register, 8 December 1903; G.H. Manning, Memoirs of Thomas Frost (Ed.).
Northam Estate - DP 3875; CT 1585/187.
North Arm - GEB 27/88-89,4/71-72; A 17867; Register, 31 July 1854, 23 August 1851, 9 November 1855,
21 March 1856; Advertiser, 21 & 27 August 1863, 14 December 1863, 13 June 1864.
Northarmton - A 25845; MB 76/223; Register, 17 August 1854.
Northcote - DP 2893; CT 1229/62; Advertiser, 4 March 1922; Register, 13 October 1924, 14, 15 & 17
January 1921; GG, 14 May 1840.
Northfield - DP 3666; CT 1419/25; Register, 28 December 1894; Advertiser, 15 March 1924.
Northgate - DP 3507; CT 1438/70.
North Parade - DP 552; CT 244/42.
North Rhine - Records of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition). Register, 19 September 1857, 1
October 1857, 28 April 1866, 14 January 1860; PP 174/1860.
North Shields - CTs 478/159, 511/9; Register, 12 November 1898.
Northumberland, Cape - RN 222; Observer, 6 May 1882, page 35e.
North-West Bend. - DP 693; CT 305/117. See Register, 14 June 1878, 27 March 1856.
North Yelta - PP 34/1877.
Norton Summit - DP 8541; CTs 2332/47, 3873/158; HB 4/56; T p. 148; Register, 10 November 1874.
Nor-West, Mount - Register, 20 September 1876.
Norwood - A 27260; MB 14/445; GEB 5/14; GRO 218/1856, 219/1856, 220/1856, 221/1856, 509/1857;
Adelaide Times, 11 December 1848; Register, 16 November 1910, 22 July 1911, 15 May 1919.
Nott Well - Advertiser, 12 June 1917.
Novar Gardens - DP 2796; CTs 1127/85, 1222/98; HB 12/38; Register, 23 September 1919, 2 July 1926.
Nowhere Else - Across the Bar to Waterloo Bay.
Nuccaleena - Register, 12 September & 21 November 1861, 2 July 1926.
Nudjali - See D.L. & S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula.
Nugent - DNB, Vol 4 (1895), p. 260.
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Nullarbor Plain - T pp. 107, 149; Register, 26 July 1887; Neville Collins, The Nullarbor Plain – A History.
Nunan, Lake - K. Bermingham, Gateway to the South-East, p. 56.
Nunjikompita - Register, 8 February 1928.
Nunkeri - T p. 11.
Nunyara - DP 4726; CT 2294/132.
Nuriootpa - A 6139; HB 4/49; GRO 196/1856, 166/1859; GG, 22 March 1849; NCM, 12 May 1947;
Chronicle, 4 August 1932; Register, 6 March 1856, 1 May 1858.
Nurom - NCM, 10 March 1936.
Nurrondi - NCM, 13 January 1941.
Nuyts Archipelago - Register, 18 June 1889.
Nympsvale - ED; GR 4/1475; Observer, 18 May 1867.
Oakbank - T p. 8; RN 116; A 3971; Onkaparinga Heritage Study. Register, 11 & 14 July 1877; ‘Oakbank and
Easter’ is in the Register, 31 March 1902.
Oakden Hills - Register, 7 November 1904.
Oaklands Park - DP 2334; CT 1031/45; DP 483; CT 230/31. ‘Oaklands Estate’ is described in the Register of
25 January 1858, 25 August 1928.
Obelisk Estate - Advertiser, 26 September 1925.
OB Flat - CT 129/43; GG, 1863, p. 10; E.M. Yelland, Baron of the Frontier; Observer, 8 December 1888;
Border Watch, 1 April 1903.
Oberon, Mount - PP 215/1874.
Ocean View - DP 3207; CT 1359/166; LI; NCM, 18 September 1925; Advertiser, 24 January 1925.
Ochre, Point - Advertiser, 16 May 1936, p. 25.
Ockenden Creek - LI. His obituary is in the Northern Argus, 15 July 1904.
Officer Creek - LI.
O’Donohue Castle - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of South Australia, p. 108; Register, 11 November 1899.
Ogilvie, Mount - Chronicle, 31 August 1889.
O’Halloran Hill - CT 953/49; LI; DL 444/1965; Register, 12 November 1880.
Ohlssen-Bagge, Mount - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges.
Oladdie, Hundred of - HB 18/22; Register, 21 March 1882.
Olary - HB 18/12; RN 386; Register, 22 April 1887; Advertiser, 23 March 1867; Register, 25 February 1928 see 28 February 1928 for a rebuttal, 29 February 1928; Cockburn records it incorrectly as ‘O’Lary’ and
omits the fact that it is a government town.
Oldfield - DP 3309; CT 1386/50.
Old Stockyard Waterhole - Register, 27 March 1856.
Olivedale - MB 138/5-7.
Olive Estate - DP 1164; CT 756/74.
Olive Farm Estate - DP 2604; CT 1150/153; Advertiser, 6 September 1919, 13 August 1881.
Olive Gardens - Advertiser, 19 September 1925.
Olive Hill - Register, 31 January 1883.
Olives, The - Advertiser, 2 August 1919.
O’Loughlin, Hundred of - Advertiser, 26 January 1927.
Onaunga - See GG, 24 October 1867, p. 1043, for a petition from ratepayers in respect of the dissolution
of the Council; Register, 10 September 1872, 22 June 892; Observer, 10 July 1875.
One Tree Hill - MB 224/214, 236/123; A 28232; Register, 23 March 1859, 22 August 1864.
Onkaparinga - In respect of the proposed township as recorded by Cockburn see CTs 265/146 & 1156/1415 which show section 4030 as broad acres in the 20th. century; Register, 21 October 1862,27 February
1857, 11 October 1893; PP 144/1858; Advertiser, 22 August 1923, Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South
Australia (1908); G.H. Manning, The Tragic Shore, p. 3.
Oodlawirra - HB 10/46; LI; Register, 7 December 1891.
Oodnadatta - EB p. 69; RN 492; letter from J.D. Somerville filed in LI.
Ooldea - D. Bates, The Passing of the Aborigines.
Orama Hill - Register, 4 January 1911; Advertiser, 7 October 1937.
Orange Vale - Chronicle, 9 September 1871.
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Orchard Farm - Register, 10 August 1860, 1 February 1861.
Ormerod, Lake - Register, 1 February 1872.
Orontes Bank - G.H. Manning, Glenelg - A Social History - 1836-1936; Register, 1 November 1886.
Orroroo - Chronicle, 19 January 1933; Register, 13 February 1879, 16 November 1926.
Osborne - DP 1726; CT 804/59; HB 27/22A.
Osborne Rock - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Osmond, Mount - DP 152; CT 62/186; these documents show Cockburn to be some 17 years astray in the
date of its creation. He, no doubt, was referring to a later subdivision advertised in the Register on 3 April
1882; Register, 29 October 1925.
O’Sullivan Beach - DP 3397; CT 1460/158; GR 3/1215; Register, 23 February 1909.
Ottoway - Cockburn incorrectly records it as ‘Ottaway’- see DP 1348, CT 431/3 & A 19807 which prove our
exposition. It was advertised in the Register, 24 May 1883.
Oulnina - Register, 28 April 1892.
Outalpa - Register, 9 July 1868,
Outawurta - MB 180/84; Adelaide Times, 20 September 1850; Register, 4 March 1854.
Outer Harbor - DP 2591; CT 1169/36; LI; Register, 7 November 1864.
Overland Corner - HB 4/6, 17/5; EB p. 26; Register, 19 September 1864.
Ovingham - DP 506; CT 235/133; HB 5/48; Loy Not, pp. 43-45; Register, 20 February 1875. The plan is
dated November 1875 and the sale of the first allotment was registered on 25 October 1876. Cockburn is
incorrect when he says it was ‘founded’ by John Whinham; Register, 25 April 1881.
Owen - Cockburn’s nomenclature would appear to be hearsay. Records in the Dept. of Lands do not
reveal a Mr Owen possessing ‘land in the locality before the township was established.’ See DNB, Vol 42
(1895), p. 413; D.A. Cumming & G. Moxham, They Built South Australia, p. 112; HB 16/45; LI; Register, 24
February 1881, 31 July 1885, 23 January 1904.
Owen Island - See GG, 10 September 1964.
Oxford - DP 1502; CT 541/75.
Ozone Heights - DP 3348; CT 1395/8.
Packard Bend - Register, 29 September 1866.
Paddington - DP 524; CT 191/177; Register, 23 November 1876.
Paddys Plains - Register, 8 April 1858; a copy of the sale notice is held in the Bank of SA Archive, Adelaide.
Paddys Station - Observer, 2 November 1878.
Padthaway - HB 7/27; LR; Observer, 19 July 1913.
Paech, Hundred of - Advertiser, 30 December 1908.
Paech Town - DP 293 (unnamed). See Advertiser, 19 December 1983 for a feature article on the town.
Pages Flat - Observer, 20 & 27 March 1926.
Pages, The - For another legend explaining their creation see Register, 4 September 1872 & 4 May 1880.
Painter, Mount - Advertiser, 9 & 13 August 1932.
Paisley - HB 7/45; DL 62/1942; LI.
Palmer - MB 238/35 shows the town to be laid out circa 1868 and not 1872 as recorded by Cockburn. Also
see DP 506, CT 198/184, T p. 152; LI; A22119; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 16 June 1838; Observer, 20
April 1872; Register, 29 January 1881.
Pamatta - Observer, 7 November 1885.
Pancharpoo Chapel - HB 33/25; ED; PP 18/1861.
Panchito Park - DP 3475; CT 1426/110.
Pandurra - Chronicle, 1 June 1895.
Paney Bluff - Observer, 2 & 16 February 1924.
Panorama - DP 3261; CTs 853/63, 1374/142.
Parachilna - Register, 7 December 1882; Advertiser, 11 March 1933; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town.
Paracombe - DP 98 (shows Paracombe); CT 47/178 (shows Parracombe). ‘Paracombe Park Estate’ is
described in the Advertiser, 11 October 1873, 30 November 1922.
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Paradise - DP 273; CT 111/166; Advertiser, 18 June 1914; Cockburn would appear to be wrong when he
says the bridge was opened in ‘1861 or 1862’; Register, 23 May 1864. Information on local school facilities
is in the Register, 15 June 1877.
Parafield - DPs 6267, 6422; CT 2663/114; T p. 8; Advertiser, 3 August 1929.
Para Hills - LI; T p. 152; Settlers on the Hill; GR 2/587; Register, 14 April 1862; Advertiser, 20 February
1912.
Parakylia Hill - Register, 5 February 1924.
Paralana - HB 13/33A; Reg Sprigg, Geology is Fun, p. 115; Observer, 24 May 1873; Register, 3 October
1868.
Paralowie - Register, 30 June 1903.
Paramatta - Records of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition); PP 34/1877; Cockburn’s
nomenclature would appear to be a little remote when he records it incorrectly as ‘Parramatta’ and
proceeds to associate it with a place in New South Wales.
Para Plains - Advertiser, 27 June 1906; GG, 21 February 1856.
Parara - Register, 2 January 1858. The mine’s winding-up is reported in the Observer of 12 April 1869;
H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 111; Register, 29 May 1869.
Para, River - RGS 28/62, p. 62. Gwenneth Williams (Tinline Scholar at the Adelaide in 1918) in her thesis
entitled South Australian Exploration to 1856 says at p. 34: ‘In the same month ((April 1837)) a party
under Mr Finniss had been sent to survey districts outside Adelaide: their exploration extended to Mudla
Wirra Forest and they discovered the Para and Light Rivers…’; on p. 35 she makes mention of Menge
tracing the source of the Para. The SA Record, printed in London, (copy in Mortlock Library) in its edition
of 13 January 1838 (p. 31) reprints a letter from John Morphett dated 31 July 1837 where reference is
made to the ‘Parra’ (sic) or ‘Perry’ River. Rodney Cockburn hedged in respect of its discoverer - In
Nomenclature of South Australia, (1908) at page 105 he says that it was discovered by Colonel Light and in
What’s in a Name (1984) at page 169 he is reported as saying it was discovered by an exploration party
under the command of B.T. Finniss.
David Elder in Brief Journals and Australian Diaries of Colonel Light at p. 31 reproduces a map which says
in respect of the Para River that it was discovered by Colonel Light; this appears to be false as Light’s first
exploration to the north of Adelaide commenced in December 1837 and Morphett’s reference to the
Parra (sic) relates to July 1837. Thus, we can reasonably dispose of Light as the discoverer and the weight
of evidence leads us to Finniss but the vital primary source is missing; unfortunately, Gwenneth Williams
did not specifically note her sources and, further, it is suggested that her work was the reason for Rodney
Cockburn changing his version of its discovery. We have searched her named ‘sources’ in vain to resolve
the problem; Register, 9 September 1846, 8 September 1865, 4 May 1870.
Paratoo, Hundred of - Register, 23 March 1900; Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Paraville - DP 2865; CT 1222/162.
Para Wirra - Observer, 10 September 1853.
Para Wurlie - Register, 11 October 1893; D.L.& S.J. Hill, Notes on the Narannga Tribe of Yorke Peninsula;
Express & Telegraph, 7 December 1877; Pastoral Survey Diagrams nod. 2, 17 & 25.
Pareora Estate - DP 1859; CT 870/163; Register, 13 July 1910, 14 January 1904.
Parham, Port - Register, 27 November 1876, 8 January 1904, 23 October 1909. The poem is in the
Observer, 18 November 1876.
Parilla - LR; Parilla, 1907-1980; Register, 30 January 1909; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town.
Paringa - DP 2660; CT 1188/145; DP 1598; CT 675/118; DP 2474; CT 1097/152; HB 14/71; LI; GG, 4
October 1923, 11April 1929, p. 815; NCM, 20 November 1925; Advertiser, 16 February 1918. For
reference to the alternative name of ‘Saint Ives’ see Adelaide Times, 2 October 1856; The Mail 15
December 1928; it is mentioned in the Register, 22 March 1851 in respect of a lecture held in the public
school room.
Paris Creek - The doubts Cockburn had about its nomenclature were resolved by reference to MB
160/209; also see Register, 5 November 1920 & ED; PP 26/1875.
Park Holme - DP 2289; CT 1175/95.
Parkin - Observer, 24 April 1909.
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Parklands - HB 1/1,17/10; EB p. 88; Register, 7 January 1850, 8 September 1866, 1 February 1910; G.H.
Manning, The Russians are Coming; copy in Mortlock Library.
Parkside - A 1659; GRO 272/1855; Observer, 29 July 1876.
Park View - DP 2727; CT 1198/137.
Parnanga, Port - LI.
Parnaroo - Chronicle. 15 October 1881.
Parndana - HB 16/46.
Parr Scrub Reserve - DL 1053/87.
Parrakie - Chronicle, 11 May 1933.
Parrott Hill - ED; LR.
Parry, Mount - His exploration journal is reproduced in the Register, 27 August 1858.
Parsons Beach - HB 30/9; LI.
Parsons, Hundred of - Observer, 29 August 1903.
Partacoona - Observer, 2 August 1913.
Paruna - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Pasadena Estate - DP 3632; CT 1472/82.
Pascoe, Hundred of - Advertiser, 24 February 1939.
Pascoe, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Paskeville - Observer, 5 May 1894; Register, 7 July 1896; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government
town.
Pasley Creek - DL 62/1942. The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for London in Volume 18 of
1862, p. xxxv
Passmore, River - T p. 152; CSO 1353/1847, 1355/1851.
Pastoralist, Point - LI; Nancy Robinson, Reluctant Harbor, pp. 74-75; GG, 12 August 1976.
Pata - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a Government town.
Patawalonga Creek - HB 12/44, 17/32; RGS 11 (supp) 11-12, 25/68, 35/88; Register, 11 October 1893; The
News, 1 November 1928; The Mail, 14 May 1921; G.H. Manning, A Social History of Glenelg. 1836-1936;
Rodney Cockburn. Nomenclature of SA (1908), page 56.
Patawilya - T p. 82.
Patchewarra - Chronicle, 15 June 1912.
Paterson, Port - DP 993 (unnamed); CT 333/104.
Patonga - Advertiser, 28 August 1920.
Patpa - NCM, 10 January 1946.
Patricia Johnson Hills - LI.
Patterton Springs - LI; GR.
Paull Well - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, pp. 116,118.
Payneham - A 13603; GEB 17/62-4; HB 5/54; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 13 October 1838; Register, 23
January 1926.
Paynes - LI.
Peachy Belt - Cockburn’s statement that Peter Peachey was a surveyor is probably incorrect. Dept. of
Lands records of licensed surveyors show only an Arthur Peachey in the 1870s; however, an
advertisement in the Register of 3 December 1842 says: ‘Mr Peachey, Land Surveyor, Rundle Street’. Also
see LI and H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 18; GR. ‘Peachey’s Section’ at Glen Osmond is defined in Savings
Bank of South Australia mortgage tender no. 170. The Register of 6 January 1853 has a notice regarding
the sale of his estate; Register, 9 February 1853; PP 18/1861.
Peacock, Hundred of - Loy Rep, p. 192.
Peak - Register, 11 August 1909.
Peake Creek - LI.
Pearce, Hundred of - Observer, 12 November 1904.
Pearce, Point - Observer, 14 March 1874.
Pearson Isles - HB 9/3.
Peckham - Register, 4 December 1865; GRO 45/1871- it shows the western portion of section 275, Survey
B, to be sold on 21 December 1865.
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Pedler Creek - HB 17/25; LI; Advertiser, 12 January 1967; William Pedler’s obituary is in the Observer, 30
January 1908.
Peebinga - HB 4/46; Donald M. Gum, Gurrai to Peebinga; Register, 31 July 1912.
Peecharra - NCM, 31 August 1928.
Peep Hill - Register, 11 January 1877.
Peeralilla - HB 4/36.
Peesey - RGS 4/80; GR 3/1289; H. Normandale, To and About Yorke Peninsula; Register, 29 January 1889;
PP 135/1875; Advertiser, 1 May 1877.
Peetapucha - Observer, 30 April 1887.
Peet, Point - RGS 4/69-71-80, 10/158.
Pekina - HB 4/34, 17/3; Observer, 30 July 1870.
Pella - DP 34; CT 10/246.
Pellaring Flat - Observer, 14 November 1885. The establishment of an irrigation scheme is reported in the
Observer, 11 February 1890. See 25 January 1892 for information on a proposed forest reserve.
Pelorus Island - Chronicle, 21 June 1890.
Penang - Chronicle, 18 August 1878.
Penberthy, Port - See Biographical Index of South Australians, vol. III, page 1263; Register, 18, 25 & 27
April 1882.
Pendleton - DP 1368; CT 412/16.
Pendleton, Hundred of - His obituary is in the Register, 20 November 1916.
Penfield - A 8040; GRO 57/1856; LI; Register, 3 March 1864. Information on the school is in the Register, 5
September 1877.
Penguin Island - Register, 14 February 1876; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Penneshaw - Chronicle, 26 April 1884.
Pennington - While the name does occur in England, Cockburn’s nomenclature would appear to be
conjecture. See DP 1756, CT 810/111 and LI which support our conclusions; The Mail, 31 March 1917.
Pennington Bay - RN 477; T p. 152; Register, 6, 9 & 21 July 1900, 6 August 1900.
Penola - GRO 223/1858; RN 459; MB 123/295; Chronicle, 9 June 1866; Border Watch, 20 July 1867, 8 March
1879, 26 May 1879, 28 August 1880; Register, 25 August 1866; Observer, 27 July 1878; G.H. Manning, A
Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century. See also The Grievances of the South East in the
Register, 13 September 1865 & The Claims of the South-East, on 5 May 1866.
Penong - HB 19/3; Register, 2 February 1911.
Penrice - A 8262; GRO 12/1858. See Register, 4 November 1846 for details of Captain Rodda’s arrival with
Cornish miners; Register, 14 July 1854. Information re the ‘Cornish’ Penrice by courtesy of Mr K.J. Ireland
of Penrice, SA. (The Cornish name does not appear in gazetteers.) Register, 2 August 1852.
Penryn - Cockburn’s date of foundation is astray by some 32 years as evidenced by A 17424, MB 2/238 &
GRO 218/1855. Also see NCM, 13 March 1925.
Penton Vale - T p. 152; Observer, 27 April 1872.
Pentonville - Register, 3 October 1840.
Penwortham - DP 20; CT 7/35; T p. 152.
Percyton - DNB 44 (1895). A sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 25 April 1881; Chronicle, 17 June
1899.
Pernatty Lagoon - RGS 1/86.
Perponda - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Perry Bend - Register, 23 July 1862. For information on John Harvey Perry, who was born at Noarlunga,
see Register, 1 November 1926.
Perth - DP 497; CT 225/56. The ‘Port Adelaide’ subdivision is advertised in the Register, 16 September
1876.
Peterborough - DP 980; CTs 350/111-112; HB 4/28; Chronicle, 26 January 1933. See the Advertiser, 16
November 1916 for a complete list of the new street names under the heading ‘Heroes Honored at
Petersburg’.
Peter Good Gully - GG, 24 March 1988; LI.
Peterhead - DP 429; CT 216/231.
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Peters Hill - LI; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 187; Advertiser, 12 June 1917.
Petersville - DP 913; CT 253/90; HB 4/11; Register, 29 July 1896.
Peterton - DP 734; CT 294/85;. Observer, 12 January 1878.
Petherick, Hundred of - The Mail, 30 September 1922; Advertiser, 15 August 1945.
Petherton - Advertiser, 6 February 1906.
Petina - Advertiser, 20 August 1906.
Petwood - T p. 8; Register, 11 June 1927.
Petworth - HB 4/22; MB 10/452, 35/451; Adelaide Times, 17 June 1850.
Peweena - Observer, 31 January 1885.
Pewsey Vale - HB 8/6; Register, 3 July 1875.
Pflaum, Hundred of - Register, 8 & 11 November 1916, Advertiser, 20 November 1929.
Phibbs, Lake - PP 151/1858; Observer, 4 December 1858.
Philcox Hill - T p. 151; Register, 3 April 1924.
Philips Ponds - For variations to the name see, for example, computer listing of place names, loose leaf
list of place names, EB, p. 68; Register, 20 July 1885.
Phillips, Point - Register, 19 February 1908.
Philp Town - Observer, 4 August 1855; see MB 16/454, 71/130, 237/236 for background information on
the family and the hotel; MB 100/152 dated 7 May 1856; PP 174/1860, 25/1861.
Picardy - LI; A 11213, A 27693.
Piccadilly - DP 4963; CT 2449/186; Register, 14 February 1893; Robert Martin, Under Mount Lofty;
Advertiser, 3 December 1927; Observer, 17 July 1909.
Pichi Richi Pass - DP 705; CT 291/78; HB 5/23, 9/11; Register 2 July 1878; Hans Mincham, The Story of the
Flinders Ranges, p. 56; Quorn and District Centenary, 1878-1978. Inexplicably, Stewart Cockburn, when
publishing his father’s work in 1984, deleted this place from What’s in a Name, although it appeared in
the typed manuscript, a copy of which is held in the Mortlock Library, showing Prof. N.B. Tindale’s
comments. Strangely, in What’s in a Name a cross reference to Pichi Richi Pass is made under ‘Richman’s
Pass’; Register, 22 April 1922. An article on the narcotic ‘Pituri’ is in the Advertiser, 5 September 1885; PP
21 of 1857-58.
Pickering - Observer, 17 October 1891, 16 October 1875. An account of Mr Pickering’s excursion to the
Victorian goldfields is to be found in G.H. Manning, Memoirs of Thomas Frost.
Piednippie - Chronicle, 5 February 1898.
Piggy Flat - Register, 3 June 1897.
Pike, River - DP 6714; CT 2791/137; HB 33/11; Register, 22 August 1910.
Pillaworta - RN 214.
Pimbanyerta - LI.
Pinda - DP 675; CT 147/160; HB 23/12; Register, 1 March 1878.
Pine Creek - PP 73/1872.
Pine Flat - Register, 29 September 1863; Observer, 10 October 1874.
Pine Hut Creek - Register, 19 February 1898; Observer, 31 March 1883.
Pine Park - DP 2268; CT 938/159.
Pine Point - Register, 3 May 1904. Details of local copper mines are in Record of the Mines of South
Australia; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Pinery - AP; Advertiser, 13 June 1904 & 15 July 1904; Register, 19 September 1887.
Pines, The - DP 9563; CT 3896/170; Advertiser, 5 July 1919.
Pine Valley - Chronicle, 17 January 1885.
Pinkawillinie - Register, 17 August 1923; Advertiser, 25 April 1929.
Pinkerton - DP 875; CT 356/79.
Pinkerton Flat - T p. 176. (See note under Pinkerton Plains.)
Pinkerton Plains - Apparently, Cockburn is in error when he puts William Pinkerton near Quorn in 1843.
GG of 15 August 1844 and 4 February 1846 place him at the ‘River Light’. He went to the Franklin Harbor
district in 1846 (GG 24 September) and to Wedge Hill, near Lake Newland, in 1847 (GG, 30 September).
The first pastoralist in the Quorn area was H.J. Richman when he took up PL 59 on 1July 1851 at ‘Itali Itali,
East of Punchbowl’; his homestead was about 10 km South-East of the present-day town of Quorn. The
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first pastoralist in the general area was John Tennant who temporarily established a run at Eyre’s Depot
Creek - he abandoned it early in 1846 when two of his shepherds, Whitney and Scott, were murdered by
Aborigines. The next was John Watts who had a run between Mt. Remarkable and Mt. Brown. (GG, 24
September 1846). Conditions there were described as ‘having sustained much annoyance and some loss
from the natives… and being now about to considerably increase our stock there, I have the honour to
address you on the subject of our want of police protection in that district.’ (See Hans Mincham, The Story
of the Flinders Ranges (1983), pp. 47-49 and Quorn-A Living History.) Observer, 16 March 1872.
Pinky Flat - The Mail, 14 January 1933; Register, 29 January 1904.
Pinnaroo - HB 5/17; RN 293; LR; Advertiser, 1 October 1903; Express & Telegraph, 13 December 1904.
Pirie, Port - HB 4/22, 14/118D; Chronicle, 3 November 1932, p. 42; T p. 151. The Register of 29 0ctober
1848 has an advertisement singing the praises of the new township and mistakenly places it within six
miles of Mount Remarkable and ‘situated in a scene of sylvan beauty, much resembling the pine forests of
Europe.’ It is doubtful whether the auctioneers ever visited Port Pirie, but there is little doubt they
confused Mt. Ferguson (133 feet high) with Mt Remarkable (3,158 feet above sea level). The Register of 8
November 1848 reported that ‘great good humour prevailed during the evening’ of the auction and it is
apparent that the reporter must have overindulged in the ‘free banquet’ and accompanying liquors
because he incorrectly recorded that ‘a large proportion of the new town was sold’ and that 48 lots were
sold ‘on an average of £10 per acre.’ Contrary to what Cockburn says on the subject the facts are that only
one half-acre and eight one-acre blocks were sold and MB 50/56 even puts some doubt on this because
the dates of the conveyancing documents are shown as 1849, 1850 and 1851. As Nancy Robinson says in
Reluctant Harbor (p. 43) - ‘The sale of section 2 had been a “fizzer”.’
Pitcairns - Advertiser, 21 May 1927.
Pittenweem - DP 297 & CT 74/194 disprove Cockburn’s statement that the subdivision was mistakenly
called ‘Pittenween’; PP 26/1875; Register, 16 April 1888.
Playford, Hundred of - HB 5/49; Loy Rep, p. 196. An obituary of Rev Thomas Playford is in the Observer,
10 January 1874.
Pleasant, Mount - GRO 401/1856; A 10228; MB 98/486; HB 5/33; RN 163; Register, 29 March 1860;
A18750 (Adelaide subdivision).
Pleasant, Mount (KI) - Register, 15 June 1860, 2 December 1886, 22 January 1910.
Plymouth - DP 709; CT 203/250; DP 630; CT 253/27; DP 1494; CT 563/98. The ‘Semaphore’ subdivision is
advertised in the Register of 7 July 1878.
Plush Bend - The reminiscences of John Plush are in the Advertiser, 3 January 1933.
Plympton - South Australian, 20 October 1838; Cockburn’s version is based on a letter from John Ford
which is reproduced in his Nomenclature of South Australia (1908); clearly, it is hearsay; GEB 11/108 & MB
3/357, 16/219, 2/314 & 3/212 support our version of events. Also see HB 8/17. Plympton Park is
advertised in the Register, 28 October 1879. Register, 24 December 1883.
Poeppel Corner - HB 9/26, 10/79, 22/21; reminiscences of L.A. Wells held in Mortlock Library (A 1188);
Register, 17 June 1884.
Point Pass - CT 190/116; DP 1779; CT 827/96; RN 246; Register, 13 August 1875.
Point Sturt Estate - DP 2196; CTs 525/27, 999/38; PP 73/1872; Register, 1 September 1915.
Polda - Advertiser, 20 September 1928.
Polish Hill River - HB 33/10; LI.
Polly Well - It is referred to in the Register, 24 May 1893, Observer, 6 August 1898.
Poltalloch - Register, 28 July 1919.
Pomanda, Point - Cockburn records it incorrectly as ‘Pomond’.
Pompey Pillar - Register, 29 October 1875.
Pompoon Swamp - Register, 3 February 1875.
Pompoota - HB 22/11; RN 327; Advertiser, 11 June 1912.
Ponde - Advertiser, 24 August 1931.
Poochera - HB 7/32. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Pooginagoric - Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years, 1845-1985, p. 143.
Pooginook - Cockburn records it as ‘Poodgenook’.
Pool Flat - G.H. Manning, A Social History of Glernelg, 1836-1936.
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Pool of Siloam - HB 33/3; LI; Register, 4 May 1894.
Poolna - HB 5/14; The Mail, 25 June 1932.
Poonindie - T p. 152; GG, 31 October 1850; Register, 20 March 1894; Observer, 11 January 1873.
Pooraka - DP 4655; CT 2224/60; HB 27/33.
Portbridge - A 8255; GRO 206/1859. A sale of 74 unsold lots is advertised in the Register, 8 October 1868.
Portee - Advertiser, 15 September 1980. Cockburn’s ‘Haywood’ should read ‘Heyward’.
Porter Bay - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay, p. 11.
Porter Lagoon - Express & Telegraph, 7 October 1876.
Porter Reserve - LI.
Portland Estate - DP 3; A 949; CT 262/71. Unsold lots were advertised in the Register, 20 & 22 January
1855, 6 October 1857, 23 July 1872; Observer, 19 January 1867.
Portraith - DP 360; CT 189/36.
Portsea - CT 1070/21. An ‘unofficial’ subdivision of ‘Portsea’ is advertised in the Register, 14 & 15
December 1881.
Portsmouth - DP 1630; CT 708/7.
Powell - Register, 20 June 1911.
Poynton, Hundred of - Advertiser, 7 August 1914.
Poyston - DP 2377; CTs 314/60, 1042/74-5.
Prairie - Register, 10 April 1873.
Preamimma - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 121; AP; Register, 19 March 1866.
Precolumb - LI; GG, 2 May 1861, p. 368; Register, 13 March 1863.
Preston - Chronicle, 16 August 1884.
Prewitt Springs - RGS 26/97.
Price - Register, 10 June 1885; Chronicle, 2 January 1892; GG, 3 August 1882 names the ‘Town of Price’
and not ‘Port Price’ as claimed by Cockburn.
Price, Hundred of - HB 4/44; Advertiser, 1 June 1909; Advertiser, 27 April 1910.
Primpun Bore - HB 19/11.
Prince Alfred Mine - Register, 5 November 1872.
Princes Highway - GG, 5 January 1922; The News, 17 June 1935; Tom McCourt and Hans Mincham, The
Coorong and Lakes of the Lower Murray, p. 122; Advertiser, 20 December 1935.
Princess Margaret Caves - Edith Hinton, Word from South Australia.
Princess Town - Chronicle, 9 September 1882.
Princetown - Advertiser, 29 November 1871.
Prospect - A 18943, A 23960; CTs 32/92-93; HB 5/48; Express & Telegraph, 17 March 1865.
Prospect Hill - DP 760; CTs 63/109, 297/145-148; HB 5/48; LI. The ‘Adelaide’ subdivision is advertised in
the Register of 27 February 1879; Chronicle, 20 August 1910.
Providence - Register, 11 August 1860.
Pullen Island - T p. 151; The Mail, 16 April 1927.
Pullilla - T p. 84.
Punchs Rest - T p. 152.
Punyelroo - The Mail, 10 December 1927.
Purley Estate - DP 2548; CT 1132/124. The plan is dated June 1914 but see Register, 1 December 1917;
Register, 16 March 1914.
Pyap, Hundred of - LR; Register, 8 March 1894.
Pygery - HB 17/26. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Queensbury - DP 1265; CT 229/56.
Queenscliffe - DP 1300; CT 425/89; Register, 16 May 1883; Advertiser, 1 March 1884.
Queens Own Town - Chronicle, 1 May 1869.
Queenstown - A 5267; GEB 9/134; GRO 594/1856; CTs 275/199-202, 1651/156; HB 27/29; Register, 8
August 1857; GRO 190/1855 & 208/1858.
Quirke, Hundred of - Advertiser, 9 January 1963.
Quondong - Register, 21 May 1884.
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Quorn - Chronicle, 24 November 1932. The Lt-Governor, Samuel Way, named the town, not Governor
Jervois as stated by Cockburn (see GG, 16 May 1878). Register, 10 July 1879.
Rabelais, Cape - Cockburn errs when he attributes its nomenclature to Baudin.
Railway Estate - DP 2381; CT 1046/127.
Railway Town - DP 985; CTs 354/52-3.
Ral Ral - DP 2695; CT 1184/94; CSO 842/1848, 2206/1849, 58/1850; GG, 16 August 1849; Register, 17
January 1920.
Ramco - HB 4/24, 24/1; Register, 7 March 1924; NCM, 15 November 1940; H.J. Finnis, Village Settlements
on the River Murray.
Ram Island - Register, 4 August 1859; Observer, 1 January 1910.
Ramsay, Hundred of - HB 7/21, 22/13; Advertiser, 18 January 1890; Register, 16 February 1878.
Randalsea - A 24905; GEB 37/12; GRO 426/1857; Loy Not, p. 207; Register, 15 April 1863.
Randell - DP 916; CT 315/171; RGS 18/46. See Register, 6 April 1880. Obituaries are in the Register, 6
March 1911, 29 December 1876. Randell Estate - Cockburn was confused when he recorded that it
honours David Randall (he records it as ‘Randall’s Estate’). DP 574 & CT 294/119 confirm our version of
events.
Rankine Ferry Hill - Register, 22 July 1862.
Rapid Bay - HB 5/21; RN 93; First Report of SA Commissioners; Register, 15 May 1841; The Mail, 18
February 1922; Register, 20 September 1860, 25 August 1921.
Rat, Mount - DP 1137; CT 387/53; ED; Observer, 27 March 1886.
Rathmines - CT 825/180; Register, 8 & 31 July 1856.
Raukkan - LI.
Ravendale - HB 16/7.
Ravenswood - DP 583; CT 244/191. A sale of allotments is advertised in the Register, 24 February 1883;
Register, 7 May 1872; it is advertised in the Register, 22 August 1877; Register, 4 January 1913.
Rawnsley Bluff - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; Observer, 8 May 1852.
Rayleigh Town - DP 3641; CT 1476/17; Advertiser, 1 October 1927.
Reade Park - The News, 30 March 1928.
Rebecca, Mount - HB 27/2. See RGS Proceedings, Vol 58, p. 15.
Recovery Vale - Arthur J. Perkins, An Agricultural and Pastoral State in the Making, p. 151.
Redbanks - DP 137; CT 68/156. C.B. Young purchased the land from Luke Murphy on 4 July 1865 - not T.
Curran as stated by Cockburn. For further information see Life Around the Light.
Red Camp - The Irish Harp, 4 April 1873; PP 24/1874; Advertiser, 15 November 1870.
Redfern - DP 1215; CT 407/100; HB 7/38. It was advertised in the Register of 2 October 1882 as ‘the most
picturesque township in South Australia… opposite the Aboriginal Reserve.’ Also see Register, 1 February
1881.
Redhill - HB 9/6, 12/31, 22/7; CSO 1593/1875; Observer, 30 October & 3 November 1875; Cockburn’s
version is not a correct interpretation of the facts; Observer, 24 June 1871, 17 July 1875; Register, 23
August 1882.
Red Lake - PP 25/1858.
Redruth - A 15627; Register, 1 September 1849; Chronicle, 16 November 1867.
Redwood Park - DP 7761; CT 3325/143.
Reedbeds - Register, 28 July 1847, 9 November 1863, 8 January 1919. Information on Mr and Mrs Wild’s
school is in the Register, 30 July 1860.
Reedy Creek - Register, 31 May 1869; PP 24/1874.
Reefton Heights - DP 1269; CT 417/178; Onkaparinga Heritage Survey. See the Register, 1 August 1882.
Reepham - DP 991; CT 347/21. The Register of 27 October 1880 advertises ‘New township, Irish Harp on
section 368’; later, in the Register of 2 October 1882 it was said -‘The government water main passes the
property and water can be laid on to any of the streets in Reepham and on the site the “Old Irish Harp” is
to be built…’ Also see 23 October 1883.
Rees, Hundred of - Loy Not, p. 181; Observer, 31 May 1873.
Reeves Plains - CTs 5/2, 83/159; Chronicle, 26 October 1867 (supp.); for further information see Life
Around the Light, page 143; PP 26/1875.
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Reeves, Point - Register, 15 & 23 March 1905.
Reformatory Hulk - For further information on the hulk see Register, 22 February 1881, 7 March 1881 and
G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience, for a history of the Fitzjames.
Reid - Biographical information is in the Register, 18 August 1904.
Reid Town - Chronicle, 8 May 1869. See Graham Jenkin, Conquest of the Ngarrindjeri.
Releigh - Register, 21 October 1864.
Remarkable, Mount - GEB 16/93; HB 4/41; RN 199; T p. 81; Observer, 21 November 1846.
Remnah Place - DP 527; CT 243/138.
Rendelsham - HB 22/5. For its naming see SRO - GRG 35/1, docket no. 2266 of 1879 in the State Records
Office; Advertiser, 16 January 1893.
Renmark - DP 1467; CT 537/187; SRO - GRG 5/2/1133; T p. 8; HB 4/1,4/2; EB pp. 4, 79 & 91; Chronicle, 26
October 1933; Register, 27 February 1865; Heather Bennett, Renmark Remembers.
Renown Park - DP 2713; CT 1181/114.
Reynella - A 11296; GRO 395/1854; Register, 6 April 1854, 9 October 1854.
Reynolds, Hundred of - HB 4/14; Loy Rep, p. 200; Observer, 13 March 1875. Register, 6 May 1855, 13
February 1862, 3 April 1886.
Rheinfeld - Adelaide Times, 7 April 1855.
Rhine Park - DP 4643.
Rhine Villa - T p. 106. Register, 10 January 1882, 19 February 1892. (See Cambrai)
Rhynie - DP 23; CT 8/173; GR 3/1115; Register, 22 March 1860, 23 August 1862.
Rice Creek - CTs 58/216, 104/73-4; Chronicle, 14 August 1897.
Richards, Hundred of - Advertiser, 25 April 1967.
Richman Creek and Hill - LR; Cockburn’s reference under ‘Richman’s Pass’ to Pichi Richi Pass is
superfluous as his version of the Pass’s nomenclature has, inexplicably, been omitted or edited out of
What’s in a Name.
Richman Valley - Register, 8 January 1880.
Richmond - A 18008; MB 5/215-219, 66/409 & GEB 22/130-31 support our version as opposed to
Cockburn. Also see GRO 154/1858 & Register, 21 December 1839, 15 January 1842 & 24 January 1851;
Register, 27 June 1840; Southern Australian, 19 November 1840, 26 March 1841; Chronicle, 18 October
1890.
Riddoch, Hundred of - Advertiser, 19 August 1895; Observer, 20 July 1901; Border Watch, 15
September 1866; Advertiser, 13 & 15 April 1872, pp. 2 & 2, 12 October 1875, p. 5; Register, 8
December 1866, p. 2, 22 August 1868, 25 August 1868, p. 2, 23 September 1868, p. 2, 6 July 1870,
p. 6, 27 October 1870, p. 5, 26 April 1871, p. 6, 15 & 17 January 1877, pp. 5 and 5, 26 July 1880, p.
5, 17 August 1880, p. 5, 17 November 1880, p. 6, 30 January 1883, p. 1 (supp.) 7 June 1887, p. 5;
Peter Rymill, Penola Commemorative Biographies – The Founders; G.H. Manning, A Social History
of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Ridgehaven - DP 6941; CTs 2913/57-113.
Ridge Park - DP 3270; CT 1379/9, A 21355; South Australian, 9 June 1846; Register, 3 September 1856;
Advertiser, 10 October 1924. A description of the property when it was owned by John Taylor is to be
found in the Register, 26 November 1861, page 4f; Register, 30 October 1910.
Ridgeway Hill - LI.
Ridleyton - HB 2/60; RN 125; HB 27/30; DP 337; CT 181/37; DP 351; CT 186/123. A later sale of land in the
subdivision is to be found in the Register of 18 January 1880. See HB 2/60 for a copy of Governor Grey’s
despatch to London re Ridley’s machine. Cockburn’s nomenclature of the town near Wasleys is
incomprehensible when Ridley himself was the subdivider; see Register, 20 September 1873.
Riggs Dams - Register, 18 June 1887.
Risdon Park - DP 2419; CT 1071/138.
Ritchie, Hundred of - Advertiser, 8 August 1944. An interview with him is reported in The Mail, 25
November 1922.
Ritterville - DP 1766; CT 803/184.
Riverdene - DP 2874; CT 1224/173.
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Riverton - A 23758; DP 50; HB 4/27; RN 412, 540; Chronicle, 16 February 1933; Nancy Robinson, Reluctant
Harbor, p. 68; T p. 155; GG, 1857, p. 148; Register, 30 July 1864, 27 February 1857; GG, 25 July & 15
August 1844.
River View - DP 2182; CT 967/119; DP 2732; CT 1210/12; Register, 9 April 1920.
Rivoli Bay - Register, 27 May 1878; Cockburn incorrectly attributes the nomenclature to Baudin. PP
55/1874 contains correspondence in respect of the sale of lands within the Hundred.
Roach Town - MB 157/201; GR 2/907; Observer, 29 February 1896.
Robe - HB 4/26; RN 192; T p. 154; LI; Register, 31 December 1845, 21 August 1847; SA Gazette & Mining
Journal, 12 August 1848; G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century; Rev
John Blacket, History of South Australia.
Roberts, Hundred of - Register, 17 October 1911; Advertiser, 6 December 1913.
Robertson Caves - Chronicle, 8 February 1879.
Robertstown - T p. 154; Register, 25 January 1886.
Robinson Hill - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay.
Robinson, County of - Register, 5 February 1883.
Rochester - DP 328; CT 138/200; T p. 154. The history of the two sections is: Section 348-Land Grant to
Allan McDonald 10 August 1865 (CT 89/76). Portion sold to Edward Smith in November 1869 (CT
138/200). Smith sold to Spence in March 1873 (CT 138/200). Section 347-Land Grant to Nathaniel Oldham
10 August 1866 (CT 89/62). Sold to Allan McDonald in January 1868 (CT 109/69). Portion sold to Edward
Smith, 9 February 1870 (CT 141/126). Smith sold to Spence in March 1873. In June 1875 Smith purchased
several lots in Rochester; Register, 30 October 1875; Northern Argus, 12 November 1869.
Rockford - Chronicle, 29 February 1896; Register of 25 August 1891.
Rockleigh - HB 33/23; LI.
Rogues Gully - Chronicle, 22 September 1932. See South Australian, 17 October 1848 for an account of
the recapture of the escaped convicts and Observer, 25 January 1879 for reference to a reward paid to
Inspector Tolmer.
Romney Estate - DP 2358; CT 1031/200.
Roonka - HB 27/32; Register, 8 August 1902; Advertiser, 21 November 1981; LI.
Roper Reach - Register, 3 March 1894.
Rosa Terrace - DP 907; CT 253/81
Rosaville - A 17208; GRO 13/1879; GEB 25/85; MB 105/55-58; DP 92; CT 27/89; GR 1/400; PP 26/1875;
Advertiser, 19 August 1886; the Register of 15 November 1878 advertises a subdivision of ‘Rosaville’ at
North Kensington.
Rosebank Estate - DP 3806; CT 1542/98.
Rosebery - DP 708; CT 274/189; Kay Halle, The Irrepressible Churchill. See Register, 3 August 1878; Express
& Telegraph, 4 June 1897.
Rosedale - A 7910. See SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 17 October 1839.
Rosefield - DP 1551; CT 484/173; Register, 21 August 1882.
Rose Hill - Chronicle, 29 September 1866.
Rose, Mount - Register, 7 January 1908.
Roseneath - NCM, 27 April 1927; Register, 27 February 1919; Advertiser, 8 February 1919, 25 October
1924.
Rosenthal - Observer, 6 August 1910.
Rose Park - DP 750; CT 287/102; T p. 154; Observer, 7 December 1878; Register, 31 January, 8 February
1893, 8 May 1889, 12 April 1888.
Rosetown - HB 12/4.
Rosetta Head - RN 160, 260; T p. 154; Register, 19 April 1855, 9 April 1902; Southern Australian, 23
January 1839.
Rosetta Park - DP 3700; CT 1497/190.
Rosevilla Estate - EB 53/28.
Roseville - DP 1950 (unnamed); CT593/168.
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Rosewater - MB 85/76; A 21281; Register, 7 January 1888. See SRO - GRG 5/2, no. 588 of 1945 & PRG 412
in MLSA; the latter includes comments from a local historian, Mr Ralph Grandison, in respect of ancillary
historical information.
Roseworthy - DP 196; CT 103/106; Register, 12 April 1867 -‘… ([it]) cannot fail to attain considerable
importance and value…’
Ross Creek - Advertiser, 30 September 1873; PP 26/1875.
Ross, Hundred of - Loy Rep, p. 204.
Rosslyn - DP 616; CT 265/76.
Rosslyn Park - DP 843; CT 260/143; Register, 20 August 1909; Sunday Mail, 21 August 1988.
Rostrevor - DP 2242; CT 999/10; HB 4/19; RN 690; Samuel Lewis, Biographical Dictionary of Ireland; Peter
L. Moore, Pride of the Hills, p. 46; Register, 7 & 11 October 1913.
Round Hill - Register, 26 November 1881.
Rounsevell, Hundred of - RN 264; Loy Rep, p. 205; Register, 19 July 1923.
Rouse - DP 869; CT 318/229.
Rowe Creek - RGS 26/103,121.
Rowland Flat - MB 44/418-9; GG, 5 December 1940; Observer, 23 October 1886; Register, 1 December
1853.
Rowland Hill Highway - NCM, 5 June 1950.
Roxby Downs - The origin of the name was given to the author by Mr John Stanford of Adelaide who was
born at Farina in 1901. Later, he worked on several stations in the north including that of Mr W.H.
Greenfield’s ‘South Gap’. Mr N.A. Richardson mentions his occupation of the property in his
reminiscences in The Mail, 13 July 1912.
Royal Oak - ED; MB 24/424.
Royal Park - DP 1040; CT 359/47; Register, 23 July 1903, 19 February 1912.
Royal Town - DP 1675; CT 713/44.
Royston Park - DP 1776; CT 826/76; Advertiser, 17 October 1910; The News, 27 July 1936.
Rudall, Hundred of - Advertiser, 4 January 1945; HB 16/44.
Rufus, Mount - Register, 12 July 1855, 27 September 1856, 28 October 1868; PP 19/1869-70.
Rugby - DP 1133; CT 436/40; GR 1/62; Register, 3 November 1883; Manning’s Data Base of SA History see www.slsa.sa.gov.au/manning
Ruglea Park - DP 2984; CT 1274/151.
Rumbalara - Register, 17 November 1928.
Rundleville - DP 1785; CT 819/68.
Rushmore Estate - DP 2254; CTs 1012/86-88.
Russell, County of - Enc. B (1910).
Russell, Hundred of - Advertiser, 29 June 1912.
Saddleworth - A 22510; GRO 182/1866; HB 4/25; MB 6/116,14/243, 20/219,54/487, 61/365; South
Australian, 14 May 1847; Register, 22 July 1859, 26 June 1862; Chronicle, 23 February 1933.
Saint A’Becket Ponds - PP 25/1858.
Saint Agnes - DPs 6831/2; CTs 2384/4, 2378/123.
Saint Albans - Adelaide Times, 14 June 1856; Register, 7 June 1856; Observer, 20 November 1886.
Saint Albans, Cape - Express & Telegraph, 15 March 1907.
Saint Andrews Park - DP 3816; CT 1547/149.
Saint Annes - DP 2989; CT 1277/152.
Saint Bernards - DP 1182; CT 358/214; A 8592; MB 11/6; SA Gazette & Mining Journal, 19 August 1848.
Saint Blazey - A 6486; CT 107/; GRO 179/1861.
Saint Clair, Lake - T p. 156.
Saint Francis Island - RN 621, 637; HB 22/9; Register, 28 December 1914.
Saint Francis Pool - PP 25/1858.
Saint Georges - DP 2487; CT 1112/120.
Saint Helens Estate - DP 2062; CT 942/87; Register, 25 April 1882.
Saint Ives - A 21791; GRO 494/1856; Adelaide Times, 2 October 1856.
Saint James Park - CT 530/; Register, 17 April 1884; MB 13/203, 144/120; Register, 26 January 1859.
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Saint Johns - A 16833; MB 207/319; The Irish Harp, 15 May 1874.
Saint Johns Wood - A10244, A 17176; GEB 38/116; HB 5/48. A later subdivision is advertised in the
Register of 4 October 1877. Cockburn is in error when he says that some of John White’s town acres
abutted Saint Johns Wood. The Parklands separate town acres from northern suburbs.
Saint Kilda - HB 23/2; Register, 18 October 1920; James B. Johnston, Place Names of Scotland, p. 71;
Register, 16 January 1860, Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia.
Saint Kitts - RN 455; Register, 30 January 1904.
Saint Leonards - A 7327; GEB 14/46; GRO 318/1855; Adelaide Times, 14 October 1846, 30 November
1857; Register, 2 January 1858; Observer, 14 March 1857. A resubdivision of the original blocks is
advertised in the Register, 6 November 1879.
Saint Margarets - DP 340; CT 183/55; Register, 17 July 1873; Observer, 19 September 1874; Cockburn’s
suggestion that a church at Woodville, erected at the behest of J.B. Hughes, would be adopted for a
subdivision some kilometres away near Semaphore by two expatriate Scots is, we believe, beyond
comprehension.
Saint Marys - A 14306; GRO 270/1855; Register, 28 November 1849; Adelaide Times, 3 December 1849;
Observer, 10 February 1872; Register, 3 March 1856.
Saint Marys Peak - LI; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges. The name appears on Sinnett’s
map of 1851; accordingly, Cockburn’s version must be dismissed as hearsay; Register, 7 June 1851;
Advertiser, 31 July 1937.
Saint Marys Pool - Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges.
Saint Michaels - A 18324; MB 8/20, 8/96; David Dorward, Scotland’s Place Names. In citing its foundation
as 1882 Cockburn was astray by 35 years.
Saint Morris - DP 2157; CT 722/187; GR 4/1739; Register, 23 March 1927; Apparently, Cockburn’s date of
1880 is incorrect. The plan confirms our date of 1913.
Saint Peters - DP 1362; CT 455/160; Register, 17 April 1884, 10 September 1886.
Saint Peters Island - HB 22/6.
Saints - AP; Chronicle, 7 August 1880.
Saint Vincent - DP 1583; CT 493/152.
Saint Vincent Gulf - Observer, 10 February 1883.
Salem - ED; MB 46/476; Chronicle, 31 October 1868.
Salisbury - A 14091; GEB 23/125; GRO 380/1854; HB 4/53; South Australian, 30 May 1848; Register, 20
May 1848; Adelaide Times, 16 & 30 October 1848; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 87;
Register, 26 March 1856; Advertiser, 4 April 1900.
Salt Bush - DP 452; CT 206/47; GR 4/1738.
Salt Creek - Register, 25 July 1866, 30 April 1873, 21 August 1878.
G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Salter Springs - CTs 5/123, 294/249; GR 4/1418; Register, 5 August 1846.
Saltia - DP 69; CT 5/108; Chronicle, 24 November 1932; 1851 Pastoral Lease Diagrams, p. 54. The sale of
the Saltia Hotel and other land is advertised in the Register, 16 February 1884; Advertiser, 27 December
1877.
Saltram - DP 585; CT 255/5. A later sale of allotments is advertised in the Register of 7 February 1880.
Sampson Flat - Advertiser, 16 February 1876.
Samuel Creek - PP 150/1872; Register, 3 November 1879 (obit-John Germein); Nancy Robinson, Reluctant
Harbor, pp. 22-23; GR 4/1725; Port Pirie Recorder, 26 January 1918.
Samuel, Mount - PP 65/1861.
Sandergrove - A 1968. It would appear that Rodney Cockburn confuses William Rogers with a gentleman
of the same name who was a pastoralist on Yorke Peninsula.
Sanders Creek - DR 278/1959; Observer, 27 May 1899.
Sanderson Bay - Loy Rep, p. 207.
Sanderston - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232.R888.
Sandown Park - DP 6008; CT 2482/16.
Sandwell - A 9851; GRO 58/1857; DP 744. Cockburn’s date of November 1881 is misleading - The
deposited plan is dated December 1878 while an advertisement in respect of a ‘Sandwell’ subdivision
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appears in the Register on 3 November 1881 when it was said ‘… the Model Schools and Fletcher’s Slip…
has been laid out into building allotments…’ A notice re Thomas Sandwell’s insolvency appears in the
Register of 12 July 1858.
Sandy Creek - MB 18/171; Register, 16 November 1928.
San Remo - DP 972/3; CT 1269/134.
Santo, Hundred of - HB 5/55; Register, 18 December 1889.
Sassafras Estate - DP 3286; CT 1381/123.
Saunders Creek - Register, 15 January 1889.
Saunderston - DP 1338; CT 131/4; GR 3/1399.
Sawback, Mount - LI; PP 45/1898 incorrectly shows ‘Pernamo Hill’ - it should be ‘Permano’.
Scab, Mount - HB 7/44. Information on ‘coast disease’ was taken from an unpublished manuscript by G.H.
Manning, titled A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Scaldwell - MB 200/133, 20/450; HB 5/52.
Scarborough - A 3981, A 29072; GR 4/1443; GRO 186/1855; DP 44; CTs 610/100, 624/176.
Scarmanville - DP 1493; CT 524/70,
Sceale Bay - The Streaky Bay, pp. 225-6; Observer, 24 July 1926.
Schank, Mount - RN 554; HB 24/8; T p. 80, Register, 12 November 1880, 23 November 1916, 10 March
1923; G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century..
Schell Well - HB 5/37; LI; Register, 28 May 1909.
Scherk, Hundred of - Advertiser, 11 August 1923; Observer, 18 August 1923.
Schiernel - See MB 18/191.
Schlink Landing - An obituary is in the Register, 27 December 1895.
Schoenfeld - Observer, 16 July 1881.
Schomburgk - Chronicle, 14 August 1897.
Schuetze Landing - Observer, 22 April 1922.
Scotstown - DP 53; CT 1076/10.
Scott Creek - Chronicle, 14 September 1933; Register, 31 December 1904.
Scott, Hundred of - Observer, 20 December 1913.
Scott, Mount - Register, 13 July 1868.
Scrub Pines - NCM, 2 September 1929.
Seacliff - DP 2424; CT 1073/91; Register, 14 September 1927.
Seacombe - DP 2793; CT 1203/17; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 7. Cockburn incorrectly
records it as ‘Seacomb’ and was sadly astray when he recorded that Edward Stephens ‘met death by
breaking his neck as the result of a fall from a horse, near Beaumont’ - it was his brother, Samuel, who
met that fate. (See under ‘Briars, The’ in nomenclature text.)
Seaford - GRO 186/1855; DP 4796; CTs 2351/33, 2358/151-2. An earlier ‘unofficial’ subdivision of
‘Seaford’ is advertised in the Register of 25 April 1872.
Seaforth - DP 1592; CT 209/58; HB 5/48.
Searcy Bay - Register, 16 May 1890.
Searletown - DP 1799; CT 834/62. The plan contradicts Cockburn who calls it ‘Searleton’.
Seaton - DP 1349; CT 392/11. It is advertised in the Register, 23 October 1883 & 15 November 1882.
‘Seaton Park’ is advertised in the Register of 8 October 1913 & Advertiser, 19 January 1918; Register, 28
August 1923.
Seaview - DP 992; CT 328/17; Chronicle, 31 May 1902, Adele Pridmore, The Rich Valley, p. 38.
Seaview Estate - DP 2335; CT 1034/113; DP 2980; CT 1271/164. See Register, 26 April 1913; Advertiser, 26
August 1922, 15 January 1923.
Second Creek - Register, 3 June 1893; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience. p. 1053.
Second Valley - DPs 5657/8; CT 1925/150; Advertiser, 18 December 1909, 20 March 1931.
Secret Rock - See Register, 7 March 1876 for the controversy over its location and existence; Observer, 12
March 1887.
Section 372 - See PP 26/1875.
Sedan - DP 421; CTs 182/147, 211/149-50; HB 4/50; T pp. 8 & 106; Register, 8 November 1909, 3
September 1884.
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Seddon, Hundred of - Ross McMullin, The Light on the Hill.
Sefton Estate - DP 1743; CT 811/65.
Sefton Park - DP 1233; CT 405/178; GR 2/578. It is advertised in the Register, 14 October 1882.
Sellicks Hill - DP 3297; CT 1383/105; Advertiser, 28 March 1925; Register, 12 July 1921; PP 73/1872.
Semaphore - T p. 157; DP 117; Register, 2 April 1864, 27 December 1869, 4 January 1928; The News, 17
March 1936, 9 July 1936; Register, 18 August 1851, The Mail, 22 June 1929; Ron Ritter, Triumph-Tragedy
and Port Adelaide, p. 112, Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Senior, Hundred of - Register, 8 October 1907; Advertiser, 23 November 1926.
Seppelts - Register, 28 September 1868.
Serle, Mount - HB 5/53, 16/41; T p. 156; Register, 15 August 1905.
Settler Bend - Observer, 6 September 1862.
Seven Hill - A 26284; HB 5/36; RN 507; T p. 8; Loy Rep, p. 241; Register, 22 December 1857; the original
subdivision plan shows ‘Sevenhill’ and not ‘Sevenhills’ as recorded by Cockburn.
Seymour, Hundred of - Register, 19 December 1868.
Seymour, Lake - HB 7/33, 12/45.
Shady Grove - See Bob Schmidt, Mountain Upon the Plain; Register, 28 December 1865; Advertiser, 21
August 1931; Observer, 4 January 1873; PP 119/1872.
Shamrock Pool - PP 24-25/1858, p. 48; Register, 27 August 1858.
Shanahan, Mount - Register, 11 November 1899.
Shankton - DP 88; CT 23/14. Clearly, Cockburn’s version is hearsay.
Shannon - Observer, 3 October 1885.
Shannon, Hundred of - HB 7/10; Advertiser, 31 January 1926.
Sharps Well - Advertiser, 20 September 1890.
Shea-oak Log - MB 43/481; Savings Bank of SA mortgage tender no. 53. For a series of opinions on
whether the name should be ‘Sheaoak’ or ‘Sheoak’, see the Advertiser, 8, 10, 15 & 18 July 1946, in the
‘Vox’ columns; the Register of 2 January 1861 records it as ‘Sheaoak’ - today, it is officially ‘Shea-oak’.
Register, 27 March 1856, 25 June 1872; GG, 4 March 1858.
Shebbear - The Register of 17 August 1877 recounts an objection to the town’s survey, while the Observer
of 11 May 1878 has a report of a deputation to the Commissioner of Crown Lands asking for it to be
withdrawn from sale; Register, 17 August 1877. An article headed ‘The Chief Justice and Shebbear College
[UK]’ is in the Advertiser, 23 September 1891.
Sheidow Park - DP 9839; CT 967/59.
Shelford - Chronicle, 19 April 1873.
Shepherds Inn - CSO 4107/1855.
Shepley - The Register of 16 May 1854 reports on a proposed church in the locality of the ‘townships of
Newton and Shipley [sic]…’
Sheringa - HB 18/19; Register, 24 December 1898.
Shermfold - A 5661.
Sherwood - DP 5499; CT 2478/46; DPs 6995/6; CT 2966/162; HB 9/13; Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140
Years, p. 545.
Sherwood Forest - CT 1533/185.
Shields - A 24812, A 26118; RN 215.
Shirley Gardens - Advertiser, 1 December 1923.
Shoal Bay - Register, 6 August 1928.
Shoreham - A 6608, A 7299; GRO 471/1854; MB 78/466; DP 647. The ‘Brighton’ subdivision is advertised
in the Register of 28 October 1854 while that of the ‘Largs Bay’ subdivision is to be found in the Register,
29 January 1877.
Short, Hundred of - Chronicle, 23 November 1933; Crown Lands and Immigration Office Docket no.
2094/1882 held in the Public Records Office.
Short, Lake - Loy Rep, p. 213.
Sichem Well - Register, 26 October 1868.
Siegersdorf - A 12006; GG, 17 April 1975.
Silcrete Island - LI.
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Silicate Beach - DP 2749; CT 1184/54.
Sileby Park - Advertiser, 5 May 1923.
Silveracre - Advertiser, 4 January & 25 September 1926.
Silverton - DP 113; CT 23/128; RN 160.
Simmonston - DNB Vol 3 (1912); D.A. Cumming & G. Moxham, They Built South Australia.
Sim(m)s Rock - Advertiser, 19 January 1905.
Simpson Creek - Observer, 25 June 1859.
Simpson Desert - Advertiser, 19 June 1936.
Sims Cove - Advertiser, 19 January 1905, 2 April 1910.
Sinclair Gap - PP 65/1861; see The News, 3 March 1928 for the reminiscences of Mrs W.H. Hall who was
taught the alphabet by Stuart; RGS Proceedings, Vol. 62, p. 37; Advertiser, 22 September 1931.
Sinnett, Mount - HB 12/29; Loy Rep, p. 217; Register, 24 November 1866. A benefit concert for his widow
is reported in the Advertiser, 14 May 1867.
Sir Thomas, Mount - Loy Not, p. 93.
Sixth Creek - Information on the gold mine is in the Register, 21 February 1867, 19 April 1867; Chronicle, 9
June 1866; an essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the Hills.
Skilly Hills - Observer, 29 September 1877. A report on its school examinations is in the Register, 26 July
1867; PP 36/1873.
Skurray, Hundred of - HB 7/45.
Skye - DPs 6520/24.
Skye Town - Observer, 12 June 1869.
Sladden Town - DP 1765; CT 824/133.
Slade Park - DP 2495; CT 1101/149.
Slape Gully - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition), p. 212.
Sleaford Bay - RN 67.
Sleeps Hill - Register, 10 July 1909.
Sliding Rock - EB p. 50; Advertiser, 21 July 1874.
Smeaton. Hundred of - Register, 18 October 1927.
Smedley Town - DP 1179; CT 394/36. The Register of 18 February 1882 proclaimed: ‘It is seldom a town is
put on the market with a railway station in the very centre of it.’ Biographical details are in the Advertiser,
10 June 1919.
Smedleyville - DP 2259.
Smith, Hundred of - HB 10/72; Loy Rep, p. 220.
Smithfield - GRO 260/1856; Register, 13 April 1854 & 15 June 1857, 3 July 1847; Advertiser, 29 April 1965.
Smiths Creek - A 21567 does not show any evidence of this advertised subdivision; when brought under
the Real Property Act the section was in three pieces as broadacres.
Smithville - DP 1540; CT 11/177.
Smoky Bay - Advertiser, 6 May 1924.
Snake Gully - RN 327; Observer, 14 February 1874.
Snappers Point - CSO 170/1845.
Snelling Creek - Register, 3 September 1861.
Snewin Rock - Register, 26 December 1861.
Snowden Beach - Advertiser, 20 February 1917.
Snowtown - Observer, 17 August 1878; GG, 15 August 1878, p. 516, 12 August 1880, p. 610, 25 November
1880, p. 1825 & 24 November 1881, p. 1554; Register, 7 February 1885.
Snug Cove - Chronicle, 18 November 1937.
Sod Hut - Register, 28 November 1846 & 16 February 1857, 2 June 1900; Record of the Mines of South
Australia (fourth edition); MB 45/436 does not support Cockburn’s conclusions.
Solomon, Hundred of - HB 4/39; Observer, 24 October 1908.
Solomontown - GEB 50/89; HB 4/22A, 14/18B; Advertiser, 30 November 1935.
Somerlea - DP 2442; CT 1097/137.
Somerset - GR 2/533; MB 12/231; Land Grant Books; the Register of 11 August 1881 reproduces a letter
from Lord Edward Somerset to Colonel Light.
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Somerton - A 8408; GRO 389/1854; GEB 34/16; Register, 5 October 1854; Register, 8 May 1879; it is not of
English origin as Cockburn suggests.
Sour Flats - Kapunda Herald, 13 May 1904; See A 1882 in the GRO; Chronicle, 4 September 1858.
South Australia - Reverend John Blacket, History of South Australia; Charles Sturt, Two Expeditions into
the Interior of Southern Australia, p. XI; HB 2/28, 11/7, 11/29; RN 10, 196; PP 182/1868-9; D.A. Winton,
History of the Surveys of the Eastern Boundaries of the Province of South Australia.
South-East - Interested readers are referred to the website - www.slsa.sa.gov.au/manning - where many
of the quotations in the text are to be found, along with their respective source.
South Gap - Observer, 22 March 1924.
South End - DP 906; CTs 333/30-1; Register, 22 October 1880; a later subdivision of 15 allotments is
described in the Advertiser of 28 March 1925.
South Hummocks - Register, 22 March 1882.
South Petherton - Cockburn’s nomenclature appears to be hearsay in view of the facts presented in DP 67
& CT 19/200.
South Rhine - Register, 7 September 1867,
Southwark - DP 1038; CT 273/208; Register, 16 May 1881 & 6 March 1882.
Spalding - DP 469; CT 228/125; HB 4/14; RN 345; Register, 8 October 1881; Northern Argus, 28 May 1875.
Speirsville - DP 2693; CT 1178/125.
Spence, Hundred of - Observer, 13 December 1902.
Spencer Gulf - Advertiser, 3 July 1909.
Spenderville - DP 18; CT 7/29; GR 4/1523; GRO 141/1857.A later subdivision is advertised in the Register
of 18 December 1879.
Springbank - DP 1; A 19482; GRO 443/1854; CT 274/107; Register, 6 December 1848, 2 April 1858.
Spring Cart Gully - RGS Proceedings, Vol. 18, p. 18.
Spring Creek - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition); Observer, 10 October 1868.
Springfield - DP 3740; CT 15/1; Advertiser, 8 September 1928; Register, 30 August 1928. In respect of
farms in the northern district see British Parliamentary Papers - Colonial, 1842-1844, pp. 100-131;
Register, 16 November 1861.
Spring Grove - Chronicle, 8 June 1861.
Springhead Farm - Advertiser, 2 April 1873.
Springs - DP 1430; CT 179/130; HB 4/22; Register, 8 March 1895.
Springton - DP 125; CTs 62/159, 74/219; HB 5/32; Register, 3 July 1865; information on the school is in the
Observer, 2 November 1912.
Springvale - Register, 5 December 1856.
Square Mile - Register, 11 September 1867; PP 18/1870-71.
Squaretown - CT 209/4.
Square Waterhole - Register, 22 August 1865.
Stamford Hill - HB 3/35; RGS Vol 5; LI; RN 86.
Stanley - DP 645; CT 193/51.
Stanley, County of - LI.
Stanley Flat - HB 4/22; MB 46/469, 129/57; Register, 17 January 1907.
Stansbury - HB 17/7; T p. 110; GG, 23 July 1846, 18 February 1847; Observer, 15 July 1882.
Stanvac, Port - NCM, 6 October 1958.
Staplehurst - A 15534; GR 4/1584.
Starkville - DP 2276; CT 1010/108.
Staughton - LI.
Steedwick – SRO - GRG 59, Series 47.
Steelton - CT 1/113; LI; Chronicle, 10 February 1866; Observer, 10 October 1863.
Steinfeld - CT 192/78.
Stein Hill - HB 14/81; T p. 156.
Stephenston - DNB Vol 54 (1898), p. 188. Names of the purchasers of allotments are in the Observer, 9
August 1879; Register, 26 November 1881; Advertiser, 5 September 1883.
Stepney - A 6620; MB 32/462; Register, 1 June 1850; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience.
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Steventon Estate - A 4675, 10837; GRO 154/1863; CT 336/; DP 1453; CT 449/54; Register, 27 September
1855; GG, 28 August 1856.
Stewart, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Stewarts - (See Messemurray)
Stirling - A18939; GRO 101/1854; CTs 189/14,171/193-4, 6/17; HB 11/11. ‘Stirling West’ is advertised in
the Register of 18 May 1883; Observer, 3 January 1863, Register, 10 March 1864, 21 May 1883; Observer,
3 November 1900. In respect of Stirling North, Cockburn’s nomenclature would appear to be hearsay;
Register, 27 April 1871; PP 73/1872. Information on the school is in the Register, 13 September 1860;
Advertiser, 13 May 2008 (What’s Your Problem column).
Stockade - Observer, 29 July 1854; Advertiser, 21 May 1869. See Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA
(1908) at page 56 for an account of the construction of the Stockade.
Stockport - A 23472; CT 632/3; Register, 10 February 1849. MB 6/207 records the sale of allotments on 4
September 1845 and therefore Cockburn’s date of 1856 is incorrect; Register, 22 July 1862, 9 November
1863.
Stockwell - GEB 37/58; GRO 487/1856; MB 104/66; Register, 23 March 1858; Chronicle, 3 August 1901.
Stockyard Creek - RN 521.
Stockyards, The - E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 42; Cyclopedia of South Australia (1909).
Stokes Bay - GR 4/1552-3; PP 134/1858; Register, 19 December 1883.
Stokes, Hundred of - Observer, 10 August 1889; F.H. Bauer, Kangaroo Island; Register, 5 August 1889.
Stonefield - Register, 21 October 1896.
Stone Hill - Register, 5 August 1854 makes reference to the laying of the foundation stone of its Wesleyan
Chapel; Register, 6 October 1866; GG, 26 April 1860.
Stone Hut - DP 380; HB 4/40; The Mail, 27 June 1936; Observer, 16 June 1906.
Stonyfell - DP 5711; CT 2657/126; LI; The First 100 Years-History of Burnside; Register, 3 November 1874;
May Vivienne, Sunny South Australia. Cockburn’s nomenclature appears to be hearsay or conjecture. Mr
Edlin is mentioned in respect of his association with the Union Building and Investment Society in the
Register, 24 July 1860.
Stony Gap - Register, 11 September 1871.
Stow, Hundred of - ADB 6. He died in 1878 and was given a State funeral; see Register, 18 September
1878.
Stradbroke Estate - DP 2317; CT 1016/122. Register, 9 November 1857. The Adelaide Times of 28
February 1850 refers to a large estate named ‘Stradbroke’ and owned by H. Metcalfe in the vicinity of the
later subdivision, while on 6 March 1850 the same newspaper advertises a quarter-acre block ‘in South
Terrace of section 7032, Western Sources of the Torrens’, with two-and-a-half acres in the township (of
Stradbroke).’ Also see Adelaide Times, 24 December 1853 for the reference to ‘South Stradbroke’. See
Elizabeth Warburton, Old Stradbroke & Register, 10 February 1923, 10 August 1885.
Stradbrooke - A 11364; MB 92/20-21; Register, 29 December 1869, 10 August 1885.
Strait Gate - See Explore the Barossa (Royal Geographical Society of A/asia, SA Branch, 1991, p. 120); PP
119/1872.
Stranges Creek - A.J. Perkins, South Australia-An Agricultural and Pastoral State in the Making, pp. 132133.
Strangways - Advertiser, 10 May 1860.
Strathalbyn - A 5940; MB 3/326; GEB 24/20; HB 5/2; RN 539; LI; Observer, 30 March 1850.
Strathmont - DP 3319; CT 1387/20; Advertiser, 4 April 1925.
Strauss Hill - CT 163/101.
Strawberry Hill - HB 7/4; Register, 24 December 1898; Advertiser, 3 December 1943.
Strawbridge, Hundred of - Information on him is in the Advertiser, 18 March 1907; an obituary is in the
Register of 26 June 1911:
Streaky Bay - HB 4/52; RN 150, 167; LI; Observer, 16 February 1878; Advertiser, 22 May 1912; PP 36/1873.
Struan - HB 11/34; Register, 25 November 1898.
Strezlecki Creek - ADB 2,
Stuart - HB 7/5; Advertiser, 3 January 1863; Register, 25 July 1872.
Studley - T p. 77; LI.
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Stunsail Boom River - T p. 156; Register, 8 July 1837, 2 October 1885.
Sturdee, Hundred of - Register, 8 May 1925.
Sturt - DP 3355; CT 1396/194; HB 2/62. A copy of the advertisement for the sale of ‘Sturt Village’ is filed in
LI, while a later sale of lots is advertised in the Register of 4 February 1856. ‘Sturt’s City House’ is in the
Advertiser, 15 June 1929; Register, 25 April 1913, 7 October 1872; Observer, 30 July 1927; PP 74/1874;
South Australian Magazine of Jan-Feb 1842, Vol 1, no. VII.
Sturton - MB 178/249 dated 13 July 1861; Chronicle, 13 May 1865.
Sugarloaf Well - Chronicle, 15 March 1879.
Sultana, Point - Register, 3 October 1849; LI; T p. 156.
Summerfeldt (Summerfield) - Register, 29 November 1904.
Summertown - CT 58/44; Chronicle, 27 September 1884; Dianne Liebelt, History of Summertown and
Uraidla; essay by P. Sumerling in The Lasting Hills.
Sunbury - Observer, 7 February 1874, 29 January 1876.
Sunday, Lake - It is described in The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell (Angus & Robertson, 1988), page
122; a sketch of a shepherd’s hut is on page 123. Cockburn errs when he claims that Parrington came out
in the Rapid.
Sunlands - DP 6997; CT 2963/103.
Sunning Hill - Register, 15 March 1866, 19 December 1905.
Sunnybrae Farm - DP 2388; CT 1057/143; Register, 11 May 1914; The News, 18 August 1986.
Sunnymeade - DP 878; CT 244/166.
Sunnyside - DP 77; CT 172/83. The property and residence is described in the Register of 6 March 1899;
Advertiser, 4 March 1922.
Sunny Spring Glen - Register, 14 & 21 January 1926.
Sunnyside Glen - Advertiser, 21 November 1925.
Sunny Vale - Observer, 30 July 1892.
Sunshine - Advertiser, 11 May 1926.
Surfers - DP 6156; CT 2558/34.
Surrey Downs - DP 6779; CTs 2818/63-143; Register, 10 July 1841.
Surrey Farm - Ian Auhl, From Settlement to City, p. 259; GR 4/1509.
Sutherland - DP 855; CT 317/125; DP 2398; CT 1062/141- the last two documents disprove Cockburn’s
nomenclature. An obituary of her husband, Peter Sutherland, is in the Register, 29 October 1912.
Sutherland Shoal - A Pioneer History of South Australia.
Sutherlands - HB 4/8; RN 344; Register, 23 August 1909; RN 61 has details of firewood, grain and sheep
forwarded from the station from 1891 to 1932.
Sutton Town - CT 17/45; GR 4/1755; PP 36/1873.
Swan(n), Mount - Complimentary dinners to Mr H.C. Swan are reported in the Register, 8 January 1870 &
March 1870 - the latter was held at Blinman on the occasion of him leaving the Angorichina Run.
Swanport - GRO 63/1865; T p. 155; Advertiser, 14 December 1876.
Swan Reach - DP 1586; CT 667/36; HB 7/45; LR; Express & Telegraph, 17 February 1897.
Swanscombe - DP 406; CT 182/169; Advertiser, 22 August & 22 September 1925.
Swansea - DP 203; CT 89/152; DP 426; CTs 214/67, 68, 73; Advertiser, 9 November 1875. A later
advertisement for the ‘Largs’ subdivision is in the Register of 15 September 1877; Register, 9 January
1923. R.M. Gibbs, Bulls, Bears and Wildcats.
Swede Flat - HB 7/11; LR; Daisy Fry, The Story of Keith.
Swinden - DP 938; CT 172/213; Register, 30 July 1907; see Register 2 1August 1879 & 8 October 1880. This
subdivision has no connection with Charles Swinden as suggested by Cockburn. Rodney Cockburn,
Nomenclature of South Australia (1908)
Swinden Crossing - Register, 24 August 1857.
Swindon - GRO 178/1861; A 4638; CT 60/40; Register, 1 January 1859, 17 August 1860.
Sydenham - DP 1134; CT 377/132; Register, 1 April 1881; Advertiser, 22 May 1880.
Syleham - A 10251; GRO 180/1856; CT 156/4.
Symon, Hundred of - Advertiser, 30 March 1934. An obituary is in the Advertiser, 30 March 1934 & details
of his will on 8 August 1934; The Critic, 16 April 1898 (poem).
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Table Lands - South Australian, 2 April 1850.
Tailem Bend - HB 7/33, 19/1; The News, 29 April 1969. The Register of 3 February 1869 has a description
of the run which occupied 1,200 acres over ten sections in the Hundred of Seymour.
Taldra - DP 2818; CT 1229/61; The News, 27 July 1923.
Talia - Advertiser, 11 August 1906. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Talisker - RN 160; T p. 157; Mortlock Library pamphlet ref. no. Z622.342; PP 73/1872; G.H. Manning, A
Colonial Experience.
Tallala - DP 1947; CT 904/86; HB 5/47, 8/13; Register, 23 February 1915. Information on the school and
others in the district is in the Advertiser, 20 April 1907.
Taltabooka - Register, 5 May 1894.
Talunga - Register, 18 February 1886.
Tambelin - NCM, 10 January 1946.
Tamblyn, Lake - EB p. 73; Advertiser, 31 August 1936.
Tam O’Shanter Belt - A 17581, A 26255; T p. 157; Advertiser, 25 April 1887.
Tamundee South - A 10579, 13355, 16329.
Tantanoola - HB 18/24; Register, 18 December 1886, Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia
(1908). A viewing of the stuffed and mounted ‘tiger’ at Mr and Mrs Donovan’s residence on the banks of
the River Glenelg is reported in the Register, 20 January 1923, page 12c.
Tanunda - Southern Australian, 18 August 1843; Register, 4 March 1850; Observer, 1 September 1855; A
13521; GRO 234/1854; MB 11/378;
E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 104.
Taperoo - DP 3410/11; CT 1050/34; Observer, 21 September 1889.
Taplan - DP 2389; CT 1050/107; Register, 23 July 1927.
Tapley Hill - LI; Observer, 22 March 1856.
Tapton - Observer, 21 February 1863.
Taragoro - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Tarcoola - HB 14/34, 19/22; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 284; Observer, 29 September 1900, 24 July
1922.
Tarcowie - HB 17/3.
Tarlee - DPs 226, 251; CTs 120/11, 134/212; HB 8/16; Register, 13 June 1868; Samuel Lewis, A
Topographical Dictionary of Ireland. The ‘Forrester’s Hotel’ conducted by the Forrester family from 1853
until 1866 was near the village of Gilbert Town (section 208, Hundred of Gilbert). It was known, also, as
the ‘Bow and Arrow’; it closed in 1869; PP 34/1877. Oldham’s obituary is in the Register, 25 June 1888.
Tarlton, Hundred of - Advertiser, 1 February 1919.
Tarnma - CT 42/228.
Tarpeena - Register, 3 September 1905, 12 June 1869; Observer, 31 January 1885. The information on the
treatment of Aborigines was taken from an unpublished manuscript by G.H. Manning titled A Social
History of the Lower South East in the 19th Century.
Tarqua Lagoon - ED; SA, Its Advantages and Resources, p. 145.
Tarrawatta - T p. 86; ED; Advertiser, 19 June 1916; Register, 14 August 1906.
Tassie Creek - GR 4/1576; Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges; Chronicle, 1 February 1873.
Tatta-Wap - Register, 4 May 1894.
Tatiara - HB 7/11, 11/10; LR. For an account of the examination and occupation of the country, see the
South Australian of 9 September, 3 October & 9 December 1845; Advertiser, 9 November 1886.
Taunton - DP 105; CT 84/98.
Tauragat Well - HB 23/16.
Tavistock - A 27151; GRO 494/1856; Register, 26 February 1858.
Taylorville - AP.
Teakle Town - MB 331/233,338/110; GR 4/1583; Bob Schmidt, Mountain Upon The Plain, p. 17; Bailliere’s
Gazetteer of South Australia, 1866.
Tea Tree Gully - T p. 158; Ian Auhl, From Settlement to City; Chronicle, 28 December 1861; Register, 4 May
1863.
Teetulpa - Mortlock Library pamphlet ref. no. Z622.34; Register, 20 December 1886.
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Telowie, Hundred of - HB 4/41, 5/20; RN 483.
Templers - CT 588/6; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 142; Observer, 23 January 1858;
Register, 21 November 1903.
Templeton, Mount - AP; LR; Mortlock Library pamphlet ref. no. Z920.Y74, p. 14; CTs 121/95-96, 130/18283-84, 449/90. See MB 358/155-56-57 for land dealings of Arthur Lor(r)aine Young (son of C.B. Young)
with John Young, Gavin Freebairn and William Henry Hall. See CT 466/179 for land grants of several
sections in the Hundred of Everard to John Young, Gavin and William Freebairn and William Henry Hall in
1884. Rodney Cockburn makes mention of C.B. Young and the ‘Mount Templeton Station’ in Pastoral
Pioneers of South Australia Vol I, p. 77 - the names of the purchasers of Young’s land he defines do not
agree with those registered on CT 449/90. Mr Butler was born in Oxfordshire, England where there is no
evidence of a place called Templeton’ but it does occur in Scotland from whence Mr Grant came. The
surveyor, R.J. Loveday was born in East London in 1818 where there is no evidence of a ‘Templeton’.
(Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 929.2099423.L897.L); Register, 26 February 1907.
Tenafeate - See MB 254/121.
Tennyson - HB 17/16. An editorial on the land speculation in the area by Messrs David Murray, John
Brodie Spence and Arthur Harvey is in the Advertiser, 25 September 1879.
Tenterdon - HB 4/43; MB 196/19. Cockburn’s nomenclature lacks authority and omits the essential facts
surrounding the Morphett family.
Tent Hill - EB p. 68.
Terka - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Termination Hill - Cockburn errs when he states it ‘marks the limit of a reconnoitering journey that Eyre
undertook…’
Terowie - HB 4/34, 16/36; Chronicle, 2 February 1933; T p. 159. A later sale of allotments is advertised in
the Register of 23 April 1880; Register, 16 March 1891; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South
Australia (1908).
Terryville - MB 23/39, 24/302.
Thebarton - A 5098, 26309; GRO 450/1854 & 167/1883; RGS 28/28. It was not ‘the first village laid out
beyond Adelaide’ as stated by Cockburn – Governor Hindmarsh has that honour; Observer, 2 September
1843.
Thevenard, Cape - Chronicle, 20 August 1927; Cockburn is in error when he claims Baudin as the
nomenclator.
Third Creek - Register, 17 June 1893.
Thistle Island - SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 22 September 1838; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South
Australia.
Thomas, Mount - Advertiser, 11 September 1918.
Thompson Crossing - Advertiser, 11 April 1886.
Thorndon Park - A 5844; GEB 38/63; GRO 135/1859; MB 91/325, 152/21; Register, 29 November 1855. In
the Register of 29 November 1858 and subsequent days it is called ‘Thornden Park’; Register, 17 October
1881.
Thorngate - DP 2218; CT 974/152; Register, 22 November 1913.
Thorn Hill - Register, 22 February 1865.
Thornley Creek – A. Harvey, Mankind (May 1943).
Thornton - DP 307; CT 315/136
Thorpe Spring - A 2258; CT 20/151.
Thowville - DP 1389; CT 473/24. The Advertiser of 31 October 1884 indicates that Mr Thow lived at
Woodville.
Three Brothers - HB 5/34.
Thrington - HB 8/15; T p. 8. An objection to the name is reported in the Register, 27 November 1916.
Thurk - A detailed description of the run is to be found in the Register, 5 June 1862.
Tickera - See Advertiser, 24 July 1911 for a report on the opening of a new school; Register, 27 February
1897.
Tiddy Widdy Wells - HB 33/22; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 136; Chronicle, 9 November 1872; Observer,
9 November 1872.
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Tiers - The Register, 31 October 1855 has an editorial entitled ‘The New Tiers Road’.
Tiger Bore - Register, 29 May 1909.
Tilka Hut - Observer, 1 December 1928.
Tilki - NCM, 10 January 1946.
Tilley Swamp - LR; LI; Pastoral Survey Diagram Book, Vol 1, p. 12. Cockburn’s nomenclature appears to be
hearsay or conjecture.
Timor - NCM, 5 June 1925.
Tinline - LI; T p. 158.
Tinpot - Chronicle, 31 August 1933; Register, 29 May 1852, 18 February 1856; Advertiser, 15 February
1861; Observer, 7 August 1915.
Tintinara - HB 5/18, 5/19; LR; Register, 21 April 1919, 15 March 1921.
Tiver Well - Observer, 20 March 1909.
Tobacco Flat - Register, 11 February 1858.
Tod Hill - Alexandrina Shore, p. 33; Register, 23 July 1842,13 October 1855.
Todd Rivulet - LI.
Todmorden - Mr J.A. Breaden’s Todmorden Station is described in the Register, 17 August 1909; an
obituary appears on 18 March 1924; Register, 5 April 1928.
Tod River - RN 458; Register, 15 February 1923.
Tolmer - G.H. Manning, Memoirs of Thomas Frost.
Tom Brown - LI; Observer, 29 March 1919.
Tomkinson Ranges - Advertiser, 7 October 1885; Register, 13 April 1889.
Tonsley - NCM, 29 August 1955; Register, 27 April 1901.
Tooligie - NCM, 4 April 1929; letter from Prof. N.B. Tindale filed in LI. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town.
Toorak Gardens - DP 1741; CT 791/96; Register, 15 June 1914, 20, 21 & 22 January 1910, 28 July 1917;
Advertiser, 14 March 1925.
Toorak Park - DP 2136; CT 966/174.
Tootla - NCM, 10 July 1939.
Torrens - T p. 157; HB 2/5, 3/38, 5/13; GG, 3 June 1837 (naming of river); A 2546; MB 51/264; GRO
81/1857; DP 683, CT 156/91; Torrenside - the Register of 18 May 1878 shows a subdivision of ‘Torrenside’
but, apparently, it was not recognised in the Department of Lands; DP 2453; CT 518/84; A 5796; CTs
62/227-8, 106/103 Torrens Vale - DP 1721; CT 534/163; Torrensville - RGS 5/74; River Torrens - GG, 5
March 1891, p. 704; Torrens Island - Register, 26 January 1860; Lake Torrens -John S. Turner, Ashreighney
to Mount Torrens; an essay by P. Sumerling in The Lasting Hills. An ‘unofficial’ subdivision of Torrens Park
is advertised in the Register of 20 October 1879; GG, 13 January 1887; Register, 13 March 1915; G.H.
Manning, A Colonial Experience; Adelaide Times, 12 & 13 April 1850; Register, 17 November 1904.
Torrensdale - Mortlock Library ref. no. A 488.4.
Torrensfield - Register, 6 July 1910.
Torrensford - Advertiser, 11 June 1928; The News, 18 February 1927.
Torreston - DP 288; CT 79/14.
Torville - DP 732; CTs 253/86-87; HB 4/11; Chronicle, 9 February 1895.
Tothill Belt - T p. 158; MB 10/451, 12/58, 15/335; Observer, 9 June 1866; PP 73/1872.
Totness - DP 6; CT 3/82; A 3304; GRO 209/1858; HB 5/33, 30/10; RN 683; Register, 10 December 1862;
Advertiser, 18 December 1868.
Totness Park - DP 2140; CT 1120/33.
Towitta - Observer, 21 July 1877.
Townsend, Hundred of - Loy Rep, p. 248; ADB 6; Register, 26 October 1882; Observer, 29 September
1877.
Townsvale Estate - DP 1790; CT 878/43.
Tracy - Observer, 21 May 1904.
Tranmere - DP 2329; CT 1034/103; Register, 10 April 1919; Express & Telegraph, 26 November 1872.
Transcontinental Estate - DP 2373; CT 372/156.
Traversbrook - Southern Australian, 21 March 1843; A Pioneer History of South Australia.
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Travers, Hundred of - Cyclopedia of SA, Vol I, p. 221.
Trebilcock Gully - Register, 15 July 1893.
Tregarthen - Register, 14 February 1893.
Trelyn - DP 994; CT 132/126; Register, 2 October 1875.
Treuer, River - Register, 17 March 1883; RGS Proceedings, Vol. 58, p. 17.
Trevale - Advertiser, 6 January 1866; A 12021.
Trevalsa - GR 3/1260.
Trezona Range - LR; MB 436/113.
Trial Bay - Register, 23 July 1845.
Trinity Dam - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 136.
Trinity Gardens - DP 2666; A 26860; Advertiser, 27 March 1920; Register, 1 & 5 April 1920.
Trott Park - DP 9925; CT 4020/236.
Troubridge - RN 83; HB 18/15; GG, 29 July 1869; Observer, 5 April 1902.
Truro - A 2287; T p. 8, 158; LI; South Australian, 21 December 1849; Adelaide Times, 18 February 1850;
Observer, 28 April 1877; PP 130/1865-66.
Tsong Gyiaou - Iris Nesdale, The Third Bridge; G.H. Manning, Hope Farm Chronicle; Adele Pridmore, The
Rich Valley. Miss Aldersey’s obituary is in the Register, 5 October 1868.
Tuckingmill - DP 361; CT 189/36.
Tulka - HB 11/30.
Tumby Bay - HB 10/37.
Tungkillo - HB 11/14; RN 560; Southern Australian, 1 December 1848. Reports on the district school’s
examination are in the Register, 4 December 1863; an essay by G.H. Manning in Views from the Hills.
Tunkalilla Creek - The News, 17 January 1935.
Tuohy - NCM, 10 March 1936.
Turner Hill - Register, 4 November 1899.
Turretfield - Register, 31 October 1848; Chronicle, 20 October 1932.
Turrung - NCM, 12 May 1947.
Turton, Point - DP 8298; CT 1889/36; Chronicle, 8 December 1877.
Tuscan - NCM, 13 August 1926; T p. 8. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Tusmore - DPs 1885, 2146; CT 859/195; Express & Telegraph, 1 April 1897.
Twickenham - A 17420, A 3022; Register, 21 December 1839, 17 October 1840.
Two Mile - Observer, 2 April 1870.
Two Wells - GRO 296/1864; for further information see Life Around the Light; Chronicle, 22 February
1868.
Twyford - MB 35/46, 46/35.
Tyrone - DP 1580; CT 658/120; GR 1/329.
Ucolta - Register, 24 December 1913.
Uden, Point - Biographical information on Mr Uden is in the Observer, 9 November 1901 and his
reminiscences on 17 January 1903. See Advertiser, 21 January 1910 where it is shown as ‘Aden Point’.
Uley, Hundred of - PP 21/1875 (lease no. 70); HB 9/23, 14/95; RN 402; GR 4/1492. Cockburn’s statement
that E. Spicer and R. Symes were partners with Sinclair is not borne out by primary sources in the Dept. of
Lands. However, a Mr Symes is recorded as holding an occupation licence at ‘Port Lincoln’ from 30
September 1847, while Edward Spicer held licences in the Coorong, on Yorke Peninsula and at Mount
Gambier from 1846; Register, 11 October 1893;
Uleybury - DP 10064; CTs 4050/175-181; HB 36/16; Register, 5 December 1855; NCM, 22 November 1943
Ulooloo - Chronicle, 2 February 1933 Observer, 1 August 1925; Advertiser, 12 & 15 February 1872.
Ulundi - DP 859; CT 316/78.
Umberatana Creek - HB 7/41. The Advertiser, 11 September 1918 has information on James Thomas.
Umpherstone Bay - P. and B. O’Connor, Second to None, p. 307; Register, 27 August 1895.
Undalya - A 13776; Chronicle, 6 May 1865; PP 73/1872.
Underdale - A 7952; GRO 621/1855; Register, 20 February 1882.
Undertown - A.21143.
Ungarra - DP 2066; CT 888/50.
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University Blocks - The sale of blocks in the Hundred of Wirreanda was advertised in the Register of 19
April 1879; Chronicle, 18 December 1875.
Unley - G.B. Payne and E. Cosh, History of Unley. ‘Unley Park’ is advertised in the Register of 10 March
1856; Register, 20 September 1851, 18 May 1904.
Up and Down Rocks - Observer, 10 February 1883.
Upper Sturt - DP 2739; CT 1269/18; Register, 23 July 1906.
Upper Wakefield - HB 8/2; Register, 10 October 1857.
Uraidla - DP 1072; CT 370/221; RN 363; Observer, 22 March 1879, 28 February 1925.
Urania - Chronicle, 30 January 1886; PP 152/1872.
Uroonda - RN 383.
Urrbrae - DP 3854; CT 1567/196; HB 6/16; Register, 3 December 1883; Roma Mattey, Deceptive Lands. Mr
R.F. McGeorge’s home of ‘Urrbrae’ is mentioned in the Register of 4 April 1854; Advertiser, 4 September
1937.
Utera Springs - Register, 6 February 1888.
Uworra - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Vailima Court - DP 2480; CT 1251/124.
Vale Park - DP 2930; CT 1251/124; Roma Mattey, Deceptive Lands; Advertiser, 22 July 1922.
Valley View - DP 7857; CT 3595/106.
Vansittart Park - DP 1431; CT 492/104; HB 14/89; Register, 6 December 1887.
Vasey Island - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Veitch - HB 5/37; Register, 6 June 1910; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Venus Bay - HB 13/31A; Observer, 13 May 1848; Register, 27 August 1909; Neville Collins, The Jetties of
South Australia.
Vermont - DP 821; CT 313/80. A sale of lots is advertised in the Register, 9 February 1880.
Verran - HB 22/10; Chronicle, 2 April 1910; Advertiser, 21 January 1910, 8 June 1932.
Veteran Isles - DR 278/1959.
Victor - Register, 8 May 1879.
Victor Harbor - DP 99; CT 49/62; DP 110; CT 1/240; RN 94, 128; HB 4/36; Chronicle, 20 April 1933; GG, 16
June 1921, p. 126; T p. 160. Cockburn’s statement that ‘the official name of the popular watering place is
Alexandra’ is incorrect. It was known as ‘Port Victor’ from 1865 to 1921 and this was probably influenced
by the ‘Port Victor’ subdivision of 1863 which was advertised in the Register of 1 April 1863,
Victoria - GG, 21 July 1842; A 7399; See Special Surveys Grant Book, p. 146 for those who purchased
allotments; Adelaide Times, 13 August 1849 & 12 November 1849; Register, 8 January 1921, 6 January
1838; GG ,13 July 1865, p. 625, 27 April 1893, 15 July 1915; Observer, 26 October 1907, 12 December
1857.
Victoria Park - DP 489; CT 228/197.
Victoria, Port - HB 3/53, 17/23; T p. 160. Robert Cock’s report of his exploration of Yorke Peninsula is in
the Register, 15 June 1839; Southern Australian, 4 September 1839, 2 October 1839; GRO 28/1858;
Register, 9 July 1885.
Victoria Square - Register, 24 March 1874.
Victor, Mount - T p. 160; Register, 7 May 1894.
Victorville - A 7300; GRO 282/1858.
Viewbank - DP 1382; CT 299/66. It was advertised in the Register of 23 October 1882. Apparently,
Cockburn’s date of October 1882 was influenced by this announcement -The plan is dated December
1884 and the sale of the first lot was registered on 16 February 1885.
Ville St. Louis - A 5105; GRO 496/1856.
Vincent - A 76.
Vincent, Port - DP 591; CT 83/136; HB 7/21; RN 532; Southern Australian, 7 August 1839; Register. 3
August 1877 claims it would ‘eventually ((become) the Sorrento of South Australia.’ ‘Port St Vincent’ is
described in the Chronicle, 1 September 1877; Register, 28 March 1882.
Vincents View - A 19362.
Vineton - DP 1643; CT 731/101.
Vine Vale - Advertiser, 19 March 1927.
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Virginia - A 7430; GRO 249/1858; T p. 160; Register, 14 October 1857.
Vista - DP 3688; CTs 1503/8-9.
Vivian, Mount - Register, 29 June 1899.
Vivonne Bay - Register, 27 April 1850; Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Waddikee - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Wadnaminga Dam - EB p. 63; ED; H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 319; The Mail, 2 February 1929.
Wagrien - Observer, 20 August 1887.
Waikato - DP 2828; CT 1218/4.
Waikerie - HB 4/24, 14/42, 16/47; Chronicle, 21 July 1932; RN 556.
Waitpinga, Hundred of - RN 160. The Hundred was proclaimed in 1846, not 1842 as recorded by
Cockburn.
Wakefield - HB 5/16; Chronicle, 11 August 1932; Register, 20 June 1849, 15 April 1850.
Waldaree Park - DP 3665; CT 1485/58.
Waldegrave Islands - Advertiser, 6 July 1915.
Walker Creek - 1851 Pastoral Lease Diagram Book, page 65.
Walker Flat - DPs 4980, 5396; CT 2465/21; R.& M. Baker & William Reschke, Murray River Pilot; Register,
11 April 1887.
Walkerville - GRO 361/1857; HB 5/42; RN 45, 313; GEB 53/33; Standard, 21 October 1981.
Wall - HB 10/64; RN 533; SA Gazette & Colonial Register, 29 December 1838; SA Gazetteer of 1866;
Register, 16 January 1917; Cockburn errs when he refers to the ‘error in attributing the name to
Aboriginal origin’ - The Booandik Tribe of South Australian Aborigines includes the word in a glossary of
tribal words.
Wallabrook - NCM, 22 March 1929.
Wallace Gully - Register, 8 January 1894.
Wallarano Vale - DP 3784; CTs 1536/127-129; The News, 22 December 1930.
Wallaroo - HB 7/12; Chronicle, 25 August 1932; see The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell (Angus &
Robertson, 1988), page 148; Register, 1 November 1860, 18 February 1861; Observer, 20 August 1864.
Wallerberdina - The Register of 24 February 1875 has an article on John Bruce together with a sample of
his poetry.
Wallis, Hundred of - Advertiser, 14 November 1939; Register, 14 September 1918.
Walloway - HB 4/34, 17/3; Register, 18 May 1881; Advertiser, 22 August 1904.
Walterton - DP 1000; CT 330/46; GR 2/644.
Walsden - Register, 17 December 1864, 24 November 1866; Advertiser, 16 May 1871.
Waltham - DP 768; CT 95/234; DP 1709; CT 323/118; GR 1/75. The reminiscences of Mr T.R. Bright are in
The Mail, 19 March 1921.
Walton - LI. The Register, 26 May 1862; The Royal Geographical Society Proceedings, Vol. 58, says: ‘The
wooden house ‘Walton’, Greenock, brought to SA by the three brothers [Joel, Richard and William] of
Edward Roberts in 1843 [in the Arab]…’
Wanbi - HB 16/28; Register, 29 May 1915.
Wanborough - DP 386; CT 198/110; Register, 15 October 1874, Advertiser, 10 October 1874. An earlier
advertisement is to be found in the Register, 17 November 1869.
Wandalla - Chronicle, 2 May 1903.
Wandearah - HB 12/31, 22/12.
Wandsworth Estate - Adelaide Times, 25 December 1848.
Wangaraleednie - The death of Dr McKechnie is reported in the Register, 26 October 1869.
Wangary - Register, 22 May 1884.
Wangolina - Observer, 7 November 1925.
Wanilla - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Wappilka - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Warburton Range - A.C. Gregory is generally agreed to be the man who disproved the ‘horseshoe theory’
and not Warburton and Babbage as stated by Cockburn. ‘Gregory had no difficulty in passing what the
map now shows to be Lake Blanche and Lake Callabonna to Mount Hopeless, and from there he
continued by way of the ranges to Adelaide. Thus, by the end of June 1858, four months after Babbage set
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out, the horseshoe was at last cracked in two.’ (Hans Mincham, The Story of the Flinders Ranges, p. 421983 edition). Warburton took over command of ‘Babbage’s Expedition’ in September 1858 - ‘… on 5
November (Warburton) caught up with (Babbage) on the western side of Lake Eyre South… Babbage
argued with the new leader that he should be allowed to return south through the break in “Lake
Torrens”, but the arrogant major, reserving this course for himself, sent Babbage back the way he had
come. And so, in two places, and both from outside the horseshoe, breaks were discovered in the “Lake
Torrens” of Edward John Eyre. The horseshoe myth was now completely shattered.’ Mincham, (ibid);
Register, 12 September 1879.
Warcowie, Hundred of - HB 8/5.
Ward, Hundred of - Loy Not, p. 83.
Ward Town - DP 433; CT 213/42; Register, 10 August 1875.
Wardang Island - HB 23/26; LR; Register, 17 June 1927; The Mail, 11 September 1937; Neville Collins, The
Jetties of South Australia.
Ward Belt - Chronicle, 7 March 1874.
Ward, Hundred of - Observer, 23 October 1875; Register, 24 August 1877, 1 April 1880.
Wardlaw Vale - T p. 162; Register, 21 September 1894.
Wardle Bridge & Dam - Marion Hepstall, The Family of Wattle Farm; Register, 1 November 1858.
Warland Reserve - Anthony Laube, Settlers Around the Bay.
Warman Well - An obituary of Mr C.G. Winnecke is in the Register, 13 September 1902.
Warnertown - HB 4/47; Register, 29 November 1877.
Warooka - Mortlock Library pamphlet no. 994.232T.B126; DP 453; CTs 362/132 & 149/205; CT 213/81,CT
299/146; Chronicle, 31 May 1879; Observer, 20 April 1878.
Warradale - DP 2795; CT 1218/35. See Department of Lands docket no. 5275/1940 (copy in PRG 412 Mortlock Library); it contains Mr Hiscock’s letter; Register, 5 June 1926; Railway Commissioner’s docket
163/1923.
Warrakilla - Essays by Tom Dyster in Views from the Hills and G.H. Manning in The Lasting Hills.
Warramboo - HB 19/10. Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Warreanga - HB 14/88; H.C. Talbot, Early History of South-East District of SA, p. 123; RN 204.
Warrenben, Hundred of - HB 5/29; Cockburn records it incorrectly as ‘Warren Ben’.
Warrengie - Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia.
Warren, Hundred of - Observer, 19 September 1914; Advertiser, 12 January 1910.
Warrina - EB p. 69; Observer, 26 October 1889. An obituary of John Robert Brumby of Warrina is in the
Register, 31 January 1896 and information on the family in the Advertiser, 30 May 1934. Refer G.H.
Manning, Romance of Place Names of South Australia, page xxix for a map showing ‘Brumby’s House, etc.’
at Warrina.
Warriner Creek - PP 25/1858; Register, 13 February 1858.
Warrio Gap - Register, 24 August 1857.
Warrow, Hundred of - HB 7/2; Register, 11 October 1893; Observer, 9 August 1873, 17 May 1884; GG, 14
May 1846.
Warunda Creek - Register, 18 & 20 October 1909.
Warwick Estate - DP 2040; CT 516/30.
Washington Gardens - DP 3269; CT 1375/120; Observer, 11 May 1901; Advertiser, 10 January 1925.
Wasleys - DP 352; CT 163/113; Advertiser, 22 September 1874; Chronicle, 2 April 1904.
Watchman - NCM, 24 July 1925; PP 34/1877. ‘Watchman’s Plains’ is mentioned in the Register, 11
February 1858.
Waterfall Gully - DP 2016; CTs 926/158-9; Register, 21 April 1884; May Vivienne, Sunny South Australia.
Watergate - Observer, 29 December 1860; Register, 28 April 1854.
Waterhouse, Hundred of - RN 16; Register, 8 August 1906; an obituary is in the Register, 3 October 1906.
Waterloo Bay - RN 135; PP 54/1868-69. The Mail, 30 April 1932, p, 16; Robert Foster, Rick Hosking and
Amanda Nettlebeck, Fatal Collisions, The South Australian frontier and the violence of memory.
Waterloo - DP 5891; CT 2792/14; Register, 30 June 1865; Advertiser, 4 November 1920; Adelaide
Chronicle, 7 April 1840.
Waterloo, Hundred of - DP 153; CT 74/155.
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Waterport - A 5950; GRO 30/1856; Register, 17 December 1855.
Watervale - A 4803; GRO 48/1855; E.M. Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, p. 139; Register, 13 January
1851, 27 May 1859 & 2 June 1859.
Waterville - A 4778; GRO 304/1857.
Waterworks Town - DP 454; CT 206/47.
Watherston, Lake - T p. 162; LI; RN 206; Register, 27 April 1887.
Watraba - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Watson Gap - RN 268. Information on Rev J. Watson is in the Observer, 3 March 1855. Under the heading
‘Church Sites’ the Register of 19 September 1855 speaks of Rev John Watson, of Port Elliot, in respect of a
dispute over land granted for a Church of England at Goolwa.
Wattleville – Chronicle, 19 February 1881.
Wattlebury Estate - Advertiser, 23 January 1926.
Watts Bridge - Register, 8 January 1853.
Watts Gully - The Mail, 1 July 1933.
Watts Sugarloaf - T p. 162.
Wattle Park - DP 1171; CT 386/185; Advertiser, 19 August 1989.
Waukaringa - EB pp. 41, 49; Advertiser, 22 April 1892; G.H. Manning, A Colonial Experience.
Wauraltee - HB 5/50, 17/22; Register, 27 June 1907; Cockburn is in error when he says ‘Wardang’ is not
an Aboriginal word.
Waverley - DP 941; CT 160/18. The quotation is to be found in the Register, 2 October 1882. Also see
Register, 2 November 1881.
Way, Hundred of - Register, 10 & 15 May 1916; E. Gunton, Gracious Homes of Colonial Adelaide.
Wayville - DP 1565; CT 439/102.
Weaner Flat - DP 436; CT 214/222; HB 7/21; Advertiser, 14 April 1874; GG, 11 April 1918; CT 252/201.
Weaver Lagoon - T p. 161.
Webling, Point - Biographical details of Alfred C. Webling, marine surveyor, appear in the Register, 13
January 1925, 13 January 1926.
Weblyn - Advertiser, 8 October 1927.
Wedge Island - HB 17/1.
Wedge, Mount - Advertiser, 9 August 1906.
Weedna -See Record of the Mines of South Australia.
Weeroona Bay - Advertiser, 13 November 1929, Register, 30 January 1926.
Weeroona Island - EB p. 40; Nancy Robinson, A Reluctant Harbor, p. 98; Observer, 28 December 1918.
Welland - DP 1690; CT 768/13; Register, 28 December 1923.
Wellesley Avenue - DP 1397; CTs 478/12-13.
Wellington - HB 7/33; T p. 162; an advertisement of the town is to be found in the Register of 17 July
1841; Register, 22 January 1855, 1 February 1855, 26 September 1867.
Wells, Hundred of - HB 16/15.
Welstead - Register, 18 January 1875.
Welwyn - A 24262.
Wemblyn - Register, 26 August 1927.
Wepowie - See Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition); Chronicle, 29 September 1888.
Werocata Estate - RN 619. An offer from Mr Ralli to sell the property to the government is reported in the
Register, 12 June 1906; Observer, 8 October 1921.
West Adelaide - Register, 16 October 1883; Express & Telegraph, 18 June 1908; G.H. Manning, A Colonial
Experience.
West Beach - DP 3791; CT 1536/74; Advertiser, 7 July 1928; Advertiser, 28 February 1929.
Westbourne Park - DP 1003; CT 354/51; HB 7/38; GR 3/986; Register, 27 November 1880, 31 May 1928;
The News, 8 March 1928.
Westbury - DP 38; CT 12/33; Register, 17 August 1898.
Western Estate - DP 2063; CT 934/163.
West Island - Neville Collins, The Jetties of South Australia
West Lakes - G.H. Manning, The Grange Golf Club, pp. 158-162.
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Westland - DP 2873; CT 1223/168.
Weston Flat - CT 582/30; EB p. 7; all lots have reverted to broadacres - see CT 3752/158; Register, 16
August 1887.
Weston Point - DP 456; CT 220/149; GR 1/87.
West Terrace Estate - Commercial Advertiser, 20 April 1850.
Westward Ho - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Wetherston - DP 299; CT 124/85; Register, 7 January 1870.
Weyland, Point - RGS 19/46.
Weymouth - A 15561.
White Cliffs - Chronicle, 4 May 1878; Register, 21 November 1879.
Whitby - DP 316; CT 168/134; Register, 12 August 1872, Advertiser, 9 August 1872. A later sale is in the
same paper on 18 September 1876; Rodney Cockburn, What’s in a Name, p. 237.
Whitcombeville - DP 910; CT 289/217; HB 4/11.
White Estate - Advertiser, 4 September 1926.
White Flat - The Mail, 27 November 1915.
White Forest - Advertiser, 28 August 1867.
White Gate - Observer, 24 September 1870; Register, 26 March 1885.
Whites Gully - Register, 14 October 1848; F.W. Cox, Three Quarters of a Century. See Register of 11
September 1872c for details of a sale of machinery and mill gear; Adelaide Times, 17 November 1851.
White Hut - Observer, 29 December 1860, 10 October 1888; Register, 16 August 1893.
White Park - DP 2864; CT 1222/123; HB 11/8; Advertiser, 5 & 16 November 1921.
White Peg Gully - Register, 11 February 1858.
White, River - Advertiser, 10 May 1906.
Whites Forest - Observer, 31 August 1867; PP 19/1869-70.
Whites Gully - Register, 18 June 1853.
Whiteville - DP 1879; CT 238/134.
White Well - Advertiser, 13 May 1873; Observer, 19 January 1878.
Whitwarta - DP 794; CT 200/71; Observer, 26 September 1885.
Whyalla - HB 8/10; Whyalla News, 3 September 1973; Register, 28 May 1906; Advertiser, 11 November
1937.
Whyte-Yarcowie - HB 4/11; NCM, 12 July 1929; GG, 5 September 1929; Register, 5 November 1872;
Observer, 4 July 1885.
Wiabuna - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Wickham Hill - T p. 162; Loy Rep, p. 259; Register, 31 December 1910.
Wicklow - DP 1061; CT 304/160; Register, 8 June 1881.
Wild Dog Creek - Heather Sizer, Run North Wild Dog; Register, 1 January 1869.
Wilderness, The - Advertiser, 13 May 1887.
Wild Horse Plains - DP 1096; CT 375/230; Register, 4 April 1889, 26 April 1883; Life Around the Light, p.
143; Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of South Australia (1908).
Wilford - Advertiser, 9 January 1926.
Wilgena Hill - Register, 15 August 1917. An interesting account of a proposal for closer settlement in the
area is to be found in EB p. 70.
Wilkawatt - DP 1724; CT 809/79; Observer, 18 September 1909.
Wilkins Crossing - A. Laube, Settlers Around the Bay, p. 49.
Willamulka - Observer, 15 February 1919.
Willaston - MB 13/34; GEB 14/108; RGS 28/78. The Register of 13 January 1849 and subsequent days
advertises it as ‘Wollaston’ which name occurs in Northamptonshire, Shropshire and Worcestershire,
England; Adelaide Times, 12 February 1849; South Australian, 31 May 1850; Register, 5 November 1862.
William Creek - EB pp. 14, 20.
Williamstown - MB 127/114; DP 37; CT 13/1; A 1271; GRO 451/1858; MB 138/201; DP 2306; CT
1012/198; DP 1070; CT 367/231; Royce Wells, The Barossa Goldfields; Register, 13 April 1854; Observer, 6
November 1858, 26 March 1859; Register, 2 November 1870, 13 April 1854.
Willochra - T p. 75; Observer, 19 January 1878, 25 January 1879.
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Willowie - HB 4/41; Register, 6 June 1882; Laura Standard, 12 December 1912; Rodney Cockburn.
Nomenclature of SA (1908), page 109.
Wills Creek - GR 4/1726; Beryl Neumann, Salt Winds Across Barley Plains. p. 166; Register, 24 March 1881,
15 September 1868; Advertiser, 7 April 1880.
Willsden - DP 2348; CT 1030/185.
Willtanna - DP 2844; CT 1211/103.
Willunga - A 21005; HB 5/6, 7/20; A 7244 (Port Willunga); R. Baxendale & F. Lush, Willunga Walks;
Observer, 26 May 1860; Register, 8 February 1850; Observer, 13 April 1844.
Willyama, Point - Advertiser, 21 January 1910.
Willyara - See A 9320 & 18915 held in the GRO; MB 214/206; Observer, 2 May 1857; Register, 6 November
1868.
Willyaroo - T. p. 20.
Wilmington - T p. 8; HB 4/17; Chronicle, 1 December 1932; Chronicle, 10 February 1877; Register, 21
August 1877.
Wilpena Pound - HB 5/35; RN 131; T p. 158; Register, 7 June 1851; Hans Mincham, The Story of the
Flinders Ranges. Under this heading Cockburn claims that B.H. Babbage named Saint Marys Peak in 1856 in fact it was named by Sinnett in 1851. Cockburn’s ‘C.M. Bagot’ should read ‘C.N. Bagot’; Register, 25
February 1882.
Wilsdon - DP 2872; CT 1223/165.
Wilson - Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 64; Advertiser, 20 December 1881; Register, 19
June 1882.
Wilson, Hundred of - HB 4/9, 23/13; Advertiser, 9 July 1925.
Wilton, Hundred of - Advertiser, 12 January 1910.
Wiltunga, Hundred of - Advertiser, 10 August 1895.
Windabout, Lake - T p. 161; Register, 3 November 1904.
Windittie Creek - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition), p.152; Register, 2 February
1900.
Windsor - DP 493; CT 197/169; DP 604; CT 260/195; GEB 17/144; Adelaide Times, 1 November 1849;
Register, 10 October 1849, 29 September 1849. The 1877 subdivision is advertised in the Register of 8
September. The ‘country’ subdivision is advertised in the Register of 16 May 1876; Register, 8 January
1904; Life Around the Light.
Windsor Gardens - DP 3778; CT 1532/182.
Wingfield - T p. 8; Register, 28 May 1877.
Winifred - DP 1757; CTs 817/185-6.
Winicke Berick Well - Register, 16 August 1905.
Winkie - HB 4/1.
Winklers Crossing - Register, 23 November 1894.
Winninowie - HB 4/41; Register, 15 August 1881.
Winter Hill - T p. 62.
Winterslow - Register, 6 October 1877.
Wirrabara - HB 4/41; Register, 21 August 1901; Chronicle, 22 December 1932.
Wirraminna - Observer, 17 January 1880.
Wirrealpa - Register, 13 December 1883.
Wirreanda - Register, 1 August 1883.
Wirrega - Chronicle, 4 September 1886.
Wirrilla - Observer, 25 July 1914.
Wirrulla - The Streaky Bay, p. 42; Register, 18 May 1926; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government
town.
Wisanger - MB 254/243; CT 376/152; MB 170/297, 274/13; Yesteryear in Yankalilla; Register, 29
December 1862.
Wistow - CTs 126/27, 152/4; Express & Telegraph, 8 December 1883.
Witchelina - Register, 7 September 1887.
Wokurna - HB 12/31.
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Wolseley - HB 12/20; DP 1311; CT 431/97; Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years, pp. 196-203; Register,
10 May 1884. The ‘Adelaide’ subdivision was advertised in the Register on 13 October 1882; Chronicle, 3
February 1883.
Wonga Shoal - The Mail, 28 February 1925.
Wongyarra, Hundred of - HB 7/30.
Wonna, Hundred of - Register, 14 August 1888.
Wonoka - RN 103; Hans Mincham, Hawker-Hub of the Flinders, p. 52; Register, 7 April 1876.
Woodbury - DP 1218; CT 375/40.
Woodchester - A 21289; GRO 5/1858; HB 5/44; Register, 18 February 1856, 25 May 1857; Observer, 7
August 1915.
Woodfield - DP 2160; CT 969/119; G.B. Payne & E. Cosh, History of Unley, 1871-1971. The plan is dated
June 1913 but the first sale of an allotment was not registered until 1August 1917.
Woodforde - A 9746; GRO 47/1854. Cockburn is in error when he contends that it ‘often spelt with a final
‘e’ because of the belief that it was identified with Doctor John Woodforde…’ Register, 21 December
1839, 3 January 1853, 21 & 28 August 1850; ‘Woodforde House’ is described in the Register, 13 April 1872.
Woodhouse - HB 12/21.
Woodhurst - DP 1370; CT 461/122.
Woodlands - DP 2748; CT 1272/107; Register, 22 March 1883; Advertiser, 9 October 1920.
Woodlands Park - DP 2122; CT 978/28; Register, 3 April 1875; Advertiser, 3 April 1875.
Woodley - DP 1144; CT 381/215; May Vivienne, Sunny South Australia. The 1913 subdivision mentioned
by Cockburn relates to ‘Woodley Park’ - see Register 3 May 1913; apparently, the 1882 subdivision of
‘Woodley Estate’ eluded him. Register, 24 February 1888.
Wood Pile - Register, 12 July 1855.
Woodroffe, Mount - HB 12/23.
Woods - DP 1358; CTs 449/97-98; Register, 23 January 1904.
Woodside - A 437; GRO 84/1857; A 6011; GRO 246/1858; HB 5/7; T p. 8; Chronicle, 5 October 1933; E.M.
Yelland, Colonists, Copper and Corn, pp. 150-151. The facts do not support Cockburn’s date of subdivision,
i.e., ‘early forties’. West Woodside is advertised in the Register, 2 March 1858
Woods Point - DP 4113/4; CT 1872/19. The information recorded by Cockburn under this heading would
appear to refer to Woods Well.
Woods Well - RGS (London), Vol 15; South Australian, 18 June 1844.
Woodville - HB 4/13, 22/17; History of Woodville, 1874-1934. An advertisement in respect of ‘Woodville
Park’ is to be found in the Register of 15 September 1877 & 17 October 1882.
Woodward Park - DP 3907; CTs 1652/108-9.
Wool Bay - Observer, 16 October 1875.
Woolmit - Register, 17 & 21 January 1911.
Woolsheds - Register, 6 November 1865.
Wooltana - D. Tunbridge, Flinders Ranges Dreaming; The News, 27 October 1923.
Woolundunga - Register, 28 September 1871.
Woolyanna, Hundred of - Chronicle, 18 March 1899.
Wooroora - Register, 24 August 1877.
Worlds End Creek - Register, 18 October 1905.
Worthing - A 21763.
Worturpa Creek - H.Y.L. Brown, Mines of SA, p. 329; Chronicle, 15 July 1899.
Wow Wow Plain - Express & Telegraph, 13 December 1904; Register, 29 November 1904.
Wright Island - HB 13/17A.
Wudinna - HB 10/61, 14/98, 17/26; T p. 7; Observer, 1 May 1926; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a
government town.
Wunkar - NCM, 21 July 1925. Cockburn’s ‘railway station is also a government town.
Wurilba - NCM, 3 June 1936.
Wyacca, Hundred of - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition). For reminiscences of the
district see ED filed under ‘Wyacca School’.
Wye - CT 1457/179.
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Wyrie Swamp - Chronicle, 19 September 1868.
Wynarka - Register, 29 October 1926.
Wynbring - NCM, 13 July 1926.
Wynarka - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Wynn Vale - DPs 9816/7; CT 4007/690.
Wyomi - DP 5129; CT 2222/3.
Yabmana - Register, 13 February 1928.
Yacka - HB 22/1; Observer, 13 October 1923.
Yackamoorundie - HB 4/11.
Yadlamalka - Observer, 16 September 1876.
Yahl - Register, 6 March 1862; Observer, 12 September 1868; G.H. Manning, A Social History of the Lower
South East in the 19th Century.
Yalata - HB 6/21, 10/82, 14/92; RGS 21/67; T p. 162; Chronicle 19 September 1896.
Yallamurray - Alan Jones, Tatiara, The First 140 Years, 1845-1985, pp. 66-67.
Yallum - Observer, 31 October 1868; Register, 29 December 1890; Observer, 20 July 1901; Border Watch,
20 January 1875; Penola Historical Selections, Vol VI; Peter Rymill, Penola Commemorative Biographies –
The Founders.
Yalluna - Register, 18 November 1898.
Yallunda Flat - Register, 13 April 1926.
Yalpara - HB 12/27; Register, 21 March 1882.
Yalumba - Register, 3 February 1873.
Yandiah - The Recorder, 3 November 1971.
Yangya - Gladstone-A Meeting of Creeks- A Breaking of Gauges.
Yaninee - Register, 18 May 1926.
Yankalilla - A 4582; GRO 344/1857; HB 4/35, 14/44; T p. 162; R.F. Williams, To Find the Way; Register, 10,
13, 16, 17, 20 & 25 February 1928, 5 March 1857, 25 July 1862, 10 February 1928; The Mail, 14 May 1921.
Yantanabie - The Streaky Bay; Register, 18 May 1926.
Yanyarrie - Observer, 13 September 1884.
Yaralin - T p. 11.
Yaranyacka - See Register, 30 June 1883 for information on the school and 22 June 1885 for the trials and
tribulations of the teacher, Mr Poole.
Yarcowie - Register, 5 November 1872.
Yardea, Mount - Chronicle, 31 August 1872.
Yarrawarra - DP. 2135 (unnamed); CT, vol. 900, fol. 145.
Yarroo - Register, 19 March 1874.
Yaroona - HB 5/52.
Yarrowie - HB 4/41; J.D.W. Babbage, Between the Ranges; Observer, 16 June 1877; Laura Standard, 25
April 1889; Register, 21 February 1878.
Yartoo - Observer, 2 February 1924.
Yarwood - A 10726; GRO 343/1858.
Yatala - A 2875; GRO 452/1854; South Australian, 23 May 1848; 26 September 1848. ‘The New Convict
Establishment at Dry Creek’ is in the Observer, 29 July 1854; PP 24/1874.
Yatina - Observer, 21 October 1876.
Yatta - Register, 1 December 1857; Observer, 5 January 1861.
Yattagolinga Creek - Record of the Mines of South Australia (fourth edition).
Yattalunga - DPs 10863/5; CT 4125/340; HB 11/31; RGS, Vol 51 of 1927; Register, 28 June 1902.
Yednalue, Hundred of - Register, 29 December 1885.
Yeelanna - DP 5130; CT 2225/70.
Yellowman Creek - Rodney Cockburn, Nomenclature of SA (1908).
Yelta - Record of the Mines of South Australia; Advertiser, 28 May 1910.
Yettie Creek - Register, 11 February 1858.
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Yilki Town - A 13645; GRO 284/1860. A later sale of lots is advertised in the Register, 3 April 1854;
Register, 28 March 1840. A letter from Rev Newland of Yeilkey Farm extolling the district is in the Register,
15 February 1840.
Yinkanie - Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ was also a government town.
Yongala - HB 4/11; RN 330, John P. Glistak, The Lands of Yongala Station; Observer, 31 March 1877;
Advertiser, 14 March 1878; The Mail, 14 May 1921.
York - A 18975; GEB 12/118; Register, 6 October 1849.
Yorketown - DP 324; CT 169/69; HB 7/21; Chronicle, 22 September 1932; the Register, 10 October 1872
advertises it as ‘Township of Yorke’; Express & Telegraph, 11 October 1872.
Yorkeville - DP 1284; CT 379/4.
Yosemite Park - DP 1797; CT 688/35; Register, 20 March 1909, 9 March 1905.
Young, Hundred of - HB 5/14; Loy Rep, p. 17.
Younghusband, Hundred of - HB 8/24; Observer 18 July 1863; T p. 162.
Yudnamatana - Express & Telegraph, 30 January 1864.
Yundi - Advertiser, 30 December 1933.
Yunta - RN 373; Express & Telegraph, 27 July 1885; Cockburn’s ‘railway station’ is also a government town.
Zanuckville - Advertiser, 14 April 1965.
Zion Hill - Register, 8 April 1864, 5 November 1921.
**************************************
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